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THE CONTEMPORARY REVIEW.

<.)y DOLLIXGER’S IXTERmETATION OF CnEIST’S

riiECErT ^U30ET DIVOllCE.

Not long ago, I liatl the advantage of lieariug an Assize Sermon
from the Oxford irnivcrsity ]’nlpil; l)>' one of the most

(‘lo(iuont preachers of the day.* In the coui'se of it, rofei’cnce was
made to the present law of di^'orce, and the words of oiir Lord and
the rule of the State were sharply contrasted. Christ poimittcd

divorce only in the case of unchastity before marriage ; the State

allows it in the case of subsequent adultery. I was a good deal

startled by this interpretation, which was tpiite new to me, especially

as it was announced us our Lord’s doctrine, without any intimation

that there was any other A'icw Avhich coxild bo taken. On inquiry”,

I learnt that the inteiqDretatioii itsclfj and the reasons for it, Avere to

be found in Dtillinger’s “First Ago of the Church.” I haA*e examined

this /ycjM clmsicm, and as T do not find myself at all convinced by it,

I will A'onture to state why it appears to me an nnsatisfactor}’ solu-

tion. How far it is Dollingor’s OAvn I do not kuoAV. He admits

that ho is at issue with modern lleformcd diA'ines : he implies that

ho is in accoi’d Avith the earlier A’iews of the Church about diA'orco

;

but this may only refer to the practical conclusion, and not to the

intei*pretation AA'hich justifies it.

The prc^aclior, Mr. liiddoiii has since puhlishcd the sermon under the title of “ Christ

and Human Law ” (Hivingtons, ISfiV)}, with a justiticatory note on the passage in ques-

tion, containing an abstract of Dellinger's argument.
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Bollingcr^a view then is, that our Lord’s real tcacliing about

divorce is lo bo f»>uiid iu St. jNEai'k, St. Luko, and St.‘ Pavd, all of

whom declare marriage to bo indissoluble, and that the excojdion iu

St. 3rattliew' w'as a sort of condescension to tbo strong fetdiugs

cntei'tained by tlie Jews about unebastity before marriage, <‘los<'ly

connected with the Ifebraic origin and general character of his

Gospel.

IVrhaps T had better examine, fii’st .Lblliiiger’s objections to the

ordinaiy interpretation, as it, is eA'idenl that ho relies a good d('al on

them as paving the way for the establishment of his

ITis tirst assertion is that Troprem is never used in the Nt'w Testa-

ment or LXX. o^ iu profane' authors for adultery. lie i-eviews

several passages, and pronounces tlieiu to be citlier misunderstood

or (lul}” aiij)arent exct'ption*'. lie d<»es not deny that Tropi-cta may bo

usc<l of indiscriminate unchastitj' on the part of a man led woman,
but will not allow that it can bo used of adidtery with a single

paramoui*. It is not easy to see lunv be can gt't ovc'r l-’cclesi-

asticus xxii. ^2, 2-J, outms kiu ywij KrtTaXi^ronra Tor «rf5p«i kul TrufxnToi'rti

KXtiftoyijfi.ov uWoTpiov" rrpojTW ptr yt«p tv t'l/’titrrov yTrciOi/ifc. m/J.

Sevrepov eh nv^pa earriji tTrXyp/'eXtjire, Kni to T/jtVov tv sro/ii'ttit ipi>t\t.i'Oip

uXXoTpiov drSpos TtKVfc r-apCirTijrrert Words which st'cm to point to inter-

coxirse with a single paramotir. All that, he says «>1‘ tliis ])assage is

that “both words are ])ul togi'ther for empha.sis,” whieli tluy woidd
hardly be if one of them wert* inupjdicable. C<‘rt.ainly it would
seem difficult (I do not say impo.ssil)]e) to limit the iis«« of r-<.picni in

the case of a married woman to iudi.scriminate profligacy, it,

is not so limited iu the case of the niunari'ied. Th(; tnu'i' view

would appear to be that the Avord, though generally used ol*

indiseriminato intercourst', is extended to all unebastity, and that

as .such it may be used of adultery, the act being vioAvcil in ndation,

not to the husband, but to the ])ara)nour. Ddllinger disj)o.ses of

1 Cor. V. 1, Avhieh had been a<ldiieed for the extension of

to adultery, by supjjosing the act condemned to b(: marriage witli a

father’s Avidow, Avhich is called vopveut because there is no other Avord

for it. Has he not in doing so ovc'ilookod 2 Cor, A’ii. 12 i' If tlie

father is not ab’A'o, Avho is the uoinrfieh tln'in.- ‘r'*

lldllinger, hoAVOA'or, asks Avhy, supposing that iropveia can bo
extended to the act of adidtery, it should have bcmi n,sed in a
critical and crucial passage, whore it might be misunderstood.

There are tAi'O possible answers to this, cither of them, it socm.s l4>

mo, perfectly reasonable. IJopvtm niay Inu’c been used to include

• r SCO Intni Di-.'ni Alford’s noto oh Ukj l.'ittiT ]i(i,ssa{5<! that other intcrjm'latioiis li:ivo

hocn proposed
; Isit surely lirj is light in iijei ting them uu xuuiatunil. At uuy niti-,

why docs not Diillingi r iiotieo tho apparcut liiihculty Y
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along with adultery what Dollingcr thinks is its only meaning,

unchastity 1)eforo marriage discovered aftenvards, which is the view

of Micliaelis, Stier, and Alford. Or it may have been used just for

the same reason as might make a modern writer, treating of the

subject in a similar way, prefer the word unchastity to the word
adulteiy. Our Lord says that the indiscriminate divorce wliich was
common among the Jews in his time really involved tho multiplica-

tion of adidtcrics. To say, “Whosoever shall put away his wife,

except for tho cause of adulteiy, causeth her to commit adultery,”

produces a sentence which has tho disadvantage as well as the advan-

tage of a terse quasi-cpigrammatic form : to substitute “ unchastity ”

for “ adultery ” in the first of the two instances does not really inter-

fere witli the thought, and is more in accordance with simplicity of

oxprt'ssion. I am assuming, of course, that the oi’iginal readers of

Matthew would not be startled by finding iropveia applied to

adultery considered as a trespass of a married Avoman with a

paramour, which, on the strength of the considerations advanced
in tho last paragraph, I think I am entitled to do.

Ihit Dbllinger objects that tlic ordinaiy' interpretation introduces

a contradiction between St. Matthew on the one hand, and the throe

other saci’ofl writci’s on tho other, and that of a peculiarly perplexing

kind, as the important exception supposed to have been allowed by
our Lord could not then haA’o been kiioAvn to the Church generally

till St. Matthew’s Gospel had been translated from Aramiean into

Greek. I do not know how this argunuuit from historical jirobability

may appear to others, but to me it seems rather like a burlesque of

tho modern mode of realizing past times to one’s self by projf'cting

tine’s self into them. If wo nnist entertain such questions about
matters concerning Avhich, T suppose, avo know \evy little, Avhy are

Ave to suppose that this exception Avas, so to speak, an historical fact

only ktioAvn to iSt. MatthcAv and his readers, and not part of a body
of recollections more or less common to the Church, though tho

other sacred Avriters did not happen to introduce it into their

account.:^ or, assuming that it become known only on tho publica-

tion of 8t. Matthew’s Aramnoan Gospel, whj’ may avo not conjecture

that so important a fact as Dollingcr says this must be considered to

bo AA'Ould bo circulated by those who had road tho Aramasan text

even before tho Greek translation appeared? But such si3oculation8

on lost history arc, as I venture to think, rather of tho nature of

child’s play. The solid fact that St. I’aul, iSt. Mark, and St. Lukc.^

do not mention AA'hat St. MatthcAV does is, I conceh’^c, to be accounted
for simply by tho consideration that they Avero concerned rather Avith

the rule, which of course was the thing on which our Lord laid

must stress, than with the exception.*

* Tlicro in no reason to think that St. Paul is contemplating the contingency c£

B 2
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A fni’thor objoction is, that our Lord is not likely to have allowed

adiilteiy as a ground for divorce, because the Jewish lowj^whu-h still

existed at the time of lEis ministrj', punished adultciy with death.

This assumes, what we know to bo directly the reverse of the truth,

that lie contemplated the Jewish polity as one that would lust in

its existing fonu. But (continues Bollinger) Christians living

under the llomau law could only rid themselves of fin adulterous

wife by 2)rosecution under llie Koman fonns ; and we know that

>St. I’aul interdicted going to law bt'fore unbelievers. Is it certain

thiit St. Vinil would liave alh»wed no e.vee2)tion in a ease so obviously
iinii manifostly cxccjdwnul ‘r Assuming that our Ijord ditl allow
thvi'Vi.' f{)r adultery, wo may surely assume that the .Vjwxstle would
peunii a Christian to i»btain it by the ordinary tribunals when it

eouKi ni>t be etfeeted by the (.'hriNtian eommuuitv without .subit'ctin**’

lh«' parties eoneerntsl to h'gal iienalties. Surely the answ*. to hotJi

ohp elions is that our Lord was not thinking of 2)o.s>ibIi‘ eollisijtns

eitle.r ^Yith the Jewish or with the Roman law, but laying down
jtreeepl^ which wore to foi'iu the rule of Christian jiractiei* at. siu-h

time and in such manner as circumstances woidd hcretd'ter allow,

Tlic^e arc the chief objections in*ged by Ddllinger agsiiu-'t tlu'

ordinary InterjirotatLon, on iihilological and historical grouml.N. Il«‘

has also moral objections, which I may as well reserve till 1 have
saiti something about liis own view.

J’liilologically, of course, lie ]ia.s the advantage of giving* a sense

to TToftyfia which no one can dis2nitc. But this scc'ins to me liis only

advantage.

Jlis 2^esition is, that the exee2>tiou was intended to ho only a.

teiiqiorary one, conceded on S2iecial grounds to the Jews. It is

natural enough that he shoidd he anxious tf» show that, as under-

stood by him, it has only a temxiorary eharsicter. I'ew niodt'i*ii

legislatoi’.s would dream of enacting that, while atlultery iloes not

vitiate a marriage, auto-nu2)tial uiicha.stity concealed from llio

husband should vitiate it. But though Bollinger esca2Jes this dilli-

culty, he im'olve.s himself in another of a dilforent kind, hut (2uito

as serious. "What proliability is thori; that our Ijord should have

made any such temporary exce2)tion ? Are temporary oxceiiB’ons

to bo found elsewhere in the Sermon on the [Mount ? Are tlu'y at

all in kcc2>ing with the genei*al S2}ii*it of our Lord^s practical

2>r(*cc*2Jl.s ? AVc are required to Iwlievc that, there being two courses

.o2a*n to the injured hu.sband under tlio Mosaic law—public cx2)osure,

leading to the execution of the wife, and private ro2)udiation— llts

adultery :ii all in 1 Cor. vii. 11, as tlicj context f^oncrally Booms to piiint to oIIut caiisos

for .soi)ai!i!ioii. It is woll, also, to olisorvc tliat llio words idv le — ic«raX\«y/j|Tw

are ncjt part of our Lord’s precept, but a p ironllu'tical intcrpOHitioii by tlic Apostle,

though a reader of the English vei-sion might naturally think otherwise.
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iiiti^nded authorize the milder. Are we to suppose that He sanc-

tioned thotJowish marriage-law in other points in which He docs not

reform it, the stoning for adultery, &c. ? Yet if we consider Him to

have enitered into such temporary questions at all,we are obliged in con-

sistency to meet these and similar difiB.culties. Bollinger quotes the

Book of Proverbs to show “the fieryjealousy of the Jews, which could

not bo appeased by gifts.” No doubt : but this is precisely the spirit

against which the Sermon on the Mount wages war ; and it wages

war not by compromise and concession, but by imfiinching opposition.

It is indeed passing strange that a commentator who lias entered into

tho grandeur of tho contrast running through that 5th chapter of fit.

IMutthew, “ Yo have heard that it has been said .... but I say unto

you,” should bring himself, under any circumstances, to believe that

one of tho grea^. utterances of tho Bivino Lawgiver was qualified by
an except ion granted projitor ilnriticm conlis, and intended appa-

rently to disappear within a centuiy, soon after tho Araniican original

shoidd have been turned into Greek. I doubt wliethor anvthing

more unworthy of so great an occasion was ever devised even by an
<'-\positor of the earlier days of rationalism.

IVIy own belief is, that the interjjrctation spoken of by Bollinger

as that genei’ally accepted by Protestant Germany is tin; true one,

and that our Lord in this verse not only sanctions divorce on

account of adultery, but declares implicitly' that re-marriages, where
tlio first marriage has boon dissolved by adultery, are not adulterous.

1 do not believe that the w’ords mli>€KT<yi Xiiyov n-o/>i/etas c.^n bo under-

stood in any' other way than that in which they are generally'

understood. l)ollingei’'s view, though philologically soimd, is refuted,

as I have said, by' other considerations. Other interpretations, such

as that irofn>€ia means idolatry', or that irdpeicros \6yov irnpvcia^ means
“without entering into tho question of fornication,” may' bo left to

I’efute themselves. Believing this, I cannot understand how the

exception mentioned in tho former part of tho verse can bo supposed

not to apply to the latter as well.* A clear and intelligible principle

is laid down, that marriage is dissoluble for one cause, and for one

cause only
;
and that being granted, it follows, as a matter ef coui’se,

that when marriage has been dissolved for that cause, its obligations

are no longer binding on tho divorced parties. I believe also that

tho German lleforiued divines are right in say’ing that the I’eason

why adultery dissolves marriage is, that the original unifas carnis is

destroyed, tuid a now one formed. This is no figment of Protestant

* ]\rr. Liiddon actiiiilly insikos it an objection to tho ordinary intorprotiilioii of iropvHc^ •

tliat if nmrria^o is dissoluble by adultery, there is no reason why in ^Fatt. xix. 9 (which

is virtually tlie same with the earlier passap^e), tho re-marriage of the adulteress should

bo called atlultory, apparently not seeing that he supplies an argument to those who
contend that it is not.
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pxogesis, Imt sooias to fltnv tlimitly from tlio Itmgiiagfo of fy. I'nul in

tlic latter part of I Ooriutluiins, chap. vi. •

‘‘On this thetny,” says Dollinp'or, “either party edn ;tt any
moment destroy tho marriage, and if feeling it a hurdensomu yoke,

or violently enamoured of another person, is strongly tempted to

annul by one act a contract formed for life ; while tho innocent party,

however anxious to forgive, must recognise and accept tlie actual

dissolution of the marriage, and let the children of tho guilly party

bo left fatherless or motherless.^’ Hero aro two objections, one
affecting the guiltj', the other tho innocent party, and it will bo
more convenient to consider them separately.

^"o doubt the announcement that anj* human act ct.i render a
marriage dissoluble so far gives a mollvo for the commi^^•^•n ol* that

act to a person who wislu's to dissolve lu's own marriage. Thert' is

no question that the death of either husband or wife n ssol i a
marriage, and husbands have killed lln'ir wives and wives Iheir
husbands precisely for tliis reason. Such murd(*rers, so far as it is a

pas-'ion liu* another person that induces them to coniiuit llu* crime,
aro gxiilty, according to the teaching of the Sermon on llu' !Mounl, of
adultery as well us murder; yot the .second marriage, flK>ug]i doubt-
less an act of sin, is not technically an ai*t of adult(‘ry. I’Jie <*as(* is

exactly the same whore it is adultery, not nuirdcr, that breaks tlic

marriage bond. It is adnllery tliat makes the second maria’ago

possible
; but the second marriagt

, however guilfy, is not an arlulli'iy.

It may be quite a fair question whether a legislature oiigJit to allow

an adulterer and adnlf cress to marry. The ])ermission may he

described, very likely with truth, as a premiuTn on the commission
of adultery. Hut to forbid a union Ix'cansc it. hiA olves a previous

adultery is one thing ; to forbid it because it is itself adulterous,

another aiid an entirely different thing. I do not wls;h (o offer any
opinion on the cxpodienc.y of the first; the s«'ec»iul 1 liolievc' to be

both uuscript iiral and nm-oasonuhle.

A.s to tho &uppo.scd injustice done tf» innocent parties by the

ordinary interi)retation of our Lord’.s Avords, J)«illingcr’s *'ase floes

not appear to be strongt'r. Hceause a marriagt' is potentially dis-

solAa'd by adultery, it does not folloAV tliat. it must bf; actually and
legally dissolved if the injured persfm thinks Avell to condone the

ofi'cnco. Our Hord, as we interpi'ct Iliju, say.s not that a man must

put QAvay his Avife for adultery, hut that he may. Nor is this di.slinc-

tion really inconsistent Avith tho doctriiif! that the vviim carnis has

Jacou A’iolated. Without entering at Itmgtli into the matter, it is

sufficient to say that tho condonation ma,}- bo regarded as creating a

fresh union, and that rcjisfuis maj' be c'asily secni Avhy in that case

it shoidd not be necessary to solemnize it AAuth a fresh mairiaga

ceremony. Jojix CoxiNci'f>N.



CniLDEEN AKD CHILDEEN’S BOOKS.

1. Child- World, By the Authors of ** Poems Written for a Child.**

Stiahan 8c Co.

2. IMii/fuf L/rte, Third K»liiioii. Stralirm & Co.

3. y/h- IVdl d fhii 11/7^9 tjt'tj i,i Toivn, JJy Ha>’S Cii]:isii.\s

ANi»ir.llSE.N. Striihan & Co.

j. uindtr<!*n*s Lfdtr Traii'Intoil hy C?ai:olim!. rEACHJ-A,

A. Pi.i.SM.n, niitl C. Ward. Bi*ll and Daldy.

Ij. Siorica Ti Id to a Child. Now Edition. Stralian & Cn.

H. Mr, til tTflirftfr^\K JlrtnrfidiranCf'S. Il^\ »Trj.iAVA liORATIo
E\\in<}. JJell and J^ald}’,

i. Sturu\ ft\tm Gf'rmmiy. Jly I'KA.vz IIOFFArAN” anti Nthritz.
1 riiJiijlatt.-U l»y A*^mi2 JIarwood. llodder niulStoufrhfoii.

S. jhnit Judtf'i Mtnjazinc, Edited hy !!Mr{5. Gattv. JStW, Bell

and Dahly.

y. At’re's Adri-nUtres m Bonderltind, By Lewis CarhoLX,, Mac-
imlinii & ( *0.

10. The Rose and Ihelinnj. By^I. A. Titmaiisit. Smith, Elder, & Co.

11. Gtrimui Popular SUrics. Iiurodiietioii hy John Eu&kin, M.A.
J. C. lloftrii.

YETiy rare aiitl peculiar faculties arc required in the writers of

children’s books—^iiiore rare, perhai)s, than for any other dc-

partiuent of litcrat urc
;
and this is osjxjeially true of verse. Tho

reason perhaps is, that whilst all the sweetness of true lyrical effort

is necessary to give birth to those beautiful eonibinations of verbal

antithesis Avbicb, like winged seeds, fix themselves in tho soft and

most, impressible portions of mind and fancy, the poet must transport

liimsclf into a world where there is no correspondent division of

feeling, and where, although things are perceived in tho most

humorous relations, that idea of moral antithesis and conflict in which

all genuine, pathetic humour has its root, TCally holds no place.''

Tho only humour which children can comprehend is the humour of

tho sinqdc grotesque—^tho whimsicality of tho direct burlesque—the
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objects cxliausting themselves in one obvious yet sudden and surpris-

ing relation. Sni’inisc is the soul of juvenile litcratu]^. Notliing

imist Ix' d'\v«'lt on so as to exhibit itself in its moral phtuses by, st) to

sjK'ak, sinking down for a moment under the flowing watei^ of inci-

dent and net ion.

Children are intense and exacting realists ; keen observers, they

Ktvk thnniiyli o\ery f>11icv in;ni

Wifli slKirpciK'fl sly

inul, iihovo iiU^ they arc lively knidU' satirists, wlio never fail

iit lix a weak j>oin(, anti rt'presiait it to fheniselve.s under llie

!uo t diverting draniatie disgtUM's—sometimes even willi an a]>-

pcaranee of ervielty in the ease of natural defects. Tin's, lioAvevcr,

simply ari'>es from keen percept iuii 4»f odd and unusual rel{iti<»ns, ;ia(l

the utter incapacity ot children ti> lay hold of any speciallv moral
or emotional signiticance which may lie under the deforinitv. Vet,

just as in ‘‘Don (iuixote”or “(.lulliver’s Travels,” then- is a pece.liar

interplay (*f apparently conflicting attributes from which tlu* gro-

tesque humour and the truth alike proceed, and which, in the «'inl,

shows a grand and serene impartiality, inasmuch as the very nohilily

and interest of the character are found to lie close tohis weakn('>s ; so

Avith <‘hildron, their apparent cruelty procecils out of an utter inca-

pacity to conceive of pain or defect. The very featui'o which tickleil

them to laughter or dislike tt»-day will raise tlio unfortunate object,

of it to the liighest place of honour to-morrow. Toys or jday-

thing.s are children’s real companions; tlie measure meted t<j these

they AA'Ouid mete to men also, coidd they de:d as freely by them ; and
their rule, though autocratic, is one of .'.tern, sclf-reetifyliig justice.

Watch them for a moment at their evening play, when, after a day’s

exciting adventure <jut of «loors, the mind cravi'S a relief in inoj’o

intellectual pastimes, and they are seated at (ahle, their toy-hoxes

before them. Observe how the <»hl fragments, swept up out of the

ih'hr/s of forgotten toy-worlds, attain a new and apt signilicaneo troin

their unexpectedly fantastic .shapes and odd relalioji.s
;
and how, iiot

seldom, out of these di.straught fragments they Avill create a. whole

lov«‘e of their grown-up uccpiaintances. And not only so, but the

characteristic points will bo seized with so much truth that, not-

withstanding the grotc.squeness of the sitiialions, the ajitnoss and
the truth are what most strike the adult. Tims wc ourselves one

night had a avIioIc shadowy bevy of friends summoned before us by
dint of one queer and aceiJentsd resemblance being suddenly and
happily caught. A little lad of nearly four years old had got

possession of a long, rusted scissors. These lio opened out a

little and stuck on their points, exclaiming to his sister, who is

hardly a year and a half older, “ ’Ook, Nanny ! ’ook ! ’at’s Mister
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l]iiTn !
” Noy, Mister Earn ” is tall enough for a grenadier, apes tho

lushionablc man, and has tight-cut trousers of course ;
and as he has

very long aihns, and a habit of shoving them forward, hands in

pockets, tho likeness was sufhcicntly apt and striking. But when tho

little dramatist began to pick out, hrom among old bricks and other

thii\gs, whatever Iiad tlio least likeness to tlio human figure, and to

stit them round about Mr. Earn in an attitude of devout attention

—

even going tho length of rudely draping them in some cases—he
proved that lie had pierced somewhat deeper than mere external

traits to nionil ones; for blister Earn aims at being a man of

society
;

jjiqucs himscll* at once on his figure and his air, and is

ambitious of being a talker, fit to attract and hold little buzzing

ei’owds of listeners, especially lady listeners. It Avas characteristic

lhat our little puppet-player, on being questioned, made all his

group out to be ladies, Avith one single excejition, and that Avas ntn/

enough; for the one male auditor alloAvod Avithiii Mister Eam’s
circle aa'us almost deaf!

^o\A' it appears to us that, in effectiA'C child’s literature, we must
h!iv(‘ Avilhiu tlie misty borders of fancj’’ and grotesque invention

—

lilv(5 a firm sunny island sot Avithin a sjjarkling dreamy sea—a

genuine body of common finniliar life and picture. !Xot that it

needs lo be <letailed or oxhaustiA'c. Children ai*o far quicker tlian

groAA'n-up people at catching a hint, pursuing it thi’ough a Avholo

series of grotesque, cloAvn-like evolutions, till at the end it settles

solidly on its feet. Indeed, since surprise is so A’itttl an element,

anylhing like detail—unless, indeed, it may be selected tyjjical

details, moving in Avidely and sharply contrasted pairs, and gro-

tesquely rubbing cheeks together—is essentially damaging and
ju’osaic. And hero avo lia\'e, as it Avere, the law of tliat A’crbal play
and funny counter-chiuigc of phrase and figui’o which is in so many
cases oA’crdone, and, separated from a genuine root in thought and fact,

becomes simple exaggeration and aflbeted elcA'cmess, wherein there

is certainly nioi’o eye to tho druAving-room and the critics than to

the nurseiy. AVords to the child are nothing less than tho animated
bodies of liA’ing things, Avhich, to his excited imagination and
memory, jostle each other in tho confused procession of being; for as

yet his Tueutal eye is uiicouched, and the use of words is the means
by which things are griulually sorted out. “ Oh, pa, are ’oo makin’
names ? ” said a little lad once, looking over our shoiddor as wo chanced
to be printing out largo letters. On “ TO ” being made, they
wore at once identified as a tree and a hoop ; the next word beginning

Avith “ I,” it was put doAvn as the stick ;
and as much joy was

exhibited over them as though the boy had come into possession of

the real objects. And it struck us that AA'ith the child the process
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of iiaiiiiiig' was in ossonce* rojircsonfod in this IiftK* (.•irciyn ><aiu‘(', lln'

"wonl takinjj its place iu the luiiul by virtue of some juviv a ml s<'cr<'t

ufliuily with the thing. Whenever ti very (lirtu*iilt,^!n (ifieial, or

novel jihi-aso is introdutuxl, the iiiiiul is held in suspense, tlio alrejuly

acquirotl ideas, suddenly separate<l and disturbed for a time, like

quicksilver, trembling to a new adjustment.

As an illustration of the very peculiar manner in which children

will impatiently escape from the puzzle a now woi*d brings by
rolling it buck upon a real acquaintance, and, so to speak, doubling
his indi^•iduality, we may give this incident. A servant girl luwl

one day frightened a little boy by telling him that if ho was naughty
the brownie wtmld take him. The child asked no tpiostions

; but
the first time an old friend nanieil llrown calh'd at- tlio ho isi-, then;
was exliibited on the little lad’s part a wistfid shrinkii.,?: gl i ,ce and
ivlnctinicc to fro near tJie old man, which were markedly nun ual.

Jfeivtn/ure the child had been extremelv fond of IMr. lirf>wn and
wry tree ti)\vard> him, and no exjdanation could b(» got to llio

mystery till his mother suddenly reuu'nibered one day alimit llit;

brownie; and on questioning the eldld, found that the similarity «*f

name hud led to an assoeiation that Imnight with Mr. Ibowji the
shadowy presence of a brownie, supposi'd to lurk in the old man’s
big pockets, it so happening that he wore a large old-fashioned gr«'at-

coat, Avith suggestions of laitraversed eapaeity. This similai-ity of

soiind Avas the only key that offered by AA’bich tlie child eoidd adjust

the new idea to his stock of ynv//- oxjjcricnce.s
;
and the nltiT im2)a-

ticnce children exhibit toAvards whatcvc'r AVouhl force an a<lult int<j a

kind of meditatiA'o sxispcnsi; or mental rcscrA'e, is avcU scon in flu*

sudden and sonietiincs almost irrational AN'liirls by Avhicb ii train of

thought is abrujUly and grotesquely closed by tlit' most absolute

antbropomoridiisiu. Ifence tlu; persistent, restless, realistic, and un-
conquerable curiosity of children—their queer wistful quest iotis, and
hunger for facts and nnexiiccted rt'senddances rather than for id('as.

Those sudden disturbances and c^uicksilA'cr-like adjuslim'iits are,

the real means of progress Avith the child; and Avhat lie seeks, alike

from sensible imjirossious and fi-om AA'ords, arc the constatit and sud-

den excitements as of solid substances drojqiing into a liquid mass,

bis chiofest jdeasure being the exertion caused him in order to bring

back again a scii.so of settiednoss and consistency. Thus the dcc'pest

joy of the child is to bo moA''cd to actiA'c invention on bis oA\m pai-t,

—

to try to find in the new thing or Avord a handle by Avbieli to ridato

it harmoniousl}'^ to bis stock of ideas already acquired, and Ibis it. can

only do in A'irtuo of carrying to lus mind some really ilefinitc

concrete imago. Wliatovcr fails to do this will certaiidy not hold

his atlcutiun or invito him to return to it again.
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^vll^'llcvcr you begin to m'iic down to Iho cliibl by way of

giving bliii exict instruction under affectedly pleasing disguises, luj

s<‘08 Uii'oiig\i Inc trick very quickly, and nhien you hencofortli if ho

can ; whilst, on tho other hand, if you give him clover exercises in

words merely, it is like tossing him about in the air, as they tossed

about Mr. MacDonald’s light princess, and a child, above ovcr^dihing,

likes to run on his own feet. The very essence of high art is to

accomplish whole pictures by happy suggestions, and nowhere is

this more essential than in children’s literature. The sudden clash

of u happy surprise seems to give that buoyant vibratory movement
to the as yet semi-fluid, spongy soil of the phantasy, which sends up
the peculiar rising mist, seen through which the grotesque propor-

tions and relations arc peculiarly exaggerated and take on new
significances.

Nor is this only true of boj's, as a superficial consideration might
lead one to suppose. Our observation goes to confirm tho idea that

tlic trail, is still more 2)owcrfully exhibited in girls. AYatch their

procedure with their dolls. A now doll from the sliop, dressed in

tiiiest fur aiul satin, 2>least‘s at first, but is .soon either torn down or

thrown a.side
; for it is not a fact that girls differ fi*om boys by tho

mere cireumstauco that tlio one analyzes and tho other creates or

makes iq). The truth rather .seems to bo that both are apt at

receiving sugg('stions to invention, and delight in discovering modes
of doing thiiig.s, with the idea of re-shajnng and re-composing. Thus,

if tho br»y gels a waggon, ho wonders how it is made, and jJorhaps

breaks it in tiying to discover ; whilst tho girl voi’y soon discomjjoses

the elegant millinery of tho shop-doll, and is pleased to sec

the gay dress roughly pinned or tied upon an old favourite. Tho
dt'sire of i<lentifying oneself more intimately with the t)bject of affcc-

t io7i I)y fingering at it, accounts for what has often been noticed in

girls as a ju'cference for what is in itself ugly and onfrv. Perhaps
one of the best instances of this we have ever read is from the
“ lievaua ” of Jean Paul. Tic writes :

—

“
'.riic autlior rcuiemhers a little giil of two years old who, ha^ing for !i

Ion*' whiles oarrictl about an old di>ll worn almost to tho bare wood, had at

lonf»t.h given her a veiy beautiful and finely dressed one—a foster sister of

tlio prettiest m Jlertueh’s Jintnial dm J\todr.s, which it j’osembled as much
in beauty of eyes as it suipassed it in size. Xot long afterwards the child

not only resumed her former care of the w'ooden sloven, but took into her
arms, in place of a child or doll, a shabby bootjack of her father's, which
she cru’cl'iillj* tended and rocked to sleep, as faitlifully ns tho gay original of

Jlertufh's pictures. Ho much more readily does fancy invest an invisible

Adam’s rib with limbs of llesh and elegant costume than a doll, which only
dift'ers in size from a lady, and Avhich on its side appears to the fancy at tho

next lea ])arty so perfect that it cannot bo improved. Just so the samo
little girl, sitting beside tho writer, -wrote for a long time with a pen dipped
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only in air, or in invisible ink, on an over-white sheet o^ paper, till ho

aciuiilly bcgiin to think it was n satire on himself.”
^

But what has most of all surprised us in regard to* this matter, :>

far as wc have been able to test it, is this, that so long as the truly

chiltlish instinct remains intact, distinguishing traits of sex exhibit

themselves more as th<‘ re«iults of eonventional and external influences

than anything else. Thus wcluive in our eye a healthy little boy, who,

up to his sixth year, at least, had as much delight in rudeh' clothing

old shattered bricks for dolls as his sistei’, and eeidainly showed as

much imagination in investing “ bare Adam’s ribs ” with flesh and life

;

u hilst his sister, on the other Jiand, u'as quite as nuiiiiat('d us he was in

const rueting trains and csirts and horses. When the boy was about
eight, and the girl between niiu' and ten, a slight tendency <»n his

part to use pure compulsion begun to show itself—the first deeisi\e

mark of sexual dilferenee; for the girl, though tall and strong,

seemed in most eases simply to succumb W'ithout clfort, ::s if ])hysii-iil

strife Avere quite outside her sphere; and, instead, she Avould have

recourse to representation and moiiil suasion, for Avhich tlu' brother

for some years sliOAved absolutely no capacity or compn>lu‘nsion.

!Xcav and niccly-linished toys can ncA'er, for fri'shness ol‘ inti'ri'^t,

equal old ones, and for this reason—^that in their fulness of form

and definiteness of colour they leaA'c too little scope Ibi* the strangi'

suggestions of the fancy. Children, more than mature jicople, <-ravo

for help through the fancy, and resent all etforts at iilacing the

AA'holo thing A’isibly before them. They dislike continuous (h'tail

and explanations ; indeed, they are always I’eady to say, Avith a cer-

tain Mr. Gryphon, “The adA'cntures first ;
exidunations take such a

dreadful time.” They seek after the wimderful greedily; but tliey

soon fall back upon their sense of the real, bt;cause their far-darting

instinct and the necessity for mere bodily elasticity and enjoyment

combine to tell them that the sense of the AA'ondorful could ne\'<'r be

satisfied by successive revelations of it. Hence you find in children,

together Avith a peculiar openness to impressions, a remarkable

materialism and scepticism. When Alice ventures to rcmaik unhesi-

tatingly, in reference to the DucIm'ss’s difliculty m remembering the

moral of something, that “ Probably it hasn’t one,” she exactly

expi'cssed this characteristic, and vindicates, too, our notion that the

materialism and scepticism of childhood arc not by any means limited

to the boys. The Avonderful, in fact, dissolves in mere dcAV, and

passes off as thimicst A'apours in the atmosphere of their minds, if it

docs not meet with such a rarefied current as at once turns it into

the refrajtiiig, pri.-m-liko crystals of clearest reality. lienee, per-

haps, it is, that a good authority is so unwavering in giving us these

hints :

—
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« Do not smlonnd your children with a little world of the tumor’g ; do

not give them coloured eggs, or eggs painted over with figures ; if you
leave them \jfhite they will soon, by heat of their own minds, hatch the

coloured feathers. Nor is there for children any over-during play or play-

thing. Therefore do not leave a plaything which has lost its charm long
before the eye conscious of the change ; lay it by, and after a time the
deposed king will bo received back to his throne with honour. Therefore

give your children no plaything whoso only end is to bo looked at ; rather

let oveiy one be of a kind to lead to work. For instance, a little complete

mi tic, iifter being but a few hours before the child’s eyes, is altogether gone
ovtiv iind exhiiiiKtcd ; but a box of bricks or building materials, or a collec-

tion of detached houses, bridges, and trees, by their over-vaiying positions,

W’ill make him at once as happy and as rich as a prince-roj'al who mtiktis

mtinifest his mental chsiracter by rebuilding his father’s ])alaco in the park.

And, let it be observed, that small pictures n/v' nhrtn/s ht tltr than lanjr oiirti,

AV'lisil to us is almost invisible is to children only little ; for /Ac// arr /ihf/sl-

, all If .'slmri-niiflitril, ri}n!t<'i/n,nflt/ unitnl to irhat is mar ; and so easily find giants

e\-ei*5'where that to juveniles wo should present the world on a reduced
sciile.”

And just as tlio child, so long as ho is a child, delights in small

ohji'cis and .small marks; so hi.s oyo goes out for small, unnoticed

allinili(‘s, and .seizes the relations of things by what might seem to

Iho adult their offsides. Indeed, it is not seldom a.s though the

laposlry of life was to him a transparency, and lhat through the lino

piel ure on the right side, which ho quite failed to take in as a whole,

he seized the thrums and grotesque shadings of the other side, and,

like a clever comparative anatomist, constructed a new world out of

them for himself. "With a re.solutc indifference to the conventional

r(\semblances and relations >vhich arc pressed closest upon his ob-

(-(M-valion, and, in too many cases, persistently pumped into his mind
by dint of moral handles, ho will pei’sist in this kind of partial inver-

sion, easilj’’’ understood, when once this feature is thoroughly and
llnally caught. Thus the child, instead of noticing that Air. So-and-

»So is looking well or in good spirits, will suddenly surprise you by

asking, after the visitor has left (if it was not even done whilst he was

present), some such question as this—“ Ala, ma, did ’00 see Alister

So’-So’s ’ish-eyes ‘f
” “No, child; what do j’ou moan?” is pro-

bablj' the reply. “ O, ’ish-eyos did 'ook so keer at me.” “ Tut,

child
;
you mustn^t say that. Air. So-and-vSo would be very angry

if he heal’d you say ho had fish-cy’es.” And probably the child,

unable to interpret and justify his own poetic aptitudes, says no more

at the moment ;
and, as Alistcr So-and-So is rather of a fishy habit of

life, the expression draws forth all the more g;rave a look from the

decorous parent, who bends a brow of stem propriety over her quick-

Avitted child. But the mother is perhaps surprised when, walking .some

day with the child, he bursts out with, “ 0-o-ooh, ’ook! such a ho.<t o’

’ieili-eycs ! Did ’ey got ’em from Mister So ? ” The fish-eyes are
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roimd-facetl pearl Imtlons, with a dark centre, such as "tlisicr JSo-and-

So had worn on his shooting-coat; and perhaps thojcMld Avas not

wrong in dimly seeing a deeper affinity and associating tln'in vaguely

with a permanent personal trait and possession with which blister

So-and-So is evermore to be associated. This peculiar tendency ot'

children to invert a special trait and build up a fanciful world of

somi-grotesquo relations upon it is very avcII put in the A'crses wo
have italicized in this exquisite poem—“ The Faiiics* Nest,’* from

« Child-World”

“Tho cliildrcn think they’ll cliinl) a tree.

For, by the sun aiul sky c.irest,

PerchM at the vi‘ry t'ip, they ^eo

A most tleliirhtfiil little nest.

* Aiul, :ih,* they cry, * for us, for n.s,

The bird his tiny tn 'a si ire weaves.

That we may sr:ih' tin* tbiiress tlius.

And !^n:itrh it lh>m iho iaithle.«

havfs.*

* Fver so hi^h tie* 1 .<as usc iukI,

I* lit >till .1 weary W4»rl*l te«» low ;

The tender braiuh< > l»i « ik and b' lid,

Ami whimper w irniiiLr^ iln y i^o.

O//, fjirJs an rtry /V'// '' i-maU ;

Ai^d So tin tlfh 'it htjij

If tiny arc avy H>t of nil,

Tluir HSC iP.nfit hf lu rlimh pp tnt\.

** Proiifl of the honour they confer,

A little luu'jfhinir lis>om Ihini**--

Tho very boui^hs mu^l Liiniour her.

And aid her with llieir airy swing

—

From hraiieh to bianch she makes In r

way,
Pm‘onscious of tho danger near

;

A ereaturo inm-eently gay,

\Vho n» v» r lioard the name of fear.

No harm has r.v**r tou^ h* d lu r yet,

J5y tender arms her life is ghi ;

ITow can tile universal ]-et

Buliovc that anything eanhmt?
As if the pleu'-imt rustling trees

Wtmld break tlif‘rnselve.s Unit sht:

might fall I

AVliy everything is meant to ph-ai^o,

And she h.as perfect faith in all.

And po from hraneli to branrh shu goes,

And of no treason is afraid
;

fcjhe is a little <iueeii she knows,
And just for her the world is made.

Five liappy summers liatli shf; knowm,
Tin* darling of lier hoiric is she.

Ami all the boys deliglitcd own
That she’s the girl to climb a tree.

Sho will not rest—she does not sloi»

;

And now sho i-limbs, and now sh*

ereops,

Till shi' has roachoil the verv \

And slily in the m st sh-* ]*• •

Oh, W'onderful ! nt) egg.^ shf M*es,

J5ut- silting round, w*ilh air polite,

Si\' little Fairic'.’, at tlu ir i a«' ,

Placing Pope Jo.in wiU' all Ihiir

niiglit I

*•' Uli, if a l.islmp liad In • xi lie r--,

Pliilo'«i »[jJier or stat'*siiian wi"**,

JJi W flu'sv. AVoiiId sJialve llu ir hi id" Mill

sl.ivi'.

And tliat w<»uhl rubliis rev’n'ud

Hut children, t'» whnm all

And -onu thing mw each hour mu^t
brill 'jr,

Find '/V, //thing so strange, that tlioy

Are not .'-iirpriseil at »o///thiiig.

F<»r why should Fairie-' in a nest

lb* more a miraele I*) lu-r

Than sun<»'t eolonrs in Ih** west,

Or hf'TTies on llu jiiiiijn r V

"When liisl slie .M-es a robin ily.

Or h VI ly clouds dissol\e in snow.

Or bt ars a laiubkin's )d:iinlive, <*r>

,

Kaeli is a miracle, you know'.

And Fairies in a lU'st to find,

That she* with cunning hand may
st<al,

ITas nothing stranger to her mind
Tlian finding kittens in a e.reel

;

HhOfjuly thinks lioiv Ineky she,

AVhat praise from all the hoys slio’ll

met*t

:

If sensob‘ss cg'gs they’d like to see,

Ijivo Fairic'S will ho (juito a treat!

Ifow tenderly she takes llie ne.st,

And chir]is to it witli lips that jioul,

And holds it to hesr hajipy br(\'ist

Without the shadow of a doubt

!
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Slio’s 7. lit onoVuind to olusp th() hough.

And hfjlp luir little cfiger legs

;

She s.iys, f should drop them now,
I wonder if they’d break like eggs.’

“ All, child, you wore so near the sky

!

A bright <mchantmont lingers there :

The very leaves—wo know not why

—

When near the sky are doubly fair.

And if a daring bird can place

It’s little nest so near the sky.

It has a wonder and a grace

—

We know not why—wc know not

why.

** Ah, child, the sky is growing far,

The earth is nearer and moro near

;

The Fairies disappearing arc,

And, lo ! the tiny eggs appear.

’Tis only very near the skies,

'WTiore all is innocent and blest,

That oven little children’s eyes

Can see the Fairies in the neat ”

Generally speaking, children are intensely individual, and do not

properly realize any picture till they have localized it, or, at all

events, brought some especial trait in it en rapport with their own
familiar world. “ They are physically (perhaps morally) short-

siglited, and are consequently suited to what is near.” The most

aiiiiising hour the writer ever spent was going over an ordinary shilling

picture story-hook with a friend’s children, they having managed to

construct out of it a pretty good grotesque album of all their friends

find acquaiiiiaiiecs. In some cases, the points seized upon were

so !ipl, and flio remarks niiido so innocent and so na'if, as to foi’ce the

hciD’tiost laughter from all parties, especially when one found one’s

own self at length verj' cleverly sot forth in fantastic masquerade

among the rest. Thus, at the root of all good child's literature,

henoalh the absui’d and ridiculous clothing or accoinjjaniment, there

must ho a strong core of soberest reality and effective common sense.

Perhaps it is because of tho jioculiar analogous seizing of these

individual points, and working them through alien strata of beast

life—^liuman nature in its commonest fonns being turned outside in

through the process, and made at its nearest, most familiar points to

spi-ing into the embrace of a lower and partially foreign form—^that

fable liioralurc has ttikcn such a liold upon children, and also upon
childlike peoples. ICoro the clotliing of the grotesque does not lie

in llio least apart from the real contact of tlie two forms of life out

of which tho inoriil emerges. It is rather tho coloured spray thrown
iq) by the shuiq) contact that speaks so powerfully to the phantasy.

Thus tho poem, “ Old Mother Tsibhyskins,” in “ Child-World,” to

W'hich wo shall immediately refer more particidarly, allies itself to

the fable class—as carrying to the child’s mind certain real dis-

tinctions in life likely enough to bo borne in on him during his first

serious illness
;

a salutary fear of the doctor giving place to a

conviction that, though
“ All doctors avo not mice,

Some arc dogs, you see !

”

yet that somo doctors at least behave bettor than Doctor Dog. In
this poem it strikes us that tho author has pretty clearly caught the
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childlike law of association, as indicated in the matter 4f the “ fish-

eyes.” lint in a few instances the references to reaf thinf>.s and
oceurrenccs in this vohunc arc too abstract and recondite'; and the

picture thus wants relief and rounding to the eye.

Out of the fluent unceasing play that comes spontaneously from

this element of magic and grotesque mysterj’-, flows that peeidiar

verbal antithesis of which wo have spoken, and which is the flowery

zigzag, or fancy-maze, by which the young mind is led ev(‘r upward
to Iresh realities, and to new ideas of the world. jVud in poetry wo may
legitimately expect more of this buoyant antithetic verbal play than in

prose. But there is one other thing which we find is also more
t'ssontial to poetry than to piH'so, and which we may briefly speak of

now, as the other is vastly dependent on it,—thi^, namely, that tlio line

separating the field of adult experience from that of childhood shoidd

be more strictly observed, since in prose many artificial expedients

may be adopted which are not on any ground admissible in poetry.

1‘ivcn Avith our best writers of poetry for children tlu; line of distinc-

tion is less dimly draAvn than it was by the old autliors of child-love.

There can be no doubt of the genius, the brightness, and happy knack

of the author of “Ijilliput. Levee,” for instance; y(‘t when in reading

his poems one by one avc ask our.selve.s the question— Is this written

faithfully from the child’ .s stand-point, i»r from the an.xious, stdl-

conscious, critical sphere outside it ?—we are too oft('n compelled to

accept, the latter altcrnath'c. The A'ory idea of tlu' hook is, in our

opinion, based upon a false, and self-conscious, find critical distinction.

Tt is quite true that nothing is commoner than for tht‘ youngsters in

idea to “ turn the tables upon the Old Folks
;
” but this proceeds out

of no ^enthnmt ui revolution such as pervades “Lilliput Levec',” and

is constantly put forwax'd, but rather out of that very incapacity to

conceive a divided woidd, or one in Avhich external authority i.s a

whit moi'C real or more permanently eifective than in theirs. The

utmost to which the genuine childlike idea goes is a playful reduction

of all life to its own level. Of course the author may defend himself

by reference to prt'cocioua childi'cn ; and in that case his justification

avails for himself, but it still leaves om' main objection to the plan

of his book wholly intact, on the faith of a broader observation of

child-nature. Rome of the very journals Avhich Avaxed loudest in their

jjraise of "Lilliput Levee” dealt A'eiy severely AAuth Mrs. Ch’aik

for the self-same fault in prose, Avhero it Avas more ixardonablo.

Those of the A'crscs in “ Lilliput Jjeveo ” Avhich arc most genuine are

certainly those wdiich stand fui-thcst apart from the formal thread

of plan, on Avhich they are all too sharply strung. Even this

author’s chief merit—that of thi’owing into the soft and bursting

soil of the yomig mind the seeds of ncAV ideas and impressions by dint
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of oddly-aasortocl phrases—tends incessantly to run into simple self-

conscious exaggeration, as in these verses titled “ Madcap,” which we
simply defy Jiny child to make head or tail of:

—

“iSwift, lithe, plastieal

;

1

1

In ie«t8 ^yninuhstical

;

KnthiiKi;iNtical

;

When, looking at you,

Or Tom, or 3^Iatthow,

She turns a statue

—

Hath not, yet luith you,

She is a glorious

Hump
;
victorious

;

Is uproarious

Too ceusoidous ?

You, tho disguising

Of some horizon

That she sot.s h(;r eyes on

—

It is surprising !

** She is a mighty,
Elfy, spritcjy,

Highty-tighty

Ma’insollc Flighty.

“ What is that skyland,

That sea, that dry land,

That val(*, or highland S'

The Muse is silent,

—

‘‘ The ga^’cst woiich, if

Her mood’s extensive

But full of sense, if

Her mood is pensive.

“ Bid Mystery pack again !

With sudden tuck again.

My Romp is hack again,

Madcap, clack, again!

What resolution

In execution 1

‘ 0 mum/ saj^s Susan,
‘ Sho is a Uooshiun !

’

When I am priming
^lyself for rhyming
Of Jove or Hymen,
That girl is climbing,

But when she’s graver

No girl is braver

In her behaviour.

As 1*111 a sliaver \

” Athletic, able,

The chairs, the table,

An admirable
Cxymnastic Babel

!

“ I’d give my rations

And days of patience.

To know the ri'lutioiis

Of h(u- meditations.

“ It makes mo shiver

In lungs and liver,

To look 1 However,
Three cheers I give her.”

Very much the same, of course, falls to be said of the crewhile famous
" Poll}".” Very delicious nonsense such poems may be, of course ; but

it is luore for adults than for children—at least, we fancy when we
wore children wo should have hogged to bo excused from much of it.

Tn both of these, as in a good deal else in LiUiput Lov^e,” we have
a high-strung dcternilnation on the writer’s part to be gny and clever

at all hazards
; to pirouette and balance his “ airy nothings ” of the

mind on glancing needle-points of verbal distinction
; but os there

is really no correspondent play of matter under this bright-spangled

dress—no concrete picture being carried to the child’s mind by the

phrases—his mental eye gets simply dazzled and confused; and while

reading it to him ho very likely interrupts you with a brusque

question about “Jenny Wren,” or dear “Beauty,” or, maybe, “Mother
Tabbyskins.” This may indicate simple and undeveloped minds on
the part of tho children to whom we have applied the test, but we

von. XI. c
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write tins after having applied it practically as widely as we could

conveniently do so* Sluch better is this^ one of the cjbver authoi s

happiest efibrts :— •

“ There was a hoy whoao namo wasPhinn,

And he was fond of fishing

;

His father could not keop him in.

Nor all his mother’s wishing.

** His life's ambition was to land

A fish of sovcitd pound weight

;

The chief thing he could understand

Was hooks, or wonns for groinid-bait.

" The worms crept out, the worms crept in,

From eveiy crack and pocket

;

He had a worm-box made of tin,

With proper worms to stock it.

He gare his mind to breeding worms
As much as ho was able ;

His sister spoke in angry terms

To SCO them on the tabic.

You found one walking up the stnii-a.

You found one in a bonTict,

Or, in the bed-room, unawiiics,

You sot your foot upon it.

Wonns, worms, worms for bait!

UiKich, and dace, and ^ iidgoou \

With rod and line to Tv ickeiiham Ait

To-morrow he is trudging

!

O wonns and fishes day md night!

SiU‘h was his sole ambit n
;

I’m glad to think yon arc • ot qi itf'

So very fond of fishing I

”

On tbe wbole, the author of Lilliput Levee/^ though a pci’feet

master of literary instrumental forms, docs not deal so much as lie

might in what is neat* to children. lie either hidings a brooding,

almost Wordswortliian, far-away meditativeness to nature, whieh
sometimes sorts but poorly with tlie general rattlingness of tlie

rhythmic movement, and which is utterly alien to the chikrs anthro-
pomorphic view of nature ; or else he cliooses subjects \^'hich are very
remote from the child’s sympathies

; or ho is too affectc'dly clever and
mercurial, dealing in mere wordy extravaganza, whore there is really

no concrete body or basis beneath tho dazzling play of verbal fence.

After arranging the poems—true poems most of them—into groiijis,

only a very slight residuum of thorough,/a rca/A* verses remains, some
of whichj however, are really excellent, and sliow that the author, with
a little more self-restraint, and less of bubbling egotism, might really

become tho child’s laureate for some generations. “ The Windmill,”
'^The Girl that Garibaldi Kissed,” and ‘'Lingering Latimer,” in our
opinion, touch most closely the quick of childish sympathies.

The authors of “ I^oems W ritten for a Child ” have given us some
truly exquisite verses, but in the last volume, " Child-World,” there

is tho least trace of a tendency to tho same error as tho author of
“ Lilliput Lev^e ” has fallen into. Several of the poems are wi’itten

from the purely adult and self-conscious stand-point. "A Boy’s
Aspirations,” for instance, is utterly unreal, and, in one aspect, untrue—an unconscious reproduction of the false feeling out of which
tho introduction of " Lilliput Levee ” was written, which is strangely

eTiough itself eclipsed and rendered forced by comparison with
a little thing in the body of “ Lilliput Levde ” titled " Topsy-
turvy World,” where the idea finds much truer lyric setting. Any-
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way, the boy*must come out of his own sphere and view himself as

another perun before he can find any proper point of contact

with **A ^oy*8 Aspirations.*’ It is, in fact, a boy’s feelings dog-

matically interpreted through an adult’s imagination. It has been

constructed for adults, with an eye to a laugh and a glanco at the

nursery door. It is clever analysis, not picture, and, as we have
said, is a companion to that opening one in Lilliput Lev4e.” But
several of the poems in “ Child-World ”—“ The Fairies’ Wedding,”
The Kobin’s Advice,” and “ My Pony ”—are exceedingly true and

real, and have a genuine childlike ring in them; whilst those in which
real things and persons of to-day are drawn into the atmosphere of

the old nursery rhyme—as “ Mother Tabbyskins,” “ Ogres,” &o.

—

are quite inimitable. A. and B., by which initials these two writers

arc distinguished, have some qualities in common, but in their ten-

dencies they arc diverse. A. is the realist, who seeks to lift child-

life up on the swell of her imagination into the light, that it may be

scon the clearer in its vivid frolic and abandon ; B. is the idealist, who
socks to surround it with something of the pearly glamour of her own
beautiful phantasy, and w'ho, whenever she deals with real life and
action, tends to run on pure pathos, which children do not very

readily take to, for the simple reason—as Mr. William Gilbert has

shown in his sketch, “ The Man who could not feel Pain ”—that

our sympathy and pathetic imagination are more closely dependent
than some optimists would believe on our own subduing sense of

liability to pain and our experience of it. The life of children is

in this respect a blank ; and of pathos, more especially the sentiment

of pathos, they have no notion. Both these wHters are true poets,

however, and in their union bring such qualities as make a most
unique book. -The following verses are really excellent in the pecu-

liar buoyant play of the youthful spirit over them :

—

“ Whoii tho holly-trees are angiy,

Witli their fflossy leaves they prick,

P('lt us with their scarlet berries

Very hard and very quick.

If wo feather them at Christmas,

Ev’ry church and house to dress,

'Wo must touch them, oh, so g^ently !

And witii pretty words caress.

** Holly-trees aro pi-oud and saucy

—

Do they know that they are fjiir ^

—

So upright and so determined,

W'ith their heads up in tho air

!

Only m our solemn churches

They a soft submission own,

Shining with a brighter beauty,

And a grace till then unknown.

“ In the wood, and in tho garden.

They ai-e grand disdainful things.

Think all Nature is their subject,

And that only they are kings.

And the fairies do not like it

;

They declare it shall not be ;

And they will not eat their dinners

Till they tame the hully-trcc.

But tho holly is undaunted,

Holds itself extremely high,

liifts its leaves, and shows its berries

To the least observant eye.

And the fairies blush and whisper,
* I won’t look, no more shall you-^

Lot us tell tho robin-redbreasts—

They'll advise us what to do.’
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There is nothing^ half so pretty

As wlien birds and fairies meet

—

Fairies are such little darlings.

Birds so very gay and neat.

And I think the robin-redbreast

la the bonniest of all.

Such a wise contented creature,

So extremely round and small.

Hush !—I would not say it loudly.

Lest it make too great a stir ;

But 1 almost think a robin

To II fairy 1 prefer

!

Each, however, is delightful

—

Wliy compare the pretty clears ?

Now a fairy—now a robin

—

Friendliest and best appears.

“ Hark ! the fames’ lamentation

Bises on the wintry air :

‘ Sec the bold, eonceitoil holly

—

Is it modest ? Is it fair

Shall it show its brazen beiries.

And from punishmcmt be* free ?

No I—we will not cal our dinners

Till we tamo the holly-tree.’

Quite aHtoni.<«h*d are the* robins.

Their I’ound eyes they <»]icn wide,

Put their heads wdlh air <»f wisdom
Just a little on one side,

Hop about, and shako yieir foathi^i's,

!Making such a pridtjC' fuss,

Ciying, * Ob, you foolpli fairies,

All those berries are foi; us

!

‘ *'ris for ns the gmeious hollies

Itobe theiiiselvc's in scarh^t iiius

Holding up thc*ir heaves so stiflly

That the hungry bii-ds may dine*

;

When the cold inhuiiian winter

( lives us frost instead of dew,

If the hollies hid tlieir berries,

What woidd little robins do ?’

''Flien the fairies, looking foolisli.

Hung their tiny heads in shaiiie.

Saying, * Pray forgive us, hollies

;

Hasty Judgers an» to blame.

Wo will love your upright bmnehi'S,

Nor their searlet balls eondomn.
Now we know the happy reason

That you have for sliowiiig tbcin !

'

But the robins arc* indignant—
Will not let the fairies gc»—

Saying, ‘ How extivniely silly.

Judging things you do not know !

’

Ta*! Nit also learn this lesson

From the holly and the elv(»s,

Lest w(% too, should vex the* robins,

And look vt'ry small oiu-solves !

”

We suppose it is because there is a general idea that it is much
easier to write prose for children than poetry that wo have such an
unceasing shower of children’s story-books. Yet genuine storj’-tellci's

for children are just as rare as genuine verse-writei's for children, and
this is proved bythe very fewworks that remain a ptsnnaiient possession

of the nursery. One thing, we urge again, is essential to success—that

wo have a core of reality readily touching at its extreniest circle a

world already familiar to the child, and that this bo framed in such

a way as to fluently yield itself to buoyant impressions, giving scope

for surprises and grotesque, yet not unnatural, relations and combina-

tions. A few names exhaust the list of genuine prose writers for

children, and these few might be arranged in opposite groups as

they tend to the one side or to the other. Wc might name them the

realists and the idealists, or the circumstantial school and the fanciful-

g^otesquo. Let us take the realists first. Miss Ingclow is certainly

one of the foremost names, and well deserves her great popularity.

Yet she is certainly somewhat deficient in the quality of humour, or

in the perceptions of the grotesque in the relations of men. Hence,

notwithstanding variety of subject, there is a sameness and want of

fluent relief in her ** Stories told to a Child.” Clever, graceful, full
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of meaning aV these stories are, they are yet unrelieved. They are

too serious, 4:oo much weighted with the plummets of prudence,

not hung at their skirts, where, of course, they would be at once

detected, but rather made, so to speak, one-coloured, leaden orna-

ments for the dress itself. These stories do lack a little the capricious

overplay of nimble phantasy. They are too much set on a neutral

grey of shrewd, worldly insight, and seek to speak too systematically

and completely to the young mind. With such a delicate sense of

reality, such a nicety of touch as Miss Ingelow has, she only needs a

little more S3mipathy with the buoyant fun and spontaneous sense of

the ridiculous and disparate, at once in a moral and a material point

of view, to make her perhaps the most successful of modern nursery-

story writers.

Mrs. Gatty, in our opinion, fails of securing a triumphant position

from something of the same cause—a too distinctively practical

English turn of mind—^although it must be admitted that this

exhibits itself in a wholly different way from what it does in Miss

Ingelow. Mrs. Gatty has not a little genuine sympathy with child-

nature, and, moreover, she has ready wit and lively invention ;
but

she has never yet so mustered form as to make it freely adapt itself

to different orders of subject. Her fine conceptions and truthful

phantasies waste themselves too much in the sputtering Catherine-

wheels of forced allegory and moral riddle. She tends, moreover, to

play too much on a single sti'ing ; and if one thing is needful for

childi-en, it is healthy variety. Hut certainly wo owe much to

Mrs. Gatty for opening one new vein in children’s literature ;
and if

she has overwrought it somewhat, she has in this only shown herself

to be human. “ Aunt Judy” is always herself, and has a beaming,

but grave smile, all her own.
]Mrs. Gatty’s name naturally suggests that of Messrs. Bell and

Daldy, who have been active in this department of literature, and
who have apparently been aiming at developing a genuine English

domestic nursery fiction. In this they have in some degree suc-

ceeded, although there arc many difficulties in the way. It is hard

to get the necessary perspective when the characters and modes of

life dealt with are so conventionally near to us as to refuse to blend

with the romantic atmosphere with which it is felt needful to invest

them. Yet “ Mrs. Overtheway’s Exporienecs” has the merit of pre-

senting in a pleasant and graceful way what must always have deep

interest for children, just because it intimately involves itself with

what is near to them. The great fault in this class of books is, that

they of necessity come to be marked by a hard and somewhat stilted

provincial note, without tho relief of free and airy imagination,

I^ow come we to the idealists. As that which is most clearly
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apprehended in imagination is in essence the most tn^y real, so, in

spite of apparent verbal inconsistency, vre claim for*- our nursery

idealists the readiest approach to the hearts of children, who, as we
have seen, are the most exacting realists. Here, as elsewhere,

“ extremes meet.” That which comes spontaneously from the spirit

of man is a better uniting medium than anything that can be gained

by direct observation of outwai'd things. Hans Christian Andersen

is our greatest here. He possesses in perfection the elements M'hich

the realists lack. Wlint a playful gruci- of form he has, and what

a quiet, but bright, buoyant fun suppressed, if not patent ! He has

that dainty suggestivencss, that final happy tone'll which at once

conceals and discloses, and discloses more by skilled concealmoiit

than is possible otherwise. And amidst it all, how real and tna?

stand out the men and women, the s ouths and maidens, the boys and
girls, the animals, and even the inanimate things, which he brings

before us ! Andersen has himself the innocent mind, the childlike

nature, and can throiv the .softest halo, os of the old-world stories,

over what is most typical and representative of the world of to-daj’.

That little story of the “ Rag.s,” or that one of the Windmill," is

surely inimitable in its way, as bringing into the very midst of our

modern life the strange w'itchery and grotesque moonlight wonder of

the old era of child-lore ; while “ lirownie and the Dame ” seems to

us simply perfect in the garridous simplicity and ideal grace and
grotesque w'itcheiy which combine in it, making it like a little world

set in oddly-shaped clouds.

Yet thei’e are ti’aces of an old tendency in Andersen. He is some-

time inclined to act, to throw himself into a sentiment.al attitude and
speak out of it ; hence not seldom a slightly forced pathos, whicli

even to the adult occa.sionally secuns to verge upon melodrama—a soft

suffusive languor of absorbing sorrow utterly alien to the child’s

prevailing moods—a tendency, by the w'ay, so powerful in our own
Dickens, as to preclude the hope that he will ever write good child’s

stories, or could, though ho were to earnestly try. But Andersen’s

instinct for child-nature is too true to allow him to fall often into

this error ; and he is, on the whole, perhaps, the greatest living master

in. this arduous walk of literature.

Next to Hans Andersen for the happy mixture of the real and
the wonderful come the best of the German stories. But, of course,

we do not mean to speak critically of the old German stories,

of which Mr. Hotten has re-issued a handsome volume with

Mr. Gruikshank's quaintly characteristic drawings and Mr. Buskin’s

fine, though perhaps too brusquely dogmatic, monogram. This wore
wholly beside the mark. These stories justify their own place as

the great originals of which more modern children’s books arc but
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copieB. Thme are earlier echoes of the great child'Toioes from the

primitive wq;rld, so rich and sweet that their sound has literally

gone forth into all lands, and which even modem fables in their

best form are but reflections, taking on peculiar local tints, if one may
speak BO, with all the strange adaptiveness of that which is living,

powerful, lusty. Here we have infinite clearness with infinite variety

—a background of misty mountain and forest and stream with all

enchantments proper to them, and a real world with its mad humours,

its fancies, follies, odd ways, and shrewd self-asserting sense,

moving close before us, losing itself in the other world for a moment,
and emerging again with new interest. And what a depth of mean-
ing and purpose wc have in “ The Elves and the Shoemaker ;

” what
comicality mildly blended with gravity in “ The Ifose

;
” what pathos

and final melting joy in Snowdrop and what shrewd sense and
fine morality in “ JTans in Luck !

’* Turn we, however, to later pro-

ducts. Messrs. Ilodder and Stoughton have done good service in select-

ing Franz lloifmun and Nieritz, and finding so happy and judicious

a translator as Miss Annie Harwood. Of Uofiiiian it is scarce neces-

sary to speak. Ho has inimitable play of fancy together with a

most felicitous manner, half-serious, half-playful, but always clear,

chaste, and with subdued, almost unexjiectcd, touches of colour, like

holly berries in early winter ; and, with all liis delicacy, ho has, too,

the healthy bracing atmosphere associated with these. As to Nieritz,

ho is characterized by a peculiar low-voiced tenderness. An atmo-

sphere as of a mother’s voice lies round his pictures, which yet are

sharply real and living, though not without the oddities that children

like. Wo have the best certificate to give good Tanzer, the potter,

and little Magda, whose acquaintance some 3'ouugsters whom we know
made some time ago and have never forgotten. This is perhaps the

best recommendation that could be given to Poor Gundeiman, with

his trials, and his caro for his birds and frogs, and his queer ways with

them. But Nieritz is a little too self-contained, equable, and slow.

He never stops freely out of his upper clothing, and rollicks as if in

smnmcr heat. His movement is too measured ; he picks his steps

with too much cii*cumspcction. He carries the child’s sympathies

and interests up to a certain point, but his characters will be to them
more like staid and revered friends than loved and trusted companions.

Our own George MacDonald may not unjustly take a step fonvard

here, past all others, to Andersen’s side. Ho, more than any other in

our country, has raised child-literature to the level of high art.

Ho has a pure, graceful phantasy. There is in his books a soft, •

gradual dawning of beauty and delight, like the clear light of a

northern morning, as bracing as it is clear ;
and he lifts and lightens

and inspires. Ho slips away almost imperceptibly from the shores of
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real life as smoothly and glidingly as a shallop of romance ; and once

fairh' afloat, he even spurns the sea, and carries us thrqugh a perfect

aerial circle ofimaginative picture and symbol, usually so determinedly

complete, that on its upper side we look down on the earth and its

denizens like dim specks far below. Here, too, Mr. MacDonald’s
light, shifting grasp of reality has had its own effect

; and very often,

though the symbol carries closed in it a vast world of spiritual fact

and purpose and suggestion, which enehaiiis the adult the more he
dwells on it and the larger his experience, yet for children wo often

feel that a moi*e frequent retura on the common earth u'ould have
been essentially helpful. In u word, the sphere of symbol is held too

much apart from the real facts of life and character, and hence a

certain vague and oppressive sense of more always being meant than

meets the ear, of which, ns wo have seen, children are somew’hat

impatient. To them the world of poetic symbol, unless ofion inter-

preted by sudden and enlightening contaet wdth direct and common
fact, is too apt to be like a beautiful, elegantly-dressed lay figure.

But “ The Golden Key,” and “ The Giant’s Heart,” and “ The Light
Princess ” are exquisite of their kind, and read by generations of

children, will be treasured more and more by them when as adults

they can steadily look along the radiant vistas of lofty menning,

which before were only too huiTiedly passed by.

Mr. Lewis Carroll, thoxigh he certainly docs not possess an3’thing

like Mr. MacDonald’s commanding pliantas^-, has 3’et a pccidiar

power in slipping away unseen from the everj'-daj’- world into a

world of strange wonders. But his Kptcialitv is that he carries the

breath of the real world with him wherever ho goes, so that a whiff

of it ever and anon passes over what is strangest. Under his disguises

of kings and queens, rabbits and eagles, fish-footracn, and the rest,

the child must constantly feel himself thrown back, as with a

sudden rebotmd, upon the characters and the scenes of every day.

The real and the grotesque, suddeulj^ paired, rub checks together,

and scuttle off to perfonn the same serio-farcical jday in various

ways and with other company, llklr. Carroll’s world is not a distant

and misty one. What puzzles Alice, and what will delight every

youngster with her Fairj'land, is the quaint way in which the most
familiar things jostle and rub shoulders with the oddest, queerest,

and most fantastic. Even in the bits of jaunty rhyme thrown so

skilfully into the story there is the near echo of familiar favourites.

Throu^out we have the best of all proofs that Mr. Carroll has

clearly caught the law on which the necessity rests for this associa-

tion ; and we have most effective surprises, and no lingering over

separate points, nor over much explanation or detail. And together

with the queerest, most surprising associations of figures and
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characters, we have also the oddest play of phrases in the Duchess’s

pemhant for viorals, which is made to yield the most grotesque lights,

in which old sayings are set and illuminated, like well-known but

insignificant faces suddenly stricken with the grotesque lights from
the coloured bottles in a chemist’s window. Mr. Carroll is just a little

foi-ced and artificial now and then, and verges too closely upon direct

and earnest social caricature, as, for instance, in the matter of the

jurors, where tlie practical drift of his picture pertains to a sphere

of whicli children have no knowledge, and with which they con-

sequently can have no sympathy. This is a matter which he should

be on his guard against, as it has at several points marred this

beautiful child’s book. In “ The Dose and the Ring ” 3Ir. Thackera}’’

carried this sort of hard, stringent, sustained criticism of conven-
tional social regulations too far, and the book has permanent value

from precisely the same elements as his other works, rather than as

a genuine child’s book.

^Ir. (.’oventry Patmore, in “ The Children’s Garland,” ventured, a
3’ear or two ago, on a somewhat bold experiment, which had an
intimate bearing on the question of the rationale of children’s litera-

tur<‘, whether verso or prose. Ho gave us, under the above title,

selections from English poetry best suited for children, though not

specially written for them, under the expressed conviction that to

spociall}'' write poetry’’ for children was a work of supererogation,

and necessarily a practical failure. There can be no doubt what-

ever that in those instances where simple and spontaneous l^'ricol

feeling plays freely' round an incident or great historical action,

we shall have a result pleasing alike to adults and to children.

Cerlainlj'- the best poems in this volume for their purpose are those

which pertain to the ballad order, such as “The Inchcape Rock,”
“ Casabianca,” “ The Loss of the Royal George,” “ After Blen-

heim,” and “ The Spanish Armada,” though even the.se seem more
fitted for youth than childhood proper, and become liable to an

objection we have often heard from parents, that they would prefer

their children to get their history in another form. But glancing

over JMr. Patmore’s collection, we cannot help feeling that though one

side of child- nature is surpassing well appealed to in it, others are

practically ignored and left without due nurture. His collection

admirably meets the desideratum we have noted in children’s litera-

ture generally, as regards presenting a body of concrete, familiar

fact and picture, and never self-consciously confusing the two spheres

of experience, because any special distinction between them is not

recognised here. But at the same time it contains little to correspond

with the sudden fun, the abounding mirth and pawky glee, which find

such admirable food and excitement in much of those old German
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atones of the Brothers Grimm, for instance, and 'which, as indu'ating

genuine elements in child-nature, surely exhibit wh|it ought, in

some form, to find due representation in an eclectic book of child’s

poems. Mr. Patmore’s book is too grave, sombre, and self-contained,

and lacks fluent relief. A great many of these poems arc scarcely

suited for children; and this for two reasons: first, they are too

tensely lyrical ; secondly, they are too void of fun.

The direct tendency of lyric poetry, as it rises in intensity, is to

bring more and more into prominence the regretful sense of a divided

life—a brighter past, whose reversed shadow is a troubled present

—

and to permeate external nature with this conception. Thus, in the
case of Air. Tennyson ’.s “ Dora,” or, more aptly still, in that of “The
Brook,” which is hen* reprintetl, the ehihl cun only comprehend the

poem on one side, t.e., ns picture ; if he can sympathize '>vith tho

ise»ti»ienf, which is the soul of it, he is then confessedly no longer a

child. The nearest approach to childlike humour hero is in Gold-

smith’s “Elegy on a Mud Dog,” and Cowper’s “John Gilpin,” both

very mild os child himiour. It is indeed a remarkable fact, that

those poets who have shown mo.xt capacity for painting incidents of

common life with tliat simple middle-tint of Ij'rical ctdour Avhicli wouhl
recommend them to old and young alike, have been notablj' >vanting

in humour and the faculty of grasping whatever of simple grotc'sijuo

exists in the relations of men. This is true of Cowper, in spite of
** John Gilpin of AVilliam Blake, of Campbell, of AVordsworth, of

Milton, of Tennyson, of Mr. Patmore himself, tmd of several others

here quoted from. It is true even of Scott and Mr. George
MacDonald, W'ho both possess a vein of sustained but somewhat un-

concentrated humourj which, however, does not play freely into their

poetrj' as into their prose. The simider poetry of these writers may
please childwm, but 'W'ill not satisfy tlicm as would some of the

happiest efforts in“Lilliput Levee” or “ Child-World.” AVo do

not pretend to account fully for this peculiar circumstance
; we only

indicate it, as a sort of direct excuse and Justification for the exist-

ence of these Children’s Poems on which we have spent some time

and space ; and which, if Mr. Patmore’s t anon were a true one,

could show no raison (Telre. In our opinion, however, this has never

been questioned broadly or practically.

But here we must make our bow and retire
; only adding, that if,

as old folks are constantly asserting, the children of these days are

different from what the children were when they were young, such

libraries of good' and cheap nursery literature make it a sad reproach

to parents and teachers both, if the children of to-day differ from

those of former generations in anything save additional intolligonco,

good manners, good temper, and courtesy.

II. A. Paox.



CnRIST’S cnUECII and ciiukches.

I
T has been generally felt and acknowledged that the promulgation

of Mr. Gladstone’s scheme for the settlement of the Church of

Ireland marked the end of one state of things and the commence-

ment of another in relation to the whole ecclesiastical question. We
no longer guess and surmise

; we know. When the dusk of early

moi’uing is past and full daylight breaks, the shadows flee away.

The prospect revealed may bo one of danger, of difficulty ;
but it is

no longer one of doubt. On the misty curtains which so long veiled

the horizon, imagination was free to paint her pictures, using what
tints she chose of murky gloom and lurid glare ; but when the reality

is discerned, such pictures cease to influence the mind. The Irish

Church is not to be sent to swift destruction upon the rocks ” so

frequently mentioned. Organized at all points, in doctrine, in wor-

ship, in administration
;
manned by her own crew, commanded by

her own officers, steering by the old lights fixed in the eternal

heavens ; the ship floats over the harbour bar, the State pilot takes

leave, and she glides proudly out into the open sea.

The limits of practically possible change in Church matters are
^

now, therefore, defined. Severance of the particular tie which at

this moment connects any Church in the United Kingdom with the

State cannot mean anarchy in the Church, or a vexatious and irregular

intermeddling by the State. Whatever the Church, speaking through
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her representatives, may choose to retain of her previous constitu-

tion she will retain—^whatever she may choose to dispense with she

will discard. On no pretext will the civil authorities, from that day

forward, presume to dictate to her in the conduct of her affairs. And
she will enabled to make provision for the material welfare of her

clergy on a method which may be pronounced supremely advan-

tageous, a method in which the fanatical advocate of voluntaryism

must see much to approve, a method w'hich the most prejudiced

upholder of endowments will in some points favour.

Is it, however, a flight of fancy to predict that, in its lundamentnl

principles and general outline, the Irish scheme of ^Ir. (iladstone

will ultimately be adopted in Knglaud, Scotland, and "W clcs ? To
the change contemidated the name of revolution could n. -.wiOioiit

qualillcation be applied. Ifot the faintest trace of violence can be

detected in its nature or operation, liut if the term may be used to

indicate all great and imiioitant changes—if the silent invasion of

summer is revolutionary—^if the gradual enriching and beautifying «>f

a wide mountain valley is as truly a revolution ns its subnu'rsidu

beneath a flood of lava—if, in one word, revolution may mean tran-

scendent energy of beneficence, then will this indee<l be a revolution.

Shall we venture to welcome it with resolute gladness and deliberate

hope P

Let us not, at all events, go too fast. IVe find oui’selv<*s abruptly

pulled up in tlio outset by the question wJiethcr wo are not dreaining.

There are writers in influential journals wlio aiiirm with peremptoiy
decision that the notion of a free Churcli in Lnglund is absurd ; that

no such thing exists, or can exist ; that every religious communion—^Roman Catholic, Protestant Nonconformist, Jewish, Malioiniuedaii—is just as much subject to law as the Established Church. Did not

a jury award damages, the other day, to a nun complaining of llu!

treatment she had received from her Reverend other P Do not

Baptists, Congregatioiialists, We.slcyuns, when they disagree "with

their ministers as to salary, ask the ordinary tribunals to decide

between them ? Sjnritual independence, as jjci Laining to any eccle-

siastical denomination in these realms, is accordingly pronounced a
thing of the imagination.

These ingenious persons cause not a little per|)lcxity to simple

minds, but their ingenuity is used to obscure what is voiy plain.

The truth of the matter is comprised in the simple proposition, that

benefit of clergy, as understood in the period preceding the Reforma-
tion, has ceased to exist in Great Britain, but that full scope is per-

mitted to corporate self-government. The ecclesiastical character,

by w'hatever Church assumed, affords no shelter to a man or a cor-

poration charged with committing a civil offence. Breach of contract
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is oltviously a civil dclinquencj, and as such it will be taken

cognizance of in civil courts. On tbe other hand, all Churches,

communwntf, religious corporations, enjoy in England, under the Act

of Toleration, permission to transact their own business, to exercise

their own discipline, to frame their own constitution ; and if a man,
either by express avowal or tacit assent, partakes in the advantages

of the constitution, he is liable also to the enforcement of the disci-

pline. A subject of Her Majesiy may thus relinquish certain rights

which would otherwise be protected by law. To buy and sell, for

example, is a right of every British citizen ; to interfere with the

tradesman in his vocation, and turn his customers from his door, is

manifestly to inflict an injury upon him which the civil law ought

to punish : but, the other day, when a Jewish butcher complained to

a magistrate that the Rabbi was destroying his trade by informing

the Jewish community that the meat sold in his shop was not such

as Jews could innocently eat, the proceeding of the Rabbi was pro-

nounced to bo privileged. Had the butcher, indeed, pleaded that

the Rabbi was actuated by mere private malice and spite, and oflered

to prove that the privilege of a tolerated communion was made the

disguise under which a private wrong was done, his plea would have
been declai'cd valid, and, if he had sustained it, he would have
received damages from the court. The convent case which lately

occasioned so much interest was fixed upon by a clever journalist for

the purpose of pointing out that the Roman Catholic Church in

England is as much under government by the Crown os the Esta-

blished Church. The case, viewed with simple candour, exhibits, in

vivid characters, the absurdity of the journalist’s own position. The
Lord Chief Justice, before whom the trial took place, and the Solicitor-

General, who was counsel for the plaiutifl*, treated it as a first

principle that, if Miss Saurin underwent no discipline save that to

which, as a nun, she had knowingly subjected herself, her complaint

would be dismissed ; and that, if Mrs. Starr had acted merely as

Superior of a convent, administering the discipline which to her
seemed hond, fide the discipline of a convent, her proceedings would
have been privileged. The jury, rightly or wrongly, decided that

Mrs. Starr had acted from motives exterior to those proper to her in

capacity of Reverend Mother, and had injured Miss Saurin in a way
which the terms of the relation subsisting between them, whether
express or understood, were inadequate to cover. Protestants and
Roman Catholics may differ in opinion as to whether the jury were
right or wrong in their estimate of the evidence ; but no intelligent.

Roman Catholic would deny that, if Mrs. Starr, out of personal pique

and malice, conspired to inflict injury on Miss Saurin, she made her-

self justly liable to civil prosecution ; and every Protestant, under-
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standing the law of toleration under which we live, would admit

that, if Mrs. Starr acted bondpde as the Lady Superior of a convent,

she had a valid defence in her appeal to privilege. *
.

No religious denomination in Great Dritain or America, with the

possible exception of the Mormons, has claimed greater freedom than

is illustrated in these instances. The Fi-ee Church of Scotland may
appear to some to have done so in the famous Cardross ease. But an
acquaintance with the precise facts of that dispute will prove this

to be a mistake. The Free Church pleaded privilege in dealing

with her ministers as such ; but she was perfectly willing to prove
to the satisfaction of a jury that she hod been actuated by no private
malice against the plaintiff, that she had proeet'ded in the way of
bo/td Jiift' Church discipline, and that she had paid him as much money
as he had a right to demand. She claimed the privilege conceded to

Jewish Rabbis and Roman Catholic bishops,—^no more.

Unless, therefore, we wish to perplex what is simple*, oi* to con-

found what is distinct, we shall admit that there is such a thing as

spiritual freedom and self-government in England, and that Free
Churches are, in a real and important sense, exempt from that juris-

diction in virtue of which Her Majesty is supreme over all causes in

the Established Church. The Free Churches make and administer

their own laws ; the laws of the Established Church are made and
administered for her.

But wo must look more closely into tlie distinction between
spiritual and civil authority ; between the law and the di.scipline

appropriate to the Church, and the law and the discipline belonging

to the State.

If we candidly desire to ascertain the nature of the society founded

by Christ, ’wo cannot do better than read from beginning to end, in

the same practical spirit and with the same frank intent to acquire

information as we would bring to the reading of an important chapter

in Hallam or Blackstone, the Gospel of St. Matthew. We perceive

that the activity of the Saviour consisted almost exclusively in

teaching the people or in performing miracles, and that llo never

addressed himself formally to the work of organizing a society. He
spoke to His disciples us to friends and brethren, and He decisively

checked every outbreak among them of a spirit of lordship. Making
Himself equal with His followers, distinctly declaring that those who
believed in Him were His brothers and sisters. He impressed upon
them, by the Divine emphasis of His example, the closeness, inti-

. mocy, tenderness, the equality and fraternity, of their relation to each

other. It is, nevertheless, undeniable that He spoke of an authority

among them—an authority to which, in certain cases, they were to

have recourse—an authority so august and awful that its decrees,

uttered on earth, would be ratified by Himself in heaven. But this
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reference to ^eaven is nCt supported by a vestige of terrestrial force.

The disciplme, sublime and terrible as are its sanctions, is essentially

a discipline asiaing out of communion—a discipline fitted to a c<nn-

pany of friends and brothers—a discipline which has for its olject

the welfare of the society, the purity of its principles, the quickening

of its vitality, the preservation of its spirit. What are the punish-

ments appropriate to such a discipline P For minor offences, censure;

for capital offences, exclusion. The penal force both of censure and of

exclusion depends ultimately upon the ratification of the judgment of

the Church by Christ. In the whole matter there is no introduction

of a power or authority beyond the limits of the society, the limits of

the Church. “ Tell it unto the Church if the offender will not

listen to the Church, “ let him be unto thee as an heathen man and
a publican.’^ That is all. In the case supposed, it is evident that

the member cast out has committed as grave an offence as it was
possible for him, in his capacity as member of the Christian society,

to commit. It may have been any extreme of heresy or blasphemy

;

no mutter
;
the Christian society has no weapon to put in force

against him besides expulsion ; and if we affirm that, having been
expelled by the Christian society, he could, with Christ’s sanction,

be haled for his ofience as member of the Church before tho civil

tribunal, and treated as a criminal against civil society, we not only

add, insultingly and arrogantly, to Christ’s words, but we vitiate

their meaning, we mistake their spirit, we fail to perceive their vital

and beautiful appropriateness to the constitution of the Christian

Church.

The slightest effort of reflection will show that, simple as is

Christ’s adjustment of this matter, it is in Divine harmony with all

that reason in her highest mood declares respecting the religious

principle in man. Not without significance are the majestic words,

God, Freedom, Immortality, linked together in common discourse.

It is in his relation to God,—^it is in realizing his immortality,—^that

man rises to freedom. Not the freedom of lawlessness, but the

freedom of celestial law os distinguished from terrestrial—the

freedom of the law which relates to the spirit, as distinguished from

the law which relates to tho body. By the mere fact of his being

a member of the Church, man is presumed to have risen out of that

moral state in which he requires to be restrained by the whips and

thongs of civil law ; Christ has made him free ; and it is only when
he proves himself unfit for tho Christian society—when the restraints

of heavenly law are too mild for him—^that he falls back into bond-

age. He who can rise into the blue of heaven will, by the voiy fact,

be prevented from trespassing on the fields of earth.

These considerations respecting the nature of the Christian Church

will not be thought to bo devoid of practical importance if we bear
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in mind what they involve. They are absolutely, ihcompatiblo alike

with the theory that the Church has dominion over the civil autho-

rity, and with the theory that the civil authority has dominion oyer

the Church. The first theory is refuted by the circuidstance that

the Church is furnished with no weapons of a material kind by which
to enforce her authority upon the <rivil power ; the second is refuttMl

by the fact that the discipline assigned by Christ to the Church is

one which principalities and powers have no means of enforcing upon
Aer. That discipline, as we saw, is es.sontiul1y dependent upon live

opinions, the fwlings, the pervading sympathies of the society.

"When the company of believers turns from one of their number, lie

is thereby subjected to the last possible extremity of discipline.

Even though he is not corporeally excluded, their withdrawal from
him in spirit, their withholding from him of sympathy and recogni-

tion, infiicts all that is essential in the punishment. Even, on the other

hand, if the civil sword were to force him into their company, it could

not force him into their hearts, it could not compel them to own him
as a Christian brother.

It is a tragic thought that, if the plain directions of Christ pn tin’s

point had been followed, not one drop of blood would ever bftve

been shed, either by civil magistrate or priestly inquisitor, in order

to preserve the purity of the Church. Christ’s hand, and Christ’s

alone, was to, hold the sword over heretics. The gleam of that

sword upon earth was to bo the loving remonstrance or earnest

rebuke, or, in the last resort, the kindling indignation and melan-

choly farewell, of Christians who turned from a brother because ho
w

had first turned from Christ. "What rivers of blood might never

have been shed, what centuries of contention, rancour, bitterness

worse than death, might have been changed into times of peaceful

progress and abounding charity, if Christian kings and (Jhris-

tian priests had only consented to be in this matter as wise as

Christ, and no wiser ! Habituated as mankind are to more or less

of disguise and complication in all things, perfect simplicity is more

difficult for them to apprehend than the most involved trains of

reasoning.

If the Christian society is really to benefit the human race, it will

do so by being true to its qwn character. If it cannot preserve, or

perpetually, immistakably aim at, a heavenly ideal, it will bo thrust

aside amid the ruder institutions of material civilization. If it has

become a mere figure of speech to say that the Church draws* her

weapons of offence and defence from a celestial armoury, it is of little

consequence with what earthly weapons she tries to protect herself.

But this conclusion is, to say the least, premature. Christianity

having been in the world for nearly two thousand years, it may
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seem a strange aasertion that the principles hiid down by Christ for

the constitution of the Christian Church have never been compre-

hensively. applied in Christendom; yet such is strictly the fact.

Ever since the apostolic age the Church has been grasping, directly

or indirectly, at the weapon of the State, at the instrument of

physical force ; and the State, finding the usurpation of temporal

authority by the Church the most grievous of all usurpations, has

impatiently snatched authority of every kind from the Christian

society, annihilated its distinctive discipline, and made its affairs a

part of the general civil government. In this last case heresy and
clerical immorality become criminal offences. Wc all know where
they arc so at this hour. It is no irrational idea that, 'if Christendom,

falling back upon the simplicity of Christ, realizing for the Christian

Church that constitution appointed it by its Master, should consign

to oblivion the two mighty errors of priestly domination over the

State, on the one hand, and Erastian absorption of the Church into

the State on the other, the spirituisl energy of the society founded by
Christ would prove to be unexhausted, and the power of a Divine
onjLhusiusm to elevate, to refine, in the highest sense to civilize, man-
kind, would bo displayed as it has never yet been in human historj*.

Let us inquii’e briefly into the conditions under which this might
become something more than a devout imagination.

Turning to the records of the Apostolic Chm’oh, 'vre find precisely

such a state of things as we should have expected to arise from
attention to Christ’s statements touching the nature of the Christian

brotherhood. The Apostles and their Christian contemporaries have
manifestly not understood Christ to intend the erection of a single

ecclesiastical institution, comprehending believers in all countries,

obliterating the lines of nationality, and enforcing one code, one
discipline, one form of worship throughout the Christian world.

They use the word “ Church,” as applied to Christians in this Avorld,

in two senses : the one, indicative of a pervading unity ; the other,

of local peculiarity and independence. The word is used in the first

of these senses by St. Paul, when he declares that he persecuted ** the

Church of Christ.” He could not have meant anything but the

general company of b^evers. The word is used in the second sense

by the same Apostle, when he writes to the “ Churches of Galatia.”

The province of Galatia being of inconsiderable size, the number of

Christians in it when Paul wrote being unquestionably limited, .these

Churches can mean nothing else but separate cong^gations.

The imity of the Apostolic Church as a whole involves a harmony
of faith in matters fundamental. We hear of a decree specifying

certain ** necessary things” bearing upon Hebrew and Christian

usage
; and it is inconceivable that, if unity was aimed at in the

VOL. XI. D.
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rejection or acceptance of Mosaic ordinances, such qnostions as that

of the incaiiiation and that of tho resurrection diould have been
left open. There ia a system of discipline in activu operation
in the particular Churches to which Paul writes. Tho* Apostle
peremp^rUy enjoins its entbreement. It is precisely that which wo
found Chnst defining’,—a discipline wholly spiritual,—^a discipline
whoso ol^i i» to maintain the purity of Christian fellowship, and
whoeo pcmalty ie^ deprivation of Christian privileges. iSomo have
contended that this discipline bore exclusively on action not at all
on beliei ; but if we read without prepossession, and in candid
xcUiMpilsbiaeni of desire to make Apostolic Christianity suit a theory
of our own, whai is written on the subji-ct in Paurs epistles, we shall

admit that it hud reference to both. 8t. Paul chides tho Corinthians

severely for continuing in fellowship with one guilty of immoi'al

conduct, and distinctly states that he had subjected to the- utmost

penalty of Christian law two persons who had blasphemed. "VVe must
not shrink from his words in reference to those persons. He say.s that

he delivered them unto the powers of darkness. Christ had promised

that what was justly done by the Church on earth would be i-alitlcd

by Him in heaven, and St. Paul assumes his earthly sentence to bo thus

ratified. But ho makes no allusion to a material force by which llio

sentences of Christian discipline arc to be executed. Stern as Paul’s

sentence may appear, it does not imply that a hair of the head of tho

blasphemers would be touched. If their spiritual punishment was of

none effect, they W'crc not punished at all. Apart from all question of

his being inspired, St. Paul was a man of large culture, and of com-

prehensive and systematizing intellect ; elsewhere ho exprcsslj'^ recog-

nises the office of the civil magistrate, and does not shrink from putting

tho sword into his hand. If, therefore, the highest possible offence

against thelaw of the Christian society—to wit, blaspheming—was to

be treated as an oficnce against general society, and, as such, to he

punished by tho civil magistrate, he would certainly Ixave stated the.

fact. "We must close the New Testament before we can find, either

expressly or by implication, a vestige of warrant for making any

ecclesiastical delinquency a criminal offence. Christian discipline was

severe. Jesus Christ, as the author of “ Ecco Homo ” justly observes,

“ considered heaven and hell to be in His hand ;
” and St. Paul clearly

assumes that tho Christian Church, in virtue of the powers committed

to her by Christ, can admit to heaven or consign to hell. Discipline

without penalty is a dream ; but tho penally of Christian discipline

•is something essentially different from the penalties of civil law.

There was an Apostolic Church, and there were Apostolic

Ghuridies. How were they related to each other P What was the

principle of Church unity, what of Church individuality P Let lu

suppose that, about the time when St. Paul was writing his latest
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epistles, tinee Ohristiaiis-^-one of Borne, one of Oorinth, one of

Ephesus—^had met. Would th^ not have felt themselves knit in

sympathy, first of all, as members of one Christian Church—a Church
distinguished from surrounding Paganism and from the Jewish com-
munity—a Church with many members, united under one Head?
But can we, in the second place, believe that any one of them would
have attempted, save in the way of friendly suggestion, to press upon
the others those rites, usages, and peculiarities which pertained to his

own local Church ? The unity ofwhich they would have been conscious

was a unity of sentiment, a unity of affection, a unity of spirit, a unity

of fellowship, a unity of faith in Christ ; but, in the enjoyment of that

liberty wherewith Christ made them free, they would have defended

against the encroachments ofa rigid uniformity, against the plausible

pi*ctexts of a mechanical order, the picturesque diversities of Christian

life and public worship in their local Churches. They would thus

have been able to rcaliKo in lucid consciousness the liberty which
Cljvist bestow'ed on llis Church, and the unity for which, on her
behalf, Christ prayed. The question we have to answer is, whether
and liow this consciousness may bo realized by us at the present day.

'J'he organization of the Christian Church, as we trace it in the ages

succeeding tliat of the Apostles, became gradually more formal and
tioinj)lete. Without entangling ourselves in discussion as to the

limits within which the jirinciplo of development can legitimately

operate in the Christian Church, we shall say that its total exclusion

seems inconsistent "with the deepest Christian law, the law of liberty.

It is at all events an historical fact that the monarchical form of

Church government developed itself in Christendom, and that the

Church of Home spread her imperial mantle over the West. AVhat-

ever sins may bo upon tho head of the mediaeval Church, she at

least preserved in Europe the idea and the fact of Christian unity.

The ecclesiastical monarch of the Seven Hills, tho father-king of

Cliristendom, exercised a real sovereignty, a sovereignty acknow-
ledged throughout the West, and felt to be a higher, gentler, more
benignant power than that of the fierce kings and steel-clad barons

of the feudal time. On the utmost verge of tho civilized world,

where the moan of the Atlantic rolled up the green valleys of

Connaught, tho fatherhood of the Papa of Christendom was felt to

be a reality, and the rude native was conscious of a fellowship which
connected him with all the millions that believed in Christ. But
at the commencement of the sixteenth century—candid Bomanists

will admit the fact—^mediscvol Christianity had fallen from its high

estate, and had been thoroughly debased and corrupted. The
Beformation was the awakening of Europe from a sleep which was
settling into a death-sleep. The awakening was inevitable, indis-

pensable ; the hour had struck when the mind of Europe 'was to be

n 2
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wedded to a higher truth ;
but the bridal-dawn was one of*“ thunder-

peals/’ and progress since then has been in stonn and travail. The

unity of Christendom was broken, and remains broken unto this day.

Jn file intense intellectual activity which charaoteriaed the first

century after Luther’s revolt from Homo, the process of development
uvnf on much more rapidly thon had been the cose in the primitive
Church. Bat it did not tcMul to nnily ; it tended to diversity.
The expectation, doubtless, of the IteformerM at the commeneemont
of their work was, that « private judgnumt/* if once assertoil against
Rome, would produce a unanimous and identical acceptation of the
Tueaiung of tkiripture throughout (’hristendom. Inither hoped that
in translating the Bible he wa^^ pre]>aring for Kurope a ('hristian

unity of truth and light, to replace the mcdiicval unity of submission

to the Church. Calvin beheld diversity of theological opinion

arising on all hands; and, in colossal strength of intellect oi'.d burn-

.’ng intensity of moral fervour, ho ottempted, by one sweep of

the dialectic sword-blade, to strike it down. But even the publica-

tion of the Institutes could not do it. The greatest dogmatic book

tbo world ever saw c<»uld not level the mountains and fill the

valleys and bi*idge the streams of tlie Bible, so that all men sliould

prefer the expeditious monotony of the route laid down by tlio

theological engineer to the natural interchange of hill and plain.

The audacity of the aggressive intellect—the imperious urgency of

speevdatire logic—appalled Calvin in the sixteenth centuiy, as they

have appalled John Jlenry Nemnan in the nineteenth. Calvin felt

himself constrained to have recourse to the executioner to guard the

faith. The profoundest mistakes of the Roman Church in interpreting

the will of Christ, her intolerance, her spiritual pride, her ccclcsiasti-

cism, gradually infected the Reformation. So, hitherto, it has always

been. Tlie tragedy, solemn and mysterious, of that grandest of the

old myths, the myth of Hercules, is ever being repeated. Tlie hj'dra

is slain. After toil, and pain, and long, dubious battle, that is got

done. Then the hero dips his arrows in the blood of the monster,

in order that the venom may kill his foes, and that he may be

irresistible. It lends him power. Year after year he goes conquer-

ing, and many an evil does he, by evil, slay. But at last the pang
which he has so often dealt to others strikes to his own heart ;

the

torment ho has so often inflicted racks his own joints, and burns

in bis own brain
; the hydra blood upon bis arrow-point brings him

bis doom, and with the Nemean lion’s skin beneath bis limbs, the

memory of former triumphs unavailing now, bo dies in agony. Why
didbe not leave the mortal bane alone ? Why did he covet themeans
of inflicting upon bis enemies tbo bitter anguish, the cureless and
intolerable hurt P Why must corruption, fraud, iniquity, vanquished
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by heroic force, leave its dr(^ of essential venom to be adopted into

the service of truth P The hydra blood—call it plauaibLe persecution,

call it spbtle falsehood, call it half-conscious cowardice, call it

cruelty, call it superstition, call it intolerance,—^will sooner or later

avenge the hydra’s fate. Truth’s arrows must not bo dipped in

the virus. Point them with the heavenly light. '^Be not over-

come of evil ;
” engage it, wrestle with it, strike it down : nut then

leave it alone
; derive no aid from it

; avoid all resemblance to it

;

yours arc other weapons, yours is diviner force; overcome evil with

good.” In the very moment of its victory over Rome, the Reforma-

tion imbibed enough of the spirit of tyrannous ccclesiasticism to

arrest its vital movement, and to destroy, for three centuries at

least, the unity of the Christian Church.

That unity was to be aimed at, that the Church on earth ought to

realize her oneness in Christ, the Reformers felt. They yearned

towards unity with impassioned longing. But, overlooking, as men
always overlook, the open secret, they sought, not a unity of love

and life, but a unity of theological definition. To produce so com-

})i’('licn8ivc and so exact a doctrinal formula, so cori*ect and so con-

vincing an interpretation of Scripture, that all Christians would be

constrained to accept it, was essentially the problem which the

Reformers, from the day when Calvin published his Institutes to

the day when Baxter and the bishops closed their hopeless argu-

ment in the Savoy Confei’once, strove to solve. Logic and always

more logic, definition and always more definition, controversy

upon controversy, division upon division,—this was the practical

issue. To Calvin’s “Institutio Christianoc Religionis” must suc-

ceed Turretin’s “Institutio Theologia) Elencticoe;” and if the w'ork

of Calvin is all aglow with moral and imaginative fire, there

is no glow on the ashy flats and drear sandy “ places ” of Turretin.

For tlxe despotic infallibility of Rome the Reformers substituted

the despotic infallibility of the ^eon-vewros, the Book filled

with the breath of God. The application of this name to the

Bible who can gainsay P That there is a Divine breathing in all

its pages, what soul which has any harmony with the Divine has

not feltP But that the Divine breathing in Scripting is alone

authoritative; that there is no Divine breathing in conscience, in

reason, in nature, in any literature except the literature of the

Hebrews and the early Christian Church; this is an error on

the opposite side, and one equally grievous. It is easy to see

how contention and division would arise from the inexorable

assertion of a Protestant infallibility against the infallibility of

the Church of Rome. Different sections of Protestants amved
at diverse condusions as to the meaning of Scripture. Each
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deemed it a sacred duty fo inaiat upem its own reading.
JBaeh wetion peraeented the sections whieh disallowed its own read-
ing. Sad and stern as the fact is, it is indisputable that there wasno Church of the Hefornkation wbkh, at the bkMe of the seWnteenih

ftwbjtolMM, CMmn)(»tioii»U.li.—*o go no fimhor—l,.^d
tiitiT hisids tho stain of Prott^faut b/ood.

foHdhttOn
I llOWOVOr, wtis not without its priceless ivsiilti

'IVie spirit of man had once for all been struck broad uwako ; the

unconseums, childlike faith of the nunliicval time had been di^8iJ)atcd

forever; and it is well that it was (lissiljated, for manhood is iu

advance of childhood. Tho future held iu it, for the Christian

Church, perplexity and peril, hut, at the same time, boundless possi-

bility. An unconscious, unexamined, taken-for-granted faith is not

the right faith for reasoning man ; and, however arduous the

journey, however many the centuries which might be neecs!>ai*y for

performing it, sure it at least is that, if the human race was to attain

the summit of spiritual civilization, the interval between the repose

of ig^norance and the repose of knowledge was to be traversed. Tlie

grander achievements of historical progress arc seldom rapidly

effected ; two or threo centuries do not count for much in the

chronology of Pi’ovidence ; and it is no extravagant supposition that

the times which have succeeded the breaking up of llie unify of the

mcdisDval Church will prove to have been but stages in tho transition

to a Christian unity still more august, still more comprehensive, still

more spiritual.

The State-Church arrangement, which we find adopted through-

out Protestant Kuropc at the close of the seventeenth century, was

probably as good as tho circumstances of the case permitted, but it

bad defects and drawbacks which, rendered it merely provisional. Tt

circumscribed Church unity within the bounds of nationality

;

obliterated thf consciousness of a common Christendom ;
and lowered

the New Testament ideal of human brotlierhood into a comparatively

selfish and worldly ideal of patriotism. On the other hand, an im-

portant benefit was conferred by this arrangement in that it put an

end to the conception of Church government as necessarily centred in

one place. The national independence of Chmehes was practically

asserted, and that in a highly effective manner, by tho erection and

maintenance of national establishments. In whatever way tho unity

of Christendom may bo recovered, it will never more be by the sub-

mission of local Churches to the Homan See. Another advantage of

the State-Church arrangement was that it favoured—^to say that it

caused would be too strong—the subsidence of theological excitement,

the cessation of theological controversy, and promoted a more refloc-
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tire action of thd httmaa mind. The system was in hannpny with

the general mental quiescence of the eighteenth century. It has

been much the fSsshion with the intense school of writers, headed by
Mr. Carlyle, to disparage the eighteenth century ; to denounce its

want of faith ; to call it mechanical, prosaic, atheistic ; and to bewail

the faithless condition in which it has loft us of a yoimger time.

** Tho sea of faith

\Va8 once, too, at the full, and round earth’s shore

Lay like tho folds of a bright girdle furled

;

i{ut now I only hear

Its rncdancholy, long, withdrawing roar,

Jtetreating to tho breath

Of tho night-wind down the vast edges drear

And naked shingles of the world.”

This is Mr. Matthew Arnold's very beautiful poetic version of

what Mr. Carlyle has been telling us in vehement prose for twenty
years. l)ut, with the deference due to genius so powerful as

Mr. Carlyle's and so refined as Mr. Arnold's, it may be maintained

that vehemence and intensity are neither the sole nor tho necessary,

neither the highest nor the most characteristic, concomitants of a

true faith. It would now be generally admitted by thoughtful men
that Mr. Carlyle's vehemence has blinded him to important aspects

of truth, to important though unobtrusive facts. The softer touches

in nature’s landscax}es, the half-lights, the suggested forms, the

reserve, tho qualification, tho shade, are apt to escape his impatient

glance. Ho will hear of no faith which has companionship with

doubt. Ho breaks the bruised reed and quenches the smoking flax.

Heflcction, however, will teach us that faith, in order to be sincere,

need not bo intense, and that in a time of inquiry, speculation,

culture, it can hardly be on intelligent faith unless it has known
something of doubt. Mental composure, deliberate weighing of

evidence, distinct consciousness of difficulties on both sides, calm

decision in favour of that side which appears to be on the whole best

supported, are not incompatible with strong faith. Candid faith,

tolerant faith, sympathetic faith, need not be weak faith ;
fanatical

faith, superstitious faith, blind faith, is not necessarily the best faith.

In the eighteenth century, truths and errors, fervently believed and
precipitately acted on in preceding times, were alike subjected to

careful examination. Contemplating the rcsidt, we are astonished to

find how much wo owe to the quiet, circumspect, unimpassioned age

which went immediately before our own. When we compare the

knowledge practically realized by the most advanced peoj^es of

Europe at the close of the two jangling, warring centuries, when the

theologians had it all their own way, with that which had worked

itself into the habitudes of men in the early part of the present cen-
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tuxy, our enthusiasm for the centuries of faith is sure to he tempered,

our contempt for the centur}'' of reflection is likely to be checked.

Poring oTcr their Bible with breathless earnestness, thb theologians

of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries did not happen to discover

in it the doctrine that Christians are not to kill men for being

defective Christians, or for refusing to be Christians at all. They
did not make out from it that old women, called witches, wei*e

not to be burned alive. They did not perceive that, cither in principle

or pivcopt, it condemned slavorj'. They seem scarcely to have
had an idvu that gcntlonesn, kindness, the intinitc of compassion
and of tenderness, were of the essence of the GosjHd of Christ. "Wor-
shippiiig their ypa^if 0€6irv€VirrtK, elaborating from it system after

system of dogmatic theology, they seem hardly to have observed in

tbc ]Jiew Testament that which for us gleams from its whole surface

like dewdrop.s on a meadow at sunrise. The leaders oi opinion in

the eighteenth ccutuiy fox'ced upon the attention of theologiun.s other

writings,also Divine; characters inscribed by Gofl on the goldc'ii tablets

of the human heart, instincts of mercy and tenderness, instincts of

justice and veracity,muchoverlooked in systems of theology, but which,

when compared with the words of Christ, shine out in radiant unison

with them ; laws, moreover, written by God in the physical world,

laws of beneficence and of power, with which no witch or devil could

interfere, and which no priest or presbyter was needed to pi’otect.

The theologians were led to sec that there is more in heaven

and earth than Lad been dreamed of in their theology ;
that the

ypatftri Oe^vevtrros is maiiy-leavcd as the forest, tvide as the starred

azure of God ; that truth is a beam gathered from many sources

—

nature, conscience, reason, revelation—focussed in the lumian soul. We,

of the nineteenth century, familiar with the idea and accustomed to

the practice of toleration, have dilKculty in forming a distinct appre-

hension of a state of mind and of society from which both were

absent, and will find it a salutary, if somewhat humiliating, thought,

that Christians did not discover them in the New Testament until told

to look for them by men whoso memory they religiously exeerate.

When the voice which, in all Buropc, spoke most loudly and most

effectively for mercy to the oppressed, was the voice of Voltaire,

Christian divines might begin to suspect that their study of the

letter had been killing. It must be admitted that the (Christian

Churches were not long in imbibing the enthusiastic humanity of

tho now school. In England and America, during the present cen-

tury, they have led the van in every enterprise of benevolence.

Their spirit has again become that of an intense, unconquerable,

Christ-like kindness, penetrating os the lightning, soft as tears. No
one now looking over the Christian Churches can fail to see that
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OHristianity ia the religion of compassiott and the religion* of

toleration. The intervention of the eighteenth century, a time of

pause, of.oiivuxiupection, of scientific education, was indispensable

to the attainment of a higher ideal of Church imity in Christendom.

Can wo, then, venture to believe that certain lineaments of that

imity towards which, from the unity of the medisoval time, we have

supposed the Christian world to be moving, are already discernible ?

Can we, looking wistfully towards the gateways of the morning,

perceive the faint streaks of dawn touching the cloud-like domes and
air-drawn pinnacles of a united Christian Church ? Do the old

principles, the principles of the Apostolic time, admit of modem
application ? Can Christians still, without offence to the liberty

wherewith Christ has made them free, without offence to the order

W'hich is heaven’s first law, w’ithout degradation of faith into indif-

ference, without degradation of Christian communion into senti-

mentality, realize, as Christians of Antioch, of Jerusalem, of Thessa-

lonica I’culized, in the first century, the unity of the Christian

Church and the freedom of the Christian Cliurches ? If this question

is to be answered in the affirmative, wo must concede one point,

namely, that the diversity of rite, usage, and local preference which
prevailed in the Apostolic Churches, and which we found to bo com-

patible with unitj' of the Apostolic Church, may be regarded as

finding its analogue in the present day in tlie various forms of

government and the doctrinal peculiarities of particular Churches.

For ninny centuries the monarchical or Homan Catholic, the Fpisco-

palian, the Presbyterian, the Congregational forms of Church govera-

nient, have been elaborated. The Wcsleyan-Methodist form of Church
government may bo defined os a composite order, aiming to com-
bine the advantages of the other orders, and, of course, entitled

to rank with them. Hitherto the Church of Home has stood aloof

from the Churches of the Hefoimation ; and, although the diffiision of

a just and exalted idea of Christian unity thx’oughout the civilizedworld

would tend powerfully to break down her isolation, the assumption

that she is pro^mred to embrace a new ideal of unity for Christendom

would not bo correct, and would impart a visionary air to this whole
discussion. Throughout the Churches of the Heformation, however, a

great deal has been already effected towards the attainment and the re-

cognition of a unity of faith, of fellowship, of spirit, of affection, amid
diversities of govemmont and specialties of opinion. Between the

earliest Heformers and many Christians of the present day there Can

be detected a harmony of aspiration in this matter which we fail to

trace in the controversial ages that intervene. Luther, though his

zeal for truth was keen and bright as the edge of the sword wherewith

Christ divides the light from the darkness, though his life was ** a
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^Wvp^O, vras vividly conscious of the unity of the several divisions

of ih.o Reformed Church. From his Ali)ine watch-tower ho wi’oto

letters of counsel, of .syni])athy. of fervent appeal, to Reformed
Ghiirehes in all European lands, not to Presbyterian only, but to

Episcopalian on this hand, and to Congregational on that. Those
letters thrill with a moral ardour, a lofty and rhythmic inspiration,

worthy of a prophet of the Universal Church ; and there is in them
no trace of sectarian stringency in enforcing one constitution upon
all Churches. Those words spoken of the Anglican Service, which
have so often been quoted by Anglicans against Calvin as unpar-

donable, mean only that it contains some silly matters, which are,

however, to be tolerated for the sake of Cliristian unity, an opinion

which is not far wide of that held bj’ sensible men at this day. liut,

for the large-hcartedncss of Luther and the world-embmciug
sweep of Calvin’s moral fervour, there came the hair-splitting of

Calvinistic and Arminian dogmatism ; then followed the clash of

arms between Protestant and Protestant ; and soon all was hushed in

the rig^d isolation and crystalline cold of the State CLurclies, What
Hooker could truthfully deny, namely, that the CJhurch of England

rejected all ordination except that of bishops, became a fact ;
and the

Church of Romo could fairly boast that, while she maintained her

unity in its pristine enthusiasm, the Reformed Churches were unitctl

only by a common renunciation of her allegiance. But of late there

have been many indications of a change of spirit in Christendom, and

of the revival of ancient principles in modern forms. As free Churches,

in America, in Scotland, in England, have risen into importance, the

consciousness of a Church unity similar to that of tho Apostolic

Church has tended steadily to grow. The feeling exists, though it

has as yet found no organ of expression. It is already not too

much to say that a large majority of the ministers and members of

the free Churches throughout Christendom regard each other as

belonging to one Christian Church—^the Episcopalianism, the Pres-

byterianism, the Congregationalism, the Wesleyanism, being special

and denominational
; tho Christianity being the primary and vital

concern. A liberty not anarchic yet genuine, an order not artificial

but real and vital, a diversity manifold enough to embrace every

form of Christian administration, a unity on the fine spiritual lines

of which Christian sympathy should go pulsing forth to girdle the
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world, might bo attainable on these terms. The idea of such a unify

is, indeed, by no means confined to Beformed Churches not in con-

nection wi|ih* the State. It is as cordially embraced by individuals

within the Church of England as it is in any communion under

heaven, and the number embracing it extends rapidly ; nor is it an
unwarrantable assertion that some of the best minds in the Church
of liome aspire more or less vaguely towards such unity, os forming a

higher ideal for Christendom than that of Papal supremacy.

There is no cause why this idea should not continue to diffuse itself

in the Church of England ; there is no cause why the clergy and the

laity of the Church ofEngland shoidd not enternow into spiritual com-
munion with those of other Christian Churches which arc willing to

join hands of fellowship with them ; nevertheless, it must be frankly

admitted that the freedom, self-government, and self-support of the

Anglican Church are indispensable to the complete practical realiza-

tion of this Christian Church unity in England. And that for several

reasons. In the fii'st place, it is only in the enjoyment of freedom

and self-government that the Church can exercise the spiritual

discipline assigned her by Christ. There may be no reason in the

nature of things why the Church should not be both endowed by the

State and self-governing ; but the condition on which the Church of

England has been established hitherto is the neutralization of her

powers as a Chui'ch ; and no party maintains that, except in the

event of her becoming disestablished, there is a possibility of altering

this state of affairs. Church discipline may be a good or a bad

thing; but it is clearly out of the question when every man in

England is by law a member of the Church, and may legally claim

her privileges. Ecclesiastical freedom may be. dangerous or may be

safe
; but it is clearly non-existent when and where a clergyman

will make himself a criminal if he refuses to read the Burial Service

over a suicide, whose words, written just before he committed the act,

prove his lucid and tremorless sanity, but whom a coroner’s jury,

consciously lying in order that the clergyman may be legally bound
to lie also, have pronounced insane. In the second place, it is im-

possible that the distinction between established and non-established

Churches should exist without being felt to be invidious, and inter-

fering with that fellowship which, if this unity wore realized, would
subsist between all Churches. Wo arc bound to recognise the facts

of hmnan nature, and one of them is, that a petted sister will be

envied by neglected sisters. In the United States the Churches are

emulous enough in pushing forward the operations proper to them as

Churches
;
but beyond this generous and healthful rivalry they have

no feud ; and the result is seen in a degree of mutual respect, of

intelligent sympathy and tolerance, which delighted and amazed
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l/e Tocqucvillo. Tiulividimls of noble clinractoi* may and do rise abuvo
this toniiKtr in JCii^lund ; but of the general fact that Nonconformists
\iew Cliurcbiuen with jealousy, and Churchmen Nonconformists
with contempt, there can be no doubt. In the third place, the

exvslmg relationship between the Church and the State in England
j>ruetically forces upon Churchmen a falso ideal—an ideal which
belongs to the world, not to the Church. It is not enough that

the motives, feelings, habitudes, ambitions, of a Church of Christ

should be decorous, respectable, on tlie average of decent and <ligni-

tied worldliness. To be well considered in societj'; to be accepted

as an equal by men of wealth and rank ; to be the spiritual and
magisterial potentate of a parish ; to be conscious of suiieriority to

Dissenters ; to bask in a lustre reflected from the pomp and grandeur
of civil government—these things may one and all be in themselves

blameless. But they are not the objects, rew’ui'ds, ambitions, of the

Church of Christ. They are not the ideal of the New Testament ; they

are not the unsearchable riches ; thev ai*e not the things which Christ

in His discourses commends. “All these things do the Gentiles seek.”

The righteousness of the kingdom of heaven is to exceed the righlcotis-

ncss of the Scribes and Pharisees. AVhat seems white in the smoky
town will show as dingy grey against mountain snow ; and dignified

clerical habitudes, pleasant as they may bo to the worldly eye, are dim
and tarnished when scon against the soremf radiance of that heavenlj'

ideal which it is the office of the Church of Christ to embody upon
earth.

Let it not be thought that the unity of this luany-mansionod

Church, this many-branched vino of the nations, would be a di'eam

or a sentiment, without definition and without bounds. In the

Apostolic ago, in the mcdiicA’al age, in every period when the unity

of the Christian Church has been apprehended, there liavo been

philosophies and heresies, more or less tinged with Christian light,

whose professors were not received within’the Christian pale. It will

alw'ays remain true, as Coleridge said, that “ Avhat docs not withstand

has itself no standing ground ;
” and the very idea of order involves

a principle of exclusion tis well as a principle of inclusion. The
Church will not renew her youth or extend her conquests by divesting

herself of her distinctive character. But, first, the unity contem-

plated is that of a common spirit, a common aim, a common alle-

giance, not that of incorporation ; and this implies that its terms

may be large and expansive. It requires no sacrifice of independence,

no obliteration of district or national boundaries. In the next place,

after eighteen—now nearly nineteen—centuries of God’s teaching

in the experiences of Christian civilization, wo may bo expected to

take in its simplicity and beneficence the rule of Christ on the subject
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of exclusion from Christian fellowship. Has this or that Church,

during these Christian centuries, been recognised by God? Has
she wrought ibiraclcs of soul-healing in the name of Christ ? Then,
“ forbid her not :

” where the Divine Spirit has given the rain and
the sunshine, whore fruit has been ripened for the gathering of the

angels, there man may give the liand of fellowship. In the third

place, the difficulty, if it will ever be felt, is abstract and future. A
midtitudc of branch Churches are now practically ready to acknow-
ledge each other as united in one Christian Church. Lastly, it is the

taunt of a superficial scepticism to affirm that the essentials of the

Christian faith cannot be distinguished from its accidents, and that the

august name of orthodoxy, inscribed by every sectarian on his flag,

has no definable meaning. The clever things which have been said

on this point are not true. The Danube has many tributaries, some
of them lordlj’- rivers ; but it is not hard to trace the course of the

sovereign stream. The main current of Christian veritymay be seen

winding through the Christian centuries, broad enough to bear on
its bosom vessels of all sizes,—herring-boat and frigate, barge and
argosy,—^but between banks which can bo clearly traced. That the

unity of the Godhead is, mj’stically, inexplicably, ineffably, three-

fold ; that man has sinned ; that his sin has brought him so low that

the iinaidcd powers of his nature cannot raise him up again ; that

he is restored tlirough the sacred mysteries of atonement and regene-

ration
;
that Deity and humanity have met in the God-man ; that

love to God, allegiance to Divine law in conscience and revelation,

without measure, and love to man according to the measure of strict

equality between the claims of one’s neighbour and the claims of

one’s self, are the practical outcome of all religion and all morality

:

these are pointa to which the assent of an overwhelming majority of

Christians has in all ages been given, and in comparison with which
preferences of Church government and specialties of rite or opinion

arc of minor importance. How far beyond these lines of demarcation

the range of Church unity might ultimately extend is a question

which would be settled in due time. IVEeanwhile, if all Christians who
agree on these points were to realize that their denominational dif-

ferences are embraced within the walls of Christ’s Church on earth,

a consciousness of unity would pervade the Churches of the Re-
formation such as they have not known since western Christendom

was rent in twain.

It is not out of place to remark that, to the orchestral harmony of

a Church embracing at once all Reformed Churches, and ultimately,

we may hope, all Churches whatsoever, the Episcopal Church of Eng-
land would contribute some of the deepest, most expressive, and most
beautiful notes. The Anglican Church performs for Christendom an
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inestimable service in that she bridges tbe chasm of the Heforraation

in n way in which it is not elsewhere bridged. True, it is not

possible for a Church holding the Christian verity to cut herself away

from antiquity. The truth is ever young and ever old. Calvings

groat idea, that, wherever Ohristiaus can look up to God’s sky, there

they may constitute a Church as ancient as tho breatli of God which

gives it life, must not bo in the smallest degree qualified. But tho

Anglican Church has preserved, as no otlier Pi*otestant Church lias

preserved, the external framework of the mediaeval Church, and with

this a precious and most Cliristian caixibility of appreciating, lumour-

ing, assimilating, what was g.iod iu tho mcdisovnl (Church. Less

than any other Protestant Church has she accepted the bitter and
venomous notion, the cruel and (Ihristless calumny, that the mediaeval

Chureli was a more synagogue of Satan, and that the Latin (.^hureli

was Antichrist. Looking along (he vista of ceufurieN, th<- Church
of England can see that, at times, the darkness enveloping flie old

Church of Christendom was deep, that the day-spring from on high
scarcely touched her towers, the immortal (in' scarcely glimmered
on her altars ; but that she was always a Church of Clirist no (rms

Anglican will di.spute. Take it all in all, view it in connection with

the general civilization of modern tirac-s, you will find no chaj>ter

in tho history of man more splendid, heroic, and inspiring than that

in which the central figure and the dominant induenco is tho

medimval Church. Chivalry, which gave a new word to human
language, a new tone to the mu.'jic of speech, reminding mankind
for ever of an intrepidity smiling in battle-storm, and a gentleness

assuaging defeat and exalting and refining victoiy—the crusades,

which thrilled Europe with a common inspiration, and decided tho

question whether modern civilizirtion was to bo of the Cross or of tho

Crescent—the Gothic cathedrals, strong with earth’s utmost strength

of massive wall and rocky buttress, tender with saintliest aspiration

in delicate pinnacle and fretted spire : those the medimval Church
can claim as her own, and with these tho Church of England can

glow in kindred and filial sympathy. The mediaoval idea, also,—or

rather, tho mediseval fact,—of a Christian unity extending from tho

moaning Hebrides to tho waters of Sicily, comes naturally homo to

the Church of England. She can well impress upon her sisters

of the Broformation that, though separation may be for Christians a

duty, yet it ought always to be a pain ; and that indifference to the

realization of a spiritual unity for Christendom is of tho nature of

deadly sin.

A q>ecial advantage of this attitude of the Church of England
towards the medisefval Church is that it promotes a just, candid, and

intelligent feeling towards Roman Catholics in the present day.
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The Church of Rome, as has been said, stands at this moment self-

excluded from the pale of a Christian unity which would religiously

respect the liberties of particular Churches and recognise all forms of

Church government. Her monarchical form of government may be
legitimate ; for specialties of doctrine she may be answerable to her

Lord alone ; but her all-grasping imj>erialism is self-exclusive.

‘While her terms of admission to fellowship are unconditional sur-

render of Christian freedom and private judgment, petitions from
Anglicans for reconcilement with her are abject, and imitations of

her in dress and gesture are frivolous. But it is of supreme im-

portance that Cliristians not in communion with the Church of

Home should be free to take note of what in her is good, and should

have an intelligent sympathy with all movements of genuine spiritual

life in Homan Catholic countries. In days of terrible pressure

and peril liko these, when prejudice, and prejiossession, and custom,

and plausible hallucination, and expedient error are going before

the wind of science like burnt thatch before a West Indian hurri-

cane, it is inexpressibly to be desired, on purely scientific grounds,

that the facts of the religious consciousness, as rightly, distinctively,

immutably, in all that they involve of spiritual relationship and
immortal destiny, characterizing man as a species, should be as

broadly and fairl}’' represented as possible. Science cannot refuse

to man what it fiercely' demands for every other species, or allege

that in him alone nature^s writing of desire and aspiration, nature’s

holiest senpture graven on the heart, is frustrate and a lie. But
if the acrid foam of theological hatred be upon our lips, if devout

Protestants feel themselves conscience-driven to suspect and revile

devout Homan Catholics, if the most religious men in the world

cannot calmly and unanimously say what it is that the inspiration of

the Almighty in their souls tells them, if the defence of the central

fortresses of spiritual truth is conducted by' more platoon-firing

and the chance onset of mutually vituperative bands,—^what can we
hope to do against the serried ranks and disciplined fighting and
perfect accord and implacable hostility' of the atheistic line ? When
the conflict is no longer a skirmish of outposts, but the last intrench-

ments of the Christian position are being assailed,—^when the contest

is not for names and words, or half-views, but for elementary notions

and distinctive moral characters,**—^the aid of the Hewmans and the

BdUingers of Homan Catholic Christendom is not to be dispensed

with.

The idea of Divine worship, handed down in the Church of

Rngland from medunval times, is in harmony with the spirit and

consonant to the requirements of the present day. To put it in

one word, tiie Church o£ England contemplates worship as an exercise
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of the soul towards God rather than as an influence of man upon

man. It was a necessity of the position occupied by the Rofonners

that they should exalt tho oihee of the preacher; the, reform of

religion proceeded, to a considerable extent, from an intellectual inx-

]udse, and Christendom thirsted for the preaching of tho word. But

in no nation or period had it previously been held that tlio address

of one man to the congregation could form a chief part of tho worship

of God. In pi’oportion as the culture of the laity has extended and as

insti’uction of all kinds has been diffused by tho lU'oss, the inadequacy

and unsatisfactoriiiess of “hearing sonnon” b}' xvay of publicly wor-

shipping God have been felt. Tiiat reasonable and serious objections

raaj’ bo taken to the Anglican form of worship we do not deny. In
respect of brevity and of variety, it admits of cosy and great improve-

ment. It is not possible that any vividness of impression or definiteness

of application should attach to phrases used every Sunday for, say,

twenty or thirty years. Nevertheless it would be difScult to express

tho value of tho service rendered to Protestant Christendom by the

Church of England in preserving in her Prayer-Book a largo part of

the purest and loftiest devotional literature possessed by tho human
race. The To Deum itself, perhaps the very grandest hymn in which
the spirit of man ever rose in adoration towards tho throne of God,
might have passed out of Protestant worship in England, hud it not

occupied a place in tho Anglican Prayer-Book. And if av'crage

Anglican preaching may, with show of reason, be alleged to want
fervour, logical stringency, and oratorical power, it is better that

this should be so than that countenance should be giv'en to the

monstrous notion that, in being intellectually entertained by a popular

preacher, a man is worshipping God.
Another priceless truth which the Anglican Church has preserved

to Protestant Christendom is that a preponderating element in worship
is praise. If we meditate the matter in religious silence, or ifwe consult

tho precedents afforded us by Scripture, we shall find that the simple

act of adoration, the bowing of the head in reverent homage to the

Infinite One, tho lifting up of the voice in joyful acclaim of gratitude

and praise, are of the very essence of worship. ** Whoso offercth praise

glorifieth me.** These are tho express words of Scripture, put into

the lips of the Eternal God, and they comprise a Divine philosophy
of creation, a statement of the cause why the sublime procession of

being in this world ends with humanity. Man is the note of articu-

late music in which dumb nature, preluding through the past

eternity, at last breaks out in praise to God. The conscious utterance

of praise is the distinctive and the supreme act of the human sotd.

And with praise is naturally connected exultation, rapture
; the joy

of it in its deepest moments is too g^eat to be expressed by the mere
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human voice ; on wings and waves of melody from stringed instru-

ments and organs, it rolls its anthem to the sky
; it becomes ecstatic,

uncontrollable ; it thrills, in its ultimate paroxysms, through vein

and limb, and inspires the glowing gesture and the rhythmic dance.

Such was worship to the Hebrew psalmist; and so far have we
travelled from the very power of conceiving it, that modem ultra-

Puritans, swathed in the shroud of their creeds,” and painfully try-

ing to convince themselves that Christ has taken from His Church tho

stringed instruments and organs which mingled in Israel’s worship
of Jehovah, think they give you pause when they ask whether
dance as well as music is still to be included in Divine worship.

Yes, surely
; if the dancer is as Miriam or as David, and the occa-

sion and the rapture great. The Anglican type of worship has,

in this respect, a notable advantage over the Puritan type. The
express attribution of glory to God,—the loud calling upon all worlds

to praise Him,—the lifting up of voice and soul to magnify and extol

Him,—appear more decjisively in the worship of the Church of

Dnghind than in that of any other Protestant Church. As the

iinimositics of the seventeenth century have died awa}’-, the Noncon-
formist Churches havo profited greatly b}' the example of the Church
of England in matters of worship; and if there were but one Free

Church in England, with Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Congregational

branches, the benefit would be still more widely diffused.

Would a free Episcopalian Church, thus related to sister Churches
in England, be sectarian P Would she refuse consideration to the

individual conscience, the original mind ? Only upon one hypothesis

can wo return an affirmative answer to this question ; namely, that

the statesman and the worldling, and they alone, can save the

Church of Christ from sectarianism. This hypothesis must be dis-

missed. Christians ought not to be afraid of Christianity; the

discipline of Christian brethren is not uecessaril}'’ harsh. The Church
of Christ was not designed to be a neutral ground between philo-

sophy on the one hand and fanaticism on the other—a pleasant lounge

for indecisive souls. A Church administration, in tho second place,

shared in by the laity, need not exhibit the narrowness attributed to

ecclesiastics; and it is not found in experience that the clergy and
the members of free Episcopalian Churches arc conscious of being

in bondage, or of lacking opportunity to think and speak. The
mode in which liberty is secured in free Episcopalian Churches—in

that of the United States, for example——is not only practically effec-

tive in relation to the vitality and vigour of opinion, but seems mbre
natural, more honourable, more consistent with moral intrepidity and
intellectual candour, than that which we have in the Church of

England. The American Church has attained comprehension by
voii. XI.
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broadening her basis—^by rejecting, for one thing, the Athanasian

creed. The Church of England is in theory bound by Act of Par-

liament to absolute uniformity of creed and worship :* in practice

almost any latitude of faith and ritual may be ventured on. In the

one case the house is adapted by its iiirautes to what they feel to bo

their wants ; in the other, tho old number of rooms, tho old walls

and partitions arc retained, but the I(H‘ks are taken from the doors,

the windows are allowed to fall in, 'whoso likes may come or go, and

all manner of sheds, awnings, and other irregular phices of accom-

modation are run up about it. A mind of rectitude and courage

would prefer tho comprehension of large-spirited standards to tho

comprehension of practically ut‘glectcd laws. There is not tho

remotest probability that a free Anglican Church w'ould bo narrow
and sectarian ; all which can pass for evidence on tho subject points

the other way. As a semi-political institution, the Church of England
has indeed been reactionary, obstructive, servile, almost abject ; her

doctrines of tmlimited submission to kings, unlimited repression of

peoples, have been very pitiful ; but these things wore alien to her

true nature, strenuous attempts to convert her torments into her

.

elements ; and her own true litoratui'c, through uU its spacious

and fruitful provinces, is tolerant and great.

'

Yet another question we must p\it and answer, forced upon us as it

is by one of the most graceful writers, one of the clearest thinkers,

one of the most melodious poets of the day. 'Would the scheme of

Church unity which has been outlined lead us apart from tho main
current of English and European tendency? Would it promote
** hole-and-corner religion,” and favour provincialism of thought and
of character? The question is of grave importance. Tho main
current of world-history, if only it be well discerned, is tho path of

Providence. Naturalists tell us that in those parts of the ocean floor

over which the gulf-stream passes, the temperature is raised, and life

aboimds ; in those over which it docs not pass, the water rests chill

and motionless on weedless shingle and sterile sand. In liko manner
it is in the main currents of civilization that tho life of humanity is

vivid, and that institutions endued with a true vitality spring up.

At this moment there does not seem to be any special difficulty in

ascertaining how the main stream of European tendency sets in

things religious and ecclesiastical. Few wotdd agree with Mr. Arnold

in believing that it lingers by the falling towers and crumbling

battlements of our old State Churches. A cool observer in the Pall

Mall OaaeUet a newspaper which is singularly calm and mirror-like

in its reflection of contemporary facts, comes to a very different con-

(dusion :

—

« Look,” he says, ** at Itidy, Spain, France, and Austria. Is it not
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obvions to ovory ono that the ideal towards which they are tending, for

good or for evil, is that of a free Church in a free State ? « In America,
where the. tendencies of the age have had full swing, a pure voluntary
system is the result. In the English colonies, where the institutions of the
mother country stUl exorcise some influence, the system is slightly, very
slightly, qualified. In England, as every ono can see, we are moving with
rapid stops in the sumo dii'cction, though as yet the consummation is pro-
bably distant.”

The Church of England i.s alrcad}’^ isolated among Episcopalian

Churches. Her daughters have become free. “ Tho general and
perpetual voice of mon,” said Hooker, “is as tho sentence of God;”
and mankind in theso years, with steadily deepening acclaim, declare

that tho State-Church arrangement has played its part, and that the

Church and all her Churches must once more appeal to God and to

the people. Franco is a country in which the State-Church principle

is in full operation. Hoes tho Christian religion gain in consequence?

Tho men of culture in Franco are for the most part of the religion

of Cicero and Seneca, with some tincture, perhaps, of Christian senti-

ment and Chnstian ethics ; tlte commonalty, in toums at least, are

fiercely atheistic. In mootings of working men in France the name of

tho Saviour is received with execration. In America, where all

Churches are free, tho vigour, tho fervour, the rooted vitality of. the

popular religion is w^cll known. Hoes France reap advantage in a

political point of view from tho establishment and endowment of all

Churches? Far from it. Tho direct association of the Imperial

Government with religion is ono of tho most powerful producing

causes of tho chronic disafiection of the country. In America all

Churches are clamorously patriotic, and with ono voice support

authority.

The Free Churches of tho United Eingdom, if Mr. Gladstone’s

ecclesiastical policy were universally applied in these realms,

would, in perfect accordance with Apostolic principle and practice,

be courts of one Church of God in the land. From them all,

like tho sound of many waters, would ascend a choral hymn
to Christ. Separated, not by invidious preferences or artificial

degradations, but by tho varying spontaneities of Christian life,

peer and peasant, queen and subject, worshipper in cathedral aisle

and in chapel pew, would feel themselves as king, barons, and
retainers felt themselves in tho olden time, to be members of one

Christian Church. All that is strong and all that is venerable and
beautiful in the religious past of England would blend in the

influences of such a Church ; the rugged Nonconformity of Cromw^
and Milton would be touched with a mellowing beam in the expe-

rience of wider fellowship ; tho reverent comeliness, tho gracious

dignity of the Church of England w'ould take a serener, a diviner

E 2
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glow, as tho lustro of earthly precedence faded from her brow, and

a new glory fell upon her from heaven. Tho cotta^ homes of

England in cluster round her walls, the sweet soft songs*of praise

worshipping families mingling with the great psalm of a people’s

adoration in pillared aisle and vaulted roof, this Church of all tho

Churches wo\dd ho indeed national. Mighty in her meekness, grand

in her lowliness, this Church of England would play an august and

hallowed port in the drama of European civilization. While

materialism, haggard and austere as its own law of physical

necessity, cast its giant shadow along the world, quenching the

light of flower and dewdrop, and hushing the singing of tho birds,

it would teach that religion which, in the infinite richness of its

humanity, has evidence and earnest that it is Divine. While phi-

losophy, tearless and stem, folded round her limbs her robo of self-

Bufficience, and declared that man’s highest achievement is to front

with proud submission his doom of eternal death, this many-mansioned

Church, in answering symphonies of music, now tender, now sublime,

would proclaim the Divine power of gentleness, the Divine signifi-

cance of sorrow, the infinite might of kindness, tho Gospel of the

Child, of the Cross, of the Crown
; tho Gospel of Divine helpfulness

md of human sympathy
;
the Gospel which, into earth’s humblest

dwelling, sheds a ruy of heaven, and secs in death but the image

of the Saviour Himself, coming, the Good Shepherd, at eventide, to

gather in His flock.

Peter Bayne.



THE WOBKINa MEN’S PARLIAMENTABY
ASSOCIATION.

rj^TTF. Reform Bill of 1867 has, we are told, at last secured a real

representation of the W^orking Classes. This was the common

opinion just after that bill had passed—some perhaps hold that

opinion now. Yet the number of men who really represent the

i’oelings and mind of the AVorking Men of England* is increased

by—one. Mr. Mundella, member for Sheffield, formerly a workman

himself, and now the leader in the movement for arbitration between

blasters and Workmen, is the one man among the new members

U'lio can really say that he understands and represents the Working

(lasses. It is easy, no doubt, to say that this is due to the want of

confidence felt by the workmen in their own leaders ;
that they

prefer to bo led by middle>cla8s men, and that it is well that they

do so. All this may have had truth in its time, but considerable

doubt has been thrown on the present truth of the first two statements

by some episodes in the recent election ;
clear proof has been given,

(hat whatever truth they may still have, they only supply a very

small portion of the reasons for this failure. It is in the story of

the episodes to which I allude——in the reasons for failure which the

• I confine mj-Belf atrictiy to England in this article, aa (with one exception) I know

nothiofif of the peraonnel of Scotch and Irish members#
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statements that I have quoted do not supply, that 1 find the justi-

fication of the Society whose name 1 have placed at the head of this

paper. I u'ill take as an example of what 1 mean the onni of these

episodes of which I can speak with most certainty—the candidature

of my friend, Mr. Odger, at Chelsea. The workmen of Chelsea

desir^ to find a man who would really represent them, and whom
they knew they could trust—a man wlioin they could choose for

IbcmsclYc^, and who did not thrust liiiiiseir upon them from
outnido. They did not desire to stand aloof fn>m the I^iberal party,
and merely return a representative of labour. On the eontrury, they
cordially accepted Mr. Hilke, and were ready to work wifJi tins

members of the other classes in returning him. liut in Sir 11. Hfjnro

they saw merely a rich baronet, w'ho ha<l been unseated for bribery,

and who was now oficring himself on his ou’ii responsibility to a

borough in which ho was merely accepted as “ a post to hang the

Liberal flag upon” (as some more modest candidate lately described

himself).

With this feeling, then, they chose a candidate who w’as known
to them for his unusually wide aoquaiutance willi the labour tiue.s*

lion, for his singular independence of character* and administrative

ability. He came forward at their request, and, in doing so,

distinctly disclaimed the idea of being a more repi’csentative of

labour. Rather to the irritation, as I haA’o .since disco\’ered, of .some

of his muidte-cInitH admirers, he insisted on iiitere.sting himself in the

general political topics of the clay ; and when he did touch cn tlic

labour question, ho was not afraid of putting forward that side of his

opinions which was least welcome to the workmen Avhom he was

addrcssmg.f But the Whig section of the Liberal jiarty in Chelsea

—

I use the word as expressing a Wliig tone of feeling, I’ather than

mere Whig opinions—^woi-e dotennined to resist this “ jsew man.”

They first raised the cry that he was dividing the Liberal inlei-est.

Anxious to avoid every appearance of more class factiousness, ]Mr.

Odger and his Committee consented to submit tlic claims of jSir If.

Hoare and himself to three arbitrators, to bo chosen by members of

the Committees of the two candidates. Sir II. lIouiVs xcol for the

union of the Liberal party seems at first to have broken down at this

proposition. He declined arbitration ; and though he was invited to

come forward by another constituency, ho preferred to remain in

Chelsea and split the Liberal intci’cst.” Subsequent disclosures no

doubt showed some excuse for Jm decision on this point ; whether

* He had opposed, as Secrctoty of tliu Tmdos’ Council, the early strikes against

machinery.

t I aUude here especially to a meeting at the Vest^ Hall; Chelsea; at which I was
myself present.
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hia sapporters were equally justified in their conduct, is oKure doubt-

fnl. But in the meantime a series of the most Tulgar attacks ever

made by q newspaper were directed against Mr. Odger by a paper

which, imfortunately, was supposed to represent the gentlemanly
interest.*’ The writer of these articles will, no doubt, be delighted

to receive the assurance of a personal friend of Mr. Odger’s, that

those attacks did give that gentleman real pain. But a change
came over the mind of Sir H. Hoare and his supporters, and they

consented to accept the offer of arbitration, and to abide by the

issue. Mr. Odger’s Committee eagerly accepted this offer, and
promised, if Mr. Odger should bo advised to retire, that they and
he would support Sir H. lloare, and persuade their friends to

do so. But to their surprise and disgust, they then discovered

that Sir H. Hoare’s Committee could not promise to induce their

supporters to vote for a workman—the tradesmen and gentry of the

borough being determined to have a gentleman member. Under
these circumstances nothing was left for the arbitrators hut to decide

that Mr. Odger’s chances of success were so small that he ought to

retire in favour of Sir H. Hoare.*

I have dwelt on this episode at some length because I wished to

show that Avhile the workmen thought, not unnaturally, that one of

their own class would best understand and represent them, they had

no wish to inaugurate a social war at the polling-booths, but were

ready to work with men of another class. Had the middle-class

worked cordially with them, much bitterness of feeling might have

been spared, and the organization of which I am about to speak

would have been needless. The main object, then, of this associa-

tion is to return workmen to Pai’liamont. • Any further objects

which it may have may be subject of future consideration, and I

shall allude to them incidentally at the end of this article. For the

present I am concerned with this point only.

As my belief is that the moral and social effect of this Association,

will, if rightly directed, be precisely the reverse of that which is

feared by many whoso opinions deserve all respect, my arguments

for it will naturally take the shape of answers to their main objecti<ni.

That objection is none the less weighty because it may be

summed up shortly—^in the charge that we, who profess to desire

the union of classes, are in reality setting class against class, and

desiring a purely class representation. My answer is, that though

appearances may be against us, we are really desiring to destroy

cWs representation. First, then : workmen have, till within the

last year or two, been inclined to withdraw from general political

• I have dwelt chiefly on this ease for the reason I mentioned \ hut some will think

the Aylesbury and Warwick elections oven stranger cosos, sinco Mosses* Bowdl and

Oremer did not in any sonso split tho Liberal mtorest<
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action, and busy themselves mainly with the struggle between

themselves and their employers—^with those questions which, by on

arbitrsiry and artificial distiuction, we call ** social,” not ‘‘political.”

Thus they were found more and more to look upon thoir “ interests
”

us the one object to which they cared to devote themselves, and to

which all others must be subordinatotl.

The most obvious means of breaking down this feeling must bo to

induce w'orkmon to interest themselves in the larger national qm's-

tions which continually come before Parliament, ^ow mere onlraii-

chisenient is not of itself sufiicient for that purpose, if workmen are

to form a class of electors who cannot be elected. That produces a

narrowness in their views on legislation, less intense, no doubt, than

was caused by their former isolation, but still even mora obvious to

other classes, because affecting **puhUe ” measures. I believe, too,

that (^radoxical as it may sound) a workman-member would be less

“ a mere representative of labour ” than a middle-class Radical often

is. The workman is known to his own class ; they choose him
because theyknow him ; they arc proud of him and of all he says ; in

short, they vote for a man, not for a set of opinions. Therefore he has

freer leave to speak than a representative of w'hoin they know
less, and whom, therefore, they trust less. Supposing, too, that the

middle-class Kadical and the workman arc /jof/i men of generous

impulses and wide sympathies, the very width and generosity which
would lead the middle-class man to speak strongly on the side of a class

other than liis own would have the same effect on the workman, and
therefore would produce an exactly opposite result.

But, further, I believe most strongly that the effect on the work-
man’s view of his own class questions would become wider by bring-

ing him personally into contact with the men of other classes arguing
for opposite interests. For lei us always remember that these class

quarrels have arisen froiu the misunderstandings of men by men, not

of doctrines by doctrines. If wo can show the average middle-class

M.P. that the Trades’ Unionists arc not all Broadheads and Crookes,

and the average workman that middle-class members do not all talk

and think like the writers in the Mallf we shall have done more
to substitute a common national life for class life than centuries of

legislation coiild effect.

There is, too, another evil {the evil which makes earnest men some-
times nearly despair of ^English political life) which would, I firmly

believe, be diminished greatly by this movement—for, putting aside

parfy watchwords and party recriminations, what is the root of the
feeling which sanctions bribery and intimidation? Is it not just

this, that the bribers do not look on the bribecs as the same kind of
creatures with themselves, but rather as a lower order of animal, that
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is chiefly useful for procuring its betters a pleasant social distinction,

and a seat in—“ the most comfortable club in London Therefore

I say, that if these gentlemen suddenly found some of these inferior

animals face to face with them in their hitherto exclusive club, and
had to treat them, not as constituents to be dosed with “ buncombe,”
but as ** honourable lueinbcrs,” to be listened to respectfully—^might

we not hope that their views towards the equals and friends of these

same creatures would be materially modified at subsequent elections ?

Nor would those who do really and heartily respect the workmen be

less relieved. The imcomfortable feeling arising from the present

unnatural relation of classes, which betrays even some of the best

of these into a patronizing tone in their intercourse with workmen,
might be in time removed, when the workmen were no longer in

the dependent position which had caused that feeling; and those

middle-class leaders would now be able to ignore the taunts directed

against them as the mere ** philosophical apologists ” of men of whose
views the}'’ really knew nothing, since the “practical” men would
be there to answer for themselves and their friends. And if we should

find (as no doubt we should) that on many points the views of work-

men on economical and other questions dificred very widely from

those of their more “ cultured ” champions, arc we sure that no new
light would be thrown on these questions by men who had been

forced to study them by sheer want of bread, not as mere abstrac-

tions to be settled on paper? Lord Kusscll* evidently thinks

otherwise, and ho is surely no very wild and revolutionary authority’’

on such a point.

And now let me assure the readers of tho Coniemjiorari/ Hecietc

that the danger of the political isolation of tho working men is not

yet past. Middle-class advisci’s of no small ability, of no inconsider-

able influence with them, arc urging the woi'kmcn to despair of

Parliaments and Parliamentary legislation, and are telling them that

such institutions must always be in tho hands of the middle and upper

classes. If this sort of teaching is encouraged by the spectacle of so

narrow a spirit as was lately exhibited ut Chelsea and Aylesbury,

we may yet find that the evil feelings which Mr. Lowe stirred up in

1865-6 may show themselves in worse forms than the breaking of

a few park railings,

I have mentioned us tho illustration of one side of working-class

feelings tho episode of tho Chelsea election ; but there was another

of the late elections, to which I have incidentally alluded, which

brought out very distinctly the dangerous side of that feeling. The
tendency to accept a man independently of his principles, either

political or moral, merely because he pandered to some of the most

* I nllnde, of conmo, to bin lottor to Mr. Howell on tho Aylcuhnry election.
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selfish prejudices of workmen, never, perhaps, came out in so

startling a manner as in the support given by a section (thank Qod !

a decided minority) of the Sheffield workmen to Mr. Price. Let all

our readers remember that the most prominent speaker of that
/teefjon was

—

Broadbead.
But it would be dishonest to deny that this selfishness has in some

degree coloured tho prograinuie of the Association of which I have
l)cen speaking. The plan of returning iii«*n nicroly to promote
industrial interests, to attend spei'iully to “ those bills which affect

the interest of the working classes,” iiulicatcs that this feeling in even
here struggling with one which 1 have tried to show is far higher
and wiser. Hut the case is not so bad as it seems. One defence, at

least, of this programme, which f have heard from a man specially

competent to speak on such a subject, points to a broader develop-

ment of the moTcment than the phrases which I have- quoted may
seem to imph'. Workmen, said my friend, know more about these

questions of labour and capital than about any other questions, and
arc more interested in them ; therefore we must start from these in

order to attract their attention, and then gradually show them that

these questions arc connected with every political and social move-

ment of the day.

No doubt there is a danger that a plan starting from a somewhat
selfish stand-point may end in selfishness ; but, at least, it is clear that

the yjirit which prompted sucli a defence is not the narrow one which

we have cause to fear. While, too, I have thought it more honest

to mention these points, I have great reason to hope that this portion

of the programme may be modified, and it will certainly bo far less

prominent than the question of workmcn-members.

But, as I have said, there is this danger ahead, and it can only be

prevented by one means ; namely, tho active co-operation of tho

middle class in such an organization as 1 have mentioned. From
the imfortunatc want of intercourse between different classes, it is

necessary that wo should trust to tho workmen themselves, and
to those few of the middle class who have long worked with them,

the nomination of these representatives ;
but at each election each

class will know more of the other, and at each election there will

be less need of a Workmen’s Parliamentary Association.* If we
provoke the workmen by our selfishness and our vulgar prejudices,

* I have not touched on that part of tho programmo of this Association urhich con>

cemB tho registration of all workmen, inclcpondcntly of tlicir political priuciploB. This

may seem to some to show a more decidedly class trindency in tho AsBOciatioxi than any-

thing else I have mentioned. Yet this is surely nothing more than common justice—the

mere carrying into effect of the Reform Bill. If the Conservative workmen are the

majority, let them have means to show it ; lot every facility be] given for really asccr-

taining opinion of the new electors.
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they will no doubt become selfish too; but if we will work with

them now, we may look forward to the time when class distinctions

shall be forg9tten by a united nation.

C. E. Mattbice.

P.S.—Since this article was written, Mr. Fawcett's motion for

throwing the election expenses upon the rates, has been defeated.

The desertion of the Liberal cause by so many professing Liberals,

and, still worse, the very discouraging attitude of the Liberal Govern-

ment on this question, have considerably increased the difiiculties in

the way of any attack on plutocracy. Yet it is something gained

that the very question which 1 have been discussing in this article

Avas distinctly raised in that debate, and that no member ventured to

treat the idea of workmen-menibers (in the abstract, of course) Avith

the kind of disgust which the Liberal electors of Chelsea and Ayles-

bury s’lowcd so plainly toAvards ^Ir. Odger and Mr. TTowcll.



HANDEL.

PART 11.

I
N April, 1737, the dail}' papers announced tliat 3Ir. Handel, who
had been indisposed M'ith I'heuniafisin, was recovering. In October

we read in the Daily DokI that Mr. Handel, “ the eoinjKjser of Italian

music,” was hourly expected from Aix, greatly recovered in health.

All sorts of rumours had been afloat. Handel had left the country,

some said mad—others dying—all knew in debt. liut the iron

frame with the iron will lasted out. Handel did not return from

Aix-la-Chapello, like Mozart from lladen, to write his own Kequiem,

but some one’s else.

Queen Caroline’s failing health had long been the talk of town

—

and it was commonly said that anxiety and weariness of spirit were

rapidly hastening her to the grave. (leorgo II. was an affectionate,

but he was not a faithful husband. When Caroline, who had been a

most tender and forgiving wife, lay on her death-bed, the grass old

man would frequently burst into tears, and on one occasion was so

carried away by his feelings that he declared that rather than take

another wife he would keep a misti'css or two. ** Eh, mon J)ieu,”

cried the poor Queen, ** ccla n’emp^cho pas !
”

When the lost hour had struck, Handel was called in to make
music for the king’s sorrow, and the Funeral Anthem was performed

in Henry Yll.’s chapel in the presence of an immense concourse of

people.
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The whole of this maguificont anthem was aftorrrords'introdaced

into the oratorio of Saul as an elegy on the death of Savl and
Jonathan—and the whole of it is, on second thoughts, crossed out in

the MS. of that oratorio.

With an inexplicable tenacity of purpose Handel instantly resumed
the composition of the operas which had only just now ruined him,

and Faratmndo was immediately produced with La Franoesina and
the famous Gafarelli Duca di Santi Dorato, who thought himself the

greatest singer in the world, and wrote outside his chateau in Italy,

“ Amphion Thebas, Ego Domum.” Faranwndo failed. On the 25th

of February, 1728, came Alexander Severm, a Pasticcio of

favourite airs—that failed. Two months afterwards Xerxee, with a

comic man in it, failed. The work does not dow easily in spite of

the comedy, and the scored and blotted MS. attests to this day the

agitations of a mind ill at case and fevered with anxiety. In fact,

the house was empty—the bund grumbled—the singers were not

paid—and somewhere about March of the same year one Signor
iStrada threatened to arrest Handel for debt. At this crisis his

friends induced him to give a great benefit concert, which brought

liim in—some said

—

£l,dOO, and which enabled him to pay many
of his debts.

In his adversity ho was not without consolations. His creditors

believed in his sterling integrity, and were, as a rule, very patient

with him. The king paid him well for his work, and at a time

when the nobles forsook him, his royal patron went steadily to all

the oratorios. Ocorge II. taught the youthful Prince of Wales,

afterwards George III., to love his music. Southey tells us that

Handel asked the boy, then quite a child, who was listening very

earnestly to his playing, if he liked the music, and when the little

prince expressed his delight—*‘A good boy! a good boy!” eried

Handel ;
“ you shall protect my fame when I am dead.” Little did

the young prince know how much he would require in later years all

the solaces that can bo derived from art and light literature to soothe

him in the lucid intervals of his lonely aberration. Sir Walter Scott’s

novels and Handel’s music proved the chief resources of his old age.

There were many besides the king who never for a moment
despaired of Handel ; amongst them were Gay, Arbuthnot, Hughes,
Colley Gibber, Pope, Fielding, Hogarth, and Smollett. These were
the men who kept their fingers on the pulse of the age—they gauged
Handel accurately, and they were not wrong. At a time when others

jeered at his oratorios, these men wrote them up—when the tide of

fine society ebbed, and left Handel high and dry on the boards of a

deserted theatre, they occupied the pit—when he gave his benefit

concert they bought the tickets, and when his operas foiled they

immediatdiy subscribed and had them engraved.

And it is curious to notice how true the really popular instinct
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wB» to IltmdoL Jt waa the nobles, not the people, who vefbeed to
hear bta omtorioa and complained of hi« inatrumontation

; but when
for a time he waa forced to abandon o|>era, and to devote himself to
oratorio and cabinet music, tho tide of adverse fortune received an
inslant check. Ilis attention iMn'iif? drawn off opera, he poured
forth organ concertos and pieces for stringed instruments, which
rapidly spread through the kingdom. About this time ho noema to

have grown very popular as a player, and whenever an oratorio waa
performed he gave what were called “entertainments*’ on the organ.

It was soon found that Mr. irandel’s music w’as good bait for the

merry-makers at tea gardens as well as for tho men of genius. The
proprietor of Vauxhall was so iniprcsaod with Handel’s usefulness in

bringing grist to his mill, that he had his music constantly played

there, and erected a statue to the great man at his own expense.

The manager of tho Marylebone Gardens tilso set up a band and
played the people in with similar effect. Handel himself was some-

times to be seen there with a friend. “ Come, IMr. Foiintayne,” said

ho one day, “ let us sit down and listen to this piece
;
I want to

know your opinion of it.” The old clergyman (for such ho was) sat

down and listened for a time, and at last turning round impatiently,

said, “ It’s not worth listening to—^it’s vor}' poor stuff.” “ You
are right, Mr. Fountayne,” said Handel, “ it is very poor stuff : I

thought so when I finished it !
”

11 .

The year 1739 was one of prodigious activity. Tlie oratorio of

Saul was produced and repealed five times. Tlio overture is not

entirely unknown by the public of to-day, and is full of grace and

delicacy. The chorus “ k Carillons,” “ Welcome, welcome, mighty

King,” ftbmild bo more frequently heard. Tho parts of Jonathan

and JDavid are full of tender pathos, and the scene between the king
and the witch of Fndor is all the more dramatic for not being coupled

with action. To this day no dirge is complete without tho ** Dead
March,” which is especially important, from a musical point of view,

as being one of the few intensely sad and solemn symphonies written

in a major key. In the same year Alexander's Feast was twice played ;

an early oratorio. It Triomfo del Tempo, was revived; and lost and

most notable fact of all, the Israel in Egypt was composed in the

incredibly short space of twenty-seven days. The Israel in Egypt

hardly survived three representations. It was certainly the least

popular oratorio yet produced. Saul was pnfferred to it, and about

this time Signor Piantanida, the great fiddler, arriving from Italy,

was preferred to both. The Israel was produced but nine times in

Handel’s lifetime. Each time it. had to be cooked—sometimes by
cutting out choruses and putting in airs, at others by leaving out
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both. ISfo book of extracts from it was publishecif and the score

remained unedited in 1759, the year of Handel’s death.

With the Exception of a brief and disastrous return to Italian

opera in 1740, Imeneo andDeidamiay Handel now definitely renounced
that stage which had witnessed the triumph of his youthful powers
and the fitilure of his mature genius. He was now fifty-five years

old, and had entered, after many a long and weary contest, upon his

last and greatest creative period. His genius culminates in tho

larael; elsewhere he has produced longer recitatives and more pathetic

arias, nowhere has he written finer tenor songs than The Enemy
saith,” or finer soprano ducts than ** The XiOrd is my strength ;

”

and there is not in the history of music an example of choruses

piled up like so many Ossas on Pelions in such majestic strength,

and hurled in open defiance at a public whose ears were itching for

Italian love lays and English ballads.

In these twenty-eight colossal choruses we perceive at once a

reaction against and a triumph over the tastes of the age. The wonder
is, not that the Israel was unpopular, but that it should have been

tolerated; but Handel, whilst he appears to have been for years

driven by the public, had been, in reality, driving them. His earliest

oratorio, U Trion\fo del Tempo, had but two. choruses—^into his operas

more and more were introduced, with disastrous consequences—but

when at tho zenith of his strength ho produced a work which con-

sisted almost entirely of these unpopular peculiarities, the public

treated him with respect, and actually sat out three performances in

one season.

But the choruses themselves were not without a popular fibre, and
probably they were saved by the very qualities which are now least

esteemed. The notion that music should be imitative (except in a
very secondary sense) is rapidly losing ground. The function of

music is to kindle emotion, not to raise images. Ho doubt images,

when raised, have tho power of kindling emotions, but music can do
it without thorn, and better than they can. When, then, music seeks

first to raise an image in the mind, that through the image emotion

may be kindled, it is abdicating its proper authority in committing

its own special business to an inferior'ag^ent. However, since no one

wishes to re-write the ** Hailstone Chorus,” we may admit that a

skilful compromise between images and emotions may be made by
music. But then it becomes more than ever necessary to ask how far

music may suggest images without injury to its own peculiar

fiinction as an emotional agent. And the answer seems to be this :

laying aside the whole subject of association and memory in music,

we may say that the effect of mxisio as the languag^e of the emotions

is in proportion to the unimpeded beauty of its expression. Therefore

no tempting imitation must impede that expression, or render it less
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miuiical—the image, if introduced at oU, must be absorbed naturally

bj' the music, and woven into the very texture of the work. This,

vre mav ftiirlv sav, has been done in the fire and hail:* which run

alonpr the firround, in the ** Hntlsioiir ("‘horns.'* It was possible to

imitate the runningr und rattling of hail, and it has been done, but
withoitt controlling' the free and lH>autiftil t'xpression, or disturbing^

the essential development of the chorus.

Wlien we come to the frogs leaping, the image begins to get the

upper hand, and the emotional foreo is instantly diminished, and
nccessarilj’ so. For images derive their significance from the emotion
with which you arc prepared to clothe them ; and if, as is certainly

the case, they ever create emotion by themselves, it is only bc>cause

the mind at some previous time has investefl them with the emotion,

which it subsequently dmws from them. But images in themselves

arc passionless s^nnbols, and that mysterious movement of life which

wo call emotion is the only heat and glory of them. To appeal,

then, from sound which touches directlj’ the verj’ springs of emotion

to images which only affect us when they are touched bv those very

springs, is like appealing from the sun itself to a pool of water in

which wo mav have onco seen it reflected.
•r

But Ifandel's finest efiects are not imitations, although they have

been called so ; the}' arc analogies, or musical coimterparts. It is

obvious that a thing like darkness, which is simply the nega-

tion of light, is not imitablc by any sound—^}'et the emotion of

darkness that may bo felt is very intensely jiroduccd by means
of that wonderful sound analogue beginning, He sent a thick

darkness.” We have another fine sound analogue in •Toshua, where

the sun standing still is represented by a long-drawn-out note. But
wc repeat that analogy is not imitation ; and if we wish to compare
musical analogy with musical imitation we cannot do better than pass

from Handel’s ** darkness ” in the larael, and light ” in the Joshua,

to Beethoven’s real “ cuckoo ” in the Pastoral St/mphouy, and
Sfcndelssohn’s live donkey in the Midsummer Night's Dream.

It was clear that henceforth neither praise nor blame could turn

Handel out of his course. I^ was not popular at this time with the

musical world ; his operas had been quenched for good, and the first

surprise of his oratorio music over, his greatest works failed to bring

him in much money ; his enemies tore down his handbills, and his

finest cantatas, such as L'Alh^o^^d II Penscroso, were voted tedious.

But we find no more undignifi^fcatering to popular taste ; no more
writing in the Italian style; no more ballets; no more silly and
emasculated operas. The eagle has finally left the small birds chat-

tering in the valleys, and has soared once for all into the higher

region.

Handel continued to compose with the greatest industry, but he
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was getting very depressed and weary at London, and was beginning
to turn bis eyes from an ungrateful public towards Ireland.

Handel w^ very fond of the Irish, and this truly musical people
had long *been devoted to him. The Duke of Devonshire, Lord*
Lieutenant, had asked him over, and an influential society of
amateurs in Dublin requested him to come and compose music for a
festival in aid of “ poor and distressed prisoners for debt ” in the

Marshalsca of Dublin.

There was nothing to keep him in London, and the Dublin papers
announce that on the ** 18th of November, 1741, Dr. Handel arrived

here in the packi>t-boat from Holyhead ; a gentleman universally

known by his excellent composition in all kinds of music.”

From the moment of his arrival Handel’s house in Abbey Street,

near LifFej’- Street, became the resort of all the professors and
amateurs in Dublin. No time was lost in producing selections from
the splendid repertory of music which the German composer had
brought over with him. One after another his principal works
were unfolded to an admiz*ing audience in the New Music Hall,

Fishaniblc Street. The eriish was £o great to hear the A-Uegro and
l*e»8croKo that the doors had to be closed, and u handbill put up to

say that no more money could be taken, and the papers declared

there never hud been such a scene. Handel gave twelve performances

at iiicrcflibly short intei’vals, comprising almost all his finest and
chiefly liis latest works. In these concerts the Aci^ and Alexantlcr^x

lA-mt held the most prominent places. But the lustre even of these

compositions was about to pale before the JTcfssta/t, and the men'
vestibule is forgotten when wo stand at last by the sacred shrine of

the inner temple.

• III.

Ac midday of the 13th April, 174t2, the great hall in Fishamble

Street was densely crowded with an eagorly-expectant audience.

Mr. Handel’s new oratorio, the Jfc8siaft, composed in England espe-

cially for Dublin, was to bo performed for the iirst time. Mrs. Cibber,

Mrs. Avolio, and Mr. Dubourg were the chief singers, and, following

the example of Handel, they gave their services giutuitously ; for

by a remarkable and pcidiaps not wholly undesigned coincidence the

first performance of the Messiah literally proclaimed deliverance to

the captives, for it was, as we have said, for the benefit and enlarge-

ment of poor distressed prisoners for debt in the several prisons in

the city of Dublin.

The newspapers and the critics, the poets and the tattlers, exhausted

every trope and figure in their praise of the new oratorio. A
reverend gentleman in the audience ij#rccorded to have so far for-

gotten himself, or his Bible, as to ^claim at the close of one of

von. XI. F
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Mrs. Cibber’s airs, ** IFwiian, for this bo ull tby sins forgiven tboe
whilst another eutbustast obscrvotlj in terms oven inuro poeticul and
scamiJy Jess secular,

“ To Iwnaony like Aij colcslLil po\v«-r \vuj» !»iv»-u.

To exalt Uio twul from e«ulh ami imiko of hell a heaven.*’

TUe ponny-a-liners wrote that “ wonls wore wanting to express

the exquisite delight that it allordt'd,” tte., t'ce.

;

and, lastly, to

their honour bo it recorded, the Indies of tin* ]jeriod consented to

leave their hoops at home in order tiiut an additional one hundred
listeners might bo got into the room. The proceeds nuiountcd to

about £400, and the event may truly bo regarded as tho greatest

in Handel’s life. Years of miseoncci>(ioii, partial neglect, and
bitter rivalry wore forgotten in that hour of triumpli. A few months
before, the equally great oratorio of Inrael had been but coldly

received in England—it had been reservctl for the Irish people with-

out hesitation to set their seal of enthusiastic a}>proval upon an
oratorio which, to this day, is considered by tlic majority of the

English people the greatest oi-atozuo tliat was ever written.

Works of the highest genius shoidd not bo eonipai'od. The Jleasiah

has surely earned for itself tho right of being judged by itself, as

a great whole, without reference to any other gi’eat ^^•holc. »So has

the Israel, and so, we may add, has tho Elijah.

Whc7i generations have been inolti’d into tears, or raised to

religious fervour—when courses of sermons have been preached,

volumes of criticism been written about, and thousands of afflicted

and poor people supported by the oratorio of the Mi-ssiuh—it becomes

exceedingly difficult to say anj'thing new. Yet no notice of Handel,

hoAvever sketchy, should bo without some special tribute of reveroneq^

to this sublime treatment of a sublime subject. IJacb, Gi’uun, Beet-

hoven, Spohr, Rossini, and, it may bo added, jMciidclssohu, have all

composed on the same theme. But no one in completeness, in range

of effect, in elevation and variety of conception, has over approached

Handel’s music upon this particular subject.

The orchestral prelude, fairly overstepping tho mannerisms of tho

period, opens with a series of chords which, in their abrupt and
deliberate shocks of startling harmony, immediately arrest tho atten-

tion, and iniqiiro the hearer with a certain majestic unticqjation.

This strange grave soon breaks into the short fugue, which, in its

simple and clear severity, prepares the mind Avith uu almost ascetic

tone for the sustained act of devotional contemplation about to

follow.

Upon this temper of devout expectation the words, “ Comfort ye

my people,” fall like a rcfresjiing day-spring from on high. Tho
soul seeking for Hod has but just withdrawn itself from an evil and
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a suffering world to wait in faith, when at iiie hour of that world’s

greatest need—in the moment of a resignation almost stoical—

a

glimpse of* the blue heaven is seen, and the voice of prophecy rolls

forth, Thus saith the Lord !
” Immediately the heat and stir of

human interest is once more kindled, and the Deliverer seems very
near. 'With a meiTy noise of joyful encouragement, each man finds

some work to do—these in levelling the mountains, those in bridging
the vales with viaducts, for the King of Glory to pass over. We
hear a vast multitude, not of slaves, but of freemen, singing at their

work, Every valley shall be exalted,” and suddenly breaking from
monologue into chorus, their lips send forth the one thought that

possesses them, *'The glory of the Lord—^the glory of the Lord shall

be revealed.”

But the exceeding light will surely blind them ; they are so weak
with sin, and He is of purer eyes than to behold iniquity. ** Who
may abide the day of his coming ? ”—a terror seems to seize them.

The voice scales up to a high pitch, and dwells with a kind of awful

suspense and fascination on the word “ appeareth.” The first burst

ofjoyful activity over, their sinful hearts quail before the thought of

the mighty and spotless King. But do they indeed desire Him ?

Would they rather have his severity than their own sin ? Then
lie Himself will fit them for his presence. “He shall purify them,”

and liolp them to ** offer unto Him an offering of righteousness.”

Therefore, Avith hearts docile and teachable, waiting for the

Messiah, they eagerly listen to the words of the Seer, “ Behold a
virgin shall conceive.” Is it indeed so ? What a different message

from the one they had expected, and yet hoAV reassuring ! All their

fears arc at once calmed. He was to be humble as well as mighty.

He was to be one of them, and yet in some mysterious way exalted

above thoin all. The imago of a King coming w’ith pomp and
majesty is now Avithdrawn, and in its place we have simply a Virgin

and a Child.

But at that moment, Avhilst a chorus of those who accept this

strange and unexpected revelation with the utmost joy and confi-

dence, believing that, in spite of appearances, “ the government shall

bo upon his shoulders,” the first . ominous forebodings of the im-

pending catastrophe may bo noticed in the recitative and aria,

dwelling on the gross darkness of the people at large, and forcibly

reminding us of the light which shone in the darkness, and the

darkness which comprehended it not.”

Then comes one of those pauses so common in the works of the

great dramatists, where the mind has been led up to the thre^old of

certain startling events, and is called upon to recreate itself for a

moment before entering upon a train of the most exciting inteirsst

aaid rapid action.

V 2
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We are upon the hill-sides around Bethlehem; the delicious

pastoral symphony makes us aware of a land of docks and herds.

It is towards evening ; the flocks of sheep are being gathered by the
shepherds, and are winding slowly towards the wells befbro settling

down on the mountain slopes for the night. The melody breathes
{leaec as the shadows lengthen with the setting sun

; at length we
seem to hojir the faint tinkle of the last bells die away in the
distance, and then all is still. The Hooks are resting, the sheidiords
are watching beside them in tbv darkness, when lo ! the angel of
the Lord comes ii{K>n them, and in an instant the bright light gleams
out upon the given and glittering sward ; the gloom is suddenly
broken up with tints of Jnavenly colour, and the night is filled with
music. The a'M>ompauiiuont to the roeitJitivc “ And lo I gives tho
sensation of the mustering from afar of the angels ; and by the time
W’e come to the augelie chorus, “ Gloiy to Gotl,” which is exquisitely

written, chiefly in treble, and is ringing with pure melody, tho

whole air seems full of visions—myriads of flamo-liko faces, sublime

and tender, sueli as Fra Angelico loved to paint, arc aiviiiid us, tho

distance is thronged with them, the air vibrates with the ])uIsation

of their innumerjiblo wings as they oliant to each other, with tho

voices of another world, the hymn of glory
;
and then, just as tho

shepherds arc heginniiig to realize their own ecstasy, th<* light fades,

the sound .srom» to aseeiul and bo lost among tho stars, and all is

asrain dark on thi- hill-sidos of Bethlehem. But the light was over-

more in the shcjiherds’ eyes, and the sound of the angels’ voices in

their oars, and in images culled from their own gentle calling, they

returned bringing a message of joy to iSion, and jiroclaiining in

snatches of. that very Tnolody they had heard by night the advent of

One “ who should feed his flock like a shepherd, and carry the lambs

in his bosom.”
The secoTul piirl, which is occu2jied with tho sufferings and exalta-

tion of Christ, the spread and linal triumph of the Gospel, opens

with what is jn-obably the finest piece of choral declamation in

existence. “ Behold the Lamb of God !
” now sounds through tho

world, and each time*, us the august cry sinks, it is taken up again

and again until the whole land is ringing with the announcement.

It is curious to observe liow, in obedience to tho prevalent theology

of the day, tho teaching of Jesus is suppressed, and only his more
conspicuous sufferings and death arc dwelt uppn.

Wo are now brought close to a Messiah very different from tho

popular conception at the beginning of the first part ;
and, instead

of a triumphant king, one appears who, “ without form or comeli-

ness,” treads the path of suffering, and is made acquainted with

grief. A heavy shame and sorrow seems to pervado the next few

pieces, as of some beloved disciple who stands aside comprehending

in part the nature of tho tragic spectacle before him, and a prey to
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all its desolating influences. The flood-gates of feeling are at

length loosed, and, after the air, ** He was despised and rejected of

men,” wintten singularly enough in the major key, three choruses

are poured forth in succession. The first two, ** Surely He hath
borno our griefs,” and TVith his stripes we aro healed,” bringing
before us the willing victim and the propitiation for sin, and the
third, '*A11 we like sheep have gone astray,” representing with
marvellous fidelity the constant and hopeless wanderings of the

sheep. It was this hopeless disorder that had to be atoned for,

these hopeless wanderers that had to be reclaimed. The Shepherd
of Israel could alone seek and save that which was lost. He would
not shrink from the necessary suffering ; He'would endure scorn and
solitude and agony ; He was the Good Shepherd who laid down his

life for the sheep. Then we are shown the outside world laughing
Him to scorn, and the vulgar rabble shooting out their tongues and
mocking Him in harsh and abrupt staves of ribald irony—** He
trusted in God that He would deliver Him !

” till at last the disciple

who stands b3’’ can bear the sight no longer, and, as he hears the

Saviour crj’’ out, “ Eloi, eloi, lama sabachthani !
” lie himself turns

awa}', overcome with misery, exclaiming, “ Thy rebuke hath broken
his heart !

”

The first feeling at the sight of the dead Christ upon the cross is

one of simple and blank despair. He who should have redeemed
Israel—upon whose shoulders the government was to rest— the

Mighfj’’ Counsellor, tho Prince of Peace—He was no victorious

monarch—only a cinicified man !
** He was cut off out of the land

of the living.” Put this train of thought is soon arrested, and wo
are carrietl rapidl}’’ forward through death and the grave, until,

ascending from those depths with the now glorified Saviour, we rise

higher and higher towards the blinding splendours of the heavcnlj'

courts. A shout of triumph bursts forth as the everlasting gates roll

asunder, and throngs of angels with tlic bright seraphim stream forth

to meet the King. The sk}’’ itself seems to throb with the thrilling

cry, “ He is the King of Glory !
” and just as wo begin to feel that

we have been whirled along with the prodigious poAver of the sound

until we have almost forgotten .our own powers of endurance, and
are made scnsiblo that wo can no longer bear the strain of excitement,

the abrupt dead pause falls, and then, with a last, long, shattering ciy

“ of glory,” the mighty pman swoons awa^' into the echoless silence.

After such a climax wo are not surprised to find tho next three

pieces deficient in interest
; this may even be intentional. The great

artist knows when the oj^e requires rest, and laj^'s on his middle tints,

until our emotion hos been subdued, and wo aro ready to contemplate

with calmness the progress of the Gospel in the world.

Something like a second pastoral now follows—^tho Lord Christ

speaks from heaven, and sends forth shepherds to feed his lambs—
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**Sow beautiful are tbeir feet !
** and tben ibe mind is absorbed by

the stir and enterprise of missionary labour imtil the chorus, Their

sound is gono out into all lands,” is folt to be as powerfhlly dcsorip-

tiyo os tho going astray of the sheep themsolTes. In another moment
the shepherds havo become warrior-pilgrims, the nations rage iUri-

ously together, but their bows are bmken asunder—^the rod of hron

smites them, and God Himself declares for tho soldiers of tho Chess.

The battle-scene in its turn vanishes, and the final triumph of good
over evU ia anticipated by a daring and indomitablo effort of faith

;

Jbr a moment all heaven is opened ; we are caught up in the clouds,
and hear iirom the vast mnlt-itudo which no man can number the
ballelufahs those that ohime “after the chiming of the eternal
sfdkerea.”

**Hldiclnjah Chorus*' stands alone. It is not easy to spmk
of it. It appears to have the same overpowering eftWt upon
learned and nnlcarncd ; it is felt and understood by all. The ibought
IS tibsolntoly simple, so is tho expression ; two or three massive phrases

growing out of each other, or rather, rising one after another, iu

reiterated hursts of glory, a piece of divine melody in the middh',

succeeded by tbc last clause of the triumphal shout, And Tic sliall

reign for ever and ever,” which is taken up raj>turousIy by tho

flaming choirs of tho immortals, and hurled from side to side, until

at last the energies of heaven itself seem spout, and the mighty strain

itself dies awaj' before “the Great White Throne, and llini that

sitteth thereon.”

Such are the leading ideas and sensations of this chorus. liut

perhaps Handel’s own w'ords arc tho only ones fit to describe this

shout of inspired praise—“ I did think 1 did .see all heaven before

me, and the great God Himself !
”

That two such choruses as “Lift up your heads” and tho “ Jlalle-

lujah” should be placed not far from each other in ono and tlio same
part without prejudice to either, is in itself a marvel ; but the greater

marvel is, that after the “Hallelujah” Handel should be able to

recover himself and carry his audience through u third I’art. Men-
delssohn has done something similar in tbc EUjuh, after the groat

choruses “Tlianka be to God” and “Tfo not afraid,” and tbo scene

of tho fiery chariot, with which an inferior man would certainly

have culminated; He has shown tliat ho could refresh and recreate

the heart with less tremendous but not less elevating emotions until

his hearers are fairly restored to their self-possession, and finally left

in a calm and almost severely meditative frame of mind by tho last

chorus.

The third part of tho Messiah is purely theological, yet tho interest

does not flag. When the history of the first two parts has been

told, there is left to the world a body of Christian truth than which
nothing can be more consolatory and sublime. “ I know that my
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Redoumcr livotli ’* belongs to a type of melody that is never likely

to grow old nor pass away. The two doctrinal quartette, ** Since by
man came death,’* and **As in Adam all die,” have never been

surpassed ; whilst in sweetness and solemn force ** The trumpet ehall

sound ” will probably retain its popularity as long as there is a silvcnv

toned trumpettn existence.

The oratorio closes with two choruses, of which the first, "Worthy
is the Lamb,” is by far the most florid. The last is the measured

and severe " Amen ” chorus.

It is a fitting and dignified close to so exciting, and at the same

time majestic, a work. All emotion has now been spent, and the

mind, like the still heaving waves of the sea after a storm, is left

to rock itself slowly into deep and perfect peace. Thus the oratorio

opens with the hope of ** comfort,” and ends with the full calm joy

of attainment. One feeling now fills the Christian disciple through,

and through, and one word only is found sufficient to express it—it

is tlic glorious " Amen ” of the final chorus.

IV.

On liis return from Ireland in 1742, Handel immediate!}’’ prepared
a now oratorio

—

Samson—for the following Lent season ; and
this, together with the IFessiah, then heard for the first time in

London, was intended to form the staple of twelve j>erformances.

Whether many people wont to hear them or not is doubtful; the

papers have nut a word of comment on that season. It is to be feared

that the fashionable world in London had made up its mind not to

care for Mr. Handel. Ono Lady Brown, a leader of fashion, gave-

large tea-parties whenever his music was advertised; there were
regular sets made up at Lady Godolphiu’s to play cards on those

nighls ; one jMr. llussell, a comic man, was hired to sing at the great

houses
;
a few wont to hear ii now Italian opera, the Caduta di

Giganti, by a young man just arrived from abroad named Gluck

;

and lloi'acc Wulpolo had the impudence to say of Handel (who had
excellent singers), that " ho had hired all the goddesses from farces,

and singers of roast-beef,* from between the acts of botli theatres,,

with a man with one note in his voice, and a girl with never a oue>
and so they sang, and made brave Hallelujahs !

”

In 1745, poor Handel, deserted by the paying world, struggled
through fifteen performances of his finest oratorios, but the effort

cost him dear. He was unable to discharge his debts, and for tiie
'

second time in his life was forced to suspend payment as a complete''

bankrupt. Luckily his health did not give way, and with indomi^
table energy ho sat down to compose the first two acts of tho
Occasional Oratorio, the third act of which, though containing

* In alluBion to Bocf of Old England^” a popular 8oxig-*tbo *^Hot
Codlins ” of tho period.
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raftny new pieces, is of the nature of a Pasticcio. Henceforth ho
determined to enter into no engn^iuent with subscribers for so many
pcrformaiiccs per season, but to give concerts when he chose, and
to throw himself rather uxx>n the general public, who, as it had no
share in the luxuries and follies of the nobles, felt littlo enough
sympathy with their musical tastes and prejudices. Although
constantly persecuted by a frivolous and effeminate clique, Handel
never aiipealed in vain to tho great heart of the people. In a short

time he hud discharged his unfulfilled obligations to subscribci's, by
issuing free tickets for some Lent performances, and had also laid

by sufficient to pay off most of his debts. This was in 1746. In the

following year, the third of his great master-pieces, tho tfiufatt

Maccabo'us appeared. It was composed in thirty days, between tho
9th of July and 11th of August, and was produced at Govent
Garden on tho 1st of April, 1747.

Justice is usually discovered to be on the winning side, and after

the victory of Culloden, Prince William, Duke of Cumberland, not

too popular in some quarters, had to be greeted as the Judas
Maccabacus of the age. The application was not obvious, but it

served Handel’s turn. Tho first part opens with tho celebrated

chorus, “ Mourn, ye afflicted
;
” but grief for tho departed hero who

had rousod the Jews to resist the oppression of Antiochus Hpiphancs
soon vanished before the fair promise of his noble son Judas. The
“pious orgies” for the father over, “Arm, arm, ye brave!” is the

war-cry of the son, and the rest of tho part is occupied •with appro-

priate meditations on, and preparations for, the •war, until at length

they go to battle -with the chorus, “ Hear us, O Lord.” The second

part celebrates the victories of Judas Maccabteus, and contains one

of the best.known of Handel’s airs, “ Sound an alarm I” It concludes

•with one of the freest and most original of his choruses, “ Wc never

will bow down.”
The last part celebrates the return of Judas after ro-cstublishing

tho liberties of his country, and •winds up with the national thanks-

giving. “ O Lovely Peace ” is one of tho freshest soprano ducts ever

written, and “ See, the Conquering Hero comes,” which originally

belonged to JoshiMt is perhaps the most widely popular of all Handel’s

compositions. The Messiah excepted, no oratorio is more often per-

formed in ^England than Judas Maccabicus. In many respects it is

>not so difficult to get through passably, and is consequently a great

favourite with amateur choirs ; although not too long, it readily

admits of being shortened, and in provincial to^wns is seldom heard

in its entirety. It contains much repetition of sentiment, and yet

little that we can afford to lose : it is one of tho very finest works

>of his most mature period. Hut the Morning Herald of the 19th of

February, 1852, indulged in tho following sapient criticisms, which

we cannot do better than quote :—“ Tho airs of Judas Maccabivm^
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like those of many other works of Handel, are occasionally feeble and
insipid ; but two or three of them are exactly the reverse, and in the

hands of singers of ability become both important and interesting.

In 1747 appeared Joshua, The graceful air, “ Hark, *ti8 the
linnet,” still never fails to please. Haydn observed of the chorus.

The nations tremble,” that only one inspired author ever did, or

ever would, pen so sublime a composition. The amount of recitative

mokes the oratorio heavy as a whole. In 1748, Handel being then
in his sixty-fourth year, wrote the oratorio of Solomon ; between the

oth of May and the 19th of Juno the oratorio of Susannah; between
the 11th of July and the 24th of August, towards the close of the

same year, he prepared the Firework Music, which was played at

night before the king’s palace in the Green Park. Let us hope that

his love of noise was for once fully gratified. The music ended with
the explosion of a hundred and one brass cannons, seventy-one

six-x)oundcrs, twenty twelve-pounders, and ten twenty-four poimders.

There was no lack of hunting-horns, hautboys, bassoons, kettle-

drums and side-drums, besides bass-viols innumerable. Fvery one
seems to have been delighted ; and when the magnificent Doric

Temple, under the superintendence of that great pyrotechnist the

Chevalier Servardoni, went off with a terrific bang, it was thought
success could go no further, and the king’s library was very nearly

burnt down. When in 1749 the Firework Music was repeated at

the Vauxhall Gardens by a band of a htmdred musicians, twelve

thousand persons are said to have attended. There was such a stop-

page on London Bridge that no carriage could pass for three hours,

and the receipts were set down at the fabulous sum of JB5,700.

In 1749 Handel produced one of his least popular oratorios,

Theodora. It was a great favourite with him, and he used to say

that the chorus, “ Ho saw the Lovely Youth,” was finer than any-
thing in the Messiah. The public were not of this opinion, and he
was glad to give away tickets to any professors who applied for

them. When the Messiah was again produced, two of these gentle-

men who hod neglected Theodora- applied for admission. Oh I

your sarvant, mein Herm !
” exclaimed the indignant composer.

“ You are tamnable dainty ! You would not go to Teodora—dere

was room enough to tance dere when dat was perform.” When
Handel heard that an enthusiast had offered to make himself respon-

sible for all the boxes the next time the despised oratorio should be

given—“ He is a fool,” said he ;
** the Jews will not come to it as

to Jadas Maccabceus, because it is a Christian story ; and the ladies

will nut come, because it is a virtuous one.”

It is difficult to believe that virtue itself, under so attractive a

form, could fail to charm. ** Angels ever bright and fair ” is pro-

bably the highest flight of melody that even Handel ever reached.

Blit the long struggle was drawing to a close, and the battle was
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nearly won, as tbo great sliip floated out of tlio storm into the

calm sunset waters. Handel had turned from the nobles lo the

people, and the i>eoplo had welcomed him throughout tho lengt h and
breadth of the land. An aristocratic reaction soon began to take
place—^it was found necessary to produce pasticcio operas by tho
lately-neglected composer, and to republish numbers of aii-s os
harpsichord pieces which in their original connection hod found
small favour. ^Publishers vied with each other in producing works
with Mr. naiidel’s name, and there is reason to fear that unscrupu-
lous persons manufactured music by ITaudel as freely as Italian

artists are in the habit of attaching the name of Somenichino to their

dull and smoky daubs. By the time Handel had reached his sixty-

seventh year the merits of rival factions were pretty generally under-
stood, and tho lost tem years of his life were passed in comparative
tranquillity.

Ho voice was now raised to prodoim tho superior charms of
Bononcini—no rival composer sent for to ruin the great sacred

writer with Italian rubbish—no foreign fiddler announced to super-

sede JUt. HandePs entertainments on the organ—nor any comic
man to grin the Israel or the Judas Maccaba-mt out of coui't. The
closing years of tho great master’s life witnessed a general drawing
together of adverse parties and reconcilement of private quarrels.

Handel at last found his way to an elevation from which no one
thought of dislodging him.

It is pleasant, before the lost sad short act of his life, to bring
him before us us he appeared at this time to those who know him
best, and loved him most. His life of altcmate contemplation,

industry, and excitement, from beginning to end, is unstained by any
suspicion of dishonesty or licentiousness. A few indistinct rumours
of unsuccessful love affairs in vciy early life (unsuccessful on the

part of the ladies) reach us ; and we hear no more of women, nor

of any need of their love experienced by Ilandol. He lived for the

most part very quietly in the house now numbered 57, Brook Street,

Hanover Square, and let the charmers of this world go their way.

Of no man was it ever truer than of Handel, that he was wedded to

his art. His recreations were few and simple. Occasionally he

would stroll into St. Paul’s Cathedral, and amuse himself with
ineffectual attempts to play tho people out ; then taking sculls, or

when in better circumstances, indulging himself in oars, ho would be
rowed towards tho village of Charing, along tho banks of ** Old Fader
Dems,” whoso waters, ho declared, wore ** a fine brace of the

stomach!” Not far from his favourite organ at St. Paul’s there

was a favourite tavern colled the Queen’s Head.” Thither ho
often resorted at nightfall, and smoked his pipe and drank his beer,

with three others,—Ooupy, the painter ; Hunter, the scarlet dyer

;

and John Christopher Smith, his secretary. There was an old harp-
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-sicliord ill tbo tavern, and ho would often sit thrumming away to

liimscif uiid a few musical connoisseurs, who wore content to drop
in and s|)en(). 4lietr time over papers, x>orter, silence, and applause.

Thoso were the times of Handel’s social exhilaration ; and although
we have no reason to helicvo that he indulged in excesses, we have
abundant evidenoo that he despised not conviviality. Surrounded
by a circle of familiars, his conversation flowed freely, and sparkled

with satire and fun of all kinds. He spoke English, like some
Italians, with great fluency and infinite satisfaction to himself, but
with a strong accent, and the construction of his sentences was
sometimes German, sometimes Italian. He was often passionate,

but never ill-natured ; no man ever hod more rivals, or was less

jealous of them. Although ho hod numerous acquaintances, ho had
few friends ; and during the last years of his life steadily declined

the invitations of the nolflcs, whose patronage might twice have
saved him from ruin, but whose flatteiy he could now afford to

dispense with. His friend Goupy, whoso caricatures, although often

levelled against himself, never seem to have offended him, would
frequently accompany him to picture-galleries, in which he took the

most vivid interest, and it is more than likely that his operas owe as

much to the classical inspirations of Poussin and Duval, or the

Pastorals of Watteau, as his sacred music undoubtedly does to tho

great sacred painters of Italj'. In his luttei* j'cars he was a regular

attendant ait fcit. George’s, Hanover Square, and it was noticed by
one, who records tho fact with affectionate emotion, that on such
occasions ho appeared to be dcejdy absorbed by his devotions.

V.

Let us look once more at this noble and i)ortly figure sauntering

along with the peculiar I'ocking motion common to thoso whoso legs

aro a little bowed ; let us note the somewhat heavy but expressive

liico gathering Ireshness from tho morning air, moved at times with

a frown like a thunder-cloud, or with a smile like the sun which
bursts from beliiud it. The general impression is the right one.

There was a man of inflexible integrity, of solid genius and sterling

benevolence ; u man fitted to cope with the puerilities of fashion,

singularly generous to foes, singularly faithful to friends. So, un-

conscious of the approaching shadow that was to dim the brightness

of his last days, with the gladness which comes of a light heart, and
a light heart which comes of a conscience void of offence towards

God or man, good Pathcr Handel rocks along this morning towards

Paper Buildings to see liis friend Master Hardcastle, and crave his

hospitality for breakfast.

It happened to be tho very day on which a competition was to take

place for the post of organist to the Temple Church, and Zachary

Hardcastle had bade his old friends, Colley Cibber, Dr. Pcpusch, and
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in ottlor tbat they
“ Vat. moin doa

\\\ upon t\ie party

BopuscU as voU ! Veil, dat is gomioul. And bow vags the vorld
mit you, inciu dears ? Bray, bray let me sit down a moment !

”

Popusch took the groat man’s hat, Colley Cibber took his stick, and
old Zachary Ilardcastle wheeled round liis reading-chair, which was
somewhat about the dimensions of that in which kings and queens

are crowned, and then the great man sat him down. “ Veil, I thank
you, gentlemens. Xow I am at mein ease vonce more. ’Hon my
Tord dat is a bicture of a ham ! and I have brought along mit me a

nodable abbetite.”
“ You do me great honour, Mr. Handel,” said the host. “ I take

this early visit as a great kindness. It is ten minutes past nine.

Shall wo wait more for Dr. Ame ?
”

“ Let us give him another five minutes,” says Colley Cibber ;
“ ho

is too great a genius to keep time.”
** Let us put it to the vote,” says Pepuseh, smiling. “ Who holds

up hands ?”

“I will zecond your motion wid all mein heart,” says Tlandcl. “ I

will hold up mein feeble hands for my old friend Gustos ” [Arne’s

name was Augustine], for I know not who I would wait for over and

above mein old rival, Ma.stor Dom ” (meaning Thomas Pcpusch) ;

only, by your bermission, I vill take a snag of your ham and a slice

of French roll, or a modicum of chicken ; for, to dell you the honest

fact, I am all but famished, for I laid me down on my billow in boil

the last night mitout mein supper, at the instance of mein physician,

for which I am not altogether inglincd to extend mein fast no

longer.” At this moment Arne’s footstep being heard outside

—

** Presto ! bo quick !
” roared llamlel, “ fifteen minutes of dime is

bretty well for an ad libitum’’

Arne enters, a chair is placed, and they soon fall to. So, sir, I

presume you are come to witness the trial of skill at the old round

church ? I understand that the amateurs expect a pretty round

contest,” said Ame.
“ Gontest !

” echoed Handel, laying down his knife and fork ;
“ no

doubt
;
your amateurs have a passion for gontest. Hot what it was in

our remembrance. Hey, mein friend ? Ha, ha, ha !
”

** Ho, sir
;
I am happy to say those days of envy, bickering, and

party feeling are gone and post. To be sure, wo had enough of such

disgraceful warfare. It lasted too long.”

“ Why, yes, it tid last too long. It bereft me of my poor limbs ;

it tid bereave me of that vot is do most blessed gift of Him vat made
us, and not we ourselves [in allusion to the paralysis and mental

alienation of 1737]. And for vat ? Vy, for nodings in the world boto

. ,
coffoo and a roll at nine o’clock,

might all go together to hear the contest,
r friend Ilardcastle !” exclaimed Handel, breaking
j vat . and Mr. Oolley Cibber, too ! and Toctor
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the bleasure and -bastinio of them who, having no wit, nor no want,

set at loggerheads men as live by their wits, to worry and destroy

von and anodere as wild beasts in the Oolloseum in the dimes of the

llomans/*
“ I hope, sir,” said Dr. Pepusch, who had evidently been sitting

on thorns, “ j^ou do not include me among those who did injustice to

your talents P”
Nod at all, nod at all ; God forbid 1 I am a great admirer oftho airs

of the Pet/gar'n Obora, and every professional genoleman must do his

best for to live. Put why play the Poggar yourself, Toctor, and adapt

old ballad humsti'uni, veu, as a man of science, you could gompose
original airs of j’our own ? Here is mein vriend, Gustus Ame, who
has made a road for himself for to drive along his own genius to the

Dcmplo of Fame.” Then, turning to our illustrious Arne, Mein
vriond, 3'ou and I must mc'et togcdcre sometimes before it is long,

and hold a tede-a-todo of old days vat is gone. Oh I it is gomical,

now dat it is all gone by. Do not you remember as it was almost

only of ye.storda.y dat she-devil CuKzoni and dat odcre precious

daughter of iniquity, Dcelzepup’s spoilt child, tho bretty-faced

Faustinc ? Oh, tho mad rage vat T have to answer for ! vat with

von and tho other of these lino ladies’ airs and graces ! Again, do
you not remember dat ujistarl biqipy, Senesino, and do goxcomb,
Furinelli ? Next, again, mein somedime notable rival. Master
Bononcini (ind old Borbora P All at var mit mo, and all at var mit
demsclves ;

such a gonfusion of rivalships, and double-facedness, and
hypogrisy, and malice, vot Avoidd make a gomical subject for a boem
in rhymes, or a biecc for the stage, as I hopes to be saved !”*

VI.

In 1751, whilst composing JephthUf TIandel was attacked with that

peculiar blindness piwluced by gutfa scrona. Betivcen January and
August this, his last oratorio, was nevertheless completed : agtiin and
again with indomitable ai-dour he seized his pen, and in the growing
dimness traced tho last choruses Avith his own hand. Tho same year

the Mostaiuh avus tAvicc performed for the Foundling Hospital, Uandcl
presiding at tho organ.

In 1752 he was couched for tho third and last time, and at first he
was tempted to believe that his sight AA'as returning ; but the dark-

ness soon settled down upon him, and toAvards the close of the year

ho became quite blind.

Beethoven standing deaf in the middle of his orchestra ;
Handel

turning his sightless eyes towards tho sun ; it is not easy to think

upon either without emotion. The great master presided at the

organ to tho last, but it is said that ho could never hear the pathetic

air allotted to blind Samson, in tho oratorio of that name, without

* Quotod by V. ShO'Iehcr from Somerset Hottse. Gazette, 1823. Almost all that is knoAvn

about Ifandcl Avill be found in M. Shtelolicr’s cumbrous but exhaustivo vdiumc.
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^^ «wgB«J. and wraiwl to kam that hU end n-oe not
mt on. \V ith the exception of « Zion now her head shall raise,’*

and “ Tun© your harps,” dictated to Smith for the Judaa MaceabtBm,
"he almost ceased to compose, Imt not to play ; and ho was as active

as ever in organising the performances of his oratorios. The last

years of his life were also the most lucrative, lie often drove homo%

at night in a coach quite heavy with bags of silver and gold. But
the bags of silver and gold were not unfrequently f raij tferrod to

some charitable institution. Sometimes it was llie Soeioty for I’oor

Musicians, at others the Sons of the Clergy, and very often the

Foundling Hospital.

His friends noticed that after his blindness, instead of becoming

soured, impatient, or irritable, ho grew gentle and subdued. He
desired now to be at peace with all men, showed liimself more than

ever anxious to assist poor and suffering people by the performance

of his music, and looked forward to his departure without anxiety or

dismay. Latterly his thoughts constantly turned upon tho subject,

and he was beard to express a wish that “ he might hroatbe his last

on Good Friday ; in hopes,” ho said, “ of meeting his good God, his

sweet Lord and Saviour, on the day of his resurrection.”

On the Olh of April, 1709, at Covent Garden, Handel, being in his

seventy-fifth year, conducted the oratorio of the Mei^Hitth lor the last

time. Tho same night he was seized with a deadly fiiintncss, and,

aalling for his will whilst in the full possession of his reason, ho added

c codicil. On Good Friday, April liJth, it being tho anniversary of

the first performance of the Jllcastft/t, the l^itbiie. Ailccrtlaer has this

short announcement :—“ Yesterday morning died G. F. Handel,

Esq.” This is incorrect. It appears on the testimony of Dr. Warren,

the physician who attended him, that Ifandel died late on Good

Friday night. Heaven having thus granted one of liis last desires,

it remained for man to fulfil tho other. He had always longed to

rest in the old abbey amongst the people who had made room for

him in their homes and hearts.

Wo have all read tho simple inscription beneath his monument

GEOBOE FBEDEBIC HANDEL, EsQUiaE,

BOBN FBBBUABY XXIII. HBCIJCXXIV.

nnSD OH GOOD FBIDAT, APBIL XIU. HDOCUX.

H. E. Hawbis.



DAVID HUME.

Mrs. mallet, the wife of David Mallet, “ the beggarly Scotch-

man ” on whose head Samuel Johnson poured out the concen-

trated essence of his hatred of Scotland, once said to Hume, “ jVIIow

me, Mr. Hume, to introduce myself to you. It is right that we
Deists should know each other.” “ Jlaclam,’* replied Hume, “ I am
mt a Deisf, and do not wis/t to be knoirn under that name.” If Hume
had been asked what he was, and by what name he wished to be

known, ho would probably have declined to answer. If he had been

willing to answer, he would probably have found it difficult. Ko
mind would have rebelled more than his against being classed and
labelled.

Hume’s first publication was the Treatise of Human JTature.” As
this work was afterwards disowned by its author, we need not do

more than mention it. Its place was supplied by the “Essays,”

in which tho chief questions were treated with more accuracy and

clearness, while many of tho more intricate and ingenious but less

important reasonings wero omitted.

Wo shall best begin by viewing Hume in his relation to Locke.

He was avowedly an experimentalist, holding the senses to be the

only chaimels of knowledge. Through them the mind has what

Hume colls impreasiona. The memory of these impressions constitutes

ideas. Upon these the mind worl»; It arranges them, transposes
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them, and reasons upon them. Tlicro is hero an unusual ineaninj;

attached to the word idewt but that meaning is definite, ond^tlic pecu-

liarity itself clearly marks H!ume as on the side of the sensuous phi-

losophy. He cannot find in the mind any innate 'ideas or any
infinite ideas, such os those of infinite time or infinite space.

The title generally applied to Hume is that of Sceptic, and this

both in philosophy and religion. He follows experience till he finds

there is something beyond experience. Then he either acknow-
ledges that wo must fall bock upon natural instincts, and tnist to

reason, such as it is, or he gives way to despair, and with an easy

indifierence fiings the problem aside us insoluble, bidding us be con-

tent with our ignorance, for all is an enigma, a riddle, and a mys-
tery. These two slates of mind are clearly distinguishable in Hume.
They are both called Scepticism, yet they arc so different that the one
leads to inquiry, the other to indoleiK*e.* The one was a quality

of his own keen intellect, the other was learned in h’ra i ’<*. It is

only the first which we care to notice further.

Jjockc imagined that he found in experience the grand remedy for

the reveries of schoolmen and metaphysicians. It was a method
which suited the practical character of the hinglisli mind. Hume,
who was not disposed to be a metaphysician, but a man of the worhl,

acceptetl it readily
; but being by nature a nustaphysician, lie could

not escape a previous question, What is the foundation of all conclu-

sions from experience ? nor a subsequent inquiry as to how we were to

solve questions not soluble by experience. Hvci-y subject in philo-

sophy which he touclies plays round tliis woi-d. The first inquiry

always is. How fur do wo know it by Locke’s method ? This knowledge

in Hume’.s searching analysis invariably turns out to bo small. It was
objected to Locke by Stillingflcet that he dist;ardcd substance out of

the world. Hishop Berkeley, for an object in no way sceptical,

showed the impossibility of our ever being able to demonstrate the

existence of a material world, Hume accepted Berkeley’s argu-

ments and Berkeley’s conclusions. We aie conscious of mind. There

is an intellect wliich perceives,—but what does it perceive ? Tmi)i*es-

sions and ideas that belong to it ? or impressions and ideas that

belong to an external world r* Without the mind to perceive, where

would be that which we suppose to be ijcrccived P The mind is con-

scious only of its own impressions and ideas, but it has no certainly

* This has heen well rxi>rcssed by Professor ^lauricc in lii.s admirable remarks on
ITumc. ** It is not when ho is pushing his investigations as far as they will go that o

over complain of him ;
f/ten he is doing a service to truth and to mankind. It is when,

as often happens in this treatise, ho declines invostigation, laughs at the effoi-t to make it

us ufoless and ridiculous, flings himself into his arm-chair, hccomcs os indolently and
contemptuously acquiescent as any jiricst over wished his dieciiilcs to be ; it is then that

ho exhibits the stato of mind to which w^c aro all tempted ; and against which, whatever
others do, the believer in a God of truth must wrc^stle to tho death.*’

—

Modem Philoeophy.
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of any existence beyond that of wbicb it is conscious. So far SLume
went with Berkeley. Bu]t experience not only fa.i1« to guide us to an
external wor}d, it does not even prove to us the existence of mind.
When we ra>y we are conscious of mind we assume as much as whmi
we say we are conscious of matter. Our consciousness extends only
to impressions and ideas, so that the existence of a mind perceiving
is as much beyond demonstration as the existence of an external

world perceived. Here is the first of the shortcomings of ex>

perience. Hie existence of matter and mind is demitted to the

limbo of scepticism.

The common-sense philosophers have always reckoned themselves

certain of matter and motion—^that motion could not exist without

a mover, nor any effect without a cause. But how did th^ come by
this knowledge? Hume showed that it can never be reached by
experience. We cannot discover that force or energy which produces

an effect. Wo can never see what that is which makes an effect

the infallible consequence of a cause. All wo know is that one follows

the other. The impulse of one billiard ball is attended with motion
in the second. This is all that is manifest to the outward senses.

From the first appearance of any object wo never know what effect

will result from it. By experience wo know that certain effects

follow certain causes—that heat, for instance, is the constant atten-

dant on flame. But jirior to experience we do not know that flame

contains that force which we call heat. The idea is evidently not

derived from the contunqdation of bodies. Some philosophers say it

is an inward impression, or on idea derived from reflection on the

operation of our minds, or a conclusion reached by our reasonings

guided by experience. These are suppositions. All that we can say

is simply that such a thing follows another because we have seen

before a similar conjunction. What the connection is we do not

know. The first time a man saw the communication of motion by
impulse or by the shock of two billiard balls, he could not pronounce
that the one event was connected with the other, but only that they

were conjoined. It is not till after he has felt these events to be

connected, by having observed several instances of the same nature,

that he can foretell the existence of the one from the appearance of

the other.

When Hume writes of morals, experience is still playing its part.

For a time it is a guide, then it fails, and Hume, after stumbling on

other philosophies not experimental, falls finally into doubt and

uncertainty. Ho proves by observations drawn from experience that

virtue is the interest of man. He proves also, though this is not his

object, that the distinctions of right and wrong exist anterior to all

experience. For those who deny the reality of these distinctions he

has no other name but “disingenuous disputants.’^ Their reality

VOI.. XI. G
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trom the impressions of the extomal world or from exiJo‘rionce of
Knman life. To separate this from reason could only bo done bv
giving reason a limited meaning—a meuning which it innv have
had in I^ocke's xibilosophy, but to ivhieh it was never liinited iii any
other philosophy. With Hume, reason means merely reasoning. It

does not inclnde what the Cionnans understand by IWutniff, nor what
Plato and the ancient philosophers meant by that reason in which
the world is constituted. Hume accordingly finds that these ancient

philosophers, and such as Shaftesbury among the moderns, were
Qpnfuscd between reason and sentiment. The former, lie snj's, often

afErmed that virtue is nothing but conformity to reason, and yet they

considered morals as deriving their existence from taslc or sentiment.

The moderns talk much about the beauty of virtue and the deformity

of vice, yet they commonly account for this distinction by metaphy-

sical reasonings, and by deductions from the most abstract princiides

of the understauding. Having in this way placed “ sentiment ” in

opposition to “reason,” llumo admits that there arc many specious

arguments for both sides, and concludes with something of the con-

fusion of which ho complains in others. “ In many orders of beauty,”

he says, “ particularly those of the fine arte, it is requisite to employ

much rcasouing in order to feci the proper sentiment, and a fulso

relish may he frequently corrected by argument and reflection. There

arc just grounds to conclude that moral beauty partakes much of the

latter species, and demands the assistance of our intellectual faculties

in order to give it a suitable influence on the human mind.” After

saying this he announces that he will confine himself to the experi-

mental method ; fact and observation being the only ground for a

system of ethics. I'rom this ground ho comes to a conclusion partly

sceptical; regarding virtue as unquestionably the interest of man,

vet adding an exception porbaps in tbc case of justice. **Thal

honesty is the best policy may bo a good general rule, but it is liable

to many exceptions, and ho, it may pcrhai)s bo thought, conducts

Tiimsolf with most wisdom who observes the general rule and takes

advantage of all the exceptions.” In the treatise on “Human
Nature” tho question was discussed, if moral distinctions are to bo
found in nature. Tho answer is, that if by natural wo are to under-

stand tho opposite of miraculous, they aro in nature, and also if by
natural is to ho tmdorstood tho opposite of unusual

; hut in tho sense
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of natural as opposed to artidcial, some virtues are said to be natural

and others artificial.

ExpcricBCK} always landed Hume in sceptioism, but in his really

philosophical moods ho was never willing' to stay there. lie believed

in an external world as much as the most ordinarv individual who
puts his foot on this firm earth. lie no more doubted the existence

of his mind than he doubted of his doubts. Nature provides u remedy
foi* scepticism, llumo could not discover the connection between
cause and effect, but he never denied its existence nor the validity of

our reasonings concerning it. “Allow mo to tell you,” he says in

one place, that I never asserted so absurd a proposition as that any-
thing might aviso without a cause. I only maintained that our

certainty of the falsehood of that pi’oposition proceeded neither from
intuition nor from demonstration, but from another source ....
There arc manj’’ different kinds of certainty, but some are satisfactory

to the mind, though j>crhaps not so regular as the demonstrative kind.”

ilume refused the name of Deist, but it is probable that he would
not haA’c refused to bo called by the Greek equivalent, Theist. There
is a story tliat once dining with a large com2>any at the Huron
D’Holbach’s, the discourse turning on natural religion, Hume said that

as for Atheists ho did not believe there ever was one. “ You have

been a little unfortunate,” said the baron ; “ you arc now at table

with soventoen for the first time.” It is not generally- admitted

that Hume was a Theist. Ho came with his exporionco to find out

if it could lead him to a demonstration of the being of God. As in

other cases, it came short. Ho had never seen God, he ^\as not with

Him before the mountains wore brought forth. Ho saw effects in

the world, hut no agent producing them. He saw workmanship, but

no hand at W’ork. His cxpei'ionce did not reach a handbreadth into

tho deep that is intinito. Hume, however, brings forward his objec-

tions avow'cdly us “ sccjjtical paradoxes ” with a distinct affirmation

that he does not niqn’ovc of them. In the essay, ** Of a ProA'idenco

and Future State,” a iffiilosoiDhcr of the sect of tlic Fpicureaus is sujj-

posed to address tho common jjcople of Athens. Ho urges them to

abide by tho ancient religious traditions of their forefathers, and not

to attempt to establish religion upon reason. Tho religious philo-

sophers indulge a rash curiosity. They excite doubts which they

never satisfy—they paint in tho most magnificent colours the order,

beauty, and Aviso aiTangemoiit of the uuiA’’orse, and then ask if such

a glorious display of intelligence could proceed from tlic fortuitous

concourse of atoms, or if chaucc could j^roduco what the greatest

genius can never sufficiently admire. This is on argument from

cfiucts to causes. It is inferred from the order of tho Avork that

there must ha\'e been design and forethought iu tho AV’orkcr. Tho
Epicurean iffiilosophcr onsAvers that he allows tho argument to bo
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solid so far as it goes, but its advocates must not protend to establish

the conclusion in a greater latitude than the phenomena of nature

will justify. When we infer any particular cause from’pu effect, we
must proportion the one to the other, and can never be allowed to

ascribe to the cause any qualities but what are exactly sufficient to

produce the cficct. Wo cannot return back upon the cause and
infer other effects from it besides those by which it is known to us.

!No one merely from the sight of Zeuxis’ pictures could know that he
was also a statuary or architect. We may fairly conclude the work-
man to be possessed of the talents and taste displayed in his works,

but we have no right to infer that he has any talents beyond what
he manifests. Supposing the Deity to bo the Author of the existence

and order of the universe, wo can ascribe to Him that precise degree

of power, intelligence, and benevolence which appear in His work-
manship, but nothing more. The supposition of further attributes is

mere hypothesis, and so too is the supposition that in distai't regions

of* space or periods of time there will be a more magnificent display

*of these attributes. Wo can never be allowed to mount uj> from
the effect to the cause, and then descend downwards to infer anj’^ new
effect from that cause. It is objected that as we reason from a half-

* finished building that it is a w’ork of design and contrivance, and
justly return to the ciiusc to infer that the building will soon be

finished, so may we infer the completion of what is wanting to the

-perfection of this world. If we find on the seashore the print of a

human foot, we conclude that a man liad passed that way, though
the sand may have effaced the print of the other foot. Why then

may we not reason that the Author of nature is capable of producing

something greater than nature at present manifests ? The answer is,

- human art and divine arc not the same
;
man is a being whom wo

know by exisoriencc, and from our knowledge of him and his works
we can draw a hundred inferences of what may bo expected from
him. The print of a foot in the sand can only prove that there was
some figure adapted to it by which it was produced, but the print of

a htnnan foot proves likewise from our other oxporieneo that there

was probably anotlior foot which also left its impression.

The case is not the same with our reasoning's from the works of nature.

The Deity is known to us only by Uis procluctious, and is a single Being in

the universe, not comprehended imder any species or genus, from whoso
experienced altribatos or qualities we can b^' analogy infer otlior attributes or
qualities in Jiiin. As the universe shoAvs wisdom and goodness wo infer

Avisdom and goodness. As it sboAvs a particular degree of these perfections

wo infer a particului’ degree of them x>rccisely adapted to the oilect Avhich

w'o examine."

The source of our mistake is said by the Epicurean philosopher to

be that w'c tacitly consider ourselves us in the place of the Supreme
Being, and conclude that

—

He will act ou every occasion according to our ideas of Avbat is reason-
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able. But the ordinary course of nature mij^ht convince us of the con-
trary. It is regulated by principles and maxims very different from ours.
Wo cannot reason from oarsolvos to a Being so remote and incomprehen-
sible, who b^rs much less analogy to any other being in the universe
than the sun to a waxen taper.”

Bolingbroko had already reasoned in this way with reference to the
divine attributes of power and justice, but by a singular incon-

sistency ho did not hold his reasoning applicable to the attributes of

wisdom and goodness. Hume proposes to introduce these objections

as sceptical paradoxes,” nothing more than curious
; but in a note

to the essay, where he speaks in his own person, he says it may be
established as a maxim that, when any cause is known only by its

particular effects, it must bo impossible to infer any new effects h:om
that ** cause.”

It is still, however, not evident how far Hume agreed with the

philosophy of his Bpicurcan philosopher. The subject was resumed
in a tract, which was published after his death. This was called

“ Dialogues on Natural Religion.” The principal disputants are Philo

and Cloanthes. The one is a Sceptic, the other a Theist. The author

of Hume’s Life, John TTill Burton, says that Hume showed most
sympathy with Cloanthes, and, indeed, veiy nearly professed the

theistical doctrine for his own. Philo says that the inquiry can

never be concerning the being, but only concerning the nature of the

Deity. The being of God is not to bo questioned. It is a truth self-

evident. Nothing exists without a cause, and the original cause of

the universe wo call God, and piously ascribe to Him eveiy perfection.

But as all perfection is purely relative, wo ought never to imagine

that wo can comprehend the attributes of the Divine Being, or

suppose that His perfections have any analogy or likeness to the

perfections of a human creature. "We justly ascribe to Him wisdom,

thought, design, knoAvledge, because these w'ords are honourable among
men, and we have no other language nor other conception bj’- which
we can express our admiration of Him. But we must not think that

His attributes have any resemblance to these qualities among men.
He is infinitely superior to our limited view and comprehension, and
is ” more the object of worship in the temple than of disputation in

the schools.” Cloanthes saw in the world but one great machine,

subdivided into an infinito number of lesser machines, which again

admit of subdivision to a degree beyond what human senses and
faculties can trace or explain. All these various machines, and even

the most minute pai'ts, are adjusted to each other with an accuracy

which ravishes into admiration all men who have ever contemplated

them. The curious adapting of means to ends throughout all nature

rcscmblos exactly, though it much exceeds, the productions of human
contrivance, or human design. And since the effects resemble each-

other, we are led to infer, by all the rules of analogy, that the causes -

also resemble each other, and that the Author of nature is in iome*
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wmf aimilnr to man. tkoujrh possessed ot‘ much irreater faculties
pTOiK,rt™.«I to the grandeur of Hi, w„rfe. Uy thh argumont, «
imh mm. aud Ly this argument alone, do wo prove onco tho
existence ot‘ Deity and the likeness of the divino mind to the human.

Philo answers that if wo see a house we conclude with tho greatest
certainty that it had an architect or builder, bceauso this is precisely
the species of eftect which wo have experienced to proceed from that

species of cause. But we cannot ufHrm that the universe bears such
resemblance to a house that wc with the same certainty infer a
similar cause, or that tho analogy is hero entire and i>orlcct.

Cleanthes dwells on tho resemblance, which ho maintains is not

slight, on the economy of final causes—tho order, proportion, and
arrangement of every part. And Philo points out to Damca, another

of tho speakers, that Cleanthes tacitlj' allows that order, arrangement,

or the adjustment of iinal causes, is not of itself any proof of design,

hut only so far as we have experienced it to proceed from design.

For anything wo know, a priori, matter may contain tho spring or

source of order originally within itself as well as mind, and there is

no more difficulty in conceiving that tho several elements, from an
internal unknown cause, may fall into the most exquisite ui*i*aiigoment,

than in conceiving that these ideas in the great universal mind, from
a like internal unknown cause, fall into tho same aiTuugoiueut.

Cleanthes allows the equal possibility of both suppositions, but

finds from experience that there is an original principle of order in

mind, not in matter, and as from similar elfects wc cun infer similar

causes, so he concludes that tho adjustment of means to an end is tho

same in the universe as in a machine of huinuii contrivance, and,

therefore, tho causes of both must resemble each other.

Philo is scandalized witli this coriii)arison made between tho mind
of God and the created inlud. Thought, design, or iiitelligciKic, ho
says, such as avc discover in men and animals, is no more tliuii one of

the springs and principles of tho universe, as well as heat and cold,

attraction or repulsion, and a hundred others, w’hich fall under daily

observation. should thought be tho model of tho whole

universe ? It is true that in this minute globe of cjirlh, stone, wood,

brick, iron, brass, have not an order or arrangement without human
art or contrivance, but it does not follow that the universe has not

its order without something similar to human art. Is a part of

nature a rule for the whole ? Is a very small part a rule for the

universe ? This is not to he allowed. Tlio inhabitants of other

planets, have they thought, intolligojico, and reason, or anything

similar to those faculties in man P When nature Las so extremely

diversified her manner of operation in this small globe ran wc imagine

that she incessantly copies herself throughout the universe,* and if thought

* Had tho discoTcrioB now known as morpholof;^' and typoloj^ been known in Homo’s
day he would scarcely have made PhUo reason after this fishion.
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is coniinod to this narrow comer, with what propriety can we assign

it 08 the original cause of all things ?

Cleanthcsr«nswcrs that if even in common life we assign a causo

for an event, it is no objection that we cannot assign a cause tor that

causo, and answer every new question that may be started. What
philosophy could submit to so rigid a rule ? Philosophers, who
confess ultimate causes to be unknown, are scnsiblo that the most
refined principles into which they trace the phenomena are still as

inexplicable as the phenomena themselves arc to tho vulgar. The
order and ai'rangcmont of nature, tho curious adjustment of final

causes, the place, use, and intention of every part and organ, all these

bespeak, in tlio clearest language, an intelligent Cause, an Author.

Tho heavens and tho earth give in the same testimony. The whole

chorus of nature raises a hymn to the praise of the Creator. “ You
alone,” says Cleanthes to Philo, or almost alone, disturb the general

harmony. You start abstruse doubts, cavils, and objections. You
ask me, What is the causo of the cause ? I know not ; 1 care not ; that

concerns not rao. I have found a Deity, and hero I stop my inquiry.

Tjot them go further who arc wiser or more enterprising.**

Philo admits that tho grandeur and magnificence of nature are

arguments for Deity, but shows that on Cleanthes* a posteriori prin-

ciples they become objections by removing tho Deity further off from
likeness to man. Ho also points out to Cleanthes that by confining

himself to (his method of reasoning ho renounces all claim to infinity

in any of tho attributes of Deit3^ Por as tho cause ought to bo

proportioned to tho effect, and tho effect, so far as it falls under our

cognizance, is not infinite, wo cannot asci'ibe this attribute to tho

Divine Being. Nor can we, on Cleanthes’ principles, ascribe per-

fection to God, for there are many inexidicable difficulties in the

works of natux’c which, if wo allow a perfect Author to be proved

n priori, are easily solved, and become only seeming difficulties, from

tho narrow capacity of man, who cannot trace infinite relations. But
on tho rigid final cause supposition these difficulties become real

;

and, further, were the world ever so perfect a production, it must

still remain uncertain whether all tho excellencies of the work can

justly bo ascribed to the Workman. Ho may have botched and
bnngled many worlds throughout an eternity. Ere this system was
struck out much labour may have been lost, many fruitless trials

made, and a slow but continual improvement in tho art of world-

making carried on during .infinite ages. Nor by this reasoning

solely can wo prove tho unity of God as in a piece of human work-

manship—a house, a shij), or a city ; though unity bo in tho work, a

great number of men may be employed in working.

In tho essay on the ** Natural History of llcligion,** Hume, speak-

ing in his own person, declares himself decidedly on the side of
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Thftimn. The whole frame of nature, he says, bespeaks an intelli-

gent Author ; and no rational inquirer can, after serious reflection,

surqiond his belief a moment with regard to the primifty principles

of genuine Theism and religion. This belief Hume thinks is not an

original instinct or primary impression. It is the result of reasoning.

There are nations, he says, Avithout any sentiment of religion, and
there are no two nations, perhaps no two men, that ever precisely

agreed in their religious ideas. By studying the works of nature

wo come inevitably to the conclusion that there is an Author of

nature ; but if we leave the works of nature and trace the footsteps

of invisible power in the various and contrary events of life, we are

necessarily led to Polytheism. From this Hume argues that Poly-
theism preceded Monotheism. Tlio apparently capricious powers of
nature Avould be the first divinities—beings corrcsjxjnding to the
elves and fairies of our ancestors. As men advauccfl in the know-
ledge of nature they would see that the work of nature could not be
ascribed to these deities. The idea of the unitj* of God being once

reached, the human mind could never again lose sight of it. The
intelligent Pagans never ascribed the origin and fabric of tho

universe to these imperfect beings. Hesiod and Homer suppose gods

and men to haA’c sprung equally from the unknown powers of nature.

Ovid speaks of the creating Deity in the doubtful terms, “ Qttwjiiin

fait iUe Deorum and Diodorus Siculus, beginning his work Avith tho

enumeration of the most reasonable opinions concerning tho origin

of the world, raake.s no mention of a Deity, or intcdligent mind.

Hume denies tho uniA’orsality of the religious sentiment in order

that ho may deny the existence of a primary instinct, which, as a

mere experimental philosopher, ho was bound to do
;
yet here, as in

other places, ho i-s forced to go beyond his own philosophy to find a

rational explanation of the phenomena of religion. A people, he
says, destitute of religion are but a few degrees removed from the

brute. And again, ho says, that if tho propensit}’’ to believe in

invisible intelligent power be not an original instinct, it is, at least,

a general attendant on human nature, and may bo considered as a

mark or stamp Avhich the divine Workman has set upon His work,

and nothing, surely,” Ilumo adds, “ could more dignify mankind
than to be thus selected from all other parts of the creation to bear

tho image or impression of the universal Creator. What a noble

privilegfc is it of human reason to attain the knoAvlcdge of the

Supreme Being, and from the visible Avorks of nature bo enabled ta

infer so sublime a principle as its Supreme Creator !” After saying

all this, Hume’s natural dislike to religion comes upon him. He finds

ignorance the mother of devotion, revolts at tho corruptions of theo-

logical systems and the evils to which they have given rise, and
finally sinks into his wonted scepticism, finding that all is an ** incx-
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plicable mystery tlist the result of inquiry is, **doabt.and unoer-

toinfy, from which our only escape is into the calm though obscure

regions of pilfilos<q>hy.**

Hume was in Paris about two years after the great exmtement
that had been raised by the miracles supposed to have been per-

formed at the tomb of the Abb4 Paris. He had many conversations

with the priests about the reality of these and other miracles. A
Jesuit of La FlSche once answered Hume that the same objections

which he urged against Catholic miracles were valid against those

of the Gospel. Hume says he admitted this as a sufficient answer.

If there are no real miracles but those recorded in the Bible, they

become so exceptionable that there is a very strong probability

against their being genuine. The order of nature is visible to xis

;

a Gospel miracle comes to us only on the authority of testimony

;

which, then, is the stronger evidence, our senses or testimony?
Archbishop Tillotson had already weighed the question in arg^ng
against the doctrine of the real j>resenre. This doctrine might have
the authority of Scripture or tradition, but these cannot overbalance

the testimony of our senses. The Apostles saw the miracles of Jesus.

To them the evid(>nce was equal to the evidence of the senses ;
but

to us, who have only their testimony, it is not equal. When we
believe anything on human testimony the principle of our belief is

founded on an observation of the veracity of human testimony, and
of the usual conformity of facts to the reports of 'witnesses. Here
all the experiments and observations give a probability in favour of

the truth of that to which testimonv is made. But when the fact

attested is such a one as has seldom fallen under our observation,

there is a contest of two opposite experiences The Indian prince

who refused to believe the first relations concerning the effects of

frost reasoned justly. It requited very strong testimony to engage
his assent to facts which bore so little analogy to the events of

which he had constant and uniform experience. The action of frost

was not contrary to his experience, but it was not conformable to it.

It was extraordinary, not mii'oculous. In a wider knowledge of nature

it was found to be within the operations of nature. A miracle Hume
defines as a notation of the laws of nature ; and as a firm and 'un-

alterable experience has established these laws, the proof against a

miracle is as entire as any argument from experience can possibly be.

The Indian prince rightly required strong testimony to believe in

ice, but no testimony is sufficient to evidence a miracle.

No writer on miracles omits to notice Hume. To refute him has

been the ambition of every Christian apologist for the last hundred
years ; but what could really be said in reply was said in his lifetime.

It is recorded of a professor in the University of Edinburgh that he

annually refuted the great sceptic, and with as much complacency
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as regfularity. A portion of his lectures was always inti'oduccd

with the words—“ Ilayhig considered these diiferont systems, I

will now, gontloinen, proceed to refute the ingeniouc* theories of

our lato respected townsman, jVlr. Ihivid Hume.” As thoro really

was hut one answer, that answer has been repeated with viina-
tions and amplifications by all who have undertaken to meet his

ob)ections.

William Adams, who is described ns chaplain to the llishop of

XJandafi*, u'as one of the first who wrote on miracles with reference

to Hume’s oi’gumcnt. Adams at once objected to the detinilion of

miracle as a “ transgression of the law of nature.” If the Author
of nature performs any work ditferent from what we sec going on
everj' day, He docs not thereby violate or transgress any law. He
does not even depart from the order of nature, but only from what
we know of the order of nature. Our idea of a natural law is nothing

more than our observation of what usually goes on in the woild. It

is not contrary to nature that the dead slioidd bo raisotl, or that the

winds should bo controlled by a word. It only supposes a power in

nature greater than what is manifested in our daily experience.

Our individual observation may testify to a uniformity of sequences

in nature, but we have no right to make this tho univcr.sal measiu’O

W'hcre so much evidently lies beyond onr kno«l('dge. Extraordinary

occasions may require extraordinary manifestal ituis ofpower. Eor tlio

truth of these wo must depend on testimony. If they bocaiuo frequent

they would cease to bo extraordinary, and so cease to serve tho end
for which a miracle is wrought. The uuifonnily of nature must
be acknowledged before we can acknowledge a miracle. This, says

Adams, is a position which has been laid down by all who write in

defence of miracles, and he cxprcsso.s wonder to see it now jdcaded

as decisive against them. Adams sometimes speaks of (1<kI changing
or subverting His laws, which are not much bettor woi’ds than “ ti’aus-

gressing ” or “violating.” He confesses a necessity of speaking in

this way, fora miracle is apparently a subversion of law, but in reality

it is conformable to nature. This was taking tlie force out of tho

distinction which Hume made between llie extraordinary and tho

miraculous.

It apx>cars from Dr. Cam}3bcll*s ** Dissertat ion on ^liraclcs,” that

Hume iu tho first edition of his ** Essay” maintainod tho impossi-

bility of miracles. Some of tho reasoning still looks in that diroction,

and many who replied to Hume argued against the thesis that

miracles are impossible. In the earl}' editions there was u passage

which read thus—“ Upon tho whole, it appears that no testimony

for any kind of miracle can over possibly amount to a jirobability,

much less to a proof.” The passage now roads thus—“ Upon the

whole, it appears that no testimony for any kind of miracle /tag ever
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amounted to a probability, much less to a proof/* This fairly changes
the question from possibility to probability. While Hume main>
tained that.i«iDiracles were improbable, Campbell held that they
were not only probable, and might bo proved from testimony, but
that tho miracles on which the belief in Christianity is founded are

sufficiently attested.

Cainj)bell refuses to admit that our belief in testimony has its

foundation in experience. He regards it rather as an original instinct

or intuition. It is not, therefore, to be put into the balance against

experience. Ho makes this simple illustration of tho case between
him and Hume :—^He lived near a ferry ; he hod seen the ferry-boat

cross the river a thousand times and return safe. One day a stranger

comes to his door and seriously tells him that the boat is lost ; he
stood on the bank, and saw it upset. Here is what Hume would
call “ a contest of opposite experiences ;

’* but Campbell maintains

that his having seen the boat cross and recross a thousand times in

safety is no proof against the testimony of the stranger—that must
bo overthrown by contrary testimony. Another person testifies that

he had scon the boat safe ; that it has not been upset. Here the

things balanced arc liomogeneal, hero is testimony against testi-

mony; but until the second testimony came there was no incon-

sistency in believing that, though tho boat had crossed a thousand

times in safety, it was now upset. A fallacy may be noticed in the

application of this illiistration. It might be said that we have expe-

rience that boats arc upset, but we have none that dead men are

raised to life. Hut in making this objection we should be carrying

with the word experience an ambiguity which Campbell is careful to

mark. Did TIumo mean by experience his own, personally ? If so,

there is no fallacy in Campbell’s illustration. He may never have
seen a feiTy-boat upset. Did Hume mean by experience that of men
in general ? If so, what did ho know of other men’s experience

except by testimony ? This boasted uniformity of nature, then, bos

only testimony for its foundation, the same as that on which miracles

depend ; so that testimony really forms the greater part of that

experience which was to overthrow tho validity of testimony. To
make Hiuno’s case valid, evidence is required from experience that

ferry-boats have never been upset. This is a considerable change
from Dr. Tillotson’s argument about transubstantiation, with which
Hume began liis

“ Essay.” That argument rested on the superiority

of sense over testimony. The apostles saw the miracles of Jesus

;

they had the evidence of their senses. But if our senses cannot be
trusted,—if what appears bread and wine is not bread and wine, but
flesh and blood,—^we overthrow not only testimony, but the evidence

on which testimony rests, which is the veracity of sense. Here the

things opposed are the evidence of our senses and an external
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autihority. In Hiimo’s argument the opposition is between his own
personal experience, added to what ho knows traditionally of tho

general experience of mankind, and nn external testim<lk^ of certain

facts which, though out of the range both of general experience and
his own experience personally, are yet not incompatible with either.

This seems to be the force of Campbell’s argument, but llurno had
sheltered himself by a subtle distinction which it was necessary to

examine. The Indian prince who did not believe in ice because he
had never seen it, and could not conceive the possibility of it, having
no conception of the conditions on which its existence was possible,

reasoned rightly on tho whole. It required strong testimony to

convince him. Both sides agree in this. Both sides also agree that

the testimony might bo such as it would be unreasonable for him to

reject. Hume says that his unbelief might bo overcome by testi-

mony, becaiise, though it is not cott/onnable io Im experience that water

should be turned into ice, it is yet not confrarif to il. Thi*<isjust

what Campbell says of miracles. They are not contrary to our

experience, but they are outside of it or not conformable to it. Our
acquaintance with the laws of nature is only partial. In the idea of

a miracle as contrary to experience, Tfumc is still working upon his

definition that it is “ a transgression of law,” which Campbell of

course rejects. To illustrate his meaning, Hume says it is no miracle

that a man in seeming good health should die suddenly, but it is a

miracle that a dead man should rise to life. Tho main difference

here is, according to Campbell, that the one is common—conform-

able to experience,—the other is not conformable to experience ; so

that the Indian prince would not have been more unrcfisonabln in

refusing on the strongpest testimony to ladieve in ice, than wo should

be in refusing on the same testimony to believe that a man was rai8e<l

from the dead.

But Ilume comes even nearer to his opponents than this. Tie

grants that there may possibly be “ miracles, or violations of th<‘

usual course of nature, of such a kind as to admit of ijvoof from

human testimony.” There may be
;
but he does not grant that there

has been. Suppose, ho says, there was a universal testimony that for

the first eight days in January, 1600, there was a total darkness

over the whole earth. Such a testimony ought to be received by
philosophers, and the cause of the miracle investigated. By “miracle ”

Hume evidently means here something natural, for philosophers are

to investigate the cause of it. But this is. not surely the kind of

“miracle” concerning which he wrote his “ Essay;” yet into some-

thing of this kind Br. Campbell resolves all the miracles which he

defends,—miracles which are variations from tho usual course of

nature, but not violations of the actual system of nature. The con-

clusion is, that tho kind of miracle against which Hume writes, is a
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kind of miracle whose existence Ohristians, as represented by Dr.

Campbell, do not profess to believe.

John Doy^as, Bishop of Salisbury, wrote **The Criterion; or,

Uules by which the True Miracles in ^e New Testament are distin-

guished from the spurious Miracles of Pagans and Papists.** Douglas
connects Hume’s argument against miracles with his doctrine of

cause and effect. It is only when our experience connects a cause

with a particular effect that we believe it. Testimony is not sufficient.

The plain inference made by Douglas is that Hume’s argument
proves too much. It is eqiially valid against the Christian miracles,

and everything wonderful in nature which has not yet come within

the narrow limits of our experience. Douglas assumes the omni-

potciicy of God, and from'that reasons for miracles. Ho notices the

contradiction pointed out by Campbell, that Hume in the plainest

terms admits that human testimony may in some cases give credibility

to u miracle. He also noticed a limitation which Hume expressly

wished should be noticed, that only such miracles as are made the

foumlatioH of a new system of religion cannot bo made credible by testi-

mony. His previous reasoning had struck at all miracles
;
but he

is lost in a labyrinth, surely,” says the author of “ The Criterion,”

*'whcn he now applies it only to miracles connected with religion.”

Bishop Douglas argues for the necessity of revelation. Socrates had
seen this necessity when he told Alcibiades of a Great Teacher who
Avus to teach men their duty towards God and man. The expediency

of a revelation involves the expediency of miracles. The ** rules
”

for testing miracles are that the accounts be not published too long

after the time when the miracles were said to have been performed,

nor distant from the place
;
and if published at the time and place,

not allowed to pass without examination. The “ Life of Apollonius

Tyanocus,” by Philostratus, was not published till a hundred years

after the death of the hero. Moreover, the whole of that biography
is made up of imitations of New Testament miracles. The Life of

Ignatius,” by Ribadcneira, in the first two editions contained no
miracles. These Averc first inserted in an abridgment printed at

Ypres in 1612, fifty-five years after the death of Ignatius. Bishop
Douglas examines at some length the miracles said to have been
wrought by the influence of the Abb6 Paris, and does not find that

they were so wondoi-fiil as the cures of Valentine Greatrakes, which
were attested not only by the Bishop of Dromore, but by such

rational theologians as Dr. Oudworth, Henry More, Bishop Wilkins,

and Bishop Patrick, with many eminent physicians, and yet they

were not accounted miracles.

The introductory part of Dr. Paley’s ‘‘Eridences of Christianity” is

devoted to Hume’s argument ; but Paley only repeats, in a condensed
form, the substance of Dr. Campbell’s dissertation. The very first
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oontenco of Palvy*a book mwaros iw that the writer ia a man wiio
I^ersfniida an argnuncnt and oon raawiu ealmly. Tho nrevioua

*?“ *» tUt motn© Ckiap^ and to otmtmat with it the ^rlmcM and inanf

^ ”***»» » » to mdco

» ,1.
‘fc® ««« l» it appoM*

“ ""“"eomry to
•torf « »eod of a rovelatioa, l«oa.«<.. h« iy,,

Ota.^»wl.t»« wo hwotooma.* Ii»l,i." On tho s..ppo,itionthw there w a Creator and Ooremor of tlie world, and a f utim^ life
l«r man, it i* not unlikcty that Ood would pive a rerolafion. Tiw
|)fob(lbiUty that God would aoquamt m«i witii tbo fact of the future
life, U not greater than tfie probability that Ho w«»uM «Io it by
nmaeleft. *1lo eay that these doctrines, or the facts connectt'il wilK
them, arc Tiolently improbable, is n prejudication nJuVh slunibl bo

resisted. Hume’s position is stated to be that it is ef)nfrary to

experience that a miracle should bo true, but not contrary to cxj)eri-

cuco that testimony should be false. The narrative of a tact, I’uley

says, is only contrary to experience when tlie fact is rolsifcd to liavt*

existed at such a time and i>laco, at which time and i>luco, wo boiu}^

present, did not perceive it to exist. This is properly contrary to

esqicrience. This was Tillotson’s contrariety. Thei*e is no intclH«'iblo

meaning that can be attached to the words contrary to experience,

except that we ourselves have not experienced anything of the kind

related, or that such a thing has not been generally experienced by

others. We cannot .say that nnin rsal experience is against it, for

that would bo to assume the whole question. Paley accepts it as a

fn-ir statement of the controversj', “ whether it be more improbable

that the miracle should be true, or the testimony false ;

” and ho

asks, in argnmentativo justice, that in considering the probability

of the miracle we should be allowed to take in all that avc know of

the existence, power, and disposition of the Deitj'. A miracle will

appear more incredible to one who does not believe in God than

to one who does; and more improbable Avhen no purpose can bo

assigned, than when it is done on an occasion which scorns to require

it. Paloy concludes by defending the Christian miracles as well

attested, and showing that some pretended miracles arc not well

attested.

When Dr. Chalmers wrote liis Evidences of Christianity,” which

were published in 1830, he reviewed the whole of the controversy

which had been raised by Hume's “Essay.” ITo remarked how
differently it had been treated in the tAVO countries—England

and fcjcotland. The English mind, host represented by Paloy, came
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directly to the arg:uinent with full confidence ih the faculties with

which nature has endowed us. The Scotch mind always started a

previous question, and, with Hume, reasoned about our reasoning.

He naturally sympathised with the metaphysical bent of Ins consitry-

men, yet ho says the English apologists were not deceived in tiato

result, just because nature has not deceived them. She has not

given original principles to her children for the purpose of leculing

them astray. Chalmers would not agree to Dr. Campbell’s ];)osition,

that belief in testimony was an instinct anterior to experience. He
returned to Hume’s belief that it was resolvable into experience.

The two things, then, experience and testimony, are homogeneal, and
are fairly balanced against each other. Chalmers is willing to con-*

tend with Humo on this ground, and he undertakes to prove that

the testimony for miracles may have a superiority of experimental

evidence in its favour, llumo classed all testimony as one; and
because some testimony had deceived, he concluded that all might
deceive us. Chalmers claims that testimony should be separated into

its kinds, and ho affirms that a testimony is conceivable—^nay, that

a testimony has often been given having such marks and characteristics

of unlikelihood or moral impossibility of its falsehood, that we can

aver wdth the utmost confidence that it never has deceived us and
never will.

Archbishop Whately’s “Historic Doubts relative to Hapoleon
Duonapurtc ” illustrates the extent to which scepticism may be
carried. All we know of the existence of Duonaparto is from
testimony. TVe never saw him, and even the multitudes that did

profess to have seen him ma^' have been deceived as to the actual

person. The whole story of liis life is marvellous, incredible,

extraordinaiy, miraculous, improbable, yet it is w^ authenticated.

It reads like a romance, yet it is true. No one will justify the

scepticism which doubts of the existence of Napoleon and his strange

history, llumo would here make distinctions of extraordinary and
miraculous, contrary to experience, and not conformable to it ; but

practically, and so far as the argument is concerned, the distinctions

do not mark a difference. Hume himself, as Whatcly shows, uses

the teim miraculous as s^'nonymous with inqyrohahle, and throughout

Hume’s “Essay” the difficulty of believing the miraerdous is the same
in kind as the difficulty of believing the marvellous.

Dishop AVarburton wrote “ Demarks on Hume’s ‘ Natural History

of Dcligion.’” They are not of much value; in fact, this is one of

Warburton’s poorest performances. Ilis words were many and
strong, his arguments few and feeble. AVarburton defended Chris-

tianity by throwing mud at its opponents. lie denied that Polytheism

preceded Monotheism. His argument was “ the authority of on old

book.” AVheii AVarburton reviewed Dolingbroke, ho extolled Tohmd
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and Tindal os good rcasonors. llo described them as men who really

had something to say, and could say it ;
** but as for Bolingbroke,

he was the mere essence of emptiness and nonentity^’ Now that

Hume is to be brow*beaten, Bolingbroke is extolled as a man who
knew how to reason ; but as for Hume, he “ insults common sense,”

and defends “dogmatical nonsense with scepticism still more non-
sensical.” *

We have abstained in all the preceding papers from any remarks
on Leland’s “ View of the Dcistical Writers.” Leland was industrious,

he had good intentions, ho was disposed to bo candid, and yet he is

one-sided. His book docs not deserve the reliance which has gene-

rally been placed on it. Two of the writers especially were entii'ely

beyond him. These were Hobbes and Hume. Of the former he
does not say much ; of the latter ho says a great deal too much. He
is most successful with Bolingbroke. He fails entirely w’ith Hume.
He saj's that the tendency of Hume's writings is to confound rather

than to enlighten the und^standing. But this depends on the

character of the understanding. He marks a few things in Hume’s
writings that *• strike at the foundations of natural religion.” When
Leland wrote this, the " Dialogues on Natural licligion ” had not

been published, so the reference was probably to the essaj’ on

“Providence and a Future State.” Jliimc, as we have seen, dis-

tinctly avows that ho did not approve the principles advocated by
the Epicurean philosopher. The extent to which he did agree with

him, as expressed in a note at the end, is only unfavourable to

natural religion as different people may view it diflfei’cntly. The
impossibility of tracing the connection between cause and effect

Leland would have been willing to j>ass by as a display of meta-

physical subtlety, if Hume had not made it the foundation of con-

clusions relating to matters of great importance. Now this was just

one of the things which Hume denied he had ever done. The
inquiry was limited to the question of the source whence we have

the idea of power in causation. The answer is that it is from expe-

rience, and not from intuition or demonsti’ation, but the fact of its

existence and the validity of our arguments depending on it remain

the same. With his own interpretation of Hume’s doctrine of

causation, Leland finds Hume inconsistent, when treating of liberty

and necessity he speaks of necessary connection.

It may be some excuse for Dr. Leland that he was not alone in

supposing that Hume's principles were unfavourable to natural

religion. The objection which Hume put into the mouth of Philo,

that we had no ground for ascribing to the cause more than wo found

* The “ Remarks ” were Ipublishod by Cadoll, in 1777, aa written by Biahop lluni, in

tbo form of a letter to Biahop Warburton, with the addition of a few linos at the

beginning and a few at the end.
*
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in the effect, did not invalidate the argument from design, but it

showed that it had limitations. It might prove a Creator, but it did

not prove an Infinite. It might prove that there was some analogy
between the mind of God and the mind of man, but it could not
annihilate the manifest interval between the Divine and the human.
Yet the things suggested by Philo have been taken into account
by all philosophical Theists. They are to bo found in Plato and
Plotinus, in John Scotus Erigena and Benedict Spinoza. The acknow-
ledgment of them has caused all philosophy of religion to bo charged
with what is called Pantheism.

Ilumc’s “ Dialogues ” wore continued by Dr. Morehead, a clergy-

man of the Episcopal Church in Scotland. Philo becomes a
Christian, defends the Berkcleyan philosophy, and “ all for the

best,” while Clcanthes remains a simple Theist. In Dr. Morehead’s
Dialogues ” Philo admits that ho never denied the validity of the

design argument. Ilis error, os he explains it, was in esteeming it

merely analogical and founded on experience, l^ow he maintains

that its foundation is deeper. Wherever he sees marks of order,

disposition, plan, he must acknowledge a designing mind by a neces-

sary decision of the understanding previous to all experience.* Were
there no works of art in existence, we might still perceive traces of

intelligence in the universe of nature. The imiverse may be a
machine, an animal, a vegetable, or the production of a concourse of

atoms ; in any case, the mind reads intelligence in it. Heason was
employed in putting the machine together, generating the animal,

sowing the seeds of vegetation, or reducing into form or order the

irregular dance of atoms. Wliat the supreme nature is we do not

know, but wo do know that the universe manifests an intelligent

mind. The nature or reality of all things is hid from us. Inquiries

into real essence iuvai'iably lead to scepticism ; but there is another

region acccssiblo to us—that is, the natural sentiments which we
cannot but form upon questions of this kind. The reality of exist-

ence may be very different from our conceptions of it, yet when we
have reached the genuine and unbiassed apprehensions of the human
mind, wo have reached the only view on which it can be con-

templated. Thus, to trust our faculties is to trust in God. Philo,

in Dr. Moreheod’s “Dialogues,” differs chiefly from the Philo of

Ilume in having added Christianity to his philosophy.

We should not omit altogether an ingenious argument against

Hume’s sceptic which is nrg^ by Hugh Miller in his “ Testimony

of the Bocks.” It is drawn from geology, and though not remark-

able for metaphysical keenness, is yet, in its inhere, and, so far as it

goes, such as Hume would have welcomed. Miller considers Hume
* This was the argument of the Scotch metaphysiciansi Stowait^ Browni and Beidp in

reply to Hume.

VOL. XI. II
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BB identioal with Philo, and so supposes tho argtnuent against tho

perfections of Deity, from the singularity of the effect, as Humo*s
own. This misconception brings with it some confusiqnjr for Miller

has not seen that Hume, in his stem impartiality, was simply trying
to mark out the precise boundaries of our knowl^go as derived from
the measure of the capacity of the human mind. Miller’s reply to
the sceptic^ is that wo have in geology that experience in world-
making which no longer makes the world a ** singular effect.” "Wo
hare at least five distinct ** footprints on tho sand; ’’that is, five
^tinct creations,—the Asoic^ the Pafteozoic, the Strondari/, the
Teriimy^ md the Human t ra. In tho first era it might have been
said that it was unphilosophical to argue that the producing Cause
^as competent to form anything beyond gases and earths, metals

and minerals; yet in tho Pahvozoic wo have tall araucarians and
pines, Toptllos of comparatively low standing, and highly orgsinizcd

fishes. Tt is evident now that in the first cTcution tlif producing

Cause had put forth but a part of His power. In the Secondary, tho

manifestation of this power is still higher. In tho Terdiary, wo have

noble forests of dicotyledonous trees with sagacious and gigantic

mammals. In the Unman era, the greatness of the Divine power is

yet more fully revealed. Each creation has been higher than the

one that preceded it. With this experience, jVIillor asks, is it still

tmphilosophical to reason that the producing Cause will yet init fortli

greater energj' and realize the hopes of the deeply-seated instincts

which lead us to look for new heavens and a now earth ? There is

certainly in this a probability that yet higher creations will succeed

the present ; but the point of Philo’s argument is, that in strict

reasoning we must always measure the producing Cause by precisclj-

what is manifested in the effect.

The'result of Hume’s criticism of the design argument has been

finally settled by Kant. In the jmre reaaon- which leads to scepti-

cism, it loses its force, but it finds it again in what Kant calls tho

practical reason. It is valid as far as it goes. In concluding his

Essay on Miracles, Hume said with a sneer that oui* religion is not

founded on reason but on faith. Those who replied to him found

at least that it was not against reason. The internal sense which

men have of the truth of religion is properly called faith ; not

that it is opposed to reason, nor in the sense of implicit reliance

on authority, but as designating a state of mind rather than an

act of the mind. In this sense the most devout and rational

Christians of the present day will not object to taking Hume’s con-

clusion seriously, that the foundation of our belief in Christianity

is not from a process of reasoning concerning miracles, or any other

oxtomal evidence, but really has its foundation in something which

is called faith. Why should Hume have sneered at this ? He had
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proved that reason, as he underotood it, had £uled in everything,

even in proving its own existence. He had shown, to<^ tiiat ear only

escape from* scepticism was to return to reason, sudi as ^ ia^ aud io

put faith in it. So that a rational faith really is practical reason.

.

Hume’s biographer, Mr. Burton, claims that Hume’s place shooid
bo not among the sceptics, hut among the philosophers of the porch.

There is some justice in- this claim when the easy French philosophy

is put off. Hume’s character is that of the genuine Stoic—calm,

patient, unbiassed, self-sacrificing. In the Essays on Epicurean, Stoic,

Platonist, and Sceptic, each of the philosophers is made to speak as

if Hume felt that each of them had some truth on his side. Though
avowedly a disciple of the experimental philosophy, his eagerness to

follow principles to their last results continually leads him to some
region which that philosophy forbids its disciples to enter. He
refused to engage in controversy. The agitation of mind which
that kind of gladiatorship produces, he did not think conducive to

tho discovery of truth. "When Dr. Camxibell, through his friend

X)r. Blair, submitted to him the manuscript of the “ Dissertation on
Miracles,” JIumo sent to Campbell one of the kindest letters ever

written. If it had not the name of Christian, it had the reality

without tho name. To Dr. Blair he wrote that whenever they met it

must be with the understanding, that no subjects relating to his pro-

fession were to be introduced in their conversation. He had made up
his mind ; and such subjects might destroy the good feeling which
existed between them. The entire simplicity of Hume’s character, as

delineated by his friends, is in keeping with all that we know of him
from his writings. It is traditionally recorded that his mother,

speaking of her son David, once said, “ Our Davie’s a fine, good-

natured cratur, but imcommon wake-minded.” It is possible that

David, destitute of the religious element, without prejudice or bias,

may have appeared to lus devout mother precisely in this light.

Hume lived in a dark agfc—dark, we mean, as reg^ards religion.

The eighteenth century had so many men remarkable for their

virtues, their great human gifts, and their practical common sense,

that we often wish it were possible to vindicate it from the usiiol

charge of irreligion. But all the evidence is against us. Hume
says that tho clergy had lost their credit; their pretensions and
doctrines were ridiculed ; and even religion could scarcely support

itself in tho world. We have the same testimony from Bishop

Butler, Archbishop Seeker, and others. Hume was penetrated

with tho spirit of the age. There is no great man of whom wo
know anything who had by nature so little of the sentiment of reli-

gion. His mind was essentially pagan, without one Shemetio

dement. The whole spirit of the Bible was alien to him. He does

H 2
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not seem to have had even a tasto for ita Hteraturo or its lessons of

human wisdom. In overj' great English writer, passage^, similes,

or illustrations from Scripture are plentiful in almost* ov* i*y p»go,

interweaving themselves in the happiest sentences of our mosi brilliant

orators and our most finished essayists ; but in all JIumcV philoso-

phical writings we have marked only two references to the Scriptures.

One of them is about the treasures of Hezekiah. It is introduced in

a political essay, and with tho indifferent words, if I rrmember
right. In the whole history of his life there is but ono occasion whero
he ever manifests tho least sense for religious feeling. When in

London he learned of the death of his mother. His sorrow was
overwhelming. His friend Mr. Boyle said to him, “ You owe this

uncommon grief to having thrown off tho principles of religion, for

if you had not, you would have been consoled with the firm belief

that the good lady, wlio was not only tho beat of mothci‘8, but the
most pious of Christians, was completely happy in tho realms of the
just.** To which Hume answered, Though I throw out my spc'cu-

lations to entertain the learned and motuphysietd world, yet in other
things I do not think so difierently from tlie rest of tlie worhl as you
imagine.*’ This is a solitary instance, and, if really genuine, is alto-

gether exceptional. When ho drew near his own end, with all his

faculties entire, he amused himself and his friends with je.-'ls about

crossing the Styx, and how he would banter old Charon, and dotuin

him as long as he could on this side the river before ho entered tho

ferry-boat.*

Hume’s principles, of necessity, made him many enemies. "Wc
may praise the zeal of those who opposed him, but wc can also admiro

the calm, self-possessed spirit which bore the opposition with meek-

ness and patience. There is a story, well authenticated, that when
an old man, and veiy heavy, he fell into the swamp at tho bottom of

the wall that surrounded Edinburgh Castle. Ho was unable to get

out, and in great dread of there ending his life, he called to an old

woman for assistance. The old woman told him that he was Mr.

Hume the Deist, and she would help none of him.” “ Hut, my good

woman,” said Hume, piteously, “ does not your religion teach you to

do good even to your enemies?” “That may be,” she replied,

“ but ye shall’na come out o’ that till ye become a Christian yoursol’,

and repeat the Lord’s Prayer and the Belief.” He performed the

task, and got the promised assistance. David Hume is not the first

whom ability to say the Creed has helped out of a ditch.

John Hunt.
' * A saying of Bishop Horne to Ilnmo illustrates this defect in tho scoptic*s character.

Hume had used it as an argument against the alleged consolatory effect of religion^ that

all the religious 'men he had met with were melancholy persons. “ The sight of you/*

replied Home, ** is enough to mako a religious man melancholy at any time.”—^Ei>.
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I
T scorns to Tis that this is a year of progress in both art and

criticism, or rather that it is a year of cheering prospect for the

future. Criticism of works of art really means intelligence brought

to bear on them to interpret them to the people. The relations of

the critic, the artist, and the public must necessarily alter, as the

public loams more about art ; and we wish to give our view of the

present state of things, and to say why it seems to us to be somewhat
encouraging.

For practical art, the English school has honourably taken example

by the best points of the French, and has fairly gone in for know-
ledge of the human form. We are happy to say the tendency is to

study from men quite as much as from women, and that we cannot

see any mischief in it. Such study must produce great results ; and
Mr. llunt’s “Isabel,” along with the works of Armitage, Watts,

and Leighton, are worthy of a strong school of painters of humanity.

There is a point in nude study where the pure beauty, which is its

asserted object, loses its purity
;
but wo do not think it is often

exceeded in English work. At least, there seems to us to be a great

difference between Mr. Leighton’s “ Actma,” which is perhaps the

extreme on our side, beyond which our men won’t go, and M. Caba-

nel’s “ Aphrodite,” which represents the extreme beyond which even

Frenchmen can’t go. But this is not our subject ; we have rather
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to do with the progress of critioinn, and eepeoially with that very

important (uid auspicious £aot} that criticism is fast falling into the

hands of men who know something about the work o^ which they

comment. Until lately wo have had but few critics possessed

of real technical skill, or of that knowledge of nature and form
which is, in fact, only to bo obtained by drawing. But now wc are
beginning io have painters who cun write, and write well

; and wo
think the results will soon be visible in the incrcastMl intelligence of
public opinion, headed by its journali.<;ts and Talk about
works of art is cither the talk of men who can draw forms accu-
rately, and tell good colour from bad, or of men who cuiinot—but who
may be possessed of natural judgment, imagination, and feeding for

beauty, and of enlueation and experience of life'. Their opinions have

their weight, and deserve to have it ; but there is a certain superior

authority in the evidence of educated painters, as skilled evidence.

And to say truth, there are now so many well-bred, we*ll-read, and
well-trained painters, that the craft is beginning to speak for itself,

and to bear witness with authority os to its real master's. If

observation of natme and fact—if special study of the nice truths

of form and colour give title to speak with certainty about

pictures, these things depend on drawing.* Every man who cun

draw will tell you that observing an object without drawing is

infinitely different from observing it as yon draw it
;
that in the

latter case you see it about ten times as well ns in the former
;
and

that the habit of observing, for tho sake of recording in colour and

form, introduces the eye to now sights and the mind to new ideas.

The heart, which watches and receives, does both thi’ough the eye,

and the eye can only bo educated in one way. Perhaps one nuin out

of ten thousand may observe like a painter, though ho lias not

learnt to paint ; as "Wordsworth tells us about tho beauty of the daisy’s

“star-shaped shadow,thrown on tho broad surface of thisnuked stone;”

and Scott goes through whoh? chords of colour in his descriptions (in

“Marmion” and the “Lady of the Lake” more particularly). But
one must say that drawing is a use of the eye which improves tho

eye, and that the eye sees more and hotter for it, and affects the mind
more vividly, more subtly, and more beautifully. Tho layman, the

man of feeling and education, being something of poet and painter at

heart, may have right to criticize the choice and conception of a

subject ; that is to say, his word is as good as a painter’s, as to the

thoughts of the painter. Thought is more than language after all.

But when you come to the finished picture, you come to the loug^ge
in which a subject is treated, and a conception embodied. That '

* Sec “Modem Painters,” vol. iii. p. 279—282 ; and a new Essiy of great value, just

published, under tho odd title of “ lliatus. By Outis.” Macmillan & Co.
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language* has a grammar,

—

aocidmioe of knowledge, anatomy, &o.

;

syntax of drawing, prosody of colour,—and it is only by a^lluracle

that he who has not learnt that grammar can be as good as he who
has. Imperfections of language may be signs of a greater glory in

the thoughts ; the poet’s words may grow dark with meaning, or

the prophet be blind with excess of light; but still inadequate

language docs confess weakness in the speaker
;
and a bad fore-

shortening or exaggerated hues of colour will diminish the value of

a picture of the most intense feeling, as is often in pre-Bafi^Uite

work. Had Goethe or Alfieri painted pictures—and the former

spent some timo in artistic study—one cannot suppose but that their

pictures would have had forco and grandeur enough in them. They
did not paint, because they themselves felt that painting is a

language hard to acquire, and that speaking by means of it would
bo to them like acting in fetters or writing. tragedies in English.

Goethe well understood that his pictures, if he painted, would always

fall behind the true workman’s in professional skill, and rightly

refused to express himself under a standing disadvantage.

We think there are at present three kinds of art-criticism : the

two first, as we hope, have a tendency in the course of a few years to

assimilato with and join each other
;
and we hope they will then

pretty well silence the third, or hold their own against it on its own
ground of the market. There is skilled, literary, and commercial

criticism. Of these, the first two may be impartial, or they may not

;

the last represents public taste as far as dealers can influence it : it

makes no pretence to fixed principles of judgment, but backs this

man or that man on grounds of personal friendship, fashion, trade,

or literary connection, and so on. Literary criticism has been till

lately in the hands of outsiders, and has consequently not been strong

enough to influence the profession of art and trade of picture-dealing

as it ought. “ I suppose wo know bettor than the people who write

in the papers,” is the pithy remark of a celebrated B.A. in his

evidence before the late Commission. The expression was in great

measure true, though not particularly conciliating or dignified. But
it displayed the regular commercial feeling of a skilled workman,
quite sure that ho can produce as good an article as anybody else,

and that nobody has any right to ask for better ; and that view is

unfavourable to progress. Painters must not treat critics as inter-

lopers in the business ; and the more highly educated our painters

are, the moro they will approach the position of a critic, and the
better able they will be to look at painting from the literary side.

For instance, if Mr. Woolner had never drawn or carved anj^ing,
he would still be able to see and to speak rightly of pictures or

statues which contain beautiful thoughts, or appeal loftily or heartily
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to feeling

;

and the world would attend to what tho author of My
BeautifulLady ** said. If tho author of ** Jason ” and The Earthly
Paradise ” were not also n punter ns ho is, his opinions* on painting
would still ho worth something to pointers. These gentlemen are
well-hnou'n authors. lUif highly-educated painters are growing
numerous ; and thoj* all join luiiuls, as it wore, with critics Jifco

Messrs. Ruskin, Rossetti, and iruincrton, who possess professional

skill and knowledge of methods and difRcultics, besides all their

reading and observation. ^VIl commercial art at first quite naturally

sot itself desperately against Mr. Riiskiu’s criticism ; then, in great

measure, adopted his advice. Gentlemen would not have it even

that his own etchings were done by his own hand, as Mr. Ilamorton

tells us. One would think that “ J. 11., del. et sc.,” at tho corner of

a first-rate plate, meant that J. R. said ho had done that plate ; and
that, being a man of 'wcll-kuowii scrupidous honour, ho would bo

telling the truth. Rut, as the author of “ Etching and Etchin*s ” says,

tho only answer made bj* a well-known painter to whom ho showetl

a first-rate soft-ground etching, so signed, in the S'eren JLnmpa, was
the syllogism, ** No man totally ignorant of art could have done such

an etching as that. Ruskin is totally, &c. Argal, Ruskiu did not

do that plate.” Another in.stance of professional exclusiveness shows

a higher tone of determination than of morality :

—

“ When Mr. Seymour nadeii ti etelung.s appcarcit, an eminent artist

wrote a letter t<> one of his friemls, in which he positively asserlo«l that

Mr. Hadon had not etched the plates which he had published, bat bad pur-

chased the talent of a poor man of genius, binding the genius never to

reveal liis name, I have seen this letter, and read it from begimiiug to

end
;
the name of the writer is famous, and if I gave it iu this place it

would not he new to a single readtjr. The reasoning was exactly th<‘ same
as in the case of 3Ir. Ituskin

;
the works of Mr. Hadcn were admitted to

be excellent, but their very excellence was itself held to be evidence against

their authenticity, because it was not to be supposed that an amateur could

do work of that quality.”

** The bare fact that they arc capable of doing something else,” says

Mr. Ilamorton, “ is considered to prove tho incapacity of amateurs to

produce a work of art. When they do good w’ork, either the merit

of it is admitted with the qualification that it is good ‘ for an

amateur,’ or else it is attributed to the help of some friendly artist,

or the imitation of some model.”

Since wo wrote these words, their truth has been brought home to

us personally, with amusing exactness. Critics seem to be just as

professional as painters. Hear our simple tale :—^Having read,

drawn, painted, etched, and engraved more or less for twenty years

and more, we were invited to write or compile a practical art-book

for the University of Oxford. This we did ; and what wo went
through, and made others endure in the job, will prohublj' never be
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known, except to Mr. Wheeler of the Clarendon Press and ourselves.

The book is a fairly-illustrated practical treatise, with some historical

sketches by way of padding
; and it passed under good professional

censorship, and also under that of the University delegacy, so we
do not think there are many mistakes in it. A few critics, for

the most part connected with art-teaching, praised it generally ;* and
others very sensibly abstained from remarking on its practical

directions, except to the effect that they were rather good, for aught
the critic knew, and therefore could not bo ours. But everybody
was smart or indignant at the idea of a clergyman’s presuming to

write about art, or the possibility of his knowing how to draw or lay

on colour. Some person or persons in the Saturday JReview went on
repeating the words lay ” and ** amateur ” in a three-column

article, Avhich for length, spite, impotence, and general flabbiness

reminded us a good deal of a paraly;!ed alligator. One or two
Anonymi also objected to Mr. Buskin’s being appealed to as a
great critic and authority, and abused us accordingly : larger

carnivora and smaller infusoria, all together. It is not ad rem to

notice these singular beings, nor is it sportsmanlike to shoot crows
;

but as they all said the same thing, they give us an opportunity

analogous to that of getting within range of a whole line of

the iinclean birds on a rail, and it is only human nature to throw
away a charge on them.

The fact is, the real diflerence between artist and amateur turns

only on skill, knowledge, and inspiration ; the pojmlar distinction

is between a man’s selling his pictuies, or trying to live by
selling them, and his living any other way. The regular work-
man sets himself against the non-commercial artist or critic, who
interferes with the market ; and the regularity of his own work,

and the fact that ho lives by it, gives him a real plea in his

own favour. But to ignore Mr. Buskin’s exhibited or published

works is to ignore the very highest skill in imitative landscape-art.

And the professional or commercial objection, to non-professional

critics is precisely the same as that to non-commercial painters.

They affect the market, they bother the dealers, they tell the public

what it ought to like
; and the public rapidly finds it does desire

new things—which bothers the painter. There never was a better

protest against “ non-professional ” ci’iticism than the lament of

Punch's B.A. :

—

“ I tnkcH and iviiiita, Till savage Huskin,

Hears no roni]>]uints, I Ho sticks his tusk in

—

And sells before I'm diy,
| Then nobody vrill buy.”

* I havo had reason since this was written to thank writei-s in the Guardian, the Cam-
hi'idffe University Ga:xtte, and the Spectator, for very favourable notice. It is encourag-
ing to observe extreme timidity in quotation in all my assailants.
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This question of literary and skilled criticism dosorres to be dis-

cussed between the parties, jrp^*^ ncu leutpSk (os llomosthenes always

observes before any particularly vicious examination o£ bis enemy's

antecedents). Clearly there are faulty extremes both ways. The
regubir UttSmU'ur{hy which term womean the generally wcll-cducated
writer who has given special uttoution to this subject, not the press*
man who hangs about studios, and reads a day or two at the liritish

Museum) may think that ho is liighly eduoatod, and tho artist is not

;

and that therefore he has right, or at least power, to settle, hthI

classify, and comport Imusidf gouorally, like the among bishops,

the Sniurdat/ J^ertne among ladies, or tho provorhiul bull in a china

shop, who has it all his own unpleasant way. Tho artist thinks that ho

knows a great deal about form and colour, and has educated his eye

and hand for work, and his mind for feeling and as}>iration, by
technical study of great wtirks of art—he has drawn, and can draw

—

and he says the critic hasn’t, and can’t, and regardeth nt‘t tho crying

of his would-be driver. The first may degenerate into a hack or a

quack ; the latter into a dealer’s drudge : and wo cull a man by that

name if ho repeats himself for sale, whether he is paid by thousands

or in terms of shillings. But there is real hojK) of reconciliation,

because painters now read much more, and occasionally write
;
and

critics who are able workmen also increase in number. But those who
can only wi*itc must speak as witnesses, not judges, and some of them
ought to abate their tone of certainty. As to amateui'ship, we think

Mr. Hamerton’s distinction must stand good in substance : that an

artist is a man with more knowledge, skill, and inspiration, 'while an
amateur has less. It would be of course most irritating to a man who
gives his whole life to drawing and paijiting to be told he is no more
an artist than a man who practises two hours a day or less ; but we
do not mean this. He stands, or should stand, at an indefinitely

higher point of skill than the other. Moreover, if he works in a

pious and generous spirit, with high aim and puipose, we put him so

much the higher above the man who does not live by art ; hecause

he has got piety and generosity into that tchich is the main labour, and

care, and object of all his life. But siqjposing tho minor two-hour-a-

day artist to spend his two hours in hard drawing fimn cast and
nature—and supposing he does it for the love of beauty in nature—^we

put him in the same class with the professional, calling both artists.

Only we put him as much lower in the class as you like. As to

balancing feeling against skill, it is not fair on tho professional
; it is

easier to have the keen feeling of tho two-hour-a-day worker, to

whom every touch has a holiday feeling about it, and who does not

paint to live, than to keep alive strong feeling and high aspiration in

your sold, and work at pictures which won't sell immediately—per-
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haps to the detriment of your own wife and children. It ie eaay for

an advanced student, who has leisure to take the three best and
freshest hours* of a day to work out his idea on canvas, and go on
pretty successfully, and in luxury. But he does not know about hard
painting every day, and all day. He is not forced to live by con-

ception and imagination. The true workman must live by them

;

and they must sometimes be hacked and worn out. And this is Ihe

true reason for artistic impatience of amateur comment—^that, as in

all other arts, it is painful to hear a man pronounce with easy

authority on what oneself lives for and lives by. ** Painting may be

fun to you, it’s death to me,” is a remark which may have been

made by a keen professional artist to a good dilettante.

The fact is that till lately writers have been better read men than

painters, and have appeared to the public, in commenting on art-

work, as the representatives of high outer education, as the champions

of knowledge and feeling against mere technicalities. And as it is

easier to skim a well-written article than to look well at a powerful

picture (especially when you cannot paint, and do not look at the work
w'ith the eye of a lover), the writers get the ear of the public, and the

paintersdo not get its eye. The public says tothejournalist.Make these

fellows paint what wo like to buy ; dealers say. Make them paint

what we can sell. Consequentlj’’, there is a tone of power among the

litt6i'afcurs—they cannot well be caricatured, and the silent painters

can be joked at and bullied. They will not henceforth bo quite so

helpless, at least they will be able to make answer to fair critics who
give their names, as all unfavourable commentators are bound in

honour to do. As for anonymous comment, to our mind, if it be
favourable, generally speaking, it loses some of its value ; if it be
unfavourable, it can have no weight at all, except by means of fair

quotation. Mr. Bernard Cracroft’s view of lay comment on pic-

tures is stated in the Fortnightly Review for June, 1808. At
the end of a criticism, which has itself been quite sufficiently

criticized, he justifies his strictures by saying that a painter alone is

competent to judge of methods, and that results are intended for a
wider circle and are open to wider remark. This is in gi’cat measure

true ; and in the instance chosen all is fair. The picture. Hunt’s

“Isabel,” is criticized almost entirely from the literary point of

view ; and a big picture by Mr. Hunt may rightly bo so treated,

because it is, as it were, national property ;
because everybody is sure

to talk about it, and many will really study it ; and because the

painter’s reputation for technical power and force of mind are

established beyond question. Still, we think, a practical colourist, or

even a draughtsman, whose hand hod tried to follow the outlines of

that figure (to us, beyond range of adjectives), would have som^dw
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got bewitched with the lines and colours, and forgot his Keats for a

while. Keats may be right, and Boccaoio and Hunt may be wrong;
but the picture is a picture, a clothed and embodied conception, and
the splendour of tho thought’s clothing, in this case, is very great

indeed. To judge of the whole work justly, you ought to bo able to

understand tho painter’s point of view, and to that end you ought, by
rights, to have tried a pencil outline of the figure, or to match tho
colouiv, say of a square inch of the blue drapciy.

The opposite polo of controversy is the statement, above-
mentioned, that ho knows better than the people on tho pajiers.

Mr. Cracrofb says, “ As a layman I may judge os I like ho is

answered, Of course you may, because it docs not tho least signify

how you judge, or what you like.” This seems to annihilate all

criticism except those of R.A’s. And as the)’ generally paint

instead of criticizing, it only amounts to a defiance of all out-

siders: and so it was taken at the time. But, within bounds,

the words arc perfectly true. On his own ground, in pictures

of modem life and character, in the expression of a certain kind
of sentiment and humour, in knowledge of methods and technical

skill, we should as soon think of setting our opinion against Mr.
Frith’s as of attacking Turner’s cloud-drawing in tho “ Ijibcr JStu-

diorum.” As to anybody who was not touched and delighted by tho
“ Maria ” of this year (1S08), wo should consider him deficient in

tenderness of mind and sense of hejiuty. "Wo never had tho honour

of writing for any newspaper ; but if we had, wo do not tliink wo
should have ventured to instruct Mr. Frith in his own department.

But we think it does not extend over the whole of art. It is, of course,

wide enough to supply him with fresh and good subjects ;
but it is not

wide enough to make him an authority on all other branches of art

:

about A. Hunt’s or Inchbold’s landscape, or Armitago’s or J^oighton’s

figure-painting. He cannot he right if ho claims, as H.A., superior

authority in departments which arc not his
;
and ho is tempted to do

BO by his well-deserved position, and the general deference which it

commands from the public, who think simply that a man who can

paint one thing can paint cvciy’thing, and is a paramount judge of

painting. 'VVe do not think Mr. Frith knows so much about mountains

and mountain drawing, for instance, as Mr. Buskin, or Mr. A.

Hunt, or Mr. E. Walton ;
and here our question about professional

and amateur work, and professional and amateur judgments about

work, runs away with us as usual. Where tho Aoyds leads, there

we must go. Modern art is getting split up, like modem
science, and will not bear it as well. Over division of labour in

painting is only beginning to be deprecated as it should be. Sir

Coutts Lindsay, Mr. Watts, and others, remark tho lamentable extent
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to which it is carried ; and, we must say, we think it is a cimseqnence

of the very commercial way in which the public are allowed to look

at art by the 'titular chiefs of the artistic profession. What does a
«« successful painter** mean? A man who is always selling his

pictures, and making money by them. And what is the way to sell

pictures? To get a name for doing some one thing, and never

do anything else.

Till lately, the public had no choice or taste of its own ; it is only

just trying to have one ;
and consequently, when in want of pictures,

it has gone mostly to old well-known manufacturers, or been led to

them by dealers, who directed a taste in pictures like a fashion in

trousers-pattems. Artists have achieved a name in a line, and with it a

competency or a fortune, and followed the road to success in blinkers.

Landseer himself—^who is capable of high landscape and so much
beside—for years went on producing dog-pictures, as Messrs.

Huntley and Palmer go on producing biscuits ; i.e., rather belter than

other people’s, and sufficiently well stamped with his mark to be

known for his. The worst is, that by dint of professing one narrow

line of art, men get to consider that line the whole artistic profession,

and themselves exclusive professors
;
and the world innocently lets

them assert their authority in all subjects and lines of painting,

because they arc able to sell a rapid succession of pictures to the

same pattern. The fact is, that any system of patronage (and now-
a-days the public is patron) which tempts men to perpetual self-

repetition, tends to degrade them and their work. This is now
felt even by regular portrait-painters : they begin to weary of red

curtains and columns, and to try, with more or less ingenuity, to

get their sitters into pictures. And while a painter, generally

emploj'ed on portrait, holds on to any serious pursuit in art above

it, there is always a chance for him ; for then he is still seeking and
learning.

The IVesidcnt of the Royal Academy has shown an excellent

example by uniting landscape with some of his later portraits, and
representing his sitters in action. “ The Battle of the Alma ’* is a
step in this direction, though it seems to want the excitement of

combat ; and the expression of the Duke of Cambridge can hardly

be his royal highness’s lighting likeness. Also, his horse is ** short

of work,** and is advancing at a steady foot’s pace ; and Colonels

Clifton and Tyrwhitt appear to be conversing on the weather and
the crops generally. The captain in the Guards, on the right, seems,

it is true, to be experiencing a certain degree of annoyance, perhaps

at the slowness of the whole proceeding ; he appears, by his expres-

sion, to bo turning round to acknowledge his enmii in confidence to

his grenadiers. There is a cool sort of cannonade going on, and
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shells nre unobtrusively exploding just wlioro they ough; in Ibo

picture- Hut, as 31r. Ilossetti observes, tbo arrangement oi‘ tlu* pic-

ture is liko Landseer; and portraits thus made part of a scene,

and set in action, may become works of art of the high* st value.

Titian and Veronese may be said to have condescended to portrait,

their habitual work being grand histories or allegories. If our
own artists make a faithful use of portraiture as a means of study,

it will advance them on their way towards higher and highest

work.

We are quite sure of the advantage which every true artist will

gain from a wider range of practice in various lines. Life is quite

long enough to stud3>^ form in clay or stone, as well as on canvas, if

a man is really determined to do justice to his own powers, and has
an ideal of success beyond money-making. How all ancient precedent

encourages varietj’ of study ! Giotto was architect and painter

;

Leonaido was painter, goldsmith, engineer, and mechanician
; Durer

the same, besides his matchless engraving
;

Michael Angelo the

same, being from the fimt and essentially a sculptor. The proverb
about “Jack of all trades and master of none,” does not apply to

various branches of a great craft, which are closely related to each

other ; and, besides, art is not a common trade, dependent on facility

of multiplying olyects to pattern, but an intclh'ctual one, in wliich a

single production makes an ora. Although nil ju’occsses in art are

necessarily connected, the present fashion is for the artist to practise

no two of them together. They say an engine-driver drives no better

for knowing the construction of his engine, and a screw-turner is

host when he does nothing but screws. Hut painting is not driving

or manufacture ; and if we say a painter gains power by sculpture,

we are borne out by endless examples, down to Wattses “ Clytie.”

The honourable thoroughness of the Knglish chai’acter, which desire's

perfection of work, often seems to stand in men’s way. I’ci'fection

of the meanest kind, a^deceptive imitation, is too often held suflieient

;

and men are accordingly dfscouraged from painting up to the full

stretch of their powers—that is to say, up to their point of failure.

And the greatest men have acknowledged that, paint and carve,

stipple and, polish as they will, they are far behind the subtlety,

power, and finish of nature. There are two ways of recognising this

in art-work. A man may aim high, and ju'ess on to his point of

failure in grand subject
;

it will be soon reached, but his failure may
yet be worth making. Or he may confine himself to small matters,

where he has more power of realization, or actmil deceptive imitation

;

but then his success may yet not be worth having. Vet ultra-

realization is a necessary means of study for almost all men. It is no

use beginning to paint tUl you have mastered processes, and arrived
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at some perfection in trivial subject ; but still-life and flower-painting

are insuflicient as solo objects of existence. W. Hunt was a great

painter, we well know
; but oven now, from his self-repetition, he is

remembered as if he had painted nothing but grapes and prim-
roses, and the public hardly remembers his landscapes and rustic

portraiture.

There was a time, well within our own memory, when the con-

trary advice to this was needed, when painters of name showed want
of accurate drawing and study of colour, in ordinary objects. Some
of them want it now ; but there is a great change since thirty years

ago ; since poor Haydon,—high art, and weak drawing. There is no
danger now of raw tmeducated lads starving in garrets, yearning

and straggling to be Haffaelles by dint of himgry aspiration, and
expecting to rise, as balloons do, by means of the wind in their

insides. Our art-schools teach real drawing, and any lad who has

the gifts of a painter of humanity has his fair chance of develop-

ment and notice and success. But a painter ought not to pass his

life in the English art-school course, good as it is to Icam his work
in. It can only teach him good methods of work, it cannot urge

him to work at full stretch of his powers, or even support him against

the necessities of the market. Wo have heard the complaint (we
rather think Adam Smith made one to the same effect about

patronage and endowments) that our schools fond to multiply

mediocre painters ; and it may no doubt be well-founded. We sup-

pose they do produce a great deal of mediocre subject ; a good many
painters who got no further than fruit, and bric-a-brac or methodical

landscape ; and a good many young ladies who can do nothing but

stipple beautifully with the Kensington touch.” Every school has

its failures as well as its successes; its firsts, seconds, and gtilfs.

We never hoard the existence of a third class quoted as an argu-

ment against the Oxford system, or the tripos regarded as an evil

because it annually produces so many junior optimes. If by
mediocre painters is meant only good still-life painters, they arc

an advantage, almost a necessity for the art-progress of a countrj-

like this, where people are in a transition state, and can only advance

by means of simple work which they can understand. Supposing a

yoimg lady can do nothing but sbade and round casts perfectly. She
could not have leomt to do that twenty years ag^, and she has learnt,

at least, what it is to do one thing well and workmanlike. Con-

sequently she can criticize and teach all round her the one thing she

knows. She knows what work is, and is raised for ever above vapid

water-colouring, and mere young-lady accomplishment. If she has

character, leisure, and opportunity, she may proceed to colour, to

still-life, to pre-Baffiiellite foreground, to small figures in it, to larger
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figures, and so on. If she have invention, and power of com] )>>silion,

slie will go on to n career, whieli probably may not be lucrative, but

in which all the best pou’crs of her mind and spirit, will ho fully

drawn out,and in which she will at least start as artist and worh woman,
and be able to cast off from the first the reproach of amateurship.

And we think that the production of good still-life studies and small

careful landscapes, and their sale at a cheap rate, is a thing most

desirable for our generation. If they can stand in the market
against the chromographs, it is highly important that they should do

so, sincepeoplerequire toboeducated beyond chromographs and mecha-
nical repetition. It is possible for girls or young men to fall entirely

into studio-drawing, and pass life in trying to get prizes for copying a

cast ; in that case we should think tho prizes were doing some harm,

which would be removed by n strict rule of superannuation: but

even then they would do far more good than harm ; for nobody can

copy casts well without knowing much about beauty of form. Still

we think that charcoal drawing may advantageously be made of

more importance than it now is for advanced students, as, from its

far greater rapidity, it devotes time rather to Icaming exactness in

form than smoothness of execution. The real use of all the stippling

is to enable the pupil to see tine degrees of gradation in shades, and
to understand how form depends on them. Ilut ten correct and
fairly well-shaded charcoal drawings may be made in the time which
is required for one ultra-stippled chalk study, and there is no doubt

that a greater mass of knowledge about muscles, bones, and form in

general will be obtained in doing ten than in doing one. Drill must
give way to practice at last. It is a great thing, if still-life and
fruit pictures can get people into the habit of enjoying pictures

generally. When the love of beauty is w'ell awake, in a genera-

tion or in a single soul, a great step is taken ; and it is one as great

when the idea of self-expression by pictures, and of looking to them
for ideas, has got fair hold of men. They have a force of their own,

analogous to that of music. T'or good or evil, the force is there.

Since the Italian Renaissance, it has been to a certain extent

employed for evil, and we may as well work it for good. There is

progress in art, in the national sense, when it is a minister of culture,

of the ideal and spiritual life, to an increasing number of persons.

Rven when it appeals in a degree to the corrupt part of man’s

nature, there is no doubt that beauty, and even artistic skill, and,

still more, passionate force and feeling, mitigate tho evil very con-

siderably.

We have said something of Titian’s “ Venus,” and even Michael

Angelo’s “Leda,” before this—and have not thought it necessary

to speak of M. Cabanel and the modem unmentionable school ; nor
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do wo like to dcsoribo dubious pictures like some of G4rome's,

because it is suggesting harm about them, when it is possible for

many to scc.no harm in them. But take the French battle-pieces

;

that is to say, toko ably-painted and fair specimens of them. Of
course they are very shocking. But is it not because they represent

French victories and not English? What sheets of Pharisaic

twaddle arc addressed to our tmresisting public about the warlike

spirit ofFrance, and the way it is excited by Vernct’s or Ivon’s works

!

It is well that we shoidd keep our morality for home consumption

:

in the first place, we wont it a good deal ; and in the next, when
foreigners hear it, it makes them laugh so very immoderately, and
inclines them to think us greater humbugs than we really are. The
weakness of British morality is not h3rpocri8y, or even insincerity.

To say so is to repeat the cantilena of sensation novels, the common
form of argumentative adultery. It is our extraordinaiy ignorance

of ourselves and others, and our consequent peaceful self-satisfaction,

which make our morality seem as xmreal to everybody, except our-

selves, as if it were altogether false. >Why, in the name of wonder,

shoxdd wo object to M. Ivon, when we delight in Gustave Dor6, and
tempt him to make always the worst use of his genius, and illustrate

blood and wounds, fire, torture, and the human intestines ? What
amount of patronage would M. Dore have got from the public in

general, had ho begun only with pictures like the altogether lovely

little woodcut in the “ Savage Papers ? ” People would only have
said that was Edouard Frero’s lino of business. But there really is far

more savagcncss in some of the late Bible illustrations than in Ivon’s
“ hlalukoff.” * For shameless dwelling on butchery and dead naked-
ness and mutilation the illustrator of the British Bible is much
•worse than the Emperor’s pictorial laureate. We certainly have
seen the eye of the conscript brighten before Ivon and Vemet; and
there are country crowds round their pictures. But, at all events, a

tone of patriotism, and thoughts of death well earned for France,

must come upon their minds. Wc think the British public seldom
fails to show some interest when our own victories are put on can-

vas. Besides, the mildest-minded painter must acknowledge that

M. Ivon can draw, paint, and compose with a grand skill, vigour, and
facility, which wc often look for in vain on this side the Channel

;

and that great qualities of art are learnt from the impi'essions

afibrded by crowds in eager action, by the harmonies of discipline, by
the union of the great forces of drill and will, and, if that be all, by
the expression of men who are facing death for their country. But
some French fighting-pictures are very noble and pathetic indeed,

without any blood. M. Protais’ picture, *‘Avant I’Attaque,” was

* Hco the “ Bahab,” etc., etc.

Xvon. XI.
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much and deservedly wlmired in Paris, and is roprotlucod in the

photogTjJph-shops. It has all the sentiment and beauty of tli - verpfo

of battle not yet joinetl. A battalion of chossenrs is undei arms

;

it is a clear morningi, before sunrise, with {nroraiso of heat —“ the

noon will look on a sultry day ;
” the scolo of colour is very low

;
all

the figures in the piotuio are motionless ; and the key-note of the

wmrk is the colonel’s hand gently raised for silence, as ho leans over

bta white horse’s neck among the foremost files. Th^ are the head

of a great column, apparently, by the gesture of the young captain on

£ootf who is to lead ; or they are, perhaps, expecting to be extended as

tirailleurs. All the men arc j'oung, with small farorU and beards,

and fair and almost delicate faces ; they aro totally unlike the hack-

neyed ideals of Zouaves and cii Mr MotutfttehM, but perfectly true and
most pleasing types of (he young French soldier. There is a bush

of expectation ; many are fidgeting silently at some small uncon-

scions task, os men do before df.*spciuto action ; one is buttoning lits

gaiter, another twi.sting his sword-knot ; the eagerness in all their

eyes—^tho eyes of naturally gentle and regular faces—givi>.s one

chair de ponle. They aiu like greyhounds dumbly straining on tlio

leash. All wait on (he quiet face of flic colonel, who, being on

horseback, is best able to see somo expected signal of advanire ;
and

his hand is raised softly to the buglers, who wait, the trumpet but

an inch off from their lips, like Orcagna’s judgment angels, as verily

they shall be, to many a sinful soul. As to talking of pictm-es like

this as immoral, or calculated to excite, warlike sxjirit, and so on, they

are so in the same sense as Byron’s lines on Waterloo in “ Childo

Harold that is to say, they imply that there is much glory, nobility,

and pathos in the great tragedies of war, and this nobody except a

stump-orator will ever attempt to deny. As for our morality, if wo

are not fond of honour and of fighting for it, we arc devoted to

money, and don’t mind swindling for it, or cruelty either.*

However, there is no doubt that exciting art is not necessarily

great art, but that it is the frailty of a somewhat luxurious and

sensation-seeking generation, untrained in great troubles, to fancy

that stimulating the fancy is the same thing as informing or elevating

the heart or mind. It is a good enough definition of the proper

effect of tragedy to say that it purifies the soul by means of pity and

* Hero ia a sentence taken from the Timet of Aug. 6, 1868, ])erhaps in the actual

words of the Committeo of the Privy Council on Education ; it met our eyes Jircidontally

an hour ortwoago There arc whole masses of the population amongwhom the neces-

sity of living is the first question
;
to that necessity, not only tho education, hut tho

very life and health of tho young generation, are sometimes sacrificed.” “ They that

he slain with tho sword arc Letter than they that he slain with hunger ” (Lam. iv. 9)

;

and wo apprehend, at least, ihat money is made in this country Ly means which involve

calamity and suffering as bad os the worst evils of war. J
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terror. But there are tragedies which debase the soul with pity and
terror—with pity of crime only, aaid terror of the policeman mainly.

Now t])oro is no doubt that not only high art, but all pure art, can raise

people* out of the reach of all that. We are acquainted with a good
many artists for an outsider. They are mostly yoimg or middle-
aged ; some are less known to fame, others are of wide reputation.

They are as different a set of men as anybody would wish to know

;

all are more or less cracked, but their lines of work are different

;

there are high-art men, there are pre-Itafl&ellites, there are land-

scapists. But we think we may say with accuracy that the general

characteristics of the race, as far as we know it, are an absence of

meanness, a capacity for innocent or manly pleasures, and a certain

superiority to base and foid pleasures. We have also observed a

great willingness to live sparingly, and a power of doing without

vulgar luxuries ; something of high thought and low living. We
have also seen a good deal of charity and kindness in the craft. And
as to the artistic envy and restless jealousy which Heine and George
Sand speak of, wo think that acid does not bite very deeply into

ICnglish metal.*

The lives of Ingres and Flandrin, and the characters and very

system of working of Scheffer and Helaroche, show that art rivalry-

in Franco is quite as generous as anywhere else
;
in fuel, the great

afe/irr system of instruction, whore all are pupils together under one

groat man, grcatlj'' encourages mutual assistance, and manly thought

about mtirit rather than success. The fact is, every man who is

worth much in art has his ideal ; and though he may think it better

than any one clsc’s, and sometimes think more of himself for having

it, yet it will make him independent and happy if he pursues it

heartily. Indeed, all wo understand by an ideal is the sense of

abstract beauty in something you have observed or imagined, and
which you wont to paint ; and, ’personally speaking—after having
drown all sorts of things for twenty years without much success

—

we do hero assert our conviction that it was good for us to begin,

and to go on, and never to leave off. We got a cheap pleasure we
could share with others or keep to ourselves at will ; we got the key
of an independent spiritual kingdom of our OAvn ; and we believe we
were kept out of a great many scrapes. “ Ho that hath a wife and
children hath given hostages to Fortune,” says Bacon

; and he that

hath learnt to enjoy and record any beautiful thing has in great

measure taken hostages from her.

* Compare “ Consuclo” (vol. i. p. 145), at Gorilla’s speech about the jealousy of iho

thoatro, with Mrs. Barrett Browning’s linos in “ Cassi (ruidi Windows,” p. 26. Tho
passagos aro too long for insertion, but aro well worth refereiico to any ono who has tho

books at hand, as thoyboth point to tho somo truth, observed £rom difforent sides by tho

two authoinsses, that perfect art casts out jealousy and its torment.”

i2
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It is arl progress, in tho happiest and widest senw', wh« n a whole

genersiti’«>n of people aro bi*ought to approeiale stieh lomisoi heauly as

thevhave aceess to. It is ns |iniuful to the artist as it^eaii be to tin?

philanthzvpist, to consider what masses of oiir own peojih- musi for

tho present live unhelj>ed and nneoniforted by the sight «>f iK^auty.

lUil artists and philanthropists may take counsel togetlc r on llu'

important (question of how much gotnl, how much uneonscii-us ctluca-

tion may bo ditfusetl among the pei>ple by public docoratioi. in IVoco

and carving, by open art schools, and free or ehcajz aee<*ss t<» f-\hihi-

tions. "Whatever be the faults of the lioyal Academy as a i>lacc of

instruction for })aiutcrs, no better thing has bt'cn done lor jnany

years than their most honourable and benevolent stej) «)f Iniving

cheap evening admissions to their exhibition. Wo hope it sueci'cded

ns n speculation ; whether it did so or not, it can make no diiierencc

in the merit of the proceeding. We haA’e not hoard that any pictures

suffcrtKl in consequence ; and we apprehend that the crinolined crowds

of last year (1867) must have done at least their share of mischief to

low-himg works in the morning exhibitions. Wo have always midcr-

atuod that tho pleasure, the interest, and the feeling thus awakened
in people as yet unconscious of what art can do for them were very
grt'at ; and such pleasure is exactly what they want. No better deed

couUl have been done by the chief society of painter.^ in the (‘ountry

than thus to appeal to the people, and stand forward as tenelu<rs in

the sight of tho men who want their teaching most. AN'e w’onclcr if

Mr. ever went to see W'hat navA'ies and workmen thonglit of

hi'. “ Worn < lut,” with its homely and noble sentiment and deep

simple pathos, which tin; rouyhc'jt man or woman in ]*'uglaiul

might run and read.*’ No easier picture over was painted whieli

escaped being common-place; perhaps it was iuing fof>JiigJi to hcjicflt

the poor students who might have learnt their work Irom its

science, method of work, and clear painting. Hut only li)rm a notion

of the average moral effect of that work on hard-w^orking men au<l

weary mothers of families. It iiiu.st at least have given them to

understand that their long endurance of all the trials of hard life is

felt and sympathized tvilh by men ; and how much more by God,

who made men ? Then go on to consider the amount of knowledge,

and pleasure, and culture “ exhibited *’
in larger or smaller dosts

by all the easily-understood pictures, from Kedgi'nve’s and Hook’s

all-English work to Watt’s “Esau” and Armituge’s “Herodias.”

The question is not whether the Ilritish bricklayer can give a

coherent account of the whole show when ho comes out of it, but

•whether one, two, or three pictures have put new thoughts, hopes,

* We regret having unaccountably forgotten to pay any tribute to Mr. Faed’s work

in an article on “ Pictuxea of the Season," in the Omttmporary Seview for July, 1868.
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ideas into his mind. Mon won^t look on pictures os books; so

they think a man has got nothing from a picture unless he can talk

about it liko*a painter, and shrug their shoulders at the notion of

untaught men learning anything, even when vivid thoughts stare

them ill the face in form and colour. For good culture really done,

we should bo inclined to back the evening exhibitions of * the

K.A. against the morning crushes.

It is the fashion now to say the general influence of Christianity

has always been against culture. If by influence of Christianity is

meant the temporal or papal power of Roman Catholicism, and if

by culture is meant natural science, the progress of man’s knowleilge

of the world ho lives in and its conditions, then probably this

Positivist thunderbolt is one of the right aiming **
sort. And wo

do not deny that asceticism and the ascetic frame of mind are un-

favourable to the conquering and many-secking energies of man ;
for

asceticism, pursued for its own sake, is founded on the doctrine of

utter corruption, and bids man not conquer and adorn the world,

but fly to the desert ; nor try to honour God in all his works, because

in fact God’s works as we And them can do Him no honour. Sophocles

says : iroWa ra Seiva, KovSev avOptinrov Btifftreoov ircXci. S. Macarius and
Anthony say—TroXXa ra Xvypa, ko(!Scv SvOpwitw Xvyp&rfpov. If it be

said to a man. You have to save your soul ; that is your work in the

world
;
you must do it by having os little as possible to do with the

world, since it is all evil, at all events all bad for you—that man will

betake himself to saving his soul, probably, in the Roman Catholic

communion, and, logically, as amember of one of the cloistered orders.

And he will not care for culture in the wider sense
;
that is to say,

ho will not care for bodily comfort ; nor for elevation of spirit or

expansion of thought, unless it be in a technically'religious sense

;

nor think of beauty, material, moral, or intellectual, as an elevating

thing. He will anathomatixo, or consent with anathema on, science,

or man’s pursuit of certain knowledge for its own sake. As Air as his

theory of Christianity goes, it is against culture. But if it bo said to

a man—^You have the Nicene Creed; it accounts to you, in iJart, for

yourself, now and hereafter, for ever, and for what you have round

you
;

it provides for your ego and your non-ego, in fact or in hope

;

it is the only possible theory which gives any prospect of knowing
anything as it ought to be known, and promises much more

;

you have to hold by that, and to live in it, in love and obedience,

trusting that God will save your soul for you. He having become
man, even as you, for that purpose ;—thinking thus, it seems to us a

man may live in daily use of all means of grace, and in daily effort

to labour with the foremost in art, science, discovery, or any honest

business whatever. He will find himself a good deal hampered in
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politics and coTiimerco, we think ; hut his Christiauily Avill iirp^r liiiu

to work lor cullme in every possible way; and nol only lor t'paruled

and Pharisaic culture, but for diiliist'd teachinjf, comfoi-t, ^ .veetnessi,

and li,uht tor all people. His Christ ianity will make him fV*el with
Mr. Harrison, as well as with !Mr. Armdd, and probiibly ii.oro with
Sir. Mam*ice than either.

AVhat has all this to do with art and criticism P It i to show
they ought to d«> some good to men who want gtaal, and als. .. In ]uir-

ticular, to show how Christianity—that is to say, lile acce.-diuu: to

the Christian faith—is in favour of all culture as a mutter .»f logic,

and alwnvs has been so as a inaltia- of fact. It was not Angelico the

ascetic monk who stood in the way of culture. His e.\ami>le may
» I m

have made men think conventual life beuutitul; but tlie vic<'s of

Florence and the murder of Savonarola drove many more to llic

cloi.ster than he ever eutiood thither. It was not ^lichael Angelo,

tho iucarnatiou of human genius, energy, and subtlety, who set his

culture against the Christian faith ; he |M)sscssed his soul all his

days in a 3'rotostaniism like Dante's. In these men and their most
different lives, the opposed principles of devotion and genius, of

religion and work, of asceticism and cullinv, of man's contrmplal ion

of God and his self-dovclopmcnt, so called, meet and arc uiiitid.

Great art is the highest point of culture, tv’hich is tho highest result

of human development. Yet it is contemplative and asjiiring, looking

always for something above itself—^for something hotter than itself

—for some Person in whom is that better. In all its branches,

art is that chief .self-assertion of man, in making which he can
forget and lose himself ; because of tho inspiration which pas.ses

through him, he can so feel himself as a reed breathed through by
tho Spirit of God, and be comscious that his boldest notes are not

his, but the word of a Master who has yet higher work for him.

II. St. .1. TYnwuiTT.
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I'\k‘8 of FitiUi : Four Hermonii preached Ite/ore the Unieemilt/ of Cambridge in

November, 18G8. By C. J. VAxroiiAJr, U.I)., Vicar of Doncaster. London :

Macniilluii & Co.

Thus is another of Dr. Vaughan’s Taluahle contributions to the pulpit liteia-

riiro of our dtvy. And, like the rest, it is deeply marked with earnestness,

and full of the power of counsel.

He treats of the Foes of Faith in four sermons. Theirnames are, UmcsauTT,
ISTDOLKXCE, iTtBEVEiiKNOB, iKOONSiSTEiror. Dr. Yaughan’s forte, as a preacher,

is that which the poet-critic of old pronounced difficult—prqprte communia dicere

:

the saying, in words of weight and pathos, things winch every hearer’s bosom
before contained. And not only in this department is he strongest, but when
ho goes beyond it, his power is not quite what might be expectod. Now and
thou, as for example in his idea that our Lord’s deprecation in Oethsoma^
regarded not His great weight of suffering on the Cross in atonement for sin,

but rather Ilia separation &om conscious communion with the Father—an idea

broached before by him, and repeated in these sermons,—Dr. Vaughan appeara

as the fautor of some unusual view, or some untried interpretation, and, os it

seems to us, hardly with felicity, or with the elements of success.

But these partial failuros, if such they be, are much more than counter-

balanced by tliat great excellence of which we spoke above.

Another matter has struck us while reading with pleasure, and we hope with

profit, those capital sermons. It is, that here and there, it seems to us. Dr.

Vaughan draws the haid and sharp line somewhat too tight for everyday piety.

Tho old .striotnoss of almost Puritan practice is maintained in words, which
hardly chime in with tho very heartfelt and real sympathy for life and life’s

wants which characterize the author’s exhortations. AVe will ^ve one example

—from tho sermon on Irreverence :

—

“ If a witty thought occurs to you, and you long to utter it—if tho freedom of tho

delightful conversation stimulates within you the power of niirth and tho power of

jesting, and you uompluin of the stiffness and dulness of being evormoro fenced and

'gnui^cd when you are amongst friends—still, if there be in tho repartee om frument
of a parodied to.xt, or in tho story that you would toll one profane expression, remain

!

as you lovo rovcronco, tefiuin !
”—

^p. 108.

Now it is not with tho latter of these two i& ” that we have any oontEoyeray-
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No Chrifitian man nood ever tell a story which has in it a profano expi ossion

;

or if ho do, it will bo in a way and tone which will treat profanity rovo-
rently. But we do venturo to think that the former of the two hypothotios is a
little too rigidly dealt with. Il'Aat U a ** parodied text?’’ Are not almost
one-liali" our usages of Scripture expressions, parodies of the sacred text ? And
are not many such uses, oven in common, wo may almost say in light, cou-
Ters;itiou, far from irreverent—far from bringing Scripture or sacred things
into contempt ? And whore exactly are we to draw the lino Y Arc Keble and
Lyte—to recur to an example elsewhoro adduced in our notices this month

—

to be allowed a parody of the disciples' rcnpiest at Emmaus, because it is senti-
mentally congruous, and is the playful use of Ilasssiers words by Sydney Smith
in reply to Sir E. Landseer to bo set down as profano ?

AVc confess wc do not like Draconian laws on such a matter. Tlio'y are likely
to lead rather to loss than to more strictness in discoui-so. Our language is

full of Scripture. AVo can hardly pass a day without some appYication oi its

wonls which could only bo dcscriI>od as a parody. The rovonmeo < f thi' ('hris-

tian conscience, not a hard and fust rule like this which wc have ipi^tod, is cur
safest guide. Wo ma5

’ be sure that no man living in its light wili rVew himself
to say that which may bring sacred words into contt'iii]>t ; but then* are iminy
iMcs of thorn wifich gladden, uml oven hallow unconsciouslj', o - * common
lives, which i>r. Vuiighaifs rule would exclude.
We can give but one extract, illustrative of tlio best qualities which we have

been predicating of these sermons :

—

r
“ WaU-li il (iudolrnt i*'. in Us intlui'iico.

^ “It inakos on«* man a lagdt. If it is not urcos^viry, if it is not Kifi*. to tliinl: if

llevehition \va> givrn ns a solid lump of dot trine, to lio Jnid up in tho n.‘i]dvin <d' ;in

indolent usstuit, or n>cd as a niis>ile against infidels, or bn >uglit out at wt tiims, on
Sunibiya and holy days, for parade or ornament -let me trike it on trust fn>ni th«‘ fsiinily

in which T \va» horn, or the sect or the pai*t% into which disptfsitioii or accidcnl lias

thrown me, and let me euuiit it a mark mthcr of altiinmenl than of irn‘ligitm to he con-
hdent in my interpretation of its iTUs-iiiing, ami veheim‘nl in iiiy deiiiinciatioii of all who
diflbrcutly road it. Tliis is the very hist»#ry of reliirioiis parti/aiisliip. ifno man, taii^ld

of God or untaught, ponders and medil.»tes, at last speaks and writ*'s: his liamuht,
his conclu.siou, is taken on trust liy thoiisaiid.s, who just call tluin.M*lves hy Ids iiaim*,

and follow, or think they follow, ’wlier*- he h'ads *»r led. It ia slt»tli whicli really inar-'liaLs

the mnks, and turns the thoughtful iitteranre of one into the sens* less violent gahhie of

tho many.
It makes another man a scopli**. We do far too mucli hon*»ur to *lt>uht when wi-

dignify it by the title of frce-tldnkiny. Certainly then* are IhoM* who have* reasvine«l

them.sclvcs into iinhclief; as then- are those wlio luivi- Ihrougli iiiucli h*andiiy:, truly

or falsely so called, confu.-ed and lutpclessly i iitanghMl an inlellci-t nevi r ]M'ilia])s the

clearest. But of this I am as.snred--lhat, one man w]n> disl)eli**vi s the to»s])fil

through overmuch thinking, thfuisunds and tons of th»msaiids floiiht uhout it throimh
tho j>ro<*ipitancy *if iiidolonce. »Slot)i h^vf's HU8i)eiise. Xot to rejf**! tho flospcl—iortids

might alarm ; not to c*iiU my.solf an inii*lel- fm' this still reepdres snine ***>iirag«‘; hut to

leave all doubtful- -to rc<:ogid.sc the cm-tuinty <»f nothing—to lay m* icmiU by in tin

‘

storehouse of conviction, and to tr**at no princiidu as ostulflished l><*.yond tin: reach of

a.ssaiilt—this is the coun.sel of .slolli in r**fen iico t«> all truth: an*l when you jioint to

lids man and that man, of taste, of eloqiicnc*-, of inti llect, win* has ii<*vcr given in his

adhesion to the Gospel of (.'hrist, J shall sfill think that, in matters of the soul, iiidolon«*o

may have hf*en hi.s counsellor, and that he who was liiligent in business, and sagacious

in politics, may yet have been sluggish in an-swering the great*

t

question, Ultat must 1
do to be saved ’

II. A.

Sermons Preached in the King's Weigh^ITonse Chapel^ LonrJon, 1829—1809. By
T. Binxey. London : ^Macmillan & Co.

Mr. Bixnby possesses in high degree most of the elements needful to constitute

the great preacher, lie has clearne.ss, force, and concentration, with a gracious

largeness of character which enables him to tf>uch life at many points, and
to draw easily from apparently remote quarters what serves to lighten, in a
subdued but still efiectivo manner, somewhat severe and close-developed trains

of thought. Yet not seldom his illustrations would pjem like 8iirx)rises, were
it not for the easy and familiar sotting which ho invariably contrives to prepare
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for them. There in, moreover, a tendency to filter spiritual truth^ through a
circle of too sustained secular figure and conception. Indeed, this tendency
is so pronounced, especially in his earlier writings, that we canYiot help
thinking that itdomains, like a bit of protruding strata after a later drift has
swept over the plain, indicting a proclivity to moral paradox, which, we
fancy,^ he must have felt it difficult for a good while to restrain effectually
even in the pulpit, and which finds freest outlet in some of his lectures,
such as **How to Make the Best of Both Worlds,’* and **From Twenty to
Thirty-Five: Lectures on the History of Joseph,” where, notwithstanding
that the vigorous practical English sense tends somewhat to absorb into itself

the spiritual element, the discourses assert perhaps a rather too close alliance
witli the inner fibre of his most powerful sermons. With a steady, capacious,
rather than a keen intellect ; a sl^wd, practic j.1, English imagination rather
than a sensitive, poetic temperament ; and an eloquence measured and self-

restrained rather than spontaneous, intense, and captivating, he represents what
one might not inaptly cull the 2Bihltc^mtaded school of modern preachers. Their
aim is to secure hearers from amid many classes by dint of breadth and fresh-
ness of couco])tioiL rather than to draw devoted adherents by the revelation of
deep and iiitouse personal experiences in any form whatever. Nothing, indeed,
would more surprise a Churchman, too much accustomed to associate with
Dissent ideas of loose, rabid rhetoric, and extreme, doctrines without aiiy basis
of reason or of logic, than the severe, simple stateliness of Mr. Binnoy’s stylo,

unniarred by the familiar and even colloquial turns which occasionally lighten
up the page, and we shtjuld expect would still more lighten up the spokeii dis-
course. As a result of this featm*e in Mr. Binnoy we have what may scorn a
contradiction—a pceu/utr scff-conHciovs rMcence. Both reader and hearer
feel inevitably that with Mr. Binney they aro in the hands of one who never
trusts himself to reveal himself, as ho might and could do under other circum-
stances. Mr. Binnoy is greater tlian his sermons, and his words Ml in leaving
something unsaid. Whatever ho may bo elsewhere—and we fancy tlierc is iii

him a genuine vein of childlike abandon and na'if bon horn mii'—in the pulpit he
must bo strong, reserved, and individual, whilst at the same time a very pro-
nounced IIlatter-of-factness obtains and rules. Hence, to the superficial reader
it might seem as though the merely moral and philosopliical aspects of Chris-
tianity won? what chiclly interested him ; and it is only after some patient study
that wo get thoroughlj* en rapport with the largo sympathetic nature and ox-
(]uisitu sensibilities that express themselves in Mr. Binnoy’s discourse, and all

the more forcibly in virtue of this very restraint. And here wo come on Mr.
Binnoy’s great want—fervour. Not that he lacks heat. But it scarcely ever
plays with lambent light over the surface of his sermou-thoughts. Yet soiiie-

thiug of this lyrical fervour is essential to the great preacher
;
soiiiethiug of

the thrill, the mesmeric emotional touch which stii’s and quivers through the
whole frame. This wo only see in its fullest measure in the case of men who
caiTy llioir v'hole. natiirv into the pulpit. Irving had it, together with keen logic

and fiery lilzekiel-liko imagination ; Chalmers had it, together with exact and
rigorous intellect and doggedly pertinacious shrewd souse ; Robertson of
Brighton had it, together with an ovorcliargod linoiiess of character that like an
iintondiid fire too soon burned itself out ; Mr. Liddou has it, together with a little

looseness of mental texture ; Mr. Spurgeon has it, dashed with fantastic and
conreiud (in the good old sense) intelligence : and a brother Dissenter of Mr.
Biiiney’s, Mr. Thomas Jones, has it, together with considerable intellectual

suspense, and a strange, soft, molting tenderness of mood and manner which
takes force from a quiet, familiar, unconventional, yet impressive pulpit style.

But Mr. Binney knows little of the “lyrical thrill.” Had he hsm it in any
measure, there can bo no dojabt that with all his other gifts—his orderly intel-

ligence, his shrewd eye for life, his clear-cut yet forcible style—he would
have been one of our greatest English preachers. But as things are, is

not Mr. Binney a great preacher ? v^Te answer. Yes ; and offer in pi-oof this

volume of sermons selected from those delivered to the Weigh-Houso con-
gregation during the past forty years. They are compact, vigorous, charged
with thought, yet above all clear and practical; and boar better tlian most
sermons the severe test of repeated readings, notwithstamling the absence of
colour or relief gained by any kind of pulpit trick. The most notable of the
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scrnutns sopiii to us tho “ Tho Words of Josws,”—wbioh, llioii ; ii oroiu hod

a j^od while iinticipiites moro nv loss clearly a good deal wh '-h has beeu

sijioe '^:iid : also tlio third, •• Life and liuniorUility Brought to I^igh: ;
” suid the

thirt«'OTith,
*•

'l*lio i^uw our iSc^hooliiuistor/' iu which the distinctive ] rinciphv^ of

Christianity are sot forth with rare force and clearness; whilst i ^r vigorous
iiliistratioii and felicity of practical ap|>eal, rogani as models, ** tSalvution by
Fire and t^alvution in Fulness/’ luid “Men in Undurstanding/’ We thuuk
Mr. Binnoy very C4>rdially for tlutse discourses, which have on them everywhere
the marks of a robust mind and lofly character. 11, A. P*

Our />r^#\y, //fvnra or J/tiL By the Bev. ClTAKLES RoOKKS, LL.I).,
F.d.A. >3cot., &t\ litmdou: Uuulston luid Wright.

This is u thooglitAil and striking little book, wtdl cidculatecl to suggest and
guide m^itHtiou on the momoutous subjects of which il tre^ats. Nor is it
wonting in pa^ges of very teiuler beauty. Tho author has escaped tho heavy
xneditKrity which besots themes of this kiud, and has not only on cotamon topics
writteii well and feelingly, but has also struck out souio onginul ideas and
views of his own. With ivgard to these last, it is not to Iu* expected that all

should ••consent unto him/’ Uno of them seems to Ik> that there is no such

tiving ns disembodied spirit ; that tho dead, on b(*ing delivered iroiu the burden

ot the t\eah,aro endowed with a spiritual luniy reseiubling that which they hu\e

V'ft, and to which thev will bo reuuite«l at tho vesurrcolion. Then' is no little

cimfusioii, to our iiiiiul. brought in by this vioa;. Far more probable to iis jn

tho idea tliat, as the pi‘rsoiial man in tJio jlosh stiJl rotains the L‘onscio»*sne>- ot

limbs which ho Ivis lost, so tin* dii'Ciubodied spirit of man in;iy retain coiiscioiis-

noss of Iln‘ whob* body which it has lost, and thus may be. to itself, einbodiud,

though iu tho reality bf fact without a bo«ly.

l>r. fiiigers's <‘hapter on ’‘The Abode c»f thi* Sout" is lo us fho least

fciuibfaotory in the book—a sort oJ’cliumber of horrors, <aeu hy tlu* luriil light of

terror, and illumined hy no ray of iho eternal jiistieo of i.iotL Whim will

Christian ministers, of w'hutevor view regarding this awful subjoct, learn that

they were sent, not to proclaim hell, bnt heaA’cn ; not to preach the devil, but

Christ.^ Tho Holv Spirit has AM:i]»ped up this *lread matter for us in words

which we !^hould do well lo leave in their simido luaiesty, and not to untold

into thf? weaknesses and inconsistencies of oiir liniited tliought.

One thing wo inias in all books of this kind—viz., aiiy('V**n attempted an.swei

to the question, What will bi* the ot our piudecteil .-Htato r Dr. lioger^

tells us ver\' beautifullv of rec<'»giution, of joy, of renovaU*d nature, ot spiritual

delight ; but what is to bo the substratum of all these.—how the exalted hninan

energies an- to tind material for action,—on this matter there is no speculatioii.

It was Dr. Chulmors, we believe, who said that most ]>eoi)le s idea ot lieaven

was, “that thev should sit on a cloud and sing psalms.'’ And all llio usual

preaching ulxmt it roallv promises us very little more. “ Kecognismg the* lost

on earth” will be but a short matter: “ holding delightful converse cannot bo

the ultimate aim of tho perfected sous of iniiii. T'hcro must be some niighty

employment behind, which, if we can lay dowm Utile respecting it with cer-

tainty, yet ought to have been shadowed out and prefigured in a book Uko the

present.

The Preienne of Chrht. By the Bov. Anthony W. Tiioiiomi, M.A. London

:

Strahan ^ Co.

Wrttek.s of tho genuine devotional type aro almo.st as rai'c as good hymn
writers. Kithor we liavo too much thought—tho sti'uight line oi doctrinal

statement breaking too abruptly through tho softer emotional element—or

else tho devotional flame iiice.ssantly rises, flickers, falls, and fades. Devo-

tional writing, above all, should be steady and sustfilued. In sonm ot the

older writers wo have the highest qualities, marred l»y sudden whuds aud

freaks of lino rhetoric, or forced and sparkling conceits, m in Jeromy laylor.

Bishop Ilall, or, in a less degree, in that Carlyle of the luritans, Sam^l
Ward, rerhaps Baxter and Flavol aro the most sustmued and equable

;

but tho Scotch Samuel Euthorford is the most ex^ption^ lustanoo of u

writer who never puts pen to paper but to glory, even tlm^h he bo a prisoner,

aud who is ever, “ in a manner, in '&e third heaven, rollmg and tumbling his
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floiil ill tin ^0 bods of roses,” fill Lis every word is steeped in heavenly odour,
and oven faint with the fragrance of love of Christ. But the very childlike
unconseiousiiosa of those writers often justifies such extravagant freedoms.
AtLodem dovotioTfal books, for most pait, oit from a different cause. The writers
do not and cannot escape^ from the self-conscious divisiveness that marks
religious thought as it inclines to the scientific side in our days. As has been
pointed out in these pages recently, even Family Prayers bear noticeable traces
of this. It is theremre with peculiar pleasure that we welcome Mr. Thorold’s
‘‘Pjrosence of Christ.” There is no affectation of fine or powerful thinking,
and yet there is in the book a genuine basis of thought, and a simple, sincere
presentation of doctrinal truth. All is penetrated and suffused with a low,
steady, equable light of devotional fervour ; never, perhaps, rising to the keen
intensity of Buthorford or Ward, but never lapsing into mere rWoric. The
intellectual framework of Mr. Thorold's book is like a good alabaster lamp,
which tones and mellows the light from the flame within, and imparts a sort of
tender, almost imporceptiblo colour. And the book is withal rich, not only in
practical lessons (see especially pp. 208, 209), but powerful in practical impulses,
as having undoul)tedly come from one who has walked through dark valleys,

over thorny places, and never lost sight of the eternal loadstars of the Word of

Ood. The book is complete, and all of one piece ; certainlj*^ no common merit in
a book of the kind. -As in all sincere work, the stjde is the countei'part of the
matter,—quiet, reticent, but clear, and sonustimes tiuly eloquent. The one only
adverse criticism we are iiirlined to make is, that sometimes when points recur
under different sections, conconti-ation rather Ilian expansion should have
been more aimed at. But tliis is comparatively a small fault when the spirit is

so good ; and wo only hope that many may, by moans of the book, be enabled
to share the feelings with which the congregation of St. Giles’-in-the-Fiolds must
liave hoard these chapters originally from the i)ulpit. By waj" of fortifying

our rocominondutiou, we v<?nture to make one snort extract out of the many
wo had marked while rca<liiig the volume :

—

IViivrlliTs, who have crossed from Switzerland into Franco by the old post road over
iho will rnncinhor tlioir farewell gazt‘<iii Iho Luke of (^oruva, and thc‘ green ^dain,
and the white crest of ^foiii iShine losing itself in the ehnids ; will recall nlso the grand
jirospeot *»f Hiirgiin<ly, with its ferlil<- nu‘:idows iiml go]dc*u vineyards suddenly opening
out at Iheir feel. Jhit holh those views art* not to bo f'lijoyod at Iho same moment,
ni'twoeii the turn of tlio road, that shuts out the ]>anoraiua of Switzerland, and tho
o])CTiirig in llie ])ass, which gives us our lliv;t glimpse of France, Hmtc is a tedious and
gloomy interval among sterile rocks, and frowning pri'cipiccs, hills that shut out the
sun, and harrenii<*ss ihat forbids verdure.

‘‘ Now, tliis may ho otlon'd as a most hnporfoct ropreboiitalion of that s:ul and dark
period in the history of sonic? men, wh(*u life* si'niis all behind us, with its precious
joys and ii?* noble dutie.s, and when tho gloiy, tliut is coming, has not yet biu’st upon
our view. To Icdl us, at siicli a moment, that our depression is physical, may exxdain
it, hut do<*s not roniovo it. To share it with those whom we love be^l in all the world,
would bo selfishly easting on them a burden they could not oaiTy ; yet. keeping it to

oni-solves, only throws it further in. In such a condition of mind ami body, everything
we sc(», or hear, or do, or read, aggrswates the symptoms of the disease. Are tho
journals full of some great event to come off jirGsently S* The first thought is, * 1 shall

no,vor live to si'O it.’ (Ihildren playing, men going to and fro to tlieir tasks, tho changing
aspciots of nature, tho sight of a ])assing frieiul at whoso side in former days we di»lightcd

to hibour, the stir of tho thle of life all round us, tho infant on our knee, tho wife or
husband at our sido, the possessions of oni' hoiiu', tho companions of our youtli : all those

are for over in some subtle ami keen \vay stin-ing \ip the associations oi‘ the fp:ave, and
telling us with a whisper, which wo never fail to oatcli as from one standing at onr
shoulder, * Tlion must leave all these, and come away with iiic.’

“No doubt this varies according to individual temperament; much of it, too, is

morbid, irrational, and almost wrong. Yet God has liis own purpose to fulfil out of it

;

ami wo may bo sure that a discipline so mysterious, an«l perhaps in some of its features

so comparatively rare, has blessed lessons to leach those who survive it ; lessons, not so

much how to die, but how to live, with a more tender sympntliy, a more living zeal, a
more profound humility, and a more ardent gratitude/' (Bp- 141— 143.)

B. O.
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The T^odnne 0/ the Holy KncharM^ as set forth in u recent Peelamtion : a (l*or-

resi>(iiulouco between tho llov, ^V^la^•toIl U. Marriott, M.A., Select l^reacher,
siiul tho l\ov. T. T. Carter, M.A., Hector of Clowor. Parte 1. ami 11.

Rivingtims, London, Oxford, and i'ambridgo.

Tills intorostiiig correspon<loiu*o took ite rise from a oorbiin W'elLknown
•• J Wlarutioii,” to wdiich—atiioiig those of many oilier leading High Chnrrli-
men—the iiamo of Mr. T. T. Carter was appended. This Ooclaration contains,
with other matter.*^ relating to the nature of Christian sacrifieo, the following
proposition ; that in heaven i'‘hriat, our (treat High iVic^st, over offers
self boforo the Kterual Father." Against this Air. Alarriott alleg«*s thai he
eaniud Hud in Scripture any ju.stilication of tJie ]>ropo>itiuii that Christ doth
now in lieaven ever “offer ijiiuself" (in the scrijitiirul sonso of the wtads)
before Ciodthe Father; and this leads him to eouteiid that in Jlob. viii. o, tlio

words * • • i* TTpoatriyKy (aovist, not present like TrpoiT^tptii*), Jo not
imply a continuous or repeated ollering; a notion which is, indeed, ju’^'rlinled

by the words in ix. -.’1
,

i>*« 7rcjXA«#at: rrpna^ipy iavTdt\

This proposition Mr. Marriott establislios with great clearness and cogoia y.
Mr. Carter replies, that the Declaration is not intended to assert that Iho

Loi’d is fill* ever “laid as one dying on the altar," or “ that any act is being
performed similar to the immolation of a victim but that an “ otfering after
the slaying,’’ which £orm.s part of the complex act of saeritii'4‘. is continuous :

and in proof of this lie offers Levitical analogies and A]>ocalyplic symbt^K.
Here it is evident that there is an ambiguity in tlio use of tlio word “oliei*,*'

and this leads to a discussion of tho scriptural use of the words 7rpompif>ftr ioid
araft^iptiv. Air. Marriott concludes that Trpotntiipuv is used— 1, of the Lcatl
** bi’ingiug Uiiu^olf to trod an oiforing of atonement betwc‘eu (rod and 11 is

peo]'le ; and, 2, of His bringing into the jiresenco of (jro«l the “ Tdood
sprinkling wdiich should serve as a memorial before tho Fiitln*r of tlu‘ uU-
availlng siuTifice then already otfered without tho gate.” Tho latter does ih»1

differ from tho .sen>(» attributed to the word “ offer ” by Mr. C‘arti‘r ; but -Mr.

Marriott still eontonds tliat this offering is not rei>eateil or continuous, ])nt

made once fur all (ji. ;f0].

It is of course impo.ssible within our limits to follow this interesting discus-

sion to an end ; indeed, it has not yet reached its I'Uil : but wo may j^ay

generally that, differing as we do from Air. Cart**!' with regard to tho nature of
Eucharistic sucriliee, we yet >ynipathizo with hi* protest against “ tin* common
habit of regarding our Lord’s sacriiico onl^' in its connection with His mi fVi -rings

and 4loath and this, although W'c entirely agree with Air. Afarriott's criticism

of th«’ misapplication of tho text, “ by whic*h Will we are sanetitied ”
'j>. So).

JT. But the manner of tho controversy is <;veii mure suggestive tliuii tho matter.
It is condu<*ted on both sidc*s in excellent fasto and with perfect gotxl feeling ;

but it is evident almost from tho first that neither of the coiubatauts can
overthrow the «ither, for they do not meet with a fair shock in tho lists ; Mr.
Mairiott levels his lance fairly enough at Mr. Charter, but as ho ajiproaches, tho
latter turns aside, so that tho thr<'atcning spear docs but glance obliquely on
his shield. To drop metaphor : th(; combatants belong to different schouis of
thought. Air. Alarriott is the interpreter of J<criptuj'<* : he is ready to acciopt

what Scripture tells of the gieat mysteries of our Faith. The only question
with him is, to what conclusion do tho laws of language and tho analogies

of Scripture lead us with regard to this or that projiosition ? Air. (Sartor is the
defender of what he believes to bo tho theology of the Church ; he feeds that

it must be defensible from Scripture, indeed; but this is not with him a
prominent consideration ;

arid careful and minute discussions of tho moaning
of ten.ses and i>articles evidently make him uneasy ; ho arguos froiu tho
fteriptures “ according to tho interpretation fixed on them by the traditionary

toachixig of the Church” (p. 100); “great doctiinos are not to bo made to

rest on single texts, or minute verbal criticism of the sacred text ;
” lie

disputes “ the ader[uacy of verbal scriptural criticism for the establishment of

tho Church’s creed ;
” he does not seem to fool how sod a reflection it is, if it

ho true that ** no Council ever looked to this mode of reasoning as^ tho means
of ascertaining tho truth of any particular doctrine ” (p. 1 133) ; he is probably
not very anxuous^to inquire ^by what “ mode

^
of reasoning” Councils have
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sometimos arxivod^ at the dogmas wliich they hayo propounded. In a word,
Mr. Marriott is critical, clear, cogent, consocutiyo ; Mr. Carter is good, gentle,
earnest, and somewhat vague; holding the theology of Aquinas, but £yided
by a wliole heayoii from his method. Mir. Carter is quite right in thinking that
his theology cannot bo sustained on Mr. Marriott’s principles ; we think that
it can just as little bo supported by the advocacy of Mr. Carter’s school.

S. C.

Hpiritval Life. By John James, D.D., Canon of Peterborough. London:
Bivini^ns.

Tjik venerable author of this little book has boon taken from us since its

publication. An alfecting allusion to his declining state is found in the last

l)ago
** I’ll is work lijis hoon long contomplatcd ;

but successive seasons of Rickness from time
to tiiiK* li!i\e chc.'ckcd its progress ; even now it has been brought to a clos^^ whilst 1 have
been under heavy hodilj' aillictioii.**

Under these circumstances wo will not permit ourselves more licence in criti-

cism than to say that tho work of itself does not possoss any interest beyond
that conferred on it by its character of a memorial of a voiierablo and useful
man. Its various cha])tors slate, in very sober and unobjectionable doctrine,
the various workings of the Holy Spirit 011 man; but without any original or
even siiggostivci thought,—and, as it seems to us, without any sufficient recog-
nition <»f 1 ho imuionso difference made to the Ohui*cli by the great Effusion which
introduced the present spiritual dispensation. U. A.

Trhnuph : the Christian more than Conqueror. By tho Bov. G. Piiiliir, M.A.,
b^roo St. John’s Church, Edinburgh. Edinburgh : Niiumo.

Wtiex will good Christian men, able Christian preachers, learn simplicity?
Wo have bore a thoroughly good book : full of wholesome lessons of faith and
life : yet all its chapters and paragraphs so overloaded with flowerj’^ diction, that
one is dazzled with tho glare, and sniothercMl with tho fragrance. In the very
statenicjiit of tho plan of tJio book in the jjroface, tlie author show's his besetting
weakness :

—

“ l*a.ss;igc» of i^cripturo are emidoycd as piors from which the arch of thought
s]u*iiigs.’’

And tlion only look at such examples as these, which wo have noted as we
went on :

—

When win first lifted up its ghastly face in God's fair world . . . —P. 3.
‘‘ Prtwociii faith in Jesus aiul rest iii God there is no middle passage.”—P. o.

“ Ji.-ivc we .-ill things I" Let faith stroUh itself on the bod of our broad professions.”

—P. Tl.

Some eminent critics are of opinion tluit ‘rejoicing with joy unspeakable and full

of glory ’ b*?loTigs only to tho future. That the clocpest flood of Christian joy swells

iu»t in th«‘ moaiitimo up the lofty tido-mai*k, admits of no denial.”—P. 24.

“Faith grasping Uovelation transforms the unseen into the visible, and clings to it

{tvJiat /) us the true. Out of God’s ut.toraneo it constructs and kindles a chain of
golden lamps, rc'uehing from the throne of the Eternal down through myriads of worlds,
down thrtiugh the sun’s liright circuit, and the moon’s pale pathway in the heavens,
till, with tho lust lamp bumiiig in our bosom, looking along that line, wt.* then see ‘ tho
lieavcnvS opened,’ ” &c., &c.

We might multiply these instances tenfold. The reader will have already
seen that Mr. Philip pays the penalty sure to attend ou the exuberance of
florid illustration—viz., confasion of metaphor. Iloro is a remarkable instanco

of it :

—

“ Night by night tho life of tho man W'ho walks with God precipitate's itself—the con-

fessed and forgiven sins, into unfathomed depths ;—the thoughts, tho vrords, the deeds

of worth, flowing from a gracious heart, tho habitation of tho Holy Ghost—into tho
bosom of the Son of God. There, in awful, unuppiuachable, undisturbed silence and
secrecy, it lies. But it is safe, perfectly safe.”

Wo are really unwilling to remind the evidentU' excellent author of this

well-meant and very showy book, that a common form of corruption is that
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which converts good solid meat into a mass of wrij^gling worms; ” but the

saying is an old ono, and he would well to profit by it.

Nor is his work wholly exempt from a fault of another and n kindretl

desc'riptii>n: that of playing with JSoripturo. We call it playing with fc^cripture,

when some inoi-e casual saying in the ^n^rod text is taken and pursued iliroiigli

a tiinciiiil maze of ini.'igiiiafivu meanings. That this has been once or twice
done with ellect, is no excuse for making it habitual. Keblo and Lyto have
turned the casual invitation of the travellers at i'hninaus to an niiknown com-

E
anion, into a solomn and airecting t^hrislian prayer. TheiTtforo, np start a
unilml imitators, ami there is liardly a little ])hraso in t ho Gospel History

which has not been pressed into similar service. l>o certain Greeks sack at tho
haiuls of two Oreciaii-naniod Apostles, Pliilip ami Androw, a personal intro-
duction to our Lord ? Wo have now a hj’mn written, tho burden of which is,

W© would sec Jesus.’'
And modem pulpits, ami hjnnn-books, and tracts, are furnished very much

on tho same principle.
Mr. Philip’s whole fourth chaletor, ‘*Gi>d • . . . comforted us by tlio coming

of Titus,” is a flagrant example of the licence thus taken with the llible.

We should not omit to mention that the very motto adopted by Mr. J’hilip in
his title-page—“ ThauhA he to (Jod ndtic/t altrai/s caiisrth tts to triiiin}di in Chriai ”

(2 (’or. ii. 24),—is almost certainly a mis-translation : tho verb Bpiatiptvut,

meaning only “ to triumph over,” “ to lead in triumph,'* and never “ to caiiftr in

triumph.'*^

We are sorry to have boon obliged to sjicak in the main unfavourably of a
book so thoroughly Christian in its spirit. Pnt it scorned impossible to write a
discriminating nolico without saying as much as wo have said. There are,

happily, now among us hundreds of good and thoroughly Christian books of
advice" and instruction. All the more reason for pointing out which of them
tend to solidity of faith and simple geiiuiiioness of fooling, and which to
that merotricious dilletantcism which l>ocomiug tho i)laguo of our religious
reading. II. A.

II.—HISTOPJCAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL.

A History of the Enylish Churchy fmm its Foundation to tin: rriya of Queen ?,Tary.

In Two Parts. Addressed to the Young. By M. C. S. Oxford and Loudon :

James Parker & Co. ,

r

The English Church in olden times was so mixed up with secular politics,

and the great ecclesiastical heroes have so figured as statesmen, in tho narrative
of national affairs, that it needs a very original pen ti> make iis feel wo arc not
reading the History of England again under a religious title. We tliink

M. C. S. has been very fairly auccc^asful in drawing the stream of Church
matters freshly and distinctly through the landscape of general events. Autho-
rities both old and now have been studied : the tone is reverential and always
in good taste and in the earliest periods not too credulous ; and -what is of great
importance, tho stylo is suificientl3r attractivo for seriously disposed youth.
Some of < tho details we think ought to have been scrutinized with a more criti-

cal eye. We should say, for instance, that the reader does not get a satisfactory
explanation of tho crisis in tho Bocket tmgedy. If the Primate had become in
Ids exile and adversity “ an humbled and altered man ” (p. 132), how camo it to

pass that no sooner had he returned home, at the king’s express permission
and after a formal reconciliation as to the old quarrel, than ho fell to the
oursing and denunciation that quickly brought him to his fate ? Our historian
suggests nothing more than a miserablo infirmity of temper, as though he had
been an inveterate old scold ; which is wholly insufficient to account for the
catastrophe. Wo have noticed also that Archbishop William de Corbeuil is

made to dio twenty years too late (p. 116) ; Clarendon Palace is called a Castle

(p. 128), and its famous Constitutions aro written in the sin^ilar number
(pp. 128, 129) ; by a common and careless and very mischievous mterchange of
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two letters which has irretrievably ruined several old historical names, the baron
William de ‘Brause (as Wendover writes him, others spelling it Braose) appears
in this volume as Branso (pp. 109, 170). Dean Colet the fitmous Pauline is spelt

each time Collet (pp. 4:i4).

Who can write history without a bias ? M. C. S. has rather a twist in the
High Church direction ; in fact decided enough to mako him (or her) regret the
loss of tho ancient Vestments of bright and gorgeous colours” (p. 487), and
to think that the Communion Oflice of Edward VI.’s Eirst Prayer-Book was
altered in tho Second for tho worse” (p. 489). There is however so evident a
desire and intention to be candid in all statements and to speak of our
lloformers witli rospect (so unusual in these days) that we feel pi'etty confident
M. G. had never seen Archdeacon Haro’s Vindication of Luther ” when the
following note was composed :

—

**T}ius ho (Luther) carried the doctrine of Justification by Faith so far as to bid the
sinn(‘r * pccca fortitijr,’ ‘ aiii on boldly and he called the Books of Chronicles and
Ecclcsiastna poor and unwise ;

and ilie Epistle of St. James an opistle of straw ; and
wislied the Book of Esther \rere tossed into tho Elbe.”—^P. 430.

O. II.

Feudal Castles of France {Western Provinces). By tho Author of ‘‘Flemish
Interiors,” &c., &g. Illustrated from the Author’s Sketches. London:
Chapman and Hall.

The author of “ Flemish Interiors” and “ Cosas de Espana” has the happiest
possible faculty of convoying information upon out-of-the-way subjects, without
pedantry, and tinging them with her own enthusiastic taste for them, so that
they are rendered most attractive and entertaining. In collecting literary and
historical bric^u^^hrac Mrs. Pitt Byrne has few equals, and in her disposition of
her treasures she assuredly has no superior. Her latest work is the best sample
of her style. Occasionally, but not often enough to mako the book tiresome,
she fell into the error of over-amplification in her Cosas de Espana,” but
“ Feudal (.^astles of Franco” has no such fault. She takes tho reader with her
on this delightful tour among the stately remains of the great strongholds of a
system which had so fearful an ending in fire and blood ; and, assuming on
the part of her readers not so much knowledge as to render details need-
less, or so much ignorance as to oblige her to bo diffuse, she repeoples the
vacant halls, and rebuilds the noblo ai'chitectural structures, which are poems
in stone indeed. The book is delightful reading, full of food for the fancy,
and of pleasant and profitable exercise for the memo^. The illustration,

the realization of certain epochs, persons, “bits ” in history, are great helps
to readers who regard the past with interest and veuoratiou, and this is espe-
cially true of the exceptionally romantic history of France. The beautiful
Ch&tcau d’Amboise, which, with its miniature chapel, the famous oratory
built by Charles "Vlll. for his beloved queen, Anne of Brittany, sufiPered so
mirch in the Bevolution, is tho author’s first theme. Tho noble c»istel-

lated palace, perched like an eagle’s nest on its majestic olevation, has many
thronging memories, including tiie sojourn of the loyalest husband and wife
numbered among French sovereigns ; the institution of the Order of St. Michel;
tho unrolling of tho domestic drama of tho House of Valois ; the regency of
Louise of Savoy; tho happy home-life of Francis with his proud mother,
who wrote of her son, in her private diary, as “Mon Seigneur, men Cesar,
et mon Boy,” but who never hesitated to send him into any danger at the call

of his honour and his duty. There Marguerite of Navarre glittered, sinned,
and repented; there she wrote the “Miroir de I’Ame P^choresae,” some
beautiful lines from which form the motto to this book ; there Marguerite do
Valois and the Due d’Alon^ou sojourned, “ a cause do leur petitesse;” there tho
giii-Queen of France, Mary Stuart, passed the brief, pathetic days of her first

marriage ; there her boy-husband died his weary death of pain ; there Bonaard
sang, and basked in court favour; there tho Guises conspired; there the
prisoners of Henry HI. languished ; there De Ohoiseul Stainvillo lived, in
princely rolendour, “lo cocher do TEurope,” and renovated the noble building
so magnificently, that it afforded grand opportunities for plunder in 1793. The
Bestoration brought it into the possessiou of Louis-Philippo, who restored it, but
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lie never resided theie. The lust historio interest atiucliixig to it is the sojourn
of Abd-el-Kader, taken prisoner by General de LamoriciLn'O in IH-IT.* Tho
chateau has again fallen into a state of interior dilapidation, though the
grounds are kept in beautiful order. It must bo no small pleasure to pass
*-tlie long sunny lapse of a summer day’s light” in tho study of the feudsil
palace of Amboise.
The gem of the castles of Tourainc, according to tho author, isLochen, uniting

the greatest pictorial porfi‘ction with the higliest historical interest. Tt appeals
especially to the attention of English visitors, as it “passed, with tho province
to which it belonged, into the ]xissossion of our early monarchs. To them it

becunio a most important possession, and they hold it with a ruthless grasp.”
Ihit the presence which, above all others, tho Chateau d<5 Eoches siinnnons up,
is that of Agues Sii^orcl, the peerless “ Ihima do Eeaute,” wlioso litb is so won-
derful a romance, whose character prestuits such strange contradictions, and
"whi^se position as a king’s mistress, and yet the object of almost adoring respect
to all classes of society, is sucli an anomaly. It lias been said that TiOchos, with
its important toiTitory, was bestowed upon Agnes Sorol by Charles VJ I. ; but
there is no reeordof that gift, or any document bearing on it. It is related that
the king built for her a tuiTct adjoining tho <*hateaii, where she lived, and wdiich
still bears her name. Under IjOius XT. the castle, 'which had been tho scene
of all that was noblest and most beautiful in the life of the period, accpiired tho
terrible renown which clings closely to it, and which Sir Walter Scott has im-
pj-essed upon tho memory of our time. Its story under Louis XII. is painfully
interesting, and once more roiriarujo, brilliant tlioiigh hlamable, is revived by
the apjiearance on tho scene of Diane de Voietiers. It was sit Loelies, too, that
D'Kpernon, who was its governor, received th^ persecuted widow of Henri
tluatre, and treated her, vn rnm\ with true knightly gallantly. After the doatli

«if the duke’s son Bernard in IGGl, Loches ceased to have a liisioiy of its own,
and the writer says, “We cantiiid no events of interest connected with its fabric,

which siiflers the melancholy consequence of abaiidomnent ‘and neglect.” It

was rather annoj-ing to lind tlhat tho Claiteau of Tlessis los 'ronrs, immortaHzed
and in a great measure invented by Scott, docs not exist, and tho tourists

ini^uiring their way to it must liavo felt themselves somewhat ridiculous. Tt is

ditticult to believe that the ugly, uuiiileresting which occupy its site ever
c.an have formed any part of a castle or a palace. Traces of tho foundation
r«'inain by which an idea may bo formed of the eiiomious extent of this formid-
able fortress; but “as for tho detail, whether of the threefold fortifications by
which it was surrounded, vrith ihoii* man-traps, and spikes, and gratings, their

portholes and their sentry-boxes, their trap-doors and their 8urpi*iscs, or tho
interior arrangement of the gilded prison in which Tjouis confined himself—all

is left entirely to the imagination.” Though its great importance passed away
with Louis XI., Plessis was eminent among j>alaces long after. In its grand
hall the States-General met when they conferred upon Ijouis XIT. tho title of
“ Pore du Peuple; ” there Charles IX. colobi'uted tho taking of La Charite by
a banquet to the Due d’Anjou ; and tliero the famous meeting hetw’oeii

Henry HI. and “the Beamais” took idace. “ In 1778,” sa3's tho author,
“ l^Iessis still existed, but did not retain any vestigo of its former size, strength,
or splendour. It was then converted into a house of correction, but at tho
Bovolution it vras ignominiously demolished.” The beautiful Chateau do
(jhaumont, one of the most ancient among the chateaux of the Jjoire, is an utter
ruin, only the foundations remaining, while a second building, erected picco-

meal and at long intervals, occupies its site. Tho history of Chaumont is

involved with that of tho counts of Toni‘aino and of Blois, and illuminated by
the grand and saintly virtues of tho great Cardinal d’Amboise. Here liuggieri

cast the horoscope of Catherine de Medicis; here the queen endeavoured
induce Diane do Poictiers to live, after the death of Honri II., but l^iane refused

;

here her daughter held great state, and her grand-daughter, who married
Turenne’s father. Since then Chaumont has seen 'many changes, and in 1810
Madame do Stael took up her abode there, without tho prescribed limits of her
exile from the capital.

Chambord, which “ Henri Cinr{ ” lia.s never seen, is a min, but still beautiful
and most interesting. The building of this w'ouderful palace by Francois 1.

was the realization of un ambitious freak such as might have occurred to an
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Oriental potentate. ** From the 'wild, desolate, arid plains of Sologne he was
resolved to call up a fairy palace which should be at once the most strikinjg; and
sumptuous chateau of theBonaissance.” Chateaubriand*s well-knowndescription
of tnis half-myhtical building roads Hko a fairy tale. Diane de Foictiers inha-
bited a splendid pavilion in the park. To Chambord many recollections of
Marguerite de Navarre belong, and here 8t. Golais made his famous epigrams.
Henri II. did not li\'e much at Chambord, but ho built that famous architectural
wonder, the double spiral staircase. Mary Stuart was at Chambord for a little

timo, and there **La Grande Mademoiselle” spent many of her wretched, dis-

appointed days. Louis XIV. rested there on his journey to meet his^ bride.

There Stanislas Lockzinski lived, and Marechal Saxo ; thon the fatal Polimacs,
and Pichogru, tho traitor. Tho following curious fact speaks for the elaborate
magiiiliconco of tho structure :

—

“ WJien tho Kcvoliition hroko out, Chambord had already reverted to tho crown. It
was onlered to l)c dismanllcsd and demolished. Tho first part of this threat was promptly
oxcciitcd, and the furniture sold by auction; nothing was loft within the bare walls
but the table of lias-stone, on which the body of the ]!^lareohal de Saxe had been cm-
baliriod. Tho project of ilomolition was abandoned on finding that tho charge for
ilesiroying the fleur&^de-hjB^ and other royal insignia, would amount to 100,000 francs

;

Jio\vev<-r, tho same reason which preserved it from new mutilations likewiso militate<l

against any attempt at restoring it. When Napoleon I. became emperor he placed
both L'liamiiord and Fonhiinebhviu under Umj protection of the Legion of Honour, con-
vfU'ting the former into a barrjiek. Later, ho thought of fitting it up as a domicile for
tho Spanish i)rinecs, but abandoned tho idea on finding it would cost 3,000,000 francs,
ill 1809 lifs united it to the crown property, and gave it, as a national recompense, to

Berthier, Prince of Wagram, with o00,000 francs rental, taken from the navigation of
the Rhine, on cundition that all the revenues produced by ihr^ land should be expended
on tile castlo. This condition was accepted, but not acted 011.”

Tho purchase of tho castlo by ]>ubHc .subscription, its presentation to the Due
de Bordeaux, and tho twenty ycjars’ lawsuit which ensued, .are tho latest facts
in connection with this wonderful monument of tasto, power, and splendour.
Tho least splendid and luxurious of tho ])alacos of Francis was Bambouillet, in
which ho died. Tlio author gives a most brilliant and picturesque summai^ of
tho history of Iho chatoau, which has witnessed so many royal reverses, received
within its walls so many exiled princes. A foudiil castle, a royal palace, the
centre of a circle of bmnx e8prit}*j the (*hatoau de Bambouillet has not fallen into
such utter decadence as that of tho other chateaux of feudal France. It has
become, under Napoleon III., an asylum and house of education for the
daughters of bravo military oilicors. Tho Chateau de Chcnonccaux, a most
curious and beautiful sample of tho architcctui'O of the llenaissance, is also
described in a most attractive style ; and the images of Diane de Foictiers and
Maiy Stuart are again evoked. Iloro, too, Louise de Vaudemont lived through
many of her evil and son'owl’ul days. The Chateau d’Anet, now an utter min,
aifords material for tho richest memories of romance—materials of which the
author makes use with much skill. A sxdcndid, sad story indeed is that of tho
life and death of Ija Grande Seiieschale. Tho chateaux of Moutbazon and
Couziors are also chivalrous roiuaiu^es, love and war x^oems in stone, and well
tho author interprets them. Tho Chatoau do Blois is tho last by whoso walls
she lingers, with Charles d’Orleans, with Jeanne d'Arc, with Queen Claude of
beloved memory, with the terrible Guises, with Mario de Medicis, with Gaston
d’Orleans, and “La Grande Mademoiselle,” with Louise do la Valliore, with
Marie-Louise of Austria, and tho infant King of Borne. It still stands, one of
the finest monuments of tho ancient monarchy ; but tho chatoau is a barrack,
and tho beautiful historical chapel is a tailor’s workshop.

F. C. II.

The Age of the MaHyra ; or^ The First Three Centnriea of the Work of the Church of
our Lord and Saviour Jeana Christ. By Jonx David Jkxkins, B.D., Fellow
of Jesus College, Oxford ; Canon of Fieter Maritzburg. Oxford and Loudon

:

James Farker & Co.

With a profession of history on the title-page, this volume might bo rather
characterized as a culling from tho Acta Sanctorum. We hope our Anglo-
Catholic young ladies are better disciplined than to bo caught by the legendary

VOL. XI. K
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rhaModies and tumid oloquonco that crowd theso pams. But wo hope against

hopoT Whv should susceptible youtJi in those days of imaginative piety pro-

sus^ shiidami sensible, when an Oxford Fellow, a Canon, and B,D. can live and

breathe in such sontimentalism as fills this book from beginning.to end? And
yet the author, as well ns Dean Green to whom ho dedimtos, arc Ohuroh olfieers

ill a land when* every statement of authority is eyed with the keenest serutiny,
that Bible hieiory itself is thought to stagger under the handling it gets. Is

iioutb Alriee the land, and is this the time, for a Church dimitary, when handling
Chuzch Annuls to be ** turned to fables ? ** Here is the ]^otaro of James the
Apostle in the Jerusalem Council mentioned in the Acts.

** Tn his long white linen robe, nitli the inline ti|ton his head, and on his brow the
golden |>l»te en^ptivcd with * HoUni^ to thi> LonJ/ the VfiuTalile apo^e nwu and urginl
the dot isit^n t*f IVter, 11 is face w:w worn wiih fasting and luUlowtd with the holim^
of ptayvr,’* Jte. &c, (I*. 41,)

An elubomte account is given of Peter's Hut to Romo, his ministry there,
hie martjTtlom and burial, and all renderiNl with about os much sensi* nf any
rabonul doubt of its authenticity ns a monkish annalist in the Mi4l lb* Airos
would have disehised. But ih*.' ghirification of Sh Peter's Churih, tuid .Si - l/ofor’s
See is the and climax of the — and may have lieen its object.

** St. I (ois th»* h**c:itht*n rtty, when* under ii divin** ho w?ifl

fi« hU thl'-n*-*, II*' tMihnl .ditusr •ilatfly whi*h lod him str:ii;rht on\v;irds li»

\hv caiatal of thi' w**rl»L H*' nu t thrru^'s oV th«‘ iilh aiul fh** busy, of stniniri‘i> anu
who the inttf'nintxabb' :<aburb;t. llo umlor the hiirh trrit*% and

vfanih'‘i^ titt umul high ,ind t^dumriHl t*-inplov; ho nivt pnH‘0^a*ioi»s of I.o.tthoii

pri<v'-tH ;md in h«ju*uri'f th» ir hhd.**; ho m»'t tho \v«*a]lhy lady b*»rnf* on hi r

ViUorhy her >Iav**s ;
\»o ui**t tho :»U'm U-gionurios* who hud bi on th-^ niusi^ivo iron hain-

nwn o£ the wliolo ourth ; h** m*.l, A:o.,ho mot. ,Vo. . . . ho htit a aj^orl '«1ran;r«T,

dostlncd thou to » oinnioin •* ua utro td’ rfdifijiou-« M*vrT»*igiity in vvhi»l» tlio -tal*'

might live twio* <*\or uud not m »• i iul.“ P. :i7.} riH’!! < oini -s a tlorid d< <i rijition of

lloino uiid her « nipin*, in whit h w»* h um that her ni:tiiduli'< wt u* *‘ol «-v4 d u ith unlhurhing
olwdienw'o amid iht* h rvid htul of Kirypt .ind Afriva. /o#'/ '-h » o y
(only thivc years altiT Tioeiiu^*. J*. mU.)

^ • XXa

IIi$iory of the Fens if South JLin* tiln^hir^. By W. TT. WlirJXKli, < M'].

Boston: Newcomb; Bondon : Simpkiii, Mar-hall, & To.

WliEX the Middle T-evol Sluice burst in ISdl, iiio>l ueM'spaper readers

learned for the first time that a district of hhiLrluud, more exte^nsive than some
of our counties, lay under high-w«ater level.

Mr. Wheeler, a practical engineer, has, in this useful xnunual, provided a
pleasantly written, and by no means tcchiiical accciuut of the methods by which
one of tie richest agricultural districts of Eut^laud lias been gradually re-

claimed from the watery wastes. With great rest ‘arch and a thorough
knowledge of the local modian al history, ho has traced th*' progress of recla-

mation in the e.'^tuaries of the .several rivers which flow into the Wash. Many
will learn for the first time that we are indebted to the engineering hkill of the
Romans for the drainage of the great level of the Kens. The course of their

dykes and cuts—Herculean work.s, on which their li*gious and captive's wei’o

«jmployed—may still be clearly traced, tlie banks cximding for upwards of

fifty miles. After their depart ui’o Jr^axiui iKirbarisin allowed the waters to

resume their full dominion. So long did thi.s continue, that from three to

eighteen feet of sediment was deposited on the Roman fiidds. A smith’s forgo,

wuh all its tools, has been found sixteen feet below the surface at Skirbock. On
the Welland, tan vats, a number of shoes and boots, have boon found ton foot,

and at Bynn a cart wheel sixteen feet, below tho surface. The second reclama-
tion is duo to tho energy of tho monks of Crowlaiid, and of tho many religious

houses with which tho district W'as studded. Within tho ]a.st century great
adyanoes have been made, and alnio.st eyor^' engineer of fame has loft his mark
on the Level. Smeaton, Telford, tho Ronnies, Kubitt, Brunei, and Robert
Stephenson have in turns there exorcised their skill. Nor is the work yot
complete. Mr. Wheeler remarks that

—

“ There are thousands of acres of land which might, at a less amount of money than
id [>aid for freights of foreign grain, bo tuxnod into rich corn-lands and pasture. Tho
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«xninple aet bjr the Bomaiu of old, who emplosrod their Bolditsn, awieted bjr convict
lahour, in hnrtning tho emhonhinonto by which the Fens are protected, miadit well bo
imitatra in the present day.”

•

The volume is interspersed with many interesting descriptione of the people,
and of the natural history of tho Fens. An incidental mention of the rahmies
of the Wash illustrates tho necessity for legislative regulation of our sea
fldieriese The produce of mussels used to be from *£700 to £800 per week.
Owing to the wasteful destruction of the voung fry, raked up for manure, the
brood was almost exhausted in 1850. The corporation of Boston interfered,
and in two years’ time the beds wore again covered with mussels. But it was
found that the magistrates had oxcoede<l their powers, and in 1868 the beds were
ag^in exhausted, and the fishermen destitute. We can heartily recommend
this exhaustive little work to all who are desirous of improving their knowledge
•of the physical geography of their country. 11. B. T.

T/ie National Cliurch. History and Principles of the Church Polity of England,
By Bev. 11. Mouxtfield, M.A., Bettor of Newport, Salop. Tendon:
Longmans.

TnE result of Mr. Mountfield’s study of the groat expositors of the Anglican
Church Polity is laid out before tho reader in a concise form and in an interest-
ing stylo. Ho has to deal with tho facts of historj* and "with tho theory of
polity. Facts are always instructive: theories are often raiding lights, *but
tlioy may bo fatuous iiaiiies, ( 'hurch Polity ought to be understood now, with
all tho pons of othor day.s to elucidate it, and with tho exporienco of a hundred
socts, in England, in Scotland, on tho Continont, to illustrate it. Earnest and
first-rate men whoso names are still fragrant in memory sought to seize the true
idea. Colcridgo and Whately liave left their thoughts about it, and Arnold too,

who kept it fondly boforo his mind as tho groat subject for his old ago—if ho
should roach it—to deal with. And how iiocjessary right views are I We want
it prossingly for our “Church ^>f the Futuro.” But any views that can hold
their place wo iiiaj’ wi»ll nigh dt?.«]>air of. The fates .seem unpropitious. Wo
have seen an “ Ideal” born and dio in a tempest; and “Church and State”
foundering in another of which its own author is the genius. We should like
to soo a iiiiietecutli-ccntury Ilookor, to state judiciously the present facts of our
polity in accordaiioo with a sound and solid theory, and oxpoimd to us what a
National Church is now, since tho Toleration Act, and the admission of Bomans
and Jews to Parliament, which assembly according to Mr. Mountficld is tho
logiiimato and solo legislature of the Church ofEngland. We are neither satisfied

with what wo are, nor with what our onemios moan for us, nor with all that our
friends wish for us. Wt* shall have to grapple with the logic of facts as they
arise, and it is often far easier to deal with these than to understand tho theories
of our constitution propounded. Wo have to steer our bark with all its anomalies
as wisely and warily as we can among tho rocks and shoals ; and as long as
there is a blessing in her f<jr mankind let us hope that the Head of the Church
will not suffer her to wreck.
Mr. Mountficld’s book a.s a popular exposition, and written in the tone some-

what of an apologist and pleader, may be i*ead with interest and profit ; but we
will not undc'rtake to say that ho has yet puzzled it all out in his own head and
can give a steady light for our pilots. Nor is this wonderful ; since even an
Arnold (in whose general outline ho seems to coincide, though ho does not
refer to him that wo have noticed) can only partly see his way. Arnold how-
ever saw and felt his difficulties : Mr. Mount field’s difficulties may be seen by
others. Wo will now by a few extracts lot the author speak for himself.

“ The expression * Chureli and Stale ’ has fostered tho misapprehension that there js

an alliaiico In^twccn two iiulopendent societies, whereas in England tlic Church and
Commonwealth are the same society under diffenmt names,—a Commonwealth as it lives

under some form of secuLar law and rule, a Church as it lives under tho Law of Christ”
(Hooker). (P. 33.);

Further on (p. 123) we come to tho following statement, in which the italics

oro ours.

Tho legislature is justified in continuing to maintain tho ancient National Church
and make laws ecclesiastical, so long as it considers that a National Church couducoa to

iv 2
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the welfare of the nation. Tlio lliooiy on which our Church is founded, that the Com-
monwealth and till* (''iiurch art' the samo society under diflorent names, ia /la longer tj'ue;

but the practice which sprunp: out of the theory is I'ontiniicd, because the nation bolioviui

that such practice conduces to the common widfarc*.” ,

What is this but saying that our practice is founded on a false thoorj" P But
again

“ 1. Wo hold that the authority lo malo* laws hc hmgs not hy divine ap|>ointment to

any |>artieular person or pi*rsoiis in the tiuiivh, as saci^Hlotalists aflirm, but to all the
members of the Church. 2. The (''herch of Knirland rfftanfed as idtntival with the

Convnonwealth of Eiiglaiub this legislative ]»i>wcr is cxeivised witli us hy Parliament.’’

(P. 143.) ** In England the Commonwealth beintj rtganled as the Churchy the head of the
one is the head of the other,’* (P. 14ih)

Wo think that even saccrdotalists ought not to bo opi>rosfiod with a lyrant
logic forcing them in this fashion to ac<iuicsce in a practice luico before and twice
after its basis-thooiy has boon acknowledged unsound. In these liberal days
such violent logic might be fairly called persecutitui.

This antiqiuitcd sect will likewise, we greatly fear, be somewhat staggered by
other statements in Mr. Mountfield's exposition ; not but. lliat the statomonts
may have a sense of truth in thi'in, but that the sucerdotalists will fail to see it.

That is their fault however, but h*'re are tlio passages, which occur in a summing
up of advantages of Church laws being inudo by Paiiiamont.

(Second advantage.) *• Thr* whole nation has a voii'c in the concrms of the Church
and may mould it to its wilt, thus ntakitig it national.** (P. 121.)

(Tlic foiulh ** iulvanlagr ’* of Dis&i uti rs being in Parliament.) ‘S^^iqiposing Parlia-

ment truly to ropresi-nt the »}unioiis of the nation, the Clnirrli of Knglaiid eannot
become, or long remain, the Chareh of a minority ” 11*J)

—that is, of course, t^hurchmon and Iti-^sonb-rs will then c hange plnce.'«. Also
the “ advantage *’ of bishoji.s lu iTig seb'Clt'd by the Prime Minister is that “as a
layman he is commonly free from theological projiidiceH.** (P. Ibf).)

lender the blessed rule of Parlianu'iit wo got another of our author’s “advan-
tages.’* Thus :

—

Parliament nriy, as it does direct the* cli^riry wlicn on\*nng up prayer or praise or
administering the Eucharist and llaptisni, to wa*ar etrtain vestments and use a oi*rtaiii

form of words.’* (P.142.)

Church legislation however, lo which of the two, clergj- or Parliament, it is

the great bore, we entreat Mr. Mouiitfhld to retleet again and makeup his mind
and tell us for certain what ho thinks ; because at p. 121 he writes

—

“ It is an adv.antape to th<* < leriry llial Phiirrh l;i\\s arc in idc by tlio principal laymen
of the nation, relieving thuin ah il dues from the neccs'^ity of iiev<jliiig itiucli attention lo

ecclesiastical legislation .

‘ ’

But when he comes to p. 1:3J1 ho gives a reason why Parliament .‘ihonld appoint
a sort of special committee oi- co^nnli'^sion charged with the duty of suggc.sting
and devising Church la\<‘ri;

—

*‘Por the enormous aTnount of hii>iiioss continually and increasingly flowing in from
all ’parts of the Pritish empir*- ujinn Parliament, as well as the indillcrenco of some
of the members to the National ( 'hurch, cause loss attonlion to be paid to its affairs

than is desirable.**

It is very provoking that Mr. Mounlficld after introducing us lo llio pleasant
society of Polilists and TiOgists like Hooker, Taybu’, liarrow, Coko and Black-
stone, and all tlioir solid inuxiniH and dicta, should load us away into such a
<|Uagmire as this. C. II.

The Royal Engineer. By the Eight lion. Sir F«i\jrci8 B. Hjbab, Bart.
Tjondon : John Murray.

This genial veteran, w'ho so thoroughly enjoys getting into some great
establishment and turning it inside out before the*^ public, has now been taking
notes, in his own special rein, in the barracks and on tho practising ground of
the Eoyal Engineers, and greatly to our edification. At tho ond of his volume
wo are entirely up in tho subject, from tho Competitive Examination and tho
Duke of Cambridge to the “ Invasion of England.” Wo once thought we did
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know what a sapper was, a kind of molo with a pickazo underground : and per-
ha])s wo did. But tiio ago travels by railroad, and wo now know him as an
artificer of vorsatilo gonius, by whom his commanding officer the Boyal Engi-
neer turns waj: itself into a lino art. IIo manipulates in all tho sciences, and
is to bo dif^vorod on any day of the year in his own haunts (above ground) at
mathomatical problems, at electricity, photography, astronomy; at surveying,
mapping, lithography, printing, engraving, diving; fabricsiting pontoon bridges
and contriving the terrible torpedo. That this distinguished society, the B.S.
of the body militarj% should bear all the titles of tho hierarchy of war and wear
tho soldier's uniform, and yoc not appear in tho official Army List ancl have not
so much as colours of their own, but bo treated as little bettor than civilians, is
ail anomaly Sir Francis Head cannot feel reconciled to. In the presence of
strong positions the Iloyal Engineer shares dangf^r and death with tho very fore-
most, hut not credit. Tho warriors of tho lino volunteer in dashing deeds to win
their and tho ll.E. is Binijily “ told off” to guide or pilot thorn scienti-
iically Ihrough tho ground, but nev<'r to “ lead’* them, to their winning point.
If the intellectual corps is io bo kei>t cool, like the brain in the body, under the
excitonieuts of glorious war, we can imiigiiie this is not n bad way of securing
tho object. Tliis docs not however commend itself to tho Bight Hon. Author,
who is never wearj' of firing off his sarcasms at the sj'stom, beginning with
Shakespeare's “ Clerk c)f Chatham,*’ and rceominending that at least an A
might 1)0 allowed on the sfipper’s signal-flag that first waved over captured
Magdula, inasmuch as the hero(;.s of the lino have been permitted to write on
their regimental colours “ Abys>inia” in full.

h>ora Sir Francis’ grapliic jiages we subjoin tho following extracts. Wo are
to imagine one of tho scenes portrayed in his engravings, a long procession of

carrying a hundred yards of bridge, with travelling office, shop, forge,
and all their att<mdants, making for a river ; wlieii suddenly an oiitorprising
body of hostile horse is rejiorteil approaching the heavy and helpless array.
For Sii* Francis’ gratification the officer in charge buddonly gives the word of
command

Forftt Jhr fitft'fire (Tffit cavain/

I

And in loss thnii two minutes ho (Captainb his
liorsrs, liLs drivors, and liis sap])crs, liroaiiii' tlio iiivLsildi' garrison of a foil i>r polygon
4»f twonty sides, foriiit-d liy ]iis juaitoon and rovfivd \vagg<»ris drawn up so close to each
•other that in several instances they almost toindied, ami in others left an interstice or
embrasui'f} of about a foot or eighteen inches 011 the ohImMo. As 1 rode round and close

to lliis rapidly-couslrueted fort, wlienoor 1 eaiiieto an interstice, a sapper on one knee,
with his swonl in ]»ayonet form attaehed to liis fh*e-ann, with two others standing one
liohind the other ahovi! liiiii, cat'll and all looking tlireet at me, nearlj' together snapped
their Sniders in iiiy face. ( >thers hi'iiealh the waggons shot at me from between tho
wheel.s; and I have no hesitation in saying that the ollieer’s wonl of command was so
completely earrii*d into ])raclieiil effect tliat Iho ramjiart foniicd by his waggons was
totally impenetrable, not only to cavalry using swords, but also to lancers.” (1*. 44.)

Describing a drill-sceno on tho Medway, where a party of young Engineer
officGi^ and sapiicrs wore busilj’' engaged in throwing a bridge across, our
author adds :

—

“ H.li.ll. Prince Arthur (at present tho junior lieutenant^ in tho^ corps of Roj^al

Engineers) belonged to the first parly enoaiiipcd for i)ontoon instruction, in which ho
took such zealous interest that on one occa.sion he was soon swimming, with his clothes

on, in water the mud of whieli was very little calculated to improve them. But ho is

reported to have said on joining tho Itoyal Engineer Establishment, J am not come Jure

to ehirJs teorJe^ nor did ho.” (1*. 59.)^
^ o. n.

The Life of the ltei\ Thos. CoUina. By tho Bov. Samtjei- Coley. With a
Portrait. Second Edition. London : Elliot Stock.

This memoir ofa laborious and earnest preacher will be enjoyedby those whose
tastes fiow readily into the Methodistic moulds and forms ; but to others trained

in piety under tho Book of Common Prayer wo could not risk our character by
recommending it, except perhaps as a material for study in a department of

religious psychology. If any one would understand tho spiritual nurture of

those numerous poor and lower-middle classes among whom such men as^ good
Thomas Oollins have tiioir “ circuits,” this volume will bo an excellent guide to
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liim, as a few quotations will show.
^
God forbid we should oyor seek to drag^

before unsympathetic readers the painful peculiarities of religious life for the
purpose of exciting levity, or still worse of feathering a shaft. Our common
Qhxistianity is concerned in hurrying past all such exhibitions, with reticence

and reserve, unless we honestly intend to draw from them tUeir lessons of
wisdom for our reflection. In this spirit thou we proceed to the following scones
adduced of Mr. CoUins* “profitable parlour-work.** We notice the quiet brevity
which records in a diary-jotting the serious event of a i>erson being “ saved.**

“At Mrs. Smith’s, of Bredo, one of the servants was Kivod at family prayer.*’ (F. 68.)
“ On Saturday evening, at Salehurst Abbey, the neighbours gathered in

;
1 talked to

them awhile ; wo then fell to xmvj^er, and five of them were saved.” (lA)

A female writes :

—

“ Mr. Collins met mo at ^Ir. Francis’s house. T bad boon a self-righteous Pharisee

;

but in the morning service the Spirit had opemHl Die eyes of my soul to see its own
vileness. Mr. Collins asked, ^Do you cx{HH*t scilvation to-night I replied, * What-
ever good 1 may have, it is my rc^solvct not to go away without it.* Ho said, * I have
pleaded with Gm this day for hours, in Uic wood, for souls ; Ho will give them. I
know his sign. 1 £^11 have souls to-night. Yours, 1 trust, will be one.* Well, night
came, and with it such a power as 1 had never felt. Cries for meny rang all over the
chapel. Before the sermon w'as done, I, with many others, fell upon my knees to implore
salvation. 1 found it ; and to all eternity shall bless God for that Easter Monday.” (id.)

Another person writes :~
**Mr. Collins lodged with me. Wo told him we wanted our three eldest children con-

vextod.
^

* Three eldest I** said he, * why not all ? My God says, Open thy mouth wide
and I will fill it. 1 will not ask Him for less than all ! * That largo-hcaiied prayer W'os
answered. All were given. One was saved in the chapel, and the other three at the
fiixnily altar.” (P. 165.)

Is it possible that any spirit of sacerdotalism, which declares an awful trans-
formation of certain sumtimcea under the influence of formula) duly pronounced,
can ever invade the unvested breast of John Wesley’s priest whose parlour
conversions and savings are such ordinary occurrences ? (}n another occasion a
Mr. P. and “a nervous man who could not bear the noise of the prayer
meeting *’ after preaching, “ came in to tea,” writes Mr. Collins,

“I asked P. Are yon happy F’ ‘Nu.* ‘Do you w^ish to be?’ ‘Yes,* ‘When?
Now, or seven years to come F'

*
‘ Ind«*cil, I hope it will not bo seven vears first.’ ‘ Well

then, let us seek it of God now.* At the woi*d we foil to prayer. I’he men wrc8tle<l

;

the servant wept ; and the d^uighters, two sweet young maidens, soldied o-s they knelt
at the sofa. It was a boisterous time ; but in less than half an hour P., the nervous
man, and the girls, were all rejoicing together. The prcseuco of the I>ord w'ent with us
to chapel : several were saved there.” (P. 176.)

When the poor overworked pastor is unfitted for a protracted exercise heaven
comes to his assistance sooner, and he knows it. The scene of tho following is
the town of St. Austell.

Hunger for holiness seems rising. After tho love-feast, (f. P. told mo at the door
that ho was longing for perfect love. * Return with me,’ I said, ‘ to the vestry.’ Ho
came at a word, prepared, according to tho Cornish idea, to wrestle until midnight. I
bad strength for no such thing, and knew right well that Heaven did not wish it. So I

i
*ust knelt down, and simply besought the liord to light the poor man’s candle at once.
;t was done.” (P. 323.)

^
The following passage is from Mr. Collins’ notes at Oldbury in 1860. The

biographer writes that as Mr. Collins preached “ several obtainra mercy. Take
one case. The notes are curt but instructive.”

“‘Are you a believer?* ‘No.’ ‘How long have you been seeking salvation?*
‘ Years.* ‘ Who is it whom through all those years vou have not believed ?* ‘ Christ.’
‘ What ? Not believe Christ ! Is He a liar ?' Tfic youth paused, then slowly and
firmly answered, ‘ Ho is not.* ‘ But Uo says—He that beUeveth on me hath evermsting
life—and you can’t believe Him.* ‘ 1 can.* ‘ You won’t.* ‘I will.* ‘But you don’t/
‘ I do/ ‘You won’t conUnne.’ ‘ I will.* ‘ Then, man, if these things be so, ym are
a believer.* ‘Yes, now 1 am. and hallelujah! I this mommit /fel that God is my
aalvation/” (P.431.)

We should dearly like some good, sound, cocoeUent Doctor of the Conferonoe
io^dacide £or ns-^as we should hardly like to obtmde our own i^uuonr«*«whefher
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it be ]^osBible that, 'irhereae the tenet of the Beal Oinectiva Presenoe is believed
to be inaoribed upon eome part of the Papal skirt, the bdioTers in a Beal Sab-
jectiye Presenoe, even in t& Circuits, may be holding on to another part of it.

Ijeaving however such delicate ground, we may be permitted to suggest that the
mode in wUch Christianity is presented to and accepted by large masses of our
fellow Christians constitutes a division and a barrier far more potent than any
doctrinal formula or theory of government can be. Wesleyism is a province m
Christendom marked otF from other provinces by rivers and mountains whibh
any reader of this biography will find to be more subtle or impassable than any
physical boundaries; and he who dreams of healing the breaches of these
unhappy days must sooner or later become aware that unito and amalramation
are by no means afiGurs confined to negotiation and proposals between delegates
and representatives, but involve a change of atmosphere, an alteration of diet, a
complete ro-oducation, a revolution in taste and sentiment, and language, and
thought, things beyond all others impossible to be measured by propositions and
articles.^ It is usually sold that the Church of England exMllod this funous
evangelistic movemont from her bosom in the last century. But assupiing that
&e only alternatives were to port company with it and to adopt it and be
identified^ with it to this day, is it possible to persuade ourselves that the
Christianity of England could now afford to have sustained such a loss as would
be involved in the

^
second alternative ? Can we honestly thinlr tibat the

sensitiveness of a highly cultivated understanding, sutdi as that which now
enjoys the devotions of the Anglican Communion, could ever have endured to this
day, or ought to have endured, such a presentation of Cluistianity os vre find in the
letters and jottings, tho parlour work and chapel work, of good Thomas Collins?

C.H.

ni.—SCIENTIFIC.

The Principlea of Cumney : Six Lecturta Delivered at Oxford. By BoWAXT
Price, Professor of Political Economy in the University of Oxford. With
a Letter from M. Michee Ciievai.ter, on the History of the Treaty of
Commerce with France. Oxford and London : James Parker & Co.

Tiie leotnres of which Mr. Bonamy Price’s volume consists were delivered, his
Preface tells us, *' as Public Lectures at Oxford in the Taylor Institution.” It
seems needless to say that they display the well-known dutractorutics of the
writer : a perspicuous style, acute lome, a dear conoeption of a limited number
of truths, coupled with an almost inability to see over the limit, and an ontefK^an
imxMttience of all that strays beyond it, as being necessarily error. Mr. Frioe
frankly admits, indeed, that political economy is ** a law of dispute and of con-
troversy, of assertion and denial—a region in which little progress is defini-

tively acquired and retained in which ** the tendency to backslide seems to be
incessant and irresistible,” so that ** it seems like lost labour to waste indruo-
tion on those who listen and are convinced, and then, under some rndMoribaUe
impulse, rebel against tho Imht.” But, complacently ascribing tibia “ impulse”
to "the ceaseless action of selfishness—the nevor-djring force of class and
personal interests—tho steady and constant effort to_ promote private gains at

the cost of the whole community,” Mr. Price is obviously enabled to raise hu
own dof^natio pertinacity in fitvour of positions which appear to him to ‘‘ attain

the quality of demonstration ” to the height of a virtue. Tet—if a majority of

weU-to-do Victorians, under <me of the fireest constitutions of the world, bred
up in, and, as it were, permeated wi& free-trade principles, choose by law to

jmy mine £ot this or that h<»ne-grown product than for the mportod one~lu'.
Vnx» is at fbll liberty to say tney are unwise, but what right has he tomy

selfirii, simply because their idutonomio **doxy” hiqjipeiMi net to

Substantially, tho work—^barring a tilt by tho way at Mr. MBWia little
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move a repotitionj in more serious and deliberato form, of Mr. Price’s

previous onslaughts on the bad political economy of our commercial men and
commercial writers, amounting, as he contends, to a restoration of the ** mer-
cantile theory ” demolished by Adam Smith. He is always lamenting whnt he
calls somewhere ** the confusion which afflicts the city on all mtfttors connocted
with the scientific understanding of money.” In some departments of political

economy, he declares, the doctrines of inorchants and bankers have subdued
the whole land, and almost put a stop to all indopendeut thought wliich should
presume to contradict the established theories of men of business.” And in
order, no doubt, to prove the rule by the exception, ho inserts, in an Appendix,
a certainly very able paper by Mr. Charles Uairdner, manager of the Union
Bank at Glasgow, as exhibiting ** a precision of thought, a correctness of view,
and a scientifio treatment most rare^ amongst writers who belong to the com-
mercial world.” Mr. Price’s leading doetrino is, tluit coin alone is money
properly so called, although we have been compelled to apply the same term
to bank-notes ;” and ho hankers after a classification of the instruments of ex-
change which ** would place coin in a class by itself, and would group in a second
and collateral class all the other instrument's of exchange.” Curiously enough,
however, whilst thus proclaiming the iiffiuity between bank-notes, cheques,
bills, &c., and maintaining that the right ” of bank-notes to the title ofmoney

consists in the fact that they circulate, taken in connection with their imper-
sonal character,” Mr. Bonamy Price seems well-nigh blind to the extent to which
both features apply to those instruments of exchange to which he so sharply
denies that title. If ho had ever seen a ” good bill ” come back for payment,
often perfectly loaded with endorsements, ho would never say that bills of ex-
change do not ” circulate.” Nor would ho say so of a cheque, coming up, wc will

say, to Jjondon from a*village or small town where thero is no local bank, seldom
loss than a fortnight after its issiio, and often with fifteen or sixteen omlorse-
monts. Indeed, there are towns and districts all over England where a cheque
bearing a known local signature wdll bo found far easier to cash than a Bank of
England note, as being more palpably genuine, so that 'wo have hero an instance
of what Mr. Price dedares not to be money, as not being circulablo, eii-culating

better than what ho acknowledges as such. And as to the ** impersonal ” cha-
racter of the bank-note, it is difficult to see in what respect it is less poi'sonal

than a cheque to bearer,—one might even say, than any bill, note, or cheque
endorsed in blank. The drawer or acceptor of any ordinary bill of exchiingo
knows as little, and cares as little, by whom it will be ultimately presented for

payment as the Bank of Englwd cares who may return to it a bank-note ; and
so far as mere actual circulation is concerned, the ditference between the one
and the other need bo no more than that in the one case every hand must be
legally noted through which a bit of paper passes, and not in tho other. As
respects cheques to bearer, indeed, if the difference of form be overlooked, they
are almost entirely equivalent to notes which n given bank allows individuals
to issue against itself, tho security for which, however, is not its whole assets,

but only me portion of such assets due, or^ allowed to bo credited to, the issuer.

Whatever Mr. Price may say, cheques do in fact largely supplement the circu-

lation of what alone ho terms money ; they are the practical moans through
which the non-extension of provincial banks of issue has been so little felt ; and
altibiough they may co-exist and flourish together with a system of free banking,
as in Scotland, they ore for England the himitual substitute for the latter. But
whilst it appears thus obvious that neither in point of circulablo value nor of
impersonal character can the bill, dieque, &c., be distinguished from the bank-
note otherwise than in degree, there is generally, though not necessarily
(apart, of course, from any log^ recognition or privileg<^, a great practicfu
dinerenco between the two classes of instruments—that of the habitual limita-
tion of time to the efficacy of the former class. Whilst a bank-note is primd
facie good to all time, a bill or note is almost invariably payable at a fixed date,

and ite circulablo value is therefore practically confined (though it^ need not
legally between this and the date of issue, or more generally of acceptance
—a.period which is, indeed, often longer than that of me average circulation

of a bank-note. And wh^t the cheque bears no limit of time on the face of
it, still the legal decisions in cases of bankruptcy, Ac., tend to give it one
habitually.
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Determined* however* that nothing shall be money but what the Oxford Pro*
feseor of Folitioal Economy chooses to call such* Mr. Price makes roiy merry
with that “ climu” of “ looseness’* in •• tho City’s language*”—^the “Money-
Market*” by which expression our blunder-headed merchants and bankers will
not scientifically understand only “ a place in which sovereigns and bank-notes
are specially sold*’’ but simply tho place where, even taking the word in the
Professor’sown strict sense* a man is most likely to mt money for money’s worth,
and money’s worth for money. Another taboi^ed word for him in curren<qr
matters is “ represent*” and its derivatives. To an ordinary mind it appears a
perfectly clear idea when it is said that coin “ represents” goods, that a bank-
note “ represents ” coin* that a cheque in the holder’s hands “represents ” coin
or notes ; but Mr. Price “ cannot accept tho word ^ represent ' in currency*” for

ho “can novor understand its meaning.” A more serious inroad upon the
English language is Mr. Price’s use of the word “ mean*” not in tho sense of
“ medium*” but of “means*”—a false grammatical refinement analogous to that
which—in Iho face of authorities such as “ the wages of sin is death,”—^has

by this time almost implanted into our language tho Yankee singular “ wage.”
But indeed Mr. Price, notwithstanding his claims to strict scientific accuracy*

makes sometimes use of language which is scarcely consistent with itself. At
p. 4 ho tells his hearers that “ men must bo Political Economists. You may
not, individually, bo merchants, or members of Parliament, or clergymen,
or land-owners* but Political Economists* one and all of vou, you cannot help
being.” At p. 7 he informs them that the Emperor Napoleon, under the
preaching of Mr. Cobden, “ became a Political Economist* but ho was almost
a solitary convert.” At p. 42 ho writ^ that “ if there were no national mint*
Baring’s money* Bothschild’s money, and all sorts of money would bo
circulating together* and tho confusion would bo intolerable.” At p. loO he
Sisks* “ ^Vho would say that any possible harm could come of every householder
issuing sovereigns, if only the public had a complete guarantee that every one
of those sovereigns was a good one ? ” And ho never hesitates to praise tho
•Scotch banking system, in which all sorts of “ money” are circulating together*
and the public has nn complete guarantee that any note is good.
M. Michcl C’heviilier’s letter, describing how tnc French commercial treaty

was literally sprung as a mine by tho Emperor on his own Finance ^Bnister, his
Chambers, and his people* is no doubt exceedingly curious ; but one cannot
help feeling surprise at seeing an English Liberal of the old school treating such
a picco of Cmsarism as deserving of nothing but unmixed and almost fulsome
eulogy. Let Mr. Price rest assured that the unquestionable unpopularity of
the treaty over a large portion of France to this day is in great measure ovdng
to tho clandestine, surreptitious way in which it was introduced, and is sufficient

to prove that, in history as well as in morals* the end does not justify the means*
cither with Jesuits or Free-traders. J. M. L.

l^ke Polar World: Man and Nature in the Arctic and Antarctic Begiona of the

Olohe. By Dr. G. Haktwig. London : Longmans.

It is no reproach to Dr. Ilartwig to call his book a compilation. It professes
to bo nothing more ; but he has condensed for us information on cither Pole*
not indeed new* but hitherto too often buried in the inaccessible quartos which
entomb tho results of Government explorations. Having searched through all

tho records of voyagers and naturalists* he has gathered up tho results into a
lavishly-illnstratod^ volume* well arranged* and pleasantly written* which wUL
do more to popularize polar adventure than any work which has yet appeared.
The most intrepid explorers are not always tho most attractive writers ; and

it detracts not from the heroism of a Livingstone or a Barth if we admit that
other pens might have delineated their discoveries in more glowing* though not
in truer* colours.
But Arctic explorers have almost alwavs been cultivated scholars and men of

science* and wo are glad to see that Dr. Ilartwig has not scrupled to extract the
spirited descriptions of a Parry or a Boss. At me present moment* perhaps* the

tho greatest interesti espeeialW as public attention i^beginning to be dratm to
that mysterious region of icebergs and volcanoes irhere, it is to be hoped, the
astronomers of 1881 will escape the Ihto of Franklin.
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ThoBunAxiroof Bo88 bKoits thy^diffioidtiMwUohthBftdttnt^^ star-Msers
^inll have to enoountor. Ixi lakituda 76^ S* that brave explorer sucoeedM in

leaping upon an island which bore not the Bcaallest trace of Yogetation-*-not even
a l^hen or a pioco of seaweed growing on the rooks, but the white peti^ and
the skua had their nests on the ledges of the cliffs, and seals were seen sporting
on the water. The next day they saw an eruption of Mount Erebus, when the
flame and smoke rose 2,000 feot a^vo the crater, which was eleyated 12,400
feet above tho soa-lovel. A brilliant mantle of snow swept down the aides of
both these giants of the South, and projected a perpendioular icy cliff several
miles into tho sea. lu vain tho explorers endeavoured to approach the
shore.

The roar of tho surf, which extended each way as far as wo could seo, and the
crashing of the ice, fell upon the ear with fearful distinctness, whilst the frequently-
averted oyo as inunediutoly returned to coxitomplate tlio awful des^uction tliat threatened
in ouo short hour to close the world, and all its hopos, and joys, and sorrows, upon us for
ever. In this, our deep distress, wo called upon the Lord, and lie heard our voices out
ofhu temjde, and our cry came hoforu Him. A gentle air of wind iillod our sails ; hopo
again revived ; the feeble hreozo gradually freshened ; our heavy ships began to foci its

influence, slowly at first, but moro rapidly afterwards, and before cl^k wo found our-
selves far removed from every danger.*’— Voyage.

Dr. Hartwig gives us very full information, not only on the geography and
histo^, but also on the natural productions of the Arctic and Antarctic regions.
Forbidding as these may be to man, and scant as is their botany, they abound
in animal life to a degree which is not exceeded in the tropics. It is impossiblo
to mve any rioumi of this part of his worir, which is copious without preten^g
to oe systematic. Full and concise chapters give us tho history and descriptions
of Icemnd, Lapland, Novaya Zemlya, Siberia, Aleutia, lludson’s Bay,New-
foundland, Oieenlaud, Patagonia, and Tierra del Fuego. Amongst tne most
interesting chapters are the concise summary of all the Arctic expeditions from
the earliest times, and the sad story of the Greenland colony. So concen-
trated is the information, that there is not a pago from the beginning to tho
end of the book which we could willingly omit. II. B. T.

Tho Naturalist in Norway. By Eev- J. Bowden, LL.D. London

:

L. Beeve & Co.

Fob the mere tourist in Norway, who does not stipulate for very accurate or
detailed information in natural history. Dr. Bowden’s book is a pleasant and
readable companion. It is interspersed with many amusing anecdotes of Nor-
wegian peasants, beasts, and birds, and the writer has incorporated the most
racy tales of Fontoppidan, and many of Lloyd’s sporting adventures, illustrated

by tinted lithograpns. As naturalists, however, we might be inclined to treat

tne work ' more severely. The information on the ermine may be taken as an
example. There is no intimation of its identity with the stoat ; we axe told
that it resembles the weasel in appearance, but is rather larger in size. The
naturalist is not to be educated on tho vague descriptions of this book, amusing
as may be the anecdotes. The chapters on the birds are chiefly copied from
Nillson’s lists, with some additions as to their breeding. On these we feel

almost inclined to quote the old remark, that what is true is not new,” and
what is new is not true.” This is not be wondered at, when we And ahundred

and eight pages devoted to the birds of Norway, without the slightest indication
of the wntor having even heard of the researches of Wolloy ! Though the
salmon rivers of Norway figure on the title-page, the subject is dismissed in six
pages of text. Of Nordland, of the livers of which we have some knowledge,
nothing is said. The volume concludes with a simple catalogue^ of the flora of
the Dovrefjeld, copied from Blytt. The best part of the book is a description

of the Lapps; but the whole is a compilation, which it required neither a
naturalist nor a resident in Norway to produce. H. B. T.

A TroaHos an Harmony. By the Bev* Sir F. A. Gobe Ouseley, Bart.

iClairendon Press, Oxford.
It is sddomwe have brought beforeus so valuable a work on muaio ; but it is

impossible without ample musical notation to do justice to it, imd we must eon-
tent ourselves with a slightcomment. Theiheory ofharmony is here studiedby
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the loaumed and acoompluhed pxofossor nrith the eame aocoracy, and in the aame

B
tirit, irith whidi we axe in the habit of examining wy other adentifio salgeot.
b doubt, many and excellent books have already been devoted to Hw tfaMny

of harmony, but they have all more or less sufferw from the tyranny of obso-
lete imd needless dogma.^ In the present work an attempt hu been made to
simpltfy matters, by reducingmany knotty points inharmony, and salving mai^
questtons by the light of common sense. To thorougnly appreoiate tins
method, the student should bo generally well educated, and he should also havw
a i^d acquaintance with the rudiments of music. The professor believes that
a ttuo theory of musit: must be founded upon the natural utws of musioal vibra-
tion, and that, in truth, in making our scale and combining our harmonies we
must use the basis which Nature has already provided for ns. To do this is to
found our sjstem on what has been called the harmonic theory. The late Pro-
fessor Donaldson, of Edinburgh, adopted this natural method, and his leetoxes
ore in conseiiuenco remarkame for their dearness and freedom from dogma.
Wo use tho word dogma, because music, more than any other art, has suffered
from rules laid down without adequate reason, and often adhered to, to the great
detriment of musioal progress.
The professor’s theory u supplemented by some valuable illustrations at the

end of the volume, showing me comparative magnitude of intervals. It will
not be the teacher’s fault if, with these helps, and the progressive system care-
fully adhered to from chapter to chapter, the student fells to acquire a thorough-
soastory over the general principles and the chief rules of harmony.

A. T.

Tommy Try, and What he Did in Hcienee. By G. O. G. Nafieb. 46 Dlnstra-
tions. London : Chapman and Hall.

We have here the egotistical narrative of a pedantic little urchin, who con-
siders himself now a full-blown naturalist, and relates to us the process^ of 1^
development from the monad in long dothes. He seems to have resided in
many different watering-places on the south coast, and, had he confined himself
to uoscriptions of boyish explorations among shells, seaweeds, birds, and
butterflies, the book might have been useful as a school-boy manual, although
his natural history cannot bo depended upon, and we have rather ajmoryj^al
stories, as of a hybrid between the missel-thrush and the blackbird. jBut

Tommy Try’s taste was not confined to nature, and the book is_ interlarded
with caricatures of Eastern tales, with impossible shipwreck, with not very
high-toned stories oflodging-house keepers, and the loves of sailors and servant-
maids. Altogether tho volume is beneath criticism. The woodcuts are from
tho blocks employed in the illustration of Figuier, or, where miginal, do no
credit either to aetist or engraver. H. B. T.

H',—CLASSICAL.

Homer’s Iliad. In English Bhymed Verso. In Two Volumes. By Chableo
Mekivale, B.D., D.C.L., 'Chaplain to the Speaker. London: Strohaa
& Co.

To review effectually a translation of tho entire Iliad would involve larger
space than is usually allotted to a Contemporary notice. And the restraint of
limits makes itself felt in the ease of such translators as Dr. Mmvale, whose
name and antecedents warrant the merit of whatever ho takes in hand. HJe
classical and English scholarship ore fects not now to be discussed or dilated

on, but have been established by many incontestable proofe in translation into
and out of the classical languages, not leas than by historical works ooUaterally
evidencing his critical femilmxity witti ancient literature. W^*’^ such a one
is moved ny the interest which has sprung up of late years in the sulgeot of
^meric translation, and lays hunself out to attempt a solution of the problem,
in what metre, style, and diction Homer may most fitly be r^reeented in
English, he is clearly entitled to candid and patient consideration; and the
results of such consideration are not to be merely glanced at as ordini^effixrts.
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We shall try, thci*cfore, within onr limits, to giyo a fair idea of the main features

of his work, and to draw to it the attention both of thoso to whom, apart from
the Groek, it will alFoi^ interest and amusement, and also of those who, with
more or less scholarship, like to compare Englisli with Greeks and translation
with translation ; avoiding, on the one hand, such profuse quotation as might
supply dabblers and smatterers with second-hand notions, to savo their going to
the Ibuntain-head ; and, on the other, the dry, brief, stinted regard with which
versions of less mark might fairly be passed over.

X)r« Meiivalo is of the number of thoso who hold the ballad metre the truest
exponent of Homer's hexameters ; and, so far as concluding Greek Uno and
English lino within identical limits, the most bigoted of hexamotrists could not
deny his having established a strong case for the superiority of his meusuro to
any other This measu]*o may be designated as in tho main fourteen-syllable,
with a division at tho eighth syllable ; and tho sense of monotony which might
otherwise be felt in a poem of such length, is relieved by a not infrequent
intennixturo of one, two, or three octosyllabic half-lines, rhyming wita tho
eighth syllable of tho entire line which they follow, this entire line itself

rhyming with the next entire lino in due sequence. Tho effect is extremely satis-

fa^oiy. That spirit and tiro which it isjustly urged that our modern translations
for the most part fail in reproducing, seem to reanimate the English frame of a
naturalized lioiner, when ever^* now and then wo light on such a passage as
that which early in tho first book depicts Apollo coming down in yengeanco for
the wrong done to his ser^'ant ; a passage which here owes much of its success
to the seasonable use of tho half-metres to which we have rcferi*od :

—

‘‘ Then down from liitrh Olympus in wrath the Anihor sti*odo ;

With how about his shoulders flung
His douldy-liddcd quiver hung ;

Kattlcd his aiTow.s as ho swung to earth, tho wrathful god I

Like night h<' cauio, and straightway sfito from tho ships apart

;

And dire was the ding of the silver string, as he drove his luoital dart.”—i. 44-9.

Wo are extremely sceptical as to tho capacity of lioxameters or any imrhyinod
metros to convoy tfie tone and spirit of Homer’s lines with like forego, no matter
how skilful and qualified the translator. It will be understood that the bulk
of the tran.slation is in lines of full length, and that it more resembles tho ver-
sions of Biackie and Mr. Gladstone than of other modorii translators of Homer.
To our thinking it excels these in variety, through the usage which has been
illustrated above, as well as by tho much 'more frequent use of sectional metros,
in which Dr. Merivalo luxuriates with a very happy effect. Particularly is this the
case with regard to tho catalogue of tho ships. Here, in no sfrict or unvarying
proportion, octosyllabic lines are repeated fourfold and fivefold in the midst of
full-length lines of the sort that constitute the staple of the tran.slation. Of tho
effect an idea may be foi-med by this samido, from the enumeration of the contri-

butions to Nestor's tale of ships:

—

** ’Twas there, they say, the Pluses assailed, as once it fell,

The Thracian Tliamyris, and Btojiped the songs he sang so well

:

Once as he came from CEchalus,
Eealm of (Eebaliun Eurytus,
Boasting the best in song to prove.
Though even the MusesAgainst him strove.

Seed of the fegis-beaiing Jove I

But they indignant smote him, and made the master blind ;

His song divine they took from him, and maimed tho tuneful mind.”—ii. 594-600.

Never, to our thinking, has this crux of translators been more successfully

bandit. Of another attempt to vary the uniformity of niotro, to wit, where our
translator renders the enumeration of the Nereid sisters of Thotis, at tho opening
of the eighteenth book, into English hexameters, wo are unable to spe^ so
heartily. It is conceivable that l3oto, Spio, Callianassa, and others ofthe sisters

labour under the disadvantage of somewhat intractable names ; but it might
liave been almost better to omit the list and leave the appellation of each to^tho

reader*B fiEuicy than to break off from so modem a stave into one at once ancient
and inconcruous, and of which the insertion may possibly be duo to a desire

to provn the inadaptability of the Homeric rhythm to our English poetry. It
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is noticeable that Professor Conin^n, in his continuation of Wondey^s Qiad,
contrives to group these same ladies in a single Spenserian stann^ uithout
resort to any great or startling change; and, generally speaking, variefy, if ure

must have it, should have retained in it sufficient elements of resemblance to
reconcile rea^rs to the transition.

But it is time that, whilst on the subject of metre, we should exhibit a sample
or two of the fitness of that chosen by Dr. ICerivale for the main portion of his
translation. In its ordinary flow it answers his purpose of giving scope and
verge enough for Homer's words, as may be seen in the following extract from
the fourth book, in which the meeting of the hostile armies is ^ened to the
confluence of two mountain torrents (II. iv., 446—55) :

—

So when they met together, confronted in one place,

Bulls' hides and spears with all their force thrust each in other's face.

Those brazcn-brcastcd warriors ! and every bossy shield
Banged on his mighty opposite, and clanged the echoing field

!

And rose (hero cry of anguish, and shout of triumph loud

:

And din of slayers and of slain ; and ran the gromid with blood

!

And as two mountain torrents, from ample founts tliat flow,

Down rushing with their watery might clash in a gorge below

:

And the shepherd in the shceprun the tumult hears afar ;

So when they joined were heard the rout and onset of the war."—^i. 93.

If, 06 is the case, a comparison of this English with the Oreek should establish
the fact that nothing of importance in the latter is overlooked or slurred, through
exigencies of metre, it must bo admitted that this average sample exhibits an
equivalent for the verse of Homer which is far from ineflective. To give it

variety, however, and variety, too, which stops short of the insertion of one or
more octo syllabic lines above noticed, other expedients are called into play.
Wo allude to the sectional rhymes which Mr. Gladstone used once or twice only
in his translation of the first book of the Iliad, but of which Dr. Merivale has
made freer and more frequent use with ha^y i-osults. If wo take a passage
from tho final conflict between Achilles andlicctor in the twenty-second book,
and list tho latter hero's utterances when he finds that tho simulated Deiphobus
has failed liini at his sorest need, wo shall find this expedient more than once
resorted to. Hector erics

—

**AVoo 's me ; the gods full surely have set mo forth for ileatli.

For Deiphobus, 1 doubted not, stood here, the wall beneath,
liiit no ; aloft ho tarries ; ’twas Fallas mocked my siglit

:

Aiid surely here fell death is uea}\ nor boots to flci: or light.

So w-as it of old ai>pointed that Hector should be killed ;

And so have Jovi* and Jove’s own son, Far-darter Pliwbus, willed
;

\\’ho eret so loved and kept me well ; Imt now to Fate they yield

!

Vet would not I, all bootless, inglorious, sink in doom ;

But gi-eat deed dutUy long memory and name beyond the tomb."—ii. 22S.

The same device imparts singular life to a lino in the prayer of Chryses in the
very opening of the first book (egb' giv Oaoif k. r, X.—i. 18, 19) :

—

XIay tho gods, in bowers Ol^nnpian dwelling, grant ye to prevail.

And trample down king Priam’s toten^ and Inippily liomcward sail
!"

And elsewhere this and other vai'ioties of metro insensibly carry the reader
onward by disi)clling the sense of monotony.
Enough has boon said, perhaps, about me form of verse, on which we have

tarried longer boeauso^ it is an easy task to guarantee the sound scholarship
which characterizes this version. Perhaps it would bo fitter to say, an im-
pertinence : for, given room and space, there could bo no doubt but Dr. Merivale
would fill each line with a faithful and apt counterpart of Homer's original.

In all the catch-passams, whore much practice of recent years in reviewing
translations of Homer has taught us to look out for mistakes, or slurrings-oyer
of the sense, wo have invariably found tho present translation clear and aemsive
in its choice of the best interpretation which was to be gleaned from earlier or
later commentatora. No one, for instance, who has doubted between the ex-
pirations of i. 170-1—

oiSk 6tfa

ivGai 'drtgoc dffvoc mi wXovrov dfiffciv—
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irilLliKva any doubt after reading Br. Motxnde’a Torsion—
“Homowaid my crested barks to turn, descending to the sea

;

And shower no more, disdained and poor, fhtneas and wealth on thee !

tbat be adopts the sound view that here wo hoTe a xaro instance of the elision of
a«i, and that, as (dsewhere, 6(m is oquiTalent to iiofiat ddv. Ami a Torso translation
which can bo relied upon, ns tendering the mort trustworthy interpretation of
the Qreek, is often a great boon to young rtudents. Towards the end of the
first book we observe uiat in rendering the linos

—

ivderw fwita wfoirXvrdc
"H^ateroc rolijin tfviytn irpairtittmv,—607-8,

—

our present trandator avoids tho error into which both Jjord Derby and Mr.
Gla&tonehave fallen, in tokiug dft^tyiqttc, with Hesychiiu, to mean limping,”
and rightly interprets it of Vulcan's “skill with both hands,” wliidh he expresses
by the Latin “ ambidexter

“ Where with his sleight and cunning tho Ambidexter famed,
Vulcan, fur each immortal god his own fair bower had framed.”

In this case the use of a Latin word in on English translation is the more
tolerable because it would be diffieult to give an Engli^ equivalent for it, save
in the shape of a periphrasis We aro not so sure that such toleration ought to
beextendM to the needless introduction of a Grtccism whore it is s.'iidof Caldias
that he

—

“ knew by matifie loro,

What was, and is, and is to be, by Phoebus taught of yore.”

It would have been so easy to write

—

“Who by xnophctic loro

Knew what was, is, and is to be,” &c.

Aproj^ of the use of strange words, the question'suggests itself how far tho
translation by Dr. Merivale is affec^, for good or evil, by free and constant
resort to archaisms. The case here is not quite tho same as with Spenserian
translations. So many modem poets have handled Spensor’s metro, that tho
mind’s eye does not exact or even seek tho pi-csonce of Spcnserlun words, ns a
sane gud non to excellence, in the metre of wmeh ho was a chief master. But,
perhaps, with the ballad metre, even in modem use of it, archaic words are
more m their place. Certainty they pass muster with loss challenging ; and in
very many portions of this *' Iliad in English Bhymed Verse ” they aro intro-
duced wim an effect which modem words would not have succeeded in com-
municating. Often it is a decided advantage to press them into ihu translator's

service.* wm/mvc \a&v is economically represented by “ folkherd : wo havo tho
fitting oountorpaxt of"U^aurrov iunara wottrviovTtt in “ the Poltfoot swinking
and serving through the august abodes.” The verb “to thirl ” is used of Achilles
thrusting his spear-point into Hector’s tender throat, and very man}' more old
Englisb words are used to much purpose and wifh good effect. The epithet for
Mars, fiporoXoiySt, is perlmps not so exactly matchea by tho obscure and much-
disoumed Shakespearian word “ blood-bomtered ” (A. e. “ matted with blood ”)

as to exempt itmm protest at the han^ of many who will think the Engliah
harder to interpret than the Greek ; and, in all submission to correction, wo ques-
tionthejudgment shown inadopting, in referencetotheexchangebetween Diomed
and Glancos, tlm archaic word “ swap,” which has long since passed into slang.

La the reproduction of oompound epithets, so prominent a feature in Homer,
Dr. Merivale has wrought with unquestionable skill and felicity. Jove is toe
** cloud-amasser,” and Apollo, the “far-accompUsher;” Chryseis, “ toe dainty-
cheeked;” tho Greeks, “curly-crested,” “ brazen-coated,” and “ brass-dad;”
Hector, “ high-plumed,” and so forth ; and thus the character of toe original is

better preservoa than by weak resort to periphraris. Besides this, tho ballad
idiom helps, to our thinking, inmany places, to bridge over the distancebetween
toe Greek and the English, and to suggest the state of sodetv which toe
original poem represents, and toe tone and turns of thought of toe poet who
composed toat poem. Not toat there is aught rude or rough in diction, or
phraseology, or style ; toe whole reads as a finidied work by one who is equally
skilled in toe language from whidi he translates, and in tho particular phiuse of
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his own language into which he has judged it best to translate it. It has none
of Qhapnum^s eternal ooneeitSp is less flighty than a recent trandation into ballad
metre, and ueyer drags heavily, as some of the more modem blank veree transla-

tions do, from their unrelieved uniformity. Take it up to read adoud, and we are
mistaken if the experiment does not prove that the measure and its variations
have in them wherewith to inspirit reader and heaxem, so thatflagging attention
and languid voice will be alike impossible. is a £ur trat, as regards
ordinary readers. And os for tiie scholar, he will find manifold oocasions of
satisfiMition when the Greek is brought home to him by sure and distinct touches
of translation, that leave behind no suspicion of vagueness, the oflbpring of
doubt and lack of research. Add to this, that, from the sufficiency of the
chosen metre, this version is not driven to add or dimnish aught ” from the
original, excei>t in very rare instances, and hereby is a marked contrast to
translations in heroic metro. The execution of the llomeric similes is a study
in itself ; and though it has been endlessly experimented on by the most eminent
han^, the famous one of the Trojan wat(ffi-nres at the end of the eighth book
vdll bear reading again in connection vrith Dr. Merivale’s seven lines, which
failneitiier in gruco, ease, truthfulness, nor spirit [mc ^ or’ iv oi>pavtf— xp6^

—655—01]
** As when the stars in heaven bum round their shining queen
BrilUantly, and without a breath expands the broad semno

;

And every cliff and valley stands out, and headland height

;

And breaks o'er all tlio firmament immeasurable light

;

'I'hc stars all 8]jarkle, and the swain’s heart gladdens at the sight

:

So many ’twixt tlic galleys and Xanthus* yellow stream,

Kiiidlca ill front of Ilium the Trojan balefires gleam.”

But the similes do not test Dr. kicrivale's skill in an exceptional degree.

His use of his metre, idiom, and laiiguago is as serviceable for tho portrayal of
the hero’s onslaught, the battlo-din, and the deed of blood, and for the reporting
of the speeches at the council-board or assembly, and the angry or amorous
converse in Helen’s bower. It is quite conceivable that, like Lord Derby’s Hiad,
this, too, may gain in perfectness, as the call for new editions suggests a
repetition of the fhnee hxhor

;

and sincerely do wo hope ^at such calls may be
neither few nor far between, not so much for the perfecting of the work’s sake,

as for an evidenco of tho good taste of our daily-widening circle of Homer-
readers. It seems to us that that ovidence would bo found in favour fidiown

to a version of tho immortal bard, tho form of which is our nearest possible

approximation to that of Homer and tho rhapsodists.

Our notice must not close without an expression of cordial admiration of tho
touching dedicatory sonnet prefixed to these volumes, and the Latin elegiac
translation which accompanies it. J. D.

A, JPeraii Flacci Saftrarum Liber. Edited by A. PilETOii, M.A., of Trinity
College, Cambridge, Classical Lecturer of Trinity Hall. London: Biying-
tons.

We should not be surprised if this now edition of the ill-apprehended satirist,

Persius, were to help to rehabilitate another well-abused character. When a
poet’s remains survivo him by eighteen centuries, and, after their meaning has
oeen puzzled out, leave an impression on the modern student that he has oeen
cajoled by a name misapplied, and that, os in the case of Persius, ho has been
reading mssertations, not satires, there is not much chance for that poet or his
remains to have much popularity. And editors have ill consulted the fame and
favour of this author by tho pains they have taken to disabuse students of tiio

notion that he was what the title of his book declares him. Of satires proper,

say they, Persius wrote but one,—^if by satire you mean, as Roman satire did
mean, personal invective in tho shape of bitter verse. How Mr. Protor, with-
out departing from the traditional theory that ho was a satirist without the
most important essential, knowledge of the world, vindicates for his author the
credit ofMving written at least two satires, the first and fourth, with as strong
a personal animus as could have influence even a Juvenal, so strong indeed
that he deemod it wiso, thinks Mr. Protor, to put his readers on a fidse scent in
his prologue and first satire (w. 9, 10), where, though in fact young, rich.
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cultivated* and well born, he represents himself as a f^rey-hairod* starveling,
half-edueatod, half-rastic scribbler. Without jgoing into detail, it is enough to
say that our now ^tor of Persius gives oonsistoncy and point to many before
obscure passages in the satires mentioned by maintaining and proving their
distinct reference to Nero, who, in the one case, as a would-be poet, was hurting
public taste and corrupting public candour by exacting flattery for his ** Greek
triflings ’’ and puerile i>arome8 and centos (see i. 99—102, note, and compare
Introduction, pp. xvi.—^xxy.), and, in the othor, lashedas outraging public decency
and g^ood government by his midnight brawls and wilful incapacity for empire,
(See iv. 1—6, 25—52.) We hail with satisfaction the editor who thus goes
into the field to combat the common notion about the fourth satire, a notion
that its bearing is general and not personal, and congratulate hlr. Pretor on
having held his own against so weighty an editor as Jahn with remarkable
success.
But it would be an error to suppose that the value of his edition consists

solely in clear views as to the object and general scoi)e of his author. Though
nothing could be bettor or, for its length, more exhaustive than the Introduc-
tion, wiiich leaves no external or internal evidence as to our author’s life, sur-
roundings, and motives unexamined, Mr. Pretor hw shown himself, in the
foot-notes to each page of his text, a much more succinct and convincing anno-
tator than Macleane, his only rival heroin among later English scholars, llis

arguments to each satire are shorter and more to the point, his ** construes ” of
diificult or obscure passages more spirited and yet close, and his explanations,
whether of ancient customs or of grammatical peculiarities, more generally
such as to cany the reader with them. In his preface he gives it as his firm
belief that an accurate translation never yet injured a boy’s scholarship,” and
contends that something of the kind is needed to save the tiro from numberless •

misconceptions which, once rooted, are difficult to eradicate. And, in his

E
ractice, ne has mot the difficulty admirably, for while he is never wanting in
elpful notes to explain the connection, bearing, and spiiit of a hard passage,

ho has taken care to leave the reader to find the meaning of out-of^tho-'way
words by the time-honoured resort to Smith, Andrews, or Ainsworth. For a
specimen of his just ideas of translation wo recommend his EugHsli of 64—75
[“ JETcrc Bihi corrupto—admoveain iempU$ ttfarre in Satire II., one of
those fine outbursts which have always won readers and admirers for Persius,
and which Mr. Pretor has rendered with adequate spirit, and elucidated with
care and research ; or, again, the passage about Komorse, in the third satire.

His accuracy and discrimination may be seen in the way ho handles such lines

as the last of the first satire

—

His mauo odiclum, post pruiidia Callirlioen do.'*

The poet "has just boon naming the “ nonarise,” who were not allowed to infest

the streets and ply their disreputable calling till aft«*r tlio ninth hour ; ami
noticing tlui idlers and profligates who delighted in their impertinences.
Macleane, therefore, supposes **hi.s” to refer to the latter, and “ Callirhoo ” to

represent one of the former. Persius, according to him, leaves the idlers to

gape open-mouthed at the prudor's edictum ” in the mornings, and to wanton
with the Callirhoes, or “nonaria),” in the evenings. But Mr. Pretor, acce})t-

ing Jahn’s hint that “ cdictum ” was the playbill, or programme of the day’s
amusements, denying the likelihood of “prandia” being used loosely for
“ coMim,” and douoting whether “ Callirhoc’^docs not rather indicate the name
of a poem of the forlorn-damsel class, like the I^hyllisos and Ilypsipyles, than
a frail sister, explains the whole lino of commending to i(llor.sfor their mornings
the prsetor’s play-bill, and for their after-luncheon (or post-prandial) diversion
the recitation of the Laments of Callirhoe. The supposition that “ prandium ”

could hero bo i.q. “cocna” is, as he justly observes, upset by the considora-
tion that the hour of “coena” would bo “toa late for the * auditorium,’ to
which they repaired after luncheon.” For good and ample explanatory notes
wo might cite that on Satire III. 19f 11» which enumerates and illustrates the
materialsand implements of a copyist, or that on the difficult line, “ Cemoremve
iuuffk vel quod trabeaU sa/ufas f ” (III. 29b whore he supports the^ mmmon
reading, and supplements Jahn’s imperfect explanation of it, by noticing that
“vel” and “ve^ are both needed to couple the separate ideas conveyed in
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** consorem retuum ” and trabeate.” B ut» indeed, we have not found any single
difficulty ill this generally-accounted difficult poem with which his latest editor
has not manfully grappled ; and we aug^r, as we began by saying, a rise in the
popularity of Persius among modern students, through the pains and skill
with which Mr. Protor has pmcod him and his works before us. There are few
Yolumos in the ** Catena” series to which less exception could be taken by ^o
most critical. J. JD.

V.—POETRY, FICTION, AND ESSAY.

The Oolden Chain of Praise, Hymns by Thomas Gill, Author of “ The Papal
Drama,” &c. 'London : William Hunt & Co.

It would be scant justice to deny that tliore are in this book thoughtful and
melodious hymns. Yot considei-ing that the author in his preface has pitched
his standard of excellence very high, we confess to great disappointment on
closing his work. A hymn,” ho says, should not consist of comments on a
text, or of remarks on our experience ; but of a central and creative thought,
and keeping for itself melodious utterance, and with every detail subordinated
to its clear and harmonious presentation.” And yest the greater portion of his
own h^'mns are comments on texts, and romaiks on experiences. We aro not
sure that wo can agree with his doctrine above quoted ; but it is, at any rate,
nearer tlie truth tliau his own exonipli{i(!ation of it.

Ho goes on to say, ** Herein (!'')' a true hymn takes rank as a poem ; but it is

a poem that has to be sung, and sliould exhibit all the (j[ualities and limitations
of a good song—liveliness and intensity of feeling, directness, clearness, and
vividness of utterance, sweetness and simplicity of diction, and melody of
rhythm : excessive subtlety and excessive ornament should be alike avoided.
Hymns aro meant and made to bo sung: the best and most glorious hymns
cannot bo more exactly doflned than as Divine Lovo-songs.” (Prcfaco, p. vi.)

Whether again this be so or not, at least ho who writes it ought to urnow full

force to the epithet ‘‘ Divine,” and to take care that it be never lost sight of.

This ^Ir. Gill seems to us not sufficicntlj^o have done, when he writes as in
llymu 17,

—

O Lord, my God, mine All, mino Own,
Still grant theso visits sweet

!

sun Meet Thy lover all alone I

Those blessed hours rciioat !

”

or, as in Hymn 27,

—

Yes, Lord of Glory, Tliou -would’st mnhe
Love unto heirs of dust and sin !

”

or, as in Hymn 33,

—

“ Tliero, where Thy lovers round Thee learn,
WliUo all Thy host make cheer :

”

or, as in Hymn 93,

—

** Still clasp the heavenly Lover,
And thou shalt praise Him yot :

”

He certainly seems to us to bo confounding every earthly love with that which
is Divine ; and, in consccLuence, to be CQ^imitting tho worst fault which a hymn
writer can commit—sin against taste.

Nor are these the only examples of this committal. Witness the following;-—

By Thins earliest, by Thy latest.

By Thy saints and martyrs all.

By Thy sweetest and Thy greatest,

By Thy John, and by Thy Paul,
By Thy sages,

By Thy souls heroical !
”

LVOL. XI,
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or dug,—

»

Teach ua a gloriona grief allied
To Thinoy sin-voxod Dove !

”

or thie,—
**My rapture runneth over^

My floah ia glad in Thco ;*

Look down, Inou henyenly Lover

!

Thy mirtliful seeker scc^

!

Aglow with holy ploasure,

I leap, I shout, T sing :

I triumph without mottsure

:

1 play before tho King.

“ Amidst Thine earth’s full beauty
I send my raptures forth

:

1 teach the birds their duty ;

My miiih exceeds their mirth.

** Amidst Thy new creation

1 glow, I sing, I soar

:

The joy of Thy salvation
Uplifts 1110 more and more."

This last puts us in mind of a stanza, once pointed out to us by a fiiendy in a
hymn of Charles Wesley’s :

—

** I ride on tlio sky,
FitJcly justified 1,

Xor envy Klijuh his seat

:

On a churiot of lire

Blount higher and higher,
And the moon is far uiidiT my fo<;t.’^

But if Mr. Qall riiares that groat hymn writer s faultvS, we must allow him a
fihare in his merits also. And that we may not seem to be setting down all in
blame, we will quote entire what seems to\is an admirable hymn :

—

And didst Thou, Lord, our sorrows take S'

And didst Thou, Lord, our burdeus bt^ur 'r

Didst Thou for love of us forsake
Those glorious heights, that heavenly air ?

O ! could our weakness move Tliy might *r

.
Our miserv make us sought of*Theo If

Our gloom allure Thy glory bright ?

Our sins wdn down Thy purity ?

“Wore these our charms ? was this Thy love ?

AVas this our prevalence of prfiyer ?

Was it in Sin and Dust to move
This love divine, this heavenly care ?

O ! then shall dust ’gainst dust wax ]iroud ?

Shall sin bo fiercfdy wToth wilh sin 1r

Must frailty never bo allowed
Of fellow-ftailty grace to win ?

** Wc who so tenderly were sought.

Shall we not joyful seokcTs be.

And to Thy feet divinely brought,
Help weaker souls, dear Lord, to Thee ?

Celestial Seeker ! send us forih f

Almighty I^ver ! teach us love

!

When wall wc yearn to help our Korth
As yearned the Holy One above ?

”

Should this book reach a second edition, Mr. Oill will do well to correct some
faults of prosody, and somo sins against euphony* Of the former his own ear,
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WO doubt not» is already coziscious. As to the latter, we will oinly eall hie
attention to the fact, fliat there is an unfortunate juxta-^poaition of eonnda in
the following line, ir^oh is scarcely remedied by the comma

** Slack, beetling rocks would shut it in,’* (p. 213).
fiL JtLm

Orval^ or the Fool of Time ; and cfther Imiiatione and PttraphrmeB* By the Hon.
Bobsbt LTTTOir. London : Chapman & HaU.

Hn. Lytxon is a writer who presents to the critical reader just the same
problem as his distinguished father, only in still more difficult terms. With
almost one accord, critics affirm that Lord Lytton has not written poetrv. In
respect of the son, there is not the same uniformity of decision, and yet there is

a hesitation, and the total outcome of the genera verdict might perhaps be
summed up in the words—** Divine by the half-blood only, and therefore
mortal.” In all that ho writes, there is a philosophico-TOotic apprehensiveness,
which reminds one of Victor Hugo ; a flow of melody wni^, in point of variety
and volume, is scarcely excelled in our generation ; with, lastly, a suffused
picturosquoness of effect which is nearly unique. And yet in our most truthful
and receptive moods we are, perhaps, few of us satisfied with Mr. Lytton’s
verse considered as pootrj*’. Wnting far inferior in volume, in skill, in intelli-

gence, in sound and colour, does not fail to strike us as more like genuine
singing. These writings, from Clytemnestra ” downwards, while th^
bespeak a fertile, cultivated, and sensitive nature, dipped, so to speak, in
poctrsT, seem, after all, more like high literary effort pushed to the very verge of
that which is more, and yet falling ^ort of, Ihe unconscious simplicity of poetic
power. This muse is a muse who poses ; she is histrionic ; she is not purely
and sweetly original ; wo never feel quite sure of her. It seems harsh to write
all this ; it is harsh—but then those who write it feel the pang perhaps more
than the singer himself. If all this ringing splendour of effect aoes not make a
poet, wo may well^ ask what does ? It is difficult to say. Let us content our-
selves with affirming that Mr. Lytton is either a true and^ prolific poet,

^
or

the most splendid literary phenomenon that ever puzzled criticism in drawing
the line between inspiration and imitation.
In the preface to this volume, Mr. Lytton has written much which, if it were

lawful for reviewers to deal direct with the man himself, we should say disclosed
a generous, thoughtful, compassionate nature. What ho has to remark imon
the claims of working men, for instance, shows that tlic iron of our social d^-
culties has entered into his soul, and his account of Krasinski and the plot of his
great poem is in the highest degree apx^reciative. It has already been explained
to the public that “ The Infernal Comedy ” is scarcely an accurate translation
of the original title, which means, rather, the non-divine comedy,” with an
oblique reference to Dante, not so much antithetic as negative in its bearing.
Mr. Lytton seems to have conceived the plan of a poem, and indeed, partly
written one, in which the play of the forces which broke |out in the^ French
Beyolution should bo typified in the characters and struggles of individuals,
when ho found that the Polish count, Krasinski, had already written such a
work ; and then (he preferred to adopt that as a substructure, or rather, to

paraphrase it. This he has done in the present volume. ** I sincerely believe,”
says Mr. Lytton, that, in its present form, it is a tolerably faithful reproduc-
tion of a poem which is unlike anything t]^t I know of in English literature,

though it must be admitted that it has not altogether escaped the influence of
Goethe.” It certainly has not; without Fausi one dares not say it would
never have been written, but it would certainly have been ve^^ different. The
failure of the genius of revolution to accompliw its idealisms is signalised at the
close in a very striking, and, as far as we know, original manner. Fanurgo,
thej revolutionary leader, exclaims, dying, **Vicisti, Oalilee/^* We are almost
ofiraid to meddle with this :

—

•• Ho stands there still—piorcod with throe nails, which arc

Tlircc stars. His arms are stretdiod across the world,

We cannot pass thom.’\

Are we to rood this as tho language of baffled, enraged, dei^oiTing and yet

li 2
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vindictive revolt ? It ^ems so. It looks as if the autbor meant to convey his

belief that the spirit of Christianity naturally lent itself to social order in the

sense in which that phrase is employed by revolutionists. The general offeot

of the i>arap]iraso as it stands is curious rather than ideasing. Mr. Lyttou's is.

at all events, a mind in which conceptions nithor than intuitions domiiiatis and
the work, thus presented to us, is one in whicli thoughts charged with emotion
are formally exhibited in picturesque conlliet, embodied in certain dramatis

rather than a free, spontaneous {)OGm. It would bo impossiblo to deter-
mine without i^eforence to the original, \vhother the fault lay w'ith him or with
Krasinski ; but wo can, at all events, sincerely comuieud ‘ the work as one of
very peculiar and powerful interest. 1$. \V.

T/ie Bab Ballads. By 'W. S. Qii.n£nT, witli Numerous Illustrations, Drawn by
tlio Author. London : J. C. llotteu.

Tuese ballads—the key-note of which is struck by the vignette of the baby
thumping the piano-keys' at baby-random—appear to bo entirely without pre-
tension. It is a curious fact that they read better at u second or third glance
than they do at first, and that, utterly trivial and ineehunical as they appear, a
certain truthfulness of workmanship does after a time disclosa itself to thgso
who look at them more than once. This, of course, no one will do who is im-
patient of sheer puucliiiiollo nonsense, \rith sheer commonplace fur the raw’

material of the fun. But gonuino fun there assuredly is in the “Beb Ballads,”
while some of the little wood-cuts, from the atithor's own hand, are almost
better than the versos. Tlio chief difficulty criticism finds in dealing with the
latter is to find out the author’s point of leverage for his admirably fluent non-
sense. How does he manage to get a start i' This wo cannot make out. All
we can say is, that the contrast between the mechanical and apparently cause-
less insanity of the conception, and the ordered, linuinoiis, and musi(*al sanity
of Mr. Gilbert’s manner, does in fact yield iiu odd sort of liumour. It is some-
thing as if Praed, with Frankenstein in bis mind, had tried to make a human
humourist, and only succeeded in making a marionnette humourist, with clock-
W'ork fun in his inside. And yet you enjoy it, though tho fun is nearly alw’ays
cockney fun ; i.c., you require a liuowledge of London, and the temporary and
superficial aspect of modern life, to enter into it. In “Peter tlie Wag” a
policeman loses his way “ near Poland Street, Soho but nobody would see
the joke who did not ^now how easy it is to lose yourself in that astonishing
maze of a neighbourhood which lies between Ijoicestcr Square and Oxford
Street. In one or two cases, the drawings are simply unpleasant, and tho
serious ballads are not successful ; but tho only one Vc really object to is

“Disillusioned.” In the ballad called “Bob PoUor,” there is a lesson which
not only teetotallers, but a great many other peox)lo wlio try to instruct the
poor and ignorant might advantageously lay to heart. They do not know what
a disgusting prig the model workman, as they draw him, really is ; but Mr.
Gilbert has caught and fixed him in his true colours, and has showm that, instead
of acting as a bait or incitement to good conduct^ ho acts as a deterrent.

M. B.

A Question 0/ Honour. A Novel. By W. Posmo Monkiiovse. 3 vols.
liondon: Chapman and Hall.

We have had a good many novels in w’hich the life of a w'orking literary man
was tho staple of the work ; but this is about tho best of tlie kind we have ever
seen. It opens with a scene in which a young writer who has just received
a hundred pounds for a first novel is induced to go and risk it at tho gaming
table. He loses, and returns to his wife in despair. But the man who had won
from him has put back tho htuidrcd pounds into tho pocket of his coat—which
nobody discovers till very lato in tho history ! by side with tho story of
Jermyn, the 'literary man, runs that of Stuart Ormo, a gentleman who has
married, after the Scotch fashion, a high-spirited girl, who, believing after-

tv^ards that tho marriage is not genuine, and that she is a clog to her husband,
runs ,away from him and hides herself. After she has been absent a good
many years, Stuart falls in love with another girl, Grace Melville (who is very
happily drawn), and the knot has to be cut in one way or another. How it is
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cut we hope a good many people will find out for themselves, by going to the
hooh itself*

We expross this hope because Mr. Monkhouse (a name which is not un-
familiar, but n^hich wo have missed in literature for some time) is a natural
and thoughtful writer, who really deserves a good public. There is not an
unreal or slovenly figure or character in the book. Many of the jiersons strike
us as being drawn from life ; one assuredly is, and Mr. Monkhouse had better
have left Mr. Wiles, the publisher, out. All vindictive portrait-painting is in
bad taste, to say no more.
The fault of these volumes appears to us to be, that the natural, common-

place interest of the history of Jermyn overshadows the history of Stuart Orme,
which, in point of dignity and pathos, should be first : if even it was not, as it

probably was, intended to bo first, liut A Question of Honour” is a good
novel, which we have sincere pleasure in recommending to our readers. M. B.

The Diamond on the Hearth ; or, the Htory of Sister Anne. By Mabian Ja3CES,
Author of Ethel,” &c. Ix)ndon : Hogg and iSon.

A fuetty story, for the most part well told. We never could endure the kind
of sennon-notes ofa plot which inviewers give in dissecting works of fiction ; and
therefore wo will leave the discovery entire for those who read the book. Mean-
time wo may remark that the author has road Miss Austen, and sometimes does
just a little in her lino: but she has also read modern sensation novels, and
now and then strikes a vein of their mood likewise. Some of her characters are
too much what a florist would call seifs,”—all one colour. But, on the
whole, she has worked well into real life, and with few exceptions, has under-
stood the need of counterpoise even in characters the most pronounced. Of
what wo are going to say, let there bo no mistaken apprehension. Wo are the
last to require the obtrusion of rolimous words and motives in a tale like this.

But in the Diamond on the Hearth,” it strikes us, that their entire absence
gives an air even of unreality to the story. It is hardly possible that persons,
111 this time, so pure and good as Sister Anne,” and Miss Blackburn, and so
deeply moved by sorrow and joy, should be utterly void of all consciousness of
tho liiddon power within, of which, thank God, good and pure society hero in
our England is profoundly conscious. We do not desiderate even orthodox
phraseology—only tho slightest tender allusion, in some of tho confidences, to
that which in all such persons among oui'solvcs, could hardly fail to be a xeality.

That there are one or two seeming exceptions, we allow : and one of them
which wo gladly hail, occurs in the passage whichwo have marked as a specimen
of the author's power. But these only servo to make the ride the more to bo
regretted :

—

Anno's nature 'was simply womanly : it had a woman's gentleness and depth—

a

woman’s wc^akucss and fallibility. The faculty of constancy, sweet and precious as it is

sometiiucs, turns into a very rack of torture often. The one idea admitted becomes so

intimati: a ])oriiouof a woman's soul, that it cannot be torn away witliout such a struggle
as rends its dwelling-place, and ofttimes leaves it a ruin. And at first it seems as if

there were no help for them, ^Vomell have nut the alternatives in life that so happily
exist, and cause what is convcntiomdly termed a ** disappointment ** to be a disease

almost wholly and exclusively feminine. But, although they have not these special

alternatives, they have othoi's, if less striking, less important in tlio 'U'orld’s view, quite

as holy, and, it may bo, more blessed. No woman's life need be without love—^love,

too, begirt with all its fairest and divinest influences ; love, unselfish, and beautiful, and
bonoficont—such as that wliich makes happy the angels. If tlie ambitions of tho world
do not lie within a 'wonuin's aspirations, there oro dearer ones open to her, and within
her roach. How much work is there to bo done in tho Master’s vineyard by His
servants, such ns women alone can do, or none so 'well as they

!

“ To do good to those wo love is, indeed, tho happiest of all earth’s possibilities ; but

simply to do good is blessed. If tho first be denied, the second is a fate at the command
of all. The balance is even, as it over is, could wo see aright. There is no power of

good BO compn^hensivo, so x>cuotrnting, os that of women—silent, quiet, as it is, alike un-
heard of and unseen, in its very silence and stillness lies much of its potency. The
greatness of men rings loudly upon the earth, hut tho goodness of women vibrates

straighily up to heaven. Wo know littlo of it here, for it is not among the honoured,
the beloved, the eulogised that its noblest ensamples are found. They whom the world
think lonely, and compassionate as desolate^ arc oftentimes tho wealthiest in these
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* tfOiMroreawhich ruat not;* and again there are those in whom goodnemis such a natural

effluence, that it is no more affirmed or spoken of than is tho fragpEunco of flowers or the

brightness of sunshine. Tho very loveliness of some livos causes thorn to flow on
unnoticed, almost unknown, save by those whoso happiness thoy mako. * The oven tenor

of their way is so invariably sclf-sacriflcing, patient, and b<mign ; wo recognise it only
in the freshness and fairness ofthe growth around, oven as our own littlo English streams
glide quietly along, unseen—Chidden by the very Inxurionoe theniscdvos create. And
thus we sing the praises of our groat rivers ; wc will have thorn honoured ; wo exult in
thoir grandeur; wo are proud of their beauty: bat we iave the littlo streams; thoir low
ripple sinks into its own nook deep in our hearts, waking an answoi-ing music—tender,
soltoningy and holy.

** Sorrow tests our human natures as rain proves that of earth
; it vitalises tho good

seed and tho bad; brings to fruition both sustonance and poison. Some natnros it

leaves a wilderness; others an ordered garden—not very gay, it may bo, but planted
with trees, whereof the blossoms send odorous incense into the air, and the fruits foster

and bless other lives. Blessed arc thoy on whom tho chastening Hand so falls, that tho
affliction of one results in tho benefit of many !

**

H. A.

Culture and Anarchy; an Essay in Political and Social Criticim* By Matxhsw
.fUtxou). Smith, Elder, & Co.

Ths yroce in Mr. Matthew Arnold is so conspicuous that we think it has led
to the strength l^ins only imperfectly appreciated. But, for ourselves, tho
more we study him tne more impressed we are with tho depth and vigour lying
below that pleasant and easy exterior, and the more wo find how hard it is to
go half-way with him, and then logically stop short. We should be very sony^
that Mr. Arnold should be anything but what he is, but wo really think his
reputation would stand higher if he were not so pleasant and easy, and that a
little obscurity and roughness would teU greatly m his favour in some eyes.
Perhaps even Mr. Frraeric Harrison and tho young lions’’ of the Daily
Telegraph Uiemselves would be more in charity with him if his writings had less

the tone of the salon. His very politeness in administering punishment may
often be an aggravation of it to hia victim. And, with all his amiability, and
that inexhaustible indulgence ” which he truly says is one of tho great gifts

of culture, his humour is sometimes just a little cruel. What had poor Colonel
Hickson, the ex-Beform-League hero, done to Mr. Arnold that it should be said
of him that, he, like Jnlitu Casar and J/tra&ear/, and other great popular
leaders, seemed to belong properly to the aristocratic class, and to have been
carried into the popular ranks by his ambition or his genius.”
The essays composing this volume have so recently appeared in the Conihill

Magazine^ under the title of ** Anarchy and Authority,’’ that we may fairly

assume a general knowledge of their drift on the part of tho majority of our
readers. Mr. Arnold makes us see eiilture under a now aspect—new, at least,

to most men—as based not only on the ** scientific passion, the sheer desire^ to

see things as they are,” but on the social impulse, the desire to benefit mankind
generally—^to raise them with us, as a study of perfection, or, in his favourite
Sishop Wilson’s words, *‘the desire to make reason and the will of God prevail.”
He insists that individual men can never attain their highest perfection if the
society around them is wholly unx)enetrated by fresh thought, and tho free play
of ideas. A suitable atmosphere is as imperatively necessary for tho mind^
health as for the body’s. And to this effect ho quotes from Bishop Wilson that
** our salvation does m some measure depend on that of others,” and from the
author of the Imitation—** Obscurior etiam via ad coelum videbatur quando iam
pauci regnum ccelorum quarere curabantP Wo have here a striking instance of
the religiousness of Mr. Arnold’s culture, which thus leads it naturally to speak
ia a lirnguam not pr<mrly its own. But the relations of religion said cul-
ture are folly entered into in the fourth and fifth sections of this esray,
where Mr. Arnold treats of the great rival forces Hebraism and Hellenism,
whidb between them divide the world. The governing idea of Hebraism is

strictness of consdence^ staunch adherence to some law that we have alrec^y ; of
Hellenism, spontaneity of consciousness^ **an unclouded clearness of mind, on
unimpeded play of thought.” Between these two the world ought to be,
tiiou^ it never is, evenly balanced.” Admitting that these two are divergent,
there is yet, he says, an identity of aim—<< Man’s perfection or salvation.”
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Mr. Arnold’s eritical perceptions are so profound and deUcaie tliat we always
incline to distrust ourselTes when we differ from him, but is not ibis rather an
understatement of the case ? We i^ould say that the diflbrence was more than
mere dtvef^^nce—that it might even be called antagimiam. No doubt file

terms man’s 'perfection” and ** man’s salvation” are convertible, but what
Hebrai^ moans by ** salvation ” is by no means the same thing as what
Hellenism means by perfection ;

” and indeed, pWmd/oeie, at on^^ate, the two
would seem to possess elements that could hardly co-exist. It is easy to
understand how Mr. Arnold, a Uellenizer W every instinct of hie nature, and

J
et standing near enough to the region of Hebraism to catch the odours of its

owers, diould refuse to be shut out from drawing light and refreshment from
such great teachers of the human spirit as St. Paul and St. Augustine and the
author of the Imitation. But though Hellenism, by reason of its flexibility, can
draw such light and refreshment, it must not put aside the sense which, as a
matter of history, these writers intended their words to bear. ** The world by
wisdom knew not Ood,” says St. Paul; **that is the divino order of things,”
is Mr. Ajmold’s gloss. But surely St. Paul meant more than that. However,
it is certain that Hebraism and Hellenism, as being both ** great spiritual
disciplines,” as Mr. Arnold calls them, must needs have much in common ; and
it may be, that the more we grow in clearness of spiritual vision, the more
'essential and permanent will seem the unity, the more accidental and transitory
"the divergency between them. The discussion we have referred to is an ad-
mirablo specimen of hlr. Arnold, at his best ; w'e need say no more in its^raise.

Lift: a Book for a Quiet Hour. By J. CuxNixonAM Qeixix. London:
Stevens and Haynes.

This is a book requiring thought, and repaying it. It is written after the
manner of Bacon’s Essays, or Bishop jBrle’s Microcosmographie, in epigrammatic
short sentences ; and is divided into chapters, each dealing with one portion of
the varied incidents of ** Life.” The titles of these chapters are “ Youth

Character;” ** Companions;” Success;” “Christianity;” “Helps;” “Bead-
ing;” “Earowell.”

This kind of writing is apt to be spoilt by an affectation of point ; is apt too, to
degenerate into a mere jerky common-place. But Mr. Geikie has avoided both
these faults, and is at the rame time simple and ori^^al. We take a passage
almost at random as a specimen of his style and work

** There is a generous T\'aTmth and artless enthusiasm about youth, that mightily helps
as well as adorns it. It has no fixinthearted donbtings about things or persons, but is

whole soulcd, either for a creed, a friend, or a pursuit. Faith dies into cold questioning
after a time, or into still colder indiflcrence. In middle life wo have no such close

friends ns when we are young; early companions are dropped and forgotten, and wo
hardly make moro than acquaintances in their place. The heart grows hard like the
hand, and loses its sensibility. As to pursuits, a middle-aged man can seldom bo said

to pursue anything. He only follows at a serious citizen step, in some path opened
when he was fresher. A young man is one with all the world ; an older man gets more
and more isolated and reserved. Conflict with the world ; changes in others, by deaths
distance, or time ;

changes in ourselves, in position, opinions ; the sedateness of years

;

the occupation of mind by many ties and engagements ; and, abovo all, the evil that
sottlos on all of ns, liko rust on steel, destroy oiir frankness and natural warmth. The
affections gradually get dull and slow, liko the body. Wo love a youth ; we respoct a
man ;

mid from the same causes : the youth loves, the man can only respect us. Ardour
is known only when wo are young. ]\Ien get cold, distrustful, selmh, prudent, grasping,

as years grow, unless they flght lisunl to prevent it. The heat of the heart grows les^

liko that of tho body ; the blood gets thinner and poorer alike in figure os in fact, and it

runs sluggishly. In a young man the soul looks through tho free, but tho tbugh skin

an older man thickens and clouds into a m^isk. The child-likcness to the kingdom of

Heaven lingers through opening manhood, as tho colours on clouds fade only slowly as

they d^ift away from the sun. Each age has its weakness and its strength, but there is

^fton iu youth a truthful ingenuousness, a moral manhood, an unselfishness, and a glow
which are wanting in riper years. Idleness g^ets tho better of some ; vice of others

;

and, in still more, tho cold air of tho world throws their nobler nature into a frozen

tdeep. Not ^at youth has all tho true worth that wo meet there are snowy clouds on
the bluo all through the day, though the glory comes only in tho morning and as the
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sun leaves, Younpf men aro warmer, more zealous, more loveablo and more loving, but
tli6xe arc thousands at any time, iii whom principle has shone out tho more steadily and
brightly ns tho smoke and flamo of mere feeling have passed. But it is principle less

than nature ; conscience rather than impulse : and wo honour it tho more from the con-
trast to tho rule” (pp. 8—10).

•

But there is oven a higher merit in Mr. Goikio’s book than has boon hitherto
mentioned. Its whole tone is deeply religious—this may be said of many
books : but its religion is of tho very mst kind, and this can be said of but few.
It is not a pie^shut up into a framework and forbidden to think ; but tho open
soul and the living reason looking face to face upon Kovolatioii. Pew bettor
things have ever been written on their respective subjects, than liis two chapters—on ** Christianity,” and on “Helps.”

AVith a quotation from each of those chapters wo ^yould point our earnest
rocommendatiou to men of thought, and esTOcially to young men, to read what
has been to ourselves a truly delightful woih :

—

** All the light of ancient pliilosophy, to us*' the figure of Coleridge, was little better,
in tho darkness of Superstition and Tgnomneo resting on all things, than that of the
lantom-fly of tho troidcs, moving iu hiiniiioiis H|»ei‘ks, on tho face of the night—mere
gleams and points, of no avail in tho gloom around

;
but Christ sliiiies with u steady

and universtil brightness. Human philosophy, like a stivain through yielding bunks,
Hows stained and coloured by tho times in which it risi'-s. But tho teachings of Christ,
like the river of God, clear as crystal, are unsidlicMl by any polluting contact with lli«

age or country. School after school has attempted* to Wvive neglected systeins of
Human Masters, but all have failed : Christianity beckons ns forward to-day as at first.

In all other teachers men have rect>giiiz(Hl only instrueturs
;
but Jesus Christ has been

worshipped from the first as a God. Tlio instinct of men has seen in Him no mere
Jewish Hnbbi, but the Son of the Highest. Tho heathenism of (.i recce and Itome, and
their philosophies, have faded away like the parhelia—mock suns—(»f northeni skies :

Judaism, in spite of the good scattered here and there through the rubbish beds of the
Talmud, has died out for eighteen couturies as a living power, except in its own
nationality ; but Jesus Christ is ostending His invisibh^ Kingdom in tho hearts of all

races, with each generation; winning millions of subjects from every speech, and
countr}*, and colour ; and indirectly afleeling even cominunitu^s most opposed to a rule
so pure and lofty; raising their morals, widi^ning their sympjithxcs, anil shedding n
softened light through their public and private life I" How can wo account for such a
phenomena ? It cannot bo only because mirficles are recorded of Him and ITis first

followers, for they have long ceased, and they have been ascribed to many besides ; it

can bo from nothing but tho living power in His Words and Mtory. Meteors have their
course, and burst into darkness ; it is only tho sun which shines the same over all ages.
The Conservatism natural to religious be lief may give other faiths a lingering hold in
the area they' gained 'while in vigour, but they stand like tho stagnant ami .shrinking
waters of some xmsaing flood ; not the bright flow of a sti^ady stream. (Jther faiths

stand like girdled trees, monuments of decay, drooping ami sickly. Christianity, like

tho tree of life, spreads its shadow with each passing century, and bears all kinds of
fruits, and its loaves are healing. Its seeds, seattered iu land after land, spring frcfdi

and foir in every clime, w'ith Banyan groves from each single shoot. Most ceitaiuly
Christianity is &c religion of tho future. Kven now', it forms the public opinion of the
ruling nations ; its spirit is, insensibly, pervading the world. 8eo how, for example, in
India, it has called fortli an attempt ut reforming Hindooi.««in ; has sliaken the whole
system of idol foiths, as the ground-swell of an eartliquakc* shakes and rends their
temples ; and protests amiinst tho most sacred and loiig-cstnblishcd cruelties in their
rites and worship. Buddha is a tradition ; Mahomet ha.s ceased to conquer

; but Christ
walks on the high places of the earth ” (pp. Id4-G),

<< The constancy and unchangoablencss of the I^aws of the Universe are admitted as
readily by those who believe in Prayer ns by their opponents. But vrlhat are those
I41W8 ? How many of them uro known 1r 'J'hc i>rofoundest scientific man is littlo ahead
of a child. Look up to where systems beyond Hysterns,—tho sun and its planets and
moons drift through the Infinite, os thistle-downs through tho still air. Laws of tlio*

Universe ! What is tho Universe ? Pray tell us, you who make so free with it. Are
you silent ? It is wise to bo so. Thought comes Imck from its fiirthcst flight, and folds

its wings, wearied and blinded hy tho splendour, while yet on the very verge of the
HhoTclesB and Bottomless All. A few fortunate guesses and surface-reflections from all-

surrounding mystery, make up the known. Yonder swoop ten thousand sons and
aystems, circle beyond circle, each distant from the other as oips from them, round the
Pole of tho Universe ; and, still beyond, float countless galaxies, each filling a heaven
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of its own, but shrunk, to us, into faint telescopic Ught-clouds, in infinite perspective.
Bounds wholly fail. From our highest scieniifio watch-tower we have only \ poor con-
tracted horizon on tho bosom of the Illimitable. For all wo know, from the farthest
nebula, irresolvable by us, thero may stretch another Infinite, light^ by million suns,
tho glittering X&nperors of tho starry kingdoms of innumerable skies. Know the
Univomc ! O man, wlnit dost thou know ! Science, like a babe, stands lost amidst
^paiitions, Appearances, and unknown Forces, of the hidden mcauing and essence
of which it knows nothing. The Conceivable, everywhere, and in all things, passes,
presently, into tho Inconceivable. Where do wo get beyond tho Phenomenon, to the
Thing itself S' Tho Universe ! It is little better to thee, O wisest man, than an illusion
and shining dream. Caiist thou decipher one of all its divino hieroglyphs ? Whence
came it ^ Whither is it tending . Has it opened like a flower, slow-blooming through
Ftcmitics, or did it break forth as thou scest it, over tho Infinite, at a word V What
freight does it bear in those golden worlds ? Silence is best. Come, join me, and bow
tbo hoad and worship.

“ Prayer does not, for a moment, seek to suspmid or violate any law. It does not aA
that lire should not bum or w'ator drown, though, if flod pleased, He could prevent
such results from either. It rests ujion a broader view* of things than that of its oppo-
nents. Instead of a few Laws, it falls back on thousands. Nature and Life arc
governed, not by tho direct and simple action of any known Forces, but by an endless
combination of Circunistsinco and Contingency, a change in any detail of which wholly
alters the issue. The least motion of the body brings into play thousands of muscles,
and tlio least change in the coursc3 of things colours countless sequences. In tho great
kaleidoscope of Naturf5 and l^rrivideuce, the lightest touch varies everything. Fvery
law has criuiitl«'.ss iiioditieations hy others. In seeking tho causes of any results, tho
subtlest, that determined the whole, often escayic us. In nature itself, *we constantly
find our insight at fault. Tlie same analysis is shown from dissimilar substances.
Iufluenc(>s wliolly beyond detection change structural character and inherent properties.
A myriad I’ossibilitics hover unseen over all things, and among these why not include
tho power of Pniyer? Why may it not bo amongst tho contingencies commissioned
by (fod ; one of tfio countlc.s's inysterious forces we are Ibrccjd to ovm^ though we cannot
handle or weigh them ” (pp. 164-7) •

VI.—MISCELLANEOUS.

A System of Physical Efhication^ Theoretical and PracficaL By ARCHIBALD
MACLAUR:^^ Tho Gymnasium, Oxford. Oxford: Clarendon Press.

It was a happy idea of tho editors of the Clarendon Press Series to enlist the
services of Mr. Maclaren for the preparation of a manual on a subject so

unquestioiiablj' his own. His article on the same topic in Macmillan^ a year or
two ogo, guaranteed his theoretical and liternn^' capacity, and for practical

oxiiericnco ho can point with pardonable jprido "to a life spent^ in spreading
physical education amidst high and low, military men and civilians, lads and
grown persons ; and so well has he justified the <moice by the system” which
Sos before us, that wo have no doubt of its becoming the handbook of gym-
nastics wheresoever English men and English boys have putionco to to

book” for hints and information on a subject so important. Jackson’s book,
which men used to con when they w*ent into training, is out of dato; and
Original” Walker’s ••Art of attaining High Health’^ deals rather with dut

than exercise. Now, exercise is Mr. Maclaren’s theme par excellence; and in

the first and only roviewable part of his volume he discusses this in its twofold

aspect with a definiteness and largeness of view which, if now and then a little

obscured by over-fine writing, stiU indicates a thorough nasp of his topic, and
is calculated to correct current errors in regard to it. We are not prepared to

acknowledge tho cogency of tho examples ne oi^ of excessive mental culture

in early boyhood, or of over-weening and exclusivo brain-work at the TJniyer-

sities. Experience teaches us that ooys of eight years old who^ read^ eiglit

hours a day, and study Ghreek, Latin, French, and German, with history,

geography, arithmetic, and instrumental music,” are as rare, and as litue

Skeiy fo imve many imitators, os the young **men who sit with wet towels
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roimd tiieir foreheads, and eip their green tea” by the lig^t of a “l.iinp lit at

the sotting of tho sun, and sooxcely extinguished at its nsiug.’* Jh .t still wo
admit there was room for scientifio definitions, and distinctions, as t«> physical

exmoise, and that, in a matter which concerns jmrents, os woU us tiieir sons,

it is an ^vantage to have a- inau of experience like Mr. Maolaren to say what
is and what is not essential to the “sonnd body,'* which in these duys claims
more attention, wo Tmrily belieye, than the “ sotmd mind." 'What w<' want is

some standard and measure of combining attention to both which shall proTont
boys firam either developing, through parental dread of unduo cerebral deve-
lopment," into unlettered Nimrods, or, on tho other hand, ending a brief career
of excessive mental exertion by an utter loss of health and vigour, whicdi
dionld have been guarded against by timely regard to health and exercise.

Our sons in these days appear less afntid of tliis latter issue than of tho former

;

and, in the interest of every patfr/umilias, we thoreforo tender our giatitudo to
Mr. Maolaren for explaining, with much emphasis, that rxereite is of two kinds—recreative and edwxUional ; tho first embracing " our school gamw, sports, and
pastimes;" the second having for its object a systematised distribution i>f the
xesouroes oi tho body, so that each part of the growing frame shall have all

wants supplied (see p. 39). It is a curious fact, avoomied by Mr. Madaron's
wide expmienoe, diat recreative exercise dovelim " tiie lower half of tho body
Ac tile neglect the upper," whereas that which he designates “educationid
exerdse" expands the chest, gives increased muscular power, and has a vast
and bmiefiouu influenceupon t£e org^s employed in respiration, circulation, and
nutrition. It would seem that he thinks, aswe think, that "xeereative exercise**

needs no enforcement and no weight of argument to recommend it to the fovour
of**mung England" in the present day; whereas the " systematixed exercises,"
whum rectify malformation, and go for to core abnormal growth of all kinds,
axe really the signs and tokens of a pursnit of health which deserves to bo
preadied by a prusade of philanthropists. This systematized bodily culture,
recognised now; iu tho British army (the first detachment of instructors in
physical education for which wore non-commissioned ofiicers sent to Oxford to
qualify under Mr. Maclareu’s training—a training, by-the-way, which so deve-
loped them that in five mouths they could not get their tunics to meet down
the middle by a band’s-breadth), has been very slow to make its way into our
great schools and seminaries—Kadloy and Magdalen College schools being
exceptions to the general neglect. It is not so in the French I.yc^es and
governmental schools, nor, it would seem, in most of tho educational establish-
ments on the Continent. More or less these encourage for the young such
systems of bodily training as are carried out in the physical training of thoir
soldiers. Mr. huiclaron discusses the Swedish, Prussian, and French systems,
all of whirii aim at giving to a number of men acting in concert the precision
of a weU-directed machine; and contrasts it with the ancient g^-mnastics,
whmh aimed solely at the cultivation of individual energy, strength, and
oonxrage.

As fifur as we can gatiier, he has great faith in^ the superiority of his own
countrymen, despite their deficiency of physical training, to the French, “ w‘ho
are taught to hit themselves first on tho right breast, then on tho left, and then
both together with both hands at once "—“ although the boxing which they
are taught will never enable them to hit an adversary " (p. 81) : and let us hope
that as an Englishman without much training can plant a blow with precisiun,
and as a thorough boy, like a British schoolboy, is, ho admits, not to oe found
abroad, the same kind and indulgent naturewhich befriends us so for, will <»n-
tinne to develop maidy frames amongst us, and to maintain healtiiy oonstitu-
tions as heretofore, even if our schoolmasters hesitate yet longer to follow
Eadley and Magd^n College schools. The difficulty which occurs to us is

that, as it is, a vast amount of time is devoted to " athletics "—a misnomer, we
susp^ Mr. Moclaren would say, for recreative exercises. Supposetothis were
to be added the time for strictly educational exercise," an hour or two hours a
wedt tideen out of $ehool^time, not play-time (see p. 09), we can conceive our Dr.
Temples arwl Dr. Hombys being driven to consider whether their oocui>ation
were not well-nig^ gone, and to take prohibitive meaeures ne quid detrimenii

- rtepvihliea {jLiterarum) eaperet. There certainly should be some compromise
between the **recroative-oxercise’* party and the "educationid-exerciso" party.
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»nd we shotild bo inclined to more, as a parent, it idionld be an inidaruction
to any ccunmittee on the sal>iect to eonnder whether the reemxtivn xni^ht not
allot onu or two of their many houiv a week to the sererer and more nghtly^
named “ athlet4s.” Because if the time is to be subtracted from the scdiool*
work, or the intellectual studies of the University, one should be diqiosed to
forego th>) advantagesof Eton, Bu|^, and Oxford, and os '^Oravida” suggested
along tiioe ago in the Pall Mall QauSSt, bind one's son apprentice to a water-
man.
To bo ;«rious, there aro difficulties, os Mr. Maelaren admits, in the extending

of physical education in our schools. It is not enough to get the vills^ car-
penter to put up ‘

* gymnastic apporatue indeed wo cannot thank Mr. Maelaren
too warmly for his strong cono^xuition of ** the cluster of perilous machines
sometimes erected in a play-ground and called a gymnasium,” if used indis-
criminately, or if unsuperintended by an efficient teacher (p. 95). Injuries, the
effisets of which may be life-long, arise from such unregulated gymnastics, and
it wore better to foU back on t£e recreative system, iniidh, aftm all, does not
break many bones.

It is in such cautions as that of Mr. Maelaren to which ‘im have refened,
that much of the value of his book consists. Another such, in appendix i., p.

506, discriminates manfully (dpropot of covered and indoor gymnasia) between^ rash exposure of the **h^oning system ” and the due regard for health
and safety wnich is nicknanied cod&ng

** It is not,” he writes, ”hy exposore that men are steengthmed or rendered hardy

;

th^ most he strong and hardy bwore they are fit to he expoeed: they most he eesaonod
drs^ and exposed afterwaxds. If we cannot season a piece of timher hy sadden, or
extreme, or unregulated exposure, we most not think we can do so whh a living inan,

«c a liring anytlmg.”

The bulk of the volume is made up of the Practical System of Uymuastic
Exercises,” of which the principles and rules (.are clearly stated, white tiie

exercises themselves aro illustrated by engiUvings. It will need no word of
ours to persuade those who really " go in ” for “ cultivation of the body ” to
test and examine the practicability of mese for themselves. J. D.

Birds from Nature. By Mrs. HroH BIsJlckbxtks. Glaegow : James Moete-
hose. London : Longman and Co.

Painting tn P'rance after the Decline of Classicism. An Essay. By Phiup
Giuiert Hamertoit. With fourteen l^otogtaphic Illustrations. Seeley
and Co.

We! couple these valuable books togetbor, not on account of any intimate
relation they hayo to each other, but simply because they have 1x>th lain for a
considerable time on our table. In the case of such works criticism, unless
it is very careful and exhaustive, is not of much value ; and aswe have looked
forward in vain for an opportunity to do them full justice in this respect, we
have;resolved to give a brief acknowledgment now,'.with the hope of returning
to them, with some others of a like character, at some not for distant date.

Mrs. Blackburn's Birds ore stores in the noblest sense of the term. Goethe
remarked regarding Boos, tihe celebrated painter of sheep, how wonderful it was
that he could so thmlr and feel himself into the very soul of these creatures.

Ifors. Blackburn's association with om* foathere<l friends has been one of
oloso, patient, and loving fellowship and communion.^ Sho combines with
the careful reservo of the soientific mind the instinctiye sympathy and
quick eye and fine imagination for the ready interpntation of evanescent
signs, which make the tiTU artist. Intensely real with rsga^ to material

and mode of working, sho is yet, perhaps in some degree unconsciously, artistio

as regards results, and that too in very best sense. Every portion

of the auUect has been studied with a careful mmutraess, amountmg
almost to dWotion, and yet there is not a single drawing in ^is beautafru

book bat has some touch, some hint, some suggestion, which mves to it all

the dharm, the strange attraotivenoss of art. Occasionally, in the mere blaek
and white, wo got aU the effect of tone and colour. ^Even the one defect

which is somomnes noticeable in theso engravings, a kind^ of p^Baphaelite
drawing together of accessories and chief figure in a confusing mist of grey, is
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itaelf indiroot proof of on nnvnvorinff and conatant asaocintiou with the olycota

of study—the artist allowing hersou to bo too powert'ully inlluen* od by near

and immediato conditions and improssious. Jlut Mrs. Blaokbiirn ifdlows

worthily in the footsteps of Bewii^ and Wilwo, and is in* noino rospoots

superinr to l)cth. She has perhaps more dniumtio strength tiiim thf one, more
power of isolating and doing justice to marked and separattMl featuT<<s than the

other. It is doubtful whothor cither could have drawn the gosb.iwk’s hf'od

with that keen cruel eye, in^ which intplueublu thirst for blood, .md fierce,

unwavering energy are' so inirruted and so mingled, or thuso exipsisito heads
of tho soliiu geese. Ono cuuclusivo proof of Mrs. Ifiaekbiirn's powor liesin tliis,

that she does not limit her rcprescutatioiis to what might in ttsoif bo romrded
as pleasing. Her young of bmls are dune with grout felioity, cspKoiully the

fluiiy, little ducklings, and she has l>oon happy in catihing the lM*autiful poiso

and sweep of tho kestrel; whilst her robins and seagulls dii'ootly "take tho
eye,” precisely liko bits of nature : but she u1m> deals freely w'ith tfio ugly and
partly repellent members of the feathered family, and transforms tliom, too,

into something of the beautiful. This is a great merit. Onu of our finest art-

critics has significantly written :

—

“*TJje amount ef know!ct]g«‘. and of ooiult‘.<eetiditig symimthy—ci (.i>ii(]eiiKiti<in

pf aliiVfa only fine iiiind.^i im* «‘U|vable—which is mri's.'eiry even to the {Kiinting of a i-alf,

i.< little dreamed of by fs-rsons of e.wlusive lit**rary cultuiv*, who often conclude that
ht'cnuso the calf hinundf lus not much iutellcct or information, it *1<k*h nut iviiniro much
of either to paint him. . . . They do not consider that, by the mem fact of our human
Bsttnv, we hare eusr access to all human nature that resembles our own

; wheress, to
go out offMur humanity so as to enter fully into the existence of tho inferior animals^
SMatnie mthtf JIMat sAwt of imaciiution, or tho most cumprehensivo sympathy.
poudttn ot fhftdwii paintOK solve the difficulty in a very simple way, by attributing
"My* iotithooats to wiiinsls ; and as the pobhe etunly enter info such human senti-

u npplrads titsm withoat toe siedy considering how far they have stuped the
InnchnntfMrflf ihwach PaoiiUmi,** p. 40.

ShffiHt tM Hr* ]lMiMBfoQ*n inmds, nnd thew remind us our debt to lum—

a

MklnotMiily dmcdmtfsdin iUeomUnee with the skill of the art-critic

AfMHtMbi opwt-lRreoeaBa^^ «€ taste and euttnre, but withoat any trace of

rode Hslwiiiftianism ; and aknig with this tm ipriee Uie Attic salt of a genuine
iiidSTkhialll|F---iritid. it it true, ha« an ooeastonai diseolving pungency, thon^
it it wmrfww heahhjp, like Uw breath of a sound nor*-eoster. No one who
fuuMaalws his e««mte jwewipus on Durer, on Jaooues Callot, or on Bom-
hraadt, ini tha *“ ISichiiig and Ktchers.*’ in whieh thero is so muoh faithful

eritiewm, deep ifuaght* end dismterested play of the Sympathetic and croativo

inagmaliosi, or the esraalte motMels of lueditativo thouglit scattered over the
** i'ottteinporarjr Frenni Painters,’' oould for a moment doubt Mr. Hamerton’s

supreme power in Ub own pecutiar walk. He has his crotchets ; but he always

seta them forward in a manner so open, vigorous, and manly, that they are

Tobbrnl of the least ovorbearingness or otTcnriveness.
^
We think^ he has done a

slight injustice to Meissonier, and has scarcely appreciated tho highest q^litiM

of Rosa Bonheur. And we have some traces of the same tendency in this

companion volume. But it is sprinkled over with fine, fresh, original thinking,

with acute sayings, with delicate distinctions. The romurks on later realism

and HenriottelBniwne at page 40 ore exceedingly calm, wise, and measured;
and the Bisters of (.Iharity " (in art) are very happily dealt with, both direetly

and by illustrative argument. Certainly the sisters do not labour for
humanity, but for the Church, which, after all, extensive as it is, does not
include more than a fraction of tho human race and this, too, has its own
bearing on certain important tliough side questions in urt-philosophy. Tho
Tomarks on Dore in this volume are most discriminating. Mr. Uamerton’s
style is lithe, and yet dear and sharp, liko a bit of polished sword steel.

Painting in Prance” is a chaste and beautiful book, the photonaphs being
at once clear and ddicate, worthy accompaniments to the ihoughtnil, scholarly
prose. B. W. 8.
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The Edticafion ofthe People ; Our Weak PoinU and Our Strength* Occaaional Eeeaye,

By J. P. Korjiis, M.A., Canon of Bristol ; late Follow of Trinity Collet,
Cambridgo ; and formerly one of H.M. Inspectors of Schools. Edinburgh

:

Thomas Laurie. London: Simpkin, Marshall, & Co., and Hamilton,
AdaTit, & Cd.

Fouuti:ew years* experience as an inspector of schools, ending in 1864, no
less than his long-tried zeal in the cause of education, must always^TO great
weight to the expression of Canon Norris’s views on tlds subject. IBs present
volume is for the most part not absolutely now, but contains “ the suDstance
(*f papers writton from time to time for special purposes on subjects connected
with odu«;atioa.” Conveying, he tell us, **tho fresh impressions of one who
was dail^*' occupied in the examination of school children,” his essays possess
the ftu*thrr value of being now offered to the public as the approved conclusions
of five years of comparative leisure” in the direction of a country parish.
Protending ** to no completeness,” Canon Norris, besides an introductory essay,
treats of tho (piostion ‘*how far national education should bo compulsory,”
of tho ''need of some simple law for tho regulation of children’s labour,’^ of
'‘the I'ovised code of education minutes,” &c., of the **educsitional condition
of i^^taffordshire in 1858,” of adult education and evening schools,” “prize
schemes,” “technical instruction,” “ girls* industrial training,” “the national
school sj’stom in Ireland,’’ “ middle-class education,” “ the education of girls

of the professional and middle classes,” “tho teachers* difllculties,” and “tho
most effectivo mode of promoting Christianity through our parish schools.” A
wide range of inquiry, it will bo seen, and yet one on every department of which
tho writer has something valuable or suggestive to say, even to those who
would differ from somo of his conclusions.
On the wholo, Canon Norris’s views as to the present state of our education

are likely to appear somewhat rose-pink ” to many at least of those who have
practicaUy considered the subject. He declares that at the present day, ** schools
of some sort”—and he appears to be speaking of day-schools only—**are
within tho reach of all,” and that one half of them ** have been raised to a fairly

satisfactory condition, both as to buildings and as to efficiency.” He considers
that “ England has now a better and more abundant supply of trained teachers
than any country in Europe.” As to girls, ** neither the continent of £uroi)e
nor the United States of America can show schools for girls at all ram-
parable to the bettor sort of English girls’ schools.” And generally, ho believes
“that in the matter of education,” which, indeed, he carefully distinguishes
from a mere “system of public instruction,” “England, all too backward
though she be, is far in advance of any other nation.” He has thus “ a strong
opinion ” that direct compulsion, both in the way of local rating and enforced
attendance, is impracticable amongst us. But he strongly advocates a general
system of indirect compulsion, by “making a certain amount of schooling a
condition of employment for hire up to a certain age ;

” admitting, however,
that tho children of tho vagrant class, whom indirect compulsion would not
reach, must be made subject to direct compulsion at the cost of the rates, whilst
in rofercnco to technical instruction he goes so far as to say that he does “ not
see why our town councils should not be empowered to levy a rate” for the
estabUahmont of “schools of applied science in all our centres of manufacturing
industry.” And ho wishes to “ roinvigorato the voluntary system, on the
one hand, by giving tho parents a more direct personal interest in tho affairs

of the school of their parish,” and “ admitting them into our school con-
stituoncies,” (an alteration, ho tells us, which might be effect^ ‘^without any
new law, b^ a simple instruction jProm tho Charity Commisuoners”); on the
other, by a judicious prize scheme, the leading element in winch should be **an
exhibition to somo school of higher instruction; ” a principle, it will be observed,
sought to be embodied in the proposed educational reforms of tho present
sesinon. It will bo seen, on the whole, that tho worthy Canon, wl^st protesting
against a directly compulsory system genercdly, has no scruple in resorting to
it whenever he feels indirect compulsion likely to prove weak.

Perhaps tho most interesting essays in the volume are the two last, on the
teacher’s difficulties” and on the most effective mode of promoting practical

Ohristianity through our parish schools.” Among some throe or four nundred
schools which Mr. Norris used to inspect—Church schools all, of raurse—^some
stand out in his memory in clear and strong relief, as emphatically ChrUtian
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haT6 in my mind's oye did tho clergyman take the religious m$ti*uctiou entirely
out of the hands of the teacher.”
Mr. Xorris's ISnglish educational experience has boon enlarged by the

observation of continental systems. At the same time, liis continental inquiries
must have been carried on exclusively under official tutelage, or ho would not
mxninit the mistake of seeking to recommend his proposed ccrtillcates of school
instruction by assimilating them to the French livret—so odious to tho great
bulk of the working class, that the surorcssion of it is, whilst 1 write, the
great boon held, out to that class by the Fmperor, obviously to seexu-o its votes
at the forthcoming elections. J. M. L.

Will She Siand f or, The Church and Democracy, By P. George Wrexcu, M.A.,
of St. Botolph, Bishopsgate. London: Longmans, Green, Bcader, and
I>yer.

This pamphlet on tho prospects of tho National CjEiurch in Bngland deserves
a brief analysis at our hands. We may dijSer from Mr. Wrench, but wo must
admit that his suggestions aro thoi^ntful, and aro expressed with singular
clearness and breadth.

After observing that the Church of tho future, if it is to bo national, must
represent tho various sections of society—must bo tiie Church of tiio whole
people—ho asks whether, in its present condition, our Church can bo said to be
appropriated by tho pcojdtj in tho wide sense of the term. The one test should
be, Do they go to church ? ” It is not sufficient to be an almoner or an
educator ; the leading function of a Church is to provide public worship for the
people. Thus boldly stated, the position is boldly met by a brief counter-state-
ment—^The Church is the Church of tho upper and middle classes, not that of
the jK>or and the artisan classes ; its public worship is not acceptable to the
great bulk of the people.
The late Bishop of London, Charlos James Bloinlield, raised and sunk

£100,000 in tho erection of twelve churches in tho wilds of l^thnal Green.
** Public attention being drawn to tho Tost mateijal destitation there cxiating, but

not being instructed to see that the real xemedy lay in migration elsewhwe, a streim of
xdief poured in, just sufficient to fix down in hopeless inaction a contented crowd of
nien who saw that alms drawn in through the orgmiizcd channels portainiug to twelve
new churches might bo relied upon to remam a considerable resource for them in all
to come.”

So much for the evil of tho bishop's scheme from a material point of view, and
the writer can a|pply testify from his own experience of Bethnal Green to Ihe



trath of Mr* WsMdi’s mmarki. Bot vhat irew the ifiritqrf iMMftfai mb.*
fbrredP Bo the pe(q[>le go to the dinx^M tiutt feed aj]id cl(^^ Hkmf
do not, and, to quote Ifr. Wrench's pregnant iracde-—

The reason^ that tibte pecmle do not care, and will not care,to JidnsafvtMrfn'fto
institution and conduct of whioh they have no Toice, and that, as thqr heeeaBis jnaarty
more accustomed to he, consulted onfall points of social admimstsatian, they uSilte leas
<q>en to entertain ihelin^ ofsympathy with a Church that ignores them in any otpaeMgr
cdher than of mere listeners or won^ippers."

The poor and tho artisans, then, expreen their feelings about our servioes hjr
not attending them, and Ifr. Wrench contends that do not ears iot iliiem

because they do not pay for them. Ifthey paid for them, of course the seryiceB
would have to be adapted to their wants and capadties ; but this, it is thought,
would not be a great evil. What then does Mr. Wrench propose ? How is the
Church to win over tho poor and the workiDg classes P

Not by giying them churches for nothing, nor by ofifering them services which
are not suited to their wants, and which they nave not asked for ; but hy
making them build titieir own churches, and adapting services to their special
needs. But what if they cannot build churches ? may they not be helpM from
witliout ? Help from without should come in the^ form of nussionaries, not
churches. Lot a man be sent by the rich and paid by the rich for the poor,
let him awaken a desire in benighted neighbourhoods for a church, then let the
people build as best they may—a poor church, if they cannot afford a rich one

;

though poor, it will he theirs ; at any rate, whether they be helped from without
or not, whether the church be plain or magnificent, let it be the outcome and
crown of missionary labour ; lot it follow, not precede, the Gospel nreaching.
But would not churches, which owe so much to their congregations, be open to
all tlie objections urged against the Dissenting system ? Would not the pastor
bo domincei'ed over by the flock ? Would ho not follow instead of lead ? Would
not the high standard of the national ministry be lowered if the clergy and the
services were to become more reflections of the people and their thoughts and
feelings ?

Mr. Wrench is, indeed, for giving the congregation a greater share in the
services and general voice in the airangomcnts of Divine worship.

•‘But,’’ lie exclaims, ‘‘I hare yet to loam that an3*^thmg other than good can arise
out such a change in tho traditions of our Church. Wc aro accustomed to hear
populiir ecclesiastical government spoken of by clergymen with a kind of holy horror.
Tho thing has never existed except among Dissenters ! and what u vulgar religion is

English Dissent ! 1 ropl^*. If English Nonconformist preaching is vulgar, and if the
minister falls in with the nnehnstenod tastes of his audience, it is not because the
popular voice is his muster, but because the class preached to is vulgai', and because to
gain the confidence of any class of men, ^-ulgar or refined, wc must address^ them in
their own language. Wo Church people have succeeded in one thing at least in regard
to Dissent—wo have isolated it. We have brought it to pass that refined people,
cducatod people, the thought and ixilcUigencc of the age, stand aloof from it.”

Ar long as there is such a largo Dissenting class which the National Church
cannot reclaim, so long will there be danger to the National Church, and Mr.
Wrench’s answer to tho question, “Will'; she stand ?” is. She will stand if she
can enlarge her boundaries, and if sho can discover how to^ offer each and every
class of Englishmen services adapted to its wants, and ministers whom it will
consent to accept as its religious teachers. H. B. H.

Note to tub Auticlb on tub ** Doctrinb of tub Euchabist in thb Catbchisx”
{Contemporary Iteview^ March, 1869),

Sinco this article was published, 1 have been favoured with a commimicatioxi from
Mr. U. 11. Droop, of Lincolxi’s Inn, calling my attention to a passage in Biidiop Jacobson’s
profaco to his cilition of Nowoirs Catechism (1844), whero a small Catechism by Now^
m m<mtioucd as agreeing still more nearly with the Church Catechism. This ^ litUe

Catechism,” as the author himself calls it, appeared in three languages, English, Tjaian,

and Greek, the last being a translation by Nowell’s nephew, Whitaker. Of tho E^liah
edition apparently only a very imperfect copy exists (dated at the end 1682), now in the
Bodleian Library ;

tho others aro somewhat less rare, there being two comes in

Bodleian of different dates, each containing both. Fortunately the part of the English
Catechism which remains entire is precisely that which is to my pro^nt purpose^ tho

port about tho Lord’s Supper ; so that X may as well extract tho questions and answers
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on that subject, ns adding;- sonicUiing, though not xnuch^ to tho paiullcls already
adduced :

—

To what uso [was the Saoraiuoiit ordained] P

For a roiitinuall thankfull ivnicmbranco of his doatli, and the benefits that wo
receiuo thereby.

[Then folloii\*s a question, ‘‘ Wliut nin the |)arts and matter of this sacrament ?•’ and
its answer.]

** AMiat is tho enrthlie, and sensible pait ?
** Bread and winoi both which niattors the Lord hath expreslio commanded all to

receiue.
“ What is tho Hoauonlio part and matter, ri'moovod fi'om all outward senses?
“ The bodie and blood of Christ, which are giuen, taken, eaten, and dnmkon of tho

faithfull in the Lord’s Supper, onlie after a lleaiieniic and spirituall manner, but yet
verilie and in deed.

[Thou follow two questkins asking whether there i.s a change of siibstanee, and whetln'r
the Supper was ordained of Christ to be a saeriliee for tho rt'iuissiun of sins, each with
its answer.]

*• What IS our dulie to doo, that wv maj' come rightly to tlie fjord’s Supper?
** To examine our selues Avhether wet» be true inembei’s of ('hli^t.

“ By what token shall we know* this?

[Answer as in largo Catoehism, t^xeept that the words “ whieh drove Christ to death,

whoso mysteries are now delivered us/’ nru omitted.]

These extracts oertaiinly show, wliat 1 trust was made tolembly ]>laiii before, that the
Catechism as we now have it dinV*rs but little from earlier ami di'eide^lly Frolestant

documents in its Eucharistic tmehing. In tnu-tieular they show that very nearly the
whole of the answer in tho present Church Catechism whieh is especially relied on hy
Mr. Cobh jis teaching the objective doctrine, • The Body.‘and Blood of Clirist/ kv., existed

alroadv in Nowell, the few wonls not included in thi' pvo>ent answer being mor**ovi*r

not a VrotestaTit gloss of Now'ell’s, but the language of J>i>lvop (le>le in tin* Ailich* to

which appeal has so often been mado. It in curious indi ed that the wi»rds ‘‘ given,

taken, eaten, and drunken,*’ to wliich Bi.vhf>]» Forbes and attaeh so much import-

ance in interpreting Ailicle XXV III., should have been exchanged for others wliich if

anything are less c*x]»rc‘ss. Wliilo cm this subject, T must apologize for an unfortunate

error in the t aper to wliich remarks are a suj>plenu*nt, llie oini>siMTi of the words
“tho sacrifice of” before “ the death of (’hri,**t,” in the answer from the Church Cate-

chism in tho parallel columns, ft i*ouM mishad no one, as I expi»‘ssly drew altruliun

aftcrw'anls to tho omitted A\or«l.s and to the argument fouiideil on them ]»y ^Mr. Cobb:
but it ought not to liuvo oceiirrc-d.

Nowell wrote three Cutetdiisins : the largt ,
from which the extracts in my paper were

taken, the small, from which tho passages just given are copied, and an intermediate

one, which seems to have been more generaUV in use than either of the (dlier two. The
questions and answers about tho Lord’s Siip])or in tho iniennediate one coincide with
those in the small, though there are other.n which the small does not contain. Tlieri*

arc varions difficulties about the rclatioTi between tho small C'atcjchism and tho other

two. Churton, in his Life of Nowell, doubts whether the copy in tho Bodleian is a
translation from the littiiu ori^pual, or a j»riur Catechism (whether by Nowell or some
one else) from which the Latin is a transl;ilion. Bi^hop Jaoob.son quoti'S a iia.ssago

from Whitaker asserting his undo's authorsliix> of all three (’atiichisms. 'I’he question

is complicated by Nowell’s own language, in tho dedication to the Middle Catechism
ho sppaks of all three a.«4 “purely translated into tho Latin tongue,” though it appears
from other sources that in the ease of the larger at least tho Ijutin wo.s tho original, tho
English version being made hy another pex^on, Thomas Norton, so that Nowell would
seem to use the word translation in a loose sense. Further, in the same dedication ho
talks of ,thje. Little Catechism in language which would ^naturally identify it with the
Church CatiKshism, tho title of the Middle Catechism moreover being “ A Catechism or
Institution of Christian licligion, to be learned of all Youth next after tho Little Cate-
chism; apl>ointed in tho Booko of Common l^raycr.” Yet though the earlier part of

tho Little Catechism, so far as can he judged from its Latin representation, may have
coincided almost verbally with the Church Catechism, it contains other questions and
answers following on t£ose about our duty to our neighbour, beside those on tho
sacraments,i* This dedication is dated Nov., 1572 ; that to tho Greek and J^tin forms
of the LitjSle Catechiam has no date. Altogether the probability seems to bo that the*

Little C&techism spoken of by Nowell was by himsidf ; but whether ho moans to spenk
of the Church Catechism as his own*as well as of ’the Little Cambism tcolinically m
called, and whether tho so-called Little Catechism originally existed in Latin or in
EngljA, axe points on which the data, so far as I see, are too contradictory to admit of
our forming a definite conclusion. J. CoNixoToif.
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L. On thm Origin of Civilization, A Lecture bjr His Grace the Abch-
B181IOP ov Dublin to the Younts Men's Christian Association.

1854. (Reprinted in Whately's Miscellaneous Lectures and
Reviews, 1861, pp. 2S<->59.)

2. On the Ongm of CiviHzaiion and the Eirly Condition of Man,
By SIR John Lubbock, Bart., F.R..S., P^s. £nt. Soe., Ac.
Report of l)riri*^h Association, 1867; Transactions of the
Sections, pp. 118—125.

3. I^rimeoal Mtm^ an Examination of some Recent Speculations. By
the Duk£ or ARovi.Zi. Strahan & Co. 1869.

The extent to which we all depend on others, to kindle the first

sparks of moral and intellectual life, is some justification for those

who have doubted, on purely scientific grounds, whether civilization

could origfinate without the aid of a Divine instructor, at a time when
the nature of the case precluded the possibility of any external help

from man. A very small impulse will suffice to set the faculties in

motion, and will often awaken powers which enable the pupil to out-

strip the human guide. But it is difficult to imagine how mental
movement could commence at all, in the absence of any impulse of

the ordinary kind ; how men could Icam without a teacher the first

principles of moral and religious truth ; how they could invent the

simplest arts and contrivances, till some Prometheus had brought

down fire from heaven. Or even were, it granted that man, as a

higher kind of animal, possesses instincts which might enable him
to discover ^ a few rudimentary arts without assistance, it is not so

easy to see how those instincts could germinate into intellectual life,

or lead him to the knowledge of God. These difficulties, though
perhaps not insuperable, should at all events be fairly weighed

VOl.. XI. M
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against tlie unconfirmed conjectures, by which theorists have some-

times tried to show how man corild work out his own civilization.

Til the lectui'o which I havo named first at the head,of this article.

Archbishop Whatcly argued out the question with his usual strong

common sense and vigorous explicitness ; declaring that, os u mutter

of fact and experience, no savage nation had ever been known to

raise itself without external assistance ; and iufon’iug that the origin

of civilization at u time when there was no human teacher to implant

it—/.c. the existence of an elli'ct without its ordinary cause—proves

that the germ must have been iiiti*oduccd by a supernatural agent

;

or, in other words, that the birth of civilization was duo, not to man,
but to God. The argument being rested on an alh'ged basis of fact,

it was open for any one to contradict it, if he could, by denying the*

facts and bringing plausible evidence of a contrary tendency : a

course adopted by Sir J. Lubliock, in a jiaper which he read in 1807

before the Geographical and Ethnological Section of the liritish As!>o-

ciation at Dundee. Against AVhately’s repeated assertion that “ for

savages properly so styled—that is, people sunk as low, or anything

near as low, as many tribes that our voyagews have made us acquainted

with—there is no one instance recoided of any of them rising into a

civilized condition, or indeed rising at all, without instruction and

assistance from people already civilized ” (p. Jl), he undertukc.s to

show, “first, that there are indications of progi’css even among
savages ; secondly, that among the most civilized nations there are

traces of original barbarism” (p. 120). And he concludes, “that

existing savages arc not descendants of civilized ancestors ; that the

primitive condition of man was one of utter barbarism
;
that from

this condition several races have independently raised themselves
”

(p. 125). lie also donnccts these views of the origin of man with

Mr. Darwin’s theory, by implying that our race has been developed

out of some inferior type into “ the first men, or first beings worthy

to be so called ” (p. 118).

Whcai two writers of acknowledged ability and honesty profess to

rest two directly contrary conclusions on a scries of facts within the

reach of all, we are tempted to suppose that, through the fault of

one or both, they have lighted on a confusion for want of proper

definitions to begin with. It is apparently under this impression

that the Duke of Argyll has intervciud between the disputants, and

endeavoured to correct and complete the argiunents which both havo

left imperfect. 1 may be allowed to express my conviction that in

accomplishing this task, the duke has lifted the entire subject into

a much higher range of thought ; and by the help of a few skilful

definitions and distinctions, has brought it under a clearer and more
searching light.
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One great service which he renders is that of detaching the two
questions of the Origin of man and his Antiquity from that of ** his

mental, monfl, and intellectual condition when first created" (p. 26).

On " the Origin of man, considered simply as a species," he points

out that the difficulties of the Development Theory, to which Sir J.

Lubbock seems to adhere, are due, not so much to theological, as to

scientific considerations, so far,** at least, “as belief in a Personal

Creator is concerned** (p. 44). It must bo as easy for God to cause

one to give birth to another, as to cause one indirUlmtl to give

birth to another, if only the slightest proof of such a process could

be found. The real difficulty arises from the entire absence of any
one such instance ; so that while a progenitor is a knoicn cautse, the

new birth of a species is an utterly unknoicn effect. It is again inad-

missible for physiologists to make little of the physical distinctions

between man and ape, while admitting to the full the mental difierence,

inasmuch os the two things go together and are correlated by nature.

Organization and intelligence, structure and functions, functions and
mental character, all stand and fall together (p. 51). The anatomical

diffoi'once, however slight, is Nature*8 own measure and equivalent

for the mental difference (p. 62). However similar the hand of man
and monkey, the distinction, small us it is, marks the whole gulf

between the power of climbing a tree or plucking fruit, and that of

weighing the earth, and measuring its distance from the sun (p. 60).

If the brain of a Hindu is nearer to that of a gorilla on the one
side than to that of Newton on the other. Nature has nevertheless

assigned to that smaller distance a greatness of significance which he
has denied to the larger (pp. 57, 64). As Professor Owen 8a3's, the
“ coitsequences ’’ of any such distinction “ must be considered in

estimating its systematic value ** (p. 61).

In the next chapter, the antiquity of man is considered with the

same ability, and the same discriminating skill. The way is thus

cleared for the careful discussion in the last chapter of the proper

subject of the origin of civilization, to which we shall presently

return and confine ourselves. To these three papera the duke pre-

fixes an introduction which, on general grounds, is bj' no means the

least interesting part of the volmne. With the following remarks,

in particular, I am anxious to express my entire agreement :

—

“ The result is, that we should never be jealous of research, but always
jealous of presumption ; that on all subjects reason should bo warned to

keep within the limit of her powers, but from none should reason be
warned away. Men who denounce any particular field of thought are

always to be suspected. The presumption is, that valuable things which
these men do not like ore to be found there. There ore many forms of
priestcraft. The same arts, and the same delusions, have been practised
in many causes. Sometimes, though perhaps not so often as is popularly

M 2
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8oppo80il, men have been warned off paiiicnlnr bnmchcA of phynical

enquiry in the supposed interests of religion. But constantly and ha^tuolly,

men are now warned from many branches of enquiry, both, physical and

psychological, in the interests—real enough—of the positive philosophy

!

‘ Whatever,’ says Mr. Lewes, * is inaccessible to reason, should be strictly

interdicted to research.’ Here we have the true ring of the old sacerdotal

interdicts. Who is to define beforehand what is, and w'hat is not, ^ inarccs*

sible to reason ?
' Ai’e we to take such a definition on trust from the priests

of this new philosophy '? They tell us that all proofs of mind in the order

of the universe, all evidences of purpose, all couceptious of plan or of

design, in the history of creation, are the mere product of special * infirmi-

ties ’ of the human intellect. In opposition to these attempts—come from

what quarter they may—to limit arbitrarily the boundaries of knowledge,

let us maintain the principle that w'o never can certainly know whut is

* inaccessible to reason ’ until the vray of access has been tried. In the

highest interests of truth, we must resist any and every interdict against

research. The strong presumption is that everj* philosophy which assumes

to issue such an interdict must have reason to fear enquiry” (pp. 21—28).

The growing disposition of some scientific enquirers to put a ban

at the outset on the reasonings of their op])onenl.s was curiou.sly

illustrated by the discussion which followed the reading of Sir J.

Lubbock’s paper at Duudet\ One leading ethnographer, ^Ir. (’rawfnrd,

repeatedly called the Archbishop of Dublin’s view an “abominable,”

nay, a abominable, paradox;” but congratulated Sir J. Lubbock

on having “ laid the poor bishop ou his back in vciy much the same

manner as one would turn a turtle ;
and as some people were inclined

to think that some other bishops w'ould be none the worse of being

treated.” Another, Dr. Hunt, de«rlared him.**elf “very nuicli surprised

when ”
a clergyman present, a well-known ti’av< Her and naturuii.sf,

“ told them that after this couc/t(.<tct' fin'J huimfivt', ffit/i'stitrtut'f/ nud fiitttl,

answer to the question, and the facts there brought forwuiil, tb<>ro was
any znember of the Association who would still advance ”

ti contrary

opinion. “ The i&cts brought forward by Sir John Lubbock
appeared to his mind to be so coHc/itHtre, that it would be utterUj

useless to attempt to argue or say anything moi'o on the subject.”*

Against this boastful annoimccmcnt of the end of tho controversy,

the Duke of Argyll’s book may be taken as a protest, conveying,

also, a sufiScient answer. His judgment is, that while both argu-

ments are imperfect, “ the argument in favour of what may bo called

the Savage-theory is very much the weaker of the two, and rests

upon a method of treatment much more inadeauate and incom-

plete ”(p. 6; cf.p. 133).
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npon. tho facts of barbarism ; the state of those tribes- in which the

human faculties exist on thoir lowest, rudest, and most brutish level.

Wc naturally .whether tho odious debasement of the Papuan,

the Fuogian, and the Bushman, represents the infancy of hiunanity,

or the decrepitude of its extremest degradation ; whether it illustrates

tho dawn of the creation morning, or the darkness of its deepest

midnight ; whether it is the starting-point from which all mankind
set forward on the journey of progress, or simply the bottom of an
abyss, which lias engulfed the ruins of a once comparatively

euliglitcned race. While Whately and Sir J. Lubbock adopt the

opposite sides of this alternative, it is remarkable, as the Duke of

Argyll points out (pp. 29, 131), that they both neglect to define either

barbarism or civilization ; and this want of precision on the two most

inijjortant terms of the reasoning introduces vagueness at every

stage, us the discussion fluctuates between the consideration of moral,

intellectual, and what wc may call industrial barbarism, and the

civilizations which are tho contrary of each of the three. But there

is another defect which vitiates the argument at its very outset. Is

it possible for citli<;r reasoner to maintain, on his own principles,

that those who ai’o now confessedly the most unimprovable races, can

throw any light whatever on the original condition of improvable

man ? In Whately’s eyes, these savages are even worse than

brutalized ; that is, they have reached the very lowest point of moral

us well as physiiud degradation. How then can he use the ineapa-

eitics which they probably owe to their degradation to prove the

existence of similar deficiencies in the undegraded fathers of the

human race? On Sir J. Lubbock’s view, they are merely tho

disreputable members of tho family—the outcasts, the reprobates,

of the great human society. But in this case also we may ask the

same question; how' can they represent that necessarily superior

kind of barbarism which must have marked the outset of the nobler

races?

Here IVliately’s theory has one advantage, that, if granted, it would
at all events account for the present facts of savage life, which
is more than can be said for his opponent’s. But it accounts t&r

them by an h3r*pothesis which destroys the very reasoning it is meant
to support. It may be true that savages could never raise themselves

without assistance ; but with what consistency can he assume like

his opponent, that those savages can represent the earliest coaditims

jll^f
man? The fallen can be no illustration of the comparatively

iBlfidlen; yet while maintaining that the savage level is in the

jBense tmnatural, the widest possible divergence from the

humanity (pp. 7—9), he still appeals to it fqr the

ie supposed to furnish of roan’s incapacify to rise
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without assistance from his original state by nature (pp. 17, 19).

Clearly the very fulness of his admission that the degradation is

complete, makes it useless for the purpose to wh}ch he would
apply it.

Should it be replied that he is only showing what would follow

from an hypothesis which he repudiates—arguing that if men were
originally savages, which he denies, they could not in that case have
raised themselves without assistance—I answer, os before, that this

rejoinder would destroy his own proof of the necessity of a Divine

instructor for the earliest man, because that proof is rested on the

alleged incapacity of savages to civilize themselves. If the first men
were not savages, then, so far as ho g^ves any reason to the contrary,

they may have been competent to begin the work of their own civiliza*

tion. But on this point his language is perfectly explicit :

—

“ How comes it that the whole world is not peopled exclusively with
savages ? Snrh irnnld eciilenthi hnvf lieon the ease if the human race hod
always from the first been left without any instruction from some superior
being, and yet had been able to subsist at all. . . . According to the
present course of things, the first introducer of civilization aninutf saeatjes is,

and must be, man in a more improved state
;
in the iH’ijinniii;/, therefore,

of the human race. this, since there tvas no man to effect it, must have
been the work of another Being. . . . That Man could not have made
himself, is often appealed to as a proof of the agency of a divine ( 'reatur :

and that mankind could not, in the first instance, have eirilized themselves,
is a proof of the same kind, and of precisely equal strength, of the agency
of a divine Instrnetor'’ (pp, 17—19).

Such a defence, in fact, would simply sacrifice one half of his argu-

ment to save the other. He is himself quite as certain that ho has

discovered a conclusive proof of original revelation, as that he has

disproved the theory of the savage origin of man. Nor does he

mend his reasoning by beginning at the other end, and saying

that man monfd have been a savage from the first, and nothing

more, if he had not enjoyed the aid of u divine Instructor; for

this also is Iwrrowing a leaf from the book of his opponents, as

though God could not have placed man on a higher level than the

savage by the very act of citjation. We may be allowed, then, to

acknowledge most cordially the truth of his conclusion, that Qod
never left His rational creatures without some light of sacred know-
ledge, while we yet believe that this truth can be established more

effectivcl}’^ by other methods, than by appealing to the present state of

savage races.

Sir J. liubbock’s reasoning seems open to the same objection in

a slightly different form. If we accepted his statement, that “ the

primitive condition of man was one of utter barbarism’* (p. 125), we
ebould have to believe that savages of the present day have simply
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stood still, while the civilized races have been busily improving
themselves; and that thus the former, by their sheer stagnation,

remain os a living record of the low condition which formed the
common starting-point of all. 13ut docs not the very fact that they
have thus coiitiiiuod to stand still prove the absence of some good
quality, or the presence of some bad quality, which destroys their

value as supposed specimens of the infant races of mankind ? The
most conspicuous mark about thoso savages is, as Mr. Darwin says of

the Fuegians, that they “ make no improvements ” (Whately, p. 12).

Now, here is a clear and unmistakeable characteristic, distinguishing

them broadly from the ancestors of races which have made vast and
continuous advances. To account for this difference. Sir J. Lubbock
can supply no better answer than a faint reference to some
local disadvantages, and a vague and indefinite analogy; saying

that “ we find, oven in the same family, among children of the same
parents, the most opposite dispositions ; in the same nation there are

families of high character, and others in which every member is

more or less criminal ” (p. 120). Be it so : but who would admit

that tho most untoward children represent the original stock of the

family—^that the most criminal classes are a measure of the original

moral standard of a nation ? He has thus unconsciously repeated

Whately's error, by proposing these savages as illustrations of a state

which thej' never could by any possibility represent at all ; and by
offering those who seem to be almost beneath improvement as

specimens of the first stage of a long career of progress. He even

goes so far as to argue that the fact of their remaining stationary is

evidence against the theory of their degradation, because degradation

is a kind of motion (p. 119). On this point Whately clearly has tho

advantage, for he can reply that they are stationary simply because

they have reached the bottom, and are crippled and stunned by
their fall.

If there is any one position on this subject which seems to be

established with some degi'eo of certainty, it is that there are “ savages

and savages
;
” or, as some would pnifer to say, that savages ” mean

one thing, and barbarians ” another, and that these two things are

on no account to l>e confounded. There are but two stocks out of

eleven of which Professor Huxley says, that “with them has oi'iginated

everything that is highest in science, in art, in law, in politics, and
in mechanical inventions. In their hands at the present moment
lies tho order of the social world, and to them its progress is

committed.*’* The other nine stocks range from the neighbour-

hood of the highest to the depths of the lowest, yet with broad

distinctions which history does not permit us to neglect, or enable us

* Forihightly J^eview^ June, p. 268»
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to overpass. No historian of the barbarian inroads on the Roman
Empire would dream of placing on the same level the Huns and the

Qolhs. Observe how Gibbon) for instance) though himself disposed

to advocate the same theory as Sir J. Lubbock (see R. E.) iv. 409)

ed. 1854)) yet marks off at every stage the hordes of barbarianS) as

they reach a lower and lower degradation, till in some cases th(^ cease

to retain even the elements of terror, or to be worthy of estimation in

calculating the forces of the world. The ancient Germans might bo
destitute of **

cities, letters, arts, and money,** prizing ** their rude

earthen vessels as of equal value with the silver vases *’ of Rome,
** by turns the most indolent and the most restless of mankind but

they were rich in cattle, growers of corn, passionately fond of war
and danger, punctilious in discharging debts of honour, and in their

** rude institutions
” “ we ma}' still distinguish the original principles

of our present laws and manners *’ (i. 349—359). Far lower in the

scale of human nature were the Ilunnish invaders, with their strange

deformity ** of flattened noses, deeply sunk eyes, gushed cheeks, and
beardless faces—reputed the offspring of an “ execrable conjunction

’*

between Scythian witches and infernal spirits, yet connected with a

race which has “in every age” “been renowned for invincible

courage and rapid conquests,” though deficient in the nobler qualities

which could retain the spoils its bravery had won (iii. 295—317).

Turn from the north to the south, and we reach a weaker form of

debasement. The subjects of the Roman Empire, we arc told, need

never have feared lest the northern invaders should have been

matched by equal swarms from the deserts of the soitth, if they had
reflected on the real nature of the negro character ;

“ their rude

ignorance,** their want of invention, their apparent incapacity to

form **any extensive plans of government or conquest, and the

obvious inferiority of their mental faculties** (iii. 277). Or turn to

the Arabian peninsula, with its older traces of a degraded people, of

whom he says, that “in this primitive and abject state, which ill

deserves the name of society, the human brute, without arts or laws,

almost without sense or language, is poorly di-stinguished from the

rest of the animal creation ’* (vi. 198). Yet once again he says, that

the labour which the historian has spent on the higher races issuing

from Arabia “would be unworthily bestowed on the swarms of

savages who, between the seventh and the twelfth centuries, descended

from the plains of Scythia, in transient inroad or perpetual emigra-

tion. Their names are uncouth, their origins doubtful, their actions

obscure, their superstition was blind, their valour brutal, and the

uniformity of their public and private lives was neither softened by
innocence nor refin^ by policy** (vii. 63). The researches of recent

travellers have greatly increased our familiarity with types which

appear still more invincibly unimprovable.
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“ Do wo know of any nation or kindred,” asks Mr. Morivale, ** Greek or

Gorman or Indian, of which it can bo asserted :—There was once a time
when this people was as low in the scale of humanity as are now the bush-
men of Papua or Now Holland

; but see how, stop by step, from school to

school, from intuition to intuition, they evolved a Homer or a Menu, a
Paul or a Luther ? Were the Greeks, the Germans, the Indians, for
instance, as fur back as wo can trace them, ever destitute of a spiritual

culture, the some in kind at least, not of course in degree, as at the highest
culmination of their history ? Is not the evidence as strong, nay stronger,

that the savages now existing around us are the degenerate offshoots of
civilized races, as that the civilized are the cream and efflorescence of the
savage ? " (“ Conversion of the Northern Nations,” pp. 87, 88).

There are races, then, which certainly were never savages ; races

like the Jews, for instance, of whom we may affirm with confidence

that they never rose from so debased a state to the moral and spiritual

civilization which brightens the whole course of their chequered

history. Other tribes, which may be called in some respects bar-

barians, yet combine ignorance of industrial arts and want of mental

culture with a respect for moral and religious obligation, and in some
cases with a vigorous aptitude for war and conquest, which lift them
far above the level of the dull and stagnant savage life. Such were

the ancient Germans whom Tacitus described ;
the forefathers of the

leading races of tlic motlem world. Others, again, may have been

more or less depres.sod and disorganized, through causes which are

not beyond the reach of conjecture ; but they retain amidst their

disunion that strong characteristic of a living nation, the power of

answoring-to the summons of a gifted loader, whose war-erj’' rouses

them like the trumpet of God. Such nations, in WTiately’s words,

resemble “ some combustible substances which will never take fi.re

spontaneously, but when once set on fire, will bum with continually

increasing strength” (p. 21). Thus Gibbon speaks of the Arabians,

who **had languished in poverty and contempt till Mahomet breathed

into those savage bodies the soul of enthusiasm ” (iv. 406). Thus
Herodotus thought of the Thracians, “ the greatest of all races after

the Indians,” that ‘*if they could only learn to submit to a single

leader, and combine for a common purpose, they would prove in-

vincible, and become the strongest of all nations ” (v. 3). “ Ifeither in

Europe nor in Asia,” says Thucydides, “ is there any nation which
could singly withstand the Scythians, if only they were all of one

mind” (ii. 97) ; a prevision which was amplyjustified by the mighty
movements under Attila, Zingis Khian, and Timour. These last races

approach nearest to the level of the savage proper; which they

showed, either by disappearing as they came, with the swiftness of

the whirlwind, as after the death of Attila, or by basing a more

durable empire on union with tribes of a finer organization, combined

perhaps with the inspiration of a loftier faith. But all these are
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which the energetic and improYablo races are surrounded-—tribes

only conspicuous for their sluggish and benumbed condition, from
which they seciu unable to raise thoiusulves without external assist-

ance, while they rise slowly and unwillingly even when assistance is

supplied.

iho mere position of this outer ring of savages suggests that

they have heen thrust away into remote groups of islands, or to the

extreme comers and the least inviting parts of continents, by tbo
lateral pressure of expanding and more pow'erfiil races. The very
localities are an index to the direction of the current. It cannot liavo

set inwards, from the eircuiuference towards the centre, but must
have spread outwards, from the centre towards the circumference.

And it would naturally follow that civilization would die out by
degrees, as the weaker tribes were forced to dwell beneath ungeuial

skies ; till these less-favoured rcinnauts of humanity wore left in the

position of the diy% dead sea-weed which the waves have flung farthest

up the shore. The testimony of scientific men coincides widely,

though not universally, with the old belief on which so much
depends, that all mankind sprang from a single source. By what
other means, then, could so many members of the human family

have been nlum-d ojf, as it were, into those stagnant pools, whore

they are no longer stirred or influenced either by streams of earth or

winds of heaven? The Duke of Argyll points out two fixed

principles, which supply the basis for a satisfactory explanation : the

first is “ the indisputable fact that man is capable of degradation ”

(p. 155) ; the second is “ the law of intjrease," in consequence of

which ** population is always pressing upon the limits of sub-

sistence (p. 161).

The movements of wild tribes are by no means altogether unac-

countable. In the main they obey the intelligible laws of attraction

and repulsion : attraction, as when the Northoni hordes were tempted

again and again by the sunny climate, the fair fruits, the rich wines

of the South ; repulsion, a.s when a weak tribe is driven forth into

barren and inhospitable regions, by the aggressions of a stronger

race. Migrations of the former kind b-nd to raise the civilization of

the invaders, who are thus brought into contact with more cultivated

nations, and who often admire and imitate their superior intelligence,

while they triumph over their physical inferiority. But migrations

of tlie latter kind are likely to produce the very opposite consequences.

Arts are soon forgotten if there is no longer any opportunity to use

them ; and the graces of life must quickly disappear when life is

reduced to a bare struggle for existence. The loss of culture, which
is often se^ to accompany the loss of fortune in the oases of indi-
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vidaala or families, may then be illustrated on the larger scale of

the debasement of degenerate nations.

But though* migrations supply so important an element in the
history of civilization, I cannot see that iiiir J. Lubbock allows it any
weight ut all. He admits that some localities labour under great
disadvantages ; he never raises the question how the original in-

habitants came there, or whether they may not have suffered loss

upon the rood. Thus, when arguing against the opinion that the
present barbarians may be the descendants of superior ancestors, he
urges (p. 120) that if the Australians, or Tasmanians, for instance,

had fallen from the higher state of agriculturists and herdsmen, some
proofs of their old pursuits would certainly remain. Ifthey hadlost the

use of domestic animals, we should at all events find the bones of their

former stock, or wild henls would exist, to bear witness to their tame
progenitors. If they had ceased to cultivate cereals, some wild plants

would probably remain to prove it. If they had abandoned the use

of iron or pottery, the traces of their former utensils would be foimd.

All veiy true, if it were certain that they retain in their degradation

the same lands in which they once enjoyed a higher form of life.

But the whole argument is cut away immediately if, os is far more
probable, they have changed their locality ; if they simply left their

heids, their corn-fields, their iron-ware, and pottery behind them,

when they were hurried across the seas by the pressure of more
vigorous supplanters. Nor can this flaw in the argument be mended
by the assumption that recollection would enable them to reproduce

such arts as they had practised. It is only too completely proved

by all experience that the faculty of learning is closely accompanied

by the tendency to forget ; and whenever use and practice have been

brought to an end, the recollections of the former state would vanish,

or survive only in the vague tradition of some long departed, brighter

age-

This line of proof, then, seems to fail for want of a more rigorous

exclusion of disturbing elements. The same remark will apply to

many of the proofs which he brings forward to show that savages can

rise. There is no doubt of the fact ; the controversy turns entirely

on the conditions under which that improvement can be made. God
never so utterly forsakes ** His banished,’’ but that some means
remain, or can be furnished, through the help of which they may
return. That great human characteristic of “improvable reason,”

though it may be reduced to a minimum and deadened to stagnation,

and may thus absolutely cease to act spontaneously, can never, as we
believe, be irrevocably cancelled. In stating his thesis, which he
does repeatedly, Whately never once omits the word unaided,” or

its equivalent, which is, in fact, the very keystone of his argument.
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But Sir J. Lubbock overlooks it even in his first quotation, where it

occurs twice over • :

—

“ Pr. Whately cunneiattis his opinions in the fo]Iowing>‘Words :— * That
we have no reason to believe that any community ever did, or ever can
emerge, unassistal by external hel/m, from a state of nttcr barbarism, into
anything that can be called civili/ation Man has not emerged from
the savage state : the progress of any community' in civilization, by it« oirn

internal means, mast always have begun from a condition removed from that of
complete barbarism, oat of which it does not appear that men ever did or
can raise themselves.* One might at first feel disposed to answer that fifty

cases could be cited which altogether discredit this assertion ; and without
going beyond the limits of onr own island, we might regard the history of
Cngland itself as a sufficient answer to such a statement. Archbishop
Whately, however, was far too skilful a debater not to have foniseen siich

an argument. ‘The ancient Germans,' he says, ‘who cultivated corn,

though their agriculture was probably in a ver}' rude slate, who not only
had numerous herds of cattle, but employed the labour of brutes, and even
made use of cavalry in their wars .... those cannot with propriety bo
reckoned savages, or if thej’ are to be so called (for it is not w'oi’th while to

dispute about a word), then I would admit that in this sense men may
advance, and in fact have advanced, by their own unassisted efforts, from
the savage to the civilized state

' " (p. 118).

Whately was indeed, as I think, “ far too skilful a debater ” to have

met that objection by any answer of the kind. If ho had boon told

vaguely of “ fifty eases to “ di.sercdit hi.s assertion,” one of •which

could be found “without going beyond the limits of our own island,”

he would have rcealh-d his critic’.s attention to tho words I have
italicized, “unassisted by external helps,” and “by ifs own internal

means and fastening on the one exception specified, he w*ould have

remarked, that the very earliest Britons must have enjoyed tho

advantage of frequent intercourse "with their continental brethren,

even before the invading legions brought them under the direct

influence of the energetic civilization of Horae. JjCt us consider aLso

such a passage as the following :

—

“ I will now proceed tn mention a few’ cases in which some improvement
does appear to have taken place, .\ccording to M‘Gillivray, tho Aus-
tralians of Port Essingtoii, who, like all their fellow-countrymen, had
formerly bark canoes only, have now completely abandoned them for others

hollowed out of the trunk of a tree, which they buy from the Malays. It

is said that the inhabitants of the Andaman Islands have recently intro-

duced outriggers. The Baebapins, w’hen visited by Burchell, had just

commenced working iron. According to Burton, the Wajyi negros have

recently learned to make brass,” &c., &c. (p. 121).

1 am not disposed to go so far as Whately, by denying that savages

* I should mention that ,Sir J. Lubbock’s quotations from Whately, which I have

of course repeated as he gives them, agree only in substance, but not verbally, with

the two editions of his lecture which I have before me. As Sir J. Lubbock gives no

references, I can only infer that the archbishop, us was not unusual with him, has else-

where recast his materials without altering their substance. The Duka of Argyll's

quotatioos appear to be takon, like my own, from the edition of 1864.
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can exercise auy kind of ingenuity, or aiiirniing that no savage **cau

be proved to have ever invented anything ” (p. 23), and that even
necessity “to, the mere savage rarely, if over, teaches anything”
(p. 28). But clearly his argiunent cannot be properly refut^ except
under the conditions which he has himself laid down.' Now the

above instances may or may not bo in point. It would require a
separate examination of each case to decide it. But it is plain upon
the face of the passage that in not one of those which I have quoted

has Sir J. Lubbock taken pains to assure us that he has complied

with the condition on which Whately so rigorously insisted, by
specifying no improvements but such as were in all respects in-

digenous, and in no degree suggested by intercourse with external

races.

On the whole, then, I do not see how we can avoid the conclusion,

that the degraded tribes, on which so much of the argument has

turned, really throw no light whatever on the origin of the civiliza-

tion of man. Without attempting to forecast the future which
3*rovi<lenee mav have in store for these fallen races, I cannot discover

tliut they yield us any instiuction for reconstructing the history of

the past. It was indeed an attractive thought to convert a survey of

contemporary races into a clironological history of their successive

stages. “ There is still,” says Mr. Lceky, “ so great a diversity of

civilization in existing nations, that traversing tracts of space is

almost like traversing tracts of time, for it brings us in contact with

living representatives of nearly everj’' phase of past civilization.” * So

the Duke of Argyll remarks, that “as regards the Bskimo and tho

South-Sea Islanders, wo are now, or were very recently, living in a

Stone Age” (p. 183). And Mr. ISIcLcnnan asserts that “none of

the usiml methods of historical inquiry conduct us back to forms of

life so nearly primitive as many that have come down into our owm
times ;

” and that certain “ facts of to-day arc, in a sense, the most

ancient history.” f But this proposal foils to serve any historical

purpose, if we find gi'ounds for believing that the real origin of

civilization is represented by the centre of the scries, rather than by
either of the two extremes. And this is the conclusion towards

which, as it appears to mo, all branches of the evidence converge. If

so, wo may now dismiss the Papuan and Fuegian as simply a proof

and a warning of tho depth that man may fall into, but as possessing

no further significance for tho pui’poses of the present argument.

We seem thus to be, after all, compelled to i*ely chiefly on the old

authorities of history and tradition; with this great advantage, indeed,

that they have been verified by a wider range of comparison, and

* “ liiatoiy of Eurupoon Morals," 1869, i. 155.

t “ Primitive Marriage/’ l8Go, pp. 6, 8.
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sifted by tbc scrutiny of a more accurate criticism. The researches

of philological and physical ethnography ore profoundly attractive

for tho light they throw on the affinities and growth <)f nations ; but

they seem to have hitherto contributed very little aid towaids
disc'ovcriug any fresh traces of tho earliest civilization. Tho same
romurk applies to the conipurison of luythologics and customs; besides

that wo ('aiinot be sure in every case that tho pmcticcs alleged are
really primitive. It is quite possible that Avith regard to some of the
"savage or immoral customs” (Duke of Argyll, p. i;J3), adduced
" to show that even the most ciA'ilized races were once in a state of
barbarism ” (Lubbock, p. 123), those nations may have simply
adopted them during a penod of intermediate retrogression

;
just as

an iceberg picks up boulders whoi’c it freezes, and drops them tvhen it

melts again, to be turned up, after many geological changes, on the

fields of more recent cultivation. The resources of archteology come
nearest to history, because that science deals with the actual Imndiwork
of man ; but its usefulness is limited by at least two inevitable draw-
backs, the migrations of nations and the changes of climate. It is im-

possible, forexample, to be certain that the present inbubitunts ofneigh-

bouring districts are the descendants of the builders of those ancient

cities, which have been buried for so many ages that great forests

have had time to grow old over their ruins. And if ^^orthern Europe
once passed, as we ai’c assured, through a glacial period, it folloAVS

that we are no more justified in arguing from the implements which

have been discovered in its drifts and caves to " the condition of man
at that time in the countries of his primeval home,” than in arguing

at the present day " from the habits and arts of the Eskimo us to the

state of civilization in London or in Paris” (Duke of Argyll, p. 180).

Thus the facts of archaeology may be clear enough, but their pedigree

is lost. We cannot connect them with existing races, unless they

take the higher form of monuments, engraved with figures by which
physical characteristics con be identified, or with symbols which can

be deciphered into history by patient and successful interpretation.

When we turn to the records of histoiy proper, wo arc met by the

difficulty that the three classes under which civilization may be dis-

tributed, which we may call tho moral or religious, tho intellectual,

and the industrial, appear to differ in their origin, almost as widely

as they differ in their course and their decay. It is quite con-

ceivable, as the Duke of Argyll argues with much force (pp. 144

—

154), that man was endowed by his Creator with instincts as much
higher than those of animals, as his organization and inheritance are

more excellent than theirs ; and that these instincts might furnish

him with at least a starting-point for the construction of tools, and
the invention of a few useful or even ornamental arts. Again, tho
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gift of thought and language, in connection with his higher organi-

sation, woiild furnish him with faculties for gaining knowledge, and
would be call^ into play by the exigencies of even the simplest forms
of the social state. But it is more difficult to believe that moral and
religious sentiments could originate without the help of a more or

less direct revelation from God. In regard to conscience, faith, and
devotion, with all their train of important consequences, there are

better rciosons for accepting Whately*s conclusion of ** the agency of

a divine Instructor,” than any which he has drawn from the degraded
incapacities of savage life.

But again these tliree classes differ also in their course and their

decay. It is possible for one kind to be rising in the very same
sphere where another is falling. The clearest intuitions of the

intellect, and the keenest perceptions of artistic beauty, are un-

happily compatible, as was seen in ancient Greece, with insensibilitj’

to the degradation of the vilest forms of moral sin. A vigorous

practical intelligence, the highest warlike and administrative power,

and a constructive skill of consummate excellence, may be combined,

as in imperial Borne, with social rottenness, and the lowest degrees

of personal depravity. Kver3rwhere the difficulty of defining the rise

and full of civilization is complicated by the counterplay of these

opposing or diverging currents. The course of morality and religion

is often darkened by the deepest shadows, where the outward grace

of culture seems to shine most brightly, and men seem quite uncon-

scious at the time that a decaying empire is hastening to its end. A
superficial view, then, will not always judge truly whether the tide

is advancing or receding, because the eye is perplexed amidst the

eildies of these contrary movements. There have often been days

which a Christian would describe as times of gifts without graces

;

days of “ light without love,” when the world was like

“ A defiort where iniquity iind knowledge ^otA uhoiuid/’

We thus learn to look back on history os a mingled web of varying

colours, which arc always crossing and interchanging with each

other ; and while convinced that all things are controlled according

to the unseen plans of I^rovidence, wc shun the ambition of attempt-

ing to map out a consistent stream of progress, or embrace under

one formula the whole family of nations. Time after time the light

of civilization has Icfb one land to shine upon another,

—

With a power
Like that of shifting sunlight alter shower.

Kindling tho cones of hills sind joumoying on."

And os we watch “ the giant forms of empires on their way to ruin,”

or dwell on. the memorials of ** the rich proud cost of out-worn
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Inuied age/' ve leani not to oonfonad in cue the multitudinous
streams of history, nor to Sjpeek as though they oould all be blended
into the record of a single, mighty world-wide life.

But these considerations lead us to rcHections of a hi^er order, and
teach us to seek for the origin of civilization in a loftier region of
enquiry, than by studying the habits of the most degraded of
mankind. Kot that we may speak lightly of the sympathising can*

which has gathered up all the information that can throw light on

the forgotten history of those least favoured members of our race.

But we arc surely bound to strike a higher note, when we are trying

to iind out the true position of Primeval ISlan.

The Duke of Argyll closes his volume with an exact and
admirable summary of the defects which he has detected in the

arguments which have been put forth b}' both sides in this contro-

versy.” That paragraph, together with his brief preface, marks out

with great precision the chief questions at issue, and the direction in

which it is desirable to pursue the cnquiiy. JlLy own attention has

been chiefly confined to the following particulars :—That both

“Whately and Sir J. Imbbock start without defining their teims, and
do not distinguish between one kind of civilization and unotlxcr, even

when that distinction is of vital hnportuuee to the argument ; that

both in diflerent ways put a questionable interpretation on the facts

of barbarism, and both, though in a diflerent degree, mistake the

true position of savage races ; that wliile "Whatcly deuiesi primeval

man to have been a savage, his main argument proceeds on the

assumption that he was really nothing better ; that when Sir J.

Lubbock is quoting ** indications of pi'ogrcss even among savages,”

he often leaves out the chief condition by which the argument was

to be governed ; that while he maintains “ the pidmitive condition

of man” to have been “ one of utter barbarism,” he overlooks the

proofs of the continuous civilization of many of the nobler races

;

that he omits elements, like migrations, which have exerted th(*

most enormous influence ;
and that in his views of past and future

progress, he seems prone to read history by the light of theory,

instead of fact, so as to forget the witness which it bears on every

page to the sad possibility of man’s deterioration.

There are now, I believe, some points in the controversy which we
may consider to have been established, by the correction of these

deficiencies, as conclusively as the nature of the subject will permit.

We must clearly draw a very careful distinction between the origin

of industrial arts and the origin of moral culture. It is one thing

to find out, if we can, the methods by which man learnt to subdue

the earth ; it is another to discover the influences through which ho

leomt to subdue his spirit. We must bear in mind that spiritual
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progress is a very different tiling from material^ and can only

be comprehended by the light of very different laws, which lie

beyond the jurisdiction of science. In discussing the starting-

point of arts and sciences, we must distinguish between the human
faculties and their effects or products, thinking it possible that all

the results which need accounting for could have originated, if

God only gave the powers, and left His creatures free to use them.

But the facts of the spiritual life belong to an altogether different

order
; they are sustained by influences on which science has no

bearing
; they are liable to disturbances which science can neither

detect nor rectify
;
and we have reasons which science has no right

to challenge for resting satisfied that they are traceable to a direct

divine communion as their source. It seems further probable that

physical and archaeological researches can neither rival nor supple-

ment, to any important extent, the records of history, because they

so frequently fail to connect the present with the past, through the

changes of climate on the part of nature, and through migrations and
confusions on the part of man. Finally, I may repeat my own con-

viction, that the natural type of man must be sought for, as a

scientific question, neither in his highest cultivation nor in his

lowest debasement ; but tlkt the primeval stock would certainly

contain the double tendency to rise and fall, which has formed the

movement-spring of history,—a tendency illustrated, on one side, by
every advance in religion or civilization which God’s help and
favouring circumstances have enabled men to accomplish

; and on
the other side, by every instance in which they have been depressed,

through compulsory migrations or other misfortunes, towards the

dull stagnation of the savage life.

J. HanNATI.

VOl.. XI. N



THE EEYISIOX OF THE LECTIOXAllY.

‘HANTA AUKIMAZUTE- TO KAAoX K ATEXETE.’’— 1 Tin ss. v. 21.

T SHALL not delay entering upon my subject by any setting

forth of the archa'ology of the practice of reading Holy Script lire

in the assemblies either of the Jewish or of the Christian Church.

1 will merely make these remarks :—A custom which our lim'd

found established in his day, that of reading imhliely the Law and

the Prophets—a custom to which Ho Himself confonnod—cannot

he considered an unimportant one as to its influence on the life

of believers. The facts that the Apostles employeil the Psalms of

David in their united devotions, and tliat flustiu Martyr mentions

as an element in the Sunday services of liis time the rehearsal

of the dvoftvtffiovtvftaTa of the Apostles and of the writings of the

Prophets, exhibit a very early emplojTnent of regulations which

have descended to ourselves. For the growth and systematic develop-

ment of the practice until the public reading of Scripture, at first

confined to certain days and seasons, was extended to every day, I

refer to such learned writers as Palmer and Freeman, and others

whom I need not quote particularly.

It is more to my purpose to observe that bj the time of the

Reformation, and indeed for a period long anterior to it, the lec-

tionary system which had been arrived at had experienced a con-

siderable degeneration. In fact, there- was nothing like systematic
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reading. Yery abort capitulaf consisting of a tew veraes of Scripture;

and interspersed with prayers and thanksgivings, responses, invi-

tatories, &o., and alternating with passages from uninspired writers,

and exhortations, had taken the place of full and continuous reading

of the Holy Volume. ** These many years past [this] the godly and
decent order of the ancient Fathers hath been so altered, broken, and
neglected, by a planting in uncertain stories and legends, with

multitude of responds, verses, vain repetitions, commemorations, and
synodtds, that commonly when any book of the Bible was begun,

after three or four chapters were read out, all the rest were unread.

And ill this sort the Book of Isaiah was begun in Advent, and the

Book of Genesis in Septuagesima ;
but they were only begun, and

never read through.” So speak the original compilers * of our Book
of Common Prayer, in 1548. One or two attempts had been made
towards a revision of this vicious method, but to little purpose. And
accordingly, our Beformers found it convenient, and indeed abso-

lutely necessaiy, so to rc-arraiige matters that, after the more ancient

model, the whole Bible (or the greatest part thereof) should bo read

over once every year.” From this proceeded the Daily Lesson

Calendar, which, with a few alteiutions, is still in use amongst us

;

the appointment of Special Second Lessons for Easter Day and
Whitsunday, and of a Special First Lesson for Trinity Sunday.

Afterwards, at some mterval, and with progreasive amendments,

came our Table of Selected Lessons, together with the Order for

reading the Psalms, and certain other matters of which we shall

speak presently.

This, however, brings us to a question which, for distinctness’

sake, it is most important to consider before proceeding any further.

What is the extent of nignification to be attached to the term

LnerioN.\UY ? Or, in other words, what are the parts of our offices

to all of which Bevision, if demanded at all, and for any of them,

must, in order to make such a work complete and consistent, be

applied ?

1 believe that I have a right to include under it

—

1. The Daily Lectionary, properly so called.

2. The Special Lectionary for Simdays and Holy-days.

3. The monthly course of the Psalms.

4. Such Canticles us are taken directly from Holy Scripture.

5. The Ten Commandments—^which, as Palmer observes, are of

the nature of an invariable lesson from the Old Testament—and the

* “ Concerning the Service of tho Church.” This was composed by the original com-

pilers of tho Book of Common Pmyor. Only tho last two paragraphs aro not in tho

First Book of Edward VI. The “ Prefiice ” proper, which precedes it, was written in

1661 , and is attributed to Bishop Siindeiiion.
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two variable lessons ‘ in the Encharistio Service mlled the EpUtte*

and Owpeh, though passages from the Prophets, the Acts, and the

Bevelation are sometimes substituted for the former. •

6. Certain occasional Yersiclcs, os in the Introduction to Matins

and Evensong, in the Offertory and Invitatory in the Eucharistic

Service ; the Lord*8 Prayer ; and the Apostolical Benediction.

I do not, of course, overlook the fact that these are used in various

ways, nor do I confound their employment for instruction, for ex-

hortation, for thanksgiving, for prayer, for blessing. But still I take

the liberty of considering them for the present under the one and
simple category of passages from Holy Scripture, rrad—including

said, sung, pronounced, or uttered preoatively or authoritatively—in

the public scn'ico of the Church.

This Lectionary it is propo'«cd to revise. The pleas on which a

Revision is called for, all of which I shall suppose to bo made in good
faith, are the following :

—

It is urged that as the reading of Scripture is intended for editi-

cation, everything should bo done by W'hieh oditication may be

proraotefl
;
and further, that as a large portion of the public service

to Almighty God consists of direct use of his llolv Word, every

obstacle should be removed which prevents that Holv Word from

being a meet accompaniment to the im2>etratiou of grace from God
by prayer.

And it is urged further—although it is not denied that the length

of our offices in other respects, and the slovenly blending together

of various distinct offices, have had their weight in this matter,

that—
First, since the Reformation, the Daily Service has been, on the

whole, a failure.

Secondly, the Sunday and IToly-day Service has not been so avail-

able for good as it might have been.

And that, thirdly, these results have been owing to faults in the

Lectionary, which may be eliminated without at all impairing the

general structure or character of the Prayer-book.

The faults must be stated, in order that the difficulties which lie

in the way of their amendment may be adequately set forth.

First, as to the Daily Lectionaiy—sometimes it is framed too

much in the rough.

A Book is a book, and so must be read throiigh, whatever occurs

in it, even such a portion as Genesis xxxviii. (Er and Onan), and
Genesis xxxiv. (the story of Dinah). One cannot help thinking of

the ** Dum vitant vitia, in contraria curruni.’* A grand objection

to the old state of things was, that Books were not read through.
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A Chapter is a chapter, and so muet be exhausted at one lection.

Though in the midst of a chapter occur verses, or a narratiTe, not

altogether desirable for public recitation—or a longer passage, such

as a genealogy, which is neither profitable nor interesting—^there is

no direction or discretionary authority for omitting these. See, for

the former case. Genesis xi. (an episode in Koah*s life), and Genesis

xix. (an episode in Lot’s life), which, though they are to be broken
off at verses 19 and 29, respectively, when read in the Sunday course,

must be read through to the end in the Daily course. Or, again,

see expressions in Isaiah xxxvi. 12, and 2 Kings xviii. 27, and else-

where. For the latter case see the genealogies in St. Matthew and
St. Luke. Exceptions indeed occur in reference to one or two
genealogies, as, for instance, the 6th chapter of Exodus is only to be

read to verse 13, the pedigree of Levi’s family being thus omitted.

Exceptions also occur (of which, with the other exceptions, we shall

avail ourselves by-and-by) to the statement that a Book, once taken

in hand, must be read through. The 36th chapter of Genesis, con-

taining the descendants of Esau and the dukes of Edom, is to be

passed over—so are the 10th and 11th chapters of Genesis, con-

taining the patriarchal genealogies. But even here an error has

been committed. Bather than use less than a chapter, the account

of the building of Babel in Genesis xi. 1—9 has been passed over.

Important as this record is as an elucidation of the early unity bf

the human race, it would not be heard in the Church at all, were it

not appointed as a special First Lesson for Monday in 'Whitsun week.

"What has been said, exempli gratia, of the Book of Genesis, will

apply yet more fui*cibly to the Book of Judges and to the Book of

Job. It is at least open to doubt whether the last three chapters of

the former Book, containing the story of the Levite of Mount
Ephraim, should not be omitted entirely ; and whether it is for the

benefit of mixetl<‘ongregations that the arraignments oftheAlmighty’s

dealings by three of the friends of Job should be read as separate

distinct lessons, just as if they were words of inspiration, though they

were condemned by the Almighty Himself. Other instances will

readily occur.

Secondly, with the same rough method of handling which includes

whole Books, and roads them through with no or scarcely any

exception, other Books, part of which are singularly graphic in style,

and well adapted to carry on the history of God’s dealing;s with His

chosen people, are arbitrarily excluded. Throughout the year, not

one word is read from the two Books of Chronicles. It may be that

th^ were supposed to be but repetitions of what has been already

recorded in the Books of Samuel and of Kings ;
but this is by no
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lucMins the oaso, aiul it is oortaiiily a matter of regret that inony

eircmnstunccs of deep iiiteivst, which would Hiipplemoiit what occurs

elsewhere—the captivity, repentance, and restoration, of Manusseh,

for instance, of which no mention is made in the Book of Kings

—

should lx> almost unknown in the Church. There may be cases in

which it is desirable to omit a whole Book, as the Song of Solomon,

from the Public Ia)ctionary. But no such consideration will a])ply

to the Books of Chronicles. A large i)ortion of these, espcciall}' of

the Second, might be judiciously employed for instruction.

Thirdly, another exempliheation of the rough way in which the

Lectionary has been constructed is this. After exhausting, with the

exception of the Book of Isaiah, which they very appropriately

reserved for Advent season, the Canonical Scriptures of the Old

Testament, the Reformers came to the Apocrypha. We will consider

by-and-by whether they might not have spread the Old Testament

over the whole year by a difterent arrangement ; but at any rate

they did not—and First Lessons had to be provided fi-om the Evening
of September 27 to the Morning of November 2»‘i, both inclusive.

Accordingly, they so arranged matters that for more than two
months of the year, w’ith the exception of St. Michael’.s Day and St.

Simon and St. Jude’s Day, not one word of the Canonical Scriptures

of the Old Testament is heard in the public reading of the Church

—

Sundays, of course, not being taken into account. On the oidy

other Holy-day occurring in this period, that of All Saints, the

First Lessons, 3Iorning and Evening, are taken from the Book of

Wisdom. Now, without disputing tlie dictum of St. Jerome, which

our Church quotes with approbation, that “ the Church doth read

such books for example of life and instruction of manners,” yet, as

this same dictum goes on to state, that “ it doth not apply them to

establish any doctrine,” this does seem rather a long time for public

teaching from the Old Testament, and consequently comparison of it

with the New Testament, to be all but su.spcuded. And again,

without denying that many of the morals contained in the Books of

Ecclesiasticus and Wisdom are good and sound, it is competent for

us to observe that those works are more or le.<«s paraphrases of the

Proverbs and Ecclesiastes. And one feels greatly inclined to doubt

the profitableness of the Book of Baruch, which seems to bo a sort

of imitational exercise in prophetic composition
;
or of such romances

of war and peace—I can call them nothing else—os Judith and
Tobit ; or of such obvious mji;hs—they do not rise to the dignity of

legends—as Bel and the Dragon, and the Story of Susannah. It is

all very well to talk of the beauty of the domestic pictures repre-

sented in the Book of Tobit, or to quote it, as Milton does, as an
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illustration of the intercourse of angels with mankind

—

yoxi will

remember his words in “ Paradise Lost,” Book v., line 221,
* " llnphaiJ, the sottiublo spirit, that deigned

To tnivul with Tobias, and secured

Hiri nmrriugo with the seven-times wedded maid,”

<—God's sanctuary, the shrine of truth, is not the place for fiction.

And it will scarcely make against this position that even such a man
as Bishop Wilson could write, in his Sacra Privata,” p. 196, where
he mentions having come to knowledge of a vile slander which had
been propagated coucciiiing him, the following memorandum :

—

“ We immediately went to Evening Prayers, when, to my great com-
fort, the liistory of Susannah was the Lesson appointed to be read.”

lie might have obtained this comfort from many passages of Canonical

Scripture ;
ovSer iftxLvrtg trwoiSa' . . . 6 avaKpamw jit, Ki^uis comv of

1 Cor. iv. 4, and “ Until the time that his cause was known, the

word of the Jjord tried Joseph,” of Ps. cv. 19, might have supplied

all that he could need, without the alloying accompaniments of the

myth of which we arc speaking. And a similar remark may be
made as to his statement on March 25, w'hen he specifies the licsson

for the day, Ecclcsiasticus ii., as having helped him when he was
“ much perplexed about the attempts made upon the episcopal juris-

diction.” Besides, if Apocryphal Books arc to be used at all, why
should the two Books of Esdras and the two Books of Maccabees

(the claim of wdiich latter, indeed, has been recently ux’ged by Dr.

Littledalu) be totally and unceremoniously rejected ?

But it has been urged further, that w’hen the Lectionary merely

selects chapters, and does not take a whole Book, such selection is

made with very little discrimination. For instance, four chapters

are at present ii-ad from Leviticus, the 1 8th, 19th, 20th, and 26th,

portions of some of which it might be expedient to omit, while some
might be omitted altogether. Such chapters, however, as l^eviticus

xxiii., xxiv., and xxv. arc passed over in silence, though they seem
to be almost necessaiy, as bringing before our congregations those

ceremonies and sacrifices of the Jewish law which are especially

typical of groat Christian truths and institutions. In the same
manner, and for similar reasons, the selections from Numbers might
admit of considerable altemtioii. So might the selections from the

Book of Exekiel. It is a fact that the magnificent and deeply-

touching chapter of the Dry Bones is passed over both for general

and for special trading.

The inordinate length of many of the chaipters is another very

serious allegation. The reading of the Lessons is always the most
trying point in the public service to the clergyman, from the neces-

sity of sustaining his voice throughout. It is also very difficult for
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the congregation to maintain their attention for so long a time as

many of the Lessons require. Instances of the incanvenience are so

numerous, especially in Deuteronomy, in the Kings, in .the Prophets,

and in the New Testament generally, that it is not worth while to

cite any here.

But not merely are the Lessons too long, but so great a variety of

topics is found in many of them, that their contents are more hetero*

geneous than can be profitably digested at one time. For instance,

a chapter from the Book of Moses contains, perhaps, six or eight

enactments relating to different ordinances, and with no necessary or

obvious connection ; a chapter from one of the Prophets, a series of

predictions belonging to different nations ; a chapter from the Gospels,

a number of miracles and parables, one or two of which would furnish

sufficient matter for profitable meditation, whilst, taken together,

they produce a confusing effect on the mind ; or a chapter from one

of the Fpistlcs ranges over a very large area of Christian duties and
Christian doctrines. It is urged that this could be amended with

advantage ; and that the effect of shorter Lessons, selected on the

principle of incidcating some one event or some one principle com-

pletely, would be infinitely more striking and more lasting. And it

is suggested that this method has at once added to the popularity of,

and enhanced the benefit produced by, the Epistles and Gospels,

technically so called, in the Communion Service.

Connected with this, too, is the assertion that the division of

chapters, which is purely arbitrary, has not unfrequently separated

things in close connection, or united things which belong to a totally

distinct discussion or a totally distinct history. Surely, it is said,

this might allow of alteration. We have already some instances of

the combination in one reading of different chapters on special occa-

sions. There is the Gospel for the Sunday after Ascension (St. John
XV. 26, and part of chapter xvi.). There is the Second Morning
Lesson for All Saints* Day (Heb. xi. verse 33, and xii. to verse 7).

There is the Second Morning Lesson for St. Stephen’s Day (Acts vi.

verse 8, and vii. to verse 10). Why not, then, in the Daily Lec-

tionary ? Besides, there are instances in point in the Daily Lectionary

itself. The Second and Third Epistles of St. John are read in com-
bination twice in the year, though once they are read separately, and
so are Job xxiv. xxv.. Job xxvi. xxvii., Hosea ii. iii., Hosea v. vi.,

Zechariah ii. iii., Zechariah iv. v., Jonah ii. iii., and Titus ii. iii., on
three occasions. In the daily course. Numbers xxiii. and xxiv. are

separated—united in the Sunday course. On- the other hand, Luke i.

has been divided into two lessons on two occasions, though it is read

throughout on one occasion.

The above objections apply mostly to the First Lessons in the Daily
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Service. But it has been urged, and with aome reason, that few
persons can attend both Morning and Evening service, and that

though the New TcHtament is read over three times in the year, he
who attends Matins would never hear a word of the Epistles, he who
attends Evensong would never hear a word of the Gospels.

Other objections have been raised to the condition of the Daily
Lectionary which need not bo noticed at this moment, for they apply
to the Sunday and Iloly-day Lectionary as well. Indeed, whatever
has been said as to the length of chapters selected, as to the com-
prehension in one reading of too many matters or of matters not
necessarily connected with each other, as to incompleteness of subject,

and as to the inexpedience of some of them being read in the con-

gregation, will apply to the Sunday or Holy-day Lessons. Witness
the enormous length of Isaiah xxx. (First Lesson for the Morning,
Fourth Sunday in Advent) ; and of Isaiah xxxvii. (First Lesson for

the Morning, First Sunday after Christmas)
; of Exod. xii. (First

Lesson for the Morning, Easter Day) ; of Dent. iv. (First Lesson
for the Morning, Third. Sunday after Easter)

; of Joshua x. (First

Lesson for the JMorniug, First Sunday after Trinity) ; of 1 Sam.
xvii. (First Lesson for the Evening, Fifth Sunday after Trinity) ;

of 2 Kings xxiii. (First Lesson for the Evening, Thirteenth Sunday
after Trinity) ; and many others. And not to dwell upon such a
subject, there is no doubt that for the Evening of the Second Sunday
in Lent, and for the Aloruing of the Twenty-first Sunday after

Trinity, Lessons more suitable for the congregation, and less painful

for the clergyman than Genesis xxxiv. and Habakkuk ii., might easily

have been chosen. It has been urged, too, that the principle, what-

ever it is, on which the First Sunday Lessons have been selected, has

not been so thoroughly carried out as it might have been—^that

the First Lessons for Holy-days are unnecessarily taken from the

Apocrypha, and that whatever has been said of the Second Lessons,

and their length, when occurring in the Daily Service, applies yet

more strongly to them when they occur in the Sunday and Holy-day
Services. It should be added also that, as a rule, not merely the

Daily but the Sunday Morning and Sunday Evening Services are

attended by a different class of persons, and that hence, to their

great respective disadvantage, those who attend in the morning

know nothing about the Epistles, except what they gather from the

Eucharistic Office ; those who attend in the evening know nothing

about the Gospels. When it is recollected how much, in spite of

the diffusion of copies of the Bible, the knowledge which the

majority of people possess of its contents depends upon what they

hear at church, this point is sorely a matter for serious considera-

tion.
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Next as to the Epistles and Gospels, technically so called. These

cannot generally be olyeoted to on the score of undue longfth. Yet
there are instances in which such an objection will lid, especially in

the case of those appointed for Holy Week, It is urged, too,

that there is one Epistle, that for the First Sunday after !l^ter

(1 John V. 4), which contains (v. 7} a passage, that of the Three
Heavenly Witnesses, which is all but universally allowed to be
spurious. And, moreover, not to mention a more serious allegation

still, which I reserve for the present, it is complained that several

of the Epistles are so injudiciously separatcfi from their context as

to convoy either a false incaning, or no meaning at all, to the

peruser.

As to the Canticles, Vcrsiclos, and Prayer-book Psalms generally,

it is inquired, why are they not taken from the Version of the Bible

of Kill, when that Version was adopted at the last llcview for tho

Epistles and Gospels ? Why tlo even the Lord’s Prayer and the

Ten Commandments differ from that Versiou, ami follow the Version
of the Great Bible? It may be that in some cases—^namely, in the

Canticles and Vcrsiclos—the variation is not considerable ; but, if not

considerable, why should it be retained ? In the case of the I’siihns,

not to insist upon a still weightier objection, tlie Version in tho

Prayer-book (that of the Great Bible), and that of Kill, are

frequently so diverse that they cannot both of them be correct.*

And in reference to the Fourth (^omiiiundincnt, thi.s circumstance at

least deserves notice. The Hebrew, the Vtilgate, and our Authorized

Version have in the concluding clause, “Therefore tlie Lord blessed

the Sabbath tint/, and hallowc>d it. ” tJur Prayer-Book has (following the

LXX. rriv ifi86/A.riy) “the Lord bles.sedthe m'mifh (/a>/, and halloAV'Cii it.”

The Presbyterians, at the Savoy Conference, noticed this discrej)ancy,

and observed very pertinently, that “ King James hud cansed the

Bible to be new translated to little purpose, if the word Sabbath •were

not restored.” They had evidently reason in what they said
;
and

it is difficult to sec why the concession demanded was not made.

Nothing, except accuracy, is gained on cither side by one word or

the other, for the Sabbath and the Seventh arc so identified through-

out tho Commandment that it is impossible to distinguish them.f

To return, however, to the Lessons proper. Certain wants require

to be supplied, if our Ticctionary is to be revised. It is a leading

principle of our lleformed Church that Scripture should form a

* 1 wish the Psalms wore trunsluioci afrosh ; or rather, that tho present version wore

revised, ^$co^e8 of passages are iilt»;rly incolierent -'is they now staml. If tho primary

visual imagos had been oilboner pri'M^vcd, tho connoction and force of tho sentences

would have been bettor ]iorcciviHl.”—CuT<SKii>aB, liable Talk.

t We objoct, unci justly, to Home for following the Vulgato - and for reading ^*ip9a

couieret yet refuse to correct a small error like that above stated.
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part of each devotional exercise. Three times in each- we^ the

Litany is directed to be used. We need Lessons to aocomp^j the

Litany. For it is possible that in consequence of this defbet>f^ the
one hand, the habit has crept in of superadding the Litany to the

Morning Service, with which it has no necessary connection, and of
which, indeed, it is in many respects a repetition

; and on the other,

people are dissatisfied with it when it is taken by itself. We need,

again, Lessons for a Short Service, which is urgently wanted for

children and the poor. We need a liberty on the part of the clergy>

man, which formerly existed but has been taken away, to vary the

Lessons for special occasions, such as a Harvest Thanksgiving and
the like, and to avoid repetitions, such as occur sometimes when the

Gospel and the Second Morning Lesson coincide. We need autho-

ritative sanction for an alternative in the use of the Venite in peni-

tential seasons, for which it docs not seem to be adapted. And as

the number of Psalms or length of the Psalter portion of our Service

is too great in our Morning and Kvening Services (as these Services

exist at present), wo need, unless some other remedy can be devised,

such a ro-arrangement of the monthly order as shall provide for a

third or Litany Service at least three times in the week, or twelve

or thirteen times in the month. Perhaps also we need such a selec-

tion of Psalms, independently of that abfive indicated, as may accom-

pany a short, easy Morning or Evening Service for every day.

It will be evident from the ahove enumeration of the changes more
or less urgently called for, that the llcvision of the Lectionary is

beset with greater difficulties than are evident on the first raising of

the subject. No mere re-arrangement of the Daily and Special

Lessons, such os that recommended by the Presbyter of the Diocese

of Loudon, or of the Special Lessons, such as that recommended by
the Lord Lyttelton and Mr. Vaughan, will be adequate for the pur-

pose. If simplicity, if pointedness of moral, if freedom from mental

confusion, if* receiving of the Divine Word to the improvement of

practice and the benefit of the sold—in a word, if edification is to be

effectually promoted, a greater change is demanded than any which

would be eft’ected by an iipproved distribution of Scripture over the

year, and for its special seasons. I confess that I should deprecate

so partial a proceeding os should go no further than this ; it would
unsettle men’s minds without satisfying them. I have not, however,

even thus stated, after all, the main difficulty which lies in the way
of a Revision of the Lectionary, if the main object, edification, is to

be kept in view steadily and compassed effectually. It is a difficulty

far surpassing that of subdivision, or redivision, or selection, or

adaptation to this or that service, or this or that holy season. It is

not a question how much, or how little, or where, or to whom, or
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irhfin, something is to bo read j it is a question relating to what is

read itself. In a word, it involTes, if not a retranslation, yet at least

a revision of the existing translation of the Bible and u reconstruc-

tion of the toxt» at least of the New Testament, and partially of the

Old. Let me give my reasons for this conclusion, which I have
arrived at with great reluctance, and not until after long and careful

comparison of our existing Yersion with the originally and long and
anxious consideration of the way in which the existing Yersion con-

vej's the meaning of the original to the multitude. It will not be
supposed that I undervalue the mingled majesty* and simplicity of a

large portion of our Authorized Yersion ; or that I am unaware how
hard it is to surpass it or even to equal it in these respects ; or that 1

speak or even think disparagingly of those great and learned men
who produced it, or rather re-fashioned the translation of their pre-

decessors, in 1611 ; or that I consider it to be the same thing to revise

a Version now, when people are more generally acquainted with it,

than they were then ; or again, that I bt'lioA'e any very grievous or

perilous misrepresentation of God’s truth to be contained in the

Authorized Yersion. Let me be acquitted of any such undiscrimi-

nating, irreverent, inconsiderate, and libellous thoughts. »Still, I

must lay doum certain |)ositiuns respecting it, which I know weigh
very powerfully upon many of my brethren of the clergy and of

the laity, and W'hich I think should be appreciated by those who
take in hand, or who urge the taking in haiul, the work of the

Revision of the Lectionary.

The positions are several, but they may be summed up in one

sentence.

“Tho Authorized Yersion docs not, cither to the clergy or to the

laity, present the edification which an Authorized Version, suppose<l

to be the most learned and most faithful possible, should present.”

For, not to mention mere archaisms of language.

Firstly, the translation of the Books of the Epistles generally is

such as to require far more amendment than any re-distribution of

chapters, or any subdivision of paragraphs, could possibly effect. In

many cases terms are inaccurately rendered
; in some the meaning of

sentences is mistaken ; in some the argumentative transition from

one clause to another is utterly obscured by improper rendering of

particles, illative being confounded with explanatory, and vice versA ;

in some a text of the original has been employed which manuscripts,

either more recently discovered or more carefully collated since the

date of 1611, and the appliances of more modem criticism, have

shown to be incorrect.

* Coleridge has said, “ Intense study of the Bible ” (meaning thereby our Autho-
rised Version) ** will keep any writer from being vulgar in point of style.’*
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Secondly, the translation of the Prophets, taken as a whole, is not

much more satisflsuitory
; and to the ordinary reader at hearer, these

documents, which &om their very nature are to a certain' inctent

obscure, are in some parts rendered almost unintelligible.

Thirdly, the translations of the Gospels, the Books of Moses, and
the Historical Books of the Old Testament have fewer Directions to

he urged against them. But here, as well as elsewhere, the delicacy

of the Greek inflections, on the one hand, has frequently escaped the

Translators ; while, on the other, there is no doubt that the improved
knowledge of Hebrew which has been attained of late years might be
brought to bear with advantage on the rendering of a vast number
of passages. *

Fourthly, were this work fairly undertaken, a great many desirable

objects would be gained.

1. Truth, accuracy, and perspicuity. I need only mention their

names.

2. The escape of the reproach that while in England the Bible is

perhaps more prized, and more commented on, and more illustrated than
in any other country of the world, the benefit of all this labour is

confined to a few, the multitude being left to idolize an imperfect

Version, which has not been retouched for 250 years, but which it is

considered almost disloyal, if not sacrilegious, to impugn.

3. The removal of the snare which an inaccurate V^ersion throws

in the way of young scholars. Every instructor knows that it is the

hardest thing in the world to make a boy construe his Greek Testa-

ment. Instead of using his scholarship as he would on any other book,

he throws it aside, and endeavours to force the Greek to the English.

4. The banishment of that confusing practice to w'hich an inaccu-

rate Version too often constrains the clergy. I mean that of conect-

ing the rendering of a text in the course of their sermons. The
laity, I know, arc very impatient of this. They either accuse the

clergyman of pedantry, or say. Why do not these men, who, as

individuals, seem so dissatisfied with the present Version, combine
and provide something better P

5. The meeting a want which exists indeed at present, but which

will, I fear, become every day more urgent—I mean the want of a

generally learned clergy. Or course there aro many who are able

to consult the original of the New Testament, and a few who are able

to consult the original of the Old Testament. But there are many
also, and as the number of imperfectly educated clergy is increased,

there will be many more, utterly unable to do this—men good and

earnest, no doubt, but not mighty in the Scriptures, because unable

to decipher them in the languages in which they were written. At
present it is anything but agreeable to hear a clergyman floundering
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through the 16th chapter of Romans : to hc^r Andruniuus pFO>

nounoetl Andronicus
; Urbane turned into Urbline

;
Aristobulus,

Asyncritus, Ptitrobas, and TiinothoUs, travestied into* Aristobulus,

Asyncritus, Patrubas, and Timotheus. Of course, no improved
translation would obviate this : but it is worse to hear a sermon on
Christian perfection fotutded on, “ Finally, brethren, farewell : bo

perfect*’* (2 Cor. xiii. 11, xara/irtCco-^c: compare Kuretjortcru/ in verso

9, and Karaprl^oiTts ra fuKTva), when the word really means, ** repair

the rents in your communion.” And worse still, to have the verse

of the Three Heavenlv Witnesses selected for a motto of a discourse

on the Trinity, without a suspicion on the pi'eacher’s jiart, or uu
indication to the hearers, of the doubtful genuineness of the passage.

Such matters might be amendetl by Revision of Version. 1 admit

that it would be best not to have any unlearned clergj'. Meanwhile,

however, and until this desirable state of things shall b<- brought

about, it seems to be our duty to provide as good an Knglish repre-

sentative of the Inspired Volume as the age can jwssibly supply.

C. The mere attempt at a new' Authorized Version whuld, 1 am
sure, put an end to various unfounded notions that are floating in the

mind of the public. It w'ould show (indeed, the essay of the Five

Clergj'men on the Gospel of St. John, the Romans, and the Tw’o

Epistles to the Corinthians, has sho%m already) that accuracy may bo

attained w'ithont any such change of rh^'thm, or such violent substi-

tutions of renderings, as would shock the conservative tendencies of

the admirers of the present Version. It would show, again, to those

who assert that we are afraid to meet the enlightenment of modern
scholarship, that Christianity and the Church have nothing to fear

from thb most minute investigation into the character and meaning
of their title-deeds.

7. But the greatest benelit of all would be the bringing homo the

full and legitimate meaning of the Uf>ly Volume, which, if rightly

understood, is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for

instruction in righteousness, to the head or heart of the English

reader or hearer—in fact, the promotion of his vtHfivation.

I trust that the difficulties which I have stated are not—I believe

they arc not—insurmountable. Reconstruction of the Biblical Text,

and Revision of the Authorized ATersinn, are no doubt grave under-

takings, but I believe that there is a great and an increasing call for

their being attempted ; and I believe further, that greatly as the mere

mention of them increases the difficulties, already great, in the way
of a Revision of the Jjectionary, no such Revision can bo satisfactory

• In Orudfsn, “Iks perfect ” i* under the head perfect, as if it were rlXuoi, and this

circmnstauce misleads those who do not consult the original.
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without them. It would bo a patchwork performance—

a

perverse

assertion of the doctrine of finality—an acknowledgment that while

every oilier sort of knowledge is susceptible of more practical applica-

tion to useful purposes as time goes on, scholarship alone cannot be
improved in its practical application in a field peculiarly its own.

I feel, however, that I am bound, by the terms of my subject, and
by the obligation of summing up what has been adduced, to oflTer a
few hints os to the manner in which these difiicultics in the w'ay of

the Revision of our Lcctionary may be met.

The Ritual Commission, I fear, composed of men intensely occupied

in other employments, and, though highly educated, not for the

most part scholars or theologians by profession, appointed originally

for a purjiose totally diffident, to w'hieh this subject has been irregu-

larly tacke<l on, goaded to haste by an impatient outcry, more
aiuioying than the impoi-tmuty with which King .Tames urged the

Translators of the Jiible, in 1011, to complete their tusk, will be
found unable to eflect what is required. And indeed it may be
doubted whether the terms of their appointment are sufficiently large

to authorize their undertaking a Revision of the comprehensive and
searching character which I have endeavoured to sot before you.

We want, first, well-read theologians and linguists, who shall give

themselves up for the time entirely to the work, and who shall be

adequately remunerated for it. They should have a well-constructed

system of correspondence and co-operation, labouring at first in com-
mittees or companies on portions of the text and translation, and then

unitedly going through the whole. Men of varied qualifications

should find place amongst them—verbal and accurate scholars,

scholars of rtifined acquainlnnce with the capabilities of the English

us well as of the original languages, scholars ripe and good in patristical

and modern theological literature, and in everj' department which

may throw light upon the lliblo. So much has been done already, so

much exists in the books of the learned in a condition for use, that

execution of the task would proceed with comparative rapidity under

the hands of men who know where to look for information. Indeed,

the apparatus necessary seems alread}' to be in a state of forwardness,

in the existence of the machinery for what is called ** the Speaker’s

Commentary.”
Tho canons of their proceedings might be : Having obtained the

best possible Text, without partiality or leaning to any particular

school of theology,

1. They should make no change in tho Authorized Version for the

mere sake of change, but should study, as far os may bo, the retention

of the words, and tuims of expression, rhythmical cadences with
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which we ore so familiar, and our very familtarity with which
118 regard it with a jealous and almost idolatrous affection.

2. But this being premised, tho translation should proceed without
regard to tho present division into chapters,- paragraphs, or even
verses, all of which ore frequently very misleading. Regard should
be paid in the Law, and in the Historical parts of the Old Testament,
to tho distinct narratives or topics, or to the breaks in the same
narrative or topic. In the Prophecies, to tho natural divisions pre-

sented by the subject, the variations of the supposed speakers, the

breaks suggested by tho intervention of narrative, to tho exhibition

(which is now entirely lost) of the parallelisms, and the like. So,.

mutaHs muiandh, with the Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Job, &c.

In the Gospels the same method should be pursued ; and in the

Epistles, a careful study of tho argument, of its transitions, of its

parenthetical illustrations, of its interjcctional sentences, will suggest

divisions and subdivisions, at once most appropriate and most per-

spicuous. The Revelation should be revised much on the same
principle as tho Prophetical Books of tho Old Testament.

(3. This done, a comparison should be instituted between the

spontaneous divisions and stibdivisions thus obtained, and the Chapter

divisions of the present Version. AVhero it is found possible, an
approximation should be made to it ; not, indc'cd, so as to make the

new chapters of the same length, but to make the New Version as

little different from the Old, as to the beginnings of chapters, as the

circumstances will admit.

4. Then a careful re-distribution of the chapters thus obtained

should be made into piragrapbs, and lastly into verses, in which it

will—unless I am greatly mistaken— be found feasible to retain,

in very many instances, the verses already in use. But the im-

provement produced will be marvellous, in perspicuity of style, and

in comprehension of the subject in hand. If any one doubts this, lot

him compare any chapter he likes in the Revised Version, already

alluded to, by the Five Clergymen, with tho existing Version.

The Revision of the Version being supposed to be completed under

the conditions or canons thus stated, the next thing will be to apply

it to the purposes of a Daily Lectionary.

I would propose utterly to omit the Apociy'pha ; I would almost as

soon read Memoirs of Bishop Bedell or Bishop Wilson in the church

;

and out of the Old Testament, consisting, as we will now assume, of

chapters greatly shortened, to frame a series of First Lessons for

Morning and Evening Prayer throughout the Year. A good deal

will have to be omitted, of course : the Song of Solomon entirely.

The Psalms will be employed for another part of the Service. Many
genealogies, and other less edifying parts, need not be read in public.
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A good many of the obscurer prophecies may be omitted partially or

altogether ; and portions only ofthe Kings and Chronides—arranged,

however, so as to present, as nearly as possible, a continuoas history—^will be required. And the Lessons from the Book of Job may be
much reduced in number.
The result, 1 think, will be that the Old Testament, or the greater

part thereof, will be read over, in First Lessons of moderate lengtii,

of perspicuous style, and comprehensive and dear arrangement, once

every year. It may be remarked, in passing, that the American
Church has revised her Daily Lectionary somewhat, but only some-

what, on the principle given above. She has omitted the Apocrypha;*
but has timidly forborne to introduce the Books of Chronicles into

public notice. Hence her revision is by no means a complete one,

and there are other marks, upon which we need not dwell here, of its

incompleteness. As to the New Testament, whidh 1 have supposed
to be revised and re-arranged in the same manner as the Old Testa-

ment, it will, I think, be found possible—even though the Book of

Revelation, or parts of it, are contained in the course—-to read it

over, in the form of Second Lessons, twice every year. Four months
are gained by the abandonment of thrice in the year. And I believe

it would be advisable to read the Gospels and the Acts for the Second
Lessons in the Morning, the Epistles and the Revelation for the

Second Lessons in the Evening, during the former half of the year,

and to invert this method in the latter half. The American Church
has adopted the amendment of twice for thrice in the year ; but she

has not ventured to include the Book of Revelation in her course, or

to invert the employment of the Gospels and Acts, and the Epistles,

in the manner which I have suggested.

The next subject to be approached is that ofthe Lessons for Sundays

and Holy-days. The Second Lessons for ordinary Sundays are of

course provided for by the arrangement proposed for the Daily

Lectionary. This, besides remedying immoderate length, will also

meet the existing complaint, that Morning worshippers only hear the

Gospels and Acts, Evening worshippers only what are called the

doctrinal parts of the New Testament.

The First Lessons for the Mornings of Sundays should be gone over

with great care and attention. The Revisers will of course have the

New Version in hand, but they will keep in mind the general princi-

ples on which the existing Lectionary is founded, that of having on
certain great days passages peculiarly appropriate, and on ordinary

Sundays, first, a historical series illustrative of God’s dealings with

His chosen people; then an educational series, i.e. ficom the Proverbs

and Ecclesiastes; then a prophetical series, i.e. selections from the

* Yet th* Amoriosa Chodi istains tih« Apoerypha fat oms Holy-days.

VOL. XI. O
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PropliGts, culminating in the great Meaeianio Prophet laaiah. It

seems to be desirable not to use tbe Apoorypba eren for Saints* Days.

Lessons for examplo of life and instruction manners will readily be

found in the Proverbs. Of course, being ti^en from the revised

YcTsions, the Chapters for Lessons will be shorter ; and general edifica*

don being kept in view, several substitutions of passages will bo made.
As to the Psalms-—of which, however, I shall say more presently—Canticles, Occasional Sentences, the Ijord’s Prayer, the Oom-

mandments, the Apostolical Denediction, and every other direct

quotation firom Holy Scriptnro, wiiich occurs in the Prayer-book, it

seems but reasonable that the new Version should bo adopted, ns the

most recent and the most approved. The managers of the last

Beview sanctioned this principle when they adopted the translation

of 1611 for the selected Epistles and Gospels, and one cannot see

any legitimate hindrance to its being carried yet farther.

The Epistles and Gospels themselves, with the exception of a few

of the latter, which require considerable abbreviation, might, m to

matter, remain generally as they are. As they stand, indeed, at

present, several of the Epistles are somewhat obscure, either from the

circumstance of their being separated injudiciously from tboir con-

text, or from their having been made from an unsatisfactory text, or

from their containing archaic phrases or terms. But these blemishes

would be remedied by the adoption of the revised Version, and in a

few instances by additions or curtailments, in order to produce unity

of argument or inculcation of singleness of moral.

The Psalms, which we have supposed hereafter to present only

one version, which for the purposes of the Prayer-book would bo

pointed for chanting, need not, I think, be ro-arranged. If the

Lessons are reduced in length, and if the Litany is always separated

from the Morning Service, there would seem to bo little or no
reason for interfering with the existing cycle. Another Psalm might
indeed be allowed on certain occasions to take the place of the

Venite, which seems to ho singularly inappropriate for penitential

days or seasons. In this matter the Rubric of tho American Church
offers a good suggestion ;

“ Then shall be said or sung tho following

Anthem ( V^te), except on those days for which other Anthems
are appointed ; and except also when it is used in the course of the

Psalms on the 19th dqy of the month.** For special solemnities,

whether national or local, jTermission might be given to the clorgy

to select appropriate Psalms, or at least to use certain authorized

selections ;* and the liberty which used to exist as to selecting appro-

priate Lessons, might, quoad hoc, bo restored to them.

* The American Church, besides selections for Christmas Day, Good Friday, Ascen-

non Day, and Whitsunday, has ten other selections of Psalms to be used instead of the

Psalms for the day, at tho discretion of the Ministor.
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Only two more wants require to be noticed ; tbat of Iiessons to

accompany the Litany^ and that of Lessons and .Psalins for a Short
Service for the poor and for children.

It would, I think, bo very inconvenient to attempt to provide for

the twelve or thirteen Litany days in each month, by Lessons for

that purposo only, in the Daily Lectionary. In fact, the varying^

times of the occurrence of the Litany days would render this almost
impossible. It would seem to be a simpler expedient to authorize

the use by the clergyman, for the Litany—as is done, I know,
already in some places without authority—of some one of the Les-

sons of the day, whether ordinary or special, or of the Epistle or
' Gospel of the day (if any), on which he might found catechizing or a
short lecture. Very few people are likely to attend three services in

the day, and a clergyman might be guided by the circumstances of

his parish as to which Lesson he would employ.
And the Short Service which has been supposed might be pro-

vided for in a similar way. If it took place in the Morning, the

Morning Lessons, or portions of them, at the discretion of the

clergyman, might bo used : if later in the day, the Evening Lessons,

or porfions of them. The use of a whole or of part of those Lessons

would vary according to circumstances, such as the ago, condition, or

education of the worshippers. So, too, -a portion of the Morning or

Evening Psalms might bo aptlj' employed. The Prayers, of course,

would be selected from those authorized by the Prayer-book.

Such are the hints—they are intended for nothing more—which
I venture to throw out for the removal of the difficulties which appear

to exist in the subject of the Kevision of the Lectionary.

If the proposiils appear revolutionary, I reply, the evil is great

and cannot be remedied by slight measures. Our Version was
revised in 1611, and used as improved, for the Lessons immediately,

for the Epistles and Gospels in 1662 ; yet no cry of Liturgical revo-

lution was elicited. And, be it remembered, the Prayer-book proper
is not touched by anything that has been proposed.

It may be said that the proposals are American. Be it so. This will

only prove that the American Church has been less timid than our own.
It may bo pleaded that the time for action in this matter, to

the extent proposed, has not yet come. I reply, what time can

be bettor for a Revision of the Translation, and for a better adapta-

tion of tho Bible to our wants, than the present, when there

is a grand movement in favour of Biblical study P Men will not,

and ought not to be contented much longer with a representation of

thoir most soorod books which, though creditable in che highest

degree to the age in which it was made, is acknowledged on all

hands to be unworthy of the more advanced scholarship of the pre-

sent day. James Augustus Hessey.

u2



THE CKY OF THE WOMEN.

Among the many cries which fill the social atmosphere, perhaps

there is none which is more persistently repeated from the most

Tarious quarters than that which wc may call “ the woman’s cry,” of

the rights and wrongs of women. It is true that there is, as might

be expected, something feminine in the tone in which these wrongs

arc urged ; there is none of the knock-me-down swagger about them

which indicates to the practised eye that an Irish Church question or

a Beform Bill is now ripe for party uses. Even the masculine

champions of the cause seem to speak in shriller and less business-

like accents than usual, when they claim for women the right to vote,

the right to hold property, the right to practise medicine, in a word

to diare in all the duties and privileges of the stronger sex. It is

true again that the fact of an outcry being raised, cannot by itself bo

taken as a proof that there is any justification or reason for the out-

cry. In tho present day especially, there are so many motives which

le^ people to make themselves conspicuous ; there is so much love of

excitement, so much straining after the appearance of novelty or

originality, and this, too, mixed with a kind of pseudo-sentimentalism

which lends a special attraction to all that touches on the mutual rela-

rions of the sexes, that some may be inclined to seek no further for an

explanation of the agitation on this subject. Is there anything, then,

to show that it is not a mere factitious excitement but genuine fer-
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mentation of opinion q>ringing &om deep-felt wants? wants and
(pinions which ought to be taken notice of by wise refonnezs, though
they may threaten no Fenian outrages, no destruction of park-

railings, to give them importance in the eyes of parliamentary poli-

ticians. The best proof that we have here such a true vox popuUt is

the wide existence of the feeling which may be generally described

as a dissatisfaction or revolt against the position assigned to women
by custom, whether fixed in law or floating in opinion, and, again,

the variety of forms which this dissatisfaction assumes. From
tho “ Princess ** and from the Saturday MevietOf from College Dons
and from Belgravian ladies, from novels and from Blue Books, from
the pulpit and from the polling booth, comes the many-voiced cry

for education, occupation, independence, and, again, the recrimination

against emancipated women and tho ** girls of the period.’*

In dealing with this mass of subjects we shall perhaps do best to

start from a fact which has been often alleged as one main cause of

the prevailing desire for change. Our present system, it is said,

goes upon tho supposition that every woman is to marry and be
supported by her husband ; w'hereas the fiact is that there are in the

British Isles some half million more females than males, while there

is, moreover, a growing indisposition to marry among the men of the

upper classes. Some people speak as though this superabundance of

women were an evil which propagated itself, and men were dying out

of the world by a process of natural selection. It is of course per-

fectly easy to explain. In each year there are about the same
number of boys and girls bom, with a slight preponderance, as

statistics show, in favour of boys. But tho boys as they grow up are

more exposed to accidents, and go abroad in larger numbers as soldiers,

sailors, traders, colonists, and also as professional men or in govern-

ment employ. On the other side wc have colonies crying out for

women, and Miss Bye’s benevolent agency' for supplying the demand.

What is of importance hero to notice, and rather more difficult to

explain, is that the disproportion of the sexes does not seem to have
tho same efiect in the lower as in the upper classes. Among the

country poor it is a rare thing to meet with an old maid. This is to

be in port accounted for by the great demand for domestic servants,

sempstresses, &c., which drains off the superfluous female population

from the cottages to the towns, and partly from tho fact that all

the men marry, and marry early. In both these respects we find the

case different in the higher classes. There is no career open to

unmarried ladies such as domestic service affords for their poorer and,

in this respect, happier sisters, and servants supply to the well-to-do

bachelor many of tho comforts which a poor man can only obtain

through marriage. There are of course other ,
reasons, some praise-
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voTthy, some the rovorse, for the postponement of marriage in the

iqtper and middle classes ; the chiefof those being a greater develop-

ment of prudent forethought, a higher standard of domestic comfort,

a higher ideal of female companionship : for less creditable motives

we may refer to the correspondence which crops up periodically in

the papers when there is a dearth of news.

We propose, then, in this article to confine our attention to the

evidence ofdissatisfaction existing among educated women, not merely
because the fact of their education makes them the natural spokes-

women for their sex, and awakens their minds to possibilities of im-

provement which are still out of the view of the uneducated, but also

because the grievances referred to, /.t*., the difficulty of marriage, and
the want of a fitting career for the unmarried, do not really exist in

any other class. To this we should add, what gives a special sting

to these grievances, the straitened means whicli make it important for

many to do something towards maintaining themselves, and the great

increase of late years in the number of persons who lay claim to the

position of ladies and crowd the tew avenues which arc open to them.

Now what are the effects which wo might expect to follow from the

causes here alluded to, namely, that many families belonging to the

educated classes arc in reality poorer than families below them in

the social scale, and find a great difficulty in fading their useless

mouths ; that verj' often the death of the father leave's the family in

absolute want
;
that the onlj* alternative before the da\ightt'rs is then

marriage, or the chances of an overstocked and underpaid profession,

that of governess—the alternative, that is, between comfort and
respectability on the one hand, and poverty and humiliation on the

other ; lastly, that a large proportion must in any case remain un-

married, and that, whether rich or poor, th<y find all existing arrangfe-

ments adapted, as it might seem, exclusively for those who are married.

It will not be denied that this is the general state of the case, though

there are of course exceptions; thus, a certain number of maiden
aunts are very convenient institutions, and appreciated in society as

such, and unusual wealth or talent makes a position independent of

marriage ; but, taking the above account os being generally true, let

us examine how far it is calculated to give rise to the discontent of

which we have spoken.

The first effect of the state of things described is to give a wrong
character to marriage ; it is no longer a contract freely entered into

between equal parties, but the one party is driven to it as a refuge,

while the other, perhaps, shrinks from it as a burden. The desirableness

of marriage, in a social point of view, is continually forcing itselfupon
the girl, and both she and her parents, if poor, aro under strong

temptation to take active measures for bringing it about; yet the
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sliglitert vuspioion of such a step is sufficient to bring down on the

offenders the censure of society, that rery society which insists on

giving unfair advantages to marriago, while, on the other hand, it

visits with yet fiercer obloquy those who would endeavour to escape

altogether froqi competition for the coveted prize by taking shelter in

convents or sisterhoods. Upon this subject it is sufficient to quote

the language used by the Lord Chief Justice in his summing up of

tho Sauiin case :

—

“ You may think that withdrawing women from the sphere for which by
nature they were intended, that of being wives and mothei's, and thus
forming and cementing tics on which, in the main, human happiness must
rest,—that this is uu attempt to obliterate human instincts, to chill human
affections, or, at nil events, to repress them within the narrow bounds
of an artificial and unnatural life, contrary to tho laws of nature and tho

ordinances of Clod.”

A dispassionate observer can hardly avoid the conclusion that there

is too much truth in the cynical avowal of one of the periodicals, that

men would not find it answer their purpose to allow women to do as

they pleased about marrying. Yet after all, this male selfishness is

as blind as selfishness usually is. It is true that its first effect is to

inflict undeserved suffering on others by giving a wrong bias to tho

education of girls. How many are there who have been brought up
only with u view to marriage, and have afterwards found themselves

entirely unfitted for battling with the world in that single state which
has turned out to be their ultimate destiny’’ ! But, in the second

place, society at large is the loser to an unknown extent by refusing

a sphere to all that portion of its energy and force which happens to

be centred in unmarried female bodies. Lastly, both society at large,

and each man in particular, sufler still more from the lowering of tho

feminine ideal, which necessarily ensues when she who “ should be

wooed and not unsought be won ” condescends to be herself the

wooer. King Arthur could hardly say of a feeling made up of

anxiety for position and livelihood on tho one side, and, on the other,

gratification at flattery, a little dashed by the suspicion of being taken

in, that he
** Know

Of no more subtle master under heaven
Than is tho tnaiden passion for a maid ;

Not only to keep down the base in man,

Jlut tc»ach hig^h thought, and tuniablo woixls

And courtliness, and the desire of fame,

And lovo of truth, and all that makes u man.”

In writing thus we are aware that we lay ourselves open to indignant

protest from many of our readers. ** What a libel,** it will be said,
** upon tile young men and young women of Knglaud to speak of their
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^BoIings about marriage in such terms !
** We most gladly admit that

it would bo an utterly groundless libel if we were to speak of this as

uniTorsolIy tho case. We fully believe that there are thousands upon
thousands of English girls, now growing up, who are worthy of the

best of their ancestresses, who carry about them ap infection of

sweetness and happiness which nothing can resist, a gracious dignity

which has never been tarnished by a selfish thought, and would
never stoop to gain any selfish advantage. We will grant also that

there are thousands of men who are worthy to have the treasure of

such a life committed to their keeping, worthy with that worthiness

which comes from a deep sense of unworthiness, joined with a bound-

less devotion, and the felt impossibility of ever being satisfied with

anything lower than the best. But, granting all this, we say that in

our present social arrangements there is much to substitute other and
more mixed feelings in the place of these. When the prospect of

want stares a girl in the face, how is it possible to dissever the ideas

of marriage, and of a livelihood ? When, as the chance of marriage

recedes, she feels herself gradually less the object of attention, slighted

by the side of her inferiors, who may have chanced to 'win the prize

in the race ; when she finds herself left stranded with only secondary

interests in the life which goes on around her, is it to be wondered at if

she becomes fretful and morbid ? Here again we gladly admit that the

fact is often very different from what 'wc might have expected before-

hand. There are a very large number of single ladies who seem

impervious to all that the world can do against them, retaining their

brightness and happiness through ever}' period of life, and finding a

sphere of cheerful usefulness in any circumstances. As the British

soldier is said never to know when he is beaten, so these, with

their resolute contentment and power to see tho best in everything,

would somewhat indignantly repudiate the supposition that their

condition is one of hardship or inferiority ; and it is with a mixture

of wonder and pity, half angry, half contemptuous, that the}' listen

to the murmurings of their weaker sisters. Yet still the latter have

fact on their side. It is no morbid imagination, but matter of fact,

that while every provision is made for the education of boys, by
splendid endowments, and the absorption of some of tho best intellect

in the country into the class of teachers, no such provision has been

made for girls ; it is matter of fact that while a nuui, who has to

make his way in life, has his choice of a great variety of professions or

mnployments, all more or less interesting and honourable, women are

almost confined to one ill-paid and slightly-esteemed profession ; it

is matter of fact that while charitable work, and artistic work, are at

least as much practised by women as by mmi, it is only in the case of

the latter that the rule holds good, ** the labourer is worthy of his
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hire.** Lastly, however much sensible people may d^lore it, it is

matter of fact that while marriage makes little or no difference in the

estimation in which a man is held, an unmarried woman, who has

passed the ornamental age, stands, to some extent, in an inferior

position, not only according to vulgar estimate, but according to the

customs of society. It is not of course implied here that any
would grudge a tenderer homage and reverence to the wife and
mother who most truly represents her sex in bearing the curse of

Eve, but surely it shows a sad decline in chivalrous, not to say

Christian, feeling, when weakness by itself is no longer held a title to

honour. We do not deny that virtue triumphs under difficulties like

these, ** merses profundo pulchrior evenit,*’ but, for all that, there aro

probably fewer virtuous people, and so it is to be feared that for each

who has come out from trial like pure gold refined by the fire, there

are others who have succumbed in the unequal struggle.

Having, then, allowed all that can be said on the qne side, let us

look for a little at the other side, at those who yield more or less

to these unfavourable influences, and begin with being fast girls, to

end, as too often happens, with being peevish and useless old maids.

Since men are repelled by having to break the ice in their inter-

course with women, they strive to make things easy for them by
showing that reserve is entirely unneeded, that they arc up to an}*

experiences and prepared to sympathise with any tastes. And thus

wo have the Saturdai/ Review'ft
“ Girl of the Period,*’ a sketch so

repulsive, that it is stated to have had a very injurious effect on the

cause of female education in India. If English girls are such we
prefer our own, is the natural reflection of the Hindoo gentleman,

and the missionary’s wife is accordingly banished from the zenana.

The writer of the article no doubt meant it for a mere piece of

rhetorical exaggeration, assuming that those who w'ere likely to read

it would bo able to make the necessary qualifications for themselves

;

but we fear that it has been the cause of much mischief elsewhere

than in India, especially since its circulation in a cheap form has

made it accessible to a class of readers who are without the special

knowledge which would enable them to distinguish between the

basis of fact and the superstructure of imaginative satire. Such
readers may be roughly divided into imitators and ahhorrers, the

former being much the larg^er class, if we take in all who secretly

and inwardly worship an idol which they conceive to be fashionable

life, while the latter and noisier class are mostly under the same

mag^etio influence (though for the moment it may show itself in

r^ulsion rather than attraction), and would be ready, with a little

encouragement, to pass over to the other side. What can be worse

for the one than to have a viciouB and coarse vulgarity held out as
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the pattern they should aim at ; or, for the other, than to have fresh

fuel for the hatred 'which they feel or afibot to feel towards all that

is more favoured hy fortune ? It is in itself a pregnemt sign of the

times that articles such as the Frisky Matron,’* and the more
famous one just alluded to, should have been suffered to appear,

week after week, in the pages of u journal like the Saturdat/, oven
if we should be prepared to giunt that, as representations of general

fact, they are little better than odious slanders.

But, having granted tliis, what are we to say of the love-making

which forms the main topic of popular novels, especially those novels

by authoresses which Punch fitly represents to bo putribus detestata,

the terror of fathers of families. We except, of course, those by
Miss Yonge and Miss Sewell and others, the legitimate successors

of iMiss Austen, who still, know how to preserve the delicacy and
beauty of pure and refined sentiment ; but there are many scenes

from lady nosrclists where sentiment entirely disappears in the

violence of passion, reminding us of nothing so much as Thomson’s
desenption of

** the savage kind

Gi’owling their hon-id loves.’*

In speaking of this subject it becomes necessary to take into our

view wider considerations than we have yet dealt with. The change
in the manners of girls may be partly acccouuted fur by the keener

competition for matrimony and the immensely-widened compass of

society. What we may loosely term educated society embraces now
many who have not been bred up in habits of refinement, and the

daughters,introduce into the drawing-room the pushing and not over-

scrupulous energy by which their fathers have prospered in the city.

But what is probably the chief cause of the change is a luxer view
of social morality. If wc consider that the supports on which this

morality rests arc in the main individual conviction (which may be
philosophical, but is more often religious), traditional sentiment,

general custom, fashion, and propriety, we fear that there is not one

of these supports which is not being more or less undermined in the

upper classes of society at the present time. Both material and
moral causes tend to bring about this result. The vast changes

produced by modern inventions and discoveries seem to separate us

so widely from our ancestors, that the fact of their having held a
belief or a custom is rather a -proof with many that it must be
tmsuited for us ; and the elder generation seem themselves to be

half conscious of this, ** moving about in worlds not realized,** feebly

bemoaning the past, or pitifully trying to learn ftom their young
masters the liMit catch-words of progress. Bapid changes in politioal
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life tend to increase tho same revolutionary spirit, wliioh exhibits

itself most distinctly in speculation and philosophy, and reacts again

more x>owerfal]y on practical life when armed with scientific formulas!

It may provoke a smile to say that fashions in flirtation vary with

fashions in philosophy, but tho truth of it will not be denied by the

student of history ; and indeed it requires but very little reflection to

discover tho connection between them. Young ladies may not them>
selves have read a page of Mill or Darwin or Bain or Comte ; th^
may never oven have met any one who has done so ; and yet, from

newspapers and reviews, or passed on from mouth to mouth, they get

some vague ideas that these are great and wise men, and that what>

ever comes from them is to be received as tho latest utterance of tho

wisdom of tho nineteenth century. Tho maxims which are supposed

to bo stamped with this authority have naturally lost something of

their original character ; it may even be doubted whether in their

final form they would not be as distasteful to the reputed authors as

to their bitterest opponents. We will take for instance such a book as

Mill’s "Utilitarianism,” and ask what is the net result or essence

of the book as it comes filtered through to the general understanding ?

Is it not tolerably certain that' the part most characteristic of the

author’s own mind, the subtle reasoning by which he builds up a

system of imivcrsal philanthropy, and the importance of each man’s

disregarding liis own liappincss, will bo all lost on the way, while

the unpromising foundation, " Whatever is productive of happiness

is right,” will be regarded as the one true principle and test of

morality ? In the same way Professor Bain becomes the authority

for the notion that " feeling and thinking are the results of bodily

organization, and must come to an end with that.” Mr. Darwin
and Professor Huxley are supposed to have proved that " man was
never created, but has developed himself out of—it does not much
matter what—and diflers from the lower animals merely in having

had rather a longer course of development ;
” while Cemte has shown

that religion and philosophy belong to the dark ages, and that we
need trouble ourselves about nothing but matter of fact. Bven
matter of fact seems to vanish in mist when wo turn to the historians

and find each labouring to upset the conclusions of his predecessors,

Catiline and Henry YIII. changing their hues os we read, and
Thucydides and Tacitus convicted of perversion of &cts. And if

still the ingenuous youth or maiden holds fast to some fragment

of childish fsiih and turns to the Church for support, they are

confronted, on the one hand, by tho apparition of a bishop proving

that the Bible is a fiction, on the other, by a Bampton lecturer

proving that religion is incomprehensible, and involves oontradio-

tions, while the space beyond is^ filled up with the puerile follies of
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ritualism and the confused Babel endless controvert. Out of all

this ivhat wonder if the creed of the future should be shaping itself

somehow as follows —I believe that Ohristianity is not true ; 1 believe

that there is no future after death ; I believe that the one duty of

man is to get os much pleasure as he can during his lifetime ; I
believe that success is the only test of right; and for the rest I

believe in each man’s absolute freedom of action and opinion P What
wonder if, since passions and appetites retain their strength while

controlling principles are weakened, we should be told of the spiritual

wives of America, and of excesses in our own theatres which call for

the interference of the Lord Chamberlain P

Of course, in thus describing the tendencies of our age, we are not

forgetful that there is much on the other side which is inspiriting

and hopeful, but we have little doubt that the tendencies described

are really operative to a great extent upon the less earnest minds,

and that the changed manners of society arc in part attributable to

them.

Thus far, we have considered Ihe effects of the increasing uncer-

tainty of marriage, and the disadvantageous position of single

women, with reference particularly to those who accept the circum-

stances in which thev find themselves, and enter with keener com-

petition into the struggle as the prize becomes more difficult of

attainment. We have next to consider those who, with more
feeling of womanly dignity, prepare themselves for the changed

order of society, and putting marriage altogether on one side, aim at

making for themselves a sphere of independent interest and useful-

ness. In some the protest against present custom is unconscious ; to

themselves they would probably seem to be merely suiting their own
individual conduct to the circumstances in which they are placed by
Providence; they have no definite intention of altering the con-

dition of women, though much desire to elevate and improve their

characters and aims. There are others with whom opposition is

conscious and outspoken. As leaders of the movement we may men-
tion the names of Miss Becker, Miss Faithfull, Miss Davies, Miss

Cobbo, Miss Garrett, and others, who have made direct attacks on
different portions of existing custom. Our space will not permit us

to examine all the various points which have thus been brought

under discussion ; we riiall therefore content ourselves with a general

expression of our opinion that the attacking party have right on

their side, and merely observe in reference to Miss Becker’s fiivourite

subject, the extension of the franchise to women, that we regard the

late Beform Bill as a reduoUo ad (dtaurdum of the argpunent which

alleges want of independence or of intelligent interest in public

affairs as reasems for denying to a Miss Burdett Coutts the right
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which is probably now exercised by the humblest of her dependents.

We cannot, however, pass over the name of Miss Garrett without

expressing ous warmest sympathy and admiration at her noble vin-

dication of the healing art as one lying distinctly within the pro-

vince of woman, at all events when confined, as it has been her,

to the diseases of women and children. It is a blot on the medical

profession, that a lady, working with this most excellent end in

view, should have had to submit to so much jealous and selfish

opposition as report tells of. We cannot doubt, however, that the

door thus forced open by the patient determination of one lady, will

never be allowed to be closed ag;ain, and that a new vocation has

thus been won—^we ought rather to say reclaimed—^for woman, one

for which she is eminently fitted by nature, and which will confer

untold comfort upon the sex in general.

The topic, however, which is of most importance to us at the

present time, as bearing on the practical suggestions with which we
hope to close this article, is, that of female education, with which
Miss Davies* name is chiefiy associated. We are told that men and
women no longer understand each other; the husband hides his

deeper thoughts from the wife because she would be unable to miter

into and sympathise with them, perhaps also fearing to “ confuse

with shadowed hint a life that leads . melodious days.*’ So the

motlicr, it is said, is no longer a true mother to her sons ; they live

in different spheres or on different planes of thought, at first feeling

pain while they vainly attempt to brc$ak through the barrier which
separates them, but at last content to lower their intercourse almost

to a doggish, or what may be called an inter-animal level, with
warm affection indeed, but with careful avoidance of all that is of

rational or higher human interest. And ' this comes from the

thoroughly defective education of women, trained up to shallowness

of thought and showy accomplishment, indifferent to knowledge,

incapable of taking an interest in anything beyond the trivial details

of their own petty and aimless lives. And then comes in the new
philosophy, with its promise of a golden age, when the figment of

any mental characteristics peculiar to the sexes having disappeared

before the light of a higher civilization, Plato’s ideal state shall find

its realization on earth, girls shall share the sports and studies of

boys, the men shall be as wommi and the women as mmi.
This view was ably maintained, in a late number of the Contem-

porary, by Miss Lydia Becker. As we have ’shown ourselves thus

fiir in general agreement with the more ardent reformers, we must
state here why we are compelled to dissent from her conclusions-—

that there is no difference between the masculine and feminine mind;
that girls should have the same education as boys ; that, if all were
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scientifically educated, the world would advanoe with double speed

along: the path of progress, and all the sorrows of humanity would
shortly disappear.

We hope that Miss Becker will not think us wanting in respect

when we say that, however much we may congratulate ourselves on
the fact that there are women who can think and write as she has

done, wo are no less thankful, and that in the interest of science

itself, that there arc many who cannot. To say the truth, the word,

science, is becoming rather too much of an abracadabra ; it really

means nothing more than the systematizing of a portion of our

thought. As a rule, the special attention required for this purpose

cannot but divert the mind from other portions of thought which
may be of equal importance in relation to the total fact ; and this

explains why men of common sense are so often inclined to feel

impatient at philosophical theories as contradicting their own expe-

rience. The same reason will also explain why a philosopher who
has spent half a life in theorizing on the laws qf thought, or the

diversities of character, is often so egregiously mistaken in his

judgment as to the actual chai'acter, the actual way of thinking, of

individual men. While ho is bringing out, os it were, his philoso-

phical apparatus—suiting the lens and fixing the focus—^the scene

muv have all shifted before his eves ; and oven should he catch it

for a moment at rest, he has to sacrifice the broader and more general

characteristics while inspecting the minuter features ; or, to drop

metaphor, while ho traces with w'ondcrful ingenuity the various dis-

guises which may be assumed by some one principle of action, ho

remains blind to tlic fact that the actions before him proceed from a

thousand other principles unnoticed in his philosophy. Wo cannot

help thinking that Miss Becker herself has made a little too much
parade of her scientific instruments when she challenges us to decide

by one crucial experiment the question of tho mental divergence of,

what she oddly terms, the ‘‘two sexes of man;” taking no note of

the fact that from the day when the first woman was created to be

the helpmate of the first man, tho experiment has been going on all

)>ver the world under every possible variety of conditions. May we
not call upon her to explain how it is that in so many ages we have

no single instance recorded of a woman who has attained the highest

eminence in art, or science, or literature ? What was there in the

circumstances to give to Isaiah bis superiority over some “ Huldah
the prophetess,” to raise a Plato above an Aspasia ? What advantages

of e lucation had Shakespeare or Bums which were denied to women
of their time P Can we conceive the scientific impulse of a Galileo

or a Newton checked by the absence of class-lists and prizes, as Miss

Becker assures ns to be the case with her own sex. She will scarcely
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answer, as some have done, that the race is at present stunted and
small'brained—we must wait to see what the daughters are when
the mothers have been educated for some half-dozen generations ; as

though the daughters possessed a monopoly of the mothers’ mind
and brain, and the sons would not gain in equal proportion by any
improvement of the breed. On the other hand, is it not a fair

argument from analogy, that difference of bodily function will be

attended by inward difference of character in the ** sexes of man,” as

we find it to be in the sexes of other animals P With regard to the

test proposed by Miss Becker, we fear she would look upon us as

little better than scoffers and Philistines if we were to put forward

as discriminative propositions—** Babies under a year old are a

nuisaiice,” ** Justice is better than generosity ;
” but we will venture

to suggest that a more hopeful line of inquiry would be to ascertain

from experienced nurses and mothers, what differences they had
noticed in boys and girls at an ago before the favouritism of edu-

cation had had time to tell, say under five years old. After all, the

question of natural difference is not of much importance for deter-

mining the character of female education. Whatever view people

may take of the former question, it is impossible to deny that, as far

back as we can go in the history of our race, a certain distinctive

type of humanity has been universally recognised as the feminine

type, and that this shows itself as plainly in the Helen and Nausicaa

of Homer as in the Portia and Miranda of Shakespeare. If wo are

then told that this type, though ancient, is still artificial, merely
depending upon education, and that its eradication would tend to the

advancement of science—our answer is, that the advancement of

sciencp is as nothing in the balance compared with the welfare of

mankind, and that the preservation of this type is of such enormous
value to civilization that we will guard at all hazards the education,

if such there be, to which it is owing.

We repeat, however, that even in the interest of science it is

not desirable that every'body should become a scientific observer.
** Naturco subtilitas subtilitatom argumentandi multis partibus supc-

rat,” says Bacon, and his words may bo applied thus : that as, on
the one hand, the vastness of nature defies all our efforts to place it

before our minds as a definite whole, so on the other, however far we
carry our classifications and definitions, there are infinite subtleties

of truth which these will never reach, and which only make them-

selves perceptible to us thi'ough the medium of unanalyzed feeling.

To the same effect wo may quote the language of another philoso-

pher :* ** Feeling is a g^ide which often indicates fact and duly

where thought and reason may be able very imperfectly to exhibit

* From on impubliaiked leotnre by the lato Prof. Ghrote.
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them.*’ Thus it is often the case that the trained only in soienoe

is the one which sees least beyond the systematiaed fact. In weaker
minds especially, and unless mixed with other elements of culture,

the study of science is apt to lead to affectation or tnftnn«rii|tn of

thought. Besides, we want our specimens as well as our obserrers.

The natural feelings and convictions of men are the starting-points

and tests of philosophical systems, and as it hasjbeen a commonplace
from the time of Cicero that the purest specimens of language are to

be found, not in the treatises of rhetoricians or grammarians, but in

the conversation and letters of women of taste and refinement ; so it

is here that we mtist seek for our purest specimens of natural feeling,

not in some abnormal growth or starved deformity, bred up on the

one-sided abstractions or the coarse generalizations with which science

must perforce be content.

But, after all, science is smaller than life ; and it is not to advance

science that we educate our children, but to fit human beings for

doing their duty in that state of life to which it shall please God to

call them. The first thing to be done, in order to determine the kind

of education needed, is to know what wo really want it to effect.

What, for instance, would a sensible father wish that his daughter

should bo ? Suppose we say that ho would wish for her, in the first

place, a rich, affectionate nature, overflowing with generous sym-
pathies, yet controlled by strong feeling of duty and good common
sense ; that, in the second place, he might wish for her refined but

simple tastes, an eye and ear trained by the practice of music and
drawing, a mind which should be ** a mansion for all lovely forms, a

dwelling^plaoe for all sweet sounds and harmonies ;
” add to this the

** continual feast ” of “ a merry heart,”—and what more can ye ask

to make a girl happy in herself and the cause of happiness to others P

Tet so fitr we seem to have no occasion for science ; it is only as a

sort of eomble de bon?mir that wo might wish for the breadth of view

and wide intellectual interest which may be supposed to follow from a
wise study of science, though not more from science than from history

or literature.

Another way of determining the kind of education required for

girls would be to consider in what respects their future work is likely

to differ frmn that of men, and to make a correqmnding difference in

the education of the two sexes. One such distinction is perceptible

at once with regard to the ordinary sphere of woman : her work is

more personal than man's. He has mainly to do things, diie mainly

to influence persons. There is a difference also in respect to the

more gmieral influence of the two sexes upon the tone of somety.

What man has to learn fimn woman is, the poet tells us, “ sweetness

and moral height.” And so frean the day when Oleomenes was
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shamed by his daughter Gorge into refusing the stranger’s bribe, we
find that it has been one office of woman not only to hold up an ideal

in her own pei::son, but to preach that ideal to others. This is partly,

of course, owing to her more secluded life, which saves her from
lowering influences of the world outside, but partly also because

virtue with her is pure admiration of goodness, while with man it

springs more often from cold calculation of consequences. The efiEect

of the ideal thus held up before men, though often blurred through
cowardice or weak indulgence, has been, and is, incalculable. Who
can toll what it might be in the future if each woman would only be

true to her own nature, and join to crush out the lie with which vice

over seeks to excuse itself—^that all men are profligates, and ** every

woman is at heart a rake V*
To sum up, then, our objections to the advanced theory of female

education, we arc still bigots to the old principle, that **woman is not

undeveloped man, but diverse ;
” and we hold that were it not so,

much else besides sweet love” would be ” slain.” Accordingly we
would have education adapted to develope the distinctive charac-

teristics of the sex as well as the general characteristics of humanity.

Again, we maintain that there has been much exaggeration in the

facts alleged by the reformers. There arc, no doubt, instances of

unhappy families, and of misunderstandings in families otherwise

happy ; but we believe that these misunderstandings arise more often

irom difference of age than from difference of sex ; while it is not

unfrcquently the mother’s or the sister’s power of symjMithy, even

without full understanding, which heals the estrangement between

the son and the father. 80, too, when we hear of the deficiencies in

female education, we must remember that a not inconsiderable

number of women are already educated as highly as any men. 'We
may mention the names of a Mrs. Somerville, a George Eliot, a
Miss Martineau, as having given evidence of this to the world ; but

he is an imfortunate man who cannot number among his acquaint-

ances ladies who, if not equal to the above in natural power, have
yet improved their abilities by cultivation as much (if not in tho

same way) as any of his male friends. We must further remember
that those who complain most of these deficiencies are equally severe

upon the gross ignorance, the hardness and indifference to knowledge,

which are found in men who have passed through the beat of our

schools and colleges. Contrast for a moment the case of such a youth,

who cares for nothing but cricket and boating, with the education

which his sister may have received in many a home where the

father or mother is the teacher, and the eager enthusiasm of the

learner is unmixed with coarser motives of competition, while the

lessons ore backed up by intelligent conversation of the guests or of
VOI.. XI. p
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the dder members of the family. What wonder is it that while the

brother looks upon literature and sciemeo only as a mine for ** dodges**

in ** exams,*’ the sister can bear her part in any rational conversa-

tion, and takes an interest in all that is going on in the world

around her.

Thus, in opposition to the arguments smnetimes used in sUpport of

ladies’ colleges, we are disposed to say that there is no need to wish
for any improvement in the education which is obtained now by
some ladies, nor do we see reason to anticipate the appearance of any
higher type of womanhood than (hat of which we have examples

already. But having made these reservations, we hasten to admit

that there are great defects in the general arrangements for female

education. Few' homes present the advantages w'o have supposed.

Parents are too busy or too careless to educate either sons or

daughters themselves, ond at present there is no way in which they

can secure good teaching for their daughters, even supposing them
to have the will and ability to purchase it. The first want is a class

of certificated governesses who, by virtue of their certificate, would

be able to command a fair remuneration, and a position not inferior

to that of a tutor of equal attainments. In many cases, however, it

might be better that a girl should bo removed from the distractions

of home to a more intellectual atmosphere, where she might feel the

stimulus of companionship in study ; or if there is no special need of

this kind, still it is evident that good teaching in all branches can

be provided more easily and cheaply at school than at home. Yet
such a school hardly exists at the present time, or, if it does, there is

nothing to distinguish it from others. The scliools themselves must

be under regular examination and inspection, and there must be some

mode of testing the qualifications of the school-teachers as well as of

governesses. The primary use of a college such as that advocated

by Miss Davies would be as a training place for these instructors,

but it would have a further and very important use as affording an
interval of quiet leisure for girls on their release from the restraints

of the school-room before they are plunged into the vortex of life ; an
opportunity for study under competent guidance, for the formation

of useful friendships, in a word, for the attainment of all those varied

advantages which are now open to men by means of the existing

colleges. Here there arc certain rocks of which we must beware,

or we may chance to shipwreck our scheme altogether. We are not

quite sure whethmr Miss Davies may not be steering dangerously

near one of these, via., the attempt to imitate our present colleges

too closely, whether in general system or in the currioulum for

students. As regards the latter, we are inclined to think that there

is only one point in which resemblance is essential, and that ii^ in
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the thoroughnesB with which the work has to be done; bat the

particular subjects might well be altered : thus we should recommend
more of history, literature, art, and natural science, and less of

language and mathematics. Experience, however, will, no doubt, be
the best guide as to the special alterations which may be needed, ai)4

it certainly saves trouble to start with a complete scheme which has
been already tried elsewhere. As regards the general system of a
ladies* college, it would probably not bo disputed that there should
be more of family feeling, a closer relationship between the inmates
than there need be in colleges for men. Above all, we are convinced
that such a college has no chance unless it stands on an unmistakably
religious basis. There must be no suspicion that it is a device of

freethinkers to undermine the moral or religious principles of the

students.

Perhaps we ought to add a few words here on the subject of mixed
classes, of which Miss Decker approves so highly. We have no
difficulty in believing that the ladies of Dublin find their lectures

more agreeable when they are shared with gentlemen, and we can
quite understand that they have welcomed with glee the new field of

conquest afforded them in the examination-room. What we doubt

is, whether, on the one hand, such pleasant proximity might not bo

too severe a trial for the inherent frivolity of male nature, and, on
the other hand, whether, when wo come to stiffer subjects than

botany and geology, the physical strain of preparing for such an
examination, let us say, os that for the Matliematical Tripos at Cam-
bridge, would not be altogether beyond the strength of the great

majority of women. At all events, we are sure that Miss Davies and
her friends have acted wisely in keeping their new college at a safe

distance from the Universities.

We proceed to consider the reforms suggested by those whom we
a short time ago described as unconscious reformers—those ladies

who aro sticking out new paths of interest and usefulness for them-
selves without any deliberate intention of altering the position of

women in general. Such interest and occupation is usually found in

some kind of charitable work undertaken, os is mostly the case, from

religious motives. We do not of course imply that it is a new thing

for English ladies thus to devote themselves to good works, but there

seems to be something new in the manner of it. Not only the name
of deaconess and the establishment of sisterhoods, but the appearance

of such books as ** Hearts and Hands,** The Missing Link,** **A
Hdlping Hand,*’ seems to testify to the greater importance attached

to such charitable work as supplying the chief interest of a wonum’s
life, and forming in fact a business or profession in itself.

Taking, then, the idea of organized charitable work as aa .opening
f2
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CT vocation which offers itself to ladies at the present time, the

ffdlowing seem to be the points which chiefly call for notice.

The help of ladies is wanted not only in the pleasant country

parishes, or the pretty watering-places where th^ may happen to

Inside, but much more in the actual haunts of misery and vice, in

crowded towns, in workhouses, prisons, and hospitals. Again, there

should bo some sort of training for this work, and those who give

themselves to it should not bo left to struggle alone without encou-
ragement, nor should they work without remuneration. All this

might be provided for by a central home, where they should receive

their previous training, and to which they should be able to return if

they pleased.

Another kind of feminine work which engrosses a good deal of

attention now is that which may be called, in a general way, artistic.

This too is often connected with religion, as is seen in church decora-

tion, illumination, &c. Its more secular aspect is shown in the

Female Artists* Exhibition and in the passion for wood-carving and
fancy work of aU kinds. The chief point for remark here is that the

labour thus expended is almost entirely gratuitous. Is there any
reason why skill and taste and ingenuity should go without their

reward when they are combined with education and refinement?

What is needed seems to be an agency which should serve as the

medium of communication between the lad}'-workers and the public,

so as to enable the former to judge of the articles most in demand,

and to secure to them a fair remuneration.

And now to recapitulate briefly the points which we wish to have

borne in mind : our main object is to find a career for unmarried

ladies i to provide for them, if possible, a life as full of interest and
usefulness as that which the matron finds in the cares of a family.

We believe that there is ample room for such a career in educational,

charitable, and artistic work, and we venture to propose the following

as the rude groundwork of an organization which should put it

within the power of any lady to take her part in such work.

1. Our first need is a home in which single women, who have no
other social ties, might live together economically and enjoy each

other’s companionship.

2. Such a home must differ from the convents or sisterhoods with

which we are familiar, in allowing as much of individual freedom as

is compatible with common life ; there must be no vows ;
its object

and purpose should be the comfort and usefulness, not the com-

pulsory asceticism of its members. With this .view it mtist embrace

as much as possible of secular us well as of religious interest, though

still resting on the basis of religion, which experience proves to be
the surest motive forproducing habits of active benevolence^ Farther,
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it is essential that the institution riiould be of considerable size and
importance, not only as affording a variety of pursuits and interests,

and famishing scope for the exercise of practical ability in the

managers, thus guarding against the miserable pettiness of which
we have had examples in the case of Miss Saurin, but also in order

to give position and prestige to all who became connected with it.

3. Every person who desired to enter the home should name some
work, educational, charitable, or artistic, which she was prepared to

undertake ; at the same time she should profess her willingness to

do to the best of her power that particular work which should be
assigned to her by the authorities of the institution, and in other

respects she should promise obedience 20 the rules so long as she

continued associated with it. Either party, the authorities or the

individual associate, should have power at any time to terminate the

connection between them, either by giving a month^s notice, or by
paying a certain fine if no notice were given.

4. The education carried on should embrace three grades of female

schools, corresponding to different classes of society ; in each grade

there should be a junior and a senior department. The senior

department in the two lower grades would bo adapted for girls who
wished for longer training as servants, dressmakers, pupil-teachers,

&c. ; in the highest grade it would form the college and governesses*

institution, of which we have already spoken. Besides these schools

for girls, there might be a school for boys under twelve years of age.

The institution would also serve as a registry-office and a home for

servants, governesses, and teachers of all sorts.

5. Charitable work should embrace all that is now done by
deaconesses and sisters of mercy, as well as the more ordinary duties

of a clergyman’s wife. The institution itself would bo a training

place, and a central home for those associateswho devoted themsdves
to work of this kind, but the greater part of them would probably

find employment elsewhere. For obvious reasons, it would be

desirable that neither a hospital nor penitentiary should, be allowed

to form part of the institution itself.

6. Artistic work should be understood to include, not only what is

properly so called, as painting, illumination, carving, but inasmuch
as it is our one great aim to supply variety of occupation to suit

every taste and every capacity, it should also include any kind
of feminine work. For the sale of such work there would have
to be some sort of bazaar or exhibition in connection with the in-

stitution.

7. Besides tho associates, who would mako up the acting part of

the community, the institution should afford a home to the widows
and orphans of professional men who had been left in bad circum-
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and there would jnnhuldjr bo no objoetioA to admitting

wealthier residents on higher tenna^ should snob bo deeirouB i
joining the socic^. .

8. With regaid to the pecuniary support of the institution, it

might, perhaps, bo necessary at first that each associate should con>

tribute something for her board and lodging. After a while it

might be hoped that it would become self-supporting, so as to allow

of salaries being attached to the more important offices.

9. It is evident that the success of such an institution as is here

contemplated would dc|>cnd in a great measure upon the cliaractor of

the chief authority. The experience of the Deaconess homes of

Germany would probubh' bs found the best guide for determining

what should be the form of government. If we take thorn ns our

pattern, we should place at the head of our institution n married

clergyman, whom we might coll the Wardeii. We would assign to

him a good deal more duty, but about the same power, as is possessed

by the head of a college at Oxford or Cambridge ; and in place of

the senior fellows we would have a hoard consisting partly of the

officers of the society, and partly of representatives freely elected

from among the associates.

We believe that if an institution of the kind wc have, sketched out

were established in each county in England, it would go far to

remove the grievances of which wc spoke in the early part of this

article, and that its indirect efiect would be to improve the condition

of women in every class, as well os greatly to benefit the suffering

poor. The question then arises, " Is it not a merely Utopian scheme ?

Is there the least possibility of its being ever carried out ? ” This is a

question for the ladies of England to answer. If they arc, us they

tell us, and as we see they have good reason to be, so little satisfied

with their present position ; if they feel themselves cramped and
confined, and are longing for a larger sphere of action and of useful-

ness ; here is such a sphere held out to them, one great and noble

enough to satisfy the most ambitious longings, difficult enough in its

full realization to try the largest capacity. If it is said to bo impos-

sible, so it was impossible, the Times assured us, for Gherman to

march through the Southern States ; so it was impossible for Napier

to reach Magdala ; so it was impossible for Lesseps to cut through

the Isthmus. Let no honest and patient worker over be frightened

by cette bite de mot. But the possibility of this particular scheme is

shown by the fact that it is merely the purified and Protestant form

of that which has existed for ages in Homan Catholic countries.

The conventual idea involves the different kinds of work of which we
have i^ken, and much besides ; or if a nearer and less suspicious
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pattern ii wanted, we liaye it at hand in the Deaeoneea estsWiahments

and the Moravian homea of GtsmiBny.*

The only thmg icrto make the start. And here, if tifaiere are any
who are prepared to take trouble in order to carry out in practice

such a scheme as that of which the rough outline is given above, we
would urge them to begin with putting their own shoulders to tiie

wheel. If Ilorcules comes forward with endowments so much the

better, but we should take our measures to succeed without them

;

and as a humble beginning, we suggest the following.

Let three or four ladies whoso time is their own, and who have

not only a liking for teaching, but have proved their ability to teach,

advertise that they will teach for nothing the fatherless children of

clergymen. In a little time they will have a nucleus of families

round them, from which, with prudence and energy, may be built

up such an institution as wo advocate. Another way in which we
may imagine the same result to bo brought about would be by the

expansion of any special institution, such as Miss Davies’s College,

into the larger scheme we have supposed. Such a college is already

a governess’s institution and home ; if it succeeds it is almost sure to

have a school growing up in connection with it ; and as it is probable

that some who have been brought up at the college will have no

special tics elsewhere, it may naturally become a home for single

ladies: these may not be all perhaps fitted for educators, and thus

will come the necessity for providing the other interests of which we

have spoken. We believe also that this connection with what may
be considered an outer world might be of value to the students, as

guarding them from that selfish isolation which is too common a feature

in our present University life, both among the older and younger

members. Still, we do not mean by this to argue that it is either

necessary or desirable that the distinctive character of a college

should disappeai'. If such institutions as wc have spoken of were to

become general, no doubt one would bo chiefly distinguished for one

purpose, one for another, and each person would naturally join the

particular institution to which she felt herself most drawn by taste

and disposition.

J. B. Mayor.

* Since the above was written, we have seen with muck pleasure an account of the

formation of an “ Evangelical Protestant Deaconesses Institute^” under the prosidenojr

(rf Mr. Samuel Motley and other leading Nonconformists.
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TO a country claiming to sustain tbe important part still ussumtHl

by Great Britain in the controversies of the Continental Stutes-

system, and yet occupying so inconsiderable an area in the map of

Europe, the right administration of the outlying portions of her

empire \rould seem, at first sight, to be a nnittcr of first-rate im}>ort-

ance. Nevertheless, the desire even to maintain the integrity of thal

empire has not, at the. present day, the unanimous character of a

national instinct. Doubts, naturally incident, perhaps, to a period of

transition in the theorj* and practice of colonial government, have

arisen as to the expediency of any continued exercise of imperial

authority over the dependencies of Great Britain. Misgivings haunt

the public mind as to the stability of an edifice which seems to bo

founded on a reciprocity of deception, and only to be shored up for

the time by obsolete and meaningless traditions. These popular

misgivings, of which it might be as difficult to trace the origin as it

is to deny the existence, assume various forms, economical and

political, and sometimes an importance which would not otherwise

belong to them, by an appeal to the publicly expressed sentiments of

persons in authority. And there are, indeed, problems of oolonial

policy the solution of which cannot, without peril, be indefinitely

delayed
;

for though imperial England is doing her best to keep up
appearances in the management of some half hundred scattered
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dependencies, the political links which once hound them to each other,

and to their common centre, are evidently worn out.

“ TJnd das Band der Staaten ward goholieo,

TTnd die alien Formen st&raten ein.”

Economists fail to comprehend the value of outlying provinces which
goi’rison their frontiers with our troops, while they exclude our
manufactures from their markets. Even orthodox politicians, who
would shrink from a colonial emancipationist as from a pestilent

heretic,, cannot help asking themselves sometimes whether it is

possible or desirable that these little islands of ours, whose whole area

scarcely exceeds 130,000 square miles, should for ever retain even a

nominal dominion over a fifth of the habitable globe. There are

those who admonish us to be prepared for the inevitable day of sepa-

ration with treaties, proclamations, or other formal documents,

reciting, in ofiicial phrase, the mutual international consent by which
the parent state abdicates her 80vci*eignty, and the colony accepts

her independence;* but if there be a department of our national

policy in which we may safely limit our aims to the present hour,

without attempting to anticipate contingencies wholly beyond our

control, it is that which regulates our colonial empire. Wo cannot

foresee when or for what cause a colony may choose to part compaii}'

with us, or provide against the unrevealed future. Cue lesson, how-
ever, the experience of the past has taught us. It has furnished

irresistible evidence of the instability of those principles of colonial

policy which were once deemed to be the pillars of our national

greatness. To retain for the longest possible period, at the smallest

possible cost, w'ith the greatest possible advantage to ourselves, a

permanent dominion over the dependencies of our empire, was once

the problem which occupied the minds of British statesmen. To
ripen those communities to the earliest possible maturity—social,

political, and commercial—to qualify them, by all the appliances

within the reach of a parent state, for present self-government and
eventual independence, is now the almost universally admitted aim
of our colonial policy in its dealings with all those dependencies in

which the preponderance of an Anglo-Saxon clement guarantees an
inherent capacity for freedom. With regard to those provinces of

our empire to whoso present social condition liberty as a principle

has no application, and for which, in the words of Mr. J. Stuart

Mill, “ there is nothing lofb but implicit obedience to an Akbar or a

Charlemagne, if they are so fortunate as to find one,** all we know
is, that when our sceptre can be no longer supported by our sword,

* Soe Loid Bary’s “ Exodus of the Western ITations," voL ii. p. 457 ; also Hr.

Thting’s " Suggestions for Colonial Beform." London : 1865.
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of our d<^uion over those raoee now owning He away, whidx
will neither submit to our rule nor provide for their own, will be
numhoml. It may perhaps bo naked « Do history or exporicnco
afford us any reaaonaUo ground for expecting tho continuous cohe-

ivnee ol a colonial empire, on any terms, however costly and unpro-
mising, to the parent state 2^ Are the analogies furnished by the

records of colonizing slates, nneiont or modem, in any respect

encouraging?** Greece, the favourite model of those who affectedly

deplore the “lost art of colonization,” has simply proved for us that

groups of emigrants left alone by the parent state may, under

favourable circumstances, pros{)er for a time.* Rome, during tho

three centuries from Augustus to Diocletian, threw out strong piquets

of veterans on the outmost borders of her empire, and called them
** colonies,** and when she fell, they all fell also. Tlie Italian republics

of the middle ages contributc<l at u later period another brief and
brilliant chapter to the history of ephemeral colonization. And u'hen

the scene of colonial adventure is transferred from the shores of the

Mediterranean to the western coasts of Europe by that romantic

enterprise which sheds so bright a lustre on the closing years of the

fifteenth centurj*, its records scarcely seem loss discouraging than

those of the ancient or modiojval world.

Portugal, which once kept tho whole coast of tho ocean in awe
from China to Morocco, and could boast of a Iiundi'cd and fifty

sovereign princes paying tribute to the treasury of Lisbon, can now
only number on her colonial roll the Azores and Madeira, Angola

and Mozambique, with an Indian and a Chinese factory, and a few

African slave depots. If we turn to Spain, we shall bo reminded

that her dominion on the American continent, wdiich began with tho

sixteenth century, and extended over a period of two hundred ycsirs,

once comprised Mexico, Guatemala, New (Jrenada, Venozueln and

Ecuador, Peru, Chili, Paraguay, and Banda Oriental, and that this

vast area is now absolutely independent of the parent state, whose

only remaining colonics are CJuba, Portorico, and the Philippines

—

if, indeed, the two former arc not now in tho market for sale to the

United States; or any other purchaser. If, again, wc turn to Holland,

we shall find that before the close of tho seventeenth century she

numbered among her colonics Ceylon, the Capo of CK)od Hope,

Qttiana, several islands of the Antilles, five distinct govcmTiients

Though tho oiicitrrtjCf or leader of the Oreek colony, who took with him tho sacrod

lire from tho Prytaiucum, was sometimes appointed by the parent state, no governing

power was delegated to him. Polideou, to which colony tho Corinthians sent annually

the chief magistratcMi (iitiftioupyoi), appears to have been an exception to tho general

rule. ( Vide Thucyd., i. 66.) Tho icXifpovxiai of tho ago of Pericles were military

allotmonts of conquered lands, insigiiilicant as compared with tho avotKiai in area and

importance.
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under s trading company in the Indian Ardbipelagt^ and Victories

in India, China, and Japan, but that she now retains as the only
rmnnants of her once extended empire Surixiam, Oura^oa, St. Soata-
tius, and some settlements in Sumatra, Java, and the Moluccas. Nor
will France present any exception to the.catalogue ofEuropean nations

whoso colonial policy, when tried by the test of endurance, is found
wanting. The colonies of France embraced, a century ago, half the

North American continent, comprising the vast and fertile valleys of

the St. Lawrence, the Mississippi, and the Ohio. A French empire in

the East, which Eichelieu had attempted to found, had grown up
under the more successful auspices of Colbert, and included not only

Mauritius and Bourbon, but a considerable territory on tho continent

of India. This vast empire has crumbled away, and the only

surviving colonies of France, besides the comparatively recent

acquisitions of New Caledonia and Algiers, are Martinique, Guada-
loupe. Bourbon, Cayenne, and a few of the smaller Antilles, a dis-

mantled fortress in Hindostan, and an insignificant depot in Mada-
gascar. The colonial dominion which the genius of Colbert co^lld

originate demanded a more powerful hand than his to maintain and

to perpetuate its ascendancy.

Great Britain alone, among the seven states of modern Europe
which have at various periods, and with various success, at-

tempted the occupation and government of distant dominions, still

retains a large portion of her colonial empire. In its material

features the policy in which it was originally founded differed but

little from that of other European nations. To what causes are we
to ascribe its longer duration, its wider expansion, and the present

cohesion of its scattered elements? During the three centuries of its

rise and progress, from the first attempt to plant colonies in North
America to the last annexation to our dominions in the Southern

Seas, an empire has been gradually consolidated, which is the simple

product of Anglo-Saxon energy, stimulated •by every variety of

motive, political, commercial, and religious, which can actuate man-
kind—an aggregate of territoi'ial atoms threwn under a single rule by
tho rough chances of war, the subtle agencies of diplomacy, and the

bold spirit of individual adventure. Every empire which the world

has yet known has manifested at an earlier stage of its existence than

Great Britain has already attained, symptoms of dismemberment
and decay, and tho falling off of subject-provinces has been ordi-

narily the first token of approaching dissolution. Is there any
known principle of political life which history permits us to hope will

be exceptionally favourable to that cluster of communities which now
own the rule of England P Amid much that is indistinct in the
AUTials of British colonization one fact stands out dear and indis-

putable, namely, that it has been by the gradual relinquishment of
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tlioBe adrantagcfl which have been ordiiiarify pvesimied to aoetiie to

dominant countries from the possession of dependencies, that Great
Britain has been enabled to retain under her nominal dominion
those distant provinces of onr empire which would have otherwise
long ago asserted thrir claims to the dignity of independent princi-

palitics.*

Tribute, military aid, and exclusive commerce have been the
three chic^ advantages which other States have aimed at securing

to themselves by the retention of their colonial possessions. Tho
British dependencies, however, not only contribute nothing towards

the revmiaes or defence of the parent State, but add three millions

sterling to the annual costs of the Imperial Government, while tho

bonds of mutual interest which once united them with Great Britain

have been snapped asunder by recent fundamental changes in our

commercial policy ; and though we may lioast of a colonial trade

representing in exports and imports over i!l50,000,000 sterling, wo
know very well that so long as we hold our own in the markets of

the world, we shall have no lack of customers, oven if all our tM>lo-

nies were cut adrift. “ Great Britain,*’ says Adam Smith, writing

in 1775, “ is perhaps, since the world began, the only State which,

as it has extended its empire, has only Increased its expenses without

once augmenting its resources.” It is on these terms that England
holds, and on these terms is likely to hold, as long as she thinks (it,

her position as tho metropolis of a colonial empire ; a position which
as I'egards the distribution of power, responsibility, and charge has

no parallel in history'. A bargain by which the burdens are allotted

to one party and the emoluments to another w'ill not, in the nature

of things, be abruptly cancelled by the former. The only question

which occurs to the impartial observer concerning it is that which

has been repeatedly asked since the days of Adam Smith— Cui bono?
“ Wherefore should an anomaly so barren of advantage to our

imperial interests be«permittcd to endure ? ” To a question so pro-

pounded it might perhaps be u sutHcicnt reply that tho alternatives

of pecuniary loss and gain do not form the only, or even the primary,

considerations of enlightened statesmen ; and though the affairs of

empires may indeed be submitted with those of husbandmen and
manufacturers to the test of the balance-sheet, it is not by this test'

alone that groat questions of public policy are to bo tried or finally

decided. Monarchical government is a costly institution, but are wo
prepared, therefore, to abandon it ? To succour and defend with our

treasure or our arms British citizens wherever unlawfully oppressed,

is an expensive and, financially speaking, an unromunerative process.

* This compamtive sketch of the past rosulta of ooloniaation appoaiod in the intro-

dncUon to a v<dnino on ** Colonial Conatitutiona,*’ publiahod by tho aamo author in 1866.
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Are we, therefore, at once to diacontinue a policy which, while it has
imposed on tu enormous burdens, has at the same time given to

Great Britain a foremost place among the imtions of the world ?

It is impossible fairly to appreciate the value of dependencies to a
parent State without contemplating for a moment the inevitable

consequences of their abandonment.
And here lot it be understood that we are speaking throughout of

those dependencies only which fall strictly under the definition of

colonies. The political valuo of those military and naval posts (such

as Gibraltar, Malta, Bermuda, &c.) which are maintained for the pre-

sumed purpose of protecting the courses of our trade, or securing

access from England to tho remoter portions of our empire, rests on
considerations wholly foreign to our present enquiry, which relates

solely to the government of colonies properly so called. Let us sup-

pose, then, that a colony which has not yet attained that political

vigour which is essential to independence is suddenly cut adrift, and
appropriated by somo rival power. state of war exists or arises

between that power and Great Britain. Tho markets of the aban-

doned colony arc instantly closed to British trade, which suffers in

proportion
;
but this is not all, for if (as would be highly probable

in such a case) public opinion in tho colony is divided, civil war
ensues, and before the question of allegiance can be decided, all the

ripening fruits of early civilisation arc blighted and destroyed. The
X)remature and unnatural severance of a parent State from its sub-

ordinate provinces, whether it bo the result of an act of abandon-

ment on tho part of the former, or of an act of rebellion on that of

tho latter, cannot but be permanently calamitous to both so far as

their material interests are concerned. But to those who regard vast

empires as created and permitted to exist and expand for some higher

purpose than the gratification of ambition or the exercise of state-

craft, tho dismemberment of such empires seems nothing less than

tho disorganization of a mighty machinery designed by God for

the civilization of mankind. Nor would it be difiicult to prove that

it is tho interest no less than tho duty of England to maintain this

imperial machinery unimpaired. It is not for the sake of tribute, or

glor}’’, or exclusive commerce that wo retain our colonies. It is in

the distinct anticipation of that independence for which we hope

eventually to qualify them, and, in the meantime, simply in fulfil-

ment of an honourable obligation to those emigrants from our shores

who, under an implied undertaking of temporary protection from

those perils in which our imperial policy may involve them, have

planted themselves in remote comers of our empire under the shelter

of our fihg. Nor has it been our wont to scrutinise too closely the argu-

ments by which the communities which have voluntarily sought and
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Ibimd prosperitj in exile enibree their daimft to the |»dl6etiexi efoar

arms. It is enough for us that the {daater in Jamaice, the frontier^

farmer at the t7ape, or the squatter in Australia orNeva Zealand, hare
domiciled themselyes of their own accord within the boundaries of the

British empire. It is this foot which constitutes their claim to be
shielded against those blows which a foe, stirredup towar the policy

of England, might otherwise successfully aim, not at the real author of

that policy, but at the helpless and guiltless ally whom it might be
safer and easier to chastise. The day may come when these admitted
obligations may be so numerous, so wide-spread, and so simul-

taneously enforced, as to be physically impossible of fulfilment ; and
it is in the face of such a contingency that the development of that

spirit of colonial self-reliance of which we have hitherto heard so

much and seen so little, should be the cardinal aim of our imperial

policy. The age is happily past when the colonics were the corpus

vile of imperial experiments, or the mere fields for the theoretical

exercise of imperial ingenuity ; let us hope that the day may not bo
distant when practical proofs of self-respect and self-dependence

shall be substituted for bare professions of loyalty and allegiance

;

and when the distant dependencies of our empire, instead of draining

the resources of the parent State by a costly political tutelage of

indefinite duration, shall be raised to the rank of equals and allies,

the pillars of her national strength, and the monuments of her

civilization and her power.

There are those, indeed, in whose estimate such anticipations are

little better than romantic visions, and whose only hope for England’s

success in her race with her competitors rests on ridding her of the

burden of a colonial empire. Among tho advocates of this policy

have been those who have strenuously resisted the dismemberment of

other states ;
nor is the inconsistency of its supporters at all redeemed

by tho charms of any novelty in the programme from time to time

reproduced by the doctrinaires of colonial emancipation.* The

* The extravagant opinions which invariiihlr attend nil popular rcactionH^ found an
echo thirty years ago among tho advocates of colonial indopondonce in the Iloune of

Commons, and were thus powerfully exposed by Sir JKobert Peel, in a speech on tho

affairs of Canada, January 10, 1838 :

—

It was said that tho majority of the people of Canada wore disaffected to tho Britijdi

Government, and, that therefore, they ought to bo released from thenr allegiance. Let
not tho House forget that wo had an extended colonial empire, including India and
parts of Europe. I^ct them not forget the extent to which this principle, if admitted,

might bo applied. Lc^ it bo laid down, then, as a principle, that the first expression of

dissatisfaction with our Ooveminent, and the first instance of resistance to our autho«

rity, were to be a signal for abandoning our claims to superiority. If we laid down
that principle would it be limited to colonies? Could it not be applied to integral ports

of tho Empire ? Why might it not be extended to a part of England if that |Murt

expressed itself dissatisfiod with the rule of England P The fact of dissatiS&ction with
our Govomuiwt showed, as the hon. genilemait oonteiMlecl, that the colony had been
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admimstration of distant dependenoies ever lias been, ttodever will be,

among the most perplexing problems of political science, and when
liggravated by ^e incapacity for self-government of native popnla-

tions, vastly outnumbering the dominant rac^ and infinitely

diverse in race, language, and religion, assumes an aspect so fomud-
able as to extenuate, if not to justify, the retrogressive policy of

those who have from time to time urged the immediate abdication of

a dominion so profitless and inglorious. And if Great Britain could

cancel the obligations which the past policy of her rulers has

entailed, recall her legions from the outposts of her empire, haul

down the standaid which floats over her distant provinces, and leave

her colonists in South Africa, New Zealand, and Jamaica, to adjust

for themselves all pending and future disputes with their Kaffir,

Maori, and Negro neighbours, the authorities at the Colonial Office

might be spared many a perplexing problem, and the Chancellor of

the Exchequer might soon perhaps strike off another penny from the

income-tax. But as these blessings would be purchased at the cost

of our national honour, it is not very likely that we shall thus

attempt to cut the knot which we have not the patience or ingenuity

to unravel. Assuming the abandonment of distant territories still

claiming the security of British rule against hostile aggression or

internal disturbance to be out of the question, our only remaining

alternative is to face the difficulties involved in their retention. Great

Britain has undertaken a task to which, in whatever aspect it is

regarded—moral, political, or financial—the history of the world

presents no parallel.

The British empire (exclusive of India) comprises thirty-five

colonial governments, or groups of governments, over fifteen of which

inisgovomed ; and then he asked * what was the good of ruling over discontented snh-

jocts ? ’ Why if wc wore to act on such a rule of public conduct, the glory of England
would in ten years be utterly annihilated. Was this great country prepared to say, on

the first manifestation of any rebellious feeling, * Separate from and establish a

government for yourselves,’ instead of recalling them to tbeir duty P He thought not.

If the principle applied to distant possossious it applied also to those which were nearest

to this country. Suppose, for instance, that the people of the Tsio of Wight should fall

out, and say Uiat Uiey had a right to be independent ; that the rules of tliis philosophic

argument were made for small os well as largo communities, and that they dosired to

try tho system in order to bo relieved from the heavy taxes at present imposed on them

;

and they might say that they could show many equally small Italian states which
were well governecl and wore prosperous

; and that tho Channel lying between them
and the mother country, there was no reason why they should not be equally so, or

should not constitute themselves a small republic with laws and institutions of their

own. What would the hon. member say to that ? His argument would apply there,

if it applied at all. Bu( then„ seeing that tho Isle of Wight might become attached to

JPtnnoe, tho hon. member might find it convenient to say, * No. Yon are essential to

our security fimm your being contiguous to Portsmouth, and wo cannot permit you to

be separate.’ But if the principle was gdod in one case it would apply to alL’*
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tlio Grown retains the power of legislation, cither directly or through
nominated councils;* the remaining twenty having received repre-

sentative institutions varying in form and extent, which have been

from time to time conferred by charters, orders in council, or Acts of

Parliament.

After three centuries of colonisation. Great Britain has still to

encounter the difficulties which beset despots in the retention of their

satrapies, as well as those which have grown, as it w'cro, with the

gradual progress of (.colonial emancipation. Tii the administration of

those dependencies over which the parent stiito still retains absolute

authority problems sufficiently serious still present thenrselves. But
in the case of those in which subordinate representative governments

have been invested with powers sometimes co-ordinate—often con-

flicting with our imperial ride, these problems threaten to become
insoluble. To comprehend under n common dominion within the

same territory two or more distinct races, each claiming the main-
tenance of their respective laws, usages, and religion, so to arbitrate

between them that they shall dwell side by side in peace, and yet

have scope for the development of their distinctive nationalities, were

a task haril enough for an autocrat unfettered by parliaments. IJow

shall it be accomplished amid the jar of« rivail potentates striving tor

the mastery ? So long as our colonial governors were simply the

representatives of the royal will, surrounded by cxecritivc councillors

owning allegiance to no other suzerain, their chief difficulties were

those inherent in the distance of time and space interposed between

the first order and its final execution. But when not only full

powers were conceded to the colonial assemblies, together with the

administration and expenditure of their territorial revenues, but th<^

were enabled to displace by their vote, whenever they might think

proper, the executive councillor, by whose aid the representative of

the Crown was carrying out his imperial instructions, it is obvious

that the last-named functionary might at any moment be called upon
to choose which of his two masters he would obey. The embarrass-

ments which may beset the Queen’s representative in working out

the theory of ** responsible government,” whieh appear to have been

foreseen by Lord J. Russell, when thirty years ago he expressly for-

bade LordSydenham to permit its application to Canada, have recently

received so many remarkable illustrations that it may be worth while

to revert for a moment to the origin of a i^stem which was the pro-

duct in the first instance not, as is sometimes supposed, of imperial

statesman^ip, but of colonial agitation. In 1831 an attmnpt was

* The Crown eolonies are Oibmltor, Malts, Heligoland, Lsbosn, Ceylon, Hongkong,
iho Siaraits Settlement^ Hanritiiu, tke Weat African Settlemente, St Iklena, Jamaica,

Trinidad, St. Lncis, the Falkland Idonda and Weotein Anofarslia.
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made in Canada to place the executive council on the same tenure

of reaponaibility to the aasembly of that province which the British

ministry now^ occupies in reference to the House of Commons,
removable, that is to say, by a vote of censure. In a despatch
addressed to Lord Sydenham, and dated October 14, 1839, Lord J.

Bussell, then Secretary of State for the Colonies, thus expressed

himself on this subject :

—

It appears from Sir George Arthur’s despatches that you may encoimter
much difficulty in subduing the excitement which prevails on the question
of what is called * responsible government.’ I have to instruct you, how-
ever, to refuse any explanation which may be construed to imply acquiescence
in the petitions aud addresses on this subject. The power for which a
minister is responsible in England is not his own power, but the power of

the Crown, of which he is for the time the organ. It is obvious that the
executive councillor of a colony is in a situation totally different. The
governor, under whom he serves, receives his orders from the Crown of
England. But can the Colonial Council be the advisors of the Crown of
England ? Evidently not, for the Crown has other advisers for &e same
functions and with superior authority. It may happen therefore that the
governor receives at one and the same time instructions from the Queen
and advice from his executive council totally at variance with each other.

If he is to obey his instructions from England the parallel of constitutional

responsibility entirely fails ; if, on the other hand, he is to follow the

advice of his council, he is no longer a subordinate officer but an indepen-
dent sovereign.”

This despatch was immediately followed by another bearing date

October 16, 1839, the object of which is stated to be to lay down
certain rules applicable to Canada respecting the tenure on which
offices in the gift of the Crown were then held throughout the

British colonics. In this second despatch Lord J. Bussell instructs

liord Sydenham that hereafter the tenure of certain enumerated
colonial functionaries, being members of council and heads of admi-

nistrative departments holding office during her Majesty*s pleasure,

w'ould not be regarded as equivalent to a tenure during good beha-

viour, but that such officers would be called upon to retire from the

public service ** as often as any sufficient motives of public policy

might suggest the expediency of that measure.” This despatch has

been interpreted to sanction the removal, by votes of censure or other-

wise, of the members of the executive councils whenever unable to

command majorities in the representative assemblies, and has thus

been regarded as the charter of ** responsible government,** in respect

of which Lord J. Bussell had two days previously forbidden Lord
Sydenham to grant any explanation that might imply acquiescence.

This system is now not only established and acknowledged in the

North American provinces, but throughout the chief colonies of the

Australasian group. Toe principles involved in responsible govern-
ment,** according to the general understanding of that phrase, arc

VOL. XI. Q
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Bowliere more plainly defined than in the following resolutions passed

the House of Assembly of Canada in S^tember, 1841 :

—

<* 1. That the bead of the oxcentivc goeenunent of the province, being
within the limits of his government the representative of Ihe sovereign, is

responsible to the imperial authority alone; but that nevertheless tlie

management of our local affiurs can only be conducted by, and with the
assistance, counsel, and information of subordinate officers in the province.

2. That in order to pro8or\'e between the different branches of the
provincial parliaments that harmony which is essential to the peace,
welfare, and good govorumont of the province, the chief advisers of the
representative of the sovereign, constituting a provincial administration
under him, ought to be men possessed of the confidence of the represent-

atives of the people, thus affording a guarantee that the well understood
wishes and interests of the people, which our gracious sovereign has
declared shall bo the rule of the provincial government, will, on all

occasions, bo faithfully represented and advocated."

The only formal step by which “ responsible government ” is

usually established in a colony, is the insertion in the governor's in-

structions of an unlimited power to appoint new councillors, subject

formally to the Crown’s confirmation ; it being understood that coun-

cillors who have lost the confidence of the local legislature will

tender their resignation to the governor. It is manifest that the

local administrators of a system so critically devised must be sub-

jected to the perplexing and ovcr-recurriiig conflict of an inconsistent

allegiance. But, nevertheless, “ responsible government ” must bo

regarded as an accomplished political fact—a system the success or

failure of which in any given colony must mainly depend on the tact

and talent of the Queen’s represent utivc. The same causes which

have led to government by party in abnost all countries in which

repr^entative government exists at all, already operate in the more
advanced dependencies of the British Crown.

“ Men desire," says Adam Smith, “ to have some shore in the manage-
ment of public affairs chiefly on account of the importance which it gives

them. Upon the power which the greater part of the leading men, tlie

natnral aristocracy of every counii'y, have of preserving or defending their

respective importance, depends the stability and duration of every system
of free government. In the attacks which these leading men ore continually

making upon the importance of one another, and in the defence of their

own, consists the whole play of domestic faction luid ambition."

The chief difiSoulty in the practical working of free colonial con-

stitutions arises from the deficiency of material—that is, of men
uniting the qualifications of leisure, capacity, and inclination for the

task of legislation. ** Statesmanship,” says the biographer of Lord
Metcalfe (and the remark applies not to Canada alone, but to all the

British colonies), has not risen to an independent position, but is

an appendage to the more certain support of professional occupation.”

To work out the problem of responsihle goTernnmat ” in a colony
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where the leading men, instead of pressing into the ranks of public

life, shrink from its unattractive risks on the various pleas of
** urgent private a£Eairs,*’ would be indeed an Herculean task, even
if the instructions originally framed for the guidance of colonial

governors in this behalf had been as distinct as they were contra-

dictory and obscure. To prescribe certain abstract principles of
government suggested by the ancient usages of the British consti-

tution to the Queen’s representative in a distant colony, was a com-
paratively easy task ; but we can scarcely be surprised if the adap-
tation of those principles to states of society to which they were
utterly inapplicable, should have sometimes baffled the administrative

powers of the most distinguished civil servants of the Grown.* It

will probably be admitted by all who have watched, whether with

favour or disapproval, the working of responsible government since

its first introduction in Canada a quarter of a century ago, that it

is, to say the least of it, a system tending to reduce to the minimum
the prerogatives of the Crown. Such a result will, perhaps, be its

chief praise and justification in the estimate of those who regard the

eventual independence of the colonies as the great aim and object of

imperial policy. Its practical difficulties, however, which were fore-

seen by its reputed inventor in 1830, have been since sufficiently

illustrated. Neither by Lord Sydenham, nor by his three successors,

was it put in action ; and it was not until Lord Elgin became
governor-general, in 1847, that he commeneed the process of ** giving

his confidence ” to each executive council in turn, retaining, at the

same time, through all changes of his policy, the confidence of his

sovereign. Nowhere, perhaps, shall we find a more striking example
of the embarrassments which may beset the Queen’s representative

in working out the theory of responsible government, than in New
Zealand. Throughout the brief but tempestuous annals of that

colony, comprising even now little more than a quarter of a century,

-the energies of the parent state have been exhausted in efibrts,

hitherto ineffectual, to adjust the everlasting disputes of the European
and native populations. Twice during that short period has the

same officer. Sir George Grey, been summoned somewhat abruptly

to New Zealand from other governments—from that of South

Australia in 1845, from that of the Capo of Good Hope in 1861

—

on the simple ground of his supposed qualifications for dealing with

native races and the problems arising out of their treatment. The
policy of Sir G. Grey and its results form no part of our present

inquiry, except so far as they may illustrate the accumulated diffi-

* VUt Sir C. Metcalfo’s cololusted reply to the Warden and Cbnncillors of the Gore
district. Kaye, vol. ii. p. 633.
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oultieA which have attended each advancing atoge of colonial self-

government.

During his first administration, which closed before/* responsible

government** was full-blown in New Zealand, we find 'the governor

adjusting, with some apparent success, the disputes between antago-

nistic interests. Whatever tact and special aptitude for this business

he may have possessed had at all events fair play. With few re-

strictions, he was (so far as native policy was concerned) an autocrat,

whose fiat was law, except in those rare instances in which it might
be reversed or modified by the home authorities. Contrast this com-
paratively calm political horizon with tho storms which greeted the

same governor on his return, only a few years later, to resume his

former administration. It was not only that a newly-elected legis-

lature, flushed with successful conflicts with his predecessor, had been

in the meantime substituted for the tractable machinerv which had
*

before proved tho unresisting instrument of his will, but even the

native policy which he had been specially commissioned to regulate

was gradually drifting from his control. The functionaries to whom,
under various titles, the protectorship of native rights and lands

was officially committed, scarcely knew whether they owed allegiance

to the home authorities in Downing Street or to tho colonial ministry

in Auckland. The same might almost bo said of tho large army of

imperial troops which, though nominally commanded by imperial

officers, and drawing its pay from the imperial treasury, was, by the

mysterious workings of responsible government, compelled to march
or halt with marionnette-like obedience to the colonial managers who
pulled the wires. Thus it came to pass that while the Waikato
chieftains were laying in abundant supplies of powder and copper-

caps illegally purchased from colonial traders, deepening their rifle-

pits and strengthening the stockades which surrounded their forest

fastnesses, the governor and his executive councillors wero brandish-

ing in each other’s faces the ** memoranda ’* of their quarrels ; while

the Commander of the Forces and the Deputy-Commissary-General

were wrangling with tho civil power over the tactics by which they

were to terminate a war which the Secretary of State hud already

triumphantly assured the House of Commons to bo *' virtually at an
end.**

But if New Zealand- furnishes tho most conspicuous, because the

most costly, illustration of the perplexities which have been tho

growth of responsible government, the history of our South-African,

North-American, and West-Indian Colonies is by no means barren

of similar examples. Tho sanguine statesmen who triumphantly

founded ** colonial self-government ** a quarter of a century ago, and
contrasted the system of which they were the sponsors with the
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monopolies and restrictions it superseded, fancied perhaps that th^
had solved once and for ever all the perplexities of parent states in

the administration of their dependencies. Time, howevm*, and expe-

rience have taught us that colonial constitutions, dashed off in the

freest and boldest style by the ready pen of a Secretary of State, and
conferring all but independence on our distant provinces, may yet

fail to secure the cardinal conditions of all good government. It

would, no doubt, bo a mistake to ascribe to any inherent infirmity

in representative institutions the occasional abdications of popuhur

rights of which the memorials from the province of Auckland, and
from Vancouver Island some years ago, and the more recent political

suicide of the Jamaica legislature, afford conspicuous illustrations.

The success or failure of colonial self-government must, of course,

depend on the special circumstances of the communities in which it

is inaugurated ; and it has hitherto been in the government of

coloured races, or of colonics containing a large native element, that

our main difficulties have arisen. And where self-government has

obviously broken down in any portion of our empire, the causes of

its failure cannot but challenge the attention of British statesmen.

In the case of Jamaica it would be scarcely necessary to cast about

for motives of a very recondite nature as influencing the handful of

electors (forming a proportion of about 30 to each representative,

and little more than 1 in 200 to the whole population of the island)

in their formal renunciation of privileges which the traditions of two
centuries had failed to invest with any precious associations. The
contrast presented by the comparatively prosperous Crown colonies of

Ceylon, Mauritius, Trinidad, and British Guiana, which yielding the

same products and lying within nearly the same latitudes, had not

only survived the ordeals of free labour and free trade, but had
attained a high average of agricultural and commercial wealth,

was in itself sufficient to raise a doubt in the mind of the bankrupt

Jamaica planter as to the material value of his representative insti-

tutions. A legislative assembly so absolutely intolerant of all exe-

cutive control as to claim for all its members collectively the powers

and functions of a ministry of finance, and at the same time so

sublime in its conceptions of freedom as to refuse to accept responsible

government on the Canadian model, as a compromise for the political

chaos which mode Jamaica a by-word and reproach among free

colonies, could scarcely be expected to survive the shock whenever
the artillery of public opinion should be directed against a fabric so

frail and indefensible. The Imperial Parliament, by indorsing the

verdict by which the Jamaica legidature had voluntarily terminated

its miserable existence, only echoed the unanimous judgment of all

who had watched its gradually increasing imbecility since Lord
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Mdibourne vainly attcniptcfl in 18i)9 to accompliab that which Lord
RusaeWs govenimont waa at iaat permitted to attain in 186$.

AVhcUier the moral or material benefits we may be able to confer

<m Jamaica may prove equivalent to the cost of its tenure as a Crown
colonyt whether the ootagonistti of the two races, uggmvutcd. by
recent events, may prove a bar to any expedients for ^e develop-

ment of its resources, or Uio elevation of its people, arc problems
awaiting a solution which time only can afford. In the meantime,
though the peremptory action which the almost unanimous demand
of our colonists in Jamaica has forced on the Imperial Govommont
may form no precedent for our dealings with other colonies which
any temporary caprice may incline to rid iheraselvcs of the burdens

and privileges of self-government, the case of Jamaica as it stands

simply teaches us what we have already learned in nearly all our

tropical dependencies. The materials for the construction of repre-

sentative institutions arc in those colonics almost uniformly wanting.

In Barbadoes, for instance (to take a favourable example), the total

population in 18G2, according to the census of the previous year, was
52,727, of whom 16,594 only were white. The number of registered

electors was 1,188, of whom only 146 voted for the 24 members of

the Assembly, giving an average of G electors for each member. Tho
two members for Bridgetown were returned by less than a tenth of

the registered electors. In Tobago the total population in the same
year was 15,410. The number of registered electors >vus 21G, of whom
89 voted for the 16 members, giving an average of 5 electors for

each. However convenient personally to candidates for parliamentary

honours in these colonies may be the absence of all competition

which this state of things implies, it certiiinly cannot be accepted as

indicating a very healthy or vigorous tone ol‘ political life in commu-
nities so circumstanced, in which representative government, though

long tried, has been hitherto found utterly wanting in all good result.

Nor has the experiment of negro self-government tried by Ix>rd Grey
in 1852 on the Gold Coast afibrded much encouragement to thoso who
may have formed a sanguine estimate of the political capabilities of

the African. In the complete collupso of this well-meant project, as

narrated by Colonel Ord, in his evidence before tho Committee of

1865, on the West African Settlements, we have only one of the many
proofs which our colonial history affords of the hopelessness of all

attempts to transplant institutions which have been the gradual

growth of modern Europe to an uncongenial atmosphere and soil.

But if tho machinery of self-government has proved inadequate

to the maintenance of British power over the stationary races com-

prised within our empire, of which the negro is the most conspicuous

example, not less embarrassing is the reconciliation of conflicting
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riglits between our colonists and those rapidly perishing but still

formidable tribes which are nominally amenable to our rule.

It is painfully interesting to trace the successive failures of all the

hitherto tried experiments on the part of European governments for

the protection and advancement of the native races of the world.
Under the pressure of influences which it has been the fiushion to

ridicule as fanatical^ but which have always gained credit for earnest-

ness and sincerity, the Government of the day has from time to time

set itself to counteract, if possible, the agencies that were at work
for the extinction of the native races in the British empire. Yario'os

experiments were accordingly attempted in those colonies in which
any considerable native element still survived, with the view of

nursing and protecting the aborigines. Land reserves were set

apart, within the precincts of which European colonization was inter-

dicted. iNative protectors under various titles were appointed. Par-

liamentary grants were voted, to be expended sometimes in schemes

of industrial training, sometimes in the miscellaneous benefactions, in

the distribution of which imperial England played the Lady Bountiful

with Kaffirs, Maorics, and Rod Indians in the outlying parishes of

her empire. To chara(;tcrizc these benevolent contrivances as

uniformly rosuliless and futile would imply a forgetfulness of iho

indirect advantages derived from all failures of well-meant efforts to

remedy real evils, in eliminating from the catalogue of prescriptions

and punacacas those which have been tr-ied ajid found wanting. But
if the petting and patronizing policy by which Great Britain has

attempted for more than half a century to coax her savage subjects

into lo^'alty, to compensate them for the sufferings of their fore-

fathers, and to allure them into the paths of civilization, be tested

by the practical ordeal of results, whatever doubts we may still

entertain as to any possible eHtJuinaida for the broum man, all

hopes of solving the problem of his preservation by insulation from

European contact will bo assuredly abandoned. In six years, from
1806 to 1862, upwards of £220,000 was spent in the Cape Colony in
** civilizing the Kaffirs and though this amount is small indeed in

comparison with that which, within a ffir less period of time has been

devoted to their destruction, it would be difficult, we fear, to show
any value received for either expenditure by the Colonial Govern-
ment in the political tractability or material progress of the frontier

tribes. If we turn from South Africa to North America or New
Zealand, we shall find that bounties to native races have been

attended with very much the same results in all portions of our

empire. Another, and, in its effects, very unfortunate feature of the

philcmthropic policy alluded to has been a very extensive manufacture

of treaties with native tribes, in which an eqmd capacity with our-
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selves for all purposes of contracts has been assumed to exist in •the

coloured races vrith which international bargains have been made.

If these arrangements had been uniformly understood to be, what in

many cases they really were, a mere diplomatic pastime curried on
between the Queen’s representative and a set of tattooed and
feathered chieftains for the innocent amusement of the high
contracting parties, they would only be objectionable in so far as

they are childish and ridiculous ; but when we bear in mind that

these bargains have been for the most part extracted from the feeble

and ignorant by the dominant and educated race, and that they are

often, os in the ease of the treaty of Waitangi, executed by bar-

barians in the full conviction that by theso presents valuable and
substantial rights aro solemnly guaranteed by the stronger to the

weaker power, the mischievous consequences of obligations of such

a nature, lightly undertaken and lightly violated, cannot possibly be

over-estimated. It may, indeed, have been beyond the power of

Britishlaw to punish as he deserved the colonial land-shark who, for

some trumpery consideration of beads, sugar-plums, or red blankets,

swindled the unsuspecting native out of his territorial birthright

;

but when we read of more than a hundred treaties with West African

chieftains during the last century of British rule, and of all the con-

temporary quarrels on the Gold Coast, at Lagos, and elsewhere, it is

difficult to escape the conclusion that these illusoiy documents,

whether purporting to secure protection, amity, or territorial rights

to the patronizesd power, are, in fact, so many registered and attested

pretexts for oppression on the one side and insurrection on the other.

But tho administrative blunders arc may have committed in our

attempts to govern coloured races, however serious may have been

their consequences, stand apart from the category of problems pre-

sented by the every-day phases of our colonial policy.

There are, of course, local and special difficulties attending the

retention of such colonics as New Zealand, British Kaffraria, and
the Cape, which no civil institution, however cleverly contrived, con

overcome. If Great Britain chooses to undertake Kaffir-hunting in

Impenetrable thorp forests with regiments of lancers, or the capture

of Maories burrowing in subterranean labyrinths by the regular

appliances of military engineering, no conceivable constitution can

avert the inevitable disasters of communities in which bush and
border warfare at imperial cost are the speculation of one-half the

inhabitants for the destruction of the other. Nor, again, is it very

likely that colonial governments in which the line which separates

the area of civil from that of militaiy authority is either so faintly

drawn, or so recklessly transgressed, as to lead to official squabbles

between governors and military officers at moments when our
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imperial power hangs by the slenderest thread, will present very

satisfactory administrative results.*

Half the difficulties ordinarily assumed to be inseparable accidents

of colonial government might be more accurately set down to a reck-

less disregard of the elementary principles essential to the existence

of any government at all. The grand problem of British policy is

to ascertain the minimum of actual government by which the central

authority can be so maintained as to produce the result of internal

order. ^
Over-governing is the besetting sin of new communities, and if

they happen to stand in the position of dependencies this disposition

to dabble in constitution-making is ordinarily accompanied with

excessive sensitiveness of imperial intervention. But difficult as it

may be for the home authorities to do well the little which they

ought to do at all in the matter of colonial administration, there is

one course which, though not unfrequently urged by high-banded

theorists, will be at once dismissed as wholly impracticable by all

thoughtful politicians. An attempt to revoke, against the will of

colonists to whom they have been conceded, the privileges which

they enjo}', is not likely to be tried twice in British history. It is

too late to eay that self-government ought to have been bought by
our colonists on the terms of fighting their own battles and paying

their own bills. Self-government, unless voluntarily surrendered by
those to whom it has been conceded, is practically irrevocable. The
only pretext for a reactionary policy is one which involves a libel on
the whole European population of our free colonies. If they were

really incapable when enfranchised of maintaining law and order

within their territories, the concession to them of the powers of

self-government was something worse than a mistake. If civiliza-

tion had done so little for those to whom the first working of their

,
miniature parliaments was committed, as to leave them open to the

suspicion, not merely of misgoverning, but of plundering and mur-
dering races which the constitutions granted to them had actually

included within their pale, it was nothing less than a crime of the

deepest dye to have entrusted privileges so vast .to communities so

incapable of exercising them aright. But our colonial hiatory

utterly negatives a presumption so unjust both to the donors and to

the recipients of the free institutions under which, even in spite of

chronic civil war in some cases and of the dearth of good political

* Tho undignified, wo had almost said discreditohlo, controTonries which have been
reported to Parliament &omNew Zealand andJamaica, between commanders ofthe forces

and the Queen’s roprosentativeB, at periods of alleged imminent peril to both colonies,

aro only samidos of what may happen at any time when the causes operating in tho

cases adverted to may bo combined.
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BMtenflk in all« our oolonios Iwyo attained in an dioxt a apaceof time

so remarkable a measure of prospority.

If we erred in giving them unconditional freedom ioo eocm, it is

not by unseasonable intervention now diet we can remedy tike eviL
For bett^ fmr wovae, three-foorths of the Britiah dq)endenoiea are
practically free. But even if the reaiduo of imperial |»mrogative

were frr larger than it is, its exmviae beyond an occasional veto on an
ill-considered oolonial Act or ordinance would cause ihr greater evils

than it would prevent. Tlie Secrete^ of State for the Colonies, who
rarely holds office long enough to be ^le to assert with conddenoo his

authority,* has no English public opinion, founded on facts and
expressed through Parliament, for bis guidance in an emergency.

Constituencies which suppose themselves to be wholly uninterested in

colonial policy are for the most |>art misinformed respecting it, and
their representatives faithfully reflect their ignorance. I fence it

comes to pass that no de^uirtment of tbo executive is so well supplied

with impracticable theories and visionniy suggestions, wlilcb stutos-

meu best consult their own credit and the interests of the public

service by disregarding.

Among the theories which have from time to time boon started on
colonial policy some are nevertheless so plausible a.s to challenge con-

sideration. Foreseeing the day when the bonds which now unite the

scattered provinces of the empire will bt* worn out, men sot them-

selves to forge new links of union between the dependencies and the

parent state. The representation of the colonies in the Iin}>crial

Parliament was advocated before the Amcricjin Bevolution on the

high authority of Adam Smitlj,t but though the suggestion has

been repeatedly renewctl, there are now few persons of any colonial

exxierionce by whom it -is regardctl in any other light than as a

pleasing but impracticable vision, and the notion lias l)ccn dropped

altogether. If the delegation of full power to local legislatures hud
not superseded the necessity for such a contrivance, distance in some
cases and the lack of political material in others, would be insuper-

able obstacles to its adoption.

« Within a nngle y^r—from Nov,, 1854 lo Nov., 1855, tho dutios of Secretary of

StatTi. for the Colonics were dischari^cd hy no fnwerthan sovon succoiHivo ininistcra:

the l>uko of Newcastle, Sir George Grey, Mr. Sidney Herbert, liord J. IluBdtdl, liord

Palmerston, Sir W. Moleswortfa, and Mr. Liihonchcro.

i*
** If each colony were pormitt<xl to send such a number of representativofl as

suited the proportion of its contributions to the public revonuo of the empire, a now
method of acquiring importance*—a now and more dazzling object of ambitiuu

—

would be presented to the leading mon of each colony. Jnst<*ad of (loddling for tho

little prizes which are to bo won in what may bo called tho paltry raffles of oolony

faction, they might then hope, from the presumption which men naturally have in thoir

alnlity and good fortune, to draw some of the great prizes which sometimes como from

the wheel of tho great state lottery of British politics.”

—

WmUh af book .
c. 7

•
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The seme canaes which have until leeently hindered the political

amalgamation of the iNTorth American colonies operate still mcne
powerfully in the case fA the Australian group, and witib tenAdd Awoe
do they militate against the notion of combining fifty snbovdiiiatev

governments, scattered over the whole world, in one central syrtmn
of imperul representation. Ckdmiial confederation is inde^ in

some quarters rather a popular and fiuhionable idea just soow; how
it will fcorh remains to be proved. The difficulties of starting it are

sufficiently obvious. The mommit you propose to cluster together

half-a-dozen dependencies, a whole crop of rivalries and jealousies, to

bo reconciled and adjusted, instantly springs up. Where shall be

the head-quarters of the Queen’s representative? Which, out of

half-a-soore of colonial cities, shall be the ffivoured metropolis of your

newly-formed government? How many disappointed competitors

for that honour, hitherto centres of petty provinces, will submit to be

vestryized and to sacrifice tho local importance and pecuniary profit

they have hitherto enjo^'ed ? It is not surprising that the Imperial

Government, shrinking from thankless and self-imposed arbitrations

on endless disputes of this nature, should have left it rather to the

communities principally interested to originate these colonial com-

binations. For even where local and central institutions have been

simultaneously created by one and the same legislative Act, and the

limits of municipal and federal power have been defined by specific

enactments, harmonious action as between the central government

and its satellites has proved difficult of attainment. The diverse

interests of its nine provinces, the difficulties of intercolonial com-

munication, and the onerous costs of a double government, render

the federal constitution of New Zealand, even after a fifteen years’

trial, a still doubtful experiment. In our Australian provinces, not-

withstanding an occasional ventilation of the topic, confederation has

scarcely passed beyond the domain of colonial newspaper writers and
pamphleteers. In South Africa, though rather colossal projects of

combining with our own colonies of the Cape and Natal, the Trans-

Yaal Bepublic, and the Free State, have been sometimes hinted at in

high quarters, tho hostility with which the fusion of British Kafitaria

with tho Capo was opposed, together with the constant agitation for

the severance of the cast and west provinces of the latter colony, do

not present any indications very favourable to schemes of South

African federation.

In North America, indeed, an sample has been set which is in

some quarters regarded as most auspicious for the future prospects of

colonial confederation.

Tho movement which culminated in tho Quebec Conference, in

October, 1864, and the results of which have since been embodied in
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the imperiul Act, 30 Yict. cap. 3, baa, by tbe union of tbe niaritimo

proyvaccs u'itb Canada, created, under the designation of a **do*

minion/* a new state in North America, comprising* an area about
equal to that of Europe, with a population of about four millions,

an aggregate revenue in sterling of about four millions and a half,

a debt of about sbitecn millions, and carrying on a trade (including

exports, imports, and international coinmerce) of about twenty-eight
millions sterling per annum. If we consider the relative positions of

Canada and tbe maritime provinces—tho former possessing a vast

and fertile back country but no good harbours, the latter possessing

good harbours but no back country ; the former an unlimited supply

of cereals but 110 laiucrals, the latter un unlimited supply of iron

and coal, but little agricultural produce—tho commercial advantages

of union between states so circumstanced arc too obvious to need

comment. Politically speaking, it is equally manifest that a con-

federation with un aggregate population of four millions can more
cheaply and effectually provide for its civil government, and for its

defence, if necessary, against foreign attack or internal disturbance,

than the four isolated communities which have been thus combined.

The real difficulties of the scheme consist in the due adjustment of the

threefold relations betweenthe imperial, federal, and local governments,

which the creation of this vast confederation must involve. Now,
for the first time in our colonial history, four provinces (with power
to add to their number), in all of which re^ponsiblo government is

an established rule of administration, propose to superadd to their

existing parliaments a superior and central machinery, in which tho

same system of government by party is to prevail iiuder tho nominal

rule of the Queen’s representative. The practical question we have

now to ask is—looking at the hitches and dead-locks to which this

system seems to be liable when applied to one colony alone—how will

it work when half-a-dozcn “ responsible governments ” arc called

upon to act in combination ?

Assuming oven that all goes smoothly, the superoddition of a

federal parliament to the existing institutions must of coarse increase

the ordinarj' difficulties of constitutional government in all new
countries where tho supply of statesmen is unequal to the demand.

The legislative crew of the Britinh North America will not bo

less (including the local councils and assemblies)' than six or seven

hundred hands, all told. Allowing for the frequent change of officers

of all ranks, the question of keeping up the complement with so

slender a political reserve to fall buck upon may be serious ; this,

however, is the affair of tbe colonists themselves. What we have to

fear, and if possible to guard against, is the constant peril of a three-

fold conflict of authority, implied in the very existence of a federation
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of dependencies, retaining, as now proposed, any considerable share

of intercolonial independence. We may schedule as we please

** local** and general** topics of legislation; we may define witii

the utmost possible distinctness the limits of each, or the concurrent

authority of both governments; we may equitably adjust financial

liabilities, and allot to the central and provincial authorities their

respective spheres of power over future redistributions and rearrange-

ments, but it is on the accuracy and sharpness with which the

prerogatives of the federal executive are defined, that the success

and permanence of a constitution, necessarily clogg^ with checks

and counterpoises, must eventually depend. It is hardly to be ex-

pected that the local parliaments, with their responsible ** ministers,**

will consent at once to be reduced to the rank of a parochial vestry,

but it is by this process alone, or by their voluntary surrender of

a very largo share of the powers now loft in their hands, that we
can hope for a real consolidation of the provinces of British I^orth

America.

If, os has been alleged, a legislative union is unattainable, because

inconsistent with duo securities for the rights guaranteed to the

French Canadians by treaty, or by the Quebec Act, and federation

is therefore the only alternative, the vital question for those who
have to work this constitution is, how the inherent weakness of all

federations can in this instance be cured, and the central government

armed with a sovereignty which may be worthy of the name. It is

the essence of all good governments to have someirhere a true

sovereign power. A sovereignty which ever eludes your grasp, which

has no locid habitation, provincial or imperial, is, in fact, no govern-

ment at all. Sooner or later the shadow of authority which is

reflected from an unsubstantial political idea, must cease to have

power among men. It has been assumed by those who take a

sanguine view of this political experiment, that its authors have

steered clear of the rock on which the Washington Confederacy has

well nigh split. But if the weakness of the central government is

the rock alluded to, it is to be feared that unless in clear water or

smooth seas, the pilot who steers this new craft will need a more
perfect chart than the resolutions of the Quebec Conference, or the

Act which has since embodied them, afford, to secure him against

the risks of navigation.

It is true, that instead of a President elected every four years, wo
have a Governor-General appointed by the Queen every six. It is

true also that the area of his nomin^ dominion presents now no

topic more formidable than the expiring jealousies of race between

our French and English colonists to impair the harmony of the

British federation. It is true that we have also now genuine a^ira-
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tioDs of personal devotioa to the sovereign, which were wanting to

those who tirst organized the constitution which resulted in the

Declaration of Independence in 1776. But it is in the rapid ratio

of prog^ress at which our colonists have advanced since that period,

and in th^r increasing smse of capacity lor self-government, that

we shall find our main difficulty in stranding together the thin

threads of authority which their spontaneous loyalty compels, as it

were, the sovereign of Great Britain to retain.

Over and above the liabilities and perils which her nominal
dominion has hitherto involved, the Queen has now accepted the

inA'idious functions of an arbitrator in the event of disputes betAVcen

the associated states and the federal authorities ; and if the equivalent

in honour or power to be derived by the Crown from the acceptance

of so perilous an authority were to be weighed in the balance with

the more than commensurate risks, the safety and dignity of the

proffired position might be very questionable. But it is impossible

to regard this federation in any other light than that of a transition

stage to eventual independence, and in this view the precise form

which imperial sovereignty may for the time being assume becomes

a matter of comparatively secondary importance. There arc those,

perhaps, who, if the choice Avcrc ofiered to them, miglit prefer on
hereditary vice-royalty to an independent constitutional monarchy,

inaugurated under a prince of the blood-royal of England, to the

republic to which they believe themselves to be drifting, and Avhich

the experience of the Federal Slates, already burdened by a public

debt not far short of that which Groat Britain has accumulated in

two, centuries, proves to be rather an expensive luxury. But what-

eA'er course may be adopted, the subsisting relations between Great

Britain and her Transatlantic provinces would remain unchanged,

and the responsibilities of the former practically uudiminished, for

with a long land frontier-line absolutely indefensible, with points

of possible dispute bristling on all sides, with tho north-Avest

boundaries of Canada still undefined, with tho vast region which

lies between the Bed Biver and the Bocky Mountains left without

any government at all, unless that of tho irrcisponsiblo agents of tho

Hudson’s Bay Company be deemed worthy ofthe name—^with all these

elements of political difficulty hanging over our Transatlantic depen-

dencies, this is not precisely the moment when (whatever form of

government they may choose) our imperial eng^g^ements could be

lightly shaken off. And it is not certainly in the spirit of the

economist, who desires to get rid, on the best possible terms, of a

profitless estate, that the Government and Parliament of England

have approached the important problems arising emt of tho iaeiritahle

reconstruction of our colonial policy.
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Having accepted, at the instance of enlightened colonial reformers

at home, the faU responsibility for the defence of their dependencies

abroad from perils arising from the efiEects of imperial poUoy, the

British Government have never rdirunk from that responsibility.

But while voluntarily accepting ihe burdens inseparable from their

costly and now profitless inheritance, the statesmen of England,

aiming no longer, as of old, to retain in helpless minority those com-
munities of her empire which combine the powers and qualifications

of free states, hail with no feelings of apprehension or regret each

symptom of nascent independence as it may disclose itself. By our

past colonial policy wc have surrendered the prerog;atives no less

than the emoluments of empire, and their relinquishment has been

based on a deliberate consideration of the best interests both of the

mother countr}'^ and her provinces.

It is not to North America alone, but to all our distant dominions

in Australasia, South Africa, and elsewhere, that this principle

applies. Nor is its application limited or affected by the peculiar

conditions of those dependencies in which the presence of unamal-

gamated native races has been suffered to afford a pretext for an

exceptional retention of imperial power.

But though no vestige of ancient jealousies can bo traced in our

colonial administration of to-day, the people of England have no
desire to snap asunder abruptly the slender links which still unite

them with their Trans-occanic fellow-subjects, or to shorten by a

single hour the duration of their common citizenship. By strength-

ening the ties which still remain, they would rather aim at converting

into a dignified alliance an undignified because unreal subserviency.

History has warned them that it is not by futile attempts to retain

in an inglorious subjection its scattered satrapies that the real great-

ness of a nation can be advanced, but rather by an attitude of watch-

fulness for the dawning of that inevitable day when the years of

their apprenticeship shall have been passed, and Nature shall have
pronoimced them free.’*

Artuur Mills.



PEOFESSOB HUXLEY AND » THE PHYSICAL
BASIS OF LIFE.»

»

PROFESSOR HUXLEY’S discourse on «Thc Physical Basis of

Life,” recently published in the Fortniylitlu Reemo, continues

to attract extraordinary attention. The scientific eminence of tho

writer, his manifest ingenuousness and honesty, and the extreme sim-

plicity of the conception (so far as it toucues material life) which he

has formed and presents to his readers, account for tho profound

interest which has been so widely created. There is an irresistible

charm in the open, lucid, and vigorous exposition which he pre-

sents of a theory, in itself singularly beautiful and captivating, but

quite apart from some of the conclusions with which he unhappily

connects it. The strong tendency of the intellect—strongest in

minds of the highest power and cultivation—is ever to unify tho

complex and to reduce the manifold and tho discordant to simplicity

and law. Thirty yeours ago, or more, admiring audiences, including

many of the gravest and wisest chiefs of the modem Athens, listened

to a youthful votary of science, discoursing of the primitive, essential

unity of the material creation, and maintaining that all the endless

forms and kinds of material substance had their origin in one simple

created elmnent. The late Dr. Samuel Brown, a true genius and a
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noble and beautiful man, died prematurely alter years of suffering,

and left bis fond theory unestablisbed. But it is possible that science

may yet demonstrate to be true wbat was only the conjectural q>ecu-
lation of an aspiring soul, and at the least, there is noliung unreason-
able or at all unlikely in the conception that the innumerable varie-

ties of matter may have all originated in one primitive substance,

capable of undergoing endless transmutations, conversions, decays,

and reconstructions.

Professor Huxley has demonstrated beyond all question, the essen-

tial unity of all living nwitert and has shown conclusively that there

is a substance, one substance, which is the invariable basis of material

life, in which it begins and by which it is sustained and continued,

and that this substance is essentially the same in all material living

beings or things—^in the lichen on the rock, the fungus, the tree, the

animalcule, the reptile, the fish, the bird, the beast of the field, and
the man. At the same time one regrets here an occasional unguarded-
ness and laxity of expression, perfectly undesigned, but calculated to

mislead, and conveying much more than the premises justify. The
writer is no materialist ; he believes in living minds, as well as living

bodies, and in a living God, a pure Spirit. But we meet now and
again with such wide and loose modes of speech as the following ; *'a

kind of matter common to oil living beings,** protoplasm is the

formal basis of oil life,** ** all living powers are cognate,** “ all living

forms are fundamentally of one character.** Ho, by no means. There
are living beings, not material ; there is life, which has its basis^ no
protoplasm; there arc living powers, not cognate, but fundamen-
tally dissimilar ; and there are forms of life which have nothing ins

common with those which meet the eye.

It is essential to keep perpetually in mind that the one subject of

Professor Huxley*s discourse is materiol life and that alone—^Ufe in

matter, living matter, as distinguished from dead, inorganic matter.

.

It is found that a complex substance, called in scientific language

protoplasm, is the basis of Hving matter,—^that is, it is the beginning

of this form of life, and the invariable and indiiq>ensable condition of

its continuance. It is quite possible that science has not, even in

this, made its last discovery, and that a simpler and remoter issue may
yet crown the patience and the genius of future explorers. But so-

for as observation has yet reached, there is no living matter except in.

the presence of this protoplasm, and science for the moment has-

announced her ultimate finding, that all living matter begins and

continues in a substance which is essentially the same in all plants of

all orders, and in all animals of all species, and amidst innumerable

varieties of forms and powers and destinies.

To me the analysis of protoplasm and the story of its formation,

voi.. XI. u
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of its deaths and rosurrectious, of its activities and of its rrsults, are

exquisitely beautiful and simple. I accept them implicitly, as facts

asrortained by an accomplished and faithM witness* Experiment

brings out tha*t this complex suhstanco can be resolved into the four

elements, carbon, hydrogen, oxygon, and nitrogen, but it proves at

the same time that these in their simple state cannot bo assimilated.

The combination of carbon with oxygon forma carbonic acid, the

combination of hydrogen with oxygen forms water, and the combina-

tion of hydrogen with nitrogen forms ammonia. It is those com-

pounds—carbonic acid, water, and ammonia——and not tho uncom-

pounded elements, which all plants take in, and it is from these that

axe produced the protoplasm, by which their own lives and the lives

of all animals, man included, arc sustained. Science is almost

sublimated into poetiy when the vital dement, this protoplasm, a

semi-fluid, is described as lining tho inner suriacc of the tiny hair of

the nettle, moving in ceaseless activity, with its countless granules,

pouring in rapid streams, in the same or in ojiposito directions, tho

streams sometimes meeting in conflict till one forces its way, and
carries the other along with it, whirling and rushing and roaring

like another Maelstroom, had avo only organs acute enough to sec

and hear. And all this has its higher counterpart in tho activities

of the animal kingdom. But plants arc tho only producer of living

protoplasm out of inorganic matter, so that ultimately all material

life, animal as well as vegetable, depends on the growth and tho

powers of vegetation. Plants first convert (Hul into living mutter ;

but this life again must finst die, and once more, through the agency
of the animal powers, bo rekindled. Throughout, the process,

whether in the animal or in tho vegetable kingdom, is ever from
death to life, and again, from life to death, and at the last all animal
and all vegetable existence resolves itself into the original inorganic
constituents of which it was at first composed—carbonic acid, water,

and ammonia—and these are simply and wholly no other than tho
ordinary matter of the world, the common dust and earth on which
we trdad.

But this is an old, old truth, and science has not after all advanced
us a single point beyond it. Physiology and general physics have
shed marvellous light on birth and life and death, have searched out
many of their hidden secrets, have anfdysod and sifted tho phenomena
with consummate patience and accuracy, have traced sequences and
detected latent antecedents, and have unravelled and explained much
that was unknown or dark. Tbe result is an immense and priceless

increase of general intelligence ; but so far as the last great issue is

concerned, we are now no whit beyond the men who lived thousands
•of yeors ago. Millenniums b^oremodem science was bom, the great
Book of God spoke in tones such os these ;

** All flesh is grass, and
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all the goodliness thereof is os the flower of the field. The grass

withercth, the flower fadeth, surely the people is grass/* To the

first of meUy the voice of heaven was this :
** Out of the dust wast thou

taken ; dust thou art, and to dust shalt thou return.** It has been
the demonstration of oye>sight ever since the course of the world
began, that the human l^y and all animal bodies and all forms of
vegetation at last are resolved into common earth, the lowest consti>

tuents of our globe. .

Without any exaggeration, there is a most humiliating side on
which our poor nature may be looked at, but let us not forget

that it also presents on another side an aspect of wondrous eleva-

tion and nobiHly. And it is not wise and not helpful to virtue

or to strmigth, to dwell inordinately on the native degradation of

humanity in the scale of being, above all to exaggerate that de-

basement and to represent it lower and worse than it is in

fact. It would be most unjust to charge Professor Huxley with
being guilty of this offence, consciously and purposely ; but he does

commit it nevertheless. Perhaps beguiled by the patness and the

play of a happy sentence, ho passes now and again beyond the line

of Uteral fact and truth. As an example, by no means the only one,

of this tmnsgression, take the following statement : Traced back to

its earliest state, the nettle arises, as the man doeSy in a particle of

nucleated protoplasm.** The words have the brevity, the sharpness,

and the strength of an aphorism ; but they are not true, they are

beyond the truth in a very essential respect, and the final conclusion

includes far more than the foregoing premises contain. The essayist

has been dealing solely with life in matter, with living matter, in

distinction from dead inorganic matter. The nettle is living matter,

and nothing but living matter, and its entire being is comprehended
in this definition. But living matter is not only not the whole man,
it is the lowest and the least essential part of the man. The sentence

to be stziotly true, on the teriter^a oten ahotcing, must have run thus,

the living matter in the nettle arises, as the living matter in the man
does, in a particle of nucleated protoplasm. But how immense is

the difference between the two modes of statement ! Professw
Huxley himself elsewhere puts the fact in an unexceptionable form,
** a nudleated mass is the structural unit qf the bodg.** Yes, of the

body, but not of the man. It creates the deeper regret that a
thoroughly upright controversialist should at any time incautiously

and loosely make use of language unsustained by facts, liable to be
TnifttRlren, and whose tendency is to degrade humanity far below its

deserts. If any one part of our nature is to be taken for the whole,

all but confirmed materialists would pronounce that the soul, not the

body, the living mind, is the man.
B 2 ^
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But urithal, the distingouhed writer has to my mind triumidiantly

'and very beautifully made out what I take to be the main thesis of

his discourse, namely, the real unity of all livings matter, so far

as it comes within our observation, and that organic substance is

essentially the same in plants, in animals, and in man. Nor only so,

for in the ultimate analysis it comes out that the common inorganic

elements of our earth are the pabulum out of which, by countless

appliances and through countless processes, the matter of all physical

life somehow comes forth. It makes the whole world kin. Men,
animals, plants, earth, air, seas, and skies, are allied mysteriously but
really and essentially. It is a simple and glorious idea, it speaks
alike of the parsimony and of the prodigality of nature, and it

proclaims aloud the omnipotence and the infinite art of the plastic

hand of the great Creator and Fashioner of the universe. Thus far

1 follow the distinguished essayist with genuine admiration, but no
farther, and the arguments and the conclusions which he attempts to

build up on the ground of his well sustained thesis, seem to me
fallacious and misleading. He has here stepped out of the sphere in

which ho is an acknowledged leader, and ventured into a province

with which, I presume to think, he is not so familiar, and in which
he does less than justice to himself and to his readers.

In brief form, and with conscious impartiality, I give Professor

Huxley’s course of reasoning. The primitive elements, carbon,

hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, each and all are lifeless ; their

compounds also, carbonic acid, water, and ammonia, are each and all

lifeless; but when these compounds are brought together tinder

certain conditions, they give rise to protoplasm, and protoplasm

exhibits the phenomena of life. So far all is plain and unanswerable.

These* are the undoubted facts of observation, the fixed series of

antecedents and consequents, and they include the whole of the facts

and the entire series, so far as has yet been ascertained. The argu-

ment advances—** We think fit to call different kinds of matter

carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen, and to speak of the various

powers and activities of these substances as the properties of the

matter of which they are composed.” Water at a certain tempera-

ture is a fluid, at another is a ** solid whose particles tend to cohere

into definite geometrical shapes, and sometimes build up frosty

imitations of the most complex forms of vegetable foliage.” *‘We
call these the properties' of the water . . . they result from the pro-

perties of the component elements of the water.” Is the case in

any way changed when carbonic acid, water, and ammonia disappear,

and in their place, under the influence ofpre- existing living protopimm,

an equivalent weight of the matter of life makes its appearance P
”

” If the phenomena exhibited by water are its prox}erties, so are
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those presented by protoplasm (living or dead) its properties. If the

properties of water may be justly said to result from the nature and
disposition of iti component molecules, I can find no intelligible

ground for refusing to say that the properties of protoplasm result

from the nature and disposition of its molecules.’*

Thus it stands ; and as one who, in common with the essayist,

desires only to seek truth and [fact, and to bow implicitly and reve-

rently to both, 1 ask. Is there not a profound, essential, and
inscrutable distinction between life, vitality, and, without, excep-

tion, all the other agencies and changes in material nature. All the

others are of one kind and class—all, whether insignificantly little

or magnificently grand—all are wonderful, beautiful, and glorious,

but they belong to precisely the same sphere. Life, vitality, on the

other hand, to my mind, is alone, in a higher province, separated

from all below by a distance that cannot be measured. All other

agencies in material nature are strictly passive. Inorganic matter

acts only as it is acted upon. There is no real origination of action

in mere material nature. There is no selfhood in any sense what-

ever. Antecedents and consequents, in perpetual, unvarying suc-

cession, make up the history of inorganic matter. But life is an

active power, to a certain extent a self-power; the principle of

vitality is a true originator wherever it exists, and in whatever form.

It means self-sustenance, self-extension, (growth), self-propagation.

The rock, the mineral, the metal, the earth, the water, the gas, save

as they are passively acted upon by influences which they neither

seek nor can reject, will abide the same for thousands of ages. They
can do nothing for their support, their extension, or their perpetua-

tion. But the plant and the living creature search out and find the

material which is necessary for their sustenance, and as if they had
the power of selection, they choose what is nutritive and reject what
is deleterious. In addition to this, they not only preserve the life

that is in them, but as if by a self-force they gather and consume

nutriment for their progressive extension and growth. Last of all,

they have the wondrous power—^unexampled, as are also those of

self-sustenance and self-growth, in all the other regions of material

nature—the power of begetting their kind and of multiplying them-

selves indefinitely beyond calculation.

The distinction is immense and impassable between living things

and bmngs and all other forms of matter. There is here a principle,

a power altogether new, separated essentially and immeasurably from,

-and exalted, toto ccelOy above all else -within our knowledge. We
can—and it is passing strange that we can—say Ahat life is in

matter, for we see its manifestations there ; but it is most pal-

pably inconsequent to say that therefore matter is life, or that life
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9$ matter or only a proper^ of matter. Professor Huxley arguea

that we do not assume that a something called aquosity enters into

and takes possession of the oxide of hydrogen, and thus fonos water.

Certainly not. Aquosity means only the quality of wateriness. Wo
pan abstract tile quality and think of it, but it has no existence

except in our minds. Hobody imagines that aquosity is anything

existing by its^, apart from actual water. But we do assume^ and
are entitled to assume, on the grounds which have been advanced,

that tiijsre is a real something, a mysterious principle, a force which
we distinguifih as life, vitality, which exists indeed in matter, but

which exists also in minds and in God. We are entitled to call this

principle a wholly new element, a real and great addition to the

demental powers, not a mere form or modification of something

before existing. And why P For this sufficient reason, that it is

not only stti generht but is essentially diverse and separate from
all the lower constituents and forces of nature. Scientific research

has gone down far into the darkness of the kingdom of life, and may
yet descend deeper and be able to strike out a gleam of light ; but no
plummet dropped from earth into the infinite void can sound the

bottmnless d^th, and no human eye can pierce the dark secret of

eternity. In presence of the meanest plant, the merest animalcule,

we stand before an awful and inscrutable mystery. Oh, life, life !

what, whence art thou P Self-motion, sdf-growth, self-perpetuation

!

It is Almightiness ! It is God ! It is the power of God ! It is

God working ! It is all and only this in the ultimate analysis

!

The thought which we have now reached is capable of being

extended over the whole range of the kingdom of nature. ** If,”

says Professor Huxley, the phenomena exhibited by water are its

properties, so are those presented by protoplasm its properties.”

The statement seems fair and unobjectionable, but all depends on
the meaning of that one crucial term, properties. It is more than

time that the interpretation of this word, as used in science, should

be exactly ascertained and fixed. It is very convenient, in relation

to physical studies and in the general ordinary use of language, to dis-

tinguish the changes which any substance produces on others, or

which others produce on it as its propertm. It is not only convenient,

but almost a necesnty, and entirely harmless, if the meaning be well

understood and guarded. In one class of cases, and in one only, the

term is capable of being used with perfect accuracy, and in its widest

sense. It is the property of a rational being to perceive, to think, to

feel, and to will. He is able, he has power—and this is the eeeeniial

idea involved in the word property—~-to do these things, and he
actually does them, if he chooses and when he chooses. It belongs

to him to do these things ; he is constituted and empowered by his
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Maker to do them. Such, in a toie and real iense, is the property’^

the attribute, the power, of an intelligent nature.

But inorganic matter, in all its myriad forms and kinds, has no
origmatiye, active powers, no properties, in the strict and just

meaning of that word. It does and can do nothing save in an
indirect and passive sense. It acts only when and so far as it ia

acted upon. An electric spark guided by a human hand, or other*

wise, passes through a certain combination of hydrogen and oxygen,

and a quantity of water is produced. Or, again, water at 60^

Fahrenheit is a fluid, at 32** it becomes solid, and ff the tmnperaturc

be' raised, it passes again into the fluid state. Men of science have,

and most justly, a passion for facts. We are taught to abide by the

facts, the exact facts, and all the facts, and are forbidden to step a

point beyond them. Causes and effects are rigidly excluded ; with

antecedents and consequents in their invariable succession, and with

them alone, wo have to do. What, then, I ask, are the simple facts

here? An electric spark, a combination of hydrogen and oxygen, the

spark passing through the compoimd, these again displac^, and a

quantity of water found instead, the water fluid at one temperature

and solid at another. This is the entire amount furnished by the

most minute and skilful observation. But we are told—and I ask, ou
what authority P—that the results are owing to the properties of the-

hydrogen, the oxygen, the electricity, and the water. Our senses do
not observe the proj^erties, they witness only to the facts, and can

detect no properties. It is mere supposition, and no more.

Admitting the convenience and even the necessity of attributing

properties, in a certain modified sense, to matter, for myself,

believing in their reality in a higher meaning than many would
concede, I deny the right of any, on scientific ground, to go a step

beyond observed fact. Certain substances are before us, and certain

changes arc witnessed. That is all we know, because it is all we see

:

those are the whole facts of observation, and anything beyond is

hypothesis, and no more. Professor Huxloy speaks strongly of human
ignorance, and all but asks. What do or can we know of the real

nature of anything? He actually puts the question, “ Does anybody

quite comprehend tho modus operandi of an electric spark?**—

a

question which might fairly be extended indefinitely. After all, what
do we know of matter, except as a name for the unknown and hypo-

thetical cause of our states of consciousness?** Again, he affirms that

often, now in one case and again in another, **there is no sort of parity

between the properties of the components and the properties of the

resultant.** And yet, withal, he is prepared to attribute physical

results, universally, to the nature and properties of their antecedents.

Heferring to water, for example, he declares, “ we do not hesitate to
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believe tbnt in some way or another its properties result from the

properties of its component elements/*

This cautious, dubious language is very noticeable and sugges*

tivc, and may bo translated in some such way as this—wo do not

sec and cannot explain, but wc believe that in some tcay or another

the effect is thus and thus produced. Men of science seem to

be forced in spite of themselves, and by the fundamental idea

of causality, rooted in their minds, though formally disowned, to

seek a eaase of phenomena, and therefore fall back on the uaturo

and properties of things. But it is a pure assumption. Say that

two or more kinds of matter come together, and that a definite i*esult

follows. All We observe arc the substances, their proportions, their

combination, and the effect. Their action, the course, the process, the

succession of changes till the last, we may seo and follow, but why it

is as we see, why the effect is what it is, we cannot observe, and, on
merely scientific grounds, cannot know. Wc simply assume and
assert that in some tcay or another it is owing to the nature and pro-

perties of that matter, of which we know little or nothing, except

that it is ** the unknown and hypothetical cause of our states of con-

sciousness.** Illegitimately, so far as the scientific ground is con-

cerned, we go beyond the facts of observation. Denying causality,

we introduce something very much like a cause, and adopt a phra-

seology which seems to account for phenomena, but which rcalh'

accounts for nothing, and is very often no more than a blind for our

ignorance.

There is no question here, as to the perfect adaptation of means to

their end, throughout the kingdom of material nature. The wisdom
and the power of the Creator aro sufficient ground on which to build

this conviction, were there no ostensible evidence of the fact before

us. But the evidences are abundant, and it cannot be doubted that,

as our knowledge extends, we shall find ever fresh proof that the

relations of phenomena—arbitrary in one sense, because depending

wholly on the will of Him who gave being to material nature, and
endowed it with all its possibilities—are not accidental, but have

their ground in tho highest fitness of things. It is possible to make
this out even now, to no small extent. One form of matter is seen

to be adjusted and adapted to another ; one so-called property, or set

of properties, are seen to meet and respond becomingly and invariably

to another. Water at one temperature is solid, at another is fluid

;

and we are accustomed to say it is the property of the water in tho

one case to freeze and in the other to be fluid. Fire applied to com-

bustible materials consumes them. We are accustomed to say that

it is the property of fire to consume, and the property of fuel to be

consumed. It is perfectly convenient and legitimate, so far, to speak of
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these as properties, but we must not be misled by words, which have a
double sense, and may be either negative or positive. Water becomes
solid, or becomes or is fluid ; but does it do anything actively of itself

to produce cither of these results P It is fluid, it is solid—^these are the

facts; but has it done anything to create the factsP No. It has done
nothing, so far as wo know. It has bemi acted upon, and nothing more.
Has, then, the heat done anything to bring about these changes P

Nothing. At 32^ water is frozen, at 60*^ it a fluid. That is the fact

—the result before our eyes ; but how, or why, wo know not. The
heat has done nothing actively—^has neither lowered nor heightened

its temperature ; it has been acted upon, and only acted upon. Again,

fire is heat raised to a certain height. It has done and can do nothing

to raise or to lower itself
;

it has been acted upon, and nothing more.

But fuel laid upon it is consumed ; that is all we observe, and the

how or the why we know not. The fire and the fuel, both, are pas-

sively acted upon, and an agency is manifestly conducted through
their medium ; but any active force of theirs may be supposed, but
cannot be seen or proved, and w notf so far as we know, in them.

I am disposed to question altogether the existence, in any true and
rational sense, of all, save passive properties ^the power not of acting,

but of suflering action from without), in inorganic matter—or any-

where, except in organized beings. Even the meanest plant acts

for itself and from itself ; it truly originates action.. The animal, in

a yet higher degree, is a real originator, and an energetic and con-

scious actor. Man, highest of all, is a conscious, rational, free being,

is gifted with properties and powers, which belong to his nature, and
which he puts forth or not, as he wills. But mere inorganic matter,

of itself, from itself, does nothing, can do nothing ; imiversally it

originates and con originate nothing. It is acted upon, and never

acts of itself, proprio motu. The ball thrown by a human hand, or

otherwise, rolls on. Yes and no. It is rolled, rather than rolls

;

it is caused to roll. It is only acted upon, and does nothing of itself.

All the doing, all the property and the power, belong not to it, but

entirely to the hand which threw it. It may strike a second ball,

and this again is rolled, rather than rolls. The first, even in striking,

is only acted upon, and does nothing actively. It does not send out

the force which is in it ; the force passes into the second—^that

is all we know—and again into a third, a fourth, and a fifth, and
onward indefinitely. But the agency—except in a passive sense

—

the power, and the property^, are all and only in the original mover,

and that never can be inorganic matter. We come to this : inorganic

matter, as is manifest every instant, is the medium through which

illimitable kinds of agency are conducted ; but itself, of itsdif, can

never originate, can never begin and /conduct agency of any kind

;
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and for this sufficient reason, that it is capable of acting only as it

is acted upon.

To act, to originate action, there must be (as wo observe even in

the lowest forms of vegetation) something of selfhood—a self.

Again : to possess properties, powers, in any real sense, such as wc
observe in animals, and highest of all in man, there must be con-

sciousness, intelligence, and will. But inorganic matter has no will,

no purpose, no desire, no knowledge, and no consciousness. We
rightly call it dead, insensate, in itself perfectly passive and indif-

ferent in the extremest sense. And is this the ground, can this be
the groimd, in which originative force can find its sole basis, and out

of which it can spring forth ? It is impossible. Properties, powers,

self-activity, can belong only to a being, not to a thing—^in the

highest analysis, to mind, not to matter.

We pass not into another region, but only into another quarter

of the same region of inquiry, when we turn to what arc called the

laws of the material creation. Honour to the noble men, who by
patient, severe, and long extended investigation, and by cautious

and profound reasoning, have discovered for us the great laws which

reign in the phenomena and relations of matter ! A priceless legacy

they have bequeathed to the generations, which it behoves us not

only to understand, but to test by our own observation and experi-

ence, and by the convictions and conclusions of our own judgment
and reason. When we speak of mechanical, chemical, and physio-

logical laws, the idea conveyed is, that matter in certain circum-

stances is found to imderg^ certain changes, and that always and

everywhere it is found to undergo the same changes, the circum-

stanced being the same. The invariability of sequence is the chief

idea ; but it is conveyed besides that the grotmd of this invariability

is law, that is to say, the sequences are not a caprice, not a con-

tingency, not an uncertainty, but are owing to some fixed order,

to some distinct, determinate arrangement. Most manifestly this

order cannot have been fixed by the unconscious antecedents and

consequents themselves, and the arrangement cannot have been

determined by them. We are entitled to ask who fixed the order,

who settled the arrangement P

That word “ law ** and the thought of which it is the sign refer us

back to an origin and an author. The word includes at least two

ideas—^will and power. A law, if the w:ord bo really meant for any-

thing and be not a mere blind for our ignorance, suggests, first,

expressed will, and then power to enforce the will. If the weU-

establifihed conclusion science be, that all the operations and

changes of matter are invariable, indicating no such thing as con-

ting;enoy, irregularity, or caprice ; when it is added that this is their
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law, the real meaning, if there be a real meaning at all in the words,

is this, that some will chooses and resolves, and that some power
secures that it shall be so. But whether this meaning be intended

or not, I am prepared to maintain, without the least fear of successfiil

contradiction, that the simple fact of invariability clearly involves

the necessity of these two things, will and power, and can no other-

wise be accounted for. The earth, the mineral, and the gas, the

inorganic, and very largely even the organic substance, all, we find by
observation, have fixed laws, and never fail to act in perfect harmony
with them. On a vast scale and for a vast duration they have never

failed in a single instance. I despair of making the least impression

on any mind which is unable to see that there is in this the presence,

somewhere, of an unalterable will and of an invincible power. But
as clearly, the power and the will are not in the unconscious things,

but must and can only bdong to an intelligent being, be he who he
may.

That substratum, bo it what it may, on which the laws of nature

terminate, and all whoso products and forms are simply the various

effects of tho operation of these laws, has no will, and as certainly

it has in itself no power. Our globe has a motion upon its own
axis, and it has also another motion around the sun. On the one
hand there is a principle or law (so wo speak), in virtue of which it is

ever repelled from the central orb, and on the other hand there is a

principle or law in virtue of which it is ever drawn in exactly the

contrary direction, and the result is a nearly circular orbit. This is

the law, as we speak, of the earth and the sun ; but tho words either

convey no intelligible meaning, or they are utterly fallacious, imless

we understand that there is some living being who arranges that the

two shall thus act and react on one another, and who besides has the

power to secure that they shall thus act and react. No sane man
imagines that there is a consciousness, still less a volition, in the

earth or in the sun. They have no purpose, no choice in their

movements, and no knowledge of them. Tho purpose, the will, and
the knowledge, can only be in an intelligent being.

It is exactly the same with the so-called forces and powers which, by
a kind of convenient fallacy, are spoken of as if they resided in matter.

There is a foroo which on the one side attracts, and on the other side

resists, and which is said to reside in the sun and in the earth. The
adaptations of naturo are perfect, perhaps most perfect of all, certainly

most grand and awful, in the sphere of astronomy. There is a
magnificent order in the relations of sim and earth, and planets and

stars, and systems. It can be ascertained within certain limits, it

can be calculated, it can be predicted with certainty. But do suns

and planets, and stars and systems, know anything of this magnificent
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Older? Have they any power, any choice, in regard to it? Do
they, in fact, really obey any laws? No; they neither obey nor

disobey. They act only as they are acted upon, Imve n6 voice, no

knowledge, and no pow'er either to give or to withhold. They arc

only the passive iuetda through which agency, of which they know
nothing, is conducted. Is the sun an agent, of himself exerting a

virtue inherent in his personality, and by this affecting variously

other bodies P Power is that which the possessor puts forth or with-

holds, and by which he produces, originates change. But a causer of

change without volition, without even consciousness, is a contradiction.

The power, the ability to cause change, can reside ultimately only in a

person, not in a thing. Now, if we believe in a Creator and Hulor, if

this be a truth, a fact, the highest truth, the highest of all facts, why
virtually ignore it P Why leave it unnamed P Is it not true, simply true,

that the Creator has so willed it, and that His causative power secures

that it shall be done, and in the grandest and wisest possible way ?

It is true, and, what is more, this truth lies at the very root of the

only intelligible, or even possible, interpretation of the laws of suns

and planets, and stars and systems, and of all the forces and changes

and phenomena of creation. At this moment, when the phenomena

of so-called physical forces are before us, not ages ago, and at every

moment when the phenomena are presented, the fundamental and

ultimate fact is this—the Creator wills, and His power effects.

The idea of the Almighty impressing a law' on material substance

at its creation which thereafter abides in force, and under which it

of itself must for ever continue to act, is a pure fiction, imposing on

us by sounds which, on examination, ore found to have no intelligible

significance. If the law be regarded as His announced will or pur-

pose, inorganic matter is incapable alike of understanding the

announcement and of retaining the knowledge of it. It cannot

receive a command, and cannot obey it. The volition or purpose of

the Divine mind cannot be contained within it, and cannot even be
imparted to it. In like manner, power, in tho sense of ability to
originate change, is incapable of being conveyed to it, or of being
retained by it. It can never become an actor, an originator, a
sender-forth of influence from itself. Power, voluntary activity, is

in a person only, not in unconscious matter. The Supreme can mulrA
use* if He pleases, say, of the earth or the sun, to do what He judges
fit; can cause them to act, the <me on the other, as He desires. Ho
can determine and secure that they shall act invariably in one way
and no other, so that we shall understand that thin is a fixed law. But
the meaning, the only meaning is, that at every moment when they so
actHe is the direct, the present, the immediate* the sole causer. The
laws of Nature can mean nothing more or other tbeu the will of
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Almighty, the course which He wills and causes Nature to take.

They have, and can have, no existence except in a mind. They are
not in material nature, there is no locus in quo for them except in a
mind. And even so, in like manner, the powers and forces of Nature
have no existmice except in God. They are, and can only be, attri-

butes of a being, not of a thing.

The whole course of material nature, in its minutest and in its

grandest departments, is thus nothing else than the Supreme acting,

directly, immediately acting. There is a substance, a material, be
it what it may, in which and through which He acts—and this also

was created by Him ; but at every moment, everywhere He is the

direct, the immediately present, the sole actor. The will, the pur-

pose, and the power that are evinced are all His, in Him, and only in

Him. In this light science is emphatically the record of Divine

physical providence, it is the discovery and the annoimcement of that

fixed course, according to which the Gh%at Being has chosen, and
chooses to act, in all the spheres of material nature. And if this be
so, must it not be a fundamental and perilous mistake, an immense
loss of light and of power, to virtually ignore this highest truth, this

first and grandest fact of the universe ? Must it not fatally affect,

almost necessarily falsify, our whole conception of the subject of

study ?

Conscientious materialists have no alternative but to imprison

themselves within the limits of the facts of sense. To them there is

no higher, no other sphere. But multitudes of scientific men, mul-

titudes of the most distinguished votaries of science are devout

Theists and genuine Christians. But they too, no less warmly than

others, adopt the principle that in the sphere of science they can

accept no testimony beyond that of observation. They must deal as

they judge, only with material phenomena, and with the facts of the

senses. Quite so. But it need not be forgotten that there are facts

of mind as well as of matter, facts of consciousness as well as facts

of observation, and that there J^are internal, native intuitions, as

well ns sensations and impressions, produced by the external world.

Are these to be virtually ignored? Whatever be the special direction

of our researches at any moment, is one side of our nature to be
darkened and blotted out for the time, in order that another may be
unhampered in investigations, on which from the first side, all the

while, there may fall a light that can be kindled nowhere else P

This, surely, is not wise and not just ; it-must be dangerous, if not

fatal, to truth.

Imagine a work of art before us. We look patiently and carefhlly,

examine, scrutinize, and criticize. We seize in our minds the

conception of the picture, we note the figures, the groupii^, the
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l)aokground, tlio foreground, the oolours, the shading, and the entire

executicm and tone of the whole. But should we gain nothing,

should not omrwhole thoughtand impression be heightened, and a new,

worm, Tivid, deeper sense be created, if we admitted the idea of the

living fxtist, and connected the work with the labour, patience, genius,

and taste he had bestowed on it. Imagine a mechanical invention

—

say the first watch invented and made ; take it to pieces, mamspring,

balance, wheels, pivots, cogs, movements, workings, and counter*

workings. Bemidce it from the foundation, see how each part

answers to the other, how from the simpler you rise to the more

comjdex contrivances, and from these to the more complex still,

untd at last you have an accurate and faithful measurer and indicator

of time. But who does not see and is not compelled to fed that it

would immensely enliven and enlighten all his ideas, if he knew
that the wondrous mechanism, instead of being admirable but mys-

terious, was a human invention, the work of skill and toil, the

contrivance and product of a human intellect? What then shall we
say when it is the great God who has not only constructed the

mighty machine of this universe, with all its innumerable and per-

fect adaptations, and their transcendant results, but has literally

created the materials themselves, and has endowed them with all and

every one of the possibilities which they possess? And is this to bo

left out in our thought at any time ? What harm to science, to the

most rigorous investigation, or to any human interest, can bo done by

the distinct recognition of a fundamental truth? It need not bo idly

obtruded, but must it be ignored? Are we gratuitously to impoverish

ourselves, to limit our vision, and deliberately to lose half, the largest

halii -of all the light that is accessible to us? lienee begins and is

conducted in the absence* of its strongest natural support, unless it

recognises the one great underlying fact—the postulate of all postu-
lates, God the Creator, Fashioner, and Buler of the material uuh erse.

It IS admitted in the fullest sense that the strict and proper pro-
vince of science is to observe, to examine, to test, to collect, to
regatcr, and to daaaifyphenomena, aiid then to reason on the whole
of the observations it has accumulated. Quite trtdy its solo business
is announced to be to deal with &ct8, and with facts alone, and with
all the facts which it is possible to reach. Let this great and noble
work be done withont faar or favour. Let the fimts, the whole &ots,
and nothing but the facts, nakedly, literally, as they are, be collected

and recorded. Let no concealment and no exaggeration be tolerated,

however the testimony may seem to favour or to fravn upon one
theory or another. Be there nothing bat perfbot openness^ perfect

honesty, and pmfeot impartiality. Let no prejudice, no j^repossessum,

no unworthy fear, and no idierished idea be aufihred to afibet in the
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least the clear testimony of the senses. The troth, the whole truth,

and nothing but the truth, be our single aim.

But wo are not wont in pursuing a new study to forget or ignore

what we have gained in othor directions. Real and sound knowledge
of any kind cannot be hostile, but must be only helpfohband

strengthening, in the investigation of truth in any region whatso-

ever. It ‘could not quench, it would but inflame, our intellectual

enthusiasm in the study of the facts of science, and it would connect

them with a profoimder and more living interest; it could not make us

less, but must make us more honest, more impartial, and more truthful

in our researches, if the fixed conviction lay in our minds that the

facts of science were the reflex and the record of the thoughts of the

living God. And shall wc, can we, amidst the countless array of facts

which crowd on our senses every hour, and amidst the more mysterious

and awful wonders revealed by the microscope and the telescope, shut

out from thought, the highest of all facts—God ? Amidst the end-

less and invariable succession of antecedents and consequents are

wo not compelled to go back to the great first antecedent, without

whom invariable succession is a line hanging from nothing in an
eternal vacuum ; that antecedent who is the sole foimtain and causer

of all life and all being, without whom the universe is a mockery and
a mystery never to be solved ? Shall wo hide or evade the one sublime

truth which converts the mockery into a divine benignity, which
solves the mystery, and which is the golden key to unlock the dork
secret of immensity—God, the Creator, Fashioner, and Ruler of

tho material universe P

At this point, wero not the interests at stake so saci'ed and para-

mount, I would willingly lay down my pen, for, in painful distinction

from the earlier portion, the lost pages of Professor Huxley’s dis-

course arc palpably inconsequent in their reasoning and dangCTous

in their tendency in no common degree. ‘‘ I take it,” he says, to

be demonstrable ” (he does not say demonstrated, for it neither has

been nor can be) that it is utterly impossible to prove that any-
thing whatever may mt be the effect of a material and necessary

cause.” Passing by the strange inconsistency of these words, when
it is remembered that the writer does not believe in such a thing as

a material muss at all, and still less in a necessary cause, in any
sense, I simply throw back the mere assertion, and require some
proof or ground before it can have any claim to be considered. To
mo there is no real cause but one, tho First Cause, and subordinate

to this ore created wills, which are true though derived causes. A|l

other so-called causes are secondary, intermediate, unconaoioua ooea>-

sions of phenomena rather than causes; But what the essayist

proaounces a ** philosophical impossibility ” is not only a possibilily
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but a certainty. Without dififioulty it could be shown, for example,

.

that mind can not be originated out of mere matter, and that tlie

supposition is a direct and gross contradiction.

As another example of imsupported statement, it is asserted that
** human logic is incompetent to prove that any act is really spon>

taneous.** It may be so, though I am far from admitting it ; but
the reason of incompetence, if such there be, is very ploih, namely,
that the subject belongs not so much to human logic as to human
consciousness. Every human being is distinctly conscious, and needs

no logic to convince him, that many of his acts are perfectly and
wholly spontaneous, and that what he has done, he has done entirely

of his own accord, and from his own choice. It is added, really

spontaneous act is one which by the assumption has no cause.’* The
word spontaneous is inexact and equivocal. It is hero used fur

voluntary, the correlative of necessary, else it is wholly out of place.

Loosely, we call that spontaneous, which is done 011 the moment,
almost without thought or knowledge. But substitute voluntary,

which is the proper term, for spontaneous, and the fallacy of the

statement and of the inference built upon it is perceived at once

:

** a really voluntary act has no cause.” On the contrary, it has the

truest and strongest of all derived causes—the will of the voluntary

ag^nt.

Professor Huxley declares, ** I individually am no materialist, but,

on the contrazy, believe materialism to involve grave philosophical

error;” and again, ** our volition counts for something as a condition

of the course of events.” I accept these statements implicitly and
imreservedly as the utterance of an honourable and upright man.

But it is not possible to reconcile them with many other statements

of a totally opposite character. No one has a right to question for a

moment that the essayist himself honestly believes that they are

perfectly consistent ; but to me they are hopelessly irreconcilable.

The progress of science, according to this latest and very high

authority—and the fact is announced with no word of regret—^has

ever led, and even now more than over is leading, to the extension

of what we call matter and causation** (where does he alight upon this

word?) ^'andthe concomitant gradual banishment from all regions of

human thought of what we call spirit and spontaneity.” Of modem
physiology it is said, and without the least token of regret or

dread, “ here as elsewhere matter and law have devoured spirit and

spontaneity.” ** The physiology of the future will graduaUy extend

the realm of matter and law until it is co-extezisive tcith knotciedge,

mth feeling^ and with action** And all the while the essayist

affirms that we know nothing of this all-devouring matter ”except as

a name for the unknown and hypothetical substratum of our states
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of consciousness/* But where, one may ask, can be the seat of

consciousness, unless in spirit? Let this pass. He adds, “What
do we know pf spirit, except as a name for an imknown and hypo-
thetical cause or condition of states of consciousness? In other

words, matter and spirit are but names for the imaginary substrata

of g^ups of natural phenomena.’* All is unreal, imag^inary, suppo-

sititious, according to this ^count. It would be false and injurious

to conclude that the writer is a Nihilist ; but if this be not ^dn to

absolute Nihilism, I am incapable of understanding the meaning of

the word.

Professor Huxley states it as the aim of his discourse **to point out

the only teay of escape out of that crass materialism in which we just

now landed,** and that way he pronounces is the adoption of the

theory of the invariable succession of antecedents and consequents

in material nature. Many are perverse enough to judg^ that this

theory can mean nothing else than the blindest and the direst con-

ceivable necessity—^a purely material necessity, withal. True, wo
see only succession ; our senses cannot detect the hidden cause or

ground of it, but we do see the invariable succession. It has ever

been, it is now, and we have no reason to doubt, but every reason to

believe, that it will eontinuo ever to be. In all this, the word “ neees-

sity ** may be discarded, but the thing, the conception, is here a

manifest reality. To most minds invariable succession means
necessity, pure and simple, and can mean nothing else. This tm-

questionably, if this bo all. Is not an escape from an evil into which

we had plung^ ; it is a deeper plunge into an abyss which yawns
only the more horribly, the lower we sink into it.

There is an escape from brute, iron necessity—K>ne escape, and
only one ; but it is not in matter but in mind, and in a living God.

If the laws of matter are the thoughts of God, we have then, and
only then, a refuge, strong and enduring, in the power, the wisdom,

the rectitude, and the goodness of our Maker. This is to believe,

not in a necessity, but in a choice, in a purpose—a wise and
deliberate purpose, the purpose of a Being in whom we can trusty

and who is supremely worthy of our confidence.

Professor Huxley is not singular in his admiration of David
Hume, if the native sagacity and subtlety of his intellect and the

beautiful perspicuity, vigour, and ease of his style alone be regarded.

But he is egregiously mistaken in thinking that it is in Scotland

chiefly, or at all, that the philosophy of Hume has been accepted and

honoured. Perhaps there is no countryin theworld inwhich it has been

so generally and thoroughly abjured. With the solitary exception of

Dr. Thooias Brown, all the leaders of mental and moi^ philosophy

in tile North, in long succession, have persistentiy withstood the

TOL. xz. 8
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pihlloaoplucal prmoiplM of Hume. Hatohemm, Beid, Boattie, Stewart,

Wilson, and Hamiltonwere wide apart from the sbhool ofHome, and

were all, more or less distinctively, intuitionaliats. .

But the spirit of modem science, the essayist states, is in entire

sympathy with what I presume to call the materialism of a

bygone age. It is^grievous to think of, yet it is only too trae.

Hen of science imagine that intuitions^ intellectual and moral, axe

to be set aside because they are not observed by the senses. ** They
must be banished with other traditions,” says Hume, and Professor

Huxley consents. But human nature is too loyal to itself to sanction

or to sufier this sacrilegious divorce, and it is too strong to yield up
its deepest treasures and to displace them by that which meets only

the eye and the car. The testimony of the senses rests only and
wholly on the witness of the inward consciousness, and tho inward

consciousness bears witness as clearly and strongly to the native and
profound intuitions of the human soul.

Innate ideas are justly discarded, for the phrase can only mean
thoughts formed out and fashioned, conceptions ready made and
deposited in the new-bom soul. But the native tendency in a

human mind, the predisposition to form certain ideas, may be as real

anddeepandno more inconceivable or incongruous than the native and
invincible tendency of the beaver to build, or of the mole to burrow.

1 hold that the predisposition in man and tho power to form certain

ideas is native to the soul and as universal as any other fact of

humanity, and that the evidence of its existence is tho same pre-

cisely as that which we have for the facts of sense—^no other than

the voice of inward consciousness.

Amongst the ideas -which wo are natively predisposed and em-

powered to form, one of the very deepest and most sacred is that of

ca-osation. It is so fixedly imbedded and rootcxl in our nature that

we cannot rid our minds of it. Bven Mr. Hill, who denies tho thing,

admits the indispensable necessity for the word. We cannot do

-without it ; and why, unless there be a real something within us

which wants and must have a representative ? Philosophers in vain

exalt invariable succession, and marshal out antecedents and con-

sequents ; common sense demands something more—some ground of

the BXiccession, some reason for the sequences. All men see and feel

that there must be some real nexus between antecedent and conse-

quent. The idea of fpower somewhere linking the sequences and
effecting all we observe is irrepressible. We may be, and are, often

utterly wrong in what we imagine to be tho real cause. Tho
imme^te antecedmit may be only the last and least influential in a

aeries, which together constitutes the cause oven in a modified and
secondaxy senM. 19o fiw as material nature is concerned, we are
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wholly wrong until we go back and up to the Fountain of Power*,

which* through the medium ci material natoz^ ia t2i$ ep^ aele^ real

Cause.

Professor Huxley admits thaihe has adc^Aed a materiaUstfe.t^wari*

nology* but his reason for doing so ia suggestiTe of grave and piai&i^

surmise. Such terminology* he says* ** connects ihougM with the other
phenomena of the uniyerse.*’ So he affirms ; and does not this reesH
words I have already quoted* but wi^out comment* ** matter devoar>

ing spirit and spontaneity*** ** the realm ofmatter gradually extending
until it is coi^tensive urith knowledge*with feeling* and with actionP**

In my humble judgment* and without in the least questioning the

writer*s entire honesty* these words are a naked and terriblo utter*

ance of the merest materialism. But more terrible still to my ears

are the sentences which foUow* mid which I think fallacious and
pernicious in the extreme :

** All vital action may be said to be the

result of the molecular forces of the protoplasm which displays it

;

and if so* it must be true in the same sense, and to the same extent*

that the thoughts to which I am now giving utterance and your
thoughts regarding them are the expression of molecular changes in

that matter of life which is the source of our other vital phenomena.’*

This passage is to mo perfectly unintelligible unless it be an imdis*

guised statement of materialism. Is there a soul in man, or is there

not ? Is there a rational, moral, responsible nature, distinct from his

corporeal nature, or is there not P In opposition to the doctrine of

the essay it has been shown that even vitality cannot bo resolved into

a mere property of matter, for it exists in beings not material, and in

the Great God, and therefore can have no essential relation to matter.

Yitolity is a real principle, a real force, perfectly new, and im-
measurably distinct from all other mere material forces whatsoever.

But in the words above quoted the essayist advances far beyond this

earlier position. Ho distinctly asserts that thought is a property

of matter, and must take its place side by side with our other vital

pheiiomcna.” But thought is not merely or chiefly a vital phenomenon.
It is the property of a living being, and of nothing but a living being*

whether material or purely spiritual ; but you do not defino it, you
utterly misconceive it, when you say that it is life, a vital phenomenon.

It, itself, is not life at all, though it comes forth of a living being.

It is tho fruit, the product of an active intelligence, a wiU* and a

conscience. Is there in man, distinct from his body, a seat and source

of rational* moral, and volitional power—^is there a soul, a mind, as

well as a body P

The influence of body on mind is perpetual, pervading, and very

humiliating. A fit of indigestion will render mental effort impossible

or uflnlnfWj will jaundice all our ideas of men and things, and sour*

s 2
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tvnA almost deprave tUe whole spirit of a man. A gonoious meal,

pure, open air, and healthful exercise will restore and replenish the

living protoplasm, and M’ill empower the man for any intellectual or

moral work that lies before him. No question but the bod}-, and pre-

eminently the brain, is the organ, the medium through which the

mind, the soul, exerts its powers, and that the character and kind of

all its action depends constantly on the state of the body. But it is

one thing to say that the agent is affected by the organ through

which ho operates, and a very different thing to say that tin* organ ##

the ag^nt, and that there is no power besides. Unless T wholly mis-

apprehend the meaning of very plain words, it is distinctly luuintainod

that the man is the body, and that the body is the whole man. All

vitality in him is material, and only material ; and all thought, in

like manner, is equally material, and is “ the expression of molecular

changes in that matter of life which is the source of our other vital

phenomena.*’

It arises out of this, that while Professor Huxley is only to be

thoroughly credited when he declares that he is no materialist, we arc

obl^ed to tiiink that what he means by materialism cannot bo what is

usually understood by that somewhat wide term. The old faith, or no
&ith, that the universe is an eternal series and succession—^a necessary

succession, without beginning and without end—^no God, no Creator,

no Buler—^has, it appears, disciples in these days. It is possibly

tAia extreme form of materi^sm, perhaps more favoured than many
are aware of, which the essayist abjures, and abjures thoroughly and
indignantly. ** The materialistic position,** he says, ** that there is

nothing in the world but matter, force, and necessity, is as utterly

devoid of justification as the most baseless of theological dogmas.**

With hearty reprobation of such a scheme, he says, “ fact I know,
and law 1 know, but what is this necessity, save an empty shadow of

my own mind*s throwing P ** Eternal, necesaarp, material succession

Professor Huxley entirely disowns, but it is as plain as at least any
human language can make it, that in a narrower sense, in the

customary and common meaning of the words, he is a materialist,

pure and simple. Man is matter, and so fiir as this distinguished

writer speaks, he is matter, and no more. All life is material, and
all thought is material, and matter constitutes the whole of man.

In perfect consistency with this conception of humanity, the essayist

deans it most wise to restrict our inquiries to the visible creation,

and to the visible interests and destinies of man ; and all the great

and profound questions which h^iVe engrossed the minds, and still do,

ef all the noblest thinkers and sages of the world, he consigns to the

limbo of **lunar politics,** regarding them as little more rational

ithan would be Ihe research into the form of govwnment establisbed

in the moon.
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I turn last of all to a quotation from Hume, introduced b3rProfessor
Huxley in words of entire sympathy. ** If we take in hand,” says

Humo, any * volume of divinity, or school of metaphysics, for

instance, let us ask, *Does it contain any abstract reasoning concerning
quantity or number?' Ho. *Does it contain any experimental
reasoning concerning matter of fact and existence ? ’ No. Commit it

then to the flames, for it can contain nothing but sophistry and
illusion.” On which Professor Huxley says to his readers, as before

he had said to his hearers : Permit me to enforce this mo%t tewe

advice ! ” So, then, figures and facts, observation and experience, are

not merely very important things, but the highest things to

humanity
;
the things which tell most powerfully on the interests and

the progress of our race. Admitting that they have an importance

of their own, a vast importance, 1 yet venture to question their title

to the lofty position, the supreme and solitary glory which is here

assigned to them. If these be the highest and the most useful studies

for man, what shall wo say of God, the soul, immortality ? They are

not observed by the senses at all, are not connected with quantity or

number, and are not related to experimental reasoning. They are

indeed matters of fact, and they are realities of existence ; but no
human eye ever saw them, no human ear ever heard them, and no
outward sense ever bore witness to them. They are native intuitions,

and they are attested only by the inward consciousness, which, how-
ever, is also the sole witness for all external phenomena. Must we
give to the flames all experience which relates to them? Cfm
inquiries and reasonings respecting them be only of trifling use for

the help of our minds ? Must all speculation or thought about them
be full only of sophistry and illusion ?

There is, there can be no just ground for jealousy of science, so

long as it ranges within its own proper province—^the faithful

observation and record of facts. But it cannot justly be questioned

that the reasonings which are built upon the facts are a fair subject

of universal criticism, and that men of science are not specially

prepared by their distinctive studies for this kind of service. Men
of equal intellectual power are free to question the soundness of

their . deductions, and to reject, on sufficient ground shown, their

most cherished conclusions. The extension of knowledge in any-

deportment whatever, is only devoutly to be desired, and is neither

to be discouraged nor to be dreaded. Fear for any real interest

from this cause, for any cherished theory, as if one truth could be

endangered by the spread of truth in other directions, is senseless,

stupid, and irritating to every honest soul. It is disloyalty to God,

to timth, and to our own nature ; and the spread of scientific know-
ledge has an interest and worth peculiar to itself. It throws open

the marvellous secrets of creation, it touches all life, and it bears on
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the happiness, the advanc^ent, the refinements, the tastt's, and all

the secular capabilities and possibilities of humanity. Jt ulousy or

fear of science arc, both, alike dishonouring and unfounded. Perfect

and imrestricted freedom, but not on one side only, on both sides alike,

must be the recognised principle and law for the students uf science

and of philosophy.

But as a matter of fact and of fair historical evidence, wo may ask,

who are the men, and what are the influences that have told most
powerfully on human well-being and cultivation P 'When it is

afiirmed confidently, if not somewhat arrogantly, that the investiga-

tions which have attracted and engrossed for a long lifo some of the

strongest intellects which have evm* opened on this earth, arc full of

-sophistry and illusion, and that the record of them had best be com-

mitted to the flames, one is impelled to test tho judgment by matter

of fimt, and to condemn it, on the first showing, as alike dangerous

and unfounded. No one questions for a moment the immense benefits

which genuine science has conferred upon the world. Th^ can

scarcely be exaggerated. But it is allowable to ask, who are the

men, and what the influences that have most effectively touched and
regenerated humanity? I single out the one greatest man of all

antiquity—Socrates—and next to him his disciple Plato, not for

themselves only or chiefly, but because they fitly stand as types of

the dass—^not a small one—^which I have now in my mind. They
knew little of quantity or of number, and still less of experimental

reasoning, but their force upon the world down through all the ages

has bemi incalculable. They are the men who have acted upon the

•deepest principles, the spirit, the tone, the rational and moral nature

of mankind. And above all, one may be allowed to ask, what power
is that which has literally turned the whole world upside down, which
has elevated humanity, and is elevating it, as no other before or

since has ever done P What is that, more than all other agencies

combined, which has made men wise, and strong, and good, and
'which, on the vastest scale, and for a thousand ages, has influenced

the intelligence, the education, the elevation, the civilization, the

politics, the manners, and the happiness of the most important and
mightiest populations of our globe, and is influencing them still at

this day? Christianity—^But that is not science. Paul, and Peter, and
John, and the rest, were not men of science, not devoted to stat^ics,

not geologists, not astronomers, though they supplied a rich soil, and
created a new and mighty stimulus for tho growth and advancement of

science. They knew nothing of ** abstract reasoning on quantity and
number,** which Hume denderates as all important, and nothing of
** experimental reasoning on matters of fact and existence.** But they

announced principles true as God, and imperishable as eternity.
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They breathed out an influence and a q>irit iirhich urere invincible^

and tliey sowed, broad-cast, in the earth the seeds of a regenerating

and divine force. They touched the deep soul of the world, and the

world felt and feels intensely at this day, and shall yet fed through-
out its whole length and breadth.

Wliy should science disparage all other studies in comparison with
itselfF Why should it aspire to be the highest, even the only real

power on earth ? Why should it tend, above all to “ devour

spirit and spontaneity?** Let it spread its legitimate triumphs.

There is scope and verge enough. Let no unworthy jealousy, and
no yet more unworthy fear, stand in its way ! The faster and the

more vigorously true science spreads, the better for mankind. But
it is not lunacy to believe that there is something higher, and

mightier, and more benign, than science. We must persist, despite

of Professor Huxley, in studying what he terms lunar politics.**

We must blunder on (if so it be stigmatized) with ancient sages and

sed:ers of wisdom, and (not to name Christian apostles and heroic con-

fessors), with the modem students of a high and spiritual philosoj^y,

we must believe not only in a living God, but in the living human
soul, a spiritual being, endowed with spiritual attributes, intelHgence,

conscience, and will, and destined to immortality—an immortality of

ceaseless elevation, and parity, and progress

!

John Toono.



THE LIFE OF KEBLE.

A Memoir of the ifrr. John KMe^ late Vicar of Hureley, By
the Right Hon. SIR J. T. Coi.£B1dqe» B.C.L. Oxford end
London : Jaines Parker & Co.

Ainr reader of this simple and touching memorial \rho may feel

that it scarcely satisfies his hopes—^that it tells less, and in a
less interesting way than might have been expected in a life of

Keble written by such a man as Sir J. Coleridge—must look back to-

the first words of its first chapter, and, after reading them again, will

feel more inclined to be thankful for what he has, than to complain

that it is not all which he might have desired. It is thus that the

yenerable author, in commencing his labour of love, has expressed

his sense of its difficulty, and of his own inability to complete it

worthily of the subject :

—

** It is not without sincere misgivings that I commence this memoir..

My sense of the difficulty of writing it properly, as well as of the importance
that it should be written, if at all, fully, delicately, faithfully, lovingly, has
become more strong the more I have had occasion to consider it with
reference to myself. I will not affect to deny that if the duty had been
cast upon mo some years earlier, there are personal circumstances which,,

at least in part, might have seemed to recommend me for the performance

of it But I feel now that my great age and impaired strength of
mind as well as body, are more than equivalent disadvantages

My readers will gather from what I hi^ve said that my work wiU not assume
to be a complete biography ; indeed, independently of the reasons which,

apply to myself personally, it seems to me that the time has hardly yei
arrived when this could be done at once so freely and so dispassionately as
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it ongbt to be, if done at all. Some one will be found, 1 have a good hope,
in due time to accomplish this more important task—to whom what I am
about to do may bo of some service. The George Herbert of our days
ought not in thA end to bo left without his own Isaac Walton." (Fp. 1—8.)

The last words of this affecting acknowledgment scarcely seem to

express the real nature of the deficiency. It is true that the quali-

ties of an excellent judge are not exactly those which form a genius

for biography, and that a little of Walton^s quaint poetic feeling

for what is picturesque in incident and character would have done
much to give literary interest to a volume which many readers will,

as it is, find it difficult to read through. But this is a thing which,

however delightful where it may be had, can be done without. And
Sir J. Coleridge has given us something far more important, in

writing Keble*s life, not picturesqudy indeed, but, in his own words,
** fully, ddicately, faithfully, lovingly.*’ The real faults of the book
are rather, positively, its too great length in proportion to the amount
of information given, and, negatively, the absence from it of Keble’s

correspondence with almost every friend except the biographer.
' The first defect, though a serious hindrance to the popularity and
general usefulness of the book, may easily be forgiven. Indeed it is

no fault at all, when the book is regarded, according to its author’s

modest estimate, rather as materials for the life, than as the life

itself. But the absence of correspondence with H. Froude, I.

Williams, J. H. Newman, and Dr. Pusey, leaves even the materials

for biography lamentably imperfect. The author is quite aware of

this defect, but has not (except in the' instance of H. Froude) made
any effort to supply it.* For this omission he gives reasons which

seem to him sufficient, but will scarcely seem so to his readers. For
even independently of the intrinsic value of letters to such corre-

spondents, and on such subjects as many of them must have touched,

they would have reflected light from new and various sides upon the

character of Keble himself. A nature so affectionate and so full of

S3rmpathy os his must have taken something of its colour and cast of

thought from the friend to whom he was writing. No real writer of

familiar letters (and Keble was an excellent one) is quite the some to

one friend as to another. Without the slightest insincerity or

affectation he turns instinctively to each friend that side of his own
mind and character on which his friend meets him most closdy.

It is only by seeing the friend as he disclosed himself to several

friends of different minds that one learns to know the whole man.

Possibly (indeed it seems likely, from the peculiar simplicity of his

character, that it may really have been so) Keble was more nearly

* Sineo iho above lines wore written, it has bcoi announced that the letters to

H. Fronds which were missing, have been recovered, and are to be pubUshed.
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the to all his friends tiian nM>Bt other men of ability and genius

are. But we should have wished to have Ihe power of judging for

onrselTes ;
and we must oonUsss thatwe dumld haTO thought him less

great if the fact had proved to he so.

£eble was one of the warmest and faithfullest of fHends. STothing

but death separated him, death itself did not separate him in heart,

from the brotherhood of the fiiends of his youth at Corpus. Among
these his biographer seems to have held the very first place in his

afiection. Next to him came those to whom some beautiful pages

are given in the early part of the life—^Cornish and Dyson. Miller,

who (though of ’Worcester) is commemorated with ^em, was some*

what older, and though loved os well as revered, could not be on
terms of perfect brotherhood. Then one greater than all, Arnold of

Bugby, often differing so widely on matters which to both the friends

were of the most sacred importance as almost to incur an anathema,

which he was not backward to return ; but yet always loved and
loving tenderly. Then, in somewhat later times, the remarkable

men with whom Keble’s name will go down to coming generations,

his associates in the religious movement of bis middle life, Hurrell

Froude, and Fusey, and Newman. Sir J. Coleridge has done ample
justice to each of these friends, and to the part which many of them
bore in making Kcble what he was. The only matter of regret is

that ho has not given us the men themselves, painted unconsciously

in their own letters, and in Keble’s to them. No one could wish

one line of the letters to the biographer left out. It may be that

there was no one else to whom Keble so completely opened his whole
heart. But the omission of other correspondence leaves the book
more incomplete than it need have been. Even when tlie whole of a

correspondence could not be published at present for reasons such as

those suggested, surely a careful selection might have been made.
Few lives were less eventful than Keble’s. Ho was bom in 1792, at

Fairford in Gloucestershire, where his father lived in a house of his

own, though incumbent of the little parish of Coin St. Aldwyn, about

three miles off ; and was educated by his father at home so effectively,

that some months before he was fifteen he gained an open scholarship

at Corpus, Oxford, and when only just eighteen took his double first

<dass. In 1811 he was chosen fellow of Oriel, Archbishop Whately

being elected at the same time. In 1812 ho gained the chancellor’s

prizes for Englich and Latin essay. He was ordained deacon on
Trinity Stmday, 1815, and priest on Trinity Sunday, 1816, by Dr.

William Jackson, Bishop of Oxford; became one of the tutors of

Oriel early in 1818, and remained so until the spring of 1823 ; dis-

charging also the ofiElce of public examiner twice. His mother died,

to hLi great sorrow, in May of that year, and he then returned to
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live witli his faiber and sisters at Fairford, employing Itimaelf in the
of three little parishes—^Eastleach, Bnrthorpe, and Southrop—

-

within easy r^di of his father’s house ; reading miudt, and ooeasion-

aUy allowing some of his yoimg Oriel pupils to come uid re^ wi^
him during vacations. This continued to be ^e tenor of his
for twelve years, broken only by a single year (1825-6) spenthappily
as curate of Hursley,* from which he was recalled by the death of his

tenderly-loved sister Mary Anne. In those twelve years, fmm 1633
to 1835, he laid the foundation of his ripe patristic learning. But'
he did in their early part a still more important work. The
** Christian Year,” which had long been growing silently in his

hands, was moulded into shape and completed. It was first published

in June, 1827 ; and in the third edition enlarged by the addition of

the lines for the four State Services,” three of which have ceased to

be appended to our Prayer-Books. In the verses for the Fifth of

November are found the lines, an alteration of which, sanctioned by
himself within the last few weeks of his life, and made in the first

edition published after his death, caused an unhappy controversy,

noticed in p. 163 of the Life.

In 1831 he declined the offer of the living of Paignton from the

present Bishop of Exeter, and in the same year was unanimously
elected Professor of Poetry at Oxford. About the same time ho
began the preparations for his excellent edition of Hooker, which
occupied much of his time thenceforth until its completion in 1836.

His contributioas to the “ Lyra Apostolica,” and his versification of

the Psalms, must have belonged chiefly to the same years. But his

first object in life was the pastoral care of his little parishes, and (it

was hard to say which stood first and which second in his own mind)
the most dutiful and loving ministration to his infirm father and his

invalid sister Elizabeth—“ his wife,” as he loved to call her in earlier

years, in playful contrast with ** his sweetheart Mary Anne.” Each
while she lived was, as the biographer truly says, ** so identified with

Keble, that those who read about him ought to know something of

them” (p. 134). Hia father died in his ninetieth year, in January,

1835. This event not only cut the tie which had bound Keble so

long to Fairford and its neighbourhood, but left the brother and
surviving sister without a home. The few words must be quot^
in which Sir J. Coleridge has recorded their feelings :

—

“ As on all the preceding occasions so on this, the survivors- accepted the

bereavement with the cheerful resignation of real Christians ; they found

comfort in all the circumstances of the illness and the departure. Yet on

* There is a dight in p. 133, sorely. Among the attractions of Hoxdey in

1826, is wiAntiAntnl Pr. Moherly, who did not come to Winchester until about ten years

later.
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Jobn EeUe, nad Elizabeth eqteeiaUy, the blow was heavy ; to them their

&ther had long been the object of tenderost care ; their ardent love for him
(no distinetion can be made between the two) had a mixture in it of htial

pride and veneration for Ms great quahtiee ox head and heart ; the feeling

natorally descended to smaller matters. John delights to speak of * his

silver voice/ * the clear and peculiar tones of his voice,’ and how in advanced
old age the flock at Coin admired his manner still of performing the duty

;

and now they too were bereft of that object, and alone.” (P. 221.)

Just as Keble was doubting where to turn his steps, the vicarage

of Hursley, which he had declined, for his father’s sake, when offered

to him a few years before, was again pressed upon him by his pupil

and warm Mend Sir W. Heathcote, and was at once accepted. In
the autumn of 1835 ho married Miss Charlotte Clarke, whose sister

had some years earlier become the wife of his younger and only

brother. Early in 1836 Keble and his wife settled at Hursley, which
was thenceforth their only home. Doth gave themselves up, with
singleness of purpose, to the care of the parish. Whatever else Keble
was, he was always above all the faithful aud diligent pastor of the

flock committed to him. The church at Ottei-boume (then united

with Hursley) was rebuilt, and made a separate charge. Sir W.
Heathcote built a second church for the hamlet of Ampfield, which
was also separated from Hursley. Some ten years after Keble settled

at Hursley he rebuilt at his own cost the parish church, retaining

its ancient tower. The profits of sale of the ** Christian Year”
furnished the means ; Sir J. Coleridge and one or two other friends

advancing the money as it was wanted, and reimbursing themselves

gradually out of the income as it accrued. In later years a school-

chapel in the distant hamlet of Pitt completed the parochial

maohinejy*

From the time of his marriage and settlement at Hursley the

outward circumstances of his life underwent little change. Ho higher

preferment than this country vicarage was ever offered to the clergy-

man whose name was more universally known and loved than any
other wherever the English language is spoken. Probably ho might
not have accepted, certainly he never coveted, it. In much earlier

days he had declined a West Indian archdeaconry offered to him by
Bishop Coleridge. He gave his whole soul to the work to which ho
had been called, and sought nothing beyond it. Yet he was very

flir from being so absorbed in the narrower interests of his own
immediate work as to bo forgetful of the Church at large. His was
peculiarly what good Bishop Hacket used to call a ** public soul.’*

His University, his Church, his country, the religious well-being of

Christendom, were objects to him of the liveliest personal concern.

The present volume contains abundant proof that it was so ; and if

ever the correspondence of which we deplore the absence from it
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shall be allowed to see daylight, the extent and depth c€ his cares

for what he thought the cause of truth and goodness in tha English
Church will he made doubly apparent. But it was ohitfactonstic of

him that his fulfilment of duty always began at hornet in the Strictest

meaning of the word. His duty as a son, a brother, a husband
(father he never was, but would have been surely the tenderest and
most watchful of fathers if he had been), always stood first with him

;

mid then, as inseparably associated with these duties of the fhmily,

patient personal labour in the parish under his care. This is one of

the most impressive and valuable lessons of his life. And we can
scarcely be wrong in believing that this deep sense and steady fulfil-

ment of the duties which came first and lay nearest, was one great

means by which his mind and heart were enabled to discern the path

of duty in larger and more complicated questions. Men as deeply

religious as himself, and oven more highly gifted, became perplexed

and went wrong, for want of the sobering influences and the whole-

some corrective discipline of family life and steady pastoral work.

God’s blessing upon his faithful use of these kept Eeble safe in

times which to him, as well as to his friends, were full of most
painful trial.

However, we are wandering a little from the simple story of

Heblc’s life, which wo bring together here because we think others,

like ourselves, may sometimes lose the thread of Sir J. Coleridge’s

narrative in the many digressions, often very interesting and im-

portant in themselves, which interrupt its tenor. Hot much, how-
ever*, remains to be told of that simple, holy,«and, on the whole, very

happy life. Once settled at Hursley, all things went on in one

oven tenor. Mrs. Keblo’s delicate health was a constant subject of

anxiety from the time of their marriage. Long before he thought of

marrying he had written to his biographer, whmi suffering from a

similar trial, a singularly beautiful letter on the religious use of such

cares ; and no doubt he found in his own experience the blessing of

which he had spoken to his friend.

** After all, those anxieties are the greatest of mercies,—^they are, I verily

believe, the only effectual means to wean ns from our idols. We may make
good resolutions and do much towards keeping them, but there is some-
thing so subtle and insiniifttiiig in earthly happiness (and the more so in

proportion to its innocence and purity), that one such pang and misgiving

as leaves a lasting impression of its insecurity, will do more towards lifting

our hearts where they ought to be, than all that most of us could, or at

least would, do for ourselves. At least, from my own experience, I can

truly say that I know I ought to be (I am afraid I am not) more thankful to

my Lord Master for His fatherly chastisements, than for all the com-

forts and indulgences He has afforded me.” (P. 81.)

Tn later years Mrs. Keble’s attacks of alarming illness became the
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cause of continually increasing anxiety, and withdrew her husband

necessarily through much of almost every winter £rom resid«ace at

Hursloy. During such absences he would often and very gladly

give his help as a clerical friend to the dergy of the neighbourhood

in which he was staying, always, by preference, where his oongre-

gation was likely to be small and to consist chiefly of the poor. Still,

when absent, he thought continually of his parish ; and when at

home laboured in it beyond his strength. The sick, the erring, the

yoimg, the poor, were all cared for. A very instructive accotmt is

given (pp. 494'd) by Mr. Young, once his curate, of his special

diligence in preparing his young people for confirmation. It will

scarcely do to extract it, but every clergyman may g^ather hints from

it as to the spirit, at least, in which he himself shoidd work.

The following is his biographer’s account of his qualities as a

preacher. It makes one wish earnestly for the promised selection,

by his brother, from the sermons which ho himself could never be
persuaded to publish.

“ In delivery he did not give his sermons the advantages of an ordinarily

eloquent preacher, but he was eminently winning ; he let himsoli‘ down, I

do not mean in language or argnmcnt,bnt in simplicity and child-liko humi-
lity, to the most uneducated of his audience ; ho seemed always to count
himself one of the sinners, one of the penitents, one even of the impenitent

and careless, whom ho was addressing, and the very quietness, the almost
tearful monotony of his delivery became extremely moving, when you
recollected how learned, how able, how moved in his own heart, and how
earnest was the preacher.’* (P. 489.)

During his thirty years of parochial diligence at Ilursley, Keblc

did not cease to be an author. In 1838, he published jointly with

J. H. Newman, the “ Remains ” of his dear friend, II. Fronde. In

1839; his versification of the Psalms, a work of earlier years, as wc
have already mentioned, issued from the press. He took much part in

superintending the “Library of the Fathers,” and in later years wrote

a very full “ Life of Bishop Wilson,” for the edition of his works

which forms part of the “ Library of Anglo-Catholic Theology.”

In May, 1846, he published, under the title of “ Lyra Ixmoccntium,”

a collection of poems “ on Christian Children, their ways, and their

privileges,” which had long been grow'ing silently under his hands.

Sir J. Coleridge truly says that “ the book has suffered by being

considered a book for children
;
properly it is one about children.”

He notices, too, very justly, as a remarkable fact, that a book into all

parts of wbicb “ no one but a parent . can fully enter,” which is so

very much ** a mother’s book,” was written by one who himself never

was a father. (P. 311.) One object of the publication was to help

in providing funds for the rebuilding of the cbiircb at Hursloy.

He wrote much, and published something occasionally en the eede-
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siastioo-politioal questions of the time which interested him deeply.

In 1857, his treatise on ** Eucharistical Adoration ** appeared. His

latest published work was the Xiife of Bishop Wilson,** hi 1863.

The preparation of this work interested him greatly during many
previous years.

La these employments life passed quietly away ; saddened a little,

as itmust be to most of us, in its later years, by the removal of one

and another of the friends of youth and middle age. Yonge, and
Cornish, and 0. Marriott, and J. D. Coleridge, and his beloved sister

Elizabeth, and Dyson, and Sir J. Patteson, had aU been taken

from earth to their rest. And Keble felt each friend’s departure

keenly, though his faith never wavered that the bond which knit

him to them was only drawn closer, in reality, by their removal from

his sight. *

There were trials harder to bear even than these. How he felt the

separation from dearest friends who left the English Church for

Home, a letter given at p. 480 will shew ;

—

“ His friend Mr. Hcdgeland mentions an incident which I also insert here
though out of its place. Ho visited him after his return to Hursloy, and in

the course of a walk, Keble directed his attention to a broken piece of

ground, a chalk-pit, as it turned out.
** ‘ Ah,’ said he, ‘ that is a sad place, that is connected with the most

painful event of my life. It was there that I first knew fur certain that

J. H. N. had left us. We had just made up our minds that such an event

was all but inevitable, and one day I received a letter in his handwriting.

I felt sure of what it contained, and I carried it about with me all through
the day, afraid to open it. At last 1 got away to that chalk-pit, and then
forcing myself to read the letter, 1 found that my forebodings had been too

true ; it was the announcement that he was gone.’
”

At length the end of his own life drew near :

—

On the night of St. Andrew’s Day, the 80th of November, while he was
sitting alone after Mrs. Keble hod re^ed, writing a letter for publication

on a matter deeply interesting to him, he was struck witli x^^dsy on the left

side and right arm ; the latter part of his writing was afterwards found to

be illegible ; but he did not lose his consciousness, or his presence of mind.
He went up to her room, and they knelt down as usual, and said their

prayers together ; his voice was observably indistinct ; and at the end,

asking her if she had remarked anything, he held out his hand, which was
losing its power. Medical aid was sent for at once, but during the night

the symptoms became worse; from the morning, however, they were
alleviated.” (P.497.)

His medical attendant prescribed restf especially from thinkingf and

change of place. The last direction was easily followed. Not so the

former. ** Indeed,” Mrs. Eeble said, ” be does mean to bo prudent,

but be can scarcely bolp thinking** Still bis quietness of spirit was
remarkable. Through life, bis biographer tells us, ** no trouble by
day affected bis sleep.** He himself attributed this to ** a voant qf
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feeling.** His wife, doubtless far more truly, would say, '*He lays

aside his anxieties with his prayers ; he does what ho can, the issue

is with God, with whom he is content to leave it j therefore he is

still, and sleeps like a child.** Yet even on him the long-continued
pressure of anxiety, day after day, had its efiPect. He returned after

a time to Hursley better. But Mrs. Keble*8 attacks of illness

became more and more alarming. One of the most fearful came on
suddenly in September, 1865, while I)r. Pusey was staying at Hurs-
ley, and on the very night before the visit of which Dr. Hewmon
has given so touching on account that we must extract a great part

of his letter to Sir J. Coleridge, though it will be now to few of

our readers. (Pp. 517, 518.)

It vras remarkable, certainly, that 'three friends, he, Dr. Pusey, and
myself, who had been so intimately united for so many years, and then for

so many years had been separated, at least one of them from the other two,
should meet together just once again ; and for the first and last time dine
together simply by themselves. And the more remarkable, because not
only by chance they met all throe together, but there were positive chances
against their meeting.

Keble had wished me to come to him, but the illness of his wife, which
took them to Bournemouth, obliged him to put mo off. On their return to

Hursley, I wrote to him on the subject of my visit, and fixed a day for it.

Afterwards hearing fin>m Pusey that he too was going to Hursley on the
very day I had named, I wrote to Keble to put offmy visit. I told him, as
I think, my reason. I had not seen either of them for twenty years, and
to see both of them at once, would be more, I feared, than I could bear.

Accordingly, I told him I should go from Birmingham to friends in the Isle

of Wight, in the first place, and thence some day go over to Hursley. This
was on September 12, 1865. But when I got into the Birmingham train

for Beading, I felt it was like cowardice to shrink from the meeting ; and I
changed my mind again. In spite of my having put off my visit to him, I

slept at Southampton, and made my appearance at Hursley next morning
without being expected. Keble was at his door speaking to a friend. He
did not know me and asked my name. What was more wonderful, since I
had pturposely come to his house, 1 did not know him, and I feared to ask
who he was. I gave him my cord without speaking. When at length we
found out each other, he said, with that tender flurry of manner which I
recollected so well, that his wife had been seized with an attack of her
complaint that morning, and that he could not receive me as he should have
wished to do ; nor, indeed, had he expected mo ; for * Pusey,’ he whispered,
• is in the house, as you are aware.’

** Then he brought me into his study, and embraced me most affection-

ately, and said he would go and prepare Pusey, and send him to me.
** I I got there in the forenoon, and remained with him four or five

hours, dining at one or two. He was in and out of the room all the time I
was with him, attending on his wife, and I-was left with Pusey. I recollect

very UtUe of tee conversation that passed at dinner. Pusey was full of tee

question of the inspiration of Holy Scripture, and Keble expressed his joy
teat it was a common cause, in which 1 could not substantially differ from
teem ; and he caui^t at sute words of mine as seemed to show agreement,

kfr. Gladstone’s rqjeetion at Oxford was talked of, and I said teat 1 really
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thought that had I been still a member of the University, I must have voted
against him, because he was giving up the Irish Establishment. On this Eeble
gave me one of his remarkable looks, so eatnest and so sweet, came close

to me, and whispered in my ear (I cannot recollect the exact words, but 1
took them to be) * and is not that just ?’ It left the impression on my mind
that he had no great sympathy with the Establishment in Ireland as an
Establishment, and was favourable to the Church of the Irish.*

« Just before my time for going, Pusey went to read the Evening Service
in church, and I was loft in the open air with Keble by myself. He said he
would write to me in the Isle of Wight, as soon as his wife got better, and
then I should come over and have a day with him. Ho walked a little

way, and stood looking in silence at the church and churchyard, so
beautiful and calm. Then he began to converse with me in more than his

old tone of intimacy, as if we had never been parted, and soon I was
obliged to go.

« I remained in the Island till I had his promised letter. It was to the

effect that his wife’s illness had increased, and he must give up the hope of

my coming to him. Thus, unless I had gone on that day, when I was so

very near not going, I should not have seen him at all.

“ He wrote me many notes about this time ; in one of them he made a
reference to the lines in Macbeth :

—

“ ‘ When uball wo tiiroo meet again?

When the hurly>burly’H done.

When the battle’s fought and won.*

This is all 1 can recollect of a visit, of which almost the sole vivid

memory which remains with me is the image of Keble himself.

I am, dear Sir John Coleridge,
** Yours faithfully,

“John H. Nhwhan.”

On the 11th of October, 1865, the Ecbles left Hursley Yicarage

to see it no more. He was well aware that his wife was going away
to die. Bournemouth, to which they went, was thought likely to

relieve her ailments as far as anything could. This hope was scarcely

fulfilled. The following lines are from Keble’s Imt letter to Cederidge,

written March 19th, 1866 :

—

“ Since 1 wrote she has been gradually getting weaker, suffering more and
more. . . . We watch her now not from day to day, but from hour to
hour. ... I do not know well just now how to go on writing about
anything else, so I will just give yon all our dear love, and sign myself
your most affectionate J. K.” (P. 687.)

The dying wife feared only for him when she should be taken

from him, mid he left alone. But it was not so to be. On the 22nd
of March he was seized again with paralysis, and though the atta<dc

seemed once likely to abate, it soon became evident that it would be
fatal. Two or three days before his death

—

* This last dauso seems to go beyond EebleTs meaning, whioh was^ probably, only to

ezpKss his judgment that the position of the Anglican dinrch in Irdand WM *inid6>

fensible on grounds of justice, and ought to be abandoned.

VOL. XI, T
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** He was unwillini^y wheeled ont ofher room ; and they who for so many
yeurg had had but one heart, and one mind, parted for life, with one silent

look at each other." ..." He wsas somethues wandering, sometimee
conseions, sometimes elear>miuded ; whether wandering or olear-minded,

he was constantly intent on holy things, or in actual prayer
;
he uttered

fragments, or ejaculations in the former case, which showed the habitual
prayerfulnoss of his heart; he repeated, or ^ composed, as it seemed,
prayers ; the Lord’s praym' he uttered most commonly.

** He fell asleep on the 29th of March, about one in the morning.
** The moumfol family repaired from his death-bed to her room, and

knelt round her bed, and prayed ; she besought them to return thanks for

her to God, that ho had been taken first—^that idie, not he, had to bear the
trial of surviving. . . . Then she requested her maid to fetch her
* Christian Year,* and turning to the two hist stanzas of the verses on Good
Friday, ‘ 1 know.’ she said, ‘ these were in his dying thoughts.'

“ Lord of my heart, by Thy lust cry.

Let not Thy blood on ciirlh be spent

—

XiO, at Thy feet I fainting lie,

Mine eyes upon thy wounds nro bent.

Upon Thy streaming wounds my weary eyes

Wait like the purchod earth on April skies.

“Wash me, and dry those bitter tears,

O let my heart no further roam,
’Tis thine by vows, and hopes, and fears.

Long since—O cull Thy wanderer home.
To that dear home, sufo in thy wounded side.

Where only broken hearts thoir sin and shame may hide.”

He was buried on tbe Cth April, 1806, in his own churchyard, close

to the grave of Elizabeth Kcblc. And on the 18th of May his faithful

and loving and tenderly loved wife was laid beside him there. A
double grave had been prepared in the first instance. It is witnessed

of her by one who well knew all, that she had “ filled up the measure
of the happiness of John Keble’s life.”

As yet it seems no cross or monument has been erected at the

grave. A memorial cross in the floor of the chancel marks the spot

where his body rested during the reading of the funeral service.

*Av8p!w hrv^awuv Trotra Ta0os. Eeblc’s best and most endearing

monument will be the “ Christian Year.”

Such was £eble in life and in death. A purer or more blame-

less character it would be impossible to imagine. Those who knew
him best thought him almost faultless. To himself it seemed far

otherwise. From early years to old age his life had been one whidi
can only be described in the words of Scripture—^he walked with

God.” This was evidently the secret and mainspring of all ; and
the result of that converse was, as it must ever be, humiiUy. He
was ever trying himself by the one perfect standard and finding

hims^ deficient. An exquisitely sensitive modesty was natural to

him ; but this natural endowment had been refined and deepened

into the corresponding Christian grace in its most perfect form. He
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Isftd, indeed, humhlei himself, and become as a little child. There was
no effort, far lec» any affectation, in his constant rejection of all

praise, and acknowledgement of sin and fiiilure. It was simply the
utterance of his own abiding conviction. There is scarcely anything
in his life which teaches a more affecting lesson.

A single extract from p. 325 will illustrate what has been said.

“ Yoi he opened the year 1847 in language of the deepest humiliation

—

language of the kind which I have given specimens of before, but of which
I cannot withhold auothei*. My readers will, I am sure, not misunderstand
the unintentional exaggerations of it ; and it must surely be useful for
many of us, going on in our easy ways, to see with what deep humility
such a man regarded his own inward condition. It may servo to damp tho
self-applause of some, and awake tho slumbrous state of conscience in which
too many of us habitually live. ‘ Well can I understand from what I see in

others, and a groat deal too well from myself, the heart-deep truth of every
word you say on the matter of those sermons of Pusey’s, on Sin and
Love ;

” they are the groat depths—too deep, by far, for our sounding. I
suppose our safest prayer would bo, that wo may be led gradually on to the
perception of where we are in respect both of one and the other, and not
permitted to dwell on either exclusively. For myself, my inward history is

a most shameful and miserable one

—

reaUt/ quite different from what yon and
others imagine

; so that I am quite sure, if you knew it, yon would bo
startled at the thought of coming to such an adviser ; so long and so late

has the misery been ; and it ought to be a bitter penance to mo to be so
consulted. But I believe that 1 have sinned before now, in drawing back
on such occasions, and I hope never to do so again ; uso me, therefore, dear
friend, such as I am, if 1 can be of any use to you at any time ; but pray
for me, botui fule, that I may be contrite, for that is what £ really need.’ ”

Ono general remark is suggested by the story of Keble’s own life

and his father’s. Language has been often used in describing the

condition of the English Church during the eighteenth and the

early part of the nineteonih century, which assumes that there was
little or nothing of spiritual life, or even of ministerial diligence and
fidelity anywhere within it, except in connexion with the movement
which began with tho Wesleys and Whitfield. No doubt the state

of things was sad enough. Few men felt tho prevailing worldliness

and carelessness more painfully than Keblo himself. But all such

general statements require many limitations and corrections to make
thorn really true. Keble and Davison in the earlier part of this

century, Keble’s father in the latter part of tho eighteenth, are

sterling instances of a religious life, earnest, fruitful in well doing,

deeply inward and spiritual, which owed little or nothing consdlously

to the influence of the movement to which we have referred. Keble

himself seems to have been strongly repelled always by anything

which he regarded as traceable to it. In this, as in many o^er
things, he was probably reflecting faithfully his father’s mind. There

were many other instances of the. same thing. Qood men, here and

there, learnt from their Bijlfle and Prayer-Book, with very littie

T 2
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help from liTing men, the substance of that which is indeed the

Gospel, preached it to their people, though not precisely in the form
which would have been given to it by their brethren of the ** moye>
ment,** but in a way practically true and intelligible, exemplified it in

their own lives, and watched over their flocks with the hearts of

faithful and true pastors. It is right that this fact should bo dis-

tinctly stated, ‘ and more fully recognised than it sometimes has
been.

But it is time to say something of Keblo as a poet, a theologian,

and one of the leaders of a great religious movement.
We are not about to try to determine Keble*s proper place among

the English poets. The poetical merits of the Christian Year ’* have
been discussed in a former volume of the Contemporary Remedy and
most of our readers probably have made acquaintance with Pro-
fessor Shairp*s beautiful little volume, to which Sir J. Coleridge refers

with such just praise. And the ** Christian Year is so associated

in the remembrance of our generation with much that was best, or is

most tenderly remembered, in days long past, that criticism may seem
ungrateful and irreverent. The ** Christian Year,'* however, is not

the whole of Keble’s work as a poet. Our estimate must be formed
in part upon voliuncs which are Icsss sacred. Nor is admiration really

less fervent because it is not indiscriminate.

There can be no doubt that Kcble had, in even an eminent degree,

some of the higher qualities which make the true poet. Ilis fancy

was lively and fertile in images full of beauty. His observation of

outward nature, such as it may be seen in the rich lowlands of

England, was accurate; and his feeling for the quiet and tender

beauty of grove and stream, and field and English wild flowers was
exquisitely quick and true. His sympathy with all that is pure and
sweet in home affSections, with the joys and sorrows of family life,

with the ways and the feelings of children, was almost unequalled.

His deep personal piety harmonized all these natural endowments,

and cast upon all ho saw and felt those solemn lights and shades

from the world above and beyond, which glorified the play of natural

fancy and feeling, gave it unity and purpose, and often elevated his

poetry into the region of imagination as distinguished from the

lower province of mere fancy. He had learnt, too, from Cowper
and Wordsworth in England, and from the early poets of ancient

Greece, whom he loved so well, to express his thought by preference

directly and truthfully, avoiding artificial ** poetic diction.**

Eeble had in him then much of the spirit which gives life to verse;

and the whole bent of his genius was evidently toward sacred poetry.

After very early years ho seems scarcely to have written any other.

Bom and brought up as a dutiful child of the English Church ; nur-

• VoL iL p. S14.
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tured in a piety witli which the services of the Church were inter-

twined inseparably ; keenly sensible not of their beauty only, but of

the blessing vdiich to himself and those he loved had rest^ upon
their use, and feeling that the religious poetry which had been
written in England since Herbert’s day had breathed a spirit not
derived from the teaching of the English Church, and rather out of

harmony with the Prayer-Book, which he loved; he began to utter

in verso the musings which were suggested partly by the events of

his own life, partly by his ministerial labours, partly by the retro-

spect of the history of religion in England. It is in one way the

great charm of the “ Christian Year ” that it is intensely personal.

We can never forget the writer in his work ; his own soul speaks

unconsciously in almost every line. Wo scarcely know any poetry

which exemplifies, equally with Eeble’s, the theory which is so

amusingly propounded by Agathon in Aristophanes, that the work
must be as the man, ugly if he be ugly, bcautifiil if he be beau-

tiful.* Eeble’s poetry, in nearly all his best pieces, is the free utter-

ance, sometimes passionate, oftener pensive, of his own pure and
earnest feeling about Christian truth on which ho lived, and Christian

duty in which he was spending himself. Many of his most beautiful

poems are the expression of his struggles with the sorrows and dis-

appointments of his life at Oxford and at Fairford. It was known, we
believe, to a few of his friends, for instance, that in the lines for the

Annunciation his sorrow for his mother’s death had found relief

;

and that those for the Wednesday before Easter and the eleventh

Sunday after Trinity are a tacit record of early disappointments

(alluded to in the Life) which had caused him the deejMsst anguish.

Sir J. Coleridge would have added much to the interest of his volume

if he had told us something more of the connexion between Eeble’s

poems and the events of his own life. The only fact of this kind

which he has mentioned, so far as we recollect, is the very interesting

one that the exquisitely beautiful lines in the ** Lyra Apostolica ”

(No. 4) on the ** Burial of the Dead,” worthy to bo placed beside

the noblest portions of the ” Christian Year,” were written on the

death of his beloved sister, Mary Anne. A letter in the Guardian

of April 7th seems to fix the scene of the opening verses of the lines

for the Third Sunday after Easter to a bank of violets in the

meadows near Coin St. Aldwyn’s, visited probably on some pre-

maturely summer-like day in early spring. The want of connexion

which every reader must have qoticed between the beginning and

the after-part of many of the poems in the ** Christian Year ” is,

probably, due to the fact that • the opening lines were often, a spon-

taneous out-growth of some incident which had tou<died the springs

* Soo “ ThesmophoriasuBW,” V. ISO—178. "
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of &zicy or feeling in the poet’s mind, and have been porefixed, by an
a£ter>thought, to lines composed less haj^ily on the set subject of

the day to which the whdle poem is assigned.

As the Imes from the " Lyra ” are little known, we reprint them
here -

I thought to meet no more, so dreary seemed

Death's interiKMsing veil, and thou so pure.

Thy life in Paradise

Beyond where 1 could soar*

Friend of thia worthless heart : but happier thanghtt
Spring like unbidden violets from tho sod*

Where patiently thou tak'st

Thy sweet and sure repose

;

The shadows fill mon> soothing ; tho soft air

Is fuU of cheering whispers like thine own

;

While Memory* by thy gKive*

Lives o’er thy funeral day

:

Tho deep knell dying down, the mourners pause*,

Waiting their Stiviour’s welcome at tho gate*—

Simj with tho words of Heaven
Thy spirit mot us thei*e*

And sought, with us, along the ac‘C‘iistom'd way,

The hallowed porch ; and entering in* behold

Thu pugeajit of sad joy,

So dear to faith and hopi>.

O ! liadst thou brought a siruiu from Paradise

To cheer us, happy soul, tlioii hridst not touched

The sacred springs of grief

More tenderly, and true,

Than tlio.se deop-warbled anthems, high and low,

—

Low as the grave* high as the Eternal Tlirono*

—

Guiding through light and gloom
Our mourning £mcies wild*

Till gently, like soft golden clouds at eve*

Around the wostorn twilight* all subside

Into a placid Faith*

That even with beaming eye

Counts th}* sad honours,—coffin* bier* and pall*

—

8e many relics of a frail lovo lost

;

So many tokens dear

Of endless love begun.

Listen! it is no dream ; tho Apostle's trump
Gives earnest of tho Archangers. Calmly now,

Our hearts yet boating high

To that victorious lay*

Host like a warrior's to the martial dirgis

Of a true comrade, in tho gpsive we trust

Our traasucafor a.while ;

And if a tear steal down*
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If human anguish o’er the shaded brow
Pass shuddering, when the handful of puro earth:

Touches the coffin lid

;

• If at our brother's name»

Once and again the thought^ ^ for erer gone,** J

Come o’or us liko a cloud', yet, gentle spright,

Thou turnost not away.

Thou knowest us calm at heart.

One look, and wo have seen our last of thee,.

Till wo too sleep, and our long sleep be o'er

;

O cleanse us, ere wo view
That countenance pure again,

Thou, who canst change the heart, and raise the dead

;

As Tiiou art by to sooth our parting hour,

Be ready when wc meet.

With Thy dear pardoning words.

It is scarcely too much to say that few poets of equal emmence
ia natural gifts have had so little- of what we may call the poetic

artist’s nature. Few writers of verse have so often done very little

justice to their own conceptions. He seldom or never composed as

one who knows the effect which he wishes to produce by a poem as

a whole, and by what strokes the effect which he intends can be

wrought out most effectually, and with the greatest amount of pleasure

to the reader. This is what the poetic artist must ever do. The
high degree in which Yirgil possessed the constructive genius of the

consummate artist has placed him far above many men who had the

creative faculty in a far higher degree. Byron is another instance

of the same thing. Of this power Keble had nothing. He never

became master in any high degree of the tools of his art. He con-

tinually blurred the effect of beautiful imagery and deep poetic feeling

by awkwardnesses and obscurities of expression, which were caused

simply by the want of this necessary condition of excellence. His
happiest poems, therefore, are those in which some overmastering

feeling, or some happy impulse of imagination, has given birth to the

whole at one and the same moment,'and so has given unity and living

movement to all the parts of the poem. Instances of these happiest

of Keble’s poems are the magniffeent lines on Balaam, beginning,
** Oh, for a sculptor’s hand,” which are, perhaps, in a merely poetio

view, the finest ho ever wrote. Next to these, on the same groxmd,

might be mentioned those for the fourth Sunday after the-Epiphany;

for the eighth and nineteenth Sundays after Trinity ; with theHoming
and Evening Hymns, which, when considered in a higher light as

religiom poems, might well be placed above nearly everything else

which he has written. Liess imaginative, but full of the ritdiest

poetic eloquence, and conceived in the very spirit oi the inqdred

prophet, or * spokesman for God,’ are the noble lines for the Second*
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iho ^Eleventhy and the Seventeenth Sundays after Trinity. In a

different way, even more deeply sacred, almost removed by their

subjects from all criticism, full of the revential contemplation of

that which is the very centre of all Christian life, might be placed
in the first rank of English sacred poetry the lines for the Monday,
Tuesday, and “Wednesday before Easter, and for Easter Eve. Some
of his later poems, in the ** Lyra Aposiolica,” and the ** Lyra Inno*
centium,” are not unworthy to be ranked with any but a very few
of the best of those which have been mentioned. The lines for the
“ Burial of the Dead,” in the former volume, have been given above,

and will abundantly justify this high praise. The poems called “ The
Song of the Manna Gatherers,” •* Bereavement,” “ Disrespect to

Elders ” (its earlier stanzas especially), “ Looking Westward,” in

the “ Lyra Innocentium,” show that there was no diminution of

poetic power in Eeble during the twenty years which separate that

volume from the “ Christian Year.*’ Ilis power of execution had
certainly increased during the interval. In this respect the “ Lyra”
stands considerably above its better-known predecessor. A great

difference must be noticed by every thoughtful reader between the

general cast of thought and feeling, as well as the poetic workmanship,

of the earlier and the later volume. During the interval, “ Kcble,” as

his biographer says, in connexion w’ith the first thought of publication,
** had advanced considerably in his religious opinions

”
(p. 280) ; and

this advance had led him to dwell more upon w'hat he hod in com-
mon with a part only even of his fellow-churchmen, and less upon
what he had in common with all Christians. The “ Christian Year ”

has become to a wonderful degree the cherished possession of all

educated English Christians ; the " Lyra Apostolica ” is too much
marked by the theology of a party to be loved, an a whole, by any
but those who accept that theology.

We are thus led to notice what, after all, seems (fur moro than

any defects of execution) to render it difficult to place Eeble in the

highest class of poets. The greatest poets arc those who have had
the largest human sympathies. Whatever else they have been, they

have known how to draw living waters from the deep subsoil of the

heart and life of mankind. They have spoken to man, as men them-

selves, feeling a common brotherhood with men everywhere. The
poet who speaks os a member of a class to that class only, who touches

chords which find no response except in those who have received his

own culture, and are in circumstances more or less exactly agreeing

with his own, may be a true poet ; but he must take his place in the

second rank, not the first. He cannot be ranked with the poet who
speaks to all who understand the language which he writes. How,
even in his earliest and greatest work, Eeble spoke in great part as
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an English Churchman to those who had grown up under all the
calm and hol^r influences of the English Church ; and tihnreby, to a
certain extent, limited the circle which his influence should pervade.

But of the ** Christian Year **
this was true only in part ; much in it

thrilled Christians everywhere ; it has become, in g^at measure, the
common property of all English-speaking Christians. His later

poems arc far more largely tinged with the peculiar colouring of his

own special view of truth and duty, and so far can imperfectly touch
those who hold a different view.

However, what limited the influence of Eeble’s poetry gave it

probably a more immediate and poweriul influence with those for

whom it was chiefly intended. The ** Christian Year ” gave poetical

expression to a great deal of very I’eal and fervent piety within the

Church of England which had existed almost unconsciously, and had
not recently found any worthy utterance. Numberless men and
women, whose spiritual life had been fostered tmder Church teaching,

awoke to the perception of the blessings which they enjoyed, and of a

bond of union with each other. Those who can remember what the
“ Christian Year ” was to themselves in their own early life, within

the first few years after its publication, will allow that this is no

exaggerated statement.

It will not be necessary to sa}*^ very much of Keble os a theologian.

Able, learned, and thoughtful ns he was, and having his mind always

employed on subjects connected with theology, he could not help

being one ; but it is rather as a saint and a poet than as a theologian

that his name will be remembered. Not his was cither the daring spirit

which gave origin, or the profound and subtle intellect which gave

coherence and system to the Oxford movement of 1833 and the fol-

lowing years. The fundamental principles, indeed, from which -it was

developed were all of them congenial to Eeblo’s mind. Some of them
he had held, more or less consciously, before any of his associates ; and

ho accepted all of them in succession as they were brought forward.

Dr. Newman regarded his sermon on Tradition, in July, 1833, as the

first overt act of the movement. But the character and circumstances

of the man gave a distinctive stamp to the theology of the move-
ment as held by Keble. In somo things it embodied his life-long

habits and convictions, and he embraced it with all his soul. He
accepted cordially its contempt and hatred for the cold formalism and

secularity of the so-called * orthodox * men of his early years ; its

dislike to the puritan feeling and Genevan theology of the opposite

party ;
its reverence for Christian antiquity ; its assertion of the

divine authority of the ministerial commission, conveyed in orderly

succession through bishops from the Apostles; ^d of Divine grace,

as accompanying the duo mmistratioiL of the sacraments ; for in these
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cmsiaeraUj «o. There is a remarkable acknowledgment of
this gradual change of views from his own pea in a letter to his
biographer, written in June, 1845 (p. 282) :

—

*‘No doubt there would be the dliTercncc in tone which you take notico of

between this and the former book ” (i.e, ** The Christian Year”), “ for when 1

wrote that, 1 did notunderstand (to mention nomoro points), either the doctrine
of ‘Repentance, or that of the Holy Rnebarisi'* as held e.tf. by Bishop Kcu

;

nor that of Justification ; and such points as these must surely mako a groat

difference.”

There came a time when his dearest friend in the movement
formed “ a strong intellectual conviction that the Homan Catholic

system and Christianity were convertiblo terms,” and only tvaited

until what he regarded as moral proof to the same eftbet should be

added (seldom long delayed with those who seek for it) to take the

decisive step of abandoning the English Church for that of Home.

The pain of this approaching separation was to Kcble most severe.

His own attachment to the Church of his fathers was the strongest

possible. But the pain of what he regarded as its isolation from tho

rest of Christendom, the sense of much evil in tho existing state of

the English Church, the longing for a nearer approach to wrhat he

regarded as the true ideal, the supposed state of the Church in the

centuries before the great division of the East and West ; all these

compelled him to examine very anxiously the question, whether his

own position in the ministry of the English Church was tenable

;

and, if not, must he retire into ** lay communion,” or with bis friend

submit to tbe claims of Home ? The struggle was painful, but issued

in a full conviction that his duty was to remain where he was. He did

not see his way through all the intricacies of the controversy, but

his whole mind and heart seem to have found rest in two practical

co3aLclu.sions : that Home had no claim to his allegiance, and that in

the English. Church, notwithstanding all shortcomings, all which he

could regard as, essential to ^iritual life, would be found by all who

used what God had given Biem there. Tho difficulties which he felt,

and the solution of them, were equally characteristic of the man him-

self. He bad little of the craving which his still greater fellow-

* This hank acknowledgment shows how conscious Keble himself was of a chaago

in his own opioion. on this subject, between his earliei and hia later years. It throws,

too, a cuiious lightupon his endeavour to persuade, himself that his reference to it in

tho lines for Sth Nov., did not mean what the whole context shows that it mu»^ have

meant. Tho whote»peeia isnttenly alien firomhis laiw niin^
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labourer iblt for a system of theology inteUeetnaD^ eonplete and
ttitassailable. To see bis own way clearly was enouglk Ibr bimself.

When he studied the general question it was rather fbr the sake of

others, who looked tohim for guidance, than for his own. For many
years before his death all doubt seems to have been at aii end in his

own mind. A few lines may be given from letters of the year 1854

;

some of the latest, so far as we have noticed, which touch on the

general question :

—

** Poor dear B. W., 1 own I was surprised at last ; for the last report I
heard was an improved one, and I had heard nothing for a long time. . .

I dare say your account of it was the right one ; hut it disappoints and
mortifies one to see one, who used to be so truthful and candid, lending
himself at once to the violent contradictions of faet, and petiiianes pnneipiiy
which are quite necessary to every part almost of the Boman theory. 1
wish I could compose and write on it, it would be a sort of relief. In
theory, I think, his position of lay communion is tenable—at least, I wish
to think so ; for at the rate men are getting on, no one can say how soon
he may himself bo reduced to it. But 1 do not in the least expect that
B. W. will have patience for it. I hear ho is very miserable ; from himself
I have only had one short and kind note.” (P. 401.)

“ But the comfort of thinking of such as he (no doubt) was, is solid and
growing,—^not so the thought of poor dear B. W., whose departure touches
mu almost more nearly than any one’s ; except perhaps that of Newman
himself. 1 did not until very lately think that ho would really go t/wiv.

I thought he was too good-tempered, besides his learning and truthfulness.

But he had got into an Utopian dream, and rather than give it up, he shut
his eyes and made a jump, and now he must, and I suppose will, keep his

eyes shut all his hie long. (Pp. 403-4.)

Henceforth, though often distressed by the coarse of ecclesiastical

affairs in England, he seems never to have been unsettled.

It would be unjust to Sir J. Coleridge not to say how great, evi-

dently, was the benefit to Keblo of constant communication with a

friend who sympathised so truly with him, and yet could bring his

long experience and calm judicial intellect to bear upon the questions

which Eeble was regarding from too professional a point of view.

It might be wished that every clergyman who has much to do with

ecclesiastical questions might find a lay friend and adviser equally

wise and kind. As instances of questions on which his biographer’s

corrective estimate of Eeble’s position is most valuable, may be men-
tioned his remarks on Confession (pp. 301 ff.), on Oxford ITniversity

Heform (pp. 385 ff.), on Church Discipline (pp. 464 ff.), and on the

Court of Final Appeal in Ecclesiastical Causes (pp. 469 ff.).

On this part of our subject little need be added. Eeble was not,

unless at first, the theological leader of the movement, nor were his

gifts those which fit a man to direct the tactics of a party. But his

early- poems had done much to call forth, to educate, and diffuse the

feelings and habits of mind, without which the movement would
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have been impossible. The reverenoe felt forhim as a man gave weighty

and won respect for the movmnent, in its early stages ; and in later

days helped to control and retain in allegiance to the English Church
manywho might otherwise have forsaken its communion. Othersmight
form the theology of the movement, or guide its counsels; Kcblo was
not.its poet only, but—if we may use the word in reverence—its saint ;

the man whose influence tended ever to exalt and purify its aims. And
it must be witnessed of him that while others were unsettled in mind
and heart, and unfitted for practical usefulness, by becoming engrossed

with its agitations on points of detail, Ecble, whatever sympathy he
had with their special opinions, still laboured quietly and patiently

year after year in his unexciting pastoral duties
;
cared for his parish,

for his family, for his friends, as in quieter times ; and ever sought

guidance into the truth by doing justly and loving mercy, and walking

humbly with his God. The value of that example was inestimable,

not to a party only, but to the whole Church. The man whose name
and poetry wore everj'whero a household word, was the simplest, the

hrunblest, the most loving of men, and the most diligent of all

labourers in an undistinguished pastoral charge.

One thing only remains to complete our tusk. Whatever may be

wanting in Sir J. Coleridge’s volume—and wo have not hesitated to

speak freely of deficiencies—it is scarcely possible to express too

strongly the gratitude which is due to him for what it docs contain.

No one else could have done what the venerable judge has done. It

has been Eeble’s rare good fortune to have the materials of his life

at least furnished b}' his earliest and dearest friend—that fiicnd a

man whom all England respects, and all who know him love. No
brilliancy of execution could have made up for the want of that

perfect truthfulness, that g^enial sympathy with the subject, that

reverence always loving, yet never blind or indiscriminate, that

delicacy and tenderness of aflection, which mark every line of the

picture which he has painted. Above all, the thanks of every

Christian are due to the biographer who, in writing the life of a man
of genius, on accomplished scholar, a leader of a great religious

movement, has never forgotten, nor suflered his readers to forget,

that the inward life of the Christian, his deep humility, his patient

fulfilment of daily duty,—^in one word, his character as a follower of

Christ,—are matters of far more enduring value and deeper interest

than those which the world is so apt to place far before them. The
biographer is one who loved his friend oven more for his holiness

than for his genius or accomplishments, and would have us do

likewise.

E. T. Vaughan.



MR. LECKY»S HISTORY OF MORALS.

ilUtory ofI EuTTpean Moralt from Augustus to ChwrUmagne.
2 vola^ By W. £. H. Lbckt^ M.A. London : Longmnns, 1809.

UNDER the title of a ** Histoiy of European Morals from Augustus

to Charlemagne/’ Mr. Lecky has just given to the world five

very clever essays on Philosophy and History. Of these, the first

and a portion of the third are of a purely speculative character : the

one being a dissertation in favour of the Intuitive as opposed to the

Utilitarian theory of morals ;
the other, a kind of appendage to the

now celebrated chapter on belief in miraculous agency, which

appeared in Mr. Lecky’s first book, the ** History of Rationalism.” The

remaining and by far the more valuable portion of the present work
is occupied mainly with three topics :—1. The gradual decomposition

of ancient society and manners (vol. i. c. ii.) ; 2. The rise and pro-

gress of Christian Asceticism (vol. ii. c. 4) ; and 3. The alteration in

the social and moral position of women (ib. c. 6).

As an attempt to combine in a philosophical or reasoned statement

some of the more prominent spiritual phenomena of a very excep-

tional period of history, these essays must be welcomed as a contri-

bution to the great task, which has been undertaken by the present

century, of re-writing in a more satisfactory and dispassionate

manner than has before been possible, the past life of mankind. So

long as historians indulged in the likes and dislikes which were

bred of the current theories of the hour, so long as any period of
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luetory <K>uld be regarded with tbe coatempt which the writers

of the lust century do not disguise in speaking of the Middle Agas,

so long it was impossible to apply any scientific method to the
endless series of events, because it was impossible to regard the

past progress of hunumity as a irhole. An analogous obstacle to

adequate historical interpretation lay in the tendency to regard

events or movements which were in disfavour with the prevailing

philosophy, as unaccountable interpolations in the normal march of

history, and to reconstruct, more or less consciously, in fanc3% the

framework of the past with the objectionable portions omitted. What
reader pf Gibbon, for instance, has not been sensible of an under-

current of feeling pervading the Decline and Fall of the Homan
Empire,^’ and at times rising almost to an eloquent theory, of history

as it might have been without Christianity and the Church ? In
the same way Catholic and Homanizing writers arc fond of regarding

the Heformation—a movement almost as great, in a secular point of

view, as Christianity itself—in the light of a huge mistake, to bo
“ thought away in a fond ideal of the facts as they might have
been, if they had not been as they actually were.

The reaction against this onc-sidedness of the last century—and
these readjustments of fact, whether in the mouth of Deist or

Catholic, are equally part and parcel of the eighteenth century
** illuminism ”—^has restored many neglected periods to history, has

extended the region of investigation from the court and the battle-

field to the common life of the people at large, and by looking at

history for the first time as a whole, has given rise to the dis-

passionate and patient investigation of the hidden movement of that

common principle—^whatever it is—^the inexhaustible wealth and
activity of which is exhibited outwardly as an infinite scries of

connected events. It would take us too far from the immediate

subject of this paper to enter more than cursorily into the eifccts

which this new conception of history has contributed to produce.

Suffice it to mention two of the most opposite character, and yet

which, justly considered, are flowers springing from the same stem.

The first of these effects is the conception of the unity of the life

of mankind, and of its evolution in the past, the present, and the

future : thus we gpet the idea of Dniversal History and of the Philo-

sophy of History. And this effect leads naturally to a second. If

the life of man be one, it follows that at every moment of time the

whole process is present in inexhaustible vigour, the past as a result,

the future as a germ. For as no grain of dust would lie upon the

ground unless all the forces of nature combined to keep it there
; so,

upon every, the very minutest, event in histoiy, the whole universe^

so to of fact impinges, determining it to be what it is, imd
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the fimallest part is big with the import of the whole. Thus we get

the <^)poBite extreme to the Philosophy of Histoiy, m the shape of

the Archaoolc^cal school of historians, the two directions of stndy
beixig often in active antagonism the one to the other. And ye^
when we reflect upon it, who ever regarded a fact but by the light

of scHne theory or other P or an idea or law, except as symbolized

and embodied in a fact P Thtis we are better than our methods, and
join together unconsciously what routine has put asunder. And
that which each does for himself, the groat minds do for us all. It

is impossible to study, for instance, M. Comte’s audacious synthesis,

in spite of the broad assumptions upon which it rests, without seeing,

at every step, the marriage of fact and idea, giving birth to the soft

outlines and rotund comeliness of actual existence. Whut a world

of promise, too, we have in such books as Mr. Maine’s Ancient Law,”
in Buckle’s massive fragment on tho History of Civilization, and in

the legion of Culturgeschichten with which Germany abounds. That
many more fail in the attempt, no one can complain who has himself

made the eflbrt to stand in readiness, and with a perfectly open
mind, at the point at which fact and principle meet and “ make
history.” Tho task of re-writing tho great story of human life,

moreover, recedes as we approach it. At the best, it can only be
accomplished from the point of view already attained, and with the

materials already accumulated ; a new generation succeeds where a

previous one fails; it grapples events more closely, and compels

them to disclose their secret. But one thing is certain, and that is,

that the rising generation of students are becoming less and less

satisfled with ** a simple enumeration ” of details on the one hand,

and as little with theories in nubibus on the other. They feel that

History has a tale to tell, but that she must ,tcll it in her own time

and in her own way. Like Nature, she must be interrogated by
inquirers who “ by obedience rule :

” and if in the past the suprmne

eflbrt of contemplation has been to become one with Nature,” it is

no less necessary for the modern mind, if it is ever to come to a

knowledge of itself, to become, in a still higher sense, ** one ” with

History.

Such is the task which Mr. Lecky has placed before himself, and

such are some of the difficulties flowing from the very nature of the

subject. To say that a book of so much freshness and power is a

failure, pure and simple, were at once discourteous and untrue ; but,

upon the other hand, the book is so g^od that we are justified in

applying to it the very highest standard of excellence, and judged

by this standard, it is certainly in some respects a failure. First of

aU, the choice of subject seems to us to carry with it the conditions df

failure ; it is a fragment of history, it is a fragment out of the middle
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of history* and it is a period not of normal development, but of a
very exceptional character. Such an interval is almost incapable of
interpretation if taken by itself in isolation from the rest of history

;

its characteristics are so conflicting, so extraordinary, and the tran-

sition made from one extreme point to the other so unique, that

while each element in the movement requires most careful and minute
comparison with its analogues scattered up and down the entire field

of history, the movement as a whole departs so widely from the
common orbit of human affairs, and is on so stupendous a scale, that

its law, could we trace it, would probably be a formula of the very
highest generality and complexity. To begin the history of man
in his moral relations with an inquiry into such a period as that

chosen by Mr. Lecky, is like commencing the study of physiology

by arbitrarily isolating one class of animals from the rest, and in-

vestigating the operation of their organs in a state of disease.

Observation of this kind, as is well known, will often lead to con-

clusions directly the opposite of those which would have been sug-

gested by the investigation of the same organic agents in a state of

health. We think, therefore, that Mr. Lecky, if he desired to write

an account of the moral progress of the human race—and every

Englishman would be grateful to him for taking the matter in hand—would have done better had he chosen for the subject of his first

attempt an earlier period, in which moral phenomena are of a much
simpler character, or at least if he had selected some less exceptional

period of human history than he has done.

The head and front of his ofiending, however, does not lie in his

choice of subject, which any author is of course free to make according

to his own preferences, but in his treatment of it. The book is an

attractive one, doubtless-;—attractive in subject, and attractive in the

sustained vigour and clearness of its style, although we occasionally

come upon very roughly-written passages like that on pp. 130-1 of the

second volume, in which the expressions, '* and in the first place,*' in

the first place,” V the consequence of this was first of all,” are huddled

together in the course of a couple of paragraphs, without any of these

considerations leading to further considerations “ in the second place,”

until the whole is summed up in the bungling phrase, ** all this was

the necessary consequence,” &c. This would be a grave fault in an

extempore speech, but becomes inexcusable in a writer of real thought

and eloquence. The impression made upon us generally by the book

is, that it might have been in a variety of ways vastly better and

more thorough if its author had been content to wait a considerable

time—say ten years—^before bringing it out. As it is, every page

ia full of ideas, but of ideas not fully wrought out, not adequately

backed by research, and, what is perhaps partly due to the frag-
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mentary and ezo^ional nature of the subject, not properly co-ordi-

nated and generalised. We ask ourselyes what we haye learned from
Mr. Lecky, and the answer is, Multa sed non muUum.

Then, again, with regard to the sources from which Mr. Iieclr^s

information has been deriyed. As it happens, we haye taken the

pains to examine with some care the nature of the references in

yarious parts of the book, and we find a large proportion of them
secondhand, the majority only partially yerified, some eyen containing

gross blunders. To take a few instances : One of the authorities, of

whom a considerable use is made in the chapter on the Fagan
Empire, is the rhetor

^

Dio Chrysostom ; and it is true that there are

one or two references to the Orations themselyes to be found, but for

the most part Mr. Leoky contents himself with referring to the not

yory judicious abridgment of the Orations made by a monk named
Xiphilinus in the eleyenth century ; and not only so, but, as is proved
by the note on page 276 of the first yolume, from a Latin translation

of Xiphilinus. In the same way. Porphyry, lamblidlxus, and other

Greek writers, are always quoted with the Latin or English titles

(see especially p. 346, where a passage from lamblichus is quoted in

Latin from a sixteonth-century translation). This by itself, of course,

makes one suspect that our author is as ignorant of Ghreek as he
seems, from his exclusiye consultation- of French authors or French
translations, to be of German ; which suspicion receiyes some con-

firmation from the occurrence of such words as Jupiter Olympus,

idiosyncrasy,’* “ entoza,” and the like, whilst it almost rises to

certainty after reading the following remarkable note (p. 349). The
text has quite correctly—** Plutarch reminds us that the same word
is used for light* and for man, for the duty of man is to be the light

of the world.” But now comes the note, which is as follows :
“ • <pSts,

which is medpoetically for man.”
What are we to say, too, to ** Perseiu ” as the name of the Latin

poet, which we would willingly haye taken for a printer’s error,

did it not occur three times in the same chapter (pp. 178, 195, 327) P

Mr. Lecky is also a g^eat offender in the yagueness of his re-

ferences. Thus (p. 216) we haye “Pheedon passim;** (p. 224) Plato,

Xtatps, lib. ix., for the condemnation of suicide
; (p. 332) ** Sophocles,”

without quotation of play or yerse, for the sentiment that “ death

is the last physician of disease;” (p. 319) **the Saturnalia of

Macrobius” for the admission of slayes to dine with their masters

at the Saturnalia. Thus, too (ii. p. 173 n.), the story of Pactyas

(Herod, i. 158) is said to be ** told in some classical writer.” This

yagueness is sometimes yaried by the quotation of* a reference

from a modem author, as (p. 2^) that of the passage of Plutai^

about Alexander out of the ** Lectures on the Conversion of the

TIvox.. XI.
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Roman Empire/’ by Hr. Merivale* **wbo8e tronslatioiL of Plutarob/*

says Hr. Lecky, ‘‘I bave borrowed;” sometimes it is supple*

mented by a conjectural statement, as (p. 301) ** There are, J
he/ifiCf, similar passages in other Fathers;” sometimes, again, we
find temporary relief in a blunder, such as (p. 188) ** * Plutarch,’

says Aristo of Chio, * defined virtue as the health of the soul.’

—

(De
Vittute Morali.y* The real fact being that Plutarch, not Aristo

of Ohio, wrote the treatise De Virtute Moralit and that Aristo of

Chio, and not Plutarch, is the author of the definition of virtue.

Want of acquaintance with Greek, and the habit of leaving

references incomplete, seem to afford the true explanation of the fol-

lowing inaccuracy :—In p. 170 wo arc told that Xenophanes
remarked that each nation attributed to the gods its distinctive

national type, the gods of the .Ethiopians being black, the gods of

the Thracians fair and blue-eyed,” and refers the reader to “ Clem.

Alexandr. Strom., vii.” The correct reference is p. 711 B., and the

passage attributed to Xenophanes as follows :

—

’Atd/cMre$ rc ft-ikavas €rifiou9 re

&pSjc€s re ‘TTvppovi Kai yXavKOvc.

Had Mr. Lecky ever seen the passage itself, he would probably have
said that the JEthiopiuns represented their gods black and snub-

nosed, the Thracians with red hair (not fair, but flaming red) and
blue eyes.

We are far from accusing Mr. Becky of being a mere book-maker,

but we feel bound to protest, in the interest of the reading public,

against the vending of such unripe fruit as we have served up in the

volumes before us, and as strongly against robbing the orchards,

though with full acknowledgments, of our French and German
neighbours. Having said this much, we hope in no ill-natured or

captious spirit, w'c now turn to the contents of the book.

Mr. Leeky’s second chapter, which is by far the best of the five, is a

masterly account of the gradual modification of the old Roman ethical

ideal which found its expression in Stoicism, through tho infusion,

first of the humanity of the Greek, then of the mystical fervour of

the Egyptian s^nrit; and puri passu with this, of the continual

deterioration of tho old Roman character brought about by des-

potism, the increase of slavery, and the prevalence of cruel and
brutalizing amusement?.

« Long before the Bomans bad begun to reason about philosophy, they had
exhibited it in action.” “ A great nation ongi^^ed in perpetual wars in an
age when success in 'W’arfare depended neither upon wealth nor upon
mechanical genius, but upon the constant energy of patriotic enthusiasm,

and upon the unflinching maintenance of military discipline, the whole force

of the national character tended to the production of a single definite type.

In the absolute authority accorded to tho hither over the children, to tho
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hasbaad over the -vrifo, to the master over the slave, we may trace the same
habits of discipline that proved so formidable in the field.” (P. 181.)

The Romans were thiu Stoics disposition, and when at length

the best elements in tho national character found a mouth and
utterance in Greek philosophy, it was to the doctrines of the Porch,

the unselfish ideal of life, with its doctrine of the complete subjuga*

tion of the passions to the sovereign will, that the best minds
naturally tended. Epicureanism, on the other hand, representing

the blithe and natural play of sense and passion in a beautiful and
harmonious life, averse from enthusiasm, “ with little depth of

character or capacity for self-sacrifice,” gathered up into a theory

the moral constituents of the Greek (it would bo more correct to

say the Ionian and Attic Greek) and the western Asiatic. Such an
idea of life, as it could never be indigenous to a society which pro-

duced a Cato or a Decius, so, when introduced from without, it was
incapable of being assimilated in a pure form by the Romans, to

whom distinctions between higher and lower pleasures were unin-

telligible, and ** who knew how to sacrifice enjoyment, but who,” as

Mr. Lecky very thoughtfully adds, ** when pursuing it, gravitated

naturally to the coarsest forms ” (p. 185). Hence while “ Roman
virtue found its highest expression in Stoicism, Roman vice sheltered

itself under the name of Epicurus.”

Such, then, were the two philosophies which arose in Rome, upon
the ruins of the old religion : tho one native, unselfish, patriotic

;

the other, foreign, selfish, anti-patriotic, cosmopolitan ; the former
bringing back the stern and homely duties of life to their source in

tho rational will, the latter sxipplying an equally plausible and more
attractive theory for its enjoyments. Both were anti-religious, so

far as religion meant the old faith, the onej however, as a rival, the

other as an enemy ; both, tho expression of real types of character

which Roman conquest had brought face to face, and which, so

confronted, soon began to modify one another.

Mr. Lecky has sketched with remarkable skill the main causes

which contribiited to the transformation of the old heroic type into

that represented by a Plutarch or a Marcus Aurelius. This change
took place niainly in two directions, tho old rirfua was softened, it

was also expanded, and while it became more humane, it became less

patriotic ;
while more catholic in its sympathies, it was weakened as

a power of resistance to corruption. A multitude of causes, acting

from without and from within, conspired to bring about this effect.

The conquest of Greece introduced into the Roman population a new
clement, artistic, literary, philosophical, untainted with the hardness

of a conquering race, and in a great degree emancipated from- local

or patriotic sentiments. Not originally cosmopolitan, the Greek
spirit had become so from the increaso of knowledge and the rapid

IT 2
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ripening of its civilization, from the growing indifEerence to poli-

tical life which followed the Peloponnesian war, till it received a

final stimulus in this direction from Macedonian conquest, and the

amalgamation of the commercial interests, ideas, and religions of the
world in Alexandria. In Home, the Greek language hod, till the

time of Ennius and Cato, been the sole literary organ of expression

;

Roman law had been reformed on a Greek model ; and now, at

length, despite the exertions of the old Roman conservative party,

Ghreek manners, sentiments, and ideas, penetrated every class of

Roman society.

Meanwhile the patrician aristocracy, the representatives of the old

heroic ideal and of the conservative and patriotic feelings which
clustered around it, rapidly fell into decay. Like the feudal aris-

tocracy of the fifteenth century, its powers were broken by civil war,

and after that it was systematically depressed by the new democratic

despotism which was rising upon its ruins. The jealousy of the

emperors, the outrageous expenditure which it became a necessity

of custom to lay out upon the public games, the luxury into which,

in the absence of political occupations, it relapsed, and the aggran-

dizement of a new class of political adventurers, mostly freedmen
enriched by the confiscation of many of the old estates, and daily

monopolizing more and more the interest and influence of the court,

contributed to complete the degradation of the patriciate, and thus

break down the last entrenchment of traditional character and ideas.

The settlement, moreover, for long periods of time, of large garrisons

in the colonies, ** and the foreign habits thus acquired, began the

destruction of the exclusive feelings of the Roman army, which the

subsequent enrolment of barbarians completed ” (p. 246). Owing,
moreover, to the facility *of travelling,

—

The city soon became a mimatnre of the world,'’the centre of a vast and
ceaseless concourse of strangers, the focus of all the various philosophies
and religions of the empire, and its population soon became an amorphous,
heterogeneous mass, in which all nations, customs, languages, and creeds,

all degrees of virtue and vice, of refinement and barbarism, of scepticism
and credulity, intermingled and interacted.” (P. 247.)

Such an expansion and variation of the national life, Greek
Stoicism, with its doctrine of universal brotherhood, might still

represent, but **it was not equally capable of representing the

softening movement of civilization’* (p. 255). The characteristic

feature, therefore, of Uie later Roman Stoicism is that, whilst it still

** acknowledged that virtue consisted solely of the control which the

enlightened will exercises over the desires,” it gave fireer scope to

the benevolent affectians ; it ceased to be an active principle, and
became more and more introspective and-emotional. It gave up the

task of conserving an ideal of public heroism, and betook itself to
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protection and nourishment of the inward life of the indiTidual.

The examination of the conscience, and what we should call in

modem phrase, ** the care of the soul,** combined with the consola-

tion and amelioration of distress, and the education of the young,

became the exclusive duties of the sag^.

Pari passu with this change in -the higher sphere of philosophic

morals, the cormption in the common life of the people at large went
on apace. The effects of the apotheosis of the emperors, the moral
consequences of the importation of large multitudes of foreign slaves

in increMing the idleness and demoralization of the free population,

the lavish distribution of com at the State*s expense, the dedline of

public spirit, and of the old agricultural pursuits and habits, the

rising passion for the fierce and bloodthirsty amusemmits of the

arena, the withdrawal, lastly, of Roman society firom the healthy

influence of foreign nations, through the inclusion of the whole

civilized world within the limits of a single empire, and the propaga-

tion throughout the provinces of the metropolitan type and fashion

of life,—all this is worked out by Mr. Lecky upon the basis of tho

much more thorough and original works of Friedlander (who, by-

the-bye, is always quoted in a French translation), Wallon, Goulang^s,

and the like. Thus the gross natural forces of human life become
more and more detached from that higher unifying principle in

society by which they are worked up and transformed into the

spiritual wholes of the family and the State ; and the spirit of self-

sacrifice, on the other hand, retreats from its normal embodiment in

the institutions of ordinary life into tho self-contained and intro-

spective cultivation of perfection in a few individuals. Public

heroism gives place to stoical sanctity; dbinterestedness to mere
self-denial. Mr. Lecky does not trace sufficiently closely this

gradual formation of' the abstracted or anachoretic ** character,

upon the ruins of institutions and of public virtue, and therefore is

compelled to attribute more than its due influence to Neoplatonic

theosophy in the production of Christian asceticism. Yet in the

following lively picture, which he draws, after Epictetus, of the later

Cynical Stoic, we see an ideal which, in its main traits, is indis-

tinguishable from that type of asceticism which invaded the early

Church :

—

** The Cynic should be a man devoting his whole life to the insimetion

of mankind. He must be unmarried, for he must have no family affection

to divert or dilute his energies. He must wear the meanest dress, sleep upon
the bare ground, feed upon the simplest food, abstain firom all eartiUy

pleasures, and yet exhibit to the world the example of uniform cheerfulness

and content. No one, under pain of provoking the Divine anger, dionld

embrace such a career, unless he believes himself to be called and assisted

by Jupiter. It is his mission to go among men as the ambassadmr of God,
rebuking, in season and out of season, their cowardice and their vice. He
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musk stop the ricli man in tho market-place. He mastpreach to the populace in

the Ughway. Ho must know no respect and no fear. He most look upon all

men as his sons, and upon all women as his daughters. In tho midst of a
jeering crowd, he must exhibit such a perfect calm, that men*may imagine
him to be of stone. Ill-treatment and exile and death must have no terror

in bis eyes, for the discipline of his life should emancipate him from every
earthly tie ; :uid when ho is beaten, ‘ he should love those who beat him,
for he is at once tho father and the brother of all men.’ ’* (P. 329.)

The pages on Christian asceticism are amongst the least satisfac-

tory in Mr. Lecky^s hook. Instead of seeking tho root of the ascetic

impulse in human nature itself, to which Tertullian’s comparison of

the early Christian hermits with the Indian Gymnosophists (quoted

ii. 107) might have led him ; and instead of continuing his more or

less thorough account of the movement from the early to tho later

Stoicism and cynical seclusion, until ho had traced it into the deserts

of the Thcbaid ; he isolates the phenomenon of Christian asceticism,

and, by isolating it, renders it unintelligible. It is not enough to say

that in tho third century a great ascetic movement ai'cse, which
gradually brought a now type of character into the ascendant”

(p. 107) ; or, almost in the words of Hallam,* that ‘‘ asceticism hud
long been raging like a mental epidemic through the world.” "VVe

want to know what is tho relation of this “movement ” to the deve-

lopment of man in general, and o.specially to that immediately pre-

ceding its outburst in the third century.

Asceticism, properly understood, really involves three main ele-

ments : (1) isolation from human society
; (2) a life of pure con-

templation ; and (3) the modification of the body and all the less

spiritual affections, with a view to perfection in contemplation. But
the co-existcncc of these three elements is not at all confined to the

period of which Mr. Lecky treats : it is neither distinctively Catholic

nor oven distinctively Christian ; it is found ill modern as in ancient

times, in the European as in the Asiatic world ; in short, it nppeara

to bo the expression of a want and a necessity, deeply rooted in the

Tery constitution of man. 'VVe mu}' illustrate this by a few instances,

which may also serve to indicate the conditions under which the

want arises, and the general relation of the tendency to other ten-

dencies of our nature.

The earliest instance of the emergence of ascetic practice known to

* Wo are bound to eay ibat Mr. lieolty’H tone of sympathy, or at least of toleration,

tosrards ascoticutm, compares very favourably with the intolerance imlicatt'd by such

expresaions os “ epidemical religious lunacy,” ** hypocritical austerities,” d* generate

superstition,” *‘8tnidd absurdity,” “disgusting profaneness,” and the like, which Hallam

appliea indiacriniinately to all agoa of Monasticism. {MidtU0 Agea, vol. iiL pp. 348—
3<i6.) Our- author evmi goes so far os to oxproaa the opinion that great harm has been

done by tho dissdation <if religious houses sinoe the seventeenth century, and that

they supply a pensaaent '^-ant of mankind,
^
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history is that of the Brahmans and Buddhists. In the former case
it appears to have been a reaction against the intolerable rigour of
ceremonial ordinances

; in the latter, against caste and the oppressive
social arrangements which followed in its train, and was mixed up
with schemes of communistic philanthropy. The Brahmanic asce-

ticism seems to have been, or to have rapidly become, a mere fanatical

infliction of self-tortui*e as a kind of end in itself. The Buddhists,
on the other hand, mortitied not so much the body as the affections,

and this not as an end, but as a means for facilitating the elevation

and exercise of tho mind.* Buddhism has been called the religion

of Monasticism,” f and some have considered Christian asceticism as

rather an importation than a native growth. We shall endeavotu:-

to show that, whatever may have been tho fact, this supposition is

not necessarj' to account for it.

Take another instance. The Pythagorean societies which sprang

up in tho chief towns of Magna Grsccia, though of the nature of

reform clubs, were yet essentially ascetic in their character ; aud
they represented tho protest of the higher and nobler minds against

defective social institutions, and tho deterioration of public men.

The partially ascetic figure of Socrates, and the rude, and ferocious

isolation of Diogenes tho Cynic, are protests against similar evils,

until at length the tendency to self-abstraction finds a philosophical

expression in tho mouth of Plato. Speaking of the higher intclli-

genees in an imperfect community, he says :

—

“ Such an one is like a man fallen among wild beasts, whose violence he
is neither willing to abet nor able to withstand. He sees tho madness of the

mob, and looks in vain for tho prudent man who can be depended upon to

take his stand upon tho side of right. And therefore he possesses his soul

apart, as one caught in a storm of dust and rain beneath a driving wind,

might take shelter under a wall ; and knowing tho rest of mankind to be
full of anarchy, he is content if, by any means he may himself live the

earthly life, untainted by injustice, until, when tho day of release arrives,

he calmly and cheerfully and with a good hope, takes his leave. And yet,”

adds Plato, with almost prophetic insight, " before ho goes hence, ho will

have done some things, not among tho least important to bo done.”

It is instructive to compare the spirit of this passage with some of

tho phenomena of contemporary life. It is true that, like Napoleon,

the modem man flatters himself that ho is ** no Capuchin,” that his

life is in tho senate and the exchange, rather than in the cloister or

the desert. But underlying this feeling, and possibly called into

existence by its over-development,there isobservable a strongtendency

of the inward life of men and women to recoil upon itself, to ** strike

work,” so to speak, and hold aloof from common life until society

* Seo Asiatic JResearehes, vol. zx. p. 301, n. 13.

t Bastian, Die Rdvjiwi des Buddha^ vol. ii. p. 387.

X Republic^ p. 496, od. Steph.
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caa give tUom someihmg to do worth doing. In America, where
politics and commerce are most agg^ressivo, tho finer and more highly
organized minds are seeking refuge in a community ef Shakers, or

rambling in the fidds and dying of ennui like Mr. Emerson’s
Transcendentalist,” or building a log hut in the woods like the late

Mr. Thoreau,* and living a life of solitude, abstinence, and contem-
plation.

In England the claims of the inward and meditative life have found
their most popular, and to some extent permanent, expression in

Coleridge. From the time when, a weakly boy at Christ’s Hospital,

he shrank from contact with his fellows, to the time when he had
learned to awaken his dreary inward life into gorgeous form and
colour imder tho influence of opium, Coleridge’s mind was constitu-

tionally solitary and introverted.

« From my childhood upwards,” he 'wntos, ** I have been accustomed to

abstract, and as it were unroalizc, whatever of more than common interest

my eyes dwelt on. I have often thought that 1 would allegorize myself as

a rock just raised above tho surface of some bay or strait in tho Arctic sen,

feeling that it was a pride and place of healing to lie, as in an Apostle's

shadow, within the eclipse and deep snbstanco-seemiug gloom . . .

obscured by consubstantial forms, based in tho same foundation as my
Sion.” t

The ** Confessions of a beautiful sotd” in Goethe’s Wilhelm Meistet\

present iu with the same posture and phase of mind under more
normal, and therefore more attractive, conditions. In Catholic

countries weariness and ennui find a recognised refuge in the cloister,

and leave society vivacious, active, passionate; in Protestant countries

they have no hiding-place, and hence it is that there is so much
weariness and ennui in society itself. Tet in M. R^nan, representing

as he does the perfection, and maturity of French culture, we find a

soul *'bless^e par la vulgarite du monde moderne,” which cannot

breathe the " close and stifling ” atmosphere of English family life,

seeking relief in the study of the Lives of ilte Samts.

“La plupart d’entre eux out boancoup souffert ; car tout cc qui eat

grand et haut porte en soi son supplice, et eat puni par aa grandeur mdme
de quitter les voies communes de rbumanite.”|

Such a fact too (of the truth of which the writer has been assured)

as the popularity in Germany—even amongst women—of the philo-

sophy of Schopenhauer, with its doctrine of the tragic imreality of

life,and ofthe self-abnegation ofthe **suffering reason” rising through

asceticism to the deliberate act of suicide by starvation : or, again, the

entirely new impulse which has shovm itself of late in England

* It is to be regretted that Thoreau’s woika, which are some of the moat ddightAil

reading poeaible, are ao little known in'England.

t Qillman'a Life ef Oakrittge, vol. i. p. 309.

XMtee ^KteMre reK/Uuie, pp. 311—12.
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(coloured and directed, though not created, by the meduBval reaction

in the Established Church), which drives so many persons to give up
society and family life, and to surrender themselves to attendance on
poverty and disease—^prove that the stress of outward existence upon
the mortal spirit is not less real now than of old, when it drove men
by thousands into the desert.*

These illustrations might be multiplied indefinitely, but they are

sufEicient to show that the impulse of which asceticism is the expres-

sion is a much larger and commoner fact than Mr. Lecky supposes, and
that its causes are to be sought deeper than in ** an ardent desire for

those sufierings which were believed to lead directly to heaven,** in

the reaction against the extreme luxuries of the great cities, ** the

security it fiimished to fugitive slaves and criminals,** the ** digpuity

of the monastic position,** the Decian persecution, or the desire to

escape the fiscal burdens, or the barbarian invasions (vol. ii. pp.

109, 110). These and other causes, no doubt, determined the

character of the early Christian asceticism, but they do not account

for the movement itself. What then is this impulse, and what are

the conditions tinder which it acts ? It seems to be both selfish and
self-sacrificing. Selfish in its counsels of perfection, and in its

abstraction from common human effort,andyet mortifying and denying

itself to the last degree in its isolation. It is not so much a peculiar

form of morality as a substitute for all forms of it. For it pre-

supposes the absence of all those social relations in the right and
healthy condition of which morality consists. It is a process

analogous to that of the digestive secretions, which, in the absence of

proper nutriment, prey upon the organism itself.

Institutions are at once the support of the individual life, and the

expression of that higher and better self in man which he longs to

realize. They are his own work, emd yet, at the same time, something

above him, which he feels constrained to obey. They are the meat

and drink of his individual being, its atmosphere, and its resting-

place ; but are these only on condition of his sacrificing, not them to

himself, but himself to them. He has created, and can modify or

destroy them ; but, on the other hand, tiiey make him what he is.

Thus only is man free in a moral or spiritual sense. Hot by virtue

of the power of doing what is pleasant, of indulging the feeling of

freedom, but by obedience to a law, of which he is the law-giver, and

which is adeqtiate to his whole nature.

* The interest excited by books like Ounon’s Monasteries of the Levant,*’ by Monta-

lembert’s Moin6s do rOccident,** and Mr. Algernon Taylor's somewhat insupportable

description of his tours among the religions houses, seems to indicate that the patience

with which the details of the Saurin triiil was listened to and read, ^d not arise from

mere curiosity. Compare also a curious article indicating the same feeling in the JktUy

i\r«iss ofMay 15.
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Now in this reflex process, which in greater or less perfection

underlies the fabric of all societies, we have expressed on a largo

scale, and in a normal exercise, the same impulse which'is manifested

on an attenuated scale, and in violent or morbid exercise, in uscetism.

lu both, the individual seeks, consciously or unconsciously, the life

of perfect freedom ; in both, the individual is sustained by the

sacrifice of the lower elements of his nature to the higher. But in

the one case, his higher nature finds expression in society, and self-

sacrifice to it becomes positive disinterested efibrt for the good of

others, and of the community as a whole ; in the other cases the

higher and larger Will finds no embodiment in ordinar}' life, and can
only express its supremaej*' by the purely negative act of mortifying

the lower. Instead of a mutual interchange of body and soul, of the

desires and the will, through the medium of institutions, resulting

in the elevation of the whole man, the conflict between them becomes

internecine. “ Quanto mugis homo exterior putitnr, tanto nmplius

interior viret.” • It is through the institutions of the family, and
the State, that the moral nature of man is prevented from feeding

upon its own vitals. Unable to find freedom in the passions, by
spiritualizing them in marriage and civic life, the ascetic seeks his

freedom by abstraction .//ow/ them, and by the destniction of them.

If the preceding be a correct view of the nature of asceticism, it

would seem to follow that the ascetic tendc ncy might be expected to

appear when institutions are in decay, or when they have become
so hardened by custom or external force that, from being the medium
of the moral self-government of the private iJorson, they become an
impassable obstruction to it

—

“ Heavy as frost, and deep almost as life.”

It ought also to disappear as soon as a healthy social organization

is restored. And this is found actually to bo the case. Mr. Lecky
speaks of the profound discredit thrown upon the domestic virtues

”

by asceticism, and of the depression ” and “ extinction of the civic

virtues,*' as due to the same cause. “ Nec ulla res alicna magis quam
publica," to the ascetic. But it would have been more correct if ho
had called attention to the fact that family life and public virtue had
been already ruined throughout the Homan Empire by the causes

which arc explained in his second chapter, and that the avenues of

a common effort being closed, asceticism naturally and inevitably

arose f over a large area.- Similarly, the ferocity,” “ ignorance,”

* Vita Bamabro. Vita Pair. x. c. 10.

In India, anceticism aroso not so much upon tho ruins of institutions, hut was a
protest, as already pointed out, against fho unyielding hardness of the Brohmanic

ordinances
; tihaHssenes were an analogous case in Judina. Greek and Roman asceticism,

tho Pythagoreans, fiocralea, tho Cynics, tho later Stoics, aro" the expression of a social
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and “ bigotry,” of which Mr. Lecky complains in the early hermits,

are no reproach either to Christianity or the Eremitic life, but- simply
the result of the decay of those social influences which make mm
tender, and enlightened, and charitable.

But not only docs asceticism take the place of the emply hearth
or the silent council-chamber, it passes away naturally as institu-

tions revive. For the same reason, its extreme form, the naked and
emaciated hermit, belongs almost exclusively to the East, where
political and family life can scarcely be said to exist. In the West,
on tho other hand, so soon as it was propagated thither in the train

of St. Athanasius, it had immediately to compete with the new
Teutonic institutions which soon began to rise. No longer purely

anachoretic or solitary, it begins, like tho insect on the flower, to

simulate tho colour of that now social life from which it draws its

own. One of the most curious contradictions of history is that of

asceticism, itself the negation of all institutions, and all civilization,

becoming an instrument of civilization, and organizing itself in an
institution. In a time of anarch}', and in the region of pagan decay,

it has been anachoretic, and maintains its true character to the

prci’cut day. In contact with the beginnings of feudalism, it becomes

itself associative and proprietary; it becomes feudal, as it attracts the

English aristocracy into the cloister ; it becomes the owner of land

and of serfs. As feudalism consolidates by tho subordination of

tenure and subtonuro, monasticism organizes itself in large groups

on tho “congregational” system. In a learned age, it becomes

learned ; and Monte Casino is the first centre of literary industry in

Europe. In an age of chivalry, again, it is chivalrous ; the monk
and the soldier become one, to recover the holy sepulchre from the

hands of the infidel. When the Papacy consolidates the kingdoms
and churches of tho western world under its sway, a monk
ascends the first throne in Europe. And lastly, amid the dawn of

science and domocratic ideas, asceticism once more, in tho mendicant

orders, becomes scientific and democratic. It identifies itself with

every institution as it arises
;
nourishing its tender years, developing

its maturity, prolonging its existence. Itself tho negation of insti-

tutions, it becomes an institution ; and by becoming so perishes

;

but shows thereby in the clearest manner that it is an outcome of the

same qualities in man as those from which society itself proceeds. The
effort of monasticism to maintain itself as an institution since the

Reformation has failed. Tho possibility of suppressing religious

decay. Tho ascetic tendency of tho present time protahly owes its origin to a combina-

tion of tliese causes. Old tUngs are passing away without becoming new ; and, on the

other there soems on inability to got rid of many feudal arrangements, the signifi-

oanco and life of which has long deserted thorn. J
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lioiueiB, whether in ^gland in the'shiieenth oentoiy, or in ItelyM
Spain at the present day» withont oppraohd^ diook to &e
pnblio ooneeienoey diows that the eloister itanda **<mt<of gear** with

ordinary aeoular ezistenoe in a different way* to that in \rhich it

stood fbrmerly, differen%, too, from that which is normal to the

solitary spirit It cannot stand its ground against the consummation of

a vigorous national life, because it no longer represents a conservation

of the vital forces of society, during an epoch of decay and barbarism,

but rather an useless and selfish diversion of that spiritual power in

the individual which in an age of high civilization is drawn ulti-

mately from society, and to which, therefore, society has a claim.

The ascetic impulse itself, on the other hand, is as old as mankind,

and will last as long as society itself. If a large portion of the

civilized world were again to fall into the abyss of anarchy, into

which the Roman world fell during the centuries between Augusiuti

and Charlemagne, before the German race had given its institutions

new meaning and vigour, it seems probable that asceticism would

again assume a “ world-historical
**

importance. This is, happily,

not probable
;
and the position of the modern ascetic in relation to

society is that of a critic rather than on exile. So long as human

arrangements are imperfect, so long the infinite demand made upon

them by the spirit of man will remain unsatisfied
;
and asceticism is

the natural and normal expression of this dissatisfaction. As

Montalembert said, “monks and oaks are immortal.’*

We should have been glad to have touched upon Mr. Lecky’s

history of the persecution and of the alteration in the moral position

of women, did space permit. The fifth chapter, which treats of the

latter subject, would have been better for the omission of Mr. Lecky’s

speculations on the propriety of concubinage. Wo think, too, that

^e degi'oded views of women in the decay of the empire are unneces-

sarily attributed to the influence of asceticism, which certainly had

some share in producing chivalry, and the elevation of women of

which chivalry was the cause. In preparing a second edition, which

no doubt win soon be called for, we hope Mr. Lecky will restore

the German barbarians to their historical position in his period.

G. E. Appleton.



NOTICES OF BOOKS.

I.—THEOLOGICAL.

The New Teetameni of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christy after the Authorized
Version. Newly compared with the Original Greeks and revised^ by Hekby
Alford, D.D., Dean of Canterbury. London : Straban & Co.

I
T must be confessed that at the {present moment any man who attempts to
improve umn our Authorized Version of the Bible finds it difficult to obtain a

fair hearing. JPoliti^l and ecclesiastical amtations preoccupymany earnestminds
in a way Traich indisposes them (it may be feared) to close and patient study of
any kind. Relimous minds shrink even moro^ than usual just now from the
thought of any wange in that which is so assodatod with the religious iimres-
sions of their whole lives as the language of our English Testament, ^ose
who have sufficient scholarship and knowledge of the original toxt to be com-
petent judges of the necessity for improvement, and the benefits which may
reasonably be expected from it, are the few, not the many. Exaggerated
language has been sometimes used by the advocates of revision. Still oftener
their intentions have been misconstrued by their opponents, in a way which
has added to the amount of inevitable and almost msuperable prejudice which
encompasses the subject.

Still, as no competent judge can deny that, admirable as the Authorized
Version is in general, it represents an original text which can be clearly proved
to^ be in many passages iucorrect, and often, when it represents a true text,

fails to convey the true meaning of that original distinctly to any ordinary
English reader, it ought to be admitted that a revision is greatly needed. Men
as little given to rash change as Bishop Ellicott and Archbishop Trench feel

this as strongly as the Dean of Canterbury. Seasonable and good men, aware
of the want, should welcome this attempt made to meet it by one whom a life

spent in the criticism and interpretation of the Greek Testament has qualified

pre-eminently for the task.

It will be best to give in the words of the preface the editor’s own explana-
tion of the design of the volume :

—

** It is necessary to premise a few words regarding the view with whidi this Revision
of the Authorized Version has boon undertaken.

*^It seemed to the Reviser, and to some others, that the time was ripe for an effort

to bo made to public the English New Tostament in a form more consonant to the
now ascertained ancient Greek text, and with corrections of inadequate renderings.

This had been already done in tee case of the Gospel of St. John, the Epistles to the
Romans, Corinthians, G^tians, Ephesians, Philippians, and Colossians, by *Five
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Clfiigvineii; of whom the pri'sont Reviser wao one. The fruit of thcdr joint labours luui

been kindly idaced by his colleagues at his disposal ; and those bopks appear, with the

eneption of a vcr^ few passagesin whichhb own view dilbved firosn^hatox the miyurity,

sim^ as a Reprint from the former Revision
<< ilie pr^nt Reviser has simply thrown himsdf into the gap, thfit the work might

bo acconiplisl^ at all^ events on the basis of the experience already acquired. Ho
utterly repudiates for his Revision any aim to be odoptoa in any place os a substitute for
the Authorised Version. It is impossible, to sa^* nothing more, that one nMn*a work can
ever fulfil the roquisites for un accepted Version of the Scriptures. If there was oiio
lesson which the ‘ Five Clergymou ’ learnt from their sessions, it was that no new
rendering is safe until it has gone through many brains, and been thoroughly sifted by
differing perceptions and tastes.

“ His wish mainly is to keep open the great question of an authoritative Revision

;

to shew the absolute necessity of sueli a measure sooner or 'later; and to disabuse
men's minds of the ikllaeios by which the Authorized Version is commonly defended.

** At the same time he is nut without ho|)e that this Revision may serve the eause of
God and llis AVord by presenting to the English reader the sacred text in a form which,
hovrever farfi-om perfection, yet more nearly approaches that in which the faith was once
for all delivered to the saints.’*—Preface, v., vi.

It will be seen from the above statement that the Dean of Canterbury, though
he has availed himself of the labours of his former associates in the work of
revision, has exercised the right of abiding by his own opinion W'hon that has
differed, after reconsideration, from theirs; and, consequently, that oven in the
books which are nearly a reprint from the work of the “ Five Clergymen, the
reraousibility of the present revision rests entirely with himself.

It is impossible to test the success of such a work without a very lengthened
and careful examination ; for which time has uot yet boon given. Nor could
the results of such an examination bo exhibited witbiii the limits to which this
notice must be restricted. Wo can only attemj^t to say what seem to be the
oonditiona to which revision should conform, and how fur, speaking gonorolly,
ihepresont attempt satisfies those conditions.

% The first of the many difficult questions which must be answered by every
reviser is, from what text shall he translate P Certainly not from the ttxhts
receptits, in any one of its slightly varying forms. Neither can any private
reviser honestly take his stand, with our present knowledge, upon any pro-
visional text, like Oriesbach^s, based upon the textus rreeptuH^ thongb with its

grosser errors corrected. A large body of revisers, clothed with official autho-
rity, might possibly be compelled to accept such a basis, by way of compromise,
and in the aosence of any text generally accepted by scholars everywhere. A
private reviser, fettered by no official responsibility or need of satisfying col-
leagues, must take as his basis that text (whether another man’s or one formed
by himself if he feels competent to the task) which he himself believes to
approach as nearly as the present state of evidence will allow to the original.
lyoT this, as well as for many other reasons, it is well that the work of revision
should, /or the, preaeni^ be left to private enterprise. Probably in a few years’
time there will be a more general consensus of Greek Testament scholars
than can be alleged at present in favour of the principle that the reading of
the most ancient authorities is almost always likely to be the true one. Doan
Alford, acting by himself, couhl not possibly have translated from any other
text than his own. He has usually given concisely in a note the grounds of
any material departure from the common Greek text.

Supposing the text which is to bo represented in English to have been defi-

nitively settled, we have next to decide whether the translation (which it is

assumed will bo intended for popular use) shall aim to be an altogether new
one, or a correction of the Authorized Version. On this point all rightly
thinking men are now agreed. Scarcely any one wishes to do more than to
corrcKit where the present translation either represents a text different from our
standard text, or renders incorrectly, imperfectly, or unintelligibly the reading
of that text. Again, all are agreed that wherever wo alter, our alteration

must be as nearly as possible in the style of the original building. « Without
the gravest necessity, which will scarcely ever arise in practice, no word or
idiom is to be introduced which is not sanctioned somewkere by one or other
of our existing English translations^ or at any rate, which is not in perfect
keeping with the somewhat antique character of the work with which it is to
be incorporated. Anil further, it will follow from the aesumption that our
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Bovisod Yeraion is meant for popular nee, that eren wbera strict echolarehip

mi^t require a chango in the version meant for scholars, none ahall be made
if the real sene^of tho original is conveyed to ordinaiy readers with sub*
stantial oorrectn&s by the existing form of expression. The Dean of Canter*
burjr wouM, we believe, entirely accept the above as the true pcineiplesof
revision : ixideed, he has enunciated most of them in this Review.*
But the real merits of a revision, after a few general principles have been

settled, will depend upon the care and skill with which these principles are
applied in pr^tice to the decision of the indnite variety of questions of
detml which will arise in the execution of Idle work. Judged by mis test, the
revision before us seoms in the main a very successful one. As for as it has
been possible to examine it at present, we can say that it has been executed, as
we should have expected it to be, with great care, sound scholarship, and excel-
lent tact and sense. The volume will be a most useful help to every English
student of tho New Testament.
Of course we do not think this praise everywhere equally well deserved.

Sometimes it seems to us that the Dean has altered when alteration was need-
less, and sometimes that he has left unchanged what might well have been
improved by change. Sometimes his alteration gives a meaning to the passage
of which we think tho correctness open to so much doubt as to render the
alteration inadaiissiblo, except as a marginal alternative. Wo will jot down a
few instances to explain our meaning. In St. Matt. v. 22, it is assumed that
fitapk represents tho Hebrew word used for rebel in Numb. xx. 10, instead of
moaning ** fool!’' This is, to say the least, a doubtful interpretation, and was
not proierred by the Dean himself as lately as in the fifth edition of his Qreek
Testament, vol. 1863. If symmetry was wanted, it might have been better
gained by translating Baca, than by introducing another word equally unin-
telligible to English riders. The other possible meaning of iiiatph might havo
been given in the margin. In St. Matt. vi. 11, iwioviriotf is represented by ** need-
ful,” without any alternative stated. It seems scarcely desirable that a question
which has porplexc^ interpreters and translators, at least since Jerome's
timo, should be decided summarily in favour of the very anomalous deriva-
tion from dfilt to and against the etymologically far more likely one from
hTTiornTa (sc, without any notice of the possibility of the latter, which
usually, though iiot always, satisfied Chrysostom. In St. Matt. viii. 6 if, the
centurion’s Trace is translated his boy,” which is quite inadmissible, in serious
English, as an equivalont for servant,” which St. Luke vii. 2, 7 shows
clearly to be the meaning of iraTc here, as in so many other passages both of the
New Testament and LXX. Possibly tho servant may have been himself a
soldier, and so not SovKoii in the strict meaning of the word. The same word is

rendorod young men” in St. Luke xv. 26, which seems an unnecessary
change. On the other hand, in Acts iv. 30, tho substitution of ** servant” for

child” is evidently right. In St. Matt, xviii. 17, we do not think that the
rendering congregation” should have been adopted, unless the Dean were
prepared, with Tyudal, to translate IvcXifirca uni/ormh/ by connegation.” It

18, of real importance that the English word church should Imve the same
breadth of meaning with its Greek equivalent, which it cannot have if it con-
tinues to be employed in so/ae, not in all, the passages. In Acts iv. 34, nofcy we
would venturo to suggest with great diffidence, as a possible rendering which
would preservo tho form of tho imperfect in the original, ** kept selling/* or

*'wcrQ (continually) selling.” In Acts xxvi. 28, we think there can belittle

doubt that the general moaning of Agrippa’s words is that assigned to them by
the Dean, and none that it is not that wMch our Authorized Version expresses,

and which has furnished a text for innumerable sermons on the Almost
Ohristian.” They are evidently a more than half sarcastic protest against

St. Paul's supposed intention to claim King Agrippa as a fellow believer. But
we fear t^t tho word lightly” scarcely retains enough of its ancient

moaning to be a generally intelligible rondt*ring of iviXfyy. And with
regard to the reading of the original, we venture to remark that if. as

the Dean suggests in the note^ in his Greek Tostamout, ad loc,^ the reading
of the Vatican and the Sinaitio MSS., iv 6\iytp fic irftSctc •xfinrriavov Troci|aai,

is a confusion of the two roiulings Tri/S«*c X"- (reading of E, &c.), and
TTsiOy XP- noLfiocu (reading of A), each of those readings must have existed

* See Contemporary JReview for July, 1868.
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ImUm citfaw of tho*» MSS.. f.«.» «t mi tbd Awrih oonlviy:

OomeqiMntly the vrind^o ti aaoicnt oddomNr wQo to jteeida our
brtween them, end ore muet be guided 'wholly hy intennd ooonderatioBa.

If BO, much ini|d>* be and tut the teading rueedei. And if teedingWe
zeteined we w^t perbepe vender <*ln smell epeoe thou ext peSfsaed>

ing me to beeome e dmstiea.** * If. with the Dean, we take the zeadinge miff
and «w9am,weUd]iktbetnmdation mustbe not'*eefMeiiMiitrme,*' but*'Ao«imode
mo,” the pmiMitbm&g here, as usuallywhen it eznmsM ptMtattranM om a Bfote

wAteA eontnuwB, the only rendering into IBuglish of the Oreokaorist. In
Bom. iu. SO we are sorry to find in the BevuedVersion the unmeaning anti^esis
of "byfiuth** and ** through faith” left in possession of the text. Surely
4 irlsric is here as in QaL iii. 23 ff,t used in its objective sense. God will justify
the Jew. like Abraham huforefinther, f« ; the Gentile, in like mannm,
throuid* that new and better diqwnsation of whidi fiiith is the charaeteristio

prinei^e. It seems to us as impossible to deny that 4 vlsnc has this objeotivo
meaning sometimes, as to maintain that it never has any other. The context
must decide in ea^ instance, and would here decide us to translate " ^rough
(he fai^” In Phil. i. 22 there is a well-known difficulty in determining the
pWt at whioh the apodosis begins, and filling up the ellipse accordingly. The
l)ean trandates “But if to live in the fledi, [if^ -this be to me fruit of my
labour, then what I shall choose I know not thus'commencing the apodosis
with eai, and virtnally supplying Uie ellipse by the rendering of sat as “ tAe».”
Our own view of the construction and translation have been^ (mfflciently

explained in a notice of Professor Lightfoot’s recent work on Philippians, in
the number of this Beview for November, 1868. We decidedly prefer oom-
men^gthe apodosia with rovro, and translating “But if to live in flesh [is

appointed for me^ this is to me fruit of labour, and so what 1 shall idioose I
know not.” The expresaon “ fruit of labour” is scarcely intelligible in
Bnglieh ; but it is not easy to find any rendering of Kapnoe (pyoe, which shall

be peranicuous without being too paraphrastic. It seems to us that the Autho-
rize Version here is happier than either the Dean's or Professor Lightfoot’s.

It gives the sense demanded by the context, and has hit upon the construction
which is least (qpen to objection. In Phil. ii. 12 the rendering “carryout”
seems to us every way inferior to “ work out.”
We we well aware now imperfect and fragmentary these few remarks on the

rendering of different passages ore. We offer them as a worthier expression of
respect and gr^tude for the work whioh the Dean of Canterbury has done,
than indisenminate praise couched in gmeral terms would be. Wo only beg
that it may be remembered that our dissent from the reviser’s results is ^e
exception, not the rule. We cannot express too emphatically our conviction
that «poa the whole his revision represents with admirable fidelity and judg-
ment a Greek text as nearly correct as can be formed from our pr^nt
materials. E. t. V.

The Open Secret : Sermone deoiling moetlg with the Heart of Ohriet and Chrietianitg.

By the late Bev. AunusD J. Mobbis, formerly of Holloway. London

:

Arthur Miall.

A cmiiTh-UKS upontaneousnesB and modest simplicity ; a large-eyed, Intel-
leetnal opOnneas to all sorts of new ideas and inflnenoes ; a buoyant, elastic

temperament, witih peculiar capacities of sudden recoil ; mid a keen eye for the
carunal laws of human motive and conduct—these seem to us to have been
Mr. Morris’s leading characteristics ; and they were combined in such peculiar
mmwure as to yield, now, a something captivating, through its fresh, almost
youthftil, tenderness; and, again, enlivening, through the subdued gleams of
quiet, uneoneeious humour that would suddenly shoot over the verge of tiie

moet Ihmiliar picture or statement. His writing reminds ue often of the old
Puritan divines—ifitalittle lacks tiie poetty, it notseldomhaa the pith and point.
Mr. Mbrrie bad read much in books, and bad mastered most that he had reed;
but^he' had read in men’s hearts still more; and hie sennons. whilst sound in
e It may, perhaps, be werth oooeideEing whether an admissible tendering is not “ In

aoull ipsoe ioon art pemiadiag we that 1 am become a Christian ; 'takmg the pk as
vittoally teth sotjeet to ytrleOm snd object to wtiSne.
t Where, lioweTer.4he Dean has translated irlorie by ** the feith ” only in ver. 23

and.vor. 20.



Notkfs

do4trin«« Me peeked widi viee lefleetfone^ iMkppj geniel
ini^hti^ Hie.gvej^giftWMiiie|KnirOTof ikMiniigeiiddbDglefl^
hunteii Bandiine dVer irliateTer tends to beeioma merelvJiiM aiid-dkMMinel«.ena
toInMthe onth/drybonM, olotlungtikem vifilili&. m wm quite tlia-inutfi to
raieo a London congregation, and gradoellT^by dint of eheer oTerooming eeriBot*

neee and force of character, to elevate it both morally and spiritually, aewe leam^
from the touching little memoir—doubly touching in that it tells, witii loving
reticence, of the terrible tremble which for long years hung over tiie preacher^
life—that Mr. Morris actually did. Such sermons as, ^*The Secuet Out/*
Christ Alone with his Discipfes,” and Natural Varieties in Beligion/’ are

the work of a man who, had he enjoyed better health, and been granted alongv
life, would certainly have attained no second place among the preachers of me
time: We almost wish we could quote the whole of the first sermon, The Secret
Out.’’ The bestwe can do instead is to g^ve some morsels from it :

—

Tlio consciouaneas of evil leads to aelf-vindication ; the conaeiouaness of innocence is
rilow to aiiapect a charf^e. If yon ask a man, how he ia, and he anawera, * I am sober,*
you aiK* tempted to suppose that he must have indulged too freely; and, if enquiring
what he is canning, he replies that it ia his own, you fancy it possible that ho has made
too free with hia neighboura goods. Why should a man deem it needful to defend him-
self, unless he is iittaekod ? and if there is no attack from without, is it not likely that
there is one from witliin, and conscience does the office of accuser Y . , . Adam*s eager-
ness showed his fall. God did not accuse him. He simply asked him where he was.
Ue might have been among the trees innocently enough ; no probably had been there
l»oforo, and God asked whore ho was, not why he was there. ... It is useless for us to
speculate what notions our first parents must have had of God. It docs not look as if

Adam was created the finished philosopher and theologian that some have supposed.
It savouie more of the infancy than of the manhood of. our race. It looks as if the
divine revelation was such as wo are wont to make to children. God appeared in the
likeness of flesh, and dwelt with him, and spake to him as a man ; and Adam thought
that ho eould conceal himself from God among the thick trees, and that there might be
some use in telling God lies. But whateveithe knew not, he should have known that
ho had no right to be afraid of God. Fear ifM no feeling for * man new made.*^ If a
child dreads its parent, the child or parent&iust be wronp:. . . . The worst kind of
iiiilelicae.y is in being shocked at wlmt is natuH and proper, m being so fiir * better than
God.’ For that indelicacy' is in the person tnat is shocked, not the things that shock.
This was Adam’s. He was * naked and not ashamed * while innocent. He became, or
profoasod to become, squeamish when ho fell. And so it always is. ... * Unto the pure
all things are pure, but to them that are defiled and unbelieving nothing is pure.* Time
was when speech was much plainer and^ freer than it is with us, when great divines as
well as unregenerateplaywrights talked ina stylo that would now expel from all respect-
able society, when they translated God’s everlasting word in a way to scandalize all

genteel souls ; but who shall say that vre eschew their speech because we have improved
upon their morals ? Who told us that there needed a clothing for some ideas and things ?

Have wo eaten ofthe tree ? Like Adam we have created a necessity for clothes by sinning;
and to the wise of heart, what we deem the proof of our refinement and delicacy, is really

tilie consequence of our knowing too much. Unsophisticated children are by no means so
particular as worn-out debauchees, and pure-minded maidens are often qmte a scandal
to painfully-proper prudes. Adam the sinner was disgusted with the ways ofAdam the
innocent.”

* And this, expressing an idea to which he ddights to return :

—

** I love to look upon the Gospels not as records only, however faithf^ of thingswhiA
have been, but as picturesmost precious of things which are to-day ; things which were in
Judeea long centuries since, because they were to be, and to the end of time, in another
and a better way. The Gk»pels would, like all other records, lose half their interest, if

they weremerely ancient histories. But they are ancient histories because they areever-
lasting types—types, that is, in the only sense in which anything is typical. They are
not forms of future Tealities, understood and complete, but the realization in forms
imperfect and adapted to the times, of things which should afterwards appear in highmr
fimna: a sort of metempsychoses of ideas and powers. The oldest tliuigs are the
newest: what never begfm to be never beoomes dd: it is the recent that becomes old
and passes away. The *good news* ofChrist's history is an 'everlasting Gosp^* and
the interest of it is derived in part from its being a revelation of the pennanent provi*
dence of Christ aii^ of the diaracter of man.**

One or two of the sermons are little more than pulpit skeletons, whidi makes
us regret very much that something completed did not oooupy their place ; but
^volwne is one to interest thoughtful r^^Mierf, and to jra^^eat mai^
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Th$ Ihmaft Ol^r^: Life o/ ike ^a$ed Virgin. By ANTHONY STAFFORD. '

l^ether vrith Apology of tbo AuthoT, and an Easay^n the Oultus of
the Blecmd Virgin Mary. Edited by the Bey. ORBi^niPLRY^ M.A.
London: Longmansi 1809. A

From this titie^ the character of the book mightbo messed. But our readers
are perhaps hardly prepared to hear, that among the aoyioes which it bears on
its resplendent white, luue, and gold cfiver. the itdlowing shines conspicuous :

—

MOTHER OF GOD, FRAY FOR US.** We woro liot quite aware at what point of
the series ** the Movement ’’ had arrived : but certainly this distances all our
previous observations.
The Bey. Orby 8hiple}*‘ seems to be put forward as the experimentalist of the

party. He must bo a veiy curiously constructed mtsou. Wo do not know
when we have seen anything closer to a caricature than the following :

—

** The Fathem of the Pan-Aiiglican Synod have happily given an indirect sanetion to
pay {sir) duehooour toher w^hom the Spirit of InspiratioB hasdcsclared to be the ^ Blessed
among women.' In the address of the bishops, the Fathers of the Council entreat the
faithful to guard themselves against growing superstitiona and additions ; espt^oiaUj'

mentioning ' the pnietii'al exaltation of the Blesad Virgin Mary as mediator n# ihr p/met-

of Aar jDinna Son ; and ly ^stV) the ad<lr(*ssing of prayers to her as intercessor between
God and man.* By the limiting of her office of m^iator and intci'cesMor by the words
we have marked, * In the place of her Divine 8ov,* the Council implicitly acknowledges
her mediation ami iifteioesaion in on infi>rior degree. It is only the pnttintf ofthn
Mother * in the pLicoof her Divine Son ' that is condemned, not the cultns of S. ^fary, or
(««) the assertion that prayeramay be addressed to her ;

and we ore further continn«^l in
this explanation hy tlie fact that Archbishop Manning declared that there is nothing in
this expression that an orthodox Homan Catholic could ot>ject to. This cxplanutinii has
never been contradicted by any member of the Anglioau Council. Wo arc justifio^l

therefore in claiming the consent and ap|irovni—both positive and negative—of the?

Synod for a Cultus of the Blessed Virgin."

Was ever anything more foolish, or more ilisingonnous if not foolish, than this
miserable stuff? It is really difficult to believe, that an educated Clnistian
minister can have^ penned sentences Which every person of fairly conslitutetl
n^d must read with pity and disgiLst. They even surpas.s that notable mastor-
^eceofthe ** Tracts for the Times,”—tbo assertion that because an Article of the
Church spoke of the Ilontish doctrine of Piirgabuy *' as “ a fond and foolish
thing,” any doctrine of Purgatory whirh ton« not Romish was not thus stigma-
tized by Uie Article, and might therefore be held by members of the .English
Church.
Our readers may x^erhaps be instructed by another extract from Mr. Orby

Shipley*s Preface :

—

It is not the open denial only, it is the unexpressed unbelief of popular nationalism,
common to all sects, and wo must needs confess, too common iti our branch of the
Church, Umt is gaining ground. Nor do wo hesitato to say tliatone of the most powerful
means to counteract this is the revival of the t^ultus of the Blessed Virgin. Nay, wc say
further, that unless Anglicans exert themselves to ic-introduco this Cultus, they must
expect to see more and more the spread of Rationalism and unboliof.

**This is matter for profound thought among the leaders of the groat Catholic ]Movo-
ment of the day. When that Movement first took place, it w*as confined to a return to

Anglican Doctrine and form of Worship, sneh as was laid down by the great Divines of
the sevanteeBtli century. This was soon found to be wholly inadequate, as well as un-
fitted for fihe wants of the ago. It was the late Arehdeacan Wilberforoo who pointed ont
the real deficienoy, and to a certain exteht tnipplied it, in his two great works on tho ih-
ettmoiUm aad iko Holy Emoharioi* He then found out how wholly insufficient was the
mere Aaf^liean idea of twenty years ago for a Catholic ; ho sought something deeper in
theKomam Fourteen yearsof active Church life havedevdopodthe mere African into

a true Chtholic; but the fulnesB of the reality of the Inoasnation sad of the Holy
Eucbairist is not yet poroeived by the mass of Kngliah jChansluneii. BometiiiDgmoro
is needed to hiring out tiie truth m its fulness ; and mot, we believe, is the Coitus of the
Mother of God; This Oultus is now, in the minds of persons, so eloaoly oennocted
wlikh the doctime of the Inmiactdato Oonceptiou, that we must examine the latter

doetaine more carefully.”

Of this examination we can only say, that 'St. Bernard (T) is qoetod as a sup-
porter of Ike doetiine. The aingmav bad fkifli of this quotal^n is espcoially
tebenoted:-^

**6t. Benie^; ialxis eelSimted letter to the Oknons of Lyons, writes thus :—< t firmly



JNofices of hooks, 30^
believe; with tho Chxstdhf that (die wae eeirelafilGd wh^ in the womb> cf lier niiOtto and
80 came to light wloes/’

Would the reater imagine by this, that St. Bernard in these tMrds is aligning
net /or, but against^ the Immaculate Ck>neeption P Xet so it is.

Si igituT anto concoptum sui aanotificari minims potnit, qnonism non SMlrr ssd
nee in ipeo guidem eoneepiUn propier peeaUwn gmed inerat

:

rostat, nt post oonoeptmn Ib-
utero jam exiiitens, eanctiftcationem acoeptsso credatur, qnso excluso poocato sanotsin
feoerit nativitatom, non iamen et emceptionem**

Beally, this is little short of absolute mendadly ; and may servo as a caution
to the advocates of ** the Movomeut/* and all others, how they believe any-
thing which Mr. Orby Shipley may choose to assert. After this, the result
arrived at by his examination of the doctrine matters but little.

We must confess, that Mr. Orby Shipley’s Preface is by far the worst part of
the book. Old Stafford’s Life of the Blessed Virgin ” is full of interest. It is

written in the quaint Euphuiatic style of his time (1635), and though elaborated'
with every kind of excessive panegyric, is kept within far more modest limits
tlmn are observed by his moaera editor. There is nothing of the cultns of the
Virgin ; nothing of any honour to be paid to her beyond the enthusiastic tri-

bute of oxc^sive admiration The fabulous portions of her story, though dwelt
on with delight, aro 3*ot touched with an avowedly uncertain hand.

If Mr. Shipley would omit his own preface, and make his book look l^slike a
prune-box, wo might venture tu thank him for having republished an interest-
ing specimen of the exuberant churchmanship of the early days of Charles 1.

S. A.*

II.—BIOGRAPHICAL.

OoiMit niemarck. A Political Biography. By Litdwig Bambebobb, Member of
the ZoU Parlittinoiit. l^uslated from the German by Charubs Lee
Lewes. Breslau : Ernst Giiuther. London : Trubucr and Co.

The author of this work is a member of the party known in Germany as
the National-Liberal,” and in it the curious position of that party in xma-
tioii to Count Bismarck is very strikingly brought out. The desire to work by
moral means is here seen struggling with intense exultation in the strides
towards German unity mado by **tho war of ’66;” and the love of freedom
and constitutional government contrasts strangely with the half-suppressed
admiration for the old enemy of the Prussian constitution.

There may be said to be two main objects in the bMk—one to show that
Bismarck is not now merely cairying out a scheme which had been devised
from tho beginning of his career, but has distinctly undergone a change in his
political creed ; the other, to draw from that career the moral that revolutionary
ends must sometimes bo accomplished by means which cannot be called revolu-
tionary ill tho conventional senso of that word.
In ordor to bring out those points, the writer is obliged to go bMk to the last

century, and to show how tho vacillating policy of the I’rnsfiian kings, after the
dea& of Frederick the Great, had gradually lost them that initiativo in G[erman
affairs which that unscrupulous monarch had so nearly attmned ; white the
one tradition which they had inherited from him—that of looking with 8as{dcion

on all popular movements—had been exa«erated by them into eoceuses for

treachery and cowardice of the meanest kind. This tiudition (already so basely

carried out in 1813 and 1848) Count Bismarck, as a Junker, iiffierited; but
with the thoroughness and vigour of his oharaoter, he threw aside''the shilly-

shallying policy which hod made the Prussian kings the laiighiiig-stock of
Qtnrmany, and carried his principles out to their logioal ooneJusion

—

servile

submission to Austria. » .

From- 1847 to 1851, Bismarck was not only (to use the words of a sneadly
critiQ)^ ** the leader of the oenservative party in its narrowest and miost bigoted^

«

sense, the chief cS the extreme right, the advocate of ^trimonial iunsdio-

lion and trade guilds, tho most obstinate advereai^ ^ dempejwand psrUo-
mentary government, and the most sealous Vforshipper of solidarity between
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the autonomy of the eoyereini a«d the priyileigM of the erietooraey,** but «lso

mi taokt doToted champion m Ausiriae V
** In a specrh made in i860 ho openly avowed that in his opinion tho mission of Prussia

lay in suboidinating herself to Austria, and fighting at her sido against Gennan de-
mocracy. In the same mech he insisted on tho necessity of tenmnating tho then
existing occupation of Schleswig-llolsteui, which he desif^tw aa a stupid undertaking,
into which the unfiratunate policy of 1848 had drawn Prussia; and, to crown all, he
ended in these words: * Owing to some singular modesty, people refrain from calling
Austria a German Power, because she has the good fortune to exercise dominion over
other pcojdes. For my part I cannot admit tliat het'auae Slaves and Kuthenians are
subject to Austria, it is they who principally represent thot State, leaving tho Gorman
element only a subordinate part to play. On the oontniry, T respect m Austria the
representative of an ancient Gennan Power/ **

Such, thw, wore tho opinions of Bismarck on Qeiiuan politics when he
was appointed W Baron MauteufFel aa First Secretary of IiCgiition to the
restOTM Diet at Frankfort. This was the turning-point of his political life.

From whatever cai^ it came, it seems to be generally^ agre^ that it was
dating the discosaious of this Diet that the great change in his feelings
towards Austria was first develoi>ed.

Count Bismarck and his apologists,** says our author, ** are fond of representing that
it wud^ in consequence of the op]x>rtunity which he now had, for the first tiino, of
observing Austria's system more nearly, that he came to sou through her ohjoi-iionable
and dangerous policy ; in short, that the ctinversion of tho |)oltiician was priiif^ipally

the result of tho mo^ indignation of the man. We already know enough of the
personage wo are studying to be careful how w-o accept explanations which savour
rather strongly of idonlism.^ Properly understood the statement amounts, without how-
ever losing its value, to this : that the new ambassador, with the energy and faculties

we know him to have possessed, was urged, from the ver>' beginning of liis !‘arecfr, by
the irresistible impiiLHo to be something, to do something in the world. Far less vigour
and fire than he possessed would have been quite enough to provoke a collision with the
Austrian stubbornn^s ; nioro especially as this stubboniiiess, whicli geneiully piuc'ccded
from sheer force of inertia, was to be found in the present instance in men who were not
deficient in aggressiveness. It did not suit the nature either of the Prime-Minisii^r,
Prince Schwat^^nberg, or of his represcntati%’e, Herr von Keehherg, to assume an air

of good-natured stupidity and pretended cordiality, the mask under which formerly thi^-

Emperor Francis had concealed from the world the chinning and malicious character of
his diplomacy. The too easy victory of Olmutx was followed one of those strange
moments of illusion at Vienna, in w-hich the Austrians—drunk with tho recollection of
their proverbial good fortune—gave themselves up to a fit of that irresistible bragging
of which the orders of the day of Genf'ral Benedek have since furnished so wonderful a
specimen. *ln tho drawing-rooms of the imperial palace Prince Schwarlsenberg had
tnrown out the phrase, *llfaut avilir la Prusse d'abord pour lademolir.' Things of
this kind were snapperi up by the lesser German princes, who vied with each other in

the amusement of letting fiy the shafts of their humour against Prussia—^the smallest of
Uie Groat Powers, as it was tho fashion to call her—who had taken into her head to
attempt to |^y a part in Germany. Imagine a man of the temperament of Count
Bismarck reduced to the position of a jeered-at Masetto in the illustrious Frankfort Diet,
and it will he readily understood that this was sufficient to incense him beyond bounds,
and to open his eyes to the abject character of the policy he represented/*

Whatevw wm cause of this change, it soon became apparent in his pri-

vate correspohdenCo^ rad with it the change which he saw must evontuiilly

Income npo^ssaiy in his relations to more distinctly internal questions.
Tb» following letter on the ZoUverein was written in 1850 from FranUort :

—

** Our positum in theZoUverein is altogether a bungle. I am convinced that wo shallbo
obliged,to tenninate the treaty as soon as the period arrives for doing so. To continue
it is absolutely isnppssihle so long as, in addition to twenty-oight govemmonts, some fifty

independent cerpuraticeuv governed by private interests, exercise a liberum veto. Tne
equaliW-froiiBy.of theGennan governments drives them to use this os a moans for making
themselves important. In order to avoid these rocks I think that in a reformed Zou-
vetein, after 1866, Wemjast^fortheexercuoof tho rightof consent which the ciwporations

possess in ZoUverein niatlian, borrow an Idea from thm unionist projects of 1848, and
eatabliah^a kind of Customs Parliament. The governments would be singly averse
to this; hnt with Imtdtiess and perseveranoe wo might efthet much.' The Chambers and
piessmight be of ‘ lliS utmost asiistatioe to our foreign polioy; they would have to disenss
the oriwSiriition of ihe Gennan euetom^houBe from the Frtissian point of view, broadly
aad.withceit reserve. Hmu the ettention of Germany, nowfiegging, would cute nmre
ipftvsji and <mr i^siabsis would become a power in Geimauy.’*



Notices

Ptobaps few tbif^ oould bring oat better tlie^ bai^hij fifi^ egegntiany antil-

mpular spirit wbidli has always distinguished Bismmk ihaa 'ws di^Tory
ttiat so long bfibre the Oennanr war of ’66 he (Aould haire seen the neees-
sity of working with the popular fbroeo in Germany, and^ yet' that this
discoyery should hare been followed by the straggle between ^ him and the
Prussian ** Abgeordnetes Haus.** Ho looked upon &eni as necesmiy tods, b!i:d

could not bring himself to trust them as fellow workers; and, as our anther
admits, ho is still paying the penalty of that distrust in the half-confidence whieh
the Liberals of Germany give him, and the hatred which numbers of the
Prussian *^Fortschritt” party still feel for him* Buthischangeof policy towards
Austria was the result ox far stronger feelings a cold sense of necessity

;

and it soon became evident in the influence which he successfully ezercialM
in favour of non-intervention during the Austro-Italian war of 1859.
So decided, apparently, were his views on this question, that his government

thought it hotter to remove him from the Diet and send him to the court of St.
Petersburg ; bringing out thereby once more that striking contrast which has so
often shown itself in later years between the unprincipled Mwardice of the
I^ssian crown and tho unscrupulous courage of its ablest adviser. Tim latter

quality appeared even more remarkably in a letter addressed by Bisinarckwm his new post to Herr von Schleinitz, the Minister for Foreign Affairs at
Berlin—a loiter which, as our ^author jusUy remarks, ** deserves to be called
historical.” Its arguments are founded on his experience in the Frank-
fort Diet.

In the Eiiflli'rn question,*’ he says, the princes declared from the outset that they
would side with Austria, although this was unqucstionalily an overstepping and violation
tif tho fc'dcral law. Did they over do the like for Fmssia ? Certainly not ; for it is

their intorest to oppose every development on tho part of Prussia, and we shall never be
ill u position to eoiiqiier this rosistiince unless we emancipate ourselves from the situation
math* for us by tho existing treaties.’*

And ho concludes in the following words
^^1 think wo slioiild hiistcn to take up the gauntlet, and 1 should regard it as no mis-

foriuno, but rather as a salutary crisis and a means of progress, if the majority at IVank-
fort wore to pass some resolution in which we could discover an attack on tho principle
of tho Confederation, an abuse of power, and a viulatioii of tho treaties. The clearer
the violation the bottiu* for us. Neither Austria, France, nor Russia will readily present
ns with so favourable an opportunity for improving our position in Germany, and our
allies arc on the high road to offer us most righteous motives, without our Imng under
the necessity of stimulating them to further excesses. Even tho Krtuz-Ztiiweig is be-
ginning to be angry wdih their proceedings.”

How evidently he was looking forward towards a breach with the Junker
party, we can see from the contemptuous allusion to this well-known organ of
Prussian ultra-Toryism, which, in a later part of tho letter, he dasses distinctly

with the partisans of Austria. Tho suggestion of tho usefulness of ** righteous
moiivos ” is croditablo to the shrewdness of a man who has since diown that he
is ready to use, when necessary for hispui'poao, either the most reckless insolence
or the meanest legal quibbles.
And, indeed, he already seems to have foreseen that tho cowardice of the

Prussian government would allow tliis opportunity to slip, and that more ques-
tionable moans must be used for attaiuiug his end.

** I perceive,” (ho says in this very letter) “something defective in our position in the
Bund, which sooner or*later we shall be obliged to repair, tt igne^ unless we submit
it in time, and at a favourable opportunity, to serious treatment. I believe that if the
Confederation were put an end to this very day, and were even not replaced by anything
else, this negative result alone would suffice in a short time to establish better ana more
natural relations between Prussia and her Gorman ncighboors.”

But already ho was feeling the effect which his earljr policy had produced
on tho minds of the Liberal party, and he meets their suspicion onaracteristically

—merely by sneers at their stupidity. “ Those silly geese in the Gtetman pxe«
do not see that they are defeating whatever is best for their .ovpo.' efforts in

attacking mo.” His scorn for tho attacks of his former partizans is still more
profound and more bitterly expreasod :

—

“ If I worn an Austrian statesman, or a German prince and Austrian reactionist, like

tho Duke of Mehiiugeu, our Kreuz-Zeitung would have taken me under its wing, as it has
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'dono liiui. Tlte nioiidadty of those auspituons U weU hupwn to all our polUir^l fiiciub»

but aa T nm only lui old |BeBd>or of thiur |irurtT« ^ho has in ad<UtjiMn\the misfortuno of

having i>eeuliar views on many poivtSi thay allow peopfo to slaiider m to their heart's

content. The inquisitor is most stem to thosoon hisnwn side
; and lliends who have

long iiniuk from the same gu^ are more unjust than onemiss/*

It was at this time, when ha was susqiected aliko by his old firiends and his
idd enemies, that Count Bisuiarcdr seems to have made the first great attempt to
drive liis ideas into the hoad of his royal master. The scene of tlUs Heremeau
ctfvut was Baden-Baden, whore, in 1861 , Bismarck succeeded in bringing
tog^'ther the liberal CIrand-Duke of Badon and King William. If wo am to
understand that the letter to a friend, which our author quotes as written ** soon
after this visit to Baden,’* contains the same ideas ns those propounded to the
king, itcertainly gives one a startling sense of the courage ofthe writer

We need as much as our daily bnsul » firmer consolidation of our powers of defence

;

weneed anewand plLmt system ofcustoms and numerous institutions in common to protect
Germany’s material interests from the disadvimtages resulting fmm her unnatural con-
figuTolion* We ought to clear away every species of doubt us to tlie sincerity and earnest-
ness of our intention to forward those' objcc*ts. Moreover, I do not sec why w-e slxould
Sturt back so coyly at the idea of a repn*seutatiou of the iH'ople -bc it in the Diet, bo if
in the Customs-Piirliament : an institution which is legally i‘Stabli.shod in over\' German
st»b\ and which we Conser\’sitivcs would nut wish to do withr.»ut in Priiiwia, ran hardly
l»e attacked as revolutionary. In national matters very moderate eoncessionri have
hioht:ali> lieen alwa^-s recognised lis valuable. Wo might c'rfyate a thoroughly Ctxnserva-
tlvi.- national repn'sentation, and y*'t earn thanks from the Liberjils.”

Theae were the kind of measurea whicb Bismarck desired to curry out in
q^ito of the terror of the Junkers, the suspicion of the Liberals, the obstinacy of
the king. We can hardly wonder at Herr Bamberger's remark that

—

The antagonistic elements with which he had t<» deal are not siillicieut to justify Coiuii
Bismarck’s proceedings, but they perhaps explain why only it man of his stamp bad any
chance of impressing the mind oV the king with the m^ccssity of combating the dfx;trines

of Divine right by the side of Garibaldi and Koasiith.”

Yet we cannot help noticing that the chapter which closes with this remark is

followed by the account of a period (and that the beet-known period) of Bis-
marck's life, whif^ euggests. at anyrate, how all that has hetiu. done for Gorman
unity migh^ have hem done earlier, and with lose sacrifice of honour, justice,

and liberty, if the Minietm* had really had the smallest eymjxuthy with freedom,
hod understood in any degiee the meaning and worth of parliamentary govern-
ment. Even Herr Bamberger, anxious as he is to accept Bi.smarck now, admits
this when he says of the misunderstanding among the people as to the object of
the -war cd 'fid, a serious nxistali^, indeed, but soMy to be scribed to the atti-

tude which the king and his ministry had adopted ftom the time of the corosm-
tum till the events of the year betbre last.” The particular measure which
gave rise to the well-known struggle between Bismai’ck and the Chambers was,
of course, eapecialiy likely to excite liberal fears and suspicions towards a
goveriixnant whose tradition hadalways been to consider officers of the line as a
peculiar kind of aristocracy, and who were supposed to be desirous of entirely

iUspensing with the popular institution of the Lond-wehr. And now came out
that want of capacity ''for internal affairs” which Bismarck on one occasion
admitted, or rather, boasted of. Every insult was heapedon the Deputies, while
the ordinances of the press and tike tampering with tiie tribunals are only too
well remembered even now. The description of Bismarck's style of oratory,
which Herr JBasaborger quotes in an earlier chapter, seems to suggest on adm-
iional reaecm for his unpopularity :

—

** No oratorical omamontation, no choice of wordii,noihibg which carries the Midience
away. His voice, althoagh clear and audible, is diy and uns3'm|jathetic, the tone

mpnotoneus : he interrupts himself, and stops froquejtfy ; semotimeB evfin, he stutters,

as if bibreesdeitsant tongue refused obedionco, and as if lie had difliouky in finding words
in which to express his thoughts. His uneasy movonients, somewhat rolling and
negligent, in nowise aid the effect of his delivexy. BliU, the longerhe spesdes, the move
ho overcomes these defects ; he attains more precision of expression, and often ends wiljb

a vigorous, sometimes, q-s every one is aware, with a ioo-vigmous pexxirotjon.”

The wild blundeiings of his home policy were even^ ibis time being repaired
by the vigour qpd abdity shown in bis negotiations with Uie Austrian jBdiaisier,
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Oount K^lyL
^
Tho oyniool frankaeis which had so aigi^U]|r defeated iU

own object in Im attempt to briug roo&d>tbe CSiambfrii to his, aidc» told with
wonderful effect when pitted against the o^inary wiles of difdoma^*

^
Hie had

Ibund that ** 1^ relations between the two powers ** (Austria and ^raaria) oonld
not ** continue on the same footix^/’ and told Count Earolyi so ptaji^. After
a summary of the misunderstanoings both as to Qennan and foreign policy
between the two powers, he added :

—

rests with Austria to chooso whether she will ocotinuo her pseseni anti^Fimsiw
policy of forming u coalition of the lessor Statos, or seek an honest union with Prussia.
That slio should choose tho latter is my most sincere desire. But this can only be
obtain^ by giving up her inimical policy at the GanDUn courts.”

And further on he speaks more plainly still :

—

I did not cuncmil from Count 'Karolyi that the continuance of the majority in a
course pronounced by us to be contrary to federal law would place us in a very dis-
agn 'Cable YKmition ; that wo foresaw as a consequonec the rupture of the Bund ; that
Herr von Usodoiii had left Herr von Kiibeck and Baron von der Pfordb'n in hardly any
<loubt 2is to our viow of the matter, but had received answers to his intimation whi<m
sliowud no dcsiro for roiii]>iwinise, inasmuch as Baron von dor Ffordtcu pressed for the
dolivory of our minority vote.”

And, lastly, wo have from. Count KaTolyi*B lips the mention of Bismarck’s
famous olternutivo }

—

Finall3-, Bi-smarck placed before us in so many words the alternative of withdrawn^
rmni (Jennany, and of tiansporting our centre of gravity to Ofen, or of seeing Prussia in
tho lunks of our onemie.? on the occasion of tho first'Kuropoan war.”

Then comes the first of^n contest between the two great Oerman powers.
Austria proposed to the her scheme of sending delegates from the chambers
of the various states, which should have power mciely of deliberation. The
PruHsiuri ambassador at tho Diet answered oy demanding the convocation of a
real Oorman paiiiameut, threatening that, in case tho states attempted to force
their half-iueasuros, Prussia would cease to recognise the authority of the Diet.
The half-metisuros ” were withdrawn ; then came the great 8|>csctacle organized
by Austria at Frankfort in and tho small states seemed to be gathering
round Austria, when the sudden death oftho King ofDenmark turned the ciiirent
ofevents. Tho story of the Schleswig-Holstein war and tho Gastein Convention
need not bo retold ; nor need we recapitulate the events which immediately led
to tho war of IBGfi. Enough has been said to show the way in which the
life of Bismarck is treated by llerr Bamberger. A chapter, headLed Geinnimy,
France, and tho Bevolutiou,” which appeiu*3 at tho beginning of the original
work, but which tho translator has removed to the end, brings out still more
clearly his view of the iieoossity of accepting Bismarck, nud jhe even seems to
find a justification of his party’s change of programme in the abandonment of
their traditional admiration for the Terroristsby the later Republicaiis of France.
Perhaps the analogy will hardly seem obvious to either Englishmen or French-
men. This chapter, however, is made additionally interesting by a reproduction
of somo articles of Edgar Minuet. In conclusion, I have only to say that the
book is evidently written with the greatest care, and if it does not ju^ify all

the coiielusious which it seems meant to establish, it is at least interesting and
instructive. C. E. M.

Lucreziu liorgut^ Ducheas of Ferrara

:

a Biography. Illustrated by rare and
unpublished Documents. By GinonRX. Dondon: Hurst and
Blackett.

Our 01113: complaint against this book is that we got too little of Lucrezia
Borgia herself, and perhaps somewhat too much of her surroundings.
Gilbert appears to have been unduly apprehensive of tho charge of having
evolved a T^ucrezia from his own ooiisciousness ; otherwise, with the psycho-
logical power which he possesses, we are convinced that he might have giv^
us from tho materials of which he has made himself master, a far more vivid
and life*iike picture. But ho is provokiuriy careful in keeping a tight hand
.on his imagination, and tho result is, that although we are t^ much about

Xiuerezia Borgia, we are not made to sec and realim her. At the same time,

though the book may lose in force and attractiveness by what we venture to

Hunk a mistaken stretch of couscicutiousuoss on tho part of Mr. Gilbert, we
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artMoeflbct.
^ ^

Without proftosuig to pass juogmant auuiotitatiTaty ou tl^ obsouro and
difiBcult question. What xnannor of iroman are we to ocmaider Lnoreaia Borgia
to hare been P*-a question now, one would say, beyond the roadiof any decUaTO
solution^Mr. Gilowt states the case fairly and skilftiUy, and his view may, we
think, on the whole, be aoeepied as being as near on approximation to the truth
as*we are ever likely to get. Tho problem is indeed one of hopeless difficulty.
We have descriptions of the oharaoter and career of Lucresia Borgia from many
contemporary writers, and whilst some represent her as an habitual poisoner
and murderess, and unchecked in her unbridled profligacy by the closest ties of
relationshto, others can find no praise strong enough to do justice to her many
virtues. The worst charges ugiuust her relate to her conduct wliilo resident at
Borne, at tho court of her father, Alexander YI., from MAS to 1501 ; that is,

from her sixteenth to her twenty-fourth year. During this period she was
twice married, first in 1493 , to Giovanni Sforza, a brother of tho I)uko of Milan,
from whom she was divorced four years afterwards ; and then in 1493 to
Alfonw, Duke of Bisceglie, a natural son of the King of Naples, who was
assassinated in the following year, there is strung reason to imagine at the
instigation of her brother, toe infamous Csesaro Borgia. Mr. Gilbert admits
tbat it is hardly likely that at such a court as Alcxaiiclor's, which is justly
describe as a hotbed of lust, perfldy, and cruelty,'’ Lucrczia altogether escaped
contamination; but he points out how vague, improbable, and contradictory is

the testimony against her. As to murder, no one specific charge has ever been
brought against her by her bitterest tradueor ; neither has any name boon
assTOiated vnth hers as that of her paramour. The most formidablo witucfts
against her is Burchard, who was her father's chamberlain, and whose memoirs
breathe a spirit of the bitterest hostility against the whole Borgia family. But
even he says nothing whatever of an incestuous connection between her and her
brothers CsBsare and Giovanni, although, had such a horrible rumour prevailed
with any shadow of foundation, he must have known of it, and woulu plainly
have been too glad to make use of it. In 1501 JiUcrezia was married for tho
^ird time to Alfonso, tho son of Ercoio, Duke of Ferrara, whom he succeeded
in 1505 . From the time of her marriage to her death, in 1510 , she lived con-
stantly at Ferrara or its neighbourhood, and all who have occasion to speak of
her daring this period are unanimous in their praise. She seems to have been
pious and charitable, to have been warmly belovod bj* her husband, by Duke
Ercole, and by her sister-in-law, Isabella, Marchioness of Qoiizaga, who was at
first strongly prejudiced against her. Sho also succeeded in gaining tho affec-

tion and respect of her subjects, and her name, Mr. Gilbert tolls us, is still a
favourite in the vicinity of her castle of Belreguarde, where the greater part of
her time used to be passed. But the best and most authentic evidence in her
favour are her own letters, of which no less than three hundred and tfairty-uino

are still extant in various libraries aiid public collections in Italy. They extend
from the yesir 1501 to a little before her death. Jlr. Gilbert seems to have
examined them carefully, and declares that it is altogether contrary to what we
know of human nature, that the woman who in them paints herself so sponta-
neously and undesignedly, could over have been the abandoned creature her
detractors would have us believe. Wo think most people will be disposed to-

agree with him ; at any rate, he has made out a very good case for his client,

and furnidied a useful contribution to our knowledge of mediseval history.
G. 8.

jSfyJtemtnt$cenee$ of Mendelssohn^ and hia LMera to Me, By Edward Devrirkt.
^anslated from the German by Natalia Macfarrex. London : Bentley.

This is neither a biography nor a book of scattered notes ; but it is a kind of
narrative, giving a connect^ and vivid impression of Mendelssohn as^ he
appeared to one of his most intimate friends, from a very early age to the time
ox his death. Nothing so real and Itfo-like about him has yet come before the
public. **CEScoIampadius** only jpfofesses to give a sketch. Mr. Benedict’s Life
18 but the shadow of a sketch, ^e two volumes of Mendelssohn’s own letters

are, of course, priceless ; but Eltse Pplko’s anecdotes are almost disfigured by
ratbusiasm. l^ward^’Ilevrient is content to draw very fully, as far as he could
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•Mr like pietan of oiiewlu>weemew tSiMi a lm€her ho
woftraiidly twnmcMt whose ehiinet« he understood perhitpslielkQr Ih^
Dody now liTinu whoso Tirtues he never eemyd to extol, mt whofe^ks^ he
never ettempted to Milceel. Some will donbuess consider that the addition^
letters of Mendelssohn, now publidied for the first time, ate the most vais^^
portion of the book; and inoeed th^ possess in the highest dcmee aU uum
qualities whiA drew toe public tomum the first two volumes. The little tIvW
touGhes of description betray the same pdetic heart and focile pea:«—

*

“ I send you this from Siyria. The convent isquite enclosed by grm wooM hOle^
there is a rushing and miunuuring on every side, and theooasequenM is trout for supper.

It is now only si^von o’clock, and already quite dark. This reminds one of auUuaa, no
less than by day do the thousand tinted hills, where the red of the cber^ trees and the
|Kilo green of the winter com jj^^lcam gaily through each other* 1 went in the twfitKlit

to the convent, and made acquaintance with the organ.”

It is a pity that such charming writing shotUd not bo thought worthy of
better translation. Nothing couM destroy tho picturesqueness ofthe above, but
wo pmtest against a sentence like the following being called translation at all

:

** It is going on too long now that we hear nothing of each other ” (p. 1 12).

Educated with an almost Spartan rigour—early brought into contact wito
overy department of human knowledge, and associating constantly with his
ciders, Mendelssohn nevertoeleas retained throughout his life the simplicity
anil impulsiveness of a child ; yet his career is full of manly energy, enlightened
enthusiasm, and the soverest devotion to tho highest forms of art. He had a
passion for cakes and sweetmeats, and a detestation of every kind of meanness
:iu(l h^'pocrisj*. lie could romp like a child, but shrunk from anything like
tlissipatiou or excess. Nothing can be more genuine than hn» indignation upon
one occasion when his anxious friend Devrient, hearing of the adulation lavished
upon him in London, wi'ote to warn him of the dangers and seductions of London
society. Mendelssohn was then a very young man, and his older friend might
well be excused some little anxiety on lus account.

yon were hero 1 might walk up and down your room, and vent my vexation
ubuiit many things, but it will bii some time till we meet, and if you have not hill reliance
ill one whom you should know, you will have canso enough hereafter to feel uncom-
luilable about him. Now I should bo sorry fur this, and very sorry if anything again
ware to bo useful or hurtful to uio in your good opinion, or that you thought I could
ever change. I^pon my word, Devrient, when I improve or deterioraU^ I shall let you
know by cxprc.ss. Till then believe it not. Of course I mean as to certain things
usually called sentiments."’

Mendedssohn’s very weaknesses were loveable. If he was sometimes sharp
with his friends, it was because ho could not bear .the shadow of suspicion ; u
be was sometimes suspicious himself, it was because his sensitive nature was
too open t(^ sudden and often one-sided impressions ; if he could not pardon,
jealousy or meanness in lower natures than his own, it was because he was
incapable of understanding thorn. His want of resolution is sometimes charming.
When Devrient had persuaded; him to go to old Zetter, his beloved master, m
order to try and win him over to the production of Bach’s ’’ Passion’s
Mendelssohn characteristically says at tho door,

—

*** If ho is abiisivo I shall go. £ cannot squabblo with him.’ *Ho is suro to be
abusive,’ said I, 'but I will take the sijuabbling in hand myself.’”

What delicate little touches of character are these !-—

^

” Ho came to us at twilight to say good-bye, anxious and cast down. I went with
him across the coui-t, and we walked up and down a long time under the projecting
im-cs by the summer dmwing-room, as thoro was a gentle rain. Felix pourra himself
tmt in almost infantile lamentations ; ho wept, nor was I able to comfort him.”

He had little coaxing ways with his friends, which made them love him with
something like a child’s love. Whon in company with Devrient he would
sometimes pronounce his name with an affeotionato and lingering drawl,
’’Ede-ward.” dpropos of nothing in partioular, and gently stroke his head or
lean confidingly upon his arm. Devrient tells us with emotion how, years
later, when much had pMsed between them, many thinn had changed, and he
sometimoB fancied his friendwas not the same Mendelssohn of old times, toe old
word, pronounced in the old loving way, recalled him to himself, and almost
brought tears to his eyes.
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HMdel88ohn*8 bndn was ftom tha fttat ovar-^Atimiilatod. Bjot natara bail

preparad remedies for lum~iamadiaa vbidb aould 0x4jura^t premature decay,

hat which no doubfc lengthened out hie diort life. !mflee aometimee oxcitM
almost to frennr; he could xiot^ bemr dieaj^intinent orVppoflition. On

one occasion when there wee some likelihood ox a royal eummone intertoing
with a little domeetio/Sfe—'

** His excitement iasreaaed so fboxfnlly that when the fifimily wee assembled ibr the
evejiing* he began to talk incohinrevitly and in KngHsh, to the great terror of them all

.... they took him to bed, and a profound deep of twelve hours restoied him to his
normal state.**

It was by these sleeps, often almost like death in their silent torpor,
that nature recreated a frame constantly overtar:ed to the extreme limits of
endumnee by nervous excitement. His appetite also never failed him; he
could eat almost nt any time, and, according to his own playful admission,
to any extent.
With such a temperament there was keen joy, much work, and gpreat suffering

for him in life ; and deeply he drank of eacn cup until one by one he nut them
down empty, and compoam himself for his last deep sloop. It has oeeu the
fikshion to my in Hngiand tliat Mendelssohn was not a gmd conductor ; that
he was tcx> irritable and exaoting. The same was said in Berlin ; but this
was never said at Tioipsic. No doubt when out of a 83nnpathetic atmosphere,
when contending at his deek with the obstinacy of the Berliners, who looked
upon him as an interloper, and the stupidity of the Knglish players, many of
vnuMm thought him an upstart, he failed sometimes to conciliate the ort^hestm or
to conquer its defects. Yet it is allowed that with the most stubborn tnuterials

he wrought wonders in Bngland ; and although he was never appreciated at
Berlin, he always had the greatest difSoulty in escaping. Devrient is pixibably

right when, admitting his excessive irritability at times, he speaks of his eon-
duotjugwben surrounded by those 'who loved to play as quite p«»rtbct. He
declares that the way in which he was able to infuse himself into the band was
little short of magical, and at times he would leave off in a kind of trance, and
listen with his head a little on one side quite rapt with delight at the band
itself having become Mendelssohn, and therefore hardl}^ needing Mendelssohn’s
fahton forthe time.
But there are ]iages in Mendelssohn’s life which have never been filletl up,

and points of interrogation a*hich have never been answered. His relations

witii his wife Cecile nee Jean-Benaud appear to have been tender and
satisfactory, and yot her name is hardly ever mentioned in any letter or
book of rbrniniscehces which has yet appeared. She sMms before her own
death to have destroyed all his lettOTS to herself, and with the exception of a
few casual, but affectionate remarks in some letters wittoa very soon after

tiieir marriage, Mendelssohn does not allude to her in his published corre-
apondence.
A ohaogc, which Devrient himself can only partially account for, seems to

have passed over Mendelssohn on his return from England in 1848.

I became clearly conscious of a change that had come over the sources of his inner
life. His blooming youthful joyousness had given place to » fndfiilness, a satiety of all

earthly things, which redectod everythivig back from the spirit of former davs. Con-
ducting concerts, everything that savound of business, was an intolerable annoyance
to him ; he tor>k no longer any plaosure in tho consorvatorinm ; ho gave over his piano-
forte pupils; not one of people inspired liim with any f^mpathy ; ho could
nyth^ to sec any of their compositions.”

If there is any explanation ot this change beyond disease of the brain, which
seems to have been hereditary in the Moridclssfihn family, wo shall probably
not know yet awhile, or indeed until some of his contemporaries, who may have
.the keys of*ihe enigma in their hands, have passed away.
He never mtover the death of his favourite sister Fanny. Ho wont to Tntor-

lacdien with nis family, and worked hard at the education of his ohiidren, the
unfiniriied Lcrt/ei ana the unfinished ChrMun. Soon after at Leipsic. working
with ever more and moro ay^lication os he* felt the night approaching, ho was
seised with a fatal psin in his head. A relapse followod.

‘•On the /Jth, t went in tho evening to Bcndcmann, whore T hoped to leum the latest
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tUOngB ftom lieipsic. Thovc csaiM Qbura Scbuiwun witb a Wtor» ^
jii^d yc«t4!rda;ir

- We must conclude Um mem of Bement’emm tonching words:—
** Hensol led me to the corpse, which he had thoughtfhUy decorated* There lay my

beloved friend in a costly coSin, upon cushions of satin, emlnoidieced in tali growing
shrubs, and covered with wreaths m flowem and laurels* Ho looked much aged, but
recalUd to mo the expression of the boy as I had first seen him- Where my hand had
HO often stroked the long brown locka and the burning brow of the boy, 1 now touched
the marble forehead of the man* 'iliis span of time in my remembrance encloses the
whole of happy youth in one perfect and indelible thought.”

in.—POETRY, FICTION, AND ESSAY.

Poetic Failtjbes.

Hibyl of : a Poetieal Tide, The Laud's Eud^ Si, MichaeTs Mouni^ and
other Poesios. By Nicholah Micuele, Author of Ruins of hlaoy Lands,”
Pleasure,” The Poetry of Creation,” &c. London : Chapman and Hall.

The Vision of Socrates, ami otber Pocios, By ClKAiULiEa Woojo Cuaphajt.
T^ondoii : I'rovost d: Co.

Mk. Mk'IIKI.i. lias boon before the public for several years, and has issued a
groat laany volumes of verse. Mr. Chapman, so far as we know, is a new
writer— iiitlocMl, we feel quite sim* he is. We put the two books together,
bc^ctiiiHC they hoth belong to that class of writing iii verso about which there
cannot be two opinions among jiidgi^s of poetry. If thev wore the productions
of uncuPivateci writers - above all, if they lm<f been written fifty years ago

—

there Triight be some roiison for pausing over'them. But as matters stand there
is no such reason. In both of (hose volumes there is something here and there
of feeling for what is poetic^ and therc^ is some degree of literary skill ; but these
are ordinary commonplace matters. In neither Mr. MichelTs nor Mr. Chapman’s
volume is there any pootiy.
With regard to Mr. Mieholl, there is something very unpleasant in saying

this, because he has apparently spent his life in cultivating the art of writing
in verse, Accordinglj-, he writes very well. But ho never surprises you;
never gathers a sudden secret of meaning or of music ; never makes you see
something you never saw before. It is from no prejudice in favour of the
subjective school of poetry that we write this ; on tne contrary, if Mr. Michell
wrote good objective poetry, wo should bo only too glad to welcome his work-
manship. But he must be so accustomed to hearing that he does not write
poetry at all, that ho will not be annoyed—certainly he will not be surprised

—

to hear one more voice added to the general ronsensus of opinion which, with
whatever regret, excludes him (as far as anybody’s judgment can exclude him)
from the compan}' of singers.

^
As to Mr, Charles Wood Chapman, tho verdict must be instantaneous, nor

need it be coloured with much I'egret—^unless, indeed, the volume wei'o tho work
of some poor, half-taught young roan. Then, to bo sure, there would be some-
thing more to say, and one mimt dwell on a certain directness of manner and
freedom of versification (as if tho writer had graduated under Dryden) as
hopeful sig^s. There are somo few reasons for fancying that Mr. Chapman may
not be a man of culture. It is diflBcalt to conceive any well-educatra man, in
these days, writing as if he fancied *^sun” and *'sung,” and ** supreme” and
••green,” wore rhymes. Again, we often find, in really good poetry, elements
so incongruous as to make what is good in it utterl}' distasteful to readers with
a swift, imperious senso of truthfulness or congruity; as, for example, the
modem subjective method, with all its tender grace of metaphor, in a Scandi-
navian story. But it is next to impossible to suppose a writer wbn has re^
much in our oion days introducing Bacchus andYenus into a poem about'Hengist
and Horsa :— \

*• Rowenn, tho piido of tho King, sat in state,
^

And round her Uiu luircst from Gormany wait;
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The XIm file «fo6d1bo«ld llki» «
By the mdle of lorei hy the gimoett Am gmrm.
And veniis, tliegoddee«»ievngiifaigei9^ . .

O'er the minds m the rereller% met on the giroon?

** The howl piunes onwnidei—awat and away
Fly the dreams of the pa^ dy me cares of the day;

—

They rise and they fall» and they shout in their glee»
As nee as the winds, or the waves of the sea.

And Bacchus, the god, is reigning supremo,
O'er the minds of the revellers, met on the grecn/^

These lines, fkwxn ** The Saxon’s Banquet," are sufllcient to show that, unloss
3i[r. Chapman is Tory young and very ignorant, his is a hopeless case.
For the life-long aevotioii of a man of culturo like hfi*. Micholl to an art in

w’hich the most thoughtful critics give him no unooui'sq^ment, it is not easy to
account. Lord Lyttou sometimes comes so close (in '*The Boatman" it is

admitted that he has touched, though not crossed, the boundary line) that we
can underetaiid A is case. But Mr. Michell has always been /ur afield—the
late Mr. Sruest Jones was an Apollo to him—and all we can do is to put him,
rather sadly, aside, among the inscrutabilities of life, as a metrical rhetorician,
of by no means high rank in that cider, who has gone on, year after year,
challenging a reception which, if he were gifted with eternal youth, ami were
to go on writing all his life, would never bo accorded to him. * B. W.

J?obtn Gray. A Novel. By CiTARnES Gibbon, Author of “ Dangerous
Connexions.** Three vols. Blackie and Son.

Tins novel has been so plentifully reviewed already that probably most of
our readers know what it is about, and what are its general cnaractenstics ; so
that there is not much left for later reviewers to say of tlie threo pleasant
volumes which boar this old familiar title.

To get rid pf the blame first. Beyond question it was a mistake, however
nearly Mi*. Gibbon has justified it by his success, to name a novel after a
familiar song which contained a story. It interferes w'ith the illiiston, and
it looks like catching at extranraus help. There is another reason why such a
story as that of ]£)biu Gray " cannot be made the ground-work of a novel
with perfect satisfaction to the readers heart and imagination. Iii the song
the dreadful crisis of the narrative is just touched, and au'ay ; the sugjgostion is

here and in a moment ; and wo almost forget, in our tears, to think of the
future. JjQ the novel, where, instead of the infinite, v^ue suggestion of
poeti^*, we have a painful story told at length, and the crisis dwelt upon, the
case is very different indeed. For purposes of pathetic effect, Mr. Gibbon had
better have cut his work as short as possible after the worst was disclosed, and
left his readers with a vague pain in their minds ; a text without comment,
without peculation, without moral; but, instead of this, he writes a postscript,

in which he sets the minister and the lawyer to orguo the matter out. There is

humour in the clergyman telling the lawyer not to be sentimental, and the
whole dialome is as well managed as it could be. But no human being with a
soul above buttons will be satisfied with this sort of philosophy :

—

** Hoot, toot, Carnegie, you would fill tho world wi* misanthroi>cs. Man, oiu* capa-
bilities of ei^oyment are mercifully unlimited. There never was a wound—^mind, I
make a distinction between wound and disease—there never was a wound, moral or
physical, that time could not heaL We pari from old firiends and old associations, and
we feel a sting at the ofl-going. But in a wee while wo form now friendships and new
associations, and are just as contented wi* tiiem as we ever wore wi’ the old^ones. You're
no sentnnental, are yo ?

"

There is no doubt that a very strong liking, the thing that is known as passion,
and is, in fact, capable of producing powerful effects upon character, may die
out, and be superseded. But in proportion as character is subtly woven, this

becomes impossible. Attachments—friendship as well as love—aro taken up
into the very tissue of the soul, and. made part of its moral and spiritual^ life*

In this case there is more than impo8sibility-*it would be very unworthy if an
attachment were ever wiped out of the heart. And i^en arise all the countless
subtle difficulties of complications sudi as are painted in this novel
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whoio wildex^ewi
,

,MVW0 the homar and the hei^t
Of life, and the eapteitie delight

« In stote Ibv aU hat him who lies

Omimt in mediborities.
BemAoBf jron dreed.

In Laah'a erniSi to meet the eyea
Of Bachel eomewhere In the ekics.*'

No novelist, so far as wo are aware, has succeoded in making a socxmd lovo
pleasant to the reader.
However, all this might perhaps be fairljr waived' aside by Mr. Gibbon,

because of the avowedly homely texture of his work. Homeliness is, indeed,
the chief characteristio of this story. There is oven a certain homely self-
intent in the author himself^-HBomothing like bonhornie. If he has felt any
indecision, ho has carefully hidden it from the reader. For such a work, the
story contains plenty of what is now called ** sensation*’—in the few sea-scenes
in which appears Ivan Carrach, the villain of the narrative ; and the mind
rather resents the intrusion ofanything liko a ** plot” within the precincts of the
story made sacred by the poem. But of this we have already said enough, and
nerhups, in a first or second novel like this, Mr. Gibbon has gained more than
lie has lost by what is, undeniably, bad art.

One of the beat of the casual criticisms which we noticed observed that
“Bobin Gray” contained no descriptions of scenery. The fact, however, is,

tliat it contains several, and quite enough for the purpose. The following is

]>erhap8 the nicest of them all :

—

** The village, or town as the inhabitants invariably called it, consisted of about a
dozen rows of houses running in irregular lines from the shore, half way up a broad
hill, which was one of si range stretching east and west. The houses weie of all sues
and shapes, from the low-huilt brown tlmtched cot of the fisher to the two-story sand-
stone Diiinsion which had been erected for the liank. They were with few exroptions
whitowashed, and covered for the most part witli red tiles or thatch. They were huddled
closely together as if fur protection and warmth, consequently the streets or lanes were
narrow' and pervaded W'ith the &mell and signs of the chief article of trade in the place
—fish. Heads, tails, and sometimes whole skeletons of fish of cveiy' kind were plentifully
strew’n about, until a shower of rain fell and swept the streets clean down to the shore,
where the sea lapping the shingly beach murmured its plaintive song of hope and
w'arriing to tho wives and hairns of those who were out upon its bzt>ad bosom. Boat-
building was the next important business of tho little place, but that was confined chiefly

to the making and repair of the fishermen’s BmackS|,^or an occasional job with some of the
crad which put in at the port. The coopers did a thriving business ; and on market-days
the two inns barely afforded accommodation for the custom of the farmers and cattle-

dealers who gailiored on those occasions.

*‘Ju8t outsido tho village, and overlooking the beach, stood a square 'whitewashed
cottiige, with blackened thatch, square windowrs with small diamond-shaped panes, two
rough cut fir poles standing as a sort of porch in front of the aquat-looki^ door which
opened in halves and admitted one straight to the kitchen. Half a dozen oars of various

lengths leaning against the porch, the walls hung with nets, an old boat lying bottom
upwards, cocks and hens pockmg about, a cow grasingon the bit of grass by&o zmdside,
and a general air of cleanliness about over^-thing—such were the chief characteristics of
Ad^iin Lindsay’s home.”

But those who wish, at one stroke, to taste Mr. Gibbon at his best,^ diould turn
at once to cdiapter eleven of the first volume, in which Bobin brings his wife
home.
Those who know more of the Highlands than we do (a thing whidi may vety

easily happen, for we know just nothing about them), inform us, witn one
accord, that the Highland character, as well as the diatoct, is happily hit off by
Mr. Gibbon ; and, also, which is less agreeable, that some of uie humorous
touches are likely to be lost on Southrons who are not up in the niceties of

Scotch manners. In fact, ** Bobin Gray ’* is a study as vreH as a novel ; and,
in the latter capacity, when you have once compounded with the difficulties

which wo indicated to begin with, nothing remains for you but about as much
pleasure as could well be got out of a novd. Besides having high merits of its

own, ** Bobin Gray” contains promise of a.kind which is mudi wanted—
promise of power to relieve the gray Jane*Aastenism of modem story-teHing
with ploi-poworandplay of incident. One figurem thesevolumea^ Ivan Caxvaeh,
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a very fishy monster indeed, deserreB high praise as a portrait of a ihoro ighly
nneotiscious scoundrel ofa typeby no means common* The reader will not r< ‘{uiro

to look out fur the pathos—its homely simplicity will sometimes bo as iniu h
as he can well tolerate from a story-book ; out the humour is not alw lys so
obrious. Old Qinsie, the fishwife, enraged when her idiot son, who hu^'hoeu
fi-ighU'iied, runs up against her, exclaims, “ Te daft tdiwut, hnv ye gttm rlntu

crack it thegither r^ There is a depth of in the idea of her feeling a M>rt of
property in the boy's very small stock of wit, and being violently ^spluascti
with him for parting with evou that trifle, M. B.

JS’OhtrUm'^-Sea, A Story. London : Tinsley Brothera.

Trb literary merits of this novel entitle ittoveryhi^ pnuse. But inasmueb'
as the stream of action never fiows rapidly, nor throws its«df headlong owv
perilcuaroiAs, SMording to the present approved method, we firnr it will fkil of
seeatmg &e andunoe it deaerves. In fiiet, it partakes more of tiie idyllio than
tibe'drsnmtio; and this snggeets at once its meritaand itsdefsets. notwithstaad-
ieig Smt maiActi thumaebinery of the stprjf—dilm fire, the of ** Bak,” and
thaSnal mestingof the lovers on the Coatinoifi—iatoo arbitrarily meto-dnuamtin
Ibr a work whnA proftasea to oonfine itself within the grave limits reel
incident. And we mney a man who faaa oeoupied the high social position wUelr
Tifly bed occupied, oorud not so easily dispose of bis child, neume an eccentric
diagaise, find oat the boy, end live and wandur about with him for years, and
yet not be traced out nor identified, Tbrougb a large portion of the atery, too,
the lovers seem toyield themaelves up so much to other influencee, wldle no oor*
zeepoadenae paMea between them, that we almost forgot the tender idyllic
pietuiee wbiim charmed us in the first volume, as we follow the separated
nrtanea of the hero and heroine.
And this, fbrther, by way of blame : eome at least of the episodes wbieh are

most powerftil and bmutiml in thmnselves, rather dissolve the main interest
than sustain it. This is specially true of the account of the great FrecMh curd.
Admirable as this is in itmlf, only a very few readers would not wish that some
doubt or misunderstanding bad arisen between the lovers, to make another sort
of conversation at that important moment dramatically necessary. Throughout
the work the author ^or, should wo say authoress ’‘*} shows himself more at homo
in painting the varied aspects of external nature than in delineating the
involved motives and subtle^ traits of human character. Indeed, there is all
along an overruling sLmjdicity of conception. Some of the dialogues are
exceedingly good, and yet they kro often broken off so short as to give tiie

reader a sense of inadaquateness, and make him feel regretfully that the author
has not allowed himself full swing. But his sketches of natural scenery uo
masterlv. We believe that a series of as fine word-pictures could be gleaned
from ** Netberton-on-Bea,” as from any book recently published. But pwhaps
rile most raey and individual thing in the story is tne Notes from Borne,'*

sent by Tom. the footman, to bis sweetheart Amy. They are so original, and
have sudh a smack of nneonsdoae native humour, that we cannot part from
riiis pleasant book without giving our readers a taste of Tom’s quality. This
is the opening part of bis first dispatch :

—

** Dsab Aicbt,—^This comes to you from a great ways off, hoping you are well, not
with standing. It is to tell tou that mo and the Cornel and the misses is very well.
This place is one as nssds a deal of respare. But when the Come) asked mo what I
thought on it, and I told him so, ho said as ho wouldn't have a stone on it touched fer
the world. And so I thought, Amoy, that finrin ports alters gen*i*folka, for you know
how partie’lsr neat and tidy he is at homo. Wo |n>es most days into plaiwu as is down-
right shameAil fer rainatinn, great blocka of building Uunblod about no bow, and the
Cornel the ladies don't seem never to see it Wo inoatlr goes to great
houses feu of fetors, plaitsos they calls ’em. And you may depend, Amoy, worn
pteters ia odd ones. They’ve a got a way here of painting felks ember getting up or
going to bed, an* their Uungs mostly off. An’ at first, 1 thought it whs rather queer
for yoong lotUfls to look at ; but* Amey, it they don’t mind'lt, X don’t, not with stand-
ing. ......
i

** And there’slots ef vloees, Mlsd wi* broksnbifsof gods and goddessesaa they used
to wotship hsre^said'thi^’tnaiibthabettisr ews, I heard thu ladies eiqr,riumtiMm as they
worafaip now. Amey, 1*6 tall you an about that by and to. Th^sre fenny, I warrant
eoesem them 1irdien<4ip gods, Wl^tf Mias Laegraad.JUaa Itosny dkkt’t sit fer an
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lionr a>oni>]rin|^of an old chap as were brokim off below bis amw and aboro hia knooa,
imd n'miut blwk aa blaok wi’ amut. Wdl, Amoy, but I said I’d toll yo about the
dol)otr>', ^obern it is. (lose by this place aa the goin and thu hoadatonca is the Mg'
St. Petoi 'm (Jhnreh.^ It's a lino pieoo of building, you may suppose, but tho tower teft
to my bk ing like NoUierton, tor it’s got its top oornors out off, and ends veund, like a
dish-covi-r. Well, you don’t go in bar a door, but there’s a precious great roodia-laallier
mat hangs uforo tho doorpiacn, and now over the ladies would a got in if I hadn’t been
there, goodnesH knows. Well, when you’re in, Amoy, it m a big place, like out o* doois
w* a to]> on

; you might ’a stood Nctherton Church insido, and never grazed the crown
of his lint, as a man may say'. . . . Well, we went on, an’ wo saw about a dozen folks
a-kneeling aforo a dirty old black imagd, and th<m they’d go up ono after another and
kiss its toes, as was wore quite shining, like a brass door>handle. I had my thought^
you may bo sure, Amoy, but I kep’ ’om to myself, ’cause the (Jomcl, when ho tola me
how to go on out here^ said I wom’t to interrupt folks at their prayers.”

A. S,

Moral Uaea of Dark Thinna. By Hobacx Businneix, D.D., Author of “Natnxa
and me Supematarai.” Strahan A Co.

It will be a great pity if English readers allow themaelTea to be so nuBoh
repelled ty the rather Trmsatlantio style in whidt tbeee essays are* wriUeu, as-

to fail to find out their reel ability. The author's leading idea is, liiaball whfaii

is dark, that is, which seems dimoolt or evil in the world, subaorvee some wka
and benefioent purpose in Qod’s moral discipline of mankind; and that it hr-

worth-while to braoe out in detail the special purpose of ea/dx painfial car per-
plexing gronp of facts, whether in the physical world or in the history of nuua,
and to show m what way it helps to work out the great moral purpose of fhO’
whole. The idea is very far from neW ; but there is mudi vimnr and fireshnesa
both of thouc^t and language in the way in which facts and nieir moral lesnlte
are presented, and the general impression left is one of very oonaiderablo power
and originality of mind in the writer.
Bat, m truth, the sjmsmodio energy the style is a very real diflBcnIfy in the

viny of the reader's enjoyment. There is an ambitions effort to be startung and
vivid overywhere which becomes wearisome; and both the imagery and the
language in which it is conveyed sometimm sadly offend against good sense and
good taste. As wo read on, either these faults become less ghmng, br we
become mote reconciled to them by nso. But it is rather distressing to meet,
on- the threshold of the first essay, with sneh a sentence as the following, which
is really by no means a atrong instance of what the fimt two or three e88a3ns

afford:—

**That tho philosopbcis discard them ” (/.<. final causes} “ought, accordingly, to cost
us no oonconi, for they” (>.c. tho said final causey not. tho philosophors,) ''have a
wondroudy copious ability to assert thomsclvcs ; which they havo kept on doing, and
will, rdling iu ihoir tidal swoop of conviction from evo^ point of time, and all stoctoxal
things, and organic workings of tho creation. Speculation can as well keep out toe sea ”

(p. 2j.

Faults of this kind, however, though they diminish tho pleasure with whieh
tho book will be generally read, do not- prevent tho writers xeal powers from
showing themselves when he has fairly entered upon his subject. The following
is a better sample

*' If our state of want galls onr prido and sometimes worries it quite down, if it ebooks
our presumption, tamos onr passion, makes ns little and poor and weak, what are wo
doing but trying to make a god of this world, and what is moro necessary or fit than to

starvo our god and bring leanness into his worshippers And it is none tho worse ifonr
state of vaat is moro than disregarded in this manneT->-inflRinod, exasperated, and made
conscious Great wants, a consciousness of want gaping wido as tho sea, is but

tho yauning of a nature felt to bo as great, and crying after God, who alono can bo
tho possible complement of its desires ; which want itodf is even a kind of luxury, and
poor indeed ore they that havo it not ” (pp. 47,- 48).

Perhaps the third essay, entitled, “ Of Bad Government,” exemplifies, as fairly

as any, the strength and the defects of Dr. Buahnell’s mind and style. The atm
of the essay is to meet the difficulty of reconciling with the truth of God’s eon*
trolling beneficence, the manifest fact, that through long periods of time, and
in hu^ of t^ human family, government has been in such hands, and
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0^jU!maaodf a» to oaem raUMt a oane iluMEi a blMMiACi ..{Rto difflonlty m ikAt

#»OTed, Dr. B. mm* if«e A&twor titoimy gortnuMai sfJwttst (ih«n

«ii4 thereforo* titat tihA ‘‘ordtiitiieo pf, ChNii” aoirafiAr.adl^ is st&l

«TiA»htly benefieisl; fts ilie di0Mf«Bes iMhiisa ^food^. ffsfstnmo&t mdW is

st£U admittsd to be enormoas. Why not gifitis nhrm tiis fonner ?

yfB must snswsir, fttst» that though ue ponfwiifrom Chni, V4S (h set; that

is bat one instanOe of the groat mystery of UnMiiimaii iriU. Qod has seen dt
to leave man free to vrill, and therefinre capable of misosing his Hbc^y. Wo
must ansWer, secondly, that when the bad gain power, or keep it, they do so

because the weakness and wickedness of other men have given them the op;^r>
tunity : that weatmess and wickedness are thus made to be thoir own chastise'

ment and correction. And, farther, it is well that human nature should be
revealed to itself as the weak and evil thing it is, at least on one side, in a way
in which it could not be if «omr had men wore not sometimes allowed to uv

placed on high, left capable of misusing great powers, and freed from nearly all

eatemal restraints.

The author is not a profound or patient thinker. Ho writes too ambitiously,

and sometimes oveieto))s the interval which separates the Rubltme from the

lidionlous, the vivid from the extravagant. But, in general, ho thinks justly,

always aims loftily, and often writes with real eloquence. This specimen will

^ow* that there is much in the volume which will amply lepay those vrhu read

and judge for themselves :~

“Evil is scarcely tohe known as evil, till it takes that condition of authority. We do
not understand it till we see what kind of god it will make, and hy what sort of rule it

will manage its empire. So it results, that had men get thoir ascendancy, heoaiisi' there

is hadneas in the world; and then they rule the a'orld as tormentors and tyrants,

hecauso they must needs act out the evil that is in them. In this very simple stnto-

ment we have the short account of how large a part of the world's hittcresl wues ! . . .

The feeling brought forth in tliis maimer, and kept in painful tension, under almost all

experiences of power, is the feeling of wrong, hitter oppression and ahnse, mockery of

right and reason, and the cry goes up, audihk or silent, to God— ‘ O Lord I how long,

how long P
’

“ What now is thishut a conviction impressed, or revelation made, of some dreadfully

malign principle in our humanity P It cannot hear elevation. Power makes a demon
of it. And y^ we go on trying to make society safe, and oigani/e somo kind of {Kiwor

that will save us from the abuses of power—a task that is, alas, how difficult ! But this

one grand &ct or issue is at least made sure, and it is of greater moral consequence than

micoess itselfwould he
;
namely, than in all our nations and fiimUies that class ahovo the

grade of horhatism, we are kept in continual stress, or strain, to ciffiquer a condition of

right and self*protcction. lienee all the struggles, agitations, and great revolutions

for liberty! . . . The struggle has hocn going on, everywhere, in every ago, to heave off

tile hntdens of oppression and* phick down the oppressors, and conquer, ifpossiblo, some
state of law ana liberty

;
for what we mean by liberty is not release from law^ hut u

state o|Pecnrity and sheltered equity under it. Buch liberty how dear to man ! made
dear hywhat ages of trial and sorrow under the loss of it \ Tlio very idea of such

lilxnty is moral, and the iprand struggle of tiio ages to gain it is a struggle after moral

ideas and the suhlime, divine equities of law. And just hero all the merit of God’s

pleas, es regards the pmnission at power inthe hands of wicked men, will he found to

hinipe ; namely, on the frict that evil is not only revealed in its baleful presrace and
agency, hut the peoples and ages are put heaving against it, and struggling after

dehverance from it.”

The essays are all the more interesting as written from an Amoriflaa point of

view. The more we and our Inethren of the West oommunioate with and oomo
to understand each other, the better will it be both (as wo hope) for them and
certainly for ourselves. B. T. V.



DB. BENCE JONES ON MATTEB AND FOECE.

Crooninn Ltcfure» on Matter and Farce. By Hc^BY Bk^tce Jobes*
A.M., MJ>.* F.B.S. Given at the Royal College of Physiciana

in 1868.

This book savours of Comtism, but not so decidedly as to prove

that the author is a professed disciple. One’s first feeling on
reading it is a wish that the Positivist Hierarchy were established

and in full operation ; in which case the book would certainly have

been suppressed, and Dr. Bence Jones inhibited from further teach-

ing : for no one is to be allowed to profess chemistry or biology with-

out having been first well-grounded in mathematics and physics.

Yet, if we look no further than the third appendix to these very

lectures, wo see that in his own department, where dexterous

manipulation, the balance, and the electric light are of more value

than a clear insight into first principles, he can turn out very good

work ; and if he could but have resisted the wish to ** be thought more
metaphysical than physical,” and to display ** clearness and breadth

of ideas ” beyond his colleagues of the Boyal College of Physicians,

the practical advice he had to give them, if really needed, was in

itself judicious. ISo we may rest content with anarchy, only wishing

men may tire of printing so much.
If, as a mere layman, I may venture first to disengage the g^und

and substance of the exhortation ad clerum, which takes up about one

sixth part of these lectures ; it amounts to this :

—

1. When our knowledge of general Physics and Chemistry was

far behind its present state, these sciences were found to be not only

inadequate, but misleading guides in the investigation of the laws of

living or organic bodies, animal or vegetable ; and so such special

conceptions or principles had to be sought out and adopted as were
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8«gg«eted bj the pbenomena, even ihott|f1i ibey dbonld ultimate^

prove io be dmvative and auborduiate. In particalar it vraa thoiiglrt

that the existence of that* WhatoyeSk^it »» whioh makes the

difference between the lowest living jirdtoxoon or protoplasm and
the same matter dead—^is necessary ^e^tibo production of those

peculiar chemical compounds which are^^n fact, nowhere else found
in Nature ; and, moreover, that these substances behave differently

as to chemical reactions, according as they arc within tho organism
or in the laboratory. But modem chemists are succeeding day by
day in manufacturing mor^ and more of these so-called organic sub-

stances artificially ; and something, it seems, has been tlono towards

showing that, under the same circumstances of pnnHU-tion, heat, &c.,

their behaviour is the same in the orgaitism and out of it.

Hence Hr. Jones anticipates that ** ultimately, when all tho cir-

cumstances under which vital chemical actions occur arc* fully made
out, there will be found to l>o no differenco l)ctwccii them and those

which can be made to take place w'hore no inttnonco of life can ho
supposed to exist.” Until the goal bo actually reached, it is still

lawful to believe that an irapassjthle barrier must sonu^whore or other

intervene ; but, no doubt, we should «;ontinue to follow this road as

Sir as we can, and the further we can go the loss empirical will the

practice of Medicine be.

2. He also thinks that the doctrine of the Comervafioa of "Energy

(which, whether in Physics or Physiology, w'as not much more than

a vague instinctive feeling in the minds of men, until the law's of the

production of heat were discovered in the present centui'y) has not

yet had due weight given to it in Therapeutics.

But the hictures have a further scope. Caique in sad arte cre-

dendam. "When Hr. Bence Jones tells the president and members of

the Collegfc to their face that a belief in John Hunter’s materia tUce

(Hfiifiu, not as a mere phrase or image, to stand tor ** u jiroperty wc
do not understand,” as the Cyclopaedias say it was, but as expressing

the real nature of the principle of life, is now become anioug them
** almost a part of tho religio mediei that “ vital force in disease ” is

** regarded as an imponderable material capable of varying in quan-

tity and quality *’ (a very odd opinion in all way.s ; for if there is any
essential quality implied in the word matter, it surely is that its

quantity is unalterable) -when we hear all this on such authority,

wc can only believe and wonder. Howsoever this may bo, windmill

or giant. Dr. Jones undertook his lectui*es to upset this error, and to

substitute' for it his own doctrine of “ the union of ponderable matter

and force/' from which he expects much fruit ; and his object in

now republishing them (they were first printed in a medical journal)

** will be obtainod, if the idea of the sopairability of matter and force

is made oleaim*, otovoa. if the eonfiwon that eadists in the use of the
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irovd Force, or mdefioitoaeas in the use of the 'word MeMer, is

lessened/*

To begin ^tb tbe less ambitious mm. As to the use of ike word
Force, it is inoompr^ensible hour he can imagine he has done anj>
thing but worse confound any existing confusion. In the body of the
lectures he uses it, without any attempt at discrimination, in every
sense in which it ever has been used, and I believe in some of his own
device to boot. Thus Light is force, and Fire is force, without note
or comment

; Time, Night and Day, the Heaven, the Sea, Darkness,
Life, are all either ** forms ’* or forces ** of matter ; but the
audience or reader is left to discriminate which arc which. Then we
are taught that “ molecules have been endowed with forces, which
give rise to various chemical qualities, and these (forces or qualities ?)

never change either in their nature or in their amount,” with no hint

how amount is to bo measured.
Again, if it were possible to take the ultimate atom of any one of

the elements, wc sliould tind ”—^by what test ?—“ that the chemical

force which constitutes and determines its natui*e, w'ould be abso-

lutely inseparable from the matter of w’hich the element ” (the atom,

I presume) “ <.*onsi8ts/’ Dr. Jones, in Laputa, bent over his ulti-

mate atom, antilyzing it to di«!Over whether it is carbon or what
else, tlien exhibiting it "with all its native forces inherent in it, and
defying any rival professor to separate them, might not make a bad
picture ; but how does it remove any confusion ? And even when
he comes to the force of gravity, as to which any decent text-book

will fumisli all needful explanation, he only darkens counsel by
words without understanding. ** Matter without weight is not

matter at all ; the weight belongs to the matter, and cannot be token

from it We cannot think that the matter can exist without

the force of gravity being always acting, or ready to act, in each

atom of it. Nor can tve think that any portion of theforce of gravity

can be separated from the matter.” Now weight, as tested by the

effort required to support a given mass and prevent it falling, varies

with the latitude or the height at which the experiment is made.

And if ** the force of gravity ” bo taken to mean, not the weight of a

particular mass at a particular place, but the invariable law of gravi-

ration, then what is meant by a ** portion *’ of this law ?

In none of these passages is there any indication that he was
aware of any looseness of language, or any confusion to bo avoided.

But in the preface, and at page 35 of the lecUires, he implies that

others have erred by not distinguishing between the cause of motions

and the motion itself, and, again, the effects of that motion,

—

between ” the attractions (sic) that start the cannon-ball, the motion

of the boll, and the blow it gives.** This is possible; but one

perceives that he is really thinking of the confusion that has ocoa-

y2
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stonally arisen b^' the use of the word force in two different technical

senses, as Newton’s Moving Force, and Leibnits’s Vis Viva, the

modem Energy. This is a complete misapprehensioir of the case

;

this difference is not that between cause and effect, but between
intensity, or time^rate of change, and the total amount of change
which can be got out of a system before its power is exhausted. The
moving force on a clock is the weight itself ; its energy is repre*

sented by that weight multiplied by the number of turns you ]^ve
given to the key.*

The ** indefiniteness in the use of the word matter,” so fur as Dr.

Jones specifics it, originates *'in the aMsumption of some stuff us the

essence or vehicle for light, heat, electricity, magnetism, the inter-

stellar ether, and for life.”

No doubt the notion of Caloric, or of the Electric Fluid, as matter

conccntnited in practically inexhaustible quantity in the pores of

sensible bodies, without any tost of how much there is in any body
at the beginning or end of any action, is essentially indefinite. This

theory of Caloric is quite abandoned ; and that of an Electric, or

a Magnetic, fluid (in this sense) is, I believe, nearly $0. One is

sorry to hear that the case is otherwise with the vital fluid ; but it

must have always been so entirely the creature of imagination, with

no experimental ground whatever to suggest it (as matenni, I mean),

that we may hope even Dr. Jones’s weak words may be sufficient to

rouse his colleagues to expel it. Dut the conception of an “ ether,”

as a vehicle for light, heat, electricity, and magnetism, not condensed

in, but freely permeating the pores of solid bodies, is not liable to the

same objection ; and is becoming 1cs.h and less indefinite under the

hands of our mathematicians. It is as definite as the Ptolemaic System.

I am not inquiring whether it is reasonable to surmise that it may be

proved to be os unreal. Only, Dr. Jones is wrong in both the argu-

ments which he brings against this, as well as against the other

supposed fluids ; vis., 1st (as already quoted), that mutter without

weight”—taking him to mean matter not subject to the law of

gravity— ” is not matter at all;” and, 2nd, that "spectrum
analysis has given us no evidence of the existence of this ether.”

True it is that matter without inertia—without a quantitative rela-

tion to every moving force that can act on it—is inconceivablo

without a complete revolution in Dynamical science. But the sub-

jection of all matter to the particular law of gravity is only an
experimentally ascertained fact, and might be found to be limited

:

and, moreover, there is no occasion to suppose the molecules of the

* The subject has been brought before the public over and over again. ]>r. Jones
has probably heard ITelmholts, ^omson, and others expound it at tho Ko3ral Institu-

tion, of -which he iS'Hon. Secretary. And I may bo permittod to refer tho reader to on
article in this Beview, May, 18S8,

** Professor Bain on Mind and tho Correlation of
Faroe."
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ether not to be subject to the ordinary law ; for the epormons dUsti>

city which the theory necessarily assigns to it would prevent any
sensible variation of its density in free space, which would be the

only effect of gravity irreconcilable with known facts. And as to

the failure of spectrum analysis, the argument is as if one WMe to

deny the existence of water in a river because, wherever there are

no stones or other obstacles, there is no interruption in its equable

flow.

With such careless reasoning, and such unscrupulous use of terms,

it is very easy for an author to run up a goodly theory. But the

conscientious critic has to bear in mind Mr. Mill’s admonition, that

ti proposition is not necessarily cither true or false :
' Abracadabra is

a second intention,’ is neither one nor the other, but simply un-

meaning. We must first try and discover some distinction between

force and abracadabra l>eforc we can pronounce Dr. Jones to be

cither right or wrong.
1 lis thtHiry is partially historical, with a strong afiinity to Comte’s,

and runs as follows

—

lie divides science into the Abiological, that of the inorganic world

;

and the Biological, that of the living organized world. And he
teaches that in the progress of each we may clearly recognise three

distinct stages of ideas or epochs of thoughts : only the latter science

has linqMKl with unequal steps after her sister, and is now barely at

the second stage, wliilo the older is fairly established at the last.

These stages are—Ist, “ The nuthorUntire stage, or that of complete

separation between the ideas of ponderable matter and force.” But
there seems to be some confusion here. For we have already seen that

he treats ponderation as a force : he, then, who has an idea of

ponderable matter, has already, partially at least, conjoined the ideas

of matter and force. 2nd. The second stage ** is marked by the

incomplete separation between the ideas of pontferable matter and
force : force is held to be imponderable matter, or to be inseparably

imitcd with imponderable matter.” 3rd. The third stage, as we have
seen, ** is characterized by the complete union, or perfect insepara-

bility between the ideas of ponderable matter and force.”

These views are illustrated and cufoi'ccd in small space, but with

an overwhelming display of learning. If his brethren of the College

neither laughed nor felt insulted, they must have been much edified.

Qenesis and the Vedas, Confucius, Zoroaster, the old Egyptians,

Pherccidcs (me) Syrius, Empedocles ; modern savages of all climes

;

thou Kepler, Descartes, Leibnitz, Newton, and the other scientific

worthies of Europe ; and so on to Grove, Faraday, and all the latest

lecturers at the lioyal Institution, are passed in review, to elucidate

the progi’ess of Pliysics ;
and then, be.sidcs many of the same aiitho-

rities, Brahmans and Buddhists, Thales, Anaximenes, IleraclituB,
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DMaocrittts, at well as more striotly medical aad^d^raiologioal writers,

axe cited for cone^wndin^ dootrineam Biology.

A alight, and even a seoond>hand, aeqnamtaaoe witib some small

portions this vrast fidid may justify the oritio, without breach of

modesty, in thixddng Dr. Jones's au^cndty good fear nothing, or no
better than hit own. But he must entreat the reader to believe that,

in what follows, hia meaning is only to offer suggestions for a counter

theory. If he should seem to speak dogmatically, it is because he
most be brief.

'^What,*' adcB Dr. Jones, **are our present ideas [of force]?.

Whenoe have they come ? Whither are they going?"
I answer very much os others have done before me. The idea of

f<nt)o comes from man's personal experience ; it may be said to bavo

been originally a biological term. Man may know more or less of

the course of Nature, according to circumstances. But be cannot

but know some things about himself, and bis own powers over

Nature. He knows ho can, when he chooses, unless specially

hindered, walk ; open or shut his eyes to the outer world ; throw,

stop, or support a atone. In some of these actions he is con>

scious of exertion, the sensation accompanying the strain or impttlse

by which he effects his purpose, and tho reaction of the external

object ; and he can make some rough estimate of degrees and propor-

tions in these experiences : in other cases he makes no exertions, or

none adequate to the effects. Tho former class furnishcsl man with

his first notions of Force and Besistauce ; the latter he classed os

natural, or as fortuitous, events.

But in all its physical circumstances, the wind blowing against a

tree, and' the tree resisting, are obviously analogous to like contests

between man and natural agents; and the same words would be

applied in describing either ; and with tho words the ideas would be

assimilated. Probably the most Positive of philosophers, when he

sees stretched india-rubber, cannot altogether divest himself of a

feeling that it is struggling to recover its natural state. And this

may be the source, or rather one source, of that *' stage of ideas"

which has ludouhtedly left its mark on language and legend, and
the working of which may still be here and there discerned, in which
natural objects are personified—honestly, and without metaphor,

h^ieved to be living beings.

This, which Comte chooses to call the earliest ** theologieal stage,"

Dr. Jones adduces as one example of his ** stage of complete separation

between the ideas ofmatter and force." But, first,there isno such sepa-

ration ; the bodily things thmnselves are alive, just aswe are, and exert

forcewhen there is occasion for it. Men's ghosts, in Homer, are Apeirgrk

ttAfnpm, of the same stuff that dreams are mode of ; but there is no
oeoadon to speculate on what the ghost of the sun or a rivor might
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have been, fbr th^ did not die. And, secondly, it i» an anachrcnusm

to treat this' idea as speeiaUy a theory of force. The idea of finaee

was not then co-extensive with that of aotion in general jp
nor waa it

in the way towards beeoming so. Bivers,Winds, the Sea, or.Mother
Earth, like men, wm» occasionally violont, exerted themseivetf ; '.hiii^

besides, ihey followed their nature, married,.gave birth; to vegeteiiiitt

and other objects, or even to heroie men, and in general ^behaead

very much as their hunum prototypes. And, lastly, why call, this

**the authoritative stage P** It seems to me one of the most apen-

taneous of outbursts of natural feeling.

Dr. Jones's next instance of what he considers to be the same stage

iswhimsical. He apparently believes himself that light or fire is force.

And, therefore, when in Genesis light is created after the heavens and
the earth ; or when Empedocles taught that there are four material

elements—fire, air, earth, and water—of which all things consist,

we are to understand it to be asserted that ** force is separate from
matter.” I need scarcely say that the orthodox modem conception of

light is neither as matter nor as force, but as a motion of some kind
or kinds of matter, caused b3' some force as all other motions are.

Had Dr. Jones read the fVagments of Empedocles, he would have
found something much more to his purpose. That philosopher did

imagine entities apart from elemental matter, very much akin to what
in modem langungo might be called attractive and repulsive, or, may
be, centripetal and centrifugal force. Dut it was not tire ; and it was
a fancy of his own, not adopted and carried, on into the main currmit

of Science. Aristotle charges these early ph^'sicists with too much
neglecting inquiries about the origin and causes of things, except

what concerned the material of which they are made. His own
philosopher, though essentially one of Causation—or of the Greek
notion wo thus translate—^yet deals but scantily with efficient causes,

which is the only class at all resembling forces, as we conceive thou

;

and with Itim Force ()3/a) is distinctly opposed to Nature. Nor will

any one, I presume, say that Nature is, with him, separated from
Matter. And it was Aristotle, not Empedocles, who summed up
ancient speculation, and passed it on to Christianity and the Middle
Ages.

Fortunately for the reviewer. Dr. Jones spares us the history of

thought during these ag^s, and lands us at once at the second, or

transition stage of ideas on matter and force (of which he makes
Newton the Eponymus I), without telling us how we got there, or

whether there is a rood or a chasm between it and the region where
we lately loft humanity at work. Only, the enunciation of the tbeoi^

and the course of the story require us to conceive that the oharaa by
which the notion of Imponderables gained such sway lay int their

very levity and tenuity, giving them, as it were, a nature ha]fi>way
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between spirit and matter, and making of tbem a fit bridg;e for the

intellect to pass from one to the other. And it may be well to clear np
this point first, before examining what the idea of force had come to.

The simple truth is that, however mystical or scholastic jargon

may have been mixed up with the matter in this or that man’s
brain, the supposition of molecxilca or fluids other than tho sensible

elements was made and obtained credence, because it seemed the

best explanation of certain ascertained facts ; and that levity and
tenuity were then necessarily attributed to them, because no ono
could detect their existence by weighing or other mechanical test.

Newton would have been delighted if he could have discovered that

a batter}' of light would set a pendulum vibrating. Meantime, tho

fact that light emanates from bodies, travels in straight lines, is

reflected from the surface, or is beitt in })assing through tho substance,

of other bodies, seemed to him best explained by supposing it to

consist of molecules, impelled by some force out of in(*andesccnt

matter, and acting and acted on by other bodies in some such way
as magpnets are known to act on iron or other magnets. In this

instance Newton was not dreaming of accounting for force. With
him, as with Smpedocles, light was a kind of matter. So again

of Heat, passing from one body to another, as water fixun sponge

to sponge ; so of Electricity dischargc>d (as one pours water) from

one receptacle, and accumulating in another. In these cases,

too, when dynamical effects, attractions or repulsions, w'erc under

consideration, the necessar}' forces w'ere superadded, and suited to

the observed actions. So, once more, tho modern “ ether ” is supposed

to have a peculiar elasticity, and, may be, peculiar relations to the

molecules of other bodies. But the same is supiK>sed of oxygen and
all other forms of matter. None of them was ever proposed (in

physics) as Impg force, or as monopolizing that entity. So far, the

theory of Imponderables forms an interesting chapter in tho history

of hypotheses, but has no special bearing on the notion of Force.

But Kepler’s fancy (which Dr. Jones seems to mistake) of some-

thing emanating in rays from the sun, whirling round w'ith it, and
dragging the reluctant planets after it ; and Newton’s better informed

endeavours to attain to some explanation of his own Law of Gravita-

tion, by referring it to the pressure of an clastic fluid ;—these con-

ceptions really had their source in the primeval notion of force, not as

immaterial, but as necessarily exerted, by strain or impulse, by and

between bodies in eontaety immediate or mediate. Newton’s great and

enduring work was to show how the motions, post and future, of the

masses of the Universe, however distant and imconnectcd by any
apparent medium, can be calculated by certain rules, if we know their

condition at any one moment, without in any way troubling ourselves

to know why or how these rules come to be observed. But ho could
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not bring himself to believo that this law is the ultimate &ct« beyond
which the human mind cannot get. Such also was Faraday's feeling

;

and such, I believe, that of some other eminent men. It is, indeed,

questionable, whether men will or ought to acquiesce in any positive

empirical law as final and barring further inquiry. ** Gliscit intellectus

humniuis, ncque coiLsisterc aut acquiesce potis est, sed ulterius petit;"

I will not conclude, as Bacon docs, ** at frustra for 1 can assigpa no
limit d prion to the reach of human faculty. But the point to -note

is that Newton would have been content, if he could only have
resolved gravity into a case of Pressure, or strain of matter on con-

tiguous matter. As a mathematician he knew perfectly well what
he wanted, and was not content with anything loss ; and so, not

succeeding according to his wish, he confessed himself ignorant of
** the cause of gravity.” But so far is it from the truth, that New-
tonian ideas,” meaning this scepticism about gravity being an
ultimate fact, “ have continued, in confiequnicc of hist anthorit!/, down
to the present time,” that his editor. Cotes, in his own lifetime, is

at all the pains in the world, in his Preface, to discountenance any
such spoculafion ; and Faraday, trying to revive something like

Newton’s ideas, complains that any man who ventures to inquire

into “ the physical means which cause difttani bodies to affect each

other,” is apt to appear “ ridiculous ongj^norant before the world of

science.”

Dr. Jones’s second stage, then, tumbles to pieces on examination.

Indeed, he himself prefixes to his second lecture a passage from
Bacon (the senior contemporary of Kepler, whom he makes the

originator of that phase of thought), as the best exposition of the

third stage. lie might have quoted a shorter one, nothing exists

in nature except individual bodies, acting according to late.** But
there is another passage of the “ Novum Organon ” (Book ii.,

aphorism 37), so remarkable and so apposite, that I must quote

it, though rather long. I follow, mainly, the recent translation.

** A^ain, let the uatiuro investigated bo corporeal natiuro tuid natural
action. For natural actions seem not to be found except as subsisting in

some body. Yet we shall perhaps be able to find an Instance of Divorce
in this mutter : I mean the magnetic action, by which iron is drawn to the
magnet, heavy bodies to the globe of the earth. There might also be added
some other operations performed at a distance. For such action takes

place both in thnr, occupying moments [quantities, however infinitesimal]],

not a mere point of time; and in space, passing through degrees and
distances. There is therefore some moment of time, and some Stance of

space, in which this virtue or action renininH ttmpentled bettceen the two
bodies producing the motion. T'hc question therefore is brought to this

:

whether the bo^os which are the limits of the motion dispose [strain]) or
alter the intermediate Imtien, so that the virtue passes from limit to limit

by succession and a true contaet, meanwhile subsisting in the intermediate
body ; or whether there is no such thing, but only the [two] bodies, the

virtue, and the distances ? Now, in rays of light, and sound, and heat.
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aoftd otlier ilui^ Mtiag at » 4wlHieo,.ii »• pvobaUa &ai the inter*

nudiate bodies are disposed am altered ; the more so beMose they re({uire

amedium qualified for earrying on the operatkm. But that mametic or
attractive virtue admits of media as though iudillbrent, nor is ue virine

impeded in any kind of medinm. And if ^ virtne or aotion has nothing
to do with the intermediate body» it follows that there it a lurturat virtue

or aetum euieutinfr far a certain time and in a certain epaee witkout a bodi/;

since it noitiier subsists in the limiting nor in the intermediate bodies.”

Hovf would Ihr. Jones class this idea? By what it euggosta it

should hdong to the first stage,” tliough as remote from primi-

tive thought as possible. But its whole spirit entitles it to be

phioed in the same rank, whatever that may be, w*ith the cognate

speculations of Faraday, or of Mr. Kingdon Clifford (cited by l>r.

Jones), and, if I mistake not, of some leading electricians of the

mathematical school. 8o little are “ ideas,*’ apart from methods of

testing and applying them, subject to chronological law's of succession

!

But what are our present ideas of force, and whither tending P

Wo have, popularly at least, extended our notion of force to all

cases in which the presence or state of one body is found to influence

the state of another, without thereby assuming that there is contact.

And, though we have conic to distinguish some threescore different

natures of bodies, yet we find that nature exhibiting itself only

in the way of force, as just defined—that is, in tho ivay of actions

and reactions between the dirorent bodies. (^Ixygen and carbon are to

ns those kinds of matter W'hich act and react thus and thus. And
so, in a loose way, wc may speak of the “ chemical force ” of oxygen.

But there is no scientific use in this phraseology. When wre can

reduce these actions to some quantitative measure, or connect thorn

with quantities of dynamical force, or of dynamical energy—and the

latter equivalence is in a great measure established through the laws

of the production of heat in chemical combination—then the jihruscH,

** chemical force ” or “ chemical energy,” as the ease may be, become

technical and valuable. Meantime, all that there is of latent mean*

ing in Dr. Jone.s’8 formula is much better expressed in a sentence ho

quotes from Faraday : “ A particle of oxygen is over a particle of

oxygen. If it enter into combination, and distippear os oxygen ;

if it pass through a thousand combinations, animal, vegetable, and

mineral ; if it He hid for a thousand years, and then bo evolved, it

ia oxygen unth itsfirst qualities^* ready, that is^ to go through a similar

round of changies according to the same precise invariable laves. The
permanence of the laws of change, according to the actual, and in-

dependmit of all knowledge of the past state of any system of unor-

ganized bodies, seems to he tho final, or the ** modem' stage of ideas.”

If Dr. Jones’s cimtribution to tho history of Alnological Science is

worthless, it v^ould be lost labour to follow him through his

attempted parallel in Biology.
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^RTo dottbithe soienoe of the mrganlc or liriiigikmgdorft Report from
Oonsoioosneoi md aU that mv<drM that idea)), ia mene^uiiporfect
thair what wo <1^ Phjnooa. It must be so, unkoa Iho £trsiMr mb be
revobxtioBiaed from, its first priaoiples onwards. To gdaB dhfifiM

into the matter) in a soimioe in which Darwinism is (whefliM,^nM
or not)) at. all events, a presentable theory, it is inooneeivaiUe that

wo can get to anything bat roi:^h approximations to rational prsva*

eiples and lawa For to prophesy accurately what is to come, say, of

on egg, or a young plant or animal, we must know the previoas

history of the organisms from which it has been derived, backwards
and backwards, up to the first protozoon whence they sprung : it is

conceived that every past event in the series has or may have an
influence on the coming one—a proposition the very reverse of that

above quoted from Faraday regarding chemistry.

With such a fundamental diflerence in the sciences, it would be
strange if any close analog}’’ could be traced in their respective stipes

of progress. Ilut 'U'hcre they come in contact I know no reason for

saying Uiolog}' has been less ready to accept new views than Physics.

By all accouuts, Aristotle W'as a better Zoologist than Astronomer or

Chemist. ' Descarte.s propased. to explain the circulation and other

vital functions bv what he knew of dynamics and chemistry (see

“Discours do la Methodc”). And so it was by a justifiable and
salutary reaction against this ovorhaste in the application of physical

ideas that Haller (1 quote from “The Penny Cyclopodia ”) “inves-

tigated independently the laws of the animal economy, and, excluding

all metaphysical explanations, and all those deduced from mechanics
and chemistr}' tchtch were not clearly sufficient for the phenotnena

ascribed to them^ sought for powers peculiar to the living body,

which he believed must govern the actions -which he found occurring

only in it.” This Hallcrian stage ” may possibly, in some indi-

vidual coses, have promotcid a tendency to mysticism and to acqui-

escence in a convenient phrase instead of diligence in pursuing
inquiries to the utmost. But I doubt whether the charge can be
proved against many men of note. x\.t any rate, the latest acquisi-

-tion to general science, the true theory of heat, and consequent

extension of the doctrine of Fnergy, arose independently and
contemporaneously in the minds of Physicists like Hr. Joule, and of

a practising physician. Dr. Mayer, who was led to it by physiological

research.*

One other point in these lectures requires notice—the connection

which Dr. Jones asserts between these several supposed stages of

^ Until this theory was ostahlishod, thcro was nothing: more pnradoiclcal in the biolo-

grist’s belief that this llviiij; body could generate motion, than in that of the phyaicist^B,

that impact could nnniliilato it. No oiio that I know of over thought that Newton’s
third law of the equality of action and reaction, the only general law then established,

could be set at nought in the living body.
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tbouglit about matter and forco, and certain correapondin^ ideas

about “spiritualism.**

The doctrine of inseparability, urliieh bo bolds to, “ may be called

materialism if, in the definition of tmffet, the definition of forcr is

included ; or it may be called spiritualism if, in tho definition of

gpii'iff the definition of maitvr is contained.” llis only attempt to

define matter is “ as that which can exert or resist force.’* Just

before this (p. 0*2) he mocks at those who “ think they know moi*o of

force than us that which givos enorgj’ to matter.” So that a defini-

tion of matter “ involving a definition of force ” seems to bo “ that

which con exert or resist that w*hieh gives energy to itself.” Tho
man then who thus thinks of matter is a materialist, unless he also

defines spirit by some form of wonls which “ contains ” this, or some
other definition of matter. Ilut no indication is given how we may
accomplish this

!

But let not the reader imagine that Dr. Jones is anything more
dangerous than a trifier with words and phrases. Tn the opening of

the second lecture, after quoting Faraday as an authority for

separating the studies of natural s»*ience and religion, he points out

that bv Life he moans that which is common to all animal and
vegetable organisms ; and that what he has to say about this can

have nothing whatever “in common with any question regarding

the existence of the immortal soul.” And at tho conclusion of the

course he says that those persons “ who think little of scientific

truth, but, comparatively speaking, enro much to recognise the

Almighty Will as the primary cause of all things, will find that this

power and will are shown in the iiisepanible unirm of i>ondorablo

matter and force quite as much as if ife hud willed to make them
completely separable.” ' So that by “ spirit ” ho means something

quite different from cither our own immortal souls or God; and

does not mean to denv the existence of tjilhcr.

But such trifling is not free from danger. Although he told the

a.ssembled physicians that they* did not need tho caution which ho

yet gave them, there are others who do. It may bo well therefore

to ask whether by “ Spirit,” in common language, we do not mean
“that which is Conscious?” Or if this definition bo objected to,

whether it errs by being too extensive
;
w'hcthcr it should bo “ that

which is immortally conscious?” Is not the materialist—in tho

sense wo blame—he who teaches, or is on tho way towards the

doctrine, that “the brain secretes consciousness?” Is not ho a

spiritualist who, at the least, believes consciousness to bo a primary

irresolvable fact, even though he believe also in space and matter as

independent of our perceiving them ?

D. J), Heath.



GIRLS’ GEAM^IAR SCHOOLS.

I
N 1865 tbc ScLooIh Inquiry Commissioners instructed me to examine

into the condition of girls’ scliooling in London. My instructions

required me to give my chief attention to the schools attended by the

children of such of the gentry, clergy, professional and commercial

men, ns are of limited moans ;
and, in accordance with these instruc-

tions, I visited a number of girls’ schools of this class in London and

its suburhs, and examined the pupils in some of them. I also received

returns, in reply to a minute form of inquiry, from upwards of two

hundred such girls’ schools in the same district ; and had, besides,

some correspondence and many conversations with the proprietors,

teachers, and promoters of such schools. The results of this inquiry

are printed at some length, and with a large number of tables and

other statistics, in the seventh volume of the Reports of the Commis-

sion. But it has been suggested to me that it would bo useful to

bring before the public the conclusions at which I arrived at the

close of the inquiry in a somewhat more popular form than that in

which a blue-book presents them ; and I have been induced to adopt

this suggestion partly by a consideration that the number of the

volumes issued, or to be issued, by the Schools Inquiry Commission is

so great as to discourage many people who feel only a general interest

in this subject from reading them ; and partly by a belief that the
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TCbjeot of good and cheap aohoolmg for tho daughters of porsons of

igtoB dass is of such great and growing importanoe that it is bettor to

run the risk of being accused of needlesdjr reproducing parts of a
public document than to lose a fresh chance of enlisting sympathy
and interest in tho greot cause of a reformation of women*8 educa-
tion. The following pages, thei’cfore, give, with alight additions» tlie

substance of the conclusions to which I was brought, at the close

of that inquiry, into the means and condition of school education in
London for the daughters of gentlemen of limited incomes, between
the ages of about twelve and nineteen.

Among the practical puzzles which present themselves to married
professional men living in London, with incomes mnging from ilGOO

to £1,000 a year, or to civil servants and others with fixed and
moderate salaries, there are not, perhaps, nianj' which are more diffi-

cult of solution than the education of their daughters. Suppose the

case of a young married physician or lawyer, with a practice or a

partnership of £l,t»00 a year ; of a gimumar school master, or a civil

servant, with a salary sliding within certain limits aiul averaging

about £800 a year ;
and suppose that such a man has two or thret'

young daughter'-, one or more of wlioin u ill, in the cours<' of a few
years, require more odueati<«u than the mother or the daily governess is

now able to give them. 8uj)pose, too, that the father has had a publiu-

sehool and University e<luctttion ; and that while at school and college

he wa.<« taught hy .some of the highest and most lucid iutelluots that

England can show; and suppose that n<tw, when he is plungf*!!

into the vortex of practical life, he looks back upon the days of

his youthful education, and feels how great were his advantages;

rect^nises how he was influenced by that daily inlereoursc tvith

minds and characters far superior to his own, anil how the whole

tendency of that education was to dcvclope his faculties, to stimu-

late and expand his intellect, to cha.steu his passiou.s, to quicken

and enlarge his sympathies ; in short, to make him desire to be,

and to help him in his efibrts to he, u good and noble man;—is

it not next to impos-sible that such a father should not wish his

children to enjoy the .same advantages h Must he not ardently desire

to give them w^t he feels to be the inestimable blessing of a liberal

education? Such a man os this can hardly be content that his

daughters should grow up the sill}', frivolous creatures that he sees

so many girls are ; that they should care for nothing so much as

novels and fliirtation ; that their minds should ho so ill-disciplined

that they cannot take a continuous or masterful interest in any
difficult subject. Ho desires, of course, that they should he cheerful,

bright-minded, graceful, and womanly ; but he wishes them also to

have well-trained and ^oughtful minds ; to be neett-voformed in the
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oldor uad boat, not tho modern, sense of the word. Above all, be
stoadf:i8tly desires that they should not be brought up with the belief,

uncceiscious or expressed, that the marriage market is the fhrst thing

to be studied by a young woman in her teens, anid that thatis^beiit

for her to learn mid do which will make her most attractive tojelph

young men, or earn her the approval'of mateh>makere and leade^siif

fashion. On the lowest utilitarian grounds he objects to this;

he sees that it is a mode of speculation which as often fails as au^
oeeds. He remarks that, even on the hypothesis that a rich or an^

adequate marriage is the happiest estate for a woman, it is by no
means certain that to neglect tho subjects of a sound liberal educa-

tion and pursue the “ accomplishments,'* is the best method of secur-

ing such un establishment. He doubts whether a girl so brought up
will, oven if she succeeds in marrying well,” be so happy as an
uniuurricd, but educated, woman ; while if she fails, the prospect

before her of a frivolous and discontented old maidenhood is terrible.

Ho wishes, therefore, to bring up his girls to be self-dependent, self-

respecting, and able to command the respect, enjoy the conversation,

and share tho plonsures of intellectual and cultivated men.
Ibit how is he to secure this objwt ? What are the best steps for

him to take to g<*t for his daughter a realh' sound, liberal education

nj) to the age of eighteen or nineteen ? He can follow one of two
courses, lie can engage a resident governess, or he can send his

daughters to school. (Jf these two courses he would, on many
grounds, much prefer to take the fii*st. He would prefer to keep his

girls under his own roof, in an atmosphere and among associations

tho moral and physical healthfulncss of which he can personally

superintend. Hut the supply of really good governesses is very

liinib'd, and they arc difficult to discover. If he takes a foreigner ho
may, if he knows where to look, and is really fortunate, get one who,

besides being really well educated, and a clever teacher, is also satis-

factory in tone and disposition. But the search for such a teacher is

a great lottery. The few real prizes which may be secured are secured

more by chance than by any recognised method, and when secured

they are very expensive and very troublesome. He finds it impos-

sible to compete with tho nobility and wealthy gentry, and with rich

men of business, for the services of really talented foreigners ; and
os for English governesses, though tho supply of them is plentiful,

he can hardly find any that have been trained to tbeir profession

;

hardly any that aro capable of teaching even the accomplishments

with precision, method, and thoroughness ; and still fewer who have

themselves had the scholar-like and sound liberal education which

he wishes to give to his girls. Besides, being a Londoner, he pro-

bably has not a large house. With two or three children, and an
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iniioiiae of i^OO or jCltOOQ a yoar» he is not likely to have more than

<me sparo room ; and if he is to lodge a rendent govemess, he must
give up the pleasure of ever receiving a college friend or a‘ brother

or sistor>m*law to stay vrith him. Moreover, there ore some advan*

tages in class or school teaching which oven the best domestic tuition

cannot give. It may bo that there is an interval of throe or four

years between the ages of two daughters, so that they cannot well bo
taught together, and that the elder of them is naturally, indolent and
self-indulgent, and requires, within reasonable limits, tho stimulus

of competition and intellectual pressure. These rca$on.s or some of

them> may make him feel that tht* education ho wants for his girls

cannot in his case be secured by engaging a roMident governess. Ho
must adopt the second course, and seek a good school.

But at this point his difficulties scorn only to have begun. There
are, it is true, in I^ndon and elsewhere, plenty of boarding scliools of

good reputation. But they arc generally very expensive, ond cxpi'nse

is with him an important, and if he has a sahiry, or other fixed

income, it becomes every year u more important, consideration. It

is not with him ns with the merchant or the landlord, whose revenues

increase as commerce and industrj’ are developed. Ilis salary may
be one the rate of which was settled some twenty or thirty years ago,

and was settled on what was then a sufficiently liberal basis. But
circumstances have deteriorated its value. Prices rise, wages rise,

house-rent rises, the style of living among liis equals rises, the wear

and tear of brain and body increusc, every year more work is exjx*cted

of him, and there is more necessity for travel and change of scene

during his brief holiday. On all sides expenses arc multiplied, and
meantime the value of gold, and of his fixed salar}', keeps falling.' It

is positively impossible for him to afford an expensive boarding

school, and good boarding schools have always been expensive in

Bngland, and their cost is rapidly rising in most foreign countries.

He must endeavour to find, if such a thing exists in England, a

school where a really sound liberal education is given to girls, similar,

mutatis muiandin, to that which is given at our best grammar schools,

and other less expensive public schools, to hoys, and for about the

same prices ; that is to say, at a cost of from eight to twelve guineas

for instruction, with an lulditional fifty or sixty pounds if hoard and

lodging arc required. 'What chance is there of his finding such a

school P

The public provision for such education is most inadequate in

London. Putting out of consideration such institutions as royal

asylums, orphanages, and others which are not intended for tho uso

of the general public, and a few institutions designed for the special

training of. governesses, there are. scarcely any public schools for the
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edUoatioii of girls of tliis class in all licmdon, exc^ Queen's

OoU^f in Harl^ Street^ and Bedford College, in Bedfind j^naze.

Even tliese two institutions have not at present any endowment
for their maintenance. Their only endowment consists of certain

scholarships tenable by the pupils, which do, indeed, attract pupils

to them, and thus indirectly augment their funds, but which can-

not otherwise be reckoned in their revenue. The cost of educatum
in these two colleges is, considering the solidity and breadth of the

course of study offered, decidedly reasonable in comparis<m with the

general cost of education ip. girls' schools of this class, yet it is much
more dear than it ought to be in London. Why should a citizen of

London be able to educate his sons at such schools as the ** City of

London School,” the ** Tower-IIill Qrammar School,” the Mercers*

School,” and the like, at an annual cost ranging from nothing to

nine pounds, without any extras, while for the education of his

daughters, in tbo only existing public colleges, he must pay from
twenty-two to twenty-three pounds annually, exclusive of extras?

There ore also very few private day schools for girls of this class in

London. The greater part of the school education of such girls is

at present conducted in boarding schools, or in schools where day
scholars and boarders are combined.

The cost of education in the schools which do exist is very high.

A few private day schools may bo found in which a sound and well-

arranged course of instruction is given for about twelve or fifteen

guineas a year ; and the instruction given in Queen's and Bedford
Colleges is to be gotten at the cost of from twenty to thirty guineas

a year ; but these are almost the only opportunities which exist for

parents in London of obtaining instruction for their daughters as

day scholars, at a cost nearly as reasonable as that for which they

may educate their sons. All through the east, south, and west of

London, there is an almost total want of the means of day-school

education of a high and sound character, at a reasonable cost^ for

daughters of the upper middle classes between the ages of twelve and
nineteen.

The buildings and premises of most London girls' schools, whether
day or boarding, are most unsatisfactory. Very few of them are

held in a building which was design^ for scholastic purposes.

Most of them are carried on in private houses, which have been
converted with moderate success into schools; and even the col-

leges in Harley Street and Bedford Square are no exertion to this

rule. The best premises belonging to London girls' schools are those

of a few private boarding schools in the suburbs, such as Sydenham
and Blacl^eath, where, the houses being built at wider intervals,

and often surrounded by private grounds, means have existed, and
VOI.. XI. z
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lim ocoiMioiiaUy boea used, of adding, a finr*flund< aoboplnxmi cmb

dormitory to tho original buildmg. Occttinf»gm%» alao^ a adhoot it

bold in an old mansion .whidb 1^ largo and toonw* and in.

which, therefore, the allowance of oubie feat of air to tadi achdar ia

healthy, though in other xespecta there may be great defeota in the

premises. But such cases are, of course, oomparatively rare in

London ; and as a general rule, the premises of girls* schools of the

first grade are w‘orse than those of similar schools for boys. Tho
scholars are generally overcrowded in class and in dormitory. The
sizesi, ntuubers, and dimensions of the rooms are not such os to suit

the best classification of the school; and tho school has therefore

generally to be classified in acct>rdam‘e with the exigencies of the

bunding. The rooms arc not suitablo in sbapo for scbulustic pur-

poses, and are seldom furnished with the best, or, indeed, with

any especial scholastic furniture. Among all the schools which I

visited in the course of my inquiry*, I can scarcely recall more
than two or three instances (except at the two colleges) of a elass-

room furnished with parallel desks, black-boards, easels, and the

other essential apparatus for effective class-teaching. UrdinarUy

the class-rooms of these schools arc furnished oulv with common
•r

chairs and tables of household use ; at whiclt tho pupils sit iu

disorderly array, some with much, some with little room for writ-

ing; some leaning on the table, others resting against the wall;

some fronting the teacher, others turning their bucks towards her.

Occasionally, evon in some of the better day schools, a class-room is

supplied with nothing but a bencli round the wall on wliieh tho

pupils sit, while the teacher occupies a chair in the middle, and if

the pupils write at all, (hey do so on little scraps of paper held iu tho

hands on a book or slate.

One of the mo.st serious defects of these schools, and particularly

of those within the more closely populated parts of the town, is the

want of play-ground. There is a great diftcrence between diffui'oiit

girls as to their physical capacity for continuous study ; and iu this

respect great changes take place in girls at difforeiit periods of their

girlhood. Hence arises the great difieronce of opinion betwcmi different

persons as to the amount of intellectual pressure to which a girl of

twelve and of sixteen years old may with prudence be respectively

subjected. It seems, however, to bo agreed that greater caution is

required in applying mental pressure to girls than to boys, oud that

the instances of injury from ovcrwoiic aro more common iu tho caso

of prls than of boys. This danger, which, though often exaggerated

in. individual cases, is real, and cannot be ignored, is due no
doubt mainly to physical causes. But it is aggravated in Tery

many instancea partly by want of sound early mental training, imd
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brovi^t up iu^ oountty^ aod ]iiive> beect bodljr tavqg^ltlr M tbat

mfiul^ poaren are nnduoiidmed, and ibey da Bot. horn

to'xnake tiie best use of them, are sometimes suddo^y iBfero4m»d
to tbe dasses d mastera^ and to all the excitement of inteUeotnal

competition. They become suddenly interested in study; they
pursTie it with feminine ardour and impetuosiiy, and as a natural

consequence their untrained mental faculties find the burden to be
greater than they can bear. Want of well«rogulated continuity in
study is the cause of many of the present evils in the education of

girls* and particularly of frequent failures in health. But a still

more potent oauso of such failures in health is the neglect of physical

training.

In many girls’ schools in London callisthenics are now used, and
a belief in the necessity of some system of physical education is no
doubt increasing among principals and teachers of girls’ schools. At
present, however, there is not much appreciation of this necessity

among parents of the upper middle classes, and as many systems of
callisthenics are expensive, parents often object to pay the necessary

extra fee. In some schools, too, which profess to use callisthenics,

the exercises consist of little more than the ordinary lessons in

dancing and deportment ; and in very few schools is there to be
found u regular system of physical training based ui>ou a study of
physiology, and adapted to the exigencies of girls* schools. It is

much to be desired that girls should have an opportunity when at

school of attending and being trained at a regularly furnished gjun-

nasium (such us that so well known to English residents in Brussels),

under the careful superintendence of a professional and well-educated

trainer. And if such schools of physical education could be estab-

lished in different parts of London, the pupils from neighbouring
schools would have an opportunity of exercising at them at a cheap
rate. The expense of erecting a good gymnasimn at a school is

great; and besides, most schools have not space enough on their

premises for such purposes. Moreover, the presence of a skilful and
judicious expert is required to superintend the exercises, and of

course this could bo best provided by the girls attending at a common
centre.

But the weak point of all, even the best,' callisthenic exercises in

girls’ schools is, that they are conducted in-doors. Even supposing

tho best, system of callisthenics to be established at schools, and all

the pupils to be required to go through a regular coarse of physical

training, there would still be one great want or defect in girla*^

education remaining—namdy the want of suitable out-door exer-

oiifeB. Boys have, in their schools, this great advantage over girla->-

z 2
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ihij^ vhen they come out from ukM» th^ eai» SeaenUy AiU to iome
game in which they take thekeeneet mtere«t» aujd heomne ao abaorhed

that they forget their lessons for the time. Indeed so nubh organi*

zation and dull are required for some boyish games, and so kemi is

the interest taken in them, that at some of our public schools the

games ore considered by the majority of the boys as of far more
importance than the studies ; and the whole hearts of many boys are

so wrapped up in cricket that it is most difficult to win their attention

to grammar or algebra. But the great interest attaching to those

games has one immense advantage—it causes the game to divert the

mind os well as exercise the body. Boys w'ho are engaged in cricket,

football, rowing, fives, and similar games, during the intervals

between school hours, not only have their bo<lics well exercised, but

also have their minds diverted from their studies into a totally different

channel ; and thus tho^ among them who are diligent and studious

are prevented from over-tasking their brains, and arc forced to g^vo

them some rest. Girls have not this advantage. The out-door

exercises which they get arc not generally sucli as to thoroughly

divert their minds whilst exercising their bodies
;
and consequently

many girls, even if forbidden to read books during the intervals

between school hours, and forced to go out of doors, cannot prevent

their minds from running on their tasks. In tlio great majority of

girls* schools there is no out-door exercise except tliat of walking

—

a most inadequate provision both for exemse of the body and for

diversion of the mind. To some schools situated in the suburbs of

London there are grounds attached, in which the pupils can obtain

out'door oKcroise ; but even in these the only games used seem to be

such as croquet and /es grdees. Most of these games are too desul-

tory, and require too little organization, to afford any real diversion

to the players* minds ; while croquet, wdneh is no doubt a game of

some skill and much interest, is said by some medical men to be an

unhealthy game,* because it necessitates much lounging and stand*

ing still, and a good deal of stooping.

Tho quality of the teaching in these schools is unsutisihetory. The
teachers in London girls* schools may be divided into two classes

;

tbe visiting teachers, and the permanent touchers. There are some
day schools in London in which there arc no permanent assistants,

and in which the class-rooms merely serve as reception rooms for the

professors ** who attend at stated intervals and instruct the pupils

;

and there are also some boarding-schools, sometimes called ** finish-

ing schools,** in which the whole of the instruction is conducted by
these visiting ** professors,** the lady-principal and her assistants

* Tliis view is saj|^por|ed bjr tbo evidence of ICUw Beelo, the Principal of the did-
tenlisni College for Ladies^ in voL v. of tbe ** Sdioola Inquiry Conunisrion,’* p. 740.
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“ superintending and directing*' thn studies of <|ie pnpils,

but not taking part in their instmotion. In most sohoOls^ however,
there is a staff of permanent governesses, who are supposed tO pre-

pare the pupils for the ** professors ** and to supplement their work.
In speaking of the qualifications of teachers in these schools, it is

right to distinguish between the permanent governesses and the
visiting professors. The number of subjects of which it seems now
to be thought desirable that an accomplished young lady should
know a little,* makes it necessary that her instruction should be con-

ducted by a great many different teachers. In some small schools

the number of persons engaged in imparting instruction (including

the visiting as well as the permanent instructors) is actually greater

than the number of those receiving it, while the proportion of one
teacher to every scholar is by no means uncommon. It will be
obvious that many evils result to the education of girls from this

state of things. But one of the worst of these evils is, that the girls

arc not brought for a sufficient length of time imder the influence of

any one powerful mind. They are passed so rapidly from one

teacher to another, that they fail to receive those important impres-

sions which might elevate and fashion their characters, and which
boys at scliool and young men at college so often owe to some one or

two great master-teachers. The visiting teachers are of two classes

:

those who teach the solid subjects of education, such as the classical

and modem languages and literatures, arithmetic, mathematics and
science, history and geography ; and those who teach “ the accom-

plishments,” such as dancing, instrumental music, flower-painting,

&c. The universal demand for “ accomplishments ” in girls’ educa-

tion, and the very high prices which parents are willing to pay in

order to secure that their daughters shall be ** accomplished,” have

attracted very able teachers of these subjects to the first-grade

schools. It is not too much to say, that some of the highest musical

and artistic talent in Great Britain is engaged in giving instruction

in these subjects to pupils at these schools. But the same value has

not been hitherto attached by society and by parents to instruction

in the solid subjects, language and litcratm’c, arithmetic and mathe-

matics, history and geography; and parents arc often unwilling to

* In tho Nintli Appendix to my lloport to tho Sohoolo Inquiry Commissioners, vol.

vii. p. 664, is published an analysis of tho returns from 100 private girls’ schools in

liOndon, 'with an introduction explanatory of some of the bearings of that analysis.

It will be seen that this analysis shows that tho number of subjects taught in such

girls’ schools of the first grade (which represent tho class I am considering in this

paper) is, on an average, 18 ; and that tho projiortion of tekehers to schohurs is about

one to every three. Whatever bo the amount of iiittruetion imparted to s girl under
sudh a system, it is impossible that any valuable educational tq/fusnee can be exercised

over her by her teachers, such as that which some great minds exertase upon young men
at Oxford or at school.
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‘ririting teachers of these subjeCis at fitat-gvade aohpote am dlen
cemparatiTelj inferior to these who come to teadi the **aooonr|^3iah-

mcnts/* l^e want of really first-rate scholars to teach such sub-

jects as Latm, French, and mathematics at these schools, is one of

the greatest existing defects of female education. Very seldom are

the names ofmen who have taken the highest honours in the exami-

nations of Oxford, Cambridge, or London, to bo found on the list of

teachers even of the best of these schools ; and when they do under-

take this kind of employment, as at (Queen’s and Bedford Colleges,

it is generally considered as condescension on their part to do so.

On the whole, except at Queen's and Itedford Colleges, and at a

very few private schools whose principals have determined to make
a stand against the frivolous character of girls' education, and to

secure really able masters fur Latin and mathematics, the quality of

the visiting teachers of language and science is very inferior in girls*

schools in London.

The character of the instruction given by the permanent teachers,

or governesses, at these schools is also generally far from satis-

factorj'. In most private schools the education of the pupils is con-

ducted by a combination of the teaching of visiting masters with

that of resident governesses. In the rare cases where the lady-

principal thoroughly understand.s her business, is a w'oman of

superior information and ability, is devoted to her work, has a
faculty of organization, and has surrounded herself with her own
pupils as assistant teachers—this combined system works well,

and is the best that can be adopted in the present condition of

women’s education. In such a ca.se it is the duty of the resident

governess to see that the pupils prepare their work soundly and
thoroughly for the masters ; to insist upon accrirate knowledge of the

rudiments of each subject ; to go over the elementary portions

of the work carefully and repeatedly w'ith the slower or more careless

pupils ; to see that the knowledge of buck work is carefully kept up

;

and, generally, to secure that the pupils are in the best possible con-

dition for profiting by the higher genius of the master. But in

many schools this work of the assistant governesses is not properly

done. Many lady-principals arc so defective in their knowledge of

the art of organizing and administering a- school, that they neglect

the most obvious and essential details of method. In one of the best

schools which I examined, I found a visiting French master really

teaching a junior ' class remarkably well in tiie irregular and
reflective verbs, and the rudiments of composition. His method was
catechetical, his knowledge of Englieh remarkably good, and he
kept the whole class interested and attentive while insisting on
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earlier part of their grammar, when, to Ihe great aimoyaiiee^ mid to
the eridmitlj gennine surprise of the masto*, th^ ware ftmid
to remember next to nothing of the badc-work. At first I was aS a
loss to account for this ; but aftmrwards I found that it was owingto
the want of proper arrangement between the visiting master and the

resident governesses. I found that the master had no knowledge of

what the governesses were doing, but supposed they were revising

and reviewing the work which he did, and that they did not know
in what part of the grammar he was working ; so that, far from
co-operating with him, the governesses might, for aught he or they

knew, be actually thwarting his efforts. Yet the arrangement of a

plan of co-operation would have been a very simple matter, had it

only occurred to the principal. But it is astonishing how often in

girls* as in boys* schools, the principals and teachers seem to be
ignorant or careless of the most elementary principles of method.
This want of organization in working the ** combined ’* system' of

instruction is very injurious to the advancement of the pupils.

Girls* education is, at best, multifarious, and confiised enough
without the additional evil of want of co-operation and harmony of

system among their numerous teachers.

The defects in the teaching of these governesses seem principally

to arise

—

() From want of knowledge of the art of instructing a dass.

() From want of breadth and accuracy of scholarship.

(«) Whtif of Itnoicicdge of the art of imtracfing a class.—From
what has already been said of the furniture and arrangement of

many of the class-rooms in girls* schools, it will be gathered that the

mistresses of such schools are often placed under great disadvantages

in their class-teaching. It is, of coux«e, impossible to engage and
maintain the attention of a class, if its members are not arranged in

on orderly and systematic manner. And, indeed, it is one proof of

the want of knowledge of the art of teaching prevalent among
governesses in schools, that they do not seem to care for their dass-

rooms being properly supplied with desks and other suitable fur-

niture and apparatus. There is no doubt that in some Iiondtm.

schools the lady-principals would readily supply what is requisite if

tho governesses diowed by their representations that th(^ knew
exactly what was wanted, and why it was wanted. The truth is

that, in respect of knowledge of tho art of teaching, the governesses

in secondary girls* schools in London axe, on the whde, inferiw

to the mistresses trained in our best normal schools for dementaxy
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teadifirs. For oeTeral yean I bad aa bpportoiuty of officially

mrtehing tbo recalls of Gaining nustrocaoa «l » nry exoellont

HtUe normal school in the norIb of Xhaglond. The teachem who
came from that normal school had^ of courscy no acquaintance with
ffireign languageCy and were inferior to the govemceses in middle
cchoolB in their general culture and reading ; hut they taught what
they hod to teach very much better^ partly bocause th<^ knew it

more thoroughlyy partly also because they had been for two years
engaged in constant study and practice of the art of teaching. An
opportunity of learning their profession^ similar to thai afforded by
such normal schools to elementary teachers, has of late been offered

to governesses in secondary schools, on a very small scale, and
experimentally, by the Home and Colonial Institution. This society

has recently taken up the question of secondary education, and is

making efforts to improve the quality of the teachers in secondary

schools for girls. The means whereby the society is endeavouring to

effect this improvement are chiefly
:

\a) by giving to acting teachers,

and persons desirous of becoming teachers, an opportunity of special

study in the subjects which they are required to teach, with a view

to improving their knowledge of such subjects
; (6) by instructing

them in the theory of teaching
;

(o) by giving them opportunities of

practising the art of teaching in a mixed secondary school held on
the premises of the society. Through these means a eourse of

training is provided for governesses analogous to that provided for

teachers in elementary schools, but not generally lasting so long ; in

few oases more than twelve months, and in some not six months. In
January, 1866, there were forty-four students in this branch of the

Home and Colonial Institution. They were chiefly daughters of

professional men—such as solicitors, medical men, clergymen, &c.

;

of small manufacturers, tradesmen, and agents : and there were also

apparently some daughters of skilled artisans among them. Their

average ago was nearly nineteen years, and all except two were

destined to be teachers. These two tvere sent for the sake of the

education afforded in the course and were not intended to be teachers.

The attainments of all these were ascertained by examination on
their admission to the institution ; and the secretary reported that

only ten out of the forty-four could be considered to have been iairly

instructed for their age. Of the rest the intellectual condition of

twenty-five was more or less unsatisfactory, showing different stages

of ignorance and want of sound instruction; while that of the

remaining nine was extremely bod. There was scarcely one among
them who could bo considered to be so taught as to have had her

mental powers really weU trained and developed for her age. And
it must be remembered that these girls would probably be favourable
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speoimens, being either thenuelTes aiudpua, or daughters of parents

who were anxiovuiy for their improT^nent in sound hnowledgev and
camparatively indifferent to ** aocomplishments/'
The instruction in the art of teaching and, above all, the c^ppor*

tunify of practising in its secondary schools afforded to governess

students by this institution are of the highest value, and it is easy

to see in any school where these trained governesses are employed,

how much confidrace and tact in handling their classes may be
given by even a short course of training. There are several other

institutions in London which are engaged in preparing governesses

for the duties of their profession, and in this respect, and this one
only, secondary education of girls has a little advantage over that of

boys in London ; namely, that some attempts have been made to

afford to mistresses of secondary schools the means of learning the

duties of their profession, and of preparing themselves to discharge

those duties properly ; whereas young men who intend to be masters

in g^mmar-schools and other secondary' schools have no such oppor>

tunitics whatever. Of course the means at present existing for the

training of governesses, even if they were more generally known
and valued, arc totally inadequate to the requirements of the country

;

and, of course, such training as that afforded by the Home and
Colonial School Society will not remove the grand defect in

governesses, namely the want of sound superior education. Six

months’, or even twelve months’, training and instruction at the

institution in Gray’s Inn Road, or elsewhere, will not convert an
ill-educated girl into a sound scholar; and the want of sound

general education is a far worse defect in a teacher than the wont of

professional training.

(i) Want of hreatUh and accuracy of schoiarahip.—Owing to the

entire absence in this country of any public means of superior educa-

tion for women, of any regular facilities for their extending their

education beyond the age of seventeen or eighteen, there is a lack of

that general diffusion among them of accurate study and scholarship

which must pi*cvuil before there can be an abundant supply of women
qualified to teach well in girls’ schools. In the case, no doubt, of

certain girls who are brought up from girlhood to become teachers,

fairly adequate education is provided by a few educational homes and
other special institutions. But the effect produced by these praise-

worthy societies is like a drop of water in the ocean. The vast

majority of femalo teachers take up employment against their will

and unexpectedly. Few women become teachers if they can avoid

it. Most of them have been driven by misfortune, death of a pro-

fessional parent uninsured, loss of moneys insecurely invested,

heartlessness of relations who have preyed upon them, ** not being
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left 80 veU>oif as tikey cocpeeted/* disapponitttents, in abort* and
accidents of all kinds* more or leas uneapeoted* into tuition. Fow
girls belonging to tke middle classes can quite sure tbat tbey will

not some day have to make tbeir own bread. And if they do so* it is

most probable that they will have to do it by tuition. In illustration

*of these statements I may refer to the evidence supplied to mo in the

course of my inquiries by the Governesses* Benovolcmt Institution.

The main objects of this institution arc' to raise the character of

governesses us a class, and thus to improve the tone of female educa-

tion. The institution endeavours to do this, among other means, by
providing elective annuities for the benefit of aged governesses.

At the election of annuitants, held in November, 18(>o, there were
140 candidates for seven vacancies. Of these vacancies four were for

annuitants of £20, and three for annuitants of 2s. Git. Some of

those competing at this election had been candidates for more than
ten years. The list of the candidates on this occasion, jirintcd by the

society, gives a short account of the circumstances and career of each

of them. It shows that scarcely any of them had been destined or

educated for the profession of teaching, from childliood. A few ex-

amples out of the whole 140 will exhibit the kind of cii'cuinstanccs

under which the mojority of Fnglish lady-tenclicrs have taken to the

profession. These examples are fair specimens of the whole :

—

“ 1. Hiss , aged 51. Father an oflicur in the East India Company's
service. Became a governess at seventeen in* consequence of her mother
having been left with five children and but limited means. Assisted in sup-

port of an invalid sister now dead.
“ 2. Hiss , aged Gl. Became a governess at seventeen owing to her

father's loss of property in the Irish rebellion of 170H. Expended her
salaries for the first years of her work in lessons in accomplishments and
languages.

“ 3. Mias , aged 60. Eeft home to support herself and help her
fanuly, upon her father, a manufacturer and a merchant, losing ever^-tbing

by unfortunate speculations and the failure of a bank. Kept a school to

make a home for him and her brothers, and also fur her sisters when not
employed as governesses.

“ 4. Miss , aged 60. Her father iuherited an income of about £800
a year. She became a governess owing to the embarrassment of his nflairs

at his death when she was left an orphan at sixteen. Helped her brothers
' when able.

“ 6. Miss , aged 62. Became a governess owing to her father, a
gentleman farmer, having left his family without provisiou. Brought up
four nephews and nieces and greatly assisted other relatives.

" 6. Miss , aged 69. Father one of the oldest members of the English

bar, but who died blind and left no provision for his daughter. Twenty
years a governess, spent fourteen of them in situations in Sonth Africa,

where she suffered much from the effects of the climate, which permanently
njnred her health. Assisted an aunt who brought her up.

7. Mies—-—, aged 54. Compelled to become a governess by the loos of
e property left her by her father, but which she never received.
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IOm ——, »ged 62. CompdI«dy on ttie cMf iMr-fiiifiMr, to

beoomo a govomess for maintenanee. Sappotted her mother far maay
3rears till her death in 1864, and assieted a brother, throng whose speenla'
tion some property left her in 1844 was lost.

** 0. Miss , aged 68. Became a governess on the death of her father,

a sm^on, leaving her mother and herself quite unprovided for. Supported
her mother, who had very bad bealtb, for more than twenty years.

**10. Miss , aged 51. Father, an officer in the army, became
blind while serving with his regiment in Egypt ; this and the bankruptcy of
a West Indian merchant occasioned a loss of property and compelled her to
become a governess. Devoted all she earned to her parents and assisted to

educate two cousins.
** 11. Miss , aged 58. Was in affluence until her twentieth year, and

became a governess owing to her father’s loss of property by unfortunate

speculations. Entire!}' educated a younger sister, and gave all she could
cam to aid her parents in the support of an invalid sister at home.

** 12. Miss , aged 01. Father, a clergyman, died when die was a
child. Left home to assist her family. Aftenvards, w'ith her mother and
elder sister, conducted a school with much success for many years, but the
competence which they had saved was all lost, by being placed in insecure
hands, and speculated with unknown to them.

“18. Miss , aged 07. Beesune a governess in consequence of her
mother's second marriage, and has been teaching for thirty-five years.

Brought up and educated two orphan nieces from the ages of four years
and throe weeks, and helped a younger sister.

“ 1-1. Miss , aged 72. Became a governess to help a sister in pro-
viding a homo for their father, who had been in the household of King
George the Third.

“ 16. Mrs. , aged 05. Became a governess owing to her father’s

embarrassments through a chancery suit. Mter five years, four of which
he was ill, her husband died. Has worked ever since unceasingly and un-
successfully for an independence. With a sister took the entire charge of
throe orphan nieces. Her health is now fast declining, and she has no re-

source but the hope of suppoiiiiig herself by needlework.'’

A slight consideration of such facts as these will suffice to show
the utter inndc(][uacy of attempts to secure the competency' of female

teachers by providing governesses’ homes and training colleges.

There is only one mode of securing tliis competency, and that is by
providing for all English women of the middle class the opportunity

of liighcr liberal education. Culture must begin from above; and
work downwards, operating first on those who have to diffuse it, and
making knowledge more general and more cheap than it has been
among w'omcn. We must begin by teaching not only all the actual,

but all the possible teachers ; that is, women at large. At present

no sufficient means of higher education for women exist ; and it is

rare, and may be said to be accidental, to find a woman both willing

and qualified by her study to teach in a scholarliko way. Moreover,

owing to the want of any adequate test, it is extremely difficult for a

principal to recogniso the merit of a well-educated woman, if such an
one should apply for an appointment. Proprietors of schools
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frequently eay that th^ are meet anxiom to secure the senrioes of

none but thorougldy qualified mistresses, but tbat they bare no means
of judging of soeii qualifications. It is true tbat some institutions,

such 08 Oueen's College, and many other private' ** colleges,** and
** coU^iate adhocls,** ^ve diplomas, or ** certificates of knowledge,**

to their pupOs. But snidi oertificates are, for obvious reasons, not
satisfimtory. What is wanted is a uniform, public, authoritative, and
(above all) entirdiy independent test of women*s knowledge, similar

to the examinations of our universities for men. Until the higher
education is amply provided, and the results of that education are

authoritatively test^, there will bo no adequate supply of well-

informed governesses. This matter seems to lie at the root of all

improvements in the education of girls. The experience of the Homo
and Colonial School Society shows how very defective that Society

finds the education of those young ladies to be who enter the institu-

tion for the purpose of training and instruction. The evidence is the

same from other institutions for training governesses, the same from
the two colleges, the same from every well-informed qtiarter to

which I turned for information ; all complain alike of the vrant of

sound grounding and thoroughness W'hich they find in the general

education of the young ladies whom they arc preparing to be teachers.

Nothing but a general improvement in the mode of educating girls

of the middle classes can remove this fatal defect. And if this general

improvement takes place, many of the other desiderata, such as

increased appreciation of the value of sound etlucatiou for women,
increase of salaries of teachers, greater discrimination between good

and bad teachers, the closing of the profession to persons utterly in-

competent, and the elevation of really competent teachers to a higher

social position, will soon follow.

To all these serious defects in the present condition of the education

of daughters of professional men, and others in a similar social posi-

tion, which rcsiilt from the inadequate provision of schools and the

badness of most of the existing schools, and of the instruction afforded

in them, must be added another almost equally serious defect, which

prevents even the few existing good schools from doing their proper

work, and from reaching anything like a satisfactory standard of

instruction. This defect is, iAe icant of continuity anU regularity in the

education of girl*. And it is a defect which is partly cause and partly

result of the bad condition of most of tlfe existing girls* schools. For

if, on the one hand, there were a sufficiently strong feeling among a

sufficient number of the parents of these girls that it is an essential

to give regular and continuous instruction to their girls as to their

boys, they would not, as they now so commonly do, remove their

daughters at frequent intmnds from one school to another, and again
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from school to homo, or send them to the hoiuee fri^ids and
relations on long visits, but wonld think it of the first importai^ to

keep them rteadfly at work in the oonrae of edocofioh pn>yj4cid.,|b9?

them ; and thus ^e good schools would gradually begin to pt^iipe•
certain number well-grounded pupils, and their influehoe'lfs^lid

reach, in a certain degree, even to the bad schools. And, on the

other hand, if there were an adequate supply of good and dieap
schools, established by public or other agency in London, the practice

of constantly shifting their daughters would become less frequent

among this class of persons, they would feel confidence that their

daughters were doing well at school, and would be content to leave

them to pursue a recognised course of education with continuity and
regularity.

That this practice of shifting girls during that period of their life

when they ought, like their brothers, to be continuously and regularly

under instruction, extensively prevails, abundant evidence was
supplied to me in the course of my inquiry; and some of it was stated

in a tabular and detailed form, in the fifteenth and sixteenth appen-

dices to my Report.* A lady engaged in managing one of the best

girls’ schools of this class that I visited in London, wrote thus to me
on the subject :

—

“ Wc have usually a far greater number of the daughters of pro-

fessional men than of those of ti’adesmeu. I do not think we have
ever had one i>upil whose father belongs to the upper class of trades-

men as a student—their daughters are almost invariably taught at homo
fur some years, and then sent to expensive schools. The daughters of
the common class of tradesmen arc almost always better taught than those
of professional men when they come here—that is, they read, write, and
spell better, having geuerall}' been to some school ; whereas in the fiuuilies

of professional men (in our neighbourhood at least), the education of
the girls xirocceds in this fashion. The mother is supposed to teach
the children till they are seven or eight—then the boys must Iw tatujht, and
arc sent to school. The girls meanwhile depend on their mother's instruc-

tion till ten or tAvelvc, and she will generally say how imxmssible she found
it to devote much time to them ; at this age they will probably have a daily
governess, either for a few hours every day (in which case she walks with
them) or two or three times a week, preference being generally given, in

the choice of a governess, to the one who will take the lowest remuneration

;

this may continue for a year or two, the governess constantly changing, as
each gets the chance of a slight addition to her salary in some other family ;

these changes being considered troublesome the plan is given up, and a long
intorrogunm succeeds ; the girls are said to be not Hti-oiu/, or go to the sea-

side, or on very long visits to relations. After this they may have other
daily governesses for a year or two, but if they have no younger sisters, it

is not considered worth whilr, and they may come hero for two or three
classes for a year or two, missing a term occasionally, and varying the sub-
jects frequently. This is so often the ease with our ordinary pupils that
having detailed the above as my experience to two mothers they ea^

* “ S(‘hools Inquiiy Commiaston,*' vol. viL pp. 608 tey.
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xptaaAeA, * T1m4 has hew preeisefy ihe ease with my daughter.*

Gills who come to os at fifteen* sixteen* ot seventeen jears of age generally

spell and wrrite hadly* have aeqmrod a slight idea of inherent Freneh*
sometimes an equally smaQ amount of Gorman, and can play a little on the
piano ; they know nothing of arithmetic, sometimes but little of the
mnltiplioation table, nothing of grammar, could not define iho parts of
speech or parse the simplest sentence ; the progress consequently in lan-
guages (the favourite study) is very slow and unsatisfactory, the exercises
^ttg frequently written % tfm'Jfs

:

the girls find it tiresome, and the parents
think it a waste of monej', and the class is given up. Many girls are so
unfarained that they do not know how to learn, anti it takes thorn some
time to get over this difficulty. Of course there are many bright exceptions,
as to iho interest taken in their studies ; »•>/ many as to the previous want
of proper training ; a want regretted by many of oiir la^st pupils. If girls of
fift^n were only thoroughly well grounded in general grammar, the first

four rules of arithmetic, the French verbs, and could write and read well,

with a little knowledge of common geography, we might soon have flourish-

ing upper classes : but we are always obliged to go down as fur as possible

to meet the necessities of the pupils, several girls of fifteen being utterly

unfit for even our lower classes. From among these uneducated young
women, however, spring by far the greater nrmiber of resident luid daily

governesses, especially the latter; and here of course the sad conscqaciices

of a neglected education are felt m full forces by guverucss and pupils intollec-

tually and morally. I can form no idea of the number of instances in which
parents have told me that a c/not</,- »»/’ rirvHMsthauvn has made it necessary
that their daughter should be fitted for teaching ns soon as possible, and
they wish her to nttoml n vntirin here for a year for that purpose. The
poor untaught girl has frccjucntly left much sooner, unable even to under-
stand the teaching here. Under these circumstauces it is not extraordinary
that so many people object to examinations us a test

;
governesses and their

pupils object to them, as failure would entail serious eonsequeuce. aud
employers object to them, as they would do away Avith the mystery Avhich

generally envelopes the salary* of a governess of this class, often wretched
indeed.”

A great quantity of such evidence as this came into iny hands

during the course of this inquiry ; but I have selected the foregoing

example because it came from one of the very best schools in London,

and was written by a lady of very much experience in the question

of education of girls of this class, whose testimony I know from por>

sonal observation and acquaintance to bo thoroughly reliable.

But to this testimony was added evidence of another and even more
direct and interesting nature; namely, the stutcineiits made to mo in

writing many ofthe pupils in such stdiools. These statements,which

may be called the educational autobiographies of young Indies in London

eehooht se^ to me particularly interesting documents. One young

lady, aged fifteen, and the daughter of a wealthy farmer, who was in

a VCTy good school at the time ofmy visit to it, wrote thus :

—

** I first went to a day-school when 1 was six years old, and stayed there

till I was ei^t. I remained at home for a quarter, and then went to a
relative’s to bd educated with a cousin for a year and a half; after that I

was at home a quarter, then 1 went to a small boarding school, just estab*
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lished at ^ tat one year and a quarter, where I learnt JXiBWlIl’ir gnun-
mar, Freneb, English, and Oreinah history, Corp'iifairo..gaogi»^^

Guide to Knowl^ge, arithmetie, and wtiting. 'H^en I Im' Guit MduMl 1
was at home without instruction for three>qoarter8 of a year, ikilmr that a
eousin came to teach me for a quarter, then 1 went to a boarding sehooi.
at 1 where there were about twenty altogether, for two years and a
half; there I learnt Comweirs geography and also Butler's, Murray's
Grammar, spelling, English and Grecian history, heathen mythology,
Chambers’s ‘ Introduction to the Sciences,’ astronomy, and an introductory

book on globes, dictation, writing, arithmetic, which was not explained,

drawing from copies, and Boman history, for a short time. French by
a resident French governess. There was a great deal of learning by hca^
at this school, but very little explanation.”

Now what is the summary of this young lady’s educational history

up to tho age of 15 ? It is this—At a mixed day school from G to 8

;

domestic teaching, 8 to 9| ; boarding school, 9^ to 10^ ; without any
instruction, 10^ to 11 ; another boarding school, 11 to 13| ; come to

this London school at 15. The lady>princii)al remarked upon her case

:

** She was not well taught ; at the last school the misti'ess set sums
from a book, but could not explain them ; and she says she now
begins to understand the meaning of things she learnt before at

school.”

Another xmpil at the same school, who was the daughter of poor

parents, and aged 16, and who was destined to be a teacher, stated

that she was at a day school from 5 to 0 ; at another day
school three more years ; at another school, 10 to 11;| ; at home
one year ; at a boarding school, learning music and French, one
year and a quarter ; with a nursery governess three-quarters of a
year; and came to this school aged 15^. The Principal remarked
upon her, that she was very inaccurate. She did not know how to

learn. Much time and money have been spent on music, which

she has now dropjmi, as she has no carfor it.

One of tho most favourable coses at this school was that of a pupil

aged tw’cnty, the daughter of a medical man, who wrote :

—

Learnt at homo English grammar, Latin, verj* simple ai'ithmetic,

Enjdish history', geography, music, and a little French. At eleven, went
to a day-school, tuid loamt Latin, history (Greek and Boman), geography,
arithmetic, and from mastei's at the school English grammar and com-
position, French, drawing, writing, and mental arithmetic. At fourteen,

loft school, and did a very few lessons at home, principally Latin with a
master. At fifteen, went to a boarding school, and learnt history, and
(from masters) Latin, French, drawing, singing in class, English literature,

natural philosophy, arithmetic, a little algebra, and a little German.
Left school at seventeen, and from seventeen to twenty at home ; learnt

drawing at a school of Art, and had lessons in music and singing (in class) firom

a lady, and in Latin and Euclid (first two books) for a short time. Studied
German alone, and read a good many German and some French books.
Came hero at twenty.”
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Th6 Frmcipal remarked upoa her oaae tluit '<die has heen well

gnnmded, and knows a deaL Hier liilier and mother art

saperior pet^ilo.'* It seems that, in the ease of this young ladyt Iho

di^vaatages of ftequent changes of place of education had been
mostly countefbalanced by the judicious sdectioxi tit sulijects of

instruction which hmr parents had made, and the fimt that whUc
frequently changing the locality of her education, they had adhered
with consistency to a definite plan of having her taught sound and
solid subjects by carefully-chosen teachers, and hod had the courage

to forbear giving an undue preponderance to the ** accomplishments.**

But even in such a favourable cose as this the frequent changes of

teachers and schools must ha%'o necessitated a certain loss of time and
of power.

Any person who considers

—

(1) The almost entire lack of any public provision for the secondary

education of girls in liondon.

(2) The expensiveness and insufficiency of the existing private

means of such education.

(3) The unsatisfactory character of the premises of existing girls*

schools in London.

(4) The want of systematic and well-directed physical education

for girls, which, coupled with the fitful character of their mental

education, is often the cause of failures in their health, and renders

them less able to study successfully than they otherwise would be.

(5) The multiplicity of subjects of which it is thought necessary

tbat a girl should know something, and the consequent distraction of

mind, and want of thoroughness in any one important subject ;
and

subordinately, the time given to showy accomplishments to the ex-

clusion of sound learning.

(6) The want of a stimulus to the girls when they arc at school

;

the fact that scarcely any of these schools have any systematic, inde-

pendent examinations; the fact that there is no provision for the

higher education of women, and, consequently, no superior body
which can set the standard of education for the schools or givo point

and aim to the work done in them ; and thus that there is uo goalfor

tJte education of girls.

(7) The want of higher education, cultivation, and information in

the governesses who teach in these schools, and, akin to this, the low
salaries given to them.

(8) The want, also, among these governesses of knowledge of the

art of teaching.

(9) And, iMtly, the practice of removing girls from one school to

another, and again to home, or to their relations and friends on long

visits which is partly due to the indiffinrenoe of many parentcf, and
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partly to the want of pnbUo scHoola to set up a good'ttj^^ e^iea-

tion ; and the consequent want of continuity, regularity^ and system

in the secondary education of girls, which results from ^smuih and
similar practices.

Any one who considers all thesedrawbacks in the present condituin

of girls* schools, will not be surprised to find that wherever the test

of examination is applied to the existing schools, a most unsatis-

factory state of results is disclosed. My report to the Commissioners*

gives a detailed statement of the condition of the attainments of the

pupils in some specimen schools in London, which were examined, in

respect of {o') elementary knowledge of arithmetic, spelling, and
grammar, (d) of more advanced instruction in language, science, and
mathematics. It is there stated, and the statements are supported

by numerous examples, and by tabular analysis of the results of

examinations,t that, as regards elementary instruction, the attain-

ments of the young ladies in many of these schools arc decidedly

inferior to those of the poor girls in the first class of ele-

mentary village schools imder Government inspection in such

counties as Cumberland and 'Westmoreland ; that these young ladies

spell worse than such pocr girls, that they cannot write such a

good hand, that they aro not at all proficient in the elementary

rules of arithmetic, being both miskilled in the rudimentary

processes of manipulating figures, and also almost entirely un-
instructed in the science or principles of arithmetic ; that their

answers to papers in elementary grammar, whether English, French,

or Latin, show similar defects of instruction, since many of them can
neither state correctly nor apply in composition, the rudimentary

inflections of verbs, nouns, and pronouns, and the elementary rules of

syntax and verbal construction in any of these languages which they

may happen to be studying, while very few can give any account of

the fundamental laws which underlie these linguistic phenomena. It

is also stated, on similar evidence, but, of course, with less claim to

certainty and accuracy, that the results of the more advanced instruc-

tion in many subjects are most unsatisfactory; that very little

algebra, g^metry, or mathematics of any kind, are taught in these

London girls’ schools, and that when taught they are not taught so

as to produce any adequate results ; that no substitute for mathe-
matics, such as logic, is taught, with a view to training the reasoning

faculties of the pupils ; and that the answers to examination-papers

show a great want of such training of the reasoning powers. That
the linguistic attainments of girls professing to be well advanced, in

such a language, for example, as French, besides being extremely

defective in req»oct of grammar, are equally defective on the side of

* Vol. viL pp. 897—408. t Vol. vii.. Appendix xir., p. 691.

vox. XI. A A
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pluloaophieal study and cultutn ; that the elaasioa are almost vholfy
neglected, and that lliere is a low standard of aoholardkijp, a want of

critical study, and. In sh<art, an almost entize husk of aii^ lingnisik)

culture as is given to the hoys in the upper sixth fonns of our best

schools through the medium, principally, of the classical languages

and literatures.

The professional man, or civil servant, living in liondon, with
such a position, income, and prospects as have bt>eu described at the

commencement of this paper, may rcusoiiably complain that this, the

greatest city in the world, does not supply him, in whatever part of

it he may bo living, with a good girls’ grammar school, situated

within reasonable distance of his house, so that he may give his

daughters a sound liberal day•schooling in it, conducted in liry and
wcU-dcsiguod scholastic buildings, and either possessing u good
gymnasium of its own attached to it, or having, within easy reach,

one which can be usc<l by the pupils. If such a innn IivihI in the

country, he would feel that it- was an unavoidable ncci'ssity for him,

cither to entertain a governess, or to send his (hmghtcrs away to

school. But, living in a city of over three millions population, ho

thinks that ho ought at least to be spared tbis unpleasant alternative.

Ho feels that he ought to have the opportunity of getting good liberal

education for his daughters, while not losing the happiness of Iiuving

them under his care at the most interesting period of their lives ; and
that, if he has to bear the expenses and the trittls of a London life, ho
might at least have the educational advantages whicli such a life

should afford to a father of a family. This fteliug of the hardship

of his own. case is not lessened when he reniai'ks the case of his

neighbour who has sons. lie sees how these sons are educated, us

day scholars, at such excellent schools as that of tlio City of T^ondon,

for less than £10 a year. He hears that something is now being

done for the superior education of women, and he reads in the papers

accounts of the progress of the new college at Jlitchiii. Ho sees it

advertised that admission to tliat college will be dejKuident on the

results of an examination, which he feels, if the college prospers and
becomes full, must before long become more or less competitive. He
knows that all this is movement in the right direction, and he
rejoices in it accordingly ; but he cannot help looking anxiously at

his own little girls, and reflecting how he shall afford to prepare

them to reap the advantages of tho hopeful future which is opening

out before them. He therefore not unnaturally wishes for tho

establishment in London, and endowment, of institutions for the

education of girls between twelve and eighteen years of age, wbieh
may afford to theia the same advantages as are provided for boys in

well-managed grammar schools.
"n Tt. PvAitnir.



PICTURES OF THE YEAR.

WE are really impressed with the importance of our task of

writing a hasty critique on the Royal Academy in the year

of its ITogirsi. Artists of the future will probably remember 1869 by
some siich title. The change is most satisfactory, of course, in as far

as it adds to the comfort of the spectator ; but there seems to be little

variety from other years as to the treatment which some of the best

of our struggling outsiders have received from the Academy. The
public will be able to judge of its severity in some degree from the

supplementary exhibition ; though in a degree only, as many rejected

pictures have already been sent to Dublin or elsewhere, and men
who are working for their bread may fear to defy the now greatly-

increased power of the Academicians, by appealing publicly against

their fiat. Like others, we can only judge when we see the rejected

pictures, and we have now to do with the accepted ones. A critique

founded on natural selection of our own from about 3,000 pictures in

various gallcrios must, wo fear, require more previous apology than

we have space for. One cannot help writing in a very staccato

style, and con scarcely avoid giving on impression of haste, flippancy,

and snappish epigram. But critiques must be written, and, if pos-

sible, read ;
and accordingly we are obliged to be as pithy as ever

we can, desiring rather to be right. As several marked men have
pictures or drawings hung in different exhibitions, we cannot, of

course^, confiine ourselyes to the Academy. Taking the Dudley
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Chdlory first, Mr. Clifford’s severe ** Angel,” and Mr. Solomon’s
** Sacramentum Amoris ” and ** Saint of tlie Eastern Church,” struck

us greatly ; and we are glad to see both these rising men on the
walls of Burlington House also. So of Mr. Donaldson and Miss
Madox Brown. We are rather confused among tho various members
of that gifted family, hut tho drawings, ** Painting ” (2U9 in tho
Dudley), and “At the Opera” (619 in the R.A.), arc either by
sisters or by the same fair and cunning hand. Mr. Jopling’s ** Fdliso”
should be looked at, also his very difficult and partly successful

symphony in white ” called “ Tho "White Rose.” kliss Blunden’s
work is always worth careful inspection. Mr. Severn’s “ Sea ”

(297) is a grand work, and makes a long stride in advance. Two
grave and deep-toned works by Legros give one an impression of

power and solemnity which is hard to define. One of them rather

suffers from its conventional road and figures. And Mr. Riviere’s
“ Fox and Geese ” made rts laugh, the geese in conclave over the

prostrate fox were so wonderfully goosy ; they reminded us somehow
of Dogberry and "Verges. "We are glad to sec some more of Mr.
Homertou’s etchings. But one of the most unpreUmding bits of

observation, contemplation, and good work we ever saw is Mr.
"Wood’s “ Wonderful Disguises ’’—sleeping butterflies on fohlcd

flowers
;

quite undistinguishable from them. Jt gave us such a
waft of earl}’ summer as was delightful indeed, all on a wild March
morning in Piccadilly.

Two works in the French Exhibition require notice—one jMr.

Ruskin’s Meissonicr portrait of Napoleon, the other M. Cabanel’s

“Aphrodite.” They are well contmstc<l with each other. The
former is the height of realism; a big fact surrounded and em-
bellished by countless smaller facts. About its poetry and appeal to

passion we do not know ; but we are quite sure of its grave appeal

to thought. This was the Emi)eror, the scourge of Qod, the greatest

and the fellest man since Attila who ever held vials to pour out on

Europe. Note the Etruscan or Southern Italian ty])eof his face and

form, his compact strength, vast bull-neck, and round bucked, but

powerful scat on horseback ; the sleeping fire of impatient genius,

of inspiratimi and combination ; the watchful and fateful eyes, the

merciless Italian mouth of hatred, which could givo command to the

dagger as well as to the sword. Then look at tho grey, and com-

jMirc him with Landseer or Lewis. The picture, as one may expect,

possesses evmy technical merit ; and those who wont to know what

finish is, and how tho greatest precision may be attained without real

loss of boldness, will do well to look at tho painting of tho saddle,

of the bits, the Emperor’s cross, and particularly at the dull crimson

fire of tho horse’s nostril, produced by light shining through the

dividing membrane. M. Cabanel’s picture may bo considered to

represent sensual idealism as distinguished from realism. What we
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say of it will neither injure M. Gabaners Eux<qpean imputation, nor
moderate the transports of appreciating critics who write about its

fruitiness, andjuiciness, and pulpiness, and downinesn^ and peachiness.

What strikes us most is its nastiness. We never saw shame painted
more complacently. And we suppose ladies of the period will come
and look in this mirror of degradation. lie domum saturce, si tpnU

pudoi’f ite capellai.

The French and Flemish Exhibition is all the more interesting this

year, because so many of our artists seem to be studying continental

methods, and submitting to a lower scale of colour for the time. We
may compare M. llcilbuth’s “ Watteau ” (118, F. Gallery) with Mr.
Storey’s two pictures (27 and 62, in their oppositions of pink,

white, and whitish-green. Also, Jules Breton (209, F. Gallery),

with Mr. Leslie’s most delightful work (281, 11.A.), ci^ed ** Cupid’s

Curse.” Where that is in the picture we don’t know; but the
extreme beauty of the girl makes us hope she has no share in it.

Great power in tree drawing is shown in all these works, clusters of

loav’cs in foreground being very skilfully put in in perspective (see the
“ Watteau ” in particular). Mr. Leslie and M. Daubigny seem also

to make similar use of small quantities of bright orange and yellow

in their grey-toned skies—see the ** Sunset on the Oise” (158, B.A.),
by the latter gentleman : note the cori'ectness of his tree-forms with
so little definition, and the great depth and transparency of his work,
with its low key of good colour—all enhancing the pensivcncss of
river-sido subject, which is alwa^'^s melancholy, because one’s mind is

led away on the uni’ctuming flow of what Shelley calls the ** home-
less” stream.

^
Tlie combination of wcU-draMm figures with careful landscape,

where attention is directed to both, is so well understood in the French
school, that many of our painters seem quite right in joining it for a
time. And diflicultics of tone in such combinations are so great,

that long labour in quiet colour must be always necessary. But the

French range of landscape subject, us well os of hue, is very narrow

;

and Continentals care so little for mountains, that we trust our own
studies of pure landscape and natural colour will always hold their

own. For the stubborn fact is, that the world is full of reds which

are brighter than bricks, of yellows which are not drab, of imindigoed

purples and glowing greens ; and these are simply not in any con-

tinental picture of the year. The only pleasant or living green

we remember was in M. Schenck’s large storm, with the fiuthful

shepherd’s dog (13, French Gallery). We are sometimes compelled

to wear blue 8i>eotacle8 in very bright east-wind weather; and

as we wandered about near Oxford, the other day, in that dismal

state of ftunnlar eclipse, we were struck by the sober resemblance

of all nature to the tone of the pictures we had been studying in
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t9wn.* Takings these blue views of the ligfht of heaven only be
good for a time^ and £>r the sake of study ; but we thinV our own
landscape and figure painters will raise their scale of colour again in

duo time. Messrs. A. hloore and H. Moore, with their delicate

preference for white* in figure aiihjoct and landscape, seem to us
to have hit on a means of studying form in tender colour rather
than in dull colour ; and we fool proportionately interested in their

works.

The Exhibition of the Boyol Academy contains a memorable
number of good pictures. It also contains man}* and large works
of a thoroughly depressing character ; and os they are mostly hung
in the best places, it is not easy to avoid them. Anybody who
desponds about English art may judge of its progress by comjmring
certain productions of its earlier type with the works of younger men.
But some Triarii hold their own, and lead the tight right royally,

as they were wont. Mr. licwis and Sir E. Landseer stand first, in

absolute contrast of power. The “Swans and Eagles” is the popular

picture of the year. Nobody exactly knows whether eagles ever work
more than two at a time

;
and wo are ourselves uncertain about the

action of the third, who is clutching and doubling up his swan in

mid-air. By the little we have ever seen of hawking, we had un

idea that he would be more likely to strike, once and no more, with

the heel-talon. AVe have seen a peregrine falcon thus decapitate a

pigeon with one blow ; on other occasions she seemed to light on

her quarry without much violence, and at once use her beak behind

the hcad.t Be this as it may, all may take note of the power uud
rapid ease of this work. The painting is that of a pro-liaphaclitc

scene-painter, so to speak. How long did it take to create that

eagle ? • Look at the wing-feathers, the gradation from opaque half-

light on the shotilders to transparent brown in the shades ; at the

yellow lilies and reeds, swept in right at once and for ever ; at the

creamy white of the swans, and the close foreground touches on

the water. That is power. The “Ptarmigan Hill shows the same
accurate audacity in its granite and vegetation ; and as to the bhick

and tan setters, we can only say they arc 'what we have a right to

expect of Sir Edwin.
Mr. I<ewis*8 works require more time tf> observe, and space to

describe, than we cotdd give them. It does not matter, for they

• This prevailing tint in French l.ui<L4cax>e nuiy l»o ac'countcd for by the iirtisls’

too habitual u-se of tho Claudo mirror.’*

f There IB a picturop wo thinkp in the Birds of Ilorapshirop’* called Dnutli of

the Mallard,” which illuatratca tiiiB perfectly. The duck ia with his head nearly

off, and the hawk ia bolow him after hie stroke, witli hie heol-elaw bloody and full of

lofithcTs, and his cruel oyo looking like any other koon hunter’s. Observe in Sir Edwin
Landsocr^s that level curve of the eyehrow, which gives their {leculiar sternness

to the eyes of aH thohawk tribe.
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are beyond praise—^the ''Intercepted Correspondence'’ scene in
particular. Two of the sitting figures, tbo proprietor of the establish-

ment and the reclining light of his harem, with tho antelope, are

repeated from one of tho groat water-colours. It is our fault for

having such a memory, and Mr. Lewis will excuse our not forgetting
his work, once seen. But tho Copt girl laughing ; the doggedly-
pretty culprit ; Mesrour behind her ; and the clear beauty of the'

other women, are priceless. Let anybody who wants to see minute
power look at all tho oycHy animal or human, in all Lewis’s works.
Tho slant Egyptian looks in tho " Scraff,” arc all marvellous ; so

is the minute street scene through tho window (observe the drome-
dary) ; so is the old descendant of the Prophet, in his green turban ; so

arc his flowers, so is his cat, so is his kitten—^not yet quite taught

to imitate her mother’s forbearance from the tame sparrows ; so is

the desert behind the Bey, and lovely landscape of tho Lady of

Yanina. This is English realism ; and when it is compared with
Mcissonicr’s it holds its own, contending with greater difficidtics,

and using a higher scale of colour ; nor can we say more in its praise.

"Wc are obliged this year to take works aswe find them in the rooms—^landscapes last ; but we hold by our old plan ofputting our favourite

masters first. Xow for the two Froscanti we love best. Mr. Watts’s
“ Deluge ” has, wo believe, been attacked for the straight lines of
swell. They are not straight, really, but full of subtle curve ; and
wo remember a calm in tho Gulf of Issus, when wo ourselves made
water-colour notes of its extraordinary right-lines of long swell, ns

they seemed. The w'atcr is warm and clear, as if of rain-flood,

rolling shallow over tho graves of tho drowned earth ; the horizon is

warm, and all gives senso of hope. In the “Bed Cross Bnight
and Una,” each face is ringed with bright hair, as with the
“ Angel ” in Mr. Buskin’s possession. There is a beautiful girl’s

portrait, which deserves close study, from the power and ease with
which its features arc modelled, and tho light tlamanfe figure it

suggests. “ Orpheus and Eurj’dico ” we hardly appreciate, except

in the contrasted flesh tints.

Taking the quiet portrait by Mr. Armitago first, look at the folds

of the dross, and see what drawing is, and the truth of the painter’s

maxim—“\'ou aro ahvays getting on while you study draper}’.*'

Then, in tho “ Sick Chameleon,” the severe lines grow more spring-

ing, the lavendei'-colour drapery becomes dooi) Egyptian indigo-

purple, and tho deeper-toned colour is relieved beautifully with

oleander-flowers. Finally, there is Hero on her tower, perfect,

statuesque, and pure, with dark, watching eyes of hope and joy, ono

of tho loveliest figures in English art. To-night

“ By Tfflle’s Btroam •will bo no'voico of woil.”
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Aikd as this is a nude figure, and as we have ^okcn rather angrily

about M. Cabanel, wo should like to draw one or two distinctions.

It seems to us that it will not take many imitations of that gentleman

to throw back all noble and spiritual pursuit of art, and to arouse

the suspicions, not only of ascetics, but of men of honour and modest
women. And wo think this is ono of the objects contemplated by
members of the ultra-nuditarian school, irndraped figures matter
nothing, when their nudity is unconnected with evil thoughts in the

minds>f the painter. And when he is fi*ec fi'om such association ho
generally shows it, either by the severity of his lines, like ^Ir.

Armitagc, whose keen outline makes Hero look like a living image,

or by tenderness of colour, and careful abstinence from the “ j)ea<*hy

and downy” style—that is to say, from that over-softness of texture

which to many persons constitutes the eorreggiosity of Coi’eggio.

This Mr. A. Mtwre has done with his “ Venus ” (UJ)!)). AVe

hazard the conjecture that ho painted it on such coarse canvas on

pui'pose that the nude figure may look like the picture of a woman,
rather than like a woman, however j>orfeetly drawn and coloured ;

at all events that struck us before the picture. “ The Quartet ”

(48^5) is most beautiful, fiddles or no fiddles.

Two “ Proserpines ” there arc, one by Air. Poyiitcr, the other by
Air. Spencer Stanhope. The first is an exquisite .single draped figure,

gathering her flowers, “ wliere all tliewan green jdaccsbear l>los.sonis

cleaving to the .sod.” Tlic second i.s in the gi’ipc of the black-haired *

Hades, who has risen in earthquake tlirough the coru-tidds of Knna,

opening a convenient kind of volcanic crack in them, which leads

the eye right into the picture. It is a work of considerable original it}*

and force, most unfortunately hung ; but there is a good deal of

grandeur about the dark strength of the gloomy king,—though young,

intolerably severe ; and the up-flying red drapery gives a good idea of

his plunge, “ like a plummet to the world below.” The glorious

figure of Icarus, looking sunwai'd in dream, deaf to his father's

wisdom, ri/rvo daturus noniina jmito, .seems to us Mr, Leighton’s best

work this year, unless it bo the lion in S, Jerome, with vi'hich com-

pare Landseer’s two studios. The tall Llectra, in her vengeful

mourning at her father’s tomb, with lost beauty and shorn hair, is a

faithful rendering from >Sophocles : and the fourth picture wo decline

characterizing.

Our classical stop is now on, and Air. AV. B. Richmond (277) there-

fore must come next. His father’s portraits, 408 in particular, arc

this year even beyond himself, and truly admirable, though wo rather

regret that he should have plunged so deeply into clergy. Looking

on ourselves artistically, as objects reflecting light, we fear wo con

hardly be considered to possess sufficient abstract beauty to justify

* Bur. Ale. 438.
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him in spending so much time upon us. The ^'Dionysiao Pro-
cession'* is a considerable work, though, perhaps, unequaL It is

moving slowly across a loggia, or colonnade, above the summer sea,

and against a great light which seems to bathe and penetrate every-
thing, and shines through festooned vine-leaves and dead-ripe grapes,

amber and amethyst.
‘‘ All spenks of Nature rcvelliDf; in her strength ;

* the rich dark beauty
which seems to gather round it all images of joy—^purple vines festooned
between the elms, the strong corn perfecting itself under the vil>rating^heat,

round limbs beating the earth in gladness with cymbals held aloft, light

melodics chanted to the tbriliing rhythm of strings.”

The picture is a beautiful coromeut on Greek nature-worship. 3Ir.

llichmoud appears to feel, at all events he suggests, how men who saw
that human power, bcuut}'', and delight at least w'ere facts, argued

from lower happiness to higher, from present gifts to their Giver, from

the soul to its ^luker. For the merits of the picture, warm light cannot

be better painted, nor vines, nor j'oung men and maidens
;
perhaps

the youth behind the small coffer is the most perfect. The dancing

figures seem to us hardl\' equal to the others ; and those advancing on
the right hand, stepping forward on the same fOot, seem to lean all

<*ne way. lint this is a great picture, and perfectly distinct from

Air. licighton’s grand procession with the leopards, two years back

;

so don’t let us have any odious comjMirisons.f Mr. Prinsep’s Bacchus

and Ariadne ” is not so iiitich to our taste as the red and white study,

“ Siesta,” or his “^Amateur Dairymaid.” lie appears in person, verj*

like Said, in the interesting Garrick-Club sketch by Mr. O’lfeil.

M. Tadema’s picture of Ihc “Amateur Bomain ” is an interesting

piece of antiquarianism, and skilful painting in a low key ; but his

“Pyri’hic Dance” (42) awakes the Spartan fife in great style. "We
m'vcr saw bronze armour so wonderfully painted. His spears seem

rather short ;
but the pike of the Greek citizen-soldier was not

so long as the “sarissa” of the Alacedonian phahinx in after-days.

Air. Wallis’s “Alarsyas” is evidently inspired by Air. Arnold in

“ Empedocles on Etna.” And we get back from the old to the new
by nray of Air. F. W. AV. Topham’s “ Belies of Pompeii ” (398),

which seems to us a work well thought out first, and then right

well painted. Sun and shade play in it over the faded frescoes of

1,700 j’^ears ; and the childi'cn of the changed Parthenope go lightly,

as of old, over ruin and volcanic ashes.

Some of tho French and Flemish pictures are deservedly prominent

in tho Academy, and AI. Tourrier is pre-eminent in a humorous

* Sco Roinola, p. 16G.

t ISinco writing this, wo have bem informed that blr. W. U. Richmond is a pnpil

of ftCr. Leighton’s. We fear that alters tho case, and diminishes the originality of

the picture. •
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Jcnglo-French style of his own. His ** lioois XI.** is certainly one

ef the most powerful pictures on the walls. It may be called Anglo>

French, because its colours are so rich and varied, and its sentiment is

so strangely divided between tragic scorn and dry unmitigated fun.

Louis is in a collapse of abject supplication before St. Francis

<le Paul. His favourite attendants kneel behind him, each body
endowed with a special awkwardness, and oaeli face composed into a
distinct hj'jHMJrisy, or writhed with a special niockeiy. One black-

hairett figure alone, perhaps Oliver le Dain, makes no grimace. Its

owner is prepared for anything. Like a lute Oxford dignitary, he
has "puri»o8ely deprived his eounteuauce of any kind of expres-

sion and wc never saw deep, inner scorn, and profound uinusemcnt

so marvellously made to exude from a mau's whtde bearing. Observe

that nobody knows how to wear his rapier and poniard. The “ Sere-

nade” really made us laugh, W'hich broad earicutiu'o seldom docs;

it is admirable as a night scene in a quaint old town.

The opposite pole of countenance and expression is it. I'crtael's

“Esther,” a vorj' lovely face of simple resolution, valiant for her

people, acting in faith for life and death. "VVe like Hr. Penigini’s

young lady and cherries, but why should be pu/./dc tlio publi<*

with the word civettu? VTc luulorstand it to mean the owl-screen

in his pretty jjorlrait (^i4). Then M. Ilcgamey’s “Scnlinel” is

a fine opposition of eastern sand tint with that deep grey purple

which so greatly delights the French School. The same eflcct is

beaiitifully developed with the help of delicate greens and rose-tints

by 31. Leyendecker (“Origin of the Corinthian Capital,” 04, F.

Exhibition), and indoe<l hy Mr. Armitage. 31. ITomy’s landscape is

cool, clear, and quiet, full of air and light, and his canal bout makes
us think .of 3Iacstricht as Hood did of Eotterdum, as “ u sort of

homely (not vulgar,) Venice.” Lastly, 31. Etlouard Frerc excels

himself, if that be possible, in the “ Glissade,” which has been

already so amply and rightly described and praised, that wc can

only add our thanks to other people’s in few words.

Ketuming to our countrymen, we like 31r. Cope’s smaller pictures,

“ Home Dreams,” and the Child-chaplain,” Ijetter than his larger

work, “ The Price of Victory.” Veiling Agamemnon’s countonauco

is a time-honoured practice, especially when it is impossible to set

down a definite conception of wJiat it really can have been like,

convulsed with distress. Clearly it will not do to represent the

Iron Duke with an immense tear on his cheek, like Guercino’s

Hagar. It is odd, however, that two of tho most pathetic instances

of unwonted, weeping on record, should bo connected with the name
of Wellesley or Wesley, and that they should be marked in the

same wtay. (See •Catalogue.) John IVesley’s preaching by pit-

mouths, and the **white channels ou the cheeks” of tho repentant
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oolliconi, may occur to omo or two wanderingminds besides our<»wn.
Fot the whole subject of representing humanity oyerppwered by
suffering, we may refer to Lessing’s **Laocd<m,” with which JCr.

Cope is evidently familiar. Mr. Holman Hunt’s portrait has a noUe
and intellectual iace, and the painting of the peacock scarf is per-
haps the greatest tow deforce in the exhibition. We rather sigh
over the intensity and gloomy laboriousness of his works—^the

results arc great, but he paints like a soul in pain. Mr. M. Stone’s

picture somewhat idealises Queen Llizaboth perhaps, but the result

is beautiful
; and Mary’s face of implicit faith, severity, peevishness,

and ill-health seems to us a powerful conception : we never saw the
Roman Catholic precisian painted before. Mr. Storey’s young lady
is charming of course, but we wish he would get out of genre. Mr.
Frith has nothing this year so beautiful as ** Maria,” in 1868.
'* Malvolio ” and “ ^^cll Gw'ynn ” are capital, but we have seen the

sort of thing so often before. And so it is with Mr. Ward’s subjects.
** Difficile est proi>ric communia dicerc ”—sometimes we wish it was
impossiblo even to attempt imivcrsally-puinted subjects any more,

and hcncefoiih w’o cannot promise to look much at any represen-

tations of Don Quixote, Charles II., the Vicar of Wakefield,

Swii't, Sterne, clergy in general, Oliver Gfoldsmith, Malvolio, or

Dr. Johnson.

Mr. Fat'd has exerted himself to some purpose this year. Xote
the reffcctions in the w’ct pillar in “Homeless,” the expression

of tlie sad, resolute old face in ** Only Herself,” and the corre-

sponding “male do cettc femelle,” called Donald McTavish;” they

are the best aged faces in the room, except perhaps those in M.
Legros’ “ Baptism.” Wc do not know if the mourning household in

Mr. Holt’s able and pathetic picture (210), is |meant for that of a

^Scottish dominie or Fnglish curate ; but it follows Mr. Faed in

some degree, and has the merit w'hich many of his works have, of

making a trite subject impressivb through unaffected feeling. Mr.

Hook’s year’s work is much us usual: we like the “Cider-pi’oss”

best, for its pleasant West-of-Kngloiid landscape, and the pretty

comparison of the red apple with the girl’s check. This is paralleled

very agreeably in the “ Zealand Barber,” by Mr. H. Dillens (90),

where two smooth chins, masculine and feminine, ai’e under inspec-

tion. Mr. Calderon’s ** Jacques Clement ” has a face which would

imply that (^uccii Margaret cannot havo had much trouble in per-

suading him to murder—he might enjoy it more with the addition of

fire, rape, and robbery. His face is a disturbed remembrance, we
think, of the ideal of William the Conqueror. Much more to our

taste are the lovers in the boat, imder green boughs in the summer
calm of a wooded river. When we were young! Then Mr.
Maclise’s “ Cophotua ” has all the usual merits of his keen drawing
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(dbaenre the oak-leavea m particular), only we have a right to

wonder how anybody who appreoiatea him oan object to the sharp

definiUone of pre>]^phaeliti8m. The ** Prodigal Baa** in Mr.
Poole's picture (251) is attending on goats, not swine. Was the

painter thinking of Mr. Arnold's verses on the ancient fresco of tho
“ Good l^epherd," canying ** not a lamb^ but a kid P " Tho parable

may bear on the subject. Per “ Lorenso and Jessica," we wish the

white moonlight had been a littlo more chequered with shadow " or

something," as it looks quite like snow on tho distant hilla Even
though it be true to nature, as we think it is, wo should have been
glad of a little more gradation. Eoth Mr. Poolo's amd M. Tonmer's
works ably illustrate Mr. Jlaincrtou's important obMor\ntion, tliiii

moonlight efiect varies and transforms colour instead ofdestioying it.*

]Mr. IMillais sends three pictures, of which wo like tho portrait

of ilr. Fowler the best, “ Vanessa ” next, and tho affected and
unamiablc-looking littlo girl who is slipping off the china stool tho

worst, Mr. M-irks's minstrels arc like Mr. Marks, esjiccinlly tho
“ >'ioler " and the drummer. He is really M. Tourrier’s c<juul, if he
would choose his subjects as gtdlantly.f Mr. !Mu8on sends only small

works this year ; we regret to hear of his illness, which has evi-

dently not affected his painting. Tho two girls “ dancing fi*om the

heart,” as Mr. Helps says, are eluirming. ^Ir. Sandy.s' “ Medea,”
excluded la.st season, has been admitted, as if by general i>etition of

critics ; it is a wonderful piece of painting, and we ore not going to

trv to describe it after !Mr. Swinburne ; but we mav call attention fo
f *r

the power and during of tho climax of light, where the white Hrc

tops the scale.

Before we go finally into landscape, pure and mixed, w'o have only

space to mention Sir Xocl Paton’s “Caliban,” a wondcrfidly real

ideal, fisb-like in his wide piteous mouth, and the rudimentary fins

on his shoulders, hardly so rational as Mr. Browning’s spoculativo

monster, and contrasted with lovely floating forms who make music

round him in the air.

Mr. Walker’s “ (Jld Gate ” is an evening scone, rather like the
“ Vagrants ” last year, though quite new in idea; we greatly admire

the labourer and the lady, and still more the impression of net-sordid

neglect and quiet permitted decay, which is so rare in this over-swept

and garnished land. Mr. Boughton’s “ Miles i^tandish " gave us great

pleasure. 3Ir. Wade's (895) is u work of awful suspense. What can

that magpie be going to do to those happy and unsuspecting infants P

Mr. Wells' portrait of tho three children is delightful ; and, in speak-

ing of juvenile pictures, one of tho prettiest of the year is Mr.
Heaphy's littlemaid complaining that her hair “ won't come smooth," *

*1“A Painteif8 CSanp,” pp. lfi7-6.

t Mr. Ycame** ‘*Alanning Footstsps” (432) sooms almost the host piece of »o/t

humour in the room.
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in the British Artists. Eight pictures bj the president, one of them
containing numerous porteaits of members of the Belvoir Hunt, shour
his accustomed power, like Yandjke's, of making ladies lohk like
ladies, and gentlemen behove as sudh. Mr. Sant's portrait icKf

floating flgure of Mdlle. Hilda de Bunsen is charming. There la
a very beautiful w'alking girl's flgure in Mr. Dover's " Shropshire
Miners" (342). There is a capital small portrait of ** Liszt," by
Mr. Healy (90). Also there is a pleasing representation of the
Tedsworth Hunt, who seem from it to be an awful lot of welters.

Earth must shake and nature stand aghast to see such men and
horses, as M. Gambado says, ** straining across wheat in desperate

hope to obtain a glimpse of a hound ! " Mr. Archer has, we trust,

made his fortune by the ** Cavalier's Children marching against

Cromwell," in their high walled garden, green and old. We do
hope he will not begin to repeat himself for life, as his works,

this year and last, prove him to be capable of almost any subject.

Mr. Crowe's ** Jacobite " is capital, as to the stem, old, racy

Scottish face of the false “ spinster," all in wrath, not fear ; we
do not think the soldiers quite worthy of their prey. And Mr.
Lidderdalc (701), In Hiding after CuUoden," hardly touches such

a chord of the old feeling as he did last year, partly by calling

one of the best ballads in the world to his aid. We wish he
would go andj see the Cage of Benaldcr, by Loch Erricht, and
make a picture of that strange refuge and its inmates. Then there

is Mr. Patten's Copernicus;" and lost, but not least delightful,

Mr. Brennan's ** II Tamburino," where the old man's face illustrates

what English travellers perhaps would see more of if they looked mors

for it, the tender good-nature of so many Italians. Great progress

seems to us to be making, in comprehension of Italian scenes and
character, and particularly in sense of the great light of the southern

sun, and its peculiar gift of richness to the detail and still life of

Italian houses and streets. It seems to take long residence in Italy,

or else a journey to the desert, to teach a man what light is. Except-

ing Lewis's square inch of backg^und, the only picture we remember
this year which gives the real colour or glare of desert sand, is Mr.
Herbert's “ Antelope Hunters in Sahara." Almost everybody else

who attempts eastern sand makes it like street dust, forgetting the

light which makes it dazzle like snow, and bum like caustic. French

artists foil particularly in this respect, os do Carl Haag's pictures of

the " Syrian Desert," with all their other merits.* Of course we are

speaking of Arab sands under torrid light, and without prejudice to

Mr. Davis's beautiful and perfect little landscape **Dry Sand" (362).

* Tho valuable water-colour of tho ** Aeropolie of ^Athena,” (148, Old 'Water-

Colour Gallerjr,) &il8 in roproaenting the peculiar deameae of Attic air, cetebtated

by so many, ftom Euripidea to Milton, and last by Lady Strangfhrd. The Afheniane
(Eur. Mod. 820) are described as “ dii itd Xa/twpordrov fiatvoi^ns a/Spfic aiOipec.’*
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iPor florid colour of aimruM and 8im8e(» Hr. LumeU letauis liii

power, and jost now hia works ore specially enjoyable. For grand
landscape, we really moat decline saying what we think of certain

extensive continental canvases. If they deserve their places, then
indeed Mr. A. Himt, Mr. Inchbold, and Mr. Brett may have been
rightly excluded from the exhibition to make room for them.
To us it seems rather hard measure : we are sure that two speci-

mens of each artist might well bo hung in the spaco occupied
by the vast and incongruous compositions of Count Kalckreutfa,

and should personally prt'fcr the change. Of this hereafter: we
have already given due praise to the genuine landscape work of

31. Daubigny and others. There are two Anglo-realist pictures on
a grand scale, which induce us to hoi)c that our painters may gra-

dually increase their size. One is the “ Black Wood of Runnoch,”
by 3Ir. 31acCallum—^huddled trunks of the natural growth of the

Scottish fir, such as, till the new railway, usc<l to fill the whole of

UpX>er Strathspey with their solemn sheet of fretted green. Hero-

dotus’ parable has come true,* and Cru'sus has cut down our pine-

trees, never to grow again. They are gone : wo hope 3lr. ^facCallum’s

wood remains, and that lie may illustmte it further. The inbreak

of sunset light through some small breach in the matted roof,

its wild play on the sand below, and a certain power tind freedom

about the whole picture, pleased us greatly. But 3lr. 31ac\V’hirter’s

“ Loch Coruisk ” (thougli it is not equal to the consummate picture

by right of whicb 3rr. A. Hunt sits henceforth in Turner’s chair) is

];>erhaps the landscape of the Royal Academy Exhibition. A redder

light would have been commonplace, or iiither any rich colour

would have withdravrn mclancholj' and depth from the eftect. The
hyperstheno mountains are painted in their real blackness, the

stormy sunset in its true watery glow, and clearness of the intervals

of rain, the scant grass and heather in their subdued greens and
browns, artfully varied and plaj'od with, the reflections in the dhrk

mirror of the lake arc tender and true—and what more can we say ?

He who has not seen Loch Coruisk has not seen a wonder; but

he who has seen 3fr. ^facWhirtcr’s picture has seen what Loch
Coruisk is like.

. We take Mr. Ansdcll among landscape-painters, not the least in

disparagement of his great powers of animal-painting, but because

he has never neglected his landscape, and now often produces great

compositions, like the Granada picture this year. Without supposing

that a man who passes great x>art of his life in Lochaber is likely to

be wrong about a stag at bay, we venture to say that wo don’t

understand the action or position of the hart in No. 14fi. Has he

just struck rig^t and left at both dogs, ai^ missed them f We
* BetAc Ti av. Cmmuf ttutMt to ibopso^ of LsatpMeiu.
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have dain deer; but nerer saw a good bay* before b0imdi. A
mighty hunter of our acquaintance tells us that a stag's tactics all

depend on the distance of the dogs; that he prefers out^fighting,

and using the ^^croo," or point of the horn, reserving tite long
brow antlers for closer combat. Or is it a sinking beast, with
the arena swimming around him? Mr. A. Hughes's picture ought to

bo well looked at, os it is the only note in the rooms of the sharp

early spring, when the blackthorn is in flower, and the tree-boughs

aro only dusted with green points. Of Mr. Lee’s various works, we
like the ** Guardians of the Hock ” best. Mr. Patten’s “ Zermatt ” is

almost the only attempt at Swiss scenery permitted in the rooms.

Wc suppose it is in the present academical programme to reject works
liko Mr. Pettit’s, in the British Artists, and Mr. Elijah Walton’s,

because they bring the height, and cold, and splendour of the hills

into a gallery in a heterodox way. We shall sec how far they can

be kept out of the market ; and commend their works meanwhile to

all Swiss ti’avcUcrs. Mr. Pettit’s paintings in the British Artists,

especially the very beautiful “ Matterhorn from the Zmutt Glacier,”

resemble Mr. Walton’s in so many respects that we must mention the

two artists together. Both treat the Alps like natives ;
their knowledge

is much more than can be picked up in a summer tour. Many a
bivouac and hard march, many a long day’s study on the glacier,

between burning and irccssing, and not a few risks of broken neck,

must have passed before Mr. Walton could jiaint his ** Descent of an
Icefall.” Both artists, too, delight to represent the first snows of

autumn, when the glacier is renewed and purified by the early fall,

or the loaded pines of winter valleys, with their greens and purples

exalted and intensified bv contrast with fi'ozen traceries, and massive

lacework of silver. The influence of art over England, as a nation,

will always depend so greatly on landscape, and the English love of

landscape is so closely connected Avith the Alps and the Highlands,

that these gentlemen’s Avorks cliiiin A'cry especial attention at this

time.

Mr. J. B. Graham maintains his high position ; the ” Gate of

Hades ” (wo admire it particularly, hien cnteiidu) has a strong dash

of Gustave Dora’s power about it. Mr. Bedgrave has a noble study

of autumnal woods and reflections ; only we don’t quite fancy the

idoal boat’s crew ; and Mr. Y. Cole, with other good work, has done

duo credit to Tennyson by painting the landscape of ** Elaine” in right

good form, instead of worrying himself and the public with painfiil

contrasts of dumb old servitors and dead young ladies. His theme
enables us to end, like Sam Weller, **with a verse,”—^the stanza

which has been in our ears for about twenty-fiAre successive

autumns
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** III the eton&y «Mt wind etmtiikSiig,

The pele ydlow wood* weie ^neaingt
Th« broail etreiim ia hie henha complaiiiing,
IIiiAvOy tho low »ky niming

Over tower’d Cemelut.'*

The Water>Colour Institute contains many pleasing works—^the

best, we think, by Carl Werner and Mr. AVurren. Mr. Gow seems
to be an able follower of Meissonicr. Hut there are pictures at tho

Old Water-Colour which force us to look, with great regret, on the

position which some of its members hold with regard to the Aeademt'.
IIow truly lamentable it is that Mr. A. Ilunt, and others, should

have been driven altogether from oil-painting to water-colour by
systen^tic rejection or bad hanging year by year. How ominous it

is that the great additional power given to the central hotly now
enables them, as it were, to attack such exiles in their refuge, by
opening new water-colour rooms of their own. When we consider

the change w’hich has taken place, and the increase of attraction and
influence it gives tho Academy, we confess that we have inisgitangs

as to whether power has not been added to hands W'hich held toomuch
before. Here, it is said, is a close body, self-elective, which, if it

cannot control art, can ruin tho career of almost any artist. Tt

is quite irresponsible; and the interests of its members depend
on the control they can exercise on the picture market,—that is

to say, in a considerable degree, on the extent to which they can

keep now and strong ideas and men out of it. They are said to

use their power with tho accustomed morality of irresponsible

corporations. Wo arc informed that the late Hoyul Academ}*

Commission was suffered to come to nothing on the understanding

that the Academy would reform itself. At present no object of tho

Commission has been effected, except putting Mr. Watts in his proper

place, and g^iving Mr. Armitage a prospect of occupying his. Out-

siders looked for good times after the change to Burlington House.

How far such times have come may be conjectured from tlio project

of the Supplementary Exhibition ; and, as we have said, we defer any
remarks we may have to make on tho future constitution of the R. A.

until we have seen that.

For the Old Water-Colour, Mr. Hunt’s *‘Loch Coruisk” is its

leading landscape, and Mr. Burno Jones’s Circe,’’ its chief work of

imagination and colour-power. Tho Loch Maree view (wo never saw

that lake of lakes on tho walls before) is alJl bathed in sundbfiie^ as Loch
Coruisk is drowned in rain. These works have received -dtfe honour

elsewhere; but wo think Mr. Jones’s ** Spring and ** Autumn”
have been rather overlooked ; their beauty is very great. Mr. Powell

has not produced anything so condusively powerful as his ** Mull of

Cantyre” last year ; but his «Kyles of Bute,” **Bea Nevis,” and othmr

works, are worthy of him', and it gives us great pleasure to see tho
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inoreaaod subtlefy of his style, and to observe that be most bave been
studying Mr. Hunt’s work. Mr. Burton’s ** Cassandra Fedele” is a
good contrast to Mr. Pinwell’s quaint and charming productions ; we
are sorry to see nothing more from his hand. Mr. Boyce has made
great and conclusive progress this year. The Smithfield view (117)
is wonderful in its sense of colour, and the great lesson it g^vcs of
what light can do with red bricks and smoke-dried tiles. Note also

the bank near the foreground, which already exemplifies nature’s

sculpture of earth by rain and frost ; it is like a hill-side in miniature.

Holman Hunt’s ** Moonlight at Salerno ” is wonderful, and nobody
but he could have painted it, or the many-coloured Italian darkness
all round. Mr. Smallficld and Mr. Newton are well represented.

We thank Mr. Rosenberg for his “ Stonehenge.” Mr. Gollingwood’s

Alpine drawings show a great deal of originality and power. Mr.
Birket Foster’s ** Meet of Foxhounds ” gives us even more than
the usual pleasure we always get from that true lover and limner of
Fngland.

It seems to be the fashion to attack Mr. T. M. Richardson for

dexterity, over-neatness, and we don’t know what. We really think
that he, with Mr. Fripp, has done more than any one else to press on
popular feeling for Scottish landscape ; and we are sure that the great

advance of landscape in the last twenty years received as much of

its early impulse from his works as from any man’s. He taught us
to delight in the moors ; and his countless pupils will bear witness

to what they learnt from him in feeling and execution. This year
he seems to he the only painter (see Ben Venue,” No. 30) who has
mastered the fact that red deer are not all stags, and do not
occupy the whole of their time in standing at bay ; or dwell in a
normal state of combat unto death. Since Landseer’s “ Deer Pass ”

wo do not remember any such charming representation of the
beasts,”—as foresters call them, par excellence. Any one who has
ever “ spied ” a corrio will notice how cunningly most of them are

represented, as they generally catch the eye in the telescope, lighter,

and not darker than surrounding objects ; their tawny red, and the

loveliness of their every position, and change of place or attitude, are

all done justice to—and so we come to an end of a long task, alike

delightful and depressing, with a lost faint recollection of the htmter’s

joy in the days that are gone.

The opening of the Supplementary Exhibition compels us to take

up the less agreeable part of our subject again ; and in a somewhat
inconclusive way. We are very glad that such an exhibition should

take place, and still more so to observe th&t many pictures of merit
have been already sold in the rooms. That is the main object—to

give deserving works, excluded from the Royal Academy by mis-
fortune, prejudice, or Imste in the hanging, a chance of being seen and

vox.. XI. B B
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boQg'ht at once. To be known and talked of ia so great a thing for

a young painter, especially if there be any originality or even ecoen-

trioity in hia works, that it may be of real importance to him that

intelligent lay judges should be able to see them in a supplementary

coshibition, which is a kind of appeal to the press and the public.

And the disappointment of being rejected is severe enough to make
us glad of any relief which can be given to meritorious sufferers.

Had all the best pictures rejected by the Royal Academy appeaxtid

on the walls in Rond Street, we arc informed, that a strong cose of

cmnplaint for actual injustice might have been made out against the

hanging committee. A statement of that case, put vigorously but

not unfairly or improperly, is contained in a widely-circulated

pamphlet by !31r. Ciullick. The account therein contained of the

process of hanging for the Exhibition is confirmed by that in the

Report of the Royal Academ3' Commission, to whicJi wo have been

steadiU' referring our readers for the lost three years—probably

with the result which is usual, when an author requests people, who
wonder why' on earth they arc reading A/m/, to go and read some-

thing else too. AVc do not believe that the process of hanging is carried

out with conscious indulgence of prejudice or favouritism. In our

former observations wc have only commented on the misfortunes of

three piaiuters, whose works wc have always known and athnired,

and annually looked for—wc think, too often in vain. Two of

them we liavc met, once each in our life ; the third wc never saw
in the flesh. AVc think it possible that Mr. Leighton (on w'hom,

with Mr. Calderon, the chief unpopularity' of tliis year’s hanging is

made to rest) may have been inclined to underrate Anglo-realist

landscapes, and to exalt Continental work against them; but you
cannCt have a judge w'ithout a judgment ; and it is to be remem-
bered that Mr. Leighton, with others, has only just succeeded in

calling attention to classical subject and tbo grand Continental

schools of figure-painting. Rut the system of hanging certainly

seems to have considerable defects. The Academy is now a really

national institution, not merely a great firm with a national subven-

tion. Its senior members have had right hitherto to consider

themselves as chiefs and directors of a company ; the question is as

to tiie amount of control over their shareholders which tlie country

means to give them. For every artist who com produce work of a

certain merit (quite ascertainable and measurable) should be con-

sidered a shareholder, or ** associate ” if you please, in tbo art-work

of England. And a large number of the oatsid«Ni are the oS~

^ring of Government schools. Very many good workmen owe their

existence aa painters to public art-instruction ; and tbeir interests

diiould be considered by the central council of painting. Excqcii as

to the number of pictures wbioh th^ can dcanand space for, we have
no renark tomake on the woriBi of the Aeademieians ; many<^them
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quite deserve their places. Bat to be able to claim a right to exhibit

eight pictures a year—^good or bad, conscientious or careless—where
every buyer in London must inevitably see them, is to have share in
a great commercial advantage. To be able to crowd valuable ^mueo,

paid for with public money, imtil you can say there is no room fbr

younger and less-known rivals, is monopoly. To be able to derive
English landscape art of public patronage, and to do so, is to make
dubious use of power. The question ought, at least, to be publicly

discussed, how far the artistic profession, greatly increased as it is in

numbers, intelligence, and education, should now be controlled by a
self-elected and secret body, like a trades’ union. Wo think that many
or all Koyal Academicians would individually prefer both discussion

and reform. Our sense of the professional excellence of the hangr:rs

of this year has often been expressed ; and as to objecting to their

personal honour or impartiality, that is child’s play.

The fact is, as in everything else, the public is master, and the

public judgment is sometimes not wise or highly aimed. Why
arc Boyai Academicians obliged to paint and exhibit so many por-

traits of estimable persons whose inner qualities must so greatly

surpass their personal charms ? Because the estimable persons like

the distinction of having their pictures in the Exhibition, enjoy the

comments of their friends before their faces, and are not aware of the

comments of their friends behind their backs. It is the crisis and
reward of all the local bustle of a subscription portrait, when the

Mayor of Mugby or the Bishop of Baugbonagher smirks deprecat-

ingly from the Academy walls, in the close neighbourhood of an
offensive Aphrodite. And corporate bodies require good measure

;

the robes make the alderman, and call fur not less than eight by
six feet of space. Clergy, we remark, are ’generally drawn in kit-

cat. This is, no doubt, traceable to professional habit. It is well

known that we are unaccustomed to exhibit our legs. Why blame
the painter for the vanity of the sitter, or the well-meant officious-

ness of his friends P It is just like sharp writing : the fault is in

the consumer. Everybody complains of the cruelty and mean-
ness of anonymous personal attacks ; but if everybody left off read-

ing them it would be much more to the purpose.
' Eor the pictures in the Supplementary Exhibition, they seem to

have been careffilly and weU selected. A majority of them would
have done the Academy no discredit had they appeared there. But
it is easy to see that we cannot attempt a detaded comparison between

the doubtful” pictures 'in Burlington Street and the second

flight of those of Bond Street, or give a list of works for which,

room miffht have been found. For somei, we think, room ought to

have bem found ; and we mention them, we are suxe^ more in sorrow

BB 3
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in tatgeTf and Iom in mitow. than in liope of aomobody's buying
ihem.

Mr. Srett and Mr. Inclkb<dd ccnuo iirsfe. Wlmt over did posseia

the men erho deprived the Academy of the ** Sunset on the Menai
Straits’* (51)» and ** Venice from the Lido” (78^ Supplementary
£xhibiti<m) ? We remember another view on the lAgune by Mr.
Inchbold which occupied a good place in the Academy. Surely no
one who over swam in a gondola can pass the picture without long
looks and tender remembrance of the City of Dreams ; and no
painter ought to underrate its conscientious elaK rattou. Mr.
Brett’s breath of heaving glassy st'o, all light and colour and calm,

passes our praise. For Mr. Inchbold’s second picture. ** Stone*

henge,” it appears to be bis chief work; but is uufortuuutely hung
so that the scarlet clouds look rather hard and heavy. But notice

the lovely and impressive etFi>ct of the (uiths of light, radiating

between the massy shadows of the Druid pillars, and their delicate

contrasts of colour. "NVe cannot deny that !Mr. lnchbold’»> work,
like Holman Hunt’s, seems sometimes oppressed with conscientious

labour. But lie really ought to be hung better, and not worse, for

that. Then Mr. Bottomley’.s “ t)n Guard ” has a very good grave

canine head in it, though it looks rather large and massive. There
is a great deal which does 3lr. Cutlibert much credit in “The Masque
of Cupid.” Some of his faces seem iulerior to the others. “ Fear ”

is among the best, with the group round “ Cruelty,” and the indi-

cated presence of “ Death with Infamy.” His views of colour

seem rather Ary-Schefferiau.

Mr. Gilbert’s clouds and sea (19, “ Breakers after a Storm ”) are

admirable; so is Mr. C. F. Williams’s Xuvember morning (ii73, “ South
Stoneham, near Southampton”)—we never saw hoar-frost and red

leaves so charmingly opposed before. Contrast it with Mr. A. Mac-
donald’s golden summer calm and new-mown hay, on the Cherwell

Island, before Magdalen Tower, in old Oxford ; both the draw-

ings are on the same screen. Mr. Zwceker’s “ Wild Huntsman ”

deserves notice. We should prefer Mr. Boyd’s picture on the same
subject, if the spectral Fulkcuburgh were not riding over his own
hounds ; but perhaps his state of total and desperate reprobation

is meant to be indicated by the action. Observe that he and they

are alike shadows. Mr. Dicksee’s “ Amy Robsart ” is a good face

of rather shrill reproach. Mr. Kaish’s Stand by ” (140) rather

repeats Hook, but the figures seem very good. Mr. Pettit’s ** Alpine

Torrent” (149) shows all the careful study he has so long be-

stowed on polished and water-worn rock ; and we much like Mr.
Aldridge’s two pictures, 193 and 407. The first is a fair chkte-

laine meditating among her children on her absent lord, appa-

rently with plenty of confidence in **the shoulder of his horse

and the edge of his sword.” Hotico the capital adaptation of Paul
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Uccello’s Battle of St, Bgidio” to tapestry. But why should
Tennyson also be slain and mangled in the catalogue quMationP
We have marked Mr; Soden’s "Young Ghdnsborough " '(13S)^;lhe

schoolmaster in Mr. Hemsley’s picture (129), Mr. 'Doejbdui^a

"Gadzow Forest” (176), Mr. Eobinson’s and Mr. WylKe’s UnA-
scapes, and Mr. I^irley’s ** Haunted House ” (23)—-only his punt is •

frightened out of its perspective, and appears to be falling to pieces

of itself, like the domestic furniture in "A Horrible Tale.” And we
now come to the works of a set of originals. All of them, we our-

selves think, from the freshness and force of mind and powers of
execution which they display, should have been hung in Burlington
House ; but wo - dare say the popular verdict would go against

them, as well as the academical. We ought, perhaps, to place

Mr. Stanhope’s picture, The Spoiler ” (“14), with Mr. Brett’s,

ns one of the most rcgretnble cases of exclusion. There is no real

eccentricity in it, and if it has any fault, it is in the paleness of the

stream which rims through it like a road—perhaps it is meant for

the paleness of flood. A young, hard-eyed woman, like one of Lord
Tjytton’s Tyinbestores,* is roughly stripping an embroidered scarf

over the bowed head of one of two who have drawn swords and died in

a greenwood joust, outside some town in a northern chase of old. The
landscape colour and pale sky are really just what Giorgione would
have painted had he been a Yorkshireman, and the scene would do
capitally for the opening of " Ivanhoe.” '•

But now we come to Mr. Wirgmann, Mr. Crane, and Mr. Bate-

man. Wo should have thought that the wonderfully-painted face

called “ Yetta ”
(382), with its almond or blackthorn bough, was

simple and skilful enough to content any committee. Dls aliter.

Then the poetic symbolisms of " Futura,” with its dewy-dark morn-
ing, unfinished building, almond flowers, ship leaving port, and
stillness of coming things unseen, availed not (Crane, 293) ; nor yet

Mr. Morris’s ** Subsiding of the Waters ” (286), the fellow-ideal to

Mr. Watts’s, with the raven pouncing on a drowned snake twisted

round the topmost twig of a submerged tree ;
nor yet Mr. Bateman’s

** Samuel,” which, of all the quaint but grand imaginations we ever

knew, is not the least striking. An old man cometh up covered with

a mantle, among green poppies, in the garden of the Witch of Endor;
she cowers back with wild eyes among her cypresses, wondering at

the awful effect of her own spell, and Saul falls convulsed before the

tall spectre, pillar-like and pitiless, of the prophet who had anointed

him king and mourned for him till death. People who cannot draw-

a band-box right will talk about stiffiiess and bod perspective, we
have no doubt, as in the old pre-Eaphaolite days. Eeg^rd them not,

reader ; but look well at the work of a man of whom you will hear

plenty more if you both live.

* IiMt of the Baxona,** toL L
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rtill more of Hr. Clnnle^l **An Annnneiation** (881). Why he
should have mixed vp Christian symbolism (see the figures on the

hefistead) with his Ghreek or Egyptian emblems we know not ; let ns

think no evil. But diis picture, and others, mtist give Mr. Bume
Jones a full taste of victory ; ho is now not only a master, but master
of a strong school. We do not mean that this work is imitated from
him, but Mr. Crane has followed him, as w*e hojio many others will

do. Mercury enters as Death, to bear with him the soul of somo
beauty of classic times, who is passing away to him in sleep, without
pang or consciousness. If the Gret^k was capable of the awe and
sentiment of Death without his terrors, this is the way ho would
conceive of it—all i.t so quiet in the dark summer duum, so soft and
still lies the dead girl, as in life ; so dusky-tinted and tender is the

youthful Hermes, awful in authority, loving in his gentle summons.
Three vast, impassive figures, Egyptian rather than classic in their

impression, sit immovably and with changeless eyes, tilling up the

end of the chamber ; their expression, or absence of it, reminded us

of Michael Angelo's Atrfipos. If this bo not a great picture, as

wo think it is, it- gives proof of greatness in its author somewhere.

Isos. 384 and 404, by J. S. and Charlotte E. Babb, ore small works

of this schoid, of gtmuine merit.

So much for the Supplementary Exhibition. As has been said, it

is no test of the exact amount of injustice which may have been

indicted on English artists by the Royal Academy Council of Stdec-

tion this year. But it contains several works which seem to us

equal to the highest of their class in Burlington ITonse, and many
more which we should have preferred to others which arfc hung
there. This is our second annual critique ; and except in works of

gross immorality, by persons whom our strictures cannot injure, we
at present decline adverse critici.»m. It will be unavoidable next

year, if a regular supplementary exhibition bo institutctl, whore all

the best rejected pictures shall appear. It will then be the duty of

honourable critics to compare the demerit as well as merit of works

in both exhibitions. If w'c can do nothing else, w'e can sometimes

help hard-working sufferers. But it must bo understood that men
who withhold their rejecteri pictures from the Eupplcraentary Exhibi-

tion are contented with, and parties to, the decision of the Council of

Selection which has excluded them. Painters, howsoever able, must
not expect to have their battles fought for them by others of less

ability andmore courage than themselves ; and critics cannot intercede

with the Academy, or appeal to the public on behalf of any work,

unless they can tell the public whore to go to see it in a public way.

Nothing more then a moderate roibnn as to the number of pictures

hung by members of the Acadmny, and the manner of hanging them,
can at presentW expected. B. Sr. John Tybvkhixt.



THE STATE OF EDUCATION IN ITALY.

[In laying the following able and interesting paper before the

English reader, we shall be allowed a few woixls of preface.

The warm interest which England has taken in Italy during and

since the Bevolution which has ended in replacing the latter country

upon the roll of European nations, is creditable to both. It may be

believed, however, to have had on the part of England little conscious

foundation in anything but a generous sympathy with a struggle

between combatants of whom one was weak, while the other was

strong. But in combination with this sentiment there has long since

been recognised by the more careful observers, and most clearly by

those best acquainted with the Italian character, the operation of a

just political instinct.

Those who know Italy well arc well aware that there exist

between the Italian and English national characters,—along, of

course, with numerous points of difiercnce,—^points also ofremarkable

agreement. It is to our present purpose, however, to refer only to

one of these lattei*.

The feature to which we desire now to call attention might be

expressed in the most general manner as the large development ia

either character of that peculiar capacity which we may call the

political sense. But in fact this general expression would very

imperfectly indicate what we wish to assert. For the political sense
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may oven become a source of diversity rather than of agreement,

according to the degree and points in which it is developed, or

—

which iKM-haps’ is the same thing—according to the prevailing moral
qualities in combination with which it is found. In tho French
character, for instance, that excossivo sense of gOTcmmentul neces*

sity which induces so ready a sacrifice of subordinate objects to the

maintenance of the supreme authority, indicates in itself a high
development of the sense in question. Yet insufficiently balanced by
the feeling for personal independence, the residt has been a.willing>

ness to submit to despotic or military rule, which has always given

-—for the brief exceptional periods are hardly worth consideration——

and it is |x)ssibl6 enough will always give, to tho French, political

institutions with which we can have little s^’mpathy.

But the development of this sense among the Italians is singularly

inagreementwith its development among ourselves, and this is themore
remarkable when it is eonsidored how short an pxp<*rience i hey have

hod. Tiiis shows, in fact, to how large an extent tlie jHditieul sense

may be regarded as a natural gift resulting from the ]>ossession of

certain moral and intellectual qualities, rather than, as we are u])t to

conclude, the effect of peculiar institutions. Tho Italians have a

sufficient perception of that necessity of sacrificing the liberty of

individual will to the general benefit 'which is tho foundation of all

true political action, wlulc they are jealous of nectllc.ss encroachment

on their personal indeixndtnce to a degre-e which, considering their

history, testifies how ineradicable arc certain primary in.stincts of

race even by the longest and strictest repres.sion. They possess

—

with more intelligence perhaps than ourselves—that faith in hirge

political principles which onablc.s them to tolerat*.! the incidental

inconvoilicuccs which so ofte n attach to the w orking of .''uch principles,

and especially arc apt to cmbarra.ss their first application, and to blind

the less clear-sighted to their value. They carry into their political

objects the patience and perseverance of which the combination is

perhaps in no national character found so strong as in the Italian.

If they carry also into politics their national subtlety and a habit of

dissimulation acquired by centuries of slavery, it cannot be said that

they arc introducing an}' unknown vices into that field. But above

all, they resemble us—^if we do not flatter ourselves too grossly in

saying so—^in the moderation and good sense which enable them to

submit their purposes to the possibilities of time and circumstances,

and to accept tho half—or less, if necessary—^when more is beyond

their reach.

Gavour, adopted as his principles and policy have been by the

nation, might stand for tho sufficient proof of what has here been

asserted. But a larger illustration is to bo read in the histoiy of
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Italy during the last nine years. Witness the. firm ^hesion of the
country to a dynasty which circumstances rather than its choice
imposed upon it, and to which no personal affection—rat least beyond
tlie limits of Piedmont—attaches it ; but to which it is faithftd, just

as we were to our earlier Hanoverian kings, from a common political

interest. Witness the self-denial with which, without in the least

repudiating their theoretical predilections, all the ablest and most in-

telligent republicans have sincerely submitted to and are zealously

serving a constitutional monarchy, because they recognise in it that

form of government which the circumstances of the country and its

position in Europe mark out as most convenient and practicable.

Observe tho resolution with which in the face of all temptations—
and greater temptations never besot a nation—to interference with

constitutional action, always better suited to a settled condition of

things than to times of formation and crisis, administration after

administration has manfully and faithfully stood by the parliament

;

and observe also,, on the other hand, tho self-control with which the

parliament itself, in its stormiest tides of talk, has refrained from
sapping the groat bulwarks of authority, and has more than once

hushed its wihlest storms of theory at the simple announcement of

national danger. Mark the fact with which, without loss of dignity,

Italy lias supported for so many j'ears the prepotency of Franc'e and
her perverse policy in tho matter of Home. Hcgard tho courage

with which the liberty of the press has been maintained in spite of

all its inconveniences,.and acknowledge, on the other hand, how
temperately, for an inexperienced people under circumstances

of such cxciteinout, that great engine of good and evil has been

used. In short—to say all in one word—witness the undeniable

fact that at this present moment Italy and England rank together

as the only two sincerely and consistently constitutional countries of

Europe.

This recognition of the wonderful political progress which Italy

has already mode is not intended to convey the impression that she

is as yet at all in the condition in which her friends and tho friends

of constitutional liberty would desire to see her. Immense mistakes

have been made, and are daily making, in the administration of the

country. In many respects its internal organization is deplorable,

and the superficial observer of the discontent which prevails, if he
should not take into account that political genius of the people on
which wo are insisting, might bo excused for believing that the

present constitution of things had as little inherent stability as those

which it has superseded. In foot, however, tho actual discontent is

mainly to be explained—^Uke that permanent condition of milder

dissatisfiiotion which is our normal state in England—by the
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lively interest which the great majority take in the govemmont
of the countiy, and the capacity they have of appreciating errors

in administration, at least, when thus tested by experience. There-

fore, in fact, such discontent may well be consider^ as marking the

strength rather than the weakness of Italy under her present consti-

tution.

And it is under this point of view that wo especially call attention

to the following Paper. It contains tho substance of a popular

lecture delivered by its author, I’rofcssor Tommasi-Crudcli, at

Palermo, early in the present year. And no one curtaiuly, what-
ever his views upon tho subject of obligatory instruction, can read

these pages without being compelled to recognise in the bold

and unflinching exhibition which they contain of tho actual short-

comings and needs of Italy—in the line with which the speaker had
to do—-tho unmistakable language of the citizen of a free country

addressing freemen like himself, and depending for their sympathy
only on the correctness of the facts and tho justice of the arguments

laid before them. It is such an honest and plain-spoken utterance of

unpalatable truths as wc arc used to in Knglund, but in wluit country

of Europe except England and Italy could such language have pos-

sibly been heard f Other countries, indeed, may from time to time

hear similar ugly verities shouted aci'oss their borders by patriots

compelled to shake from their feet the dust of a native soil whoso

climate has grown too hot for them ; hut where, save in Italy or

England, could such language be publicly addrcssctl to a general

audience, and not only heard by them with deeputtmtion and appro-

bation, but reported expressly in extvmo by the daily journals on

account of the special weight justly attributed to it AVhatevor be

the wisdom or folly of the practice of washing dirty linen in public,

it is unquestionable that only free nations venture on doing it. And
perhaps if a crucial test of real freedom were sought, it might bo

found in this practice.

It may be well, perhaps, as supplementary to the information

which tho liCcture itself will lay before the reader, to give some par-

ticulars of what has actually been done, and is at present 'doing, in

Italy in the matter of education. A few facts and figures will show

^at however deplorable the ignorance in Italy may actually be, it

baa not been for want of thought or exertion on the part of the

Ch>venuiient.

From the first, indeed, the Italian Government perceived that tho

snccess of their revolution would depend on tho intelligence of tho

many supporting what the intelligence of the few had already

acoompliriied, and it treated education accordingly, from the begin-

ning, as a question vitally affecting the national existence. A 8ufli«-
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cient proof of this is to bo found in the date at which the sulpect

was taken up by the new Government. In the first parliament of

Upper Italy—that is, of united Piedmont and Lombardy, before any
of the annexations had taken place—on the 15th December, 1859,

Signor Cosati, then Minister of Public Instruction, introduced the

law which is known by his name, and still remains the fundamental
law by which the primary education of the country is regulated.

Supplementary enactments have since been passed, and especially

that of January 10, 1865, which makes the institution of primary
schools obligatory on all the communes of the kingdom. This latter

law, it may be observed, in its preamble recognises the principle of

obligatory instruction to the fullest extent, for it asserts the obligation

of parents and guardians to send their children and wards to the

schools thus instituted. But as it abstains from imposing any penal-

ties upon those who neglect such obligation, it remains simply a
declaration of the principle. Other modifications which have been

introduced consist in the development of a very large syst^n of

secondary and technical instruction, as well as of normal schools,

both male and female—a part of the subject with which we have

nothing to do on the present occasion, but which it would be unfair

to pass without saying that Prussia herself has hardly a more com-
plete and efficient system of middle-class education—^and in the

arrangement of tlie expenses. The latter are divided in certain

proportions between the commune, which bears the largest

share, the province, and the Government. The respective contri-

butions will be seen in some statements which we shall shortly have

to make.
A few figures will exhibit still more strongly the sincerity and

energy' of the Government in its promotion both of primary and
secondary education in the country.

There exist no means of ascertaining the total number of schools

in the peninsula previous to 1859, nor of course the number of pupils

attending them. With regard to particular cities, however, the

facts are known. It should be observed that when wo speak of

cities we mean the commune or local district in which such cities are

situated, for it is upon the commune

—

that is, upon tlie municipality

which administers the commune—that the responsibility of institut-

ing and maintaining schools lies. These communes, however, as

regards the larger towns, rarely extend beyond the city and suburbs

;

and, indeed, as regards the largest cities, the latter often run over

into neighbouring communes.
Promising, then, that education received much more attention in

the northern than in tho central, and still more the southern

portions of the peninsula, we proceed to give some instances of the
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comparative acti'\'ity in this tield, aa shown by the expenditure at

various periods.

beginning with the north, in 18-48 the city of Turin was spending
on (xlueation only 43,76*2 lire )H‘r annum. (The Italian lira, it is

}>erlmp8 needless to rt'inark, is of the some value as the French
franc.) In I80G it already spent annually 185,‘200 lire on the same
object. At pt'csent it is spending half a million.

The case of Milan is very similar, but with the ditfci'ence that the

munieipality of this city has taken especial pride in the elegance and
convenience of the buildings devoted to educational purix>ses. The
erection of these, it must be understood, was subsequent to the

expulsion of the Austrians.

Turning now to the south, we find that in 1800 Naples iiosscssed

only 42 schools, containing hardly pupils. These schools were

only in part governmental, and the teachers were all ecrdesiastics,

nominated—at the request of the symlic—by the ai’chbishop. The
total expenditure upon education at this date w'as 50,000 lire per

annum. At present 111 schools are muintained, frequented by 17,000

pupils (between children and adults), besides IG infant schools, con-

taining 2,000 infants, and the expense amounts to more than (500,000

lire per annum.
Palermo, again, in 18(50, possessed only two large public schools,

one directed by the Jesuits, the other by another religious body. A
few private schools suppleinentod these. Now between public and
private there are about 150 scliools for elementai'y instruction open,

attended by between 11,000 and 12,000 pupils (children and adults).

And the municipality alone .spond.s annually 350,000 lire iipon their

maintenance.

AVith these examples before us, we shall be prepared for the com-
parative view of the total expenditure of the country upon this head.

The whole of the old Italian governments together (including

A'’enice) spent upon instructioji 8,000,000 lire annually.

At present the Communes speiKl 21,792,991 lirt*.

„ ,, the Govcmnif-nt spends Lj,000,000 • ,,

,, „ the Provinces spend 3,222,251 ,,

Total expenditiu-o of the country . . 40,016,242 lin?.

A brief final word must be given to the author of the following

pages. Signor Corrado Tommu.si-Crudeli, l*rofessor of Pathological

Anatomy in the University of Palermo, besides enjoying a high

reputation in his scientific capacity, is widely known and universally

respected for the spirit and ability which ho has constantly exhibited

in regard to public objects. It is hut little distinction, however
honourable, iii Italy, where there arc few young or middle-aged men
who have not made similar sacrifices, that ho has once and again
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given up his professional pursuits and prospects to fight for the

indcpcndonco of his country. But, like all the ablest of Gkiribaldi’s

followers, while admiring the many noble qualities of that remarkable
man, ho has been unuhlo 4o adopt his policy, and the present consti-

tution of Italy has no more loyal nor enlightened supporter than
Professor Tommasi. But Tommusi’s public appearances have been
less in connection with general politics than with questions of prac-

tical social progress, and there can be no doubt that this is the line

which is best calculated to benefit the countr3^ AYc sincerely believe

that Professor Tommasi is doing good service in calling general

attention, as he has done in this and other essays, to the sanitary

condition of the Italian cities, the relations between the different

social classes, the state of public education, and other similar sub-

jects ; and if his example help to raise a school of thinkers in Italy

who will devote their exertions to the numerous social and economical

problems which offer themselves for solution in that country, he will

have done more for the nation than if he had opened to her the gates

of Rome.]

The Italians, since their constitution as a nation, have been under-

going the necessary but painful process of correcting their most
cherished opinions on many subjects regarding themselves, but espe-

cially on that Avhich, in fact, includes all of the idea which thej’’ had
till lately entertained of their own iiitollectual and civil pre-eminence

in Europe. Accustomed for centuries past to consider themselves

first in their character as descendants of the Romans, next in that

of heirs of our brilliant civil meteors of the middle ages—as a people

privileged by Providence and nature—^we have preserved until lately

the illusion of being extraordinarily rich, intelligent, and cultivated.

Pooled by this hereditary illusion, to the harsh truths told us in

184H by Balbo, Durando, and Giusti, wo preferred Gioberti^s fancy

of an imaginary primacy of Italy among nations, and in the contem-
plation of that poetical idea, endeavoured to disguise from ourselves

a poverty which hod endured for ages, and a civil and political

insignificance which at the present da}r it is impossible any longer

to dissemble.

A shock, however, was given to our illusions during and after the

revolution of that eventful year, in the course of which many of us

had the opportunity of knowing how serious were the iU effects

produced by a provincial and servile manner of education of such,

standing, and how frightful an amount of superstition and ignorance

our people exhibited. Some of our exiles, profiting by the experience

of the post—by the comparison of our intellectual and economic

conditions with those of other nations of Europe—and eapeciaUy by
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tbe practice of libctrty in Piedmont’—endearcmradr in t&e ten years

betarccn 1849 and 1859, to introduce more serious studies of the civil

condition of Italy, and to collect statistics upon the industry, wealth,

and intellectual productions of the Italians. This attempt, neces-

sarily imperfect, produced little cffei't on the minds of the majority.

The greater part of the Italians maintained their romaatic illusions

as to the wealth and education of their country, os may clearly bo
soon from the conduct of the transitory governments of 1859 and
1860, ospoeially in regattl to exi>enditure. Since 1860, however,
when w'o Hrst hud the advantage of becoming acquainted with each
other, and the more c<lucatcd citizens of our country began to tako a
part in p\iblic attairs—but espivially sinc'e the terrible lessons of

modesty which we rcecivetl in tin* war of 186t», and at the Universal

Exhibition of 1867—our disillusion has made gi*cat progress, and
promises to become complete and general ; and even those who have
preserved the aristocmtic vanity of race transinitti*d by our ancestors

begin to understand that if we are noble, twice noble (possibly thrice,

if we are to take into cousidovation the Italian civilization previous

to the Poniansi, we are, anyhow, nobles in a laiueiitublc condition of

poverty and ignorance.

Our poverty does not require man}' proofs ; tlio low condition of

our industry, except in a few provinces of the north of Italy, is a

painful fact which we all acknowledge. Italy has many »)f the needs

of modem civilization, but to satisfy them, its own industiy being

imcqual to the task, is oblige<l to ]>urcha8e an enormous quantity of

foreign products, while it sends abroad a \ery small quantity of

real industrial products except agricultural. And even agriculture

itself, the only great industry of the Itulian.s, is not in a flounsh-

ing state. A sixth of our territory is not yet cultivated, and in

many provinces the methods of agriculture still in u.‘»o are those

which have been transmitted us by the Homans. The production of

cereals is not sufficient even for our own consumption ; for in 1866

the importation of cereals amongst tis exceeded the exportation by

6,000,000 of hectolitres.

If we compare the figures which represent the exportation of tho

products of our industry with those which represent tho importa-

tion of the foreign goods necessary to satisfy the wants of our

country, W’e have, indeed, a subject of painful refleotion. Our total

commercial returns for 1866 have been represented by the following

tin.
' Gonimercial valae* of the goods I 1,685,246,751

OfBcial value 1,913,664,232

« oomnieEcial value is tlio value whicli tho trader puts upon the goods which pass

through theCusUan-house. The offici&l value is thatplaced upon them by the Oostom-
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The total importation is given as fbUows :

—

•Lin,

Commorcial value 917«2d7,605

Official value 8U,2(N^12a

While the total exportation is only ;

—

XJre.

Commercial value 667,949,146

Official valuo 499,459,110

So that the total importation exceeds the exportation by 37 per

cent, in the commercial value, and by 63 per cent, in the official

value of the goods.

The difforenco is still greater when we compare the amounts of the

special importation and exportation—that is, when from the total

amount the value of the goods which only pass through Italy is

subtracted ; and when we consider only the figures which represent

what we arc capable of producing for the supply of the wants of

other nations, and what we arc compelled to obtain from them for

the supply of our own. In fact, the special importation is repre-

sented by ;

—

Lire.

Commercial value 870,048,519

Oilicial valuo 770,168,439-

While the special exportation amounts only to—
Lire.

Commorcial vtiluc 617,688,681

Oliiciul value 451,919,633

The difference thus reaches 41 per cent, on the commercial value,

and 69 |jer cent, on the official value ; which means, in plain terms,

that we, while spending a himdrcd, only gain fifty-nine by our

foreign trade.

On the point of our ignorance we are compelled to state still

harsher truths, as is proved by the following table. From this

we sec that in 1866, after six years of liberty, and after all the

efforts we had mode to diffuse elementary education both among
children and adults, out of 100 married couples we had 60 future

fathers and 78 future mothers of families absolutely illiterate.

Equally disgraceful results are afforded by the returns of the Italian

marriages in 1867. We see, moreover,- that in 1865, out of 100
Italian recruits—the very flower of the nation—64 are unableto read

and write.
*

house itself.^, fozmer may be purdy fiwtastical ; the latter is an. attempt to reach

the real value. It should bo observed that the Custom-house has no interest in ascer-

taining the true value of goods fbr exptntation ; its valuation of imports is much more
reliable.
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UNABLK TO BKAD AND WlUl'JS IN ITALY.
PaorOETigN TO ftVEUY 100.

PkOVINC'BS.
or th« T<ttal

IN^palalioii ill I

ItHftl.
*

in ISrtO.
fVlVDllli lliH’rtiuii

ill

Keinttlotf*

l^edmont . . 49 66 * 30 59 M 56 31
liOmbaixly 65

1

37 58 11 60 47
Liguria • .

Tuat'any . .

63 78
i

45 «i3 42 64 48
73 83 • 51 75 51 76 65

Vonf^tici . . 64 85 .

.

KuiHia 76 85 1 67 84 64 82 6S
Maix'hfd . • 80 90 70 85 66 83 7‘i

irnibria . . 81 91 ! 69 S6 - 66 S6 75
CampttIlia 79 91

’

89 89 70 88
; 76

Apulia . . S4 93
.

94 83 95
;

80
Sicily - . . 86 95

1
76 89 74 89 80

Abnizzi an*l

MoUnc ,

83 96
1

95 ; 95 77 95
1

t

!

so
i

85 97 . S3 96 . 87 1*8
!

Sanlmiu . . 87 95 74 9*2 70 DW '

“ s.',
:

Avrrtigc of the whoh
kiiigiloui . . S4 GO 78 60

11
79 i

: 0-1

All the Italian pi*ovinccs conti-ihuto in a notable proportion to this

national scandal. Less than the rest Piedmont, I^iguriu, and Lom-
bardy, which provinces alone do not rcacli in the aimnint tlieir

recruits who cannot read an<l write the general average of the

kingdom. In central Italy, and especially in the south, the excess

over this average continues to increase until it culminates in the

island of Sardinia, which in lsi>> reached the proportion of 85

recruits in 100 unable to read and write. In correspondence with

this dideremce in the degree of general education in the various

parts of Italy, we find differences in the state of their indust ry and
their commercial enterprise. The three compartments of north

Italy in which education is more difiusctl than elsewhere, notoriously

surpass all the rest in this respect, us wa.s shown by their sudden

occupation of the Florentine market in ’04, when the capital was

tran-sported to Florence, without any possible resistance pn the part

of the tradesmen and merchants of Tuscany.

In the pacific contests of modern civilisation those nations are

victorious amongst whom the uvorugo of education is highest, and

who through this education can keep up their industry, their arts, *

ftTid general morality in proportion to those of other civilized nations.

Neither the fact of being descended from glorious ancestors, nor

that of having preceded the other nations of Eun^e in the revival

of industry, arts, and sciences, are titles sufficient to avert the defeat.

The having been is not enough ; it is necessary io 6c, and this cannot

be attained at the present day except on the condition of a very high
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average of general education, vluch prevents industry and the arts

from becoming stagnant, and the material, moral, and intellectual

needs of a people from being confined to a very limited circle. What
happened on a small scale in the Florentine market, where the
inhabitants of those Italian provinces which surpass the rest in the
degree of their intellectual cultivation acquired an irresistible pre-
ponderance over the Tuscan commerce, occurs on a large scale in the
Italian markets, in which, as regards an infinite number of trader
we cannot sustain a competition with the other nations of Europe

;

and when we compare the state of our general education with that

of some of these nations with which we have our chief commercial
relations, we seize, if not the only cause, at least one of the principal

causes of our inferiority.

For the truth of this we may appeal to the following table

MARRIED PERSONS WHO CANNOT READ AND \VRITE.
PaOFOKTION TO BVBllT 100.

Italy (1866)

Franco (1864)

Groat Britain and Irc-Lind •

Males. .FemalcB.

• 60 • • 78 a m

. 28 . . 41 . .

. 22 . . 31 . .

Frussia (1864-65)—- Recruits.

I’OKcn 16*90

Pmssia 16*54

Schleswig . • 3*78

Pomerania 1*47

Provinces of the Rhine •••••• 1*13

Westphalia *
. • 1*03

Brandenburg (without Berlin) . * • • *96

Prussian Saxony *49

City of Berlin 0*00

Total.

69
34-5

26*5

Total 5*28

Italy (1865) •. 64*00

Only lately the Minister of War in Saxony announced in the

Saxon Chamber, that in the conscription of 1868 there had been

foimd, by an extraordinary accident, two recruits unable to read.

He declared that ho would not mention their names, in order not to

expose to opprobrium these unfortunate youths, and their families*

guilt towards their country of not having supplied the necessary

intellectual nourishment to their sons. What would an Italian

Minister of War have to say, who at every conscription finds at

least 35,000 such illiterate recruits

!

The following table exhibits the relative attendance at school, in

the coimtries mentioned, in proportion to every 10,000 inhabit-

ants:

—

In Prussia 1»520

England •••••aesaea* 1>400

Holland 1»280

VOT.. JLl. C Q
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IttFiaao* 1,160
Belgiam 1,140
Austria «... 880
Spain 6a(i

Italy 600
Russia 160

So that tre have below us, in point of fact, only Russia. This does

not look much like Qioberti’s primacy of Italy among nations

!

In the intellectual commerce which wo have with other nations

we find the same difference to our duaidvantage. We contribute

veiy little to the literary and scientific progress of tho cirilused

world. Our language, which was at one time fashionable in Rurope,

is now for the most part unknown to foreign men of science. We
have in the scientific world of Europe the reputation of producing

little, and, in that little, of losing ourselves in useless repetitions and

academic vanities.

And this reputation is in great part deserved. Though in all ages,

and even in this, we have hod and have names illustrious in tho

arts and sciences, still they are rnri luinti's in gttrrfite -stars

shining upon a very dark sky. In the midst of a people two-thirds

of whom cannot read, and of which the remaining third reads little,

and has been brought up in the idea of having, by a sjiecial grace of

heaven, spontaneous knowletlge {ncii'nza infimi), tho lot of scientific

and literary men is not one of the most enviable. Neither self-love

nor interest can stimulate them to great and serious labours, because

the public, capable ofjudging and appreciating the value and beauty

of serious works, is very limited, and still more limited the public

that buys them. Hence it results that they w'ho, perhaps, at the

compieucement of their career were animated by tbo sacred fire of

the search for truth and beauty, by degrees become discouraged, and

accustom themselves to bo satisfied with the mediocrity, wliich, if

not a golden mean, sufficiently gratifies tho natural desire to reach

the termination of life in a manner which, if not scientifically honour-

able, still is profitable, and locally respected. Indeed, amidst such

a mass of ignorance as that by which we are surrounded, it costs

little to obtain a considerable name. In many cities of Italy we find

scientific reputations well established in the locality, tho origin of

which, if to he diecovered at all, is often to he traced to some pamph-
let or essay written in youth, and for tho most part containing

nothing either new or important. With this small supply of intd-

lectual furniture and plenty of tact, in the midst <ff people who
either^ do not read at all, or read little and carelessly, men hare

firequently succeeded in Italy in passing for geniuses at a very small

mipense of brains and ia^^.
The fket^ that in places where edocation ia UMiU) diffused, even
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-without deliborate intention ovexytlung tends to beeome stagnant,

because the priests of intelligence are without that natural stiniulUs

to exertion which is to be found .in the difficulty of satisfying a
numerous and intelligent public. Where, on the contrary, instrtfc-

tion is largely diffused, those who desire to stand at the head of the
intellectual moTcment of tho country are obliged to keep awake to

tho needs of the time ; t]iey cannot afford to repose upon the laurels

already gained, for, if they do, they run the risk of being overtaken
and submerged by the ever-increasing wave of an advancing civilissa-

tion ; while, on tho other hand, they are invited to exertion by the

honours which arc rendered to them, and by the profits which they
receive from their labour. Indeed, the human mind, when once

accustomed to a vigorous intellectual and moral diet, cannot stop

short in the way of advancement. And accordingly we see that the

nations in which instruction is most diffused are the most exacting

in point of intellectual productions, while they arc the most grateful

at the same time to whoever can supply a want which becomes
imperious in proportion as it is accustomed to gratification.

Intellectual labour in the midst of the flood of moral civilization

cannot remain solitary without running risk of becoming barren, or of

losing itself in fanciful and idle speculations. Modem civilfx ition is

essentially practical, and tends to the benefit of the larger number. In
order that the productions of the intellect may become effectual to the

glory and greatness of the nation, it is necessary they should be dis-

cussed and analyzed by a real public, not by sects of privileged persons

or societies for mutual admiration, like those which in such numbers
infest many cities of Italy, and to which wo owe this vain and miser-

ablo mediocritv in tho midst of which we have hitherto lived. Thanks
to the special genius of the Italian race, the fine arts have not

hitherto fallen to so low a condition as trade, literature, and science.

Indeed, among our few trades, those which preserve a real superiorify

are those which involve some artistic element ; but the ancient

primacy of Italy exists no longer—^unless perhaps in sculpture—and
will not return till the fine arts obtain among us their only natural

protection—that of a whole nation in which a largety-diffused culture

has produced, with the prosperity of trade, that wealth which is the

necessary condition of any general development of the {esthetic tastes.

The point, however, in whieh the deplorable state of our ntitioual

cultivation is most painful, because it constitutes a real public danger,

is its influence upon the imtual political life of Italy.

We are free, and liberty is for us the nm quA non of national

existence. To he free, however, signifies to do our own -work for

ourselves, and to accustom ourselves to the idea that the doing this

is not only a right, but also a duty for every dtisen. For tiiii there

o c2
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ui required a new political and moral education for all the Italians,

hahituated up to a few years hack to live an effeminate, limited, and
servile life. The indispensable

.
base of this education is a greater

diffusion of elementary instruction, for this al<me can accomplish the

civilizing of that great army of illiterate barbarians which lives in

the midst of us. Though to the wonder of all, and of ourmdves
especially, Italy has stipportcil the experiment of political and
administrative liberty in a manner almost miraculous, still we
cannot view -with indifference the danger in which we arc placed

by having the great majority ofour citizens entirely uiuHlucated. And
that so much the more that Italy is the lists in which is now being

fought the decisive eontc.st between the past and future of Kurope.

Rome is the centre of European reaction ; from this centre the most
baneful influences, and those most injurious to the exercise of our

public liberties, arc spread throughout the whole of Italy. There
stands our principal enemy, whom we can effectually and with

dignity oppose with only one weapon, the civil and political liberty

which we have inaugurated in Italj-. Unfortunately among us the

use of this weapon is known only to a very small number of elect.

The vast majority of the nation is utterly ignorant of it. The future

of this great war which we have been fighting in Italy for the last

eight years has, up to this time, rested entirely on the moral pres-

tige and energy of those few leaders, while tlic principal hope of our

enemy is precisely that of producing a mutiny against its own
captains on the part of the ignorant and .superstitious crow'ds of

sepoys which we are dragging after us in this moral warfare. Of
this hope we can only deprive him by civilizing this bravo but

ignorant and prejudiced host, and teaching them to use intelligently

that sacred arm of liberty in w'hich only their safety and ours resides.

And this means, in other words, by communicating to them that

instruction which shall be the foundation of a moral and civil educa-

tion of our people, entirely opposed to that received up to this time

for so long a course of ages. From 18C0 the best citizens of all the

liberal parties have shown themselves deeply convinced of this

supreme necessity. The Government, the provinces, the municipali-

ties have from that date made many and laudable efforts to give

active assistance to the greatest possible diffusion of instruction.

To say nothing of the secondary literary and technical educational

institutions, we had already in Italy at the end of 18G4, 31,675

primary schools, between public and pnvate, with 49,246 teachers.

In these schools 1,681,296 pupils of both sexes, of whom 1,427,063

were children, while 254,233 were adults, received the first elements of

instruction. In the array also, on an average, from 85,000 to 90,000

young soldiers, the flower of the nation, frequent the regimental
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schools, SQ that every year there issues from the army in absolute

discharge an immense number of young men who, besides a noble,

moral, and patriotic education, have received in the army a tolerable

degree of intellectual instruction. Thus our soldiers returning to

their homes become real missionaries of civilization and of patriotism,

as any one may easily convince himself who has the opportunity of

observing what is passing in the country districts, and especially in

the southern provinces at the present moment. Much then has
been done; but still far too little in proportion to the need. In
spite of all the exertions of the Government many communes are

still without schools—a great many which have them for males are

without girls’ schools—^more than 2,000,000 children from the age of

six to fourteen do not yet receive any instruction. To analyze the

causes of this low state in which primary instruction is still found

in Italy would occupy us too long—^the negligence of municipalities,

the obstacles opposed to the diffusion of instruction by reat'tionary

passions, the wearisome and mechanical methods of teaching, the

defective ability of many improvised teachers, the unworthy manner
in which they are treated by certain municipal administrations, the

disgusting localities assigned for school-rooms in some communes, are

amongst the principal of these causes. But beyond every other is

the indifference on one hand, and aversion on the other, proceeding

from the must inveterate prejudices of our populations, especially as

regards the instruction of girls. The rigorous application of the

Casati law upon primary instruction, and the superior quality of the

teachers issuing every year from the normal schools, will remedy
many of the above-mentioned inconveniences, but will never succeed

in eradicating those two principal causes of this deplorable siiite of

things. Tho moral pressure of the scholastic and communal autho-

rities upon recalcitrant parents recommended by the Oasati law may
produce, and has produced good effects, where the civil sense of the

populations is sufficient to make them understand the supreme social

necessity of the diffusion of elementary instruction. But the efficacy

of this means would be very small in the grater part of the Italian

communes, and almost nil in the great agglomeration of citizen^

and in tho communes stretching over a large extent of ground.

Meantime, the wound of ignorance which we have to cure in Italy is

too large and festering for us to lose time in curing it with means
whose action is so slow : recourse must therefore be had to heroic

means if we wish to preserve from the dangers which menace them
the prosperity and tho actual political life of our country.

It M therefore necerntry to adopt and apply in Italy the prmeiple of

obligatory instruction ; otilyt howevert for poor children.

Hence, also, to inflict a penalty on the fathers and guardians who
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to supply priutai'y iustruotiou to Mr/r chiUren or tcardk ; aud»

sccoiuUy, to detemtine by bur flte dumtiou of iimo /or icbicb ehitdrou

nuuit rert-irr t/m imlruciiou,

Auuuii' tho numerous objection:^ offered to tbe adoption of this

principle, vro confine ourselves to tbe most serious of oil—to that^

namely, of the individual liberty which is supposed to bo violated by
the application of tbe principle in cpiestiou. This objeciion-»*to

which, were it well founded,*we should attach the utmost possible

importance—is, in our opinion, not valid. The union of men in

society is founded upon, or at least involvt's a compact, in virtue of

which each of the contract inj' {xirtiits sacrlticcs a portion of his own
individual liberty to the security and prosperity of all. If tho future

security and prosperity of minors are ciunpivinised by the ignoranco

or prejudices of their fathers or guardians, si>cicty has the right of

interfering in the common interest of all, and of itself protecting

them, nut limiting thereby the }>ersonul liberty of those who exertuso

tho pateraal right, though limiting their iilarty to injure, through

ignorunce or muliec, the minors coutidod to their charge.

The iViShor is not purely and simply the propiietor of the son, as

it was la id in other times. In the wlioh- civilized world the obliga-

tion of parents and guardians to maintain, educate, and instruct their

children and wards has been iveoguistsl, and it has been also recog-

nised by tho Italian civil cixle.

ifociety constantly exerts its riglit to proc'-ed against parents who
maltreat their children or deny them in-ce-sary sustenance. Why
should it not exercise the same rigid also against the fathers who
deny their children intellecttud aliment, at least so much us is

• •

indispensable to* prevent the extinction of those intellecituil cupaettic.4

which they possess, and which it is the interest of soeiety to preserve

aud render prolitablc to tho general body 'r Xuy, this right bc(;omes

for the State, which represents society, a duty, when tho |Kitcruul

authority in the great majority •»£ the nation is exercised hy ignorant

persons incapable of reading tho tir.'jL article of the cou.stitutiou, much
more of understanding, on its own account, the rights ami duties of

tho citizen in a free and civilized country, and most of all iueapable

of directing tho education of their children, so that the latter may
como to understand those rights and duties for themselves. 8uch is

tho ease of Italy ; and it is in Italy especially that it is important to

possess the security of obligatory elementary instruction, in order to

create a. solid base to a now intellectual, industrial, and political life

of tbe country. The principle of obligatory instruotion was promtd*

gated in Italy as tho spcicial foundation of an association for the

development of constitutional rights^ inaugurated by some of us at

Blorenco, in May of 1864. But it attracted no atteutiosD, because
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tho passions oxcited by the transference of the capital, by our

financial crisis, and by tho unfortunate vrar of 1866, oocupi^ the

mind of tho public, and prevented its serious discussion. At present,

however, after the misfortunes which we have imdergone; alter

having acquired the full consciousness of our civil mediocrity ; and,

above all, after having seen a European power—^namely, Prussia

—

after a retirement of fifty years, suddenly manifesting so great a

military and civil superiority
;
and after recognising this as an effect

of the constant application of tho great principle of obligatory

instructiop, this question has made great progress amongst us

;

not only amongst us, but also in Franco, in Southern Grermany, and

in England, the classic land of individual liberty. Lately, in the

sitting of tho English House of Lords of the 25th of February, the

Duke of Argyll maintained, in an eloquent discourse, the necessity

of adopting obligatoiy elementary instruction in the whole of the

United Kingdom. A considerable portion of tho liberal English

press has strongly supported his proposal, and there is no doubt that

it, as all really liberal proposals, will triumph in England over all

opposition, although England must feel tho necessity infinitely less

than we. In Italy the conviction of this supreme necessity, besides

spreading among tho public, begins also to penetrate tho Government.

In the last Eeport of tho 3Iinister of Public Insti’uction upon the

state of elementary education in the northern and southern provinces

of Italy, the same deficiencies which we have above indicated are

proved, and tho same remedies which we have suggested are pro-

posed in addition to the existing laws. The intention is also mani-

fested to extend the power of the law over the parents or guardians

who refuse to give elementary instruction to their children and watds.

Almost cotemporarily there was presented in tho Italian parliament

a petition signed by 5,054 elementary teachers, male and female,

preceded by an eloquent report of Professor Domenico Gagliolo, of

Turin, in which it is demanded that the instruction of children be

declared obligatory in Italy, at least until twelve years of age. Now,

therefore, this grave question enters at last in Italy upon its legal

phase, and now is really the time for exerting ourselves in earnest

to secure its triumph. We mean to do so with all our strength.

Nor, however often we may be defeated, shall we lose that confidence

of final victory which is inspired by the goodness and justice of our

cause.

CORRADO ToMMASI-GrUDRU.



MOEAL PHILOSOPHY AND CHRISTIANITY.

pJHEISTIAN moral philosophy has boon singularly unprogressivo
^ since the days of Butler. Even the system of that philosopher

did not owe its origin to a deliberate attempt to investigate the rehi>

tion of man’s moral and spiritual nature to the great truths of the

Christian revdlation. On the contrary, it was elaborated partially

and unsystematically in his efforts to combat the sceptical principles

of the eighteenth century. It therefore overlooks, or only partially

treats, of some of the great truths of the Christian revelation, and
does not attempt to deal with them as a whole. Still less does it

attempt to take a philosophic view of those parts of Christianity

which are peculiar to itself, and distinguish it from every other mode
of moral and epiritual teaching. During the present century moral

philosophy has formed an important portion of tho studies of the

University of Oxford ; but she has made no additions to tho science.

Her manuals are still Aristotle and Butler, although of late years the

study of the latter has greatly diminished, and tho partial light

which he has thrown on .Christian ethics has been superseded in

favour of writers who have certainly not addicted themselves to the

study of the peculiar features of the moral teaching of our Lord or

his Apostles. A great work, embracing tho whole {ange of Christian

moral philosophy, remains yet to be written. Its effectual handling

will inflict a djut|ferou8 wound on modem infiddlity. Among persons
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who professedly handle these sulgecis great misapprehemnons prerail

as to the rdation of Christianity to the moral and intelleetual nature

of man.
Every fresh form of unbelief reiterates the objection that Chris-

tianity has made no new discoveries in morality
;

or, at any rate,

that they are so inconsiderable as to render it ridiculous to suppose

that a divine revelation was necessary for their communication.

Mr. Mill has gone so far as to state his belief that Christian ethics

ore imperfect. The state of our moral philosophy is in a great degree

responsible for these objections having even the appearance of plausi-

bility. It would have been impossible to maintain them, unless we
had been allowed to remain in ignorance of the relation in which the

great truths of Christianity stand to our moral and spiritual being.

The object of this paper is not to elaborate the moral philosophy of

Christianity, but to draw attention to the unsatisfactory state of our

present system, contemplated from a Christian point of view.

If Christianity is a divine revelation, it is hardly possible to conceive

of a worthier object for the exercise of the human intellect than a

careful examination of the relation in which its truths stand to the

moral and spiritual nature of man. Previous systems of moral phi-

losophy had clearly pointed out where . the wants of human nature

lay. Do they fully satisfy those wants ? Is the assertion true that

neither our Lord nor his Apostles have made any additions to our

stock of moral truths, or to our power of enforcing them P If this is

not true, let the philosophy of Christianity be set forth in so clear

and distinct a form as to make it disgraceful for well-informed men
to be guilty of reiterating such objections. At present our best

systematic treatise on this subject was written more than two thousand
years ago by a heathen philosopher.

We are fidly sensible of the desirableness of supplementing a great

system of Christian moral philosophy by one ehiborated quite inde-

pendently of the influences of divine revelation. Nothing is more
satisfactory than to be able to show that the truths taught by Chris-

tianity fully correspond with the deepest researches which the wisest

and the best of men have been able to institute into the moral
nature of man. But we want more than this—^viz., a demonstration

of the suitableness of the discoveries of revelation to satisfy the

entire aspirations of the moral and spiritual nature of man.
It is impossible to say that the collective writings of Butler pre-

sent us with a complete system of the philosophy of Christianify.

Th^ were, not designed to do so. The utmost which can be said

is, that they contain hints for the construction of such a system.

In his writings Christianity occupies the {dace of one who is claiming

toleration rather than of one who is asserting its inherent right to
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be the conqueror of the world. Owing to their peculier standing*

point in relation to infidelity, their aspect is rather negative than
positive; consequently, many of the features of divine revelation

which exert a most powerful influence over our moral being havo
received from him little or no ti*eatment. The most cursory
reader of the New Testament is aware that the principle of faith is

viewed by our Lord and his Apostles as the most mighty influence

which can be brought to act on the spiritual and moral world. But
although the principle itself is recognised, yet its supreme impor*
tanee as the foundation of Christian ethics is nowhere developed in

his philosophy.

The question, therefore, that lies before us for solution is, what is

it which constitutes the difterence between Christianity and every other

system of moral teaching which preceded it ? Ts it a fact that it has

thrown a great illumination on man’s moral and spiritual condition P

Does it not represent its Christ as the central power in the moral and
spiritual world? If it justly makes tliesc claims, wo ought to

recognise them and assign them a pi'oper place in our philosophy.

If Christianity has imparted no additional moral and spiritual power
to man, its claim to bo considered a divine revelation must be
abandoned.

We must endeavour to ascertain the nature of the influence which
our Lord designed to exercise on man. To effect this we must
examine what was the basis on w'hich moral obligation had been

made to rest by moral teachers pi-eviously to the advent. What did

philosophy succeed in accomplishing? AVe will put in the ethics

of Aristotle, the highest culmination of philosophical effort, as the

best answer to that question.

Ancient philosophers viewed moral philosophy as a branch of

politics. To a certain extent they were right in this -view. They had

no other objective standard of obligation. A well-constituted state

formed the only educator through whose agency the philosopher

saw even a chance of training mankind in virtue. Ancient morality

was ignorant of the idea of duty in the sense in which Christianity

has brought it to bear on the mind of man. Its idea of duty was

twofold :—First, a subjective one, which was measured by the obliga-

tions which a man owed, to himself. Secondly, an objective one,

measured by the obligations which he owed as a member of political

society. Beyond these he possessed no standard. The ancient

religions were incapable of bringing any sense of moral obligation

to bear on the human mind. All of them were poetical, and the

aspect of their deities was such that no improv^nent in morality

could come from making them Ihe subjects of imitation. To enable

religion to strengthen the moral power by the creation of a reel smise
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of God must bo clearly apprebonded as the Great Moral
Governor of the miiverse

; and man’s relationship to Him must be
clearly felt. The lack of moral power which was inherent in the

ancient religions was not supplied by any discoveries of the philoso*

phors ; their deity was cither an impersonal one, or one purely intel-

Icctvud. The moralist was, therefore, forced to look on political

institutions, and a course of training under their influence, as the

only power on which ho could rely to enforce the sanctions of
moriility. From them alone could he deduce the nature of moral
obligation. Uncertain about the nature of God, how was it possible

that ho could enforce morality by appealing to his character, his

will, or the I'clation in which man stood to Him?
But while the philosopher contemplated moral philosophy as a

branch of politics, the imperfection of all existing {>olitical institu-

tions rendered it necessary that ho should find a less fluctuating

basis than opinion as the measure of obligation. He, therefore,

attempted to determine the nature of morality by investigating what
is the true cud of human existence. This he determined to bo happi-

ness. The (question then arose, in what does true happiness consist P

If tills could be ascertained, it was possible that it might become the

foundation on which to erect a moral law. Another mode of arriving

at the same conclusion was by inquiring to what end do the various

faculties of man point, ouch in their due subordination. This involved

considerations of considerable difficulty.

Taking their ethical treatises as our basis, we are justified in assum-
ing that the philosophers had detoimined that true happiness consisted

in the best possible exercise of man’s highest functions ; and on this

principle they hml evolved a general code of ethical duties more or

le.ss perfect. This code, however, pi’esents us with several striking

defects ; and, on the confession of its authors, it was devoid of

sanctions sufficiently powerful to act on the mass of mankind. The
desire of * happiness, though universal, is only one out of many
forces by which man is impelled ; and in the contest for the mastery,

those other forces generally exert a preponderating strength. Such
a principle, of duty, therefore, being wholly devoid of a religious

basis, was necessarily weak. The very conception of duties which a
man owed to himself implies an absence of all binding power. Such
a conception of duty can never elevate itsdf to that of disinterested

virtue. Self becomes both debtor and creditor ; self-love has to

enforce obligation against the overwhelming impulses of passion^ all

of which terminate in self-gratification. It was on the basis of man’s
position as a member of political society that the practice of disin-

terested virtue could alone be made to rest. But how was the reality

of the duty to be demonstrated ? How was the obligation of self^
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sacrifice to bo proved P If dcanonstrated, how was a moral force to

be imparted to it of siifficient strength to enable it to struggle suc-

cessfully against the power of the feelings and affections, wliioh

terminated in self? .

The philosopher endeavoured to strengthen his position from con-

siderations derived from the moral beauty of virtue. But on men of

impeiicct morality these were comparatively weak ; they freely

confessed that such a consideration was only tit to act on select

minds. On the masses it was powerless.

Unable, therefore, to deduce a sense of duty from the relation of

man to a personal Creator, heathen morality could furnish no other

source of moral power than the relationship of man to man as

a member of a political society. It, therefore, never could elevate

itself to a sense of responsibility. To whom was man responsible P

!E!xcept in his political relations, he was so only to himself. Aci;ord-

ingly, the philosopher never succeeded in evolving a nearer apprt>a<?h

to the idea of duty than that of the moral beauty of a virtuous action.

"Where could he find it, if he was destitute of the conception of a

personal God, who was the moral Governor of the universe and the

Creator of man ? He had no other weapon with which to combat
the violence of the passions. But the question bj' what power could

the vicious, or the imperfect, be made virtuous, forced itself on his

consideration. The only real force which his principles of political

philosophy supplied him with was that of habituation.

This principle is one of the mightiest in human nature. Through
its influences men have slowly become what they are. In a great

degree our existing modes of thinking, of acting, and our whole moral

environment have grown.up under the power of habit. But habitua-

tion, from its very nature, is powerless to grapple with a state of

moral evil and corruption. Its operation must be slow ; for very

gradual change is one which is impb'ed in the very conception of a

habit. To enable it to struggle against a state of corrupt i(m, it

requires a vantage-ground from which to commence its operations.

If a bad or an imperfect man is to be made good by habituation, the

means must be provided for coercing the vehemence of passion, while

his moral character passes through a succession of slow stages of im-

provemmit. In a word, it is necessary that he should possess a certain

amount of goodness before the principle of habituation can exert any

salutary influence in his reformation. It can act on an unformed

dharac^ with comparative case ; but how can it be brought to bear

on one where the evil appetites are predominant, and the power

of self-restraint has been weakened or destroyed? Ancient philo-

sophy, therefore, rightly viewed an advanced stage of moral corruption

as one lying beyond its power to remedy. What had it to preach
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to the morally corrupt? The beauty of diainterested virtue, which
such characters were unable to discern, or the cold considerations of

prudence, which were easily overborne by passion. How was a new
power to be created capable of appreciating them ? The only answer
which she had to give was through the principle of habituation.

But how was this principle, at once slow in its operations, and which.

involved a gradual course of training, to be called into action P

While the seeds of virtue were germinating, they were in danger of

being choked by the full-grown weeds of vice. The moralist, there-

fore, did not hesitate to confess that he could only benefit those who
had a strong natural tendency to virtue. He was compelled to leave

the great masses of mankind in their corruption. He laboured to

hide his weakness from himself by imagining an ideal state, the

institution of which should habituate its citizens to virtue. But he
was unable to create the material to make his ideal state an existing

fact.

Hence it is that in the speculations of the ancient philosopher,

ethics assumed the form of a department of politics. ' It was evident

to him, that under the ordinaiy forms of society, and with the forces

at his command, no fresh influence for good could be exerted;

because they hod been the instrumentality through which evil had
been generated. The philosopher therefore saw that the only mode
in which the single moral force with which he was acquainted could

have fair play was by creating an entirely fresh set of conditions,

under which men might be trained to virtue from their earliest

infancy. These conditions involved no inconsiderable subversion of

the existing order of society.

In his hands the ideal state never went beyond a speculation,

or attained the dignity of a fact. While they all attempted

to delineate one, it never occurred to any of them to endeavour

to erect a Church. With the exception of the Pythagoreans, and
perhaps an unsuccessful attempt of Plato to convert the tyrant

Dionysius, they never attempted to create a political organiza-

tion. Human nature would not bear their nostrums. No one

teacher of ancient morals succeeded in inspiring his disciples with

the faith necessary for becoming missionaries. It was reserved

for the Founder of Christianity, in his solitary dignity, to give utter-

ance to the words, ** Go ye into all the earth, and make disciples of

all nations.** He had already laid the foundation of the kingdom of

heaven in his person ; and these words brought together the materials

necessary for the erection of the spiritual building.

While philosophy had attained a general view of what constituted

a virtuous and vicious course of action, its delineations of actual

morality were tinged by the political aspect in which it was com-
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^e&ed to coniaoaplate it. This it to extol liie hetoic, and to dis-

paingo, if not to deny> the existence of the kimihler virtues.

Ancient moralists had also succeeded in analysing the nature of

these influences which cause men to succumb to the power of tempta-
tion. This has been most ably done by Aristotle, though the relation

of his philosophy to the entire system of ancient thought renders it

necessary that his analysis should be translated into its modem
equivalents before it can be made the basis of a living Christian

philosophy. But even his analysis reveals to us the weakness of

philosophy as a teacher of morals. While the whole process of

deterioration is laid bare, the philosopher is unable to supply any
^ectual power by which the force of temptation can be overcome.

StiU less has his analysis recognisctl anything analogous to the great

announcements of the Christian revelation.

UTowhere is the impotence of ancient philosophy more strikingly

displaj’ed than in her attempts to analyze the principles which
connect man’s moral and intellectual nature. She has nowhere at-

tempted to point out the relation in which the various principles which
constitute our rationality stand to our spiritual and moral being.

The utmost which is attempted in the ethics is an imperfect analysis

of the principles of the understanding, of our intuitions, and those

of practical wisdom connected with them. Aristotle liad nothing to

propound as to the connection of our rational and moral powers ; still

less did he conceive of the former as the fountain of the latter. It

seems not to have occurred to any ancient philosopher, that the moral

resurrection of man must be laid in the recesses of his spiritual being.

Such is the general aspect of ancient morality. We must now'

inquire what is the nature of Christian teaching on this subject

;

and what, arc the additions which Christianity has made to our

moral knowledge. Taking the subject generally, the point for our

consideration is, what was the ‘work which our Lord proposed to

effect in the moral and spiritual world, and what is it which pre-

eminently distinguishes Him from all other teachers of morality ?

To the latter question we can return an unhesitating answer, that

the most distingui^ing feature of our Lord’s teaching was his great

doctrine of faith; and that his great act was the creation of tho

Christian Church. We do not assert that faith was unknown before

our Lord, but that He was the first of teachers who conceived of it

and used it as the great power by which alone man’s moral and

spiritual regmieration could be effected.

All inquiries into the principles of morality divide themselves into

two portions.. First, the determination of the nature of the moral

law itadf. ' Secondly, the providing a power whidh is able to impart

to the moral law, when known, sudh Sdtal force as to enshrine it as
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the dinninant poorer in the Human Heart. THe former of iheae can

be ascertained, witH more or less accurate, on independent grounds

of moral obligation. The latter it is the pre>einiaent ghury of

Ohristianitj to Have disoovered.

With respect to His actual teaching, there is one feature of

morality, as taught by our Lord, which stands in marked contrail

with that of all others who have preceded Him, viz., the high place

which He has assigned in his ethics to the humbler virtues, and his

comparative disparagement of the heroic ones. Our space will not
allow us fully to discuss the grounds of this distinction ; but the

origin of it is plain. Our Lord based virtue on the moral nature qf
man in relation to the obligations which unite man to man, and man
to God ; whereas the political aspect of ancient morality compelled

the philosophers unduly to estimate the heroic ones. The fact is

beyond dispute that our Lord’s teaching reverses the order of the

virtues, and assigns to the milder and the more unobtrusive ones the

highest place in his spiritual temple; whereas the philosophers

unanimousl^r pursued the contrarj'' course. Their successors have
generally been of opinion that our Lord was right in thus revolu-

tionizing morality.

The only moral power with which philosophy was acquainted,

beside the principle of habituation, was some modification of what
we now designate conscience. But the precise form of conscience, as

it is conceived of by Christianity, is not to be found, in the Greek
philosophers. Their views of its character arc both low and imper-

fect. But while man possesses a moral nature it is certain to make
its appearance, in some form, in every system of morals. Conscience,

as enforced by Christian teaching, is inseparable from a perception

of man’s relation to a personal God, and directly derived from it. In
the philosophers we meet with it, in a modified form, in the conception

of right reason, or the fitting, the right, the morally beautiful, or the

true. But a conscience which advanced into no higher regions

was impotent against the mighty struggles of the appetites and the

passions.

We will now briefly glance at the view which Christianity takes

of morality itself. What is the Christian idea of holiness ? Wherein
does it consist P

Morality may be viewed under different aspects; and the same
precepts may be evolved from each separate principle on which it is

based. First, we may contemplate morality as deducible item, the

principles of enlightened self-love, or the desire of man to realize his

own happiness in its highest form.

To evolve a system of morality on this princiide it is neces-

sary that the intellect dxould be able to deteemine in what our
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highest happiness consists. Such an inquiry is a purely intellectual

one. If morality is viewed as that course of action .l^st suited to

realize our happiness, it is evident- that the whole of our conceptions

of what constitutes the moral law must bo regulated by the views
taken by the intellect as to what is the amotmt of gratification of our
diiferent aiSeetions, appetites, and passions which will, on the whole,
best realize that end. But, although a moral law may bo erected on
this foundation, it is hardly correct to say that it involves any real

principle of moral obligation ; because it is based only on self, which
becomes at the same time the person to Avhom, and from whom, tho
pbligation is due. Still the morality may be of on elevated standard

;

for the intellect may clearly comprehend that the constitution of

the order of the universe is such that our greatest happiness is

realized by a suitable exercise of the benevolent afibetions, as well as

those which more immediately point to selfish gratification. Con-
templated in this point of view, morality would be self-love, regulated

by knowledge, and the moral law would result from the enlightened

decisions of the understanding.

Self-love is one of the essential principles of human nature, and
our Lord has not disdained to enlist it in tho service of holiness,

while He is careful not to erect his morality on it as a foundation.

Ohristianii^’’ embraces within its wide catholicity everything which
is genuine in man. Our Lord has therefore assigned to this principle

a suitable place in his moral teaching. But the g^cut foundation on
which He has erected Christian morality is by concentrating tho force

of religion on the sense of duty.

Philosophy had been compelled to deduce the moral law from the

subjective state of the mind, or from the relations of man to society.

Its views of its extent and efficacy were therefore necessarily limited

by its intellectual power of investigating these relations. The highest
' conception known to the Greek philosophy was that of the morally

beautiful. This it endeavoured to strengthen by considerations

derived from the relation in which the individual stood to the state.

These exercised a modif^dng influence on a morality which was con-

fessedly founded on the desire of happiness. Under its influence

self-sacrifice was, in a strict sense of the word, impossible. Tho
moral beauty of virtue, and the political aspect of morality, formed

the two great redeeming features in ancient ojthics.

' These imperfect.ba^son which philosophy was able to erect a moral

law, Christianity has carried out to perfection. It has enunciated in

the highest form the idea of duty. It has deduced a moral law from

the relations in which man stands to man, and shown its reasonable

character. But. it has gone further, and enlarged and enforced it by
bringing to bear on the mind a distinct conc^tion of the relation in
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whicli man stands to God. Pliilosopliy had caught imperfect glimpses

that it was reasonable that man should do to another os ho would
wish to be dono by. Our Lord announced this precept as an objectivo

rule, which embodies the universal principle of morality; viewed in

its social and political aspect.

But the idea of what is reasonable between man and man, though
a great advance upon the ancient notions of heathen morality, does not
come up to the full idea of duty. To attain its full conception we
must take into consideration the relation in which man stands to the

great moral Governor of the Universe. The want of a conception of

a personal deity rendered the ancient philosopher utterly unable to

erect a moral law on such a foundation, or to enforce its motives by
a corresponding idea of duty. The sense of duty can .only be fully

felt when it is conceived os owed, not to an abstraction, but to a
living personality, in whom all obligations centre. Such was the

view conceived of it by our Lord. He first concentrated the whole
force of religion on morality by revealing God in his character of a
Creator, a moral Governor, a Sovereign, and a Father, who embraces
in his person the entire force of moral obligation ; and then educed

a law out of the perfections of the divine character. The idea

of duty in its highest form is evolved by Him out of the conception

of the self-sacrifice on the part of man; which the conception of God
in his aspect of Creator, liord, and Father involve. A moral law
founded on these principles is the single discovery of Christ.

But there is a higher conception of morality than duty or law, which
exclusively belongs to the teaching of Christianity, viz., the foundation

of the moral law on the principle of love ; and the measuring of its

obligations by it. Moi’ality, viewed as duty, requires obedience,

because Ave ought to obey it ; or because it ‘is imposed on us by an
external authority. Viewed as love, the external and the internal

mutually coincide and embrace one another. It then becomes the

presentation of self as a willing ofiering. As duty, morality is

restricted within the definite limits of obligation. As love, it tran-

scends all limits, and earnestly desires to surrender the entire

faculties of tho mind to the work of goodness and holiness more and
more. Such an asxicct of morality could be presented to us in its

fulness by no teacher who did not possess tho attributes of a Christ.

A perfect being, like Himself, is the only power by which such a

spirit of voluntary self-sacrifice could be generated ; and for the ren-

dering such self-sacrifice possible, it is' necessary that tho obligation

on which it rests should be deduced from, and made to centre in, his

person.

But if wo wish to form a correct idea of our Lord as a moral
teacher, and of the end which He‘ proposed to accomplish, we must

,
. VOL. XI. » D
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•survey tlioso peculiar aspects of Christianity in which He is exhibited

in a point of view differing^ firom all the other teachers of men. This

will be found not so much in the moral code which Ho taught, but

in the great principles of motivity which Ho brought to bear on the

whole of man’s moral and spiritual being.

What then did the Author of Christianity propose to accomplish ?

Was it merely to publish a now and more perfect edition of the moral
law ? Certainly not. Tie had higher aims, such as no toucher hod
ever aspired to before Him. He grasped at nothing loss than to

regenerate the world. The philosophers left the masses of mankind
alone as utterly hopeless. The utmost that their aspirations ascended

to was the establishment of a small republic on the model of existing

Grecian states, in which a few thousands of mankind might be trained

to virtue ; but of Avhich philosophers were to bo tho magisti'ate.s.

In this humble attempt they never succeeded in getting beyoud tho

theory. But tho conceptions of Jesus soared higher. Ho deter-

mined to attempt the regeneration of tho masses of mankind, to

reform those very classes which tho philosophers pronounced hopclo.ss,

and to make them tho subjects of his sxuritual omx>ire. He there-

fore sought to create a spiritual influence which should outweigh

every other, and make it centre in Iliinsolf. This power was one

which was to sti’engthen the holy in their holiness, and which was

at the same time capable of renovating tho morally sunken and
depraved.

The greatness of our liord’s achievement can only be fully esti-

mated by contrasting it with the powerlcssncss of the philosophers.

They not only wore ignorant of any moral or spiritual jmwer which

was capable of infusing holiness into the masses of society, but, for the

most part, they candidly confessed it. What is more, they were of

opinion that such a work was incapable of being accomplished. The
doctrine that mankind was on the road to a state of progressive im-

provement was certainly not theirs ; on the contrary, they concurred

with the poets in placing a golden age, not in tho future, but in tho

past, though their faith in its past existence was by no means Arm.

Their views as to tho future prospects of mankind were dark, and the

utmost that they hoped w'os by some device to stay the progress of

deterioration. Their hopes were set only on n few in whom goodness

was a sort of natural gift ; and on these they hoped to act through

tho principle of habituation.

But to get this principle into operation, it was necessary to create

a state. The mode of effecting this was very far from obvious. Tho
elect were very few ; and the masses were dull of hearing, and sunk

in sensuality and vice. Tho philosopher felt ho had no spiritual power
which he could bring to bear on them. To use a metaphor token from
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mechanics : while ho had a fulcrum in the principle of habituation,

he could get no lever
;
and this left his fulcrum/ however strong in

itself, utterly useless. Until a suiHciontly virtuous communily could

be formed, it was impossible to set to work at training men to virtue.

His principle of habituation came to a stand-still, simply from lack

of means to work it with. Conscious of this lack of power, th9
thought of turning missionary never occurred to him. But our Lord
created a power by which tho bad could be made good ; and then He
proceeded to institute his own ideal state, the Christian Church, in

which this power should be exhibited os an actuality. In instituting

this society He recognised tho importance of the philosophic principle

of habituation. But He advanced beyond this. Ho provided it,

through tho influence of another principle, with the requisite working
machinery. Tliat principle was faith.

It is impossible to form a correct estimate of tho originality of the

moral touching of the Author of Christianity, unless we observe the

central position Avhich it assigns to the principle of faith. It is

viewed throughout tho New Testament as the means .through which
alone man’s moral amelioration is possible. By it holiness is im-
planted in the soul. It forms the foundation of the spiritual life, and
is tho instrument of its subsequent growth. The principle of habitua-

1 ion is intended as an auxiliary power, by means of which the new
principles implanted in tho mind, through the instrumentality of faith,

are gradually developed and strengthened.

It has been often said that the intention of our Lord was to create

a society, and to attach tho members of it to Himself in the relation of

disciples to their master. This is true, but it involves a very inade-

quate conception of the position which faith occupies in His moral
teaching.

Apart from all dogmatic statements, it is obvious as a fact, that

mankind divide themselves into two vciy’’ imequal divisions : those

whose tendencies arc more or loss virtuous, who constitute by far the

smaller portion of our race ; and those whose moral character has

imdorgono a contamination by vicious indulgence. Our Lord in-

tended to present Himself as the centre of spiritual life to both of

these classes.

How would tlio philosopher have attempted to deal with them?
Those who had virtuous tendencies he would have submitted to a
course of moral discipline through the principle of habituation, for

the purpose of sti'cngthening and developing whatever was good

within them. He would have taught, and taught truly, that by per-

forming virtuous acts you will create habits of virtue ; and thus what is

virtuous and good will, after long exercise, become a deep-rooted and
permanent habit in the soul. Tlie power, of self-command will be

D D 2
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gradually established, and the strength of temptation will bo propor-

tionally enfeebled. He would oven have advanced one 8tcpJ>eyond

this. He would have told the select few to attempt to elevate them-
selves to a more perfect state, by contemplating an abstract idea of

holiness. But he was obliged to confine himself to tho world of

abstractions ; for it lay utterlj* beyond his range of thought to con-

ceive of it as embodied in a living person.

Such a course was sufKcicntly reasonable when the principles of

virtue alreadv exerted a considerable force in tho mind. At the

same time, it should be observed that that powerful influence on
man’s moral nature, which tho Author of Christianity has created, is

entirely wanting. But it must be admittcHl that if such churacti'rs

are to be tbund, the mass of mankind arc of a very difierent descrip-

tion. Apart from the question as to the original comiption of the

moral tendencies themselves, which docs not belong to r>ur pi'escnt

investigation, their existing character has been formed under the

influence of that moral atmosphere by which they have been

habitually surrounded. Under its vitiating influences tho principle

of self-restraint exists in a most imperfect form, which makes that of

habituation destitute of a vantage ground whereon to commence its

operations. It can easily be brought into operation in favour of the

development of vice, but not of virtue. To sucli persons it would be

simply absurd to say, by doing virtuous acts you will become virtuous,

when the whole power, wish, and tendency to perform them was
wanting. Before such a principle could be invoked with the smallest

advantage a powerful coercive agency would haA'o to be created. To
talk to a man in a state of moral corruption to elevate himself by
contemplating the abstract conception of holiness, is somewhat a

similar absurdity as to ask a blind man to admire the beauty of colour.

With respect, therefore, to the masses of mankind, the principles

known to tho ancient moral philosopher were utterly at fault.. Before

ho could use the only power with which ho was acquainted, men
required to have breathed into them the principles of spiritual

vitality.

But the Author of Christianity announced that his w'ork extended

to both these classes of persons, and that He had a mighty influence

at his command to operate upon them. He even declared, that the

very class whom others abandoned to their futo wore the special

subjects of his mission. When men woiidercd at his conduct, they

heard the announcement, which had never before passed from the

lips of a human teacher, “ 1 came not to call the righteous, but sinners

to repentance.”

Has He succeeded in this superhuman undertaking? He has.

Bven the opponents of Christianity cannot help recognising the fact.
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tbi^ He has rescued multitudes of abandoned men from a state of ruin

and degradation
; tbat He lias produced a most amelioratinjg influence

on society ; and tbat Ho has imparted to multitudes of good mon a
jwwer, which, previously to his ap|iearing, was unthought of by poet;

priest, or philosopher. The fact is an indisputable one, and it claims

a place in the moral philosophy of man.
If wo inquire what is the now influence which distinguishes Him

us u }x>wor in the spiritual world, the answer cannot be doubtful with

the A^ow Testament in our hands. It must be that our Jjord

propounded faith as the great power by which alone it is possible

to establish the reign of holiness in man.
It would occupy too much space if we were to attempt minutely

to examine the statements of tlie Gospels on this subject. We must
assume it as an unquestionable fact that our Lord did so teach; that He
took a very wide view of the nature and character of faith, and u]ti>

mutely made its highest acts to centre in his own person. Ho taught

faith in truth, faith in God, and faith in himself; and propounded the

lust as the great centre of his system of teaching, and the special power
by which He designed to act on men. He declared that the influence

of truth was powerful to sanctify the heart. This teaching was
abundantly supplemented by the Apostles. In addition to the

discovery of this great spiiitual power. He created the groat institu-

tion throtigh which that power might bo applied and developed, the

kingdom of which Ho proclaimed himself the King. That kingdom
is his Cliurch— kingdom which diflers in its nature from all others

which liavo been created by man, being one entirely spiritual and
wholly destitute of coercive power in the form in which it was
conceived of by Him, and established by his Apostles.

Such being the unique character of faith as a spiritual and moral
power in the system of Christianity, the question arises. Will it

stand the test of the application of the principles of a soimd philo-

sophy P Is the instrument suitable for the purposes intended P Does
our current philosophy of human nature recognise the importance

which our Lord has assigned to it P To answer these questions fully,

it would bo necessary to compose a treatise of considerable size ; or

rather, to elaborate a complete system of Christian moral philosophy.

Still, however, we must throw out a few hints for the purpose of

showing the importance of directing inquiry to this important subject.

It is hardly necessary to obmrve, that our existing philosophy

fails to assign a prominence to the Christian doctrine of faith. The
principles on which it is based, and the power which it exerts in the

spiritual and moral worlds, can hardly be said to have been investi-

gated, and assigned a place in the philosophy of mind. As a
consequence, men of thought in various departments of knowledge.
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have a very inadequate conception of the real hearing of Christianity

on man, and a still more imperfect idea of the truoclmracler of Christ

as a moral teacher. From. this cause originates the objections of those

who have given no close attention to the teaching of Christ, and their

allegations of its imperfection. Perhaps Christian writers have been
deterred from investigating this subject from a fear that they might
appear guiltj' of scrutinizing too deeply the operalions of the Divino
Spirit. But Go<i acts b}' law in the spiritual, no less than in the

material world ; and there is no greater irreverence in invest igating

the mode of his action in tho one, than in the other. Through what-

ever media it ma^' be traced, it will be ultimately found that all

spiritual vitality, no less than all material force, ultimately centres

in Him. Facts of all kinds fall w’ithin tho province of philosophy,

and demand her investigation. Her business is, not to dogmatize

on them, but carefully to investigate and systomatizts thorn, and to

deduce the truths to which they point. Christianity, and the histoiy

of its evolution, and its action on tho human miml, present us with

a great mass of moral and spiritual facts. As far ns they come within

our cognisance, they are the appropriate subjects for the investiga-

tions of moral philosophy. All other pow'crs and pi iuciplcs, which act

on the mind, w’hich stimulate it to action, which make us hotter or

worse, are admitted to belong to it. AVliy is the mode in which

Christianity proposes to regenerate the mind to be tho one subject

excluded from its investigations? Hitherto moral philosophy has

been chiefly occupied with tho examination of one side of human
nature only. She has left the most important field of the relation

of our rational and intellectual powers to our moral and spiritual

being almost wholly unexj)lored. The investigation of this subject

would prove that Christianity is perfectly adaj)ted to the wants of

tho moral and spiritual nature of man. The interests of revealed

religion suffer from the neglect.

The principle of faith is not even alluded to by tho great author

of the ethics us a moral and spiritual power. The nearest approach

to anything like a faint conception of it is to be foimd in his analysis

of man^s perfect and imperfect habits of self-restraint. But here

he only approaches to the confines of the subject, and it immediately

eludes his grasp. The views which he has maintained of tho relation

between our intellectual and moral being are founded on arbitrary

principles, and are utterly inadequate. It is perfectly true that tho

history of man prior to Christianity w'os not well suited to bring forth

the importance of rational conviction as a moral power. But it is

somewhat sing^ular that he never subjected to a distinct analysis-

those forces which form the centre of action in the heroic character.

The history of his rac.e might have supplied him with many glorious
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cxamplos of solf-sacrificc, so as to form tlic basis of such an analysis,

and from them a faint view of the principle of faith as a spiritual

power might huvo been suggested. The same defect pervades tho

whole of ancient philosophy. It was not aware that truth is one
of the most powerful principles which can bo brought to bear on the

moral nature of man.
Tho Author of Christianity has accomplished what those who

preceded Him failed to clToct. Wo must again call attention to the

fact, that Chi'istiunity looks to two powers for the regeneration of

man, tho duo ax^prociation of which ought to form tho foundation of

all Christian moral philosophy : the creation of the Church or

Kingdom of God ; and the generation of a power adequate to sway
the affections of tho heart, superior in strength to the evil principles

of our nature.

We often fail to assign to tho institution of tho Church the important

place which it evidently occupied in our Lord’s plan for the regene-

ration of the world. A considerable portion of his own personal labours

was devoted to its erection. His own public teaching began with an
announcement of its near approach. Wo cannot, however, consider

it established as a positive institution, until after the termination of

his ministrJ^ It was intended as a great institution for the purpose

of training men to holiness, in which tho whole force of the principle

of habituation might bo called into active energy.

Hy the institution of tho Chui'oh our I^rd accomplished all that

the philosoplicr had hoped for by tho creation of his ideal state. Tho
influences for good which the philosopher thought that ho could

accomplish through the latter, our Lord realized through the foimcr.

But in one important xjoiut the conception of the kingdom of heaven

differed from that of tho philosophic state. ' It was to be a purely

spiritual kingdom, founded on the conviction of truth, and resting

iiltimately on intense attachment to the person of its founder. Of
tho society, when formed, tho founder was to be tho perijetual King.
Thi^ forms the most peculiar feature in its constitution, and x>roves tho

entire oi'iginality of the conception of our Lord. Both tho Churah and
the ideal state sought to realize tho same ends. Both were to bo insti-

tutions in which the character was to be formed and trained. In both
the power of the principle of habituation was gradually to modify the

mind. Through its gradual operation evil principleswere to bo eradi-

cated, and good ones strengthehed and confirmed. In civil socipty

man lives in on atmosphere of thought and feeling which gradually

shapes and modifies his being. In the some manner, in tho kingdom of

God, a new moral and spiritual atmosphere was to bo created, replete

with the principles of life, which was to exert a similar influence. As
in civil society these influences are frequently unholy, in the kingdom
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of God they were to be of nu opposite character. It was to subject

man to a course of truming. and, b}' practising him in holiness, to

call into operation all the power which tho principlo of habituation

is able to exert in the modiUcation of tho charaotor.

But our Lord hits gone beyond a incro conception. Chnstianiiy

has now, for a space of oighlecn centuries, Is'cn a living reality,

modifying tho condition of inunkiiid. Nor cun those who doubt the

divino origin of Christianity assert that its iiiHuenccs have been
small. It has imprinted deep tract's of its power on tht* whole moral
and intellectual atmosphere which we breathe. It lias mightily

regenerated language, the sulistratum of human tliought. It has

stamped an indelible impress on an entire conet'ption of morality. It

has entered the depths of man’s spiritual being, and wo cun trace its

influence alike both in tlio lowest and highest walks of literature.

In fact, our Ltird's institution has exertwl a visible ]K»wer, and deeply

impressed itself in the whole range of human culture. Instead of

being born under the influences of heathenism, and drinking in its

principles from their earliest consciousness, mt'u are now born and
educated under those of Christianity, and of them no subsoqueiit act

of man can wholly and entirely divest him.
» m*

But bceause the kingdom of heaven, us constituted by its founder,

is destitute of that coez'cive power without which no earthly state

could exist, and the ideal philosophic state would have Ix'cn power-

less for goo<l, aud the inability to attain which prevented one

ever from being instituteil, is it an imperfect institution compared

with the actual or philosophic state? How did our Lord suppl}'

the defect ? for, contemplated in a human jxiint of view, such it

must he' esteemed. He did so by the intniduction of a morn divine

machinery. The principle of faith in his own |>crst>n, which Ho
announced as a central bond of union, imparted to it a power and
a vitality which all other states might envy. It formed both the

principle of cohesion and of development.

It is impossible to exert an influence for gotsl on a massjof moral

corruption without generating a new principle in tho mind, or

awakening one which w'as previously dormant. To eflbct u change for

good in our moral and spiritual nature, a power must be called into

existence of sufficient strength to overbear all opposing influences, or

to impart n new vigour to those which already exist, but which hod
previously succumbed in the struggld. Unless this can be accom-

plished, the old forces will go on in obedience to tho same laws,

and produce the some results. How cun it be otherwise? The
only force in human nature to struggle against tho principles of

corruption is that of reason and conscience. In those who are

corrupt, that ^wer has already proved inadequato to resist the
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force of evil. But» in addition to this, as corruption advances, its

euor|^ diminishes. How, then, is the force of the principle of evil

to bo counteracted, or that of good to bo generated, or to be called

into lively energy where it is dormant ?

Moral afiections will not grow up spontaneously. They must bo
generated by some cause. Plan’s reason is that cause. This is the
only rood through which new moral conceptions can obtain access to

tlic mind. They must be presented by some power to the intellect,

until they have produced a definite conviction. We use this w'ord in

the widest sense, os including the whole rational powers of man. A
liuwcrful influence can be cxcilcd on our spiritual and moral being by
introducing a now conception, or evolving a now conviction in the

intellect
; and the influence which it will exert will bo powerful in

]m)portion to the intensity of tlie belief with which it is accompanied,
'fho same power is equally effectual to call dormant afiections into

livtdy exorcise. Sucli was the influence by which the Author of

f’hristianity proposed to act on the mind of man, and Ho has con-

eeivcil of one all cficctual for his purpose. A holy thought enters

thu intellect, and lives thorc in' the form of an intense conviction.

I'rom the intellect, by this act of faith, it penetrates the heart, and
crc'atcs or ctdls forth hoi}'' feelings, holy affections, a new mind, and
a new spirit. As a question of moral philosophy’, we are only called

on to recognise tho fact and the mwlm opframli, not the remote cause.

Faith is tho instrument through which the Divine Spirit acts on tho

human soul. It is not every conception of the intellect which will act

on our moral nature. 3Icrc scientific thought cannot do so. It must
be a deep conviction on some subject intimately connected with our

moral and spiritual being.

There arc two modes in which an intellectual conviction may
l)ccomo a great moral and spiritual power. Tho first is, by creating

a conception to which the mind has been previously a stranger, and
by a steady contemplation i>f it. Tho second is, by producing an
intense conviction of some particular truth. Both these arc acts of

faith, and arc so viewed by tho sacred writers. Faith is described

by them as consisting in intense conviction of truth, an embracing

by the mental eye of tho reality of things unseen. In this sense it

is laid down by the socred writers as the great principle w’hich

purifies the heart. It is directly applied by them to convictions strictly

intellectual. **He that cometh to God must believe that He is.”

Contemplated in this aspect, faith with tho writers of the New Testa*

inent means conviction, and is dircctl}*' conceived of by them os

originating in an intellectual act. But it is also presented to vis in.

the form of trust. In this point of view it consists in the presenta-

tion to the mind of an object supremely lovely, and tho continued
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eoatemplation of it» until it imports its inftuenoes to our own mordl

and spiritual being. I%U8» St. Paul speaks of **b«3ioIding the glory

of the Lord, until we are changed into tho same image &ota glory to

gloiy.** The Author of Christianify has provided a great body of

truth suitable to act powerfully on man’s moral and iq>iritttal nature,

corresponding to the first aspect of faith ; and the glories of his own
person, corresponding to tho second. Through theso He has operated

mightily on the human heart.

Thus, the rational principle is that which renders conversion and
.sanctification possible. It of^rds the means of introducing into us

new feelings, new affections, uiul now motives. A preseutution of

truth to the intellect kindles a corresponding affection in the heart.

The following may be vicwotl as a very brief analysis of its mode
of action. The conception of a now truth is introthiccd into ) mind,

either by tho direct action of the Divine Spirit, or by his awakening
conceptions previously dormant. It becomes the snbjt'ct of intense

belief. Its contemplation, or the conviction arising out of it, kindles

a corresponding affection in our spu'itual l>cing. That affection

struggles for the mastery with the other affections of our nature. If

tho one be good and the other evil, tho contest will l>e continuetl

within us until the holy afiwtions get tho vit‘tury over the unholy

ones, or the reverse. The succress of the struggle will flcpend on the

intensity of the conviction. In the one case stiuctihcution will be

the result ; in the other progressive deterioration.

The great truths revealed by our Lord constitute a spiritual |}ower

which is ablo to probe the very depths of our moral being. .As

distinct from all forces common to Christianity and previous systems,

they con.sist of a clear discovery of man’s relationship to God ; the

character of llis moral government ; the paternal character in w'hich

Ho stands to his creatures ; and tho manifestation of that character

in the living personality of our Ijord, especially as exhibited iu his

self-sacrificing life. To these ivc must add his great disclosures

respecting man’s responsibility, with all its manifold results. Such

are the moral forces with which our Lord acts in the spiritual World

;

and they have more than compensated for the want of the coercive

power of the philosophic state. They have created Christendom ; they

have regenerated the unholy ; they have imparted a jiowor to tho

virtuous, compared with which all previous power was os nothing.

It follows that faith is on influence partly intellectual and partly

spiritual and moral. It takes its origin in tho intellect and pene-

trates to tho heart, and thence introduces a now spiritual life into tho

soul. A new conviction penetrates the mind; it may bo a con-

viction respecting the responsibility of man, such as we have never

felt before ; the glory of holiness, the character of sin, or a fully-
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realised ooneeptaon of tiie attributes of Godi 33ui' sjaanitgtis into

existence correBponding affections of our moral and sfdritiudr iMtinsi.

These constitute a power capable of exercising a reformatory inibibnce

on the whole character. As the conviction of truth is prafound,

its action will be powerful.

The principle which calls into existence these powers of our moral
nature takes its origin in our rationality. That creates the conception

of the holy thought which forms the object-matter of faith, and
which, when intensely contemplated, kindles into living energy the

affections of our moral and spiritual being. These affections cannot

energiKc without an object to excite them, and that object can only

be presented to tlicin by a conception of our reason. This conjoint

action of the intellci^t working on the affections is what we designate

faith. Our i)rcvious analysis shows that it does not consist of an
intellectual a(*t only, but of one influencing our moral and spiritual

being. The bare understanding is nut a moral power ; but our

reason, which stands I'clatcd to our moral and spiritual being, is.

In its doctrine of faith, the teaching of Christianity stands in

marked (contrast with that of the philosophers. Plato considered

virtue as knowlodge pure and simple. Aristotle narrowed the ope-

ration of our reason in morals to practical wisdom r^or);»Tts), to which
he ascribes no power t<j move the affections. Jfut according to the

teaching of the Author of Christianity, faith is a deep and earnest

coiiviclioii of (ho mind, which iienetratcs and stirs the 2)rofoundest

depths of man’s moral and spiritual being. It may be considered as

the ftnal act of our rational processes, and is substantially the same
principle in iclatioii to religion ns in the ordinary affairs of life.

Tho diilercncc consists mainly in the subject-matter of the conviction

itself. We never act tmlcss impelled by a conviction of some kind.

Wc usiuilly assign the term faith to our religious convictions ; but

when we analyze them ns mental acts, there is no rt'al difference

between them. Tho merchant in his o2>orations is actuated by faith,

though that faith is entirely on secular objects ; but the precondition

of his acting is belief or conviction. Much obsiuirity has been
throwni on this subject by confounding faith with a belief founded

on small or inconsidcrablo eyideiice. This has been too frequently

done by religious men, who have represented that such a belief has a

particular merit iu it. Heuco faith has frequently run great danger

of being confounded with credulity. But this is entirely devoid of

any rational foundation. Faith is conviction, on wbatover evidence

founded ;
and in rational beings convictions ought to bo founded

on evidence capable of satisfying the reason. It derives its spiritual

and moral power from tho intensity of the conviction. Such is the

&ith recognised by Christianity.
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' Faith has b(>en froqaently identified with irnst. This is indorroct.

Trust is ono particvdar aspect of Ihith, bbt it is fikt from being a
complete description of it. They are not identical ; for nnmb^
of our oonvictions .involve no trust, except in the certainty of the

convictions themselves. Many have fallen into this coni^ion of
thought because the most important act of fuilli, ns set forth in the

Cliristian SSoripturcs—vis., faith in (loil uiid (*hrist—involves trust.

But conviction of the reality of great truths, although unquestionably

an act of faith, is certainly far fnnn necessarily involving one of
trust. In conformity with this view, the author of tho Kpistlc of the

Hebrews represents that an act of faith in the being and attributes

of God must precede every possible act of trust. “ Without faith,’*

says ho, “ it is im]M>ssible to pleu.'H^ Him ; for he that cometh to God
must believe that He is, and is a rewardorof those who diligently seek

Him.” Such a belief is not trust, but the foundatioti on wbieb all

trust must rest
; and it is Ix'voml dispute that it involves a high act

of our reason.

Another class of thinkers are never wearied of op]>osing faith to

knowledge, as though they belonged t<» two distinct and separate

functions of the mind. Difterent classes of truth uni]uestionably rest

on different degrees of ovidonec, and j)rc.scnt themselves t») onr minds
with different degrees of assurance. But it is impossible to lay down
anvreal distinction bi'twccu faith and conviction M'liich i.s tenable in a

philosophical point of Wew. We Ixdieve in every truth of the certainty

of which we are eonvinecd. Wo more freqin*nlly apply tlio term faith

to assent to practical rather than theoretical trutli ; but between the

mental states involved there is no other distinction than that of

greater or less degrees of certainty, and a proi>ortionate difference in

the intensity of the conviction. Kven if we could coniine tho

application, of the term faith to practical rather than theoretical

truth, still there would be a sense in which wo exert faith, oven in

the latter. Wc exhibit a practical faith in tho dcmonstiations of

geometry, when wo take the third side of a triangle us the shortest

road instead of going round by the other two. Tho truth of the

proposition becomes a matter of practical belief.

Although the Author of Christianity has elaborated the true

principle of the moral law in a manner which leaves all his prede-

cessors in 4ho same line at a remote distance, and although we have

a right to claim for Him, as His peculiar work, tho elevation of tho

humbler virtues to their proper place in our moral constitution, and

tho foundation of all morality on the principle of universal love,

nothing more distinguishes Him as tho teacher of mankind than

the mode in which He has used faith as a great spiritual power,

and the erection of -His spiritual kingdom. By means of thisHe has
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«sb^itod Himselfm tlm Ihring oentre around vlneh all-piireraiid Imly
affections oiroulate, summing up in His divine person ilm enitim fi>rcB

all spiritual and moral obligation. The investigation of »these

peculiarities of our Lord as the great teacher of men is ther qpemal
ftinetion of a system of Christian moral philosophy.

A careful analysis of the relation in which man’s rationality

stands to his spiritual and moral being is therefore a pre-condition

of its successful olaljoration. Until this has been accomplished, we
shall have but an imperfect apprehension of the glories of Christianity

as tho regenerator of mankind, or of its perfect adaptation to the wants
of human nature. Such u system ought not only to embrace a complete

analysis of that portion of morality which is essentially Christian

;

but it ought to exhibit the relation in whieh the great truths of reve-

lation stand to our spiritual being. When this has been accomplished,

Christianity wnll be found to be in most complete accordance >vith

the profoundest truths of the philosophy of man. We want to have
distinctly exhibited to us the mode in which its great truths act on
the human mind; how their power may be most successfully brought
to bear on vice and degradation ; and to have tho whole principle of

motivity submitted to u successful analysis. Uven our ordinary

systems of philoso])hy overlook the bearing of the higher impulses

of the human spirit on our moral character. Those principles which
imj)cl men to tho sucrilicc of self, to the enthusiastic pursuit of an
object, and the whole spirit of hernical devotion, have received but a
most imperfect i-ecognitiou in our moral philosoph}'. They are

closely allied to those by which Christianity acts. Her great wish

is to induce man to surrender himself as a voluntaiy sacrifice to an
object external to his own being. Christianity has satisfied this want
of human nature by presenting to it a Christ.

All systcius of moral philosophy must therefore be imperfect

anal^'ses of human nature which do not recognise the principle of

faith us their chief corner-stone. .<V11 the other powers which act on
our moral being have their legitimate place in Christ’s spiritual

temple ; but this forms tho bond of union which unites the building

into a whole. Next in importance comes the Church, or kingdom of

God, in its character of the educator of mankind.

Assuming, then, that Christianity is true, the time has come for

tho Church to prove to tho world that all the great principles of

Christ’s teaching are in conformity with the soundest philosophy of

human nature. It is of tho highest importance that it should be

clearly understood on what foundation the moral teaching of our

liord really rests. If it can bo shown that it fully agi'ees with the

best results of philosophic inquiry into the nature of morality, which

have taken place previously to our Lord’s appearing, and that it
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fiiUy 8uppleniciit« all its deficiencies, we cannot have a more
striking proof of its di\*in6 origin. A system of philosopliy, in

which the grcot principles of divine revelation received their due
recognition, would bo the best answer to tho sceptical objections of

the <lay. It would bo impossible for the most crc<lulous to assert

any longer that the Gos|)els chiefly consisted of mutter which was
either mythic or legendary. Christianity lias now bt^ou in opunation

as a great spii'itual power for upwanls of eighteen centuries. She
no longer wants toleration. Slio has viiidiented for herself tho

highest place in tho history of tho world. No influcftco has acted

with equal power on the human heart beibre ttr since. Her attruc-

tivo power has obtained the adhesion of tho holiest, the noblest, and
tho best, who liavo been unanimous in enthroning in tho highest

place of their adoration, Christ our Lord. <.)u inferior natures she

has acted with a jtower compared with whieli all others have been
feeble. Her influence has been interwoven with every stage of the

last great development of civilization, its litemturo, its science, its

art, its poetry, and its political institutiniif.. Tho oM world was
crumbling into deeav. She has creatcil a new one out of its ruins.

She is gradually more and more Icuvenitig society with Iter prin-

ciples. All the great benevolent institutions of the inodorn world

are her children. Lven in her corruptions she has proved herself

to bo the mightiest of spiritual jjowers. The pr<‘,sent age has pro-

duced philosophies in abundance. Kvery depart nnuit of philosophy

and scienco is being carefully investigated, and ro<luccd into a

systematic form in which its various princij>les are becoming

the subject of definite knowledge. The time is ari'ivcd for the

system of Christianity to vijidicale for herself a <leHnifo place in

the philosophy of human nature. She no longer ro«|uirc.s to be

apologized for, or calmly tolerated. It is tim.” for lu'r to iibandon

tbe defensive and assume tho offensive attittide. JiOt her demand
the homage of the world, and exhibit liorsolf as possessing that

within lior which is adequate to .supply all tlie wants and all the

aspirations of man. Let her claim her riglit to a distinct recogni-

tion in every .sound system of philosophy, as the most powerful

principle which can operate on human nature. It is an undeniable

fact that oven Christian writers have overlooked her claims. Can
wo be .suipriscfl that others have neglected t horn ^ It is not too

much to say that wo have no sj'stcm of moral philosophy in which

tho groat principles of Christianity have oblnincxl a distinctive recog-

nition. Wc cannot point out to tho sceptic their distinctive place

in tho constitution of man. The University in whicli moral scienco

has been most persistently studied during tho present century still

puts into tho hands of its students, as its best manual, the work of a
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heathen philosopher. Those who devote themselves to the study

have to harmonize Christian truth with existing systems as they

best can. Our error has been to assume that the work was ended
when it was only begun; and wo have rested complacently as

though it hud been accomplished. Wo cannot expect that we can
repair at once the effects of past neglect. Experience tells us that

all great advances in scientific knowledge have been preceded by
attempts at its elaboration more or less imperfect. The effort to

systematize frequently forms the means of bringing forth the mind
which is able to erect the temple of truth out of many imperfect models.

Many depths of the human mind havo yet to be sounded before we
shall be able to contemplate the Christian revelation in all its glory.

The duty of gifted Christian men is to labour for its accomplishment.

J^very fresh discovoiy of truth will show that the teaching of Jesus of

Nazareth has penetrated to the depths of man’s mental and moral
constitution; that lie has supplied the deficiencies of all previous

teachers
;
and that lie has discovered u system of truth suitable to the

developments of human civilization from age to age. Other systems

have been partial and imperfect ; that of Christ is founded on the

universal nature of mai], and is capable of universal accommodation
to its ever-varying conditions. Al'e may ask, as in the days of old,

From wlioiK'e had tliis man tliis wisdom, having hud no human
teacher The only rational answer must be, This doctrine was not

his, but God’s.

C. A. Row.



TIIE MAXAGKMKNT OF THE SPEAKING VOICE.

I
N a recent number of Ibis Review* I called attention to a

subject which, having regurtl to its importance, has been, in

modern times at least, iinaccountably neglected. The atltiitifmi of

the speaking voice would seem, even for those who should bo most

interested in it, to have but two aspects. Some few—only a few, it

is to be hoped—reganl such cultivation as unnecessju-y
;
many more,

as impracticable. In other words, some think that the average

English speaking voice meets sufficiently well every call made upon

it, without special culture ; others, that culture could do nothing for

it, and that the whole art of s]K*aking oi' reading (the speaker’s or

rcadcFs intelligence being assumed
)
consists in careful attention to

certain assuredly yary imijortant dct.iils of utterance—-distinctness,

pace, and the like ; in other words, that of oratory tho whole is not

greater than its part. Yet nobody questions that the force, flexibility,

and even quality of tho Hitiging voice may be, and have often boon,

increased or improved to a very great extent. Such, indeed, is the

hot haste in which young singers now, for the most part, rush into

tho presence of tho public, that tho processes rather than tho results

of their culture arc continually open to tho observation of the least

carious. Tho vocalist of to-day is often tho product of only a few

* Vol. s., Slajvh, 1869, p. 814.
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months* special training—not infrequently exceeded in brevity by his

career, lie is turned out of hand with the same case and rapidity

as an l^iield rifle, or candidate for a competitive examination. Still,

the most audacious ofmusical “ crammers ** does not venture, ifonly for

form’s sake, to dispense with some special instruction in the properties

•of the instrument the use of which ho professes to teach. Traditions

—

fast-fading traditions—of tho formation of the voice” still hang,
however loosely, about our music schools, which even the crammer
cannot venture to ignore—just yet. The speaker only can venture
to perform in the presence of the public on an instrument of whose
structure he has no knowledge, and to the consideration of whoso
special powers he has never given a moment’s consideration. No
discipline analogous to that- applied to the singing voice has ever

been generally adopted among us for the speaking voice ; none, so

fur as I know, has ever as 3'et been so much as prescribed ; nor, I

repeat, has even tho necessity' for it been at all generally admitted.

In iny former paper I tried to show that such discipline is in most
cases necessary, and would in all be advantageous ;

and I indicated—imperfectly, of course^ without r/rd voce explanation and example

—

in what it should consist, and how to set about it ; how the speaker

might strengthen and improve his voice, as the singer is known, in a

thousand instances, to have strengthened and improved his. I ended

bv an assurance that such exercises woidd secure him who used them
••

judiciously’ from “clerical sore-throat.”

We have all heard of ** clerical sore-throat;” the expression is

familiar and accepted ; everybody knows what it means. Who ever

heard of histrionic or theatrical sore-throat? During how many
days or hours in a y’ear is the work of an average actor interrupted

by the disorganization of his vocal powers ? As a rule, not seldom,

but never. From this, if it be true, which I believe it to be, we are

inevitably led to two conclusions : one. that the majority of actors

know how to produce their voices, and tho majority of clergy” do not

;

the other, that ** clerical sore-throat” is not generally the result of

over-exertion. For who among tho clergy themselves are its prin-

cipal victims ? Those w'ho are concerned in daily’, or those whose
“ duty” is for the most part limited to weekly, services P Notoriously

tho latter. Exeept, therefore, in those rare cases where the organiza-

tion is naturally so feeble as to render any pulmonary exertion difficult

or dangerous, clerical sore-throat would seem generally to bo the result

not of too much exercise of the vocal apparatus, but of too little.

Thi3, however, though in tho main true, requires qualification.

Impunity from throat disorders, for speaker as for singer, depends

ultimately on his method of speaking or singing—on the way in

which ho “produces his Toioe.” One who has frequent occasion to

von. XI. SB
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tax his vocal strength more severely than is done in ordinary con*

versation, bo it in the reading desk, the professorial chair« on tho
platform, or the floor of *^the House/* will eventually do one of two
things—fail utterly, or find out a mode of delivery which, even if

imperfect, will be better than that of one whoso opportunities of
exercimug his voice are fewer and further apart. Moreover, tho

frequent public speaker or reader of necessity jmteiise» more than tho

occasional one. True, his practice is carried on in tho presence of tho
public ; bui if his method bo good it will be little less efficacious on
that account. Practice—-dmVy practice—^is the first and chief condi*

tion on which we can hope to improve in, or even keep our hold on,

an art ; for all arts are more or less physical. How many oceationaf

i^>eakers arc there who, in tho intervals of their infrequent public

appearances, practise, or even think of practising, in private P There
are musical performers of eminence who appear in tho coucert-room

only occasionally. How if they never played or sung at any other

time—never x>i^ctiscdP Yet there is many a parish priest in

Great Britain who, on one day of the week only, reads prayers two or

even three times, and preaches perhaps as ot'ten, in a largo and
crowded church, who during the other six days rarely uses his voice

with more than average conversational force, and then only for n

few moments consecutively. Can we wonder that he is tho victim of

chronic laryngeal inflammation P The art of speaking, like every

other art, has to be maintained after it has boon attained ; and it cun

only be maintained by unintermittent and judicious exercise.

But it is not merely as a means of escape from personal incou-

venieqee that the cultivation and exorcise of the speaking voice are

to be recommended. They are not merely conservative, but aggres-

sive agencies in the never-ending war against error and vice, so largo

a x»art of which has always been taken by oratory. A good “ produc-

tion ’* of voice will not merely render 8X)caking easier to him who
has attained it, but plainer and more delightful to his hearers.

Without it every other good quality of speech will appear at a dis-

advantage. For other good qualities speech assuredly has—qualities

which a good production will set off, and by wliich, in its turn, it

will bo set off to the greatest advantage, but which may exist, and do
often exist, without it. Ko one would think of denying that many
speakers to whom ISTaturo has been anything but boimtiful, and who
have never availed themselves of tho resources of art to make ummids
for her shortcomings, do make themselves both audible and intelli-

gible to largo audiences. Now to achieve this is not merely an
aflhir of tim^e or of intensity ; other conditious must be observed to

bring it about, other powers of mind of body, must be brought to

bear on it. A bad prodncti<m of voice does not preclude, though it
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may add something to, the difficulty of distinct utterance. Tho voice

itself may bo deficient in strength, sweetness, or variety, yet the

lullabies of which it is the vehicle may be clearly made out. The
utterance may have no charm of its own ; there may be no musio in

it ; wo may hear without pleasure ; but if wo do hear and under*
stand, one, and that the chief, end of speech has been obtained.

The pabulum may be flavourless, or even distasteful, but it will keep
body and soul together.

Moreover, speakers with feeble or, more properly, toneless voices

have, strange to say, some things in their favour to start with, in

exercising them. Weakness has not only its compensations, but is

sometimes of itself an advantage. Every auditorium has a voice of
its own, and this voice, easily evoked by isochronous or musical

sounds, has no sympathy with itoiae. A speaker who is both gifted

and skilful will know how to turn this latent voice to account. To
him it will bo what tho sounding-board is to the stretched string

over it—a means to augment and refine his own organ. To the

gifted and f/askilful speaker—the speaker with a musical voice,

which he knows not how to manage—^it will be a source of perpetual

embarrassment. Much of the so-called indistinctness of speakers

with powerful voices arises, in a great measure, from their not

knowing how to adapt their average pitch to that of their auditorium.

Now a feeble and tuneless voice—on utterance, it may be, as dry and
ununctuous as a short coiigh—^is secure at least from (his danger.

The danger, indeed, is all the other way. The auditorium is less

likely to be woke into voice than tho auditory to bo lulled into

slumber. Again, nothing seizes the attention of an audience like a

gentle beginning. As an oratorical artifice it is probabh'' as old as

oratory itself. What is an artifice for a rich voice is no doubt a

necessity for a poor one ; but even a necessity may be turned to

advahtuge. Curiosity is piqued by the obscure, whether to the ear

or the eye. Attention once fairly seized does not easily or lightly set

itself free. In the presence of a speaker -the feebleness of whose
voice is in inverse ratio to that of his intellect, even tho seemingly

irrepressible noises of »in average public assembly are, if not alto-

gether repressed, strangely hushed ; but then the discourse itself

must be interesting

—

“And woven closer both matter, form, and stylo.'*

An audience cannot be expected to make, still less to sustain, an
effort for nothing; and following a long-continued pianissimo ’*

ts an. effort—^like reading with insufficient light, or making one’s

-way in a mist—to which few speakers can safely venture to subject

an audionco.

B £ 2



. But force m mteoeityi whatever Its adTantagesi is not the onlyy

nor is it even the firs^ jnuperty of a voice. Kor again is it that for

the increase of which art con do the most. Art may supplement it

to an extent all but unlimited ; it can add to it only on certain con-

ditions, and within limits not difficult to ascertain.

“ The vocal mcchamsm/' says Professor Willis,* "may VarJnblo cavity,

be considered as consisting of /iim/a or Mime*, capable of

transmitting, by means of the connecting irhui^tipe, a

enrrent of air through an apparatus contained in tho

upper part of the windpipe, which is termed the hn-ynx.

This apparatus is eapable of itroiittcing varituis musical

sonnds, which are Leanl after passing through a mtiithh-

i-arity consisting of the plutrytu’ (as the cavity behind the

tongue is termed), moutk. and nose.'’ Lungs or Bellow*.

Now, unless the chief motive power of this mechanism, the lungs
or bellows, be capacious and thoroughly healthy, and certain portions

of the " variable cavity ” bo largely developed, there may be quality,

flexibility, and compass in a voice, but assuredly there can be little

intensity. Nor w'ould it bo safe to subject a comparatively slight

frame to discipline by which a larger and more closely-knit one
would profit greatly. Happily it is for that property of voice,

whether ofspeaker or singer, w'hich is the most prcciou.<«, thatcultivation

can do the most. What the ohi Italian singing-masters assumed by
intuition and confirmed by experiment, modem physiologists have
shown, by altogether different means, must of necessity bo true.

“If,” 8a3's the writer I have just quoted. " tho arrangement of the vocal
mechanism be artificially’ imitated by combining together pipes and cavities

with bellows, in a similar order, and substituting for the larynx any' elastic

lamina capable of producing mnsical sounds when vibrated by the stream
of iur, it is found that by changing the form of the cavity above it, the
various qualities of the human voice in speech may be so nearly imparted
to the sound which the imitative larynx is producing, as plainly to show
that there is no necessity for seeking any power of altering the quality of
the notes in the larynx itself. This, then, may' be considered as merely
an instrument for producing certain musical notes, which are afterwards to

be converted into vowels, liquids, &e., by* the proper changes of form in tho
superior cavity.

" We may remark, too, an essential difference between the vocal mecha-
nism and our ordinary musical wind-instruments, which are generally made
up of some vibrating mouthpiece to generate tho note, and ah attached
cavity or pipe to govern and augment its tone, each instrument having its

pecnliar quality ; whereas the attached cavity in the vocal machine is

capable not only of governing and improving tho musical quality of tho

note, bnt also of imparting to it all manner of various qualities, tho

numerous vowels and liquids of speech, and also the perfect mimicry of tho
peculiar sounds of nearly all animals and musical instramonts.”

* Tcaitinctions of the CamVridgo PhUotophieal Society, No. 12.

.

Ixirynx.

&
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1^ that of the four propertiee of a Toice-—intensity, eonqpaM,

flexibility, and timhre—incomparably the most important, the 1^,
depends not on the lungs, windpipe, or larynx (occult mrgans ovmr

yrhich wo have little control), but exclusively on the disposition of
that portion of the vocal mechanism mwt open to oh^rration and nu>9t

obedient to the will—the variable cavity.” It is to the relative

positions of the constituent parts of this—the tongue, the uvula, the

teeth, and the lips—that wc must attribute tho different qualities we
find in different voices, and even at different moments in the same
voice. Of the action of the lungs, the windpipe, and the larynx, we
can only judge by the ear

; but that of a large portion of the variable

cavity is also open to tho 03'c. ^ot only are the results of it audible^

tho processes by which they are effected are rmhle. When, for

example, a sound strikes the ear as nannl, wo may not only feel that

the ventricles to the nose, at the back of the veil of the palate, are

wholly or partially closed, but wc may see tho elevation of the back
of the tongue, which is generally the immediate cause of the closure.

So other qualities to which wo apply somewhat vaguely the epithets

thick, thin, throaty, mouthy, and the like, are referable to different

actions which it might often be difficult, though it would generally

bo possible, to correct, partially if not whollj'.

But though the timbre be unquestionably the most important

property' of a voice, and the variable cavity on which it depends the

most important as well as the most governable portion of the vocal

mechanism, wc must not forget that the voice has other properties,

and tho mechanism other parts, than these. Let us review them
briefly.

To tho capacity and healthy state of the lungs is mainly due the

intensity or force of a voice ; not its rohime, which depends rather on
tho form and capacity of the pharnyx ; nor its power of spreading

over great space or penetrating obstructions, which depends on
method of delivery or production,—^but that effect on the ear which
results from the extent of the vibrations caused bv its action. The

ft

power of tho lungs may, it is certain, be very considerably developed

by careful and judicious exercise, and, which is more important,

their action may be made more effective and easy by method—^in

familiar language, by taking breath properly, and at proper times.

On this subject it will be best to begin by disposing of a popular

fallacy,—that the speaker or cinger should bo always provided with

a supply of air to meet all emergencies.

. Now, in the first place, the human body is not furnished with any
receptacle, like tho wind-chest of an organ, or the bag of a bagpipe,

in which air may.be kept in reserve for an indefinite time. The
mechanism of the voice has little analogy with that of the organ.
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Jpnl Mnae degree it reeemblee that of tihe luimiioliui^ the heUowt of

irhioh act almost dlreatly <m the vilnotiiig tongt^ whieh are ita

‘chief soorces of sound. More doaely, perhaps^ it resembles an ordi-

nary wind instrument—the oboe, for instance-^whioh is voieeless

save under the immediate influence of the performer's breath.*

Secondly, vocal utterance is only one, and that not the most
important, of the functions of respiration. The lungs are not only

the primary motive power of the vocal mechanism, but of the whole
body. Hespiration at frequent intervals is a condition of life itself,

as needful to the Carthusian monk as (ho Dominican preacher, to

the vocalist silently counting his rests, as to him whoso “part'* is

unbroken bv them.
«r

But though respiration, whether tho voice he active or passive,

must bo made at intervals not infrequent, the conditions under which
it has to be made, in either cose, are not the same. When the vocal

mechanism is at rest, respiration is nmdo rrffular/;/. Tho lungs arc

filled and emptied again at equal intervals of time. But during

speaking or singing this is not so; (aspiration and ej*piratiou must
both of them be regulated, in extent as well as in frequency, by tho

duration and construction of the phrases, rhetorical or musical,

which have to bo said or sung. 'JTic act of taking breath at certain

intervals is not only physically necessary, but tlmt of taking it at

intervals, dictated by the matter to be uttered, may of itself become
a powerful means of expression—may of itself odd largely to tho

force and clearness whether of oratory or song.

It is possible, of course, to take breath, during either speaking or

singing, too, often. But I am inclined to think that the opposite

error is' the more common otic, in speaking especially. l>f the two

it is certainly tho more disagreeable to tbc auditor. Sometimes it is

the result simply of want of method or of eurclessnoss ; sometimes,

however, it is obviously a rhetorical artifice whereby tbc speaker

seeks to raise himself to an especially high pitch of enthusiasm, or

to convey to his audience a notion that he has reached .it. The
utterance, generally rapid and acute, of a long paragraph during one

expiration, and this brought to an end inevitably by a gasp, may,

with those who originated it, have been, and might therefore have

seemed, unconscious : on the ordinary modern hearer it has. no other

eflcct than that of a very clumsy, very transparent, and very vulgar

trick.

The action of the lungs during speaking or singing would seem to

differ from their action when the voice is at rest chiefly in this, that

in the latter condition, as 1 just said, inspiration and expiration are

made at or almut equal intervals of time ; whereas, in the former,

* Tho ohoo is cffoenMally tho samo ifiBtrumont ss the biig-pipc-^but fninut the hag.



'uuqpicfillMi made aa quu)k|yf and «xj»vrq<^taf>8l^ji^»,^
poanble. The first of these aets^ though demandisg. aoBpa, cptVji-ia

not hard of attainment
; the secmid is somewhat more so. It'WiU ba

xen^red easier if we consider that the animal economy is aa wefil

car^ for when it is tho cause of sound as when it is not. Eyety
particle' of air, therefore, which a speaker or singer exhales silently

is wasted— is something taken from the force and volume of his

utterance. As the sound of the violin reaches the ear the instant

the bow of the skilful violinist touches the string, so should that of

the voice at the instant expiration—the homng of the vocalist

—

begins ; no interval boing loft during which air may escape from the

luugs Avithout being turned to account in the production of sound.

Many speakers, and even singers, disregard this, and having taken

breath, give some of it out again before their utterance recommences

;

a great errar obviously.

ilut let us get on with our reA'icw of tho vocal mechanism.
Of tho windpii^t which connects the lungs with the larynx, little

need bo said. Unlc.ss it assume some abnormal and unhealthy con>

ditiun, we arc unconscious of its action, and might easily bo unaware
even of its existence. Kven tho larynx itself, w'ondcrful as its

incchunisiu is, and important as its functions are, is a subject the

consideration of which Avill be of little practical use to the singer ; of

loss, perhaps, to tho speaker. It may be well to mention—what is

certainly not universally known—^that the laiynx is not the channel

by which food is conveyed to the stomach,* and that tho very
unpleasant sensation, familiarly attributed to ** something going the

wrong w’ay,” is literally the result of a deviation which, were it fol-

loAved up by “ something ” more, would inevitably cause suffocation.

The conditions in which some singers (imperfectly trained) find their

voices, in consequence of having eaten or drunk this, that, or the other,

are, nine times out of ten, altogether imaginary. The action of the

lungs may be embarrassed by the stomach having taken into it

too much ibod, solid or liquid, but that tho quality of that food should

have at all affected tho larynx, from any contact Avith which it is

most effectually guarded, is simply impossible.f

On the extent to Avhich the vocal cords, of which tlie larynx is

ehieily composed, can be contracted and distended, depends the

eompaes of a voice—a property to which very exaggemtctl import-

* This process is offcctod by the mscphegits^ which lies behind the ** vocal xnochaniisnii**

of which it forms no jmrt.

t Kttiiuent vocalists ai*o often askod what they aru in the liabit of taking bofore

they sing. Their answer woiild« I yciituro to say, invariably be—** nothing.'* Tho
practico of sucking lozenges, bnrloy-sugar, and tho like, is exclusively ** amateur; ’*

and in so £ir os thoso things aro likely to put tho stomach out of order, they are likdy
to act in the same way on the voice.
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ancc is sometimes attaclied. A large compass is rarely called into-

mjuisition ; and it is rarely attained or maintained without some
sacrifice of one of the best properties a Toico can have—egvaiity

throughout its range. The voices of those who **ean sing both

high and low,” are almost without exception deficient in the middle,

t.c., in tho notes most frequently cuIUhI into requisition. Whether
of speaker or singer, the }K)rtion of tho voice most often exercised,

and therefore most im]x>rtaut, is that wliich is farthest from its

extremes. On tho rapidity or i-eadiness with which the voc»l cordts

obey the will depends also tho Jiexibility of a voice—tho property

which in singing g(H;s to make what is commonly called execution.

Of this it is here needless to sjieak.

From tho impossibility of examining it in the living subject, the

action of the larynx in the production of sound is as yet but partially

understood. It is questionable whether the most accurate acquaint-

ance with it would much profit either speaker or singer. Great

athletes are not commonly anatomists, nor great anatomists athletes.

Tom Sayers would assuredly have been fotind altogether unable to

account, on scientific principles, for tho force and swiftness of his

blows ; and Nelaton would doubtless as soon think of essaying tho

flights of a swallow as those of a I^ciotard.

Not so of the variable cavity, which, I repeat, as it is the most

important part of the vocal mechanism, so is it also the most easily

and completely open to observation. The speaker or singer has but

to place himself opposite a looking-glass in a good light, and utter-

ing successively the various sounds of speech or song, to see w'hat

position the relative parts assume when each is produced, and thereby

to ascertain why he utters one with case, another with difiSculty, fails

utterly with a third, and so on. It is possible, though not probable,

that no pains will enable some persons to overcome some natural

defects or deficiencies entirely ; but if not entirely, they may be

liartially overcome, or in some way humoured or concealed. At the

worst there is a satisfaction in knowing the causes even of failure.

I have already said that though we can no more speak than sing

with any efleot for any length of time on one tiotCt yet that the average

of speech should lie within a small range. This has long been practi-

cally acknowledged, both on the lyric and the non-lyric stage. The
recitative of Italian opera, which, as delivered by skilful ItaUem

performers, approximates sj>efM:h rather than song, is, save in passages

of exceptional energy, tenderness, or the like, generally limited to>

the musical interval of a fourth. Thus tho rccitaiivo of the Count
in Mozart's Nozze di FigurOf lies for tho most part between F and
13-fiat—^notes-'lying nearest to the middle of the barytone voice—the

average or typical voice of man—the mean between the exceptional
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tenore uwtohito and the equally exceptional homo proptndo. Again,
the recognised expression, ** level speaking,** sufficiently indicates

what is the theory and practice of good actors, among whom it is

spoken of as the highest and rarest of histrionic gifts or accomplish-
ments. It w'as, among a thousand others, the distinguishing excel-

lence of the elder Kean's delivery.* But the average pitch of a
speaker’s voice--—his choice of a note or notes Within his range

—

must bo reguhited by a consideration altogether beside his own
convenience—that of the size and shape of the place in which he
has to speak. I have touched on this matter before. Almost every

auditorium, I repeat, has a voice of its own, or, to speak more
precisely, has powers of augmenting and enriching some somids and
utterly confusing others. In a locah new to the speaker he should

carefully notice the cflect of his voice on his own ear when he begins,

and raise or low'cr his average pitch— j'.r., tune his voice accordingly.

Practice will reduce the necessity for this to a minimum. A practised

and observant sjx^akcr should know how to adapt his intonation to

his auditorium, merely by looking at it. In rooms which have much
reverberative power, utterance must be slow, if it is to be intelligible.

This, of course, adds another to the many difficulties of speaking

—

especially of extemporaneous speaking. When the speaker is warmed
by his subject—when thoughts and illustrations crowd upon him

—

when, in fact, he is intellectuallj’’ at his best, he needs prodigious

self-control to enable him to resist the tendency to accelerated pace.

If this accelerated pace bo accompanied (as it is likely to be) by
elevation of pitch and increased intensity, he is likely to become
partially or even wholly unintelligible. For intelligibility and
audibility are not at all convertible terms. A speaker cannot be
understood unless he is heard; but he may be heard, and most
painfully heard, without being at all understood, be his thought never

so clear, his words never so w'ell chosen.

“ Vttgnati Toglia di trarroti tivanti,”

says Dante to the lady whom he has heat'd singing in the Forest of

the Terrestrial Paradise,

verso quGsta riviora

Timto ch* io x>ofsa inttnder oho tu eanti.’*

The difficulty of resisting the tendency to high pitch—os old it

might seem as oratory itself—was mot by the ancients by stationing

a musical performer near the speaker,f who from time to time reminded

him of his normal compass.

* I give this instance on the authority of a very accomplished actress, the late Ura.
Davison.

t Tho instrument used by the Romans, a species of flute, had an especial name—
Hhnorinm^ Quintilian, lib. i. c. 1*2.
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One of the recommendations most often made to a young speaker

is to ** raise his voice at the end of a sentence.** Musical terms are

employed so loosely in ordinary writing that the meaning and
intention of those who employ them are often hard to come at.
** Boise,** in this recommendation, may either refer to elevation of

pitch or increase of intensity—or even both. If the first, its adop>

tion would result in ending every sentence as though it were a
question—an effect too ludicrous ibr discussion ; if the second, the

recommendation is a good one—in so far as, but no farther than, it

may tend to counteract the bod habit of ending with an exhausted

breath. Most sentences must bo euderl, not by a rise, but a fall,

in pitch, of the voice, if they are to bo intelligible ; but if this fall bo
accompanied by decreased intensity there will be danger of the last

lew syllables (often tho keys to many foregoing ones) not reaching

the auditory at all. The physical intensity of public speaking must
and will, if it have any life in it, vary very considerably ; and so

must its pace. The crescendo and the aceelerando are as valuable and
as legitimate artifices in oratory as they are in music ; but it is

dangerous to prolong excessively cither the fortissimo or the pres-

tissinio to which they severally lead. " Loud *’ and fast ’* are,

after all, but comparative terms, and the ear soon becomes insensible

to cither tone or volubility unless they are freciucntly contrasted with

their opposites. Moreover, both have their especial dangers. Force,
as I have already said, is apt to interfere with clearness of utterance,

by overstimulating the resonant properties of the auditorium ; and
volubility, unless the speaker be very exceptionally gifte<l, is rarely

used without very considerable sacrifice to its exigencies—.short vowels

substituted for long ones; consonants clipped here, and dropped

there ; and, more than all, that stnnging together, or sketreriny of

words, with which foreigners so often anti so justly reproach us.*

Every language has its own difEcidtic.s of utterance ; English assuredly

not the fewc.st. None, for instance, abounds more iit words which

differ to the eye and not to the car. The natives of some, parts of

Great Britain still continue to distinguish, by a slight g^uttural, such

words as lehich from icitek, whether from weather, &c. ; but tho

practice is provincial, and would sit awkwardly on one not to tho

manner bom,** who adopted it on principle. The sense -of such

equivocal words can, however, generally be gatherc<i from the con-

text, whatever may be the theory of utterance, provided that that

utterance bo in itself distinct. It is most undesirable, however, to add

• Th* following esamplo of skeworiog ” is from a speech dWiwed hy • vsry cul-

tivated and practised public speaker. It lingered some moments in my ear before I

mode it out. 1 give it with phoiuiie spoiling, leaving the translathm to tho reader.

** Now gcniielmun, I dimno woheiryoa'lhigrowime, but—— ’* and so on.
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to their number, as many careless speakers do, by assimilating to the

car such words as bridal and bridle, principal and prindpUt, abont the

propriety of distinguishing which there cannot be two opinions.

Soino of this confusion is simply the result of caralessnessi, and the
remedy for it is always accessible, and easy of application. Not so
with words which differ only in the presence or absence of the letter

r, the difficulty of pronouncing which, for some persons, seems to be
(I am not sure that it is) invincible. To insist too pointedly*on this

liquid—to roll it—^is certainly inelegant, and, indeed, un-English ;

on the other hand, to pass it over altogether, to ignore its existence,

us it were, is a species of mutilation, which it is impossible to assist

at, difficult even to think of, without a shudder. I open Words-
worth's Excursion,” which lies at the moment within my reach,

and my eye lights on the following :

—

W«; paused to admire
The ])illared porch, elaborately embossed/’

Let this passage bo recited, substituting tc (the usual expedient) for r.

Not only have we an effect too ludicrous for comment, but an equi-

vocation in respect to a most important epithet—pillotred, for pil-

b/red. Speakers weak in their tr's, however, have at least the con-

solation of knowing that their infirmity is preferable to the London
vulgarism I alluded to in my former paper. Pillou' for pilk»*, is

incomparably less offensive to the delicate ear than the converse

—

pillar for 2>illofr.

But my business just now is not with common faults in pronun-

ciation—the briefest enumeration of which would far outrun my
present time and space—^but with the function and the management
of the voice itself. Even in respect of this, m3' object just now is

rather to suggest thought than to satisfy curiosify. We play on our

own voices, never on other people’s ; and what any of us may do for

the cultivation and improvement of the particular instrument with

which nature hos endowed us for better and for worse, must be ibr

the most part the result of our own studv' of it.

I have but to add a few words on one or two matters relatively,

though not absolutefy, unimportant.

Whatever control over our voices we may acquire, we shall never

turn them to the best account till wc have attained also considerable

control over—^the rest of our bodies. In this matter wc English

ore singularly deficient, if not by nature, by use, which is second

nature. Granted that action, not sugg^esting itself to the average

Englishman us essential, or oven as becoming, to his every-day talk,

is somewhat startling, has an air of unreality or affectation, when
made an accompaniment to English oratory, surely that does not

justify our public utterances being disfigured, as they often are, by
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a thousand ridiculous and aurkwafd tricks. If proftmnd end original

thought, expressed in urell>chosen and vellosounding words, tell

most on on English audience when they issue fVnm a frame which
betrays no more sympathy or oven coiinoction with them than docs

the COSO of a pianoforte with the music of which it is the medium

—

be it so. The Englishman is a reticent, undemonstrative creature,

not pr^isposed even to rcfcuf expression, and decidedly indisposed to

pantomimic. No doubt ; then let him stand still when he speaks.

But this is just the thing he never suoeet'ds in doing. One English

orator enforces his arguments by punching at frequent intervals the

table, detik, handrail, or whatever may lie within his renc'h ; another

cannot put forth half a doxen coherent sonteueivs without sawing

himself backwards and forwards, like the mast of a yacht at anchor

;

another periodically folds his arms over his chest—i>erhapy the most

unfavourable posture for vocal utterance that could bo devised ; while

another, having tried a variety of means of suiting the action to

the word, frankly confesses his failure by putting the moans of action,

his bands, into his pockets. Experienced actors, however, say that

few things in the exercise of their calling are so difficult us this same

standing still. Graceful /^action, therefore, would scorn to be another

added to the long list of the orator’s accomplishments, and no more
likely to ** como by nature” than graceful action.

Supposing, however, that the 8];>eaker or reader wishes to maintain,

and can maintain, any given p<jsturc for any given time, it is im-

portant that that posture be well chosen. The effect of what he
says or reads will be gi'eatly influenced by it. One who sjieakH

extempore, or from memory, can of course choose his posture ; not

so one who reads. His book or manuscript generally rests on a desk

or table, which is often considerablv lielow his level of vision. The
consequence of this is, that ho is compelled cither to keep his head

inclined downwards, or alternately to lower and raise it,—like a bird

drinking. The remedy for this inconvenionco would seem to bo the

simplest possible ; nevertheless, the majority of readeik put up
with it, ignorant perhaps of the extent to which it obscures their

ntterance. Yet the slightest acquaintance with the construction of

the ” variable cavity ” would show that hardly any part of it can

do its work properly when the head is bent downwards. For largo

volumes, desks arc of course indispensable. They should, however,

bo so set up as not to necessitate stooping. Small volumes and

manuscripts—sermons, for instance—^would he much better held in

the hand,—^best of all in the head.

Some speakers d^Mirt from their rule and habit of immobility in

a way highly distressing to their hearers, by addressing themselves

alternately to those on the right and the left of them. From this
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action both parties are sufferers. Neitiier can hear two consecutiTe

short sentences, or the whole of one long one. I have'eTi^ seen a
speaker tom his head fairly away from those in front of, and address

himself exclusively to those behind, him. ItTo speaker should be
called upon to address thoso whom ho cannot see without changing
his range of vision—^which, be it remembered, is almost identical

witli his range of voice. If, unfortunately, he has auditors in possOt

considerably to the right and the loft of him, his ^only chtnee of

making them auditors in eane is to ignore their presence, and address

liirasclf exclusively and pertinaciously to those in front of him.

These certainly will hear if he knows how to address them, and thoso

may possibly catch something of what he sayn. In any case it is

better that he should bo heard perfectly by many and not at all by a

few, than imperfectly by all.

One woi*d in conclusion,—not about speakers, but hearers. The
latter, often no doubt unconsciously, “ accomjiany ” public speaking

by noises, individually slight, but which, added together, are a
.source of .serious embarrassment and pardonable irritation to the

former. The most serious of these is roug/iiiiff,—in most cases quite

gratuitously. Xeither elevation of pitch nor increase of intensity

lias any chance against thi.s ; indccfl, as they in some degree cover,

so do they generally encourage it. Depression and decrease of pitch

and intensity, on the contra r}', cxpo.so and will therefore often stop

it. Should these fail, a sudden, complete, and long-continued pause

is an unfailing, as it should be a last, resoui-ce, and will silence the

most asthmatic of hearers,—even in a November fog.

Joiix Hvi.lah.



ERNEST RENAN ON ST. RAX^L

l*iir Ernest Kkxan, Mom' >re<lc rJn(»t)!iU. Paris ; Levy
FnV<*», Ifm,

The difficulty, inherent in the task on 'vvliich 31. Henan has

entered makes its presence felt in this new instalment of his

labours as distinctly as in the volumes whieli have preceded it. He
has undertaken to write the history of a society and u creed which

postulate the existence of the supernatural on a lu'pothcsis which

postulates its impossibility. Sooner or later the contradiction leads

to its inevitable result. He has no w'ish to be unju.^t to the Apostle.

He bestows on him, as he bestowed on the blaster whom he served,

warm expressions of admiration. He acknowledges the existence in

him of the noblest zeal, the most disinteri'stcd labour. ^Xnd yet he

is compcflcd, by the necessities of his theory, to bring this man before

us, as in dealing with the history of Eiazartis in his “A'ic do J^sus,’' he

brought One greater than St. I’aul, as standing on the same level as

Apollonius of Tyana, a willing accomplice in what he knew to be a

fraud. He has scarcely passed the threshold of his narrative, when
he speaks of, '*los prestiges auxquels il nous cst malheurousement

interdit do douter quo Paul et Bamabe eurent plus d'uno fois

recours ” (p. 17). Those who have learnt to reverence the memory
of the Apostle as of one who ** lived in all good conscience before

God/* hating falsehood and trickeiy, loving Truth in act and word

above all things,' wili feel that this radioal antagonism between their
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concoption of the character of the hero of M. Benan'a volume, and

that which they find pervading it, places them at a mental distance

from him which no vividness of word-painting, no ingenuity of con-

jecture can help thorn to bridge over. As they were compelled to

say of the portrait sketched before by the same artist, **This is

not the Jesus of the Gospels, not the Jesus whom the disciples loved

and whom the Church has worshipped,** so they must say, “ This is

not Paul as ho stands before us in the narrative of the ^ts, as

his heart and soul are laid bare under our eyes in the Epistles.’* And
yet on M. Henan’s hypothesis, on that which is assumed as an axiom
by all who reject the idea of the miraculous as belonging to a

remote past in the progress of mankind, no other representation of

the character of the chief agents in the great religious revolution of

which Christendom was the result is, we must believe, possible. To
that conclusion we must come at last, if we refuse to believe that the

work was indeed of God.

It is duo to M. Henan to acknowledge that he seems to feel the

pain of this sacrifice of the convictions which for so many ages have
been fruitful for good in the history of nations, and have given peace

and strength to the lives of individual men. There is, as in his pre-

vious writings, an almost touching melancholy in the contrast which
he paints between the life of the ages of faith and of the age of

doubt and of denial. Ho speaks, like Hamlet, as one who feels that

the world is out of joint,” to whom it is almost as a

Cursed spito

That ever he was horzi to set it right.’*

The dedication of this volume to his friend, M. Scheffer, with
whom ho travelled over the scenes of St. Paul’s missionary journeys,

gives utterance to tliis feeling in accents even more touching than
those which were hoard in the dedication of the “ Vie de J^sus *’ to

the memory of his sister

—

A Seleucio, sur Ics Mocs disjoints da vieux mule, nous portiimcs qnelqno
onvio aux aputres qui s’embarquurcnt la 2)oar la ronqnete du moude, pleins

d’une foi si ardento au luochain royanmo do Dicu. Sdreiucnt, ccs ospe-

rances materiellos immediatos donnaicut daus Taction mic unorgic quo nous
n’avons plus. Mais, pour utro moins arrutoo dans scs formes, notre foi au
rdgno ideal n’en cst pas moins vivo. Tout u'est ici-bas quo symbole et que
Bonge. Descartes avait raison do no eroiro a la realite du monde qu’aprcs
s’dt^ protive Toxistonco do Diou ; Kant avait raison de donter de tout
jusqu’u ce qu’il oi\t docouvert lo devoir. Notro jounesse a vu des jours
tristes, et jo oraiiis quo le sort no nous montro aucun bion avaut do mourir.

Quelques orrours enormes cutrainont notro pays aux abimes ; coax qui
on les signalo soarient.”

It appears in a yet sharper form in his acknowledgment that the

victories which mankind have gained in the region of scientific truth
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have boon inoro than- counterbnlnnocd by the loss of mor.il cnor^ny.

In proportion tts wo ottuin to truth wo losoj, according to this ctm>

fcssioii* the power to aceompltoh anything for the improvoraont of

inonkind. 1 quote firom the cloio of tho chapter whidi narrates St.

Puttl*a work at ]l%diesiui-«~

** 1>^toamoM let yens do cos tristos osnbres. Tout oe q«d «s fait par lea

massea popalairea ignorantea eat entacbo de traits dosagrdables. L'iUuMon*
la chiigere sont lea eonditions dcs grondea choses ero^ par lo people. 11

n’y a quo rcenvro dos aagea qni aoit pure ; maia los aagea d’drdwaire aont
impuisaanta. Nona avona une phyaiologie ot tine uitdiouie f(Hrt rapmeurea
a celles de aaint Paul ; none aommea dogagoa d'une fonlo d’errenrs qn’il

partagoait, helaa! et il eat bteh d craindro quo none no faan<ma jamais la

milli^no partie de ce qu’il a tait. C'eat aculement qnaiid rhnmanite tout
entiera aera inaimite et arrive* a uu certain degru do pUiloaophio poaitive*

qne lea chosca buiuaiuea ae conduiront pur ruiaon. On no sanrait rieu

comprendre a rhiatoire dn paaac', si Tun ae rcftiso n traitor eomme bona ct

grands dea monvements ou so sout biou dea traits iHinivoqucs et

mesquina.** (Pp. 948, 349.)

His despondency is indeed tempered by the dawning of a l>rigliter

hope. We must wait till “ all humanity ” haa roaclicd a “ ecrlain

degree of positive philosophy.** And it is .signifteant to note tliat in

tbo application of that philosophy to the evils that now afflict us M.
Renan is a truer disciple of Comte than those who identify his

system with the progress of physical science pur H simple. The great

teachers of that science among us have indeed risen up of late in

rebellion against tho thinker who was once regarded as its great

apostle, and disclaimed his authority. I liave no wish to wander
from the track to which the present subject leads me to the controversy

between Mr. Huxley and Mr. Congreve which has recently been

carried on with an a-sperity at least as keen, as that between St. Peter

and St. Paul at Antioch, but it is worth while to note that as to the

hearing of positive philosophy on tho relations of society M. Ronaii

takes part with the latter rather than with tlie former. He looks

forward to tho revival of what Mr. Huxley calls “ Catholicism with-

out Christianity,*’ the substitution of some hierarchical discipline

over tho lives of men for the present system of luiaez faire and indi-

vidual freedom. He is speaking of tho discipline exorcised by St.

Paul over the social intercourse of the Church of Corinth-—

** C’est, on lo voit, a un convent, a nno congregation de piensos por-

sonnes ocenpees it so sur\'cillor ct a sc jnger, bion plus qn’u uno cgtiso, dans
le sens modeino da mot, qu’uno telle oxganisation nous reporte. Touto
I’Ei^se, anx yenx de Tapotre, est rcsponsablo dcs fautes qui se couimettent

dans son sein. Cette cxagcratlon de rigorismo avail sa raison d’etre dans
la soeUie antique, qui peebait par do tout autres exeds. Mais on sent ce
qn’uno telle idee de la gaintet6 a d’6troit, d’illiberal, de eontraire a la moride
de celni qu’o^ appelait autrefois ** I’bonnete homme,” mondo dont le p^-
cipe fondam^lal est de s'oeenper le moins possible de la eondnite d’animi.
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— <j[ae8tion soulemoiit ost do aavoir si une soeiete peu( tenir sans use
censuru des moettrs privees, et ai I'avmir ne ramenera paa qwlque ^oae

A la tiiseipUne eeeliaiaatique, qUe la UbSralume modeime a ai

juloiuwment aupprimae." (P. 892.)

Hardly less striking is his statement that the divorce betwdeit

philosophy aAd religion is a tremendoos evil, that in tihe better daya
to come th^ will be again united

>

** Un tel divorce est toidoors pnni. Qiiaad la plulos(q;>lue dgelare qa'^Ue
no s'oceape pas do religion, la relt|pon Ini r6pond en retoaffimt, et e’eat

justice, car la philosophie n’est qnelqne chose qne si eUemontre kThumaaito
sa voie, si elle prend an scrienx le problems infini qoi est le memo poor
tons.’* (P. 101.)

Another indirect result of the melancholy which thus shows itself,

and which, though it may not be without a touch of complacent
sentimentalism, I cannot look on as altogether affected, is seen in

the tendency to represent the life of the early believers as one of

radiant joyfulncss. Just as in the ** Vie de Jdsus ” the life of the
Galilman disciples was painted as one of ideal cheerfulness'and beauty,

and we read at every turn of the “ delicieuse pastorale,** ** la nature

idylliquo et douce do Jdsus,** “la troupe gaic et vagabonde,** “la
bandc de joyeux enfants,’* so, in “ St. Paul,** in spite of a tendency

to exaggerate the discords and divisions of the Church, there is at

times the same inclination to sketch it as a golden age, when hopes,

though false, brought with them a fleeting joy which the world has
lost, and cannot now regain ;

—

“ Lcs cutccbistcs iiUaiont partoui ; sitot accueillis, ils etaient gardra
couimc des tresors ; chacuu s'empressait de les nourrir. Une cordialite,

une jolc, une bionvcillauco iufiuios gagnnient de proche en proche et fondaient
tons lcs cceurs.” (P. 861.)

La joie, la concordo, I’espoir sans bomos faisaient trouver la sonffranco
l(*gi*ro, tit iuuuguraitiut co regne delicieux du ‘ Dien d'amonr et de poix ’

quo Jtisus avuit aunonce. A travers mille petitesses, I'esprit de JSsns
rayonnait dans ces groupcs do saints avee infiuiment d’oclat et de douceur.'’
(P. 457.)

La gaietti, la jennosse de ccenr qnerespirent ces odyssees Evongoliques
fnrent quolque chose de nouveau, d’original, et de ehamiant. Les Actea des
Aputres, expression de cc premier elan do la conscience Chretienne, sont
un livre de joie, d’ardenr seroino. Depuis les poemes homSriques, on n’avait

pas vu d’oeuvre pleine do sensations aussi fraiches. Une brise matinale,
une odour de mor penotre tout le livre et en fait un excellent

compagnou do voyage.” (P. 12.)

If, however, M. Henan finds this spirit of joyfulness in the

Churches which owed their knowledge of the **gi^ news ** from
which it flowed to the preaching of St. Paul, he is iax from ascribing

that character to the apostle himself. He sums up, in the elnaiTig

chapter of his volume, his conclusions as to the relation in which'the
hero stands to the faith which he proclaimed, and in this he parts

VOL. XI. F T
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eompany from M. Comte, and revcrsea the judgment passed by that

writer pn the same question. Speaking of tho Catholicism, which

he treats as the true expression of Christianity, and in which ho

finds a more definite and intelligible name, M. Comte writes thus :

—

“ It was really foniulod by St. Paul All the essential eoncep-
fions of Catholicism in relation to dogmas, to worship, and to goverumont,
are already defined in his occasional letters, the merit of which appears
more striking when coutrasU'd with the intellectual and moral vague*
ness which marks the more highly venerated books by which they are sur-

rounded.” *

The account of St. Paul’s motives which follows on this estimate

is indeed forced and paradoxical. Sil. Comte sees in him one -who

felt that the idea of an incarnation w'as necessary as the final phase

of monotheism, who could not, without losing his “ real superiority

of heart and spirit,'* pla}' the i’o/f which would have been imposed

on him had he presente<l himself us an incarnation, who then, by
** an act of spontaneous sclf-sacrifiee,” subordinnto<l liimsclf to “ one

among the numci*ous prophets who had claimed a personal union

with the Deity,’’ and thus, “ free from all personal degnulation,” had
preached the faith in (.’hrjst which was to change tln> world. This

is not a very coherent or satisfactory theory of the relation between

the apostle and his blaster. It docs not clear the former, as

Mr, Westcott well points out, from tho charge of “ p(?rsonal degrada-

tion.” It is an hypothesis which makes the whole life of 8t. Paul an
acted lie, every epistle that ho wrote a tissue of conscious falsehoods.

liCt us bear M. Henan’s summing up of his study of St. Paul’s chn-

lacter, in the “ Coup d’ooil sur I’ojuvro dc Paul,” with which tho

volume closes :

—

“ Un homme a contribm.* plus <|u'aucuii antre it ccltc nipiile estension du
ehristiauisme j cet homme a J'cspi co do maillot .scm* et prtMligicusc-

ment dangereux dont I'cnl'ant fut cutouro dos su nuissuuco : il a procltimt!

qne le ehristiauisme n’etuit pas unc simple rOforme du juda'isnie, iiinis qu'il

^tait une religion compli'>tc, cxistunt par ellc-mrmc. ]>ii‘c quo cet homme
merite d’etre place a un rang foil clevf dans rhistoirc, e'est dire une choso
^idente ; mais il ne faut pas Tuppclcr fondateur. l^aul a beau dire, il est

inferieor aux antres apdtres. Il n'a pas vu Jesus, il n'a pas outendu sa
parole. Les divine IfHjin, los parabnlos. il Ics couuait a peine. liO Christ

qm lui fait dcs revelations personnelles est son propre funtdme ; e’est lui-

mSine qu'il ecoutc, en croyant entendre Jttsus.” (P. fiOS.)

He thinks of him as in the second century ** almost forgotton,”

having ** no Ulustrious disciples,” no ** original school.” £ven his

letters were but little read. In the third, the fourth, the fifth cen-

tuxiee, it is true, his name and teaching came forward into a new
prominence in the theological controversies of the Church, in the

great couxunls (of the JSaetem Church. But in the West, under the

« P«L Pos., iii. 409, 410. I quote Irani Mr. WostooU’s article in tho CbelmqwrNry
AMw, vol. vL p. 404.
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syst^ whtcli M. Comto traces to him as its true foimder, through
the whole period of the Middle Ages, **his fortune undergoes a
strange eclipse.’* He is lost in the glory of St. Peter.** Few
churches were built to him, no tapers burnt. With the Peformation
there came forhim u new era of glory and authority. Fven Catholi*

cism, taught by wider studies, took a truer estimate of his character,

and placed him ** almost on a level with St. Peter.**

After this summaiy of the historical judgment passed more or less

consciously by different Churches and at different periods, M. Penan
asks the very natural question, “ Quelle place lui fora la critique ?

Quel rang lui assignera-t'cllc dans la hierarchic do ceux qui Bcr~

virent rideal ? ” And he proceeds to answer it thus :

—

** On sort I'idenl en fnisant lo bien. cn decouvrant Ic vrai, cn realisani le

bean. Kn tt-to do la procession sainto dc I'linmanitr, marchc rhomme du
bion, rbouime vertueux ; lo, second rang appartient a Thomme dll ^Tai, an
savant, an pbilosophc

;
puis vient riiomme du beau, I’artiste, le poete.

Jesus nous appurait, sous son aureole celeste, coinnie un ideal dc bonte et
dc beanie. Pierre aima Jesus, le comprit, ct fut, ce semble, nialgre quclques
faiblesses, iin boniinc exeolleiit. Quo fut Paul '?—Ce nc fut pas un saint.

Le trait dominant dc son caraoterc n'est pas la bonte. II fut ficr, roide,
cassunt ; il sc defeudit, s'aitfirma (comme un dit aujourd'hui) ; il eut des
paroles dures ; il crut avoir absoliuncnt rtiisou ; il tint a son avis ; il se
brouilla avec divcrscs porsonnos.—Cc no fut pa.s un savant ; on peut iu6me
dire qu'il a boaucoup nui a la science par sou mi'pris paradoxal dc la raison,

par son eloge de la folie aiiparentc. par sou upotlieose de I'absurdc trans-

cendental.—Ce nc fut ])as non plus un poi>te. tScs ecrits, oeuvres dc la

plus baute origintdile, sonl sans charmo ; la forme cu est upre ct presque
toujours denuee dc grsice.—Quo fut-il done ?

Cc fut un liommc d'action eminent, uno dmo forte, euvabissautc, entbou-
siastc, un conqiu’rant, un missionnaire, un propagatenr, d’autant plus ardent
qu’il avait d'ubord deployo sou fauatisiae dans un sens oppose. Or Tbomme
d’action, tout noble qu’il est quand il agit pour un but noble, est moins pres
do Diou quo celui qui a vecu do I'amour pur du vrai, du bion ou du beau.
L’apdtre ost pur nature un esprit qnelque pen borne ; il veut reussir, il fait

pour cela dos sticrilicos. Le contact avec la reulite souille toujours un pen.
Lies promiercs places dans lo royaumc du ciel sent reservoos a ceux qu'un
rayon do grace a touches, ii ceux qui u'ont adon* quo I'id^al. L’honunc
d'action est toujours uu faiblc artiste, ciu* il n'u pas pour but unique de
refleter la splondcur dc ruuivors ; il no sanrait etre un savant, car il regie

ses opinions d’apres rutilito politique ; ce n’est un'-nic pas un homme tres-

vortueux, car jamais il n'est irreprocbablc, bi sottise et la mechancete des
hommes lo for^-out a pactiscr avec dies. Jamais surtout il n’est aimablo :

la plus charmanto dos vortus, la reserve, lui est interdite. Lc monde favo-

riso loB audacioux, ceux qui s'aident oux-mdmcs. Paul, si grand, si honndte,

est oblige do se dccernor lo titre d’aputro. On est fo^'dans Faction par
ses defauts; on est faible par ses quolitcs. Eu somme, le personnage

historiqne qui a le plus d’analogie avec saint Paul, e’est Lather. De part

et d'aatre, e’est la mSmo violence dans le langage, la mSme passion, la

mdme 6nergie, la mSme noble independance, le memo attadiemant fic^e-

tique k uuc these embrassco comme I’absolue verite.

“ Je persiste done a tronver que, dans la oration du chzistiaiusme, la

F F 2
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part do Paul duit otro faite bien inforicnro a celle do Jcrtiia. II fant mrino,
aclou uioi, racttrc IHiul au-dossoua do Frtkn«,>oi8 d'AHNwo ot do ruutour do
’ “ Imitatiou/’ qui tous deux virent Jesus do tres-pres. Lo Fils do Diou
cst unique. Piuraitro nn moment, jotcr uii eclat doux ot profoiid, mourir
tris-jeune, voila la vie d’nu dieu. Lnttor, diaputer, vaincro, vuila la vio

d’nu homme. Apres avoir eit' depuis troia evuts ons le docteur chretien

par excellence, grace au protestantUmo orthudoxe, Paul vuit do nos jours
finir son r^gne ; Jesus, au coutrairo, est plus vivnut que jamais. Co ii’est

plus I'Epitro aux Bomaius qnt cst lo n'-siinie du ehristianismo, e'est lo Dis*

cours siir la moutugno. I^o vrai ehristianisme, qni durora etemcllement,
vient des Evangiles, nou des Epitres do Paul. Les eorits de Paul out I'te

nn danger ot un I'cueil, la cause des principaux detuuts do la thoologio

ehrotienno : Paul est le pero du subtil Augustin, do Tarido Thomas d'Aquiu,

du sombre calvinisto, do I'acariutrc janseuiste, do la thoologio fi-roce qui

damne et predestine a la damnation. Jesus cst lo pero do tous coux qui

cherchent dans Ics reves dc I’ideal le repos de lours ames. Co qui fait vivre

le christiauisme, e'est Ic pen que nous savuns do hi parole ct de la persouuo
de Jesus. L'homme d'ideal. lo pofte divin, lo grand artiste defio soul le

temps et les revolutions. Soul il cst assis a la droite do Diou Ic Pore pour
I'ctemit^.

Humanite. tu 'os quclqucfois juste, ct certains dc tes jugemeuts sont

bons ! ” (Pp. 5C7—570.)

It will be felt, if I mistake not, that this is the judgment of a

man who understands 8t. Paul as little as his Vie dc Jesus ” showed

that he understood St. John. As ho saw in the latter one wlio being

the author of the Fourth Gospel, n'rotolit chietly to eluini for himself

a higher position in the Church than that which had till then been

assigned him, to gratify his antipathy to Judu.s and his sensitive

jealousy of St. Peter, so he seems incapable of seeing in the former

more than the harsh dogmatist, the inisciblc egotist, tlic man forced

to enter into compromises with the fully and rascality of mankind.

He is, indited, inconsistent with himself. The obiter dicta of the

historian are hardly to be reconciled with the summing-up of the

judge.

*',Mais on prineipe superieur, qni domina sa vie, lui tit vaincro scs repug-

nances. Au-do8.sns des opinions ot des sentiments particulicrs, Paul pla^ait

la charite. Christ nous a drlivr<*s de toutc loi ; inais, si, on protitaiit de la

libertd que Christ nous a donnee, on scandalise son frero, il vaut mieux
renoneer a ectte liberte ct se remettre on csclavngo. Cost on vortu do co

prineipe que Paul, comme il lo dit lui-mcmo, sc tit tous d tous, juif avoc les

juifs, gentil avoc les gentils." (P. 517.)

Even the comparison with Luther which is, w'o may presume, loss

of a common-|j^c in France than it would be in England or Ger-

many, is in wi%y points, in spite of tho acceptanco it has met

with, singularly infelicitous. There is, of course, the same broad out-

line of spiritual experience, the same intense conviction of the burden

of sin, the ‘same sense of deliverance from it, the same zeal in

preaching tho doctrine that man is justified by faith, which was tho
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inatrument of that doliveranco. But there was in Lnther» partly as

the result of physical temperament, partly of race and the modes
of life around him, a vigorous Teutonic animalism, a love of

out'door sports and in>door mirth, of the fire*side hearth and the

prattling of children’s voices, a hearty recognition as of some-

thing natural and right, of the instincts which in the Boihish

system of the celibacy of the clergy and the monastic orders

generally were treated as common and unclean, which we look

for in vain in the life and writings of St. Paul. What we find in

the Apostle, even from a simply human historical point of view, is

the character of one who in the midst of all the ever-expanding

sympathies of his nature, is still, from first to last, intensely sensitive

in his nature, with the same capacities for theopathy, the same
yearning, i.e. for communion with the living God, and the same
belief that he hud found it, which we find in the prophets of Israel.

His life is that of one who, far from the physical robustness which
shakes off annoyances and vexations like drops of water from a duck’s

wing, has to struggle with ever-recurring attacks of a mysterious,

excruciating mahuly, the “ thorn in the flesh,” from which nothing

sets him free, which the loyal care of the “ beloved physician ” can,

at best, only mitigate ; who has, us the result of that struggle, a

temperament with every nerve on edge, sensitive alike to the slightest

show of sympatliy, and to the slightest token of suspicion or distrust,

restless with a feverish excitement to be evcrj’whcre and to be doing

everything. But the zeal is not that of a propagandist or a contro-

versialist only. It prompts to the endurance of toil, labour, hard-

ships, to wanderings by land or sea, in unknown countries, and among
the haunts of robbers, to the willing endurance of poverty and hard-

ship, and the daily drudgery of mechanic toil. And with it there

is a love eager and devouring, for all souls with w'hom he comes in

contact, a craving for their affection ; a heart that joys in their joy,

and sorrows in their griefs ; a charity in the wdder sense of the

word, which makes him tolerant of many differences, ready tp submit
to the passions and prepossessions of others. The picture drawn with

a master’s hand by Mr. Jowett, and sketched by Dr. Newman in his

well-known sonnet in the ** Lyra Apostolica,” is, 1 believe, a far more
truthful portrait than that given by M. Renan.* But a comparison

* I iAiall, 1 boliove, bo rondoring a service to many readers by bringing tbeso two
inotuies, cbaractcristio os tboy nro of tho writors as well as of tbe men whom they

represent, more directly to their notice. From lilr. Jowett's 1 can only quote the con-

cluding passage :

—

*' Often they (groat mon) live in a kind of solitude, on which othermen do notventsure

to intrtido
;
putting forth thcir strength on particular occasions, careless or abstracted

about the daily concerns of lifo. Such was not the greatness of tho AposUa St. Paul

;

not only in tho sense in which he says that * he could do all things through Christ,* but
in A more earthly and human one was it true that his strength was his weakness and
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with any iudividiml oharoctor is, indeed, in such a case specially mis-

leading. No single type in the later historyofChristendom can ho taken

as the counterpart of that /ttijMot'ovf If the character of Si. Paul

presents, as confessedly it does, some points of correspondence with

that of XiUther or of Calvin, it includes no less distinctlv those to

whom M. Renan considers him inferior. Whatever there is worthy

of our love and admiration in Francis of xVssisi, and the author of the
** Imitation whatever tlicro is, we may add, in Francis Xavier or in

John Wesley, has its place in tlie multiform excellence of the Apostle

of the Gentilcfr. Precisely because ho was, through all the out-

ward diversities wdiich H. Renan exaggerates, but whicli we may
readily admit, a fii/jitrnp X/jterrov, they w'cre, in their several measures

and degrees, ninifrai llavAov.

It is time to pass on to the manner in which, with this conception of

St. Paul present to his mind, ^1. Renan has executed the tusk ho has

undertaken. It need hardly be saifl that there are many felicitous

phrases and turns of thought,many vivid descriptions of scenery, partly

from personal observation, partly from books, a copious collection of

illustrative facts on special points of interest. 1 n very many eases in-

deed, the facts are familiar enough. The references to Greek or Roman

hid weakness hia stpcni,*'th. upon otliprs was in part also tho souxro of

his influonco orer thorn, flis natural i-haracter was the typi‘ of that eommunioii of tho

Spirit which he preached ; the ineanrK'Ss of appeanin('’e which ho attributes to himself,

the Image of that contrast which the (vospol presents to human gn^atness. Olor^'ing

and humiliation, lift' and death, a \'i.9]ou of angch .strengthening hiin« the Hhom in the

flesh* robukinsr, the.greatest lendevnc.s.^c not without stemnes-s, .sorrows aliovo measure,

conaolation above measure, arc Miiiic- ul' the contradictions whirh w^*re reconciled in the

some man. The centre in which lliincrfc so htrunge met and moved was the ci-os.s of Christ,

• whose marks in hi.s body he bore
\
what was ‘ behind nf w'ho.so sifllitdions ’ he iT;joice<l

to fill up. I.ii't us look once mtiro a little ch^rsor at that ‘ vi.«agc marred ’ in his Master's

service. A x>oor decri*pit being—afnit-ied, j>cThaj>s, with i»alsy. ceitainly with some
bodily defect—led out of prison l>etwt'i'fi Uoimui R«»ltlicx>5, probably at tiiiiea fulteriug

in his speech, the creat*4re, a.s ht; seemed to .Mw.-otators, of nervous sensibility
; yearning,

almost with a sort of fundne-Ks, to save the &ftu].s ol’ those whf>m hi* «^iw around him,

i^kc a few eloquent words in lh«’ eaiise of ( hristiau truth, at w'hicli kings wtw awt'd,

telling the tale of his own conversion with .‘^ucli .•tiinple juithos that after ages have

hardly heSd the like.”

Dr. Newman's is not less ailistic, and may, h.'qipily, bi» quot»3d in trttuBO :

—

** T cIroMinef] that with a |•A^Bit3nate romplaiul

I wi»brd mo born Ains'l »cell^<9 of mi|3;ht

;

Anti the r re.^^ence bright

Of prYiphet nnf\ .•iironff-heHrtc«l saint,

Wlmin my liearl UiveA, an^i atnveii to paint.

1 tiirnsd, when a atranger met my eight,

C'aoie s« my gimt, anU did awiiUe unito

Hu lot with mine, and lived without restraint.

Couftcoo* lie WM and gmve.^KO meek in mien.

It aeemed lintnie, or told a pnrpoiie weak

;

Yat Ja the tuood, he coold with airtncM apeak,

or with stem iWe, or ahow^of faelinga kean.

Marking deep eraft, msthotight, or hidden pride ; -*

YImw oamc a .Saint l*a»i ia at thy elda.**

/^a ApoitaticOf tvlii.
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writers, or the Talmud, are the common'property of all the better com-
mcntators. The work is far loss uniformly complete in this respect than
that of Conybcare and llowson, and in some parts, especially in the

narrative of the voyage of Acts xxvii., is, when compared>witli their

treatment of it, and with the more elaborate monograph by Mr. Smith,
meagre and unsatisfying. Some points, on the other hand, the
condition of the Jews at Rome (pp. 98—106), the topography of
Ephesus (pp. 33'i—340), the traces of Semitic influence in the valley

of the Jjycus (pp. 356—360), the regions traversed by the Apostle

in his first mission (pp. 22—56), are worked out with more com-
pleteness and from less familiar sources—though even here, there is

nothing to be compared with Professor Lightlbot’s masterly disser-

tations on “ the Galatianpeople'* or **they of Ciesar's household.** Some
of the more direct contributions from his own observation are worth
quoting. Thus, as showing the way in which the interior provinces

of Asia Minor had boon left in the rear by the general march of civi-

lization, he notes (p. 23) that " the houses in Caria and Lycia are,

at the present day, the most archaic in the world.” In illustration

of the tendency of the East to magic and spelLs and charms, he tells us

(p. 348) that when he was at the little town of >Saida some years ago,

there w*erc not less than three hundred persons occupied in the study of

the occult sciences, tliat often in Syria the treasure-seekers, who took

him for one of their fraternity, came, admiring his superiori^, to

ofier to communicate their talismans. Wc may demur, perhaps, to

tlie soundness of the inference that what he saw as he walked through
the Greek quarter of Smyrna on a line Sunday, the whole male
population living out of doors, women sitting at the doors of their

houses, chatting with all passers-by, was probably a picture of what had
been the mode of life of its Christian inhabitants in the first century

(p. 352) ; and still more so to the conclusion that therefore ^‘Ges bonnes
populations, sans esprit militaire, feminines, si j’osc lo dire, 4taient

uutiu'ellement Chretiennes.” No one but a writer like M. Renan,
who has i>ersuaded himself that the life of the early Christians was
that of children making holiday or shepherds at a wake, with douceur

and gaiete and bonne humeur as its dominant characteristics, could

have found in the scene which he describes a picture of primitive

Christianity.

In other passages, where wo pass out of the range of ftust into that

of illustration, M. Renan’s comparisons are often singularly sugges-

tive. We are not to think of St. Paul’s mission-work os being like

that of Xavier or Livingstone, supported by a large organisadonu

It was like that of an ouvrier going from town to town, from cabmr^

to cabaret, to propagate his gospel of communism in suburban work-
shops (p. 55). When the Apostle stood before Stoics and E]^u-
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xeans at Athens, ho had no more prospect of success ** que n*en

anrait de nos jours un socialiste humanitaire d^lamant contro les

pr^jug^s Anglais derant les fellows d’Oxford ou de Cambridge
’*

(p. 200.) When he comes to the disputes at Corinth between

the parties of Apollos and of Paul, whoso dogmatic agreement and
perscmal good understanding he recognises fully, he compares it to

the factions which are formed in the towns of the Lovaiit, not on con>

troversial questions, but on personal preferences :

—

Chez cos populations logeres. brillaiites, suporficiellos des bords do la

M^terronec, les factions, les partis, les divisions sont un besoin social.

La vie sans cola parait ennnycuse. Pour sc procurer la satisfaction dc hair

ot d’aimer, d’etre excite, jaloux, triomphant a son heure, on so bnte souvent
sur les choses les plus puerilcs. L'objet de la division cat insignifiaUt ; e’est

la division qu’on vent et qu’on cherrbe pour elle-mente. Les questions dv
personnes dc^'ienl^ent, dans ces sortes do socitlcs, des questions capitalos.

Que deux predicatenrs or deux mcdccins sc rencontreut duns nuo petite villc

dtt Midi, la ville so divise on deux partis sur les m«>ritcs dc chacutt d'eux.

Les deux pr^dicateurs, les deux mcdccins, ont bean ctre amis ; ils n'em*
pceheront pas lours noms de devonir Ic signal dc Inttcs vivos, la bannu'ro de
deux camps ennemis." (Pp. 878-4.'>

The description is vivid enough, but I own to a slight feeling of

wonder that one who, like M. Henan, has seen ** cities and manners
of men **

so widely, should have thought it necessary' to have limited

his remark to " uno petite ville tfa Midi.*' Surely, even in the Little

Pedlingtons of our colder North, and in many an arrondintitement oi the

writer’s own country an acute observer might detect similar pheno-

mmia.
On many of the graver secondary questions which connect them-

selves with his subject, the conclusions to which M. Henan comes arc

often in agreement with those to which many previous students of

the Acts and Epistles have been led. He sties in what I have

ventured to call elsewhere the Sisterhood of Philippi,* that which

was throughout the chief characteristic of that Church. In its

members, and in those of other Churches who were like them, he

recognises those who were the second foundresses of our faith :

—

** Apres les Galileennes qui suivaient Jesus et lo servaicut, Lydie, Pheebe,

les pieuses dames inconnues de Philippes ot do Tbessoloniquo sont les vraies

saintes anxquelles la foi nouvelle dut ses plus ropidcs progr<*s.”f (P. 165).

* Stmd»y Mttgazin* Ibr August, tS68.

t’ M. Renan, indeed, goes Author, and suggests that tho unknown "true yoke-

fellow” of Phil. iv. 8, was none other than Lydia honctf. He treats tho phrasn as

meaning *‘ma ehtoo 4pooas^” and then goes on to ask tho suggestivo question— Kst-il

oepandant absolument impoasiblo que Paul ait contraetd avoc cetto scour uno union plus

IntinieP On no saurait I'afllrmer” 149). This stands nearly on the same level

as Mr. Hepwwth Dixon's portentons disoovery, that Christian divinos of all ages had
Uinfced the iust that St. Paul tfwvelled haWtually with a female companion, under con-

ditions saalogoui to those^ ttte ** spiritoal wives ” among the eeoto to whoeo nrarbid

phyricAogy his reoent vdlnnuw are devoted. (Spiritual Wiver^ II., p. 66.) M. Renan,
on the other hand, admits, ” La aenlo ehose qui smt sAre, e'est quo Paul no monait
paa avee Ini de socur dans ras voyages,” (P. 149.)
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He finds in the name of the Chrestus of whom Suetonius speaks as

ringleader in tho disturbances that led Claudius to banish the Jews
from Romo, a token that tho Gospel had been preached in the Jewish
Traustil>erino quarter long before the Imperial City was visited by
an Apostle, ana accepts the conclusion that as Aquila and Priscilla

were Christians before they met St. I’aul at Corinth, they had pro-

bably been among the most active of the preachers of tho faith there.

If honour were to bo done to tho true founders of the Church in the

way most appropriate, men ought to build a poor chapel to the

two good Jews of Pontus who were driven from Romo by the poUoe

of (!!laudiu8 for having been of the faction of C'hrestus ” (p. 113).

Another acute, though more precarious, conjecture adopted by
H. Renan is that which sees in ** Galatia,” as St. Paul uses it, a
term of wider extent than the roXoTuc^ X'upa of the Acts xvi. 6, and
includes within its mngc, as co-extensive with the Roman province,

Isauriu and Phrygia, Ijycaonia and l*isidia (pp. 48—63). On this

hypothesis the C’hiirches to which he w'ritcs in the Epistle to the

Galatians were those of the Pisidian Antioch and Iconium, of

Lystra and llcrbe, with which he had been so familiar, where he
had once been so beloved, W'here he had spent so many months. Thc>

hyjiothosis explains some difficulties, aiid gives interest to some
passages in the Epistle; but the considerations urged in Professor

Lightfbot’s full discussion of the point seem to turn the scale in the

other direction, and lead us to think of the Galatians as those who
had retained tho traces of their Keltic origin in character, and
perhaps in language, and were in this respect different from their

Phrygian and Lycaonian neighbours.

It will not surprise those who have read M. Renan’s **Les

Apdtres” to find that, following in the footsteps of the Tubingen
school, he exaggerates to the utmost tho differences between the

teaching of 8t. Paul and that of the Church of the Circumcision.

The narrative to the Acts is held to be contradicted and superseded

by the Epistle to the Galatians. ** Ce bon Luc” has played the rd/c

of mediation somewhat clumsily, and in vain seeks to gloss over the

discords which divided tho Apostle of tho Gentiles from the three

“who seemed to be pillars” of tho Church. James tho Just did

really instigate tho Judaising teachers who dogged St. Paul’s footsteps

everywhere in the later years of his mission-labours (p. 311). He
and his party did ituittce St. Paul, though the Apostle disclaims the

idea of having been compelled

,

to circumcise Titus. All that wo have
heard of late years of the j>seudo-Clementine Homilies is brought on
the stage again. The dispute between St. Peter and Simon Magus, of

which that Apocryphal book records the several stages, veils, we are

told, under a thin disguise, the long controversy betwTOn the leaders of
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the Church of Jefrusalcen aad St. l^auL He ie the <*ea«Biy/* the

^opponent/* the **impl0us man/’ of whom St. Peter apeaks in the

npui ious letter to James that stands as the prefitoe to tibat booh. The
Epistle of Jude is a polemic against him. His resistance to St. Peter

is alluded to in the reference to ** roiling accusation** and ** the gain-

saying of Eorah ** (pp. 300—303). The first three ohapters of the

Apocalypse are a cry of hatred against him. He is the Balaam, the

Jeacbel (!), the teacher of the Nicolaituns, condemned in tho Epistles

to the Seven Churches. The “synugi>guos of Satan” arc tho

Churches which he had founded; the “depths of Sutuu*' are the

“deep things of God” on \vhi«ih ho was wont to dwell. (Pp. 303
—300.)

This is, perhaps, the culminating point of the hypothesis. It is

well that we should see to whut extiuvagances it can. lead one in

whom the love of paradox has overbalanced the power of weighing

evidence fair!}'. W'c need not regret that ideal pictures of tho first

century as n golden age of unity and peace should be broken in

upon ; that we should be made to sec that even then tlicrc were
diversities in ritual, life, doctrine as there are now ; that even apostles

were men of like passions with ourselves, and represented, partially

and not completely, the several phases of the truth. Tlio more we
realise this, the more tolerant shall we be of like diversities in our

own time, the wider will bo the range of our sj’inpathies and afibo-

tions, tho more we shall bo able to recognise a fundamental unity

underlying our manifold divisions. But there is a tendency the

reverse of that which M. Kenan ascribes to re bon Znr, the tendency

to distinguish in order to divide, to multiply and magnify the dis-

sensions of the .apostob'c body, to forget or ignore that they recog-

nised each other as servants of the same Master, preachers of the

same Gospel. And the hypothesis carried to this extent is flagrantly

at variance even w'ith the documents on which it claims to rest.

Fatting the Acts out of the question, us rendci'cd, on tliis assumption,

untrustworthy by its deliberately lui'diating character, id it not true,

on a fair interpretation of its contents, that tho Epistle to the Gala-

tians, with all its bold, I/uther-like, vehement assertion of inde-

pendence, recognises that the points of dificrcncc between tho writer

and the Jerusalem Apostles w’cre few and tcmjmrary I' Only once had
he to withstand Peter, and then only fur a vacillation in conduct,

not for an antagonism in doctrine. Ho hud declared his Gospel to

“those of reputation,”

—

i.e., to Peter, James, and John,—and they

had recognised it, and given to him and Bainabas the right hand of

fellowship. . They had mode a treaty of partition with him, and had
let him have fiee coarse. The First Epistle of St. Peter (which M.
Kenan admits as probably genuine), is through its whole extent on
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oot^ of tlw teaching, often reproduces the yfbry wotdtt and .phrases, of

St, Bsul, and could hardly have been written but by one who was
acquainted with his written as well 88 his oral teaching. Thechosea
companions of the Apostle of the Circumcision are the friends and
disciples of the Apostle of the Gentiles. In the Epistles of St. John,
in like manner, and in tho Apocalypse, we find manifold traces^

verbal and substantial, of the influence of St. Paul’s teaching in the

Epistles to tho Asiatic Churches. Even tho Epistle of St. James, as

read in the light of the current teaching of the Babbis, is a protest

not against the teaching of St. Paul, but against, it may be, that of

disciples who caricatured it, more probably against that of his

bitterest opponents.

The criticism of M. Kenan on tho genuineness of tho Pauline

Epistles, is, us compared with the Prolegomena of any English com>

mentary, or the discussions of anj' German Einleitung, somewhat
thin and unsatisfying, lie barely does more than state results, and
they correspond, for the most part, with the conclusions of the more
advanced critical school. (1.) The Epistles to the Galatians, to the

Corinthians, to tho Komans, are treated as “ undisputed and indis-

putable.” In rogsird to the last-named, however, he, following in the

wake of many others, looks on it, though addressed to tho Komans,
as in fact intended for many Churches. The four passages that

have tho look of the natural winding-up of a letter (xv. 33, xvi. 20,

xvi. 24, xvi. 27_), indicate that each of them had originally served

to close the copy to which it was attached. The long list of saluta-

tions in Romans xvi. 3—20 was sent, not to Rome, where the Apostle

had but few friends, but to Ephesus, where he had many. Other
copies were sent to Thcssalonica, and to an unknown Church.

(2.) In tlic group of genuine, though not quite undisputed documents,

ore placed the Epistle to the Philippians, and the two to tho Thessa-

lonians. (3.) Lower in the scale, but still recognised os probably
genuine, are the Epistles to Colossians, and to Philemon. The
former, instead of being open to suspicion through its reference to

Gnostic errors, is valuable as showing how early those errors had
begun to spread. Its connexion with the letter to Philemon turns

the scales in its favour. Its accents are thoroughly Pauline.
. (4.)

Marked as doubtful, comes tho Epistle
,
to tho Ephesians. The

objections to it are “infinitely stronger.” Even here, however,

M. Renan decides in favour of the substantial genuineness, but lays

stress on tho well-known omission of the words iv in many
ancient MSS., as showing that it had been originally an enoyclioal

letter. It is impossible to admit that St. Paul wrote or dictated it ; but
no one can say that it is improbable even that it was written, say by
Tychicus or Timotheus, in his b'fe-timo, under his eyes, in his name.
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modelled by bis directions on the Epistle to the Ckdossians. < 5.) The
three Pastoral Epiatles, on the other hand, ho rejects as unquest ionobly

spurioue, shown to bo such by the multitude of un-Paultno words and
thoughts, by their hierarchical character, by the impossibility of

fitting them into any known part of St. Paul's lifis^ Parting with

the assumption that there was but one imprisonment at Rome (an

assumptkm which is, it may bo supposed, to bo supported by some
OYidence in his next volume), he shews, with the triumph of <me who
wins an easy victory, that they could not have been written at any
period of St. Paul's ministry embraced in the history of the Aet»*

(6.) Lastly, the discussion of the Epistle to the Hebrews also

is reserved for vol. iv. of M. Renan’s work, lie simply states in his

present vohune his belief that it contains allusions to the persecution

under Nero, and was written, therefore, shortly after 8t. Paul’s death,

probably about a.o. 60.

The most arbitrary of the inferences thus summed up is, as I

venture to think, that which refers the salutations in Romans xvi.

3—^20 to the Ephesian, not to the Roman, Church. As a test of M.
Renan's ability to weigh evidence, p-'rhaps also, to some extent, of

his acquaintance with the evidence, it may be worth while to examine
more in detail the grounds on which ho so transfers them. (!.)*' We
find," he says, “ in them none of the persons whom we know* to

have belonged to the Cfaui-ch of Rome, and we find th»'re many per-

sons who assuredly never belonged to it." The proof of the first of

these assertions is found in the non-appearance in Romans xvi. of

any of the names found in the Second Epistle to Timothy. M. Renan,

who r<yects that epistle as apocryphal, discovers here that it “ has

its historical value.’’ But even on that hy]>othe.sis it belongs to a

time subsequent to St. I'aul’s death, as, on that which is commonly
received, it belongs to the latest period of his life, when some years

had passed since the date of the Epistle to the Romans. On either

supposition the messages sent arc from the few W'ho had been most
conspicuous in their personal connection with him; and the perse-

cution under Nero, which the Epistle to Timothy presupposes, might
well have caused a dispersion of all but the most faithful followers.

(2.) M. Renan finds it bien singnlier " that Aquila and Priscilla,

who weirc at Ephesus when 8t. Paul wrote his first Epistle to the

Corinthians, should be at Rome when, a few months afterwards, St.

Paul writes from that city to Corinth (1 Cor. xvi. ID), ** C’est leur

prater une vie par tropnomade; e'est accumuler les invraisomblances"

(p. Ixvii). Yet this very ** nomadic" life is precisely what he else*

where (p. 113) speaks of as oharacteristio of the Jews of this period

generall}', and of Aquila and Priscilla in particular. And it is

obvious that if they had done at Romo the work which M. Renas,
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as 1 < hink, rightly ascribes to them, they would bo anxious to enibraco

the first opportunity for returning which might be afforded mther by
the repeal or by the expiration of the edict, or by the laxity of tiiie

police of Borne in enforcing it.

(3.) He urges that it is improbable that 8t. Paul idiould knoip §0
intimately so many Christians at a Church which he had never vieitecLi

But the answer to this is that many Jewish Christians, probably

manyGentile ones,must have left Homo at the same time as Aquilaand
Priscilla, that they would naturally follow their teachers uid guides to

the city where they had found refuge, and as naturally return with

them when the opportunity occurred. M. Renan lays stress, indeed, on
the probable continuance in force of the edict which had expelled the

Jews ; but he forgets the fact that, if there was any epistle written

to Rome from Corinth during the visit of Acts xx. 3,—and this he
distinctly maintains as part of his hypothesis,—then, on that assump*

tion, there must have been a Christian Church at Rome, and it must
have included, as the whole tenor of the Epistle shows, a large, if

not a preponderant, Jewish element, lie himself, indeed, elsewhere

sjHiaks of it us the “ head-quarters of Ebionism,” i.e., of the Judaizing

section of tlie Church (p. 479). Jews therefore must have returned

to it already in largo numbei's, and resumed a settled stafu^.

(4.) The same line of argument applies to M. Renan’s wonder that

so many Christians at Corinth should send messages of ailection to

those at Romo. If those Christians at Rome had lived and laboured

with them at Coz’inth, what wonder that they should have many
friends among them ? The intercourse between Corinth and Rome
was probably as frequent as that between Corinth and Ephesus.

(o.) The next point urged is that in the list of names, there arc,

out of twenty-four in all, sixteen Greek, seven Latin, and one
Hebrew, while, according to the statistics w’hich Garucci has brought
together in his ^^('imitcro degli autichi Ebrei,” the Latin names
found on the Jewish epitaphs at Rome arc twice as numerous as the

Greek. But this again is traversed (1) by the fact which M. Renan,
along with all recent w'ritors, admits, that the Roman Church was
predominantly Gi’eek

; (2) by the obvious consideration, w'hich

M. Renan ignores, that the Christian population would naturally

include a larger Greek element, and therefore a greater proportion of
Greek names, than the purely Jewish one.

(6.) Lastly, it must bo added that M. Renan, so far us I can find,

does not seem to bo acquainted with the monograph of P. Gori on the

Columbarium ” of Livia, and the more recent archaeological works of

,
a like character of which Professor Lightfoot has nuuie such good use

in his Commentary on the Philippians. The fact that at least six-

teen out of the names in Rom. xvi. 3—-20 are found in Roman
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inscription!; of tho period, and connected more or less directly with

that ** imperial household ” to which St. Paul refers in an epistle

acknowledged to be genuine (PhiL iv. 22), is more than primd facie

evidence that the names are Roman, and not, as M. Renan contends,

Ephesian. The sepulchral inscriptions to which I have elsewhere

called attention,* given by Muratori (No. 1325) and Orelli (No. 270),
and dedicated by Tiberius Claudius Narcissus to tho Manes of his wife

Diemosyna (a name that hardly ever meets us elsewhere, but one
which was natural enough among those who had come dlrectlj'^ under
St. Paul’s teaching), seems also unknown to him.

The discussion of this question has rtm to a greater length than I

intended, and may seem to turn upon a comparatively trivial point.

But it is only in this way, by a fair examination in a single

instance, of the sweeping assertions and rapid generalisations to

which !M. Renan is addicted, that we can take the measure of his

general trustworthiness, and of the authority which, in the absence

of such a scrutiny, may be assigned to his conclusions. It is right

to add that where he has the materials ready to his hand, as in

dealing with the works of Garueci and I)e Rossi, ho succeeds in

bringing into one vivid picture a large number of voiy interesting

details, and reproduces the life of the population of tho Ghetto with

a completeness which has hardly been attained before. Among other

statements and conjectures of the loss tenable kind, I may note

(1) that St. Peter was probably tempted by the lakes and pools

formed by the Orontes in the neighbourhood of Antioch to return

to his old occupation as a fisherman (p. 283)
; (2) that St. Paul, in

tho second Epistle to Timothy, is full of new plans of widely-

extended work (x3.
xiv., but comp. 2 Tim. iv. 6) ; (3) that the writer

of the Epistle to the Hebrews is far from looking on the law as

abolished (p. lx., but comp. Heb. viii. 13) ; (4) that tho school of

Schammai, the more orthodox party among the Pharisees, wore

altogether opposed to proselytismf (p. 01, but comp. Matt, xxiii. 15)

;

(5) that there is not a single instance of the marriage of a Jew to a

pagan wife+ (p. 63, but comp. Joseph. Anliq. xviii. 9, s. 6, where a

leading Jew of Babylon marries a heathen wife)
; (6) that it is im-

possible to admit the authenticity of tho decree of Acts xv. (p. 92) ;

(7) that the o Karixfav of Thess. ii. 6 is none other than the Emperor
Olaudius (^Clauditta = qui Claudit= b Karcx<»v) (p. 255) ; (8) that one

may well doubt whether St. Paul would have despatched the Epistle

* In a paper on “ Aqmla and • Fkiscilla " in tho Sunda^f Magtedm for Fobroary, 1868.

t The quotation from the Talmud by which the assertion is supportod speaks only

of an individual instance in which a proselyte came with what seemed a mocking
,

question.

1 It may be added that the Jewish Babbis actually iacloded hath classes of mixed
marriages in their sixfold classiflcation of proselytes.
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to the. Galatians if lie had given himself an hour's time for reflection

(p. 323) ; (9) that Spain had not, at the time vhmi St. Paul thought

of going there (Rom. xy. 24), received any Jewish settlers Cp. 494,

with a reference to Jost's “ Geschichte der Israeliten," ch. vol. v. 12,

who, however, says precisely the contrary).*

I gladly turn from the wearisome, though perhaps not unprofitable,

task of accumulating these instances of haste, or recklessness, or

inaccuracy, and conclude with a passage in which K. Renan speaks

in his better and truer accents, and utters a warning as necessaiy for

the men of culture and science, the votaries of “ sweetness and light,"

of our time os it was in the days of Claudius. He is speaking of

Gallio, the brother of Seneca, the proconsul of Achaia.

“ Choso ctrange ! Voilu cn presence, d’une part, un des hommes Ics

plus spiritucls ct les plus curicnx, do Tautre one des ames Ics plus fortes

ct les plus origincllos dc son temps, ct ils passcut I'un devant I’autre sans

so tonchex. Et sfirement, si les coups do poing fussent tombos snr Paul
au lien dc tomber snr Sostheno, Gallion s’en serait egalcment pen soncie.

Unc des choses qui font commettro lo plus do fantes aux gens du monde
est la superficicllc repulsion quo leur inspirent les gens mal elcvos ou sans

mauiercs ; cur les maniercs ue sout qu’alTaire do forme, ct ceux quo n’en

ont pas sc tronvent qnclqucfois avoir raison. L’homme do la socicte, avec

80S dedains frivoles, passe presque tonjonrs sans s'en apcrcevoir a cute do

rhomme qui est on h'ain dc creer ravenir ; ils no sont pas du mme monde

;

Of I’crrcur commune des geos dc la societe est dc croire qnc le monde qu'ils

voleut est le monde entier.” (P. 224

—

5.)

I end, os M. Renan docs, addressing to him the praise which he

bestows upon Humanity, ** Tu es quelquefois juste et certains de tes

jugements sont bons
!

"

E. II. Plumitre.

* It is well in fiuoli cases to quote the Tcrywonls which arc niisreproscntcJ- **Wir

hahon also die Ankunft der Juden in Spaincnviel spiiter /u set/en” (later, i.e.^than

Kebmhadnetizar) und dUrfen mit Wahrschcinlichkcit annehmen dass sic im htzten

Jahrhundert vor den Kamm^ von Afrika ans nngofangen hahen sioh nach Spanicn zu

ziohen, inn dort riihigor zu lehen, als die Vorhfiltnisso cs in Paliistina odcr Alexandriaeu

und C3TOUO gestattoten.”—Jost, v. p. 17. SF. Henan refera also to another authority,

tho ^studios sohve ks Judios de Espana^ by Amador dc los Jtios, and to this I have at

profiont no access, but I find that Dean Milman quotes it (///«^ of ii. p. A5b) simply

as rejecting the Xebuchadnezzar traditions. Tlio ])Oflitive endonce on either side is, it

is true, very scanty, but some weight is due (
1 ) to the traditions of tho Sephardim (the

Spanish Jews) themselves
; (2) to the probability tlint Jews would have found their way

to Spain, as they did to other parts of tho seaboard of tho Mediterranean, in the wake

of tho Plicenicians and the Romans
; (3) to the dominantly Jewish character of the

population in tho sixth and seventh centuries, as shown in the canons of tho Councils of

Toledo. (4 C. Tolet. c. 69-66.)



NOTICES OF BOOKS.

I.—HISTOlilCAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL.

Home Aspecti of the Reformation. An Essay Sugjs;esto<l by tbe Rev. Dr. Littledalo’s

Jjechire on “Innovations.” By Jons Gjbsox Oazbnove, M.A. Oxon.,
Provost of the College, Isle of Cumbruo, Scotland. London : AVilliani

Sidgway. 18G9.

Amid the violence and onosidedness of controversy it is tml^ refreshing to
meetwith an author who can look at an exciting subject with candourand

treat it with faim^s as well as earnestness.
^
Mr. Gazenove exhibits in his

Essay a very fair title to these attractive qualities ; and as we traverse his two
hundred pages, we find our sympathies keeping pace all the way and our taste

gratified with the marks of wide reading and scholarly thought that meet us
from first >10 last. A discriminating survey of the Reformation and its famous
leaders does far more than any party writing to secure our loyalty to that great
cause and vindicate it from the indecent abuse that has lately been heaped upon
it by its own sons. His discussion ran^s through a very interesting series of
views : we have the Medimal Church, the Character of me Reformers and the
medimval doctrines, the ciuestion of Authority, the Renaissance, Toleration and
Political Jjiberty, the History of the Last Century (1769—1869), and the Church
of the Future, all successively considered in connection with the great revolu-
tion of the sixteenth centmy. Under every one of these heads the author’s pen
is continually suggesting new points of inquiry and awakening reflection ; his

warmest sympathies being evidently with those who are hoping for a united
Christendom, and his disposition immeasurably more in accordance with Mr.
Ffoulkes (whom he frequently quotes) than uith the controversialist named
in his title-page.

At one or two points whore 3Ir. Cazenove appears to have come tiiort of his

usual tone, we are far more loth to attribute the failure to a lack of candour
than to a hastiness of study which must needs happen now and then in a vdde
range of reading; for instance, when he writes—“I believe that there is a
lying historv by M. Felice, which ignores the whole of the crimes committ^ on
uieir (the Huguenot) side and rocounts those alone which were oennmitted

against them ” (p. 140). The epithet is certainly a most severe one to follow a
mere “I believe,” coneddering that the author is in general so extremely
watchful against deihmatory expressions. Had Mr. Oasenove examined Felice
for himself he would have scon that the faults ho refers to arc .in fact not
ignored by the French writer.
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We should hold it unpardonable that our accomplished essayist had not suffi-

oientlv studied so important a work as Chillingworth’s ; and yet this is fhr more
probable than that he should have intentioniAy misrepresented him : we refer
to the well hnown maxim, The Bibleonly the Eeligion of Protestants,” which
Mr. Cazenove thus speaks of:

—

*SThe inventor of that plausible but hollow watchword (who was at one time a convert
to Homo and died a Semi-Arian) hod not yet arisen to suggest a cry, on which no
body of Christians' really acts, and which is utterly untenable in the "face of modem
scoiiticism.” (P. 96.)

Whatever some may understend of Chillingworth’s dictuxxi, when they adopt
it apart from its context and e^ve it currency as a watchword in their own sense,
Chillingworth himself certainty meant to affirm nothing different to the Anglican
Article “Of the Sufficiency of the lloly Scriptures for Salvation,” which Mr.
Cazenove evidendy holds. The entire argument of the opponent of Enott turns
on the Bible being the ultimate appeal on matters of faith and practice, as
against the doctrine of Trent asserting ^e concurrent authority of unwritten
traditions ; and it would be a glaring mistake to imagine diat Luther and the
leading lioformers were not in harmony with Chillingworth on this ground.
Many who never saw a page of actual CmlUiigworth may cite as their motto his
single line out of a long discussion and so justify their own wild and uncurbed
vagaries. It forms a neat and pointed quotation, and that is often all that is

wilted. But in its proper place and connection it asserts nothing inconsistent
with tho^ authority of the Church properly understood, as expounded for
instance in the Anglican Article on that subject; to say nothing of Chilling-
worth’s own ex];>ross statements in another part of his work. (See vol. i. p. 277,
Oxf. Ed. 1838). We should be sorry indeed to think that Mr. Cazenove, who
can traverse so much of the field of tliis controversy with such awinning breadth
of sympathy, should in certain quarters of it allow his virtue to have become
wearied. We are pleased to conclude this notice with a passage of much
beauty, that evinces a truly amiable spirit as well as a just and balanced
mind :

—

It is not a good sign when vice or licresy are treated as trifling things ; nor have
those ages boon truly great that uttored such euphemistic tones. But still the tusk of
blessing is nobler than that of cursing. It is \^ith blessing that the Divine discourse
of our great Teacher is most rife ; its scene is known for all time as the Mount of the
Beatitudes ;

and even imder the Mosaic dispensation, though wrath was therein more
prcdomiiiaTit, yet the nature of the division of tho tribes speaks loudly on tho compara-
tive dignity of the respective offices. On Mount Ebal to curse stocnl tho disinherited
Boubcii with fivo others, of whom four were the sons of lowlier birth

;
but on Gcrizim

to bless wore ranged Benjamin beloved of liis father's old ago, Joseph with the pledge of
tho double portion, Lovi with tho aiitliority of the priesthood, and Judah with the
promises of that undying royalty which finds its consummation in the person of the
King of kings.” (P. 172.)

But if even Homer may nod, so may Mr. Cazenove, as we are convinced from
two or.throe passages (seepp. 153, 155, 173), where the grammar certaihty fights
against the sense. 0. H.

Ikicummia Matfistri Joannia ITua vitam^ doctrinam^ causam in Constantienai
concilia actam, et controveraiaa de rcliyione in Bohemm^ annia 1403—1418
motaa^ illuaitrantia^ qttod partem adJiuc intditUy partem mendoah vulgata^ nunc ex
^aia fontihua hauata edidit Ebangiscus Faiackt, regui Bohemise historio-
naphuB. Frogu), 1869. 8vo, maj. xvi. et 768 pa^ Frotium 6 Bthl. in
Austria 8 fl. Sumptibus Friderici Tempsky. Berolini prostat apud
Wilhelmum Hertz (libr. Besser).

The importance of the transactions in Bohemia in the fifteenth century, which
ore connected with the name of Huss, is more and more understood and recog-
nised by intelligent historians at tho present day. Magister John Huss and
his followers maintained the right of progress and free judgment or free will

against the doctrine of immutaoility and unlimited Authority; secondly, they
professed opinions and theories, which in ourown days ore eagerly embraced by
some, who look upon them as sound reform and improvement, while they are
xmected and abominatedby others, who consider them as containing the elements
of peAii^us disorder and disturbance ; thirdly, it was then that the fading of

VOL. XI. GO
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ikAtionality donrelop^ itaell^ nduck has sojrreaily Jaoraased and streagthened at
the pxesent daj^. ^ese tidceiui of a aew exa, whkh ineivicniR^ had been either
tumotioed or trifling, were for tile first time in the history of the human race
called into esistenoe or mgoox in the celebrated Hussite movement, and bear
the stamp of a new history, rery different from the genius and nature of tiio

middle age.
But hitherto the knowledM of the Hussite morement has rested on rery

scanty and Tory unsuitable documentary evidence ; for the fimt has been, that
the records of me Hussite transactions have been partly destroyed or concealed,
partly altered or neglected, by their victorious adversaries.^ Above all, the
form, in which the most important piece of evidence respecting Hues and the
Coimcil of Constance, the book of Magistor Peter Mlaaenovic, has hitherto
been ciurent, is defective, very often disfigured by mistakes, and corrupted
by the intei^lations of unknown writers of the sixteenth century.
Induced by^theso reasons, the official historian of the kingdom of Bohemia,

Hr. Francis Palaeky,- undertook the editorship of the above work, which has
just appeared, in order to pave the way for a more complete and ceriain know-
ledge of the Hussite transactious.

In the composition of this work the editor has made it his aim to exhibit the
genuine form of the documents necessary for obtaining an accurate knowledge
and forming a just estimate of the Hussite transactions between the years
1403 and 1418. Among these are many things, and those matters of the great-
est importance, which axe now published for the first time ; and as the editor
composed his work not merely fur the use of native, but also for that of foreign
students of history, he has added a very accurate Tjatin translation, the work of
a very skilfol tremslator. Professor Joan Kviczala, to such documents as wore
origixially in the Bohemian language.

'liie work consists of four parts, to which are annexed certain additions well
wortiiy of consideration. The first part (pp. 1—loO) contains all Huss's letters

that have been discovered, arranged in chronological onler, a good many of
which have hitherto been unknown. Of these those written from Constance in
the Bohemian language api>earcd in our April number in an English dress. , In
the second part (pp. 151—234), which consists of ten portions, will be fpund the
accusations, beginning with the year 1408, brought forward against Huss before
the Archbishop of Prague, the Boman Pontiff, and at the Council of Constance,
along with Huss’s repues thereto. The third part (pp. 235—324) contains Peter
Mlowmovic’s very important account of the cause of Magister John Huss,
pleaded and tried before the Council of Constance. This bo<m of Mladenovic is

exhibited in this edition with its text emended fixun several MSS. hitherto
rmknawn, and with its component parts arranged in chronological order. The
fourth part (pp. 325—698) consists of one hundred and twenty portions, and
contains more than one hundred and fifty letters and documenm, which relate

to the religions disputes that went on in Bohemia between the years 1403 and
1418, and also illustrate many other very important matters, as, for instance,

the origin of the Counril of Constance, and tiie election of Pope Martin Y.

—

documents which escaxied even the extraordinary diligence of Hermann von der
Hardt in investigating literary records. No less remarkable are thff records

whidi are exhil^ted in this work respecting the commencement of the sect of
the Taborites fcam and after the year 1416.
In the additions we find (pp. 699—737) (1) the remarkable and hitherto

almost unknown retractation (Oct. 18, 1389) of Magister Matthias of Janov,
who was a kind of forerunner of Huss

; (2) a catechetical exposition of the
Christian fiiith, which appears in all probability to have proceeded firom the pen
of Huss, written in the Bohemian language, and accompanied by a Latin trans-

laticm; (3) a good many remarkable passages extracted fiom the Bohemian
works ot John Hues, oi which an account was given in our April number,
wherein he has described himself and his controversies with the dleyy ; and
(4) certain dhionological notices, mainly extracted from MSS., which uLustrate

or are illustrated by tiie*literary monuments edited in t^ work.
Two indices are annexed to the .work, the one of documents, the other of

persons and places 738—768), and prefixed to the whole is a {Krefluse, which
contains cdl that it w requisite to know of the causes, sonioes, and ammgemeat
of the hook. ' *
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In this irwk a TSvy eopioiiB and accurate ooUectioii of ^iriguial docamenis is
to the learned, which eyerybody must admit to be most suitable Ibr

obtainu^ a sound ^owledge of one of the most important portions of historr;
and as the transactionB, on which new light is thrown fay this book, cannot oe
blotted out of the general history of the human race, but ratiier demand cazefiil
examination and consideration, the publisher expresses a hope that it will meet
with the approbation of learned men, and be considmed necessary to every
library that lays claim to average, or more than average completeness.
The typography and paper are very satisfactory, and do great credit to the

capital of Bohemia. Altogether the work is got up in a most compact and
readable form, and is well worthy of consideration. A. H. W.

The London Friends^ Meetings : showing the Rise of the Society of Friends in
London ; its Progress^ and the Development of its Discipline ; with Accounts
of the various Meeting^ Houses and Burial Grounds, their History and general
Associa;tions. Compiled from Ori^nal Becords and other Sources, by
William Beck and T. Feedeilick Ball. London : F. Bowyer Kitto.

These pages will interest the Friends chiefly, and incidentally those of the
London world besides who are interested in tracing sites and the associations of
the past in their historic and much loved streets, and especially that unrivalled
portion of them—the City.’* Messrs. Beck and Ball do not aim so high as a
philosophical anatomy of Quakerism ; they only profess inquisitive note*taking
among the surviving local records of their singular society, chronicling the rise
and fall of those humble fabrics wo know so well, the origin, migration, and
subsidenco of mootings,” and the rules and canons of their dLsoipline. Such
a modest archfoology, ranging over just two centuries of a minor sect, has its

charms doubtless tor those in view of the compilers ; and as they have per-
formed their task with very creditable industry, such as only the enthusiast of
any historic body can be expected to show, the more general inquirer will be
sure to find somewhat to interest him within the bulk at the expense of
traversing some dosert intervals.

The Heresiologist will remark that the Fiiend derives his spiiitual pediCTee
as follows :—Church— Presbyterian— Independent—Baptist—Friend. The
chronological development corresponds with the succossivo donees of perfection,
from the Priests of Baal up to the Ti*uth ; and there we have me natural history
of the Friend, the witness of the Kingdom Within, the advocate of the exact
letter ” of Holy Writ, the opponent of compliments and vain swearing, tiie

patron of plain dress, and the assertor of the principle of numbers rather than
names ” for months and week days.
We are disposed to rely absolutely on all that these worthy investigators

record as the fruit of their special researches, and if we suspend our credit
beyond that we trust we may be forgiven, for our memory certainly suggests
more than one or two discrepancies. Are our friends sure that ** the members
of this sect have never sanctioned persecution on account of religion ” ? Not in
America ? Wo have some dim recollection of Presbyter ” being “ Priest writ
large ” occurring in Milton rather than James I ; and we suspect the versioi
we find here (p. 9) of the Chathamic dictum— Liturgy Popish, Articles Cal-
vimstic. Creed Lutheran.*' The Oreed our Friends must certainly know, but as
to its relation to the Lutheran theology they must assuredly be in a fog. But
it is a real grief ajid no little shook to us that such excellent Christians as these
two authors evidently are have so dim an acquaintance with the modem
reformed bishop.

_
They will not take our word for it, we fear, but it diall

not bo our fault if they.continue to believe that distant personage so awful
as he looks. Have they ever seen one or actually felt the pressure of one
of ihoso mild hands ? They certainly have written—** Magical, as is asserted,
the result of his touch”! (P. 10.)

But it was a sad day for bishops when Friends first appeared in London.
Cromwell was in his .zenith in 1654, when good Isabel Buttery come from the
North disseminating the latest tracts of Qeorge Fox on the kin^om of Heaven.
Pteseutly followed Edward Burroughs, au evangelist in the same cause, and
made himself heard in that Babel of sectaries that the metropolis then was.
How the bold youth did stand up against the high noUonistrin the very steeple-

G Q 2
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IkfnuM, on first-day t And how he **ihxedied*’ontthestabbovnIiond(m6reatBiiU

wid Mouth and withdrew t?ith a ** ridi hanreat of convinoed people to medi-

tate aucl grow in the silent meeting of the upper chamber I Good souls ! With
stem virtues strangely mixed up with their own special madnessi thSy stroye

their best to mollify the sayage age and resist its tyranny. We see them all

—

Beyolution Six-Smith, Hallelujah Fisher, Marvellous Sconfield, Obedience
Waring, Betumed Elgar, Silence Williams, Ohasten Hoine, Temperance Poor,
Obedience Cotter, Discipline Matthews, Modesty Newman—men or women,
who can guess P How carefully they organized their charities, that none of

their poor should want ; how jealously they framed their moral rules, that all

dxould be pure and creditable ; how closely they watched their young people,

that theyshould be. openlyand properly married—^promptlyexpelling the scandal,

for instance, of light-footed Hannah Lightfoot ! It was a soro trial when they
had to testify against all “ such as marry by the Priests of liaal,” or “bury
among the Egyptians and Cuuaanites ; when their young men began to wear
their hats boauishly, and their beroavotl women would go into black at funerals.

It did not always go straight at meeting. Sometimes the silent gathering would
bo sottish, dull, and sleepy ;

” and troublesome bretlu-en would come and raise

dissensions, seducing disciples with their specious views on the sinfulness 6f
raising the hat in praj’er. But the community of Friends woul'i soon have
dwindled away under such virtues and trials as these. Martyrs and confessors
made their history dear to them, and persecutions knit their hearts to each gone-
ration as it passed, and to the humble walls where they had listened, wept, and
prayed. It was quite a minor punishment when James 11. *s or (^larlcs’ soldiers

would come and seize their room for a guard-house, or when Mr. Lieutenant
and his ruQians would come in, under the Ooiiyonticlo Act, and wreck them,
while the Justice’s coachman woiild ride them down as crowded out, and
BO clear the street.

As a peculiar institution, the Societies of London Friends seem on the decline,

and their biographers do not venture to say much as to any promise in this

quarter of an evangelizing and civilizing agency. They sum up thus :

—

The first century of their career found Friends at its close very numr^rous in liondon,
but the light of their faith and cxaiiijilo was not very bright. Stern ujuight men also

(such as l)r. Fothorgill) from the North, inaugurated a revival, conducted in a spirit

of silence, awe, and weight of spirit, under which, hn])tised and exorcised, isi^ned a
succeeding generation zealous in phihinthropio elfoit. Of this philanthropic ])oriod tho
Tocords carry no trace ; for the society as a hodt/ was not idcnlificnl wdth the Tnovoments.
Whether to any future compiler they may present traces of First-ch\y School and
mission wOrk now liappily so in the asi-endunt, remains to be seen ; there arc signs even
in London that such may he the case.”

C. II.

The Tory War of Uletery with the IUntory of the Three Brennans of the County of
Kilkenny ; Descriptive of Ireland from the. Itestoration to the llevolutiorny

A.D. 1660—1690. By Jonx Prendeiigast, author of “ The Cromwellian
Settlement of Ireland.” Dublin.

If a clear diagnosis of a case is tho best help towards treating it successfiilly,

then the value of works like those of Mr. IVendergast can soaroely be over-
rated. Sia intimate acquaintance with such MSS. as the Carte Papers in the
Bodleian, and the ‘^Book of tho Council tor the Affairs of Ireland” in the
Becoid Tower of Dublin Castle, enables him to give us chapter and verse for

every statement that ho makes. And, ulthou|?h all students are aware of the
delusiyoness of dealing with original authorities in the spirit of a partizan,

still if Mr. Prendergastwas a pai'tizan (which ho is not), it would be but fair

that the case for Ireland should be supported by contemporary evidonoe, seeing
that tho English view has received this kind of support from so many writers,

and notably from the strongly anti-Irish Mr. Froiide and Mr. Carlyle. To let

oontemporaxv documents say all they can, and not to be content with using
them to estaolidi a foremue conclusion, is the best way of silencing the rhodo-
montade about ** Ireland’s wrongs ” which, absurd as it often is, not only tolls

with thelii^, but 43tftenhalf convinces therepmtant ** Saxon.” What are ^^Ire-

land’s wrongs”? We know that they are, to a groat extent, things of the
past, though (as with all wrong) their effect is still felt. But what were they
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when UiOT were m action, and hpiir is it that they, more then c^Qier national
wrongs, have rankled P Let us come to &ct8 ; we have too long been weighed
doym with a sort of nightmare of EngHah nrusrule, oppression, dominant
caste,” and the like ; we can only shake this off by gauging what that misrale
reaUy was. Let the lions be painters ; but stipulate that, instead of imagining
their details, they shall bo pxe-Baphaelite in their exactness.
Mr. Prendergast’s quotations wow that Irish restlessness is due to definite

causes,^ of which race is certainly not the chief. The people of some of the
most disturbed parts of Ireland have no more right to bo called Colts than
modem Greece has to style itself a nation of Hellenes. M. Benan calls his
Bretons a dUmcB 2>etite ract; those who know much about the Ohouan war might
dispute the justness of the epithet ; but, anyhow, the Irish congeners of the
Bretons are rather to be looked for in county Dublin and elsewhere within the
Pale, whither they surged back to avoid the wars and tumults outside, than
in that Tmperary, which is usually spoken of as the tjqiical ** Irish” county,
though filizaboth’s undorbikers, Cromwell’s debenture-holders, and the new
men who were brought in at the Bevolution, form the strength of its population.
Character changes with circumstances in other places besides Ireland. An
Englishman in the New World soon becomes a Kentuckian, a Yankee, or a
** border-ruffian,” according to his location.” The causes which have operated
BO short a time in Americaliave been at work in Ireland ever since the Norse-
men broke up the egg-shell civilization of the old Irish Scot!.
Tipperary was for centuries in the state in which Sallust tells us Etruria

was on the eve of Catiline’s outbreak : it was always Bixsy idehem Bollicitare^^ for
the same reasons which made the Etruscan plobs listen greedily to Mallius

;

there were always Uitrones cvjitsqm generis^ ** rogues and rapparees,” ** Tories
abroad upon their keeping,” of whose state of Uie Mr. Prendergast’s Tory
War ” gives us such a lively picture ; there were sure, too, to be nonnulli ex
colon is, “broken gontlomeu,’'* who, having lightly spent the lightly-won con-
fiscations assigned to them, were ready ibr any i»ort of mischief.
The Tory, properly so called, was the Ulsterman who hod been dispossessed

by James l.’s planters ; but the name was extended to those who, having lost

all for Charles I., found themselves, after the Bostoration, reduced to absolute
beggary :

—

“Their last resource was to levy hlack-mail from tho adventurer or ‘discoveier ’ in
posscssifjii. This was eficctcd by a regular notice alleging the need of mariying a
daughiei* or sending a son beyond sea. Or some old dependents, Tories of Ihtj neigh-
bourhood, syinputhisiug with their former master, seized tho usurping stranger's cows,
or robbed on tho highway, thus providing for him and for themselves too.”

These men had been cruelly used ; during all the time of the Commonwealth
they had deemed themselves subjects of Charles 11., changing sides according
to his wishes from Spain to Franco and from France to Spain; they had fought
and bled abroad for the veiy purpose of establishing a claim to be restored to
their lands. They had dissolved their Confederation in 1648 ; and, being pro-
mised an Act of Pardon and Oblivion, and of recovery of the^ estates, they
had put themselves under Ormond. Every way they had a claim on Charles

;

and yet the Carte Papers show us Charles writing secretly to Sir C. Cooto from
Breda, and assuiing him and the other Cromwellians that their lands should
be secure if only “you will join in my service.” It would have been hard
to enforce restitution against men who, when the old owners talked about
entail, cried out fiercely, “ If we take arms in our hands, wo will cut off yoiu
taylos.” Still Charles might have done something; we all know how he did
behave : tho picture is a sad one which Mr. Preudergast draws of

—

“A crowd of impoverished noblemen, tattered gentlemen of old descent, some of
English blood, somo of pure Irish Some of thorn had spent six years of miseiy
in Connaught, some ton years under constant fire in Flanders, others in garrets in Pans
and Bruges The dispossessed Irish were classed into Inuoemts, Article mm^
Nofinin^ees, &c Widows, men that were boys at school or studying in France or
Spain in 1641 ,

aged, sick, and impotent folk, and such as had been transplanted only
on account of their mligion—those were instances of lunoce^its. They lingered about
the Court in vain, reminding his majesty how they were broken in Fran^ becauao they
acted on his orders, and are made incapable of serving any foreign prince because of
their constant adhering to and following his majostys fortunes; yot in their own
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oonnixy arc not intniated with, nor admitted into, any emjdoyment ; but thoir estates

axe enjOTod by those who mt tnem from usurpers ; that they aro run in debt for broad
and clothes ; some are dead for want, others in a starvinff condition, all expecting the
same misfortune unless your majesty will at last effectually restore your ]>etitionors to

their estates, which the Earl of Omry did in 3''Our majesty's presence promise should
be done in three months, whereas tliroo years are expired.”—(MS. Omlections about
Acts of Settlement, vol. B, p. 413 : Hecord Tower.)

Still more piteous is the petition which

—

Sheweih that most of y«. officers who served under your Boyall Ensignes beyond
sea have i^riahed by^ famine since yoim Matics. happy Toshuira^on and the few
that remainos are now like to ponsh by the Plague, haveing not any meanes to bring
them out of this Towne.”

No wonder that those who got back to Ireland suspected a solidarity in
wrong apxonp all the English, and acted accordingly. The jutssing of the Act
of Explanation (December, 1665) shut the door of hopo on these poor claim-
ants, and it caused, too, the deopest discontent and despair among tho native
genfary of Ulster, who had hoped to recover the fiagments of their estates loft

them by James I. after the plantation. Here were ample materials for a great
outburst of Toryism, the worst of which was that it put a stop to all trade and
improvement: Tories (writes Sir Q-. Acheson) are agamst all industry
and work, as tending to bring in British to oxtrude them.”
But how can those old troubles have any bearing on the state of Ireland nowP

Because in Ireland the old order of things was in great measure preserved until
almost the other day. For a long time, indeed, Irish discontent was so securely
battened down under the hatches of tho penal laws that we might fancy it

would have died out : the spirit of tho nation seemed broken ; Ihe policy of
Tarquin towards Qabii bad been thoroughly carried out ; a whole people was
left with scarcely a single representative even of its smaller gentry ; tne land
had almost wholly changed hands. Wo may say that the same thing hap-

Normon Conquest, and that yet 'Norman and Saxon settled

did not settle down at once: two centuries have
pened
down

at the
as friends. They

not passed since the close of the period whioh Mr. Prendergast describes
and &e Kobin Hood ballads show that a state of things, not unlike that when
the ^'Tories were abroad upon thoir keeping,” lasted nearly as long as this in
England. We are told that the French wai-s set Norman and Saxon at one

;

the truth is they did not get to complete equality till Tudor times : and it was
this equalising process which made Tudor rule, broadly popular, despite the
personal infamy and the loathsome Machiavelism of the chief members,of the
family. Moreover tho equalizing process has been hindered in Ireland by
difference of creed, by fuller civilization—always a bar to the rise of a subject
class— and by the almost total want of that trade and manufacture by
which so many Saxons raised themselves, in^ Tudor times and after, to tho
ranks of the aristocracy. The Encumbered Estates Act carried on wl^i
Catholic Emancipation nad begun; but it carried it on after tho Euglish
fashion : it turned ship-victuallers who had made fortunes in the long woi* into
landed gentry ; and its effect was seen in the absence of any men of position
from the Fenian ranks : but a nation does not movo at railroad pabe ; over

reaction—which we call Fenianism—an effort, possibly an expiring one, against
modernism, against quiet crystallization into English notions about tenancy,
a protest for the old^ tenure—leavened, perhaps, with French ideas of ’89, but
mainly concerned (like every Irish scheme) araut ** the loud.” The book before
us helps to show how it is that ** the land ” is, and must for a long while con-
tinue to be, Ireland’s main difficulty : the peasant looks bai^ to the time when
his ancestor was ousted in one cf the many confiscations ; if he has no direct

<daim of his own, there are instances enough of the kind all around him. The
landlord, on the other hand, two centuries after the confiscatiozui, cannot hdp
treating his tenant somewhat like a conquered enemy ; even if his land-omier-<
ship omy dates from yesterday, he soon learns the traditions of his doss. That
the quarrel is not wholly one of race is seen from the case ofWexford, where the
’98 raged most fiercely, and whence Mr. Gk>dkm assures us the percontage of
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pziMt* is Boms fiye tixaes tiiat from Galwsy: yet the Wexford xnen sce» ia
neat part, a colow from Somerset. Many, again, of these dispossesaed
Boyalists, of these deqpoUed /»nocen4a, whose tale Mr. Frendergast tells, were
pnr^y English; and many of them became Tories like their Irish follow-
sufferers.

We are glad, then, that Mr. Frendergast is carrying on his work of tracing
in contemporary records the foundations of Irish discontent. To do so cannot
add any ill-feekog to that which unhappily already existe, while, it may help
us to und^tand how it is that so muw bitterness has been iu^rtedinto the
land-question, and how politics, for more than race-foeling, have made the
Irish bigoted Romanists. We have said nothing about the matter of Mr.
Pfondergast’s work : it is full of lively pictures of the time—^the most daleUante
reader will follow with interest the fortunm of O’Hanlon, who flourished about
1680, and of whom one story ia that, being angered with Murphy, priest of
Eillovy, who had tried to betray him, he threatened all who should attend
Murphy’s preaching with the fine of one crown for the flrst offence, two for
the second, and with death for the third. We hope Mr. Frendergast will give
us a good deal more of the result of his researches among the records of this
period of Irish history. H. S. F.

FrancUco Moyen; or^ TJie Itiquiaition as it was in SbutA America, By B. ViouFa.
MAOKEinrA. Tranriatod from the Spanish with the Author’s permission, by.
James W. Duffy, M.D., Member of the Royal College of eurgeons, and
of the University of Chile, &o. London : Henry Sotheran.

Last year wo^ noticed a work on the Inquisition by Dr. Rule, who while
chiefly detailing its history in European countries did not forget its proceedings
in Spanish America. This portion of his task however was only a riight sketch,
and the work before us answers well as a supplement to it. The particular
region to which it belongs is Peru, and the period is rather a late one, the
middle of the eighteenth century, when the Holy Office had lost most of its old
power. The author is a native of the adjoining republic of Chili, a layman, an
able -writer, a rcstloss politician in that restless quarter of the world, mtensely
Liberol in a bind where to be anti-Liberal is to be intensely ultramontane.
An ecclesiastical dignitoiy of the latter bias in Santiago, the Chilian capital,

had been writing up the Inquisition os a model of all that -was good, the glory
of churches and nations, -the ti'uest and tondorost friend of heretics themselves,
and dese^ing^ the gratitude of posterity. It might have been safe to appeal to
Chilians in this monstrous fosmon, for the Inquisition was never established
among them and has therefore left no memories of itself; but the panegyric
found no readers and seemed -worthy of no refutation. Soon however the
Jesuits of the capital made this precious production a text book in their schools,
and began to indoctriimte the young with its audacious nonsense, whi^ at once
decided our author to issue an antidote. He had met with some inedited MSS.
in the national library of the neighbouring State of Peru, which were in fact
nothing loss thw some stray original records of the Lima Inquisitiou, relating
to the prosecution of one Francis Moyen, whose cose seems to have escaped all

the historians of the Holy Office. This answered his purpose admirably, for
the papers wore within reach of the public and their authenticity was indis-
putable ; accordingly our author detailed the whole case in the columns of suc-
cessive numbers of a daily newspaper of Ysdparaiso, whore he resided, adding
a running commentwy on the Santiago ultramontane.
Having thus obtoined an immediate and rapid circulation, the letters were

made the foundation of a volume, which an English M.D. resident at Val-
paraiso has translated for the benefit of his countrymen. Facts like these show
pretty clearly that a book on the Inquisition, which might be thought out of
all relation to the age, is by no means so, os we had no hesitation in saying
when we reviewed Dr. Rule. The Wesleyan divine in Great Britain and the
keen politician on the Fadfic shores seem to be as opporite as the poles ; and
yet they are both in the same year found studying the'tribunal records of the
Holy Inquisitioh ; affording one indication out of hundreds that, unwelcome or
inexplicimle as the thought may be, the -war of Hildebrand is still raging and
as widely spread as the human race. The Fapaoy, -with aU its reverses, m not
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discouraged: it is assaulting the United Kingdom with tremendous efForti and
contesting every other part of the field with indomitable perseverance.

Francis Moyen was, as here described, an interesting character in his way

;

a sparkling, talented, thoughtless Parisian, full of adventure and, with his
belov^ violin in his baggage, ever on the wing. Voltaire and Boiloau wore
winning the world in those days. Moyen, like every young man of the period,
had read them, could quote them, and would sonietimos utter himself in their
particular sophy ; half scoffing, and half religious, and half philosophical by
turns, a thorough Frenchman, carelessly throwing off his first thoughts what-
ever they were and whoever was near. What else could be expected of a
young man under thirty who knew no Christianity but French and Spanish
Popery and in the Voltairian age? A fellow-traveller through the South
American States, a dark-soulod traitor Spaniard, who had shared the unbend-
ing intimacy of the road with him week after week, denounced him at the
journey’s end before the ministers of Him who came to seek and to restore
that which was lost : and the result to the unsuspecting Frenchman was a
sudden apprehension and n long martyrdom of twelve years of inanhood]s
prime in the dungeons of the most abominable of aU the Tribunals of this

earth, till death relieved him in 1761. Poor Francis Moyen was not one of
John Foxe’s martyrs, and Suflor Mackeuna is not John Foxe : but this only shows
that the dogmas of Borne ai*e not religion alone, or else that religjcm has a
strange and ineradicable relation with civil government and the life of nations
which it deeply concerns every politician and every statesman, as well as every
theologian, to study well. Setlor Mackenna's pages are c^uite worthy of penisal
by them all. llis indignant pen writes— Inquisitors invented hell long before
Dante and Milton.” C. il.

The Life of Roseini. By SuTirEnT.*vxi> Edwards. liondon : Hurst and
Blackett.

The period between 1792, the year of Bossini’s birth, and 1809, that of his

death, is certainly the most absorbing, if not the most important, period of
modern music. Of course secondar}' and tertiary ]>eriods can never have the
same kind of interest as primary ones. When Mozart died (1791) luudern
music, as we understand it— orchestral, choral, cabinet, and operatic music—^was created. The Jupiter iSymphouy^ the Requiem^ the Quartette dedicated to

Haydn, and Don Giovanni ore the foundations from which the stately fabrics of
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Schubert, Weber, Meyerbeer, and Spohr, have been
raised. But crossing over to Italy, we find one man who has lived all through
this extraordinary period, and whose popularity (whatever may have been his

merits) has nt different times eclipsed that of all the greatest musicians that
ever lived. This man came .into contact with all the chief composers of this

century ; was received when they were rejected ; made several fortunes whilst
some of them lived and died in penury ; and even now is bettor, or at least as

well, listened to on the stage as any operatic composer past or present.

This man was Bossini ; and when we thiiik how intimately ho has been
associated with almost every important name in art and literature for the last

fifty years—Shaving lived on equal terms with some dozen men by whqpi this

age vml be remembered—we turn to the pages of his biography with all the
more interest.

A more dreary failure can hardly be conceived than the work before us. It

is one of those teoks which discourage the public from reading, and good
authors from writing, the lives of great men.

After the death of a man who has filled a great gap in the history of the
world of art for upwi^s of seventy years, a little pause is necessary—a little

reverence and core in selecting materials, collecting letters, anecdotes, and
general information : many people will have to be consulted—some examina-
tion of contemporary men and events imdertaken—and all this, if possible, by
a personal friend—by one, at least, who understands art, and who is not a perfect

tyro in music—^by one who brings to his task some independent knowledge,
some criticism, and a little love—of all which things there is simply no trace in
Mr. Edwards’ nook. And nece^rily sa. Wo beueve the book was in type

—

like a Timee ** leader”«^befor6 poor Bossini was dead. It is a book over which
publishers rub their hands—not as over one bom in due season, but at the
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nick of time.” Such books, no doubt, can be written with advantage—^well-

considered books, which may have been waiting for years, and are published
when wwted; but this is not one of them. It is more hurried than any
** leader,” and with loss excuse. When a great man dies, of course the public
must have short sketches of him at once ; but a life is a serious matter; and to
publish a catalogue of well-known operas, mixed up with a parcel of sWe
anecdotes, and a few (jilestionable platitudes, and to call this a Lafe of Bossini,
is almost as much an insult to the public who want his life, os an injury to any
competent writer who may hereafter undertake to write it.

There is an increasing tendency to treat our great men with this damaging irre-
verence; and it must be everj^body’s interest in the long run—public and
publishers alike—^to put down this kind of llimsy and disreputable book-
making. But the book-making spirit is irrepressible—the notion of loving
work is smiled out of court. Rossini had too much sense to love labour for
^o sake of labour;” however the writer adds, approvingly, that ** he had a
just regard for money.” These conspicuous merits, as being important, are
early mentioned on p. 5. They are typical of the book before us, which is

written, no doubt, with a just regard lor money, but certainly manifests not
the slightest love for labour. Nothing could bo more unsatisfactory than the
sketch of the opera up to Rossini’s time. It is the work of a man who, starting
without information, has read but little, and misunderstood even ^at. In a
few paragraphs the progress of Italian opera is supposed to be given ; then,
without any notice, we are suddenly introduced to Gliick, who is allowed to
have done some things in his way for opera. But although German composers
are recognised, not a word is said of those groat fathers of opera, the Frenchmen,
Iiulli and Rameau. Nor does Handel and his for^-one Italian operas seem
worth noticing. Where Mr. Edwards learnt that “ Gliick did not do more than
Piccini to extend the limits of operatic art” wo cannot tell ; nor what he means
by saying that Mossart was more modern than his immediate successors.^ We,
of course, ask, what immediate successors Cherubini, Beethoven, Boildieu,
Schubert ? The {greatness of Mozart consists especially in this—that ho placed
his foot so firmly in advance that no composer since has been able to go back
or be loss modem than Mozart.
Not one of tho important questions which occur to everyone in connection

with Rossini is fac^d. The relutivo importance of German and Italian opera,
Rossini’s relation to the Italian-German school of Wober, the German-French
school of Meyerbeer, tho French-Gomian of Berlioz, and the modem French
eclectic school of Gounod; or, again, Rossini's relation to men like Bellini
Donizetti, Mercadanto, and Verdi—such questions have, naturally enough, not
occurred to Mr. Edwards, or, if they have, ho is able to shelter mmself beUnd
the witty saying of Rossini :

“ Tho only difference I know of in tho music of
difiEbront nations is the diffeiunce between good and bad music”—

a

very
charming and witty thing when said by a man surrounded by jealous rivals of
every school, but a very poor sentiment for a musical critic and biographer.

It is hardly ]K>ssible to conceive the life of Rossini being dull—the intimate
of Pasta, Catalani,^ Persiani, Malibran, Rubini, Dablache, Alboni, Grisi,
Paganini, Dragouetti, and a score more names, any one of which is a centre of
interest to the musician,—something there must bo to tell about Rossini
and such friends os those. Well, their names occur—that is all. The anec-
dotes are few and stale, and they are told with a kind of yawn : The moment
has now arrived for recording an anecdote—it is not pleasant to tell it for the
five-hundredth time.” But a true biographer should tell his atory as if it had
never been told, before. He should fit it into bis work like an old, but not less
mreoious, gem in a new setting, and it would be sure to sparkle. But Mr.
Edwards has tho unhappy knack of making all his gems look tike paste ! There
are not many of them. It is perfectly surprising that at a time when there are
hundreds of menm London that knew Rossini ; when a thousand details of his
life and conversation have been indirectly published ; when he has had nothing
to do for forty years but make jokes and ciitioisms at Paris, and provide food to
hundreds of admirers for hundreds of anecdotes ; when there must be immense
quantities of his letters not very inaccessible, and crowds of eager friends
anxious to impart information—^we say it is surprising that under such dream-
stances the public should be offered sudi a book as this so-called Life. The
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faw 'well-known stcnieB are poorW pieced together. There ie nob a glow of
feeing in the book thronghont. ^Dnere is a copious and oatalogne-like mention,
of the composex's works which is far £rom being useless ; but not one of them
is fwly antdysed, and the musical mitioism is less than tri'vial. Imagine a
detailea notice of the <9era of WiUutm Tell, 'without eyen an allusion to what
is, after all, the most important part of it—the magnificent oyerture ! Add to
this the simple nonsense talked about tiio Stahat Mater. Bossini himself says
that he had written the Stabat Mater “ mezso-serio

;
” but Mx. Ed'wards is 'wiser

than this : he laughs at the critics who ‘think it in parts a little undevotional,
and (is it possible that he can ever have heard it?) declares that the style
tiixo^hout is simple, fervent, and sincere.” " Whatever else may be saij[of
Bosstni’s Stahat, it cannot be maintained that it is not in harmony -with the
stanzas to which it is set.” If we omit the word not we should have the exact
trutii about the Stabat. But the Catholic Church,” we are told, “ has accepted
it without suspecting that Bossini’s music 'was not religious in character.”
Gan Mir. Edwards have heard the kind of music which the Catlmlic Chur^
accepts as religious P We have heard Fra Diawdb played at high mass in
Bmne, and the Oazza Ladra performed during dmne service by a militaiy
band, 'with their hats on, opposite the high altar. Such things does the Catholic
Ohuruh accept as religious

!

Tim book contains no account of Bossini’s last illness and death ; and we have
nothing more to say of it—except that it cannot ho said to contain an account
ofhisfife. H. B. H.

n.—CLASSICAL.

Latin Proverht and Quotations. With Translations and Parallel Passages, and
a copious English Index. By Aui'iiEU Hendeksox. London : Sampson,
Low, Son, and Marston.

A coiXECXiox of Latin proverbs, at all approaching to completeness, has
long been one of tho desiderata of English literature. Much of our own pro-
verbial -wisdom is derived from Latin soiu'cos, and the slightest familiarity with
I^utus, Terence, Horace, Juvenal, among Latin poets, and with Cicero, Sallimt,

Tacitus, and other Latin prose writers, will convince even a tiro that the mine
of ** old said saws ” which ancient l^me has bequeathed to us is well-nigh
inexhaustible. True, a great portion of this their proverb-wealth was due to

judicious loans from the Greek ; but tho Latin proverbs are more deserving of
attrition of English students, because it is directly from them that wo have

borrowed. It is a pity that to his Handbook of Proverbs, and his Polyglutt of
Foreigii Proverbs, Mr. H. G. Bohn did not add Manuals of Greek and Latm
Pareemiology; materials for both which exist in the “ Parasmiographi Ghmoi”
and Binders “ Novus Thesaurus Adagiornm Latinomm,” published at Stutt-
gart in 1861 ; but a portion of what he failed to accomplish has been achieved
By the late Mr. Alfred Henderson, whoso enforced relaxation of the Idbours of
professional life was the occasion of his turning an active mind to the con-
templation of a store-house, -with tho wealth of which ho became more amazed
as bis -work advanced. If in his posthumous work we desiderate some features
which, had they been added, would have enhanced the value of bis under-
taking, and given sometUng like perfectness to what we must, as it stands,

zsgara as onTp a step in ths> right direction, wo are bound to ^d that the
modesfy of his preface disarms severe criticism, and that the nice taste and
ready ^ft which he has evinced in his parallels from Eng^h literature, are-

oaloulated to 'win friends and readers for his book in other circles and spheres
than those where scholarship is tiie first consideration. He appears to us to

have been one of those who, led on by the charm of their work, assess the
v^oe of the ireasure they are unfolding too highly to be .deterred by fiisti-

fiipiisness from making it public ; and hence it comes forth, not indeed arrayed
'^^^“etness of reference, or famished with annotatory matter, to serve as a.sm of pedumo-hunt upon each rare proverb or qnotwdon, but rather as a
pieesnnt and eurious repertory, in which a. public qpeaker; may-'puik up not a.
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fonr apponte tMnatenoes to vary tha stotdcand ]iaok]ifly6dqixotetioii»eC a lmndred
seMdons; a miter find wherewith to enforce almost any modem positien by
ancient authority ; and a reader of contemplatiTe tom heoome more than ever
cmvinoed how httle there is of what is new tinder the, sun. In the very torsi
pS||e of the volume we were toreibly strack with this last conviotiom. Tl^
third proverb quoted is ** A fronts prsedpitiumt a tergo lupns ” [a pteoipioe in
front, a wolf behind], and thon^^ in Latin this proverb does not probity ge
frirth«r back than Erasmus, it has a much older antiquity in the Greek proverb
c/twpoffOcv Kptifivitf iwittOtv X^Kot. But what is &r more to our immediate
purpose than tracing its genealogy, is the curiotis toot that in this proverb
apropos of a dilemma, we have me actual germ, undreamt of by the writer,
of one of the most striking of the “ Poems written for a Child,” “ A North
Pole Story ; a Pact,” which charmed the readers of that little volume in the
bMinnmg of last year.
Nor is this the only instance, by many, in which, through the adages of this

volume, the same strange concatenation of ancient saws and modem re-
presentments of them is home in upon our minds. Take the proverb which.
Mr. Henderson mves in p. 221, “ Mense Maio nubunt maid,” which is as old
as Ovid and his Fasti, for his version of it (Past. v. 490) runs:—

« Menso malas Maio nabero vnlgus.ait; ”

and it wiH'be found that the prejudice which existed against May marriages in
old Borne is still in vogue in modem England. Whemer, as Mr. Paley’s note
suggests, the ill omen is referable to “ Maius ” being the month of “ old men,”
as “Junius” is of “the young,” we know not: certainly there are not so
many marri^es in this month as in others ; and certainly ladies have a pious
horror of being married in May. How curious, too, is the precedent for
keeping Christmas merrily, which Mr. Henderson, in p. 12, deduces from
Horace’s “ Age, libertate Decembri utere,” and which he illustrates

from “Tusser” among ancient, and Walter Scott among modem Eng^toh

£
>ets. And then, to show how ideas repeat themselves in different ages and
nguages, take the proverb of Publius Syrus, the mimographer of Cfflsar*8 and

Cicero’s day,—
“ Absentem. bedit cum ebrio qui litigat,”

“He who quarrels with a drunken man inji^s one who is absent^* and see
how, independently of the correspondence with it of the_ English saw, '*He
that is drunk, is gone from home,” it has a kind of echo in our vulgar sajring
that a man is not “ all there,” when through drink or other drawback he is
b^de himself. On the other hand, there may be noted in some instances a
distinct contrast between the old and new moulds of thought. Erasmus a<

proverb, which Mr. Henderson cites (p. 22), of pot-valiant
_
people, whose-

courage oozes out “in pedes”—at their toes—(compare 11. xiv., “vostv 2a

vapai iroei K&irirtn du^cc”)

—

whereas, as we know, Sheridan adopts modem
parlance in making Itob Acre’s courage ooze out at his fingers’ ends; and,,
perhaps even more commonly, we should describe the same sensationby speak-
ing of “the heart leaping into the mouth.” Such resemblances and contrasts
ore what constitute the charm of proverb-study, and we do not wonder that
the author of the handsome volume before us found the collection of these oUL
saws and modem instances a delightful occupation of convalescence.
He might, we think, have made his work tor more valuable, had he much

more often laracked each proverb to its author, and, not only so, but also to
the particular play or poem of such author, with chapter or verse. In the-

absence of such laud-marks, one is oontimially stareu in the toce by some
pseudo-antique which is really a Greek adage in an Erasmian suit of clothes,

orW a scrap of the Old or New Testament, such as “ annulus aureus in nara
Builto,” or “ In sudore vulths tui comedes panem.” Clearly these havenoright
to be quoted as Latin proverbs or quotations, and they mke up the room oi
some venwable and genuine adages of ancient Borne which are missing from.
Mr. Hendersem’s pages. Thus we lack the presence of Smeca’s true word,
“ w^iena vitia in ocims habemus, a tergo nostm,” and Cicero’s “ Pluctus excU-
tare in simpulo,”—to raise a storm in a tea-cup-^DeLeg. iii. 16) : and there-,
is a still more marked absence of a greatmany carious provprba from the Latin.
PathM, which are unmistakable ancestors of trite sayings amongst ooxarivash..
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Bat we must bo thankfUI for what we baye, rather than querulous os to what
we have not. Another edition nuiy be considerably enhanced in value by the
sort of labour which every practised scholar is familiar with, of verifying
quotations and citing authorities^ and by the substitution of such houd-fide
Latin proverbs as will tom up in such a process for those which, being of
doubtfu parentage and acceptation, now find a place in the volume. As we
have it, however, this book purveys abundant entertainment oven to the lazy
reader ; whilst it may bo made the foundation of endless amusement to any
one who knows how to use it. To illustrate both thoso positions in turn, we
will cull a few proverbs hap-hazai’d. In p. 206 is ^von tho proso ntlage

Nunquam onortet virum sapieutem mnlieri romittero freonum,” a wholesome
truism which Mr. Henderson amusingly illustrates by a stuusa from the almost
for^tten extmvaganzii of Tom Thumb. In p. 246, on the adage (from Erasmus)

ISie quooro mollia, no tibi contingant dura,” ho tags Sam Slick’s mcmonible
dictum, ** Life ain't all beer and skittles!” and to several quaint sayings of
antiquity ho appends, by way of parallel, quito undesigned coincidences from
the pages of Mr. Dickens. Fitly indeed does ho draw his groat bulk of
paraUerfrom the plays of Shakespeare ; and, whether tho subject bo grave or
humoroiu, our ^'oat dramatist sails so near the const of Latin purmmiulogy
in his tritest saj’iugs (though manifesting all tho while the utmost ingenuity of
adaptation and tho^ utmost transmntative power), that, if other pr»)of were
wanting, we might infer his extensive acquaintance with Latin writers from
his silent I'ecognition of their adugial stores. Thiis Ovid’s sentence (Fast, i..

493, Henderson, p. :)0o}, “ Omne solum forti pntria’
the bard of Avon into

expands by tho touch of

** All pbicos that tho oyo of hciivou visits

Arc to tho wise inun ports and hiippy huvons.”

And ** Quod qnisque sperat, facile credit” passes easily into “_Thy wish was
father, Harry, to that thought.” But the parallels to proverb-loro in this volume
are not confined to ono or two poets of a particular peiiod of English litera-

tuie. Ben Jonson and Thomas Hood, Drvdeu and Tennyson, Sir John Har-
rington and Ilobort Bums servo the compiler's turn and occasion with wonderfhl
readiness. Here, for example, is his apt match tor tho luonostich of Publius
Syms (p. 40)

—

“Bona ncmini lioivi cst, nt n»n alicui sit mala,”

“ Nfjver nioniing wore
To eveuing, hut soiiic heart did hvctik.”—^Ten'nyson.

A word or two on the treat in store for such as are minded to make thi.s book
the Imse of fui'ther rcseuixdi. With tlie help of Binder’s “ Thesaums,” of
Shnith’s “ Jjatin and English Dictionary,” of Bland's “ I’roverbs,” and of a good
index to Plautus, Terence, and one or*two more I^tin authors, they may amass
a whole store of anecdote and illustration urouiid a single sentence. In p. 91
Mr. Hondorson gives, without reference, the proverb “ Duobus sellis sedore,”
*' to sit on two seats,” and illustrates it by two familiar English turns of the
same thought. A lirile research will show that this proverb originates from

mouth of Laberius the mimic, from whom Beneca quotes it. Huniiiig a
little forther, we find from Macrobius (Batum. ii. 3) the occasion which ^ug-
gested the spring. When Julius Ceesar introduced Laberius to the Senate,
Cicero was there, and, intending a hit at Ciesar, said to the mimic, “ Wo would
admit you were we not so crowded.” “Ah !” replied Laberius, “ I remember
you’re in the habit of sittiDg on two seats.” It might be jxMsible to parallel
from the Latin the proverbial issue od two-stooled policies. In p. 32 is given-
Auribus teneo lupum,” a figurative expression for a dilemma, “ catch-

ing a Tartar.” Mr. Henderson ri^tly indicates its orijm with Ttorepce, It
may be added that the duase is from the Phormio iii., u., 21, and that more
upon it is -to be fonim in Suetonius (Tiberins, 0. 2&). CwDOUMnitatore on
2otence explain the allusion in tiiie —as the wolf nae-y^siy^aiMiirt eexa,_it

cannot well be held them; at the same time tiiere-

go your hold, of being devoured by the wolf. ** Coudk
^ another proverb ofthings extremely difBcolt to a
whioh the canpiler. the vdonts Under 'fesvigir' id
older than Erasmus; but the difltoul^mm
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Latin htoratore as eai'lyas Plautus, who, in his Psendolus ii., iy., ^6, li««
Anguilla eat: olabitur.” The monkiah rhyming verse on the same topic,
® P®r caudam qui tenet ilhim,” is given in p. 277 ofMn Hendeisoii’a book.

^
That very remarkable adage, ‘*i)ii laneos p^es

habont, which is cited without its author’s name in p. 86, is ftom Petronius
Arbitea, c. 44. **The avenging gods,” our author translates it, **have their
feet clothod in wool.” Wo would suggest as an imx>rovement “ wear list
and have already hazarded a conjecture in this journal as to the possible bear*
ing of the proverb on the reading Phoecasianorum doorum in Juvenal, iii. 218.

‘*Nosutor ultra crepidam ” is traceable to Pliny’s ‘‘Natural History;”
‘‘ Nodum in scirpo qumris” (hunting for a knot in a rush that has no knots)
is traceable to Ennius ; and our “ Man^ a slip between the cup and the lip

”

is certainly as old as Aulus Gellius (xiii. 17, 3), though it may be questioned
whether it is to bo found, as some aver, in any of the poems ascribed to Homer.
But the interest which the search after the pedigree of very many of the
proverbs, which Mr. Henderson has indicated, is endless. The volume, too, is
so well printed, and has such an ample margin, that, though no friends to
scribbling on the printed page, we can see no harm in suggesting to students
who can boast of caligraphy as one of their accomplishments, to add to the
value of their copies of Henderson’s Latin proverbs by adding careful references
to such adages as they can trace home. We have been enabled to do somewhat
in this way with our copy, and, at leisure, shall do more.
What is still very much wanted is a Handbook of Greek proverJ>8.

J. I).

The Four Books of Horace's Odes^ translated into English Verse. By Ebwabd
Yardley, Author of “ Melusino” and other Poems. London: Longmans,
Green, & (Jo.

Theue is moi-o i*eal merit in these translations than in three parts of those
attempts in the same kind that have of late flooded the press. Mr. Yardley,
besides knowing his Horace well, has the gift of verse and a bright fanejr of
his own. This last endowment is not always an unqualified advantage m a
translator ; but in him it has rarely led to worse results than a substitution of
Horace’s mind, which he has contrived to read with much insight, for his
actual expression and foi*m. of words, and to occasional omissions of lines and
stanzas, where he judges that the idea intended by the original comes out
sufficiently clear without illustration by additional images and similes. He
appears to have aimed at making Horace a favourite, in his translation, with
English readers, by discarding all that can look strange to them, and to this

end often omits names of places and countries recalling the wars and friumphs
of Borne in Horace’s day, putting instead some ^neral and more widmy*
apxilicsable expression. The result, however, is never found to strike the
scholar in suchwise that he can say “ This is not Horace,” and in a ^reat many
odes such an one does find himself saying “ This is spirited,” “Tms is neav*
“ This is pretty.” There is not the scholarly finish, and the evidence of
thought-out weighing of interpretations we should find in Professor^ Co-
ning^n’s Horace, nor perhaps as great success as Mr. Calverley has achieved
in his translated odes by apt choico of measure, and a union of faithfulness and
spirit in something veiy near Horatian limits ; but still Mr. Tardley’s version

01 the odes is worthy to be read, and certain to be enjoyed, in almost every
page which the fingers or the paper-knife may open.
We say “ almost',” because we make a reservation in the case of those odes

which Horace has tuned to the measure commonly known as^ the fourth

Asclepiad, and which in the original are for the most put ra^er in the grave
or heroic vein and cadence, if we may so speak, than in a livelier wd more
lilting tone and measure. It is borne m upon us, as we turn to the nineteenth

page and f^d the splen^d opening of Ode xv. ” Pastor cum traheret,” ren-
dered after the following light faidiion

When Paris, the shepherd, was bearing away
The wife from his host ho had reft,

Old Nereus, becalming his riiips, made bun stay
And hear the sad end of his theft,”

if we read far enough we shall find ourselves in the act of readitig the old
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tmdorgraduate sougofTroy, wMdi waain voguo twenlyyeanam, and in which
Menelaus having found Helen packs her on in a post-chaise.’^ Still less does
this measure suit Ode xxiy* (^*Quis desiderio sit pudor/’ &c.}, for though it may
be said that Moore uses it in some of his melodies, it will not, we fimoy, be
found that these were strains of similar burden or spirit. Nor indeed, u we
could make up our minds to this metre as representative of the fourtiii Asclepiad,
could we hdp finding &ult with a want of smoothness in Mr. YarcUey’s
management of it m some verses, attributable, we suspect, to the difficulty of

wedffing words written in one lengQi of metre to the conditions of another.
Some critics will take exception, too, to his rendering the ode to Pyrrha, and
such-like odes, in so unlike a measure as seven-syllaUe triplets. It is a direct

abandonment of metrical conformity of any kind, and, as such, the more sur-
prising when, though he makes no professions on the subject, he has in his

lambic odes and his Sapphic odes, recognised some such principle, we do not
mean by naturalizing auen measures, but by conforming to the diaracteristic

differences of length of verse which mark those metres, ’^e last stai^a of tho
fifth ode of the first Book will show our readers that in his scant equivaleiit he
.has room only for the spirit and fooling, not for any reproduction of the words
of Horace

—

Wretched must thy lovers be

:

Long ago 1 quitted thee,
And gave thanks for being free.*’ (P. 9.)

But there iano denjdng that he has been successful in many other of his appli-

cations of metre. There is great ohann about his equivalent for the Sapphic,
as may be seen in this extract from Ode xvi. Book ii. Loetus in prsesens

—

dompseritmi”]
Tho mind enjoying present Tdiss

Should shun"tho future, and repress
Sorrow with smiles. On earth there is

No present happiness.

“Not long did gn^at Aehillos live.

Death would not b<‘t Tithonus free, ,

And Time, perchance, to me; may give
What it denies to thee." (P. 61.)

And we think that as regards an ode in another metre, the famous ode to

Lydia (iii. ix.), on which so many translators have experimonted with such
imperfect satisfaction to themselves and to otoers, Mr. Yordley is entitled to

dlaim a fair measure of success, both as to choice of fitting measure, and as to

neatness and aptness of translation. Tho two last stanzas which we quote will

show that he does not tie himself to literal reproduction, while they will also

diow his claim to have caught his author’s spirit.

JETor. What if ancient love returned
And united us again ?

What if I for Lydia burned ?

Treated Chloe with disdain ?

Xyd. Fairer than a star is he

!

Yet though you have proved untrue,

. And arc stormier than the sea,

I would live and die with you ! ” (P. 88.)

A sample of his management of the Alcaic stanza, which we regard as happy
and saocessfol for the most part throughout this volume, may be seen in

Odft xxvA.. of Book iii; Yixi puellis uuper idoneus’n, and we quote it,

because it Olustrates the kind of treatment a^ich he considers himself justified
in adopting as to the words and expressions of his original, and isn clue to his
theory of translation.

“ I late was fit for girls, nor all

Ingloriously have 1 waxred

;

But now, fixed to her (emplo wall.
To Venus be my arms rostoiod.

“ The torch extinguish^ now for ever, .

The harp too Umt wffi speak sio
there together with ttie lover.

That tlixeatihedi the opposing door.
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GkxldeBS to whom tho G^riaas
And swarthy Memphums bend in prayer,

Touch Chloe lor her arrogance.
With thy sharp scourge high raised in air.” (P. 104.)

it will be seen that ideas are taken out of the first stanza of the Latin,wd fosed with others which belong more prescriptively to the second, in the
English. “ Oarentem Sithoni^ nive,” too, in v. 10, is only reproduced by
implication. But the general effect is, we think, Horatian. And so, for the
most part, can we say of tho mass of Mr. Yardley’s translations. About their
acceptance with strict literalists there may be a little doubt. With those who
prize the general tone and flavour more tnan the precise form there can be no
question of their welcome. j, d.

m.—POETRY, FICTION, AND ESSAY.

Und^ the Willows^ and other Poems. By James Bussell Lowell. London

:

Macmillan & Co.

In an interesting article lately published in Macmillan^s Magazine^ Professor
Seoloy called attention to the fact that each of the chief European nations is

in the habit, in enumerating its great names in art, of placing on a level with
men who are recognised in all countries equally, some one whom it alone
appreciates and understands. He explained ^s phenomenon by showing that
in each case the man so honoured had done something for the special me of
his country—had brought out and raised tho national character in a. way which
only the nation itself could feel. This must, I suppose, to some extent explain
the slight recognition which the great poet, whoso last work we are about to
notice, has received in England, in compat‘ison with one so far his inferior both
in melody and thought os Jjoiigfellow.

He is emphatically an American. The often grotesque humour of the
Biglow Papers” may, apart from the bitterness of their attacks on England,

have somewhat startled our English public ; and some of the noblest
passages of the *H?ommemoration Ode” in tho present volume quite
unlike (almost opposed to) the tone of thought of the two greatest living poets
of our own counti^.
The politics of Tennyson, and of Browning, start from the individual. Either

tho thoughts of their heroes about themselves and others lead them to

“ ‘ Mix in action, lest ’ they * wither by despair,’
”

or a long argument with themselves comes at last to such a oonclusion as this—
Here is a soul whom to affect,

Nature has plied with all her means, from trees

And flowers, o’on to the multitude; and these
Decides he save or no P”

With Lowell all this is altered. Of thought (even about great deeds) he is

a little impatient ; while heroes are great mainly as part of the nation which
is tho subject of his song. The three following passages from his Comme-
moration Ode ” will best bring out these points, and show, too, his greatness
as a poet

Wcak-Vinged 18 song

;

Hot aims at that clear-cthcrcd height.
Whither tho brave deed climbs for light.

We seem to do them wrong,
Bringing our robin’s leaf to deck their heaxso.

Who in warm lifo-biood wrote their nobler verse

;

Our trivial song, to honour those who come
With oars attuned to strenuous trump and drum,

^

And shaped in squadion-strophes then* desires,

Live battle-odes, whose lines wero steel and fire.

Yot Bometimos feathered words are strong,

As gracious memory, to buoy up and save

From Lethe's dreamless ooze,—the common grave
Of the unventuroua throng.”
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The next is from the passage in memory of Abraham Lincoln :

—

Naliure, they savt doth dote,
•Aod cannot xnaKO a nuin
8ave on some \irom-out plan,
Kopoatxnff um by into.

For him her Old-World moulds aside she throw.
And, choosing sweet clay from the hinaHt
Of the nnexhaiisttHl West,

With stiift* untainted slutpcd a hoi-o now :

. Wise, steadfast in the stivngth of God, and true.
“How hoaiitifid to soo

Once more a Shephtrd of Jlottkitui indeed,
WHio loved his charge, but never loved to lead.

« « «
“ ITis was no lonely mountain-peak of mind,
Thrusting to thin air o'er our cloudy bam,
A sea- mark now, ntiw lost in vjipoum blind

;

Broad priiirio rather, genial, level-lined.

Fruitful and friendly for all Iminfin kind.
Yet also nigh to heaven and loved of loftiest stars.

Nothing of Eiiroiio hero,
Or, then, of Europe fronting inoi-n-ward still,

Ere any iisimcs of s<‘rf and peer
Could Nature’s equal scheme drfsieo ;

Hero was a tyi>e of the trui» elder r.iee.

And one of Vlutarch’s men talked with ns face to face.

« « «

Great csiptains, with their guns and drums,
Disturb our judgment for the hour,
But at last silence comes :

These all are gone, and, standing like a tower,
Our cliildrcn shall behold his fame.

The kindly-earnest, brave, f<iresc?eing man.
Sagacious, patient, dreading praise, not blame.
New birth of om* new soil, the first American.”

I have been obliged, for brevity, to omit some of the most poetical parts of
this noble epitaph ; but it is in the third passage which I intend to quote from
thifl ode that tho true strength of Lowell’s genius bursts forth :

—

• “ Lift the heart and lift the head

!

Ijofty bo its mood and grave

;

Not without a martial ring.

Not without a prouder trc^id,

And a peal of exultation.
Little right has he to sing
'I'hrough whoso hc^art in such an hour.
Beats no march of coii8C!ioiis x>owor.
Sweeps no tumult of cLition

!

’Tis no Man wo celebrate
By his country's victories groat,

A hero Imlf, and half the whim of Fate,
But the pith and marrow of a Nation
Drawing force from all her men.
Highest, humblest, weakest, all,

- For her time of neerl, and then
FiiTsing it again through them ;

Till the basest can no longer cower.
Feeling his sonl spring ux) divinely tall,

Touched but in passing by her mantlo-hom.
Come back, then, noble pride, for 'tis her dower

!

How could poet over towtjr

If his xxassions, hox^es, and fears.

If his triumph^ and his tears,

/ Kept not measure with his x>oopleF

Boom, cannon I boom, to all the winds and waves

!

Clash out, glad bells I froin every rooking steeple

!

Banners, adance with triumph, bend your staves
! j
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And from every mountain peak
Let beacon fire to answexinir beaccm speak

!

Katahdin tell Monadnock, White&ce he,
And BO leap on in light firom sea to sea.

Till the glad nows bo sent
Across a mndling continent,

Making earth feel more firm, and air breathe braver.
m ‘ So proud, ibr she is saved, and all have helped to save her.*

She that lifts up the manhood of the poor

;

She of the open soul and ojx)n door t

With room about her hearth for all mankind.”

But while we have dwelt on this magnificent ode as the most characteristio
effort of Lowell’s genius, we must not forget that in at least one poem in this
book he has shown that he can appreciate and even imitate the styles of our
own living poets. This is the more remarkable because the poem to which we
^lude is placed among Poems of the War,” and the undercurrent of thought

.is intensely characteristic of Lowell. The poem is called, **Two Scenes from
the Lifo of Blondel;” and while the first scene again and again recalls

Tennyson, tho following verse in the second scene seems almost copied from
Browning

I might as well join in the safe old * turn turn.*

A hero's an excellent load-star—^bnt, bless ye.
What infinite odds 'twixt a hero to come
And your OTily too palpable hero in ease /

Precisely tlio odds ^such examples are rife)

’Twixt the pooni conceived and tho rhyme wo make show of,

’Twixt thf) hoy’s moming-drcMim and the wake-up of life-t—

*Twxxt tho Blondel God meant, and n Blondel 1 mow of.”

And with his keen interest in and love for his- nation, there are few poets
who show more plainly the private feelings of life; the intense love of nature
which came out in his ** Vision of Sir Launfal,” and relieved^ the fierce satire
of tho ** Biglow Faipers,” reappears in the poem which has given its name to
this volume. Indeed, so deep is the impression which the peculiarities of
American climate and vemtation have made on him, that he returns with in-
ci-eased vigour to tho old denunciations of May and praise of June which
appeared in his former works. The warmth of his personal friendships, too, is

soon in his Ode to Longfellow and his generous' eulogy on Bryant; while
the Nightingale in the Study” shows the joyous self-abandonment of American
thought on its purely artistic side. As a strange contrast in tone of thought
to the rest of the poems, we quote in conclusion the Ode to Happiness :

”

—

Spirit that lov’st the upper air.

Serene and passionless and rare.

Such as on mountain peaks we find,

And wide-viewed uplands of the mind

;

Or such as scorns to coil and sing
Bound any but the eagle’s wing.
Of souls that with long upward beat.
Have won an undisturbed retreat,

. 'Where, poised like winged victories.

They mirror in relentless eyes
The lifo broad-basking *neath their feet :

—

Man ever with the Now at strife,

Pained with first gasps of earthly air.

Then pricing Death the last to spare.
Still fearful of the ampler life.”

'
. 0. B.M.

Pcosanf Life : being Sketchee of the ViVagere and Fidd-lahourers in \QleMddie.
Edinburgh : Edmonston and Douglas.

This book is delightful at once by reason of its freshness, its reality, and its

dramatic consistenoy. Nowhere is there more tendency to be hackneyed than
when dealing with tho lower order of Scotch oounti^ life. There is a great
temptation to try to make capital out of it, by edging in a repreMntatiye
character to relieve a landscajie, or to play the fou to a more commanding indi*

YOL. XI. H K
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Tiduality. There is nothing of this kind in Peasant Life*” nor is there any
attempt to get variety and force by tho introduction of incident. There is no
effort, no aim after Avhat is g^reat or striking. The author suoceods, because
having completely grasped his charaoters he can be simple. Tho book consists

of a stories of carefully studied cabinet pictures, each with a choice, though not
always romantic, central figure, skilful!)'’ relieved by quiet contrasts of temper,
and tendency in tho subaLdiary characters. With a few simple touches the best
types of the Scottish peasantry, and some of the worst, too (fot tho author is

obviously an impartial observer), aro set distinctly before us. Por graphic
portraiture, dramatic clearness, and intenso roalism of manner, this volume
stands almost by itself. Hero wo have toiidernoss, humour, pathos, and oven
sentiment, adjusted in fine proportions, and eaoli enhancing tho other. Tkliat
could be more humorous than Hueklo Jock's clefonco of himself against
May’s trick to send him off to bed when ho Avas waiting upon his ailing father i'

what could bo more tender than his shy reseiwo Avhich would not suffer him to
saj’ a word to May oA'cn for his heart's jieace ? wliat more touching than his con-
cenm for her at tlio crisis of the fever, and Betty's sternly pathetic words, I’m
wae for ye, Jock ; I fear she'll dee. I wish tae God it was masol ?” In Kate
Hose and her Bairns,” aa^’o have tho same cpialitios, sot on a ground yet less arti-

ficially relieved; Avhilst tho Bourtreo,” tho “ Bod- tiled Cottage,” and tho
** Mason's Daughter,” as entering more into the cominou field of passion, have
each amx>lo materials to furnish forth a threo-A*oluine noA’ol. They are perfect
in their quiet, simple reserve and rcspectiul self-sutliciency—bits of life worthy
of a master. The patient, pawky reserve ; tho slow, wise stolidity and distrust of
everything pertaining to mero^ sentiment or feeling

; tho sudden outburst of un-
expected passion and fervour in quiet self-contained natures at groat crises

—

all these nave been caught and put on tho canvas with a calm self-restraint

that adds much to the effect. A better book as a judicious alterative ” to the
exciting circulating library course of reading could scarcely be conceived.
Tho chief fault we have to urge against it, is that the author has quite ovei*-

reachod himself in his effort to attain verisimilitude by studied artificial means.
Are Are to believe that this book was really written for the juirpose of awakening
sympathy towards theso poor but honest” stiugglero, and of eliciting something
like practical aid for them P Why, tho teiiderest personal interest is represented
as being almost unequal to lead Kate Bose to tho accoptaiice of a small^ loan
even when starvation stared her and her little brother and sister in the face.

Either Kato had no right to be Avhore she was, or dramatic truth at onco
vitiates tho moral intent assumed by the author. And then the sub-acid cynical
vein which is squirted out upon us now and then, is it real, or only assumed as
a kind of indirect makeweight ? If real, then tho best matter of the book refutes
it. Surely Muckle Jock’s love, which when once struck out of the clay-
Avrapped flint of his nature shed a mild radiance over all the lower prosaic plane
of his life, is itself instance sufficient. And if, again, it is assumed, we cannot
compliment the author on his expedient. Yet we are, after all, inclined to the
latter notion ; for to belieA'e it real would be to doubt the genuine insight and
artistic power of tho author, mth which it is quite inconsistent. Tho true and
effective lesson of tho book is this, that genuine nobility and independence of
character develops itself amidst the most unpromising circunistances—circum-
stances which, for purposes of art at all events, it could not well be extricated
from without loss to genuine and faithful development. We believe there is

need for improvement in the social condition of the Scotch peasant ; but tho
moral we should draw from the book would be this, that caution and delicate
discernment are very necessary in any attempt made in behalf of this cla^, in
order to preserve the soft and oeautiful bloom of independent feeling, which is

their chief characteristic—that gold thread in the texture of their lives, which
glistens so brightly when it is brought out from dark and dusty corners into

Uie^Bunlight by suem skilful hands as mose of the author of Feasant Life.”
H. dA.

Leonora Cdudoni: a Novel. By T. A. TnonXiOPE. Two vols. London :J

Chapman and Hall.

TmsBS is an air of nobleness about what Mr. T. A. TroUom writes; he has
a flue jEeeling for 'beautiftd scenes, whether of nature or ox art; ho oatebes
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character well, aurl makes us understand what lie means to paint; he disdains
oxeg$?Gration, and (which is saying the same thing in other-words) he evidently
aims at simple truthfulness or effect. Qualifications much lower than these
would siifflco to the production of a loadable novel, and, accordingly, “ Leonora
Casaloni ” (which originally appeared in the Fortnightly JRevtew) is interesting.
But for all that, contradictory as this wiU scorn, it is a little heayy. The author
scarcely succeeds in transplanting the imagination of the Engliw reader up to
the point which is necessary for the enjoyment of an Italian story. This, how-
ever, was the point to which the greatest effort was due ; and, apparently, ICr.
Trollope has done his best. Certainly some transplantation of tne imagination,
some decided change of scenery and national character, was essential, if the
hardened novel-reader was to enjoy at all a new story, turning in the first

iiistanco upon that ancient source of plot-tangles—the interchanging of two
chiUlron put out to nurse. Leonora is the daughter of a cardinal, however, and
that certainly makes a difforonce. In the last scene of the story, when Leonora,
now a woman, moots the mother who has for years ignored her existence, Mr.
Trollojic takes occasion to remark that “it is a mistake to suppose that the
more knowledges—the more announcomont of the fact that any tie of blood
exists between two jiersons—will avail to produce the nflectiou which should

such I'clalioiiship ; and it is un insinceiity to represent that it does
so.” Undoubtedly, those things ai*o so, and tho ignoring of the truth, or at
least the not allowing duo moral force to it, constitutes the one blot upon
b'onquo’s “ Undine,” which so bitterly iuteidbros with the reader's enjoyment
of lliJifc otherwisci “ entire and perfect chrysolite” of a book. But it is scjircely

possible that tho suddenly-disclosoil knowledge of a previouslyunknown relation-
ship such as that which exists botwocii parent and child, should not produce
u diH'p thrill and much excitement. Even when the parent has neglected his or
Ian' duty, it must surely bo so. Tho solo weak point in “Silas Martier” has
ahvays seemed to us that Epido takes the discovery of her parentage so coolly;
tliat there is no particular struggle in her heart between her love of use-and-
wont and gratitude to her foster-father Silas, and tho strange unfathomable
impulse which seems as if it must accompany the consciousness that one has
lit(.'rally sprang from another living being.

^
It is an awful thought; and the

only thing that can explain Leonora or Eppio is that neither of them had had
children. Still, oven an under-statement of the truth is better than melo-
dramatic falsehood.

Nanni, otherwise II Gufone, a poor ugly fellow, who loves Leonora, but
whom sbo does not “ affect,” returns, at tho close of the narrative, to the
“ convent of the Camaldolese monks, which is memorable as having afforded
hospitality to Dante. And,” Mr. T. A. Trollope adds, “if that circumstance
had not acted as an incentive to induce the present writer to visit the place,
the foregoing excerpt from the chronicles of a great Homan family would
never havc^ been presented to our English readers.” In this one sentence
we have disclosed to us the somxe of whatever failure there is in the
book. It is the venerable, inartistic, “ founded-on-fact ” fallacy ^over again.
It is,* no doubt, possible to found a powerful work of fiction upon fset; how
can we deny it, .with Scott's novels, and Mr. Eingsley’s “Hypatia” and
“ Westward-Ho !

” staring at us from the book-shelves ; with Miss Tytlor’s
“ Citoyenne Jacqueline ” at our elbow (a work, by-the-by, which very greatly
deTOnds for its effect ui>on tho success of the imaginative transplantation in it),

and a few other examples of tiie kind ? But u your story is “ founded on
fact,” pray hide it both from yourself while you work, and from us while we
read. A subtle, idirinking sense of what is truthful must be wounded at every
step, while you are trying to put life and meaning into scones and persons that
we are sure you can know nothing about. The assumption of fiction is that
you know,—how we do not care; tho assumption of biography is that you know,
hy means of which you inform us ; but in a mixture of biography and fiction,

or history and fiction, we are tossed about between the assumptions of the two
kinds of knowledge. It needs the solvent and fusing power of the poetic
spirit, in one or other of its forms, to deal with this dimculty. However, to
return, “ Leonora Casaloni” is unusually superior to the oidinary run of circu-
lating library books ; it is, in fact, a novel to read and to respect, but not to
enthral or to liye long. M. B.

H H 2
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The Sacristan'e lloueeliold. A Stm'y of Upm-Dctmold* By fho Author of
"Aunt MargATot'a Trouble/* "Mabors rrogreas/’ &c. With two Illus-

titfctioua by Maroua Stone. Two Yola. London : Strahon & Co. 1860.

Nothing could well be aimpler than the elementa out of which this story is

composed—the loves of a German boy and girl» both belonging to what, wo
suppose, would be called the lower middle class. But on this slender thread
the author has had the skill to hang one of the sweetest and most graceftil
little prose idylls it has ever been our good fortune to come across. Much of
its charm, wo incline to think, arises from its perfect harmony of construction
and colouring. Every character and incident seems natural and in its light
place, and not brought in for the sake of producing some special effect, however
teliing, out of keeping with the tranquil and tender tone of the whole,
only point to which we feel inclined to take some exception, as at variance with
the general treatment, is the discovery that little Lieso, the heroine, is, after
all, a countess. Wo do not think the blot, if it bo one, of much importance

;

but the author has made us know the little girl so well as a simple country
maiden, that we have neither the wish nor tho power to see her as anything
else. Could he not have been content with finding her entitled to a competent
fortune, which might have removed all tho obstacles in the of her marriage,
without bestowing a title and a castle, where we feel instinctively that she will
be thoroughly uncomibrtablc, and into which he himself has not the heart to
introduce her P

i After Liese herself, the characters on whom most pains have been bestowed
are Simon Schnarcher, the choleric, domineering, and impetuous, but at
bottom not bad-hearted, though terribly ill-tempered, old sacristan, or kiister

of Horn, a townlot of Detmold, and the Justizrath von Schleppers, a crafty
old lawyer, who conceals a perfectly insane desire to Icnow all about every

•

body and everything that comes in his way under the guise of a seeming
inattention and abstraction in his own thoughts. But all the dramatis
from the highest to the lowest, are drawn with fine discrimination, all with a
sufliciency of touches to make us see as much of thorn as is necossai*y, none
with such elaboration of detail as to render them obtrusive, and cause them to
fill a larger space on the canvas than is their duo. This self-restraint is tho
more to be commended as the author, if his sense of symmetry had not hindered
him, might easily, by drawing some of his characters^ more life-size, have
heightened the effect of the book—at least with uncritical readers. A little

stoonger colouring would, for instance, have rendered Frau llanno Lehmann,
the 'farmers wife, and Herr Peters, the apothecary, broadly comic characters—^in the hands of Mr. Dickens, or one of his imitators, we venture to say they
would infallibly have become so*-and made of Joachim, the charcoal-burner, a
weird and mysterious being, from whoso action some great and terrible conse-
quences might confidently DO looked for.

Besides the artistic skill with which it is put together, *^The Sacristan’s
Household” ^ great attraction in the vein of subtle and delicate
humour which pervades it from first to last—a humour of whi9h it is not too
much to say that it reminds us over and over again of George Eliot. As for

instance ;—

^

* But they have immortal souls, havo women ! l*m sure a God-fearing man like you
wouldn’t deny that, Heir Kustcr.’

** * That, sir,’ replied the sacristan, decisively, * is a religious x>oint. 1 don't appibve
of arguing upon religious xKnnts out of season. No doubt women have souls ; but it’s

one of them mysteries that wc ain't intended to understand in this world.’ ” (Vol. it.

p. 113.)

And again in Frau Lehmann’s description of Liese’s lovor-^avery distorted one
by the way,

—

* Otto Henunerich has no respect for anything on earth, or in the heavens above,—
Bo^ nor in tho wateis beneath, for that matter !

’—bringing out the last clause as though
it were a XK>werfixl climax.” (Vol. ii. p. 75.)

And this of HbA Justizrath :

—

*•Von Hchlcppers would have been grieved if you had murdered his brother^—he was
a far from inhuman man,—^but it would have been a decided consolation to him to find

out how you did it.” (Vol. i. p. 142.};
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Thera is an exquisite description, too, of the cominc on of evening at the end
of the first volume, whidi is enough to show the auuor to be rarely gifted in
this direction.

“ The twilight deepened. Hie moon’s slender horn took a more golden brightness.
All the varied sountu that came from the townlet were blended together into one
murmur full of placid pathos.” (P. 266.)

That “ placid pathos” seems to us a gem in its way. But wo must conclude,
though, did space allow, we would gladly dwell still longer on the merits of
this beautifiil little story. G. S.

Chaucen^a Englaitd. By Matiubw Brownb. Two Yols. London: Hurst and
Blackett.

Thb first thing to be said about these volumes (one of the most important
things that can be said) is that they are pleasant to read ; secondly, to obtain
this jpleasure one need not come prerarea with any large possession of anti-
quarian information. Mr. Matthew Browne disclaims more than once, for his
own part, tho title of an erudite in our early life and literature. He nowhere
attempts to extend the material boimdarios of our knowledge by pushing for-
ward into unexj^ored parts ; but he has read Chaucer, and the early ballads,
and tho Miracle Plays, and Sir John Maundeville, and a good deal besides these,
with loving care, and in a spirit ofmeditativepleasure ; the fiuniliar forms have *

rodisposod themselves in his imagination, and they come to us not in the dry
light of tho mere antiquary’s mind, but enriched by what a nature can com-
municate which is wi^, charitable (in a deep sense of the word), humorous,
and framed for thoughtful enjoyment.
The name Chaucer’s Bnglond,” expresses accurately the scope of the work.

It is not an account of Chaucer and his writings, though the poet himself
naturally appears as a figure in Chaucer’s England ; we see him riding with the
other pilgrims Cauterbi^wards. It is not an account of England in the four-
teenth century ; many important social and political movements of that period
are very slightly handled or altogether passed by, because, although existing in
l^gland, they havo littlo or no place in CHaucer'a England. Thus there is no
sign that tho poet had ” caught up the true prophecies of the insurgent ^irit
of^ time, or that he knew how what wo now c^ the English charMter was
beginning under his eyes to shake off alien olements, and consolidate itself for
toe great struggle” which lay before it. This insurgent spirit of the time
is accordingly only^ glanced at by Mr. Matthew Browne. England of toe
fourteenth century is viewed by him thiungh the openings presented in the
works of Chaucer, andwo cannot diarge it as an offence against him (as another
cnitic has done) that ho has not been imtrue to toe unity of his design.
We confess, however, we opened toe book with a hope of our own which has

been disappfwted. Poets who have accomplished some one supreme work are
formidable rivals of their earlier or less illustrious selves. The ** Yita Nuova ”
has been too much engulphed in the brightness and HarTrnaan of the “ Divina
Commedia.” The severe grace of ** Paradise Regained ” would attract more
readers than it does were not toe overmastering presence of “ Paradise Lost’*
felt by all. The “ trumpets stem ” of Sponsor (how inapproprately did he
name ’’stem” those trumpets whito gave forth such serene, silver musio of
war and of level) have drowned too much toe delicious tones of his “ oaten
reeds.” And more, perhaps, than Dwte, Spenser, or Milton, has Chaucer
proved toe injurious rival of himself. For twenty refers who know something
of the “ Canterbury Tales,” we doubt whe^r one has the slightest acquaint-
ance with any of Chaucer’s other works. Yet these otiier, which only by
comparison can be styled minor works of Chaucer, are not alone invaluable
illustrations of the growth of his powers as an artist, but are many of them
perfoct and delightfhl poenu. Sir P. Sidney knew this (” Chaucer undoubtedly
md excdlentlyin hys ‘Troilus and Cresseid'”); so did Dryden and Pope When
among tiieir few modemissations toey^inoluded “The Flower and the T icaf,”

and toe “House of Fame;” so did Wordsworth ; so did Keats (witness tilto

beautiful sonnet written in Mr.. Cowden Clarke's ctq^ of Chaucer); so did
Mrs. Browniim ; so did the author of the “ Dream of Fair Women.” We had
hoped that Efr. MAtthew Browne would have made his readers feel that in
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** (Thauoer's En^Iaml ” thoro was a groat poet unknown as the author of the
Cautoibury Tales/* yot well known notwithstanding os the chief poet of his

fiiuo. He has done a little, but not much to fulfil this oiir particular hope. In
the chapter, Ecniale Types in Chaucer/* the minor poems would have con-
tributed much to complete the view presented of Chaucer’s conception of tht‘

characters of women. Yet even tlio picture of Blanche, in the “ Book of the
l>uchesB/* is not glanced at, which, although containing something of the con-
ventional troubadour ideal of a pei-fect lady, and hero and there echoing linos
from Quillaumo de Maihault, seems to us a goniiine portrait, and as exquisite
a one as the range of poetiy ciiu supply ; being at the saiiio time, like tho AVifo
of Bath, a typo as well as a portrait.

After a sketch of Chaucer’s life, character, and genius, and some account of
tho story of the “Canterbury Tales** and the nilgiims, follow chaptors which
treat of chivalry ; tho medimval art or science of lovo ; female types m Cliaucer ;

the spirit of pleasure and mirth abroad in old Knglaiul compared with that
of the present time ; the part played by women in mediioval life ; fools and
jesters ; the feeling with i*egard to decencj" and indecency in tho fourteenth
century, with special reference to the grossiicss of some of C^haucer’s writings

;

food, house, dross, and minor morals ; the familiar handling of sacred things,
with illustrations from tho miracle idays; wonder, knowledge, belief, and
criticism (including ready assent to the marvellous and miraculous, alchemy
ditropos of the “ Canon’s Yeoman’s Talc,*’ tho scientific spirit and Iloger Bacon,
the religious critical spirit and Wickliffo) ; the Church of tho middle ages ; town
and country life, and the feeling with rcpird to exteT]j||l nature ; trade and
travel with illusti’ations from Sir John Maundovillo.
The two characteristics which Mr. Matthew Browne finds most impressively

to belong to th<^ writings of Chaucer are those which, adopting tho phrases of
“ a reailer of culnire and sonsihilitv recently introduced to tho poet of tho
‘ Canterbury Talcs/ ” lie styles his lightsomonoss ^buoyancy) and his Eiiglish-

noss. The following is a spocimoii of Mr. Matthew Browne’s best stylo as a
critic :

—

“Chaucer’s verst* is full of buoyancy
;

its very art is easy, the wind is not fr(»cr, it is

a south-west air with a rhythm in it, and a iiuisterly skill in thfj pfiusos. Flippancy,
or even happy smartness, is easy to inunagc, and imjdios none of the highest (|ualLtics of
a writer of verso

; but lightsomencss or buoyancy chiefly impresses tho mind when tho
flights taken are long enougli to give tho id<»a of stifngth as well as that of c3lasttGity.

The pywor of taking a long sweep lieforc coming to a pause, and tlien of beginning again,

with a spring from tho pausing-point, is a well-known characteriatic c)f the best poetry.
It is a chnnicloristic of which wc had tho last miegmficcnt c*xarnplc in Milton. . . . How
long an albuti*oss will remain jioisod in the air without apparent iiioiioii by a ship’s side,

I forget; but if it had, like a sea-gull, some of tho vivacity of the swallow or the martin,
it would represent the flight of the Chaw'^rian or tho Alillonic vei*so as contrasted with
the Hwallow-tlights of ])oets whc» cannot remain long iijiou th(j wing.”

Chaucer’s Englishness appears in tho essential objectivity of his mind, and in
the directnoss of his touch (of both which his coarseness is in some degree a
consequence); but it is especially in his “good-fellowsliip” that Mr. Matthew
Browuo finas his llnglijdmcss conspicuous. We have considerablo doubt
whether Chaucer was in fact tho “ go<m follow” he is hero taken for. It seems
natural at first sight to suppose that the toller of so many capital stories, tho
amused or tender sympathizer with so many various men, tho painter who drew
the “Wife of Bath/’ tho “Miller,” and the “Frere” possossod social qualitiosofa
high kind, and must have added much to the mirth of tho Canterbury pilgrims.

Yet this seems to us a complete misconception of tho manner of man that

Chaucer was. The “good-fellow” is never a delicato humorist ; ho cannot be
an artist ; ho does not calculate effects; oven in telling an after-dinner story ho
gives you instead of the point of the story his own excellent animal i^irits, and
on the strength of his own hearty laugh takes success for granted. It is the
retired, silent, all-observing, amused and not amusing man, who has power
over our smiles^nnd, like Chaucer, over our tears as well. And such a character

agrees with what Chaucer has told us of himself. The eagle, which boars away
Oetfray, in mortal fear lest he should be “ stellified,” to the House of Fame,
iiiforms the poet that he had been commisBioiied Jupiter to do so, because
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OhaucePy though always euditing of Ioto, knows no loya-gossipif not eyon of his'

next-door noighbours :

—

“ Not of thy very neighbours
That dwcllen almost at thy dores
Thou hoarest neither that ne this.”

But after his return from of&co he sits tho long evening poring over books, and,
although his abstinence is little (how the truth of this touch verifies the rest !);

lives thus ” like a hermit.” And tho party of Canterbury pilgrims did not grt
much enlivenment from its poet ; such at least was mine host’s opinion :

—

Ho someth elvish by his contonance.
For unto no wight doth ho dalianco.”

Dalianco ” meaning gossip (sec Promptorium Parvulorum).
But Chaucoi% if he was no good-fellow,” had, in common with “good-

fellows,” a trait of character which Mr. Matthew' Browne is tho first wo have
seen to note,—an intolerance of what some people call “ elevated” or “ideal-
istic ” views of life and duty. Intolerance is, perhaps, too strong a word, for

the poet's bonhomie and easiness of moml temperament made him tolerant of all

things save those which are obviously fatal to happiness—oppression and
cruelty, especially crueltj^ to women. This easiness of nature seems to us the
presiding quality of Chaucer's character ; that w^hich explains the rest. Life
was taken pleasantly by him. If his light is never pure w'hite, his darkness is

never blackness of (lorknoss
; thcro are lights and shades in all his prospect.

Uo cannot draw with an uiifallcriug hand the lino between right and wrong.
He cannot hate passfonately. His very satire has something gonial in it, and

S
ts its victim laughed at; it does not bum into his llesli like red-hot iron.
is disposition is towards good,—witness his many alterations of Boccaccio,

ridding his English poems of tho lithe Italian impurity of “ Lollius,” the sower
of tares. But the zeal of God’s house did not eat him up. In all things Chaucer
was the opposite of his great })redecessor Dante. Mr. Matthew Browne finds
Dante “ mean ” and “ filthy.” Wo fear that Chaucer could never have given
occasion to that last charge as Dante did had Chaucer even traversed Hell, for
he never saw as Dante di(l with his spiritual eyes (and therefore with tho eyes
of his concrotive imagination) the filth of sin. But, indeed, it would havo been
impossible for Chaucer to conceive a “ Divina Commedia,” for ho could never
have inade^out the places which divide Hell from Purgatory, and Purgatory from
Paradise. lu the Tabard and on tho pleasant Kentish road ho felt on familiar
ground ; he would have been decidedly d^soriente in Ptolomea, or tho Ninth
Heaven.
The following corrections should bo made in -a second edition:—^vol. ii.

p. 190, “ eyoTi steep/* not deep-set, but bright, glittering ;
“ yoddyngos,” songs

embodying some popular romance, not stories; p. 222, “harlot,” perhaps “a
loose fellow,” but not necessarily so; p. 241, “snews,” snoivsj we hope, but
fear it means, as Mr. Wedgwood gives it, simply “abounds;” p. 259,
“solempnoly,” pompously, not solemnly; we are not suro whether Mr. Matthew
Browne has observed that “ tapstere,” in tho character of the Frere, means bar-
maid; p. 323, in acknowledging that he has not road the latest writers on
Chancer, Mr. Matthew Browne inadvertently writes “Mr. William Morris,”
where Mr. JRichard Morris, we presume, was intended. E. D.

IV.—MISCELLANEOUS.

The House of Commons. Illustrations of its History and Ptactice. By BEaiNALD
F. D. Palgbave. London : Macmillan and Co.

This volume contains three lectures delivered to the Beigate South Pork
Working Men’s Club in December, 18G8. Mr. Palgrave has done well to
publish them, for they constitute a valuable manual as to the forms and practices
of the House, and a manual, too, which could only havo been put together by
onewho thoroughlyknows the subject, both in its historical and practical aspects,
and who. possesses the rare faculty of seleotiug truly salient points^ am of
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illuBtratiug them with the apteat &oility^ and BaooinotneeB. The reader who
wishes an exhaustive treatment of the history and position of the House of
Ammons from a striotly.constitutional and scientific point of view» must go
elsewhere—to Hallam, to Sir Erakino May's works, or to Mr. Bagehot’s
admirable volume on ^^The English Constitution,” in which wo have the
results of long study, largo knowledge, and not a little political insight.
Mr. Palgrave—as, indeed, was necessary to success in the original purpose
of these lectures—^is garrulous, pictoriad, and anecdotic ; hut he manages
to inteijeot between hm sallies, sandwich-wise, not a littlo genuine infor-
mation, and his book is perhaps the best preliminary accessible to a wider
course of reading on the subject. Of course the history of the House of
Commons involves itself with the history of the whole country, social and
political, and has even, more or less, directly to do with the wider history of the
world ; and hero and there, as at pp. 29-^2, Mr. Palgrave, with not a littlo

ease, throws light over quarters and questions which he has not time to explore
or to discuss.
But the special value of the book lies in the racy collection of anecdotes with

whichMr. Palgrave has adorned his survey. Had the book been more ambitious
and exact, it would not have been so suitable for its purpose, and would not
have gained anything like equivalent value in other directions. This, lor
instance, is excellent :

—

One evening, while the debate was in full swing, a tall, grim-facetl membt-r rose
from his seat, got up and walked down the floor of the lloiiso. lie moved along stately

;

his eyes were fixed in an austere and solemn stare. Behind him, close behind him,
crept in timid eagerness, a shabby, puny member, miserly in lo^ and gait. Bursts of
laughter pealed forth. And why ? Because there went the haughty gentleman upon
his solemn promenade, but all unconscious that his sword-hilt hadf whisked a dirty
brown wig from off the head of his^ neighbour on the bench, the miser Klwes—and
quite unconscious that the wretched wig still dangled upon the sword-hilt. And thei-e,

too, at his heels, went the wig's owner, shuffling swiftly along, bobbing in vain after
his dirty brown wig. It must have been a funny sight. And in times further back,
the Commons so greatly enjoyed such small comicalities, that they recorded them in
their Journal. For iiistance, wo find on those venerable pages this entr}', dated
Thursday, May 31, 1604: ^A jackdaw flew in at the window ’ of the lIoiiso, and that
the jackdaw * was called omen to the bill ’ in debate ; a bad omen apparently, for tho
bill was soon after thrown out. Again wo are told that on May«14, 1606, * A dog comes
in. A strange spanyell, of mouse colour, camo into the House of Commons.* ’*

The episode on Sir John Trevor's shame (pp. 62—66) is inexpressibly
touching. *So, too, is tho following :

—

**A Speaker once was driven into a comer—ho found that * Aye* or guilty or
not guilty—^must bo settled by his casting vote. For the question he had to decide
was, whether or no. Lord Melville, as Treasurer te the Navy, had been guilty of oflicial

misconduct. It was in the year 1806 that this accusation was brought before- the
Commons, and it provoked, as you may suppose, the utmost zeal and heat. l^Iuch was
proved against Iiord Melville ;

much, however, of tho desire to prove his guilt sprang
from party-hate. His accusers may have loved justice, but they certainly alsqloved to
plague an antagonist. The famous Mr. Pitt, George III.'s prime minister, was strong
on Lord Melville's side, his friend and colleague ; but the opposing party was zealous

and powerful. The fierce debate ended with an even veto : 216 members declared for

Lord Melville; 216 voted for his guilt. Lord Molvillo’s fato was thus placed in the
Speaker's hands : to bo decided by that one vote. Yet it was long before the Speaker
conld give his vote ; agitation overcame him ; his face grow white as a sheet. Terrible
as was tho distress to all who awaited the decision from the chair, terrible as was the
Speaker’s distress, this moment of suspense lasted ten long minutes : there tho Speaker
sat in silence—all were silent. At length his voice was heard : he gave his vote, and he
condemned Lord Melvillo. Ono man at least that evening overcame. Mr. Pitt wqs
overcome; his friend was ruined. At tho ^und of tho Speaker's voice, the Prime
Minister cmdied his hat over his brows to hide the streaming team that poured over
his cheeks; he pushed in haste out of the House. Some of his opponent, I am
ashamed to say, thrust themselves near, * to see how Billy Pitt looke^' His friends

gathered in detoce around, and screen^ him from rude glances. During a quarter of
a century, almost over rihoo he had been a boy, Mr. Pitt had battled it in Parliament.
His cnerionce there was not victory only, but often defeat. This defeat, however,
he sank under—it was Ms last. Ho died ere many months had passed. The death of
that great man was hastened hy Speaker Abbot's casting vote.”
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Wo havo much pleasure in recommending Mr. Palgrave’s book, wbidi, while
it is well calculated to instruct, forms at the same time most pleasant and
interesting reading. H. A. F. .

Lettersfrom Australia. By John Mabtinnav. London: Longmans. 1869.

Mb. Mabtineau here reprints* with additions, his contributions to the
Hpectaior from the Antipodes, written in 1867 and 1868. A sojourn of fifteen
months, dividedamong such vast territories, was of course far too short for him
to expound with authority many of the novel

,
and interesting questions that

onfy an intimate acquaintance and long experience are competent to discuss,
and the author does not affect to come before the English public in the cha-
racter of an old colonist

; yet within the range of his obsen’atiqn he proves him-
self to have been a careful, candid, and shrewd reporter. In some respects a
temporary visitor will satisfy home curiosity better than the oldest inhabitant’’
to whom all novelties have longbecome too commonplace for him to tlwk ofmen-
tioning. Appreciating whatever seems to deserve credit in those rising nations,
and candid in his survey of their peculiar position, without deeming that best for
them which is best for the mother country, Mr. Martineau is decidedly anti-
democratical in his general view of politics and ready to expose the weak points
of colonial constitutions and proceeding, for the warning of those Englimmen
who are so ready to adopt the absurd idea that people constituting themselves
in the bush, in the goldfield, and on the edge of illimitable territory are the true
model on which the parent nation in an old and crowded country should proceed
to reconstitute Ihemselves. Though the mriltitude of authors who have sought
to photograph the various views of colonial civilization for the people at homo
is well-nigh countless, Mr. Martineau well deserves to have his many readers
among those who are in soai*ch of information and instruction ; while his letters

have likewise a special interest for others who (liko himself, as it appears) may
bo in search of health from long sea-voyages and those striking changes of air

and climate which the Australian continent affords during the various seasons
of the year. C. II.

Hints on Clerical Beadiuff : tapectally intended for Clergymen^ and Candidates for
Holy Orders. By the Eev. Henry Dale, M.A., Eector of Wilby, North-
amptonshire. London : Bivingtons.

This little book is well calculated to answer its end, being for the most part
sensible and intelligent. It contains however very little that has not been
said over and over again. Nor does it, while giving many excellent rules for

clerical reading, go quite to the root of its usuid defects. We are persuaded that
they are owing in the main to the too frequent want, on the part of the clergy, of
aiw pains taken to apprehend the meaning of that which they are set to read.

When a man’s present and available knowledge of the meaning of Scripture
goes no further than the woids of the English version before him, every chapter
IS laid thick with traps for false emphasis; and it is not by setting right in par-
ticular passages that he can be made into a faultless reader.
We are sorry to see that in some coses Mr. Dale has himself sanctioned and

recommended error. For instance :

—

In the second prayer of Ministration of Public Baptism of Infants, botweon, and at
the end of, the followmg clauses :

* So give now unto us that ask : let us that seek, find

:

open the ^te unto us that knock it is important that the voice should be suspended,

and a pause made alter the last of them, to mow that the word * so ’ qualifies each oftoe
dauseik and is answered in each alike, by toe * that ’ at the beginning of toe following

one.

There can we think be no question that this view is entirely •wtonjg ; tiiat

“so” means “in the manner just mentioned,*’ and “that” means “in oi^ec

that,’’ without any connectionwitb “ so.’’ This second alternativeMr. Dale gives

indeed as poesibfe ; but surely the other should never have been proposed, alien

as it is from the simplicity of style prevalent in the Enelish Liturgy ; and wo
cannot understand how Dale can add, “ It is hard to say which of these
two modes express the actual meaning of the composer of the service.”

The following is even worse :

—
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** In the invocation of Iho Lit«*in>% it is an inveterate niistnko of parish clerks

—

andy in some oases, it is to bo foarad* of x>!U'>sli priests also—to take away the stop after

*thc Father:’ making tlic following wonU dc|)cnd upon that: us though Uio title

‘ Father of heaven’ were here given to the First Person of the TriniU' : which it certuinlv
IS not.

Wo thought that it had been by thia time auRiciently shown, that the supposed
mistake is perfectly right, and that tho title ‘*Fatlier of heaven ” is that which
is here given. What does Mr- Dole make of w Oti vuTip ovpavutv^ of the Greek ?

And does he know that tho insertion of tho comma is a mere king's printer's
improvement, haying no authority from tho ** sealed book ?’* It is sad to have
a mistake which introduces somothing so liko irreyeronco into a solomn invoca-
tion, encouraged by one modern writer after another.
From his next racommendatioii also wo take leave to differ :

—

*‘In tho petition which immodialely follows, an unautliorLsod st«>pis frequently intro-
duced after ‘ ua/ instead of the wonls being ri«ad, us they artJ intondinl to be?*, in the
closest possible sequence, *us luiscmblc sinnci*s;* like ‘wo sinners ’ at tho beginning of
a subsequent petition, and * us thy humble servants* in tho second C’olloct for Peace.
The mistake probably arises from rooollocjtion of tho almost idtmticjil expression in the
general Confession : ‘ But Thou, O IjOiiI, have mercy ripon us, miserablo offenders ;*

whore' there is a comma after tho pronoun.”

But, comma or none, it is surely improbable that so ponderous an adjunct as
“miserable sinners” can bo anything but ]>rediciitivo, and ocpiivalent to
“miserable sinners that we are.” Tma ought to be indicated very slightly
indeed, but so as to avoid that which Mr. Dale recommends, the running “ us-
miscrable-sinners ” into one.
Nor is OUT writer always quite at home in tho sacred text. He remarks on

John xix. 25, that

•‘It is sometimes misrepresented to uneducfitiHl hearers !)>’ too long a stop after the
word ‘sister; ’ as though persons were meutiuiicd, iu pairs : ‘HU molher, and Ilis

mother’s sister : 31ary the wife' of Cloophas, and Mary Magilalc'ne.’ I’he btoji ought to
be shorter there, and longer after Cloophas ; to show' that the lait(U' elaiiso is explana-
tory of tho former : • His mother ; and Ilis mother’s sister, Mary the wife of Cleopluis

;

and Mary Magdalene.’ ”

Mr. Dale is not aware, then, that tho most careful recent interpreters of the
text have been of opinion that four persons arc intended here, and that we have
no right to assume tho idciititv of “ Ilis mother's sister ” with “ Mary the wife
Oleomas.”
Mr. Dale returns again to tho question of emphasis ; and again, as it seems to

us, not without tripping hero and there. He remarks ;

—

••In the prayer of St. Chrysastom there is often an empha.sis laid so strongly anil

exclusively on the w'ords • two or three * as to suggest the idea that the voiy small nos.'t

of tho number assembled is what*entitles it to the Divine blessing; though the wonls of
Christ here referred to are clearly au encouragement to united pniycrs, however few there
may bo to offer them. Tho stress, therefore, ought to be still stronger ou • gatliured to-

gether ’ than on • two or three.’
”

But surely the stress ou ••two or three” has no such effect as is here ifopposed,

but rather the contrary effect ; viz., that of inducing an d fortiori: if the pro<*

mise be even to “ two or three,” much more to us, tho congregation here
assembled.
Again :

—

•• The proper emphasis is often deniisd tho pinnouns in tho following passages of thi:

Communion Service : •The Body of our Dord Jc.sus Christ, which was given for thee,

—

The Blood of our Lord Jc.sus Christ, which was shed for thoo,—preserve thy body and
soul unto everlasting life.’ A stress ought Jioro to bo laid on ‘ thoo ’ and • thy for

the position of the words in the Greek Gospel—ro virkp v/iiov cidtifiivoii—iiexvpdfAsvov—
riiows that Ihe former ought to have it ;

and tho antithesis between Christas Body and
the communicant’s demands it for tho latter.”

All this is no doubt pragmatically correct : but how much batter and^ more
reverent, at such a time, and with such solomn words, to sink all such ooimidera-
tions, and .pronounce^ the words unobtrusively and uniformly. Happily, the
good taste of the otergy usually prevents such emphasis as Mr. Dale here
recommends; it surd;y would grate on tho ear and divert the thought of
many a devout oommunicant.
And thia leads us to tibLegreQit'geneTal recommendation whidiMr.Dalehas 0V6r-
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looked : to subdue all emphasis whatever. We have, before this, pronounced the
emphatic reader ” a nuisance : and the saying has been called in question

hy some of our elocutionists. But sure^ there never was a case in which
the ara celandi artam is so obligatory, lleliver us from the clerical reader
who shows that he has learned where to lay his emphasis. Let this knowledge
by all means be his, but do not let us be reminded of the fact. «

The best of readers is ho who, with an equable, sensible, intelligent delivery,
carries into our minds, not the excellence of his own reading, but the sense of
that which he roads ; and in this matter the prize belongs to him, whose readhig
is least noticed, for blame or for praise. H. A.

Gmiy Rod^ and Saddle, reraimal Experiencea. By Ubiqxie. London

:

Chapman and Hall.

Undfji this title, a sportsman of considerable experience, and whose travels
justify by their variety and extent the nom de. plume ho has adopted, presents
to the reader si number of sketches illustrative of his favourite pursuits, furnished
by his ** opportunities,” in the forests of Asia, on tho prairies of North America,
on the highlands of Morocco, on the ocean, and on the rivers of Japan. Those
sketches aro not suiHcieutly finishcHl to form a complete hand-book for the instruc-
tion of hUhtors of tlio big game;” but they are bright, pleasant, practical, and
have tho dash and suggestiveness of real adventure about them. The first is

called “Wolf Coursing,” and is certainly calculated to excite a wish for that
out-of-the-way amusement, which the writer enjoyed on tho Western prairies.
Tho third is ontith^d “A Seal Ih'eseiwo,” and illustrates Mr. Uilko’s story of
how he was taken to “ see the lions,” at San Francisco.

** Close to the Ocean House,’* says Ubiqiio, **arc somo i-ocks, and on thefse numbers of#
seals can be seen at all hours. This Ijegislatm'c of the IStato has passed an Act for their
l)rotec;tion. Tho Californians aro very fond of thoso pets, many of whom have been
named ii'om somo fancied rcsembluni’c to persons. * One, tho king in statuie, and most
savage and repulsive in physiogiioiuy, bears tlio sobriquet of Benjamin Butler, of New
Orleans notoriety. An old resident informed mo that he remembers this veteran seal for
yoars, and tliat 'his countimanco is a good index of his temper. At nip^ht, at the old
house, you can contitanil3r hear them bellowing, and old Butler’s voice, irom tho deptli
and vofunio, is easily distinguished over tho others.”

Adventures on the huiililo plains, hoar hunting, the pursuit of all kinds of
huge ci'eatures in their higher jungle and desert ; adventures in remote places in
China ; descriptions of “ strango bright birds ;

” practical lessons in the use, and
disquisitions on the structure, of iii'e-arms, on fishing apparatus, on horses
and their management, and on many cognate topics, form the contents ofa widely
diyersifiod, animated, aud amusing little volume. F. C. H.
Floods Field, and Forest. By Gkokge Boofeb. With Illustrations and Etchings

by Csciii Boult. London : Chapman and Hall.

It is melancholy to think of the number of college lectures that will be * cut,*

sohoolboys’ heads turned, Yirgils and Euclids inaofinitely pos^oned, to make
room for the study of the kind of muscular Christianity described in “ Flood,
Field, and Forest.” Mr. Boopor is one of those who has always steadily prac-
tised what ho knows ; and when wo say tiiiat no method of capturing the pii^s,

beaste, and fishes of his native land is unknown to him, and that he is willing
to divulge all his secrets, wo have probably said enough to recommend his
book tow whom it may concern.

This is at once the most personal and imi>er8onal of records. “ Qmorum
xnagna pars fui,” Mr. Boopor may indeed say, and yet although we never for a
moment lose sight of Nimrod, Nimrod is not so much himself as the fox, the
salmon, the hare, or the rat. So intimate indeed is the writer's knowledge of the
animal creation, and so keen his sympathy with it, that, if he could, we ore sure
tiiat he would not hesitate to transform himself into the very vegetables or game
his wild animals delight to feed on, if only he might be ohanged back into the
dear creature and have a hunt and a meal in his turn.

But before ^oing into particulars, let us say that this book is made of real
healthy stuff; it is neither sensational, nor cruel, nor slangy, nor pedantic.
The keynote of broad natural morality is fearlesdy wd happily struck, and
the sportsman appears in his real, and, at the same time, his most engaging
character—as the most fearless animal-pursuing, but tender-hearted and humane
of men. There is evidently in the writer’s mind a firm and clear distinction
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** In tho opening invocation of the Litany, it is an invoterato mistake of parish dorks

—

and, in somo cases, it is to be foarad. of parish priests also—^to tako away tho stop after
‘the Fathc^r;’ making tho following wor<is dei)ond uiK>n that: as though the title
* Father of heaven ' were here given to tho First Person of the Trinity : which it certainly
is not.”

We thought that it had been by this time sufHciontly shewn, that the supposed
mistake is perfectly right, and that the title “Patlier of heaven is that which
is here g^ven. What does Mr. Dale make of & Trarip ovpavS>%», of the Qroek ?

And does he know that tho insertion of tho comma is a inoro king's printer's
improvement, haying no authority from the “ sealed book ?'* It is saa to have
a mistake which introduces something so like irrcvcronco into a solemn invoca-
tion, encouraged by one modern writer after another.
From his next recommendation also we take leave to differ :

—

In tho petition which iinmcdialcly follows, an niuiulliorlsod stop is fw'qucritly intro-
duced after ‘ us,’ instead of tho wonis being road, as they arc iiilendt'd to be, in the
closest possible secpience, * us miscr*ablo sinnei-s like ‘ wc siiinors ’ at the beginning of
a subsequent petition, and * us thy humble servants' in tho serond Collect for Peace.
Tho mistake probably arises from iV*eollection of thi' almost identical expivssion in the
general Confession : • But Thou, O Lord, have mercy upon us, miserable otfonders ;*

whany there is a comnm after tho pronoun.”

But, comma or none, it is surely improbable that so ponderous an adjunct as
miserable sinners” can bo anything but predicjitiye, and equivalent to

“miserable sinners that we are.” This ought to bo indicated very slightly
indeed, but so as to avoid that which Mr. Dale recommends, tho running “ us-
miscrable-sinners ” into one.
Nor is our writer always quite at home in the sacred text. ILo remarks on

John xix. 2o, that

«Tt is sometimes misi*oprc\sontcd to uneducated heai'crs by tot> long a wtop after the
word ^sister: ’ as though porsona were mentioned, in piirs : ^ KU mother, ami
mother's sister ; 3Iary the- wife of Clooplms, and MagdnloiK*.' I’hc stop ought tcj

be shorter there, and longer after Cleophas ; to show that the latter clause is explana-
tory of the former : * His mother ; and His Tnothei**s sister, 3Liry the wife of Cloophiis

;

and Mary Magdalene.*
'*

Mr. Dale is not aware, then, that the most careful recent interpreters of the
text have been of opinion that four persons rfiv intended here, and that wo have
no right to assume the identity- of “ Ilis mother s sister ” with ** Mary the wife
Cleo^as.”
Mr. Dale returns again to tho question of emphasis ; and again, as it seems to

118, not without tripping here and there. He remarks :

—

** In tho* prayer of St. Chrysostom there is often an emphasis laid so strongly and
exclusively on the words * two*or throe * as to suggest tho idea that tho very smallness
of tho number assembled is what* entitles it to the Divine blessing; though iho words of
Christ here referred to are clearly an encouvagt^ment to united pniycrs, however few there
may be to offer them. Tho stress, therefore, ought to be still stronger on * gttUionjd to-

gether ’ than on ‘ two or three.’
”

But surely the sti-ess on “two or three” has no such eifect as is here simposod,
but rather the contrary effect

;

' viz., that of inducing an d fortiori: if .me pro-
mise be even to “ two or tbee,” much more to us, the congregation here
assembled.
Again :

—

« The proper emphasis is offcon denied tho pronouns in tho following passages of tho
Communion Service : * Tho Body of our Lord Jesus Christ, which was given for thoe,

—

The Blood of oiur Lord Jesus Christ, which was shed for thuo,—preserve thy body and
soul unto everlasting life.* A stress ought Jioro to be laid on ^ thee ’ and * thy for

tho position of tho words in the Greek Gospel—to vtt^p vpjov ciSopivov --iKxw6iAivov—
shows that tho former ought to have it ; and tho antlthosls between Christ’s-Body and
the communicant's demands it for the latter.”

All this is no doubt pragmatically correct : but how much better and^ more
reverent, at such a time, and with such solemn words, to sink all such considera-
tions, and pronounce the words unobtrusively and uniformly. Hwpily, tho
good taste of the clergy usually prevents such emphasis as Mr. Dale here
recommends ; it surely would grate on the ear and divert the thought of
xnany a devout communicant.
And this leads us to the grefit general recommendation whichMr. Dale has over-
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looked : to subdue all einphasis -whatever. We have, before this, pronounced the
emphatic reader a nuisance : and the saying has been called in question

hj some of our elocutionists. But sureW there never was a caso in which
the ars celandt artein is so obligatory. iJeliyer us from the clerical reader
who shows that ho has learned where to lay his emphasis. Let this knowledge
by all means bo his, but do not let us bo reminded of the fact. K
The best of readers is ho who, with an equable, sensible, intelligent delivery,

carries into our minds, not the excellence of his own reading, but toe sense of
that which he reads ; and in this matter the prize belongs to him, whose rea^^g
is least noticed, for blame or for praise. H. A.

Gun, Hod, and Saddlt, Personal Experiences. By UniQUlS. London :

Chapman and Hall.

TIndeii this title, a sportsman of considerable experience, and whose travels
justify by their variety' and extent the nom de plume ho has adopted, presents
to toe reader a number of sketches illustrative of his favoui*ito pursuits, furnished
by his opportunities,” in the forestoof Asia, on the prairies of North America,
on toe highlands of Morocco, on too ocean, and on the rivers of Japan. Those
sketches are not sufficientlyfinished to form a complete hand-book for the instruc-
tion of huhtors of the big game; ” but they are bright, jjleasant, practical, and
have the dash and suggestiveness of real adventure about them. The first is

called “Wolf Coursing,” and is certainly calculated to excite a wish for that
out-of-the-way amusement, which the writer enjoyed on the Western prairies.
The third is entitled “A Seal Preserve,” and illustrates Mr. Dilke’s story of
how ho was taken to “ see the lions,” at San Prancisco.

**Cnoso to the Ocean House,” says Ubique, ‘*aro some rocks, and on these numbers of#
seals can be seen at fill hours. The Legislature of the State has passed an Act for their
protection. The Californians are very fond of theso pots, many of whom have been
named from some fancied resomhlaiicto to persons. One, toe king in stature, and most
savage and repulsive in physiognomy, hoai*s thu sobriquet of Benjamin Butler, of New
Orleans notoriety. An old resident informed me that he reraemhers this veteran seal for
years, and that his countenance is a good index of his temper. At ni^ht, at the old
house, you c.an constantl^r hear them bellowing, and old Butler’s voice, from the depUi
and volume, is easily distinguished ovc»r the others.”

Adventures on too bufialo plains, boar hunting, the pursuit of all kinds of
huge creatures in their higher jungle and desert ; adventures in remote places in
Ohina ; descriptions of “ strange bright birds ;

” practical lessons in the use, and
disquisitions on the structure, of fire-arms, on fishing apparatus, on horses *

and their management, and on many cognate topics, form the contents ofa widely
diversified, animated, and amusing little volume. IT. C. H.
Flood, Field, and Forest. By George Boopeu. With Illustrations and Etchings

by Cecil Boult. London : Chapman and Hall.

It is melancholy to think of the number of college lectures that will bo * cut,’

schoolboys’ heads turned, Yirgils and Euclids indefinitely jiostponed, to make
room for too study of too kind of muscular Christianity described in “ Flood,
Field, and Forest.” Mr. Boopor is one of those who has always steadily prac-
tised what ho knows ; and when wo say that no method of capturing the bii^s,

beasto, and fishes of his nativo land is unknown to him, and that he is willing
to divulge all his secrets, we have probably said enough to recommend his
book to all whom it may concern.

This is at once the most personal and impersonal of records. “ Quorum
magna pars fui,” Mr. Booper may indeed say, and yet although we never for a
moment lose sight of Nimrod, Nimrod is not so much himself as toe fox, toe
salmon, toe hare, or toe rat. So intimate indeed is the writer’s knowledge of toe
animal creation, and so keen his sympathy with it, that, if he could, we are suro
that ho would not hesitate to transform hunself into toe very vegetables orgame
his wild animals delight to feed on, if only he^ might be changed back into toe
dear creature and have a himt and a meal m his turn.

But before going into particulars, let -us say that this book is made of real

healthy stuff ; it is neither sensational, nor cruel, nor slangy, nor pedantic.
The keynote of broad natural morality is fearlessly and happily straek, and
toe qiortaman appears in his real, and, at the same time, his most eiig^g^ng
dharacter—as the most fearless animal-pursuing, but tender-hearted and humane
of men. There is evidently in the writer’s mind a firm and clear distinction
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1>etw6eti lawful and unlawful* sportsmanlike and unqmrtsmanliko* cruel and
humane, huutinm The distinction might with adTantue be more widely ao«
knowledged. mth a mind fkr too ftiU of his suUect matter, perhaps we should
say fbr too healthyfor much analysie of motive, Mr. BMper ms nowhere drawn
out this distinctioa in anything like a general proMsition, but we gather from
numberless remarks and instances that true sport mould always possess one or
more of these qualities, skill, courage, fair play. A battue mav be unsports-

^

inauUke, when the pheasants 01*0 almost too tame to rise, forno skill is involved,
*

110 courage, no iair play. Badger baiting is condemned owing to the utter want
of fiEiir play in confining a plucky animal to a hole and worrying^ him to death
with a succession of fresh dogs. We suppose that rat-huuting, which our author
tloseribes with enthusiasm, must be accniittcd on the plea that the rat may
oscape, though how, it is difficult to see, wneu the ground is chosen and occupied
as described in Chapter VII.
Brdadly speaking, sporting finds its chief justification in that instinct which

impels man to hunt and destroy wild animals, an instinct which seems to find

its coimterpart in the ounning and agility which the hunted animals display.
** The beauty of it is,” os an old fisherman once said to us, you pit your
intellect against the fish’s, and you beat him ;

” and as at that moment the fish

which friend had just taken off his hook slipped through his fibgers and
jumped into the water, we alwaj^^s thought the remark fair from the fish’s point
of view.
The first half of the book, concerning the salmon and the fox, is the most

artistic and complete, and makes us almost regi-ot that fewer subjects had not
been selected and treated through thevolume with the same masterly and almost
poetic manner ; however we should then have lost much interesting matter.
The salmon is positively enchanting as he sits done up in straw iu his basket

opposite the railway traveller, and gives him a description of his whole life.

** We live under the water—we see the monsters and the minnows of the deep

—

we^snap at the sham flies and get hooked ; but hooked does not mean caught, and
we often weary Piscator, who, in his own simple language,^* has been enticing
the members of the finny tribe to ongulph into their denticulated mouths the
barbed hook at whose point is affixed a dainty allurement.’

”

Sometimes the fish on being hooked will run the whole tackle out, and^ then
if there happen to be no knot tied at the end, will sail clean away with it ; at

other times, the fish has been known to leap on shore, and the instant the tackle

was relaxed, shake the hook out and jump in again ;
at others he will run

round a rock, saw the tackle asunder, or get a dead pull and snap it ; at others
he will leap up and fall back with his whole weight on the line, and so break
it : and many other salmon devices might be cited to show that hooked is not
caught. As the fish recounts his passage from spawnhood to salmonhc^, wo
realize- the delightful sensation of lying under dark stones and hearing the
river rush and toam by, then sporting in the cool sunshiny gravelly bod, and
seeing one’s fellow-creatures come to grief without any blank misgivin« about
our own future. Then we get sick and moody, and hear rumours of the great

deep blue salt water, and as we drift along the river that rolls to the sea we are

joined by other fish who feel poorly, and in sweet oonverse with those of an
opposite sex we rush faster and faster until wo reach, in the words of the poet,

the blue, the fresh, the ever free.”

Rude health and vigour returned to my frame, the parasitic suckers from^ my gills

at the first taste of the wholesome salt water fell off, my colour darkened and brightened,
my Ibrm developed, my power of swimming increased, and I felt the confidence of

safety which arises from a consciousness of strength.”

Pox-hunting, from the fox’s point of view, is equally admirable, and the
rative is manag^ with a skilful sort of fairness to everybody. Foxes, dogs, and
huntsmen are equally reqsected—the cry of hounds one moment ^scourses
excellent music—*at another it becomes the yell of fiends—the race is exhila-

rating and at the same time full of tragic interest ; one longs for the dogs to

catch the fox, but one can’t help hoping the fox will get away from the dogs.
The sportsmen must not be ^sappomted, but when flie fugitive jumps into a
tree and the dogs lose the scent, or rushes into a cottege and jumps into a
cupboard where he * is protected from further molestation, we heave a sigh of
relief and reflect that hfter all no one is much the worse for his escape.

The side glimpses of sapient old huntsmen like Stubbs, or silly pretenders
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MajCr» roliare ilid excess of animal life witboat beitig: bifi of luamony

with it, as most of the gentlemen described aze gifted with pTehfy of animal
spirits. The&mous deecription of the ^*ran’/ at the end of Ohimter'YJjU. is

the best thing of the kind we have read since Dick Turpin’s ride frQm.Tork in
Bookwood.^
Toyoungerreadersthesecondhalf of fhebook, called ** Bolsoyer Forest/’ may

posrioly be even more attractiye than the first. It is fiill of excellent anecdotes,
quaint and curious lore, and smart sketches of character; but why do not ** boy-
hood pleasures,” and the scattered adyentures and crude experiences of Part ill.
come first in the book, and the two finiriiedroorting idylls, ** Salmo Salar ” and
** Fox’s Tale,” last P Our young friends will find in this last part the most
delightftil information about birds’ nests, dogs, ducks, cats, rats, snakes, ferrets,
and badgera. They will learn how to teach hounds, manage guns, and gene-
ra^ outwit the animal creation.
We hayo only room for one random specimen of description—^the wily fox

catches the hare on the open down
I 800 her now, crcoping, crawling, crouching closely on tho groimd, moving silently

and surely almost as slowly as the hands on the face of a clock. So patient was sho
that tho stupid old hare as sho fed gi-ow accustomod to tho brown shapeless mass which,
by imperceptible degroes, lessoned tho interi'cning distance, accommodating its move-
ments to hors, but making five feet in advance for every three that hor intended prey
mov^ away, until at last the spring was mado and the poor squeaking victim found her-
self in tho embrace of her deadly enemy.”

^
Wo must add that the numerous woodcuts are singularly well chosen, and the

little etchings by Cecil Boult arc full of yigour. H. B. H.

The Metropolitan Police Force in 1B6B. By CuSTOS. Loudon : Bidgway. *

Ouli property is notoriously insecure, our persons by no means safe, and our
police force certainly quite as large as tho British payor of taxes is likely to
tolerate. Crime is ou the increase, and the vigilance of tho ]>olice *is notoriously
inferior to tho skill of our professional thieves. Of course tho miestion which
the general public has been for somo time repeating is, not. Why don’t tho
police succeed in recovering our property and bringing the criminal to justico P

but. How is it that thousands of notorious criminals are allowed to live in our
midst, and carry on their practices under our very eyes, when the police know
them, their vocation, and their abodes ? It may be well to recover^ stolen pro-
perty, but it is far better to stop the thief ; indeed, it seems to ordinary minds .

absurdly unpractical to tolerate the profession of the thief and then object to
the practice of the professional. The thief may well reply, with Falstafi*, that,

once having admitted his vocation, we can scarcely account it a sin for a man
to labour in it.

We confess we opened this pamphlet hoping to find this blot clearly pointed
out, and some remedy suggests. But the pamphlet evidently proceeds from one
who is intimately acquainted with and publicly connected wiu the force ; and,
^aracteristically enough, tho one thing which to the public seems so all im-
portant as the only real means of safety, viz., the suppression of thieves^ does
not strike the writer as being matter of any interest to the police.

The police are ** to preserve order ” (when the thieves come out), to prevent
crime ” (when they are quite sure crime is just going to^ be committed), “ to

detect and apprehend offenders.” Wo believe the writer is merely quoting, in

good faith, fix>m the Acts for regelating the Police of the Metropolis. All we
say is, here we have the official police mind, which is cumbered about much
serving, and just leaves out the one thing which the public consider needful.

We pass to some interesting statistics and some suggestions, which seem to

11s valuable as far as they go.

What is the area covered by tho Metropolitan Police ? About 100 square

miles. There are about 6,000 men, or 1 to every 566 persons. Between ten

at night and six in the morning 4,000 men are on ; 2,000 are divided into

two ^^reliefi” for the other sixteen hours. Three hours only out of these

sixteen, viz., from seven to ten, are oommitted to the whole of the 2,000

;

and, for the remaining thirteen hours every day the metropolitan district

is confided to the care of 1,000 men. Now it must be remembered that

700 square miles have to be watched, and some of these square miles contain

no less than fifty miles of streets; we then have the following reassuring result
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largost muiiber ofmon between ten at night and aix in the morning is^ to a equai-e mile; between eeyen and ten at n%ht, three to a square xnQe»

between six in the xabrning and seven in the evraimg 1*0 to a square mile,

giving two-tbiids ofa squnro iftile to eaeh man*
On the whole, it is gratifying to find that Custos*’ does not think ** (hat

Uie system is free from imperfootionB/’ and tho^ principal blots are throe in
number:—1. The inducements to enter the service are not sufficient, and the
facilities for leaving it too great. ^ constant change wo suffer from a per-
imment body of raw recruits. 2. The absence of commissioned officers to
cMmtrol and supervise the several divisions. It is scarcely ciredible **that
between Ihe commissioner, whose position may be said to be similar to that of
the general of division in the army, and the official, whose social standing
is not higher than that of a non-eommissionetl officer, there ore but -two
assistant commissionors, whose functions—to pnrsno comparison—are some-
what analogous, to those of generals of brigade.” In July, ISGG, tho Chief
Commissioner found himself in llydo Park at the head of from 2,000 to 3,000
men, assisted by one, or at most two, commissioned officers. Had ho com-
manded 2,300 soldiers ho would liavo had ui>ward8 of a hmiclrod. It is quite
true Ibhat the police is not the aimy, and is not habitually called on to^ take
the field, but tho want of commisstoned officers means, to the inhabitants
of London, want of discipline and efficiency in tiie evory-day duties. Non-
commissioned officers are not sufficiently respected by tho police, or tho people ;

nor are they generallv raised above tho level, socially or morally, of tno men
whom they command. 3. A better local organ i/.ation, which would enable
the inhabitants of a district to obtain speedy attention and redress, as the
amount of time now wasted in getting hold of the police authorities often
renders their good*will useless when gained.
We shall ho glad to see these and any other remedies applied, but we are

still persuaded that, so long as professional, well-known criminals are at large,

by hundreds and thousands, all attacks on tho offecls, instead of the cause,
must prove comparatively abortive.

H. P. H«

V.—GERMAN AND FRENCH LITERATURE.

BerUht uhet die wiBBcmchafilichen Leistunffeii tm Oebiete der Eniomologie^ wahrend
Her Jahf^ 1863 und 1866. Von Db. A. Oerstaeckeb. BerHui'Nicolaisclio
VezlagsbuchbandluTjg. London : David Nutt.

It is only to the professed entomologist that this Report can bo of real use
or interest.' With toe exception of a few striking instances of facts in insect
life, already more or loss familiar to us all—depredations ofTermites, instances of
Parthogenosis, and the like—^the general reader will find very little to repay his
^^nsal. He will not, however,^ lay down tho report—of which ^is is but the
met instalment—without admiring the energetic erudition of the Gorman
mind. Whatever has been added to the domain of entomological science, whether
discovery or theory, in any part of the world, during the years of *65 and *66,

9eeins to find a record here. • L. O. S.

C. F* Ph. V, Marttus, Ein Lebensbild von Dr. Hugo Schbamim:. Loipsio

:

Yerlag von Ludwig Denicke. London : Williams and Norgate.
If this dcetch of an active, honourable, and prosperous career had been

written with less turgid enthusiasm, it would perhaps have been more accept-
able to such readers, at all events, who had not the privilege of,pexaonal
friendship with Yon Martius, and can find in thin volume very little of inci-
dent cKr scientific discovery to justify the fiourish of trumpets in the pre&ce.
IMartinf, who early in life chose to devote himself to the study of botany, was
one of on expedikon sent out in 1815 by the Munich Academy of Science, to
exidore ihe central regions of South America, and bring back an account of
theirFaunaand Slora. After four or five years ment ip travel, chiefly in Brazil,

^ returned to his own country, was appointed l^fessor of Botany at Munich
in 1^6, and—^high in general esteem and happy in doxnestiG hfr—continued to
hold that post until his death in December laiirt* ^ Xu 0. S.



Dos I^btn fmd die Lehre cfea Mohammad. Nach hUht/t
aufUm* Bearbeitet von A. BPBSiraEB. Zweite Anagete. Badiu: Nioo-
laiacdie Yerlagsbuchhandltmg. ' London: David Nutt.

This is a vory learned and thongbtftil work, Well deserving of a &r ^more
elaborate notice than our space allows, butBBjpn a brief statement of tba autikor^s
views and aims ^ay help to procure for ilK this country something at least of
the recognition it has aireaoy secured in its own. Herr Sprenger is one of
those men gifted with definite purpose and persistent enthusiasm, of wluxm
Germany has such abundant cause to be proud. Barly impressed by the im-
portant and wide-spread influence exerted during the Middle Ages by Moslem
culture upon Christian Europe, and convinced that so long as this was not fairly
taken into account **tho history of humanity” could never be adequately
written, ho formed a resolve while still quite a youth to devote himself exdu-
sively to Oriental research. Accordingly the best years of his life were spent
in Asia, foi* twelve of these he was the superintendent of a Mahometan TSifih,

School, and the most intimate friendships ho ever formed, were, he tells us,w^
Moslems. Thoroughly familiar with thoir modes of thought and social habits,
as well as with their literature and traditions ; accustomed to discuss critical

and philosophical questions with thoir theologians, and having access to sources
of information till now unused, Herr Sprenger may well claim to be in a posi-
tion to trace the origin and development of Islamism, and to disentangle its

historical from its legendary character. And being at least as anxious to intro-
duce into the East the conquests of Western thought as to impart to the West
more comprehensivo views of a great Oriental faith, he expresses a hope that
his present work may load to the foundation of somothing analogous to the
Baur School among Mahometan theologians.
From an author writing in this spirit we are prepared to expect an elaborate

introduction to the special biography; ample and valuable information regarding
the religious movements in Arabia that preceded and rendered possible tno cha-
racter and career of the Prophet. In this first chapter Herr Sprenger displays
a groat deal of recondite erudition, yet even he2*e, fortunately for his refers,
his style is always lucid, and when once ho brings Mahomet on the scone he
deals so skilfully with tho immense mass of material afforded him by Arabian
literature, as to mako his narrative not only instructive, but amusing. Tho
third chapter, treating of Mahomet’s visions, and rofei'ring them and the fits

that accompanied them, not to epilepsy, but to a form of- hysteria, is full of
psychological interest, and presents us with many remarkable cases of tho

, hallucination that solitude, hunger, and the exciting air of tho dqsert or tho
mountain-top have been known to produce.

^

One of these is so striking that wo think our readers will thank w for
extracting it, even though it carry us away from tho East to the Engadine, and
from the soventh century to the present day. When so searching a critic as
Herr Sprenger has satisfied himscAf with the evidence for its authenticity, we
will not cavil at its marvellousness, but givo it on his authority and that of
the “ Pogl. d’Engadiana ” of the 12th of November, 1858 :

—

**A girl of twelve, living in the serrice of a farmer at Putschai, was sent by him
on one of tho last days of October to summon a man from Valpatschun to Putschai,
to prescribe for a sick bullock. On arriving at Valpatschun she duly found tho. man—Jannet Notal by name—^but ho was ailing, and unable to accompany her, and there-
fore, though the evening was closing in, she had to return alone. But neither thac
night, nor the next, did tho child rc-appear at Putschai. Her parents, who lived
in anotiior village, her master, and tho neighbours sought for her assiduously in tho
vaUoys, and on the heights around, but in vain ; and prayers were offered up in four
village churches, as well as in many village homes. During this period of anxiety two
men, however, deposed to having heard loud and triumphant ifoouts on the top of.tho
mountains, and one to have seen tiirough his pocket telescope a young girl nuining
rapidly along the edge of precipices deemed inaccessible by the boldest chamois hunters.

At two o’clock on tho afternoon of the third day tho missing child made her appeaxanec
at Cierfs, and passing through several other villages presented herself that evexiing at
her master’s house at Putschai. This is tho statement she then xoade, and to which dio
still steadfostly adheres, although the recollection is becoming painfhl to ber:—

-

** * I was returning^m Valpatschun to Putschai when an old woman advised me to

take a path that mnnigber than the road by which I had walked to Yalpatsdnm. I came
to two trees, and there I saw a very tall man stretched out on the ground. At first I was
frightened, but soon recovered mjTself, and 'when he rose and beckoned me to follow him.
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•1 oilwyod. In a tow miautea ho wna jdinedby(vo other who’led ate np and down tiie

:

.ariWftftiM till we reached the Schnla dlatnck Somelfiiijw. the tluwo mena^iapanied
-am, eomoHmos oulv two, and- a little dog. It waa itiq^MMsIble. to aie to tom bade, night

unddar I needs nnut goon, only^waa allowed to thm and drink. I noTcr.fdt hungry.
The}' let moshoot and ndQoasntncih twriiked;but if £ named any ofmy master'a peoplo

tboy signed to me to bo silent. I nav*T^ tho least fbar, and could run along places,

which 1 was aware would at any otheraShehave been very dangerous,and where oven the
little dog had to go roundabout to xejdn me. When wo neared Schula my awftil o6m>
IMUiions seemed to lose their power over me ; but they went with me down to the valley,

und there vaidsh^, and I oanio home.'

"

To Totorn to Mahomet. At the first ho wa^ much alarmod by the visions and
voices thmt haunted him, and dreaded lert his mind should be giving way, or
be prove possessed by demons. But Cadijah reassured him, arguing that no
truth-telling and upright a man was not likely to bo given over to evil spirits,

and that the mystorioua influonoe must be divine. “ Without her love and her
faith,” says the author, "Mahomet would never have been a prophet, and
when death deprived him of her, Islamism lost much of its pimty, and the
Koran of its elevated tone.” ' Ij. O. S.

JIUtoi're du Second Empire (1848—1869}. Par Taxile 1)ei.oki>. Tome premier.
Paris : Germer Baillidre. 6tv>ns Edition. London : Williams and Norgate.

M. Taxu£ Deloiid is no friend to the second empire, of which he has written
the history. But, as he firaiikly avows this, tho reader is soon put upon his
guard. He writes, however, with the authority of one who has witnessed many
of tho events he describes, and who has personally known many of%ie men of
whom he speaks. He thus gives to the world one of those contemporary
accounts which, at all events, will be of grout uso to tho future historian.
Tho description of the Coup tV Etat is full of details, the more interesting and

piquant as they refer to men still living, and some of them still engaged in tho
political struggles of the day. Tho same M. Thiers who was arrested in his
bed, awakened from his slumbers by an armed police, is, wo aro happy to say,
elected by the Parisians, again to wage a parliamentary war with Louis Napoleon,
(M. Taxile Delord, we observe, has been less fortunate at Vaucluse). Our own
iwuntryman, Mr. Kinglake, receives, wo are glad to find, a passing tribute. To
the English historian, "eloquent, ei^t, immrtial,” is ascribed the first accurate
and detailed account of the manner in which the second empire was inaugurated.

Doubtless many acts of cruelty were committed wMch tho authors of the
C’oMp d'Etat themselves regretted. The soldiers were inflamed with drink, and
sought a jautext for firing. What they wanted was an enemy, or some one to
take aim at. The frequeutera of the Exchange were returning home at their
usual hour, discussing monetary affairs, when they found themselves in presence
of soldiers levelling their pieces at them. Those '^o did not beat a rapid
retreat were i^ot. An itinerant vendor of .ur beverage went ringmg
his bell as usual to summon his customenr boe soldiers, attracted by tho bell,

made him a mark for their bullets. The poor fellow fell, struck by twenty of
t^m!
We have here only the first volume of M. Delord’s history, and will fherefore

venture to say of it this only, that the details it famishes cannot fail to be
read with interest. . L. 0. 8.

La Vraie LiherU. Quatro discours par E. pe PressensE. Paris : Idbrairie dc
Ch. Me3rraeis. London : Williams and Norgate.

Four brief religious discourses, which bear the name of M. do A«ssons6, will
carry at once thm own recommendation with them. The author is so well
known, and his position in the Christian Church is so well defined, that any
critidsm of them would be -suporfluons. They are well written, fiill of spirit

and intelligmce. La Vraie LwrtS is, of course, the Christian fsith and Christian
life; and his readers will agree substantially vrith the observatioim he makes.
They will perhaps think that a little violence is done in order to bring all these
ttbservations unmr the head of Liberty. Liberty is an excellent thing, and_ so is

good goverametn, whether wo are reasoning on politics or on the inner life of
each indivdaal ; and some ofM. do PressonsS’s topics would fall more naturally
under tho last head than the former. '

Xi. 0. 8.



SPECTRUM ANALYSIS,

Spectrum AnalifMii. Six Lectnra delivered before the Society of

Apothecaries^ London, in 186S. By Henbt £• Boscox, B.A.v

Fh.D., F.R.S., Professor of Chemistiy in Owens College^ Man-
chester. London : Macmillan ft Co.

SINCE the announcement of the law of gravitation more than two
centuries ago, no discovery has been so rapid and so fruitful in

its scientific results as the method of Spectrum Analysis. What
the law of gravitation has done for the motions of the heavenly

bodies, that, the method of Spectrum Analysis has done*for the

materials of which they are composed. In one respect, indeed, the

latter has proved itselfi^for the present, an engine more powerful and

a process more searchih|^.,hJm8Aihe former : for instance, it took two

centuries before Savary demomtrated that the law of gravitation

extended'to the stars ; whereas from the time of its earliest concep-

tion, Spectrum Analysis embraced and disclosed, not their material

composition alone, but that also of nebuhe and comets. Moreover,

gravitation as yet has not been successfully applied to the great

cosmical motions of the stars ; whereas the other method is com-

petent to exhibit and render almost visible both the fact and the

amount of their approach or lotrooession from our globe. When
Mr. Garring^n in 1863 published his great work on solar spots, that

most cautious and accurate observer concluded his volume with the

question—

"

What is a sun P ** It is scarcely too much to say that

Speotmm Analyi^s commenced its career by fhmishing^a very large

contribution towards a reply.

Xn the conviction that it will be acceptable to very many o£ the
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'

^(eaden of the Conien^Mnroty Review, we propose to give a saooinot
' Biccowat of the nature and the history of this new and most important
branch of scientific research ;j#nd in so doing we shall endeavour to

divest xt> as far as possible, i^m technical expressions, and exhibit

the Bub|ect in snob a form as may be intelligible to persons whose
' education or pursuits may lie in a very difPerent direction. Happily
for such. Spectrum

,
Analysis, like other great and fundamental

truths of nature, is intrinsically simple in its conception, and admits

a comparatively easy exposition ; while at the same time the story of
its proud achievements is among the most fascinating, and instruc-

tive of the many fascinating episodes in the history of science.

Newton, nearly two hundred years ago (1675), was the first who
showed experimentally that the white light of the sun consists of a

combination of coloured rays of very definite and now well-known

tints.' He discovered that when this whito light passes into any
new transparent medium, as, for instance, out of air into water or

glass, the various coloured rays of which it consists are, by the

molecular action which takes place at the confines of the two media,

variously bent out of their course, and that thus the white light

becomes spread out, or dispersed, as it is termed, into a coloured

sheet. In tho course of his experiment he admitted a beam of sun-

light into a darkened chamber through a small circular hole; ho
then caxised this beam to pass through a glass prism, and finally

received the light, thus dispersed into its constituent colours, upon a

screen prepared for the purpose. The bright riband of coloured

lights l^us formed upon the screen, he called the solar spectrum;

and it is from tho critical examination of similar rainbow-like

spectral visions that, as we shall see in the sequel, modem philo-

B<^hy' enables ns to detect, in many instances, the nature of the

glowing substance which emits the l^ht : happily, tho sun and tixe

great cosmical bodies in the material universe are among the in-

stances amenable to so simple an analysis.

It seems 8nz|>rising that it did not occur to so acute a mind as

Newton’s, that inasmuch as every part of the l^ht proceeding

through 'the circular hole would form its own spectrum on the

screen, that which became visible on the screen must be an over-

lapping ofmany spectra, presenting thereby a compound rather than

a single phenomenon. In fact, the solar spectrum thus obtained

was an extrem^y impmre spectrum, and its true nature, thus con-

Sequentiy ma^ed, evaded his observation.

In 1802 our great countryman. Hr. Wollaston, repeated Newton’s

toperimeEUt & a fkt more accurate, and even in a stfil simmer form.

He viewed the light admitted through a verynaiqpxw chink in a

vrindowvshtttter ‘with ag^ass prism held dose to h» eye, and he finmd
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that the speotnim or riband of coloured light into which this thin

line of white light was dispersed was crossed in the direction of its

•breadth four or five definite and dark lines. In fact» by admitring
the light through a Tery narrow linear dit, instead of through a
circular hole of considerable dimensiolis, as Newtonhad done, he almost
entirely obriated the overlapping of spectra, and obtained the solar

spectrum in tolerable purity. These dark lines, which recent experi-

ments have shown to furnish a master key for unlocking many of the

choicest secrets in the economy of the universe, Wollaston, unfortu-

nately for science and his own fame, supposed to possess no physictd

significance ; and, in fact, he regarded them, not as interruptions of

light, but as merely the definite lines of separation between the

constituent colours of the spectrum. The experiment itself seems to

have attracted but little notice at the time.*

Thirteen years after Wollaston’s discovery, Fraunhofer, at Hunich,
who had succeeded in manufacturing glass of a purity heretofore

tmknown (which purity is an essential element in the experiment),

again repeated Newton’s examination of the solar spectrum with

consummate address imd ingenuify. Like Wollaston before him, he
admitted the sunlight into a dark room through an exceeding^
narrow riit

;
but instead of receiving the spectrum on a screen, as

Newton had done, or of viewing it through a prism held close to the

^e, as Wollaston had done,'the Bavarian optician placed the prism at a
considerable distance from the slit, and then, in order to amplify the

result, viewed the spectrum through a teleacty^e placed close to the

prism. Fraunhofer, by this disposition of his apparatus, now saw
the gorgeous riband of light constituting the solar ^ectrum as it

had never been seen by human eye before ; to his infinite astonish-

ment, it was crossed in tho direction of its breadth, not as Wollaston

had seen it, by four or five black lines, but by as many hundreds.

These lines he carefully mapped, and hencefoi^ they were called

after their discoverer’s name, Fraunhofer^9 Linee.

A modification in the arrangement, but not in the principle of

Fraunhofer’s apparatus, has latterly received the name ofSpectroscope.

The effect produced by the dietance of the thin slit is now obtained

by placing it in front of a lens, and in its focus, which lens may
then be placed dose to the prism, thereby reducing the whole
apparatus to the more convenient and manageable compass of a fbw

inches. It is to the late Mr. Simms, acting under the suggestion of

the Astronommr Royal, that we are indebted for this impmtaat

* TtuiiofcsIitileciirioia8thatihsaainoia«(moirinflie**FhiloBopIiioall^aiMaoti«nB’’

wlooh oontained 'Wollaston’s experiment, contains also tho first account of Dr. Yotmgfs
xesearoihes'ontlio.midnlatcny theocjrof light: it has taken sixfy yean to dunr ns^
intimate rdationa of the one to the oilier.

ii2
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ibgapi^ement. Tlie speet«Moop^ tlunrdforc^ it In priaeiple on ex-

tremely simple inetminentf eoDaieting in ito emmttiel puts ol’ a tliin

dii ihtoagh irbieli liie light to be examined muat pase* or uf any
othm* meana by whioh a Ime ^ght ean be prodboed, and of a piiem

aa ibe anaigraui^ agent We bhTe onnehreib nme tbaft oiioo^ aao-

oaeded^ eendaiibi^ visflble a ftar of the more prominaiit'd^ Ifxasn-

hi^l^a linee by uteana of the lustre ftom an ordiaairy ehatidudler

Mid eloae to li» and a alii out in a aheet of paetebdard<ana^

.

ptifded agittnat the window of a room in full daylight . . .

For nearly half a oentuiy after tiie diaooTeiy of these idogalar

intmtoptuma m ftie solar apeetnun, thw origin and phyaiaM^a^ini*

fttanoe remained an enigma, sorely peiplexang the min^ of |ribi]o*

aopheia. That they were indications of the abeorption or extinotkm

of certain definite ocdours or qpeoies of light either by something in

the son, or by something in the earth*s atmosphere, eeomed probable

enough ; but wbat that something was, or where it was, oon^ned to

be an impenetrable secret This probabilily of absorption was greatly

strengthened, or perhaps reduced- to a certainty, by a discorexy made
ly Sir B. Brewster in 1S32. This eminent experimentalist found
that the spectrum of the light of an oil lamp, after it had passed

through the erange-coloured vapour of nitrous acid, was scored with
innumerable lines resembling Fraunhofer^ though by no means emn-
cident with them ; thus pointing to absorption as the probable cause

of the latter, although it 1^ the precise nature and place of the

absorbing medium just as much a mystery as before.

We must now go back a few years. Before the year 1830 many
experiments had been made by Sir John Herschel, Sir B. Brewster,

Hr. Fox Talbot, and others, on the spectra formed by the cmnhustion

of various metallic salts reduced to Uie state of lominoos vapour by
powerful flames ; and these spectra were invariably found to consist,

not like the solar spectrum of a continuoas riband of coloured light

interrupted by thin dark lines, but of certain deUtehed bright littea of

coloured light, few in number, but so exceedingly definite^ and so

peculiarly characteristic of the particular metals employed, timi Sir

John Herschel in his memcsrable treatise on Light, published in 1830,

says that the examination of such spectra ** promisea a wide field

euxious research,*' and ** afforda in many eaaea a ready and neat way <(f

detwting esdremely mintUe quaUtiea** of the substances in question.

These words, like many other words of true pbilosiylieots^ in the

sequel, proved to be prophetic ; for it was ultimately found that the

peculiar discontinuity of these spectra of luminous metallic vapour

‘bonteined the real clew to the explanation not only bf Fraunhofer's

lines, but of other phenomena possessing even a oosmical rather tJiM
a terrestrial relsbkm.
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Sevend espOTuuental phtlosopliers in prooeMof time all InU^ginqped

the dew leading straight to the explanation of these ni3rsterioliif linM
which, as it wera, score the solar spectrum ; hut it was tvmpuA toK

Sirchhoff in the antumnof 18(^ to taVe that one short and snecspMNl
step wh^'his predecessors had nnftirtnnately missedi. By.anin^^^
tdwMsh&ieaace he placed tibe speotmm of^
thih^'iipe^ farmed by the glowing vapomA a

as to admitA exact comparison. Thu he /dl^^||iii^i;^

nfeitid; iud to his infinite astonishment he found that ini.

•eiwnduf them ihe bright lines of whidi their spectra oonsistreo^
cided^iecisely with dark lines in the sdarqMctmm. In the case- pl^

iron the result was nothing short of amastng. Each of the four

hundred and siariy* bright l^es which at irregular iwUrvah form the

spectrum of the glowing yapour of iron volatilized by the electric

heat, coincides precisely -with a similar dark Hne in the spectrum of

sunlight. Analogous results were obtain^ in the case of many other

metals^ and hence there arose the irresistible conviction that Fraun-
hojfer^s lines were in some way or other cimnected with the mdstenoe

of intensdy hot metallic vapours. It is carious to remark that no
less tiuuL twenty-five years bdore EirdihofTs memorable and cardinal

experiment, Mr. Wheatstone, in the “ Philosophical Transactions,**

had published a diagram of the spectra of seven of the metals, and
had gone so far as even to indicate, though roughly, the position of

their bright lines relativdy to the coloure of the solw q>eotmm : had
he but proceeded one little step further, by placing any one of these

metallic sipeotra in juxtaposition with the solar spectrum itself, he
would have anticipate by a q^laTter of a century the important dis-

covery of the great physicist of Heidelberg. The identity of the

bright yellow line forming the whole of the ordinary spectrum of

heated sodium vapour with the du’k double line D of Fraunhofer

had, in fin^t, been established both by Professors Miller andSwan some
years before Kirohhoff*s experiment; nevertheless, this suggestive

fimt remained all but barren, excepting so far as a happy divination

which occurred to the mind of Professor Stokes, explaining the chief

mystery of the whole matter, but which, unfortunately, that {dulo-

sopher permitted to remain unpublished to the world of Boience.t

As it was, Kirohhoff not only showed the identity of -vast numbers

of the dark lines in the solar spectrum with the bright lines of the

spectra of several of our terrestrial metals, but he so<m arrived at the

• Kfadhlioff did not map oat or diaoo-ver all the 460 iron liaM at pMsent kaovn. It

has heen firand that new lines heeome obserrahle by incnasinz the beat of a glowimc

Tapoor. The vflnatory iheorieB of heat and light would lead to the antitolhpatifln of

this^ and nrofassor Frankland’sezpeximentB retUy the snqpioion.-

t Profcsaot Balfour Stewaitfs Beport to the British Association, I8S1.
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cainae of tSus atnuoge but aignifioaiit roTeoraal ihna bright to dark. It

bad kmg been known that the relative capaoitiea of Tarious sabatances

for the enuasion or i^iation of heM were the aa their relative

capacities for absorbing it. A similar principle had been shown by
Professor Balfour Stewart to exist in relation to light. Buby-ooloured
glas8» for instance, ahtorbi or stops green light ; if it be sufficiently

heated, it emiU this same green light. This is an experiment admitting

an easy verification in an ordinary fireplace. Now, it was just.^s
very princi|de which Kirchhoff seized upon as indicating the true

cause of Fraunhoferis dark lines. He contended that the general

body of the sun would, like any other solid (or quasi-solid) body,

whoa sufficiently heated, emit rays corresponding to all the l^hts in

the s(dar q>ectrum ; but if it is surrounded by an dtmosphere con-

taining (he vapours of metals, then each metallic vapour will absorb

or stop those particular species of light which it has a peculiar appe-

tency to emit, and which, in fact, form its own spectrum. This

explanation, simple as it is, is sufficient to occotmt for those pheno-

mmia in the solar spectrum which for sixty years had excited the

curiosity and baffled the genius of the most .accomplished of our

physical philosophers. That the explanation is not only sufficimit,

but that it is a correct statement of facts, appears from more con-

siderations than one. First, the spectra of metallic vapours have
been actually reversed by causing the light which they emit to pass

afterwards through a second stratum of similar vapour heated to a less

degree ; and, secondly, because it is inconceivable that, not alone one

or two^ but many hundreds of lineSf irr^ular in position, and varied

in intmisity, should coincide absolutely with similar lines in the

spectnun of sunlight, unless the one and the other were due to the

same cause, namely, the presence of absorbing vapours of certain

definite metals. If itbe olyected that other substances besides*heated

metallic vapours might concrivably produce the phenomena of Frattn-

boferis lines, it must be borne in mind that on submitting the

question to a strict calculation, the result is many mWions tf millioM

to one against the probability of such a coincidence ; in other words,

the truth of the hypothesis is assured to us with as much certainty

as that of gravitatimi.

But if ttudi be the physical significance of bright <nr dark lines in

spectrum in general, and especially of the dark lines in the selar

qpeetrom, what a new world of thought was at mice thrown open by
the new discovery f Ih the first place, here was devised a new and

pectiUarly deliqate nmtbod of analysis adequate to the ctoteetion of

Sttbshineeii, wbe^er hitherto unrsoognieed or ab'iiAdy known, by the

ptiematjif^e^iniiiatiaa of thrir hea^ ; and the Immediate
result was di&ooveiy of no Vm ihaiii Ibnr aesr nkdalt two of
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ii^m: at Heidelberg, by Bunsen, in 1860, vie., cssanusi and rubidium

;

a third, thallium, by our countryman, Mr. Crookes, iit 1861, at

Manchester ; and a fourth, indium, by MM. Beich and Biohter, in

1863, in the blende of Freyberg. Some idea may be formed of the
delicate and penetrating powers of the speotroso<^ from the &ot
that 40 tons of the mineral water analyzed by Bunsen were evaporated
in order to obtain so small a quantity as less than a quarter of an
ounce (200 grains) of the mixed metals. More recentiy the same
instrument has been applied to the microscope, and is thereby

rendered competent to the immediate detection of substances existing

in masses which are &r too small for any but microscopic manipula*

tion ; for instance, the action of poisonous substances on a sin^
corpuscle of blood.*

But that which has excited and still excites the most lively interest

is the application, of the method to the unhoped-for determination of

the material constitution of the remote bodies in the universe ; the

sun and the stars, comets and nebuhc, meteors and zodiacal light,

each and all yielding to the marvellous scrutiny of the new analysis.

So early, indeed, as in 1814, Fraunhofer examined the spectra of

certain stars, and he found therein a general though not an absolute

resemblance to the spectrum of sunlight. Unable himself to read tiie

wonderful lessons contained in the dark lines which interrupt the

continuity of their light, it was reserved for our countrymmi, Messrs.

Huggins and Miller, to state with confidence that the stars, like the

•arm, are incandescent bodies, each surrounded by an atmosphere con-

taining many of our terrestrial metals in the state of glowing vapours.

Mr. Huggins has also shown that many of the nebulao certainly con*

tain vaporous aggregations of hydrogen, nitrogen, and some other

gaseous substance not as yet identified with any known terrestrial

element, and all of them in a state of intense incandescence. The
same patient and sagacious philosopher has detected hydrogen in the

nucleus of several comets, and unmistakable traces of carbon in two

of these mysterious bodies : he has thus added anotherlink to tho chain

of evidence which connects the comets with certain rings of meteoric

matter circulating round the sun. Finally, all these marvellous

and unexpected phenomena which have flashed as it were into the

human cognizance within the last seven or eight years, go far to

establish the truth of Laplace’s hypothesis, that the whole visible

material universe is an evolution of things, arising f^m the condensai-'

tion ofvast tracts ofgaseous ia vaporous matter scattered through the

r^ions of space.

; But the most ^traordimury rev^tions made by the applioai^en

4he spectroscope are those whi<fli have been still more recentlyhvopgl^^

;

* B. Soo. Fro6Mdiagtri8S4. Orooks^ B. So^ Prpoeedin^ 1899, Jaast
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to light regarding the yast plutonio opemtiona which are now pro*

oeeding, and which, without any great exaggeration, may be said to

ho even yisible on onr aun. It ia no doubt known to the majority of
our readera, that when the aun ia completely concealed by the daric

body of the moon during a total aolar eclipse, certain luminous
protuberance^ varied in form and extent, become visible even to the

naked eye, some of which extend to the enormous distance of from
twenty to eighty thousand miles from the general photosphere. At
the recent solar eclipse of 1868, expeditions were despatched by the

various XSuropcan Governments to examine the nature of these

strange flames by the infallible methods ofthe new Spectrum Analysis.

It was at once discovered that the chief ingredient in these rose-

coloured protuberances was hydrogen ; but, in addition to this,

Mr. Janssen in India, and Mr. Lockyer in Engfand, each indepen-

dently of the other, discovered that the traces, or rather the spectra,

of these rose-coloured flames could be observed at all times in tiie

bright sun irithout ihe intervention of an eclipse. Mr. Huggins so

far improved the method as to render the entiro forms of these

flaming protuberances visible when the sun shines in a clear atmo-

q»here. Hence the well-instructed eyo may now behold the amazing
q>ectacle of jets of glowing hydrogen gas shooting (and almost waving
about) for thousands of miles beyond the body of the sun, out of the

incandescent vaporous atmosphere of metals which surrounds it.

It is thus from an astronomical, or, as we may properly call it, a cos-

mical, rather than from a chemical point of view, that the results of

the new process appear the most astonishing, and })ossess the greatest

promise for the future. To the philosophical astronomer the prism has

become the necessary supplement of the telescope. The province of the

telescope lies in the determination of the forms and positions of the

vast and remote bodies which constitute the visible nniverao ; that of

the prism lies in the unhoped-for analysis of their material com-

position. It has already made us acquainted with certain envelopes

of glowing metallic vapours which constitute the atmosphere of tho

sun, and especially of that envelope of hydrogen* which, overtops

them all, and from which torrents of the heated gas are seen to

surge forth in fiintastio changing forms for tens of thousands of

miles ; it has already demonstrated the identity of stars with suns

;

and in nebulm and comets it has detected the existence of vaporous

materials the* same as those which to the chemist are the most

fhmiliar of terrestrial elements. These are scientific achievements

without a parallel in the annals of the progress of knowledge, but wo
are persuaded that a more remarkable and Btil)^more important

* Slfst Miidsnd eitSbh bj Sifr. Lookvor fa ISSS. PwcsdHngs of B. Soo., Nor.,

1868.
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future is in reserve for the new process. The Teiy recent researches

of MM. Frankland, Huggins, and Lockjer, afford some happy
indications that from Spectrum Analysis we may be able to deter-

mine the amount of heat and of molecular condensation in the
vaporous enveloj)C8 of the sun, and in the materials which form the
nebulae. If this should prove to be the case, then in process of time
it will be possible to detect the progress of any changes which may
occur in the sun or the nebulao with respect to the temperatures of

both, and in the aggregation of the materials of the latter. Herein
we discern one of the great features of the astronomy of the future.

We may confidently hope that the prism will determine such mooted
questions as the periodic variation of temperature or the slow secular

cooling of the suriSnd its envelopes, as well as any growing conden-

sation of nebulous matter into suns and planets, and will ascertain

the motions of recession or approach of the remoter denizens of the

universe towards our earth. It may even give the inhabitants of

this earth some effective and intelligible warning that their great

material system of existences is on the wane.

The means by which all this unexpected and unexampled acces-

sion of knowledge has come to us may appear to some of our

readers to be altogether incommensurate on the score of its extreme

simplicity. Simple no doubt it is in its ultimate conception, and in

tho one final step, but it must not be overlooked that Spectrum
Analysis is not the product of a single mind ; it is an evolution

from the thoughts of two centuries. Mr. Huggins, for instance,

could not have detected the recession of the star Sirius from our

earth, but for the inheritance of knowledge bequeathed by a long

line of illustrious predecessors. For the successful attack on such

a problem, it had been necessary for Newton to lay the founda-

tion of the theory of sound ; for DoUond to achromatize the tele-

scope; for Fresnel and Young to recognise and to measure the

vibrations of tho luminiferous ether; for Fraunhofer to map the

spectrum, and for Kirchhoff to discern its physical significance ; for

Faraday to discover voltaic induction; for Daniell and Grove to

equalize and control the voltaic force; and, lastly, for two generations

of accomplished mechanicians to devise the means of keeping a star

apparently motionless in the field of view of a telescope. We are

disposed also to consider Wollaston’s invention for the manipulation

of platina as underlying all the above processes which are in con-

nection with chemistry
; and a default in any one of these great

precursors in the work would have been either fatal to the final

restdt, or would have indefinitely delayed it.

If prismatic analysis is thus competent to disdose to us not only

those characteristics by which we distinguish certain subetancea firenn
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oeilaui others buidiffemces tdao is th«ird«iin(aesMid temperaturaij

it becom&i by no means improbable that it may, in tbe future, dis-

close to us tbe molecular arrangements and moleoulor motions of

matter in gmteral. It may be destined ultimately to pierce, or to

remove, that bitberto impenetrtible veil urbicb seems to separate

what wo term inorganic from wbat we term organic and vital. It

may one day lead us to speak even of tlie evolutions of thought in

the terms of ordinary physics. Nor is there any real cause for alarm

in such anticipations. For it seems to be a wise and beneficent

provision by tbe great Author of Nature, that while a long prqwra*

tion of mind, or of many minds, is necessary for the evolution of a

great and generic discovery, so also time is thereby afforded for that

other and gradual prepamtiou of mind which is essential for the

general rcceptimi of the ncwly-discovercd truth, without a shock to

the reverence, the hopes, or the convictions of the age when the

discovery is first enunciated in a formal expression.

It is l^re that our article might properly conclude, hut we must

not forget the circumstance which suggested our presenting it to the

readers of the Conimporary Becietr. The circumstance we allude to

is the publication of a most remarkable volume on Spectrum Analysis

by Mr. Roscoe. Tbe prh'ii given of the history and results of this

new and searching method of analysis has been necessarily rapid,

and from our own indopcndeiit point of view ;
but in Mr. lioscue’s

admirable volume the reader will find the wh<de subject set forth in

complete detaiL The fundamental and the illustrative experiments

arc explained with great simplicity, and there are admirable draw*-

ings of all the apparatus employed. Nothing is omitted which is

necessary to render this most fascinating branch o£ science readily

comprehensible for the tyro, or complete for the purposes of original

and more extended investigation. Tho exquisite engravings of

Kirchhoff’s Solar Spectrum, in four tints, and the introduction

of several valuable tables essential to the study of the entire subject,

our especial acknowledgment. Thanks to the wise liberality

of the publishers, Messrs. Macmillan, this truly beautiful Volume is

equally adapted to the drawing room table as an editiwi de luaxt

Anil to the study of the philosopher as a book of reference.

C. FjftlTCliAHD.



TWO FREIS^CH MARQUISES.

PAULINE DE NOAILLES MARQUISE DE MONTAGU.
ADRIENNE DE NOAILLES MARQUISE DE LAFAYETl’E.

^piIE French, it is well known, are a culinary nation, and liko their

A food, as we should consider it, over-cooked. It appears to be

the same with their literary appetite : the number of forged, hashed,

and diesscd-up memoirs and letters which have lately been concocted

is becoming so serious, that it will soon be almost impossible to trust

anything which tomes out of the literary workshops of Farit, without

an amount of verification and research which would generally

be better expended upon the original documents of the period in

question.

A curious piece of this vicious activity has lately appeared in a

volume of memoirs concerning the Marquise de Montagu, a great

lady belonging to that most interesting time, the end of the old and
beginning of the new world, us it may be called, in France.

The little work had a great success, and passed through six editions

in a few months, when its authorship was disputed in a way nngu-
larly little to the credit of M. do Roailles, **duc et pair,’* who allowed

himself to be supposed to have written the book, whereas his only

share in it appears to have been that he altered and spoilt a portion

of the work of a certain Callot by throwing (for the greater honour

c£ the family) a halo of sanctify over sundry very worthy incridHleB

of both sexes, whose lapses were lamented by the Marquise de
Montagu horsdf in very plain terms.
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The case was brought before the Tribunal de la Seine, and
hi. Callet was cast ; apparently because, as he had accepted the very
small sum fbr which he had originally agreed to put the papers into

shape, the fact of his having made a larger work, which took treble

the time and trouble, without any bargain, did not legally entitle

him to more pay. He had allowed the work to be printed without
his name ** for the benefit of the poor.** But when he found that

it had been published, and was selling by thousands, and that, in

the face of letters which he had received from the family treating

him as its author, it was attributed by all the Reviews to the Due
de Noailles, who graciously accepted the credit of the book, without

taking any notice of the remonstrances addressed to him, M. Callet

came forward to vindicate his rights to the honour, if not tho profits,

of the enterprise.

It certainly seems as if it would have been well worth a few more
&ancs to the ** noble family ” in question to avoid such an exposure

as took place at the trial and after. In a pamphlet with which he
consoled himself for his defeat, considerably at the expense of his

enemies, M. Cdlet relates with most inconvenient frankness how, tho

materials being very meagre, he added sundry **charming episodes**

to the story, which seemed somew'hat bare, not only W'ith the full

knowledge and approbation of the friends, as shown in their letters

which he printed, but how they suggested the **cooking*' of different

passages. He goes on to tell how **j*ai invent^ M. de Montagu qui

4tait parfaitement nul," and to give many other curious particulars

of the condiments now used to garnish literary dishes for Parisian

palates.

Still, at the moment of his greatest rage, when !t is his interest

and his pleasure to show with curious cynicism how many lies he

has told, he reiterates again and again that the character of Madame
de Montagu herself is true to the letter ; and a collection of the

original documents which has just been published by the family

shows the truth of most of his particulars. By the help of the

composer's exceeding candour, we can disentangle what iertrue from
what is fictitious in the narrative, and the life of one of her sisters,

the wife of Lafiiyette, contained in a new volume, enables ns to

complete the picture of tho De Noaillcs family.

The memoirs begin at a xieriod when French social life must

idways have an intmue interest for us—/.a., when the spirit of the

Great Revdlution was beginning to stir the minds of the people.

The earnest struggle after improvement of the awakening nation,

mixed with the waning frivolities and pomps and ceremonies of the

old Court, the unc<mscious way in which ^e world went on marry*
ing and giving -in marriage, dancing, feasting, philosoj^iaing, and
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conversing, without a suspicion of what was so close at hand, has.

for 118 who know the end. a fascination like that of watching the

great river above Niagara ; the stream flows on apparently as usual,

but tho dull roar of the cataract is in the distance, and the fnghtflil

plunge almost in sight.

We have lately heard much of the crimes and follies of the French
aristocracy as the main cause of the evils of France; but. says

H. L^nce de Lavergne. no prejudiced witness in &vour of the

nobles, in the **Assemblies Proviuciales.** **there cannot be a greater

mistake ; in great social transformations it is impossible to hope that

the past should yield absolutely without resistance, but it certainly

never resisted less If one portion of the noblesse and the

clergy were mistaken enough to cling to their privileges, miother

part, and that both the most illustrious and the most influential,

abandoned them without reserve, and carried, indeed, a sort of

passion into their disinterestedness. The men of our day have
gained in experience, they have lost in warmth of soul.** ** The
philosophy of the eighteenth century^had grievous faults, but let not

its merits be forgotten—^it exalted generous feeling even to impru-

dence. and its principal votaries belonged to the privileged classes.**

The accounts of these two sisters give very remarkable evidence of

this spirit ; that of the Marquise de Montagu, belonging to the old

Conservative party, and of the Marquise de Lafayette, a Liberal of the

Liberals. They were both daughters of the Due d*Ayen (Noailles).

a thorough grand seigneur of the ancien rigimCy who divided his

time between the army and the court, clever, sharp-witted, belong-

ing to tho ** monde aimable. brillant, et causeur ’* of the eighteenth

century. He was Colonel of the Noailles cavalry regiment, which

hod been raised by an ancestor at his own expense for the Spanish

War of Succession, and had gone through the last four campaigns of

the Seven Years’ War at the time when war was conducted with as

many formalities as a minuet ; which sounds strange in our days,

when wars are finished in as many months or even weeks. He
afterwards became Governor of the Itoussillon. was first Captain of

the Household Guards, and constantly about the king’s person,

busy with agriculture and philosophy, besides which he was an
active member of the Academy of Sciences. His five little daughters

scarcely ever saw him ; and it is evident that his wife, who was
older than he was. and very superior to him in every respect, was
a somewhat unhappy woman ; his character, indeed, appears to have

been one which it required “ much d^cacy ” to fit into the propmr

key of holiness required by M. de Noailles.

The duchess was a grand-daughter of the great Chancellor d’A.gns»^

sean. an earnest, serious woman, with a touch of Jansmiism in hmv
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devoted to her duldren's edumution and to good vrorlca, who led on
extremely retired life in the immense Hdtel de Nooilles, the great
gardens of which ran down as &r as the Tuileries. One of the

daughters relates how, after dining with her at three o'clock, they
used to follow her into a large bedroom, tho walls hung 'with crimson
ulk laced with gold, with an immense bed in tho corner. Here
they sat for the evening, tho duchess, still qnito a young woman, in

a bergki'c with her snuft-box, her books, and her nee^cs, the children

each trying to sit next to her ; and a beautiful account is given of
her character and mode of education, her anxious affection for her
bhOdren, and tender desire for their highest wclfwre, the chief object,

indeed, of her life.

Hie daughters were all disposed of while they were still what we
should consider children ; the eldest married her cousin, tho Vicomte
de Noailles, of very advanced Liberal opinions, when only sixteen ;

and tho duchess was hardly spoken to by her husband for a whole
year because she reftised to accept the proposals of the Marquis do

Lafayette, aged fouTtecn, for 'her second daughter, t^cd twelve.

He was an orphan, and in possession of a large fortune, and the

mother 'was afraid of trusting her little girl to such uncertain

waters. As time went on, however, and she heard much good of

the lad, )^e ended by gi'ring her consent, on condition that the two
<diildren, as they were in age, should live in the Hotel de NoailU's,

and on these conditions Adrienne, aged fourteen, was married to

the young marquis, aged sixteen. Three years after this, fired

1^ the accounts of the War of Independence, he set out to America,

aooompraied by his brother-in-law, the Vicomte dc Noailles, leaving

his 'wife 'with one child already bom, and another, coming; she

was passionately attached to her husband, and besides the grief

<ff bis departure, she bad to fight his battles with her own family,

particularly against her father, who was furious at the line in politics

which his son-in-law had taken. After being wounded at the defeat

of Brandywine, 1778, Lafayette returned to France to .assist in

organising an invasion <ff JBhgland, and when this was given up as

imprai^icable, he <mce more joined the insurgents in America, and
took an active part in the nmrt campaign. In 1782, after five years'

fighting, the success 'was complete, and Lafayette, ** friend ct Wacdi-

ittgtcoi, and conqueror of Cornwallis," as the biography pompously

him* returned to zeoei've great htoour and glory at Paris for

hladleeda. Hie poor queen to<dc an active part in the d^onstrati<ms

of deltglEt at thie euccoea of Bepablieanism, which 'waa in so many
ways driving a nail into her own coffin. The mere expenme of the

French share ot'tbs war in America amoonted to more than a thou-

sand maiione of ftanca (£40,000,000), as K. de Lavargne mentions
Inddsntally, and made an immsnae increase neeessaiy in the already
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ovenrhelming burden of taxation. The dieputes product by
the extreme unpopularity of such demands from the kmg in the

Provincial Assemblies, although for an object ardoitly approved by
the nation, broke up several of the most pitmusing of these local

parliaments. As France was in nowise called upon to interfere in

the disputes of England with her colonies, and the war was under-

taken, indeed, to injure her (as De Lavergno allows), far more than

to benefit the Americans, tho retribution on the Government was
singularly rapid and complete.

It is difficult to realise how completely the great world at Paris

was going on as usual during this period, so troubled in our cyei^ as

shown by the accounts of tho marriage of the third daughter of

tho family, Pauline, who was now sixteen. ** Negotiations had been
opened” with a young Captain of Dragoons, the Marquis de
Montagu, of orthodox principles and possessions, and ancient family

——the “ preliminaries of the treaty,” for such it really was, once

over, the poor child, in a gorgeous gown, blue satin over white,

d la TiirqiiCy whatever that may be, was introduced to her pritendu

at a solemn interview. She was excessively frightened and did not

dare to look at him, and was most thankful to him for not speaking

to her. At last he was taken up to see a fine portrait of Wash-
ington which was in the room, and when his back was sai^y turned,

the bride elect fur tho first time raised her eyes, and saw the man
with whom she was to pass her life.

After the contract was sigpied there was a ** grand reception, in a
different toilette for every day

—

Iwt Paris y passa." All the Mon-
tagus were there in battle array, drawn up on one side, and almost

all the Noailles on the other. Tho poor girl. Uric d quatre dpingleSf

bolt iipright by her mother in the centre, was presented to each firesh

arrival ; tho three reverences, with which M. Jourdain has made us

so familiar, being performed by each before her. Then came the

presentation of the magnificent presents of the corbeille, chiefly

diamonds, which served afterwards a strangely different use ; for the

Montagus liv(^ long on tbrir proceeds during their exile. The
wedding-day ended with ajpipper for sixty people ; and two days

after the bride was carried^^^^ in a great blue coach all over gilt

stars, to her father-in-law’s house, where she describes her intense

loneliness among the utter strangers by whom she was surrounded.

Splendid \feies were given in her honour by her new xelationa

—

hosquets iUtminis—garden parties at midnight. She was presented

at court in ** white and blue garnished with rose colour,” which
sounds like a picture of Grouse, and hung all over with jewels. She
was much admired : her large dark eyes, black hair, and pale com-
plexion had a. ” success ” which delighted hw father-in-law, dhe
Yicomte de Beaune. A perpetual round of balls, plays, oerofes de la
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reinet petiti gouperSf succeeded, and one is not much surprised to liear

a year after of tbe death of her baby, and that her own health was
so much injured that she was oblig^ to go to Bi^ndres. She soon
drew back, however, from this whirlwind of gaiety, which was not
to her taste, and must have contrasted strangely with the occupations

of Madame de Lafayette, who was at this time assisting her husband
most efficiently in his numerous plans of reform. He hod bought an
estate in Cayenne in order to carry out the gradual emancipation of
the negroes, and he committed the superintendence of all the details

of their education and conversion to his wife. At the Assembly of

Notables, in 1787, he did his utmost to obtain for the Frotestsmts

their civil rights, and Madame de Lafayette received the jMsteurs at

Paris, and assisted him in his philanthropic objects by every means
in her power. He attended most diligently to the debates in the

Assembly of Auvergne, which was presided over by the Vicomte do
Beaune, with whom he had much influence

;
and measures of the

greatest importance were on the point of being carried out there,

when all their efforts were cut short by the fierce debates on additional

taxation, and the parliament suddenly closed by the king.

The conduct of the nobles at this period was veiy remarkable;

almost all the guarantees against the abuses of power which have
been obtajped during thirty-seven ^btb of representative government
were demanded by them before '89^ and the tone of the sahfu was
even curiously liberal. **Society,’* says Madame de Stacl, **had never

been so brilliant, and at the same time so serious, as during the time

between 1788 to 1791. Womcn»held almost as distinguished a place

in it as men, and by their liberal tendencies, their love of the public

good, and the resources of their t^prity urged on the progress of the

new ideas.” The letters lately published of the great ladies at the

head of French society—^the Gomtesse de la hlarck, Mesdames de
Brionne et de Bouffleur—show their strong and intelligent sympathy
with liberal thought and opinion, their patriotism of the best kind,

their interest in reform, their dislike of despotism, while all the

gprace and elegance of the old manners , V ’ preserved. They
prove also how deeply and widely

when^tnisjkj «^0
revolution,” says De Tocqueville, in tta^^^^Incien B^gime,” ** threw
down and uprooted much which never can be replaced;” and he
goes on to show not only on how many questions it has obstrwsted

and delayed the progress of reform, but that there are even points

on which it has never since been resumed.

One of the greatest misfortunes of France was the complete success

of the policy of Bidhelieu (whose apotheosis was characteristically

celebra^ al^t two years ago by Napoleon 111.), the annihilationi^'

namdy, of all ItK^d centres of intelligence and administration which
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had been till that time conducted by the nobles, tiie only leaders po»>

sessed by the nation in the transitionfrom the feudal peri^. They had
been draggeddown from their true position of useful work in tiie pro-
vinoial parliaments and magistracies, and reduced to the odious tracas^

series of court life ; to imbecile struggles as to whose wife might sit in
the presence of the queen

;
questions of haute politique as to whethera

marshal or a duke should sign his name first ; and du^ as to who
should enter the Louvre in a coach. ** Le fauteuil A bras, la chaise A
dos, le tabouret ont pendant plusieurs generations d’importants

objets de politique et d'illustres sujets de quereUes,’* says Voltaire

;

while ** most serious misunderstandings arose as to who was to pre-

sent the king with his napkin, or help on the queen with her shift.**

It is proof of a very remarkable rise in a single class to see the

changed tone of this very noblesse at the period in question. The
different National Assemblies had been working diligently throughout
*87 and *88.

The list of measnres brought forward and discassed in the Cahiers de
la Noblesse, at the time of the Etats Generaux, show that the nobles de*
manded all the civil and political rights which are supposed to have been
conquered from them, more developed even than those we now possess,

after the fearful circuit which wo have made. It will be seen that Giey left

nothing to be invented by our moderr Liberals. All the great principles of
representative government are there; national representation by election,

equal taxation, fixed periodic meetings of the Etats Generaux, where only
laws were, with the sanction of the king, to be passed, responsibility of
ministers, individual soonrity and liberty, liberty of commerce, of labour,

and manufactures, liberty of the press, abolition of iHtres de cachet. * The
abolition of feudal rights,* says Chateaubriand, ‘was brought forward by
feudal deputies—the Montmorenci and the De Noailles.’

**

The family indeed of the Noailles and their connections bore

their full share in the work. The Due d’Ayen (Noailles) was
president of the parliament of the Limousin, well fitted to lead

it, and extremely anxious for its success ; M. de Beaune, assisted by
Lafayette, presided over the Assembly of Auvergne ; the Marquis de
Grammont was an active member of .the Etats do Franche Comtd

;

and several membo''**^8 •*’“mily were engaged in the Assemblies

of Picardy. Seven belonged to the Assemblde Con-
stituante, but the brilliant’ hopes with which this had been greeted

were beginning already to grow dim. The chances of reform

instead of revolution became every day less; the absolute power
vested hitherto in the king had made the people expect all change

to be worked out at once by an act of the royal will ; and when the

whole machine was out of gear, and he was as utterly powerless as

any of his subjects to correct the errors of centuries, every misery

and every injustice was laid to his door. Popular tumults t<^ plam
during the sitting of the Assembly, the revolutionary qiirit was

VOL. XI. K K
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liahxgt with no one to control it. canent in the direction of
revolution had become too strong for the nobles to stem ; tbejr had
been out off from the sympathies of the pec^e every year more and
more; thcdr priTileges had remained, while their duties had been

taken &om thmn. ** They had ceased to bo an aristooraoy, and had
beooasB a caste,’* says De Tocqueville, in a very interesting chapter

of Ihe ** Ancien B^gime,** which shows the manner in which this

rook was avoided in England. The divorce between theory and prac-

tice among the French nobles had become so complete, that the

knowledge of the mannear in which affairs could be ccmducted had
entirely died away amongst them.

** 'While their imn^nations were inflamed by the political and social

theories of the philosophers and literary men, the almost infinite ignorance

of practical liiSs in which they lived iireve;n.ted them from seeing the obstacles

winch existing facts offered to the most desirable reforms, or the perils

which accompany the most noccssar}* revolutions,*'—“ tlio sum total of the

changes demanded by the three orders in 'B9 amounts to a simnltanoons

and systematic abolition of all the laws and all the usages in the country,

and forms of itself one of the most dangerous and vast revolutions ever
proposed, without its authors having tho remotest notion of what they wore
doing."

It is curious and touching to re^ after the event the honest ex-

pectations entertained of the sortm sentimental millennium which
their measures were to bring abouh—the belief that knowledge and
disinterestedness were chiefly possessed by the most ignorant and
most destitute of the people, and that all injustice and inequalities

would be remedied, and right and law could not fail to be executed,

when they should obtain the management of their own affairs.

After the taking of the Bastille, however, many of the nobles

who had hitherto been on the Liberal side took fright at tho course of

events. M. de Montagu’s father was among the first ; his mother

was a daughter of the Duke of Berwick, and grand-daughter, there-

fore, eff James II., which probably did not assist his love of revolu-

tions. He quarrelled with his son for refusing to emigrate, and was
so indignant at the conduct of Laffiyetto for accepting the post of

Commandant of the National Gui&d^ -^at he would not allow his

daughter-in-law to have any intercourse with her sister. Madame
de Montagu had just lost her second little girl ; she was a tender-

spirited woman, and these family dissensions distressed her so deeply

that her health entirely gave way, and her husband, too glad to got

away from Paris for a time, took her to Franche Comte, where

her youngest sist^, Rosalie, had lately married the Marquis de

Crammont, and afterwards to visit her fisither at Lausanne, where
the Due d’Ayra had retired for a time. Hwre it is related that

they paid a visit **to tho histori«k Qtbbcm, *lo savant le plus
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laid qu*on ait vu,*'* which i* perhaps the moat eorioiaa trihute

that the author of the ** Beeline and Fall ** has reoeired. Th^
afterwards retired to their chAteau in Auvwgne, built on a Icdtj ter*

race, with a magnificent view of the valley bdow ; its great hall

famished with crimson damask, and hung with portraits of all the

barons, knights, bishops, cardinals, abbesses, and grand* mailres

belonging to the family. They were received with loud acclama-

tions by the peasantry, and for two winters Madame de Montagues

usual pleasant intercourse with them continued ; but after the king
had been arrested at Yarennes the country began to rise, and walk-
ing in the fields with her little girl, she heard cries from behind the

hedges of **A la lanteme !
” though the people did not dare to

-show themselves.

She was now persuaded that the only chance for the king was by
help from without, and did her best to persuade her husband to join

the army at Coblenz. After the scene in the Champ de Mars when
Lafayette himself caused the National Guard to fire on the people

who were clamouring for the death of the king, M. de Montagu
consented to emigrate ; his wife had a stolen interview with Madame
de Lafaj'cttc and a sad parting with her mother and eldest sister on
her road to Paris, where they made arrangements as for an expedi-

tion into the country ;
but it is a proof how little even yet she

realized their situation, that when M. de Grammont advised her to

take her diamonds, she replied, *‘Why should 1? We are not

going to a /etc.” They reached Bngland in safety, and established

themselves in a cottage at Richmond, where M. de Beaune joined

them, and where her remaining child, the little No^rni, soon

died. And now began for them all the life of poverty, the shifts

of every kind for bore existence, which the Frmch imigr4» of

the upper class were apparently so ill prepared to meet, but which
they bore with such unflinching gaiety and coun^. M. de Beaune
soon left them to take the command of the Auvergne Corps of the

ArmAo do Cond4, and M. de Montagu at length determined to join

his father ; his wife followed him to Aix, where the army of the

Coalition was assembling. The news from Paris grew worse and
worse, and most of Madame de Montagu’s relations were in the heart

of the fray. In the attack on the Tuilerics, on the 10th of August,

her old undLe, the Har^chal de Mouchy, had warded off the attadbes

of the mob upon the king by literally standing before .him; her
fiither, who hod returned from his safe asjdum in Switzerland when
troubles were expected, spent the night as a sentry in the palace,

and narrowly escaped in the massacre of the Swiss Guards ; while his

fourth son-in-law, the Marquis de Grammont, was supposed to have
been killed, and was sought for by his family among Uie dead.

kk2
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Faithful to the lost, they both attended the king through the

fearful scene in the Hall of the Hational Convention, which ended
in his deposition, and only left him when they could do no more,
saving their own lives, indeed, with the utmost difficulty.

The Marquis de Lafayette, an amiable, vain, welLintentioned man,
fond of notoriety, seems continually to have been thrust, by the cir*

cumstances of the day, into a far more important position than he
was fitted for either bj' his talents or his character. He now was
attempting to stay the course of that “ fierce democracy ** which he
had so vainly thought to wield ; he resigned the command of the

National Guard, resumed it again, was violently attacked for his

conduct in the Champ do Mars, resigned a second time, and finally

retired to his chateau de Ghavanioc, in Auvergne. Ho afterwards

accepted the command of one of the three armies just raised ; and
after the declaration of war against the Allies, was present at several

skirmishes ; but when be heard that the king’s life was in danger, he
refused any longer to obey the orders of the Assembly, and was sue*

cecded by Dumourier ; a price was set u^>on his head, and he escaped

across the frontier, only to be immediately seized and put in prison

by Prussia, on the part of the Allies.

The war began in earnest. Austria and Prussia, with six or seven

thousand of the emigren, under the Due de Bouillon, were marching

on the frontier, “where it is evident they expected to make short w'ork

of troops whom they considered as mere raw, undisciplined levies.

Nothing, however, could stand against the terrible energy of the

Republic, which had now been proclaimed. Victory after victory

followed on its side, the battle of Jemmappes brought things to a

crisis,” and the Marquis de Montagu, who had been present at it,

rejoined his wife at Aix, and escaped once more with her to England.
** La Revolution 6tait consommee.”
The Republic, having conquered the enemies of liberty, now turned

against its friends. Lafayette’s wife had been imprisoned, at first

only in their home in Auvergne, but she was soon brought to Paris,

when she was transferred from prison to prison, expecting her

sentence of death from clay to day. Her brother-in-law, the Vicomte
de Noailles, an ardent Liberal, who had fought under Washington,

was proscribed and foroed to escape to London: he had made
arrangements for bis wife to follow him, that they might together

return to America, but she could not bear to forsake her mother,

who was nursing the grandfather of the race, the old Mar^chal do

Noailles, and his equally aged wife. He soon died, but the mar^chale’s

mind was weakened by age, and they could not leave her. The
vicomtesse was the eldest of the five sisters, and must have been a
charming woman, full of piety, virtue, and affiactlonate devotion.**
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She was her mother’s darling,, and sustained her with eheerful

courage to the -end. The three ladies were first detained as sus-

pects ” in their own home at Paris. In April, 1794, however, they

were taken to the prison of the Luxembourg, where they found the^

Mar4chal de Mouchy, father of the Yicomte de Noailles, who had
been there now for five months with his wife. The mar^chale had
been bom in the palace, now a prison, and married from the room
above that in which they were confined.

Among the prisoners also was the Duchess ofOrleans, their cousin,

daughter of the Due de Penthidvre, and widow of Philippe Egalit^,

who had been executed a few months before ; she was extremely ill,

but no mattress was allowed her, and the Duchesse d’Ayen gave up
her own bed to her, and nursed her as long as they remained

together. The beautiful young vicomtesse waited on them all, made
the beds, cleaned the cooking utensils. ** Sometimes,” sa3rs an eye-

witness, ** she could hardly get through the hard work of her house-

maiding, for she sat oip almost every night either with her grand-

mother or the Duchess of Orleans.” Twice a week, under pretext of

getting a little air, she was allowed to go to an upper story whore
she could sec a corner of the garden of the Luxembourg, to which
her three little children were brought by their tutor. Her last letter

to them is most touching.

God sustains mo, and will do so to the end, I have the firmest con-
viction Good-bye, Alexis, Alfred, Euphumie ; keep God in }'onr

hearts all the days of your life ; cling to Him with unshaken courago.
Pray for your father, work for his true happiness ; remember your mother,
too, and that the object of her life has been <ic runs eufuntvr pour I'eteniite.

I trust to meet you in the bosom of our God, and I ^ve you all my last

blessings."

The Hovolutionary tribunals were by this time in full operation,

and there was a pleasure in the exercise of power for power’s sake

—

a sort of childish absence of reason for what was done—^which is very

remarkable, while it is scarcely known how impartially their cruelty

was exercised upon all classes alike. The lists, indeed, show that

a far larger part of tho victims belonged to tho bourgeoisie and the

working people than to tho nobles and the clergy.

Tho prisons were overflowing, and as a means of clearing them
the courts were instructed to move faster ; tho accused were no longer

allowed any counsel ; some forms of justice hod been observed ; these

were suppressed ; they were to be judged cn masse^ and the juries
** wereno longer to execute the law on tho contrary, they ** were to

have no law but that of their own consciences, enlightened by the

love of their country, towards the triumph of the Republic and the

ruin of its enemies.” It now became a general massacre. Sixty

prisoners, taken at hazard, were brought up every day to the Con-
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The old Mar^al de Mouohy, aged eigh^, and his wife, wovt
among tho first to be taken away to death. He was aomuod of

liariug been ** an agent of the tyrant in distribating sums of ntoney

for the payment of refractory priests.** He was also attacked for

having in his room ** un ci-dovant Christ.** The Histoiro des

Prisons ** says that the aged pair wero an object of respect to all

the detnuKf and were never spoken of without a sort of venera-

tion. As they passed out to execution between a lino of respect-

ful and sorrowful spectatoins, ono of theta called out, ** Courage,

M. le Mar^cbal !
** He turned round, and replied with a finu voice,

** A dix-sept ans j'ai raont6 it I’assattt pour mou roi, i\ plus do quatre-

vingts jo monte ^ U^hafiiud pour men Dicu. Mes amis, jo ne suts

point d plaindrc.**

One day the concierge observed that he had boon to Fouquier
Tinville for orders :

—

“ I found him stretched on the ground, pale and exhausted ; his children

were playing with him, and wiping the sweat from his faee. 1 asked what
was to be done to-morrow. * Let me alone, FI«'ly,’ said he; <1 ain't up
to it. What a life it is !

’ Then, ns if by instinct, he added, ‘ Go to

my secretarj*.
,

I must have sixty ; it doesn't signify which. Lot him
choose.’

”

On the 3rd Thermidor, after having seen most of their companions

removed, the three ladies were carrii'd to tho Conciergcric, which, at

that period, was equivalent to death. Madame d*Aycn was reading

the ** Imitation of Christ she kissed it, and bogged that it might

be sent to her children ; it is watered with her tears
;
but afraid of the

shock which the parting might give to tho sick Duchess of Orleans,

she concealed the summons entirely from her.

When they reached their fresh prison, wearied by tho rough carts

in which they had been carried, the}'' could get no food, as it was

nine o*clock.—after which time none was allowed to enter the place

—and no beds, as they could not muster the forty-five francs'demanded

by tho gaolers, all they possesserl, but fifty sous, having been already

taken from them at the Luxembourg. The citoyenne Lavet, one of the

prisoners, who escaped to tell tho story, gave up her bed to the poor

oldmar^ohale,and madea sort ofcouch with straw,where the Duchesse

d*Ayen lay down, begging her daughter to do the same. ** What
is the use of resting on the eve of eternity ? '* she answered. Her
fhee was like an angePs, and showed tho peace of her soul ; such

calmness was never seen in that horrible place.** The next morning,

at ' six o'clock,
,
she attended carefully to her grandmother, who

was painfully troubled and confused by all tbat was going on
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•* Ooorage, manum t sums n’ayona plus qa’ane heare,*’ aqid^ilie. A
little food was brought them by a friend, and fh^ irere 1^ atray

amidst the tears of the other prisoners, whom they had only known
for twelye hours.

The group before the tribunal on that day, July 22, consisted of
forty individuals, unknown to each other, who were accused of oon-

iq>ixing to assassinate the members of the Comitd de Salut public.

These conspiracies hod just been invented to clear 'the prisons, whidh
would no longer contain the enormous number sent there. The
President addressed the Duchesse d*Ayen, who asked him to speak
rather louder, os she was a little deaf. ** £h bien, citoyenne, tu

conspirais sourdement !
’* he shouted ; which produced ** a hideous

laugh ” from the judges and jury. As soon as the duchess heard

the accusation, she observed that Dillon, who was called the head
of their conspirac3'', had been dead six weeks before th^ were
imprisoned. ** But,*’ said the President, you knew the Levi

women ? ” She replied np> they had only seen them once, and in

prison. He interrupted her with, ** Silence ! that is quite enough.

Citi^ien jurors, you heai* by her own confession that the accused was
acquainted with those Levis ; they were concerned in this conspiracy,

and have lost their guilty heads on the scaffold, therefore ”...
the rest was tmderstood.

A poor servant was the person sentenced before the duchess ; the

one after her was a miserable commissionaire tvho, being on his

station, hud carried a letter, given him b}’ an unknown person, for

fifteen sols; the President did not even take the trouble of reading

the letter, but said that it was evidently connected with the con-

spiracy', and the man was condemned to death in spite of his tears

and protestations.

Tho miserable idea of dying without absolution had been terrible

to these poor women, and before their last imprisonment their

confessor, the Abb^ Carrichon, had promised to meet them on their

road to the scaffold, and absolve them os they passed, the only way
in which it could bo done. He describes the scene :

“ The first cart

passed out of the gate ofthe prison acce hmt danies touted trks'idijiantes ;

amongst them the old Mar<ichalc de Noailles, in mourning for hor

husband. In ^e next came six men, and tho duchess, in a blue

and white strip^ dishabilldf—she looked about forty ; her daughter,

the vicomtesse, was beside her, dressed all in white, looking much
younger than she really was, like one of the virgin martyrs which

we see in pictures. All hod their hands tied behind their .backs.”

Though they looked anxiously round os they came out of the court,

Aey did not see the priest ; he followed the carts at the ridE of his
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life if he were discovered, but feoitlessly. At last, in despair, he

was on tho point of giving it up, for the crowd was too great to get

near them, when a storm came on and scattered the people, and the

furious gusts of rain wotted* ce» dames to the skin ; the poor old

mor^hole was heaten about by tho violent wind ; she tottered upon
the miserable plank without a back on which she sat, her hands tied

behind her; her great cap fell back and showed her grey hairs.

Some wretches in tho street called out, ** There she is ! the*grcat

lady who used to have such fino coaches, now in the cart like the

rest ! ” At length ho was able to approach them ; the ladies saw
him ; ho raised his hand and pronounced the absolution ; and
the peaco and calm and security which appeared in their faces were
beautiful, he says, to see. The storm ceostid, the crowd returned, and
they reached the Barri^re du Trone : the old martichide sat down on
a piece of wood, calm, but quite worn out, and her eyes fixed.

Most of the spectators were laughing and amusing themselves with

the horrible spectacle. She was executed third in number, then six

other women were guillotined, and it was the turn of the duchess

;

her face was resigned, with a sort of noble, simple devotion in it,

evidently occupied with the sacrifice of herself which she was making
to God, and as if she were glad not to see her daughter die. The
executioner, a tall man with the coolest possible manner and a rose in

his mouth, tore her cap roughly off; it was fastened with a pin to her

hair, and an expression of pain passed over her face. She was
followed by the ricomtesse, who went on encouraging her com-
panions to the last. As she set her foot on the bloody ladder, she

heard a young man amongst them blaspheme, and turned to him
with on entreating look, ** En grace, monsiciir, dites pardon.^’

In five days after their execution the “ terror ” was over ; Itobes-

pierro was dead, and they would have been safe.

The bodies %vere all carried in carts, where everything was
swimming in blood, to an outlying desert place called Piepus. **A
hole, thirty feet square, hod been dug there, and each day the

victims of the day were thrown in, pell-mell, the heads 'after the

bodies, no winding*sheets, dressed in their ordinary clothes, while no
mark or sign was permitted to bo made whereby friends could

recognise the spot.’*

Executions were going on in three different parts of Paris. The
prisoners were shot at the Champ de Mars, and there was a guillotine

on the Place Louis XY., and one at the Barridro du Trdno. This last

was only at work for six weeks, when the fall of Robespierre brought

its labours to a sudden close; but during that period more than

thirteen htmdred persons were put to death in that place alone. The
official list ^ows that 100 of these were under twmity-five years of
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sge~>b(^ and girls are among them— of fourteen ; a great number
of old men—182 between sixty and Bixty>nine, 10 between eighty

and eighty-five ; 176 women.

** They were of all ranks, but the greatest number were obscure labourerSf
htimble artisans, poor workmen, little shopkeepers, colporteurs, unknown
to each other and to the public, far from their homes, without counsel to
assist J^em, and without uritnesses, judged by a mock tribunal, taken to
oxecutmn like beasts to a slaughter-house, without priests, without friends,

without consolation, and then thrown into le trou de Picpn».”

The great chemist, Lavoisier; the poet, Andrd Chdnier; Loiserelles,

who answered in his son^s name, and died in his place ; Sombreuil,

Governor of the Invalidcs, whose life had once been saved by his

heroic daughter ; G^n^ral Pemot, aged eighty ; the Abb^ de F6nblon,

founder of the asylum for little Savoyards, same age ; the Due de
St. Simon, ninety ; an old concierge, eighty ; the Mardchal de Mouchy,
seventy-nine, and his wife ; the Mardchale de Noailles, eighty, her

daughter and grand-daughter-—*' trois gdndrations en un jour ont

pdri.** These are a few among the list of victims in that one place.

Mesdames de Montagu and Lafayette, after their return to France,

bought the spot, with the assistance of their friends, together with the

ruins ofan old monastery close by,where a convent ofPerpetual Adora-
tion was built, of which there is a most vivid description in ** Les

Miserables.” It is strange to compare Victor Hugo’s history of its

horrors with the account of the comfort derived by the De Xoailles

family from the idea that ** ces saintes filles ” are praying day and
night before the ** Holy Sacrament ” near the scene of these fearful

atrocities. A chapel was also built there, which is more in harmony
with our feeling, where the thirteen hundred names are inscribed on
tablets round the choir, and a society of missionaries established near.

Madame de Lafayette escaped sharing the fate of her mother and
sister by a few days only : she had been*confined for above a month in

the prison of Lo Plessis (once a school, where her husband had
been educated), which contributed its regular daily quota of twenty
prisoners to the sixty required each day for execution, and where she

expected her own summons almost hourly for fifty days. Even after

the death of Hobespierre had set her companions free, she was detained
as the wife of a man who had betrayed his country. In vain the

Minister of the United States interceded in her favour ; die was k^t in

confinement through the whole of the severe winter, from ’94 to ’95,

almost always without fire or comforts of any kind. The passionate

political quarrels, the petty jealousies of the prisoners in each fresh

gaol to which she was sent, were very distressing to her, but in

every case she gained the hearts of those confined with her.

Her tfiiildren had been left in Auvergne with an old aunt of



Lufayetie^ who naitowly escaped ptoeoriptioiu As their pareats’

property had all been confiscated) titey were only provided by
tlio kindness of tbo people in tho village, and were thus saved from
being sent to a ** hospital for the poor,” with which the officers of

tho Republic threatened them. As soon as theirmother was released,

she determined, like tho bravo and devoted woman she was, to sot

forth with her two little girls in search of her husband, vjj^o had
been transferred from one prison to another, and from the hands of

Prussia to those of Austria, Avhile by a refinement of cruelty his

fiunily were not allowed to know where he was. Before starting,

however, she resolved to secure the safety at least of her son, under
the protection of the Unitetl States, and despatched him with his

tutor to the care of his godfather. General Wai^ington.
She then returned to Chavaniac, where her poor old aunt was now

suffered to live. One comfort awaitt>d her on the road. Her sister,

the Marquiso de Orammont, came out with her husband to meet her.

They had no money for posting, and dang;erous companions were to

be found in the public carriages ; they had therefore walked from

their homo in Froncho Cornt^ to Paris, and finding her gone, had
followed her, still on foot, back to Auvergne, where tho delight of

meeting is described by the children. A decree had been passed

restoring the property of those who bad been executed to their heirs,

and part of the inunense possessions of the Duchessc d*Ayeu came
to Madame de Lafayette. M. de Grammont assisted her witli

money and advice in arranging her affairs, and many were the

journeys on foot to l*uris which she had to undertake before those

were settled, or she could obtain her passport for leaving France.

The permission was at length given her. It was only granted,

however, for ^Vmerica, and she therefore embarked with her children

at Dunkirk, in order to reach Germany through Hamburg, near which
Madame de Montagu and several other branches of tho family bad
taken refuge with an iniigri aunt, the Ccuntcssc de Tease. They
had hegnn by establishing themselves all together in Switzerland,

but were soon compelled to leave this shelter, and had been

driven from place to place, finding no rest for their feet, to Bruges,

Brussels, and then to one town after another in Germany, as their

enemies closed in upon them. At length Madame de Tcss4 hired

a sort of farm-house' near Altona, where she collected her nieces

and their children about her. To fit this good lady to figure among
the saints seems to have been difficult even for M. de Noailles ; it

appears from the second memoir that she **wa8 a philosopher, a

YoUairian, piquantCf gay, tvVf, absolutely without religion (as under-

stood Xjj tibem), but bearing her misfortunes with as mudi resolution

as any of the party.” She ie therefore called a ” £^;nte originalo.”
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She seems, however, to have possessed more oommoa eense tiian most
of her family, and had saved enough of her property to enable her

to live comfortably, while she must have had a large heart to

receive and provide for all the relations who required her help.

Madamede Montagu's delight at seeing her sister was almost painfbl
in its excess ; indeed, the execution and sufferings of so many of her
ncarefi||; and dearest friends appear to have preyed upon her mind in her
safe retreat far more than if she had been in danger herself. Madame
de Lafayette could not, however, be persuaded to remain amongst her
friends. She set forth once more with her little girls to Vienna, to ask

leave to shut hersdf up with her husband in the fortress of Olmutz,

where she discovered him to be. His health had suffered severely

by three years ofrigorous captivity, and he was allowed neither books

nor writing materials. Madame de La&yette had been imprisoned

as the ‘*wifo of on abominable retrogradist;” the marquis was
punished first by Prussia, and then by Austria, as " an abominable

revolutionist;" *^he was the man," they said, ** who desired universal

liberty, and his existence was incompatible with the security of the

Governments of Europe." Both extremes seemed resolved to show
themselves in the worst colours. She obtained an audience of the

emperor, who with some difficulty granted the gracious permission

which she asked, upon condition, however, that she should share all

Lafayette's privations. The account of the manner in which these

high-bom women, worn out by the sufferings they had undergone,

were treated by tho chivalrous Francis, always declaiming against

the sins of the lievolution, is almost incredible. Lafayette's crime con-

sisted in having sought to reform the political and social abuses exist-

ing in France. The ladies were innocent even of this, but they were

allowed neither decencies nor comforts ; they were even deprived of

knives and forks, and forced to tear their food with their fingers ; and
]|»£adamc de Lafayette describes tho distress of her little girlswhen they

were first introduced to these miseries of prison life, while their

father tried to comfort them by telling them how ho used to see it

done by the Iroquois Indians.

They were subjected to more cruel privations ; the marquise was
suffering from very painful abscesses in the side and legs, brought

on by the rigour of her confinement in the Republican prisons,

but she never was allowed on arm-chair to sit in ; no servant, not

even a woman to assist in cleaning the room, was permitted to them.

The doctor could speak no French, she could only consult him in.

Latin, and always in the presence of on officer. When at length,

after about a year, she applied for permission to go to Vienna for

further advice, the emperor replied that she might leave Olmutz if

she pleased, but that die must not return there.



Her dignified aitiver is |[hren : dbte lajs

«•! owed it to my fan^y to for tiio aseisiluiee wlueli wm aeeeassry

to my health, hot the priee which is pat upon it cannot be accepted by me.
I cannot forget that when we were apparently at thejpoint of death, I by the
tyranny of Itobospierre, M. de*li(dayette by the sufi^nga, both moral and
physical, of his captivity ” (the antithesis was sttfficientiy bitter), ** it was
not permitted to us to obtain any information concerning him, nor to inform
him that we, his children and I, still existed. I will nut expose myself again
to the horror of another sepnmtion. Whatever, therefore, may be the
state of my health, and the objections to sucb a residence for my daughters,
we shall all three,” &c.

Her state became very critical. Her sufferings were great, but not
the smallest alleviation was granted her during the following eleven

months, which elapsed before they were set free. Still her patience

and cheerfulness continued unacted. It considerably diminishes

our sorrow for the present distress of Austria to remember how she

behaved in the days of her power. At length, upon the joint

remonstrances of America, Germany, and England* (where Fox
took up their cause very zealously), Lafayette was set at liberty in

1797, after five years* imprisonment. His family had been with him
about two years.

Their passage through Germany was a continual triumph. The
prisoners, who at first could hardly bear the open air, gradually

recovered their strength, all but the poor mother, who could scarcely

live through the fatigue of the journo^'. At length they reached

the little colony at Witmold, near .<Vltona, where the meeting

with her family was almost beyond her strength. They all con-

tinued together under Madame de Tessa’s wing for four or five years

longer, till the return of order in Franco ; and their cheerfulness, in

spite of constant distress and anxiety, their enjoyment of whatever

small pleasures their life afforded, is very remarkable. The tedium of

their long suspense was relieved by the return of the young Lafayette

from America, now grown to he a man, and by the marriage of his

eldest sister to the brother of one of the marquis’s companions in

captivity ; also by the conversion of some German Stolbcrgs from ** la

higoterie Protestante,” which took place under the joint labours

of the two sisters, and of which the memoirs are very proud. Both
Adrienne and Pauline were ardent Catholics, and were always

assaulting the errors of Galvin and of heresy ** wherever they went.

Madame Se Montagu, saddened by the agonies of anxie^ which

ahe had endured during the previous yeom, seems never to have

regained her spirits ; her time was chiefly occupied with the GBuvre

des Bmigr^s,” as she called it, the support, namely, of about 40,000

* la the aecend^ttientoir the credit of the xelenao, enrioaely enough, is given en-

tirely to Boaa]Mrte.'
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Frenoli exiles, chiefly df the higher class, alm^ pennilhsi^ who
were scattered all over Europe, and for whom she worked ni^t
and day. Although nearly destitute herself, she contrived by
her wonderful exertions to secure employment for some, pensions for

others, subscriptions and the sale of their little valuables for those

whom she could not otherwise assist ; and the amount of good which
she accomplished is said to have been extraordinary.

In 1801 Madame de Lafayette went back to France to obtain, if

possible, permission for the return of her husband. It was refused,

but by his wife*s advice he took advantage of the breaking out of
the fresh Revolution of the 18th Bmmaire, and arrived suddenly in

Paris with a passport, which she had obtained for him under another

name. The First Consul was extremely indignant, and threatened

to send him back immediately to Holland. Madame de Lafayette,

however, obtained an interview with the great man, and spoke in

her husband’s favour with such success that at last Bonaparte
observed, ** Madame, I am charmed to have made your acquaintance.

You are very clever, but you do not understand affairs.” The
marquis, however, was allowed to remain at his wife’s house of

Lagrange till the legal end of his proscription.

Meantime, Monsieur and Madame de Montagu had been trying to

obtain possession of their ancient domains ; and it is curious to enter

into the feelings of these unfortunate people, who had fled from
France after losing half their relations on the scafibld, and returned

to find everything belonging to them sold and destroyed, and con*

trast them with the state of mind of the peasants who had acquired

the lands often in perfect good faith, as they had been sold by the

Government of their country, the account of which is given so

vividly in the ” Conscrit ” and its sister volumes.

It is evident, however, that the feeling towards the old nobles

was often of a very affectionate kind. Monsieur and Madame de

Montagu wore received in Auvergne with open arms, the people

pressing round them and kissing the hem of Pauline’s gown ; while

an old doctor, bent on restoring the family, went from house to

house collecting the property which had been carried off, or bought

in for next to nothing, and supplying the money to get it back from

his own savings and the price of a vineyard belonging to his wife.

On another estate the movables had been concealed and saved by
the concierge and his family, and.were restored on the arrival of the

master. This, be it remembered, was not after the Restoration, but

during the time of Napoleon, when nothing but obloquy was to be

got by such demonstrations in favour of ci~devants.

The Montagu family after this period lived chiefly at Fontenay, a

magnificent old fortress which came to them through the Duchesae



d’Ayea from ihe Due d'^penum, in the prine^Nd tower of whieh
the mossaoro of St. Beitliokwiew was Biiidfo here been enenged.
The littfayettcs inhabited Lagrange* a fine old eaatiie eolrotmded

by a moat^ dating from the time of tiio Omaadea* which in the

division of her mother’s property had fallai to Adrienne’s share.

Her health had been entirely broken by the privationB which she

had tmdcrgone* from which she never recovered* thoagh she lived

on for eight years,—a period to her of true and almost unbroken
happiness, devoted as she was to her husband and children, and
desiring nothing but to live for them. The ** artlente Adrienne,** as

her friends called her, was indeed a noble, tender, admirable

woman, more liberal-minded tbon her sister Pauline, and far

superior to the husband whom she worshipx>cd so fondly. Although
she was sometimes pained by his laok of Catholicism, **8ho \ras

a Fayettiste beyond all things,** and her aunt De TesstS used

to laugh at “ her faith, which was,** she said, ** a mixture of the

catechism and the Declaration of Rights.** In tho delirium of her

last illness she ** uttered many things which had been always too

sacred for her to speak of,” expressing that deep love of her husband
which had been the passion of her life, and when almost in the act

of dying, she turned to him and said, ** Jo suis tout & vous, je vous

oime Chr^tiennement, mondaincment, passionndment.'*

A very pathetic letter written by her husband after her death, in

1808, describes how, “ during the thirty-four years of a union where

her goodness, her tenderness, her high-minded delicacy and generosity

of feding charmed, brightened, and honoured my life, she was so

one with me that 1 could hot distinguish my own separate existence.

She was only fourteen and I sixteen when she became wrapped up
with all my interests. I thought I loved her dearly, and knew how
much she was to mo ; but it is only in losing her that 1 find out how
little there is left of me.’*

Hadame do Montagu lived for above twenty years after her sister,

but she retired almost entirely from the world and devoted herself to

good works ;
** the sorrows and sufferings of her early years had made

her feel for others*” and her piety* her faith* her virtues* fill the

last chapters of her memoir ; while her ** knowledge of the Bible,

which was as familiar to her as to a Lutheran minister” (no groat

compliment io the priests), is curiously commended. She died in

1833, and in the account of her last years the Restoration, the

return from Elba, the Second Restoration, the Revolution of 1830*

pass before us like shadows.

The days of the Revolution seem to us so fisr removed that it is

sometimes difficult to remember how many of the men and women
bdonging to that old world lived on and worked in our own time.
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The IfarquUi de La&jette, amo&g the £»moefc in 1790, n
vrdl knowxi, again brought forward in the Revolution ai tSSOy When
he was lie of the principal agents in phunng Louis Philippe on the

throne; while the Marquis de Grammont^ whom we find deciding
poor Louis XYl. at the peril of his life during tiie massaore of
the Swiss Guards in *92, appears as a D6put4 of the Sadne as late

as 1841, under the parliamentary regime. His property in Franche
Gomtd was never confiscated, and he and his wife, the youngest
of the sisters, had contrived to live there undisturbed all through
the different stages of the Revolution. ** Yillarsexel,** as Madame
de Montagu describes it, somewhat in the Rambouillet style, was
** the Kingdom of Yirtue and Capital of Peace, where reign com-
fort, simplicity, harmony, love of duty, and the desire of right.**

Here the ** Sainte Rosalie,** last of the family, died, aged eighty-

five, in 1853, having lived in the same ch&teau for sixty-seven years,
** loved by every one—^the poor belonged all to her family.**

The constant and tender friendship which continued imbrokmi
in the family and its connections, in spite of the extreme diversity

of their political opinions, is very touching. The Luc d*Ayen
(Noailles) was strongly Royalist; one son-in-law, the Yicomte de

Koailles, was as ultra Republican ; after serving in America under
Washington, he was killed in a successful attempt to take a sloop

from the English by a rather ignoble stratagem, while the glee with

which this is related sounds strange, when one remembers the blood

and treasure poured forth by England in the Bourbon cause, which the

memoir is intended to advocate. The Marquis de Montagu and his

father were fighting on the same side as the English, ag^ainst their

own country ; the young Alexis de Noailles, one of the three children

whom their mother had gazed at so fondly from the windows of her

prison, was killed fighting gallantly at the head of his troop of horse

under Napoleon, at the battle of Beresina ; the Lafayettes belonged

to what may be called the Constitutional party ; the De Grammonts
were moderate Royalists, while the Yicomte de Beaune was a fierce

old aristocrat of the aucien regime; but in spite of this variety

they preserved their affection for each other throughout.

It speaks well for a class when so great a number of men and
women, connected with one family, show such an amount of self-

sacrifice and devotion to what each considered (though from very

opposite points of view) the service of God and man.

That among the French noblesse of that period there was much
selfishness, frivolity, and tyranny, there can be no doubt ; but there

was to bo fou%d amongst them a very large minority of high-

minded, nobleT and generous men, ** ‘who hod a pertbet passion of

aelf-sacrifioc,** says Do Lavergno. “The reforming party might,
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indeed, be fewest in number, but <lie most eonsiderable men by birth

belonged to it, and the majority of the clergy, including the more
important of the bishops, wmit with the Tien JBtai. Ihi# radical

revolution was headed by two nobles, Mirabeau and Iia Fayette,

and two priests, Sidyes and Talleyrand.**
** In those days,** as some one has said elsewhere, ** men lived for an

opinion, quarrelled, fought, sold their life’s blood, the best treasures

of their intellect, the best years of their life for it.” It was no
languid assent to the truth of on idea appreciated by the intellect

which they gave, but an ardent passion which they thought worth
living and dying for.

It may be doubted whether Franco has gained much by putting

her destiny into the hands of clever adventurers, jobbers in the

funds, generals without occupation, and ministers without cha-

racters to lose ; men in haste to get rich, and, knowing that their

term of power is short, utterly unscrupulous as to the means—^the

De Momys, P^lissiers, and tha like. There are at least some kinds

of crime from which a certain stake of position and class opinion

may be said to withhold even unscrupulous men. Moreover,

Dc Tocqueville has declared in a most striking passage that societies

in which the aristocracy have been destroyed arc precisely those

which seem to have the greatest difficulty in escaping absolute

government. “ Men,” he says, “ being no longer bound together by
any tie of caste, class, corporation, or family, are only too much inclined

to care only for themselves and their own interests, and to retire into

a narrow individualism where all public virtue is stifled. The desire

to g.row rich at whatever price, the love of gain and of material

enjoyments, become the common passion.” Ho complains that ** the

great virtues which I so often find among our fathers, and which are

the most necessary for us—a true spirit of independence, a love of

great objects, the faith in ourselves and in a cause—^we can hardly

now be said to possess.” ** I am accused,” he ends, of a very

untimely taste for liberty, which I am assured that no one cares for

any longer in France.”

It is far too sweeping a condemnation to say, with De Lavergne,

that “ no one has gained by the Hevolution-—every one has lost by
it ;

” but even an advanced Liberal may be tempt^ to feel that a

convulsion which shook every institution, social and political* in

Franco to its centre, has perhaps produced the smallest amount pos-

sible of good compared with the sufferings which it entailed upon all

classes for so many years. The fVightfhl abuses of the aneieh rigime

have, indeed; been swept away, but so much that is vajg^able has been

lost in the process, that the nation may be said to slP' ^ oaid very

dearly for them destouctioa* " Y*
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THE EAELY CHEISTIAN AGE,

IX ITS LITKllARY ACITVITY, IIISTOBICAL CONSCIOUSNESS, AND CRITICAL

SPIRIT.

I
N a previous article on the subject above lucntioncd ** we called

attention to some of the characteristics of the Early Christian

Age, with the view of endeavouring to meet the charge, so oftmi and

persistently brought against it, that it was guided in the reception of

its authoritative and canonical books, not by historical evidence, but

by subjective and dogmatic feeling. It is not enough, however, to

dwell merely upon these general characteristics, or upon the legiti*

matencss of the inference to which they lead. We must look a little

more closely into the matter ; and, in doing so, two points especially

demand consideration. First, we have to ask how* far the principles

upon which books wore actually received by the Fathers of the second

century have a right to be regarded as historical. Secondly, we have

to test the value, in relation to our present subject, of the special

objections made to the manner in which our canonical books are

referred to by them.

I.

It is unne^ssary to occupy time with the inquiry what the

prmoiples..paf'Va spoken of were. It will hardly be disputed that they
*

(hiitemponirf JBtpieic, Aptik 1869«

I. LVOL. Xt.
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were Historical Tradition as an outward. Dogmatic Tradition as an
inward, tost of works making a claim upon the Church’s faith. *‘But

though,” says Mr. Wcstcott, ^'external evidence is the proper proof
both of the authenticity and authority of the New Testament, it is

supported by powerful internal testimony drawn from tho relations

of tho books to one another, and to the early developments of Christian

doctrine.” * In other words, external and internal evidence are the
two principles with which we have to deal. Let us look at them for

a little.

The first of them is essentially historical. It is a mistake to

imagine that by ** tradition,” as spoken of bj* tho Fathers, was meant
only vague and loose report. It was rather the handing down of a
positive belief from one generation to another, from father to son,

fk>m teacher to pupil ; and that, too, at a time when the man of the

younger generation, the son, the pupil, knew well that tho evidence

upon which the belief rested was within his power ; that tho man of

the older generation, the father, the teacher, was speaking only what he
knew and testifying onl}' to what he had seen. Nay, it was even
more than this. When w'O speak of testimony thus convoyed we are

apt to think of it as taken up by the younger only when the older

has passed away. So long us it is given it seems to us the testimony

merely of one person, or stratum of persons, separated from those

going before or coming after, like the strat.a of a geological formation.

It seems, therefore, however correctly handed down for a time, to bo
liable at the instant of transmission to changes—innocent and un-

intentional it may be, yet still changes—^which could no longer be
corrected by the original authority. But such is not the nature of

tho tradition with which we have to deal. It was the tradition

of congregations, of local and even wide-spread churches, the places of

whoso departing members became only g^radually vacant, and were
only gradually supplied, tho community all the while retaining its

one organic life. The original authorities lived long beside those to

whom th^ had communicated their belief, heard their views, joined

in their confessions, shared their worship, listened to the mhnnor in

which they, in their turn, began to instinct their children, their

catechumens, or their converts, and must have marked the first

departure from statements of fact communicated by themselves. It

is no doubt a characteristic of tradition that, notwithstanding this, it

ceases, when it comes down from a remote point, to be worthy of

implicit reliance. Like the generations through which it lives, it

changes, and the generations themselves are often unconscious of tho

change. They think that they are the firm maintainors of the old

beliefs, wheu, in reali^, they have widely departed ffbm them. Nor
can we, in looking back upon the coune that has been run, fix upon

* On the Canoxiy p« 639«
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the moment when the change occurred. We can only say, after a
long series of years, the beliefs are not what they once were. But
the series of years must be long. A single generation does not give
the remoteness necessary to weaken our faith in it regarding anything
held to bo of great moment. Two generations do not do so ; and it

ought over to be borne in mind that we need no more than two in the
case of nearly all the most important books of the New Testament.
By A.D. 160 these books, though the number was not complete,

though it may be doubted if oven the idea of a New Testament
Canon had clear and full possession of the mind of the Church, were
recognised almost as they arc now. From that point, then, two
generations backward! bring us to the apostolic ago. Wo have not to

deal with tradition in the wide vague sense of magnitude generally

suggested by the word ; wo have to deal with the tradition of some
sixty years. At the end of that period many lines must have existed

like that which, beginning with the Apostle John, brings us, after

only one intermediate step, to Irenmus. Polycarp had been the

disciple of St. John ; Irenmus was the pupil of Polycarp ; and, if the

idea bo correct that irenmus accompanied Polycarp to Rome when
he went to visit Anicetus about the year 160, and that he proceeded

thence to discharge the duties of a presbyter at Lyons,* the pupil

must have been already in ripe manhood before the master died.

We may be sure that this was not a solitaiy instance of the kind.

Scattered throughout the Church, and testifying to her convictions,

there must have been many such. Sow then can a tradition, coming
down from St. John to Ironseus, be spoken of as vague and unhistoricalP

What right have we to suppose that the Fathers held little positive

intercourse upon points whose importance wo know they felt, because

little of that intercourse has been preserved ; that few conversations

were held because almost none have been recorded P Surely we are not

wmi'anted to conclude that, because we have but mre opportunities of

seeing the working of their minds on one another, mind did not then
work on mind as it does now ; that, because wc seldom hear them
speak, they did not actually speak on points which the whole character

of the age, the positions they had to maintain, the controversies they

had to settle, made it of consequence to determine with the utmost

possible certainty. The beautiful letter of Ironieus to Florinus is

itself a testimony to the contrary. It is too well known to make it

necessary to quote it. Enough that there hardly exists any document

of any age bearing mom decided witness to the manner in which old

persons love to dwell upon the mmnorics of youth, and to keep not a

fanciful, but an actual, post before them in nU the vividness of historic

reality. Apait, therefore, from every other consideration, we are

entitled to infer that the men of the earlier part of the second half of

Cave, Hist. lit., p. 39.
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the second century, in depending upon the tradition of tho first

generation of that centui*y, really depended upon history. Only u

single generation intervened ;
and by its length—^Ict us rather say its

shortness—must wo measure tho shortness of the tradition by w'hicb

tho authenticity of nearly all the books of the Now Testament is

established.

Other considerations, however, ought to be taken into account.

For, in the first place, it was not a mutter of indifference to tho early

Fathers whether or not thoy could establish a connection between

the writings quoted by them os authoritative and Apostles or apos-

tolic persons by whom they believed them to have been composed.

Our opponents themselves allow this, although they use tho fact as

explaining the alleged multiplication by the Church of writings to

which apostolic names wore falsely attached. We have already seen

in our first paper that this charge against tho Church is altogether

groimdless. It was heretics who forged, and who used the sacred

names of Apostles to give currency to their own wild lucubrations.

But their very doing so is a striking homage to the existence of the

feeling whose existence wo contend for, that it was on all sides allowed

to be important to be able to connect any venerated writing with a

venerated name. Instances of this abound. Thus it is that Justin

Martyr not only asserts that the ** Memoirs ’* he so frequently refers

to were written by Apostles and companions of Apostles, but does it

with the emphatic word yap rot$ avo/ivijfiwevfuia'i a tpr/fii VITO

rSv earooToKuDv adrov . . . mvTtrdxOou?'—clearly showing both that he had
grounds satisfactory to himself for what he said, and that he attached

great value to the authorship in question. Thus it is that Ircnacus

prefaces his account of the circumstances under which tho Gospels

were copiposed with language which proves that ho has not the

slightest idea of resting his sense of their value only on the state-

ments contained in them, but that he depends on the fact that they

were written by persons who could speak with authority :
** We have

learned from none others the plan of our salvation than from those

through whom the Gospel has come down to us, which they at one

time proclaimed in public, and at a later period, by the will of God,
handed down to us in the Scriptures, to be the ground and pillar of

our faith.” f And thus it is that Tertullian, when arguing against

Marcion, maintains first of all that that collection of the Goq>els

which he designates the evangelicmn tmtrumentum has for its authors

Apostles and apostolic men to whom the function of writing them
had been iijitrasted by the Lord ; and then proceeds in a way which
demonstrates that his statement was found^ not upon internal, but
upon external and historical, grounds.^ For, had it not been so,

* DiaL o. 103. f Contr. Hsor. iii. 1» 1. I Adv. Marc. iv. 2.
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how could he have held that even a Gospel written hy a disciple of

Apostles would not havo boon authoritative unless stamped by apos-

tolic sanction P Or how could he have found an argument against

Maroion in the fact that that heretic’s Gospel wanted the plenitudo

fituU and the profesaio dehita auctoria ? To maintain that a man like

TertuUian might have thought these requirements satisfied by a
vag^e report as to the apostolic origin of a book, and without his

liaving satisfactory evidence of such origin, is to attribute to him a
childish credulity at variance with his whole character ; and to sup-

pose that a heretic like Marcion would have hesitated to prefix an
Apostle’s name to his mutilated Gospel if he had believed that the

mere presence of the namo would be enough, and that no proof would
be demanded of him that the book was correctly claimed for its

professed author, is to ascribe to him a measure of timorousness or

conscientiousness with which his unscrupulous conduct in other

respects is completely at variance.

It is unnecessary to multiply examples. Those given arc enough
to show that importance was attached to apostolic authorship ; and
that, this being so, it is at least highly improbable that such author-

ship would be regarded as established by vague traditions embodying
neither the processes nor results of historical investigation.

A second consideration bearing upon this point is to be found in

the fact that the tradition establishing the authenticity of particular

books was especially sought for in the Churches to which these books

had been first addressed. It is thus that TertuUian, arguing against

Marcion,* contends id- ease ah ApoaioUa traditum quod apud eccleaiae.

Apoatohrum fuerii sacrosanctum, and then appeals to the Corinthians,.

Galatians, Philippions, Thessalonians, Ephesians, as the proper

vouchers for the Epistles written to them, thus showing that ihe^

tradition upon which he depended Avas one that had formed itself in

circumstances least liable to suspicion, and lending to it as for as

possible the character of history. His appeal was to no loose general

impression, but to the convictions of those who were best able to-

speak with authority as to documents sent specially to themselves,

and in which, therefore, they could not but take a greater than

ordinary interest.

A third and last consideration in connection with the point before-

us may be noted. It is suggested by the use which we find Clement

of Alexandria on one occasion making of the verb irapaSeSufit. This

verb is used by Clement not in the simple sense of ** to hand down,”

but in the deeper sense of ” to hand down as true and authentic for,

quoting a sentence said to havo been uttered by our Lord in answer

to a question of Salome, he says—** First, then, it is to be observed

* iv. 6.
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that we have not this saying in the four (Gospels that have been

handed down to us, ’ck rots irapaSeSoju,eyois v//iiy rcrapo-tv ti/ayyeXuHS, but in

that according to the Egyptians.*** The Qospcl according to the

Egyptians had also in one sense been “handed down,** but in Glement*s

eyes it was not a }rnpaSeSo/*eVoi' ; it wanted the marks belonging to that

class of writings ; it was not historically authenticated by the testi-

monj' of the successive generations of the Church to his day.

The tradition, then, upon which the early Christian Church
depended as an outward testimony to her sacred books, was a

historical principle. It was not loose stsitement or voguo impression.

It was a distinct acknowledgment given to the authonticity of her

books by those who were best able, and who, considering tho short-

ness of the time over which it was needful that their testimony

should extend, were easily able to speak with authority o;i the point.

Eut, it may be aslced, were the Fathers not ineapjible of forming

an accTU'ato judgment in matters of tho kind; and, in tho case of

Tromous at least, who must be understood to s^wak the sentiments

of his time, is there not clear evidence that they were so? Docs

not the reasoning of this Father with I’cgard to the four Gospels

show that historical considerations had nothing to do with tho

grounds of his belief that there were only four? AVo have already

quoted Baur*s coutomi>tuous language as to tho reasoning in ques-

tion.f Is such language just, or is the inference, however plausible

at first sight, well founded ? The passage is tho well-known one in

the work of Ircn®us against Heresies, iii. 11, 8, where he begins

with tho words, “ Tlie Gospels may neither be more nor fewer in

number than those of which wo have spoken;** and then, apparently

giving reasons for this statement, goes on to say :

—

“For, since there aro four zones of tho world in which we live, and four

principal winds, while the Church is scattered throughout all tho world,

and tho pillar and ground of the Church is tho Gospel and the Spirit of
life, it is fitting that she should have four pillars, breathing out immortality
on every side, and vivifying men afresh.”

Further on in the same passage he comparer tho four Gospels to the

four-faced cherubim, and the four principal covenants that had been

given to the human race. Now, nothing can well bo clearer than

that Ironmus did not adduce these considerations as the grounds of

his conviction that there were neither more nor fewer than four

Gospels. He had already, in the previous part of his book, spoken

of four as received by the Church, as acknowledged each -of them by
some one section of heretics themselves. His complaint had been

that the different classes of heretics mentioned by him had arbitrarily

'* Strom, iii. 13.

t Cbfitetfipormy Review, Ajwil, 1869, p. 691.
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selected only one Gospel; and set aside the other three. His present

purpose, therefore, is to urge that not one only, but all the four,

ought to bo depended on ; and he proceeds to do so by referring, after

the manner of his time, to various analogies, which showed that, in

giving that number, the Almighty had acted in harmony with all

his other dealings, whether in providence or grace. The idea of tho

four however, it will be observed, is already in his mind. He has

derived it from the testimony both of the Church and of those heretics

who, in four several divisions, boro witness each to one, and whose
witness thus given he holds himself entitled to combine. He docs

not reach the number for ivhich ho argues by starting from his

analogies. Ho reaches his analogies by starting from it. It is

impossible to imagine that ho should have grouped together things

having so little relation to one another as the four quarters of the

globe, the four-faced cherubim, apd tho four dispensations of God
with man, had not the thought of four suggested any illustration in

which that number was to be found. His very resorting, therefore,

to so many and such diverse illustrations of his position that there

must bo four Gospels, and that there can be only four, is what most

of all demonstrates that he had reached the idea of four by some

other road, and what that road was no reader of his works can for

a moment doubt. That wo are correct in this interpretation of tho

words of Irenajus may bo confirmed by the case of Jerome. Ifo one

would hesitate to acknowledge the historical consciousness and the

critical powers of that great Father. No one would imagine for an
instant that he would receive four Gospels ratlier than more simply

upon the ground of such analogies as are used by Irenscus. Yet
Jerome, when showing that there were only four Gospels, and that

all others should bo rejected, refers to the cherubim of Ezekiel and
the Apocalypse, and concludes his argument with tho woMs, quibus

cunctia ostemUtur quatuor tantum debere emngeVm suscipL*

In a previous part of tho same preface Jerome had compared the

four Gospels to the four rivers of Paradise and the four rings into

which tho staves for carrying the ark were inserted; and similar

comparisons had been used by him at other times, such as tho quadriga

DotHini.f Will any one mmntain that the figure of the quadriga led

to the idea of the four ; or that, if not four, but two had been selected

by the Church, Jerome would not have found the figure of a ^a
equally ready to his hand P It was the same with Irenmus. Had
there been only two Gospels received by the Church, that Father

would have pled that there could be only two ; hod there been only

three, that there could be only three ; and in neither case would he
have had any difficulty in finding analogies on which to rest his

* Com. in Matt. Prooem. t Ep. ii. ad Patilinum.
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argument-. In tho one He nugHt Have pled ,tHat God Had created

man male and female^ or Ho might Have referred to the two pillars

of the temple, JacHin and Boaz ; in the other the analogy of the

three Persons of the Godhead would have at once suggested itself.

But can any one suppose that these would have been arguments by
which Ircntcus would have convinced Himself, or Have Hoped to

convince others, that thei‘0 wcix) oul}' two, or only three Gospels P

They would have been simply arguments such as He actually employs

—arguments in the spirit of the ago by which he confirmed in

himself a belief already formed, and formed upon entirely difieront

grounds.*

It seems to us that similar remarks may in all fairness be ax>plicd

to any reasoning of u similar character, if there be any, that may bo

produced from the writers of the second century. Wo must not

judge these writers wholly by the standaid of our own time. Their

works themselves forbid it. One who should now argue as Irenmus

did would have no small risk of being set dowm as incapable of

reasoning justly upon any point ; but to say this of Ircmeus would be
to contradict the impression which his valuable w'ork against Heresies

must make upon every impartial mind. Ircutcus could reason, and
reason well ; there is ample evidence that he could

;
and when wc

find him therefore on one occasion making use of a stylo of argu-

ment to our minds not wholly consistent with sound reasoning, it is

only fair to remember the other proofs to be set against that of his

general ability and con’cctness of thought. The task of striking the

balance is, of course, a delicate one. It is os easy to strike it too

much on the favourable as on the unfavourable side. But it is surely

a question of balance, and not one where a single aberration in

argument, or rather in illustration, from the path which we would
follow, is to be fatal to the whole man. Nothing, perhaps, more than

the history of the Christian Church show's us how much foolish

illustration, how much unsound reasoning, may bo exhibited in con-

nection writh a perfect ability to observe facts and to judge correctly

of evidence ; and nowhere is it often more important to distinguish

between a man’s conclusion and the grounds ho himself gives for it.

He may utterly misapprehend himself, and think that he is resting

on certain grounds specified by him when he is really resting on
totally different ones. .We- see this every day in the manner in which
mim abandon portions of old tenets which they once declared to be

essential to their faith, and yet their faith remains unshaken. At all

events, we are entitled to say of Irenscus, whose language is that

chiefly urg^d to prove the folly of the mode ofreasoning of tho' second

* Itmay be noticed, in paming,tlwt Stratus^ in bis last edition of the “Lifeof Jeena,*

is eompellfid to admit thia^ p. 48.
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centnxy, that it militates ia no degree against the cbndiisioii to which
the oilier &cts that hare been dwelt on lead us—that ihe early

Christian Fathers, in resting their reception of the books of Scripture

on tradition, understood by this historical testimony, and exhibited

what wo are entitled to caU a historical consciousness.

It is said, however, that the Church appealed not merely to histo-

rical but to dogmatic tradition as a test of authoritative authorship.

Wo at once allow that she did so, and that wo have in this the second

principle by which she separated uncanonical from canonical books.

In the passage above quoted from Tertullian against Marcion this

argument is appealed to
;

for that Father, after adducing the con-

siderations already mentioned in connection with historical evidence,

goes on to say that, even although Marcion liad issued his Gospel

under the name of Paul himself, it would still have been ncccsbury

to show that that Gospel agreed with its predecessors—

“

non sufficirct

ad fidem singularitas instrumenti dcstituta patrocinio antecessorum.**

Paul had found it necessary to up to Jerusalem to consult with

the other Apostles regarding his Gospel, ** lest by any means he had
run, or should run, in vain

;

** and it was only when he had ascer-

tained that he was at one with them dfi reyula fidei that ho and they

joined hands, and agreed that they should go, he to the uncircumci-

sion, they to the circumcision. If, therefore, the illuminator of Luke
himself dcsii'cd the authority of those who were before him for his

own faith and preaching, how much more are we entitled to demand
for the disciple what was needed for the master ! Many other pas-

sages of a similar kind might be referred to.

But, we are entitled to ask, was there ^anything unhistorical in

this ? Could it possibly have been otherwise ? The Church was still

conscious that she possessed, by means partly of an oml tradition of

doctrine as yet unadulterated, partly by means of books unquestioned,

and in harmony with that tradition

—

quid legant PhilippemcSf &c.*—a clear knowledge of the facts and doctrines of her faith. She
was therefore entitled to appeal to this os a tost of the authority of

any writing which claimed to be received by her. She could not

receive it if it was not in harmony with her convictions. It could

not be historical in its claims if it was not so. Her convictions were
themsdves historical. They had come down from the Lord and his

Apostles through a regular succession of bishops and the careful

guardianship of the Church. She could not doubt that they were a

correct expression of the mind of her Redeemer, and whatever, in

eonsequence, did not harmonize with them, was by that very fact

proved to bo false. Surely it does not become disciples of the so-

called ** higher criticism*’ to complain ofsuch a method ofproceeding.

* Tertallion adv. More. iv. 6.
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What aro the grounds upon which they reject so many books of tho

New Testament ? Are they not mainly that the contents of these

books do not correspond with tho particular views they have formed
of the age to which it is said that the books belong P Had not the

Church of the second century a right to have her views of that ago
too ? Or, if it be replied that the views wo suppose her to have
possessed wei'c wrong, the whole ground of the controversy is shifted,

and we are again thrown back upon historical considenitions to

determine whether the Het/ii/a Fitlei formed by Ircnmus and his

successors, or tliat formed by the Tubingen scliool, as the expres-

sion of the convictions of the first century, is most consonant with

fact.

Gould it, indeed, be proved that the Church of tho second contmy
reeeu'etf books simply because their contents corresponded with her

convictions, and without inquiring whether any historical evidence

could be brought forward on their behalf, wc should find ourselves

placed, in reference to this matter, in an altogether diffcrihit position

from that which it seems to us "we are fairly entitled to occupy. But
we are not aware that a single instance of this has been incontro-

vertibly established. The Gosijel of St. John would probably be

urged os the first and most notable example of it ; and, indeed, it is

difficult to resist the impression that it is mainly with tho view of

discrediting that Go.<pcl that so much pains ai*c taken to make us

believe that dogmatic predilection was tho great dctcn>xining cause

of the reception of books at the time of which wo speak. It is

obvious, however, to rt'ply that W'c cannot argue from the false recep-

tion of St. John's Gospel to the character of the age, and then

endeavour to prove from the character of the age that tliat Gospel

was falsely received. Some other illustrationsmust be given of books

receired simply on dogmatic grounds before we can bo asked to

abandon tbe position that, although they were rejected on .such

grounds, they were not received on them alone, and that the rejecting

might often be a thoroughly logical and historical procedune, while

the receiving w'ould not have been so. In the absence of such

illustrations we are entitled to maintain that no book was taken into

the Canon simply because it suited the Church's taste. Various

books, indeed, afterwards taken into it, were doubted at the very

time when taste is said to have been tho leading rale of choice. This

would not have happened hod taste really been so. No doubts would

have been entertained had mere agreement with the contents of these

books been enough to vindicate their claims to canonicity, for that

they are in agreement with tho other Scriptures is shown by tho fact

that, for fifteen centuries at least of the Church's history, hermembers
have felt them to be so ; and that> not because they first formed their
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faith from thorn, and then said they agree urith onr &itb, bat in

clear view of the doubts once entertained, and bringing them to the

touchstone of what was universally acknowledge. The doubts

existed because, notwithstanding this agreement, something was
awanting to make out that they were genuine and authentic.

Had mere taste and approbation of the contents of works been
then enough to determine their reception^ it is no rash assertion to

maintain that many more would have been received than actually

were. The second century teemed with works of every kind,

gospels, epistles, treatises, all professing to set forth either the facts

of Christ’s life, or truths for the guidance of the Christian community.
How did it happen that the great multitude of these were set aside

as unauthoritativc, and that the Church in every quarter of the earth

agreed that they should be so ? Could it bo mere dogmatic prepos-

sessions that determined this in S}^ia, Egypt, North Africa, Asia
Minor, Italy, and Gaul P The taste of these different regions of the

world was not the same. Their dogmatic prepossessions were not in

all respects the same. How came they, then, to agree with regard

to all the most important books of the New Testament, to accept

only the same claimants, to reject the same aspirants to authority ?

The contents of the rejected lx>oks could not be always distasteful,

probably were not always false. Tradition was still a living power.

Many stories with regard to the Saviour and his Apostles, many
sayings reported to have been uttered by them, were in circulation,

and may probably have been true. It was at least possible to do

then what would now be impossible—to write a history of Jesus that

shoiild not only possess verisimilitude, but should embody some of

those unwritten things to which St. John refers, **the which, if they

wore written, the world itself would not be able to contain the books

that should bo written.” Then there was the great craving for all

information that could bo given on such points—a craving to whose
existence ample witness is borne by the multitudo of attempts made
to supply it. Further, too, it is not to be forgotten that, whatever

historical consciousness the ago possessed, it was yet marked by a

large amount of credulity and superstition, so that the stories of such

writings as the Apocryphal Gospels would not strike it us they strike

us. And yet, in the midst of ^1 this, it is utterly undeniable that,

before the middle of the second century was well past, the Church
had set her seal only upon an infinitesimal portion of the existing

literature, and said, ** These are our sacred books.” .Nor had she

only done this. She had done it in such a way that her verdict,

exclusion at least, is that of every scholar at the present hour. Let
it be allowed for a moment—^though we do not allow it—that she

admitted into the Canon one or more unauthenticated books, a not
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important question is. Bid she r^eot any ibat s3l^ ooglii to hayq

admitted?—ought we now to have in Uto CSanon.any ;QojBtpdi ojr

Epistle that wo }iave not? No one has ventured to answer this ques«

tion in the affirmative, and it is very wonderful that it should be so.

We confess for ourselves that, looking back at tho second century

when the Canon was in process of formation ; remomboring the inti-

mate relations w'hich were believed at least to have existed between

the Apostles on the one hand, and Clement, Bamabas, and Ilermas on
the other ; noticing the high esteem in which tho writings of fhost'

Fathers were held ; seeing them even read in the public assemblies of

the Church ; and hearing them not uiifrcqucntly spoken of as in-

spired, it often seems to us almost inexplicable that they w'cro not

assigned a place in the Canon. Near snch a result the Church cer-

tainly must have been, so near that one trembles to think of it. Had
mere taste, a mere sense of edification, a mere prepoasossion in

favour of the contents of a hook, operated to tho extent alleged, we
should certainly have had the writings of the three Fathers named,

to say nothing of others, introduced into the Canon ; and the effect

!

—every reader of their writings can judge for himself what it w'oiild

have been. But tho fatal step was not taken ; and, in this single

circumstance, therefore, that the Church rejected what in many
instances her taste and predilections would have led her to receive,

we have a conclusive proof that she did not receive upon such prin*

ciples alone. It was a totally different thing to reject upon them ;

and when the Church did apply her dogmatic tradition to tho rejec-

tion of works put forward for her ap]>robation, the port she acted w'us

legitimate and logical.

In the above remarks it has not been our object to determine all

the principles which led in the second century to the reception of

books as canonical. To have done so would have opened up too wide

afield, and would have diverted us from the end we have had mainly
in view. Enough if we have shown that the two leading principles

by which the Church was guided in this matter had in them a

distinct historical element, and were not so arbitrary and fanciful as

they are often alleged to have been.

II.

It is now time to turn to certain sproial objections made to the

manner in whjeh our canonical books are referred to by the Fathers

of the second century. Our space will not permit ns to examine all

the objections urged by the negative school of the present day, nor

would it fall naturally within the scope of these papers to do so..

We have to deal with those objections only which bear upon the
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age was completelj unhisforioal.
'

'

1. First, it is urged that this oonolusion is legitimate, because (he

fbihers, when they quote our canonical bdbke ae if they were theproduce

time of the ApostUst do not state the process of inquiry which led to their

hplief

**Irenfeug," says Zeller, quoted with approbation by Baur,’^ uses
the Gospel of St. John, but he gives us no information as to the
source whence he had received it. He makes no appeal to Polycarp, none
to Papias, none to the Presbyters who had seen John the Apostle^ and
upon whom he depended as his authorities for the explanation of the
Apocal3rp8c. Tatian cites the Gospel, but does not afiirm that it had been
known to his teacher Justin. Theophilus ascribes it to the Apostle, but
gives us no information how ho knew that the Apostle really had produced
it. From the third-last deccnnium of the second century the Gospel exists,

is used, is attributed almost without contradiction to the Apostle John, but
not the slightest particular deserving the name of a historical testimony is

mentioned to show us the grounds upon which such a recog^tion rested

;

and wo are altogether unwarranted in filling up this void by the demon-
strably false assertion that the ancient Church was possessed of a historical

consciousness, which it never had.”

The same line of argument is followed by Scholten, who, after

mentioning tho very decided testimony of Irenmus to St. Luke’s

authorship of the third Gospel and the Acts of the Apostles, adds,
** He does not tell us whence he learned either the one fact or the

other and who, speaking of the use the same Father makes of the

fourth Gospel os the work of the Apostle John, immediately endea*

vours to discredit it by the remark, ** But how stands it with the

source from which he took his information as to the Johannine origin

of the fourth Gospel P Did he also learn this from the same Pres-

byters who hod told him of the Johannine origin of the Apocalypse ?

He does not say 8o.”t The arguments thus used by these writers have
surely only to be mentioned that their weakness may be seen. Why
should the ancient Church have gone into any daborate argument to

establish the authenticity of the Gospel in question when that authen-

ticity was hardly, if at all, disputed P Does any one who now quotes

an English classic belonging to a past century think it necessary to

set forth the positive historical evidence upon which he believes that

it has been justly ascribed to its reputed author P So far from that,

not one in a thousand even of literary men has any acquaintance

with tho evidence. Wo believe, and refer to, the fact because we
know that there is such evidence were we to search it ouf^ and
because wo have uniform tradition to appeal to. Nor, supposing that

the evidence still existing were to be wholly lost, would the men of a
future generation have any hesitation in quoting the same olassio as

* Die Kan. Evang., p. 3S9.

[*> Die Altesten Zengn., pp. IIS, 117 : comp, also p. 124.
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we had done. They would know that the evidence once existed.

They would believe us. Tradition would be enough for them. Why
shall we deny to the early Christian Fathers the same common sense

as we claim for oursclres, and as wc believe will be possessed by our
descendants? It was a matter of the deepest interest to these

Fathers to know whence their sacred books proceeded. They
ascribed them without hesitation to certain Apostles or apostolic

men. Their bitterest opponents, such as Celsus, did not deny that

they did so rightly. Docs it follow that there was no evidence

because they do not produce it in all the fulness of detail that wo
might wish to possess ? The presumption, on the contrary, is alto>

gether in their favour, and nothing but clear and positive evidence

of their ignorance would justify us in believing that they had no
satisfactory grounds for their convictions.

2. Secondly, it is argued that the early references to our canonical

books are destitute of a historical clement necessary to make them
available for our purpose, inasmuch as the Jfhtha's seldom name the

author from tchom they quote. Thus it is that Scholten urges that,

even although it wore admitted that Ignatius used the fourth Gospel,

the fact of his doing so would bo no testimony to his belief that it

proceeded from St. John, because he docs not in his quotations give

that author’s name. In a similar manner the same Avritcr endea-

vours to dispose of the references to St. John’s Gospel in the
** Clementine Homilies,” and to weaken the force of Justin’s state-

ment that his ‘‘Memoirs” were the work of Apostles and companions

of Apostles by adding, when he alludes to it, “ But ho gives no

names.!’* It is not to be denied that there is a certain force in this

objection. The case of tho defender of our books would certainly be

stronger could he point to a more frequent use of names in connec-

tion with quotations than it is in his power to do ; while the want of

these names renders it at least possible to say that, at a later date,

the nmnes might be falsely g^ven, that the Gospels of 8t. Matthew
«tid St. John, e.g.t might then bo attributed to these A]mstle8 without

sufficient grounds. All the more important, therefore, does it

become to ask what the real force of the objection is.

In the first place, it may be worth while to observe that tho absence

of the names of the authors in no way militates against our assertion

that tho books were in existence, and that the quotations were really

made from them. Our first and main inquiry can onl}' be. Do
passages occur in early writings which wo can troco to no other

source than some one of our canonical books, or do they not ? It is

perfectly fair to say that what wo suppose to have been thus extracted

from previously existing writings has been taken from oral tradition,

* Dio Alteston Zetign., pp. M, 82, 21.
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or lliat it may even have been first, and our canonical text last, in

tbe order of precedence. These are simply critical questions to be
determined by the considerations bearing ui)on such points.

supposing them to be determined in the negative, we have still, in

the presence of the objection we are now dealing with, one important
fact established, that the quotations were taken from books exactly

similar to those afterwards inserted in the Canon.

In the second place, the absence of the names admits of a full and
natural explanation. For, in the age immediately succef>ding that of

the Apostles, and before the falsifications of heretics became frequent,

it was natural that men shotdd be content with a general conviction

of tho authority of the writings quoted by them. What afterwaids

became our New Testament books—the remark applies especially to

the Gospels—were not then so highly valued for their authors* sakes

as they were at a later period ; nor were they placed on a level

with the sacred books of the Old Testament. They were simply

human compositions, containing a historical account of a divine

person and of his divine words. It was the words of Jesus and the

acts of his life recorded in them that were of value. Hence the

frequent Kvpum, or some such phrase, leading our thoughts past

the sacred writer to Him whom alone it concerns the Church to hear.

Henco the division of tho sources of revelation into the Law, the

Prophets, and—^not the Gospels but—^the Lord. In these circum-

stances it can bo no matter of surprise to us that the name of the

author of tho book was not mentioned. The book was known, was
believed to be an authentic record, and the things about which the

Church concerned herself could be drawn from it without any descrip-

tion being given of the medium through which they came. . It was
only later that tho name was necessary, when rival claimants had
appeared, when false books were in circulation, and when it was of

importance to show that the books on which the Church relied flowed

directly from those most competent to speak to her, and most worth3'

of her confidence.

In the third place, when the time for this arrived, it is at least

highly improbable that our books would be erroneously attributed

to the persons whose names they now bear. Many considerations

might bo urged to show this, upon wrhich, as foreign to our purpose,

we do not enter here. We observe only that these considerations

are not in themselves affected the absence of names. The presence

of names would not make them stronger, as the want of names does

not make thorn weaker. The names would be on additional clement

of p(oof, and that is all.
^

3. Thirdly, our historical proof of the canonicity of our New
Testament books is thought to be deficient became the early Fathers^
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eten trhm they rtfer h them, do not quote them oe Scripture. Thi#

objection is applied by Scbolton to tho Teferraces in Barnabas,

Papias, Ignatius, Justin, Hegosippus,* and perhaps others. But the

point urith urhich, in this inquiry, wc have to do, is not whether the

early Fathers testify to the existence of a ** Canon,” or regard our

New Testament books as divinely inspired ; but whether they testify

to the fact of their exMence, or so use them as to warrant the inference

that the Church regarded them us authoritative. It is impossible to

gainsay the fact that the idea of a New Testament ** Canon,** in the

sense in which we use the word, was of gradual growth ; and we
have already admitted that the early Fathers had no clear idea of

divine inspiration as a pervading attribute of books written in New
Testament times. But what of that, if we gather from their writings

that our books were in existence in their day, and were held to

embody correct notions of Jesus and his faith ? It is then for our-

selves to determine in what light we shall regard them : whether or

not we shall hold them to be canonical ; to what extent, and in what
sense we shall consider them inspired. We arc not bound to receive

or reject a book because the early Church received or rejected it.

The question of the Canon must always be an open one. It must

always be a question of history and criticism whether books are not

included in it which ought to be excluded, books excluded which

ought to have a place. As for the idea of inspiration again, wc have

very little to do with the views entertained of it in the first and second

centuries. Guided by them, we shall at one time treat our sacred

books with a freedom hardly surpassed by the most extreme section

of the negative school ; at another time, with a childish dependence

upon ' syllables and even letters of which the most hyper-orthodox

would be ashamed. Our interest in our witnesses is of a wholly

different kind. Wc wish their facts, not their opinion of the light

in which these facts are to bo regarded; and if there be clear and
indubitable proof that the books which concern us were in existence

in their day, and were quoted as authoritative, we have gained from

them all, or nearly all, that wo desire.

4. We turn to a fourth and last objection firequently met with

for the purpose of discrediting tho testimony of the early Fathers to

our Canon. These Fathers, it is said, dreic no proper distinction hetieeen

apocryphal and non-apocryphal hooks, hut quoted the/ornicr tcith the same

eonfidenee as the latter. It is thus that Scholtcn, speaking of Ignatius,

describes him as perhaps quoting the Gospel of the Hebrews, where,

in the third chapter of his Epistle to the Smymeans, he gives an

aeqoimt of the appeal made by tho risen lledeemer to his Apostles,

that they should handle Him, and see that He was not an incorporeol

• Die Altcston.'Zougn., pp. 13, 18, 68, 22, 20.
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spirit; that IrensDus is said by tiie same writer to quote, Pastoif

of Hennas as Scripture; and that Clement of Alezan4xia is

referred to as allowing the dignity of Holy Scripture to books aflter*

wards excluded from the Canon.* In the same spirit^ and with the
same end in view, Hilgenfeld attributes great importance to the feet

that such writings as those of Clement of Rome, Barnabas, and
Hermas were honoured as they were in the early Church, and has
even dared, in editing the writings of these Fathers along with a
few other remains of Christian antiqtiity, to publish them under the

title, R^ovvm Testamentum extra Canonem receftum. Echoes of

the same statements often meet us in other writings of the same
school. The objection is not new. It was made great use of by the

Deisticol School of England in the seventeenth century, but its

importance has not diminidied with time. Let us consider it for

a moment. A minute and lengthened discussion would be out of

place.

It is at once to be admitted that there are references to Christian

facts and quotations from Christian writers to be met with in the
early Fathers, which it is difficult to trace to other than apocryphal

sources. But there is the widest possible difference between the

frequency with which these sources on the one hand, and our canoni-

cal books on the other, are appealed to. If the former are quoted,

it is so sparingly as to prove that they were relied on to a ver}'

different degree from the books which afterwards constituted the

Canon, dear references to apocryphal New Testament books are

indeed exceedingly difficult to find in the early writers of the Church.
Hilgenfeld, who, in his work on the Apostolic Fathers, submits all

their possible references to a careful analysis, and who certainly has
no wish to diminish their number, is compelled to*admit that there

is none in Folycarp; that they are so imeertain in Clement as to

warrant no other conclusion but that we must not be too confident

in our assertion that he used onl^^ionical Gospels ; that there is

one apparent example in BamabS^md another in Hermas ; while

there is one in Ignatius that cannot bo mistaken. This is certainly

not a formidable list, and it is rendered less so when we consider that

those in Barnabas and Hermas disappear upon closer examination,

and that that in Ignatius alone survivcs.t The case is not very

* Dio Altestoa Zougn., pp. 63, 112, 121.

t Tho passage from Bainabasrefenredto istho last sontcnce of c. xv., whoo that writei'

is said to place the rosurxection and ascension of Jesus on the same day, in harmony with

Mark xvi. 16, Luko xxiv. 60, and Justin, but in opposition to Matt. xxTiii. 10, and

Acta L 3. The point of the chargo seems to lie In the alleged agreement with Justin,

the agspomont of the two leading to the supposition that they must have drawn froo^a

mmmnn aouzco, which tho othoT quotations of JusUn prove to have been an apoctyp^
goepsL We zeply :—(1) The statement that Justin made so much use of an apocryphal

VOL. XI. MM
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different when wo paas from the ApoaMio Fathers to later tunes.

It is by no means certain that the snppoaed quotations from apocry-

phal books then found, and urged in illustration of the objection with

which we deal, are really what at first sight they may seem to be.

Let us take e.g. the examples afforded by Justin Martyr. Ko Father

has added so many fresh incidents to the life of Jesus. To him wo
owe such statements as the following—that tho foal upon which
Jesus entered Jerusalem in triumph was bound to the stem of a vino

when the command was given that it should be brought ; that, during
his last sufferings, Jesus was set upon a judgment seat, and insulted

with the cry, “ Judge us ; that the Magi who brought presents to the

infant Fedeemer were from Arabia ; that Jesus was born in a grotto

;

that when He grew up, He occupied himself with making ploughs and
yokes for oxen ; that at his baptism a fire was kindled in tho Jordan.*

But it is extremely doubtful urhether these statements w'ere taken by
Justin from apocryphal books. He does not say that they were taken

from books at all. In one passage, that referring to tho fire kindled

in the Jordan at the baptism of Jesus, he expressly distinguishes

between his assertion that it was so and the statement immediately

following, that the Holy fcipirit lighted on Jesus as a dove, connecting

the last alone with the written authority of Apostles. Add to which
that Yolkmar has recently endeavoured to show that the mention of

these things by Justin arose only from tho working of his own
imagination upon certain prophetic passages of tho Old Testament.

flfospel wo shall immediately sec to be unproved*. (2) If tho |>assago in Justin hoi'tt

depended on be that in his treatiso de Res. e. ix., there is nothini; in that chapter to

lead to the conclusion either tliat Justin placed the resurrection and uscensiou on tho

same day, or that he is quoting from an ax)ocryphal gospel. (3) The i>as8agc in tho

Epistle of Barnabas does not necessarily imply what it is sriid to contain. It may bo

read without connecting the iv y with dvifiti ; and Dressel, in his edition of tho Patres

Apostolic!,*’ places a full^jKiint after vucpt^v. The uncertainty attacliing to tho

inference dra^^-n from the words of Barnabas may be illustrated from Imke xxiv. 50.

It woidd seem, at 6rst sight, as if the same statements wore made there. Yet we know
£rom Acts i« 3, by the same author, that mi6h a conclusion w^ould bo wrong. (4) There
is not tho slighti^t indication in the passage that we have a quotation^before us.

The passage from Hennas is to be found in Sim. ix. 16, Necesic est ut peraq^iam haheani

ixjfcmdsiri, ut requieneant. Nm poterant tnim in regnum Dei aliter intr(»re. Again, we have
no indication whatever of quotation. The last words may be taken from the language

of the Canonical Gospels, or from tho general Christian language of the time.

llie passage from Ignatius is in the Epistle to tho Smym. c. iii., and it is at least

X>ossible that it was bxken from an apocryphal gospel, for Jerome [Jh Vir, III, c. xvi.), in

speaking of Ignatius, says that he does thus contain a statement which he himself had
found in the Gospel of tho Nozarenes, that statement being the one hefove us. Ignatius,

therefore, may have taken it from that source. Even this inference, however, is not

freo from doubt. Ignatius does not give the words as written. He Bim]dy introduces

the foci into the course of his narrative^ and he might have gathered it from tradition

alone. It is, notwithstanding, tho most plaurible of the apocryphal quotations given by
Hilgenfeld, and, as such, may bo allowed to stand.

« Apol. i. 33, 35. Dial. 77, 78, 88.
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He thought that th^ ought to have occurred in order that pro-

phecy might be fulfilled, and he represented them as having
occurred.* Even vrhen passages seem unquestionablyto be quoted ftom
apocryphal sources it does not follow that the sources themselves
were held to be of equal value with the books from which the history

of Jesus was mainly drawn. Thus Origen quotes the Shepherd of
Hormas, but Mr. Wcstcott has already called attention to the fiust

that, in doing so, ** he evidently expresses a private opinion on the

book, and by no means places it on an equality with the Canonical

Scriptures,t Origin’s words are, when commenting on Bom. xvi. 14,

Puto tamen quodHermaa iate aUSeriptor lihelli ilUuaquiPaator appeUaturf

qu<e Scriptura ralde mihi uiilia videtury et ut puto divinitua in^irata.

The same Father sometimes quotes books which at other times he
rejects as uncanonical. Nor are we left to conjecture that the Fathers
not unfrequontly quoted without thereby intending to admit the

canonical authority of the books to which they appealed, for they

themselves tell us the reasons by which they were impelled to such a
course. Thus Tcrtullian quotes the Epistle of Barnabas with the

words, Volo tamen ex redundanfia alieujua etiani eomitia apoatolorum

teatimoniiwi auperdttcere idonewn confirmandi de proximoJure diacipUnam

magistrorum ;X and some words of Athanasius, in his Canon, throw
light upon the whole principles and practices of preceding times,

when, after enumerating the sacred books, ho says that there were
other books not received into the Canon which were yet set forth by
the authority of the Fathers as worthy to be read. § Of the use made
for this purpose in the early Church of Clement, Barnabas, and
Hermas it is unnecessary to speak. Nothing is more indubitable than

that these authors were read in churches, not as authoritative Scrip-

tures, but as suitable for edification.

It is certainly possible that there may be some isolated passages of

the Fathers to which these remarks will not apply. In particular,

there is the famous passage of Irenoeus, Adv. Hmr. iv. 20, 2, in which
he introduces a quotation from the Shepherd, with the words, koXois

Sw tar€if fi ypa0r/ ^ X^owa. But, even admitting that the Shepherd is

here spoken of as l^ripture, it is clear that one or two instances of

the kind in no degree weaken the force of the general argument. At
the time when the Canon was not fully fixed, the idiosyncrasy, the

taste, the mistake, of a single Father might easily lead him to attach

undue importance to some particular book. Nay, the very fact that

he did so is valuable, as helping to demonstrate that the fixing of the

Canon was not a thing done amidst indifference, on the part of the

• Dwp 'Unpn^^(, &e., p. 124. t On the Canon, p. 410.

I Se Full. 20. $ See in Eirchho&r Qnenenanmmlung, p..9.

mm2
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Church at large, or by the force of an authority which silenced all

varieties of opinion ; but that there were doubts and difficulties in

the way of the question’s being settled, and that it advanced through
them to its solution. Proceeding, indeed, upon the principles of our

opponents, we are entitled to argue that these varieties of opinion

illnsferate, rather than reflect on, the historical character of the age.

Let us suppose for an instant that they hod not existed, that there

had been perfect unanimity in the selection of certain books and the

rejection of all others, and the phenomenon would have been out of

keeping with tho laws of ordinary historical development. It would
have been possible to account for it only by tho supposition of a

miracle, and where there is miracle we are told there can be no
history. The mcistence of tho doubts, therefore, meets tho very

requirements which history demands.. We feel ourselves in the

midst of men groping and groping, as they must always do, with a

certain measure of perplexity after the truth. Errors and mistakes

have to be corrected ; and, in correcting them by the balance of the

evidence, our conviction becomes stronger that our final judgment is

correct. We conclude, therefore, that there has been much exaggera-

tion as to the extent to which apocr3'phal Now Testament books are

quoted by the early Fathers of the Church ; that such quotations os

are found seldom justify the inference that tho books so quoted were

regarded as canonical ; and that, even if they urere, this occurred so

rarely as only to bring into clearer light a unanimity of opinion

mnch greater than we should have been warranted to expect in tho

circumstances of the time.

And* now, in looking back upon the whole coarse of our inquiry,

it will be observed that we have had only one point in view throughout—^to vindicate for the first two centuries of the Christian era such

a spirit of historical inquiry, such a historical consciousness, as to

entitle the Fathers of that time to be listmied to, as we would listen

to ordinary witnesses, when they speak upon matters falling under

their own observation, and felt by them as well as us to be important.

We pronounce no opinion as to the soundness of the conclusions to

which th^ came. They may have admitted books to be canonical

which they ought to have rejected ; they may have rejected books

which th^ ought to have admitted. StiU less, were it possible, have

we touch^ those even more momentous questions of our day—the

measure of authority to be ascribed to books once token into the

Canon, or the principles to be applied in their interpretation. Our

aim has bemi the humbler one of dearing the ground of certain

prepossessions and prejudices not without a considerable degree of

plausibility, but which, if really historical, render all farther hi^rical

inquiry imponible. There is a vague impression in the minds of
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many tbat tho centuries whicli preceded the darkness and slumber of

the sixth and following centuries must have been marked .by a still

thicker darkness, and a still deeper slumber.; that the stagnation of
thought which then set in must also have existed long before ; and
that the important period, therefore, when certain books were si^-
ratod from others as authoritative exponents of the history of our
faith, is wholly unworthy of Our confidence. We have tried to show
that this was not the case ; but that large measures of mental actiyi^
and historical inquiry existed in the first centuries of the Christian

Church, whatever may have been the character of later times. It

Stems to us that, in endeavouring to discredit this conclusion, our
opponents arc themselves discarding that historical consciousness of

which they speak so much. Tho reader of their books can hudly
rise from thorn without the feeling that the charges brought against

the early Church arc resorted to in order to explain tho possibility of
a conclusion already reached. Our books contain the record of

miracles ; nmaclcs arc inconsistent with history ; therefore our books

are imhistorical, and must be shown to be so. Such is the line of

thought which leads to tho line of argument adopted, and it is

obviously a false one. Our first duty is to inquire into fiicts. It is

to them that Christianity appeals, and their truth or falsehood must
bo determined by the laws of historical credibility. The views of the

modern negative school preclude the possibility of doing so. Upon
them wo have no histoiy ; and all that remains for us is to search out

in the general character of the first two centuries illustrations which
may help to bring that fact into clearer light. Let us reverse the

process; let us examine the Fathers of the early Church as they

really were ; and it seems to us that there is at least not a little to

lead us to a more satisfactory conclusion—that these Fathers were
not less interested in the truth than we arc, and that in the main
they judged of evidence upon the same principles as those upon which
men judge of it now.

W11.1.1AM Milligan.



WHO WAS PERKIN WARBECK ?

A GOOD deal of literary ingenuity has been devot^ to the story

of Perkin Warbcck. His adventures, properly the theme of

the historian, have afforded excellent material to the dramatist, tho

novelist, and the essayist ; nor can the most careless reader fail to

be impressed with the character which he so long sustained in the

face of all the world. Indeed, the boldness of his pretensions, if

false, or the strangeness of his fortune, if they were true, must

inevitably provoke the mind to speculation ; and some of the most

acute historical critics have written elaborate treatises on the question

of his personalily.

On the whole, doubts once started upon a matter of history aro

difficult altogether to extinguish. Often they will remain, even

when the basis on which they were first reared is completely over-

thrown. The most ingenious advocate of the hypothesis that

Warbeck really was the son of Edward IV. was undoubtedly Horace

Walpole ; but with Walpole this view was only part of a theory

about Richard 111., which treated the murder of Edward’s sons as

altogether fictitious. This view has since been foimd utterly

untenable, inasmuch as Warbeck himself, speaking in the character

of Richard, Duke of York, expressly states that his brother was

murdered, and that orders had been given for his own death also.
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Xet aipptanfaify $om» etw 1Sb» lAtart inTe^tigiilf^

able to el«u^the eolgect of that minty atmofj^eze of

it haa bean eavreloped. To do this, however, we have oppiwii^Sj^-
now that we had not a.few years ago, for researches in^ <

of Spain and Yenioe have lately cast great ad^tional Vghi 'ett.-

Warbeck's history; and I believe we have only to discard lecw'

authentic sources of information, including even Lord Bacon’s-
** History of Henry Yll.,” which has supplied so much of the

popxilar impressions on this subject, and take the story of his adven-

tures as much as possible from contemporary documents, in order to

moke the whole tolerably clear and satisfactory.

When this has been done, I believe it will appear that the element

of mystery was occasioned in the first place, not by any real doubts

about Worbeck’s personality among those who came in contact with
him and had good means of judging, but only from the Macchiavel-

lian character of the public acts of all governments whatever in the

latter part of the fifteenth century; or, to use the words of Sir

Thomas More, writing a very few years after the death of Henry Yll.,

because “all things were in late days so covertly demeaned, one

thing pretended and another meant, that there was.nothing so plain

and openly proved, but that yet, from the conunon eustom of close

and covert dealing, men had it ever inwardly suspect, as many well

counterfeit jewels make the true mistrusted.” Doubts, indeed, were
but the natiiral fruit of such a policy.

It is not my purpose, however, in the following remarks to ofier

anything like a logical disproof of Warbcck’s pretensions. If any
seek for conclusive arguments, or hope that by the aid of new dis-

coveries it will one day be possible to sum up the whole case within

the limits of an article like this, I suspect they will be for ever

disappointed. The real evidence on most points of history is seldom

capable of such a mode of treatment. I purpose, so far as argument

goes, to show the case on one side only ; to show that though it has

often been impugned for what I think insufficient reasons, it is still

perfectly consistent with itself and in harmony with every fact that

has yet been ascertained ; while the many new documents now
brought to light not only do not weaken, but even tend to confirm it.

For the rest, I will let the facts of Warbeck's career os they appear

in the newest sources of information speak for themselves.

Perkin Warbeok was executed as an impostor in the reign of

Henry Yll. He pretended to be the y'ounger of tho two young

princes, the sons of Edward lY., who are commonly supposed to have

been murdered in the Tower in the days of Richard III. That there

were some who really entertained such a belief in his day, it would

be idle to dispute ; but it appears to me that such a belief, if well
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grouncU'd, would have produced more important c-onscqucnccs than

it did. Indeed, when ono considera the high eatoem for birth and
rank that has always prevailed in England, it becomes not very easy

to believe that a prince of the blood-royal could have secreted him-
self, or been kept out of sight for years, and been unable afterwards

to prove his identity to the satisfaction of his countrymen. What
the real story of his adventures was if ho was the person he pre-

teifded to be, no pen ha.s yet ventured to write and no brain to

imagine ; but if we admit the common hypothesis that lie was an
impostor, w’e have a most minute account of his whole histoiy which
1 believe it will be found exceedingly' difiScult to impugn.
To this 1 may here odd one argument that has not been much

taken into account. If Warbeck’s pretensions were true, he was the

brother of Henry’s queen. What an act then it must have been in

Henry to send him to the gallows ! Lord llacon, indeed, tells us

that this king was no very indulgent husband, aversion to the House
of York having a place even in his chamber and his bed. But this

seems to have been a mere surmise, not founded upon any real

evidence. The touching story recorded by some contemporary pen,

of the grief of both Henry and his queen on learning of the death of

Prince Arthur, and of tho consolation w'hich each in turn gave to the

other, speaks far more truly of the real cordiality between them.*

Can it be supposed that Elizabeth of York was comforted by Henry
in her sorrow if her own brother had been put to death by Henry’s

order?

The account of Warbeck’s life, which I believe it will be difficult

to impugn, is that contained in his own confession. It is true that

a good many stories inconsistent with that confession were circulated

oven in his own day, and some of these have been adopted by his-

torians in preference to the more authentic narrative. Tho history

of Warbeck was, evidently from the first, the theme of much idle

gossip, which had no foundation in fact ; while the repeated attempts

to explain the marvellous, and combine contradictory tcstim<my, have

only, as might be expected, involved the facts of the ca.se in tenfold

greater confusion. Each new generation of historians has added
something to tho tale, until the whole story has become so dressed

up in the popular imagination, tlmt it cannot easily be cleared of

exaggerations and misstatements.

To arrive at the simple truth, the most hopeful method appears to

me first to examine Warbeck’s confession by the light of other docu-

ments—such as letters written by or about him from day to day in

the course of his career—dismissing for a time, or at least keeping

Lcland*.«i Collootanea,** . 373—4*
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ill the background, though in view, the evidence of contemporary
historians who wrote some years after tho facts.

1 am aware that Warbeck’s confession has been considered open
to suspicion os having been uttered when he was in Henry’s power.
Of course it is easy to imagine that, under such circumstances, it was
dictated, so that it only represents what the king said of Warbedc,
and not what Warbeck said of himself. Be it so. Let us suppose it

was not a voluntary statement, but put into his mouth by Henry.
This, then, was the story, tho king was interested in disseminating

;

and, indeed, we know from Bernard Andr^* that Henry ordered it

to be printed, so that wo cannot doubt it served his purpose to make
it known.
On tho other hand, the minuteness of the particulars it contained,

its circumstantial statement of facts, of which many persons then
alive must have known the truth or falsehood, are to my mind very
strong evidence in its favour. In the first place, let it be remarked
that Warbeck in this confession speaks of both his parents in the

present tense as persons who were then alive and quite well known

:

— My father’s name /« John Osbcck, which said John Osbeck ’*

(it is added, perhaps by tho chronicler, in a parenthesis) '*was

controller of the said town of Toumay ; and my mother’s name is

Katherine do Faro.” Now, it so happens, os will be seen in the

course of this paper, that we have distinct and separate testimony

from other sources, on more than one occasion during his career, to

the fact of both Warbeck’s parents being then alive. Moreover, his

birth and connections were not altogether obscure. If correctly

stated in the confession, they must have been known to many
English merchants who traded with the Low Countries ; for the

confession goes on to give the names of both his grandfathers (one

of whom, it is stated, kept the kc^'s of St. John’s, at Toumay), an
uncle, and other relations. His paternal grandmother had married

a Peter Flamme, who was Receiver of the town of Toumay, and Dean
of the boatmen on tho Scheld. While yet a boy, he was taken by
his mother to Antwerp to loom Flemish, and stayed half a year with

a cousin named John Stienbeck, an officer of the town ; after which
he was compelled to return to Toumay by reason of the wars in

Flanders, probably in the year 1483 or 1484. From this date he
gives a minute account of his time for about throe years, during

which he was placed in service under different masters at Antwe^
and at Middelburgh. At Middelbm’gh he was placed with a mer-

chant named John Strewc, **for to learn the language,” and remained

with him from Chriatmas to Easter. Ho afterwards went into

Portugal with the wife of Sir Edward Brampton, an adherent of the

* Memcnals of Honxy YIL, p. 73.
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House of York. Ho remained a year in that country in the servico

of a knight named Peter Yacz de Cogna, ** which said knight/* ho
tells us, **had hut one eye.** Afterwards, desiring to see other

countries, he took leave of him and entered tho service of a Breton
merchant named Pregent Meno, who in the course of time brought
him to Ireland. There, we are told, the citizens of Cork, seeing him
dressed in the silk clothes of his master (probably the goods in which
his master traded), insisted on doing him honour as a member of the

Boyal House of York. At first they made him out to be the son of

Clarence, who had been in Ireland l^fore ; but he refused to acknow-
ledge it, and took oath to the contrary before the Mayor of Cork.

Then they said he was a bastard of King Richard III., but this, to<^

he denied. At last they insisted that he was the Duke of York, son

of Edward IV., and bade him not fear to assume the character, for

they were determined to be revenged on the king of England.
** And so,** adds Perkin, against my will they made me to learn

Englidi, and taught me what I should do and say.**

Such is the story of 'W‘arbeck*s early life as contained in the

confession. Walpole urges, as one objection to it, that it makes
Perkin learn English twice over. It is not, however, perfectly clear

that English was the language he was sent to learn at Middelburgh

in the service of John Strewe ; but even if it was, the objection has

very little force. So far as we can judge from the chronology,

Perkin must have been a boy of about ten or eleven when he waa
sent to 3£iddelburgh ; and whatever knowledge of English he may
have picked up during the short time he remained there, ** from

Christxhas till Easter,** he may well have required to leain it over

again in Ireland in 1491, when he must have been about seventeen.*

In this therefore, as in other things, notwithstanding Walpole’s

objections, the confession appears to me thoroughly consistent, not

oidy with itself, but with all the best sources of information wo
possess. It is commonly supposed that the king found considerable

difficult in tracing out Warbeck’s real name and origin ; but we
shall see presently that fix>m a pretty early period in his career tho

&cts had bemi ascertained just as they were stated in his confession.

At what precise time he first appeared. in Ireland we have no means
of ascertaining, but it was probably in the year 1491. In Ireland

he wrote letters to the Earls of Dennond and Kildare, which both

Lord Bacon and the historian Ware mention as extant in their day,

soliciting their assistance to his cause. He also wrote, in eonjunc*
i

* It appem from'evidenee cited (Atehatol., nviL 161), that the

I>ohe of York was horn on the 17th Aagmt, 1472. 'Warbeofc, however, suppoaed tho

charaetor he was peisonatiag to have been not quite nine years old in 1488 ; which, we
nay presune, nrorly talliedwith his own age.
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tioo. with Desmond, to the Sing of Soots, and their messenger
arrived at the court of James IV. on the 2nd March, 1492.* His
success in Ireland at this time, however, is not known to have been
marked by any'particular incident. In England it is highly pro-
bable that no one knew anything about it. Next year Kildare denied
that he for his part had given any countenance to ** the French
lad,'* as ho called the pretender.f It would almost seem that

Perkin's learning of English, after all, had not oblitmated every
trace of a foreign accent.

It was in Ireland, however, that Perkin learned his part. The
Duchess of Burgundy, no doubt, soon found him to be a useful

instrument against Henry Yll., but the elaborate training he is said

to have received from her to enable him to personate the Duke of
York to perfection must be attributed to the imaginations of his-

torians. Lord Bacon assures us that she instructed him carefully in

the family history of Edward IV., and in everything that concerned
tho Duke of York, whom he was to personate ; that she described to

him "the personages, lineaments, and features of the king and
queen, his pretended parents; and of his brother and sisters, and
divers others that were nearest to him in childhood, t(^ther with

all passages, some secret, some common, tiiat were fit for a child's

memory, until the death of King Edward." Further, if we are to

believe Lord Bacon, she told him all about the death of his &ther
Edwaid IV., his own imprisonment with his brother in the Tower,
the murder of the latter, and his own escape

;
gave him " a smooth

and likely tale of those matters, warning him not to vary from it

and finally taught him ** how to avoid sundry captious and tempting
questions which were like to be asked of him."

It is certainly astonishing how far the imagination of Lord Bacon
was capable of carrying him. He seems to have set it down in his

own mind as a thing not to be questioned, that Warbeck, if he was
not actually the true Duke of York, acted the character so well that

he could impose upon good judges ; and one would think he suspected

that the pretender may have borne some personal resemblance to

Edward IV.,^ to account for which he first mistakes a circumstance

mentioned in a contemporary .history, and then builds upon it a

conjecture of his own. The alleged circumstance was that King
Edward wa^ Perkin's god&ther ; the conjecture which he hazards

* See XSzttacfai from the TreeBuzer’s Aecoonts of Scotland in Letters, &o., Bie. IIL
and Hone YII., ii. 826.

t Letten, &c., Bic. III. and Hon. Yll., ii. 65.

X Lord Bacon does not indoed fifty thia, but what he does say snggosts it so strongly

that Walpole xoay be almost pardoned for tho assumption which he makesi without the

vestige of any other authority for it| that Perkin’s likeness to Edward IV* could not be
denied by his contemporaries

!
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is, ho might, indeed, have in him some base blood of the

House of York,'*—in foot, that he may have been really Edward’s
son, though not the princo he passed himself off for. All this is

utterly baseless. There is, indeed, in one contemporary writer u

story, which does not very well agree with the confession, that

Perkin was brought up in England by a converted Jew, to whom
Edward lY. had stood godfather. Even this is probably but an idle

tale. But there is no proof whatever that AVarbeok really deceived

any one who liad known Edwai'd IV.’s family, or, indeed, any man
who could speak English, That ho may have been tutored by tho

Lady Margaret is quite possible ; and, indeed, this is stated by a

writer as near the time as Polydore Virgil, who came to England
in the days of Henry VII., though not till some years after Warbcck’s
death. But the training he received from her must have been after

he had already made his debut as Duke of York in Ireland ; it was
not preparatory to his assumption of tho chametor.

In 1492, war having broken out between England and Erance,

Charles VIII. invited Perkin to Paris, w'hcre he received him as a

royal prince, and gave him a guard of honour commanded by the

Sieur de Concressault. He was joined in France by Sir Georgo
Nevil and a number of other disaffected Yorkists ; but tho fact of

his receiving French support w'as not much calculated to advance his

cause in England. Henry made a brief cuinpuign in France,

besieged Boulogne, and soon drove the French king to sue for peace

on terms so advantageous to England, that Henry had great reason

to congratulate himself on his success. On tlio peace bi'ing made,

Perkin was dismissed from France. Charles certainly had not

gained the smallest advantage by bis attempt to set up a pretender

to the crown of England.

It was then that Perkin betook himself to the L>w Countries, and
was received by the Duchess of Burgundy as her nephew ; and it is

from this time that he begins to be of any political significance at

all. That he received some education from 3Iargarct in the usages

of courts is what we might presume without being informed of it

;

and whatever information she was able to give him about Edward IV.
and his court was doubtless freely imparted. It could not, however,

have been veiy much, as she herself (although, as pointed out by
Hicolas,* she had paid her brother's court a visit in 1480) hadnow been

residentoutofEnglandforfive>and-twen<y years,and her nephew,oven

ifhe had bemi alive, was only twenty>one. Still, under the protection

of the Archduke PhiUp, and of the Emperor Maximilian, his father,

she was able not only to receive the young man with all the honour

becoming a prince of England, but also to maintain at her coorta con*

• Wsrdrobs Accounts of Edwatd rv., Frefaco, p. *i.
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aiderable number of tbe devoted adherents of the House of York—>of
men who had either been outlawed in England, or who had cause to

dread or to dislike the government of Henry.
Itwas not likely that a Tudor would view all this with indi£forence.

Least of all was itenry YII. tho man to allow such a combination to

gather strength and take him by surprise. Accordingly, before the

pretender had been many months at the court of Margaret, Henry
wrote the following letter to Sir Gilbert Talbot :

—

“ Trusty and well-beloved, wo greet you well. And not forgetting the
great malice that tho Lady Margaret of Burgoigne beareth continually
against ns, as she showed lately in sending hither of a feigned boy {ix.,

Lambert Simnel), surmising him to have been the son of the Duke of
Clarence, and caused him to be accompanied with the Earl of Lincoln, tho
Lord Lovel, and with a great multitude of Irishmen and of Almains, whoso
end—^blessed be God !—was as ye know well. And foreseeing now the
perseverance of tho same her malice by the untrue contriving eftsoons of
another feigned lad called Perkin Warbeck, bom at Toumay, in Picardy,
which at his first Ingoing] into Ireland called himself the bastard son^ of
King Bichard ; after that the son of the said Duke of Clarence

;
and now

tho second son of our father. King Ed'word the Fourth, whom God assoile.

Wherothorough she intendoth, by promising unto the Flemings, and other
of tho Archduke's obeisance, to whom she laboreth d^y to take her way,
and, by her promise to certain aliens captains of estrange nations, to have
duchies, counties, baronies, and other lands, within this our realm, to

induce them thereby to land here, to the des^ction and disinheritance of
tho noblemen and other our subjects the inhabitants of the same, and,

finally, to tho subversion of this our realm, in case she may attain to her
malicious purpose—that God defend ! We, therefore, and to the intent

that we may be always purveyed and in areadiness to resist her malice,

write unto you at this time ; and wol and desire you that—^preparing on
horseback, defensibly arrayed, fourscore persons, whereof wo desire yon
to make as many spears, with their cnstrels and demilances, well horsed as

ye can furnish, and the remainder to be archers and bills—ye be thoroughly

appointed and ready to come, upon a day’s warning, for to do ns service of
war in this case. And ye shall have for every horseman well and defensibly

arrayed, that is to say, for a spear and his custrel, twelvepence, a demi-

lance, ninepence, and an archer or bill on horseback, eightpence, by Uie

day, from ^o time of your coming out unto the time of your return to yoni*

home again. And thus doing ye shall deserve such thanks of ns for your
loving and true acquittal in that behalf as shall be to your weal and honor

for time to come. Wo pray you herein ye wol make such diligence as that

ye be ready, with your said number to come unto us upon any our sadden
warning. Given under our signet, at our castle of Kenilworth, the 20th day
of July.”

I liave been at some pains to ascertain the exact year in which

this letter was written, and by an examination of the wardrobe

accounts of Henry YII. in tho Record Office, I find that the king

was at Kenilworth on Saturday, the 20th July, in the eighth year of

his reign, that is to say, in the year 1493. By the same evidence,

joined with that of his privy purse expenses, I am Justified in saying
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that ho was not at Kenilworth on the 20th July, in 1494 or 1495,

the only other years when this letter could possibly haye been written

;

although, indeed, from the contents of the letter itself, we might
imagine that it was not so late. Thiis the evidence is quite conclusivo

that Henry had ascertained Warbock*s name, origin, and history,

as early as the year 1493—or at least that he reported to Sir Gilbert

Talbdt in that year substantially the same account of the pretender

which the latter gave ofhimselfin his confession four years afterwards.

That the young man was really a native of Toumay, that his true

name was Perkin VYarbeck or Osbcck (the former, doubtless, merely

sudi a corruption as Englishmen often made of Flemish names), and
that when he first appeared in Ireland as a scion of York, ho was
fitted with two totally different characters before he finally passed

himself off for a son of Edward lY :—all this Henry declared from

the first, and never varied from the tale.

About the same time as he wrote this letter to Sir Gilbert Talbot,

the king sent Sir Edward Poynings and Dr. lYarham (who was after-

wards Archbishop of Canterbury) in embassy to the Archduke Philip,

to remonstrate on the countenance given to the pretender. The
council of the young archduke, who was then only fifteen years of

ag^, made answer that their master would preserve the peace with

England, but that he could not interfere with the Duchess Dowager
of Burgundy, who was to do what she pleased within the lands

of her dowry. This answer was a mere subterfuge, the council being

evidently bent on supporting the adventurer underhand. The king
did not conceal his displeasure, and took his revenge by a prohibition

of cpmmercial intercourse with Flanders, banishing all Flemings

from England, recalling the Merchants Adventurers from Antwerp,

and setting up a mart for English cloth (in which the trade with

Flanders chiefly consisted) at Calais, instead of in the Low Countries.

It was the best policy that it was possible to adopt. Henry’s

throne was never so secure that he could afford to declare war, even

if he had wished it, unless he was sure, as in the case of France, of

having the whole nation at his back. Besides, the Low Countries,

far more than any other State in Ehrope, except, perhaps, Yenico

and Genoa, were governed by the power of the purse. It was they

who could keep princes, dukes, and emperors submissive to their

win by that salutary device, so much admired in later times, of

granting or withholding the supplies ; and the real way to act upon

Philip and Maximilian was to visit, if possible, upon the pockets of

the Flemings, the penalty of this attempt to disturb the throne of

Henry. There was one drawback, certai^y, to such a mode of pro-

cedure. In spite of the establuhment of a new mart at Calais, it

punished meiclumts in England as well as in the Ixnr Countries

;
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but even ibis, perhaps, did no great harm to the king, as it taught

his subjects that they had an interest in preventing Actions combina-

tions. It was, however, pretty sorely felt, especially as there was in

the city of London a body of foreign merchants, who, just because

they were not Englishmen, were at liberty still to carry on the

forbidden trade. This was the Easterlings, or merchants of the

llanse. By charters, granted to them by several of our kings, they

were possessed of various privileges ; they had been formed into a

corporation, and had their own guildhall and &ctory, call^ the

Steelyard, on the banks of the Thames, not far from the present

Southwark Bridge. No wonder, then, that at this time th^ drew
upon themselves a great deal of civic hatred, which was not long in

showing itself in acts of violence. The London apprentices, many
of whom could no longer find employment, attacked the Steelyard,

and robbed the warehouses of the Easterlings. With difficulty the

merchants succeeded in turning them out, and barring the gates of

the factory in their faces. The place was riotously besieged; but

those within obtained help from over the water. A number of

carpenters and smiths landed* from boats, and secured the gates of

the stronghold ; and shortly afterwards the riot was quelled by the

appearance of the Lord Maj'or and magistrates.

It was about this time that Warbeck wrote a letter to Queen
Isabella, desiring the support of Spain. Margaret of Burgundy was
doubtless well aware that Isabella hod long ago been anxious for an
alliance with the House of York, and probably thought her pupil

would gain more from an application to her than to her consort,

Ferdinand of Arragon. In this letter Perkin declares that he had
already been countenanced by the Sing of France, the Duchess of

Burgundy, the King of the Homans, and his son the Archduke of

Austria, the Duke of Saxony, and the Kings of Denmark and
Scotland. He also gives an account of his adventures, in the course

of which he says ho was nearly nine years old (instead of eleven)

when his brother, Edward Y., was murdered ; that the man appointed

to do the same for him hod hod compassion on him, and sent him
abroad, after exacting from him a solemn oath not to reveal his name
or lineage for a certain number of years. He adds that he had led

a miserable, wandering life for about eight years; had been in

Portugal and in Ireland, and tiiat in the latter country he had been

joyfully received by his ** cousins,** the Earls of Desmond and Kildare;

and he promises the Spanish sovereigns that if ever restored to his

kingdom he would continue in dloser alliance with them than ever

King Edward did. All this was very well, but it did not induce

Ferdinand and Isabella (who really wished for stability in the affiurs

of England) to give him their support. The letter was endoned by
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tho 8})anisli Secretary, Almazan, as ** from Richard, who calls him-
self King of England.***

Warbeck remained in the Low Countries about two years and a
half, supported by Mosimilian and Philip, but doing little harm to

Henry. The French king, seeing that somo expedition against

England was intended, offered Henry the assistance of his navy, to

proteol the kingdom ; but Henry assured him that the matter of the

j/arfOn, as ho called Perkin, was so contemptible, that there was no
need to take any special measures against it—every person of any
consequence in England knew well that ho was an impostor, a native

of Toumay, and the son of a boatmamf Nevertheless, Henry did

not feel so perfectly secure at home that he could afford to overlook

any symptoms of disaffection within his otm kingdom. Suddenly

he caused to be arrested Lord Fitzwaltcr, Sir Simon Mountford,

and others, who were all put on their trial for treason, found gnilty,

and condemned. Three of thmn were immediately sentie the block

;

Lord Fitzwaiter was conveyed to Calais, and beheaded, after attempt-

ing to escape ; the rest were pardoned. Pardons were also granted

to William Worsdey, Dean of St. Paul*s, and two Dominican friars,

who had favoured iKe conspiracy. Meanwhile a more important

person was accused of having in some way countenanced it. This

was Sir William Stanley, the Lord Chamberlain, to whose conduct

at Bosworth Field the king was indebted for his crown. The
manner in which he was informed against by Sir Robert Clifford,

who either went over to Flanders as a spy in the king’s service, or

soon consented to become one, is sufficiently well known ; as is also

the fact that Stanley’s great services, and even relationship to the

royal* family (for he was brother-in-law to the king’s mother), did

not save him from the penalty of treason.

On the subject of these arrests and the nature of Stanley’s com-

plicity we have no new light. We have, however, some interesting

notices of Henry Yll.*s mode of dealing with treason in this and

other cases. An anonymous informer, who seems to have been the

original cause of the Duke of Buckingham’s fall, in Henry YIII.’s

time, speaking of the accusations against that nobleman, says :
** The

king that dead is, whom God pardon ! would handle such a cause

circumspectly, and with convenient diligence for inveigling, and

not disclose it, to the party nor otherwise, by a great space after,

but keep it to himself, and always grope further, having ever good

await and espial to the party. I am sure hie Highness knew of the

untrue mind and treason compassed against him by Sir William

* sanrii. 199. llr. BergMiiotii infoms ns that th* hanA of the enAonoment

>• Almacen'e.

t ArcliflBoL, zxvii.
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Stanley, and divers other great men, two or three yean before that

he laid it to their charge, and kept it secret, and always gathered
upon them more and more/' *

Henry, however, while always awake to suspicion, and takings faU
note of everything he heard, never seems to have encouraged in*

formers. On one occasion, when some dangerous political conversa*

tions were reported in the Council of Calais, some remarked, ** It

were good that the king's grace knew these sayings." To which Sir

Hugh Conway replied, “ If ye knew King Harry, our master, as I
do, ya would beware how ye brake to him in any such matters, for

he would take it to be said but of envy, ill-will, and malice. Then
should any one have blame and no tl^nk for his truth and good
mind ; and that I have well proved heretofore in like causes." He
then proceeded to state that when he told the king of Lord Lovell's

disaffection, of which ho had obtained the knowledge himself by
taking oath not to name his informant, the king insisted that it could

not be so, and, at last, asking him &om whom he heard it, was
exceedingly displeased with him that he would not tdL On this the

d^uty rejoined that he well know the king was hard of belief in

such matters, and that it was long before he would credit the reports

against Sir James Tyrell. Moreover, he had written once to the king
that Sir Robert Clifford told a lady at Calais that Perkin Warbeck
was King Edward's son. •• Never words," said the deputy, ** went
colder to my heart than they did. His highness sent me sharp

writing again, that he would have the proofs of this matter. I had
no witness then but myself ; but, as it happened afterwards, I caused

him by good craft to confess the same he had said to me before him
that was marshall here at that time ; and dse 1 had likdy to be put

to a great plunge for my truth." f
Prom this view of Henry Yll.'s character and p<dicy it is not Un-

reasonable to suppose that the arrest of Sir William Stanley was a
measure intended to disconcert some special projects which at that

X>articular time had gathered to a head. W^tever may have been
Stanly's connection with the plot, it seems to have been the <9iuion

that the king knew quite as much of it long before he was informed

by Clifford, nor is it likely that the latter would have ventured to

accuse so great a person as the Lord Chamberlain if he had not beena

encouraged the king befordumd. Moreover, I have latdy meT
with a notice of a very curious document, which seems to give con-

siderable probability to the view I have just ventured to bring

forward, besides affording what I cannot hdp thinking very strong

evidmee indeed that Perkin Warbeck was not the person he said he

* fto., ofHaiuyyillif vol. iiL, Ptelkoo^ p. esiU.

t Lsttwi, 4o., Bio. m. sad Heo. VIL, voL i. pp.

rot. XX. . jxw
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was. The dooiunent to which. I refer is described os follows in an
inventory of MSS. of tho late Gkoi^ Joseph Q^rard, Chief Secretary

of the Acad^mie Royale des Sciences et des Belles Lettres de
Bruxelles :

—

No. 75. “ Littera) BichariU Begis Anglin et Hibemim qnibas transfert,

remittit et donai Philippe Archiduci Aasfriio rogua Augliio et Hibcruiie.

24 Janaarii, 1494.” *

The date of this dociunent, 24th January, 1494, or, according to

the modem computation, 1495, was not very long after tho arrest of

Sir William Stanley, and just before the trials both of himself and
the other persons arrestcd.f Not having the original before tis,

for which I have made inquiry without success, we ought, pcrhax>s,

to use a preds like this with caution; but what else can be its

purport than that Warbcck, in the character of Richard, King of

England and Ireland, made over his kingdoms of England and
Ireland to tho Archduke Philip? It was pretty easy to give

away on parchment what was not his own; and it did seem, no
doubt, worth while to the House of Austria to support the pre-

tensions of one who had promised to give up his kingdom to the

archduke as soon as he should obtain it. But would an}' real heir

to the crown of England have parted with his dominions thus ? It

may, however, be reasonably conjectured that at this time, when the

pretender formally gave over to Philip the kingdom which ho had
not obtained, preparations had been pretty far advanced for on
invauon of England. And as we may be very well assured that any
such plans were not matured without tho connivance of a certain

number of persons in England, we may very well believe witl\ Lord
Bacon that the executions of Sir William Stanley and the others

**did extremely quail the design of Perkin and his complices,”

—

most -probably postponed the invasion four or five months. English

sympathy with Perkin was, at all events, considerably abated. As
for Margaret and Maximilian, and the Archduke’s Council, what could

they do, if not intrigue P They hod taken upon themsedves the su^iport

of the young man’s pretensions, and though he was, it seems, a con-

sideralde expense to thmn, they could not trell get rid of him without

some effort to get up on exp^ition in his behalf. They therefore

left no means untried to bring additional strength to tho pretender’s

^Jfeause ; and we find that Margaret Portly after this, vis., on the 8th

* Be« ComptoBendu des 84anoM do la Commiaidon Bojalo d’llistoIxD do Bruxelles,

i870.

t Aeoordiag to a eootedqwnuieoas dnonicle ia HS., Cott. TiteO. A. xvi., f. 182, ea
oyer and termiiieorvm held adthe QoiMhnll on the S9thJwnwiy and twodays htOoerhigr,

at -which -were.amdgned theBeen of Bt. FSol’s, tiie Pcoidnciel of the Kadi Friere, and
others, inolmMng Sir Simon Uountford anda aerroat ofLord Bitswalter^a.* Sir William
Stanley -was nmigaod in tho Bing’s Bench an tho Friday efteTf.whieh would bo tho

6thFeWoa*7> Of the dote of Lord FltBwaltef*s trial wo ore not iaftnaed.
#
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Ijhj, 1495, made a formal' i^peal to the P(^ ia behalf of her
supposed nephew.* With temporal and with spiritual aims she
invoked Heaven and earth to aid him.
At last the conspiracy was ripe. The adventurer had made over

to Philip his pretended kingdom os a condition of being allowed to

act the port of king. The duchess had appealed to the Pope in

favour of her pretended nephew. An expedition against EnglaTid
had been fitted out at so great an expense to Maximilian that, as he
himsdif explained, ho was unable to attend so soon as he had wished
a Diet of the empire, which he himself had called,f
The expedition sailed, and the Low Countries, Philip, and Maxi-

milian, all stood on the tiptoe of expectation as to the result. The
foolish Maximilian was the most sanguine of the three, and he was
not left without false rumours to feed -his vain imagination. News
was received at Mechlin, and eagerly forwarded to TVorms, where he
was staying, that the landing had been effected, and that the Duke
of York had actually been received in England by several of his

adherents, The joy of Maximilian knew no bounds, and looking'

upon England as already won, he was busy speculating about the

next move. ** With regard to the Duke of York,” he said to the

Venetian ambassadors, ** we entertain great hopes that after obtaining

the kingdom of England ho will soon attack the King of Prtmee

;

and to this effect have wo received every promise and certainty from
the duke aforesaid.” § Six days later he had a different tale to tell,

but even then he was far from giving up hope. He now informed
the ambassadors that the Duke of York had arrived with his fieet

in the neighbourhood of London, and that, not having found the

population well disposed towards him at the spot where he was most
anxious to land and attack the hostile army, he had removed to

another part of the island ; though he, nevertheless, gave hopes that

his afiairs would prosper.”
||

The fact was that the whole tbiug was a miserable failure.

Warbcck and his fleet appeared off the coast of Kent, near Deal, on
Friday, the 3rd of July, and some of his troops disembarked. The
country-people, however, rose in arms and attacked them with such

hearty good-will, that os many os coidd escape alive from their hands

were glad to take refuge in their ships again. It is stoted in the

Ohronioles that one himdred and sixty of Warbeck’s men were taken

prisoners ; but if the report of the action forwarded by the Spanish

ambassadors may be relied on, no 1^ than one hundred and fifty of

the invading force were shun, and only eighty were taken prisoners.

t
k

* Memorials ofHemy VII.,'

Bxcnm’a ** Veaetibn Gsleadai^" 048.

Ib., 600.
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Nor is this altogether improbahle ; for the oountry-people, animated
by a thorough hatred of the invaders, and acting, as it would seem,

in o<meert, tried to allure as many as possible to land. Perkin's

company, a motl^ crew of the vagabonds of every nation,* inspired

them with not the least alarm ; and though not a single soldier of

the king came in time to give them assistance, they thought only

how to ensnare and punish as many of the enemy as possible. They
encouraged each other by a report that tiie king was coming ;

** and
as fbr this fellow,*’ they said, ** he may go back to his father and
mother who live in France, and are well known there.” f

Perkin did not go back to his father and mother, but he departed.

Although he sent so many men on shore, he had t^en good care

not to land himself
;
and when, after a time, he had no tidings of

those who had left the ships, his suspicions were aroused, and ho

resolved to leave them to their fate. He accordingly wmghed anchor

once more, and proceeded on his voyage. Of the wretches whom he
thus abandoned, the greater number paid at once the full penalty of

their temerity. Those who were taken were brought to London by
SirJohnPeachey, sheriffof Kent, **railed in ropes like horses drawing
in a cart.”$

The contemptible issue of so much preparation appears to have

gone far to discredit Warbeck’s pretensions, if indeed there were

any who seriously believed in them. At least, Ferdinand, who had
received lettms finm him, and who, it is just conceivable, though he

discouraged the correspondence, may not have thought his preten*

siona absolutely incredible, seems at once to have perceived how ill

the story of this abortive attempt accorded with the character of a
true Plantagenet. **We now tell you,” wrote Ferdinand and Isabella

* Kill M]rs tliex were ** a great anny of Taliant captaine of all nationB, some bank*

napta, eome fitlee EnglUh saactoary men, eome thierea, robben, and ragabonda, which
learing tiieir bodily labonr, dealing only to live of robbery and raping, came to be his

servaata and abUim"
i* Con todo ftaeron preaos e mneitoe dento e cinqnenta, preaoa ochenta, y entrelloa

oehocaj^taiiaa^eloadoadeUoaliBpaiUdea. El uno aellama Don FttlanodeOueTara(diaen
quo ea hamumo o aobtino de Don Ladxm), e el otro capitaa llamaae Diego el Coxo y el

apdlide qne todoe loa puebloB deeba qne Tinieae el Bey y qne aqnel se ftieoe a an padre
a on madie qne ai viren e aonoonoddoaen Fianda.'*—(In all there weretaken and killed

one hundredand fifty, takda [alive] ei|^ty, andamongthem eight captaina, ofwhom two
were Spaaiarda. One ia called Don Ailaao de Guerara (they aay he is a baolhw or

aaphew of Don Ladron), and the other ia called by flie nickname of Dbgo the Lame.
And all the dllagen said the king would corner and that thia fidlow mi^t go to hia

ththar and mother who live in E^taacck and are well known Jthem.)*~l>e Imbla to

Faadinaad aad laabdla, 19 July, 1495. I havegiTMi thia paaaage in theflatstnalC^paaidi

wfth mr owft fmaaiataon, hemnae Ur. Bergenroth’a iataipratatkm of 'lt '.(8aa hia
" flilenflar ** p 59) aaama fin mo Inafirmrata It ia quite true that them ia a grammatical
ssahiden in tlw sdUbiad, iHft the SMiaa it to n^rbM fMadNtbr.ialisr.

tUaU.
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confidentially to their ambassador, ** that as for the a£bir of him who
calls himself duke, we hold it for a jest/'*

Warbeck directed his course to Ireland. In less than three weeks
he was with the Earl of Desmond in Munster. With a fleet of
eleven ships, some of which appear to have been- supplied by Scot-

land—at least one of them, which was captured by the English, bore

the very Scotch name of the Keek-out the Spy)—^ho sailed up
the harbour of Waterford, while his allies laid siege to the town by
land. Waterford was naturally marked for attack, as being the most
loyal town in Irdiand. It was the one place in the whole country

which, during the rebellion of Lambert Simnel, had held out for the

king. Tho siege was begun on the 23rd of July, and was carried

on with great vigour for eleven days.! The citizens made a gal-

lant defence, and several successfhl sallies; while their cannon,

planted on Eeginald's Tower—^the old Danish fort, which still

remains—^beat in the side of one of the enemy's ships. At last, on
the 3rd of August, Warbeck and his friends found it necessary to

raise the siege. The adventurer managped to withdraw in safety, but

more than one of his vessels fell into the hands of the king's party.f

Soon after this Warbeck seems to have found that it was no use

remaining longer in Ireland, for he once more set sail and came to

Scotland.^
*

The king and people of Scotland, or at all events a considerable

number of them, were already prepared to receive him with open
arms. It was only natural that they should lay hold of such a

handle for stirring up trouble in England, and from the first appear-

ance of tho adventurer they had held commimication with him, as

th^ had done even before that time with the Duchess of Burgundy
and the disaffected Yorki8ts.§ Even as early as the beginning of
* **Aqiii 08 diximos lo de aquel quo 80 llama Duque tenemos por burla.** Mr.

Borgonroth seems to hare understood tho word burla (a jest) as an epithet applied by
the writer to Perkin himself, and has translated it impostor (p. 67). This error is alitQe
surprising, as Mr. Bergenroth, in his preface to this volume, has expressed it as his belief

that Ferdinand and Isabella did not consider Perkin an impostor (p. Ixxxiv). I think,

however, the irords just quoted, though they do not absolutely express, murt be taken

to imply a most unfavourable opinion of Warbeck’s pretensions.

t Smith’s Ancient and Present State of Waterford,” 134. Hyland’s ** History of
Waterford,” pp. 30, 31. Letters, &c. Hie., III. and Hen. VII., ii. 299. For the
description of the siege we are mainlyNmdebted to tho two former works^ where^ how*
ever, it is inaccurately referred to the year 1497. Warbeck did visit Irdand in that

year as well as 1496 ; but instead of being aided by Desmond on the second occasioii,

he was nearly captured by him. Smith, who quotes as his authority a Clogher MS.,
says the rebds had also the aid of the Earl of Lincoln—^which is either an error f6r

Kildare, or is due to some confusion between the accounts of Warbeck’s appearance in

Irdand and Simners.

} About the end of October there was a report spread in England that he h^
taken prisoner. Bee Berg., i. 78 a.

I See l^ler^s ** Hist of Scotlaad,” lliird Edit., iu. 476 it.
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tlie year 1492, tihcn Perkiii was ftnt in Irdand, wo find that an
Englishman, named Edward Ormond, had ccmv^ired letters from

him to the Eing of Scots.* And it would seem that evenwhen he loft

Elauders it had been arranged that he should have some assistance

from Scotland ; for about the time of his attempt at Deal, prepara*

tions were already making there to help him with men and monoy.
The burgh of Aberdeen was taxed to supply one month's pay at five

shillings and fourpcncc a day, for tho support of eight Englishmen
in his service ; the burgesses at the same time petitioning tho king
“ to remain at hame fra the weir to defend tho touno fra our aul

inemyis of Ingland.'’ Two months later, on the 9th September,

they voted a tax or **proi)in" to tho king in consideration of a

license given them ** to remain at hamc fra tho passage in Ingland,

in fortifioing and supicing of tho prince of Ingluud, Biebard Duke
of York.”t On his arrival, James determined to receive him ut

Stirling. The Treasurer’s accomits of Scotland, preserved in the

Begister House at Edinburgh, speak of payments for the ctfri-iago

of arras work from Edinburgh to Stirling, in preparation for his

reception, which took place on the 27th of November, 1495. A
good many other items of the royal expenditure on this occasion

invite the attention of the curious. The material of “a pair of

hose to fhe prince,” of ** I'isillis blak,” was purchased for thirty-five

shillings : ^ the lining and ** points " added to it cost five shillings

more ; and twenty shillings were paid for '* half ane clnc of purpour

dammas to begare the sammyn ”—that is to say, to cmbellisli it with

stripes. Equally minute are the items touching a ** hogtoun ” or

cassock for the prince “ against the tourney,” “ a jjair of arming

hose,” a “ spousing gown,” a great coat, and various other articles

both for his own personal use and for that of his attendants on tho

occasion.§

Shortly after this festivity wo find arrangements made for a

meeting between tbe king and tho supposed prince at Perth, at

which the northern lords were summoned to attend ; and messengers

were sent to the most distant parts of the kingdom with letters of

wappin schawing,”—in other words, to order the inhabitants to ho

ready for militaiy service. Possibly more than one attempt was
made against England—^though not, I should think, more than one

in which Perkin himself took part—^before his final departure from

Scotland, nearly two years afW he entered it, in July, 1497. But
it is difficult to fix dates, or account for all bis doings exaotiy during

* See I«ttens Bic. III. and Hem. Vil., vol. ii. pp. S26—7.

t Hztvecte the Council Begisten of the Boxg^ ofAheidera, p. <7. PaUidted
by the Spalding dob.

t It muet be xetaembend, of eonxBe^ that aU Iheaa snwa iM in Socileihmoney.

$ Letten, ftr., Bic. lU. and Hen. YU., ii. 327->9.
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this period. It was probably not very long after bis wriYial that he
married the Scotch king’s kinswoman, Oatherine Gozdob, deleter
of the Earl of Huntley; but the Treasurer’s accounts eontidn no
allusion to that event. From them, however, we gather that

Warbeck was with the king on St. Nicolas’ day (the 6th of Decern*

ber), when both made offerings in chnrch ; and that they were
together in Edinburgh on Gandlemas-day (2nd February), in 1496.

After that, those accounts are silent about him for a month or two

;

and it would almost appear, from a notice in those of William
Hattecliff, XJndcr-Treasurer of Ireland, that he made another descent

on Munster in the spring;* from wliich he must have very soon

returned.

In June, Lyon Herald was sent by James lY. to England, pro-

bably with demands which, being refused, were to serve as a pretext

for aggression; and in June, July, and August, men were busy

about iron-work and wheels for the artillcry.f

To some observers the crisis certainly looked momentous. The
Venetian ambassadors in London reported to the Signory that Henry
was in danger of being driven from his kingdom.^ But the Vene-
tians were not noted for shrewdness. All that came of these pre-

parations seems to have been a tiny raid in the month of September.

On the 10th of that month we have a payment ** for 200 of gold

party to the Duke of York’s standard ; on the 14th, a sum of four-

teen shillings for the Duke of York’s offering, and a present of ^6
in his purse by the king’s command.” On the 21st, ** at Coldstream,

when the Duke of York come hame,” thero was a further sum of

£74 8j{., also given to him by the king’s command. Between the last

two dates an invasion of England had been pre-arranged to take

place, and it may bo presumed did take place.

But the King of England, in fact, was liot unprepared. He had
in Scotland a spy and a useful instrument in the person of John
Bamsay, Lord Bothwcll, who had been a &vourite of James III.,

and who seems to have cherished a feeling of secret ill-will to the

reigning king, James IV., on account of his rebellion against his

father. A few years before this, he had entered into an engagement
with Henry VII. to capture the Scotch king and his brother, the

Duke of Boss, and deliver them into the King of England’s hands.

Although he never succeeded in this, he seems now to have been on
the watch for an opportunity of seising Perkin Warbeck; about

* Tho entiy in question ia^in Easter term, 11 Hen. VII., for two horses ddivered to

ono John Wyso, which he lost, **eo quod Porkynnus Warbec hac vice appUouit in

partibus illis cum robellibus domini Bogis.’*

t Letters, &c., Hio. 111. and Hen. YU., ii. 329, 330.

% Brown’s ** Calendar of Venetian State Phpera,*’ 1, K<k 707.
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** Please your Grace, aaeat the anaitor that Master Wyot laid to

me, I hare beea busy about it, and my lord of Buchan takes up(m
him the fulfilliag of it, gif it be possible ; and thinks best now, in

this long night within his .tent to enterprise the matter ; for he has

na watch but the king’s appointed to Im about him ; and they have
ordanit the Englishmen and strangers to be at another qmirter lugit*

(lodged) but a few about him.*’t

Nor was Bothwell altogether without hopes of decoying the king’s

brother into England. ** I passed to St. Andrew’s,” ho says, in the

same letter, ** and commenced with the king’s brother, and gave him
the cfoBS-bow,”—evidently a gift from Henry VII. **He commends
his service humbly to your Grace, and says he intends to do yom*
Grace service, and will not, for aught the king can do, come to this

host against your Grace. And now my Lord of Murray posseth

over to him, gif the king comes to this journey, as I doubt not ho

will, in contrar his baronry’s wills and all his haill poplen, and my
lord will solicit this young prince to come to your Grace.”^

In a second letter, written just a week before the intended invii*

sion, Bothwell tells the King of England he hod been urging both

the King of Scots and the nobles to abandon ** this feigned boy,” as

he calls Perkin, and remain in amity with England ; but that James
had made answer he would first have ** such things concluded as my
Lord of Durham came for;” otherwise he and his army would

muster at Ellam Eirk, within ten miles of the border, on the 15th

September, with Perkin in his company. He adds that their forces

amounted to 1,400 men of all nations, and would enter England on

the 17th of the month; and that to reimburse the Scotch king his

costs, Perkin had engaged to pay 50,000 marks in two years, and

deliver up Berwick to the English. He then relates the particulars

of some embassies received by the King of Scots, on which' wo shall

have to remark presently, and concludes by exhorting Henry not to

let slip the opportuni^ of striking a heavy blow against l^tland.

King -Edward lY., he rmninded him, never had the perfect love of

his people till he made war on Scotland. The Sootdi king had
been oUiged to coin’his chains and plate for money ; and never were

people worse pleased with their king’s government than James’s

sutgects were. With a good fleet the 'English might now destroy all

the havmis and shipinng in the country,L as all the shipmen and

inhabitants passed with the king by lamL” Edmbnrgh Castle was

but poorly provided with artillery ; Bothwril had taken stock of all

* P!iiotid*']agt'' fijSBa whieiilsadl waylaiailtBfUa..
'

t gjPtfs ««Littsta.M i»a». ^
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the guns it contaiiied, and he sttot the brft^ invmitory'io tibie King
of England. As for the inyasibn, he Iblt sore that iaflmror fire

nights the Scots nrould be glad to return home, ** vreary tor watting
and for lack of yictuals ;** and he suggested how it would be easy to,

cut off their retreat.* All this did he r^wrt and advise without a
scruple about abusing confidence or betraying his own king's country

!

It may be concluded that Bothwell's anticipations were tolerably

accurate. That the Scots did enter England on the 17th September,
and that they were glad to return in a very few days, seems to be
proved by the notice above referred to in the Treasurer’s accounts of

Scotland, of ** the Duke of York” having ** come home ” to Coldstream

on the 2l8t. In fact, we have no doubt this is the date of the raid

mentioned by the chroniclers when James entered England with

Perkin in his company. "Wo are told that they committed great

ravages, burning towns, robbing houses, and killing men and
children; but not having by these means allured any of the

inhabitants to join them, Perkin, it seems, expressed on his return

some compunction for the rough measures they had adopted, re-

proached himself with cruelty towards ** his own ” subjects, and en-

treated the Scotch king no more to afflict ** his ” people. The request

was humane, but does not seem to have been accounted princely.

The old chroniclers make merry over his ** ridiculous mercy and
foolish compassion.” ** James,” they tell ns, **8aw which way thw
wind blew,” told Perkin that he took a great deal of pains to pre-

serve the realm of another prince, and twitted him with the fact

that though he called England his country, not a single Englishman
would join him in it.t

Whether James really saw ” which way the wind blew,” or still

believed in Perkin, it is certain that he never acknowledged he had
been deceived, but continued to speak of the adventurer as Duke of

York years after he had paid the penalty of his pretensions on the

gallows. In the same spirit it was that, though he dismissed Perkin
ut last, he steadily refused to give him up to the King of England.
Eight or wrong, he was not one, I imagine, to desert the man he
hod once befriended. Kor did he, after Perkin’s return, cease to

molest England both by sea and land ; for on the 15th October we
find £2 given towards the eapense of sending some of his EngUsh
followers to the sea,$ and next year, even after Warbeck’s departure

from Scotland, James went and besieged Norham Castle.

There must have been a good deal of wUfulness in this course if it

wcui really, as Bothwdl said, against the minds of nearly all bis

• Ellis, First Series, i. 25—SI. t HSll.

J Letters, Ac., Bio. IIL end Hea. Til., iL SSl,
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bsroas imd people. Of coarse we most make allowance for exag-
geration in the statements of so hitter and unscrupulous a portijsan.
** I trust verily/' wrote Bothwell to Henry Yll., in speaking of his

own sovereign, ** that God will he bo punished by your means for

the cruel consent to the murder of his father." And again :
** There

is many of his father's servants wordd see a remedy (redress) of the

death of his father yet."* When a man expresses himself in such

a stylo as this, we may believe that his animosity gave a colouring

to the facts he had to report, the wish being, in some cases, father to

the thought. Nevertheless wo can hardly doubt that a largo portion

of the people stood aloof from the enterprise in behalf of Perkin,

and that the king's own brother was won over to neutrality. More-
over, Bothwell's low estimate of the invading force—only 1,400 men,
and those, too, of all nations—^is rendered highly probable, consider-

ing how little is recorded of their doings, and how soon the pretender

came back to ^Coldstream. The attempt, in fact, notwithstanding

the cruelties alluded to by the chroniclers, things which were but

every‘day occurrences on the borders, seems to have been quite as

contemptible as the afiEair at Deal. Nor is it in any waj*^ inconsistent

with the known character of James IV. that ho should have

attempted the invasion of England with a totally inadequate force,

reckoning without just grounds on being supported by a portion of

the population.

James was not, indeed, so enthusiastic in Warbei*k’s favour as to

ask nothing of the pretender beforchaud for tho aid he was about to

g^ve him. On tho 2nd of September he culled a council of his lords

to consider the terms on which it should be afforded. They pro-

posed to Perkin that when he recovered his kingdom he should

restore the seven sheriffiomst—probably some districts in Northum-
berland or about the borders—deliver up tho castle and town of

Berwick, and pay James 100,000 marks in five years for his expenses.

, The would-be prince asked a day to consider it, consulted with Sir

George Nevill and others of his council, and, finally, after a good

deal of conference, agreed to deliver Berwick and pay 50,000 marks
in two years. Indentures were drawn up to this effi)ct, and on these

terms the matter was settled. No wonder James was dissatisfied

when all ended in a finir days’ raid and home again I

Shortly before this invasion tho king and court had been at St.

* ]bi the orignal, **Ot tho ded," which the editor in a foot-note inecoozatdjr eapleina

ae ««deed.'*~£llie. First Series, i. 29.

t BUs (L 26) reeds the woid " Hesdomis ** in the US., end refers in a feot-note to

FSidceiton's reading, who had before tainted it ** SherURtomis.*' Having looked ^ the

US.,J findJPlinlceatini'sreading is the correct one. What BHHftmietoek for an Initial H
ie in feet a kag/ with a nark of abhrevirtion throngh il, standing for *‘Ser'' or

“Star;" while the lattariauaediateljr before thad is aa>»<>*t a long /.
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Andrew’s when an ambassador arriyed from France, fie was
the Sieur de Goncressault, a man of Sootob extraction, the same who,
when Warbeck was in France three years before, had been appointed
captain of the guard of honour assigned to him the French king.
Watchful of Hmiry’s interests. Bothwell took means to ascertain

whether any mischief was intended against England. There was, at

least, no such intention avowed ; for, knowing Henry’s policy to be
peaceful towards himself, the French king had no wish to stir up
again the embers of English hostility by anything that could justify

resentment. Bothwcll therefore found that Concressault’s commis-
sion contained nothing in it prejudicial to England. It was in effect

an offer of mediation between England and Scotland. He was to

inquire into the causes of dispute, whether Henry or the King of

Scots was in fault, and get James, if possible, to agree to refer it to

the French king’s arbitration. . But James took the ambassador
into counsel, and showed him that the injuries all originated on
the part of England, by whom he had lost many ships and much
cattle upon the borders. And notwithstanding his professed impar-

tiality, the ambassador soon adopted the king’s m jurrie statement.

He became much more lukewarm in urging James to peace, and even

went so far os to tell Lord Bothwcll it was no wonder the Scotch

king felt aggrieved. He also offered James 100,000 crowns* if he would
send Perkin into Franco, with what view the Lord Bothwell could

not exactly say, but he knew from Concressault that the French king

was anxious to prevent James from marrying any of Henry’s
daughters. The ambassador also told Bothwell that the French
admiral and he had been at a great deal of pains to learn about

Perkin’s birth. On this Bothwell showed him a document he had
received from Meautes, the £ing of England’s secretary ;

** and he
plainly said ho never understood it, but rather trowed the contrary.”

On the whole, Bothwell thinks the ambassador’s coming had done but

little good, ** for ho and the boy,” he says, ** are every day in council.”*

What was the document Bothwell had received from Meautes P

Without having positive evidence on the subject, we are enabled,

from the information supplied by the Spanish airchives, to answer

this question with tolerable confidence. For we now know that

shortly before this time, probably just in the beginning of the same
year, 1496, of which we are treating, the King of France sent to

Henry Yll. a paper under the seal of his council, showing that War-
beck was the son of a barber,t and offering to send over his father

• EUVs ** Letters,*’ First Series, i. 28.
'

t Henry YlL.ldinBelf had told the French^ king that he was the son of a hoahospa.

Tfiui them heen any eonfhaion hetweon igriitr and hoUiier t Under any cirennistanoas,

the disorepanoy oounts for little. Lamhert Siinncl was described hy Tariona antherities

as the son of a baker, of a shoemakw, of a joiner, and of an organ-maker.



Mifi mother.* A copy of &i8 popiw would hoTo heon the noet «om«
plete answer that oov^ have be^ made to Oonoreimult when
said he had been trying to find out about Perkin’a birthi and as

Henry probably caused many copies of it to be made and circulated

as widely as possible, Bothwell might have possessed one without

even appearing to be in the King of England’s confidence.

That the French king sent Henry a certificate about Warbeck’s
birthmay be considered pretty good evidence that France was at this

time desirous to keep on go^ terms with Henry ; which indeed is

shown very clearly by other documents of the period. On the other

hand, Ferdinand was exceedingly anxious to engage England in a

war with France, and lost no opportunity of endeavouring to outbid

the French king in his offers to gratify Henry. It is a proof of the

success of Henry’s statesmanship that he kept these two great kings

competing with each other for his friendship. He had no intention to

enter into war for the sake of any ally, but he made other princes

eager to cultivate his friendship for the hope that he would do them
service. France, indeed, had good reason to deprecate Henry’s

hostUily ; for not only Ferdinand and Isabella, hut Maximilian ^d
Philip also, were anxious to draw him into theQ league against her,

and it was well for France that the King of England was not a lover

of war. 'Whenever he was pressed to declare himselfagainst France,

Hemy, without positively refusing, took refuge in excuses ; and the

excuse of which he most froquently availed himself was Perkin

Warbeck. He repeatedly told both Ferdinand and Maximilian that

he dared not attack France for fear of Perkin, and he actually suc-

ceeded in impressing the Spanish ambassador with the belief that if

Ferdinand and Isabella could but get Warbeck into their hands, they

would have Henry completely at their service. It may be doubted

if Warbeck served any prince as a tool so well as he did Henry fi>r

an excuse.

But the result was that all princes, after tibiey hod in turn favoured

Warbeck, now vied with each in offering Henry assistance against

him. Ferdinand offered to give far more satisfactory proof of his

parmitage than the King ofFrance had done. **We can sendhim,” he
wrote, ** the declarations of many persons who know him, amongst
whom is a Portuguese knight of the name of Huy.de Sosa. He is

acquainted with the whole matter, and is a person of authority and
gpod faith. Bbving been Portuguese ambassador in England, he

kimwt the Duke of York very well, and has seen him there. Two
years later he saw tins other person in PortugaL.”:^ Thenwasadded

* 9S.

t Not ** know^*’ as in Bwgcaroth. Tha original vroidfn tts Bfiaaiah la aasawfa,

X Bogensotli, p. 92.



a t^ute whxdi Thui'idfltowaTda litra^ out, and w&ioh certaiiiiy iit first

i^ht anggei^ some doubt of the ralue of such testimonjr if

it will be of any use to the Sii^, ws' could manage to send Him'h^
father and mother, who, th^ tdl us, are in Portugal and are oat
subjects.**

Gould parents be found for Warbeck with equal ease in any quartef
of the world P I believe there was nothing in the political morality

of the ag^ to prevent it. But it would have been little use giving
testimony contrary to known facts, and even when Perkin attempted
to land in Kent people were aware that his father and mother
lived in France. Ferdinand suppressed the passage, which X believe

was written under a mere misapprehension of Ihe information he had
received. As to the testimony of the Portuguese knight who had
seen the true Duke of York in England, I see no good reason to

distrust it.

Did Warbeck, before he finally left Scotland, ever attempt the

invasion of England by sea P History is altogether silent as to such
an attempt ; but among the documents bearing on his adventures

there is one that may, perhaps, be explained by such a hypothesis.

We refer to a letter written by James IV., some years after the time

of which we are at present speaking, to Anne of Britanny, Queen
of France, in answer to a complaint by one Guy Foulcart. Foulcart

appears to have been a merchant of Britanny ; for he is spoken of

as the subject, not of Louis XII., King of France, but of his consort

Anne, who was Duchess of Britanny. He had sustained some losses

and injuries, and considered that he had a claim against James IV.
for compensation ;

for James, he imid, had on a former occasion com-
pelled him to convey the Duke of York into England in a merchant
vessel in which he himself had come to Scotland, but the enterprise

had turned out disastrous to him. What became of the so-called

duke on this occasion is not mentioned ; but Foulcart, it appears, was^

taken prisoner by tiie English, and having with some difficulty got

released, he returned home with the entire loss of his goods, and
was compelled besides to pay a heavy fine to his partner for the mis-

carriage of the enterprise. In answer to this claim the Scotch king
says that Foulcart was supplied by him with money, and embarked
in the enterprise, not under compulsion as he pretended, but with

perfect good-wiU ; that he had, it was true, given him letters by
whichhe might make apretence ofcompulsion to shield himself firom

injury, but that in reality Foulcart had readily undertaken the

venture on his own responsilnlily ; that, beside, the old alliance of

Scotland with France and Britanny allowed either power to make
use of the ships and sailors of the other for a reasonable hire ; and
that it was everywhere received for law lhat princes might make
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such uso of Teasels that had been driyen on their ooa8t84 Horeoyer,

James insisted, it was quite ccnnpetent for Fouleart to haye sued for

redress in Scotland, which would neyer have been denied him
according to law and justice*

Now, there is some difficulty in supposing the occasion referred to

in this letter to haye been that of Warbcok’s final departure from
Scotland. That eyent took place in July, 1497, when, ns the
Treasurer's accounts show clearly, he embarked at Ayr, with the

celebrated nayal captains-—or, os the English called them, pirates

—

Andrew and Bobert Barton. The common story is that James had
by that time found out Perkin to be an impostor, and was willing to

make peace with England, hut felt that ho coidd not in honour give

up to his enemies one whom he hod mitcrtained as a guest and made
his own kinsman by marriage ; so that, finally, he dismissed him
honourably. However this may be, it is certain that James did not

show himself peacefully inclined towards England at the time he
sent Warbeck away ; for he immediately afterwards went and laid

siege to Norham, and it was not till the end of September that peace

was established between the two countries by the treaty of Ayton.

But the fact that Warbeck’s wife accompanied him when ho finally

left Scotland seems against the supposition that ho then meant to

invade England. It is quite true that she soon afterwards went with
him when he actually did invade England, and landed in Cornwall

;

but then it was because he was obliged to leave Ireland, and counted

with some reason on the friendliness of the Cornish men. Moreover,

the acooimts preserved of the victualling of his little fleet on this

occasi<m hardly allow us to suppose that it was more than an honour*

able escort.

On the other hand, the duplicity shown in the nature of Foulcart’s

commission suggests the possibility of an explanation quite consistent

with the facts of the occasion when Warbeck finally sailed from

Scotland. Foulcart was not compelled to carry him in his vessel, but

was iumiched with documents by James that ho might use the plea

of compulsion if he and his ship .should fall into the hands of the

English. Is it not probable, then, that James hod been led to

entertain the idea that it was unnecessary to send the pretender to

sea with a strong invading force, and that if he could but once get

him landed in some part of England where the inhabitants favoured

Ihe House of York, he ought idterwords tomake his own way without

further aid P It is true Warbeck never did go direct firom Scotland

to Enghmd^by sea, so far as we are aware ; but it is remarkable that

after leaving..Scotland, having gone first to Ireland and then to

Cornwall, he arrived on the Cornish coast ** with two small ships

Lsitanv Bio. HI. sad Hon. VH., ii. 18a*-6.
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and a Breton pinnace/** onlj two months after he had sailed firom

Ayr. One cannot help entertaining a suspunon that the Biwton
pinnace may hayo been Foulcart*s vesseL

The adyentures of Warbeck were now drawing to a dose. Aiter
leaying Scotland ho api>eared once more, and for the last time, in

Ireland, whore henow met with less success than before ; for Kildare,

who had been in disgrace, haying been recently re-appointed as

deputy, was unwilling to forfeit the king’s confidence again. So he
yery soon left, and directed his course to Cornwall, hoping to profit

by the disaffection of the inhabitants, whose rebellion under Flam-
mock and the blacksmith, Michael Joseph, had only been put down
three months before. So ill did he succeed in Ireland, that, as the

king reported to Sir Gilbert Talbot, he would haye been taken by
the Earls of Kildare and Desmond if he and his wife had not secretly

stolen away. But the citizens of Waterford, learning his intentions,

gaye notice to the king that he was going to land in Gomwall,f and
fitting out yessels at their own cost, gaye him chase, and nearly

captured him at sea. Either by this, or by some other squadron,

the ship in which Perkin sailed was actually boarded. It was a
Biscayan ycssel, with a crew of the same country. The fugitiye

was demanded of them in the name of the alliance between Spain

and England, and a re^yard of 2,000 nobles from the king was
promised for his deliycry; but by some means or other he had
secured their fidelity, and they swore they had neyer heard of such

a man. Perkin, howeycr, as he afterwards confessed to the Spanish

ambassador, was all the while on board, hidden in a pipe in the bows
of the ship.

The remainder of Perkin’s history is well known. It is enough to

remind the reader of the principal facts in the briefest possible

words. Profiting by the disaffection in Cornwall, he landed at

Whitsand Bay, and was soon joined by a number of the country-

people, with whom he marched on and laid siege to Exeter ; but

upon the approach of the Earl of Deyonshire and other gentlemen

of the county he retired, and went on with some 6,000 or 7,000 men
to Taunton. Ho had still an opportunity before him which, we may
be allowed to say, a true Plantagenet would not willingly haye let

slip ; but the crayen spirit, which had .before shown itself at Deal
and when ho inyaded England with James lY., exhibited itself once

more. To the dismay of his adherents, he fled away in the night

time with a body of sixty horsemen, and rode on till he reached the

* Henry YII. to Sir Gilbert Talbot. Ell»*8 Letters/’ First Series, i. 32.

t After be left Scotland he arriTed at the harbour of Cork on the 25th July. He
seems very soon to have determined on changing his course ; for Henry, at Woodstock,

was informed of his intention to go to Cornwall by the 6th August—^Halliwell’s

“Letters/* 174.
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sanctuary of Beaulieu, in Hampshire. Ho was evidently tired of the

part he had so long played before the world, and was contmit to have

security at the sacrifice of greatness.

The sanctuary was surrounded, and on a promise of pardon,

Perkin after a while surrendered. He was brought up to London
and paraded on horseback through the streets. Hall tells us that

people flocked to see him ** as ho were a monkey, because he being

an alien of no ability by his poor parents (although it was otherwise

talked and dissimulated), durst once invade so noble a realm.”

Another chronicler, who evidentl}' wrote at the very time, says he
‘ was conv^cd about the city and Westminster “ with many a enrso

and wondering encftgh.”* But if little sympathy was diown by the

people, he was noAtreated with extreme severity by the king. He
was kept in the IsMg^a court, and no restraint seems to have been

put upon his libe|Vbeyond the fact of keepers being appointed to

watch him. Kex^ear, however, ho managed to escape, and fled by
night, but got 4o further than Sheen, whore he put himself under

the protection of the prior, and implored his intercession with the

king.

He was again brought to London, and even yet his life was spared

for a time. The punishment he was made to undergo was only a

public repetition of his confession. On the Friday after his capture

a scaffolding was reared on barrels in Westminster Palace, on which

Perkin was placed in the stocks for a good part of the forenoon.!

On Monday next he was exhibited on another scaffold in Oheapside

frmn ten in the morning tiU three in the afternoon, after which he

was conveyed to the Tower and imprisoned there. In this confine-

ment he remained for some time longer ; until, there is too much
reason to suspect, an opportunity was purposely afforded him to plot

fmr liberty agmn in concert wilh the unfortunate Earl of Warwick,

whom it suited Henry’s policy judicially to murder for attempting

to escape firom an unjust confinement. Thus did ** this winding ivy

' of a Plantagenet kill the true tree itself.”!

James Gaibdnbr.

• MS. Cott. VitelUiu, A., xvi, f. 171.

t says he ww set in the stoeks ** before the door of Westminster Hall, and there

stood an whole day.” But flie strictly contemporaneous chronicle in the Cottonian MS.

is piobably more accurate.

5 Bacon’s ** Henry VII.”



“THE GBAND OLD NAME OP GENTLEMAN.”

* And thus he boro without abuse

Tho grand old name of Qehtleman

;

Defamed by every charlatan^

And soiled with all ignoble use.’’—ill MemaHam,

Many hues moke up light; many ingredients a salad; many
qualities the Gentleman. Like both the above, he is no heap of

unamalgamated parts, but a perfect whole. And as, ag^, beautiful

sounds amid discords and without connection are not music, so noble

traits may be found in a person, and yet, being rare, unsustained,

unbalance, undovetailed into others, will not constitute the Gentle-

man. Many a one performs at times isolated acts that are gentle

and noble. But what we want is the Gentleman ; the man always

noble—^the perfect cube.

Yet if we seek to define the Gentleman, we must analyze ; must
take separate acts, constituent principles, just as you resolve light

by a prism into its compement parts. Light is not blue, yellow, &c.,

but it is made up of these. And this is an apt illustration ; for in-

deed, to paint this character, we have to dip Ihe brush into the most

delicate, subtle, rainbow tints. And here we are reminded of the

caution-—
"Wlut ddlAil limner e’er vonld ohooae

To paint the rainbow’s subtle hnesf ”

And the justioe of the warning must be confessed. For essaying to

VOL. zi. o o
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write upon the ideal of the gentleman, it is certain that the paper

must be a mere Essay, in the true sense of the word; and no finished

treatise. 'Who could exhaust the subject ? 'Who could do it justice ?

But the results of individual thought and observation may be put
down, and perhaps set some a>thinkmg; and those who are already col-

lectors of the subtleties which make up the character may find some
few specimens in my cabinet which they have not yet placed in their

own. At least, 1 find myself always ready to collect from other

drawers, and consider an inspection well rewarded if but one new
point bo gained from each.

So 1 mean to jot down some contributions towards the definition

of this character. There is need that it be defined, for the words

are true that the name, the grand old name, is nowadays more than

ever ** defamed by every charlatan,” and ** soiled with all ignoble

use.” Not only are mere accidents or accessories regarded as though
of the essence, but things which are quite foreign to it, and which
sometimes actually encumber and obscure it, arc regarded as though

constituent x>OTts of it. A largo house, a carriage, much ostenta-

tion—^what have these really to do with the character ? Nor will

those of the blood be deceived by them. But, with many, do they

not pass off paste for jewels by their showy setting ? The ** kindly

hearted Earl,” in ** Enid,” would prove, if proof were needed, how
the Gentleman still remains when all these things have left him.

Geraint too ; when

—

Yniol’s rusted arms
Were on his princely person, but through these

, Princelike his bearing shone.”

We must start, than, by disencumbering ourselves of things ex-

tenud merely—^rank, wealth, power, tiiow—all the mere setting of

the stone. And further, of things also which, though undeniably

advantages and adornments, are yet not of the eesenee of this cha-

racter ; are accidental——can be dispensed with—^though th^ adorn

where they may be had. High breeding ; liberal education ; fami-

liarity with the ways of the best society
;
polished behaviour^ easy

manners ; experience of books, and men, and countries ; absence of

shyness ; an acquaintance with what is not mere littleness in eti-

quette tiiese may be the cutting of the jewcL Yet, though many
of them win be assumed in this idcetch, lot it be declared at the out-

set that ih/bjewel can exist without them. Captain Cuttle had none

of them, so fhr as th^ btiong to society
;
yet who does not perceive

" gentleman ** written upon his brow P So, too, with Hr. Feggotty

;

and, in truth, bickens is great at giving the rough jewdi. I do not

recollect a good, instance, among his characters, of the polished gem.

1 myself knew a plain village carrier in whom lurked much of the
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^ntlemanly feeling. My wife and myself were for a few weeks,

in the cold months, lodgers in his house. Daring lhat time thiaman

laid aside his evening pipe (ye smokies, estimate, this act of self-

denial I), nor could be prevailed upon to resume it, having settled in

his own mind thal; it must be annoying to a lady. Many would have
laughed, seeing him leaning in his smock on a gate in the summer
evenings, his beloved long clay enjoyed now without chedc, had I

pointed him out as a true gentleman. But in my mind he ranked

as such. He is one proof of many that the character may exist quite

independent of accidental advantages, though of course these are of

value in sotting it off ; and without them it is rather latent than

developed. Not only the absence, however, but the presence of

these accidents, may mislead us in our search : tlie dulness of an

imcut surface, the gHttor of a paste, may alike deceive.

Having thrown away the mere setting, and acknowledged tiiat the

cutting even is not absolutely necessary, we come now to examine
the gem. I take from my cabinet some random notes of the true

gentleman, and set them out as they come.

In this character, as the rule, we find a nobility of thought and

intention,—a heart that is ever climhing up towards what is high,

and noble, and great ; naturally attracted by a certain affinity with

these, and naturally repelled, os by an instinct, fromwhat is low, and

mean, and little. One test of this disposition is the judgment of

motives in others. Does he most naturally suppose these to be pure

n.Tifl lofty, or corrupt and base ? IrVatch what are his affinities, what

is his instinct, in a doubtful case. Where there is an open choice

will ho swoop towards carrion, or soar towards the sun P Not that he

is to be a simpleton, easily token in by transparent shams, nor a

Utopian, shutting bia eyes to facts. But, in the wide space of neutral

ground between certain good and certain bad, to whether bound does

the bias of his mind sway him ? In' the large realm of posaibilUiee

will he be hopeful or suspicious, os a rule P The true gentleman is

never a suspicious man, never a depredator. He never gratuitously

supposes mea3aness in another; in the gpeneral he is hopeful, and

hardly made to distrust. Thus, in a world of extreme littleness and

meanness, especially in the imputing of motives and in low suspi-

cions, you are, in the society of tho Gentleman, raised into a higher

atmosphere
;
you breathe freer. Without effort, and naturally, he is

walking on an eminence above those pettinesses, low considerations,

and spites ; and even if you stand not on it usually, you are, in your

intercourse with him, iraised to his leveL You left the stingpng

^he foul vapours, below in the valley. Tour point for the

timn is higher, your view less narrow
;
you stand and lode down

upon the duU mist that roo& the petty world.

oo2
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tt may be laid dowB as a finft condition that the Ocntleman bos

iibat just appreciation of self which constitutes self-respect. Now it

is difficult to convey' a true id^ by this word ; for somewould under*

stand pride by it, it being one of the flattering namee invented to

mask the ugliness the devirs sin. And of all. qualities that the

Gentleman must not have, perhaps I would point out pride especially.

A proud man cannot possibly be a true gentleman. But the Gentleman
has a just appreciation of self—^he respects himself. Now thisytwt

appreciation will be the very thing which prevents pride. He will

have a mournful humility, possessing an ideal, short of which he
finds himself to be ever foiling. Still the very possession of this ideal

will make him respect himself—^will raise him above aught undig-

nified and unworthy by the consciousness of a latent greatness. Of
necessity, therefore, and essentially a humble man, he is not in the

least cringing or abject. A gentleman is a man. And ho realises

what is contained in that word,—^the high descent, the magnificent

destiny. So in the presence of his God and of his fellow-men he is

never abject ; he is always manly, always keeps self-respect ; his

humility is never a mean thing, it is a povrer that raises, not

degrades. In him the taking the lower room leads surely to the

going up h 'gher, not from intention, but in result.

And this self-respect prevents his being over-sensitive to slight or

afiront. He is in a measure avrapK^s, eelf-aufficienf,—^a word again

commonly perverted from the good sense in which I would use it.

So that upon occasion he can retire into this castle of his own self-

respect, and consciousness of worth though but in embryo, and thus

mildness and dignity can in him go hand in hand, commanding
probably in the event the respect also of others. Quite feeling that

there are in him such inadequacies and defects that it is always

excusable and often just that others should think slightly of him, he
yet is conscious of at least incipient, straggling worth and nobility

that make him, in the Divine and in the larger human view, no
object merely of contempt. He is company for himself; he has sym-
pathy with himself ; he miderstands himself, and retires on this inner

consciousness when misunderstood by others ; he is, in a sense, inde-

pendent of them. Much ofi the character is foimded on this self-

respect and the self-resource springing from it. As thus;-^the

Gentleman is, of course, not envious. Now his own self-respect helps

much against this meanness. He knows in a measure both what he

is and what he is not. He retires from misunderstandings and

affronts upon his consciousness of some worth. He offcmi. acquiesces

in being left in the background from the possession of that self-

knowledge wlpch can peremve^ understand, and appreciate greater

excellence in another. There must always be some degree of mEcel-
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lenco in the ofm do ihia. jThere mast gepoiiil^^

amount of oonBcionmeu of it. Not xndifEbrent to the^o^^^. of

others—for the Oentleman is never a cynic or a prig^he is .y)^^llOt

dependent upon it. When it is unjust he can find consolation winbni.

himself. T^en it is just he assents to it, and accepts it ; whezuM
ihe envious man, not having this ballast of sdf-resource, is liable to

be overturned by every gust.

Another result of this self-respect in the character is that obliga-

tions are not a trouble to his mind. This is a littleness from which
it keeps him free. As a king he takes what was kingly offered

;

there was no just deference, no generous kindness, which he was not

before prepared to render to his utmost ; therefore he is not conscious

of being bound, as though a new, distasteful thing, to any due
courtesy or respect. Having a real dignity, he is not always jealously

guarding it; it rather takes care of him than he of it. Benefits

intended to bind him to aught unworthy he would of course irejeot.

But, holding gratitude to be a beautiful and noble quality, it never

occurs to him to wish to keep from the plca%ure (not the mcessity, it

does not so put itself to him) of being gratefiil. With a quiet

nobility the Gentleman will confer, with a quiet nobility he will

receive favours, benefits, kindnesses, little and large. His thanks

are never those of the mendicant ; his favours never those of the

patron. There is no soreness, no protest of alarmed dignity, in his

acceptance of kindnesses ; there is not the least hauteur, or, worse,

forced and obtruded absence of this, in his conferring them. The
Gentleman is gentle, sweet, dignified, easy, and natural, alike in the

character of benefactor or of obliged.

Now we come to a second broad general basis of the character.

•The Gentleman has a just appreciation of others. Partly as the

result of the former. Partly he learns admiration or compassion,

hopefulness or forbedrance, from that knowledge of the war of noble

and base within himself. We cannot separate his estimate of others

from that of himself, for the lattei*will mostly show itself by the

former. It will be the ray that comes to us from the star. In two

words, however, wo may sum up most of his conduct. The Gentleman
is just, and idso generous to others ;

neither firsts neither before the

other, but both together and at once. It is a mistake to suppose that

one can exist without the other. Is he really a just man who has

no mercy nor kindliness, who cannot take into account the “ delicate

differences,*’ the numerous possibilities of acts and motives P More
obviously the imjust man cannot be the truly generous.

The Gentleman, therefore, is a just man. Let it not be here

objected that, whereas the Gfentleman is known to us by actions, we
are lingering among principleB to define him. We at first trace the
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gttWttua up to tiie&r tonroe ; vndi Wb are in. seueti iKot of oetBi at

of them only so fiir as they mokeop the nhnrwier. He is just, then

:

he' gives to idl their due, of reepeot, consideration,- honour, pnuM,
blame:, admiration, fosheaxanoe. *l%i8 quality of justice, thought out,

will he seen to be an important foundation of the cdiaracter of the
gentleman. Its Beot ia vory great upon the nobility of many of our
thoughts, words, and deeds.

l^en he is essentially generous ; aiid on this follows that ho is

large-hearted, tender, merciful. The narrow interests, the narrow
judgments, the low suspicions, the mean motives, that go to make
up selfishness, and harshness, and cruelty, arc abhorred by his mind,

and these bats avoid its sunshine. Herewith, also, he will be patient

and forbearing. How many flaws arc caused in characters that have
a gleam of the true nobility, by irritability and impatience 1 Loss,

of dignity, of sweetness, of authority ; failings alike in justice and in

generosity. Calm and equable, though not impassive or cold
;
patient,

though xmt sluggish ; forbearing, but not slovenly, nor passing over

that which should be noticed—^this must the Gentleman be. Closely

connected with this largeness of mind will bo that hopefiilness for

others before spoken of. In a doubtful case ho is of those

Who noUy, if they cannot know
Whether a ’scutcheon’s dubious field

Caixics a falcon or ii crow,

Fancy a falcon on the shield.”

Beauties, not deformities or flaws, the more readily catch his eye

;

his affinity closes with its like. He is not always on the look-out for

earwigs within the petals of the rose. He can, however, be indig-

nant: never with weakness, chiefly with aught mean, dirty, little^

His affinity with their opposites makes his repulsion of these a matter

of course. “ I never knew yw—depart from me.**

Yet, though capable of strong indignation, he is never scornful or

aneering. A sneer is the weapon of all most ffimiliar to the mean
mind. There is nothing Qod-like in it. Hor does the Gtmtleman,

where possible to avoid it, deal in. snubbing. Bespect for others

makes him tmwilling to humiliate them ; while, as for guarding him-

self, the atmosphere ofhis own self-respect—an influence not obtruded,,

hut felt; intangible, hut real—this, and grave disapproval, some-

times deepening to sternness, enable bun to check ignorance or

insolence ; for though never a proud or a vain man, he is a man with

whom it is not easy to take a liberty. He withdraws into himsdf
from an uncongenial touch

;
yet, in doing so, would, as a matter of

prefermice, rathw avoid hurting, or making the diffinmice felt.

ThoughtfiilnesB and Tact are great constituents a£ the character.

Indeed, this element of thonghtiialness makes much of the difference

between the merely good-natured, kind-hearted man and the Gentle-
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num. MuDjr a one would do Iriudnowe^ paj ottetitioiia H <^7
thought of them, wktreaa tAe QetxtUman tk>e$ think. And'itinioh of the
perfeotion of the ohaiaoter depends on the higher or lower degree
of this attribute. We find obvious though^ more refined thought^
and a subtlety of thoughtfulness which gives the nail-finish. Amt to
this. Tact is dosely allied. Who does not know the difference, from
different people, of the same act done, the same word said? The
very same in substance, how incalculable the difierence resulting on
the way of speaking or doing it ! That which from one seemed a
delicate kindness, from another may appear a coarse insult. This
especially in the instance of advice or reproof. What a pity that our
translation has missed the delicate gentlemanly tact of that finished

gentleman, St. Paul, and headed his address to the refined Athenians
with clumsy, offensive words :

** JT perceive that in all thinge ye are too

mperslitioae Whereas he did say, **I perceive (as a groimd to go
upon) that ye are deeply reverential.’*

One most important point to be marked is the noisdessness of the

character ; the naturalness, and ease, and absence of effort or elabo-

ration.
“ They live by law, not like tho fool.

Bat like tho bard, who firecly sings

In strictost bonds of rhyme and rule^

And finds in them, nut bonds, bat wings."

Nobility with them is not some extra fineiy to put on ; it is their

every-day dress, and so they are at ease in it, while those who bring

it out but for Sundays and Holidays wear it creased, and uncomfort-

ably, and ever fearing to stain it. I suppose that when our court

costume was in common wear, people did not look so stiff and awkward
in it, nor was the sword liable to trip them up. So the Gentleman
finds that no restraint which is never laid aside from him.

Tho churl in sinrit, up and down
Along tho scale of ranks, thro* all.

To him who clasps a golden ball.

By blood a king, at heart a clown

;

Tho churl in spirit, howc*or ho veil

His want in forms for fashion’s sake.

Will lot his coltish nature break
At seasons thro’ the gilded pale

:

For who can always act ? but he,

To whom a thousand memories call.

Not being loss but more than all

Tho g^Uoman ho seem’d to be,

**Bwt seined ike thing he tees, and joined

Fach office of the social hour
To noble manners, as the flower

And native growth of noble mind.” .

Thus Tennyson, of a gentlemaii. Ids friend.
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And one result of this xmturalnees is, that in his actions there is

an absence alike of obtrusion and of elaborate shrinkiag book. He
can afibrd to do a noble act 'without having it known. In truth, it

is nothing wonderful, special, and out-ofothe-way to him ; nor does

it strike him that others should regard it as at all remarkable.

“And, should thoir own lifb plaudits bring,

They’to simply vexed at heart that such

An easy, yea, delightful thing.

Should more the minds of men so much.”

But, on the other hand, for the same reason he can, if need be,

endure publicity. The thing docs not appear to him so extraor-

dinary that he should make a great fuss and parade about hiding it.

A lamp ever lit ;—^placc a bushel over it, and it still bums on ; let it

be set upon the table, and its mild kind light is os cheerfully

difiused.

Some general notes have now been set down, and before proceed-

ing to consider the character in a few of life’s particular relations, it

needs only to say that all the above marks 'wiU be found in things

large as well as in things little, and in things little as well as in

things large. I repeat these because either is sometimes neglected,

and the attention fixed solely upon the other. The great difficulty

is to keep a balance, to preserve all the analogies of the character,

to be teres atque rotundus. The most common danger, however, wiU

. be the disregard of little things. Let me urge, then, that little

touches make, little flaws mar, rare and perfect exceUencc.

And before going on, it may be permitted me at this stage to say

that I do not see but that the perfect gentleman must be the consistent

Christian. Indeed, incidental polish having been dismissed as not

of the essence, 1 would' say that the perfect gentleman and the per-

fect Christian would be one and the same. I am not speaking of
** self-elected saints,” but of those in whom goodness is worn graco-

fuUy and naturally, and hoUness is lovely,

—

Not those, hut souls found hero and there.

Oases in our ivasto of sin.

Where everything is well and fair,

And Ood remits his discipline ; .

Whoso sweet subdual of the world

Tho'worldling scarce can recognise,

And ridicule, against it hurl^,
Drops with a broken sting, and dies

:

men who possess that 'wisdom which **not only is but s^ms.**

Let me recall two or three precepts which would go far, if really

kept, to xmdee a man a gentleman or a woman a lady. ” Honour aU
men ; be pitiful ; be courteous to all ; ffillow after love, patience,

meekness ; bear ye one another’s burdens; be kindly affectioned
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one to another ; in honour preferring one another; ^ven to hos-

pitality ; rejoice with them that do rejoice, and we^ with them
that weep ; mind not high things, but condescend to men of low
estate ; be not wise in your own conceits

;
provide things honopt in

the sight of all men.** Indeed, I would instance all the twrifth and
thirteenth chapters of St. Paul*8 Epistle to the Romans, with the very
principle which begins them,—one universal brotherhood and nobility

of connection. What wealth of broad yet subtle wisdom in this one
precept :

—** Render therefore to all their dues ; tribute to whom
tribute is due ; custom to whom custom ; fear to whom fear; honour
to whom honour. Owo no man anything, but to love one another! **

Then how noble is this programme :— Finally, brethren, whatsoever

things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are

just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely,

whatsoever things are of good report : if there be any virtue, and if

there be any praise, think on these things I
**

I may not, in a merely secular paper (for I am only quoting
these words os noble illustrations of my point),— may not, in such

a paper, bring forward the One perfect Instance of every perfection

;

the One Faultless Pearl; the One Flawless Diamond. But,

reverently and lovingly passing by this, lot mo instance the writer

of the above precepts, St. Paul, as the ideal of a gentleman. Witness
his delicacy and tact, seen pre-eminently in advice and reproof

;

praise i/ou not”—^this is his euphemism for ** Iblame you;” “I partly

believe it,” when told of the divisions among his children. Mark
his delicate tact with Fostus, Agrippa, Fedix. Note his dignity and
sweetness in receiving the gift from the Philippian Church-—^the

grace with which he rejoices that ** your care of me hath flourished

again ;** then the anxious guarding against hurting their feelings,

also the hopefulness for them :
—** wherein ye were also careful, but

ye lacked opportunity.’* Lot any one curious in these points read

from the 10th to the 21st verse of Philippians iv. The passage is

full of the subtle touches of the character. Professor Blunt, in Ihe

first of his lectures on the ** Parish Priest,** admirably traces out

this characteristic of St. Paul, though from another point of view

than ours. And, once more, if any reader would have a perfect

model of consummate tact and intense delicacy, let him study St.

Paul’s urging of a request that might have been a claim, in the

Epistle to Philemon.

I should not be permitted here to enlarge upon this instance,

although I am now only dealing with a secular purpose, and from a

secular point of view, with inspired words ; but I would suggest to col-

lectors the study of the writings and life of St. Paul, merely with

the view of regarding the character in its highest perfection and
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nordy-attained finish. And if any should yet ijufistion the pro-

prio^ of introducing sudb an instance and such thoughts, let me be

bold to remind him that much of our ordinary littleness is traceable

to oUr letting slip the thought of our high birth and connection.

Fallen indeed for awhile f^m our place at court, we forget that our
place there is that of sons and princes. Christianity is the revela*

tion to us here of the Etiquette of Heaven.

It will be necessary, however, to turn from principles to acts, and
to consider the Gentleman in some particular relations. To give

some little plan to what must anyhow be desultory jottings, wo take

him first in society and then at home.
1 think that his manner and bearing towards Superiors are a deli-

cate test. He avoids that tendency to over-deference which is the

commoner fault ; a/w that slight inclination to an over-independent

manner, that standing on their guard to which minds above the

more common weakness arc apt to swerve. The airdpKeta comes in

here :—^he can afford to do without them : again, the self-respect

which averts the constant fear lest he should be humbled or mortified.

The great thing, the result of these principles, is that he is at his

ease. Hue deference to others is natural to him, so also is the

consciousness of what is due to himself. He can quite well do with-

out the notice of those above him in the social scale, but he has

stamina and ballast enough to enjoy their society without an ever-

present sense of difference whispering him to be on his guard

against a slight. And if the superior in position should not be a

gentleman, i.e., should obtrude that superiority, why the advantage

instantly changes round and is on the side of the Gentleman, and he
knowa it, though too true to his character to make this knowledge

patent. True gentleman meets true gentleman, recognising the

brotherhood through the accidental and trivial distinctions of this

brief state : they acknowledge these differences, but are not encum-
bered by them. The Gentleman docs not show his nature by reject-

ing or disregarding those decencies and proprieties even which only

belong to this evanescent condition, but by wearing them easily.

The ceremonies and etiquette of society are much like clothes, not of

our essence, nor to last beyond this state. But while the need for

them does last, the thing is to wear them as though natural to us,

and not as though a restraint. 1 really beUevo that there are many
who, with no scruple to do a kindness to the poorer from any

thought natural to the loww mind, of fear of imperilled dignity,

yet would abrjuTr from going out of their way to show an attention

to the great for fear of misinterpretation. But the true gentleman

has learned to dismiss from his rules of action the over-sensitiye

consideration of how they will i^ipear. Not that^ within proper
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bounds the appeaxanoe of his aotiomr will be diaxegaidedL Within
these he is not too nervous about his dignity to give eaq>laxtBtioiL or
to guard against misinterpretation. Take the capital instance of
St. Paul. He, an Apostle, urould yet take a brother with him to
administer the alms of the churches. ** Avoiding this, that no rnim

should blame us in this abundance which is administered by us, pro*
viding. for honest things, not only in the sight of the Lord, but also

in the sight of men.**

Yet, withal, a true gentleman has courage to do, if necessary,

things which may appear to be, but are not, ungentlemanly.
Next, to take him among equals, let us consider the instance of

conversation, which is, of course, a great mark always ; for out of
the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh, i.e., our words are

little sample-bags of the stores within. For one thing, the Gentle-

man, will never monopolize conversation

—

**A civil g^ucst

Will no moKO talk all than eat all the foaet.”

(By-thc-by, many delicate precepts and nice touches are to be found
in G. Herbert’s ** Church Porch.**) He will not break into the speech

of another, nor listen with ill-concealed impatience to be relieved of
his own say. He will rather bring out others than exhibit himsdf. In
fact, he talks quite os much to leom as to teach. How very far will

ho be from the baseness of which Rogers, the poet, accuses himself,

namely, so great a hankering to be heard, that, failing otherwise, he
set himself to attract attention by ill-natured speeches ! If need be, the

gentleman can be entirely a listener, and that in subjects upon which
he is competent to speak. But he both can and will speak if it be
demanded of him, or if occasion invite. He is calm and courteous in

arguing ;
** and, if he be master-gunner, he spends not sdl that he csm.

speak at once, but husbinds it, and gives men toms of speech.** But
this patience, fairness, and quietness in argument are a true, and per*

haps a rare, mark of the Gentleman. It gpreatly requires both

attributes—just appreciation of self and of olhers. He is a man open

to conviction ;— allow him to be a little impatient with the unlovely

combination of conceit with ignorance.

I need hardly say that he is not of those who, aftw dinner, when
the ladies have left, and talk and wine have removed restrsdnt, as

though rdieved from fetters, run into coarse anecdote and jest as

their natural element. He has no tendency towards, no alBnity

with, manure ; nothing in brim of the foul blue fly; his instinct is that

of the bee, which extracts sweetness from everything.
,

A gain, he is always tralhftd and sincere ; will not agree for the

sake of complaisance or out of weakness ; will not pass over that of

which he disapproves. He has a clear soul, and a fearless, straight-

forward tongue. On the other hand, he is not blunt and rude. Hia
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where he truthfully can, he to say pleasai^it tjbwgs.

He is joot curious ; he ia^ of course^ the man who ^SRsUn by a win-
dow without a side gLance, whether of purpose or iaadTertence. • He
is, I need not 8ay,firee firom that iU'hr^ing which would press upon
a person whean some unguarded word has betrayed to have a secret.

If something of confusion reveal that a slip has been made, the

gentleman will recede, or appear not to notice, or turn the con-

versation.

He is above gossip, and is not the man to whom you would bring

a petty tale. He cannot stoop to little wrangling. He is not

diseascdly tenacious of real or fancied rights.

Here I leave the conversation of the social gathering for the gather-

ing itself, with its circumstances. 1 shall mention a point almost

too small, one would think, for notice, but one which experience proves

to be a point of im|x>rtance in this small world, and in the still smaller

world of society which exists upon it. The consideration of whether,

at a dinner-party, he shall take in the lady of the house, or of w^hat

position he shall receive, is never one w'hosc anticipation causes much
anxiety, or whose retrospection much mortification to his mind.

Heally these little jealousies of society, and petty measuring and
balancing nearly equal claim against nearly equal claim, are things

which his true digpnity can afford to ignore. At the same time the

usual respects and courtesies of life are alw'ays rendered, and also

exacted by him ; not touchy, nor pimctilious, he yet w'ill not treat

others, nor will he be treated himself, in a slovenly way. I remem-
ber a thorough old gentleman, my former rector, telling me of his

bring^g such carelessness and superciliousness to book. Upon his

first coming to his rectory one of the country gentry, no distant

neighbour, kept asking him, in a free and easy, not to say a

patronizing way (without having taken the trouble to coll on him),

why he didn’t come over and see him, come and dine, &c. At last my
friend turned quietly upon him and said, “ Excuse me for reminding

you that if you wish to make my acquaintance, it is in your own
power to do so. The customs of society place the initiative with you.

I see no reason why in my case they should be reversed.”

An instance of scirupulous gentlemanly care of the customs and
courtesies of society occurred to myself in my first curacy. A neigh-

bouring incumbent had been away from home when I came,wd thus

unable to call on me. Immediately upon, his return, a note was sent

askingme to accompany my rector, who was to dine with hiin. I really

considered this, imder the oirciunstances, all that was necessary to

satisfy a £sr more sensitive dignity than mine. However, in the

afternoon of the' day on which I was to dine with him, he walked
over—^five miles in the heat——to make his call first. ITou might
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call thfii jrahofeUicmg'; but Moaxlc, thftt ihe^e iTtt of

saperiority iu' bia pc^tion whiob nuidb it tteeeaaary

courtesy or eirein ceremony towardsme. For if the Ctmitiemail

at all in the ceremonies of social life, he is never so towards oner idr

any way not his equal ; never where it might possibly seem tiiat

the omission was through superciliousness or the airs of thu Don. ^

However, this care of the ceremonies which are the necessary

hedges and fences of the somewhat unreal and unnatural state in

which we live here, is one thing which much marks the Gentleman.
He will never p^ume, never take the least liberty ; he never puts

himself in a position in which he might receive a snub. He is never
over-familiar with his friends, never goes to the extremity of the

tether of familiarity permitted, or even offered. A brother of mine,

to whom 1 trace much of what early bent my thoughts have had to

this' subject—this elder brother had permission always to pass

through the grounds of the squire of the xmrish in order to save

a round. He never did so, however, without calling at the lodg^

for admission, though ho knew where the key hung, and had been
'told to take it when ho pleased. And this reticence or restraint

within their bounds of his privileges with friends, instead of strain-

ing them to the limit, or even beyond, is one special mark of this

character. I think something of this feeling is really almost the

rule in what are called the lower classes. At least in the country I
have ever found a great delicacy and absmice of endeavour to intrude

or presume. Betired well-to-do servants and little landowners—

I

have experienced difficulty in persuading these to come to the front

door, or to enter my drawing-room, even when they had come with

some small offering of fruit or the like to me. #

Before leaving the consideration of the Gentleman among equals I

will mention one abomination from which any one with the least

right to the name will most sensitively shrink—^this is, the sharing

in people’s hospitality, and then afterwards among others making
fun of them, their table, their arrangements, or their households

;

repeating, in short, anything that would be to their dispraise, or

would lower them in men’s eyes. When I was admitted into any
household as a guest, a confidence was then placed in me which it

would be deeply unwoiihy to betray. Another act, quite foreign to

the Gentleman’s mind, is the asking one to play or sing whose play-

ing or singing is ridiculous, for the purpose of making him or her a

laughing-stock. Anyhow, the Gentleman could not be behaving in

any'way, by look or gesture, behind the back of one who has in all

good faith and simplicity acceded to the request to become a caterer

for his amusement, of which the detection by its object would confuse

•r dxame him.

I have already touched on the conduct of the Gentleman towards
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inferiors. Much, lies in what <^1 have hinted—namelyj that he will

bo cardeas to any others rather than to them ; he will err rather

on the side of punctiliousness than of slovenliness. Of course he is

not dlumsy enough to make this notioeablet or to obtrude it. He
would steer dear of an awkwardness which would moke over-cere-

mony offensive by betraying the motive> and therefore the idea in his

min^ ^us also he can afford to dispense, in his intercourse with

them, with the very tiniest giving to understand that he is con-

descending. Indeed, he does not feel himself to be doing so, having
a larger view of things than from this world’s hillocks, and so he is

able to be simple and natural. Thus Lanedot :

—

^Thcn tho great knight, the darfing of the oonr^
Loved of lovdieet, into that rudo hall.

Slept 'with all grace, and not with half disdain

Hid under grace, as in a tsmaller time,

But kindly man moving among his kind/*

The clergyman has many opportunities of showing this phase also

of the character, and much necessity for doing so. This courtesy

without condescension, and this carefulness without paraded cere-

mony, axe most desirable in his case ; also most keenly appreciated. I

do not say that ho will refrain from entering a cottage without

knocking, or with his hat on, or when meals arc toward, nor that he

will shun the careless or prying glance when passing the window

;

because these ore coarsenesses, and we were discussing rather tho more
subtle marks. But he will ever remember that the poor man’s house

is that poor man’s own, nor will he take advantage of his position,

and that necessity which fetters the tongue of the poor, to make his

visits intrusions, nor to speak to the poor as he would not bo allowed

to do 'to the rich, except in so far as a more plain speaking will be

requisite for the uncultivated, whereas the cultivated mind would
gather the meaning from the more delicate wording. In short, he
will give tho man to understand that he is visiting uid advising on
sufferance, and not as a right. He will remmnber that his poorest

parishioner is at least a free man, and that himself is a gentleman.

And I warrant you he will generally after a time be understood,

respected, and welcomed, and his advice, however plain, received

with deference and attention. Here, again, the Gentleman is not

playing a port, and thus he can be ea^ and natural.

Under this head of his conduct in society may bo jdaced Ihe very

importai^t item of bis treatment of enemies. They will always in

his case be those who have injured him, or taken a dislike to him ;

'

there will be none whom he has injured, or with whom he has

quarrelled, at least wittingly, or without having offered full reparation

and am^^ so &r as may he. He may, however, cause offence by
hia firmness, and by his fearlessness and eandour on oceasions, how*
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ever his speaking the tnitii may have been in love. He eomj have
to oppose what is wrong or unadvisaUev to rebuke or to reprove^ and
so make enemies. But then, you will observe, that he never speaks
against them

; that he never details the grievance and subject-matter

of the disagreement, nor even alludes to it to others, unless obliged^

and then with rdirinking and dislike. Also, if the character be at
its very highest, he will, in detailing the circumstances of a disagree-

ment, state the case fairly against himself. He (in the most rare

cases) can even refrain from distorting the words of an opponenl^ or

swerving them from their true and intended meaning, so as to make
for himself in answering that opponent. At any rate, he does not

foul the wells by fastening upon his antagonist some gratuitous

imputation which would colour with suspicion even his most candid

and earnest assertions and explanations. That the Gentleman would
never, by any least word, silence, or deed, injure an enemy, is of

course ; spite is utterly foreign from this character. And it will

follow, from the gentleness of this character, that he will readily

forgive ; from its sincerity and simplicity, that ho will do it from his

heart. King Richard’s was a gentleman’s forgiveness. That forgive-

ness whieh forgives, but can never feel the same to the ofGmder,”

is that of the Churl.

I may note that (from his self-respect) the gentleman can afford

to offer his hand once and again, and have it sullenly refused ; can,

in a case of duty, bow courteously stilly in spite of being continually

cut ; and this is necessary, at least for the clergyman. The un-

initiated will on such occasions tingle aAd smart with a sense of

shame and humiliation, and, illogically, heartily wish that he had
left undone that which a minute before he knew that it was* right

to do.

As to anonymous letters, it would be almost laughable to write

down that he could not send one. I only mention them in order to

say that I knew one of the blood with so fine a sense that he never
even read one. Into the fire it went, as soon as ho missed the name
at the end (and he always looked at the end, being from his position

exposed to such sneaking attacks or information). He was the Head
Master of a Public School. He never even received an accusation

Against a boy, volunteered privately, which the informer would not

in person support. Ho would in such case call the boy up, tell him
what had been alleged, merely expressing his abhorrence of the

meanness of the informer, and refusing to hear any explanation or

defence, ** because,” said he, ** you are not accused.”

Further, if a former friend, or one under old obligation to him,

turn against or fail him, you wUl never find the Gentleman upbraid

the traitor with those old disregarded favours. If you would see this

attribute in perfection, read in Macaulay’s " Essay ” that account of
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the behaviour of Esaeat:, the briminal, towards Bacon, the Queen’s

Advocate against the life of his friend and patron.

Once more. As the gentleman has no litUo jealousies, there is

another meanness—the weapon not of an open enemy, but of a con-

ventionalyWead!—from which he is of course free. I allude to that

young-lady meanness which will praise another, and speak highly of

him—not “damn with.^u»/ praise yet all the while letting slip

little depreciations and admissions, which, after all, and as intended,

lower him in your mind—^much, indeed, as certain modem com-
mentators treat the Bible.

And now we come to the gentleman at home. This is certainly the

crucial test. It is undoubtedly of all others the for most difficult

sphere of action. There is the familiarity, the sense of undress, and
of there being no need for ** company manners.** (How this well-used

word witnesses for the truth of what I am saying !) Certain positive

restraints and obligations no longer hold back or bind a man in his

own home. The gentleman has, therefore, to be on his guard, and
to keep a vigilant watch against the creeping over his behaviour of

the least slovenliness or tarnish.

^
“ Ijovo’s perfect blossom only blows

Where noble manners veil defect

;

Angels may bo familiar ; those

Who err, each other must respect/'

This I take from a very manual upon this branch especially of my
subject, full of delicate subtleties—Coventry Patmore’s “ Angel in

the House.’’

The true gentleman, then, at home docs not drop any of those

attentions and courtesies to wife, sisters, father, mother, which he is

in the habit of paying to other ladies and gentlemen when in society.

It is perhaps necessary especially to notice that he is not brusque or

neglectful to any lady merely because she has the misfortune to be

his wife or his sister. Note the surliness or contempt of brothers

often. Compare the lover with the husband in many instances.

Beally many a man seems almost ashamed to pay that courteous

attention, which every woman should claim, to that lady who is hii^

own wife.

The lover who, across a gulf
’ Of ceremony, views his Love,

And dares not yet address hers^.
Fays worship to her stolen glove.

The gulf o’orlcapt, the lover wed.

It happens oft (let truth be told),

The halo leaves the sacred head,

Beqpect grows laa, and worship coUL**

A xniui may be more at hie ease at hoiiie« may let slip some little
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constraints necessary in society, but trbicb are not quite consistent

with being comfortable. I shall not forbid, after his tiring day, that

he should go to slippers rather than to dress-boots ; I«allow him to
wear out his old coats ; I will not compel him to spoil all his enjoy*
ment of his wife’s playing by leaving his luxurious eye-clos^
rcveUing in his easy chair in order to turn over the leaves of her
music : it would not bo courteous to cut off tho power of thoroughly
appreciating her performance. The husband need not be a Sir

Charles Grandison. But he will neglect no little attention, no amaH
courtesy, no delicate respect ; and he will be careful to retain some
ceremony, even in a Ute-d-Ute life.

Kcop your undxcst familiar style

For strangers, but respect your fricud,

Her most whoso matrimonial smile

Is and asks honour without enu.

** ’Tis found, and so it needs must be,

That life from love’s allegiance flags.

When love forgets his majesty

In sloth’s unceremonious rags.

** Let love make home a gracious court

;

There let tho world’s rude hasty ways
Be fashioned to a loftier port.

And learn to bow and stand at gaze.”

And again :

—

“ Bcspectii with threefold grace endue
The right to be familiar ; none

Whose ways forget that they are two
Perceive the bliss of being one.”

It seems an absurd truism to say, Let the husband who is ashamed
to be attentive to his wife or sister, the son who is ashamed of being

deferential to his father,—^lot these make no pretension to the name
of Gentleman ; neither let him stain it with his touch, who, though
ho be the most polished gentleman in society, is yet a sloven in his

mannmr at home.
And further yet. The genUeman respects himself ; and is not

ungentlemanly oven when alone. Se will not even thus forego some

decent ceremony ; not sit down to dinner, for instance, without some
^ittle ordering of bin appcaranco. He would not, I think, either help

iiimaelf or feed, when alone, otherwise than as he would in oompipnT'^

Supposing him to be a shever, he would not go with stubUy chin,

left in a dirty-looking condition of bristly even were he on a desert

ialiiwH ;
—^true, there he would probably be sure to let hiis beard grow.

In short, come upon him as suddenly as you like, however he might

be alone, the Gentleman would never he surpiised doing anything

ungentlemanly. For his tastes and manners would not, again, be

vau XI. * ^
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ftcsn acting, nor aanooort snit put ofT, TritK a fbelingof relief^ direotly

he retires to private life. It fe Ixis eommoiii wear, indeed, part

himself, liis dLotnre.

And now, what shall we saj 9 Alas ! in one or another of all these,

and many other points, the Gentleman—^the real gentleman, too—
mi^ fell, ay, foil once and again. He is, indeed, never an adept,

alWays a student, in this imperfect life ; and in his ever climbing ho
will sometimes slip. But even thus you may distinguish him ; there

fe even in his failure a mournful nobility. What would seem a very
alight matter to many, be unnoticed by most—a alight speck, not a

stain—^will smite him with shame, and burning, and resolve. Yes,

a gentleman is but a man, and may feil. But there is, 1 repeat, a

sphere for high gentlemanly conduct and bearing in the confessing

his fault, and making amends, refusing alike his own palliations and
those of others. And to own our failures nobly is one of the few
noble acts always possible to fallen creatures—creatures conscious

of the Image in which they were created, but unable to live up to

their own high ideal. The Gentleman is, at least, too great, when
perceiving himself in the wrong, to tiJee refuge in temper ; nor, if

his apology be ill received, will he take fire, and retract it by hasti-

ness. His action proceeded from a principle, which was not depen-

dent upon results.

The Gfentleman, I say, is always a student, for this character is

greatly a matter of learning. It is partly instinct, at least more
natural to some than to others, as with music, hut yot in great

measure a matter of instruction, experience, practice. Some may
have the ear, and the more readily catch the delicate skill, and gi*und

power, and fine harmony
;
yet even these do not draw near perfection

without great pains, much observation, many recoveries from mis-

takes. And as Mr. HuUah says that all may attain to at least some
correctness of knowledge and execution in music by pains, attention,

and practice, so with this art—for we must call it an art until it has

become nature with us. A finished artificial gentleman has attained

to the art which veils art. . A perfect real gentleman has nothing to

CKmoeal—^he is acting naturally.

But he is always learning, and each feilure, detected by himself or

aautther,, and deeply laid to heart, becomes, indeed, the rung of a

ladder by which he ascends. A nieon thing done and brought to

his notice and-perception is burnt into his soul, and the lesson never

fiurgotten. I am not to-give myself as a specimen of anything noble^

hut X am yet pleased to trace something of tiie sense in a recollection

of my boyhood. I had, well knowing I was welcome, taken one of

my elder brother's books from the shdfl For some good reason (it

was late, I fency), ho told me to put it by. Adroitly misconceiving
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bim, and pretending to fSmoj that ho gmdged the loan, I, with care>

fhl meanness, apologize on that score for my having taken it. He,
without any anger, also without any false delicacy, quietly rinmasloed

me, and, coming at once to the point, stigmatized my conduct as
** dirty.'* I said no more, at once perceiving the truth of his

verdict ; but I thought it over until my face burnt with shame, and
I stood before him and begged his pardon, ere I left the room. I
remember he seemed surprised, and said that he had not meant to

make the matter of that importance. But it was done to satisfy

myself, and I like to think that this slight matter may be a trivud

instance of that affinity with better things, and of the germ of the
keen gentlemanly sense, which is quick to perceive a meanness when
pointed out, abhors it, casts it forth thenceforward, and never forgets

the lesson.

Yes, “ here, where all things limp and halt," this excdlence must
ever be a matter of learning. For one thing, there are so many
mixed actions. Feather instances serve, perhaps, best to show the

way of the wind. Here is another illustration from a slight episode.

Driving with a friend in a dog-cart which he had hired, I was
anxious to do my small part by paying the turnpikes. Being,

however, on the wrong side for the turnpike keeper (a woman), and
desirous to be beforehand with my friend, I threw the money on the

road, thus giving the woman the trouble of picking it up. For this

I was justly reproved by my friend, and told that I ought to be
made to pick it up myself. My intention had been gentlemanly, but
the act, through want of care and thought and exactness, was faulty.

Slight as the thing was, it set me a-thinking, and may serve to show
the difficulty, as well as the importance, of preserving the balance in

actions, and at once
‘‘This way and that dividing; the swift wind.”

A little grit may spoil the perfectworking of very delicate machineiy.

I can fancy an architect giving his life-work to the devising and
perfecting of one exqiiisite building. When young he hod the

dawn of the idea ; in manhood it has grown into some shape ; some
plan, which yet he sees to be meagre and far below his ideal, lies

upon the paper. This experience and that suggestion all come in

;

even detected mistakes assist ; but he grows old planning, correcting,

devdoping—^never completing. And in this life he shall never

behold the perfect building. It is still an IdeiJ, of which the Kealify

is not graq>ed. Thus with all otur endeavours, although they be not

unassisted endeavours, towards any excellence on this side heaven.

Thus with the Gentleman’s ideal of what he should bo to be perfect.

By degrees he lays down a plan ; he is ever working towards it ; it

is never hero attained. Hay, the more he attains the more his

knowledge extends the plan. **1 count notmyself tohave attained,"

• p F 2
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but / prest ioieaird ihe markV* Indeed, it iB-~eacceptmg that he
does gain soMte ground—like pursuing an ever-lengthening shadow*

with our hack to the setting sun. Ho is often saddened by the con-

templation of his own inadequacy and shortcomings, but never morbid—<.e., his sadness does not cause him to sit down to inactive wringing
of hands, but rather impels him on, still forward, forward, in the hope-

less race, towards tbe ever-flying goal. If the melody of his life be
never perfect—^if it become sometimes ** like sweet bells jangled, out

of tune, and hoarse,** it will not be purposeless in that confusion, but
like bells beginning or ending, which wander about disconsolately

after the melody they cannot at once find. But, mark, you shall

have them burst out into the clear liquid race presently ; ay, and
yet again, if they again before long halt in a new perplexity.

It is more than time to end. Let me first notice one objection

which might lurk against many of the marks and most of the in-

stances here brought forward. They are so slight; such mere
trivialities ; such little flaws ; such little touches. But let mo urge

the analogy that, in light and shade, not the depths and heights, but

the half-tints, make the finish : in colour, the greys, not the pro-

nounced hues, are the test ; in a statue the slight chippings, the

least touches, give the marble its perfection. And I have supposed

the rough cutting of the block, even the well-proportioned shape,

and have endeavoured rather for these subtleties of finish—endea-

voured, I keenly feel, with poor approach to success ; the graces are

so impalpable, the touches so subtle, the tints so delicate, the hues so

fleeting. Ask Turner for a recipe for his colouring ; rather point lo

an ever-growing sunset, and ask a catalogue of the hues and

blendings of tints with which you ore to reproduce it ; but even then

refrain from demanding a list of the subtleties and delicate touches

which result in the Gentleman. They are, like sunset colours, new
in blending, in tint, in juxtaposition ; new in all their circumstances,

for every new occasion. Surely here it may be said

—

" Here they speak best who heat express

Their inability to speak

;

And none are strong, but who confess

With happy skill that they are weak."

However, rough sketches may hint pictures to kindred spirits;

sketches, however inadequate and rude, yet done with a purpose and

after a design, in the mind. And sroking after this perfection in

most imperfect specimens, it shall be with me,

—

**As when a painter, poring on a fhes,

Divinely tiaough oU hindrance finds the man
Behind it."

I. B. Ybiinon.



THE BAB AND BABEEISM.

/>« BeKffioM et les Philosophies de PAsio CSmtnde, Pftr M. la

Comte db Cobikeav (Mlnistre de Franca h Ath^nes). 2ma
Edition. 1866. Paris : Didier et Cie.

Bab et les Bdbis^ ou le Sofideeement JMitique et BeHgfieux em Perse
de 1845 d 1853. (Hirza Kazam Beg.) ^ Jonraal Asiatiquai 1866.

Paris : A. Labitte.

The two works which we have placed at the head of this article

present to us a very curious history of a religious and political

movement which has taken place of late years in Persia, and the

effects of which have not yet passed away. The Journal Asiatiqtte

gives us only a detailed history of the movetient from its first rise

in 1845 to its final suppression in 1853. M. Gohineau treats the

subject in a wider range. With him the history of Babeeism forms

only a portion, though a very large portion of his work, and the

remainder is taken up with a most interesting account of the state of

religious feeling in Persia, tl^o various sects into which Islamism is

broken up, and the progress which free thought is making from the

contact of the Oriental mind with Western civilization. M. Gohineau

brings peculiar advantages to his work, as he resided for some years

as Secretory to the French Embaa^ in Persia, appears to be

thoroughly conversant with Eastern literature and Eastern customs,

and is known to the world of letters by various works on the sub-

ject. “ Trois Ans dans PAsie ** and Etudes des Ecritures Cun4i-

formes
”
are the result of his observation and researches. Into the

state of religion and philosophy which he presents to us we do not

propose to enter, contenting ourselves with selecting sudi portions
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otHy as may serre to place the leader in a position to understand how
it was possible that such a movement as Babeeism eooldi^ariae, or

how it could attain siudi success. Of course, as in the ease of every

other speculative and religious movement which has occurred in the

world, the ground was in a measure prepared for its develoj^ent.

Its distinctive features might be traced to tho character of the man
who was looked upon as its religious head ; but the opinions which
he promulgated, and which were eagerly adopted by his followers,

were in accordance with feelings and thoughts which had been in

existence long before. To sec such a movement take place in the

centre of Mohammedanism may cause us some surprise, but tho

occurrence is by no means uncommon ; and Persia, of all Moham-
medan cormtrics, is peculiarly susceptible of such changes. This is

owing, no doubt, in part, to its geographical position. Placed on the

confines of the Eastern world, it has come, from the earliest times,

into frequent intercourse as well as collision with the West. But
much must also be laid to tho account of its past history, and the

manner in which the doctrines of the Koran were foi'ccd upon the

inhabitants of the country. Islamism in Persia has never presented

the rigid, strictly monotheistic character which it has in other

Mohammedan countries. The Shiite faith, which is the glory of tho

Persians, and to which, from national as well as religious feelings,

they arc devotedly attached, admitted a great vagueness and latitude

in the interpretation of tho doctrines of the Koran, and under cover

of this they were enabled to engraft many of the doctrines they had
formeily held under the Magian dynasty. We do not propose to

weary the reader with a long historical digression, but one word is

neoeasaiy in explanation of this last statement.

When the Arabs, under the command of Oaled, the lieutenant of

the first caliph Abubeker, gained tho battle of Kadesia, and by their

victory laid prostrate for ever the Sassanian dynasty and the Magian
fiuih, they were wdLcomed by many in Persia as deliverers. The
Magi had ruled with a heavy and intolermt hand. Conformity to

tiie creed of Zoroaster had been made ^compulsory ; but* the Jews,

Christians, and even the descendants of the heathen polytheists still

held in secret their anment faith, and listened gladly to the promises

of regions liberty made by the Arabs. With them were joined all

who had groaned under the political tyranny of the Sassanian kings,

and, fw a time, the change was gladly reemved by all in Persia.

But with the ikll at the Magi had departed all the glwy and the

autonomy o£ the Persians. The Arabs^ who had been so liberal in

tiieir first professioiu, pressed gradually cm their solgeetB with a
heavier ydbe ; and dm sense of the pusesent evil inade tlm eenquersd
nafikm think more finouxably ef the oppression ficom udiiieh it had
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teen just deUverod. From politioal* perhaps mare Itaa from
rdigkras joatives, all were Teq[iiiiwd to aulniut to the ereed 4if tibe

Kotoh, and repeat the formula of the Mohaaaomedaai &ith. Beneatb
the surfeuie the differences of religion remained, and the old doctrinei

were uderadicated, if indeed they were not strengthened, as they
came to be tinited to a desire for national independence and a sense

of national. injury. Many who had formerly had no love for the

Magian doctrines 'of Zoroaster now felt themselves attracted towards

them, and it soon became a point of honour to profess at least secret

sympathy with the old faith, and to look at ev<nything from a dheber
point of view, which thus became identified with the national aspira-

tions. To cast off the Mohammedan yoke was indeed impossible,

for the whole world seem^ to have become Mohammedan; and
though within the empire various parties were striving with one
another for the sovereign power, they wonld have united at once
against any who should dare to demise or cast off the common faith.

But it was possible for them to take part in these dissensions, and
by inclining the balance in favour of one of the contending parties^

to secure a line of independent sovereigns for the throne of Persia.

Among the rivals for the Cidiphate, one family had strong claims for

their support and favour. The Abassides were descendedf from
Hassun, the son of Ali, and from the daughter of Yezdegord, the last

of the Sassanian kings ; and in them they seemed to perceive a title

to the Persian throne, and a prospect of a revival of the national

honour. The Persians lent their support to the descendants of Ali,

against their rivals the Ommiadcs, and the Abassides were firmly

seated on the throne of Bagdad. Since then other dynasties have
occupied the Persian throne, but the descendants of Ali are still con-

sidered to bo its only rightful possessors. We shall see that this

became an important point in the Babee movement.

But while the Persians had shown a reg^ard to the national line of

kings, and expressed a special reverence for the name of Ali, they

hod not been unmindful of their ancient faith. Taking advantage

of their political exposition, they engrafted on Iheir belief in Mahomet
various dogmas and doctrines entirely at variance with his teaching.

Those new doctrines they justified by various traditions and inter-

pretatiems of the verses of the Koran, borrowed in great part from

the ancient religion of the Magi—traditions and interpretationB

* Tho doctrine of necessity has prevented the Mohammedans from attempting to

malce proselytes. If Allah^ they said, has intended a man to 1)6 a true believer, be 'will

become ono. If Allah has doomed him to perdition, all tho teaching of the Menfltflig

would bo of no avail. The conversion of thmr conquered subjects 'was more the result

of political wisdom than rdigious sooL

t Gibbon's ‘^Decline and Fall of the Boman Empire^* (Bmith^ EStioii), vdL^
299. Qobineauy i». 275.
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which naturally changed Tciy considerably their religious tenets.

While Arabia and other Mohammedan countries remained true to

the literal interpretation of the Koran, the Persians had departed

from it, and received tiie name of 8hiifes, or Sectaries. The dis-

tinguishing feature of Shiism has been always considered reverence

for Ali, raising him to an equality with the prophet of God. The
difference, however, lies deeper ; and the Shiite views of the character

of God, and his relations with the world, incline more to the teaching

of Zoroaster than to that of Mahomet. We give the description of

Ebiism in the words of M. Gobineau :

—

** God is infinite, eternal, and one. He does not act directly on the
world. He has established its laws. He haft fixed the conditions of per-

dition and salvation; to Him all shall return. The prophet is invoked
rather as a form than in reality. Ho is the most excellent of created beings,

if indeed he be a created being. There is room for doubt, as on many
points he is confounded with God At any rate the Koran is uncreated ; it

has existed from all eternity in the divine thought. In a word, God, tho

prophet, and the Koran together, nearly reproduce a comprehensive unity
which represents the notion of the Zciwanu-Akerene, or time without
limits,” whence the Parseeism of latter days derived all other existences,

and by means of which it aspired to satisfy Aramean unitarianism.”

—

(Gobineau, p. 59.)

We may here trace a marked difference from the doctrines of

Mahomet. The prophet taught that there was only one God, without

distinction of nature or person, who had created the world, and who
was still the active agent in the world ; that between Him and his

creatures there was no similarity of nature ; that they were created

ly Him, they did not emanate from Him. Islamism had been more
anxious for political power than for purify of creed ; and while it

did hot root out any -single religious belief that was previously in

existence, it has not prevented heresies innumbrable, from the

earliest periods, from springing up within its bosom. In Persia,

where so much scope is given to speculative fancy in the creed of

Shiism, they have a soil in which to flourish. There Sufiism has

held its place,—a religion of mysticism and dealing with allegorical

interpretations; and it has been followed by numerous schools of

philosophers versed in the learning of Avicenna, and to whom
Spinoza is not unknown. Speculation is carried on with the Iboldest

flights, and deals with subjects few of the freethinkers of Europe

would entertain.*

* We cave the following etory firom If. Gobineau, p. 113, $eq., in illnstiation. of tho

above remark :

—

**Ahosaoman belonging to one of the nomad tribes was entering the townof Zon^aii,

when bo saw on old priest walking along, bent under the wrigbt of years ; with one

hand he leaned on'a stick, with the other he hrid a book close to his right eye. At tho

same time be was weeping.
|
;,Aflter greeting him, the honomon addressed him thus:—
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Witliin the limits of orthodox Shiitoi there are to be found at the

present' day three rival parties. The Akhbarys, the Moushtehedys,
and the Sheykhys. The first may be describe as the extreme and
pure Shiite party. Th^ rely oidy on tradition and the interpre-

tations of the hadjis, and accept every prec^t of religion, provided
it is sanctioned by the practice of some holy man. They pride them-
selves as being especially the national party, and boast of having
greater loyalty to the faith, and more devoted patriotism towards
their country. The second are latitudinarian ; men who are content

to agree with both sides ; occupied in ttte world, they do not care to

enter into minute ^eculative or theological discussions. The third,

the Sheykhys, cling more to the letter of the Koran, but explain it

in a mystical sense. Opposing the numerous interpretations put
forward by the MouUahs or clergy, they allow only the inteipre-

tations which rest on the authority of the twelve Imams. This
party was founded by Hadji Sheykh Ahmed, who lived about the

beginning of this century. He established a school at Kerbela,

where he was succeeded after his death by Sheykh Seyd Kazem, a
man equally distinguished with his master. His opinions were
widely scattered throughout Persia, and the number of disciples who
attended on his teaching was always very great. Among them was
to be found the Hab, or, as he was then called, Mirza Ali Mo-
hammed.

This personage, destined to play so important a part in after

years, was born at Shiraz. The date of his birth appears to be
uncertain, as by the writer in the Journal Asiafique it is placed

* Why, Moyd, do you weop as you walk f *
* Ah, my son, it is because I am old, and

cannot sec out of my left eye.* ‘ Certainly it is a great evil,* said the horseman, * but as

you are no longer yoiSag, have you not had time to accustom yourself to it 'r It cannot

bo for that that you grieve so sorely.’ * 1 weep, doubtless, for another reason,’ answered

the Seyd. * 1 am reading at this moment the book of God, and in considering how
beautiful and just it is, and how well written, 1 cannot help shedding tears of emotion.'
* You have reason for it,’ answered the horseman ; *but at your age, doubtless it is not

the first time that you have had the Koran in your hand, and being familiar with it your
admiration has had time to lose somewhat of its fervour.’ 'You are right, my son

;

but you see that in considering more than one passage, it seems plain that if the Apostle

of God had listened more attentively to the revelation of the Archangel Gabriel, the

very contrary would bo commanded from what we now find given.’ ' You may bo right,

Seyd, but why grieve for it ? If the thing is right in itself do it without troubling

yourself about absurd precepts.’ Here the priest began to sob more violently than

before, and exclaimed, ' If it was only that fool of a prophet ! but is it not evident, in

more than one place, that Gabriel himself has not understood a word of what the

Almighty dictated P ’ Then the horseman began to laugh, and was about to make
some further observation, when the priest turned a comer, and he could only hear him
mutter, * That the prophet and the angel Gabriel should not have known what they

said would only have been a slight evil, but when it is plain that the other himself ’

He passed out of hearing, and his companion could not clearly make out what he

meant to insinuate.”
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about 1812 ; hy M. Gobineau tfrelve yean later, about 1824. His
father was a dealer in cotton goods, and a man of some property.

The family were of no particular rank or distinction, but they

claimed to be descended from Ali, and, in omnmon with nymbers uf
othem, appropriated therefore the title of Seyd. He receiVed a
thoroughly good education, and from his earliest years devoted him-
self to the study of religious subjects. He convened often with the

Jews, made deep researdhes into the doctrine o£ the Ghebem, and
read with great eagerness bodes treating of the occult soienoes and
the philosophy of numbers.* The fiuae of the school at Kerbela

attracted him, and he beemne a disciple of Sheyhk Seyd Kasem.
Though his attendance at the vuious lectures was irreg^ular, from
his asoetic life and somewhat mysterious habits, as well os from the

strong force of intelleot he displayed, be soon became noted among
his fellow-students and drew on himself the attention of his master.

As he entered the school, remarks were made on him. Here he
comes, the mystenous being, the subUme youth,’^ was whispered on
all sides. His master spoke of him in the highest terms of appro-

bation, and when pressed by his disciples to name a successor, seemed

indirectly to point to Ali Mohammed.* ** He is in the midst of you.^*

**You shall look for him, and find him.” These words were not much
thought of at the time, but were remembered after the death of

Sheyhk Kazem. AYhcn his disciples were seeking for some one to

take the place of their late master, in consequence of these words some
of them went to Shiraz, whither Ali Mohammed had returned, and
acknowledged him as their head. The title of Bab (a door) is said

to have been given him on this occasion by Moullah Honssoin, in

phtjjiful allusion to the place he occupied at the lessons, sitting tdwuys

near the door, and the other students passing hy jiim to enter into

the room. ** Thou wert the door in the order of knowledge and
spiritual teaching, now thou art the door of spiritual teaching and
truth.”

But Ali Mohammed was by no means prepared at this time to

oociu]y the positum of the head of a sect and to fulfil the functions of

a religious teacher. His mind was probably thoroughly unsettled,

and his thoughts swaying between the old tenets of Islamism and
the new opinions which were foroing themselves upon him. .He
determmed on a journey to Mecca, hut the sight of the Caaba and of

the holy place, instead of strengthening his Mussulman faith, made
him abandon it altc^fether. The ihoug^its thus awakened in his

breast were confirmed as he stood at Cnfa, by the tomb the

murdered AH. representation cf the cSroumstances ottmiding

* J6unu^A$itaigM$,9wa9f'p.MB,
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the murder of Ali, as urdil as the rcibohite enduranoe of Hossein*

and Fatima and iheir tragic end, sroases to this day a fiaatie

enthusiaon in the heart of a Persian audience ; and ilie scene of
martyrdom which rose up before the imagination of Ali Mohamane^
with the lesson of noble constancy it conveyed, tended to strengthen
his wavering thoughts and remove from him all doubt and hesitation.

He returned to Shiraz, resolved on his future course, and at onoe
called ti^ether some of his former companions who had designated
him as the l^tder of the Sheykhys. To them he communicated his

first writings. These consisted in a donimal of his pilgrimage to

Mecca, and in a Commentary on the Sourat of the Koran,
Joseph. These works produced an immense sensation in Shiraz.

Numbers crowded around him, and listened with bieathleeB interest

to his discourses. In public he never attadced the groundwork
of the Mussulman faith or the conventional religious customs, but ha
denounced, in words of bitter indignation, the <dcrgy and their

vices. Naturally, the Moullahs were soon in arms against

and sent the ablest of their body to oppose him
; but their de-

fence could not but be weak, and his victory was easy. They were
all well known at Shiraz, and, with the Koran in his hand, he
needed only to show how completely their lives, their precepts, their

doctrines had diverged from the teaching of the Sacred Book, to

gaiu a complete triumph and compel them to silence. Heno^orth
the niunber of his followore constantly increased. He was surrounded

by them when he taught in public in tbe mosques and colleges, and
in tbe evening be was followed to bis home by a select band, to

whom he imparted the more sacred character of his teaching and the

objects be had generally in view. Although he had come back f]x>m

Mecca resolved tq attack the existing fSeuth, the articles of his own
creed were not yet at this time very accurately defined, and his teach-

ing had very little of a constructive character. He had un-

sparingly attacked the lives and precepts of the Mohammedan clergy,

and in this way had undermined the belief in the Mohammedan
fiiith, but be had not yet vmiturod to promulgate anything whkii

could take its place. The time be considered was now arrived when
it became advisable to take some step which should tend to unite his

followers, g^ve them some decided olgeet of belief. The name of

Bab, as we saw, bad been givmr to him half in play. This mme ho

now assumed as his religious titie, and announced himself to his fol-

lowers as the Bab, the door or gate by which alone men oould oomo

* Tbe biattay of Ali and Hoaadn may be- found in Gibbon, voL-n. p. 274—078.

Some chapters are derotod by M. Gobinean to an account of the theatre in

Persia, 'with a translation of one of the plays, called “The Marriage of Kaaaem,” which,

leferato the &te of Hoaaeia and Eatama.
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to the knowledge of God. ByHhiB title he now became universally

known, and from it his followers have been designated as the Babees.

Meanwhile, at .Shiraz, the excitement continued to increase. The
Moullahs had been beaten, but they had no intention of giving up
the contest. Witii them were now joined the civil authorities of

the town, who began to bo seriously disquieted at the extent of the

movement, and uncertain whither it would tend. Both parties

determined to bring the gravity of the crisis before the Court of

Teheran*—>the one from a civil, the other from a religious point of

view. The Bab was informed of their purpose, and at once wrote

himself to the Court. The letters, with their mutual recriminations,

all arrived at the same time, and embarrassed the Government exceed-

ingly by the appeal which was thus suddenly brought before it. The
king and his ministers knew very little of the doctrine taught by the

Bab. They had no great faith in the virtues of the Moullahs ; at the

same time they were afraid both of leaving the movement unchecked
and of fanning it into a fiercer flame. Being uncertain how to act,

as is usually the case with men in similar circumstances, they did

nothing. An order was sent to Shiraz, enjoining silence on both

parties, and requiring the Bab not to leave his house ; and by this

means they hoped to hear no further of the matter. The decision,

however, was virtually a triumph for the Bab and his party, lie

himself strictly obeyed the letter of the injunction, and confined him-

self to his house. His followers loudly proclaimed that silence hod
been enjoined on both parties because the Moullahs had no argument

to oppose to the teaching of their master. This view of the result

seemed on the face of it to be very plausible, and conversions con-

tinued to increase on every side. At the same time the Bab became

more explicit in his dogmatic enunciations. He was probably carried

away by the enthusiasm of his followers, and he now declared that

he had been mistaken in announcing himself as the Bab, the Gate of

Knowledge ; he was the Point, the Generator of the Truth, a kind of

divine manifestation. In this character he received, the title of

Hezret-e- Aid, orSublime Highness ; and the title of Bab, which he hod
abandoned, was no longer confined to one person, but was reserved

and apportioned to the most faithful of his followers. These were

eighteen in number, and when the sect was regularly constituted, th^,

together with the Bab, and after the BaVs death with his successors,

formed a kind of council or governing body. We shall have occasion

to refer to them when we come to speak of the constitution and

doctrines of the Babees.

Among these eighteen were to be found seveFaii who had been

fellow-studeats with Ali Mohammed at Herbela, had acquired there

a deep veneration for his character, and who, after the death of
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Sh^bk Seyd Kazem, when the schdol of the Sh^hk was without
a heady had been the first to ask him to fill the place of their late

master. After his return from Mecca, when Ali Mohammed took a
more decided and independent position, they attached themsdves
more closely to his person, and became the most zealous propagators
of his doctrines. All of them became distinguished in the ftnnula of
Babeeism, but to none of them did the cause owe more than to

Moullah Houssein Boushrewy.* He was the first, as we have seen,

who had suggested the name of Bab ; and it was probably owing in

groat measure to his infiuence that Ali Mohammed was led to take
so decided a part in Shiraz. Moullah Houssein became the first

missionary or emissary of the Babee sect. He was a native of Kho>
rassan, a man of extensive learning and great strength of character

;

and when the Bab was forbidden to leave his house, he was com*
missioned to go to Khorassan, and there preach and explain the
doctrines of the Bab. It had become necessary to take some step of

this kind, for the Babee movement had excited g^at interest ; their

teaching had become known throughout the whole of Persia, and
everywhere men were anxiously inquiring after its nature and
character. Moullah Houssein therefore started at once, taking with

him as his credentials the ** Journal of the Pilgrimage to Mecca,’*

and the ** Commentary of the jSourat of Joseph,” the only works
which the Bab had then written. He first directed his steps towards

Ispahan, one of the principal cities of the kingdom, with a population

of between 80,000 and 90,000 inhabitants. Among them he laboured

with great zeal, preaching constantly to large crowds ; reading to

them from the writings of the Bab
;
pointing out the beauty of their

style, and giving details of various miracles which had taken place.

An immense sensation was produced, and many became converts to

the new opinions; among their number was Moullah Mohammed
Taghy, who afterwards became one of the principal leaders of the

sect. Even tiie governor of the city, Menoutjehr Khan, a man
known for his talents, but noted also for his cruel disposition, was
favourably impressed with the doctrines of the new sect. Flushed

with the success which had resulted from his teaching at Ispahan,

Moullah Houssein passed on to Kashan, where he laboured for some
time much in the same way. A few converts were made, but* on
the whole his efforts in this city were not attended with the same
success, and he soon left it for Teheran. The presence of the Court

seems to have caused some restraint on his freedom of action, and
instead of preaching in public, as had been his wont, he only received

in private those who were curious to see him, or'anxious to inquire

* We liave followed the JowtuU Aiiatiqu» in this account of Moullah Houssein. M.
Gohineau makes him to have become first acquainted with the writings <d the Bab at

Khorassan, and to have come to Shiraa afterwards.
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the doctrines he wns promhlgating^. Notwithstanding his secltt*

sion, his arriTal was soon kncwn t^nghoot the eity, and among
those who sought an interview with him were the king, Mohammed
Shah, and his prime minister, Hadji Mirza Aghassy. MouUah

did his best to hrii^ them round to his own views. He
set before them the ehoraoter of the new doctrines, showed how
widely they had spread in Persia, pointed out how well th^ agreed

with the new ideas which were being introduced from Europe,* and

concluded by picturing the glory whiidk would accrue to the king if

ha would put himself at the head of the movement, and help to

estaiblish it in his dominions. The words were spoken to men who
were little likely to bo influenced by them. Men of the world, they

did not care to puisne what to them appeared a chimerical object

;

wieo fond of ease, th^ were not willing* to undergo the labour and

trouble it would necessarily involve. As long as the new doctrines

appeared: to them only as the curious speculations of an enthusiastio

young iwftu, they listened to them with interest and curiosity. As
soon as they assumed the character of a religious revolution, the king

nnd his minister began to he alarmed, and determined to ireo them-

aelvea from their embarrassing position. No restriction was laid

upon the emissary of the Bab, Imt he was recommended, in a way
which left no- doubt of the consequences of a refusal, to leave Tehorau

aa soon as possible. Thus repulsed by the Court of the Shah, tho

laboars of Moullah Houssein vrotdd have come to an abrupt terniina>

tion, if news had not just thenreached him of the success of Bobceism
m other parts of the kingdom.
Swm. aiter the departure of Moullah Houssein Boushrewy tho Bab

had sent ont, or rather ardhorized, two other emissaries to act in his

name in the north mid in the west. Mohammed Al» Bolfouroushv,
a- native of Mazenderan, had alrea^ labocaed -in the cause ot‘

SabeeisA ^ hut he was now clwrged with a special' mission to his own
pasriace, udiere. he parzaed his labours with considerable success.

The west foU. to the lot n woman, a native of Sazwyn. This
wonaiLpli^ed wvery conspieaous port in die Babes- movement, and
msaaaarfcabl^ not onfy for the saeoessee she aehieved, bat also for
hssr total disBogard <d aH Eastaea notions on the chanioter
posvbum oi women. £Eer real name was ZerrynTa^, os the Crown of
€hdd but she became better known under her surname of €fourret>

oahAyn, or the Consolation of tho Eyes. Among the Babees, by
whom her memory is held in the highest veneration, she was called

Hezret>4^.>Taher£h, or Her Pure Highness, and at times also Nokteh,
or the Pointy that is to say,, the highest degree of the spirit of pro*

* The ai^g^innent of Moullah Honmein in this respect was well suited to influcnco
Mohammed Shah, who had been particularly anxious to imitate European customs, and
introduce European ideas into his dominions.
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made manifest in hnman ferm.' Zenyn Tadj, or €kmrret-oiil'>

Ayn, as ire sludl- continue to caitt her, was Imm at Easwyn, a town
femous for its learned men, who were principally inelined to the
doctrines of the SheykhySk £Eer fetnily belca&ged to a class of priests.

She was the daughter of Hadji hCehammed Saleh, a Moudjtehid,*
and at an early age was married to her cousin, Moullah Mohaimned.
Living then in the midst of a town where learned and religioas

subjects were eagerly debated, she often heard matters of interest

discussed within the femily circle, and was soon aide to take part in

them, astonishing her fadier and uncle by her acute perception and
aried learning. From them she first heard of the doctrines of the
Bab, 9nd pleased with what she had heard, put hersdLf in com*
munication with him, and soon- became a convert to his teaching.

Her conversion was no empty name. I^e professed her fiuth

publicly, inveighed against polygamy and the use of the veil, and
showed herself in public without that usual covering of wommi in

the Fast, to the great scandal both of her relations and of all the
devout hlussulmcn. The former used all their influence and per-

suasion to bring her back to orthodox ways, but in vain ; and at

length her father-in-law, enraged at her obstinacy, cursed in public

the Bab and his doctrines. He paid dearly fer his words ; havihg
been overheard by some Babees, th^ resolved to be revenged, and
three of them lay in wait fo#him, and assassinated him on his way to

the mosque. It was the first bloodshed occasioned by tbe new doctrine;

and Gourret-oul-Aynhos not escapedsuspicion (Shaving instigated the

murder of her father-in-law. There, however, does not appear to be
any sufBcient ground on which to rest this accusation. Weary at

length of the importunities of her friends, she left them, and
devoted her life to the mission which the Bab had given her. The
spectacle of a woman thus disregarding all former prejudices and

national customs may, no doubt, astonish us ; but tiira very scandal

cdio created only serves to show how unusual an event it was, and it

needs to be classed as one of the extraordinsry resultB of the new
Bshee dootrines. For some time she laboured in Kazi^ns* aoA met
with as great suceess- as Mcdiammed Ali Bslfeuronsby had done in

Mazenderan. With these two Moullah Houssein consulted on has

fiiture course of action, when compelled to leave the capitaL To
oarry things there with a high hand, and under Government fevour,

was now impossible; to remain at Teheran and resist the Government

would have been impolitic ; and they were compelled to recur to the

slower, though perhaps surer, way of gaining support feom the

people. The west, the north, and the south had been travaraed, and

a certain footing gained there for Babeeism. Moullah Houssein

* ^nie llouiljtehida arc vevy few in munber, and all of them have great influence m
apixitiial matters in Ponia.
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therefore determined to turn his steps towards the east, the original

ground selected for his mission and labour in Khorassan.
The spread of Babee doctrines had hitherto proceeded very peace-

ably. They had been carried to the various cities and provinces of

Persia by earnest disciples of the Bab, or by teachers whom he had
regularly authorized. Babeeism had been promulgated in the places

of puldic instruction; it had been taught in private conferences;

many had been influenced and converted; but nowhere had the

movement assumed a revolutionary character, nor, except in the

instance mentioned above at Kazwyn, had it resulted in any violence.

This arose from the politic conduct of the Babees. While they

attacked unsparingly the Moullahs, they took care not to compromise
themselves with the civil Government ; and the heads of the Govern-

ment, so long as they considered themselves safe, enjoyed the discom-

fiture of the clergy. About the middle of a.i>. 1848 there was a

change ; and in the east of Persia, where Moullah Houssein was now
preaching, the first collision took place between the Babees and
their opponents. In stating this we must allow that it was not

entirely due to Babee aggression, but must be attributed in great

part to the disturbed political state of the country. We shall see

this as we follow the fortunes of Moullah Houssein. On leaving

Teheran he first went to Hishapoor, where he mode some converts,

and then proceeded to Meshhed. Here ha met with a most determined

resistance from the clergy. Alarmed at the accounts that had
reached them of the Babees, they detmmined to crush them at once,

if possible, and for this purpose sent a deputation to Hamzo Mirza,

who was then commanding the troops on the frontim* in an expedi-

tion against the Turcomans, to ask for his assistance. After much
difficulty he was prevailed on to issue an order for the apprehension

of Moullah Houssein, who was accordingly brought into the camp
and closely guarded. At the same time some of his converts were

compelled to renounce their faith in the Bab ; others were expelled

&om the town. Just at this time a revolt arose in the province,

occasioned by the maladministration of Hamze Mirza, and tho seci’ot

intrigues of a man named Salar. In the confusion that ensued
Moullah Houssein effected his escape, and in the first place went to

the leader of the insurgents to ask for his protection ; but he only

met with a cold reo^ti<m. Salar ,did not care to add to his diffi-

culties by a quarrel with the clergy of Meshhed,,and he required the

leader of the Babees and his adherents to leave the city. Surrounded

on all sides ^ difficulties, denounced by both parties, the country

swarmii^ wUh armed bands, Moullah Houssein deemed it his safest

course to arm his followers. After maintaining himadif as long as

posable in the imig^boturhood cf the ^ties pt JSfiffisewiff and Miami,
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On entering the city he began, as ho was wont, to preach the Babeo
doctrine. The chief men at onco opposed him, and a conflict was
imminent, when a messenger arrived with the news that the king,

Mohammed Shah, was dead. This event took place September 5th,

A.D. 1848.

19'othing could have happened more propitious for the Babecs. In
Persia the death of the king always brings the laws into abeyance,

and delivers the country for a time into a state of anarchy. All the

forces which could have been brought against them were at once
paralysed ; no chief would undertake any decided action until the

views of the now Government were known, while, on the other hand,

the Babees, with a united band and a definite object in view, were
free to act at once. MouUah Houssein took advantage at once of the

propitious circumstances. Khorassan had not been favourable to

him, and he determined to leave the province and march at once into

Mazendcran, where the ground had been already prepared, and he
was sure of finding co-operation. The wisdom of this measure was
proved by the result. At Bedesht, a small village on the frentier of

the two provinces, he was met by the two other principal lcadei‘8 of

the Babecs, Mohammed Ali Balfouroushy, and Gourret-oul-Ayn,

and some other zealous partisans of the sect. With these we must
not omit to mention the name of one who was destined afterwards to

play an important part in* the movement, and to succeed the Bab
himself, Mirza Jahya, then a boy of fifteen years old. Then was
held the first council or general meeting of the sect. The Babecs
were dispersed in the country round about, occupying the houses r r

gardens of the peasants. Lest their enthusiasm should evaporati',

Gourret-oul-Ayn determined to rekindle their zeal by a discourse or

sermon. The description of the scene may perhaps best be given i)>

the words of M. Gobineau.

« In a small plain near the village they raised in haste a sort of throne
on planks, covered with cloths and carpets. Gourret-oul-Ayn having
appeared according to her custom without a veil, sat down on the throne
with her legs crossed, whilst the soldiers placed themselves round her
according to the Persian manner. It was not quite in this way that con-
venticles of the Presbyterians were held on the moors of Scotland. It was
neither tho same sky, nor the same scenery, nor the same attitude in the
preacher and in tibe hearers, nor was the doctrine the same ; but if the form
varied the reality was alike. Around Gourret-oul-Ayn &ere was a true

conventicle, a passionate faith, an enthusiasm without bounds, a devotion
ready for anytlwg.”

The whole account of the proceedings of the Babees bears indeed

a considerable resemblance to some of the scenes depicted by Sir

N^alter Scott in ** Old.Mortality.*’ The words of Gourret-oul-Ayn

prbduced the desired eflect, and if there was not the deep hum of

approbation which would have arisen in the camp of the Covenanters,
* Gobineati, p. 181 .

Q 9VOL. XI.
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ibe emotions produced were as truly expressed in Oriental fashion.

The hearers crowded around the speaker, beating their breasts, and

with tears and loud voices declared their deep devotion to ihe cause.

In the night the leaders of the sect consulted together. The un-

settled state of the countr}' pending the now king’s accession, left tlic

Babces free to do almost what the}' liked. After some deliberation

they determined to scatter themselves through MoKcnderaii. to make
proselytes, if possible to win over the whole province to the cause of

the Bab, and thus gain a firm footing for themselves. To carry out

these views Gourret-oul-Ayn remained where she was to curry on nn
active propigandu. Mohammed Ali returned to Balfouroush, and

Moullah Houssein "went into the country parts to beat up recruits.

For some weeks they carried out their plana without meeting with

any opposition, but at length the Moullohs became seriously alarmed,

and sensible that if they did not wish the whole ground to slip away
from under their feet thev must at once take some decided measures.

ft/

They first applied to Khauler Mirza, the governor of the province,

but as he was iinccrtain what would be his fate under the new reign,

he did nothing. They then turned to Abbas Kouly Khan, the

governor of Laredjan; He was the head of one of the tribes, and
belonged to the country, and having a direct interest in its welfare

determined actively to interfere. A force of JJOO men was sent tf»

Balfouroush, and he soon followed them himself with large rein-

forcements. Moullah Houssein had hastened to the relief of his

colleagues, but their united forces were far outnumbered, and after

an indecisive struggle they deemed it expedient to come to terms,

and promised to leave Mazenderan. “His Highness the Bab,”
Moullah Houssein said, “ had commissioned him and his colleagues

to preach everywhere the doctrine of the new sect, and more espe-

cially to do so in Mazenderan ; but if the inhabitants really did not

wi^ to make any change in their religion, he had no wish to force

them ; other fields of labour were open to him, and thither he would
retire.’* He was allowed to retire from Balfouroush unmolested, on
•condition of his leaving Mazenderan, but an attack from some
coimtry people on his baggage for the sake of plunder gave him an
excuse for not fiilfilling his word. Instead of leaving the province

he plunged with his followers into the mountains, and amidst their

wild fastnesses determined to carry on a desultory warfare. Ho part

of the country was better suited for a protracted resistance. It was
a wild and mountainous district^ with no means of communication
between one part and another ; the mountains were densely wooded,
and amongst them were many places which could be fmrtified and
defended with great advantage. One of these was chosmi ly Moullah
Houssein near a spot known by the name of tho Tomb of the Sheik
Tebersi. ITorc he directed his followers to raise a tower, and com-
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polle<l tho countrymen whom he could find to assist them in their

work. Tho construction at best was very rude, but in a'oountr}'’

wher.) tho art of fortifications was unknown, and where the entire

absence of artillery afforded no means of breaking the walls, the
place presented in time a sufficiently formidable appearance. It

con.^isted of a wall some thirty feet high, and mounted on the top
with a wooden construction furnished with loopholes. The whole
was surrounded by a deep ditch. Within the circumference of tho
walls they dug wells of water, and excavated chambers which might
either serve as places of refuge, or bo used as magazines. Within
this enclosure Moullah Uoussein now entrenched himself with 2,000
of his followers, and all, feeling more confident from the strength of

the position they occupied, became more decided in their action and
bolder in their language ; the latter also changed somewhat of its

tone. Formerly tho Babee teachers had only spoken of religion, and
impressed upon their hearers tho fulfilment of their respective duties

;

they had spoken of the nature of Gf>d and of the soxd
; now they gave

a more political turn to their teaching, and sought to gain adherents

by various promises and threatenings. They annoimccd that all who
wished to live happily in this world, while awaiting the next, had
but a short lime loft in which to make up their minds. One year

more and his highness the Bab, who was sent by God, would take

possession of all tho kingdoms of the world
;
flight would be an im-

possibility, resistance would be folly : all who were Babces would
possess tho world; all who continued to be disbelievers would remain
in tho position of servants.* In these words we found the same
promises and threatenings with which Mahomet and his followers

pressed the adoption of the creed of the Koran on the reluctant

minds of the conquered nations, the same with which every fiilse

prophet has sought to gain adherents to his cause. In this case the

preaching was followed by the same result. Numbers flocked to the

castle of the Babees, and dwelt in the woods around. They spent

the time in eager anticipation ; an eternity of happiness seemed to

open b^ore them, untold wealth was to be their future portion

;

some passed the hours in eating and drinking, in laughing and
talking ; others gave vent to their emotions, and gathered eagerly

round the preachers to listen to tho promises which were lavishly

bestowed. Among the leaders Mohammed Ali might perhaps daim
the precedence from his rank as moudjtehid, but Moullah Houssein

was the soul of the whole undertaking, and both enjoyed equally the

respect and veneration of their followers. "Whenever they appeared

in public they were received with every mark of devotion and respect,

the crowd standing upas they walked along ; if any wished to speak

with them, he did so only after prostrating himself in the dust.
* Gobinoau, p. 191a

qq2
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A step on which th(^ ventured at this time roused the enthusiasm

of their foUowers to the highest pitch. Among the most cherished

articles of the Shiite faith is the belief in the twelve Imams, tho

lineal descendants of Alt. through Hassan and Houssein.* The last

of the twelve surpassed all the others in the sanctity of his life, and
as the time and place of his death are unknown, it is believed that

he will one day reappear, when the consummation of all things will

take place, and the happiness of believers bo established ; and his

return is ns eagerly looked for by the Persians as was over tho advent

of the Messiah by the Jews. In adhering to tho traditions of these

Imams as well as to the words of the Prophet in the Koran, tho

Shiites are specially distinguished from the Sunnites. In adhering

to the traditions of the Imams onlt/ as against tho traditions of

numberless hadjis and holy men, the Sheykhys are separated from

the other sectaries of the Shiite faith. When Sheykli Ahmed pro-

mulgated the doetrines of the Sheykhys, he took advantage of this

general reverence for the twelve Imams, and represented them as

being not only twelve men, but as being the personification of tho

twelve highest attributes of God. This, of course, was not in strict

accordance with the orthodox Shiite faith, but the secret inclination

of tho Persians for any doctrine which admits a belief in an incarnation

or an emanation found for it great favour,f Views somewhat similar

to these, as we shall see, became part of the Babee doctrines. They
were already familiar to those who had been trained in the school of

Kerbela, and Moullah Housscln determined to turn them to account.

Already, when preaching in Ispahan, he had proclaimed the Bab to

be the twelfth Imam, tho Imam Mehdy.;^ He now went further,

and declared that nqt only hod the Imam Mchdy reappeared, but

that among his followers were the representatives of tho other eleven,

whose names be took and distributed them to his most faithful

adherents. We know how men will continue to reverence the name
of some holy person with which they are familiar long after tho

associations connected with it have passed away. Wo have examples

of it in the superstitious reverence for the names of saints in England
before the Beformation, in Spain in the present day. This remains

when all other belief is gone. It was the same in Persia. The
actual precepts of tho Mohammedan faith had little influence on the

lives of the multitudes, but the names of their holy men who were

dead and gone exercised a wondrous spell. A pilgrimage to their

shrines was looked upon as an atonement for sin ; a prayer for their

intercession was considered the means to obtain some desired end.

And now the crowd of Babccs beheld tho representatives of these

men, or, as they fancied, the Imams themselves in bodily person

* Giblxm, vol. vi, p. 280. t Jonxnal Asiaiique, Jono, p. 499.

t Oobinean, p. 159.
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among them. It seemed the realiza]|lbn of all tlieir dreai^ iui if the

promises of the Babee teachers were to be fulfilled, and tiie ap£ataal

power of the Bab to be indeed universally establish^. The enl&u*
siasm of the troops was raised to the highest pitch. They loolced

forward with confidence to the future. Mazenderan.was to be con-

quered ^ there was to be a glorious march on Bey, followed by a
battle, and in u moimtain near Teheran, a large and deep trench

would be dug to hold the bodies of the ten thousand Mussulmen slain

in the day of triumph.

Their courage and constancy were soon to be put to the test.

The first act of Nosreddin Shah on ascending the throne was to

appoint as his prime minister Mirza Taghy Khan, a man possessed

of great energy and determination, and of a very difierent stamp
from his predecessor in the previous reign. The lax rule of

^lirza Aghassy had allowed troubles and disorders to spring up on
all sides. In the capital, organized bands of robbers and assassins,

under the iiarac of Lioutis, infested the streets. In the province of

Khorussan, the revolt of the troops under Salar had not been sup-

pressed, in Mazenderan the Babces had defied all the regular

authorities. Mirza Taghy Kban determined to restore order and
act with a high hand. He seized upon the leaders of the robbers in

Teheran and put them to death without mercy. He dispatched

troops against the insurgents in Khorossan, and he resolved to crush

the Babces. While these latter had been building and fortif3'ing

their castle in Mazenderan, the chief men of the province had been
iibsent at court to pay their respects to the new occupant of the

throne. On their taking leave to return to their homes, they were

ordered to take measures to suppress the Babee disorders, and they

promised to do their best. They assured the king that the Babees

were only a handful, and that the local forces would be quite able to

cope with them without any assistance from the royal troops.

Accordingly on their return, ITadji Moustafa Khan, Abbas Kouly
Khan, and others, summoned their followers together, to the number
of somo 7o0 men. These were placed under the command of Ag^
Abdoullah, a brother of Aloustafa Khaii, and advanced to the attack

of the Babee position. The result showed how completdy they had
miscalculated its strength and underrated the resolute courage of the

Babces themselves. Favoured by the darkness of the night, these

latter issued out of their g^tes under the conunand of Moullah

TToussein, fell on the camp of their enemies uiid completely routed

tnem ;
Aga Abdoullah was slain and the village of Ferra or Ferra-

hill, whore the fugitives had taken refuge, was burned to the

ground.

The prime minister was exceedingly wroth when he heard of this

repulse. Satisfied that the troops of the province were not sufficient
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finr'lihe -work, a large force of i^yal troops was despatoked under tke
"

command of Mekdi E!only Mirza, a prince of the blood royal. With
these the prince entered Mazenderan and established his hoad>

quarters at Yassek, or,, as it is also called, Darices, a small village not

far from Shrik Tebersi, where he awaited somo troops from Laredjon.

For a long time the Babees made no attempt to molest'them, but at

length hearing that the Laredjan troops were expected, they issued

quietly out of their fortress ono night and turned the enemies* posi-

tion. A few horsemen wore then sent on by MouUah lloussein,

who, advancing from a direction opposite to the Babee fortress, and
representing themselves as the expected reinforcement, were allowed

to proceed -without opposition to the very centre of the village. Tlien

they suddenlj'- raised the cry that Mebdi Kouly Mirza had been
assassinated. Tn the darkness there was no possibility of ascertain-

ing the truth or falsehood of the intelligence, and a panic fell on the

troops. The sudden appearance of the Babee forces iulded to the

confusion, and the whole royal army fled in the iitraost disorder. Tn
the fight Mohammed Ali had received n slight wound in the face,

but altogether the Babee loss was small, and Moullah lloussein

returned in triumph to Sheik Tebersi.

After a while the expected reinforcement arrived from Lurc<ljan

under the command ofAbbas Kouly IChan, wlio, for the present, under-

took the direction of the attack against the Babees. But he was Ailed

to be os unlucky as his predecessors. Disdaining even the most ordi-

nary measures of precaution or means of defence through contempt
of the foe, he was liable to be attacked at any time, and a night sur-

prise, conducted by Moullah lloussein, amidst a storm of snow and
rain, was completely successful. Tho troops of Abbas Kouly Klian

were routed, and fled in every direction. The victoiy, however, on
this occasion was dearly piu’chased by the Babees. In the combat
which took place Moullah Houssein was struck by a bullet on the

breast. In spite of his wound he rallied his men, and ha-ving suc-

ceeded in gaining his object as far as it could be attained, gave the

signal for retreat. He continued to have sufficient strength^to remain

on horseback until he reached tho gate of tho castle, when, faint

from loss of blood, ho fell from his horse, and was carried dying to

his bed. His last moments were spent in exhorting his followers to

remain firm in the doctrines they professed, and to render obedience

to their chiefs. As for himsolf, he said he could not really die ;

death was only apparent ; in fourtcien days he would rise again, and

meanwhile he charged them to bury his body in secret, and to let

none know where it had been placed. This last injunction was pro-

bably given to prevent its sufllering any outrage at the hands of his

enemies. To the Babees at Sheik Tebersi*the loss of Moullah Hous-
sein -was irreparable, but -the whole body had cause to mourn his
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death. No one had done so ma<d» to give to Babe^sont life, uid
unity; and energy. His influence on the Bab had probably led him
to take more decided measures than he would ever have venturedcOn
by himself. More than any other man he had been active in pro*
mulgating the Babee doctrines, and gaining for them a firm footing
in the various provinces of the kingdom. By his resolution and
daring he had enabled his small band to cope with success against

the troops of the province and of the empire, and made them win
for themselves the admiration of all, and the sympathy of many who
dared not join them. With him the day of victory passed away.
Mohammed Ali Balfaroushy now became the ackuowledgpod head

of the Babees, and at once took measures for continuing the struggle.

He was able to do this at his leisure, for the troops of Laredjan had
been so terrified by the nocturnal surprise, that Abbas Kouly Khan
was obliged to raise the siege, after having buried his own men who
had fallen, and horribly mutilated the dead bodies of the enemy he
foimd on the field of battle. After his retreat, when the Babees came
out from their fortress and saw the bodies of their late comrades thus

maltreated, they wore filled with a desire for revenge, and at once
mode reprisals. The bodies that had been buried were dug up, their

heads exposed on polos, and their other members left to bo devoured
by hymnas and other wild animals.

In the meantime Abbas Koidy Khan had rejoined his superior

officer, Mehdi Kouly Mirza, and a council of war was held. To
retreat was not to be thought of ; they would thus have delivered

the whole provinco of Mazonderan into the power of the Babees ; tO'

crush them by a coup de main was found to be impossible. It was-

finally determined to act with every precaution, to lay a regular siege

to tho castle, and if it could not bo taken by assault, to starve the

Babees into a surrender. Mehdi Kouly Mii'za, therefore, once more
advanced with all his forces to Sheik Tebersi, and drew his lines

round the castle for the purpose of a strict blockade. At the same
time attempts wero mado to breach the walls, and if the means
employed are not to be found in any modem treatise of war, they

wore in strict accordance with classical precedents. Towers were

raised to a level with the walls of the castle, and from their summits

a constant discharge of musketry was kept up against the defendants,

and inflammable missiles were thrown into the castle, which soon

destroyed all tho wood-work within the walls. Tho Babees were in

consequence compelled to retire within the chamber they hadmode in

the ground. But their courage was in no ways diminished. Seizing

a favourable opportunity, they once again made a sally by night ; and

attacking one of the towers whence the fire had been the most galling,

they destroyed it to the ground, with a loss to themselves of only two

killed and four wounded. This disastrous event damped the ardour
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of the assailants, and for some they oonten^ themselves with

a blockade.

Four months had now elapsed (May, 1849) since Mehdi Eouly
Mirza had been sent into Mazcndcran and operations had been begun
against the Babees, and the Court of Teheran, instead of receiving

the news of their total extermination, had only heard of a succession

of repulses. The king began to be exasperated, and threatened to

turn his wrath against all the inhabitants of the province whom ho
suspected of treachery, if the Babees were not put down. It was
necessaiy' to bring the matter to a speedy termination if the whole
kingdom was not to be in a state of insurrection, for already the

Babees had raised the standai'd of revolt in other parts. A change
in the command was now made, and Soule^nuan Khan, one of the

best generals in the Persian service, was placed at the head of affairs.

Ho was nominally under the orders of Mehdi Kouly Mirza, who, ns

one of the princes of the blood royal, could not bo deposed, but in

reality he was to have the sole direction of the siege. He took with
him some field-pieces, and on his arrival the troops recommenced
siege operations with renewed vigour and hope. The cannon soon

made a breach in the walls, but brought the Babees no nearer to

submission. As best they could they rebuilt the walls, and found
protection for themselves in pits which they made amidst the ruins,

and whence they continued to return the enemy’s fire. The troops

were led to the assault, but only to be repulsed. On one occasion a
po.silion of great importance w'as nearly won by the courage of an
officer, Kerim Khan, when by some mistake the retreat w’as sounded

and the advantage again lost.

After the assault in which the event occurred, Soulyman Khan did

not care immediately to renew the attack, ns he knew the Babees

wore suffering from hunger, and he hoped that they would yield of

their own accord. Secret information to this effect had been brought

him by a few men who, discouraged by the evident hopelessness of

the struggle, had deserted to the royal camp, and had been received

there with favour and promises of pardon, though kept tmder a strict

guard. Others at the same time managed to break through the lines

and escaped into the mountains. The Babees were, indeed, at this

time reduced to the greatest extremities. All the regular provisions

had long before been consumed. Some supported themselves on the

grass which they were able to collect, others on the fiesh of the dead

horses, or by grinding their bones into a kind of flour. Even the

horse which had carried Moullah Houssoin, and which had died a

short time before, in spite of the veneration of which it was the object,

was dug up, and its remains distributed among the defenders of the

fortress. Yet in e^ite of all this they showed no sign of submission,

and at length Soulymon Khan, weary of the delay, ordered an
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attack. This was mmre soooessful t&in any of the preoedlhg .
ohes,

for the royal troops gained a footing, and establuhed thtfoMityM

amidst a portion of the ruins of the fortress. The Babees perom^v^
that further resistance was hopeless, and consulted as to their future

course. Some were anxious to sell their lives as dearly as possible,

and perish among the ruins they had so gloriously defended ; others

were desirous to capitulate on honourable terms. Among these

latter was Mohammed All Balfouroushy. No one had been more
faithful to the cause of Babeeism, but he now felt that further resist-

ance was useless, and a martyr’s death, however glorious, would in

no way advance the reforms he wished to see introduced both in reli-

gion and in the civil government. If his life was prolonged he
might have other opportunities of endeavouring to carry out his

views. Humours had already' reached him of a Babee rising in

Zendjan, and he hoped to be able to join it, and at another time,

and on another stage, to carry on the struggle, if not more gloriously,

to a more successful issue. His voice was therefore given in favour

of a capitulation, and with the consent of the other Babees he agreed

to the honourable terms which were accorded them by Mehdi Kouly
Mirza. The gates were then thrown open, and the remnant of the

Babee force came out ; a small band of 214 men, with some few
w’omen, destitute of everything, and attenuated by want and privation.

They woi'e at first received kindly, shelter in the tents was given to

them, and food was abundantly provided, and for a time the Babees
felt perfectly reassured as to their future fate. But this honourable

reception had only been given to put them oif their guard.

"While Mehdi Kouly Mirza was agreeing to the terms of the capitu-

lation, he had already determined not to keep to them, and seizing on a
pretext afforded by some rash words spoken by the Babees, he ordered

bis soldiers to make prisoners of the whole band. The chiefs were
reserved for future punishment, but all the others were put to death

under circumstances of great cruelty, and the like fate befell the

deserters. Kven the women and children were not spared. Of the

whole number of Babees in Mazendcran, none remained but

Mohammed Ali and a few others of the leaders, whom the com-

inander-in-chie{ intended to take to Teheran ;
but, instigated by the

MouUahs, who were afraid lest any of their enemies should be spared,

the prisoners were conducted to Balfouroush, the principal town of

the province, where they .were publicly executed. For some weeks

afterwards a search was made after any who might profess Babee

doctrines, but it did not last long. The MouUahs found that the

number of sympathizers with the late struggle might be greater than

th^ would care to acknowledgpo, and they determined to let the

matter rest as much as possible. Hobkrt K. Abbuthrot.

{To he continued.)
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Vice-Principal of St. David’s College, Lampeter, &c. &c. Cambridge
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Mb. PEBOWNE has gained by his “Commentary on the Psalms ” abigb place
in the goodly company of Hebrew scholars. 'Hie volume which ho has now

published adds to that reputation the praise of a thoughtful and glowing elo-

quence. The subject which he has selected brings him across many of the linos

of thought, materiaUstic or pautheistio, which lead men in dilfereiit ways to the
rejection of the Christian’s hope. It enables him to take, so fur as his limits of
space allowed him, a survey of the foreshadowings of that hope in tho creeds of
Heathendom or Judaism. He connects it with the objective historical fact of
the resurrection of Christ as tho ground on which it rests, and with the commu -

nication of the divine power of that Bisen Life to us as the pledge and earnest of
what will h^after.

The^te isinthis book, as in the “ Commentary,” a singular absence of the tone
and temper too often found in

^
those who enter on the work of advocates or

apologists of revealed religion. There are comparatively few who can bring
themselves to ^ve up an argument which has once done good service. They
are eager to put all their witnesses into the box, to lay all their pleadings before
the court. To question the character of ouo witness, to detect a llaw in one of
the pleading, is in their eyes to take the other side ; and they resent the an-
tagonism. They do not consciously reproduce arguments whidi they know to

be unsound, but they suppress the question whidh would lead them to recognise

the unsoundness. I^ey give an undue weight to the eoneetuiia of divines, or
to the oonsideration whether this or that view tends most to edify. It is cha-
xacteristicof Mr. Perowno that he is swayed byno such influences, that he &cps
all sueh questionswith a courageous honesty. It would seem as if hehad learnt

the lessond a, noble and fearless truthfulness from the honoured master * to

whom he dedicates his volume.
In his first Lecture Mr. Perowne deals with the speculations of the Materii^st

and the Pantheist. He urges against the theory that resolves couscioaeaess into

a funotion of the brain, that all that has been proved is a connection of some
kind between two sets of phenomena, not an absolute dependence of one upon
the other, as of an effect ujion its cause. He foils back upon the other foots

which the system of the Materialist ignores, or at best frils to explain :

—

. * The Bidiop of St. David’*.
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Tho heart ud the conscience of men will raise their everlasting protest against this

cruel degradation
; tho natural majesty ofman Kfts itself up os if wim a sense of wrong

and insultt when you thus strip the crown from its hea^ aid in qpite of all vour efforts

to debase and dethrone it, asserts its high lineage as an heir of xmmoxtalify.f^ - ^

Pantheism, in its turn, is charged with mooiking the emving which MateBhJto
crushes, with an unreal phantom of immwtality—an existence iu whi^ fte
Sgo is no lonMr conscious of itself, lostin the great whole, swallowed up in tile

infinitudeof theuniyerse. This, he urg^, has nothing in it to sustain or comftirt.

Whatever elevation of thought may be found belongs only to the aristocracy
of great thinkers who can find, while they live on earth, a satisfaction in fha
thought that they are"and will be for over, though hereafter they shall not know
it, part of that world which is the thoiwht of Qod. It has no message of glad
tidings for the millions who toil and suror.

It would be unreasonable to complain that Mr. Perowno has not dealt with
questions which he tells us he deliberately pos^onos for want of leisure ; and
yet it may be asked— surely will be asked, till they are answered—^whether
the doctrine of Immortality has not often been so preached that it, too, belongs,
so far as it proclaims an immortality of blessedness to a spiritual aristocracy ”

only, to an infinitely small fraction ofthe countlessmyrmds ofmankind. The first

effect ofthe receptionofthedoctrine as a living truth is, in most cases, the ^^fearfiil

looking for of judgment.” It is only when the conscience finds its true peace,
or is narcotized by false comforters, that it clings to the hope as an anchor of
the soul. And that which repels many who erne would accept it is, that it

offers thorn, on certain conditions, a happiness from which others are excluded
through tho decrees of the Si^reme J3.uler. Mr. Ferowne protests with a
righteous indication against m.. Benon’s scornful saying that he ** can see no
reason why a Papuan should be immortal.” Can he meet the scorn as it should
be met until ho has examined the question, What has the Papuan to hope for
in immortality ?

”

The survey of the guesses of men of past ages and other creeds in the second
Lecture is necessarily brief, and for the most part does but summarize what
Mr. Ilardwick and others have given with greater fulness.

^
The influences at

work on the theology of Gipece between the Homeric period and that of the
dramatic poets, and the teaching of Pindar and Sophocles as to tho unseen world,
in its relation to that of ^schylus, would doubtiess havo been dealt with more
adequately had time permitted. As it is, it is satisfactory to note that Mr.
Perowno does full justice to the character and teaching of Sakya Muni, and
sides with those who hold that the Nirvana which the Buddhist seeks for as the
goal of all his strivings is the negation not of existonce absolutely, but of the
conditions undor which we now exist, and which bury us m misery and
delusion. Tho glowing hopes of the Socrates of Plato are recognised as free from
tho scepticism which has been imputed to him ; but the summing-up of Ihe
whole matter is, that tho hopes of the Heathen nover have risen and cannot rise

above a “sublime probability,” and that “everlasting metempsychosis, ever-
lasting evolution with everlasting re-absorption,” is “ the future life in which
sixty millions of the human race at this day believe ;

” while the yet greater
multitude of Buddhists cling to a belief which, like that of tho Brahman, though
in another way, “ denies the only immortality which is worth contending for

—

the immortaUto of the conscious individual Iffe.” The fact is, doubtless, a very
solemn one. By fiir the larger portion of tho human race have wrought out
for thomselves, or accepted as most satisfying, that answer to the question,

What is death, and what comes after it ? They seek to be rid of the ever-
haunting burden of memory, and the consciousness of sin which seems inse-
parable from it. But if so, it militates in some degree against the force of the
argument drawmfrom the protest of the “ natural majesty of man ” against the
efforts to “ debase and dethrone it by robbing him of his belief iu his personal
immortality.”
The third Lecture is in some respects, as might bo expected from Mr. Perowne*B

previoius studies, the most intei'estin^ portion of tho book. He states with
admirable clearness and beauty the portion in which the devout Israelites stand

to the doctrine of a future state.

** It cannot be denied, then, that so far as any distinct knowledp^o of a fiiture life

went, the Jew had no advantage over tho Gentile. like the Gentile he thought that
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in abmo fonii, he knew not wliat« his .emotion would be prolonged after death. To him
as to the Gcntilo, Shool was a gloomv Banless world, and life in this world more Uessed
than life in the next even for the riflntoous. But there is onemarked and charaoteristio

difference between the thought of the Jew and the thought of the Greek, as they look
u]M>n death. Both cling to life, both recoil firom the awful sliadpw that sits at the
portal of the grave. But the Jew clings to life, not for the sake of its pleasures or its

gifts, but because here he cad know and piuise God ;
ho hates death, because there ho

is cut off from God, forgotten of Ills hand. The Greek clings to life, beenjuso it is life,

because the sun is bright, and there is much animal and sensible enjoyment ; he hates
death because with death all his oaiihly pleasuit's are extiiigiiishod. The thought of
God is far from him, the thought of this* world only is in his heart.**

Not less striking or less true is the description of the way in whicji tho
Israelites rose from this comparative dimness to a clearer intuition.

No philosophic reasoning comes to the aid of the Hebrew, as ho <iuc8tioii» with
himself concerning a life hereaftew. He can construct no nrgiiiuent for the imiiia-

tcriality of tho soul, he can build up no idiuisible hypotbesii*, and iind no legends of
his race which shall stay his trembling hcai-t in the hour of his dissolution, lie docs
not reason * I think ; therefore I am * I shall continiio to think ; therefore I shall

continue to be.* He does not argue \\ith himself ‘The soul is one and indivisible;

therefore it cannot perish.’ He docis not draw his hopes from the eoiistitution of man,
from his memory, his affections, his intellect, his sense of law and duty. Kveu in face'

of the terrible problems life, find sight of all the prosperous wrong doing, which was
so great a trial to his constaney, he does not esca^U' from his perplexity by siiiy chain
of reasoning, by any analogies that njiture might suggest or philosophy conform. . . .

His is a grander logic, for it is the logic of tlu' heart. His conclusions fire reached, not
in the schools, but in the sanctuuiy of God. There, drawing near to God, who is hi^
life, in penitence, in humility, in adoration, in faith, hi* can hut wonder Unit he should
have so * piercjod himself ’ with tho goads of doubt, that ho should have been like thi*

boasts in his ignorance and folly. There, easting himself into tlio everlasting aims, hi*

knows that these shall be beneath him though heart and flesh should fail. There,
holding sweet converse with his eternal friend, he is sure that the God who has stooped
to speak to him as a friend, will not suffer him to drop into the abyss of annihilation.*'

(Pp. 75, 76.)

In the spirit of truthful honesty of w'hich T have already spoken Mr.
Perowno, while he maintains that the faith of Tsruol laid hold on tho eternity
of God and found in that a resting-place for its liope of immortality, rejects

as untenable the familiar intorpretanon of tho w'ord.s in tlio Book of Job which
are commonly thought to express his belief in a resurrection. lu sjiito of tho
authority of scholars at such opposite extremes of religioius thought as Dr.
Pusoy on tho one side, of Ewmd and Henan on tho other, who agree with
differences in detail in so reading the jiassng^, he utters liis conviction that
** that rendering is certainly false that there is no allusion in it cither to a

resufi'Gction or to a future existence.”
The fourth Lecture takes tho familiar thesis that tho Besurrectiou of tho

Christ and our experience of tho Hison Life ai*(' a iilcdge of the future resurrec-
tion, such as no Jew or heathen could attain to. lloro, too, it may b(j ques-
tioned whether tho conclusion is not Avidor than tho premises, unless another
fact be taken into account on which tho lecturer lays scarcely sufficient stress.

Logically the fact of one resurrection would only prove that it was possible in

the case of others. Tho argument from spiritual oxiieiienco ’would tend to

narrow the limits of the resurrection to those w'ho had passed through it. The
precise position assigned by Scripture to the former seems rather to be that it

attests the authority of the Teaimer wdio thus roso again, and that His words
proclaimed that there should bo a general resurrection both of the just and
unjust. Tho precise position assigned to the latter is that it is for those who
have it a pledge of their future hloascdness, and that those who have it not
now, can look for no participation in it hereafter. I confess myself unable to

understand Mr. Perowne’s statement that only twice in the New Testament is

there any mention of tho resurrection *of the wicked. It is surely implied in

every parable and prophecy, in every promise or threat that speaks of tho
second advent and the nnal judgment.
Mr. Perowne indicates, in a passage of glowing beauty, what his belief is as

to the ultimate destinies of mankind and of the universe. He does not enter
on the question ' as to the nature and duration of punishments after death

;
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whether, as many Christian teachers held &fore the dootrine of FOrgatmy had
taken its latw form, that they will be cleansing and remedial for the baptused
nnd the penitent ; or whether, as Stier, and Martensen, and Nitzoh, and other
Lutheran divines teach now, there will bo an extension of probation and possi-
bility of repentance between the hour of death and the nnal judgment. He
takes the promises of Scripture in their fullest and widest sense.

“There shall bo now heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness.
This is the great consummation to which all is tending. The universal curse shall bo
changed into Ihe universal blessing. The signature of sin and death and the serpent’s
trail shall bo for ever effaced, and the signaturo of God. unblottcd and undcdlod, .shall

bo seep on every portion of the works of His hands. All things shall reach that p^cc-
tion, that ideal 'which now, ns it were, with sighs and groans of travail, they^ seem ever
to bo seeking, never to attain. For there is nothing created so mean, or so trifling, that
it is not a thought of God, and thereforo it must be realized, it must bo perfected. . . .

Nothing has been made onl}*’ to be destroyed, but that all has been made to be per-
fected, transfigured, glorified. * Behold I make all things new,’ these are the words of
glorious hope, of boundless promise, which the seer of the New Testament hoars issuing
from the everlasting Throne.” (P. 115.)

: E. H. P.

Tim nocirivm of tho Church of England^ os stated in Ecclesiastical Documetda set

forth hy authority of Churchand l^atc in the Eeformation Period between 1536
and 1662. Bivingtons.

Voices of the Church of England against modern Sacerdotaliem : being a Manual
of Authorities on the Nature of the hordes Sapper and the Christian Ministry

•

Selected and arranged, with an Introduction, by Edward Garrett, M.A.,
Vicar of Christ Church, Surbiton, &c. London : Hunt & Co.

The writer of this notice onco professed, in far-off and inexperienced days,
to prove from John Wesley’s writings that his followers never ought to have
loft the Established Church. “ Tes,^’ replied a friend whose years doubled his
own, and you would bo immediately mot with a counter proof from the same
writings, that they are fully justified in their separation.”

Even so it soems now to have happened to the Church of England herself.

.For we need hardly say that the former of those works has for its obfeot, though
it be unavowed, to establish as the doctrine of the Chui'ch of Engluid those
very points respecting the Sacraments and priesthood which the latter of them
makes it its business to prove not to be held by that Church at all. But it will
be noted in the outset that tho combatants do not occupy the same spxiund.
The one set of j>roofs is limited to ^^the Boforniation Period:” and when wo
como to look into it, is found to be most curiously constructed. In the pre-
face, wo read that no changes have been made in tho language of them (the
authoritative documents) here and there for the purpose offacilitating the

process o/^ ‘ dovc^tailing' ” This is very funny : espedally when we come to
seo that it involves re-insorting, as matter of ** dove-tail,” in later documents,
tho voiy things which they were drawn up to supersede. Wo will give au
instance of this.

Tho number of tho Sacraments is authoritatively stated in the Catechism and
iVrticles to be two only. The 23th Article expressly says that the fi.ve com-
monly called Sacraments are not to be counted for Sacra7ne?its of the OoapeL
Then comes a bit of “ dovo-tail ” from the “ Institution of a Christian Man,”
of which tlie date is carefully concealed in the preface to this book, to give the
impression tiiat it was concuiTont with tho Prayer-book, but which was really

drawn up in 1537, and superseded by tho ** Erudition ” in 1543. In ^isdovo-tail
tho so-called Sacraments are stated to have ^'the name and dignity of Sacra-
monts, as indeed they bo well worthy to have.” And then comes the conclu-
sion, from the Erudition:” “Tho seven Sacraments thus declared, the use
and effect of them doth manifestly appear.”
And this is the way in which the doctrino of tho Church of England is to be

declared ! What would be thought of “ dove-tailing” a recent Act of Parlia-

ment by ro-insorting all that it has repealed ? And if it be argued, that in

case of an Act of Parliament there is usually a formal clause repealing all

other Acts on the subject, whereas in case of these documents there is no such
clause, we submit that, where there is no such clause, common -sense must be
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the arbiter. If an ancient belief that the Sacrainents are seven still lingers in

the “ Institution/* promulgated at tho early stage of the Beformatiou, and if

a subsequent authoritative document have expressly declared that five of
these commonly-called Sacraments have no title to tho name, then to dove-
tail hitter document with the foimor is simple dishonesty.
And such, we are sorry to say, is throughout the spirit and practice of this

book. It is a sample of the dealing of that thoroughly demoralized party,
who, beaten by all fair appeals to history and authoritative documents, aro now
striving, by such fair-soemiiig attempts as this of ^‘dove-tailing/’ to mako
capital, and gain converts, out of tho very simplicity and ignorance of tho
so-called educated classes.

We are happj]' to greet, in jMi\ Qarbett’s book, a Yovy different method of pro-
cedure : ono fair, and above ground, and that challenges tho most rigorous
examination. Mr. Qurbett deals with these six propositions of Sacerdo-
talism:

—

I. The Sacrament of the Lord’s Supj^r is a sacrifico for sin and an ohlntion to (lod
tho Father of the hody and blood of Christ, corresponding on earth to tho iiitercossiou

of our Lord and Master in Heaven.
“ II. Tho body imd blood of Christ are objoctiwly present, nmlur tlio outward visible

part or sign, or form of bread and wine.
** III. Tlie wicked receive tho body of Christ in tho use of tho Lord's Supper, though

albeit they do not receive it to sfilvation.

IV. Ministers of tho Church of England aro Sacrificing Priests, reprosoiitutives
of the groat Hoad of the Church, and oxorciso by delegation llis x>owers and pre-
rogatives.

“ V. In tho 1‘xorciso of these powci-s, tho clergy of the Church of England possess
judicial authority to I'drgivc sin, and the forgiveness of sin is not couipleto without the
absolution of tho Priest.

“ VL In ortler to exercise tho disciplinary powers of thoLr oilico, for tho exclusion of
unbelieving or impenitent persons from the Communion, elergynion of the Church of
England aic authorized to hoar confessions, us an habitual part of religious practice,
and to give fonnal .absolution from sin.’*

After the statoment of each of these propositions, Mr. Garbett sets down tho
sacerdotalist testimonies on which ho grounds them as held by that party, and
next in order the “voices of tho Church of England against sacerdotalism,”
with reference to tho x^a^rticolar proposition in hand. These ho derives, first,

from “Authoritative Documents;” secondly, from “ (x^a^si-authoritative docu-
ments,” being two in number, the Apology of Jewell, accepted as autlioritativo

by tho 30th Canon of 1G04, and Bullingor’s Decades, ordered by the Convoca-
tion of 1586 to be read regularly by ministers under certain degrees, and not
licensed as preachers; and, thirdly, from tho “written Traditiotis of tho Church,”
f.e., the writings of her great Divines, especially those who wore engaged in

in this “ written tradition ” every variety of doctrine admissible in the Church
of England will bo found ; but he submits that nothing will be found in it at
all corresponding to tho two extreme opposite poles of belief which now claim
a place within her pale-y-tho ono represented by Bishop Coloiiso ; the other by
tho modem Sacerdotalists, such as Mr. Bennett, Mr. Orby Shipley, anil

Dr. Uttledale.
Mr. Garbett’s caienes therefore embrace a wide variety of views on each of

tho propositions. He claims to have dmwn them up fairly : ho disclaims tho
imputation of accepting all the writers as equally fair exx^ositors of tho
trae teaching of the Church of England. His words on this point are worth
citing

I dissent from the extromo importance many of thorn placed upon Councils and
Fathers as the pure fountains, of divine Truth, conceiving it to bo aliko dishonourable
to God's word, and contr.ir>'‘ to tho principle expressly laid down by tho Church of
England in her Sixth Article. 1 have no s^mipathy with that object, of appioaching
as near as possible to tho apostate Church of Rpmo, by which some of them wore
actuated. My judgment and my conscience equally revolt from tho system of belief

rogio^Ung the ground of man's acceptance with God, which some of them maintained,
and especially from tho distorted proportion in which 1 think them to have prosouted
the various parts of revealed truth. But tho more widely they departed from the
Scriptural purity of Reformation doctrine, the more valuable they aro as witnesses
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against saoordotalbm. If it can be shown that although thoso writots *8tmined the
moaning of the formularies to tho utmost in the direction of Romish doctrine* there
still remains a brotid* substantial* and all-important differonco between their teaching
and tho teaching of modem saccidotalism* we shall have found an argument of great
weight. If no Liaudiaii gloss over made the formulorios to teach that sacerdotal c^-
racter of tho ministry* and that proper sacrificial character of tho Lord’s Suppor which
they arc now ufiiL'iiied to teach* these doetrinos can have no place in tho system of our
Church, as understood by tho groat divines. In other words* they are outside tho fair

toleration afibrdod to varying shades of opinion hy tho wise comprohonsiveness of the
Church of England.”

Of course* if tho fairness of Mr. Garbott's procedure can be impugned*' such
an argument falls to the ground. When wo end his book, as when we began
it* we have to trust him that he has not excluded from his cateim instances
which might liavo gone counter to bis thesis. Wo wonder he has not seen
that he lias embarked on tho hopeless task of proving a negative : that no
accumulation of High Church testimonies falling short of modern sacerdotalism
can ever demonstrate that thoy did not, in any other utterances* come up to it.

And even wore his thesis made out, it would only have proved that never yet

have tho sacerdotalist claims been advanced, not that thoy are illegitimate or
intolerable within the Church of England whenever they may he advanced.
For thoro can bo no denying that various new modes of thought and belief
havo been ovolvod by the necessity of various times: and* /or aZZ that Mr,
Qarhett'a aryament has to say, this sacerdotalism may be one of these.
That it is not* must be shown hy the former of Mr. Garbett*s classes of proofs

under each propnition, viz., by its entire dissonance from tho authoritative
standards of the Church. His other modos of proof raise, it is true, an apparent
wall of defence —but they have an opening at each end* through which a subtle
antagonist will bo sure to enter. II. A.

The Pentatenrh tu the Authorized Veraton, with a eritieally reviaed translation; a
collation of various readings translated into English^ and of various transla-
tions ; with a critical and cxcgeiicnl commentary. For tho use of English
Students. Ft. I. Gen, i.—^iv. By O. II. H. Wright, M. A. London

:

Williams and Norgato.

Bkarixg in mind what was justly observed in a notice in this Review of the
Doan of Canterbury’s New Testament* that* admirable as the Authorized Ver-
sion is in goiioral, it represents an original text which can be clearly proved to

bo in many passages incorrect ; and o&n* when it represents a true text, fails

to convoy tho true meaning of that original distinctly to anj^ ordinary English
reader ; wo must admit that a revision is greatly needed. We must admit*
further, that the failure of translation is at least as great in tho rendering of
tho llebrewtlld as of tho Greek Now Testament. Hence* while fully agreeing
with tho Dean of Canterbury* that it is impossible for one man's work ever to
fulfil the I'ocxuisitos for an accepted version of tho Scrijituros, we are disposed to

wolcomo kindly any attempt to set clearly before non-Hebrew scholars tho full

meaning of tho original.

Thoughwc havo only seen the first part of this work* there is enough to show
that much labour and careful research nave been employed upon it. But it bears
too. great a resemblance to the **IIebrew-made-casy ” manuals to afford the
promise of a satisfactory critical oompilation. The arrangement is good* tho
Authorized Version and the author’s Revised Version ” are placed in parallel

columns, with the readings and various translations below* tho commentary being
appended separately. But* aswe might have expected, tUs new version* though
compiled after elaborate reference to authorities, and oorrooting many inac-
curacies in the Authorized Version* does not always commend itself. E,g,^

Gon. i. 20, Let tho waters creep with creeping things, living souls*” an ex-
pression which will scarcely convoy to non-metaphysical readers tho true
idea. Surely life-breathing” woiud here more adequately have expressed
vs)9, though me rendering is defended in the commentary by tho remuk that
** all creatures that havo in any degree conscious life are said in SGripturo to

have souls.” But as the work is professedly for the exclusively English scholar*

does not such rendering convey an idea the Hebrew does not—^that of im-
mortality ? Nor does the rendering of chap. iv. 7, seem altogether satisfhetor}"
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Xf thou doest well, is them nc|^ a lifting up of ^ counfmanee i but if. thou
detest not well, sin is at the door, a crouomng /m»—towards fhee is his desin,

but thou shouldest rule ofver him.** This is surdy less intdligible than our
confessedly imperfect T^rdon. Though the idea of ** crouching” is well sup-
ported by references to the commentaries of the Targums, Bishop Wordsworth,
adopting the same interxiretation, has expressed it with much more dearness in
his notes.

Mr. Wright has not always kept sufficiently before him the important canon,
that CTery revised translation diould harmonize as dearly as possible in style

with the received version, and that the idiom and words should be carefully

selected with this view.
The commentary, which is exclusively criti<^ and exegeti^, is, 8o_ far as

this part goes, complete and exhaustive in giving fairly the views of different

critics, tiiough somewhat overlaid with authorities. The author has by no
means confined himself to one school of thought, and generally leaves his

readers to decide for themselves between conflicting doctors. The work '^11 be
useftil as a Coitwedus Criticorum to those who are ignorant of the original

tongues; but stul such must accept much on faith; for who can grasp the
niceties of inflections and idioms—Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and even Uorman

—

through an exdusivdy English medium .**

Though the Hebrew words are for the most part rendered phonetically in
Roman type, yet occasionally we are favoured with an original word, sometimes
with, sometimes without^ points. Similarly we ^e here ar.il there presented
with an Arabic word in its native dress. These instances occur sufficiently

often to take away any excuse for giving the LXX. and Vulgate lections
merely in an English rendering. Notwithstanding these minor blemishes, the
work will doubuess be useful to those who have no other moans of solving
many difficulties of translation, and we therefore wish its author all success.

II. B. T.

An JUxposition of the Sermon on the Mount drawn from the Writinija of St. Auffite-
tine, with Obaervations, and an Introductory Eaaay on hia Merita aa an liiter-

K'fr of Holy Scripture. By BzCHAlU) Cuenevix Tbench, D.D., Arch-
op of Dublin. Third Edition, revised. London : Macmillan & Co.

At.t. New Testament students will heartily welcome a now edition of one of
Artdibi^op Trench’s most valuable contributions to Biblical exegesis. Wo
use these last words advisedly; for though of course S^Augustine is the
foundation of the work, its modem editor has added the 8u]li|»tructure which,
for us in these days, is a no lees practically useful portion, tng;.tho text of the
great Doctor on which it is raised.

We may be allowed to express our satisfaction at finding thaM[n the midst
of 'anxieties peculiarly trying to his Church and himself, ArclMehop Trench
should have found leisure and inclination to carry through the x^sion of this
edition. H. A.

The Word waa made Fleah

:

Short Family Readings on the Goi^ls, for every
Sunday of the Christian Year. London : William Hunt & Co.

The aocoimt of this work is thus given in the Preface :

—

^ “In the county, at some distance from a church, short Sunday sorvices wore pre-
pared for the family at home. Week hy week, throughout the yciar, tiieso comments cm
tho Gospd for the day were written hy one member of tho fiunily, cH>nfinod to bed by
illness.”

The leading idea of tho comments is well given in the title. The writer traces,
in every inendent of our Blessed Lord’s life, the presence of God in union with
man—tho working and influence of Him who has taken our manhood into His
Godhead, and become the Second and righteous Head of our whole race.

This subject is pursued with all the single cfleamess of a devout woman’s
mind, and with an unaffected simplicity of style which acts lis a charm to carry
the thoughts home to the readmr.
The writer of this notice was first made acquointed with the bemk by a tra-

velling companiem on the Riviera, and farther familiarity with its pages has
more than justified aU that was then said in its praise. II. A.
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n.—HISTOBIOAL AND BIOGBACTOALv .

/

Leeture$ on theHif^ory oflrdand^ down to A.1). 1534. By A. Gh. BiohBt; JEfaq,.

Dublin : E. fonsonby. London : Simpkin, Maighril, & Oo.

WrmiN the compass of these 226 pages we^ have a most carefully studied
survey of Irish history down to the eve of the Beformation, ftdly entiUmg Mr.
Bidiey, in our opinion, to be reckoned of the noble sdiool cd Petrie. We must
never expect that Irish history will become widely attractive in Ireland—or
indeed anywhere. It is the constant complaint that it is not so, and that com-
plaint will never cease. Its materials are not such as to kindle any general
enthusiasm. Ireland’s long-continued position, as dependent and colonw, has
not been sudh as to furnish the historian with the narrative of famous wars,
civil contests on a larjge and organized scale, and constitutional straggles of
the* highest claqs. Irish history is but the tale of disorganized hnbes that
never achieved their own unity. That histo^ has so persistently waited
upon crowns and been identified with tales of kings is the mquent observation
of a cynicism that will not pardon the unfortunate lacking of other and less

showy materials ; but let any one comply for interest the current histories of
Engird and Scotland, with their long lines of sovereigns, and that of Ireland,
and ho will see how much is missed wnen kings are absent and there is nothing
to take their places. Ireland hM no Magna ^arta, no foreign conquests, no
Parliamenta^ War, no striking reigns, no cabinet struggles, to warm tho
imagination of youthful years and secure an unwearied study in riper life.

But yet it would be an entire mistake to say that Irish history has no interest.
It has, in fact, when traced out with a master's hand, an intense interest ; but
it can only bo one for the cultivated mind which can appreciate the noble muse
in her more thoughtful and less popular aspects, and sympathise with some of
her more melancholy strains. Those who have sickened over the vapid romance
that often passes for li’ish history will thoroughly enjoy this series of'* Lectures.”
It is not a formal history, but a pilotage -tl^ugh some of its more intricate
navigation, showing us the salient features in a remarkably lucid style. It
looks moreover beyond Ireland, and even beyond England, and sees Irish
history as a well-defined department of European and general 2>olitics; not
forgetting either to explain tho bearing of Ireland's striking physic^ geography
upon her history. It is not one of Mr. Bichey’s least merits, that ho midces us
feel that there is comparative history as well as comparative anatomy. Wo
will support CUT earnest rocommenwtion of this volume by tho following
quotation from its pages

'* Thoroughly to approciate the history of this or any country, it is necessary to syni-
pathiso with all parties—to understand their prejudices, their difficulties, and their
errors. Those who take an interest in the subject must feel a warm sympathy for tho
tragic decay and ruin of tho nohlo Celtic nation, hut will feel an equal sympathy fur
the gallant Norman gentlemen who, turning their hacks upon France ana Italy, wcie
wafted hy an ill wind to this countj^, and thus involved in a net of difficulties common
to thomselves and the conquered. To understand the wars of Elizabeth, we must appre-
ciate the difficulties and high aims of the Tudor statesmen, while we mourn over tho
desx^airing struggles of tho last Irish prince. We must understand the perplexity of
tho Catholic nohlemon of tho Council of Kilkenny and tho loyal Protestantism of tho
Duko of Ormonde. We all must respect those stem men who maintained their religion

and tho English connection behind tho walls of Derry, hut wo should at the same timo
Byixq>at}iiBO with tho faith and Ibyalty of tho high-bom gentlemen who abandoned
homo and wealth for their Churdifand .their Kmg. A study of Irish history teaches ua
sympathy for all Irish parties (p.* 2).

Most sincerely shall we welcome this author again if ho continues bis lectures,
as we cannot help thinking he contemplates doing, through the more exciting
and equally diffllcult periods of the Beformation and the Penal Laws. Tho latter

require for their treatment just such a temper and such a broad view (one
onibracing not Ireland alone) as Mr. Bichey possesses, to bring them fairly

before the modem mind and rescue them mm regions of pure declamation.
Hia exposition of the famous ” Statute of Kilkenny ” in particular, as well as
the general tone of the whole work, lead us to say this. C. IL
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Memoir of Sir IlamiUon, nari., Pnfeaaor of Lo^e and Ifetaphysics m
the University of JSdinburgh. By John Vbxtch, M.Am Profi .ssor of Tiogio

and Bhotorio in the Uniyeraily of Gilasgov> William Blackaood and Sons,
E^borgh and London.

AMBJfOiRof Sir llilUioni Hamilton is anxe to be fi]U<tf interest, and cannot foil

to bo extendvety read. It is the biography of one Brho, in the words of Look-
hart, was **the most noble-minded, the most generons, and tile most tender-
hearted of men.” It is tiie biography, we shall not say of one of the greatest,

bat certainly of one of the most ootiTe, thinkers of this century—one who gare
a new impulse to the.studT of metaphydos among his oonnnymsn, and who
has eaxned Ibr himself a hij^ place amoi^ the g^reot teoiihers <n the sdence of
mind. There isa oommonerror that metaphyddons ore men who love nothing
so much as the impractical, and that the only end oi thdr studies is to weave
cobwebs tar other men to brash away. The life of Sir William TTa.miltftw is a
sofficimit answer to this. He did not scorn the oaefel, or what some would
call the practical, but he did not measure truth by its capacity for immediate
application. He sought truth not for its resulta, not for the reward which
mmht accompany it, but for its own sake.

&e choice of we profosdon of metaphysician was with SirWilliam Hamilton
the act of a man who instinctively follows the naturalbent of his own mind.* He
hod other tastes : no branch of literature, no kind of sdence was alien to him,
but the love of abstract thinking was supreme. His fether had been a physi-
cian, a professor of anatomy in the College of Glasgow. Sir William was
destined for tho same profession, and had entered with enthusiasm into the
study of anatomy and physiology—studies not so for apart from tho study of
metaphydes as some imagine. The true dissector of man should be a skilful

demonstrator both of the anatomy of the mind and of tho body. Sir William
was sent early to school and college. He was a gownsman of Glasgow when be
was only twelve years of age. llis scholarship as a youth was creditable, yet
his friends did not think him a lad of ability, and on this ground objections

wore made to his mother’s proposal of sending him to Oxford. They could not
see the nocessity of an English universily education for one whose life was to

bo spent in the practice of medicine. Sir William, however, obtained a Snell
exhibition to BaUiol CoUego. His career at Oxford was remarkable for work,
but not for strictly college work. To Oxford he owed but little. The Master
of BaUiol said he was one of those men who are best left to themselves. Uis
education was of the best kind, because, with aU his advantages, it was reaUy
self-education. His mental appetite was voracious : the extent of his reading
made him the wonder of his fellow-students, and on examination days the dread
of the examiners.

After finishing his course at Oxford, Sir WiUiom changed his mrnd about his

future calling in life, and abandoned medicine for law. In 1813 he passed
Advocate at we Scottish bar. He had no great success os a lawyer ; in fact,

law was only a secondary study. It was something taken up as a necessity for

tho sake of existence, ills mind was elsewhere. Like the souls of tho meta-
physicians in Dante, his soul was dwelling apart by itself, engaged in questions

which to other men seemed for removed from reiwty, but which to him wore
the most real of aU questions.

In 1820 the chair of Moral Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh was
vacant. There was no man living whose competency to fill it was equal to Sir

William Hamilton’s. The appointment restra with the Town Oounoil. The
capacity of bailUes, aldermen, or burgomeisters to judge of the competency of a
Moral PhUosophy Professor wo do not dare to call in question, oven though
reminded of echo’s proverbial answer fromOberweseL “Have menyon^
fools and idiots, especially the Town Council of Edinburgh,” was port of the

Sunday morning prayer of a worthy minister of the Kirk in the early part of

the last century. Men who have to depend on their brains for an existence are

o^n subjected to odd indignities. Sir William Homflton Had to apply to the

Town Council of Edinburgh to be allowed to teach philosophy when there was
no man in tho nation more fitted to teach it, and he wm rejected because the
polities of the councillors were not tho same as the politics of the candidate for

tho profossovdhip. The members of tho Council had heard of Napoleon and the
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French Seyolution ; and, toembling for their own mieerable ezistenee in the
flesh, they dreaded a TVltig professor, &ongh only teadiing abstraotionB so
fitr removed from their ideas as men with souls are removed from men that
have meraly bodies. Before these conneillors, Sir William Hamilton had to
appear with TestimoniaXa I He had to get other men to recommend him, and to
certify that he was really capable of giving instrootions in moral philosoplfy.
Sixteen years after, when he applied for the chair of Logio and Metaphysics, and
was soccessfiil a nnall m^orify, it was olgeoted by some of the oonneulora
that he brought no testimonial to oertifythat he was a religious man. One
m^ber, who by some accident had got in advance of the rest, stood np and
said, that he would not have voted for him if he had. It was olgectea also
that he had been a oonttibutor to iSaaEdinburgh Seview, and, moreover, that he
had studied German Philosophy, and it was gravely doubted and debated if a

who xmderstood German Kulosophy could really be a believer in God.
Sir William, as we have said, foiled in 18x0, but in 1836 the voices of the most
learned men inEnrt^, testifying to his abilify, prevailed even with a minority
of the Town Council of Edinburgh.

Sir William’s influence in the world of metaphysics was already great when
ho enter^ on his professorship. He had contributed to the Edinburgh Eeview
thred articles which suffidentiy indicated his relations to the old school of
Scotch metaphysicianB, and also his position as to tho new philosophy of Ger-
inany. The mst was the fomous essay on the "Philosophy of the Uncon-
ditioned,” in review of M. Cousin. It was published in Octobor, 1829. The
next, on tiio "Philosophy of Perception,” appeared in October, 1830 ; and the
last, on " liOgio,” in April, 1833. Hach of these essays has a mwked sigpu-
ficanco, as indicating salient, we xnay say cardinal points in Sir William’s
philosophy. In the first, he maintains, in opposition to Cousin and the
German philosophers, the incognizability and the inconceivability of the
Hxfiuite. The argument was grounded on the supposed incapacity of human
thought to go beyond phenomenal knowledm. In the second essay, which was
a review of M. Jouffiuy’s French edition of Imid, SirWilliam tries to explain the
principle on which our knowledge, such as it is, is founded. Though improv-
ing on the doctrines of his Scotch predecessors. Sir William, in both these
essays, is yet on their side as opposed to the philosophers of Germany. The
third essay is a review of Whatmy’s " Logic,” in whidi the science of Formal
Logic is restored to its proper place, from which it had been cast down by the
too daring hands of the inductive observationalists, who, as Hegd. said, had
the autlacity to caU themselves philosophers.
Tho growth of Sir William Hamilton’s mind ceased early. It cannot be said

to have progressed after these artidos wore written. His subsequent writings,
induding his College Lectures, were but amplifications of what he had already
advanced ; and these College Lectures were re-delivered every winter, with-
out change,^ from the firat year of his profossorahip. While adinitfmg the gi^t
services wluch Sir William has rendered to philosophy, we think it may foirly
bo loft as a very open question, if he was really a philosopher. An intense
love of philosophy he had,^ and a boundless knowledge of its lustoiy.^ Ho had
also a keen perception of ^tinctions such as is possessed only by genuine met^
physicians. But ho wanted originality, and he wanted great conceptions,-—in
a word, ho wanted that inspiration wluch is necessary to make a true philo-
sopher. Our judgment may be biassed Ify our wont of agreement with him as
to the doctrine with which, we may say, his name will ever be associated.

We believe that the human mind hna an idea of tho Infinite—that it can con-
ceive the Infinite, and that we have a knowledge of the Absolute.
Yet Sir William Hamilton had tiie spirit of the philosopher, and then, as to

his life, how beautifril and simple it was ! What self-sacrifice ! what devo-
tion to truth I what love for wisdom, and what industry in pursuing it 1 Wh^
Carlyle was a student in Edinburgh about 1819, some one pointed out to him
a house as Sir William’s residence.

“ The name of Sir William Hamiltcm,” tayn Carlyle, " I had before heard, but this

was tho first time he appeared definitely before my memory or imagination, in whioh
his place was permanently thenceforth. A man of good birth, I was 'Md, Ihoimh of
smnU fortune, who h:id deep focnltios, and an unsatinble appetite for wise knowledge,
and was titularly an advocate here, but had no practice, nor sought any, had gathered

B B 2
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Ubnodert means tiuidtilr togeOisr, i|i^:aatdoim Ii»m witli his nKrther a«i^ sbMr
(fiimtin, it is suppostd^ amnnutds his and hk ample stove of- hooks, tranUjr re^
noancingr aU lower amhittims, and indeed ali ambitions togethar, exomt what I >wdQ>.

recognised to he tiie highest and one real .amhition in this dark ambiguous worUI ; ai-

man honourable to ms^ a. man lovingly wivlable, to whom, in sOeoee^ I heutily bade-
good i^eed. It ims ahn 9A xnterestmg eiroumetenee^ whi^ did. not ibS of monti^,
that his ancestor, HamOtonof Preston, was leader of the Camiroaisns at Bothwell TMgp
and had stood by the eovenant and cause dF Scotland in that (dd time and fimn. ‘lluir
boronetoy,' thought I, *if carried forward on those prind^es, may wdl enongh be poor,
and beawdhilly wdl may it issue in such a Hamilton as this one seems to be, sHu
piondy bearing aloft, on tho new terms, Ais God’s banner intrepidly agamst the world
and the deviL’"

Sir William was a poor baronet. Ho might have been rich if he had followed
his fiither’s pro(fi»8sion, riel^ still if he had kept to the Bor. But he did not
live tor riches, nor by riches, except so far as riches could be turned into know-
ledge. The works of Thomas Aquinas, Peter Lombard, Durandus, or John
Migor; the Latin poems of Balde, Sannazarius, Vida, or Fracastorius ; the
gnummarsnf Zonaras, Sanctius, Lasoaris, or Linacer, were more nrecions to
him than much fine gold. He Uved to think. This, as Mr. Yeitch beautifully
says, was ’*not only the business of his life, but his very life.” Ho did net
choose the road to wealth, and he was never rioh. The^ Faculty of Advocates
in 1821 gave him the chair of Civil History in tho nnivers'ty, the income of
whidi was £100 a year. When he came m 1836 to tho chiw of liOgic and
Metaphysics he reached on income of £dOO a year, minus £100 for seven years
to the previous professor, who had resigned. In 1844 he had a stroke of
paralysu, from which he never recovered, though he Uved till 1856. There is
no intimation that Sir William lived beyond this very limited income

;
yet after

his illness, in 1846, application was made to the Government for a pension, in
recognition of his services to philosophy. Lord John Biissell offered £100,
whiw he said was all that was left. It was at first declined, but three years
lator it ww bestowed on Lady Hamilton, and accepted, in the hope that it

might be increased. After Sir William’s death, an application for this end was
made to Lord Palmerston, but though supported by the highest names in Scot-
land in law, literature, and science, by some beads of colleges in England, and
such men in the Church as Drs. Tait, Milman, Stanley, and Mansel,'.it met with
no success. Politicians only understand the concrete ; their philotophy must
be weighed and measured. vYe cannot conclude without quoting what Professor
Perrier says of Sir William Hamilton. It expresses our own judgment, and
it is all the more valuable that Perrier differed from Sir Willism, and agreed
with ns, in having no horror of the Absolute. “A simpler and a grander
nature,” says Perrier, *' never arose out of darkness into human life ; a truer and
manlier character God never made. How plain, and yet how polished was his
life in all its ways I how refined, and yet how robust and broad his intelligence
in all its workings ! SUs contributions to philosophy have been great, but the
man himself was greater far.” And wo ought not to omit the praise which is

due to Mr. Yeitch for the calm, elegant, and impartial manner in which ho has
written this charming memoir of Sir William Hamilton. J. H.

Li/e and Wrttinga Ctf Joseph Mazsini, Avdohiographical and PolUical. Yol. Y.
Lemdon : Smith, Elder, & Co.

This volnme is the fifth of the translated edition of Mazzini’s works, and
exmtains the acrount of the straj^les of 1848—9. That there is a very sad
and bitter tone in the pages which introduce this struggle, one cMiiild not but
ei^eot ; but tho grandeur of tho writer’s mind crimes out as much in defeat

asm tho few days of'tnumpib. that have enooiuaged him in his daring career.

** Socceasive generations,” he says, '* either rraresent ideas or intereets, according to
thoT moral education. When thoy aro goveraed hy the first wo are enabled to foresee

their actions and to arrange our plans by a logical calculation of the degree of capocity
and oenriancy they are likely to duplay. Whoa they aro governedby the last—which in
thmr very nature axe variable from hour to hour—all logic is mute.”

It was, then, the subservience to interests rather than ideas which Mazzini
holds to have rained the efforts of 1848; as he sadly sums it up, “God was not.
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and, alfMl u not, in the heart at the oefttpiY;” and, thie faSiD^ hn hiolds,

will always he rqieaied ** so long as we are diBmhwiteA <rf £utii.i^0o(l‘i^ in

The Boeneopens witii the rise of what was called the Mbdesate Party; mffla
whom, throoghMr. Gladstone’s translation, of ** Farini’s History,” inostEngush^
mm probably deiiye their knowledge of this period. These men eeem to haraMM to defer the stn^jgle by Yaxions ootxmromises, till tiliey had to retire Ihr a
time from the scene in favour of the bolder and nobler ^irits, who began the
actual work of the Bevolution.
The account of fheir intrigum and feeblenesses is no doubt a necessary and

even interesting part of the history ; but those who wish really to understand
Mazsini shouldlook rather to the account of his own utterances and acts at
this crisis. His persistent B^ubUcanism is well known, but it is generally
supposed that it was founded merely on abstract theory. Those who tlunK
this should study the summary of the letter to Leonatui, which is given at
p. 27 of this tranwtion. In the previous volumes too ne hu shown his wish to
co-operate with those who looked first to Oharles Albert, then to Pius IX., for
the regeneration of Italy, so long as there was even the shadow of hope in such
a course ; and that his want aS hope in that course was justified by ratherbitter
facts.

The main facts of the groat insurrection of this time are printed here partly
in a chapter, headed, “ Boyalty and Bepublicanism,” partly m some documents
called “ Special Acts of the Bomon Bepublic,” which are placed at the end of
this volume.
The story begins with the summary of the purely anti-Austrian movements

in 1846—7, which found their most definite expression in the support of Fins IX.
in his reforming tendencies, "l^on this movement Mazzini looxed, as we have
said, silently, but hopelessly. To the Moderate Party, and those of his Bepub-
lican friends who were inclined to support them, he pointed out the hopelessness
of thoir object ; but he saw that there was a lower element collecting round
and defiling this movement. He says, From tho Imt and lowest party—the
intriguers—we kept aloof, that we might not bo sullied by contact with them.
Friends or foes, wo were, and would preserve ourselves, loyal. Nations, I have
often said it, aro not to be regenerate by a lie.” The causes of the fint out-
break Mazzini refers to a work of Carlo Cattaneo. We wish, we confess, that
the translator hod quoted more largely from that work.
The revolution was begun, apparently, by a small knot of Bepublicans, headed

by Cattaneo, and burst forth on the occasion of some tuiusuid severito on the
part of tho Austrians. It lasted five days, unaided from without, and at last
Badetzky lie. Then Charles Albert, who he been only dallyi^ with the
insurrection till then, signe a proclamation of war with Austria. The motives
for that proclamation, as gathere from English despatches of the time, seem
to have been mainly a desire to save his crown, and to hinder the Bepublic from
being prodaime. The progress of the insumetion is told most vigorously.

'*Tho Lombard insurrection he alreey been victorious upon ev<^ point when the
royal troops evanced upon LombaM territor}', and pushe onwards in the direction of
tho Tyrol. Tho volunteers he gathere towards those passes, driving the enemy
before 'them. Tho jiasses leading to tho valleys of tho Adda and Oglio were already
occupie by our men. The insurrection in Venotia he boon accomplishe with inoon-
ceivablo rapidity, tmd he place the defiles which loe ftoni Austria into Italy in the
hands of our mountaineers of Camin and Gadore. Palma and Osopo were ours. The
sea and tho Alps, os Cattaneo writes, were close to the enemy, and they would have
romaine so had the royal war recognised as our true strategic points, not the fortresses

and Pie^ont, hut the Ali» and tho sea—^Iho Tyrol and Venice.”

Then follows a description of the enthusiasm of tho people for the war, and
the desertion of the Italians who were in the Austrian service. “ In all Italy

thcro only remained to Austria—and these cyphers are proved by the offioiu

zeports—d0,000 men, defeated, discouraged, and exhausted.” The war spread
to xuscany and the oth^ northern grand dnohies, and at last to Naples.

^
Dnzixig

nil thin movement the Bepublicans stood by Charles Albert, Mazzini urging
tbnm to support him, but the royalist party wore already preparing iaa

treaoheiy.
** While we were urging tho goremmout to aid the volunteem, encourage them, a"d
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them on to^ravds the A^, the deeflrndion of the volunteer element (nq[mhlioui fbr

tho most part) vt» decided^ de^ed during the last day of march, vrhen Teodoro Secohi
was named to command the ftitore army. They wore left without arms, wittiout
clothing, without money, and yet violently accused each time that necessity compelled
them to help themselves; sent forward to the l^yrol and tho passes of the Alps, ana then
prormited from fighting $ finced to ouit those positio]^ and thus abandon the rising
insurrections there ; and finally recalled—they, the victors of the Austrians in the
glorious five day8->wounded to the heart’s cote, cmly to he dissolved.”

fSMazgiini urged them to supply the army from the Bepublican exiles who had
been fighting in Spain and weece. Hm offer was accepted; but when &e
exiles sirivM they were reftised oommissious. Amongst thoso were Cialdini

and Garibaldi.
While,!too, Charles Albert was refusing to advance into the Tyrol, the princes

were gradually withdrawing from the struggle, and Pio Nono was forbidding
the Boxnans to cross the Po.

Maazini’s advice was called for on one occasion, mid ho suggested that they
should choose three men—^whom they pleased—to carry on tho war, and to raise

a levy of tho five classes sa: masse. The Oovemmont declared “that the
peasants were Austrian at heart ;

” “ while,” adds Mazzini, “ the poor peasants
of the two first classes were actually revolting against the surgeons who rejected
some of them as unfit for service.’’ He then urged them to appeal to the
volunteers, and engaged to fonn a legion of a thousand volunteers in Milan,
placing his own name at the head of the list. This was first agreed to, then the
consent was contemptuously withdrawn. Then come an offer to Muzzini from
the king's secretary, through a Bepublican friend, of the place of First Minister
to the Crown, if he would bring over the Bepublicans to the royal party. A
summary of his answer is given on pp. 06—8. It was, of course, a rejection of
the offer, but also an appeal to the king to declare more fully his intentions
towards Italy.

The annexation of Lombardy to Piedmont finally induced tho Bepublicans
to break silence, and draw up a protest to the PjroTisional Gfovernment. Then
followed the cession of Venice to Austria; then various intrigues and diplo-
matic discussions, in wbidi England appears as the mediator between Austria
and Piedmont ; then the strange period of reaction w^e the Austrians were
pushing forward. Mazzini refused to upset the Provisional Government, and

E
revented on attempt of his friends to upset it. Instead of the throe men whom
a had named, three royal commissioners were chosen. Charles Albert pro-

mised to defend Milan, and the very next day announced that he had already
oompletod the capitulation for its surrender. General Medici, in tlie meantime,
rallied the Bepublicans, and Mazzini himself became their standard-bearer. The
news of the capitulation caused Gforibaldi and Medici to retreat. This they did,

though harassed by the enemy, “ in a compact and united form ;
” and Medici

said of kfrizzini on this occasion—“ His conduct has been a proof t^t to the
greatest qualities of the civilian he joins the courage and intrepidity of a
soldier.” Then followed the flight^of the Pope wd the other princes ; the ]^-
clamation of the Boman Bepnblio, and Mazmni’s election as a deputy. The
history is continued to the taking of Borne by the French, and many interesting

doooments relating to the decrees of the Bepublic, &o,, are given at the end of
tilie volume. Besides, there are several addresaes and letters of Mazzini’s on
various occasions. C. £. M.

Diary, Seminiaeeneet, and Ccrret^ndence of Henry Crahb Bohinson,, Barrieter-at-

IMU), F.8.A. Selected and edited by Thokas Sadubu, Ph.D. London

:

Macmillan & Co.

Iw the great whirlwind of-political and reliriooa excitement that burst over

England, as everywhere else, at tho French devolution, fhere^ was a young
attmn^s clerk, native of Bury St. Edmunds, Henry Orabb Bohinson by name,
fi^t yielded to all its impetuosity ; he toasted Dr. Priestley, ran wild for the

popnliiur Oonfessors, Hardy, Tooke, and Thelwoll, and at tho age of twenty-three

was marked as tho dangerous infidel of his neighbourhood oy no loss a man
than Bobert Hall. A Gsrman University, with his own eneit;gy and natiual

gifts, secured him a status higher than his birth iu the dissenting connexion
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woalcl lutre opened to him, and he took poiAion m lifSo euoeesahrelY m Ihzei^
correspondent, foreign editor of the TimUt and barrister-at>law. !no work in
literatnre bears his name except this posthumous Diary, but henceforth he will
by ttMse Tblumes rank with the most distinguished observers and recorders of
passing men and events. Betiring earljr &om his profession with a moderate
fortune as a bachelcu, keenly alive to social eigoynient and eminently fitted to
adorn every intellectual circle, Ckabb Bobmson was found everywhere and was-
weloome everywhere, tSte-a-tite in the fomily or in the reunions' of the wits,.

and for half a century he had the time and inclination punctually to dironicle,
with excellent taste and most tmexoeptionable judgment, the current of thought
around him, the words of the wise 'and their bri^t sayings, with endless per-
sonal anecdotes and traits of character which will be hereafter eagerly referred
to by biographers. The names wedded to imperishable intellect stning together
in pleasant gossip, of which the world never feels it has had enoimh, may
be found in these three volumes to any heart’s content. Dr. Sadler’s index is

fall of them, and many are the marks of reference against the more prominent.
We only want a companion gallery of photographs and we completely in
the midst of the intellectual world of the last generation, moving about as the
shadows of H. G. B. We see him at Bogers’ breakfosts, Coleridge’s Decture or
Monhlogue, and “d^ ” Charles Lamb’s whists ; sitting out the old year with
the Blaxmans, walking with Arnold in the Lake country, and reading aloud in
Mr. Wordsworth’s fomily cirole at Christmas time : wo see, or foncy, Southey
that can’t be got off from his books, Irving declaiming, fother Wesley and his
homagers, Braham and '* All’s Well,” and every star of the buskined stage.

We get a glimpse of the Timm* parloiur and the thunderers in the reign of
Walter the Burst ; and wo have a Crabb Bobinson dinner-table in plan—five

or six of them—^with who were there and who sat next to whom, and the feast

of reason easily imagined. One must be hard indeed to please who ever gets
tired of these pages.

^
But what, our reader may ask, mmt be the colouring of

this pleasant outline if all the while the Diarist is diarising beneath the smiles
of a Godwin and the frown of a Bobert Hall ? Happily there is a better report
to be mode than that which is here suspected ; and one principal interest of the
work is to watch the effect of growing years and the intercourse with so much
mind. We know how Coleridge, in the same era, out of as dark a night worked
his way towards the dawn ; and besides him H. C. B. had many constant asso-
ciates whose principles wore forenough removed from the Ptiitical Jttstux. How
then, we are curious to learn, fared it with Godwin’s disciple at 50—at 70—at
90 ? Let us remember he was of the age of twenty-three when he received
Bobert Hfdl’s admirable letter (Oct. 13, 1798)—a perfect model of the kind,

and by no means without its effect. Between twenw-fiye and thirty he was a
student at Jena ; and here he became sensible (vol. iii. p. 38) of the shallow-
ness of the whole class of writers whom he had before respected ; he was made
conscious of his own ignorance and felt inclined to a fovourable. study of
religious doctrines. This, he expressly states in later years, was the result of his
** German studies.” Woidd Oxford or Cambridge Umvemity ** Studies ” at the
same period have been likely to help ayoung man of Bobinson’s stamp P It is but
fair to ask the question whenever we are inclined to speak most regretfiilly or
the infiuenoe of the German mind on England. Let us not forget however that
while our dissenter was at Jena, such young men as Beginald Heber, Daniel
'Wilson, and Shuttleworth were reciting prize poems and essays at Oxford. But
Ito that as it nught, neither Bnglish Alma Mater was at that period open to the
Non-con. 'Wilhin the next five years after quitting Germa^ he is introduced

to Mrs. Barbauld, Lamb, Soutiiey, Wordsworth. Ih 1810we findhim discussing

some (ff the foundations of Chxutianity with Coleridge. In 1815 he was one
Sunday morning lounging in the Temple Gardens with Wordsworth’s poems in
company with a frien£ we latter, he writes, ** had t^en the Sacrament at

Belumm’s, for which I felt additional respect towards him. Though I am not
religious mysolf, I have ^reat re^ot for a conduct which proceeds firom a sense

of mity ana is under tiie infiuence of religious feelings” (i. 492). At the dose
of the same year he records having read several chapters of Paley’s Evidtnem,
** having resolved to read attentivdy and serioudy that and other works on a
Bulgect transoendmitly important, and which I am ashamed thus long to have
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drtajrod studying ” (p. 007). 6idnd of the Temple CKurdena quit*' gratified

him by the lively pleasure he expressed on hearing this resolution. In 1819 he
became acquainm with Mr. Beneoke of Heidelb^, who won his hearty sym-
pathy for what he regarded the eamestneM of his mptesrions. his though^l
views, and oarefiil statmnents, on tiie various mysteries of relimon.'

. Bomnson
entertained an ineradioable repugnance to the usual orthodox dootrines, at any
rate as popi^udy expressed : and Benecko’s oonversation awakened in him "a
very importeat and salutarv doubt ** as to whether the tenets which his own
mind rqeoted as absolute mlsehoods might not be alter all rathm .illrstated»

erroneously stated, and misunderstood truths, than falsehoods ** (iii. 38).

At this time too he bemns to sjteak of Blaxman the sculptor as one whose
unaffected piety went to his heart. ** He makes religion most amiable and
respectable at the earae time. A childlike fiuth is dehghtftit in a man of dis-

tinguiriied genius’* (ii. 136). In 1821 he earnestly wishes he^ wore in all

respects like Flaxman. At the end of 1823 he recoil in his diary—" As to
myself 1 have become more and more desirous to be religious, but seem to be
fiirther off than ever. Whenever I draw near, the negative side of the magnet
works and I am pushed bade by au invisible power" ^64). At the end of 1824
he writes—" What have I to do with mystical devotion, wooam in vain striving

to gain a taste for a more rational religion ? *’ (287). Interestii g noticed are
constantly occurring, amongst many others of a miscoUaneoiis character,
showing this kind <n thought alive within him. He tells us exactly what he
thinks of a sermon by Irving, Dr. Andrew Thomson, or Dr. Chedmers. He
resolves (1824) to devote Sundays to religious reading : then we hear of Jeremy
Taylor, Irving, " Woolman’s Journal,*’ and Coleridge’s "Aids to Beflection,
aim of long and interesting convermtions with Julius Hare at Cambridge, or
Benecke. In 1834 ho went to Heidelberg on purpose to get more constant
intercourse with the latter and a thorough acquaintance with his views, but
the result was short of his expectations. From 1830 his visits to the Lakes
brought him into contact with Dr. Arnold who had just before established his
holimiy home at Fox How, and we frequently hear of a sermon, a chat, and
a vralking discussion -mth him. In 1839 he is deeply interested in Isaac Taylor’s
writings, whioh " delighted me as much as Godwin and Hume did forty years
ago, notwithstanding their relirious tone and orthodox character.” In the
summer of 1841 ho records—"The older we become our speculations about
religion become more earnest and attractive : theological discussion supersedes
oven the politics of the day.” He was then just turned 66.
'4 {.Various indications have occurred in the Dia^ down to this period, w'hich
would not perhaps have atti^ted the reader’s notice very particularly, but are
significant taken in connexion with the sequel, that Mr. Bobinson’s slrongest
bias lay in the Unitarian direction, and now we are to see that tendency fiilly

developed. In 1844—^having never shown himself^ for many years before an
active politician—^he took a leading part out of doors in favour of the Dissenters*
Chapels Bill ;—" not, if 1 know my own feelings from any great interest I take
in Unitarifuis os such, but because they are standing in tiie breach in a case of
religious liberty.” This was written in May ; in December ho informedWords-
worth that he mid joined the Unitarian Association. In April, 1846, he went to
tiie Essex Street Chapel, then under Mr. Madge, Belsham’s sut^essor. He
enjoyed it much, and thought with regret how much ho had lost by not
attending before. Honcefortii he became a regular attendant there, and fre-

quently expressed the great pleasure he had in the services of Mr. Madge.
In October of that year he first met, at Heidelberg, an Englirii clergyman

whoso sermons and conversations never ceased to engage his warmest admira-
tion and regards, Mr. Frederick Bobertson, then a Cheltenham curate and
diortiy after of Brighton. In subsequent years Mr. Bobinson frequentlyrecords
himself a delighted hearer of his new friend in the latter town, and pronounced
him at his eariy death the best preadier he ever saw in the pulpit, it does not
however appear, notwithstanding, that Mr. Crabb Bobinson was ever the more
reconciled to Church of England " orthodoi^.** In 1847 he remarked to
Bobertson, " I am as convinced as a man can be on any matter of speculation
that the orthodox doctrines, as vulgarly undervlood. are false" (" and to am I,"
intenrposed Bobertson,', "but I have never venturi to deny tiiat possibly there
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is an important truth at the bottom of eyAy one of tiiose doctrines of which
they are a misrepresentation.” Hiem Bobinson expected his. friend .|kQ.>XBj4y»
and was peroloxed that he did not x^ly,— I go farther than s«d^;«;«is
possible; I have no doubt that they are all substantially true.”
eeems to have made no r^ly at all. - In the following year we read:-**- *

‘We talk^ to<4sy on rdMon: he (Bobertsoh) spoke of the happineBs he ftlt'la
able fredv to he a member of foe Churah of Englaad, which impifaM a hannonioiis oottp -

sent to all its doctrines. How he oan be this, and ^t enteofom snob Hbetal opiniaciB,
and,,what is modi bettor, libend fodings, I cmmot comprehend; but this is not perhaps
of much moment.” (iii. 327.)

In 1851 again :

—

“Heard Bobortson preach an extraordinary sennon, reconciling philosophy with
piety in a remarkable way. ... In the course of the sermon he uttered a number of
^’aluablo philosophical truthSt which I cannot reconcile Mfo Church doctrines, though
I have no doubt he does so with perfect good feifo. . . . He acknowledges titot he is

surprised at being so long permittw to preach : he is aware how mudi he must be foe
object of distrust.” (iii. 392.)

A few days afterwards :

—

“*I heard Bobortson both morning and afternoon, and had a conversation with him
in the evening. My astonishment at this man increases every time I see hhn. ... As
ho interprets oven the words * without blood thoro is no remission of sins,' they become
inofTonsirc, for it moans no moro thanthis—Christ died to oxhibittho perfectest Christian
truth, that the essenco of Christianity is self-sacrifice. ... I have told him that on
Trinity Sunday, if possible, I will go to Brighton, to hear him expound, in this way, the
Trinity.” {Ibid.)

It does not appear that he went on Trinity Sunday ; and shortly after (1853)
Bobortson diod. Mr. Bobinson himsolf survivod till 1867, but tbera is no addi-
tional record oi bis religious views that need be given after the above extremely
interesting quotations.
The impatient youth then that called Bobert Hall to account for takingaway

his character as a Christian is at Iragth content to assist at tihreo sermons in one
day if Bobertson and Sortain mght preach them ; and so the reader of this

latest Diary need not fear he is to be0dragged along through fifty years of
irreverent scoffing. On tho contrary, Crabb Bobinson claims a standmg within
the Catholic Ghm'oh on a level with the most fovoured doxy. He is indignant
at being tolerated. "I have,” says he, “the general impression that some-
times Church Liberals take great credit for a very small kindness, as ifUnitarians
were a sort of eleemosynary Christians, admitted to the title by a special

fovour ” (iii. 512). And indeed who con have tho heart to warn away as a
trespasser one who claims, by any titlo thathe can reconcile with his consmenoe,
to stand upon that blessed ground ? Yet one’s heart must foil one indeed, if a
just liberality forbids us to question the genuineness of that Christianity which
will not accept the direct statements of Christ’s selected and Spirit-taught
^Bciples except under strange interpretations. H. C. B. admits, or rather will

not deny, that there may be possibly a truth underlying the vulgar statements
of orthodoxy. Yory foiut this ! One might foncy ne had in his eye tho gross

religionism of some third-rate ” Primitive.” We should be comforted to think
so. But he is at one with Bobertson, and deems Bobertson’s Churchmauship
untenable ; ergo, the official measured statements of the Church of England are
within his view of the culprit vulgar.” He is perolexod that Coleridge should
(in 1811) have declared his adherence to BuU and Waterland ; he will not how-
ever question his sincerity but only his consistency (i. 350) ; and of the ** Aids ”

he remarks (in 1826), ” His religion that of thevuq^r, his philosophy his own ”

(ii. 327). It is tolerably clear theraforo what that “vulgar” orthodoxy iswhichhe
cannot be reconciled to. And if this is not enough, where do we find in all^
Diary any hearty relianoe on or soul-felt quotation of a sentence like—“He died

for our and rose again for our justification”? There is no sign from
baginning to end that such statementa as this, under any interpretation what-
ever, were resorted to for peace and consolation. But insteadwe have xeligioas

ppamilktinnH embracing the (nigin of evil and its future oonsequenttos, sufficient

grace for prayer, necessity, freewill, and the lifo to come; inost interesting
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tottios doubtless, but if one xoight say so, equally within the horizon of a Flato
,or*a TuUy.

There is one more point in II. O. B. to challenge. Ho has on ingenious
observation, that ho praers Dissent to tho Church but likes OhurohiMuu better
than Dissenters. The saying is quite as paxadozioal os it looks; einco
better crops invariably spring from the better {nound, and if the Church makos
better fellows than dissent the Church is the better land. But genuine
** Church ” does not k^cally produce Bobertsonism, teate, H. C. B. ; (his there-
fore must be removea and the only crops left are tho Anglo-Catholic, the
Evangelical, and the High-and-dry. But our Diarist is opposed to tlio proten-
rions of the first, though be likes the Puseyites better than the Eviuigelioals

(iiL 287), and tiie last nurreover have (he declares) no connexion with gentility

;

sweep TOth awaythen, and there remains that rii» dry com that will not offend
H. C. B. with too much dogma. But all this trifling aside ; and we say that
Idberalify is a glorious gem, in whose prMervation if Liberals fail, where else

shall it IM firand? And when men write, as EDenry Orabb Bobinson does
(setatis ;78),

** Of all the combinations the most unreal and spurious is that of
gentility and Evangelicism ” (m. 421), which can only be meant as a diort-out
argument for modem use parallel to Charles II.*s gentle saying about PresYy-
tenanism and gmtlemen, udiich the Diarist uncmbtedly had in his mind
(compare the date with that of iii. 287, note, and the latter half of the note
xtsc^, they must be prepared for a retori nuyhap from the unfortunate Evan-
gelicid, that the secret oftheir dislike is that he may be after all the truest and
me stubbomest exponent of a Pauline Orthodoxy which so much puzzles them
as “ vulgar.” C.

Memoir of John Qwy of Dilaton. By his Daughter, JosErmnn E. Btttusr.
Edinburgh : Edmonston and Douglas. 1869.

This is the life of a British worthy. John Grey of Dilston was a man fiunoua
as an agriculturist (as manager of the Greenwich Hospital estates in Northum-
berland he increased their rental from £25,000 to £40,000), not unimportant as
a politician, and very noticeable for a certain simplicity and gentle greatness of
nature whi^ every letter and speedi oi his reveiued. The life was well worth
writing, and it has been weU and shortly written—or suffered for the most pari
to write itself, in the chronicle of deeds done, and in the familiar letters of the
dead. It is a book which breathes of Northumberland, of the valley of the
rushing Tyne, and of blown and rainy hills. It is from lives like this that men
may learn, for the record of a great and pure personality is the best bequest of
time. To those who knew John Grey—as what Northern man did not ?—this
plain portraiture will recall the majesty of his later days, when, though the
hair of the *' Block Prince of Northumberland” was weather-beaten to an iron-
grey, and his towering stature bent a little with eighty years, yet his natural
force was not abated, nor the fire of his eye or of lus spirit in anywise quenched
or overborne. P. W. H. M.

m.—PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC.

Subjection of Women, EyVoBW Stitaxt lCiXiX» London : Longmans,
Green, Beader, and Dyer.

Thosb who take delight in spying out the faults and weaknesses of great
men have rarely, perhaps, had abetter bhance of gratification than in tlrisbook.

Noble as ever in tone of tiioaght, as forcible and clear in statement, it u yet,

we faar, fhr more likely to munage than to asmst tiie cause for which it was
written. The reason m this expectation is the constant ignoring throughout
the argument of tiie first chaepter, and to a great degree throughout the book, of
the truth so admizably set finth in tiie first two peges :

—

*‘It would be a mistake,” says Hr. Mill, "to suppose that the difficult of the case
muri lie in the insuflSoieni^ or obscurity of the grounds of reason on whuh my con-
viction rests. ^Hie difficulty is that which exists in all cases in which there is a mass of
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feelinf^ to bo contcndcxl against. So long as an opinion is strongly rooted in the feelings,
it gi^s i itlior than loses in stability by having a preponderating -weight of argument
against jt . For if it woro accepted as a result of axgument, tho refutation of the axgu-
mont ini^ht shako tho solidity of tho conviction

; but when it rests solely on feeling, the
woTHo it j:ircB in nrgumentativo contest, tho moro persuaded its adherents aro that their
feelings must have some deeper ground which tho arguments do not roach, and while
tho feeling remains it is always tl^wing up frei^ intrenchments of argument to repair
any breach made in tho old.”

Starting with this^ admission, one would 'expect in a book which' is meant to
oonvci't wayorers (if not to conciliate opponents), that such feelings would be
treated with some degree of tenderness ; and that, however strongly our author
might state his own side of the question, he would even go out of his way to
make aUowances for the ” weaker brethren*’ who dirank mom his conclusions.
Yet while the parallel between the position of women and of slaves is puidied
to pie uttermost, while the half-dishonest, half-meaningless compliments by
which the emancipation ofwomen is met are treated with the scorn which tb^
60 ridily deserve, there is no recognition of the real reverence for the samedi-
ness of domestic relations which niakes the most daring and the most uuselflah
men dread anjf interference with them whatever, and, what is ftur more start-
ling, no admission of the real difference whidi distingaishes tbejpreieni position
of women from slavery. This is most clearly brought out in the passage in
whidh he contemptuously summarizes what he considers the difference between
the two cases ;

—

*^Men do not want solely the obedience of women, they want their sentiments. All
men, except the most brutish, desire to have in the woman most nearly connected with
thorn, not a forced slave, but a willing on^ not a dave merely but a mvourite. They
have, therefore, put everything in practice to enslave their minds. The masters of aU
other daves roly for maintaining obedience on fear, either fear of themselves or rdimous
fears. The makers of women wanted more than ample obedience, and they turned the
whole fbroo of education to effect their purpose.” ....

*^Can it bo doubted that any of the other 3roke8 which mankind have succeeded in
breaking, would have subsist^ till now if the same means had existed and been as
sedulously used to bow down their minds to it. If it had been made the object of life of
every young plebeian to find personal favour in the eyes of some patrician, of every
serf with some seigneur ;

if domestication with him, and a share of his personal affections

had been held out os the prize which they all i^oidd look out for, the most gifted and
aspiring being able to reckon on the most desirable prizes

; and if when the prize had
been obtained they had been shut out by a wall of brass from all interestanot centering
in him, all feelings and desires but those which ho shewed or inculcated, would not serfe

and seigneurs, plebeians and patricians have been as broadly distinguished at this day as
men and women are, and would not all but a thinker here and there have believed the
distinction to bo a fundamental and unalterable fact in human nature ?

**

This description seems slightly modified W the remarks at page 69, but wby
did they not appear earlier in the book P We confess that we are not ready to
answer this question decidedly in the afBrmativo ; butwhether we do so or not,
tile description certainly is not an exhaustive account of the real relations
between husband and wife. So long as the serf, however petted and fevoured,
is in a state of serfdom, there must come in at some point or other that great
distinction between (him and the wife,—” the servant knoweth not what Ids
master dooth,” or, it might:be added, thinketh and^feeleth. No doubt Mr. Mill
would admit that the ” bond of man and wife ” was something higher in mmy
cases than this description implies ; but it is just this omission of the modifi-
cations of his view that must weaken the good effect of this book, and through
it the cause which the writer has at heart.

I speak as ever jealous for the reputation of a' man from whom .all we of
the younmr generation have learnt something, and for a cause which has tax
more to mar from ridicule and prejudice tiian from argument. How much they
have to fear in respect of prcgudice I may instance by the misrepresentatioiis

to which this book has been already sulyected. It has been quoted, for in-
stance, in suob a way as to give the impression that Mr. Mill wishes to s^dvocate
unlimited right of divorco. The following passage will^show how felse is sudi
a statement:

—

** Surdy if a woman is denied any lot in fife but that of being the peorsonal body
servant of a despot, and is dependent for everytifing upon the chance of flhding onewho
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tB|[^ tie dispcMed to make a Alvottrite of liior initead of merely a drudge, ii ie a TOty

.tdnd aggiat-ation of Iter fkte'ihat Aeaboold be allowed to for titia oliane«- only once,

.aito natural aeqnel and cvnitmif tHii etale ttf thimfa would be that einco her all in
dcpenda on her havh^gagm maater, dte utonld be allowod to chaagu again and

again until ahe dnda one. '' Jein *tat. M/ffinf tM at# fn to mUttctd tki$9rivu^t tAof

ita totaOsf dijieefit Theonestionof diTwroeinthe nenaeineoiTinglibeiiy
of ro-marriage, hrone h^ whioh it ia foreign to my porpoae to enter, all-1 now aay u
that to thoee to tekom notk^JM Mretfadlf it tUtwtO, the ikee dioieeof aerritndo is the
only, thoi|gh a moat insn^oifn^ allevhrtion.'*

Jn the obnpter from wbiob this pnoe of bitter irony is qwted, Mr. Hill—if yn
may yentim to eay 8o-r4)ooomo8 frur more ooneinoiiig. Me no loim^ takes his

aUnd on the general iniquity of men towarde women, but on the old and aound
principle that “ the law was made ibr the uiyuet :

*'—
Ktaniage is not an institution designed for the select few. Men are not required as

a preliminary to the marriage ceremony to prove by testirntmials tlvi^- they are fit to bo
trusted with absolute power. The tie of affection and obligation to a wife and children
is ve^ stnmg with those whoso general social feelings are strong, and with those who
nxe little sensible to any other social ties; but there are all degrees of sensibility and
inscnsilnlity to it, as there are all grades of good and wickedness in ia‘m down to thoso
whom no ties will bind, and on whom society has no action but through, its uHitna ratio,

the penalties of the law. In every grade of tins descending scale are ;i.en to whom arc
committed all the legal powers of a Eiuband.

Here, too, ia introduced a passage which, however one-sided as a statement of
fru^’, seems to us, in depth, of feeUna and height of moral tone, unsuriiassed
even in the other writings of hfrr. Mill.

Speaking of the undue influence sometimes exercised ‘by women over men,
he adds:

—

** But neither in the affairs of fomilios nor in those of States is power a compensation
for the loss of freedom. Her power often gives hor what sho has no right to, but docs
not enable her to assert her own rights. A sultan’s favonrito slave Ims slaves under
her over whom she tj'ranniises, but tho desirablo thing would bo that sho should neither
have slaves nor be a slave.”

‘While, too, we have commented with the freedom with which little people
generally criticize their betters, on the imi>erfections of this remarkablo book,
we must admit thrt some of the objections which havo been made, and which
will nu doubt be repeat^ to its language, seem to us neither just uur reason-
able. We^ allade especudly to the irritation caused to some peoplo by the use
of words like “iiartnership,” ** contract,” &c., as applied to marriage. Among
women, at any rate, this objection ia very sincere and very deep. They think
that legal terms imply something hard and worldly, and aVe connected mainly
with ideas of bargain and sale, dbo. We juro sorry to see that a writer in one of
our ablest and generally most oonsoientious journals (the Spectator) speaks of
Mr. Mill’s desire to abolish maniage in any other form than a free-will {lart-

nership.” A more false impression of the offect of his argument could not be
given. Now I would point out that the whole discussiou from p. 71 to p. 74
IS concerned purely with the question of the managemont of the property after

marriage ; and any one who rea^ the chapter in an unprejudiced spirit will
feel, first of all, that Mr. Mill does not for a moment oonsidor this'the only one
or the most imptntont queetion infamily relations, and secondly that directly this

question becomes mixed up with a more general discussion of the relations of
married life, he passes from cold legal arguments to appeal to religioiu and
moral feelings. The following sentence may perhaps offend the feelings of somo
women, as it will no doubt pnok the consdences of many men, but it cannot bo
charged with drynett of tone or lowness of feding

believe that equality qf rights would abate the ezagnireratod self-abnegation
which is the imeent artifidm ideal of fomioine ehoracter, and that a good woman would
not he nunre aelf-saorifloing than the best man; but, on the other hand, men would be
much more unselfish and solf-saorifioing than at present, because they would no longer
be tangbi to wonhip their own vrill aa su^ a grand thing that it is actually the law for

suiothw rational 'bemg.”

Even (m the question of property, too, he doss homage to sinoere sentiment
for more thanm the earlier dmpter
« Some people ore sentimentally dtofdmd at the idea of a separate interest in money
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mattoTH M inconnstont with the ideal Inabm of two Urea in one. For m. own part, I
am onu of the atrongeet aoppoxtera of oonuaanHwof oooda when remltingman an ontizo
unity of feel^ in the owneta whieh.makea autiuagaoemmoa between them. But I
have no rdiab for a communi^ of- geode reating- on-the dortane that whatjaminftia
yours, but what is youza la not mino^ .aiid-:i|C.altoald> pn^ to dec|^ entaiinli-hlto
such a compact with any one^ fhoug^Z wwamiyiieU the pesaon to paeAt by it.'*

^

^
Tho thirdohapter is con<Mrned wxtlifiwexdiaBiim o# woman ftoa ptol!^

nona mid tiw aofllragew Ontheinjuatidaof the first of these mceluaioiur wo
people in ^[eneiral are at bottom agreed, and the battle of women’s ohampM^
on this point most be therefore, aa ICr. Mill pointed oat in the passage footed
above, against sentiment rather than logical argument. Yet here lupun Zlb.

Idl assumes that this sentiment is mete selfishness—a point whidi he might
at least havefproved (by an anidysis, for instance, of the phrases in which it is

ei^zessed) instead of assuming it at starting. The argument, however, both on
this point and on the question of the suffiage, is worthy of the writer. On the
latter question the following passage strikes us as Tory forcible

“When we consideT how sedulously they are all trained away from, instead of being
trained towards, any of the occupations or objects reserved for men, it is evident that I
am fai-lriTig a very humble ground for them when I rest their case on what thm^ have
actn^y achieved. It cannot be inforred to be impossible that a woman should be a
Homer, or an Aristotle, or a Michael Angelo, or a Beethoven, because no woman has yet
actually produced works comparable to theirs in any of those lines of excollenco.

negative foot at most leaves the question uncertain and open to psychological discosaion.

But it is quite certain that a woman can be an Elizabeth, or a Deborah, or a Joan of
Arc, sinco this is not inference but foct. Now it is a curious consideration that the very
things which the existing law exoludos women foom doing, are the things which they
have proved that they are able to do. There is no law to jnevent a woman from having
written all the plays of Shakspeorc, or composed all the operas of Mdzart. But Queen
Elizaheth or Queen Victoria, had they not inherited the throne, could not have been
entrusted with the smallest of the poutical duties of which the former showed herself

equal to the greatest.”

Even, however, in this most instructivo chapter, Mr. Mill’s bitterness against
his opponents carries him away ; not I think in this instance into iiyustico, but
into the omission of a point m his argument which one would have expected
that he of all men in England would have been the most likely to drive home,
mie charge that women ore led away by their personal partialities in political

matters ho meets by a bitter sarcasm on men’s devoidon to their person^ inte-
rests. No doubt tnore is a great deal of truth in this retort, nor is it at all

over-stated ; but why treat the charge against women as entirely a reproach ?

Surely, if there is one improvement more than another which we need in poli-

tical feeling, it is the introduction of the idea that-we should vote for the best
man, not for the party ticket. Such at least is the idea that I believed to have
been the basis of Mr. Hare’s Scheme of Personal Bepresentation, and to have
inspired a certain letter to Mr. Bouverie during the recent election.

^e last chapter (on the general g^d to mankind whidi will result from the
dionges which are advoca^ in thiB book) contains many noble passages, but
again the case seems strangely overstated.
In condusion, I would assure ouy one who desires honestly to study this

book, that he will find much to roimy him ; but those who read it on^ once,
and then hastily, will, if inolined in the slightest degree to difiPer ftom its oon-
dusions, find their prejudices developed and strengthened. C. E. M.

Vetuviua, By J. Phiujts, M.A., F.B.S., &o.. Professor of Qeology in' the
University of Oxford. Oxford : Clarendon Press. 1860.

If ever the geologist of the fhture shall be able to_ trace backward stop by
stqp with histone acooraoy the fiunt and devious footprints of old Time, if ever
he 18 to be able to systematize the phenomena of activeandpassive change, and
mould the eolleotive knowledge of his predecessors into more or less complete
philosophic systems of cause and effect in conneetion with the great system of
creation, it wiU be by the multiplication of works like this before us. He
cannot yet teU, one by one, the volcanoes, above and below the sea, that have in
turn lahoured in melting the rodcs beneath and in heaping np.new matter
above ; the fire-fields spreading like a fever-radi from land to|,uuidiiL all ages—
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for a while like a dread heotiOt or passing on with tomours to burst in

aiiSUK regions with burning pustules, unuil Time, the curer, renews earth’s

Aboe with Terduie. This is more than the geologist of to-day can hope for.

But we have here a monograph on one of these ftre-oentres, which will form no
inconspicuous stone in the pyramid of geologic history, when once the e^ce
iscompleted.
For half a century, the name of Phillips haS stood in the foremost rank of

geological diieftains. He has had less to retract than any one of his oontem-
poianea, for he never laid down a fact of which he could not produce the
lonnaL proof, and he never claimed it as hi^rerogatiYe to speculate beyond the
necessary productions from proven facts. Hhid same caution, the same wisdom,
shines here, mellowed by the ingmium mite aenectutie^ while the fire of youth
is yet fervid enough to draw form the veteran Professor, who has emulated the
devotion of the elder Pliny, but happily escaped his premature fate, as note-
book in hand he watched the heavii^ tnroes of Ihe fire-monntoin.
In the early part of last year Inoteasor Phillips set out to visit Vesuvius,

then in the Hhxoea of one of its greatest modem eruptions, and he has now col-
lected an authentic history of the mountain and of its successive eruptions, has
arranged the main facts and phenomena observed in and about it in a settled
order, and finally has offered nis interpretation founded on theie observations
and in harmony with the working laws of nature. The history is complete from
the first recorded eruption, narrated by the younger Pliny, with the touching
story of his uncle’s death, and briefly recounts every eruption from that date.
The effects of the eruption of 1794 were amongst the most remarkable :

—

"In Torre del Greco metallic and other substances exposed* to the ciirront (of lava),

were variously affected. Silver was melted, glass became porcelaiu, iron swelled to

four times its volume, and lost its texture. Brass was decomposed, and its constituent
copper cT\'StaIlized in cubes and octahedral forms aggregated in beautiful branches.
The zinc ws sometimes tuned to blende.” (P. 94.)

The following is the description of last year’s eruption as soon by the
author :

—

" In the evening of 2l8t March, 1868, after an inter\’al of unquiet repose, during
which, by day, wreaths of vapour rose from the summit, Vesuvius rekindled his watch-
fires, and began to bkizc at intervals much like an iron furnace in the north of England,
and like that, occasionally li{|phting up the clouds above, while a broad glare of red
reflection sj;)rcad over the sea in firont. It was bright star-light, and one serene star on
the left of the crater gave its pure rays in conh^t with the ruddy glow. . . . One
more look at the evening lights of Vesuvins—27th March—^tho grandest of all the exhi-

bitions. What a spectacle ! One long burning stream down the north-castuiTi slope of
the great cone. . . . On the top, fitful bursts of clouds of fiery bombs and wide-spread
ashes ;

.below, just where it apqpeared last night, but now far brighter, and glowing with
a full steady eye of light, tbo second great burst of light and motion. Now it spreads a
bright cloud above ; men down to the valley knots and lines, sometimes double, of sliup
white or reddish fixe, swelling into considerable masses, and broken into many gleaming
points. Toward the base, a wide cataract of firo is pouring towai-d us, «'ind is stretch-

ing its red fingers over the older lava. Now and then a star-like point in advance
seems to beckon onward—

*

don freien toebten der natur.’ Finally, in the deepest part
of the visible horizon, a horizontal row of fourteen small bright star or ^om-like fires

marks the conquest of the current over Ihe flat space of the Atrio, and seems to tmito
again the long separated masses of Somma and Vesuvius—^parent and child, the far-

descended progeny of the struggling Titan.” (Pp. 122, 125.)

In the following chapters, the ^nses of earthqnoakes and volcanoes ore
examined. Internal fissures, occasioned by jgradual pressure, not by sudden
vibration, <^n the heated interior to the admission of water : the generation
of steam—^the sudden shook—^the fisr-extendod vibratoi^ motion, ore conse-
quences of a slow change of dimensions, in presence of internal heat and
admitted water. Hence active volcanoes are never found but in regions very
near the sea, which supplies the subtorraneaii force or requisite steam-power.
Hence the author concludes :

—

" These relatioiis of volcanic energy are assignable to geographical conditions : first, it

is not in high mountain chams, however great the disturbances in them, that volcanic
energy is specially seated; next, that it is in the sea, or near the coast now, and that
it was near the sea or gmt inland waters in* early times, that .volcanoes burst forth:
thirty, that this area of activity in Europe has been on the whole shifted southward
dazing tho course of geologic time.” (F. 235.)
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Tho volcanoes of Germany, of Auverme, of Northern Italy* eemn to have
ceased long before Vesuvius and Etna had passed beyond the fierceness of
youth. , Great mountain movements bywhidbchants or vast extent have.been
made in^restoiing the terrestrial equilibrium, are by this very condition be
regarded as bringing fo re$^ sotim primary state of extensive dbibgami^O0B
Abundance of water, haying accessto the hot interior of the earth, is an.eikeMiit
not of contmental elevation and marine depression, but of vohanic oxeitemoidir '

Examining more particularly the phenomena of Vesuvius, the Ftoftssor is
inclined to doubt whether what has been supposed to be fiame issuing from the
crater is more than the light emanating from incandescent but not flaTPing

bodies. ** It is Ihe light of the glowing lava, and masses footed in a state m
white or red heat, which makes the great column of seeming flame rushing up
from Vesuvius.” From his telescopic observations, he was also satisfied that
the stone-throwing of Vesuvius arose from explosive forces near the upper sur-
face of tho lava :

—

** The cause of these sudden and capricious enlosions may be not the heating of tho
water-bubbles which explode, but the cooling of them below tho ^spheroidal* state, to
some red heat which adznite of their collecting together and assuming tho noini^
condition of vapour ; whereas lower down in the lava, the bubbles of water, inclosed
in t^o lava, are too much heated to be allowed to flash into steam. By this consideration
wo BOO that steam-power cannot be generated in lava to beyond a certain measure of
intensity, depending on a limited temperature.” (P. 265.)

The apace at our disposal prevents our doing more than merely refer to the
examination of tho story told by the columns of thg temple of f^iteoli, in ch.

viii., so well known to every geologist by toe iUustrations in Sir C. Lyell’s

Principles of Geology.” But we cannot omit Professor Phillips’ generalization
from his observations :

—

Tb me it appears clear that on the general fact of a cooling globe, two great systems
of movement in tho earth’s crust are to bo surely inferred : one downward, by reason of
the determining of a general contraction to particular ax^ and centres; the other
upward, arisiug from the cr^'stallization of rocks, whoso specific gravity is less than that
of the whole mass. Whether these rocks entangle themselves below, so as to constituto
practk^ally a solid basis, or float in a magma of slow fluidity, is of no material conse-
quoiico to too general theory of tho earth, or to the particular theory of volcanoes. Tho
conformity and diversity of ^thesc latter can be well enough explained either way; con-
formity of general phenomena from causes of like origin, diversity of particular effects

from the varying depths and communications of the channels, and the different qualities

of the solid rock which ore rent by earthquakes, absorbed by heat, and ejected by
steam.

“ Hero, then, we pause, not without a conviction that geology is acquirmjg*, even with
reference to tho vanablo might of subtcxrancan fire, a sure ground of conviction that it

is a imrt of the system of slow and measured change, which has been traced in opera-
tion through tho members of tho solar system and the stariy space beyond, to tho greater
and more distant masses of shining vapour, which, though they stand to ns at present
as tho ‘flammantia mmnia mundi,’ may even now bo silently gathering into new suns,
and planets, and satellites ; or forming elliptic rings of asteroids, such as were seen on
this morning of too 14to Nov. 1S68, by the author at Oxford.” (Pp. 336, 337.)

H. B. T.

IV.—CLASSICAL.

Juvenius Mundi : The Oods and Men of the Heroic Age* the Bight Honourable
WiixiAM Ewabt GiiADSTONX. London: Macmillan & Co. 1869.,

Wb aro not so mudi disposed to land as to felicitate Mr. Gladstone, for that,

amidst the cores of State, and his efforts to play a grimd port, under Providence,

in the ” seneotus mundi,” he is able to ^s&aot himself at seasons from the

scene on which he moves, and transport himself for relaxation to the to past,

that young day of the world’s history, so vividly pictured in the Homeno page.

Independent of the charm of associations so totally different, that, in recuixing

to these, he can most completely banish the claims and anxieties of time mresent,

Mr. Gladstone’s Homeric studies famish him with what of all things most be most
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to his fervid itatofee. theeMtt of Tiofeory sad ooooew, and the luxury
.jpHifShiiii^ininB' a eaueeonnuuttyflpekttti aeunst, with thoaewai^mns of rhetoric,

lekini nh. and subtle aaaly^ vriluoh noneknow better how to wield. Whilst it

nay be said of his *' ^bnupno studies,*' publidied ten yeare atfo, that they gave
a dutinot impulse to the study ofHomer among English sdhoMVB,aiid increased
an hundrsd-mld the number of translators, oommentators, and speculators, who
had any fliit of tributo to pay to the world's earliest bard, it is no less true that
his *' Jttventus ICundi," (wherein is gatheredup a ftmdof lesulteand deductions
from lus httger work, along with much that u new in the nature of develop-
ments of former inquiries and theories,) will some in most opportunely to
reinforcs the hatUe, which Mure and others have had enough to do in fighting
against the popular heresy of these days, and to convince the unprejodicM and
calm-judging, ofthe oneness and individuality of Homerby oonclusions resulting
fi»m an insight singularly minute and penetrative. It is hard to conceive an
aim more generous or more enkindling than to rehabilitate (if the word can
be with rervezence used of the Divine Poet) the glorious autiior of the Diad and
the Odyssey, or a luxury more enviable than to dint the shields and diiver the
lances o£ those ligbt-weigbted critics who now-a-days devote themselves to
removing Homer from his time-honoured vantage-ground, making him a “vox
et pneterei nihil,’* andsuhstituting Pindar, or even later poets stiU, for him, as
the first snbstant^ occupant of the throne of Greek poesy. One great result of
Mr. Gladstone’s “ Juyentus Mundi ” will have been to accompliah this aim ; for
it is quite impossible to follow him through its ciroumstantial and minute
deductions, with anything like concurrent reference to tho Homeric text, with-
out being possessed with a conviction that in tho Iliad and Odyssey, taken in
their entirety, or compared part with port, there is incontestable evidence of a
system, and plot, and detail, which could not by possibility have originated in
other than a sin^ brain. Here and th^ we find direct and telling argfBients
in this behalf. Ho finds these

—

In the inniimarablo particulars of manners, institutions, and ideas which pervade both
tho Iliad and the Odyssey with a marvellous consistency, and by tho incommunicable
stanm of extraordinary genius which they carry throughout. If diseropancics exist,

the difiSculty they present is not only small, but infinitesimal, compared with tho hypo-
thesis which assumes that Greece produced in early times a multitude of Homers, and
all of them with the very same stamp of mind. Whether, in short, wo consider these
works as poei^ or as xecorh the marks of their unity aro innumerable and incifaceable.

A part of their force is sensiblo to tho ordinary reader ; but it will be felt constantly
and immensely to increase in proportion as the reader becomes tho student, by virtue of
a patient, constant, and thorough examination of tho text.” (16—17).

In foct, it is in the hond-fide observance of the minute 'plan thus laid down
that'be both arrives at separate proofs, and also accumulates a body of coinci-
dences and oonsistenoies quite irreconcilable with divi^'^d autborsnip, or any
other than one constructive mind. This comes out pr laps more uian dso-
where in those sketches of iiOoc, which make so attractive the latter pages of
” Juventus Mundi,” reproducing more or less a great charm of the *' Studies.”
Odusseus, for example, is made in the Homexio poems "a model of tiie

domestic affoctions.” It wm the scope of the ” Odyssey ” to moke him so, and
no reader marvels to see him therein pre-eminent in the character of father
and husband. But why do we find undesigned coinddontal notes of the some
characterin the “Hiadr” "The ‘Iliad,’” observes li&. Gladstone, "sustainsby
its sUghfov indications' tiio sister poem : for he alone of tho Greek chieftains
desires to be known as the father of his son ; and touchingly sets forth his sense
of the hardship of being detained, oven but a singlo monui, away from a wifo’*

(p. aoi).
It is not, however, samneh separate and several points, as the cogency of

Mr. Gladstone’s analysis and accumnlative consistent evidence, which beat out
of court the destructive theories of a later day of Homerio criticism. There may
be here and there an argument too finespun, and too subtle; but the web, as
a whole, is so well and vigilantly woven, that we shall be ouiious to see
the efforts of modem " choxizontos,” "sceptics,” and "setters up of rival

Homers,” to get nut of it. As for the author of " Juyentus Mundi,’’ he_ holds
no terms with those recent critics who seek to invalidate Homer by bringing
his date as near as they can to that of poets whom we have been taught to
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eonaider far later in the chronology of GrediE»literatar6. With him Hbxner was
bom ** before or during the war, immediately and intensely Qnehf^’ and
^*the song of Homer was ^historic song 7)«. <*Jndeedi he lias|i!rdlm1Uy teld
ns mors abrat the world and its inhaimtanm at his own epoch thanamthut^^
that ever lived/’ And when we ooocne to that very interesting pcniSbn:Of'^]^
Gladstone’s farther researches since the publication of his Stmues on Homer

V

in 1958, which consists in tracing out the Phoenician element in the ethno^
logical division of his subject, we discover, incidentally, collateral proof, dr
•Mproximation to proof, of the poet’s date, in the course of his remarks as to
the Semitic influences of Phoenician settlers on the Greece of Homer.

It i^Iain,*’ writes Sir. Gladstone, from both the poems, that at the epoch of the
Troica, mdon was in its yi^nr. The Sidonians ore mentioned apart from Hunnikh in
the list of the countries Henelaoa idsited. Here, as we find, were produced the
noblest works of metallic art, hero the richly-embroidered robes. From the King of
Sidon (ydio has the poetical name of Phaldimos) Slenelaos receives a nOble gift, ^d
some of Homer’s Phoenician personages are also ealled Sidonian. Now tiie period of
the Sidonian supremacy close.:, as we are told, with the razing of that city by tho Phil-
istines in the year 1209 b.c« Then began the supremacy of Tyre, a city ox which wo
have no indi^tion throughout tho poems, uhloss we may be thought to find one in
the name of Turo, the grandmother of Nestor. From many signs it appears that
Turo’must have been Phoenician. But Homer tells nothing, knows nothiDg, of a
Tyrian. It soems pretty clear, then, that the epoch of the war, and probably of the
poems, must have been antecedent to the fall of Sidon, reputed to have taken place
m 1209 B.o. (144).

A little further on he argues, ^i& much rogency, the probability that an
invasion of Egsrp^ by the liibyans, with the aid of Achaians and Laconians,
held to have occurred at the end of the nineteenth Egyptian dynasty, with the
reputed date of tiie fourteenth century before Ghrist, was made not after

^

the TVar of Troy. But here he speaks as one feeling after tho light, rather than
as having yet attained to it, and antic^ates a time when it will be possible to

define more precisely the relations of Egyptian Chronology with the Homeric
poems and their subjects, and avers with justice that discoveries, already made,
sustain the judgment of those inquirers, **who have assigned the greatest
measure of antiquity and of historic^ character to tho works of Homer.”
In January, 1868, there appeared an article in tho Quarterly Review on

** Phoenicia and Greece,” and this article Mr. Gladstone seems to acknowledge
as his own in the jpages we are reviewing. The topic is pursued and followed
out withmuch fruit in Juventus Mundi,” and wiU, we are confident, bear more
fruit yet. Once put on the scent, we frack a hundred notes of Phoenician
influence in tho Homeric mythology, history, and geography, ** Phoenician”
standing with Homer, in its widest sense, for the ‘^old parent^ East.” Into
the composition of the Greek race there entered, beride the Pelasgic and the
HeUonic, a strong Phoenician element. And this cliie may bemade ofvast service

in accounting for othc 'wise inexplicable coincidences of Homeric legend with
Hebraic tradmon, as well as strange and scarcely unintentional resemblances
between features of Homeric mymology and the Messianic ideas concerning
man’s redemption preserved in the Bible. Mr. Gladstone naturally touches on
the striking similarity between the legend of Bellerophon, solioitea by tho wife

of Proitos, and that of Joseph by tiie wife of Potiphar, and finds two evident
liTika between the legend of BeUerophon and tho source to which ho ascribes it,

in the name Proiian (see Pauaanias and jEschylus), given to one of the gates

of Thebes that marked its Phcanician re-foundation, and in the connection in

Homer’s Iliad of the name of Proitos with written characters, it being a patent
later tradition that tho Phoenicians introduced into Greece the art of writing

(p. 201). But even more curiously interesting is the line of argument by which
those most remarkable members of the Homeric Theogony, itsbest and mghest*
toned members, Leto, Athene, and Apollo, are traced to an origin in Hebraic
tradition. Leto has no source in Pelasgian nature-worship, and is not refidrable

to Assyrian or to Egyptian systems. Her dignity is referable to her mother-
hood. She is represented ** as a mother set m a commanding position by her

aon Apollo’s transcending dignity ” (259). There may be in the Pelwian or

other mythologies a base for the Homeric Leto, as there are, for the Blomerio

Apollo, deities to form- his basis.
’ But, says Mr. Gladstone, we must seek qut-
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the liaaite of the system a moAe of aoootmting for thehigh properties of the
latter, and the mi^esty and xererenoe of the former:—

«If in Apollo there am exhibited together with other matter the features of that

tradition a£ a DeliTemr, divine, and yet in human form, which was handed down
through the line of natriarchs, and ttuhrined in the saoM Scriptures, we hnvo to

bmr in mind that thu Ddiverer was emidiatically described as the seed of the woman.
TVhether by tiis woman was meant bis mother, or Eve, tho general mother of onr
race, is immaterial to our poresent pmposo. What anpean obvious is, that if such a
tradition xmiMated its glosy to the character of Apollo, it could hardly fail to shod a
portion of collateral lustra upon the person in whom the human descent was signified

and fareshadowed. And it would hie no matter of wonder if the human figure of

sndi a person was elerated to the Olympiw Court, whoso manifold orders make such
admission easy, and whoso anthrop<mu>tpiuo principle tended to efbee or weaken the
lines of sepaxarion between its divinities and mortal man.'* (Fp. 269«60.)

And then as to Apollo and Athene he goes on to note that their porition, in
hat fow points inferior to tiiat of SSeus, in none 'inferior to that of Po^don,_
is a solecism under any other ex^nation than that of an infusion of
the Messianic ideas into Homeric legends and theogonies. The diflhrences

between the birth of both, according to Homer, correspond with tho differ-

ences between the two forms of the Mesrionic tradition represented respectively
in the Logos and the 0on of theWoman ” (p. 270). !]%eir “sonctitas” is greater
than that of Zeus : tiiey ore less subiect to the siaiu of sensual passion, to
contact of external violence, and to visible patting to shame ; and tho unbroken
haimony with the will of Zeus whidi Apollo, though not Athend, exhibits, and
whi(h is wholly wanting in Poseidon'and Herd, are to be occountod for by no
traditions save those of the Hebrew race (p. 273). It is impossible to follow
in a ^ort notice this comparatively exhaustive survey of the characteristics of
these two pre-eminent members of the Homeric mythology ; but it would be
less than candour to reserve our opinion that, in tho main, if not in every
particnlar, the author of " Juventus Mundi ” makes out his case, and success-
fhlly marks out the line of an investigation of moat absorbing and universal
interest. There is a great deal to arrest and to attract in tho reasoning
whereby ho arrives at^ conclusion that Posei^n is a doi^ also due to the
mythology of the Phomiciaus ; and, apropos of this question, it is probable that
he will meet with more or less gainsaying ; but the subject to which wo have
before adverted is one, tho scope of which is assuredly true and wightly
directed ; and we riudl look with curiority to its farther development, ns stimu-
lated by the brilliant and subtle inquiries here initiated. Whilst touching on
tiio Divuuties of Olympus, and seeking for an illtistration of Mr. Gladstone’s
masterly analysis of d^actor, apart from these deities, which he takes to be
of Phoenician origin, we- are tempted to quote his sketi^ of Zeus, the type of

anthropomorphism, as an ensample of the breadth as well as minuteness
of his survey. .

'‘While the Olymman Court and Zeus as its head present to oiur view the weight
of jMlitical care, and are conunonly seen working for good, the individual character

of Zeus is of a far lowor order than his public capacity would lead us to expect. Into
there entets almost as much of FalstalF, as of Lear into tho diameter of Friam.

Tho basis of it is radically X^icurean. A profound attachment to ease'and self-enjoy-

ment is its first governing princiide. Except for its pleasnres, and indeed with a view
to indulging in them, he never disturbs the estabudiod order, and ho resents in a
high degree the fiery restlessness as well as the jealousy of Herd. The sacrificing man
is the pons man ; but the love of Zeus for sudi men appoam to be dosely assorted
with the animal enjoyment of tho libation and too reek. To avoid trouble he acquiesoos

in the death of Sarpodon, wlunn he singalarly loves ; ho dreads to give offence to toe
goddess of Night, and ho heaxtates to grant toe request of Thetis, notwithstanding

toe debt of gratitude he nwee her. And generally he hates those gods who^trouble
him, and in poportion as they trouble him, eq)ecia]Iy his son Axes " (234).

As a pendant to this neat portraituze, we would refer our readers to the
character of Agamemnou in toe fourteenth chapter, where toe resemblances
between itand toat ofthe Olympian chiefare nicely noted. 'Whether Zeus be or
be not iu pert toe refleotion of a human prototype, Mr. Gladstone certainly does
not err in seeing to a great extent in Zens theAgamenmon oi Olympus, and in
Agamemnon the Zeus of Greece. (P. 602.)
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W» regret tiie otter inadequMy of onr spaoe to do jnei^ to a. tithe of tha
inteceetiiiff, dee^v intereetiiig, problems irm<^ tiie str^nous and mkihvsiastio
sdiolary'wlK) hasooneBO muon to etimolato his oouatr^men. to a more thorouA
aoquaintaiuse irith Homer, has gone iSar towards sotnng in this ycdnme.. We
oan but commend it to eaxefol sum st^>by-stqp pemsaL It is not to be judged
of by specimen pieces. Like an intricate mosaic, it most be examined aKo-
gether, not piecemeal. But we can assure students of this, lhat in a minute
tuod steady mastraing of it, tihey will lay in a store of collateral lA«.»niTig and
infinmation. Herein they will find cunous analc^iee, of Iris with the “ Bow
int^douds,” of “ Atd” with the Seroent and his punishment (355), ofwoman’s-
position in the heroic age with that she holds in a CSiristian dispensation (405),
pursued and handled with nicety and acuteness. They will come x^n an
appreciative dmteh of Homeric oratoryand debate (431'>3), whi<di is all the more
interesting as proceeding from the most acknowledged modem ntjaster of tiiese

means of swaying and moving the minds and wills of men. They will find in
thomonosyUabio nc, so often brought in to expressthecurrent voice of the mass
ot an Homeric assembly, after some wordy encounter, that “ public opinion”
whidi “ modmn statesmanship” has given up the vain attempt to d^. In
matters of verbal and of poetical criticism they will follow in the main a safe
and trustworthy gmde, though we are not sure that here mid there a t»t is not
unconsciously strained to enforce a foregone oondusion. A case of this occurs,
surely, when proving in his ethics of the Heroic age that the (jhreek sentiment
of admiration ibr beauty of form was pure—purer than that of other nations—
he adds, “ it is in Troy that the gloating eyes of the old men follow Helen as
sho walks ” (p. 399),—a remark which he roii^orces in other words where he
makes “ reverence for beauty one of the principles that animated the polity of
the Greeks of &e Heroic age, as contradistinguidied from the Asiatic ” (p. 449).
Yet that there is no warranty for this deduction may be diown by quoting
Lord Derby’s faithful version of the passage in question :

—

“ Helen they saw os to the tower she came

;

And * 'tis no marvel ’ one to other said.

The valiant Trojans and the well-greaved Gheehs
For beauty such as this should long endure
The toils of war ; for goddess-like she seems

;

And yet, despite her beauty, lot her go,
* Nor bring on us and on our sons a curse.”—^Book iii. 185-90.

Not aword or syllable here, or in theGfreek,justifies the imputation toPriamand
his elders, of gloaiing eyea

:

and in like manner,we fancy that Mr. Gladstone is

unduly hard in his character of Hector—as contrasted with that of Achilles.
Perhaps intense paitizonship is but natural. With tiie general so(^ of his
TOTnavka on the puxity of Homeric manners we are in perfect accord. Indeed he
does not go one whit too far, when he puts a word in our mouths, and bids us
decide that the duty of man towards the deity, and of man towards his fellow,

were not better understood in the days of Pericles and Alexander, Sylla or
Augustus, than in those of Homer (401).

For its bearing on the moot question of the single or multifold authorship of
Tlind and Odyssey, for its clear and photographic pictures of Homeric simplicity,

for its help towards solving some of the most curious analogies between saerM
and profEine literature, we heartily commend this compact and manageable
volume to such of our readers as have not forgotten or forsaken the Homer of

their early ^ys. H.

V.—POETRY AND FICTION.

Poems. By James R. Withbrs, Fordham, Oambridgediire. London

:

F.BowyerKitto.

We do not like the tone of “ Polly Banyard’s Experience ” as well as we
Tni>bf., though it is good in its way. But “ Granny’s Tale ” is so admirable
bn-f. vre can begin by recommending every one who reads this notice to buy the

8 8 2
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Alo little quaxto whioli odntains it. Mr. Withaiv b known to a good numy;
people os a peasant poet, who has hton^t up a fam^on seven or ten ehiUin^
a week, and has made himself largely xeqiected. We regret* to add that we
boUeve he has even been into the workhouse ; indeed, we ftmoy the first timo
we ever read (^him was about three years a^, when Mr. Alexander Stxahan
printed in The Argosy some of this author’s pomns, which had reached himyVom
the workhouse.

** Qranny’s Tale” is a village grandmother's aooountof her oum courtdiip and
married life ; it contains about eight hundred lines, and we believe no one who
begins it wiU lay it down unfinished. There are one or two wei^ passages, tbo
author nothaving the requisite tact or the requimte gifts ofexpression forhandling
religious ideas, or for moralizing by the way ; but, taken as a whole, the poem
is one of the sweetest andmost natural ihings wo ever read. Nor are himionr
and character wanting. The humour is, from the nature of the case, kindly,
but we fancy Mr. Withers knows how, when angered, to put an ^ge upon a
joke ; for once or twice there is a touch of rather keen irony amid the quiet
pleasantries of the story. As for the charaeter'Sketidiing, it is, oonridering ^e
smallness of canva8,'wonderfol. Take Patty Giles. She is represented as being
frightened with the swing :

—

“ Poor Patty Giles, a timid thing, was scared out of her wits.

And if they had not stopp'd the swing I think sho’d gone in fits.”

This is little by itself, but the author did not put it in for nothing; as you
note when, several pages afterwards, you find Patty Giles a gentle old maid.
Take Nancy Blake, again :

—

But Nancy Blako (a deuco die was) kept crying ‘ Higher yet!
I want to kick the beam,’ says die, * as high as I can get I

* *'

This, also, is not put in for nothing ; for when years are past, Nancy appears
ujion the scene again

Poor Nancy Blake, soon after that, took up with poaching Jack,
And what a life die led with hhn—a nasty drunken shack

!

Bhe took to swear and smoke and drink, and everything that's had.
She’d three or four children—but a husband never had.”

The last line, in whidi '*four” must be read as two syllables—^fo-uss^and
*' children” as three—chil-de-ren—may serve for an instance of the frank pro-
vincialism of the author. Here is anouer, from " Polly Banyaid” :

—

” * You bring to my mind the time long gone by
. When I was a youth and went wooing,

—

* Gh> along*with your lumber and nonsense,* said I,
<And think about where you are going.’

”

Here you can see plainly that the author is in the habit of pronouncing
going ” “ gooing ;*' and there axe other instances of the same kind. We have

only found two lines that want altering; one on page 13, line 5, in which
“lances” are said to “stream” in a wtty whi<di makes a confused metaphor

;

and one in “Polly Banyard,” in which “psalm” is made tor rhyme with
“warm.” In “ Granny,” there is a stanza in which “ oppose ” tmd “ suppose ”

axe used as rhyme ; but this, though contrary to modem usa^, is quite correct,

and the author mw please himself about altering it. “ Granny’s Tale,” by
James B. ‘Withers, Bordham, Cambridgeshire, has given*us very great jdeasure.

We riiould like to see it in an illustxated edition, and have no doubt whatever
that it will live as a poem. It is only fair to add that this is not what is colled

an ‘'indulgent” review.-Wehavereaa “Granny” several times withunchanged
delight, and think it a very trathfhl and beautifil product of a fine nature.

Eoery Day; a Btoro' qf Common Lift, By the Author of “ Ismael and Oos-
sander,” “ Color OonudAxod,” &o. &o. Iiondon : Provost & Co.

This is a queer book : written—we should say by a lady-**in a self-assertiug

kind of manner, and with marveUous harshness of constrnotion and stylo.

There can hardly bo said to be a plot at all. We are introdnoed to a number tit

teachers in a girls* college, who cluster around the' heroine, Dor (Dorothy
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Brown)* bers^ a teadier. She and a Mr. Bnpert Laoy (also n teacher)
go on annbbing and wounding eatA other^s ftelings through Inlf the book,
when on a eudoen oomes a popping of the question, and ererybody marries
eyetybody.
Now and then we hare a xaoy bit, bat oftener, would-be maxima jof wisdom

and discernment of (duuracter, whose truth, if they be transposed into a less
taking form, becomes gradually non-apparent.

It 18 the oddest book in punctuation which we have seen for many a day.
Think of the following

:

" Host parents (whose daughten go to s boarding-school), prefer that th^ sh^
study a fractional part of each, of the different subjects, rather than one subject in its

fulness.”

The writer evidently did not mean the parenthesis to give the impression
that the daughters of “most parents** go to a boarding-school. What the
comma after each ** means, one is at a loss to conceive.

** Looking, only, at her features, you might have called her plain.”
'* If die had not known to feign devotion, die never felt

”
* That whidi she instinctively knew, woidd displease.**
” Had not since, referred to we matter.”
Ho, being now in earnest, that is a question of time.**

Had had her, two or three times to her own houso.”

In one place we have a portentous quotation—De giutibvu non dioputanilnu
{He, and with no claim of its being even a sorry joke). H. A.

Eridc Thorium. A Novel. London : Hurst and Blackett. 1869.

This is a thoroughly good story, and well told. The authoress (here one can
hardly be wrong) has powers of an unusual kind, but has also the good sense
not to use them in attempting unusual effects. There is nothing out of the
ordinary beat of men*8 lives, except the complication necessarily induced by
the plot itself.

Erick Thorbum, the hero, is the somewhat dull but upright son of a lawyer
in a country me^polis. Among his fathers dients is a solitary morose old
gentleman, owner of the “Place” of the n^hbourhood. The acknowledged
heir to this place is the father of Maurice O’E^e, Erick’s school frimid. But
old Mr. Curtis, in a moment of offence, has sent for Mr. Thorbum, and made
another will, leaving all to a little crippled grandchild whom he has hitherto
neglected. Immediately after, he dies, and the second will is not to be found;
wmchis strange, asitsexistencewasniatter of notoriety. It isriven outthat the
old gentleman had changed his mind and des^yed it. Tne elder O’Keefe
succeed to Sandilands, and coineidently there is a^ remarkable relief in Mr.
Thorbum’s pecuniary drcnmstances, which^ were m an anxious condition.

Meantime, hhick has become engaged to a neighbouring clergymaa’s dau^ter,
Evy Oarew. He has set up for mmself in a fkrm in the mit part of the country,
on the sea. Here the Carews visit him, and hence he gem oaokwards and for-

wards on frequent visits to his lady love. All goes merrily, and the day of his

marriage is fixed.

And now fhlls the shadow of his lifo. On one of these journeys, he comes
upon the elder O’Sbefe, who bM been mortally hurt by an ardent in a
sraeple-chase. He sees him taken home ; and, watdiiiw him in his last hours,

receives his confossion that the second willwas destiOTed by him, Mr. Thorbum
getting ten thousand pounds as hush-money. The dying man charges hmi to

to see the little cripple righted, and passes info unconsciousness before his son
<xr any others can arrive.
And thus Erick is the depositary of a terrible se^t. His <»nfiiot with him-

self, his half revelation to Evy, his tender interviews with his mother (who is

one ot the charms of the book), are admirably drawn.
Evy’s advice, given on a mere hypothetioal statement, is plain and clear*

even when she knows that by it their marriage must be broken off. “ Dp your
duty.” It is needless to say that this was the e^o of the verdict of his 01m
conscienoe, interfored with, but never overborne, in the great straggle which
.he underwent.
He has the decisive interview with his father, who denies the whole mattet
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^ hand, and eat* lifofoMditor^
foeaEnek xewdTa^Mf^ to tonidt 13mi «a3i«ll»"|cmi akn^ likr
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tuxdty ofcarrying oat tlM rifl^btuig

Hk fldbool friend Maimoa <yKeefr has arc fiiia xnamed a naaiilM Lradon
beauty* who persuades him that Eriok has hrokeu off irith Bvy and is trying to

supplant them at Sandilands* in order that he may oTentuaUy marrirtheurouM
be hmress ; and thus all Erick’s attempts to awaken his friend to the natiixa of
hk father’s dying xeirelatiooL are worse than frustrated.

It is not our purpose to tdl the whole story. Of course* things come right

in the end : how, must be left to the pages of the book to dedare.^ We are

bound to ^mit that the authoress has i^ewn very considerable skill bo&m
the working put of hef plot* and in the abundant byplay by which it is

relieved.

Mrs. Thorbum and Evy are both delightfiil : fresh, and natural* not passing
the bounds of ordinary experience, but with mark enough to identify and realize

them. The two aunts, the diallow and worldly li&s. Lambert, and ex-
cellent Puritan Miss Harley, are well given, and not exaggerated ; while old

Job Granfield, the Wesleyan FlatiLand fisherman, is a capitid sketch from life.

We may venture perhaps to sot* that the authoresshas been not altogether
unbeholdon to the influence of Qoorge Eliot : there are touches just here and
there in EricVs character which bring Adam Bede before one : and the groat
flood* when the sea-wall is carried away* and Erick barely escapes* could hardly
have been described except by one who had read the ** Mul on the PLoss*” and*
we may add* Jean Ingelow’s exquisite ** High Tide.”
When a tale flows smoothly and is skilfully woven together, it is difflcult to

give any satis&ctory specimen of the author’s powers. We confine our-
selves to jotting down just a few notabilia which wo have observed ;

—

** Docs this description of the hero of the story Behind unpinmising P Tt cannot bo
helped if it does. Three-quarters of the true work that is done in the world is dono by
men who are neither clever nor brilliant—who get lost directly they begin to wander in

the mazes of metaphysics, and who have no taste for obscure poet^. And it cannot be
said that there was at any time anything exceptional about Erick Thorbum, except,

perhaps, one or two qualities which in after days arose from the training of circum-
stance^ and not from his own natural temper

Of his friend, it is said-

** He hada quicksilver nature, which paid the penalty of its rapidity by extreme sensi-

iivoness to outward influence.”

Their fun was that intangible merry nonsense which is so delightful at tho time,

and so flat when we try to recall it after its effervescence has departed.”

“ It often happens that a woman who leads a very busy, practical, useful life* has her
mind so filled with her work, that die loses* in some degree* tho power of sympathy
with minds that are unlike hers : and of all varietiesof character, active and contempla-
tive find it most difficult to understand one another.”

** The old proverb says that good lovers are also good haters : but perhaps it may bo
questioned whether vehement and warm-hearted persons, however strongly they may at

times express themselves with regard to those they didike, can ever actually feel such
a,* weight and persutence of hate’ as those with whom soli is tho moving qpring, and
who do not know what the word ' love ’ means.”

** Erick himself* active and useful as he was, had Ids times of depression. Sometimes
vrhen ho sat in his lonely room* and the world seemed narrowed by the grey mist which
hung over land and sea* and no sound came to his ears but the spiadi ot the waves and
the cry of the sea-gull^it seemed to him a hard fate that tho best years of his ^e wore
passing* and the promise of hzighter days had not yet appeared. Had that dying con-
fession ofMr. O’Keefe never been made, he woifld now have been married sevm years*

his desolate home might have been brightened with wifely love* and glad with chil-

dren’s voices^ and lonennoss and solitury grief unknown. This dark hour sometimes
came upon him and would not go away. His strong pxaetical sense and energy made
him incUned to judge matters 1^ their success. He liked to he suooesiffbl, and inoizciim-
stanoes under his own control he usually was so. If be failed in axwthiiig* it was
natural to him to examine all tho bearings of the case* and see where the mult lay.. The
landwhichhehadreclaimedfrom theseaorthefen wasthereasafectf green witoioot-
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pMtato: ilia ftna hm in good o^dar, ijowatnial daficienaiea

a

aBrijid ip fiur as
]n%ht Oaire and kaoirladgai flu parola-lia tiled to eiviliaa mtaSnSSktBUBC aa
raaara^jr night bavo been, aiqnoted. Ha did, not dooltti^ ha-hadao^i|gM|r'3 he

** again in the aame dxomnetuioaa ; hut it did aaem to hint aawawpiy
that Ira life ana a feilqr^ irhan, hadft haan mhia own hand, it n^hihaTehoM aiiitra;
oesanuaahfe'dai^woiic. He had no lofi^ idto of what hia 6wn condiiicthafhecnnnfMr
hu gnat trial, fiehad done thelightthing aimplybecaiiae it mu right, after a atnuy^
whun had been ao intensely painfiu fliat he never mllinglyrecalled it to his mind. TaO
old doubts which have been nuniliar to human souls since the time of Job aissailed
at these times. It seemed to him as if there must be a mistake somewhere, which had
foiled his best efforts, and as if the doctrizie of blind fiite must be true, justice a myth,
•and fbith a delusion.

But Erick could not bear to sit down quietly with these ideas ; they were in-
tolerable to him. He mve himself np to argue with them and to prove them untrue.
He succeeded, and the old belief which he had learned at his mother’s knee came more
clearly and strongly than ever into his mind.

** It was hard work to him, as to us all, to give up our (query, his f) own will ; but
ho was learning it. Sometimes he felt that he might be content wiu fidlure here, if
success came in the &r-off fiiture—nay, that fulure itself might be nobler than suocM

:

a lesson which was hard for his strong practical nature to learn. And, perhaps, since
we in this world are all, more or less, like children who learn their lessons overnigh^
trusting to another look in the morning to make them perfect, Erick was learning his
lessons as perfectly as most of us succeed in doing. Well for us if, whoa that morning
comes, wo can say that we have done our best.**

** Mrs. Thorbum nover had any idea that it was possible for others to wrong luv.
Sho always thought, if anything went wrong, that it was because she had failed in
something—in genUoness, or tact, or decision ; and though idie did not make hersolf
fretful or nervous about her shortcomings, as many women in her state of health might
have done, it gavo her an liabitually humble estimate of herself : riie thought that every
one she met was wiser, stronger, more energetic than herself, or superior in some way
to her. Evy, on tho other hand, who had a naturally dlear sight and keen sense of
humour, might, under other training and less kindly influences, have come to be
satirical, and inclined to look down upon others. Erick*s siother, in perfect uncon-
sciousness, had supplied the missing element in her education.*’

** The days x^^ssed slowly on, and Mr. Thorbum' grew gradually weaker. His reluct
ance to see Erick was as strong as ovor. He seemed to shrink from tho humiliation of
sooin^ tho son ho h<id wronged. He had no return of delirium, and except on that one
occasion he did not recur to the past. There was no sudden change in him a man
whoso heart had been set upon visible and tangible things all tho days of his life, was
hardly likely suddenly to oecome at homo in religious subjects. He clung to his wife
more than over ; he liked to listen to her reading, to hear the little comforting words
with which she bent over him ; but his old reserve bad como back, and bis innerthoughts
were hard to penctrato. She hoped the best us she always had done; she kept
away Aunt Maria’s well-meant but hard and unsympathetic questioning : sho believed
that she could tell from his expression-what his thoughts wero.’*

We will just touch a few trifling blemishes.
** Tho houses either stood back for a few vards behind a brick wall or an

equally unsightly paling,” must have slipped the usually careful eye of the
authoress. ^^Jfe thought that the spine had apparently been injured.” One or
other of the italicized portions of this sentence is manifestly suxierfluQUB.

When the authoress quotes Ich habe geleht und roliebf,” is me aware that^

the exquisite metre absolutely requires gelie&e^ £ki the very fine description^

of the gi*eat flood, the authoress speaks of tho ground-sweU of the coming
storm.” We hardly dare question the accuracy of one who is evident^ so much
at home with tho sea ; but we venture to 1^, is this possible f The ground’^

swell is surely the result of the deep sea having been stirred in the course of a
storm, and the great undulations rolling themselves out after the shallower
waters have subsided. How then should this belong to a coming storm P”

It will be Been that we estimate very highly the powers of me writer of
** Erick Thorburn.” It is a work of great promise for the future. And not
the less so, because there is no ** religious tract ” writing about it. The religion

is there, but it is where it ought to bo, and where it is ordinarily in the most
truly rdigious—^in tihie depths, not on the surface. Conduot like Erick's, ptu:-

sued in sorrow and self-denial for years, is a truer proof of religious principle,

and will do more to recommend it, than all the unctuous phraseology without
which a tale is by most people hardly esteemed religious.



^he C^timpotary RevKw.

^etluiijrtreeameBaylu»periSSdirat]iiii](\rea^ that tiio writer
«if « Erid^ Tlualnun ** hM ^nady kept a zaaerve fnr ftitore greater work.
It is the temptation of young eteny-writera to empty thmr<^T«r at the fint
essay. And tbenoe oomee nolute T>y 8df>npetition, incident to all norelists,
but that very eirenmetanee the more oamfttlly to be proyiM againet W
the wise and &T-aeeing. ’Whethear our authoreeehae so prorid^ her nextwork
will shew. • H.A.

ArtAttr (Mfford. By the Author of “ Basil St John,*’ and ** Lore and Duty.*'
Edinburgh: Edmonston and Douglas.

Wb wdl remember the two pevious stories of this author, whom we take
tebe a lady. We found it necessary, in reviewing *' Basil St John,” to say that
it did not seem likely that the au&or would ever poduoe a good novel; and
“Arthur Clifford” does not oarry'us a step further. We have here good feeling,
knowMM of good manners, plenty of reading, an unshaken tenancy to tako
such high and generous views of life as ore consistent with “ good form,” and,
perhapB,^ tome views that would be voted “ bad form.” But there is no power
of drawing^ character, or of taking firm hold of a reader’s mind ; none of the
instinct which teaches the qmring and cautious use of second-hand knowledge,
and no literary skill which rises above the level of amateur work. Wo’ can
discover no growth since “ Basil St. John and the best thing we can say
of “Arthur Clifford” is, that it is perfectly innocent in tone, and at about
the circulating-library level in point of insight. There is no reason, that we
know ofj why such, boote should not be written and read, unless it may be
fouly said that weak writing of a certtdn high tono damages the chances of
bettra writing of a dnular tone.
Some ofom contemporaries, indeed, have alreadymade themselves merry with

“ Arthur Cliffo^ and it is not to bo greatly wondered at. Arthur Clifford,
disgrac^ by his father’s fault, assumes a debt of £o,000. Supported by a love
which is returned^bygihe heroine, Mabel, he rushes to Xondon, and pegs away
atjournalism . His writings in tho Daily Budget shake the heart ofme nation.
His great work on “ Social Diseases ” makes him a public man—a lion among
lions. As his articles, under the sigimture of “ Kappa,” have long been enough
to make the fortune of any magazine to which he contributed, that trifle of
£d,000 has, of course, been paM off. In former days, Mabel’s mother. Lady
Selina, had spumed Arthur’s suit for her hand ; hut now the gentieman has
his revenge. Mo^erand daughter are invited to dinner by theDime of Tewkes-
bi^ to meet a distingmshed man. Of course &e distinguished man is Arthur
Chmerd—<md the curtain may fall. In the basis of the conception here there is
nothing but what is noble ; but to attempt to work out such a conception with
tile help of only second-hand knowledge, was a great mistake. It is mpossiblo
not to respect uie author of “ Arthur Cl^ord ;

” the work may have gooa points
that we Imve not noticed ; hut we cannot commend it to any but very idle
people, who are so placed (what a condition !} that a few false pictnxes of the
world will do them no harm.

If the book, like many of its stamp, is a love-letter in disguise, we sincerely
h<^ it may catch the eye of “ Kappa.” B. W.

VI.~MISCELLANEOUS.

The Apjpropriation of the BaUwaye hy the State. A Popular Statement, with a
]£ip. By Abthua Jomr Wii.liams, of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-
Law. London: Edward Stanford.

This most usefiil and interesting little work is the reprint, in an expanded
form, of some letters to the Daily Newe. The author has the advantage of
having oarefolly studied a sntgeot which has not yet become » Ppty quostum.
The ejections to centralizatum are touched on, the general wBcmties in the
way of carrying out the aoheme a|re met, and then the mole scheme is sot forth
ana justified by the experimoe of Belgium and the reoommendations of prao-
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tioal The difflnaiioe {& winei]^ o^een oompnlnoa tomiAs Strays
a]iapnT»Mpeno]iaiath.iuiLaeaily sfatt6d>~

'

^ Fradaiio HiU trMta a nilway ccnapaay w if it yrOtti
flm BETiag a eonuniUL inteneBt Hs daea not fleem to 1»e aiAae fiiat not only^flf'iilwk
xauvay company a aooiety composed of distinct and often discordant elementi^' 1^
tiiat fhong^'its constitution is UMOtetically domoecatit^ the great body 'of- the dh^
holders have no influence whateTor ujion us management or final acts of polk^* •Vst-
aflhirsare under the control of a compaiatively few interested holders. Thereti^red
tradesman or the country parson who receiveB three oitcnian all asking him to repose
implioit oonfldmoe in three different men, each of whom is antagonislw to the other

;

who does not, and, indeed, is not meant to, understand anythii^ of the working of the
company in which his money is sunk, either iJirinkg from exercising any judc^oent in
tho ntomr, or when he does, is usually misled by some spoons misrepresenhstion and
makes a sad mistake. The trusteedam and sjunsters or widows, as mjittmr of universal
practice, will not in any way interfere. Even the intelligent num of business, aftw
attending one or two general meetings^ gives it up in despair ; fbr ha finds that good
sense and just general views are thrown away on meetings where those having sinister

views are well oxgani^ and act in pre-arranged concert. Yet it is with corporations
thus constituted ti^t it is gravdy proposed to deal by way of voluntary negotiation.’'

The details of the aoheme are worked but with the greatest care from the
question of the governing body of the new department to the delivery of cheap
parcels. A system of uniform flares (with two instead of three dasees) is advo-
cated. Some idea of the elaboration of this work may be gathered from the
following sentence. After giving a description of the “ dealing-house '* system
under the present railway arrangements, and attributing its confusion to the
different view of freights bucefk. by different companies, l£r. Williams says

•* In the hands of tbc State this difficulty would be got rid of. The whole subject
could be dealt with as a whole, and a dasnfication might be made on tho simple and
reasonable basis of (1) the fimility with which eadi commodity can be carried, and (2)
its liability to bo damaged.”

This is followed by a distribution into three classes of these commodities. The
last chapter is devoted to a consideration of the bestway of applying this scheme
in the firet instance to Ireland. C. E. M.

JSomantic Episode* of Chivahie and Mediaeval Eratue. Now done into English
by Alexander Vance. Dublin : Moffat & Co.

This is a beauiifhlly got-up volume, with white and gold cover, semSe with
fleurs-de-lis. It is quite that whidi it professes to be : and the reader going
to it for romance will not fail to find it. Such adventures and catastrophes
as the “ Combat between Damp Abbot and De Saintr^,” ” the Birth and Death
of Henry the Four&,” our old acquaintance “the* Story of Patient Gbnzzel,*'

and others, whencesoever drawn, and however told, must always be pleasant
pass-time.
One regret we venture to express, and that is, that Mir. Vance has not more

studied the writing of good English. Among his fliiultB in this respect we may
eq>ecially instance that very offensive, and we are sorry to say very common
one, the use of “and whom,” “ and which,” when not justified by the con-
struction.
We are quite aware that it is hardly possible to take up a newspaper, metro-

politan or provincial, in whufli some instances of this offence against grammar
may not be found. But we do not remember ever finding such a treasuce-

houae of examples of this blunder : amazing both in quantity and quality.

Here are some of them

:

“No sooner was all convoyed to tbo mardiioness, and whom it staggered almost
beyond the reatffi of credence ”
“ The lady was peremptorily desired by the king (and which was a ierriUo

afihmt) to
*’

« I made straight flor the apartment of Mademoiselle de Courteney : and to whom the
eaerifioe was xopresented in a somewhat more flattering light than, to be candid, it

altogether merit^”
“ jlie king bad made a testament, and which the princess was exceedingly cniiona

to see.”
“An old wound . . . . . compelled me to place myself in the hands ofmyphysician^

and by whom I was prescribed .....”



634 Coniimpormy Review,

" Has a littio orraad to do to«day ia tbwn, and of whioli ho will acquaint you/’
**Be went into his cabinet, and fkom which he issoed at the expitation »f a quarter

of an hour***
** Waltercaused the old Jaakola to be carried iqpto the palace of Saluoes; andwhom,

iqi to ttis tuDS^ ifha had neglected, it was shnply to try hu wifo."

Some 6i these soe, we pxeeaine, petfeetly unique : .and it ie to us no snudl
wondsrhow • writer who knows no bettor than to eagfuress himself thus, should
emr hays acquhed the general ease of stylewhiehwe find in thede tranelations.

£L A*

TIL—OEBUAN ANB FSENOH LITEBATUKE.

WMefueeitu, Ton iMoeojfi Tcnr Baincx. Iieipeig: Terlag rtm
Bonder und Humhlot. Lonikm: David Nutt.

A woBXfiromthepen of Banke is alwaysa genuine ixmtrilmtiou to our know-
ledge of eome historical i^od. We know'no historianwho BO completely wins
confidenoe. It is not nia vast knowledge alone, for others have possessed a
knowledge scarcely less exteusiTe wi&oat inspiring the same confidence. But
thera is such a clear daylight of truth about all he wxitea, sodi evidence of
candour as well as sagaraty on every page, that the student toms away from
volumes of histoiioal iqteoial pleading, to him, with some^ing of the feeling
bewildered jurymen listen to the Bench after the speeches of opposing CoonscL
This candour is all the more honourable because ms course as an historian has
led^ him across^ so many oi the great battle-grAunds of political and religious
strife.

The present work, althou^ not one of the author’s greatest, is worthy of his
xeputatum, and riiows that me weight of seventy years has not weakened his
powers. It is for the most part occupied with dear and inpid narratives of the
campairas in which Wallenstein served or conunandctl as subaltern, Cdond, or
Ooieralissimo, with some account also of the politira in wluch he became
entangled. There are not wanting, however, biographical portions, and many
will tom with most interest to those ps^es wldw throw ught upon tho dia-
xaoter of the mysterious soldier and star-gazer. In the beginning ofthe volume
we have a distinct and well-defined picture of young WaUenstoin. Descended
from an old Bohemian femily who had followoa the evangelical cause, he lost

his father and mother before he was twelve years of age, and was left to the
care of a maternal unde. At school and at the Lutheran University of Altdorf,
at wMoh he studied, he manifested a spirit so ungovernable that nothing but
respect fer his family saved him from expulsion. At Padua, where we find
him studying next, he api>ears to have put more restraint upon himself, for we
are told the Italians adm^d the manner in which the young Qormanaccommo-
dated himself to their more refined manners and modes of life. Entering the
army, he soon attracted notice by his ability, but as want of money barred his

S
ath, he very characteristically married an old lady of rank, whose q>eedy
eath left him the possessor cf a large property in Moravia. .As one of the

magnates of that country, he now appeared at the court of the Emperor
Matthias, in all the magnifioence which he so loved. With that economical
Tsia, however, whidi always tempered his love for splendour, he never,
we are told, remained kmg at Court, lest he chonld impoverish himself:

-Di the struggle between we new Emperor and the Estuies of Bohemia,
Wallenstein imandoned the side of his ancestors, and espoused the cause of
Eerdinand. He took along with, him also the military chest of the Estates—
an action which was oorisiderod even more disgraceful uian his desertiim of the
hereditary politics ef his house. Dut a fine sense of hraour, and a regard for

the property of others, was not oneof the refinementswhich Wallensieinleanied
in Indy; Me was rkhly rewarded by tiUes and confiscated estates, aonwtimes
those ef his own relatives, fer his scgvioes to tiie imperial cause. His fame
and fertnnes grew apace, at len^gth the Duke <x Eriedland, as he wee
created, was aole to make the i^endrd offer that, if the Emperor would but
give his name, he would raise and a vast army for the defence of the
imperial cause in Gennany.
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^Tike gives a most intereeting deserititian of Wallenstotn in tiie midst of

this army. Although the vast host, whudi the magic (rf his had dntwa
togelhor, was imposed of such various elements that one could somettmeB
crant as many‘as tm nationalitjes in a single regiment, it was in peuftet dis-
<^liue. Swift and cSbeoL savi^ punislmiemt followed on the cdighteet hroadi
of military law. But if the Genmal's puuirirmente were severe, his rewards
were on a scale of nnheard-<rf munificence. A scmidy of gold ahMne was laqd
in constant readiness,' to Ihrow round the neck ox uie author of any piece of
successful daring. He even bestowed di^onuu of nolnlityhy his own authority,
never consulting the Emperor,' at all events until the honour had been eon-
fotred. He also gave awayimmenae sums ofmmiey in laigoss ? but roe reward
was valued more in the army than any other, ana that was when the Qenstal
laid his hand, as he sometinies did, on the headw shoulder, and spoke s word
ofmaise.
The tendency of his whole miUtary systemwas to centre all powerandhonour

in hisown peraon, and to make tbsname of Wallenstein felt at everymoment in
all parts ox the camp. For this purpose he was fond of introdueing hew r^gola>
tions and novritiee of eve^ kind. The very beat ci his drums was peculiar to
himself. With regard to his plans and movements hewould take no inspbation
onoounael from any one. He dedared that he had never been aide to bend bis
r^iiitto obey the commands of anothmr. Unlike hie fonatiioally Oatholiemaster,
he had no regard for the Church. He woidd not hear of gifts to the priests,

which was only, he said, robbing the soldier. He was aocastmned to make a
jest of the dignitaries of the Ohur^, who^ had disoovmred, he erid, the oabbala
ef reconciling the flesh and the i^iiit, which in other men strive against cme
another. Froteetants were as welcome as Catholics to Wallenatem’s camp.
TTiw Protestant ofScers and soldiers, of whom he had many, were allowed their
preachers and the free exercise of their religion. Freedom of conscience, he
once said, was a Crerman privilege. For himself, the only higher powers in
which, be believed were the stars. In order to complete the picture of this

extraordinary man, we must add that he was subject to fits of most violent
passion. Woe to those who crossed bis path when these moo^ were on him.
He seemed, however, to fear them himseu as much as others did, and took caie^

wo are told, to avoid the occasions of them. His quartershad at all times to be
approached with caution. The noises of horses, dogs, or even tilm jingUng of
spurs, were not permitted near the Ueneral’s tmt. With all tins moodiness,
however, he possessed considerable humour, andwas fond of merry talk; but he
was so easily provoked to passion and rudeness, that Banke says his reputation

varied between the two characters of being the rudest beast Bohemia nad over
produced, and the greatest soldier the world had seen. In personal appeairaee
he was not imposing, but he had a manly and sagacious countenance, a high,
thoughtful, but not oarewom brow, and clear, cunning eyes.

_
He became early

old and grey, and suffered almost oonstautly finim gout m his latter years, but
bis indomitable spirit him on bis saddle.

It has beenWallenstein’s misfortune to be constantlycomparedwith Gustavns
Adolphus. By the side ofthe Be d’<«o, **the blameless king,’^a8we might almost
call him, Wallenstein appears to great disadvantage. In the case of the one
leader, as has been truly said, " the glory of the saint is distingpuishable around
the casque of the Protestant waiiior,” while “4here is a gloom in the grandeur
of the other—a shadow of pride, and posrion and evil destiny, which pains
while it fesdnates.” Both, however, haa,thiB in oonmum ; they were possessed

^ that mastery over men whi^ is the preremtive only of the greatest. Banks
ccHitrasts the two leaders in one of those fine delineationB <ff dhotaotor which
aurprise us at tunes in his plain pages, and put us in mind tiiat he is a man of
gemus, as well as of truth and toil. It is not equal to some of his finest, those

of Luther, Loyola, or Pescara, for instance, but the concise power, and
unaffected penetration are visible, fihistavus he describes as a man (£ tlu
pe<q>le, homely and humble, dring battle for the evangelical cause with all hu
heart, the darling of the German commonswho joyfolly recognised him as their

leader, while he almost reftised the reverence they wished to pay him.

“The Duke of Ikiedland, on the other hand, could never get reverence enot^h.
People did not know whether ho really believed in the religion which he profened;

some said he believed more in the stars his astrologer oonsaltod ; many thonght he did



.. believe in fhon.
.
With *>e»ythiny nu ooeiiideMdjlda^ eomprAeneiTe

mi,HiuwUit»ni, aiidapue$oalbrlKm(nttii|niwbin^ Bvm If fhe IdnH
fnmne an ultoriw end, it vree alwnje second to the free popular impobes, to vrhion he
constantly gave plsy. WsUettstein vmsa atrategist; the king ageneial'nf ac^ve
moTements. vrith a uviii^ aoldioc's heart, wauenstein wished to preserve the forms of
the empire, possibly with protection of Protestantism ; Gustavus Adolphns wiah^ to
oTOrtom them, and aimed at a complete establishment of the Confessiott. No one placed
reliance on Wallenstein; Qustavns Adbl|dnu every one trusted.*'

The Tolmne doses with an interesting paralld between Wallenstein and four
other great captains. He stands midway, saya Banko, between Essex and
Binm on the one hand, and CtomweU and Napoleon on the other. The., reason
that ho as wdl as Eimex and Biron foiled, while ' Cromwell and Napoleon
anooeeded, was that the former had to oontend with legitimate monarohs whose
power had been consolidated by contnxies, and was connected with national
institutions. Cromwell and Napoleon, again, found this lemtimate authority
overthrown before they entered upon the contest. They had to contend with,
xepubliean elements only, which had no deep roots, and none but citizen
soldiers were ever emposra to their veteran armies. If the ftirther question
be adrad, why the Froteoiorate ceased with Cromwell, while from the ruins
of the first empire a second has in our day arisen. Professor Banko answ^,
that Cromwdl found the sodal framework ox England in a state of preservation,
and, instead of endsayouxing to destroy it, be took itunder bis protection. At hie
deatii, acoordingly, it required a government kindred to itaw. Napoleon, on
the other band, found a revolution of the yastest character already accomplished,
and had only to consolidate, by military power, in order to erect a new empire.

J. G.

Niaarethin PaXiUtina. Nehat unhang dervierientuamlerung. Yon Titus Tobleb,
Berlin : Yorlegt bm G. Beimer. London : Williams and Norgate.

' This author baying already written at great leng& upon Bethlehem and
other holy places, found, he tells us, no rest in his spirit so long as Nazareth
remain^ undesoribed. Ill health, however, prevented him foom canning out
his project of a second and special journey to a spot he had already visited moro
tium twmty years ago. He therefore applied to the missionary Zeller, now
remdent in Nazareth. Having received mm him answers to two hundred
questions, and, as would appear from copious notes and references, consulted
every kind of authority, he set about the present work, which is written in a
touching spirit of reverence and earnestness, and brings together mudbt varied
information in an easily accessible form. L. C. S.

Blieke «n das verborgene Tttiben dm MentchengeitUt. Yon MAXmiLIAK Febtt.
Leipadg und Heidelberg : C. F. Wmter*scbe Yerli^sbandlung. London

;

Williams and Norgate.
In this scientific age, as well as in others, lovers of the inexplicahle abound.

We sav the inexplicable rather than the marvellous— all things whatever being
marvmfous ; but the special characteristic of the minds to which we now allude
is, that while men of seienoe strive after a law, they are ever in pursuit of the
abnormal, while the former devote their energies to ascertaining the order at
least, if not the natnre of the mysteries by and id which we have our being,
the hitter exult in evwy instaope of apparent departore from that ordm. The
more startling, the more mqiosed to common sense and common experience, so
much the better for these dwellers by preference in an unintelligible worU.”
As to evidence, they are eamly satisfiedT so only tiie casebe sufficiently amazing,
hdief being with them in an inverse ratio to probabil^. Between this class

and the rig^y seientifio oomewonldrbe mediators like Herr Ferty—men of the
wonder-loving sort, but so far infiuenoed by the spirit of their age as to endea-
vour to systematize tiie portents they collect, and reduce exceptions to some
role of tiieir own devinng. Writers of this*type ore pretty sure to be popular,
and we observe that this is Herr Ferty’s third work on kindred snmecte,

** mystical appearances,” “the reality of magical infiuence,” fto. fto. u the
mresent book, which reminds us somewhat m ILre. CSrowe’s “ Nifi^t-Side of
Nature,” the anthiw merely strings together what he calle swpematoral foots

;

his theory re^eeting them has oeen put out elsewhere.' Here we have the
uen^ marvels of deep-walking, eeoond-sight, ecstasy, spectral illusions

;
ghost

stories (none of them to ourt^ukine couaTin “ eerineM** to one ortwo reported



by Orowtt); bftTe notitid Tazapirism, asidtblllivp^dio-
logioal epUemioB of the nubile agee; aad we Tolnine wind* tip inth two
chapten upon the oonfliotmg tmories regarding epizitnal life'and peracdial im-
mortality. Aa a epeoimmi of the book, and of tiie perennial nature of human
ereduUty, we abtic^ hie aoooont of the wonder-working Zouare of whmn hot
long ago some mention was made in our BSnglish newspapers :

—

**Jacob—one of the band of a Zouave regiment, to whom in the conrse of ld67
many thousands, great and small, resorted—hdd his consultations in Paris, YersaQles,
and the camp at Ohalons. When asked the seoet of the healing power ascribed to him,
he replied that he knew nothing about it; spiritualists set it down to spirits, doctors to
charlatanism, &c., for himself, he could not tell, neither would he assert tiiat he did
really cure^ only peoplo said he did tiumi good, and that was enough for him, it was tac
scienco to inquire into the sulyect. Ho told patients their diseases, how, he could not
say, he had never studied medicine. Those mio could not move before, he bid move,
and they almost always did so. He told them all to beware of much physic. He
bolonged to no particular religious sect or nation. He had read Gall and liavater. He
noiriior required money nor presents, nor even thanks. M. de Chftteau-Villard, who
published on account of him, saw the lamo throw away their cratches at his bidding

;

saw a girl who had to be carried into his presence run back to the hackn^ coach had
himself been cured from his lameness at the Zouave’s word. In his gratitude he uoahed
to sot aput rooms in his hotel for Jacob's use ; but, meanwhile, wo latter's wonder-
working was brought to a sudden close. Marshal Foroy, who had applied to him and
received temporal^ relief by means of the stimulus given to his own will, soon relapsed
into more th^ his former helplessness. This got noised abroad, and the public began
to turn against the xiractitioner. The crowds wat rendered all traffic impossible in the
Rue de la Ro^uette, where he had taken up his abode, may have had something^to do
with the policy of his suspension

;
anyhow, the military authorities ordered him to

discontinue practising. Afterwards came a report that the Zouave had gone mad and
been removed to BicStro ; but this was contradicted. Farther information respecting
him may be found in the ' Union Magnetique,* as wril as riurp attacks upon the doctors
who denounced him.” L. 0. 8.

Jhhann Frainz Encke, Jmnigl. Astronom wnd Director der Stermocarte in Berlin,
Sein Leben und Wirken bearbeitet nabh dem Sd^ftliohen nachlaas yon
Seinom Dankbaren Stdiiller Dr. ! C. Bbuhks, Director der Stemwarte,
Professor der Astronomie in Leipzig. Leipzig: Ernst Julius GHinther.
London : Williains and Norgate.

We owe this memoir of the distinguished astronomer, with whose name at
least all are so familiar, to the pen of an attached and grateful pupil, fully com-
petent to do justice to the subject. Dr. Bruhns haying been for seyeral years
l^cke’s assistant at the Berlin Obsezyatory, where he found a fatherly friend
combined with aninyaluable instructor. The yolume^is prefaced, as all memoirs
should bo, by a photographic portrait, more efficient than any description ; and
in this instance the Emxewd, earnest, kindly, honest &oe prepares us to belieye
all of good that may be told us of the man. ’ Sneke was pom in Hamburgh in
1791, and was the eighth child in a family of nine. His father, a Lutheran

'

pastor, died when he was still yery littie, and left him and the rest to the care
of on admirable mother, who ** formed the diaracter of her children by her own
example, and won from them a deyoted loye that long outliyed her.” Such
details as are given of Encke’s childhood axe imparted by his sole surviving
sister of eighty-eight. He was delicate in health, sensitiye, and passionate in
temper, and very earlytook the greatest delight in figures.

^
At the Gymnasium

he diatiTigiiiwbftrt^biTTuielf in mathematics, but his mother did not approve of his
devotingms life to a mathematioal career ; and even when he lost ner in 1811
he had some scruples about adopting it, modestly doubting the sufficiency of
his talent, and believing that the study of medicine would earlier lead to inde-
pendence, and be mors consonant witn the wishes of his brothers and sisters,

Mtween whom and himself there existed the strongest bond of fiunily love.

However, Us natural bias was fortunately destined to prevail. At Gkittingen

he was a diligent attendant upon Gauss’s astronomical lectures, and soon
attracted the leoturer’s attention by the rapidity and precision'of Us calcu-
lations. lA 1813, however, the yoimgEndee's uxuversity careerwas interrupted
by Frederick William III.’s appeal to his i>eople to fight with God for king and

BWburgh' had suffored'peouliarly from French occupation, and
never hesitated. But on entering the Hanseatio Legion his nulitaxy

duties were combined with astronomical studies. He could nmke time to carry
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mk ldm oaloalati<»is z«8pediiig 0Qm«&, tad in 1816 was fbnnd qualified to fill a
post in tho Gotiia Obawratery. Fi!<un that iiinf life wm naj^y in having
one single undivided aim. SQs Teseanhes aa4 disoouxees in eonneotion with
oomrta^ laws, the smaller planets, 6:0., acquired for him European reputation

;

and at the Mxly age of thi^-four he had already won the highest honours his
profession could hratow. He was Boyal Astronomer and Director ofthe Berlin
Ohaervatory. This n<^ he held tmtil his death from apoplexy in 1866. After
giving an accountofbis latter days, thmr snfferings and alleyianona, his attathed

l^ier writes :

—

“Thus passed a^y a man who, for nearly fifty years, was nninterraptedly active in
bis own 8pe<^ soientifio domain; who for nearly forty- years held the foremost astro-
nomkal position in Fmasia, and whose career ae tavant and instaructor I have hitiierto
endeavoaxed to ddineate. Aetho fiither of .a fomilvj as a «nam, he was one of the
noblest and most unselfish characters, full of an exceeding modesty that never strove to
dune in tho eyes of the world

; throughout life and in old age alike tho same simply
etniightforwara Eneke.” L. C. S.

ZTisher dA» Chiatige naeh aeinem eraten Unterschiede vom Phpaiachen im engema
Smne. Yon Hebicann Lanosmbboe. Berlin : Nioolaia<he Ysrlagshudh-
handlung. London : David Nutt.

Wx are all familiar with an old-fashioned qpiritnfdiem which allows nothing
to exist but spirit, and regards that spirit as one, indivisiblo and unextended.
But our authorhas devised a new kind of spiritualism, if we may so express it,

of an afomte charactor. Instead of atoms of mattmrwe have “ animvla, whose
aggregative and reciprocal aotion constitute the individual mind. We beg
pardon of ^e author if we have not expressed his idea with sufficient acctuncy.
Berhaps the following extract may g^ve our readers some clue to his views :

—

**It will he admitted that a psychological theory which docs not trouble itself about
phyri<dogy is at least conceivable. Lrt it be proved noi possible to framo a system
whi^ only undertakes to explain certain phenomena of spiritual life on the condition of
OOBpa^gehideon boing afFectod by another, influencing another, entering into reciprocal

action lot this be once for all proved u'holly unthinkable ! however, such
a theory be established in narrow sphere, then it is very possible that one of thoso
days the wholo of our empirical view of nature should undergo a remarkable revolution;

that this theory should toiumphanily extend far boyond that narrow sphere, that tho
molecule and molocular action should vaniidi horn our conception of nature, and tho
awimwlft and animulor action obtain fundamental importance in all natural sciences

whatever. That support phenomena in a very different sense to what molecules
do will have become apparent to fae thoughtful reader. Lot such a one confine himself
to hare fimts; let hun for onco abstract himself from, all lAysical and metaphysical
theories, and just answer me this : What supports ^colour, tomperaturo, sound P Kot
the molteole, hut perceptions>form that support. As an iuteg^ part of a poxeeption

colour exists, as an intee^ul part of a perception temperature exists, as an integral part
of a perception sound exists. Extension, smoll, taste, weight, hui^noss, all theso are

imdu^M in perceptions.*'

«Deher daa Geistige” is a thin pamphlet of some thirty pages, and written

in no forbidding or difficcdt style, so that tho carious reader may easily consult

it for hiwiaelf- It soems to us a mere confusion of pltysical and psychical pro-
perties. L. O. S.

Uraprung und ISntwidxliaig der menacMicken Bprache mid Vemvt^ft. Yon L.
Gxiaxx. Erster Band. Stuttgart : Yerlag der J. G. Cotta’sehen Buch-
handlimg. London : Williams and Koigate.

It would hardly be possible to select any one problem of philosophy more
Tqplfttft with interest than that which makes Ihe sutgeot of Herr Geiger’s book,

the ommeotibn between B.M8on and Language. Erom a purriy psychological

view we have not becoo. without writers who have fully estimated the unportance
of language as an instrument of thought. Soum of our anatysts have even gone
too far, it has been held, in this direction. Language does neft seem to be
necessary for all d reasoning, though indiepensable for some. In our
days, however, we are not satisfied with a purely paydhologioal view of such a
qaestion. We go back to the hietmry of the human race itself, airi we ask how
huigaage and reaam emcurrently dOToloped themselveB. Forthis we* wantthe
'

'ogist as weU as the psychologist. We want the unioq of a Max Mtlller
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ft Herbert £fpenoer. Whether Hen^Geiger ‘will preemt tie eudi a
union remains to be proved. His views at all events are sufiBoieitttj boldi fer

he is more intdined to oonedder reason as defvelo]^g from language, than hux-
gaSige team reason.
We have but the first portion of the work, and can only say that it bids fiwr

to^ an exhaustivo treatise, w^ deserving attention from all who ore disposed
serionsly to grapple with so great a snlgect. L. 0. G.

Eeuen in Indieni vmd Hoehanen. Mine Darridhmg der Landtchaft, der OuUur und
Bitten dtr Bewohner in Verhindemg nUt Jdimatieehm und gecdogUchen VerhSlt^

niaeen. Baairt aft/ die Beaultate der raiaaeneelu^ftlichen Mieeion von Hermann,
Adciph und Boh^ von Sehlagintweit, auag^fuhrt in den Jadvren 1854—1858.
Yon HEBKAmr vox SoHiAaiwTWixr-SAXiisiiUirsia. Jena: Hermann
Oostenoble. London : Williams and Norgate.

With the name of the distingn^ed traveUers, the three brolhers Yon Solda-

S
'ntweit, most Englieh readers will be funiliar, for it was our own Gkrvemment
at sent them out fifteen years ago to explore the East, and their important

work, entitled, “ Besolts of a Sdentifio Mission in India and High Asia,’^is now
m.oonrse of publication, four English volumes out of the projected nine, and
forty-three maps out of a hnndred-and-twonty prepare, ^Imving already
appeared. Such a work, however, must necessamy come witoin the reach m
few, and therefore in order to render the fruit of so much travel and so much
research accessible and profitable to a largw circle, the eldest brother determined
upon publLushing a shorter and comparativdy popular edition in his own lan-
guage, in which, besides the narrative of the expedition, and ethnological and
geographical illustrations, the purely sdentific results be presented in a
more easy and familiar form than in the Ehigli^ work.

This German edition will consist of two good-sized volumes, oS. whidi the firs

only has as yet come out. It treats of India, and is enriched with seven engrav-
ings from original sketches, as well as with maps.

_
The second volume will

lead into more untravelled ground—^into regions of High Asia, whme this brave
bandof brothers were the first European explorers, and where, alas! the second
of them, Adolph, in spite of all precautions, fell a victim to the native enmity
against aU foreign intrusion. Such a work as this will assuredly meet with^
-vndo welcome it deserves. L. O. S.

Ahmed U FeUah. Far Edhohh'Aboxtt. Fuis. 1869.

M. Abottf does not dune in plots ; perhaps rather we should say that his
brilliancy is too much for tho feeble eyes of his EngUsh readers. Anvhow, dull
or brilliant, his plot is always uncompromisingly subordinated to the purpose
of his novel. Hib characters start into life, make love, and disappear more
or loss naturally ; but they live and act soldy to illustrate the matt^ in hand.
Even Mr. Didtons never 8hai>ed this story so entirely to prove his point
as M. About does ; and the general verdict on Bleak Honse,^* and such like,

diowed that oven Mr. Dickens could not make novds with a puiposo popular
in ’England . They ore popular in France, and always have been smce the days
of tho Grand Gyrus ; .and no wonder, when writers ^e M. About adimt tom
mode of enforomg their views. His sparkle, which is not fidse glare, his in-
ciaivo terseness, make amends for a good deal of extravagance in construction.

And then, M. About is so aTnnaiTig ; he always believes so thoroughly in him-
self. In “Ahmed le Fellah” he takes Egypt inhand with the same undoubting
assurance with which in former novds he inculcated his plans for inmroving
the Landea and for abolidxing tho petite culture. No doubt many of his sug-
gestions are usefril; the author of the “ABO des Travailleurs” is a sensible

man, able not only to lay his fing^ on a blot, but to point out how it may be
got rid of; but then he is so thoroughly Frondi, so unoonsoioudy patroniaang

ux his assumption that, if Egypt is to do any good in the world, she'must
devdop acooraing to his ideas. Here is the story in whidx he enwraps-his
piescr^tions for a country confessedly as side, at least, as the so-called “ sick

man.” ' Said Pacha—eccentric and esmioal philanthropist, of whom the novd
an admirable portcait, sketched off in the best About style, has caught
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» nniaber of young follahs, and hos^aeut them over to France to bo educated.
hC. Abont, out for a day’s shooting at a friend’s nou' Paris, sees th<- man next
him (who, by the 'way, has made Ime best shot of the morning) suddenly dive
into me thicket, strip, break the ice of a pool, wet himself all bver, throw his
clothes on again, ana, kneeling down 'with his face to the south-east, b^n to
pray vehemently. This is Ahmed, who by-and-by at dinner shows that he has
not wasted his ome in France, even though he has not become Ghristianised.
M. About next meets him, ten years after, at Alexandria. Ahmed has during
the interval become a great man and a pattern to his countrymen. As he was
ming baok to Egypt some one at Marseilles grosdy insulted Said Facha;
Ahmed knocked me offiander down ; there 'wm a row ; the young fellah got
badly stabbed, and was 1^ for dead by the effendi in oharsn of his psify.
That knifb-thrust made his fortune. Said could hardly b^eve that ** ms
chattel” would .think of standing up in his defionce. He at once sent off the
effendi to penal servitude, anddeipa^ed nurses and a i^ysidan-extracrdinary
to tend his champion. Thanks to'their care, Ahmed recovers. Said wants to

f
ive him a high place imdm government. “No,” says he, **l’ll'benoffiing
ut a fellah. Xiet your highness give me a fiurm, if you, please.” So a fhrm’

he gets—^two, indoM ; one of which he chooses in the deaertt 'watering it by a
wheel imitate from the French turbine, and manuring it ^th bones coUectpd
along the caravan tracks, where cartloadsof them are flung awav everyjourney.
Bich as he soon gets to be, he still wears the fellah’s dreas (of course, in finer
material), ostentatiously eschewing all Euroi>ean innovations. “Wo wrant
^thing fiwmyou but yom* mechanical skill ; in all elsewe are your superiors,”
is the mialeofmost of hisdiscuasionB'wiUiour author. Naturally his house and
&rm are models ; his harem, for instance, containing his mother and sister—
his recovery of whom, after the break-up of his family while he was in
France, is very prettily told—“has no eunuch but this patent lock which I
picked TO in Paris for fifteen ftan<», and to which my mother has a second
key.” Ho 'will not be a party to that waste of human power, by the need-
less mtiltiplioation of harmn-servants, which he rightly looks on as one of
the great curses of his csountry. Egypt wants example, not precept ; and
Ahmed’s aim is to set a pattern to 1^ countrymen—to show them that ho
is rich because he farms ww, not 'that he farms well because he is rich. His
house, whefily ftim^ed with eastern goods, gives occasion for a diatribe (such
as we saw some time ago in the PaU Mall Cfazelte) against the ruinous and
absurd faslucm which fills Turkish and Egyptian palaces witii tawdry second-
rate European omamenis, to the neg^eert ox home-made wares. Ahmed, in fact,

is Mttttre Pierre over again, with fresh surroundings ; and, like Maltre Pierre,
Ahm^has to be mamed.

^
M. About, with infinite dexterity, maimges tomarry

him to an Englinh girl ; deUc^itoly hinting thereby that miscegenation of this kind
'would do ns a world of good. AMiss Qraee Thewnton, ward of a Mr. Longman,
hod, 'with her guardian and his 'wife, come over in the same steamer 'wim our
anihenr. Their carriage andAhmed’s dnve up to the statiem at the same moment.

feUcdi falls in love at firstsi^t; and, acting on his impulse, he leaps down,
opens Miss Ghacie’s door, and offers to hand her out, first carefully 'wiping off

the mud from the step. She pushes by, and throws him a sixpenpe, which he
kisses and lays next his heart. He then gets into the same rail'way CMurriage,

amid her strong protests against travelling 'with “ that dirty black slave.”
Hereupon thefeUah, who had thankedherforher sumnee in excellent Parisian,
reminds her, in perfocst English, of Queen Elizabeth and Ealeigh’s cloak; and
goes cm to improve his opportunities by a discussion on polygamy, and by
Baying sugar-cane for the party and sho'wing them how to eshew it. It m'ust
tax all M. About’s powers to bring two such opposite natures into harmemy;
but he does it. Miiw Gracse at last cionquers her pride of race, and -vows t^t

' she 'Will never mairy any one but Ahmed, though she never can marry him.
With this csold emmfort the fellah is left on the quay at Port-SaXd, while the
Longmans’ yacht steams out to sea. He esan’t bear it, and so leapein and prims
in pursuit. ThisLeonder-like coup overcomes all redstance ; the yackt is put
about, and all ends like an orthodox novel.
.With the thread' of Ihe story M. About ingeniously works in soine very lively

pictures of Egyptian xnanners, and even some notices of antiquities d propoe of
an interview 'mth M. Maxiette. He points out the evils of the consular system.
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which places the Fraiik above the law, an^gives rise to gross rapressioii of the
uativi' —** at Alexandria the sun goes hy the watches of Mm. the Consuls

;

tho OA ils of the forced labour system, which frightens away capital, for no one
knows when his workmen may bo hurried oS to the other end of the country

;

the evils of tho waste of human power in harems and elsewhere ; of the neglect
of native manufiActures ; and (above all/those springingfrom official corruption

:

and for' all these evils he suggests remedies, one of these being tho importation
of European judges, and changes in the law courts, like^ those which IsmaH
Pasha is said to have in view. Of course he takes his party to the Suess

Canal, **of which Egrot will be found to have had most of the expense,
Prance moat of the glory, and England most of jQie profit.’* M. Lesaeps wiU,
ho tells us, go in for pisciculture on a vast seale iu'ljue Timsah and the rest

;

he will, too, change me climate of Egypt, ** for these large tracts of suxfhce*

water are sure to bring down water from the dohds.”
We heartily recommend the book to those who care about Egypt, as well u

to ihose who lika M. About’s peculiar style. Our only^uamf with him is,

that he could not resist his ohanoe of caricaturing the English afaroa^ Miss
Grace is just a little* too much like the conventional ** Meess Anglaise,” and
Hr. Longman is needlesdy coarse and hoitrru^ S. F.

Notice Hiaiariqtie eur la Vie et les Travaux de Jtf. Vidor Cottsin. Par H. Miai^x.
Paris : Didier et Cie. 1869.

Tms notice of M. Cousin’s life and labours was road last January by M.
Mignet at the annual public meeting of the Academy of Hond and Political

Sciences. It is an not a criticism, and possesses the merits of an
neither more nor less. It is a dignified, well-arranged, well-written piece of

praise, but with tho exception of a single nassago it might have como as well

from one to whom, except through his published works, M. Cousin was unknown,
as from one who was his intimate friend for almost half a century. The fol-

lowing is the exceptional passage, which describes M. Cousin as a talker with

evident truthfrilness of characterization :

—

«c jio go Bouvient, apri^s en avoir joui, de cotto conversation vive, dlovce, s^duisante ?

line grande lichoaso d’id^es, uno vari6te infinio do connaissanccs, une forte originality de

langngo ct memo do certains mouvemonts dramatiques qui on fiiisaient comme im
spectui'lo, la rendaient aussi instructive qu’attachanto. Ches? liii tout 6tait animd, le

regard et la parole, lo gesto ct la pensee. En tdte-a-tete, dovant un public, d^ un
salon, quelquofoiB m6mc dans la rue, il etait toujours pret i\ caiwer, et il lo pouvait feire

dll matin au soir, en channant les autres, sans s’^puiscr lui-mcme. Il a^-ait heauc^up

d’esprit, et il ytait toujours en rerve. Une gaiete aimablo melait des a^r^uB enjoues a

dcs r6tlexions scricusos, et il sortiiit d’un ton un peu Bolcnncl par dos saillios amuf^tes.

Si?s traits piquanta et soii^ius, venus sans ctin cherches, 6taient tirys d^ chosos, janmis

dcs mots. La conti-adictioii qu’il rencontrait quelquefois el rcnthouBiasino auquel u
s’abandounait souvent iiouvaient lo pouascr a des exagyiationa do jugon^t ou de langago

dont il no manqusiit pas tie rovenir si on laiasait ses impytuosites se calmer et ses foux so

rf'froidir. Tout servait d’6tincello ^ cet esprit ardent ot ronflammait. La pliilosophio

ct la politique, la morale ot rhistohe, lalittyraturo ct rart,raniinaient il’envi, et faisaient le

aujet varie de soa inlarissjiblcs conversations. 11 s’y mettait tout enticr,^ot Ton pent dire

qu’il a repandu autant d’idyos on causant qu’il en a laissyes on yciivant.”
-qi »
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